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New Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.
The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy
of a liglitniug discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path
upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the
Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation
of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.
The Dispeller will be sent prepaid, with

full directions for its application, to any
part of the United States on receipt of S5.00.
Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.
N. D. C. HODGES,

47 Lafayette Place, - - New York.

MIMEDAI C Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
Ill I II LnALO • Foe Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and floest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c ; cloth bound, 2oc.
GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Jlineraloglsts,

Removed to 73-3 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Conrse of Mineralogy for Yonng People.

Third Grade ready, containing directions how to
study minerals by means of blowpipe analysis.
Book, Collection, Correspondence one dollar

pdstage, 25 cents. Address
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
TERRE UAITE, 1M)IA>A.—A SCHOOL OF EXGIAFDKLX;.
Well endowed, well equipped departments of Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Chemistry,
Drawing. Extensive Shops and Laboratories. Ex-
penses low. For catalogue address H. T. Eddy, Pros.

Th(

Remington
has set the copy for writing

machines for 15 years.

It is to-day the

Standard
and expects in the future,

as it has in the past,

to lead all others

in adding improvements
to what will always be
the true model of a

Typewriter.
Wyckqff, Seamans <S-» Benedict,

327 Broadway, New York.

On Jan. 1st, and at intervals of two months
since, has been published the New Zealand
Journal of Science, dealing with all branches
of natural science, especially in relation to
the colony. Subscription (including postage
to America). 12s. Gd. per annum, payable to
the Editor, care Matthews, Baxter & Co.,
Bowling St., Dunedin, N. Z.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent com-

pany to handle my patents on a new method

of protecting buildings from lightning has been

subscribed. Sub-companies and agencies to

introduce the invention are forming, and any

desirous of taking State-rights may address me,

for the present, as below.

The English patent is for sale.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

%»„ "'GLE Copies, Ten Cents.
,,
$3:5. ", Year, in Advance.

HEt»
Can any re^. of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small
conductor (one-sixteenth of an
inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-
tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-
ly? Plenty of cases have been
found which show that when the
conductor is dissipated the build-
ing is not injured to the extent
explained (for many of these see
volumes of Philosophical Trans-
actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention
of the Royal Society), but not
an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-
lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

WALKER PRIZES IN NATURAL HISTORY.
The Boston Society of Natural History

offers a first prize of from $150 to glOO, and a second
prize of a sum not exceeding 350, for the best me-
moirs, in English, on one of the following subjects:

1. An original investigation into any of the prob-
lems connected with the geology of the last ice epoch
in New England; any of the glacial features, as, for
instance, the distribution and history of moratnal
deposits and eskers, or of sand plains may be se-
lected.

2. An original investigation into the recent changes
of level of the whole or of a part; of the shore line of
the eastern United States. This inquiry must in-
clude observations on and discussions of the phe-
nomena eshibited by elevated sea margins and sub-
merged forests.

3. A study of any river valley in New England
containing an area of not less than one hundred
square miles; the inquiry to include the preglacial
history of the stream, the changes effected In the
basin by the last ice epoch, the relation of the valley
to the neighboring basins, and to changes of level of
the sea.
Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed

envelope, enclosing the author's name and super-
scribed by a motto corresponding to one borne by
the manuscript, and must be handed to the Secre-
tary on or before April 1st. Yn^^'i.

Prizes will not be awarded unless the memoirs are
deemed of adequate merit.
For further particulars applv to

riAMUEL DEXTER, Secretary.
Boston. July I. 1S91,

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
BALTIMORE.

Announcements for the next academic

year are now ready and will be sent on ap-

plication.

5 /V/^rmNM ^'^ "
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KEO-DARIINISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTER F. WARD.
Annual address of the President o£ the Biological

Society of "Washington, delivered Jan. 24, 1891, A
historical and critical review of modern scientific

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion: Status of the Problem, Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-
plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are expressed they are In the main in line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N, Y.

Tj-OR SALE.-

AN DER SEE. Eeisebriefe aus dem Moore
und von der Nordsee. Von Dr. Ernst

Doges. (1884.) 178 p. 12". 25c.

DIE KOLONIALREICHE UND KO-
LONISATIONSOBJEKTE DER GE-

( GENWART. Kolonialpolitisclie und
kolonialgeographische Skizzen von Dr.

Emil Deckert. Leipzig, 1885. 240 p. 12°.

25c.

REISEERINNERUNGEN AUS AL-
GSRIEN UND TUNIS. Von Dr. W.
Kobelt. Frankfurt am Main, 1885. Illus-

trated. 480 p. 8". 75c.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRIQUE DU
TRAVAIL MECANIQUE. Determina-
tion des Elements de la Transmission. Par
A. Hillairet. Paris, 1884. Illustrated.

79 p. 8°. 25c.

piE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN
GEISTESSTORUNG UND VER-
BRECHEN. Nach Beobachtungen in der

Irrenanstalt Dalldorf von Dr. W. Sander
und Dr. A. Richter. Berlin, 1886. 404 p.

8°. 75o

BLATTER FUR GEFANGNISS-
KUNDE. Organ des Vereins der deuts-

chen Strafanstaltsbeamten. Eedigirt von
Gustav Ekert. Neunzehnter Band, 1 u. 2

Heft. Heidelberg, 1884. 151 p. 8°. 25c,

KRITISCHE UND EXPERIMEN-
TELLE BEITRAGE ZUR LEHRE
VON DER FUTTERUNGSTUBER-
CULOSE. Von Dr. F. Wesener. Frei-

burg, 1885. 98 p. 8". 25c.

GEDENKTAGE DER PSYCHIATRIE
ALLER LANDER. Von Dr. Heinrich

Laehr. Berlin, 1885. 65 p. 8'^. 50c.

ZUR KUNSTLICHEN ERNAHRUNG
DER SAUGLINGE IN DEN DREI
ERSTEN LEBENSMONATEN. Ex-
perimentell plinische Untersuchung von
Dr. H. Schoppe. Tiibingen, 1884. 82 p.

8°. 25c.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY
47 I-afayette Place, Ne^v York.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
IQfo DISCOUNT.

"We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding §10, counting

each at its full price,

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y,

Wants.

Any person seeking- a position for which he is quali-
fied by his scientific attainments^ or anyperson seeking
FOTue one to fill a position of this character^ be it thai
0/ a teacher ofiscience^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or ivhat
not, may have the ' Wanf inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-
able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific qitestion^ the address of
any scientific 7nan, or ivho can in any -way use this col-
u?nn for a purpose consonant -with the nature of the
paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—Lyell's Principles of Geolopy, second-
hand copy, 2 vol. ed., D. Appleton & Co. State

condition and price. J. W. FRELEY, WeUs Col-
lege, Aurora, N. Y.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROF. GATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

pHEMIST.—A chemist, with the degree of M.Sc,
Vv desires an engagement, either as chemist to
manufactory, &c.. or as professor of chemistry in a
college or medical school. Has had experience as
Professor of Chemistry and thorough chemical edu-
cation In every branch of the science. Address
M.Sc, this offi.ce.

WANTED to buv a copy of Dr. Edward Seguin's
treatise on ""idiocy "

: New York, Wm. Wood
& Co., 1866. Address, stating price, P.O. BOS 755,

Worcester, Mass.

APOLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE GRADUATE, with
one year's experience, wants a position as

Teacher of Mathematics, Physics, English, and Me-
chanical Drawing, or as Assistant in a Mechanical or
Engineering Laboratory. For particulars address
P. O. Box 755, Worcester, Mass.

WANTED—Four additional Teachers for the
whole or part of the summer at the Summer

School of Languages, Bryant School, Roslyn, L. I.,

N. Y. One of them at least should be a teacher of
conchology and the botany and biology of the ocean,
one a geologist, and one a native of France.

ACHEMIST, who has taken a thorough course in
chemistry in one of our best institutions, would

like a position as assistant in an iron firm or in any
industrial establishment. Correspondence solicited.

JOHN N. BARBER, Box 743, Amherst, Mass.

AN experienced tutor, Latin, English, German,
Science, wishes an engagement in High School

or Academy for September commencing. H. L. M.,
243 West 45th Street, New York City.

THERE is an opening in this office for a college

graduate with scientific tastes. Science, 47

Lafayette Place, New York.

Exchanges.

[Freeofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactorycharacter.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-

ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S- Geol. Sur-

vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those who offer. J. W.
Freley, WeUs College, Aurora, N. Y.

Unbound volumes of the Electrician (London), the
Electrical Review (London), Electrician (a weekly
journal of applied electricity and physics. London), and
unbound volumes of Science in exchange for mineral
specimens. D. T. Marshall, Metuchen, N. J.

For sale, or exchange for geological works, the follow-

ing works in anatomy, all latest editions: Allan, Tuain,
Gray, Leidy, Massey, and RoUestin's Forms of Animal
Life. S. W. Williston, Lawrence, Kan.

Will exchange a new Thomson reflecting astatic gal-
vanometer, about 6,ooD ohms, made by Clark, Muii
head &Co., London, and costing £30, with 1-9, i-9(

1-999, shunts, lampand fscale, for a Weston voltmeter
and ammeter, or arge Wheatstone bndpe, dial pattern,

or a portable testing outfit. Address G. A., Science
Office, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

For exchange—Fossil leaves from the Laramie beds of

South Table Mountain, near Golden, Col., for other fos-

sils, historical relics, or minerals. Address John B. Gar-
vin, State School of Mines, Golden, Col.

A TEMPORARY BINDER
for Science is now ready, and will be mailed
postpaid on receipt of 75 cents.

This binder is strong, durable and
elegant, has gilt side-title, and al-

lows the opening of the pages per-
fectly fiat. Any number can be
taken out or replaced without dis-

turbing the others, and the papers
are not mutilated for subsequent
permanent binding. Filed in this

binder, Sciencel'^ always convenient
for reference.
Temporary binders of the same

description but without side title, to

fit any paper or periodical of ordi-

nary size, will be mailed postpaid on receipt of price as

given below. In ordering, be sure to give the name of

paper or periodical and style of binder.

8 to 12 inches long, cloth, $0.50; leather. So. 60.

60 75-

N. D. C. HODGES. 47 Lafavette Place, New York

WORLD-ENGLISH.
25 Cents.

ANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

25 Cents.

Ex - President Andrew D.
White, of Cornell University,

says: "I believe thatthe highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption.'"

" So set down, our tongue is the best for the world
to unite M^on."Srooklyn Eagle.

'• The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,

and the presentation is charmingly clear."

—

Ameri-
can, Phila.
"The result is a language which cannot fail to

meet with acceptance.'"

—

Boston Traveller.
" World English deserves the careful consideration

of all serious scholars."—JV/oder?i Language Notes.

Sent, postpaid, on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

HMDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Peof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1,

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI, , Hew York.

AISTY OF
Prof. A. MELVILLE BELL'S WORKS

—ON—
Elocution — Visible Speech—

Principles of Speech—Faults

of Speech—Phonetics—Line
Writing — World - English,

etc.,

SUPPLIED BY

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

BOOKS: Hon" to Sell tlieiu. Send a list,

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

minerals,

Rocks,
Fossils,

Casts of Fossils,

Oeological

Reliefmaps.

Ward'sNatural Science Establishment

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals
and Skins,

mounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
models,

Invertebrates.
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IDEALS OF MEDICAL EDUCATION.^

When ttie medical faculty of an ancient, famous, and

progressive university honors a physician by a request that

he will deliver an address to it, and to its friends, upon such

an occasion as this, the subject of that address must be sought

within certain limits. It should have some relation to the

special work of the faculty,— to medical education as it was,

or is, or should be. The fact that you have already had

three addresses bearing on this subject by distinguished med-

ical teachers, who are more familiar with its practical bear-

ings and needs than I can be, does not authorize me to try

another field, although it greatly increases my difficulty in

selecting reflections and suggestions which are suited to the

occasion and to the audience, and which, at the same time,

will not be a wearisome repetition of what is already familiar

to you. I know, however, that discourses of this kind are

soon forgotten: were it otherwise, this would indeed be a

hard world for address givers.

Of course the medical department of Yale is organized in

the best possible manner, and is doing the best possible work,

under the circumstances. I do not know precisely what its

organization is, or work it is doing, or the exact circum-

stances which govern it, but I have no doubt it is safe to as-

sume this. There is one circumstance, however, which very

commonly affects medical schools and universities, and

which therefore may possibly affect you, and that is, the

want of means to do every thing that anybody may con-

sider desirable. Perhaps, then, some remarks upon certain

modern ideals of medical education, and upon first-class

medical schools and their cost, based upon data derived from

other schools, may be of some interest, especially in the light

of Eouchefoucauld's aphorism that there is something in the

misfortunes of our best friends which is not displeasing to

us.

The great mass of the public— the majority of the voters

of all parties, and of the women who are not voters — know
little and care less about the details of professional educa-

tion, or about the standard of qualification attained to by
those to whom they intrust more or less of the care of their

souls, their property, or their bodies. The popular feeling is

that in a free country every one should have the right to

follow any occupation he likes, and employ for any purpose

any one whom he selects, and that each party must take the

consequences.

It is noteworthy, however, that each individual professing

to hold this opinion almost always makes an exception to

his own occupation if it is one involving skilled labor. He
is in favor of free trade in the abstract, and of limitations

with regard to his own particular trade, either as to number
of apprentices, as to time of study, or as to some form of

trust which will prevent, as far as possible, competition in

that special business. In one of its aspects, medicine is a

trade, carried on for the purpose of making money in order

' Address delivered before the Medical Faculty of Tale College, June 23,

1891, by John S. BUllngs, M.D. (Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.)

to support the physician and his family; and to the majority

of practitioners this is a very important aspect, although

to very few of them is it the only one. Hence it is that

medical faculties must consider schemes of medical education

from this point of view also; not exclusively so by any
means, but, nevertheless, with reference to the questions:

What do we propose to ofiier? How much will it cost us?

How much shall we charge for it? With reference to the

first question, it is obvious that there are several quite differ-

ent kinds of education which a medical faculty may offer to

its students. It is by no means easy to decide as to the

quality and quantity of the article offered by consulting only

the advertisements, circulars, and prospectuses of the one

hundred and more medical schools in tlie United States, but

even from these it can be seen that one can get a diploma of

doctor of medicine in much less time, and at much less ex-

pense, from some schools than from others, — and we all

know that the diplomas of these different schools are guar-

antees of very different education and qualifications.

There are also several different ideals as to what is desira-

ble in medical education. For instance, there is the ideal of

the literary man, of the clergyman, of the laborer, and of

other classes of the general public. There is the ideal of the

man who wants to obtain a medical degree as soon and as

cheaply as possible, in order that he may commence prac-

tice ; the ideal of the same man after he has obtained such a

degree and has been for two oy three years trying to get

practice; and the ideal of the middle-aged successful practi-

tioner who has learned several things by experience since he

graduated. Then we have the ideal of the army and navy
examining boards, the ideal of the man of means who wants

to become a specialist without ever going into general prac-

tice, and the ideal of the man who wishes to be an investi-

gator and a teacher, either from the love of science or from

the desire for fame. Let us consider these ideals briefly.

The chief demand of the great mass of the non-professional

public is for general practitioners, and the qualifications

which these should possess may be summed up in the state-

ment that they should be competent to recognize the forms

of disease and injury which are common in the com.munity

in which they practice, and should know, and be able to ap-

ply, the remedies which are most frequently used and found

efficacious in such cases. They are expected, for the most

part, to follow and not to lead, It is not necessary that they

should be skilled in the refinements of modern pathology, or

be thoroughly trained in minute anatomy or experimental

physiology, or be great surgeons, or be well up in all the

specialties. Observe that I say it is not necessary ; it may
be desirable, but in the majority of cases it is not practica-

ble.

In their brief journey of life through this world the great

majority of people must travel on the routes and by the ve-

hicles provided for them by others, and, fortunately, they are

usually content to do so. They move in groups which are

"personally conducted," see the things they are told to see,

try with more or less success to admire the things which

they are told to admire; and their chief discontent occurs

when their conductors are either silent or give contradictory
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orders, — when it comes to the parting of the ways. Most

travellers on an Atlantic steamer accept without murmuring

the edict that " passengers are not allowed on the bridge."

The information which those who propose to earn their

living by the general practice of medicine stand most in need

of is that which will enable them to recognize the ordinary

emergencies and to deal with them in the ordinary way.

As students, their time, money, and zeal for study and in-

vestigation, are all usually more or less limited, and there

are many things in a course which is called the " higher

medical education" which are of comparatively little use to

them. The clinical instruction which they can get at a

school in the region of country in which they intend to

practise will often be more valuable to them than that which

they could get at a distant school of greater repute, simply

from the difference in the class of cases presenting them-

selves for treatment. Good local pilots are in demand, al-

though we have a superintendent of the coast survey. In

some respects the old-fashioned system of medical appren-

ticeships, in which the student spent from one to three years

in the office of a physician in general practice before he

went to a medical school to hear lectures, was a good one

for producing these general practitioners.

To learn to do such work easily and propei'ly, one must

live among the sick, learn how they look, how they talk,

how they are to be talked to and handled ; and must do this

at close quarters, and not by looking on from the top bench

of an amphitheatre, or from the outer ring of a group of

thirty or forty men standing around a bed. Moreover, it is

the common every-day ailments and their effects and treat-

ment that the student wants to become familiar with at first,

rather than the rare cases. Cases of colic, of effects of over-

eating or drinking, of sore throats, croup or diphtheria, or

scarlet-fever or mumps, of the ordinary fevers, of simple

fractures and dislocations, of bad cuts of the palm of the

hand, are far more important to him from a business point

of view than brain tumors or ligations of the innominate

artery.

And these comparatively simple, every-day cases are just

what the young man reading in the office of his preceptor

may become familiar with. How many of the men without

such experience, who graduate this year at our great medi-

cal schools, have ever seen closely a case of measles, or scar-

let-fever, or incipient small-pox; or have actually looked

into the throat of a child suffering from diphtheria, or have

ever assisted in adjusting and dressing a fractured thigh-

bone, or in getting the clothing off from a case of extensive

burn or scald? I have no doubt most of them could repeat

the description of these things which they have heard or

read, but they are not as well prepared to deal with such

cases in that unhesitating way which commands confidence,

as is the man who has seen and touched one or two such

cases in his preceptor's office, and has observed what that

preceptor said and did.

On the other hand, the number of practising physicians

who are qualified to act as preceptors, and who are willing

to give the requisite time and attention to students, is very

limited ; and with any other kind of preceptor the student

wastes much time, is apt to lose interest, and become idle

and unfit for continuous mental interest. If the student

spent his apiirentice year or two years in a preceptor's office,

either at the end of his first or second year's medical lec-

tures, or after obtaining his degree, it would be much better

for him ; but the latter course is open to the objection that

he would probably think that he knew more than his pre-

ceptor. The Scotch medical schools prefer that the year

spent as an articled pupil shall come after the first two years

of education in a medical school. The decision of the British

Medical Council has been that a five years' course of study

shall be compulsory, and that the last year shall be spent in

practical work.

Theoretically there is still a considerable amount of pre-

liminary reading with a preceptor done in this country, but

practically this method of beginning the study of medicine

is fast disappearing. Through the kindness of the officers of

some of our large medical schools I have obtained some data

on this point, from which I infer that in the Eastern schools

the proportion of students who claim to have read with a

preceptor for one year before commencing lectures is from

1.5 to 30 per cent, and in Western and Southern schools from

25 to 60 per cent; but no doubt such reading in the majority

of cases was merely nominal, and the student had seen little

or nothing of practice. In most schools the certificate of the

preceptor is not required.

The ideal of the average student who is in a hurry to begin

practice needs no special decription. What he wants is to

pass the examinations with the least possible labor,— the

less he is compelled to take for his money the better he is

pleased. The ideal of the majority of the medical profession

as to what should be the minimum course of study for the

degree of doctor of medicine appears to be that the student

should first obtain at least such preliminary education as is

furnished by our ordinary high schools, and then should

study medicine four years, the first of which may be with a

preceptor, and three of which are to be occupied in attending

a graded course of lectures, the last two years being largely

devoted to clinical and hospital instruction. About one-third

of our medical schools have expressed their intention of car-

rying out this programme. As regards the time, it is not

sufficient, according to European standards, but it is perhaps

the best general standard which can be fixed at present for

the education of the general practitioner for this country.

Its success depends upon whether the student has had the

needed preliminary education. It is the want of this last

which is the chief deficiency.

The ideal of the army and navy examining boards is that

a surgeon in the government service should have received

either the literary, classical, and mathematical training of

the ordinary college course for the degree of bachelor of arts,

or the training leading to a degree in scientific studies ; and
that, after that, he should have spent five years in medical

studies, the last year as resident in a hospital.

This ideal cannot yet be enforced in either service, for the

reason that they could not get enough men who come up to

this standard to fill the vacancies, so that the actual standard

is somewhat lower than this, although it is higher than the

minimum standard of any medical school or of any State

board of examiners. Through tlie courtesy of the surgeon-

generals of the army and navy, I am able to give you the

following results of the work of their examining boards for

the last ten years :
—

Before the army boards, 348 candidates presented them-
selves during this period, of whom 76, or 22.3 per cent, were
approved and passed ; 31 were rejected for physical disquali-

fications; 90 failed to pass the preliminary examination;
and the remainder failed to pass the medical examination.

The rejections for physical defects are for the last three years

only.

Before the navy boards, 237 candidates presented them-
selves, of whom 55, or 23.1 per cent, were approved and passed

;
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75 were rejected for physical disqualiflcations ; and the re-

mainder either withdrew *or failed to pass.

Evidently the standards of the two boards are about the

same. The proportion of those rejected for physical defects

is noteworthy. In a general way we may say that about

one-fourth of the candidates before such boards are approved,

and one-fourth fail on the preliminary examination as to

general education. Putting aside those rejected for physical

causes, and making the necessary corrections for a certain

number who came before the boards more than once, we
find that of 429 examined, 129, or 30.2 per cent, were success-

ful.

Of those candidates who had a college degree, 34 per cent

succeeded, and of those who had no such degree, 28.9 succeed-

ed. Of those candidates who had had one year's residence

in hospital, 40 per cent passed, while of those who had not

been residents, only 21 per cent were successful. The

percentage of successful candidates from different schools

varies greatly, ranging from 9 to 56 per cent, for those schools

from which more than ten candidates presented themselves.

I cannot go into details on this point, but may say that

taking the medical schools of Harvard, Yale, the College of

Physicians and Bellevue Hospital of New York, the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, and the University of Virginia together,

of 141 candidates, 65, or 46.1 per cent, succeeded ; while for

all the rest of the schools in a body, of 586 candidates, 64, or

22.3 per cent, succeeded.

The figures from Yale alone are too small to draw accurate

conclusions from, but in strict confidence I will tell you that

of the five graduates of the Yale Medical School, who came
before the army and navy boards during the last ten years,

three, or 60 per cent, have passed. The greatest percentage

of successful candidates comes from those who were between

24 and 25 years of age when they graduated, being 31.7 per

cent, as against 27.9 per cent for those who were under 22,

and 26.2 per cent for those who were over 25 on gradua-

tion.

Admitting it to be a fact that different schools have differ-

ent minimum standards for graduating doctors of medicine,

to what extent are these differences necessary or desirable ?

There is at present a very general demand that those schools

which have the lower standards shall raise them to the ideal

of the medical profession just stated. It seems as if the sup-

ply of physicians is now, in most parts of the country, in ex-

cess of the demand, the number of medical men being from

two to thi'ee times as great amongst us, in proportion to the

population, as it is in France or Germany, while the annual

number of graduates also greatly exceeds the number of

places to be filled.

Under these circumstances, there is necessarily a struggle

for existence, in which the men of inferior qualifications

usually, though not always, fail. The schools, however, will

not shape their course so much with reference to the real or

supposed interests of the profession or of the public, as with

reference to the demands of their immediate customers, the

students, and many of these, as has been said, do not want

any more education than is absolutely necessary to enable

them to begin practice. The ability and inclination to pay

for professional services differs greatly in different localities

and among different classes of people. Attempts to enforce

a minimum standard of qualifications, by prescribing a mini-

mum time for the course, and a minimum for the number of

lectures in certain specified branches, will not result in fixing

a uniform minimum standard of results obtained, for this

can only be assured and maintained by some system of in-

spection and testing of results which is independent of the

schools or, at all events, of each individual school. When,
as Professor Sumner says, "A and B put their heads together

to see what C ought to be made to do for D," there is small

prospect of result so long as C is free to do as he likes.

In the Russian myth, when the raven brought the water

of life and the water of death to the gray wolf, the first thing

that the wolf did was to test their powers on the raven him-

self, to determine whether his task was properly done. The
public do not have an opportunity of seeing the effect of

such a test as this upon those who come to them from the

schools professing to have obtained the knowledge of healing

:

if they had, the complaints of overcrowding in the profession

would probably cease.

From the commercial point of view it seems plain that

there are too many medical schools in this country, that the

education which many of them are giving is a very poor one,

and that the students who are attracted to these last by
offers of a cheap and short course waste their time and their

money.

The only really efficient remedy for this state of affairs is

a system of State examinations, with minimum standards.

This also has its evils, since it must lead to cramming; but

it is the best we can do at present. It is urged by some that

this minimum standard should be uniform throughout the

United States, but in that case, it would be unnecessarily low
in some parts of the country. The precise nature of the re-

quirements in different regions depends on the density of

population, and on the ability of the great mass of the people

to pay enough to induce highly educated physicians to settle

among them. It would be better if it were otherwise, and if

every one could have the benefit of the best professional

skill; but matters are adjusted in this world largely by con-

flict of interests. Certainly no one who intends to practise

medicine should be content with the least amount of knowl-

edge which will enable him to pass the required examinations,

whatever the standard of those examinations may be.

Putting aside now this matter of a minimum standard, let

us consider briefly an ideal of a medical education of a higher

type. In addition to the incipient family practitioner of

ordinary qualifications, the beginners in the profession, there

is need of, and employment for, highly skilled, thoroughly

trained physicians and surgeons as family physicians, as con-

sultants, as specialists, and as investigators and teachers.

There are two ways in which these needed men may be

educated and developed. The first is by their commencing
with the ordinary course of instruction for general practice

in the manner just spoken of, and then going on, after

graduation and commencing practice, to study and perfect

themselves in details, according to individual tastes and op-

portunities; and this has been the course pui-sued by a large

number of our most distinguished American consultants and

specialists. The other is to lay a broad and sound founda-

tion of preliminary education before giving any attention to

clinical study or practice. This means an education at least

equivalent to that required of candidates for the degree of

bachelor of arts from our leading universities, including

Latin, French, and German, and mathematics to include

trigonometry, and the elements of analytics. It should also

include one year's work in a physical laboratory, two years'

work in chemistry, two years' work in biology, at least one

year's work in practical anatomy, and one year's course in

materia medica.

In other words, it requires that the youth of sixteen, having

obtained a good high-school education, shall go on to spend
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at least five years in additional study before he commences

to see any thing of practice. He should thea spend at least

three years more in special medical and clinical studies,

during- one year of which he should, if possible, reside in a

hospital. If then his purpose is to become a specialist, an

original investigator, and a teacher, it is desirable that he

should spend two years more in clinics and laboratories de-

voted to his special subject, and at least half of this time

should, at present, be spent abroad. These are the broad out-

lines of what I suppose most physicians of the present day

would consider a desirable scheme of medical education for

an intelligent boy with a fair amount of liking for study,

good health, and sufficient means to enable him to go through

with it without making undue demands upon his parents or

guardians.

You will observe that there are several qualifying clauses

in that last sentence. The aphorism that it does not pay to

give a five-thousand-dollar education to a five-dollar boy

must be constantly borne in mind in considering these ques-

tions. On the other hand, it is also to be noted that in the

preparation of educational schemes it is not necessary to

provide for the demands of youths of extraordinary ability

and industry— for men of genus. Beds suitable for giants

are not required as part of the stock of an ordinary furniture

store, especially if it require giants to make them. Some
cases of disease will recover without treatment, though the

cure may be hastened by proper management; some will die

under any treatment; the result of some depends on the treat-

ment. It is much the same in education. Some will acquire

knowledge and power without special training; others will

never acquire these things under any training; but the career

of many depends, to a large extent, on the training which

they receive. The recent announcement of a compulsory

four yeai's' course of medical studies by Harvard and the

University of Pennsylvania, soon to be followed by a similar

announcement fi'om Columbia, looks toward the ideal just

indicated.

The number of those who are obtaining a college educa-

tion as a preparation for medical study has increased, and

will still more increase as the competition among an excessive

number of physicians becomes fiercer.

From information received from some of our leading medi-

cal schools for the present year, it appears that the proportion

of students who have taken preliminary degrees before com-

mencing the study of medicine varies from fourteen to forty-

tljree per cent in Eastern schools, from three to twelve per

cent in Western schools, and from fifteen to twenty per cent

in Southern schools.

Just here comes in a very difficult point. When shall

general education cease and special training begin ? The
answer to this must depend largely on the individual, but it

seems to me that the present tendency is to begin to specialize

too soon. This early specialization of study and work may
lead to more prompt pecuniary success, but not, I think, to

so much ultimate happiness and usefulness as the longer

continuance of study on broader lines. "For it is in knowl-

edge as it is in plants," as Bacon says. " If you mean to use

the plant, it is no matter for the roots; but if you mean to

remove it to grow, then it is more assured to rest upon roots

than slips. So the delivery of knowledge as it is now used,

is of, fair bodies of trees without the roots— good for the car-

penter but not for the planter. But if you will have science

grow, it is less matter for the shaft or body of the tree, so

you look well to the taking up of the roots."

In discussions on medical education and the duties of

medical schools, we are too apt to lose sight of the fact that

the best that the student can do in them is to begin to learn.

If he does not studj' much longer and harder after he gradu-

ates than he does before, he will not become a successful

physician. Moreover, the great majority of men have differ-

ent capacities for learning certain things at different ages.

They lose receptive power as they grow older.

Permit me to use here a personal illustration, and pardon

the apparent egotism of an old gentleman who refers to his

youthful days. Thirty-three years ago I began the study of

medicine, having obtained tlie degree of bachelor of arts

after the usual classical course of those days. It so happens

that the smattering of Latin and Greek which I obtained has

been of great use to me, and I may, therefore, be a prejudiced

witness; but my acquaintance with many physicians at home
and abroad has led me to believe that the ordinary college

course in languages, mathematics, and literature is a very

good foundation for the study of medicine, and I do not

sympathize with those who demand that all who are to enter

on this study shall substitute scientific studies for all the

Greek and a part of the Latin of the usual course. This

change is good for some but not for all. I had attended

lectures in physics and chemistry, but had done no labora-

tory work, and I could read easy French and German. Thus
equipped I began to read anatomy, physiology, and the prin-

ciples of medicine. Nominally I had a preceptor, but I do

not think I saw him six times during the year which fol-

lowed, for I was teaching school in another State. Never-

theless, he told me what books to read, and I read them.

The next thing was to attend the prescribed two courses of

lectures in a medical college in Cincinnati. Each course

lasted about five months, and was precisely the same. There

was no laboratory course, and I began to attend clinical lec-

tures the first day of the first course. One result of this was

that I had to learn chemical manipulation, the practical use

of the microscope, etc., at a later period when it was much
more diificult. In fact, I may say that I have been studying

ever since to repair the deficiencies in my medical training,

and have never been able to catch up.

Probably a large number of physicians over fifty years of

age have had much the same experience, and feel that there

are certain things, snch as the relations of trimethyloxyethy-

lene-ammonium hydroxide in the body, or the causation of

muscular contraction by migration of labile material between

the inotagmata,— the bearings and beauty of which might

as well be left to younger men. Not that these things are

specially diificult to understand, but they form part of a new
nomenclature which in most cases it is not worth the while

of the older men to learn, because it is far more difiicult for

them to master it tlian it is for their sons. One of the most

comfortable and satisfactory periods of a man's life is that

when he flrst distinctly and clearly recognizes that in certain

matters he is a helpless old fogy, and that he is not expected

to know anything about them.

(To be continued.)

EXPERIMENTAL POTATO FARMING.

The question of the influence of different quafities of seed upon
the earliness and productiveness of a given variety of potatoes is

one that has been much discussed, and the following experimen-

tal planting was made at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion to test the value of three qualities of seed. The seed of lot I.

was grown from a planting made in the middle of March, and
harvested and stored in the cellar as they ripened. The potatoes

had sprouteu badly during the winter, and were a good deal
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shrivelled. Lot II. was from the main planting, made in the lat-

ter part of April, and dug and stored in September. The tubers

were quite firm, and had sprouted but moderately. Lot III. was
seed from a second crop grown in 1889 in the following way. A
few hills each of several sorts, from the plat which produced the

seed of lot I., were dug July 11, and the potatoes planted the same
day on ground that had been cleared of early peas. These gave a

light yield of tubers of even size and of very fine quality. When
taken from the cellar for planting they were as firm and free from
sprouts as when stored.

Tlu-ee pounds of each of the above lots were cut to three-eye

pieces, and planted March 18. With one exception, the sorts in

lot III. were from five to eight days later than the others in com-
ing up, while between lots I. and II. no difference could be noted.

The vines of lot III., when they came, were much stronger than

the others, and in a few weeks overtook and outgrew the other

lots, making a much more vigorous and heavy stand.

The date of blooming, though not varying uniformly on the

whole, favors the vigorous plants of lot III. for earliness, and
shows that the comparatively weak and slender plants of lot I.

bloomed later, or in three cases failed to perfect any bloom.

The date at which they afforded potatoes of table quality did

not vary appreciably in favor of either, but the product, both in

quantity and quality, was largely in favor of lot III.

While the product of lot II. was not, in all cases, much ahead
of lot I. in weight, the percentage of marketable tubers was greater,

and these were of greater average size.

Summarizing the results of this trial, it seems, first, that noth-

ing is gained in earliness by the use of second-crop seed; second,

that there is a positive gain in amount of product, as well as size

of tubers, over that of flrst-crop seed grown in the same locality

;

third, that firm, well-kept, unsprouted seed is better than that

which is sprouted and shrivelled, giving a heavier product and of

better size and quality. These inferences may not be conclusive,

but seem to be fairly deducible from the above results.

Still further to test the practicability of growing the second

crop of potatoes in one season, five pounds of seed of each variety

in lot III., as above mentioned, were dug July 33, and planted

the same day, cut in halves. These came up rather unevenly, the

same fault having been noticed in the previous trial. The product

"was of unusually fine quality, and the yield a very good one,

Tvhen it is considered that potatoes of ordinary planting were al-

most a failure in that section of the country.

ENTOMOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS.

The reports of the six permanent field agents of the Division of

Entomology of the Department of Agriculture are included in a

bulletin just issued from the government printing office at Wash-
ington. These reports are printed in full, though they are little

more than summaries of the work in general performed by each

agent. Special reports upon specific subjects have from time to

time been sent in by special direction, and those have been pub-

lished in Insect Life.

Mr. Lawrence Bruner, who last year reported upon the insects

injurious to young trees on tree claims, has the present season

devoted much of his attention to insects affecting, or liable to

affect, the sugar-beet, a crop of growing importance in Nebraska,

the State in which he is located. Although but one season's col-

lecting has been done, some sixty-four species have been observed

to prey upon this crop. As is shown by the report, nearly all of

these can be readily kept in subjection by the use of the kerosene

emulsion or the arsenites.

Mr. D. W. Coquillett's report, from California, is mainly de-

voted to methods and apparatus for the destruction of scale-insects

by means of fumigation. The experiments were aimed at the red

scale, which is one of the most difScuIt to treat with washes. He
describes the simplified tents and the rigging which enables them
to be used rapidly, and shows the advantage of excluding the

actinic rays of the light. Judging from recent California news-

papers, the use of this method of fighting scale-insects is rapidly

increasing, and the comparatively expensive apparatus is already

owned by a large number of fruit-growers, This improved method

is the legitimate outgrowth of experiments which were instituted

by the department at Los Angeles in 1887, and possesses the ad-
vantage over spraying that it can hardly be done in a slovenly

manner. If used at all, its effects are nearly complete.

Mr. Albert Koebele, while reporting upon a number of interest-

ing fruit pests, notably the tent caterpillars of the Pacific slope,

and a noctuid larva which destroys the buds of certain fruit trees,

devotes most of his report to the description of certain tests, which
Pi'ofessor Riley, the government entomologist, directed him to

make with different resin compounds against the grape phylloxera

in thfe Sonoma Valley during September and October of the past

year. The results have been fully as satisfactory as were antici-

pated, and the economy of the process is very striking, labor being

practically the only expense.

Miss Mary E. Murtfeldt reports upon the insects of the season in

eastern Missouri, and also gives the results of experiments which
she has made with certain insecticides submitted to her from the

office of Professor Riley for trial. She also presents descriptions

of four Microlepidoptera, which are new in the role of feeders upon
the ajiple.

Professor Herbert Osbom reports upon the insects injurious to

forage-crops, meadows, and pastures in Iowa. His report last

year was mainly taken up with the consideration of the leaf-hop-

pers, to which he gives some further consideration this year, add-

ing some notes on locusts and crickets. He presents also a series

of miscellaneous observations.

Mr. F. M. Webster of Indiana devotes his report mainly to the

Hessian fly, discussing the number and development of broods, the

effect of the larvee upon plants, the effect of the weather on the

development of the fall brood, and preventive measures. He also

gives some notes upon three of the species of plant-lice found com-
monly upon wheat.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Rev. J. Hoskyns-Abrahall writes to Nature that on June

10, about 10.30 p.m., near Woodstock (England), he saw what he

describes as " a beautiful phenomenon." " Suddenly," he says,

"at the zenith, east of the Great Bear, shone forth a yellow globe,

like Venus at her brightest. Dropping somewhat slowly, it fell

obliquely southward. As it passed in its brilliant career, it lighted

up its dusky path with a glorious lustre. When it had descended

about half-way down toward the horizon, it burst into a sparkling

host of glowing fragments, each dazzlingly shot over with all the

hues of the rainbow."

— According to Industries, two novel modifications of sulphur

have been recently discovered by Engel. The first, like that

proved to exist in Wackenroders solution, is soluble in water and

very unstable. The other is crystalline, soluble in carbon disul-

phide and chloroform, and polymerizes slowly in the cold, and

quickly at a temperature of 100° C, but, unlike prismatic sulphur,

which changes on keeping into the octahedral variety, it becomes

converted into the white insoluble form which commonly con-

stitutes so large a percentage of the material known as " flowers

of sulphur."

— In a new process for the manufacture of phosphorus by elec-

tricity used by the Phosphorus Company, at Wednesfield, near

Wolvei-hampton, England, says the London Engineer, the raw
material and coke are all fed into a specially designed furnace,

reduced to vapor by electric heat, and the vapor condensed into

marketable phosphorus, the elaborate chemical material hitherto

needed in dealing with the raw materials before putting thera into

the furnace thus being dispensed with. The estimated consump-

tion of phosphorus tliroughout the world is only two thousand

tons yer year, used chiefly for match-making. Extensions are

contemplated at Wednesfield, which will ultimately, it is antici-

pated, lead to the company being able to make half this quantity,

at that place.

— W. J. Lincoln Adams, editor of the amateur photography

department of Outing, says in the July number: " The prepara-

tions for the twelfth annual convention of the Photographers'

Association of America, which will be held this year in Buffalo

from July 14 to 17, are actively progressing, and the indications
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point to a large attendance. Amateurs as well as professionals

are admitted both as exhibitors in the various competitions and as

members, with all the privileges of the association. Application

for full particulars should be made to Mr. W. A. Davis, secretary,

872 Broadvpay, New York."

— It seems extraordinary, says the Illustrated American, to

observe a number of bats in the evening flying back and forth

through the trees with remarkable rapidity, but without ever com-

ing in contact with the branches or hurting themselves. Spallan-

zani, the Italian naturalist, placed a bat in a dark inclosure,

across which were stretched a number of threads, crossing and

recrossing each otlier. The bat flew rapidly back and forth, try-

ing to eflfect its escape, but avoided the threads with as much ease

as if they had not been in its way in the least. Whether this cu-

rious power was the result of a sixth and unknown sense was

long a puzzle to naturalists. To'decide this knotty point, Spal-

lanzani resorted to the cruel expedient of blinding a bat, and found

that it still flew among the threads without being, to all appear-

ances, any more inconvenienced than it it still had its eyesight.

— Dr. Mueller, of Yackandandah, Victoria, has written a letter

to the Pharmaceutical Journal in which he states that in cases of

snake bite he is using a solution of nitrate of strychnine in 240

parts of water mixed with a little glycerine. Twenty minims of

this solution are injected in the usual manner of a hypodermic

injection, and the frequency of repetition depends upon the symp-

toms being more or less threatening, say from ten to twenty min-

utes. When all symptoms have disappeared, the first independent

action of the strychnine is shown by slight muscular spasms, and

then the injections must be discontinued unless after a time the

snake poison re-asserts itself. The quantity of strychnine re-

quired in some cases has amounted to a grain or more within a

few hours. Both poisons are thoroughly antagonistic, and no
hesitation need be felt in pushing the use of the drug to quantities

that would be fatal in the absence of snake poison. Out of about

one hundred cases treated by this method, some of them at the

point of death, there has been but one failure, and that arose from

the injections being discontinued after a grain and a quarter of

strychnine had been injected. Any part of the body will do for

the injections, but Dr. Mueller is in the habit of making them in

the neighborhood of the bitten part or directly upon it.

— At a recent meeting of the Royal Statistical Society, London,

a paper was read by Mr. Noel A. Humphreys, secretary of the

census office, on the results of the recent census and estimates of

population ia the largest English towns. The first part of the

paper— of which a summary is given in Nature oi June 18— was
devoted to the consideration of the recently issued results of the

census in April last in the twenty-eight large English towns dealt

with in the Registrar General's weekly returns. It was pointed

out that, although the increase of population within the boundaries

of these towns showed an increase of nearly a million in the last

ten years, the increase was less, by considerably more than half a
million (60.5,318), than would have been the case if the rate of in-

crease had been the same as in the preceding ten years, 1871-81

;

and that the rate of movement of population showed striking

variations in the different towns. The rate of increase in these

twenty-eight towns, it was stated, has pretty constantly declined

in recent years, and has fallen with scarcely a break during the

last five intercensal periods from 24.3 per cent in 1841-51 to 11 per

cent in 1881-91. The percentage of increase within the boundaries
of registration in London (practically those of the county of Lon-
don) declined in the same period from 21.2 to 10.4. The rate of

actual decline of population in central London continues to in-

crease, and the rate of increase of the other parts of the metropolis,

including even the aggregate outer ring of suburban districts, con-

tinues to decline. Examined in detail, the provincial towns show,
with few exceptions, the operation of similar laws,—-actual de-

crease in the central portions, and marked decline in the rate of

increase in the other portions, the latter being specially noticeable

in those towns with comparatively restricted areas. This exami-
nation, while showing the marked general decline in the rates of

increase in these towns, discloses striking variations in the rates

of increase in successive census periods. Mr. Humphreys called

attention to the fact that these striking changes in the rates of

movement of population in the large towns interpose the greatest

difficulty in estimating, even approximately, their population in

intercensal periods. The estimate of population in Liverpool,

based upon the rate of increase between 1871 and 1881, exceeded

the recently enumerated number by more than 100,000, or by 20

per cent; while in Salford the percentage of overestimate, by the

same method, was 26 per cent. Thus the recent birth-rates and
death-rates in these two towns have been underestimated by no
less than a fifth and a fourth, respectively. The various methods

that have been at different times suggested for estimating the

population of towns in intercensal years, in substitution of Dr.

Farr's method, still used by the Registrar General's department,

were severally considered, and it was shown that no hypothetical

method yet devised affords reasonable promise of satisfactory re-

sults. It was therefore urged that a quinquennial census could

alone supply a remedy for the present difficulty, which threatens

to impair the public faith in death-rates, the failure of which
would most seriously hinder and imperil the health progress of the

country.

— Mail advices from Austi-alia state that an exploi'ing expedi-

tion, under the auspices of the Geographical Society of Australia,

and equipped through the liberality of Sir Thomas Elder, was
ready to start from Adelaide in April. The intention is to explore

some of the still unknown portions of Australia. The leader of

the expedition is Mr. David Lindsay, the Australian traveller,

who is well qualified for the post. The second in command is

Mr. F. W. Leech of Adelaide. The other members are Mr. L. A.

Wells, surveyor; Dr. F. J. Elliott, medical officer and photogra-

pher ; Mr. V. Streich, geologist ; and Mr. R. Helms, natural history

collector; besides four other gentlemen as assistants. Forty-four

camels with four Afghan drivers, and a native guide, form part of

the expedition.

— At a meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society, London,
on June 17, Mr. A. J Hands gave an account of a curious case of

damage by lightning to a church at Needwood, Staffordshire, on
April 5, 1891. The church was provided with a lightning conduc-
tor, but Mr. Hands thinks that when the lightning struck the

conductor a spark passed from it to some metal which was close

to it, and so caused damage to the building. Mr. W. Ellis read a
paper on the mean temperature of the air at the Royal Observa-

tory, Greenwich, as deduced from the photographic records for

the forty years from 1849 to 1888, and also gave some account of
the way in which, at different times. Greenwich mean tempera-
tures have been formed. Mr. Ellis also read a paper on the com-
parison of thermometrical observations made in a Stevenson
screen with corresponding observations made on the revolving

stand at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. From this it appears
that the maximum temperature in the Stevenson screen is lower
than that of the revolving stand, especially in summer, and the
minimum temperature higher; while the readings of the dry and
wet bulb thermometers on both the screen and the stand, as taken

at stated hours, agree very closely. Mr. W. F. Stanley exhibited

and described his " phonometer," which is really a new form of

chronograph designed for the purpose of ascertaining the distance

of a gun from observations of the flash and report of its discharge,

by the difference of time that light and sound take in reaching

the observer. The instrument can also be used for measuring the

distance of lightning by timing the interval between the flash and
the report of the thunder. A paper was also read by Mr. A. B.
MacDowell, on some suggestions bearing on weather prediction.

— The agricultural experiment station at Cornell University has
made a series of investigations on the loss in stable manures by
exposure in open barnyards, the results of which are summarized
in Bulletin No. 27 of that station. Horse manure was saved from
day to day until a pile of two tons had been accumulated. Cut
wheat straw was used plentifully as bedding, the relative amount
of straw and manure being 3,319 poirads of excrement and 681

pounds of straw. Chemical analysis showed that one ton of this,

fresh manure contained nearly ten pounds of nitrogen, seven and
one-half pounds of phosphoric acid, and eighteen pounds of pot-

ash, making its value $3.80, if these constituents be valued at the
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same rate as in commercial fertilizers. The pile of manure thus

made was put in a place exposed to the weather, and where the

drainage was so good that all the water not absorbed by the ma-
nure ran through and off at once. It remained exposed from

April 35 to Sept. 23, 1890, at which time it was carefully scraped

up, weighed, and a sample taken for analysis. It was found that

the 4,000 pounds had shrunk to 1,730 pounds during the five

months, and analysis showed that this 1,730 was less valuable,

pound for pound, than the original lot of manure. It had not

only lost by leaching, but by heating or " fire fanging" during

periods of dry weather, and the value of the pile of 4,000 pounds

had shrunk from §5.60 to $2.13, a loss of 62 percent. In summing
up the results of this experiment. Director Roberts says: " It seems

safe to say that under the ordinary conditions of piling and expo-

sure, the loss of fertilizing materials during the course of the

summer is not likely to be much below fifty per cent of the origi-

nal value of the manure." Further experiments showed that the

liquid manure from a cow is worth as much per day as the solid

manure, and that the combined value of the two is nearly ten

cents per day, if valued at the same rate as commercial fertilizers

;

that from a horse is valued at seven cents per day, that from a

sheep at one and one-half-cents, and that from a hog at one-half

cent. Director Roberts is careful to explain that these values

will have to be modified to suit individual circumstances. What
he means is, that, if farmers can afford to buy commercial fertili-

zers at current prices, then the manures of the farm are worth

the prices given. The bulletin closes with plans illustrating a

cheap manure shed, under which manure may be saved with

practically no loss.

— Considerable progress is being made by the government of

Japan in its survey operations, as we learn from the Proceedings

of the Royal Geographical Society for June. A map on the scale

of 1:300,000 was commenced sixteen years ago, and is now pub-

lished (in seventy-seven sheets) for the whole of the islands except

Yezo. This is, however, considered merely as a provisional pub-

lication, being based on Japanese methods of work, and therefore

not to be relied on for accuracy. A modern sm^vey was com-
menced eleven yeai's ago, with triangulation of four orders, and
depending on some five base-lines. Copper-plate, photogravure,

and lithography are employed in the reproduction of these maps,

and few if any Europeans are employed. The work appears to

be excellent. Only a small proportion is completed, and it will be

many years before the whole is finished. About three hundred
of the published sheets can now be bought : the scale is 1 : 20,000.

A map on a scale of 1: 100,000 is also being prepared, based on
the 1 : 20,000 map, but no sheets are yet for sale. The names on
these maps are in Japanese characters. In the Geological Survey
of Japan reconnaissance map, Roman characters are used, and
1 : 400,000 is the scale.

— At a meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris, on March
20, the Minister of Public Instruction communicated a report by

MM. Rousson and Willems upon their scientific mission to Tierra

del Fuego, a condensed translation of which appears in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Geographical Society for June. The region

explored by them is comprised within 53° 30
' and 53' 30' south

latitude, and 68° 15' and 70° 30' west longtitude. This part of

the country is traversed by a chain of mountains running from
Cape Bogueron, where it rises abruptly to over 1,650 feet, to Cape
Espiritu-Santo. Great lagoons, forming small rivers, extend into

the immense plains. The watercourses are very numerous, but

many of them are dried up in summer. The Rio del Oro, which
is the most important stream of the northern part of the island,

empties itself into the Bay of Felipe. The climate is very variable,

according to the locality. The travellers did not suffer from cold

at all during their journeys, but two men were frozen to death at

Porvenir. The climate, however, is not so rigorous as supposed.

The lowest temperature recorded by the travellers was 43". F.,

and the maximum 69°, the nights being always very cold. Winds
are very frequent, the most violent being those from the west,

which attain a velocity of seventy miles an hour. During the

three most rigorous months of the year, only six days of rain and
two of snow were registered, but on the higher hills much more

snow fell. The winter was stated by the. natives to have been
exceptionally mild. The Indians inhabiting the north of the island

are the Onas. They are very tall, and sometimes attain over six

and a half feet in height. Their skin is copper- colored and oily;

their face is oval, forehead narrow, and their long hair falls down
over their shoulders. Their eyes are small, and eyebrows well

defined ; nose slightly aquiline, cheek-bones prominent, mouth very

large, with small yellowish teeth. They are very muscular and
strong, and are great warriors, being continually in conflict with

the Indians of the west and south. It is an error to suppose that

they are cannibals, or that they burn their corpses. Several places

were found where the Indians had buried their dead. They be-

lieve in a spirit whom they call " Waliche," and to whom they

refer all good and evil. The north of Tierra del Puego is com-
pletely destitute of trees. The only shrubs found there are the

calafate, the romorille, and the mata-nigra. Quadrupeds are few,

but birds of all kinds plentiful. Magnetic iron can be obtained in

all parts in great quantity, and gold is also found at some points,

but often at very great depths. The native population of the north

may be estimated at not more than three hundred. The whole
mainland north of the Straits of Magellan, which ten or twelve

years ago was unoccupied, has in recent years become covered

with small farms, where sheep and horned cattle are reared, and
these farms have prospered to such an extent that the vast region

they occupy is even now too small. The cordillera of the Andes
bars any extension towards Chili, so that it may be concluded that

the archipelago of Tierra del Fuego will, in the near future, receive

the overflow of Patagonia. There is already on the island a model
farm where nearly twenty thousand sheep and over sixty thousand
horned cattle are reared. '

— "I have never expressed any opinion to my professional

brethren on the fundamental value of Koch's method, simply be-

cause I do not know hosv such an opinion can be formulated,"

said Professor Virchow recently in the Prussian House of Depu-
ties, during a debate on granting additional funds for the Koch
Institute. " I have only communicated a series of personal ob-

servations," he continued, " which have indeed been of service in

directing attention to one part of the question, and have especially

enforced the need for calm and objective study that is so requisite

in these difficult subjects. Dr. Graf [a previous speaker] is still

steeped in optimism. He has no right to speak of the importance

of the matter until he has proved it, and it is, in fact, not proved.

But it would be just as foolish if we, as pessimists, were to say,

'The matter is of no importance whatever; it is only a poison, a

noxious substance.' The question has, in fact, been developed in

unexpected directions, leading in many quarters to the hope that

very striking results can be produced by these powerful measures
— a hope we cannot yet say has been annihilated. As a matter

of fact, there is not a single case known in which any form of

tuberculosis has been cured by this means. All cases which were
for a while regarded as cured have afterward been found to re-

lapse. The improvements were merely temporary, such as often

occur under other treatment. On the other hand, there is no
doubt whatever that many serious dangers have been revealed,

with regard to which I may claim some merit for myself. Never-

theless, from what I have just said, no doctor who feels called

upon to make further trial of the remedy could by any possibility

lay himself open to prosecution. The original trials were, in point

of fact, made after results had been obtained in animals which
seemed to justify the expectations that were raised regarding the

discovery."

— Theo. B. Comstock, late of the Geological Survey of Texas,

is now director of the University of Arizona, at Tucson.

— Professor A. T. Wood, formerly of the University of Illinois,

has accepted a position as professor of mechanical engineering in

the Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

— Dr. John I. Northrop of Columbia College has died as the re-

sult of burns received June 25. Dr. Northrop, with two assistants,

had gone down in the cellar of one of the buildings to supervise

the placing of some newly acquired specimens in alcohol, when
an explosion occurred and aU three were severely burned. Dr.

Northrop was about thirty years old and was highly esteemed.
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THE MOA IN AUSTRALIA.'

Recent discovery in Lord Howe's Island has proved that post-ter-

tiary Australia extended far to the east of its present shores. Still

it remains true that if among the results of inquiry into the past

phases of Australian life there be one suggestive of the possible

inter-relation of faunas apparently as distinct in history as in loca-

tion, it is the discovery of a bird identical with the nioas of New
Zealand, and of others so near akin to them as to have been par-

donably mistaken for them by acute observers. Fossils so like

moa bones as the latter must necessarily have been, clearly show
that the evolution of these grand birds was not initiated in their

recent island home, but that it had already made considerable

progress in that portion of a far-reaching continent which we now
name Australia, when a period was put to the Nototherian age by

desolating outflows of lava over the greater part of the land.

Having regard to the improbability of birds so organized effecting

a passage over sea under any ordinary circumstances, we can

hardly escape the further conclusion that New Zealand's entire

separation from the continental area was brought about in time

not more remote than that era of intense volcanic activity. One
is even tempted to surmise, and it appears very possible to do so

without absurdity, that it was one among the consequences of that

very manifestation of energy. But this is an instance of speaking

without book on a question which should be rigorously, as it may
be confidently, left for decision in the hands of New Zealand geol-

ogists. Cumulative evidence to the same effect, but still more
explicit in kind, is yielded by a relic of a true dinornis. From it

we gather that the process of evolution had, in the self-same place

and time, accomplished more than we could have justly antici-

pated without such warrant— the production of that more com-
plete departure from the rest of the Struthionidce which we rec-

ognize in the moa type. And again, as the " wolves" and " devils
"

of Tasmania, the "crowned pigeons" of New Guinea, and the
"wallabies" of those and other Pacific islands, have been cut off

from the common ancestral seat of their genera, so also have the

moas.

It is indeed somewhat strange that the notion of the same genus
of birds existing at one time in Australia and at a later period in

New Zealand should ever have been thought inadmissible, yet it

is difiacult to see what other conception of the case should have
been in the mind of Sir Richard Owen when he spoke of the ad-

vent of an Australian moa as "an exceptional extension of a New
Zealand genus to Australia." At the same time it is by no means
to be regretted that Owen did take this view, and that in conse-

quence he regarded with suspicion any Australian claim to moa
rank, however well accredited. It is to the stimulation of his

critical faculty by incredulity that we owe the full assurance that

' By C. W. De Vis, M.A., in the New Zealand Journal of Science for May,

there has existed a bird which, though not dinornis, had much in

it pertaining to dinornis, a degree of affinity which under the

circumstances could not have been overstated, but, as stated, is

quite sutHcient to show that Australia was the nursery of the

sept.

But let us quit generalities for the more immediate object in

hand, viz., a brief review of the recorded occurrences of the moa
stock in Australian deposits. As if to excite a hope that such oc-

currences would be frequent, the first of all the extinct birds of

Australia to be drawn from those deposits and made known to

science was a strutbious bird dwariing in size not only existing

cassowaries and emus, but the emu which was contemporary with

it. A thigh-bone of this bird was discovered in the year 1836 by

Sir Thomas Mitchell in a brecchia cave in Wellington Valley, New
South Wales. It was examined by Sir Richard Owen, and figured

by him in an appendix to Mitchell's " Three Expeditions into the

Interior of Eastern Australia," 1838. At that time, as we are sub-

sequently informed, Owen determined the bone "to belong to a

large bird, probably from its size strutbious or brevipennate, but

not presenting in its femur characters which justified him in sug-

gesting closer affinities." The study of moa bones in after years

enable him, he says, to perceive that in some features of impor-

tance the cave femur " resembles that bone in the emu rather than

in dinornis." We learn further that "the length of this fossil

was 13 inches, the breadth of the middle of the shaft not quite 3

inches," — measui'ements which are noteworthy, as they render it

apparent that in its dilated proportions the bone was much more
like the dinornis femur than that of the emu, which has a breadth,

of only IJ inches to a length of 8f inches.

Thirty-three years elapsed before any further light was thrown

upon a problem which was sufficiently obscure. It then issued

from the Peak Downs, near the centre of Queensland, where in

1869 a well was being sunk. The workmen passed through thirty

feet of the residuum of basaltic decomposition, the " black soil"

characteristic of " downs" country, then through 1.50 feet of drift

pebbles and bowlders. Lying on one of the bowlders, at 180 feet

from the surface, they met with a short thick femur, whicb was

happily preserved from the usual fate experienced by such finds,

and, more happily, passed into the hands of the well-known geo-

logist, the Rev. W. B. Clarke. In concert with Mr. G. Krefft,

then curator of the Australian Museum, Mr. Clarke compared

it with the moa bones, with the result that he felt himself

justified in announcing the discovery in the Geological Maga-
zine of that year in a letter entitled, '

' Dinornis an Australian

Genus." At Sir R. Owen's solicitation a cast of this bone was sent

to him by the trustees of the Australian Museum, and this, in

1873, formed the subject of a communication from Owen to the

Geographical Society. After pointing out at length the characters

in which this femur resembles dinornis and dromeeus (emu) re-

spectively, the examiner decides " that in its essential characters

it resembles more that bone in the emu than in the moa, and that

the characters in which it more resembles dinornis are concomitant

with and related to the more general strength and robustness of

the bone, from which we may infer that the species manifested

dinornithio strength and proportions of the hind limbs combined
with characters of closer affinity to the existing more slender

limbed and swifter wingless bird peculiar to the Australian conti-

nent." To the bird represented by the fossil Owen gave the name
" dromornis," a name significant of his conception of the para-

mount affinity displayed by its femur. If with that judgment a

succeeding observer finds it impossible to completely harmonize

his own conclusion, and says so, it is because in this case compul-

sion rides rough-shod over peril. That the dromornis bone has

important features which relate it to the emu rather than to the

moa is a position which is unassailable, but that these alone are

its " essential " characters is a postulate, and one that has no right

to command assent. Essential they are among the dromsean
features of the bone ; but of the compound dromornis bone as a
whole they form but a part of the essentials. The absence of the

air-duct communicating with the interior of the bone, a charac-

teristic dinornithic feature, seems quite as important as a structural

index to habit as the drorasean set of the head of the bone ; and,

being strictly dinorthic, it is not "related to the general strength
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and robustness of the bone," but to its comparative solidity.

Again, the " dinornithic strength and proportions of the hind-

limbs'' is a reminder which should carry more weight tlian it

was probably intended to bear, but is nevertheless but a partial

statement of the fact, for it leaves out of consideration tlie great

difference in the relative proportions of the bone under examina-
tion. It is not that the bone is altogether larger or smaller in the

same ratios of length and breadth, but in different ratios, the dro-

mornis and dlnornis ratio being much -the same. The dromornis

femur is but one-third longer than that of the emu, yet its shaft

is twice as thick transversely, and its upper end is more than twice

as broad. With such bones the bird would probably have the gen-

eral appearance, the gait, and habits of a moa rather than those of

an emu. In short, dromornis exhibits at the least an intermediate

form between the moa and the emu, probably a nearer appi-oxi-

mation to the former than to the latter.

After another interval of fifteen years a third dinorcithio bone

was picked up in King's Creek, on the Darling Downs, by Mr.

Daniels, and by him presented, with other contemporaneous fossils,

to the Queensland Museum. This again presents the upper end of

a thigh-bone, but minus the upper part of the great trochanter,

which appears to have been shorn off by the abrading action of

drift sand while the bone projected from the bed of a watercourse;

in other respects it is in excellent preservation. Repeated com-
parison of this bone with species of dinornis, with dromornis,

casuarius, dromseus, struthio, and rhea, has removed from the

mind of its describer all doubt of the former existence of the typi-

cal moa in Australia. To him it appears to resemble as closely

any one of the femurs from New Zealand as any two of these,

specifically different, resemble each other, a view which of course

implies the absence from it of features notably present in the emu
bone. The most important of these is one to which reference has

already been made. The " head " of the bone, or that hemispheii-

cal projection which fits into the corresponding cavity of the hip-

bone, stands out prominently in the moas, in consequence of the

neck behind it being somewhat long and of considerably dimin-

ished diameter ; whereas in the emu the neck is short and thick,

so that the limits of the head, especially on its upper surface, are

less distinguishable. In this feature, easier to recognize by inspec-

tion than by description, dromornis agrees with the emu, while

the Queensland moa exhibits the comparatively slender neck and
well-defined head of its New Zealand successors. It is not neces-

sary at this moment to insist upon the value of the several char-

acters which aid in the generic identification of this bone with

dinornis ; they are to be found by any one sufficiently interested

in the matter in the "Proceedings" of the Royal Society of

Queensland for 1884. To others a recapitulation of them would
be tedious.

Unfortunately the identification has not yet been supported by
further testimony, a circumstance which can hardly be thought

surprising when the extreme slowness with which dinornithic re-

mains have been brought to light is borne in mind : three bones in

over half a century has been the rate of discovery hitherto. Adding
to these three others from which no precise information can be

derived, viz., two ribs provisionally referred to dromornis, and the

shaft of a femur too imperfect for determination, but certainly

not dromornis, and in all probability not dinornis, all the fossils

of this kind known to the writer have been mentioned. In a

fairly numerous collection of bones of contemporary birds the

paucity of such fossils is conspicuous, but it would hardly be safe

to infer from that circumstance that the birds themselves were
I'are. The most we can say is that they were not among the ordi-

nary frequenters of the lower levels in which the ossiferous drifts

of the period were accumulating. It is therefore with sustained

eagerness thatevery fresh tribute of bones is received and inspected,

since the hope is always present that they may contain some fui'-

ther proof of tlie reality of the Queensland moa, as convincing to

others as it would be welcome to the assertor.

Be it at the same time observed that there is no reason why a

greater amount of proof should be demanded in this case than in

others. There is no inherent improbability involved by it so great

as to justify inordinate doubt, since the passage of dromornis into

dinornis is not so long and difficult a matter as to require for its

accomplishment a new home and a geological remove. The only

objection to be raised against it is that it confirms and accentuates

the antecedent difficulty created by dromornis itself,—the difficulty

of accounting for the presence of moas in New Zealand under
their lately existing circumstances. It is not a mystery that they

should have been there at all, since it is anything but incredible

that a subsidence of ten or twelve thousand feet should — during

a geological age which has seen the whole Australian fauna pro-

foundly changed — have taken place in an area liable to volcanic

disturbance, such as we see effects of in Australia and feel the

throes of in New Zealand. Before that subsidence. Mount Cook,

from a height about equal to the Cordilleran peak of elevation,

Aconcagua, would have looked down and over continuous land

as far as the snow-capped mountains of Queensland, the view

unhindered by the intervening peak of Lord Howe's Island,— the

refuge of Meiolanian reptiles once in communication with their

kinsfolk in Australia. The true difficulty is not the isolation of

New Zealand from Australia, but the strange isolation of the moas
from all other forms peculiar to Australian life. Why should

their stock alone have escaped to an eminence of the sinking sur-

face, or alone been introduced into the insulated land, or alone

survived some change in its life-conditions fatal to the rest ? The
moa in New Zealand is the question that calls for an explanation;

and in proof that it does call for an explanation, and is not to be

dismissed as a voiceless phantasy, we point to dromornis followed

(structurally) by dinornis in Australia, and we wait for its solution

in the work of New Zealand's naturalists.

DESTRUCTIVE LOCUSTS.

Since the great " grasshopper years " of 1873-76 there have

been frequent outbreaks of comparatively local species, as well

as a few cases in which small swarms of the Rocky Mountain locust

have flown out into the subpermanent region and have occasioned

some damage for a year or so. The most notable cases have been

the outbreaks of the lesser migratory locust in New Hampshire in

1883 and 1889, the extraordinary multiplication of the devastating

locust in California in 1885, the increase of local species in Texas

in 1887, the multiplication of a chance swarm of the Rocky

Mountain species in a restricted locality in Minnesota in 1888, and

last year's damage in Idaho by several non-migratory species com-

bined.

For a number of years the first and second reports of the United

States Entomological Commission, which contained the results of

the labors of the commission upon the Rocky Mountain locust,

have been out of print, and yet with every renewed alarm caused

by locusts there has been a great demand upon the entomological

division of the United States agricultural department for informa-

tion, which could only be supplied by correspondence or by pub-

lishing the information in local newspapers. For a time the de-

mand was filled by supplying the annual report of the department

for 1877, which contained bodily the chapters upon remedies from

the first commission report. The supply of this document was

also soon exhausted.

The fact that Mr. Bruner, in bis last summer's trip to Idaho,

investigated the latest rumors, and found that considerable dam-

age was being done, and that the farmers were not acquainted

with even the most rudimentary measures for protection and

remedy, showed the necessity of publishing a condensed and prac-

tical account of the species which become seriously injurious from

time to time, and of republishing in as brief form as possible the

matter on i-emedies and preventives from the reports mentioned.

The result is the publication by the government of a bulletin on

"Destructive Locusts," prepared by Professor C. V. Riley, gov-

ernment entomologist. This bulletin is, in fact, a reproduction

of matter already published but now inaccessible for dissemina-

tion, and which, from its nature, has a permanent value, together

with such additional facts as subsequent experience has revealed.

It contains no technical matter whatsoever, and the farmer will

be able to recognize the different species from the figures which

accompany the consideration of each.

The portion which relates to remedies, while drawn up for use

against the Rocky Mountain locust, will apply in large part to
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other migratory locusts, as well as to the non-migratory species.

Detailed descriptions of the various machines which were given

in the original reports are, for the most part, omitted, in the belief

that the figures themselves vrill be sufficiently suggestive for the

purpose. In point of fact, many of these machines, especially the

more complicated, while serviceable, cannot be recommended to

the average farmer dealing with the locust plague, and experience

has shown that those simple forms providing for the use of coal-

oil and coal-tar are, on the whole, the most efficacious against the

unfledged insects. It is, therefore, to this portion of the bulletin

that Professor Riley particularly calls the attention of those need-

ing the information contained in it. But little experience of

practical value has been had since the last great invasion; hence

little has been added to tliis section of the bulletin beyond a brief

description of the trapping system used in Cyprus against the

migratory locusts of the Old World, and an account of the bran-

aisenic mash remedy used in California in 1885 against the devas-

tating locust.

THE TREES OF TASMANIA.

The government of Tasmania has recently issued a publication,

the " Tasmanian Official Record," which contains much useful and
interesting information concerning the trees of that island. It is

peculiarly a forest country, and many of the trees are of great

dimensions, towering over and eclipsing the lesser undergrowths

on plains, valleys, hills, and mountain slopes. Of the 16,778,000

acres comprising the total area, there are only 75,000 acres occu-

pied by lakes, and 488,354: acres of cultivated land only partially

cleared of its timber. With the exception of minor areas on the

tops of mountains or among the barren uplands of the western

highlands, the whole of the rest of the country is occupied with
an almost continuous virgin forest, mainly composed of the vari-

ous forms of eucalypti (gum trees), one noted example of which,

the lolosa blue gum, has been recorded as measuring 330 feet

high. Many of these trees have stems measuring 150 feet high

without a branch, with a girth of about 40 feet towards the base;

and it is also recorded that a blue gum at Southport (Eucalyptus

globulus), the prevailing tree towards the south of the island,

" contained as much timber as would fully suffice to build a 90-

ton schooner."

With such a wealth of forest trees, Tasmania's sources of timber

supply must be infinitely great, and in the near future must be of

great industrial value ; but the difficulties of transit, the ignorance

of their economic value in distant markets, the plethora of local

supply, and tbe necessity for clearing the land in the most conve-

nient way, all tend, it is said, to produce waste and improvidence

in respect of timber products, which might soon become a great

source of national wealth.

The necessity for the better conservation of the natural forests

in Tasmania has lately commanded the attention of the local gov-

ernment, and a department has been created for the purpose of

establishing conserved areas, and for regulating all matters con-

nected with the cutting of timber on government lands.

The following is a description of the more important timbers as

regards their industrial value. The blue gum has its home prin-

cipally in the southern parts of Tasmania, where it attains great

dimensions. Many of these trees exceed a height of 280 feet, with

a girth of from 40 to 50 feet. A tree called "Lady Franklin's

tree," near Hobart, is stated to have a circumference of 107 feet

at a height of four feet from the ground. The timber of the blue

gum is of rather a pale color, hard, heavy, strong, and durable.

In transverse strain its strength is about equal to English oak. It

is used in house and ship building, and also by carriage builders

and manufacturers of tools.

The " peppermint tree" has a wide range, as it is found in the

southern and eastern humid districts of Victoria and New South
Wales, as well as in Tasmania. It varies greatly with altitude,

climate, and soil, and is found at all heights up to 4,000 feet ele-

vation. In the poorer lands the trees, though tall, are not re-

markably so, but in the deep wooded gullies and in the moist

ravines of mountains it attains such remarkable dimensions that

it has obtained the distinction of the " giant eucalyptus" of Aus-

tralia. The timber of this tree is useful for many kinds of car-

penters' work, as in drying it does not split. It is also used in

shlp-buUding, for keelsons and planking. Besides its timber, this

tree is famous for other products of value. The ashes of the foli-

age yield, it is stated, ten per cent pearlash; and from one thou-

sand pounds of fresh leaves, with their small stalks and branches,

the yield of eucalyptus oil by far surpasses all that of other con-

geners, amounting to five hundred ounces per thousand pounds.

The stringy-bark gum is a valuable tree, found in abundance in

Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania. It is straight stemmed
and of rapid growth, attaining a maximum height of 300 feet.

The wood of this tree supplies a large portion of the ordinary sawn
hard timber for rough building purposes. It is also well adapted

for carriage, cart, and wagon building, wheelwork, and agricul-

tural machinery, as well as for the framing of railway carriages

and trucks. The white gum, or "manna tree," is abundantly

distributed throughout the island, and has also a wide distribution

on the mainland of Australia. Its timber is used for shingles,

rails, and for rough building materials. The small branching

trees on open ridges and plains are noted for exuding a sugary

substance called " manna," which is esteemed a great luxury, and
is eagerly sought for by the young.

The gum-topped stringy bark Is held in high esteem in Tas-

mania, and the chief peculiarity of this tree is that, while the

lower part of the butt is clothed with a thick fibrous bark, the

upper part and the smaller limbs and branches are quite smooth.

The timber from this tree is highly prized, and it is described by

competent authorities as second only to the blue gum. The iron

bark is a valuable tree attaining a height of 150 feet. The trunk

is sawn into good timber, and it is also used for posts and rails.

One of the most handsome of the native trees is the blackwood,

which is widely distributed along the slopes of the north-west

coast. It attains a height of from 60 to 130 feet. The timber is of

a brovsTiish color, closely striped with streaks of various shades

of a reddish brown. The more ornamental logs of this wood are

exceedingly beautiful, and fetch a high price. The myrtle or

beech is common in Tasmania, and forms a large proportion of the

forests. The "huon" pine is said to be the grandest and most

useful of all the soft woods. It is abundant along the rivers of the

south-western parts of the island, attaining a height of from 60 to

120 feet, with a diameter of three to eight feet. Its timber is almost

indestructible in any situation. It is largely employed, locally, for

all kinds of furniture and ornamental work, and is the most highly-

esteemed of all kinds of wood for the lighter sea craft. Among
the other trees of Tasmania may be mentioned the red pine, oyster

bay pine, silver wattle, black wattle, and native cherry.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Grcwth of the Face.

DuEiNG the past year investigations upon the physical growth
of children have been conducted in the Worcester schools. The
preliminary tables on the growth of the female face bring out

some facts of considerable Interest. There seem to be three dis-

tinct periods, the first ending about the seventh year, and the

third beginning about the fifteenth year. A striking peculiarity

is the seemingly abrupt transition from the types of one period to

those of the succeeding. The sudden disappearance of the lower

widths of face, and the equally sudden appearance of the types of

the succeeding period, e.g., the sudden shooting up of the widths

to almost adult dimensions at about the age of eight or nine offset

by the equally sudden disappearance of the distinctively childish

characteristics at the age of eleven. These peculiarities also ap-

pear at the ages of twelve and fourteen respectively in the suc-

ceeding period. This would seem to indicate the very slow growth
of some children until the ages of about eight and fourteen re-

spectively are reached, and then a very rapid development of each
individual to her proper position in the series. This Axel Key
found also to be true with respect to the total height of the Swedish
children observed by him.

In the second period very many of the forms are already adult,

and, if not at their fullest development, have very nearly ap-
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preached it. From the fifth to the tenth year inclusive the growth
is somewhat slow, about 6.5 millimetres in all, but for the next
four years, the period of adolescence, the growth is 6.2 millimetres.

From the fourteenth year on there is very little advance, the maxi-

mum seeming to be reached at about 138 millimetres in the twen-
tieth year.

On comparing this growth with that of the male face some dif-

ferences are noticeable. The male face is, with perhaps a single
exception, larger for the same period of life and for the same years

:

BOOK-REVIEWS.

The Evolution of Marriage and of the Family. By Ch. Letoue-
NEAU. New York, Scribner. 373 p. $1.35.

Among the distinguished French students of sociology, Professor
Letourneau has long stood in the first rank. He approaches the
great study of man free from bias and shy of generalizations.
To collect, scrutinize, and appraise facts is his chief business. In
the volume before us he shows these qualities in an admirable
degree. The subject is one of the most vital in social dynamics,
for the relation of the sexes is the foundation of primitive society,

and on primitive rests and grows all higher social development.
He dismisses as unfounded the extravagant views of McLennan,

Lubbock, and our own countryman, Morgan, who would identify

primitive marriage with sexual promiscuity. Here, as elsewhere,
his opinions are based not merely on the facts of ethnography,
but on numerous analogies drawn from the higher orders of the
animals inferior to man: for Letourneau holds, along with all

other leading ethnographers, that in the senses and emotions man
reveals no other distinction above the beast than one of degree,
nowhere one of kind ; and to understand the motives and customs
of the savage state, more is learned from the brute than from the
civilized man.
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AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The agitation in the religious world has now come around to

the point which is treated in " An Honest Hypocrite," a novel by

the Rev. E. Staats DeGrote Tompkins, published by the Cassell

Publishing Co.

— G. P. Putnam's Sons have just issued " Politics and Property;

or, Phronocracy." a treatise on a compromise between democracy

and plutocracy, by Slack Worthington.

— Professor Lanciani contributes to the July number of the

Atlantic Monthly a paper on " Underground Christian Rome," in

which he tells of the discovery of the Christianity of an ancient

Roman family from the excavation of their ancient burial place.

This is followed by " The Old Rome and the New," sufficiently

described in its title, by Mr. W. J. Stillmau ; a paper by Bradford

Torrey on the "Male Ruby-Throat; " the " Story of a Long In-

heritance," by William M. Davis, which, though no one would

ever suspect it, is devoted to tornadoes. Mr. Nathaniel Southgate

Shaler's paper on " College Examinations," which will excite re-

mark, is among the other features of the number.

— A valuable book for all interested in the numerous applica-

tions of electricity is T. O'Conor Sloane's '

' Arithmetic of Elec-

tricity " (New York, Henley & Co. $1.). It is a practical treatise

on electrical calculations of all kinds, reduced to a series of rules

in simple form, and involving only the use of ordinary arithmeti-

cal methods. Each rule is illustrated by one or more practical

problems, with a detailed solution of each one. There is also an
extensive series of tables, covering pretty thoroughly the field of

electrical work. It may be added, that, in addition to the arith-

metical solutions of the problems, there is given after each rule,

wherever practicable and useful, the usual algebraic formula.

— In the Century for July Professor Edward S. Holden of the

Lick Observatory has a paper on popular astronomy, entitled, " A
Lunar Landscape," with pictures from negatives taken at the Lick

Observatory.

— In their series of introductory science text-books, Macmillan
& Co. have published "An Introduction to the Study of Botany,"
by Edward Aveling, fellow of University College, London. The
volume is intended as a guide to the study of botany, and assumes
on the part of the reader no knowledge of the subject. While in

its general plan the work is based on the syllabus of the science

and art department at South Kensington, it cannot fail to prove

helpful to all who take up the study of botany, no matter what
speicial end they may have in view. The boob has 371 illustrations,

and a glossary of over six hundred words. A novel feature is that

the pronunciation in English is given of every Greek work used to

show the derivation of the botanical terms.

— Henry Holt & Co. will publish early in September a complete
"Text-Book of Elementary Physics," chiefly experin^ental, by
Edwin H. Hall, assistant professor of physics in Harvard College
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1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign of Ehza-
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Professor of English Literature. Sl-00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian ' Dibbarra" Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
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3. a. Upos "with the Accusative. 6. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
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erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
Fdn td,n and Pdk kdp piii. By Stewart Culiu,
Secretary of the Museum of Archeology and
Paleontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archeeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Bforaee Howard
Furness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archeological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D,, Curator of the
American Collections.

ArchseoWical Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities,

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, h. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archaeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, ^2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha?' be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

N. D. O. HODG^ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.
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Book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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and Joseph Y. Bergen, Jun., instructor in the Boston English High
School. This book will contain, among other things, the forty

required experiments mentioned in the Harvard pamphlet, and
cuts from photographs of some of the more novel elementary ap-

paratus actually in use in the Harvard College physical laboratory.

The same publishers also have in press an " Elementary Labora-

tory Physics " for high schools, by Charles E. Allen of the New
Bedford High School.

— Macmillan & Co., the publishers of Mr. Joseph Penn ell's

" Pen Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen," will issue in July a book

by the same author, descriptive of the River Thames, under the

title ''The Stream of Pleasure."

— Cassell Publishing Co. have ready "The Letters of Marie

Bashkirtseff," which, by special arrangement with Madame Bash-

kirtseff, the mother of the writer, and the French publishers, are

published in this country before their appearance in France. An-

dre Theuriet, the editor of the " Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff,"

has edited these letters also. The book is uniform in typography
and binding with the " Journal," and contains new portraits of

Marie, with reproductions from her sketches, besides other illus-

trations.

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, will issue very soon, "Studies in

United States History," for use in grammar schools, by Mary
Sheldon Barnes, author of the "Studies in General History," and
Earl Barnes, professor of history in Stanford University, Califor-

nia.

— For the New England Magazine for July, Professor J. L. Ewell
of Howard Univei-sity, Washington, writes on " Schliemann's

Discoveries in Hellas;" and William M. Salter, in "Emerson's
Views on Reform," shows what a radical the Concord philosopher

was, and how few of the most advanced reformers of to-day are

as advanced as he was in his ideas of social comitv.
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Literary World.
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FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. §1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value,"

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject."

—

Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans "

—

Nature,
"A masterly discussion, and an esample of the

successful education of the powers of observation."—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $S.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples ' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-
ogy."—^Ae Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton fEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New Yoi-h Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.
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ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails: in the sec-
ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-
tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of
treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFKEY W. Hambleton, M.D;
12°. 40c.
" Ttie Inestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideralion. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

'• The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly,
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE "FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Ksq. IS". SO cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York S^in.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. cox. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."

—

Chri'itian Union.
"Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—S*. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
*'It is of extreme interest."-AfedicaZ Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."—/mdfana Medica

Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—PopwZar
Science News.
"All Interested in biological questions will find

the book fascinating."-P/!ar?)ioce»jKcai Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."-Pm6Zic Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Cteus THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
<Walam Olum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which wUl doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question, ' Who

were the mound-builders? ' "—New York Times
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—jy. Y. Sun.
"An interesting paper."—CArish'an. Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-

ion Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' is of Interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Boston
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology. In which sc lence, the
author, Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert."—PAi(odei-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JaSTEOW. 13°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of Interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qutd-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment "

—

Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader- by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 7S cents.
" A sensible brochure."—Brooifc/i/ji Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."—PM(<h'c Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which It

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed "—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

•' Practical and simply vr\%t%a."—Springfield Re-
publican.

In Preparaiioyi.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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QUERY.
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a case of lightning, stroke in
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to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its
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IDEALS OF MEDICAL EDUCATION.'

(Continued from p. 4.)

Having thus roughly sketched what is wanted in the way
of medical education by different classes of students, — the

article for which there is a market, — let us next consider

briefly what a university may wisely attempt to provide in

this direction. Some suggestions on this point may perhaps

be obtained from an examination of the condition of affairs

as regards medical education in the University of Oxford.

The Corporation of Oxford has a little more than half the

number of inhabitants possessed by the city of New Haven,

and its relations to London are, in many respects, similar to

those of New Haven with the cities of New York and Bos-

ton. For a number of years it has been urged by some

physicians in England that the University of Oxford, with

her great resources, has not been doing as much for medical

education as she should have done, and that it is her duty

to establish and maintain a completely organized medical

school of the usual pattern, using the small local hospital

and dispensary facilities for the clinical side of the work.

On the other hand, other physicians, of whom my friend

Sir Henry Acland may be taken as the representative, main-

tain that it is much better that Oxford should use her re-

sources in giving a broad foundation of literary and scien-

tific culture, including, for those who propose to study med-

icine, the means of special instruction in general biology,

and in comparative and human anatomy, physiology, and

pathology; and that the men thus prepared shou\d go to the

great hospital medical schools of London to obtain their

clinical training; after which they may return and pass

their final examinations, and obtain the coveted degree of

doctor of medicine from the university.

There is no doubt that this can be done, and that a great

part of the scientific foundation of a complete medical train-

ing can be furnished by a well-equipped university, with little

or no reference to clinical instruction at the same time and

place. This, for example, is the course followed by many of

the students in the medical department of the University of

Virginia, and it seems to me that there is also no doubt that

the men who go through such a course of training, followed

by clinical training in a great city, will have a better course

of instruction, a wider experience, and a better chance of

seeing and appreciating the methods of great clinical teach-

ers, than would those who obtained their clinical as well as

their scientific training in the small town, or than those who

obtain all their instruclion in a school devoted exclusively

to medical studies. Upon this last point I need not dwell,

for Dr. Welch, in his address before you in 1888, has clearly

pointed out the advantages of giving to a medical school a

university atmosphere, and of making the union of the

school and the university close and intimate. It should be

noted, however, that the more true this is, the more it is the

duty of a university to maintain such a school, because edu-

1 Address delivered before the Medical Faculty of Yale College, June 23,

1891, by John S. Billings, M.D. (Boston Medical and Surglcaljournal.)

cational work which cannot be, or is not, done so well else-

where, has superior claims upon university aid. The chief

thing which can be said in favor of the attempt to attract a

large number of medical students of average qualifications

to an institution having the means to give the higher educa-

tion are, first, that it brings in more money, and second, that

it enables those professors who desire advanced workers, to

select these from a somewhat wider field.

It must be confessed that nearly all our great American

universities are unwilling to apply their funds to the creation

and maintenance of a well-equipped medical department.

They are willing to have such a department, no doubt, but

they want the money for establishing and maintaining it to

be provided in addition to money which has been, or is to

be, provided for the general purposes of the university. The

ideal university culture of the present day appears to be de-

signed to fit a man to take pleasure in his own thoughts and

musings, and in mental exercises in languages, literature,

the higher mathematics, and the problems of physics and

natural history. Incidentally his knowledge of these things

may not only give him pleasure, but enable him to help

others; but the studies are not to be pursued on account of

any practical utility which they possess, but for the love of

learning and pure science, that is, for personal gratification

of a particular kind. Those who hold these views are apt to

consider medicine as- a technological matter, which should

be left altogether to special schools, because, being practi-

cally useful in a commercial sense, the means of teaching it

are sure to be provided through commercial interests, just as

they are sure to be provided for the teaching of practical en-

gineering. This is far from the old university idea as em-

bodied in the three faculties and four nations of the Univer-

sity of Paris. So far as the interests of the public are con-

cerned, it is only the possession and control of a large amount

and variety of clinical material, or of unusually qualified

clinical teachers, which makes it the positive duty to use it,

or them, for purposes of medical instruction in order to train

ordinary general practitioners of medicine. There is no

present deficiency in the number of such practitioners, and

we certainly have plenty of schools for producing them, so

that there is no fear of failure in the supply.

But in medicine, as in every other profession, art, or trade,

the supply of the best is never too great, and the demand

for something better than that which already exists never

ceases.

What, then, does a university, or its medical school, need

in order that it may be able to supply the demand for this

higher medical education? First, competent teachers; sec-

ond, suitable buildings, collections, books, and apparatus;

third, clinical material. To secure and retain these things

requires money, and brains to use it. First, as to the com-

petent teachers. There are many teachers available, but the

number of these who have shown that they are competent

for, and suited to positions in a medical school which is

to supply the best and something better, is limited— much

more so than one who has not tried to find them would sup-

pose, and these few are not seeking engagements. How
many anatomists, or physiologists, or pathologists, of the
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first class — thoroughly trained, authorities in their special

fields, capable of increasing knowledge, and with the pecul-

iar gift of ability to teach — do you suppose there are in this

country? It is a liberal estimate to say that a dozen of each

have thus far given evidence that they exist. And the great

clinical teachers in medicine and surgery, the men who are

up to the times in matters of diagnosis, pathology, and ther-

apeutics, and who are also successful teachers both by the

spoken and written word, — how many such have we, and

especially how many such have we who are not fixed and

established, so that they may be induced to go to a school

which needs them? Such men are either men of genius—
and even this boasted nineteenth centui'y has produced them

rarely— or they are men of talent made the most of by uii-

flagging industry with special opportunities, and these are

also rare. Yet these are the men whom a great university

should seek to obtain and retain for her faculties. To do

this, and to get the best work from such men, is by no means

a mere matter of salary, although sufficient salaries must be

paid. We have also to consider the buildings, collections,

books, and apparatus required, and this is largely a question

of money. How much money? What would be the cost of

establishing and maintaining a first-class medical school in

this country at the present time? Let us suppose that one

liundi-ed and fifty students are to be provided for, that the

course of instruction for those coming with a good high-

school education is to occupy four years, and for those com-

ing with the degree of bachelor of arts, aad having done at

least one year's work in a chemical laboratory and one year's

-\vork in a biological laboratory, the course shall occupy

three years; that the last year's studies shall be almost ex-

clusively clinical, and that provision is to be made for ad-

vanced post-graduate work.

We shall want, then, practical anatomy rooms for fifty

students, a physiological laboratory, a pathological labora-

tory, a pharmacological laboratory, a laboratory of hygiene,

and the means of clinical teaching, a library, and a museum.
The days have long gone by when one or two amphitheatres

or lecture-rooms and a small museum were all the outfit re-

quired for medical teaching. The little amphitheatre of the

University of Bologna was sufficient for almost every pur-

pose of medical teaching as it was carried on three hundred

years ago, but now the lecture-room is the smallest part of

the outfit required. In his evidence before the Royal Com-
mission, Professor Lankester stated that to establish such a

medical school at Oxford as he thought desirable, about

$225,000 would be required for buildings, in addition to

those already existing, and that about $100,000 a year would

be required for running expenses. Professor Billroth esti-

mates that about $400,000 would be required for buildings

for the medical department of a university, exclusive of the

buildings for clinical teaching, which he thinks would cost

about as much more; and that the annual expense would be

about $105,000. He says that these estimates are based on an

average standard of efficiency, not the highest, and concludes

by saying; "Let us hope that a rich man may some day

give three millions of dollars to found a school to be devoted

to medicine and natural science."

Perhaps these figures may seem high to you. Yet build-

ing is cheaper and salaries lower in England and in Ger-

many than with us, if only first-class work and first-class

men are accepted. To build and equip a laboratory which
shall give work-room for seventy-five men, will cost here

between $75,000 and $100,000. At least four such laborato-

ries are needed by the ideal medical department, besides a

building for general lectures, library, etc. , which would cost

about $50,000.

It is, of course, possible to consolidate all these into a sin-

gle three or four story building, and thus save money, espe-

cially in cost of ground, but the results are not so good. I

am not speaking now of temporary, makeshift buildings, but

of permanent structures, which though plain should not be

hideous, and should be thoroughly well built. Where land

is abundant and not too dear, it is usually better to construct

these laboratories one at a time, and endeavor to secure for

each a proper endowment and equipment. The average ex-

penses of each laboratory may be put at $15,000 per annum.
In other words, it requires about $400,000 to build, equip,

and endow a physiological, pathological, or hygienic labora-

tory such as is suited to the needs of a first-class university

in this country. By paring down in various directions, this

sum can be reduced to $300,000, but not lower without seri-

ously impairing the efficiency of the plan. And in all this

I have said nothing of the cost of the means for clinical in-

struction, which should be borne, in part at least, by the

school, for the simple reason that only by doing this can the

school have that control of hospital appointments which is

so necessary for its proper work.

Of course every professor who is skilled and energetic, and
who is imbued with the true university spirit, has innumer-

able wants and suggestions which i-equire money to supply

and carry out. He wants the new books and journals re-

lating to his specialty, specimens, apparatus, models, and
illustrations; and if he is at the head of one of the laborato-

ries which I have named, the sum of $15,000 per annum will

be required to pay him and his assistants, and to provide for

their needs. All this means that the educating of physicians

on this plan will cost the medical department between four

and five thousand dollars for each graduate. It will receive

from them eight hundred to one thousand dollars each, and
the balance must be made up from subscriptions, appropria-

tions, or endowments. Practically, endowment is the only

resource.

The student himself has to give four or five years' time

and labor, and four or five thousand dollars, to obtain his

medical education. For some, this expenditure of time and
money will be an excellent investment; for others, not, —
even if they have enough of both to spare for this purpose.

After all, the most that the university can do is to afford

opportunities for learning, and a certain kind and amount
of stimulus to mental work. The professor may declare that

he will teach certain branches; but there are some sent to

him for instruction who are not teachable, and the only

thing he can do is to return them as little damaged as possi-

ble.

The number of men for whom it is specially desirable to

provide laboratory and other special facilities for original

work in physiology, pathology, pharmacology, and hygiene

is limited. There are not a great number of men who have
the desire and qualifications necessary for this sort of work,

and the number of positions in which they can find remu-
nerative employment in devoting themselves to such inves-

tigations is still more limited.

The laboratory facilities in Germany are, as a whole, at

present in excess of the number of properly qualified men
who can be found to make use of them, although a few are

overcrowded.

Advanced work and original investigations cannot, as a
rule, be made by undergraduates, if for no other reason than
that of lack of time.
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Is it advisable that the same medical school shall under-

take to furnish such different courses as to provide for all

wants— to offer to meet the minimum requirements for the

degree of doctor of medicine, as well as the wants of those

who demand more advanced and detailed instruction? The

answer to this depends largely on the location of the school,

and on the means which it can command, especially as re-

gards facilities for hospital and clinical instruction. In any
case, its diploma of doctor of medicine should have a uni-

form value, and if it does undertake the double function, the

higher education must be largely post-graduate work. It

must also be, to a great extent, a voluntary matter on the

part of both schools and students.

As indicated at the beginning, this address is not intended

to criticise existing medical institutions, or to give specific

advice to any college or university. I have simply tried to

formulate roughly what seems to be the present ideal of a

course of medical education in the minds of many physi-

cians, and then to show what the carrying out of this ideal

involves to the schools and to the students.

I believe in ideals, that is, in their beauty and in their

utility when they do not dominate a man so as to make him
a visionary, or a dangerous crank or fanatic; but one ideal

is often more or less incompatible with another, and all of

them must be held subject lo the possibilities afforded by
surrounding circumstances. But we must not be too scepti-

cal about these possibilities. And we are all directly inter-

ested in this matter, every one of us. Every one of this au-

dience will probably see the time when the knowledge and

skill of the physician called in to advise in the calamity

which has fallen on him or his wife or child will seem to

him of vast importance.

Sometimes he can select his physician, often he cannot,

but must rely on the first one who can be found. Hence
these discussions about medical education, although chiefly

carried on by physicians, because they are most familiar

with the difficulties of the subject, should be considered by

those who are not physicians quite as much as by those who
are, or intend to be. It is a dangerous business, however,

for a doctor to discuss other doctors in public. He can make
more trouble for himself in less time in this way than by

almost any other method that I know of. Nevertheless, it

is my duty to tell you that there is little probability that the

ideal facilities for higher medical education, either here or

elsewhere, will be furnished by the doctors themselves.

There are several reasons for this, but one is sufficient, and

that is, they have not got the money, which I have shown
you is necessary to provide and maintain these facilities.

Hence, if these ideals are to be realized, the means must be

furnished by those who are not members of the medical pro-

fession, and it seems to me that this is what will be done.

What is the best way for a university, a real university,

to begin this line of work? In most cases I should say by
establishing one department at a time on a proper basis.

Which departments should be the first to be thus estab-

lished? Just here is where many of the doctors will begin

to differ.

I should say that the first of these departments to he pro-

vided for are two which will form the main links in the

university bond between the medical and other departments,

covering two branches of knowledge which every university

graduate should study somewhat, namely, biology and hy-

giene. For the clergyman, the teacher, the journalist, and

the sociologist, systematic instruction in these two branches

is as desirable as it is for the physician ; for the lawyer it

will be useful; only the philologist would I excuse entirely

from these departments.

Of course, in specifying that they are to teach, and to

teach undergraduates, I do not mean that teaching is to be
their sole function. This is not the modern idea of a scien-

tific department of a true university. It is to increase

knowledge as well, to provide for the needs of special inves-

tigators and seekers who have obtained their elementary
training elsewhere.

Let the plans for such a department be well thought out,

the expenses carefully estimated, and then bring the matter

to the attention of those who have the means to realize this

ideal, and sooner or later it certainly wilf be realized. I

have elsewhere ventured to express my sympathy for two
classes of men who have in all ages and in all countries re-

ceived much disapprobation from philosophers, essayists,

and reformers, namely, rich men and those who want to be

rich.

So far as the wealthy are concerned, there seem to be a

good many of them in these latter days who use their stored

force to endow universities and professorships, to build libra-

ries and laboratories, and to such let us give due praise and
honor. They may not be scientific men, but they make sci-

entific men possible. The unscientific mind has been defined

as one which is willing to accept and give opinions without

subjecting them to rigid tests. "This is the kind of mind
which most of us share with our neighbors. It is because

we give and accept opinions without subjecting them to rigid

tests " that the sermons of clergymen, the advice of lawyers,

and the prescriptions of physicians have a market value.

The unscientific public has its uses, and one of its character-

istics is a liking for ideals, some of which it occasionally

helps to realize. I can only hope that whenever an Ameri-

can university approves the ideal which I have roughly

sketched, this public will see that the means are provided for

carrying it out. It may be objected by some that it would

be better to help to raise the average standard by endowing
chairs in the medical schools in large cities, than to provide

special facilities for the use of a limited number. It is quite

true that all medical schools should be endowed; and this is

coming, for voluntary associations of physicians, who are

not a wealthy class, cannot afford to compete with endowed
schools when State laws shall come to enforce a high stan-

dard of acquirements. Nevertheless, we need universities

properly so called, as well as colleges and higher schools,

and we need university men in the medical profession as well

as elsewhere.

I have no fears as to the creation of a medical aristocracy

by giving facilities for higher education to those who have

the means to avail themselves of them. It is quite true that

only a fraction of those who have the means will use these

facilities properly, and that there will be a number who have

not the means who would make good use of such facilities if

they could get them; but these last will not be helped by the

total absence of such facilities for anybody. Let us try to

give the best minds a chance to obtain the best ti'aining: let

us try to discover these best minds wherever they may be,

and if their owners have not the means to avail themselves

of training, let us try to furnish the means. But to do this,

one of the first and most essential steps is to provide some-

where the teachers, and the buildings and apparatus, neces-

sary for giving such instruction, and where is a better place

to do this than in connection with a university, or, if you
please, in connection with this university?
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NOTES AND NEWS.

In the table od page 11 of Science for July 3, the totals of the

third, fourth, fifth, and seventh columns should be 83, 85, 87, and

120 respectively, instead of S3, 84, 86, and 11."j.

— The University of Pennsylvania has decided to increase the

time given to the subjects of mechanical and electrical engineer-

ing by providing addilional courses in these subjects, extending

over four years.

— Entomologists everywhere will deeply regret to hear of the

death of Mr. Henry Edwards, who loved his favorite studies quite

as much as he did the stage, and brought to both an ardor and

freshness contagious and perennial. " Do mention," writes one of

his correspondents to Psyche, " his unwearying kindness and un-

failing help to entomologists who were more ignorant than him-

self. I owe much to his help and encouragement, and shall miss

him sorely, though I never saw his face." and these qualities

which so endeared him to a lai-ge cirle of friends were indeed con-

spicuous in that face. It is understood that Mr. Edwards left

little to bis widow besides his collection, which is for sale.

— The tanning of elephant hides is comparatively a new indus-

tr}-. according to tlie Boston Journal of Commerce. The method
eiii ployed is practically the same as in the tanning of cow hide,

except that a stronger combination of the tannic ingredients is

required, and greater length of time— about sis months— is neces-

sary to perform the «ork. When the hide is taken out of the vat

it is an inch and a half thick. Among the articles made of elephant

leather are pocket-books, small satchels, cigar-cases, card-cases,

and similar articles, and they are said to be expensive luxuries.

In finishing the hide, no attempt is made to glaze or polish it,

everything being done to preserve its natural color and appearance.

The leather is very enduring, several years" wear having but little

effect upon it.

— Some experiments were recently made at the Riverside Iron

Works, Wheeling, W. Va., on the comparative liability to rust of

iron and soft Bessemer steel. As stated in Engineering, a piece

of iron plate and a similar piece of steel, both clean and bright,

were placed in a mixtm-e of yellow loam and sand, with which
had been thoroughly incorporated some carbonate of soda, nitrate

of soda, ammonium chloride, and chloride of magnesium. The
earth as prepared was kept moist. At the end of 88 days the

pieces of metal were taken out, cleaned, and weighed, when the

iron was found to have lost 0.84 per cent of its weight and the

steel 0.72 per cent. The pieces were replaced and after 28 days
weighed again, when the iron was found to have lost 2.06 per

cent of its original weight and the steel 1.79 per cent.

— In the Pilot Chart for July the attention of masters of

vessels is called once more to the importance of using oil to pre-

vent heavy seas from breaking on board their vessels. The fol-

lowing report, printed in the chart, illustrates the fact that even
the largest and most powerful vessels may sometimes derive ben-

efits from its use, and that the precaution is especially necessary

when a vessel encounters the terrific seas of a West Indian hurri-

cane. Captain Ringk, of the German steamship " Fulda," reports

that at 5 a.m., June 9, in latitude 44" 06' north, longitude 43° 06'

west, the wind lulled to a dead calm for a short time and then
suddenly sprang up from the south, shifting to south-west and
north west and blowing a perfect hurricane. The sea was like a
boiling mass of foam, and the flying spray prevented those on
board from seeing far ahead. Soon a very high and heavy sea

came up from the west-south-west, and the ship (westward-bound)
labored heavily and shipped a great deal of water. An oil-bag

was then used with great success.

— The following appointments to fellowships in the Johns Hop-
kins University, for 1891-92, are announced: William Wilson
Baden of Baltimore, Sanskrit; Edward Ambrose Bechtel of

Colora, Md., Latin; Julius Blume of Mtlnster, Germany, Romance
languages; Albert Bernhardt Faust of Baltimore, German; Siuion
Fl»xner of Louisville, Ky., pathology; Ulysses Sherman Grant of

Minneapolis, Minn
,
geology; William Asbury Harris of Richmond,

Va., Greek; Harry Clary Jones of New London, Md., chemistry;

James Lawrence Kellogg of Kewanee, 111., biology; Elmer Peter

Kohler of Egypt, Pa., chemistry; Paul Erasmus Lauer of Cleve-

land, O., history; David Judson Lingle of Chicago, 111., biology;

John Hanson Thomas Main of Baltimore, Greek; Frank Jewett

Mather, Jun , of Morristown, N.J., English; Michael Andrew
Mikkelsen of Sioux Falls, S.D , history; John Dyneley Prince of

New York City, Semitic languages; Brantz Mayer Roszel of Bal-

timore, astronomy; George Owen. Squier of Baltimore, physios;

Sydney Grant Stacey of Kezar Falls, Me., Latin; Joseph Moody
Willard of Orford, N.H. , mathematics.

— The British consul at Hankow, China, writing of the varnish

exported from that city, says, according to Nature, that he is in-

formed it is the gum of a tree, the Rhus vernicifera. On this tree,

before daylight, incisions are made, and the gum that runs out is

collected in the dark, and strained through a cotton cloth bag,

leaving behind a large amount of dirt and refuse. This operation

can only be performed in the dark, as light spoils the gum, and
causes it to cake with all tlie dirt in it. It cannot be strained in

wet weather, as moisture causes it to solidify. When the Chinese

use this varnish, they rub it on with a sort of mop, or swab, made
of soft waste silk. It should only be uspd in wet weather, as, if

the atmosphere is dry when it is rubbed on, it will always be

sticky. As used by the Chinese, the varnish takes about a month
to dry, and during the time it is drying it is poisonous to the eyes.

The consul thinks that this gum may have been one of the in-

gredients of the celebrated Cremona varnish, and he suggests that

it might be worth the while of musical instrument makers to ex-

periment with it with a view to producing a varnish that would
give a mellow instead of a glassy sound.

— Ever since the story of Robert Bruce and the spider, says a
correspondent of Engineering, that insect has been proverbially

held up to view as an example of pertinacious skill. An attempt

to establish instinct as a guide to reason is, however, a fallacy.

The setting hen is an example of instinct, not maternal constancy.

This perseverance of spiders may have been an encouragement to

Robert Bruce, but it is often a discouragement in engineering

work. In sinking plumb lines down shafts for middle headings

in tunnelling, in order to obtain an alignment for the tunnel, the

accuracy of the work is often seriously impaired by spiders at-

taching their webs to the lines and drawing them towards the

walls, often with sufficient tension to introduce material ei'rors in

the position of the plumb bobs. In fixing the alignment of the

Hoosac Tunnel, in Massachusetts, at the bottom of a shaft 1,028

feet deep, the spiders prevented accurate work with plumb lines,

until two cases were made inclosing the whole length of these

lines. For shallow pits the spiders" webs can be broken by raising

the lines and then lowering them to position shortly before fixing

upon points ; but in this instance the distance was so great as to

requii-e several hours before the vibration of the lines would cease,

even with the bobs in vessels of mercury. The suggestion is made
that the lines might be freed from similar interferences by insu-

lating the suspended apparatus and the bob from the earth and
attaching a grounded electric light circuit to the wire, relying

upon the dampness in the \>\t to give sufficient conductivity to the

cobwebs to cause them to be seared by the escape when any cob-

web connected the earth to the plumb wire. Many years ago',

when the writer used the level with an engineering party, there

were frequent di/uculties with the instrument. Curved lines like

arcs of circles would appear in rapid sequence across the field of

vision, which would be nearly eclipsed at times. These difBoul-

ties would arise at irregular and generally inconvenient intervals.

The instrument was carefully examined without revealing any
cause. The writer, distrustful of his ovvn eyesight, visited an
eminent oculist, receiving some vague advice and paying a realis-

tic fee. It was afterwards discovered that a minute spider had
ensconced himself in the cover of the eyeglass of the telescope of

the level. Recently it was found that the meter in the store of a
patron of an electric lighting station in America was recording

what was a small fraction of the electricity known to be used.

The meter was of the revolving fan type, and it was found that a

spider had entered the case through a screw hole, and spun a web
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in such a maimer as to prevent the free revolution of the fans. If

gas meters were susceptible to similar treatment it is feared there

might be a tendency to perforate the cases and imprison spiders

therein..

— Mr. E. H. Kern, of Mankato, Kan., writes as follows to

Insect Life : " Several seasons ago my potato field was almost

ruined because I could not use Paris green, as my stock was in

danger from it. A large pond of water attracted about twenty of

my neighbor's dueks to its shore. I never did fancy ducks very

much, and I told him so. He said he would give them to me if

I could care for them, as he could not keep them at home. The
next morning I went down to the pond at sunrise to try and drive

said ducks in a pen. I saw a very curious sight. Headed by an

old drake, the twenty ducks were waddling off in a bee-line for

my potato field. I crawled into some bushes and awaited devel-

, opments. As they came to the end of the rows they seemed to

deploy right and left, and such a shovellingin of bugs I never be-

held. They meant business, and for fully one-half hour did they

continue, until every duck was filled up to its bill with bugs.

Then they went for that pond, and I went for their owner and

paid him one dollar for the entire bunch — this being all he would

accept. When I returned, every duck seemed to be trying to

outdo its fellow in noise. This expedition was repeated about 4

P.M., and kept up imtU every bug went under. I have tried these

ducks and others since, and find they all like them, and seem to

get fat on potato bugs."

— Fears had been entertained by the citizens of Provinoetown,

Mass., for some years before 1867 that the harbor was being silted

up by the movement of sands from Lancy's Harbor and House
Point Island flats on one side, and from East Harbor on the other

side, reinforced by such material as might find its way into the

harbor from the south side of Long Point. In 1867 a call was
made on the United States Coast Survey by the harbor commis-
sioners of Massachusetts for a re-survey of the harbor of Province-

town. This resulted in a survey during that year by the party of

Assistant Henry D. Whiting, followed by a report, published as

Appendix No. 13, Coast Survey Report for 1867. In this paper,

Mr. Whiting discussed the results of a comparison made with the

survey of Major Graham in 1835, treating the subject under three

heads; first, with reference to changes at Long Point and on
House Point Island flats ; second, East Harbor Inlet and Beach
Point; and third, the beaches at the head of East Harbor. His

recommendations for the construction of works for the improve-

ment of the harbor were based upon the conclusions stated in his

report, and some of his suggestions have been carried out. A dike

was built by the United States at the "wading place" at High
Head in 1838-69. Another dike was built across the outlet of

East Harbor creek by the State of Massachusetts, effectually out-

ting off the water communication between East Harbor and the

bay, and in 1870 still another dike was thrown across the head of

Lancy's Harbor at Abel HUl, to prevent the flow of the tide fi-om

that basin into the main harbor. This dike was rebuilt in 1871.

A study of the results of the present comparison points decidedly

to the conclusion that these improvements have in great measure

arrested the forces which were working toward the injury of the

liarbor. The success of the dike at Abel Hill in arresting the wash
of the sands from Lancy's Harbor only points with stronger em-
phasis to what should be done to arrest the wash of material from
House Point Island flats. So long as the low and narrow sandy

barrier to the northward of Wood End lighthouse remains intact,

the wash off the flats will remain at a minimum, but should the

seas make a breach through the beach during a gale, there is no
telling what damage might follow, and it would seem the part of

prudence for the Government to heed the recommendation made
by Mr. Whiting in 1867, and urged again in 1886 by Major Gilles-

pie, United States engineers, that a dike be built from Stevens

Point, in Provinoetown, to Long Point, thus effectually inclosing

the whole of House Point Island flats. The preservation of Long
Point (a natural mole guarding the deep-vvater basin of the har-

bor), which has been in charge of the United States engineers,

should be secured by ample appropriations from Congress. Two
^comparative maps accompany the paper of which this note is an

abstract, and which will be published as an appendix to the "Re-
port of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for 1890." In the prepara-

tion of these maps reference was made to Major Graliam's map of

1835. A comparison of the entire harbor area outside of the mean
low-water line shows that in 183.J this area was 1,303 acres, and
that in 1867 it had been reduced to 1,247 acres, a loss of 55 acres in

32 years, or one-tenth of one per cent per year. Between 1867 and
1889 the area increased to 1,274 acres, or 27 acres in 22 years,

which is at the rate of nine-thousandths of one per cent per year.

The maps confirm these results by indicating a resultant shore-

ward movement of the submerged contours, leading to the con-

clusion that the conditions since 1867 are most favorable to the

maintenance of the present depths.

— "I recently had a curious bean shown to me by a friend,"

says a correspondent in Insect Life, " and, desiring to learn more
about this interesting article, I take the liberty of addressing you
on the subject, and will thank you kindly for any information you
can give me regarding it. The bean in question came from Mex-
ico, is brown in color, and a section through it at right angles to

its length would be a triangle. My friend said the name he had
heard for it was ' broncho bean,' given from the fact that it had

the power of locomotion, by means of quick, short jumps or tum-
bles, imparted to it, as I have since learned, by a worm, which

claims the bean as its home. The muscular effort exerted by the

worm on the interior of the bean is sufBcient to propel it forward

about three-sixteenths of an inch at each jump. To a person who
has not heard the reason for the peculiar action of the bean the

movement is, to say the least, wonderful. If there is a printed

description of this bean, giving the localities in which it may be

found, will you kindly advise me of same?" To which the editor

replies: "It is the seed of a euphorbiaceous plant believed to be

Colliguaja odorifera Moline, and the contained ' worm ' is the

larva of a little tortrioid moth known as Carpocapsa saltitans, a

near relative of the common codling moth {Carpocapsa pomo-
nella). It is found chiefly in Sonora, Mexico."

— At a meeting of the Royal Society, London, on May 18, re-

ported in a recent number of Nature, Dr. J. Berry Haycraft gave

an account of some experiments which show (1) that the displace-

ments of the heart, which since Harvey's time are supposed to

take place with every contraction, do not really occur in the un-

opened chest, and (2) that the cardiogi-am has been misinterpreted

by physiologists. It is usually supposed that, during each con-

traction, the heart twists towards the right while its apes moves
forward, and, pressing against the wall of the chest, causes the

"apex beat." Again, it has been supposed by some that, during

expansion, all diameters of the heart are not increased, but that,

on the conti-ary, one diameter is diminished in length. Dr. Hay-

craffs experiments show that all diameters are increased during

expansion, and that all are diminished during contraction. They
show also that the motions, above described, do not occur in the

unopened chest. The heart, in order that it may be observed in

the opened chest, is necessarily separated from its attachments

and falls towards the back of the chest (the animal operated upon

being supposed to be placed upon its back). Dm-ing expansion,

the heart becomes flaccid, and so is flattened against the back of

the chest. The first effect of the stiffening which occurs during

the muscular contraction is therefore an elevation of the heart,

against gravity, towards the front of the chest. Similarly, if the

animal be turned upon one side, the heart, during contraction,

moves towards the upper side of the chest; and the " beat" can

even be made to take place towards the back. In the unopened

chest, the heart on the whole remains in position during contrac-

tion, and therefore its boundaries move from the chest walls. But

the cardiogram, as usually interpreted, shows that the chest wall

is thrown outwards by the impact of the heart during contraction.

Dr. Haycraft asserts that this is due to deformation of the heart

by pressure of the chest wall when the button of the cardiograph

is pressed against the exterior of the chest. The first effect of the

muscular contraction and stiffening of the heart is therefore in-

creased pressure against the chest-wall, which gives rise to the

up-stroke of the cardiogram. When the cardiograph is made as

light as possible, the up-stroke is greatly diniinished; but it never
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entirely Tanishes, because the flaccid heart is always slightly dis-

torted by the chest-wall even when the cardiograph is not pressed

against it. Dr. Haycraft further shows that the sinuosities, which

always appear to a greater or less extent on the cardiogram, are

not due to peculiarities in the action of the heart, but are instru-

mental in their origin, being caused by oscillations which result

from the inertia of the cardiograj)h.

— Writing to the editor of Insect Life, Mr R. J. McGuire, of

Rosedale, Miss., says: "Inclosed please find an insect, the name
and habits of which you \Till oblige me by giving. I found it on

a willow tree in a swamp on Island 73, in the Mississippi, belong-

ing to Arkansas. I was hunting deer, and being tired lay down
under a small willow to rest. After lying there a few moments
the air suddenly became filled with little drops of water, as if rain

or mist were falling. I got out from under the tree, and as soon

as I moved the mist ceased. I stood a short distance away and
watched, and gradually came closer, and after watching for half

an hour I discovered this little bug on a twig. When I first saw
it, it was perfectly quiet, but soon put its head to the limb and
immediately minute drops of fluid began to be ejected from the

rear end of its body, which extended past or even with the ends

of its wings, but since its death it has shrivelled to its present

length. The leaves of the tree on which I found it were pierced

in thousands of places, and the mist from the tree was thick; but
this bug was not on a leaf, but on a small limb. I could find no
other insects on the tree, but know there were hundreds. The
one I caught slipped around the limb very much as a squirrel

would, and I had difficulty in catching it. It made no effort to

fly. The natives of the island called the tree a weeping tree, and
are very superstitious about it." Replying, the editor sajs: " The
insect which you send is one of the so-called leaf-hoppers, which
has been frequently referred to in print on account of its habit of

ejecting honey dew and causing the phenomenon of so-called

' weeping-trees.' The scientific name of the one which you send
is Proconia undata.''

— The following appointments from among the graduates of

Johns Hopkins" University have Tecently been made: J. William
Black, to be professor of history at Georgetown CJollege, Ky.

;

Charles C. Blackshear, associate professor of chemistry. Woman's
College of Baltimore; Bsnjamin L. Bowen, associate pnifessor of

the Romance languages, Ohio State University ; Edwin G. Conklin,

professor of biology. Ohio Wesleyan University; Paul J. Dashiell,

instructor in organic chemistry, Lehigh Univer.=iity ; Alfred Emer-
son, professor of archeeology, Cornell University ; Charles H.
Haskins, assistant professor of history. University of Wisconsin

;

George L. Hendrickson. professor of Latin. University of Wiscon-
sin : Francis H. Herrick, Professor of biology, Adelbert College ;

William H. Hobbs, assistant professor of mineralogy and metal-

lurgy, and curator of the geological museum. University of Wis-
consin ; Arthur L. Kimball

, professor of physics, Amherst College

;

Oliver P. Jenkins, professor of physiology and histology, Stanford
University ; James C. Johnston, Loomis fellow in pathology, Uni-
versity of the City of New York; James E. Keeler, professor of

astro-physics and director of the observatory at Allegheny City,

Penn., James T. Lees, professor of Greek, University of Nebraska;
Henry P. Manning, assistant professor of mathematics, Brown
University; W. D. McClintock, assistant professor of English
literature, University of Chicago; Dice McLaren, director and
agriculturist, Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station; J.

Leverett Moore, associate professor of Latin, Vassar College;

Ernest M. Pease, professor of the Latin language and literature,

Stanford University ; George Petrie, professor of history, Alabama
Agricultural and Mechanical College; George M. Riohai-dson, as-

sistant professor of inorganic chemistry, Stanford University ;

Edward B. Rosa, professor of physics, Wesleyan University;

Edward A. Ross, professor of political economy, Indiana Uni-
versity; William T. Sedgwick, professor of biology, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; Robert B, Steele, professor of Latin.

Illinois Wesleyan University ; Bernard C. Steiner, instructor in

history, Williams College; William D. Taylor, professor of civil

engineering, University of Louisiana ; Edward P. Thompson,
professor of mathematics, Westminster College, Penn. ; Henry A.

Todd, Professor of Romance languages, Stanford University;

William H. Tolman, instructor in history. New York City ; Fred-

erick J. Turner, professor of history, University of Wisconsin

;

Stephen B. Weeks, professor of history and political science,

Trinity College, N. C; Langdon Williams, instructor in history,

Chicago, 111.; Arthur B. Woodford, assistant professor of political

economy, University of Pennsylvania.

— The following appointments have recently been rr^ade in the

Johns Hopkins University: Maurice Bloomfield, now associate

professor, to be professor of Sanskrit and comparative philology;

William Hand Browne, now librarian and associate, to be associate

professor of English literatui'e; James W. Bright, now associate, to

be associate professor of English philology ; Professor C. T. Winches-

ter to be one of the lecturers on the Donovan foundation for 1891-93;

Professor R. C. Jebb to be the lecturer on the Percy Turnbull

memorial foundation for 1891-92; Rev. W. M. Taylor and Rev.

R. S. Storrs to be the Levering lecturers in 1891-93; Nicholas

Murray, now in charge of the publications, to be librarian ; J. S.

Ames, now assistant, to be associate in physics; C. H. Chapman,
now instructor, to be associate in mathematics; Hermann S. Ber-

ing to be associate in electrical engineerin.g; John E. Matzke to

be associate in the Romance languages; W. W. Randall to continue

as assistant in chemistry; Christopher Johnson, Jun., now fellow,

to be instructor in Semitic languages; E S. Lewis, now fellow,

to be assistant in Romance languages; C. C. Marden, now of the

University of Michigan, to he assistant in Romance languages;

W. S. Symington, Jun , to be assistant in Romance languages;

Hermann Schoenfeld, of Columbian University, to be instructor

in German; George H. Nuttall to be assistant in bacteriology and
hygiene; Edward Renouf to be a member of tlie standing com-
mittee on the gymnasium and ii;s secretary; J. B. Crenshaw to

the charge of the gymnasium; G. P. Dreyer to continue in the

office of senior demonstrator of physiology; Theodore Hough to

continue as junior assistant in the biological laboratory: C. L.

Poor, lately a fellow, and now of the College of the City of New
York, to be instructor in mathematics; C. A. Smith to be assistant

in English; W. A. Scott to be assistant in history; Thomas H.
Morgan to hold, for another year, the fellowship in biology

founded as a memorial of the late Adam T. Bruce; Edwin G.

Conklin to occupy the table allotted to this university in the United

States marine laboratory at Wood's HoU.

— Dr. Buchan read a paper before the Royal Society, London,
May 18, on the barometer at Ben Nevis observatory, in relation to

the direction and strength of the wind (Nature, June 18). In

arranging the results. Dr. Buchan has referred the directioia of

the wind to sixteen points of the compass, although the observa-

tions are actually made with reference to the thirty-two points.

The readings of the barometers at the high-level and the low-level

stations, when reduced to sea-level, exhibit marked differences

dependent upon the direction of the wind. The investigation ex-

tends over the period of nine months commencing in August, 1890.

During that time, all the very high winds have been from the east-

south east and the south-east, these being the directions in which
the wind blows freely along the top of the mountain to the obser-

vatory. In eleven cases the wind from these directions attained a

speed of 120 miles an hour or more; and the (reduced) barometer
at the high-level station read about one-sixth of an inch lower

than the instrument at the low-level station. In no other direc-

tion was a higher velocity than 70 miles an hour noted ; and in the

directions from west to north north-west, east, and east-north-east,

the velocity was never greater than 30 miles an hour. With
northerly winds the instruments at the top of the mountain record

a much lower speed than that which, from observations of the

drift of the clouds, is seen to be reached at a small height above

the top of the mountain. The cause of this comparative calm
immediately at the top is the impact of the air upon the face of

the cliff which lies to the north of the observatory. The stream

lines are thus suddenly deflected upwards. In such eases the de-

pression of the barometer is about three times as great as that

which occurs with an equally strong wind from other directions,

and indicates the formation of a region of low pressure around
the observatory. .-V peculiar result which is observed with other
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directions of the wind is that the (reduced) high-level barometric

reading exceeds the (reduced) low-level reading when the wind

blows at about the rate of 5 miles an hour. The reverse is always

true when the speed of the wind exceeds that rate, on the one hand,

or is extremely small, on the other. This seems to indicate an

increase of pressure in air-currents which ascends the mountain,

and so may explain the fact that the top of the mountain is fre-

quently clear, while dense cloud is being constantly formed at a

short distance above it.

— On June 27 a scientific expedition, headed by Professor Lee,

instructor in biology at Bowdoin College, sailed from Rockland,

Me., for Labrador. Of the seventeen members of the party with

Professor Lee, nearly all are undergraduates of Bowdoin. The
intention is to land four of the party at Hamilton Inlet for a tour

of exploration inland, following the inlet and Grand River. The
rest of the party will go as far north as Cape C'hudleigh.

— The formal transfer of the Weather Bureau from the War
Department to the Department of Agriculture took place on July 1.

The first official act after the transfer was the appointment of the

new chief. Professor Mark W. Harrington of Michigan. Pro-

fessor Harrington is now and has been for the last twelve years

professor of astronomy in the University of Michigan, at Ann
Arbor, and e'litor of the American MeteorologicalJournal. He is

about 43 years old. Acting Secretary Grant signed an order on
the last day of June discharging the 163 employees of the signal

service then engaged in the Weather Bureau. The list is headed
by Professor Abbe and ends with the first-class sergeants. Under
the law the Secretary of Agriculture is bound to give preference

to these men in making appointments for the new Weather Bureau,

and, with the exception of a few men who elected to remain in

what will hereafter be the purely military branch of the signal

service, all of the employees who were engaged in the Weather
Bureau will be reappointed.

— According to Professor Elihu Thompson, sa.js Engineering, it

is not the extra resistance at the break that gives rise to the heat-

ing in electric welding. The imperfect contact there no douht

hastens the heating at the joint, but a solid bar placed between the

clamps of an electi-ic welding machine can also be raised to the

welding temperature, and the bar may be upset there. The real

cause of the concentration of the heating between the clamps is

the relatively greater conductivity of other portions of the welding

cii-cuit, which is usually composed of massive copper conductors

kept cool in the case of large vi-ork by the circulation of water.

By keeping the conductors cool in this way their resistance is

maintained constant, and there follows an accentuation of heat-

ing effect at the joint, where the rise in temperature increases the

resistance. In large works it has been found that hydraulic power
can be advantageously employed both for clamping and making
contact with the pieces to be welded or worked. In dealing with

metals such as lead, tin, and zinc, the temperature required for

welding is so low that the metal never glows, and the progress of

the heating cannot be watched with the eye. By jDroperly shap-

ing the ends leaden water pipes can easily be welded together end

to end. The meeting edges should be thinned so as to reduce the

surface of contact below the area of the pipe wall. Joints thus

made are very good and sound. Most metals can be welded with-

out the use of a flux, but for good work a flux is often desirable.

— The suijplemeot to the Pilot Chart of the North Atlantic for

July illustrates graphically and by means of a tabular statement

the drift of every bottle-paper (showing the drift of floating bot-

tles) returned to the hydrographic office at Washington since April,

1889. A small chart of this kind was published last November,
but the present supplement is complete up to date. The number
of bottle-papers received was 134, of which 119 were from the

North Atlantic. The total number of miles drifted by these 119

papers is 103,444, giving an average of 869 miles. There are 113

papers that contain the date of commencement and end of jour-

ney, from which the total number of days can be calculated. For

these 113 papers the total number of days is 16,969, giving an

average of 150 days to each paper. Dividing the average drift by

the average number of days, it is found that 5.8 miles per day is

the average drift. This figure, it should be remembered, is of

necessity less than the true average rate per day, because every

day that a bottle lies undiscovered on the beach counts on its time
of drift, the apparent elapsed time being thus too great and the

average drift per day too small. It is proposed to continue the

publication of bottle papers as often as possible, not only for the

Atlantic but for other oceans, and masters of vessels and others

interested are urged to co-operate with the hydrographic office in

collecting as complete data as possible regarding this general sub-

ject. Any reliable reports of long drifts of bottle papers, or any
other floating objects, will he of interest in this connection, and
the accumulation of such data may add considerable useful infor-

mation to our knowledge of the general di'ift of ocean currents.

— On Thursday, May 31, says the Lancet, the body of an Arab,

found dead on one of the ships in the Albert Docks, was taken to

the Seamen's Hospital, name unknown. A necropsy was ordered

by the coroner, and made by Dr. F. Croucher, house surgeon to

the branch hosjjital. There were no signs of disease in the brain

or the chest, except a few old adhesions in the left pleural cavity.

The gall bladder was very distended and full. Three small ulcers

existed on the anterior coat of the stomach. Several patches of

inflammation were found in the small intestine. In the csecum
were found twenty buttons, three cog-wheels (apparently out of

a watch, two of them one inch in diameter, and doubled), one two-

inch steel screw bent double, and one one-inch screw, six pieces of

a lock (the biggest piece one and a half inch long and one and a

half inch broad), a circular piece of brass (one and three-quarter

inch in diameter folded into four), several pieces of iron wire

(four were one and a half inch in length), brass, and lead, and two
key tallies on a ring, one inch in length. In the ascending colon,

about five inches from the cagcum, were found a piece of steel wire

one eighth of an inch in diameter, and three inches and a half in

length, bent double, and one small cog-wheel. The weight of

these bodies together amounted almost exactly to half a pound.

The body was much emaciated; no subcutaneous fat was present

in chest or abdominal walls, or any fat round the kidneys. The
deceased was quite unknown ; no particular's could be discovered

by the police employed to obtain evidence for the purposes of the

inquest. There was no perforation of intestines, nor any sign of

disease in the colon.

— Dr. Roland Thaxter has received an appointment as assistant

professor of cryptogamic botany and Mr. J. G. Jack as arboretum

lecturer for 1891-93 at Harvard University.

— Dr. J. F. Williams of the Geological Survey of Arkansas has

been appointed assistant professor of geology at Cornell University.

He has in press a volume upon the igneous rocks of Arkansas.

— J. M. Stedman, formerly of Cornell University, now of the

United States Department of Agriculture, has just accepted an
invitation to the chair of biology in Trinity Univei"sity, Durham,
N.C. This institution has been completely reorganized, and will

open in September, with the following new departments : medical

college; law school; schools of arts, literature, political and social

science, and divinity; and a college of the sciences.

— Mr. John M. Barr, well known as a member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and now professor of mechanical

engineering at the University of Minnesota, has resigned his

position to accept a call to Sibley College, Cornell Uuiversit.y,

where he will have special charge of the whole line of junior work
in machine-design lately conducted by Professor A. W. Smith.

Professor Smith goes to the University of Wisconsin for the pres-

ent, with the expectation that he may go to the Stanford Univer-

sity a year later.

— Mr. C. H. Tyler Townsend some time ago resigned his posi-

tion in the Division of Entomology, United States Department

of Agriculture, lo accept the post of entomologist to the State ex-

periment station of New Mexico. By a competitive civil service

examination his place has been filled by Mr. F. H. Chittenden of

New York, formerly editor of Entomologica Americana, and cu-

rator and corresponding secretary of the Brooklyn Entomological

Society. Mr. A. B. Cordley, formerly entomologist of the Agri

cultural experiment station of Vermont, has also been appointed

lo a position in the division.
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THE FARADAY CENTENARY.

On Wednesday, June 17, at the Royal Institution, London, Lord
Rayleigh delivered a lecture in conneclion with the one hundredth
anniversary of Faraday's birth. The following abstract of the

lecture is from Nature of June 2C.

Lord Rayleigh said that the man whose name and work they

were celebrating was identified in a remarkable degree with the

history of that institution. If they could not take credit for his

birth, in other respects they could hardly claim too much. During
a connection of fifty-four years, Fai'aday found there his opportu-

nity, and for a large part of the time his home. The simple story

of his life must be known to most who heard him. Fired by con-

tact with the genius of Davy, he volunteered his services in the

laboratory of the institution. Davy, struck with the enthusiasm

of the youth, gave him the desired opportunity, and, as had been

said, secured in Faraday not the least of his discoveries. The
early promise was indeed amply fulfilled, and for a long period of

years, by his discoveries in chemistry and electricity, Faraday
maintained the renown of the Royal Institution and the honor of

England in the eye of the civilized world. He should not at-

tempt in the time at his disposal to trace in any detail the steps of

that wonderful career. The task had already been performed by
able hands. In their own " Proceedings " they had a vivid sketch

from the pen of one whose absence that day was a matter of lively

regret. Dr. Tyndall was a personal friend, had seen Faraday at

work, had enjoyed opportunities of watching the action of his

muid in face of a new idea. All that he could aim at was to re-

call, in a fragmentary maimer, some of Fai-aday's great achieve-

ments, and if possible to estimate the position they held in con-

temporary science.

Whether they had regard to fundamental scientific import, or

to practical results, the first place must undoubtedly be assigned

to the great discovery of the induction of electrical currents. He
proposed first to show the experiment in something like its original

form, and then to pass on to some variations, with illustrations from
the behavior of a model, whose mechanical properties were analo-

gous. He was afraid that these elementary experiments would
tax the patience of many who heard him, but it was one of the

difiiculties of his task that Faraday's discoveries were so funda-

mental as to have become familiar to all serious students of phys-

ics.

The first experiment required them to establish in one coU of

copper wire an electric current by completing the communication
with a suitable battery; that was called the primary circuit, and
Faraday's discovery was, that, at the moment of the starting or

stopping of the primary current, then, in a neighboring circuit,

in the ordinary sense of the words, completely detached, there

was a tendency to induce a current. He had said that those two
circuits were perfectly distinct, and they were distinct in the

sense that there was no conducting communication between them,

but, of course, the importance of the experiment resided in this,

— that it proved that in some sense the circuits were not distinct;

that an electric current circulating in one does produce an effect

in the other, which is propagated across a perfectly blank space

occupied by air, and which might equally well have been occupied

by vacuum. It might appear that that was a very simple and
easy experiment, and of course it was so in a modern laboratory,

but it was otherwise at the time when Faraday first made it.

With all his skill. Faraday did not light upon truth without delay

and difBculty. One of Faraday's biographers thus wrote: "In
December, 1824, he had attempted to obtain an electric current by
means of a magnet, and on three occasions he had made elaborate

and unsuccessful attempts to produce a current in one wire by

means of a current in another wire, or by a magnet. He still

persevered, and on August 29, 1831,— that is to say, nearly seven

years after his first attempts, —:he obtained the first evidence

that an electric current induced another in a diffei'ent circuit.

On Sept. 23 he writes to a friend, ' I am busy just now again with

electro-magnetism, and think I have got hold of a good thing, but

cannot say; it may be a weed instead of a fish that, after all my
labor, I at last haul up.' " We now know that it was a very big

fish indeed.

About the time that the experiments of which he had been

speaking were made, Faraday evidently felt uneasiness as to the

soundness of the views about electricity held by his contempora-

ries, and to some extent shared by himself, and he made elaborate

experiments to remove all doubt fi-om his mind. He re-proved

the complete identity of the electricity of lightning and of the

electricity of the voltaic cell. He was evidently in terror of being

misled by words which might convey a meaning beyond that

which facts justified. Much use was made of the term " poles"

of the galvanic battery. Faraday was afraid of the meaning
which might be attached to the word " pole," and he introduced

a word since generally substituted, "electrode," which meant
nothing more than the way or path by which the electricity was
led in. " Electric fluid " was a term which Faraday considered

dangerous, as meaning more than they really knew about the na-

tui-e of electricity, and, as was remarked by Maxwell, Faraday

succeeded in banishing the term " electric fluid " to the region of

newspaper paragraphs.

Diamagnetism was a subject upon which Faraday worked, but

it would take too long to go into that subject, though a word or

two must be said. Faraday found that whereas a ball of iron or

nickel or cobalt, when placed near a magnet or combination of

magnets, would be attracted to the place where the magnetic force

was the greatest, the contrary occurred if for the iron was sub-

stituted a corresponding mass of bismuth or of many other sub-

stances. The experiments in diamagnetism were of a microscopic

character, but he would like to illustrate one position of Faraday's,

developed years afterwards by Sir William Thomson, and dem-
onsti'ated by him in many beautiful experiments, only one of

which he now proposed to bring before them. Supposing they

had two magnetic poles, a north pole and a south pole, with an
iron ball between them, free to move along a horizontal line per-

pendicular to that joining the poles, then, according to the rule he

had stated, the iron ball would seek an intermediate position, the

place at which the magnetic force was the greatest. Conse-

quently, if the ii'on ball be given such a position, they would find

it tended with considerable force to a central position of equili-

brium; but if, instead of using opposite poles, they used, e.g., two

north poles, they would find that the iron ball did not tend to the

central position, because that was not the position in which the

magnetic force was the greatest. At that position there was no

magnetic force, for the one pole completely neutralized the action
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of the other. The greatest force would be a little way out, and

that, according to Faraday's observations, systematized and ex-

jiressed in the form of mathematical law by Sir William Thomson,

was where the ball would go.

The next discovery of Faraday to which the lecturer called at-

tention was one of immense signi6cance from a scientific point of

view, the consequences of which were not even vet fully under-

stood or developed. He referred to the magnetization of a ray of

light, or what was called in more usual parlance the rotation of

the plane of polarization under the action of magnetic force. It

would be hopeless to attempt to explain all the preliminaries of the

experiment to those who had not given some attention to those

subjects before, and he could only attempt it in general terms. It

would be known to most of them that the vibrations which con-

stituted light were executed in a direction perpendicular to that

of the ray of light. By experiment he showed that the polari-

zation which was suitable to pass the iirst obstacle was not suitable

to pass the second, but if by means of any mechanism they were

able, after the light had passed the first obstacle, to turn round the

vibration, they would then give it an opportunity of passing the

second obstacle. That was what was involved in Faraday's dis-

covery. As he had said, the full significance of the experiment

was not yet realized. A large step towards realizing it, however,

was contained in the observation of Sir William Thomson, that

the rotation of the plane of polarization proved that something in

the nature of rotation must be going on within the medium when
subjected to the magnetizing force, but the precipe nature of the

rotation was a matter for further speculation, and perhaps might

not be known for some time to come.

When first considering what to bring before them, tlie speaker

thought, perhaps, he might include some of Faraday's acoustical

experiments, which were of great interest, though they did not

attract so much attention as his fundamental electrical discoveries.

He would only allude to one point which, as far as he knew, had
never been noticed, but which Faraday recorded in liis acoustical

papers. "If during a strong steady wind, a smooth flat sandy

shore, with enough water on it, either from the receding tide or

from the shingle above, to cover it thoroughly, but not to form
waves, be observed in a jjlace where the wind is not broken by
pits or stones, stationary undulations will be seen over the whole

of the wet surface. . . . These are not waves of the ordinary

kind ; they are (and this is the remarkable point) accurately

parallel to the course of the wind." When he first read that

statement, many years ago, he was a little doubtful as to whether

to accept the apparent meaning of Faraday's words. He knew of

no suggestion of an explanation of the possibility of waves of that

kind being generated under the action of the wind, and it was,

therefore, with some curiosity that two or three years ago, at a

French watering-place, he went out at low tide, on a suitable day
when there was a good breeze blowing, to see if he could observe

anything of the waves described by Faraday. For some time he

failed absolutely to observe the phenomenon, but after a whUe he

was perfectly well able to recognize it. He mentioned that as an
example of Faraday's extraordinary powers of observation, and
even now he doubted whether anybody but himself and Faraday
had ever seen that phenomenon.
Many matters of minor theoretic interest were dealt with by

Faraday, and reprinted by him in his collected works. The
speaker was reminded of one the other day by a lamentable acci-

dent which occurred owing to the breaking of a paraffin lamp.

Faraday called attention to the fact, though he did not suppose he

was the first to notice it, that, by a preliminary preparation of the

lungs by a number of deep inspirations and expirations, it was
possible so to aerate the blood as to allow of holding the breath for

a much longer period than without such a preparation would be

possible. He remembered some years ago trying the experiment,

and running up from the drawing-room to the nursery of a large

house without drawing any breath. That was obviously of great

practical importance, as Faraday pointed out, in the case of dan-

ger from suffocation by fire, and he thought that possibly the ac-

cident to which he alluded might have been spared had the

knowledge of the fact to which Faraday drew attention been

more generally diffused.

The question had often been discussed as to what would have
been the effect upon Faraday's career of discovery had he been
subjected in early life to mathematical training. The first thing

that occurred to him about that, after reading Faraday's works,
was that one would not wish him to be anything dii!ferent from
what he was. If the question must be discussed, he supposed they

would have to admit that he would have been saved much wasted
labor, and would have been better en rapxjort with his scientific

contemporaries if he had had elementary mathematical instruc-

tion. But mathematical training and mathematical capacity were
two different things, and it did not at all follow that Faraday had
not a mathematical mind. Indeed, some of the highest authori-

ties (and there could be no higher authority on the subject than
Maxwell) had held that his mind was essentially mathematical in

its qualities, although they must admit it was not developed in a

mathematical direction. With these words of Maxwell he would
conclude: " The way in which Faraday made use of his idea of

lines of force in co-ordinating the phenomena of electric induction

shows him to have been a mathematician of high order, and one

from whom the mathematicians of the future may derive valuable

and fertile methods."

THE "SUBMARINE SENTRY."

At a recent meeting of the Royal United Service Institution,

London, a lecture upon sounding machines was given by Profes-

sor Lambert of the Royal Naval College, Greenwich. In the

course of the lecture (some details of which appear in Engineering

of June 36) a description was given of an instrument called a

"submarine sentry," which has been successfully experimented

with on some ships of the British navy. It is the invention of

Mr. Samuel James, a civil engineer.

As described by the lecturer, the sentry is intended to give a

continuous under- water look-out, and to automatically give warn-

ing of the approach of shallow water. It consists of an inverted

wooden kite, which can be trailed at the stern of a vessel at any
required depth to forty-five fathoms. On striking bottom, the

blow, acting on a projecting trigger, releases the slings of the kite

and causes it to rise to the surface and trail in the wake of the

vessel. At the instant of striking, the sudden loss of tension in

the wire sounds a gong attached to a winch on board the ship.

The wire used is of steel, and of the highest tenacity attainable.

Its diameter is 0.067 of an inch, and it is capable of bearing a

stress of fully a thousand pounds. During towing the vibration

of the wire causes a continuous rattle in a sounding box, and the

cessation of this noise gives an additional indication when the

sentry has struck the bottom. The vertical depth of the kite at

any time is indicated on the dial plate of the winch. The curve

formed by the wire while towing is concave downwards, and at

first sight it would appear as if this curve would change its form,

and the sinker trail further astern and at less depth when the

ship's speed was increased. Professor Lambert had carefully

plotted out this curve, and showed the results on a diagram. By
a mathematical analysis he showed that the instrument would
remain constant in its record at any speed of the ship between

five and fifteen knots. The weight of the kite is equal to, and is

therefore neutralized by, its own buoyancy, and the weight of the

wire is negligible compared to the forces due to the motion

through the water.

The forces which i-emain to be considered are, (1) the fluid

pressure on the kite, (3) the fluid pressure on the under side of the

wire, and (3) the tension of the wire. The latter is the result of

the two former. Pressures due to fluid motion vary nearly as the

square of the velocity. If, therefore, the velocity of the ship be

doubled, forces (1) and (2) will each be multiplied by four, the

three forces will all be changed proportionally, and there wiU be

no change in the direction in wiiich they act. This is only put

forward as a rough explanation of the phenomena, but that it is

practically true has been, it is claimed, corroborated by practical

tests, — the depth of the sinker not varying more than half a

fathom in thirty at speeds of from five to thirteen knots, above

which speed the instrument is not designed to be used.

There are two descriptions of kite, one set at an angle to give
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soucdings down to thirty fathoms, and the other slung so as to

register down to forty-five fathoms. With the former about four

and a half horse-power is absorbed at a speed of eight knots. It

should be stated that the apparatus can be used for taking sound-

ings at any depth within its limits of working, as well as to form

a permanent indication of when the ship passed into water of less

than a given depth. All that is required to do is to pay the kite

out slowly, with a hand on the brake which is provided for check-

ing the speed. When the gong sounds, a glance at the dial will

show the vertical depth due to the length of wire paid out.

EXPERIMENTS WITH LEYDEN JARS.

At a meeting of the Physical Society, London, held June 13

(reported in Engineering of June 19), some experiments with

Leyden jars were shown by Dr. Lodge. The first one was with

resonant jars, in which the discharge of one jar precipitated the

overflow of another when the lengths of the jar circuits were

properly adjusted or tuned. The latter jar was entirely discon-

nected from the former, and was influenced merely by electro-

magnetic waves emanating from the discharging circuit. Length-

ening or shortening either circuit prevented the overflow. Correct

tuning was, he said, of great importance in (hese experiments, for

a dozen or more oscillations occurred before the discharge ceased.

The eflfect could be shown over considerable distances. In con-

nection with this subject Mr. Blakesley had called his attention to

an observation made by Priestley many years ago, who noticed

that when several jars were being charged from the same prime

conductor, if one of them discharged, the others would sometimes

also discharge, although they were not fully charged. This he.

Dr. Lodge, thought might be due to the same kind of influence

which he had just shown to exist. The word " resonance," he

said, was often misunderstood by supposing it always had refer-

ence to sound, and as substitutes he thought that "' symphoning"
or " symphonic " might be allowable.

The next experiment was to show that wires might be tuned to

respond to the oscillation of a j^r discharge, just as a string could

be tuned to respond to a tuning-fork. A thin stretched wire w;as

connected to the knob of a jar, and another parallel one to its

outer coating, and, by varying the length of an independent dis-

charging circuit, a glow was caused to appear along the remote
halves of the stretched wires at each discharge. Each of the wires

thus acted like a stopped organ pipe, the remote ends being the

notes at which the variations of pressure are greatest. By using

long wires he had observed a glow on portions of them with the

intermediate parts dark: this corresponded with the first harmonic,

and by measuring the distance between two nodes, he had deter-

mined the wave length of the oscillations. The length so found
did not agree very closely with the calculated length, and the dis-

crepancy he thought due to the specific inductive capacity of the

glass not being the same for such rapidly alternating pressures as

for steady ones. He also showed that the electric pulses passing

along a wire could be caused (by tuning) to react on the jar to

which it was connected, and cause it to overflow, even when the

distance from the outside to the inside coating was about eight

inches. During tliis e.x;periment he pointed out that the noise of

the spark was greatly reduced by increasing the length of tbe dis-

charging circuit. The same fact was also illustrated by causing
two jars to discharge into each other, spark gaps being put both
between their inner and outer coatings, so as to obtain "A"
sparks and "B" sparks. By putting on a long "alternative

path " as a shunt to the B spark gap, and increasing that gap, the

noise of the A spark was greatly reduced. He had reason to be-

lieve that the B spark was a quarter phase behind the A spark,

but the experimental proof had not been completed.

He next described some experiments on the screening of electro-

magnetic radiation, in which a Hertz resonator was surrounded
by diflierent materials. He had found no trace of opacity in in-

sulators, but the thinnest film of metal procurable completely
screened the resonator. Cardboard rubbed with plumbago also

acted like a nearly perfect screen. In connection with reso-

nators he exhibited what he called a graduated electric eye, or an
electric harp, made by his assistant, Mr. Robinson, in which strips

of tinfoil of different lengths are attached to a glass plate, and
have spark gaps at each end which separate them from other

pieces of foil. One or other of the strips would respond accord-

ing to the frequency of the electro-magnetic radiation falling

upon it.

A GIFT TO THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

The executors of the estate of the late William B. Ogden, who
was the first mayor of Chicago, have selected the University of

Chicago as one of the beneficiaries under the terms of Mr. Ogden's

will, — giving it a scientific school.

The conditions attached by the executors to the gift— which
will amount to from three hundred thousand to half a million

dollars — are, that the school shall be a separate department of

the university, and bear the name of the Ogden Scientific School,

its purpose being to furnish graduate students with the best facili-

ties possible for scientific investigation by courses of lectures and
laboratory practice. The income of the money appropriated is to

be devoted to and used for the payment of salaries and fellow-

ships, and the maintenance of laboratories in physics, chemistry,

biology, geology, and astronomy, with the subdivisions of these

departments. A large share of the time of the professors in the

school is to be given to original investigation, and encouragement
of various kinds is to be furnished them to publish the results of

their investigations, a portion of the funds being set apart for the

purpose of such publication. The school is to include all the

graduate work of the university on £he subjects mentioned, and
further appropriations or donations which may be made toward
these objects are to be added to the original foundation, and not

to be devoted to new schools doing similar or parallel work.

Some portion of the income of the foundation is to be set apart for

the purchase of books to be placed in the special departmental and
laboratory libraries of the proposed school.

The university in accepting this gift is requu'ed to pledge itself

to erect the contemplated school, under the suggested name, on

the receipt of |300,000, whether or not the wish and expectations

of the trustees he realized in the final receipt from the fund of a

much larger sum. In the event, however, of any unforeseen cir-

cumstances preventing the money designated from reaching the

sum of $300,000, the money which mayxbe received shall be used

for th3 endowing of one or more professorships in the university

to be severally known as the Ogden Professorships.

It is further desired that at least one of the board of trustees of

the university shall be the nominee of the executors and trustees

of Mr. Ogden's estate, in order that in the formation and develop-

ment of the scientific school proposed, the wishes of the trustees

may be voiced by at least one member of the governing board of

the university. And finally it is required that it shall be distinctly

understood that there shall be absolute freedom in respect to the

admission to the proposed school of students and professors alike,

without reference to their particular religious beliefs.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

•** Con-espondents are requested to he as brief as possible. The writer^s name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.

On request, twenty copies of the number containing his communication will

be fu^rnished free to any correspondent.

The editor will be glad to publish any queries consonant loith the character

of the journal.

The Dissipation of Energy.

In passing through a grove of scattered timber after a recent

thunder-storm, I came to a tree that had been struck by lightning,

a honey-locust (Gelditschia), about two feet in diameter.

At the bifurcation of the topmost limbs the bark and sap-wood

were torn off for two or three inches in width, increasing as it

passed down, until within ten feet of the ground, where it seemed

to pass in and explode from the centre, splintering the tree on one

side for a foot or two, then tearing the bark and sap-wood for a

little ways down, and then leaving the rest without a mark on it

for two or three feet above the roots. The splinters were scattered

in a half circle twenty feet from the tree. The tree appeared to

be perfectly sound and free from defect.
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Some years ago I saw somethitig similar in an eastern State. A
hemlock tree, two feet in diameter, iiad a small streak of bark

taken off one side from the top down for ten or twelve feet, and

then the whole body of the tree was shattered, and as much as

six feet of it scattered in every direction, and the top was left

standing erect on the stump. There were no marks on the tree

below the splintered part.

In both cases there seemed to be no evidence of cracks or de-

fects previous to the explosion. P. J. Fabnswoeth.

Clinton, Iowa, June 28.

The Relations of the Eastern Sandstone of Keweenaw Point

to the Lower Silurian Limestones.

One of the assistants (Mr. W. L. Honnold) of the Michigan

Geological Survey has been engaged in the study of the relations

of the limestone west of L'Anse to the eastern or supposed Potsdam

sandstone of the copper-bearing range. This locality is described

in Jackson's Report (1849, pp. 399, 452), Foster and Whitney's Re-

port (part 1., 1850, pp. 117-119), and in Rommger's Report (1873,

I. part 3, pp. 69-71) ; and the limestone considered from its fossils to

be Trenton or some adjacent Lower Silurian strata. It was in-

ferred by Jackson that tlie limestone underlies the sandstone, but

by tlie other observers that it overlies it, although no direct con-

tact was seen.

Excavations made by Mr. Honnold's party and reported by him

have developed the contact of the two formations, and show that

the two form a synclinal or oblong basin-shaped fold, with the

limestone overlying, and in direct contact with the sandstone.

The existence of this fold in the sandstone, as well as in the lime-

stone, removes the difficulty previous observers have had in i-econ-

ciling the obviously tilted limestone with the supposed horizontal

sandstone, and proves that the eastern sandstone exposed here is

of Lower Silurian age, and older than this limestone.

At the point of contact of the two formations, exposed by ex-

cavation, the sandstone and limestone appear to be conformable,

and they are seen to constantly agree in dip and strike. The con-

tact between the two formations is abrupt, without any beds of

passage, although the upper layers of the sandstone contain con-

siderable carbonate of lime and magnesia, and the lower layers

of the limestone much silica.

These observations are considered to be confirmatory of the com-

monly received view of the Potsdam age of the eastern sandstone

;

while the contorted state of the sandstone, extending at least a

mile and a half west from the limestone locality, may have weight

in deciding the relative age of the eastern sandstone and the

copper-bearing rocks.

A careful study of the fossils will be made and additional field

work done, when the results will be published in detail.

M. E. Wadswoeth.
Michigan Mining School, Houghton, July 3.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The J. B. Lippincott Company announce as in press, " Harmony
of Ancient History," by Malcolm Macdonald; "Chambers's En-

cyclopaedia," Vol. "VIII. (entirely new edition, revised and rewrit-

ten); "The Chemical Analysis of Iron," by Andrew Alexander

Blair (new edition); and "A Hand-Book of Industrial Organic

Chemistry,'' by S. C. Sadtler.

— "Whatever else we may think of this Russian censorship,"

says a writer in the Pall Mall Budget, " it must at least be ad-

mitted that its offlcialls do their work conscientiously. A few

copies of Miss Hawker's ' Mademoiselle Ixe ' were recently posted

to various addresses in Russia. Thsy are now coming back to the

senders with the word Defendu stamped on their covers. One of

these returned copies now lies before me. Its leaves are cut from

end to end, and evidently the book has been handled and read.

Moreover, on turning over the pages, I find red pencil marks
placed at various passages in the earlier part of the story. After

a time they stop. The censor saw, I suppose, that it was a clear

case for prohibition, and did not trouble to score the obnoxious

sentiments any further. It is a compliment, however, to tlie

authoress that he read the story to the end — as I judge by marks

of another kind."

— Dr. Paul Carus has issued, through the Open Court Publish-

ing Co. , a new edition of his " Fundamental Problems." The body

of the work is not altered much; but an appendix of a hundred

pages is added, in which the author enters into a quite extended

discussion of some of the questions that the book raises, and replies

to some of his critics. Those who agree with his general views on

philosophy he treats with respect, though stoutly maintaining his

own views in opposition to others; but those who have attacked his

fundamental principles he treats testily and with scant courtesy.

His doctrine is in no respect modified in the new edition, but re-

mains the same rank materialism as before — a materialism not in

the least disguised by calling it "monism." It is stated, too, in

the same dogmatic language, in the new edition as in the old, thus :

"It is undeniable that immaterial realities can not exist. The
thing exists by its being material" (p. 86). Dr. Carus's book will

doubtless please those of his way of thinking ; but it will do noth-

ing towards converting any one who holds opposite views.

— Leach, Shewell, & Sanborn, of New York and Boston, have

just published " The Number-System of Algebra," by Professor

Henry B. Fine of Princeton. The theoretical part of the book is

an elementary exposition of the nature of the number-concept, of

the positive integer, and of the "four artificial forms of number
which, with the positive integer, constitute the ' number-system

'

of algebra, viz., the negative, the fraction, the irrational, and the

imaginary." The point of view of the author is the one first sug-

gested by Peacock and Gregory, that algebra is completely defined

formally by the laws of combination to which its fundamental

operations are subject : that, speaking generally, these laws alone

define the operations ; and that the operations define the various

artificial numbers, as their formal or symbolic results. The his-

torical part of the volume contains a review of the history of the

most important parts of elementary arithmetic and algebra.

— No. 38 of the Scovill Photographic Series, just published, is

"Photographic Reproduction Processes," by P. C. Duchoohois (New
York, Scovill & Adams Co., $1.) It makes a neat octavo volume

of 131 pages, and is a practical treatise on photo-impressions with-

out silver salts, for the use of photographers, architects, engineers,

draughtsmen, and wood and metal engravers. The author de-

scribes, in language readily understood by both amateur and

professional, all the processes employed to reproduce plans, designs,

engravings, cliches on paper, wood, glass, and metal plates ; be-

sides giving a complete description of the uranotype, analine,

platinotype, and improved carbon processes. The authors quoted

are almost " legion," but the quotations are judiciously made
;

and as the point in view is to show results, as well as how to

achieve them in the most direct way, the quotations are of im-

mediate benefit to the reader without detracting in the slightest

from the credit due the person quoted from, due credit being given

in each instance.

— A recent issue of the Johns Hopkins Press is a pamphlet on

the " Public Lands and Agrarian Laws of the Roman Republic,"

by Andrew Stephenson. It begins with a brief account of the

land belonging to early Rome, the Ager Romaniis and the Ager

PiMicus, followed by a general description of the Roman colo-

nies, whose history is inseparably bound up with that of the land.

The author then proceeds to describe in considerable detail the

various agrarian laves, from the Lex Cassia to the establishment

of the empire. To give a thoroughly satisfactory account of the

Roman land laws apart from the general history of the republic

is hardly possible ; but, allowance being made for that drawback,

Mr. Stephenson's work is worthy of praise. It is somewhat dry in

style, but it gives evidence not only of a careful study of the facts

but of a good deal of thinking about the facts. We like in par-

ticular the care with which the author expounds the character

and meaning of the various laws under review, the circumstances

which led to their enactment, and the actual effect they had. Mr.

Stephenson informs us in his preface that this monograph is in-

tended, not merely as a study in Roman history, but also as the

precursor of a book on agrarian movements in recent times and in

nations nearer home.
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— The seventh volume of " Chambers's Encyclopagdia," which

has just appeared, ranges from Maltebrun to Pearson. Geo-

graphical articles are the most prominent feature of the volume,

there being descriptions of no less than seventeen of the American

States and Territories, together with articles on Mexico, New
Zealand, several of the Canadian provinces, and the cities of Paris,

New York, Moscow, and many others. The articles on the dif-

ferent parts of the United States are by American writers, and a

few other articles are also from American pens. Besides the

geographical papers mentioned, there are various other articles of

interest to men of science. Professor P. G. Taittreatsof "Matter,"

Dr. J. P. Steele of "Medicine," and Dr. John Murray describes

the Pacific Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. The Eev. E. B.

Kirk treats of the moon and of meteors. Professor James Geikie

of mountains and of paleontology. Dr. Buchan of meteorology,

etc. Literature and history are less fully represented ; but there

are papers on novels, newspapers, mythology, etc., and sketches of

Mills, Milton, Napoleon, and many less noted men. Among the

most important papers in the volume are those on Mohammed and
the religion he founded,written byProfessor Emmanuel Deutsch and

Rev. John Milne ; while the longest of all the articles, we believe,

is on the subject of the navy. Other noticeable papers treat of

painting, music, parliament, numismatics, and, in short, of all

important topics in this part of the alphabetical list. The volume
is characterized by the same qualities that we have noted in the

earlier ones, clearness and conciseness combining to convey a

large amount of information in available form and in moderate
space. Published in this country by J. B. Lippincott Co., Phila-

delphia.

— While engaged in explorations on behalf of the Geological
Sui-vey of Canada in 1889 and 1890, Mr. J. B. Tyrrell discovered
an area of Silurian rocks on the north-east side of Lake Winnipe-
gosis, on Cedar Lake, and on the Saskatchewan River below Cedar
Lake. From these rocks an interesting series of fossils was ob-
tained, some of which are apparently new to science. Of these
latter, four of the most characteristic or important species are de-
scribed and illustrated in a pamphlet just issued by J. F. Whit-
eaves, entitled " Descriptions of Four New Species of Fossils from
the Silurian Rocks of the South-eastern Portion of the District of

Saskatchewan."

— In the August Popular Science Monthly, Hon. Carroll D.
Wright discusses the value of statistics, explaining how tables of
figures should be used, and showing how they are sometimes made
to give false evidence ; Dr. Andrew D. White, in his article en-
titled "From Fetich to Hygiene," presents a terrible picture of

the ravages of epidemics in times when prayers and processions
were the only means relied upon to check them ; Mr. S. N. D.
North concludes "The Evolution of the Woolen Manufacture,"
with dyeing and finishing processes, and some general featm-es of
the industry (fully illustrated). The same number contains the
first of a series of illustrated articles on " Dress and Adornment,"

d at Editor'!
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by Professor Frederick Starr, two instalments of Gladstone's dis-

cussion with Huxley, and an article on " Head- flattening among

the Navajo Indians," by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt.

— The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. have ready a second

and enlarged edition of C. P. Kunhardt's " Small Yachts, their

Designs and Construction." The work has been extended by the

addition of many new plates.

— Among the more recent publications of the American Book

Company is " Advanced Lessons in English Grammar," by W. H.

Maxwell, superintendent of public instruction in Brooklyn. It is

intended for use in higher grammar classes. It is the third vol-

ume of Maxwell's English series, and the work embraces all the

theory and practice necessary during the last two years of a gram-

mar school course, or throughout a high school course. It is in-

tended to serve the double purpose of a text-book and a book of

reference. A valuable feature of the book is the chapter on

economy of attention, based on Herbert Spencer's "Essay on
Style."

— The Humboldt Publishing Co., 19 Astor Place, New York,

announce for issue: "Mental Suggestion," by Dr. J. Ochorowicz.

It is on the phenomena of hypnotism and animal magnetism,

treated both historically and critically.

" Teaching in Both Continents " is the title of a volume by E. C.

Gi'asby, introduced to American readers by Professor W. T. Har-

ris, which will be published by the Cassell Publishing Co. It is a

comparative study of our school system in connection with those

of other nations. "In this book," says Professor Harris, "we
have the rare opportunity of seeing our educational system as it

appears to one of our large-minded cousins from the opposite side

of the world;" and, he adds, "the very intelligent criticisms of

Mr. Grasby will be read with profit by all our teachers and school

directors."
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'
' Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says:

"A remedy of gi-eat service in many
forms of exhaustion."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sui-e tlie word "Hors-
ford's" Is printed on tlie label. All otliers

are spurious. Never sold in bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. ». C. HODGES, 47 liafayette PI., N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs, Mary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth 50 cents.

N, D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

lJ!lJJ^IJJJJ-<.JHJJI.g

\^ 67 PARK PLflEENEV/ YORK

Old and Rare Books.

Speech Reading and Articnlation

Teaching.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of

Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on " Speech Reading."]

From Principals ofXnstitutions for the I>eaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of esact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
" A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modern Language Notes.

^^^ The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free

on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

)ACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
J azines. Jiaies low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N. V

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
study in tbe Native Religions of the

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brikton, M.D. 8°. Sl.rs.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D.,

Ph.D. 8

and Morris Jastrow, Jr.
'. 30 cents.

N. D, C, HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOD INTEND TO BDILD?

JHuJ/41 .jJt.~

It you intend to buUd, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBI.E tOTt'-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in tUree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, neiv designs for
Iionses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build n'ltliont delays, mistakes or qnarrels with your bxiild-

er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of

houses, costing between $500 and SISOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
$3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, §3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eaeli, or $3.00 for tlie set.

" COIiONIALi HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.
"PICTUKESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.
THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATDRALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JUNE NUMBER:
Earthworms of Scotland.
The History of the Microscope.
Apparent Reasoning of the Ant.

Infusoria, Protozoa, efcc, Practical Methods of

Preparation.
Aspects of the Heavens—June, 1891.

Pedesis (Brownian Movement).
Collectors' Notes for June.
Selected Notes from the Note-Books of the Postal

Microscopical Society.
Pygidium of Flea.
Orbulina.
Cocoon of Psylla.
Staining.
Foraminifera.
Tongues of Molluscs.
Spine of Cidaris.
Whirlwig Beetle.

Science Jottings.
Cosmic Dust.
The Sun"s Distance.
Leap Year.
A New Bleaching Fluid.
Diamond Cutting.
The Arithmetic of the Romans.

Reviews.
Sale and Exchange Column.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.
" " ' 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:ps^oh::e]_
A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, S5.00 per volume of three

years. VolimieVI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FE1.L.OW.
CS. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen."—-Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—-Bos/^on Transa-ipt.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer''s style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—TAe Dial.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED.

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

1 interest and value."

—

"The bookisont
Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject.'''—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."—r/ie Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—J??*igftfoji CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples, " avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a cotirse of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75,

THE
BEADY SOQ]^.

LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8", about 400 pp., $3.50.

THE MODERN MALADY; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails: in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

MEADT SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.

"The Inestimable Importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of

special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston liaily Advertiser.

** The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly,
and well worthy of careful conslderatiun. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE "FAD."
By Affleton Morgan, Ksq. l-^*. 20 cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are tbe only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

Neiv Tork Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. t'OX. 12°. 75 cents.

"To be commended to those who are not special-
ists."—C/i?'i5fia?i Union.
" Physicians will eujoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—Sf. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews tbe history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
"It is of extreme interest."—Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
"An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science Neivs.
"All Interested In biological questions will find

the book faacinating.^-Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."-Pit6?/c Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic,

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Ctrus THOMAS. 19°. $1.

Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public
some reasons for believing tbe Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained, a more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond tbelr restdecce
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An lllust-ation of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during tbe coming two years.
"A valuable contribution to the question, * Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "

—

Neio York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlng age."—iV, Y. Sun.
"An Interesting p&per.'''—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."

—

BoS'
ton Transcnpt.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' 'I'ornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders In the tornado States."

—

Bosto7i
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert."—Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTROW. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—P?ift/ic

Opi7U07l.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental aces."—T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible hrochure.^'—Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and senaWyle."—Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Bosto7i Medical and Surgical Journal
" Practical and simply -written."—Spy-ingfield Re-

publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation,

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Makk Baldwin.

N. D. a HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Ninth Year.
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NEW YORK, July 17, 1891.
SiNQi-E. Copies, Ten Cents.

$3.50 Per Year, in Advance.

NenB Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

The Patent LightninK Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.
N. D. C. HODGES,

47 Lafayette Place, - • - New York.

MIMEDAIC fABiNET Specimens. Collections.
iriinLllnLui For Hlowpipe Analysis.
Lart^est and fioest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

CatalotiUP paper bound, 15c ; clotb bound, 25o.
^KO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,

Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Course of Mineralogy for Yonng People.

Third Grade ready. contaiDing directions how to
studv minerals by means of blowpipe analysis.
Book. Collection, drrespondence one dollar

postage, 25 cents. Address
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh. Pa

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
TKllUE HALTt, Ii\UI.\M.— .V SI.1H10L OK KSGISFLltiAU.
Well endowed, veil equipped depiirtments of Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Entriueering, Chemietn,

WALKER PRIZES IN NATURAL HISTORY.

The Boston Society of Natural History
offers a first prize of from $60 to $100, and a seond
prize of a sum not exoeedine S50, for the b^-st me-
moirs, in English, on one of the followiog subjects:

1. An orip;iual investigation into any of the prob-
lems connecte'i with the geology oi the last ic-'j epoch
in New England; any of the glacial features, as. for
instance, the distribution and history of morainal
deposits and eskers, or of sand plains may be se-

lected.
2. An original investigation into the recent changes

of level of the whole or of a part of the shore line of
the eastern United States. This inquiry must in-

clude observations on and discussinns of the phe-
nomena exhibited by elevated sea margins and sub-
merged forests.
3 A study of any river valley in New England

containing an area of not less than one hundred
square miles; the inquiry to include the pre^lacial
history of the stream, the changes effected in the
basin by the last ice epoch, the relation of the valley
to the neighboring basins, and to changes of level of
the sea.
Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed

envelope, enclosing the author s name and super
scribed by a motto corresponding to one borne by
the manuscript, and must be handed to the Secre-
tary on or before April 1st, lfr92.

Prizes wi'l not be awarded unless the memoirs are
deemed of adequate merit.
For further particulars apply to

SAMUEL DEXTER, Secretary.
Boston. July 1. 1891.

AN A!VIERICAN

RAILWAY
GEOLOGICAL
GUIDE.

Giviug the Geological Formation along the
Railroads, with A Ititude above Tide- water,
Notes on Interesting Places on the Eoutes,
and a Description of each of tne Forma
tions. By James Macfarlane, Ph.D.,
and more than Seventy five Geologists.
Second edition, 1890. 426 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3.50.

D. APPLETON&OO., Publishers.New York.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent com-

pany to handle my patents on a new method

of protecting buildings from lightning has been

subscribed. Sub-companies and agencies to

introduce the invention are forming, and any

desirous of taking State-rights may address me,

for the present, as below.

The English patent is for sale.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

QUERY.

Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,

47 LAFAYETTE PLACE,

NEW YORK.

On Jan. 1st, and at intervals of two months
since, has been published the New Zealand

Journal of Science, dealing with all branches

of natural science, especially in relation to

the colony. Subscription (including postage

to America). 12s. 6rf per annum, payable to

the Editor, care Matthews, Baxter & Co.,

DowlingSt., Dunedin, N. Z.
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"POR SALE.—

AN DER SEE. Keisebriefe aus dem Moore

und von der Nordsee. Von Dr. Ernst

Doges. (1884.) 178 p. 13". 35c.

DIE KOLONIALREICHE UND KO-
LONISATIONSOBJEKTE DER GE-

GENWART. Kolonialpolitische und

kolonialgeographische Skizzen von Dr.

Emil Deokert. Leipzig, 1885. 240 p. 13''.

35c.

REISEERINNERUNGEN AUS AL-

GERIEN UND TUNIS. Von Dr. W.

Kobelt. Frankfurt am Main, 1885. Illus-

trated. 480 p. 8°. 75c.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRIQUE DU
TRAVAIL MECANIQUE. Determina-

tion des Elements de la Transmission. Par

A. Hillairet. Paris, 1884. Illustrated.

79 p. 8". 35c.

PIE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN
GEISTESSTORUNG UND VER-
BRECHEN. Nach Beobachtungen in der

Irrenanstalt Dalldorf von Dr. W. Sander

und Dr. A. Richter. Berlin, 1888. 404 p.

8°. 75c.

BLATTER FUR GEFANGNISS-
KUNDE. Organ des Vereins der deuts-

chen Strafanstaltsbeamten. Eedigirt von

Gustav Ekert. Neunzehntsr Band, 1 u. 3

Heft. Heidelberg, 1884. 151 p. 8°. 35c.

KRITISCHE UND EXPERIMEN-
TELLE BEITRAGE ZUR LEHRE
VON DER FUTTERUNGSTUBER-
CULOSE. Von Dr. F. Wesener. Frei-

burg, 1885. 98 p. 8°. 25c.

GEDENKTAGE DER PSYCHIATRIE
ALLER LANDER. Von Dr. Heinrich

Laehr. Berlin, 1885. 65 p. 8°. 50c.

ZUR KUNSTLICHEN ERNAHRUNG
DER SAUGLINGE IN DEN DREI
ERSTEN LEBENSMONATEM. Ex-

perimentell plinische TJntersuchung von

Dr. H. Schoppe. Tubingen, 1884. 83 p.

8°. 35c.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY
47 I-afayette Place, Ne«f Ifork.

Wants.

A nv person seeking a position /or- which he is quab-

fiedby hisscientific attainmen's, or any person seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it thai

o/a teacher ofscience, chemist, draughtsman, or what
not. may have the ' Want ' inserted under this head

REE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-

.ble character of his application .4 ny person seeking

nformation on any scientific question, the address oj
'hiscol-

of the
ny scientifit

paper, is cordially invited to do

AN EDUCATOE of mature years and experience
Is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal School. Address "UNIVERSITY," care

Science.

WANTED—Lyeirs Princioles of Geolnay, second
hand copy, S yol. ed., D. Appleton & Co State

condition and price. J. W FRELBY, Wells Col-

lege, Aurora, N. Y.

A
PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept

a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad Best

pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired

during the winter. Pirst-class references. Address
PROF. GATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y

CHEMIST.—A chemist, with the degree of M Sc,
desires an engagement, either as chemist to

manufactory, &c.. or as professor of chemistry in a

college or medical school. Has had experience as

Professor of Chemistry and thorough chemical edu-

cation in every branch of the science. Address
M.Sc, this of&ce.

A TEMPORARY BINDER
for Science is now ready, and will be mailed

postf— o receipt of 75 cents.

This binder is strong, durable and
elegant, has gilt side-title, and al-

lows the opening of the pages per-

fectly flat. Any number can be

taken out or replaced without dis-

turbing the others, and the papers

are not mutilated for subsequent

permanent binding. Filed in this
' " ilways convenientbinder, Sci'

for reference.
Temporary

paper or periodic

8 to 12 inch

WANTED to buy a copy of Dr. Edward Seguin's

treatise on ' Idiocy "
: New York, Wm Wood

& Co, 1866. Address, stating price, P.O. BOX 755,

Worcester, Mass.

APOLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE GRADUATE, with
one year's experience, wants a position as

Teacher of Mathematics, Physics, English, and Me-
chanical Drawing or as Assistant in a Mechanical or

Engineering Laboratory. For particulars address

P. O. Box 755, Worcester, Mass.

WANTED—Four additional Teachers for the

whole or part of the summer at the Summer
School of Languages, Bryant School, Eoslyn. L. I.,

N. Y. One of them at least should be a teacher of

conchology and the botany and biology of the ocean,

one a geologist, and one a native of France.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.

10^ DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

ACHEMIST, who has taken a thorough course in

chemistry in one of our best institutions, would
like a position as assistant in an iron firm or in any
industrial establishment. Correspondence solicited.

JOHN N. BARBER, Box 743, Amherst. Mass.

AN experienced tutor, Latin, English, German,
Science, wishes an engagement in High School

or Academy for Seotember commencing. H. L. M.,
"'" West 45th Street, New York City.

Exchanges

[Freeof charge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.]

For Exchange.—A collector of twelve years experience

has many fine duplicate minerals which he wi uld like to

exchange for others. Address John HoU. Rollo, Wil-

mington, Del

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-

ond Geological Survey of Pa , also a few U. S. Geol. Sur-

vey Repor s, for State geological repjrts t>ot in my
library. Full particulars to th .se who offer. J W.
Freley, Wells College, Aurora. N Y.

Unbound volumes of the Electrician (London), the

Electrical Revie-w (London), Electrician (a weekly
joun.al nf applied electricity aitd physics London), and
unbound volumes of Science in exchange for mineial

specimens. D. T. Marshall, Metuchen. >f J.

exchange for geological iFor sale,

ing works in anatcmv. all latest

Gray, Leidy, Ma.s^ey, and RoUei
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THE PHOTOCHRONOGRAPH.

The observations described and discussed in a recent publication

of the Georgetown College observatory bad their oriyin in a visit

made by Professor Frank H. Biselovp and Mr. G. Saegmuller to

that observatory in the summer of 1889. Their object was to use

the observatory's five-inch equatorial for a series of experiments

in pliotographing star transits. All the resources of the observa-

tory were most cordially placed at their disposal by the director,

the Rev J. G. Hagen, and on Aug. 13, 1889, the first apparatus

was tested.

The experiments were repeated on Aug. 26 with an improved

apparatus, and were then broken off, for the time being, by the

appointment of Professor Bigelow to the West African eclipse ex-

pedition.

The purpose of the method of observation described is the re-

moval of the " personal equation " in transit observations, by

means of photography. One night. Professor Bigelow, to whom
the idea is due, and Mr. Saegmiiller, an instrument-maker of

Washington, were sitting with the director of the observatory at

the table in the library, and consulting as to the best way of put-

ting the idea to a test. The long focus of the equatorial and the

electrical connections for the time-signals and incandescent lamps

came in very handy for the purpose. The tirst camera was soon

constructed and screwed to the eye end of the telescope, and a few

evenings later the siar Alpha Aquilae vvas made to trace its diur-

nal motion on a small plate not quite two inches square, while the

sidenal clock made the whole camera move in a vertical direction

once every second. Finally, the spider-lines of the micrometer

were photographed on the same plate by means of an incandes-

cent lamp held for a few seconds before the object-glass. The

development of the first plate, in the dark-room of the cellar, was

watched with great expectation, and, to the satisfaction of all the

bystanders, brought forth two parallel trails, broken into dashes,

each representmg a second of time, and the whole reticule of the

micrometer lines. The first apparatus was soon superseded by a

second, and the second by a third, each being improved as the

experiments suggested.

Shortly afterward Professor George A. Fargis was attached to

the observatory, and at once put in charge of the Ertel transit-

instrument. The " photochronograph " in its present shape, and

and the improved method of photographing the reticule wires

without injury to the star-trails, are entirely his inventions.

The principal idea in photographing the transits of stars is to

translate the phenomenon of an object moving over tbe field of

view in a telescope— the instant at which it passes a thread being

noted by eye or ear, or by the chronograph— into a picture of the

salne which can be measured leisurely as a fixed object. The
error of the personal equation depends ultimately upon the diflEer-

ence of time required by the eye to receive the impression of a

bright object and to let the same go. Impression is more rapid

than the letting go, and tbe relative times of retention vary with

individuals, and with the variable physical condition of the indi-

viduals. As stars are momentarily occulted behind a thread in

transit, this element of retention throws the apparent place of the

star beyond the thread ; hence eye and ear observations, being

taken at intervals from the thread, Tith the star in full vision, are

more accurate, and need a positive correction usually to be re-

duced to transits by chronograph taken on tbe thread.

A photographic plate reduces to a minimum this correction,

both as to its amount and its variability ; and whatever other cor-

rections may be introduced by the process, they are mechanical

and can be obtained by the discussion of results.

For the work of makinc; a standard catalogue of bright stars

for fundamental differential comparisons, for longitude determi-

nations, for latitude, and also for physical observations in labora-

tories it seems very important to eliminate by some process the

error of the personal equation, which is in fact the greatest source

of error in all such measures.

The first experiments to determine time by photographs of star

transits were made by Professor E. C. Pickering, at the Harvard
College observatory, in January, 1886 the account of the work
being given in the Memoirs of the American Academy (Vol. XL,,

p. 318).

The star images of the Pleiades were allowed to trail over a sen-

sitive plate, the eight inch Bache telescope being used, for known
intervals of time. It was fotmd that microscoi:)e settings on the

marks could be made with a probable error of only 0'.03, thus

indicating the possibilities opened up by the method.

It now remained to apply it to transits in some way available in

accurate reductions. There are two steps to be taken: (1) that

which should connect the star trail definitely with the astronomi-

cal clock; (2) another enabling the transit to be referred to the

collimation axis of the telescope. Both must be simple, and free

from all important objections. At the suggestion of Professor

Pickering and Mr. Willard P. Gerrish, it was. in the summer of

1888, at the Harvard College observatory, attempted to solve the

first in the following way. A small plate was attached to the

armature of a magnet by which a movement up and down, per-

pendicular to the star trail through a very small interval, could

be communicatad to it by making and breaking the circuit at fixed

intervals, either by hand or by the clock, the latter requiring a

commutator in which the makes and the breaks should be of equal

lengths. The effect was to leave on the plate a pair of dotted

lines close together the dots alternating in the perpendicular di-

rection The beginnings of the intervals and the endings were

definitely marked, and settings of a micrometer thread could be

made on them very accurately, the probable error being not greater

than 0'.03 in second-intervals.

Professor Bigelow constructed an apparatus for testing this

process, the plate being kept in a paper-holder inserted in a slide

attached to tbe rocking armature which responded to tbe currents

in the magnet. The telescope used was the eight-inch equatorial

and the current was made and broken by hand. In the autumn
Mr. Gerrish constructed a commutator by which the clock made
the motions of the plate automatically.

Omitting for the moment mention of the second part of the

process, for the sake of the chronological order, the next piece of"

apparatus was constructed by Mr. Saeamiiller of Washington,.

D.C., at the suggestion of Pi'ofessor Bigelow, and was tried a few
nights at the Georgetown observatory in the summer of 1889, by

the kindness of the director, the Rev. J. G. Hagen. This piece-

embodied an important improvement, while retaining the alter-

nating motion of the plate. A frame was made to can-y a small:

plate-holder, which could be very readily interchanged with a

common observing eye-piece. The star having been received into-

the field and adjusted by the direct vision, in five seconds the

plate could be placed to receive the transit, this being a great

practical improvement, as otherwise the adjustment of the stat

trail depended upon the finder to tbe telescope.

The eclipse expedition to West \frica, 1889, withdrew Professor

Bigelow's attention from the subject, and further development
devolved wholly upon the Georgetown College observatory.

Returning to the second divi-iion of the experiment, namely, the
referring this trail to the middle wire and thence to the collima-

tion axis of the telescope, without which the observation would
be worthless, a number of combmatioos were discussed at the

Harvard College observatory. Professor Bigelow's first expert-
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meats consisted in using large threads which should interrupt the

star trail by their own occultation of the star. This divided a

continuous trail nicely, in two opposing cones of density, and was

eflfeotive, but had obvious disadvantages for a transit instrument.

Finally he found that by shining a light into the objective for two
or three seconds, the whole plate could be fogged down without

obscuring the dotted trail, which seemed ordy to advance in its •

densicy, while the lines behind the threads failed to be fogged,

and, retaining the original density of the unexposed plate, received

deiinite edges suitable for microscopic measures by bisection or

parallelism of threads. Small threads, even the ordinary ones

used in the transit reticule of observatory instruments, are amply
distinct for this purpose, and this part of the process leaves noth-

ing to be desired.

There is no doubt that in a six-inch transit instrument stars can

be taken to the fourth magnitude, and wherever the elimination

of personal equation is suiSciently important the utility of the

method can hardly be doubted. It is believed, however, that the

chief field of usefulness will be found in the physical laboratory,

where any amount of artificial light can always be used, and the

automatic record can be made to assume any degree of accuracy

de>irable. It is known that many experiments in physics are

afBicted with personal equation, and thus there is a hope of avoid-

ing them by the introduction of this apparatus.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, quoting an Eng-

lish medical publication, says that the theory has been more than

once advanced that the origin of ether-drinking in Ireland can be

traced to the success of Father Matthew's crusade against drunk-

enness in its ordinary forms. Alcoholic nature, driven out bj his

eloquence, returned in a new disguise, and the last state of the

victims was as bad as the first. This theory has been called in

^question, but it receives acci'lental confirmation from what is at

present happening in Norway. The sale of liquor is, in that

country, encompassed about with more restrictions than that of

the most deadly poison is with us. Temperance, in fact, is the

law of the land in Norway. But these people, made .sober by act

of parliament, have now discovered how to get di'unk without

violating the law. Ether-drinking, according to a Norwegian

contemporary, is becoming quite common in certain districts. The
farmers buy it in considerable quantities, especially at Christmas

time and on other festive occasions, and they treat each other and

get drunk on ether, as they formerly did on potato or barley

brandy. Ether is said to be drunk by young and old, men and

women, rich and poor. If this be true, it seems to point a moral

which perhaps thorough-going temperance advocates have not

taken sufficiently into account. Is there, after all, a grain of

truth in Byron's thesis that " man, being reasonable, muse get

drunk," and can the moderate use of ordinary stimulants be sup-

pressed only at the risk of the evil spirit, which has been cast out,

coming back after the house has been swept and garnished, bring-

ing with him seven devils worse than himself ?

— A correspondent of Seience-Oossip writes to that periodical as

follows: " A friend of mine keeps a quantity of fowls. They are

the common kind, usually called, I think. ' barn-door fowls. ' On
Thursday, April 9. a number of eggs were collected. A few were

given to the gardener. His wife boiled one for his breakfast on

April 10, and when he cracked it a pin was found in the yolk.

The yolk and white were, in places, of a blue-bl,ick color. I

should feel obliged if any reader would inform me whether they

have ever heard of anything being found before inside an egg, and
hosv it got there."

— Bulletin No. 13 of the Experiment Station of the Iowa Agri-

cultural College contains the results of a feeding experiment con-

ducted by the farm and chemical sections. Corn fodder, corn

ensilage, sorghum cane ensilage, and mangels were fed for sixty

days to eight cows. The milk was sampled at every milking, and

the composite samples analyzed every five days. The effect of

the four different fodder rations was tabulated and results indi-

cated from the butter fats and total solids produced by each ra-

tion, calculated from a dry matter basis. Corn fodder shows
slightly better results than corn ensilage, which exceeds sorghum
caoe ensilage. The mangel ration is superior to any of the others.

Clover hay was fed with all the rations, a double amount being

given with the roots.

— A simple method of applying concrete under Water has been

used by the French engineer Heude in connection with the foun-

dation wcirk of th^ bridge over the River Loire, at Blois. As de-

scribed in the Railroad Gazette, the concrete was deposited at the

desired points by means of a wooden pipe composed simply of

four boards and being about sixteen inches square in section.

This pipe or t ibe was lowered vertically into the water, and was
made of such length that when the lower end reached the bottom

the upper end projected about five feet above the surface of the

water. By means of suitable lifting tackle and scaffolding the

tube could be easily raised and lowered, and moved from place to

place as desired. The tube was flUed with concrete, and. on be-

ing slightly raised from the bottom, the concrete could flow out

and spread itself over the surrounding surface without previously

coming into intimate contact with the water. By moving the tube

about over any desired area, layers of concrete could thus he readily

put down varying in thickness from twelve to sixteen inches. The
only point to be specially observed was that the level of the con-

crete in the tube was always above the level of the w^ter on the

outside, thus maintaining a sufficient head of concrete to over-

balance the tendency of the water to enter at the lower end of the

tube. To secure this entire exclusion of water from the tube, the

primary filling with concrete was accomplished after bavins first

closed the lower end of the tube with a board ; the tube having

been filled this board was withdrawn. It is stated that with one

such tube about eighty yards of concrete could be deposited per

day, and that, in general, the results of the method were entirely

satisfactory.

— The winter forcing of tomatoes is little understood by gar-

deners, and the literature of the subject is fragmentary and unsat-

isfactory. Yet It is a promising industry for all the older parts of

the country, particularly in the vicinity of the larger cities, as

winter tomatoes always find a ready sale at good prices. The
crop is one which demands a high temperature, an abundance of

sunlight, and great care in the growing, but the profits, under

good management, are correspondingly high Tomato forcing is

one of the most interesting and satisfactory enterprises for the

winter months. Careful experiments upon it during two winters,

made at the Cornell University Experiment Station by Professor

L. H. Bailey, have met with uniform success. Details of the ex-

periments are contained in Bulletin 28 of the station named, dated

June, 1891.

— The Census Bureau at Washington has issued a bulletin on
the distribution of population in accordance with altitude. It ap-

pears that in the area less than five hundred feet above sea-level

is included nearly all that part of the population engaged in man-
ufacturing and in foreign commerce, and most of that engaged in

the culture of cotton, rice, and sugar. Between five hundred and
fifteen hundred feet above the sea are the greater part of the

prairie States and the grain-producing States of the North west.

East of the ninety-eighth meridian 1.500 feet is practically the

upper limit of population, all the country above that elevation be-

ing mountainous. Between 3,000 and 5.000 feet above sea-level

the population is found mainly on the slope of the great western

plains. Between 4,000 and 5,000 feet, and more markedly be-

tween 5,(100 and 6,000 feet, the population is decidedly in excess

of the grade or grades below it. This is mainly due to the fact

that the densest settlement at hiL'h altitudes in the Cordilleran re-

gion is at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains and in the

valleys about Great Salt Lake, nhich regions lie between 4,000

and 6,000 feet. Above 6 000 feet the population is almost entirely

engaged in the pursuit of mining, and the greater part of it is

situated in Colorado. New Mexico, Nevada, and California. While
the population is increasing numerically in all altitudes, its rela-

tive movement is decidedly toward the region of greater altitudes,

and is most marked in the country lying between l.OdO and 6 ODD

feet above the sea. The density of population is greatest near sea-
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level in that narrow strip along the seaboard which contains our
great seaports. The density diminishes gradually and rather uni-

formly up to 3,000 feet, where the population becomes quite

sparse. The average elevation of the country, excluding Alaska,

is about 3,500 feet. The average elevation at which the inhabi-

tants lived, taking cognizance of their distribution, was 687 feet

in 1870; in 1830 it had increased to 739 feet, and in 1890 to 788
feet.

— The following is a brief report of the operations of the Geo-
logical Surveyor Missouri during June. In the field, examina-
tions of the clay deposits and other structural materials have been
continued in Franklin County, and have been extended into

Cooper, Morgan. Miller. Callaway, Gasconade, Jefferson, and Ste.

Genevieve Counties. Preliminary insppction of coal beds have
been made in Ray, Moniteau, Ralls, Putnam, and Grundy Coun-
ties, and lead deposits have been examined in Madison County.
Detailed mapping has been prosecuted in Madison, Ste. Genevieve,
Johnson, Ray, and Randolph Counties, and about 135 square
mil^s have been covered. In the laboratory, analytical work has
been done on some twenty samples of mineral waters, forty sam-
ples of cals. seven samples of limestone, and fourteen samples of

clays. For tbe solution of problems of general stratigraphy and
for the preparation of the report on the paleontology of the State,

sections have been visited and collections have been made in Greene,
Jasper, Newton, Lawrence, Ste. Genevieve, St. Louis, Clark,

Marion, Pike, Lafayette, Saline, and Cooper Counties ; and collec-

tions have been examined in Kansas City, Curry ville, Sedalia,

Clinton, and Springfield, Mo., and in Chester and Sparta, 111., and
in Burlington, Iowa. In the office. Bulletin No. 5 has been pre-

pared, and is now in the hands of the printer, and much progress
has been made in the preparation of the manuscript of Bulletin

No. 6. which will consist of a preliminary report of the distribu-

tion of coal in the State. Mr. Frank L. Nason, late assistant

geologist of the New Jersey Geological Survey, has been appointed
to a similar position on the Geological Survey of Missouri, and
wiU be in charge of the iron ores of tbe State. Professor Erasmus
Haworth has resumed work for the summer on the crystalline

rocks, and will also collect material for the preparation of a report
on the mineralogy and petrography of the State. Professor C. H.
Gordon has similarly resumed work for the summer in the coal
fields, and most of his time will be given to the detailed study and
mapping of the coal beds of Macon County. Professor J. E. Todd
of Tabor, Iowa, has been engaged to take up during the summer
the study of the quarternary deposits of Missouri, and to prepare
a report thereon.

— The London Journal of Education intimates that M. Bour-
geois, the French Minister of Public lustruction, is a bold bad
man who has dared to run a tilt against the orthodox national
spelling. In a circular addressed to rectors, he calls their atten-

tion to the waste of time that takes place in many schools in mas-
tering the minutise of spelling, to meet the real or supposed exi-

gencies of examiners. To lighten the burden of scholars and
teachers, he lays down certain regulations for the future guidance
of examiners. (1) Wherever authorities differ, admit all varieties

— rhythme or rythme, colUge or college. (3) Where the accepted
spelling is illogical, do not be severe on the logical pupil— e.g ,

the plurals in x like genoux, apercevoir, and apparaitre. (3)

Show the same indulgence with regard to the distinctions of re-

cent grammarians — the plural of cent and vingt, the plurals of
compound substantives, the agreement of dend. M. Bourgeois is

no advocate of phonetic spelling, but he preaches a wide tolera-

tion. English spelling is far more anomalous and illogical than
French. Is it too extravagant to hope that a similar instruction
will be issued to inspectors from the education department, and
that the reform may be spread to the civil service commissioners?
There can hardly be any more demoralizing study than learning
by heart the list of verbs in -cede and -ceed, and nouns in -ence and
-ense It is high time that this '• fetish of orthography," to which
our plough boys and young officers are equally sacrificed, should
be demolished . May we hope, too, that in time the revolution

may affect the teaching of French, and that English schoolboys
will not be required to know more than is demanded of natives ?

This, however, is a far-off divine event, and the French examiner
for the joint board, or the London matriculation, will fight to the
death for his travails and o&ils, his mil, mille, and milles, hi.s

gardefu and gardeschasse.

— A new botanical club has just been organized in Canada
called the Botanical Club of Canada. The object of the club is to
adopt means by concerted local efforts and otherwise, to promote
the exploration of the flora of every portion of British America,
to publish complete lists of the same in local papers as the work
goes on, and to have lists collected and carefully examined in

order to arrive at a correct knowledge of the precise character of
the flora and its geographical distribution. The following is a
list of the officers for 1891-2 : President, Professor George Law-
son, Halifax

; secretary and treasurer, A. H. Mackay, Halifax ;

secretaries for the provinces: Ontario, Professor John Macoun,
Ottawa; Quebec, Professor D. P. Penhallow, Montreal; New
Brunswick, George U. Hay. St. John ; Nova Scotia, E. J. Lay,
Esq., Amherst; Prince Edward Island, Francis Bain, Esq., North
River; Newfoundland, Rev. A. C. Waghome, New Harbour;
Manitoba, Mr. Burman, Esq, Winnipeg; Alberta, W. H. Gal-
braith, Esq., Lethbridge; British Columbia, Dr. Newcome, Victoria.

— Professor H. Garman, entomologist and botanist of the Ken-
tucky experiment station, reports in Bulletin 31 of that station a
series of experiments in the application of Bordeaux mixture to
strawberry plants for the prevention of leaf-blight, from which he
draws the following conclusions: (1) Injury from strawberry
leaf-blight can be largely prevented by the use of Bordeaux mix-
ture and eau celeste, and to some extent by potassium sulphide

and London purple. (3) Bordeaux mixture is much superior to

the other preparations used. (3) Applications of Bordeaux mix-
ture should be made as often as once in two weeks. From the
complete exposure of the leaves to rain, the mixture is removed
from strawberry leaves much sooner than from grape leaves or
those of ti-ees. (4) Prepared according to the following formula,
it may be sprayed without the slightest injury to leaves : Blue-

stone, 6* pounds; lime, 3J pounds; water, 33gallons. (5) Twenty-
two gallons of the mixture is sufficient for spraying during one
summer 337i feet of strawberry plants, as commonly planted in

rows ; and will cost for materials, considering bluestone worth
eight cents per pound, and lime worth one cent per pound, fifty-

six cents. By buying materials in quantity, this cost can be re-

duced. (6) A removal of the blighted leaves in summer, without

subsequent spraying, will increase instead of diminish injury from
blight.

— The following notes on the home mixing of fertilizers, taken
from the annual report of the Maine experiment station, are as

applicable to some other states as to Maine. The mixing of

fertilizers on the farm through the use of chemicals and raw
materials does not seem to have been undertaken to any extent by
Maine farmers, although it is clearly shown that intelligent farm-

ers of other states, Connecticut for instance, are finding it profit-

able to adopt this method of obtaining commercial maiiures.

During the year 1887 and 1H88 the Connecticut experiment
station examined twenty-one fertilizers mixed by farmers from
chemicals purchased by themselves, and the analyses show : (1)

That these home mixtures compared favorably in composition

with the best factory-made fertilizers. (3) That the home mixtures
had a satisfactory mechanical condition. (3) That the ingred-

ients of the home mixtures cost the consumers on an average
from 30 to 35 per cent less than if purchased in factory-made

fertilizers, after allowing $3 per ton for the cost of mixing. It is

not claimed that all farmers would find it profitable to mix their

own fertilizers from chemicals, but it is believed that there are

many farmers in the State so situated with reference to markets
and transportation that they could buy and mix chemicals with

profit. This could be better done, perhaps, by an association of

farmers, so that by the purchase and transportation of large lots

at one time, a saving could be made in prices and freights.

— A new medical sect has arisen in the West, and has already

founded a colleae in the State of Washington, in which medicine
is taught according to the biochemic doctrine, which according to
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the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, is thus described by

one of the lecturers at a recent meeting : "The innumerable cells

of the human body are supplied by twelve mineral salts in the

blood, which, when their proper proportion is interfered with in

any manner, cause diseases of different natures, according to

which mineral salt is deficient or in excess of its natural ratio ;

that is, the disturbance of this ratio puts the human system into

a proper condition to absorb the disease germs that are constantly

floating in the air. By providing twelve specific medicines by

which the proper proportion of mineral salts is restored, health is

regained and disease driven out by furnishing direct to the blood

the same molecules that a perfect digestion and assimilation would

furnish. The doses administered supply to the tissue cells the

special salt, the lack of which is the cause of all diseases. Under

the advance of biochemistry it has become possible to apply to

each kind of tissue its own definite and peculiar salt, according to

the requirements in disease. By the distinctive systems our

physicians are guided in the choice of the particular ceU-salts re-

quired, the immense variety and numerous complications of

morbid states offering vast scope for exact medical practice where-

with to build up the great pyramid of scientific medicine of this

advanced era."

— An interesting account of the nest and eggs of the cat-bird

(Ailurcedus viridis Latham), says Nature, is given by Mr. A. J.

North in the latest number of the Records of the Australian

Museum (vol. i.. No. 6). The habitat of the cat-bird is the dense

scrubs of the coastal ranges of New South Wales. Although the

bird is common, authentic specimens of its nest and eggs seem to

have been unknown until lately. For an opportunity of examin-

ing such specimens, Mr. North is mdebted to Mr. W. J. Grimes,

an enthusiastic oologist, who recently secured two nests of this

species on the Tweed River. The nest is a beautiful structure,

being bowl-shaped, and composed exteriorly of long twigs, en-

twined around the large broad leaves of Ptarietia argyrodendron,

and other broad-leaved trees, some of the leaves measuring eleven

inches in length by four inches \u breadth. The leaves appear to

have been picked when green, so beautifully do they fit the

rounded form of the nest, one side of which is almost hidden by

them. The interior of the nest is lined entirely with fine twigs.

The eggs are two in number for a sitting, oval in form, being but

slightly compressed at the smaller end, of a uniform creamy

white very faintly tinged with green, the shell being compara-

tively smooth and slightly glossy. Although the cat bird is usually

included in the family of bower-building birds, Mr. North has

never known or heard of its constructing a bower.

— The following memorandum, by Sir George Birdwood, on the

myth of the second birth of Dionysus, as connected with the de-

velopment of Phoenician commerce and the country of the cinna-

mon tree, is taken from Louis Dyer's "Studies of the Gods in

Greece," 1891: Herodotus (iii. Ill) says, "Some relate that it

[Kivva/iuiiov] comes from the country in which Dionysus was

brought up; "and (iii. 97), "The ^Ethiopians boardering upon

Eg\ pt, . . . and who dwelt about the sacred city of Nysa, have

festivals in honor of Dionysus; " and again (ii. 46) he says, "But
Dionysus was no sooner born ihan he was sewn up in the thigh

of Zeus, and cai-ried off to Nysa, above Egypt, in ^Slthiopia." Now
there are several Nysas. Herodotus meant Nysa in Ethiopia,

that is the Troyloditic country beyond the Soudan; for the

Soumali country is the cinnamon country. On the other hand,

the story of Dionysus, " the Assyrian stranger," is. inter alia, a

myth of the development of Phoenician commerce, of which wine

was everywhere throughout the eastern Mediterranean (Le^?ant)

the staple; and the Greek myths, associating the wine god with

Mount Meroe, in Ethiopia, probably arose from the fact that, in

the original Phoenician myth, he was not a "child of the womb,"
but " of the thigh "

(iirjpo-). That is to say, these myths probably

arose at the time when kinship among men had ceased to be traced

through their mothers, and had already begun to be traced through

their fatliers. Similarly, the association of the wine god with

"Nysa above Egypt " was presumably due to there having been

a Nysa near Meroe, and to his Greek name being AidTOcror, this

Greek form of his name being probably a folk corruption of his
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Phoenician name, which would almost certainly end in nisi

" man." Of course, the cult of the vine and the manufacture of

wine did not arise in Ethiopia, but on the slopes of the Indo-

Caucasus ; and hence Mount Meroe [Meru] and the Indo-Caucasian

Nysa have been identified as the seats of the education of the

young Atdvvao^.

— Edward Burgess, known the world over as a designer of fast

yachts, died at his home in Boston, July 12. Mr. Burgess had

been ill since May, the first trouble being typhoid-fever, but it was

hoped that he was on the fair road to recovery, when an unex-

pected ill turn resulted in his death. To the scientific world Mr,

Burgess was known as a prominent entomologist. For many
years he was secretary of the Boston Society of Natural History.

He was much liked by all who knew him, and his record as a

yacht designer has been most honorable.

— M Maspero has an interesting article on the dog in ancient

Egypt in a recent number of La Nature, a brief synopsis of

which we find in Nature. It is illustrated by representation%of

dogs reproduced from Egyptian monuments, and by a mummy of

a dog recently opened and sketched by M. Beckmann. In ancient

Egypt, as in modern Europe, the dog was regarded both as a

friend and as a useful servant. He also received the honors of a

god, and there are cemeteries of dogs (corresponding to the ceme-

teries of cats) where mummies have been found by the thousand.

Attempts have been made to identify the various species of dogs

represented in wall paintings, but those naturalists who have in-

vestigated the subject have not always arrived at the same con-

clusions. M. Maspero points out that mummies supply more

trustworthy materials for study, and urges that men of science

should lose no time in examining some of them, as cemeteries of

animals are being very rapidly " exploited "

— A recent number of Nature informs us that there has been

lately formed in Berlin a " Union of friends of Astronomy and

Cosraical Physics," with the view of organizing practical co-oper-

ation in these subjects of research in Germany, Austria, Hungary,

Switzerland, and neighboring countries, and also in the colonies,

and where membership may be desired. The object is to be

sought by means of free communications of the members or groups

of members to headquarters, whence advice and results of obser-

vations, etc., will be issued. Sections are formed for observations

(1) of the sun; (2) of the moon; (3) of the intensity and color of

starlight and of the MUky Way
; (4) of the zodiacal light and

meteors; (5) of polar light, terrestrial magnetism, earth currents,

and atmospheric electricity ; and (6) of clouds, halos, and thunder-

storms. Professor Lehman-Fllhes has been elected president of

the Union, and the presidents of the sections are Messrs. Forster,

M. W. Meyer, Plassmann, Jesse, Weinstein, and Reimann.

— The work done by university extension students at Cambridge

last year was so satisfactory, according to Nature, that the syndi-

cate for local lectures are encouraged to repeat the experiment

this year. They will be prepared to receive a larger number of

students, say from sixty to eighty, most of whom will be lodged

either at Selwyn College or at Newnham College. The period of

study will last from July 28 to Aug. 22, or nearly a month in alL

The syndicate have just issued a detailel programme of the vari-

ous courses of study; and due attention has been paid to the

claims of science as well as to those of literature and art. At the

chemical laboratory, on alternate days, there will be a course of

demonstrations illustrating the methods of chem'cal manipulation

in a short series of typical exoi'riments. The pupils will be first

shown each experiment, and will then be expected to repeat it for

themselves. At the Cavendish laboratory, on alternate days, a

course of short experimental lectures, chiefly on electricity and

magnetism, will be delivered ; and most of the experiments shown

in the lectures will afterwards be performed by the students for

themselves. Geology will be studied, on alternate days, at the

Woodwardian museum, where there will be a course of demon-

strations on the leading fossil types of the animal kingdom, from

the specimens in the museum. A course of demonstrations, fol-

lowed by practical work, will be given, on alternate days, in the

physiological laboratory; and Mr. Graham, chief assistant at the
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observatory, will receive students and explain the uses of astron-

omical instruments. Arrangements will also be made for taking

small parties of students to the observatory at night. Single lec-

tures will be delivered by various eminent Cambridge men, and

in this part of the work scienoe will be represented by Professor

G. E Darwin, who will lecture on the history of the moon or

some allied subject. It may be noted that the students in science

will be allowed to read in the Philosophical Library.

— William Weber, the illustrious physicist, died at Gottingen

on June 23.

— The biological laboratory of the Brooklyn Institute, located

at Cold Spring harbor, Long Island, opened for its second season

of instruction on July 1, with a full complement of teachers

and scholars. Of these latter the greater number are professors

and advanced scholars in the various colleges and schools of

Brooklyn, New York, and vicinity. The success of the biological

laboratory has been due in great measure to the efforts of Pro-

fessor Franklin W. Hooper, the curator of the Brooklyn Institute,

who ha^ been heartily aided by Fish Commissioner Eugene G.

Blackford and Mr. John D Jones, as well as a large number of

interested Brooklynites and residents at Gold Spring.

— A I the last meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Dr. George A. Plersol was chosen professor

of anatomy, succeeding the late Professor Leidy; Dr. Harrison

Allen, professor of comparative anatomy, to succeed to Dr. Leidy's

chair in the biological school, and Dr. John B. Deaver. assistant pro-

fessor of applied anatomy. Dr. Edward Martin was elected to the

chair of special surgery. In the veterinary department Dr. S. S.

J. Harger was elected professor of veterinary anatomy, and Dr.

Leonard Pearson, who is now pursuing special studies at the Royal

Veterinary School of Berlin, assistant professor of veterinary med-
icine.

— Last spring, Professor Forbes of Champaign, 111., State en-

tomologist received from the Smithsonian Institution a few of

the larvas of a parasite supposed to be destructive to the Hessian

fly, and said to be found only in Europe. He undertook to ex-

periment to prove whether these larvse are destructive to the fly

here, and if so, in what degree. In order to determine this, a
small patch of wheat was inclosed in a box arranged so that the

grain could have light and air. A number of Hessian flies and
the larvae mentioned were put in, and the box so closed that they

could nut escape or other insdCts get in, and thus the experiment
was begun. According to recent reports the larvae have hatched

and art flourishing. They are almost microscopical and seem to

have been created solely to prey upon the Hessian fly. The para-

site is a neatly-formed, wasij-shaped little mite, supplied with a
sharp sting or auger. With unerring instinct it finds the place

where the fly has laid its eggs under the husk of the straw and,

boring down into it, the parasite lays its egg inside the egg of the

fly. There it develops into a grub, consuming the egg of the fly

and destroying it. This is an outline of what has been proved by
the experiment made. The parasite was first discovered making
its depredations upon the Hessian fly in the wheat-fields of south-

ern Russia.

— The following circular to colleges, dated June 6, 1891, has

been issued by the secretary of the Illinois State Hoard of Health,

Dr. John H. Ranch: " There is a demand from medical' teachers,

and young men that intend to study medicine, for a literary

cour.se preparatory to the study of medicine. This demand has

been met by a fetv of the literary institutions in the United States,

and it is hoped and belie^'ed that it will be much more generally

met dm-ing the next two years. The following institutions now
offer science courses for students that intend to study meilicine,

or that intend to teach or otherwise engage in biological work : (1)

University of Wisconsin, (3) University of Pennsylvania, (3) Johns
Hopkins University, (4) University of Notre Dame. (-5) Yale Uni-
versity. (6) Cornell University, (7) Princeton University. (8) Lake
Forest University, (9) Northwestern University, (10) West Vir-

ginia University, (11) University of Kansas As must be obvious,

such a course should be based on biology, and should imlude
thorough work in this science, as well as in osteology, comparative
anatomy, and chemistry, with English, French, German, some

Latin, clay modelling, free-hand drawing, mineralogy, mathe-
matics through trigonometry, physics, mechanics, logic, general
and pharmaceutical botany, and (in the last year) psychology. It

is of course understood that botany, being a branch of biology,
should have a prominent place in the course. The catalogues of
the universities mentioned contain the lists of studies offered in
their science courses. Such a course should extend over four
years. This will involve no loss or waste of time to the student.
The Illinois State Board of Health now requires that students of
medicine matriculating in the autumn of 1891, or thereafter, must
study medicine four years, and must attend three courses of lec-

tures, no two in the same twelvemonth, in order to obtain a license

to practise in IlUnois. This rule will apply also in some other
States. The Illinois State Board will, however, recognize a
thorough course in science, such as indicated above, as equivalent

to two years' study and one course of lectures, thus enabling the
student to enter the second class in the medical colle.^e. This
makes the full time of study six years in the literary and medical
schools, or two years less than is required of the student pursuing
a strictly classical course. Not only will time be thus saved, but
the science student will be much better prepared to enter the
second course of the medical school than will the classical student
to enter the first year. The Illinois State Board wishes to make
up a science course that can be recommended to any college wish-
ing to adopt such a course, and having but little time to study
the subject, I desire to enlist your aid and have your advice in the

matter so as to make the course as practical and as beneficial as

possible. Will your faculty, therefore, make out such a course

as it thinks best for the purpose, and send it to the secretary of

the board ? The demand from medical teachers and from students

of medicine having been met by some universities, must be met
by all that would continue to hold a high rank as educators of

young men for the work of life."

— In a note communicated to the French Academy of Sciences,

says the International Journal of Microscopy, M. A. Lothelier

states that in Berberis vulgaris, Robinia pseudacacia, Olex Euro-
poeiis, and other plants, the formation of spines is dependent on
the access of light. Plants grown in comparatively little light

present very few spines, but those grown with free access to it

have more numerous, more differentiated, and more developed

spines. M. Lothelier has observed that the loss of assimilation

power caused by the development of spines is usually balanced by
the stronger growth of the axillary leaves.

— The skin of toads and salamanders has lately been submitted

to microscopical examination by Mr. Schulz (Intern. Joum.
micros.), who finds that there are two kinds of glands present in the

skin of these animals, viz., mucous, and poisonous. The former
are present all over the body ; the latter are confined to the back
of the body and limbs and the ear region behind the eyes ; and in

the salamander are present at the angle of the jaw. The poison-

glands are larger than the mucous glands in the salamander, are

oval, and have a dark granular appearance, due to strongly re-

fractive drops of poison, a good reagent for which is copper

hsematoxylm. The poison is secreted by epithelial cells lining the

glands and, when the animal is stimulated by electricity, it is

exuded slowly in drops by the toad, but discharged in a fine jet,

sometimes to the distance of a foot or more, by the salamander.

The ansesthetic action of the poison of the toad and the use to

which it is put in medicine by the Chinese have frequently been

pointed out.

— K Hartmann, in Gesundheits Ingenieur, relates a case in

which a lead pipe was cut through by an insect that was actually

found with ils head in the hole pierced by it. A workman was
called in to repair a defective pipe which had been injured on a

previous occasion, as was reported, by a '• nail hole" occurring in

a soldered joint. This time the worm (a wood wasp) causing the

mischief was found in situ. The hole on the exterior of the pipe

was of a rounded form, about one-quarter of an inch long by one-

eighth inch wide, and the penetratiim was through the entire

thickness of the metal. Though of rare occurrence, says the

Scientific American, well-authenticated instances of similar in-

juries by insects are on record.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT.'

Great interest has. I am happy to state, been taken in the

results already obtained by the Polytechnic Physical Devel-

opment Society. Their publication at the Leeds meeting of

the British Association has caused inquries for further infor-

mation to be addressed to us from all parts of the kingdom,

the continent, India, Africa, and America. I mention this

because it shows that the public are beginning to realize that

the physique is something more than a matter of great in-

terest to scientific observers; that it is, in fact, a subject of

practical importance to each one of us; and that the time is

ripe for the formation of an organization to deal with it as a

science and an art.

It is, doubtless, pretty generally known that, broadly

speaking, the difference in the physique of man in the high-

est centres of civilization and that of man in a savage— or,

to be more accurate, in a lower state of civilization — is,

with the exception of parts of the brain, greatly in the favor

of the latter; that is to say, we have obtained the advan-

tages of civilization, with the above exception, at the expense

of the bod^; and inasmuch as we are continuously making
further advances in knowledge, and applying that knowl-

edge in the ordinary routine of daily life, the tendency of

this progress still is to the further detriment of the body.

This is not an agreeable fact to contemplate, and the re-

minder that the "fittest" will survive neither affords us

compensation for the injury nor points out the means by
which it may be obviated ; for the class of the fittest for the

circumstances of a generation ago is rot the class of the fit-

test for the circumstances of to day, and the class of the fittest

for the circumstances of to-day will not be the class of the

fittest for the circumstances of the next generation. Hence
this most important question arises. How can we obtain for

civilized man a physique equal at least to that of man in a

lower state of civilization, and make the further advances of

1 Godfrey W. HamblRton. president of the Polytechnic Physical Develop-
nmt Society, London, in Physique.

knowledge tend to the advantage of the body? The answer

to this question, I shall show, lies in the ascertainment of

the effects of the conditions of our habits and surroundings

upon the body, and the application of that knowledge 10 our

own protection and advantage.

Nearly twenty years ago I commenced the investigation

of this subject, and the results of that research I laid before

the British Association in 1886-87. Then I showed that the

size and shape of the chest varied as I varied the conditions

to which it was subjected. For example, when I submitted

a chest to conditions that tended to develop it, that chest in-

creased in size, and its form or type changed accordingly.

When I submitted a chest to conditions that tended to de-

crease it, that chest decreased in size, and changed its form

or type accordingly. I ascertained that those results were

absolutely invariable, and could be carried out within such

wide limits that, on the one extreme, they embraced the

class of the non-survivors, through consumption, and on the

other, the finest physique of the class of the survivors or fit-

test. I pointed out the fact that we had an example of one

type of chest forming a series of types that have varied pre-

cisely as the conditions to which it was subjected have va-

ried. At birth the male child of all classes has the same

type of chest, but at maturity he has that of the class to

which he belongs. We have the same relationship between

conditions and type; on the one hand, in those who use

wind instruments, or who by their occupations require to

greatly use their lungs: and on the other, in those who
spend a great portion of their time in a stooping position, or

who compress their chests either by the instrument thev use

in their work or by a corset. The great development of the

muscles of the trained athlete and the wasted muscles of the

paralytic are due to to the conditions of their use and disuse

respectively. We know that the head has been altered in

shape by direct pressure, and that the greater size an 1 the

more complicated arrangement of the brain of a European

to that of an aborigine of Australia is produced by the

greater mental training of the former. The difference be-

tween the hands and fingers of a pianist and those of a man
accustomed to lift heavy weights is produced by the condi-

tions of their occupations. Upon the presence and abseace

respectively of shoes depends the difference in the siie and

shape of the foot of a Chinese lady and that of a woman in

the uncivilized state. The color and thickness of thp skin

vary according to the conditions to which it is subjected,

and there is the same relationship between the size and shape

of each part of the body and the conditions to which it is

subjected. Therefore, the type of man after birth is solely

produced by the conditions to which he is subjected. Hence

the formation of race by man's continuance under the same

conditions, and its subsequent division into sub races and

families by his migrations into new conditions and the minor

differences therein. Hence also the difference between the

same species of animals under the conditions of nature and

of domestication, between the products of the same seeds

when sown in different localities, between the same plants

when placed under different conditions, and the return of

man, animal, or plant to foi'mer types when subjected to

the conditions that produce that type.

It would be difficult to overestimate the immense impor-

tance of the facts just briefly referred to. They prove to us

beyond the possibility of a doubt that man is what his habits

and surroundings make him; that he is a member of the

class of the survivors or fittest because the conditions, as a
whole, of his habits and surroundings are favorable to him;
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that he is a member of the class of the non-survivors, those

who prematurely disappear, because the conditions as a

whole of his habits and surrouodings are unfavorable to

him ; and that he can so order his habits and surroundings

that they shall tend to his advantage. A great work and a

great future lie straight before us. We have to ascertain

the tendencies of all the conditions to which our bodies are

subjected by our habits and environment, in order to apply

that knowledge to our own protection and advantage. And
that is the sphere of true physical development.

An important step towards the attainment of this great

object has been taken by the formation of a society to apply

the principles of physical development in the ordinary rou-

tine of daily life. Some twenty-five members joined at the

first meeting of the Polytecbnic Physical Development So-

ciety. Now, thanks to the courteous and cordial co-opera-

tion of Mr. J. E. E. Studd and the authorities, upwards of

three hundred members have entered their names on the

books; and when the society is better known and the great

benefits it does confer are recognized, I do not doubt that

that number will be considerably increased. At Leeds I

gave the results obtained by a hundred members. The aver-

age increase of their chest girth was If inches. I divided

them into three classes, the average increase of the chest

girth of the third class being 1^ inches, that of the second

class being 2^ inches, and the first class 3f inches. There

has been a considerable increase in the range of movement
of the chest, the average then being, I think, 4|- inches.

Hutchinson's standard of vital capacity has been greatly ex-

ceeded, and in the power of inspiration and expiration the

majority belonged to or exceeded his "remarkable" and
" very extraordinary" classes.

At the subsequent examination for the society's gold med-

als, the first medallist had obtained an increase of the chest

girth of 6^ inches, the second an increase of 5 inches, and

the third 4| inches. The society's medals for the best phys-

ique were awarded to members who had exceeded Brent's

"medium" standard by 3.67 inches, 2.42 inches, and 3.32

inches, and twenty certificates were given to those who had

obtained and exceeded that standard.

I am glad to say that increase continues. We have just

held our second general annual meeting, and I find the

average increase of the chest girth of one hundred members
is now two inches, that of the third class being If inches,

the second 2J, and the first 3f. That increase has taken

place in small as well as in large chests, whether the men
were tall or short, under or over twenty-one years of age,

and with or without previous gymnastic training. Our
members are engaged from eight to twelve or fourteen hours

daily in over fifty different trades and occupations, amongst

them being clerks, compositors, printers, watchmakers, car-

penters, engineers, drapers, warehousemen, etc. The varia-

tions in the chest girth and vital capacity that have taken

place are most instructive. I have frequently noted a large

decrease when the members were training too much in the

gymnasium, or engaged in extra work, stock taking, cycling,

and when they neglected to follow the directions given

them. In fact, the increase or decrease observed has been in

direct relationship with a corresponding change in the con-

ditions of their habits or surroundings. It is satisfactory to

note that the number of chest girths of from 38 to 40 inches

and upwards is steadily increasing. We have also many
members who have nearly attained Brent's " medium "stan-

dard, which is 5.40 inches above the average of the artisan

class, and 3.17 inches above that of the most favored class.

The importance of these facts will be seen when it is borne

in mind that this is a new society, carrying new principles

into practice, that its members are placed under more or less

unfavorable conditions, that it is purely voluntary, and that

its members leave us when they leave the institution.

Perhaps the best way to explain the practical work of the

society is to describe what happens to a new member on
joining it. He is placed in an erect position, his shoulders

are brought well back, and his clothing so loosened over the

whole of the chest that it permits full and free movement.
I find in nearly every case the clothing is from one to two
inches or more too tight. Then he is shown the simple

movements that are necessary to throw the weight of the

shoulders on the spine, he is taught to in_.ale and exhale

deeply through the nose, and to use the spirometer and
manometer. We explain to him that the conditions of his

habits and surroundings tend either to his injury or to hLs

advantage. He is told to avoid those that tend to act inju-

riously, and where that is not possible or practicable, to as-

certain their amount and to counteract their effects, and to

place himself under those that tend to his advantage. We
request his careful attention to these conditions, and deal

first with those that have to be avoided. The habit of stoop-

ing, positions that cramp or impede the full and free move-

ment of the chest, or a faulty carriage of the body, are very

injurious. Habits that tend to the disuse of the muscles or

to their excessive use are to be avoided. Breathing through

the mouth, or breathing air that has a temperature much
above that of the external air, or that is impure, or that con-

tains dust, is very injurious. Wearing tight-fitting or too

heavy clothes, braces, corsels, or shoes with high heels and
narrow toes, tends to impede the full and free movement of

the body and is injurious. And whatever of his habits or

surroundings tends to act injuriously or to produce such acts

must be avoided.

We tell him to acquire the habit of holding the body erect,

the shoulders back, and the chest well forward; to breathe

through the nose, and to take deep inspirations followed by
full expirations several times daily; to develop the muscles,

especially of the chest, by gymnastic exercise on Ling's sys-

tem; to go in for the daily tub or swimming; and to hare

the clothes made quite loose at full inspiration, and to se

that they do not impede either by their weight or shape the

free movement of the body. We advise him to live in rooms

that are in free and direct communication with the external

air night and day, summer and winter, and to takecare that

their temperature is not too high; to spend as much time as

possible daily in the open air, and to maintain^^the temper*-

ture by muscular exercise. We point out to him that walk-

ing is a most healthy exercise, and that broad toes and low

heels tend to promote it. We tell him to practise singing,

and to take advantage of some form or other of athletics

whenever the opportunity presents itself. And whatever of

his habits or surroundings tends to his advantage or to pro-

duce acts having that tendency must be adopted.

We are all of us at times subjected to unfavorable condi-

tions that we cannot, under present circumstances, avoid.

For example, it would be difficult to be present at any public

meeting in a large building without having to inhale both

impure and overheated air. But when we have obtained a

certain amount of physical development, a few deep inspira-

tions followed by full expirations in the open air will be

sufficient to counteract that. Again, the occupation or busi-

ness in which we may be engaged may necessitate a some-

what cramped position of the chest, but on leaving, a trained
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man will soon obtain compensation for that by holding the

body erect and taking proper breathing exercise. The main
point is to ascertain our unavoidable injurious conditions,

and to arrange the other conditions so that the tendency of

the whole is decidedly in our favor, and it will take a well-

developed man— and by that I mean a man having a phys-

ique between Brent's "medium" and "maximum" stan-

dards — but little time and ti-ouble to accomplish that.

These directions are very simple, easy to carry out, and in

one form or other are wilhin the power of each one of us.

But they effect a complete change in the conditions to which

the body is subjected, and to make that change with safety

it must be slowly, gradually, and uninterruptedly effected.

I will now point out some cases in which physical devel-

opment is urgently required, and where its adoption will

render an immense public service. Take the case presented

by the army. Considerable attention has recently been di-

rected to the large amount of inferior physique that is pres-

ent in the ranks. On the 1st of January, 1889. the army
numbered 202,761 men, but of these there were 82,979 whose
chest girth was under 36 inches, — that is, froin 31 inches up
to 36 inches, — and only 16,324 who had a chest girth of 39

inches and upwards. Now on Brent's " medium " standard

there ought to have been none under 36 inches, and 67,236

ought to have had a girth of 36 inches and upwards. There
is, however, another mode of showing the presence of this

inferior physique, and that is by the great liability of the

army to disease under ordinary circumstances. During the

year 1888 there were 193,233 admitted into hospital, 1,845

died, 2,078 were sent home as invalids, 2,776 were discharged

as invalids, and 10,715.97 were constantly non-effective from
sickness. It is obvious that had the men been of good phys-

ique, and subjected to fairly good conditions, there would
not have been anything like this serious amount of sickness,

invaliding, and death. Why should not these men be placed

in a position to successfully compete with the unfavorable

conditions of their surroundings by the introduction of

physical development ?

A reference to the tables in the supplement to the Regis-

trar-General's report, showing the comparative mortality of

those engaged in different trades and occupations, will show
the necessity for the diffusion of the knowledge of physical

development amongst those engaged therein. Life assurance
and sick benefit societies would not only considerably add to

their incomes and increase their stability by the recognition of

this relationship between conditions and type, but they would
also by that very act become powerful agents in the promo-
tion of national physique and public health.

The introductioii of physical development as a necessary
part of the education of children is urgently and impera-
tively demanded. They have a splendid type of chest at

birth, the proportion of chest girth to height being a little

above Brent's "maximum" standard, but under the present

system of bringing up children, they are, from the moment
of birth, right through the whole course of modern educa-
tion, submitted to unfavorable conditions, so that for a height
of 51.84 inches there is a chest girth of 26.10 inches, instead
of one of 35.18 inches, or a loss in about ten years of nearly
nine inches. Here you have the best standard of chest girth.

Is it too much to ask that the conditioas of the child's sur-

roundings, as a whole, shall be so arranged that it may be
retained ? Look at the poor, puny chests we meet with
everywhere, and at the reports of the Registrar General, and
then we shall see the grave responsibility that lies upon us
for producing such a change and permitting it to continue.

The cases just noted evidently require the introduction of

physical development, but where shall we find a man, a
woman, or a child in civilized countries upon whom its

adoption would not confer a great benefit ? We are here
face to face with a work so great that it will require all the

intelligence, the energy, the influence, and the means of a

well-organized body to accomplish it. The workers are here,

an important section of the public is ready to cooperate, and
the time for action has come. Why should we not have a
national association to meet this great national want ?

CONTAMINATED WATER SUPPLY FOR LIVE
STOCK.

'

There is no fact better known to the sanitarian than that

one of the chief sources of danger to life and health is the

contamination of drinkinar water. If a malignant form of

fever makes its appearance in a family, which cannot be ex-

plained by the history of actual exposure to contagion, the

water supply always comes in for an early and liberal share

of attention. The instances are sufficiently numerous in

which the investigator is enabled to trace the malady to this

source, to warrant every reasonable precaution in procuring

a pure water supply. Nor are these facts known to the sani-

tarian alone. The reading public have been sufficiently

enlightened on this subject to enable them to avoid much of

the danger from this source.

While we are beginning to take a fairly lively interest in

our personal dangers and the methods calculated to avert

then:), we have yet hardly taken time to consider the eco-

nomic question of how far our live-stock industry may be

affected by the same class of causes. We drill down into

the solid rock to procure a water supply of unquestioned

purity for family use. We boil, or subject to other purify-

ing means, all suspected samples before they can be used.

This is well. But all this time our helpless dumb creatures

may be compelled to drink from a shallow slough, foul with

decomposing vegetation, or from a surface pond almost at

boiling temperature under a summer sun, where the minute
forms of animal and vegetable life generate in such profus-

ion as to render the whole a mass of animate slime.

No one who has had a glimpse of the microscopic world
would expect a human being to take a draught of such a

beverage and live. But our animals are not only expected

to live, but to thrive under such conditions. That these ex-

pectations are frequently disappointing, I will cite an
instance or two in proof. During the latter part of the

summer of 1890, I had occasion to investigate a severe out-

break of disease on a farm in one of the counties of Iowa.

The animals, including horses, cattle, and pigs, were all

affected in the same way. The local symptoms were largely

confined to the throat. There was a swelling, partial paraly-

sis of the walls of the air passages, and painful and difficult

breathing. The animals attacked uniformly died after an
illness of about two days. The disease I could not recognize

as belonging to any of the well-deflned types with which I

was acquainted. Here were horses, cattle, and pigs sick and
dying with disease showing the same symptoms in all.

There are few if any of tiie specific forms of disease that

spread, as epizootic, among the widely differing species of

domestic animals. I could not classify the disease, and at

once set about the task of discovering, if possible, some
common source of exposure. The pastures, buildings, and
water supply were each in turn subjected to careful sci-utiny.

' M. Stalker, in the May Bulletin of the Iowa agricultural experiment station.
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The buildings were such as are to be found on ordinary Iowa

farms, fairly comfortable and clean. I could find no clue

in the quantity or quality of feed that promised to lead to a

solution of the difficulty.

On investigation of the water supply, I found that most of

the animals on the farm drank from a small creek that ran

a zigzag course through the premises. The stream was in

part supplied from a series of springs, and in ordinary sea-

sons afforded a fair amount of water, which ran, at least for

a portion of its course, over a gravelly bed. The dry sum-

mer of 1890, with several previous ones showing an abnor-

mally light rain fall, had so reduced the amount of water

that it had ceased to run. On making examination and

conducting inquiries, I ascertained that it had been the

custom on the farm to throw the carcasses of animals down
the steep bluffs into the bed of the stream. I further learned

that during the summer, chicken cholera had prevailed on

the farm, and that a large number of chickens had died and

been thrown over the bank. I was also informed that the

hog-cholera had caused the death of a considerable number
of swine, the carcasses having been treated in a similar man-

ner. The several yards occupied by horses, cattle, pigs, and
barn-yard fowls were on the hillside, with abrupt drainage

into the creek. In addition to this, large heaps of ferment-

ing manure were deposited about the foot of the hill, near

the edge of the stream where the animals went to drink.

A few of the animals on the farm had not had access to

the stream, but had been watered from a well. None of

these had showed signs of sickness, though they bad been in

daily contact with those that had their water from the pools

in the bed of the stream, and even with some of the sick.

On looking up the local geography of the neighborhood, I

found that a number of farmers had built their homes along

the banks of this stream, and had been accustomed to make
use of it in much the same way as the farmer above referred

to. Inquiry elicited the fact that on no less than four farms

situated on the banks of this stream, animals had died show-

ing symptoms identical with those on the farm first investi-

gated. I regarded the evidence as sufficient to make out a

strong case against the impurity of the water, and gave an

opinion accordingly.

The above is but a single instance out of many that have

come under my observation. It is one of the most glaring,

but by no means one attended with the greatest degree of

loss. On another occasion where a high rate of mortality

had prevailed among the cattle running on the open prairie,

I was able to trace the cause to contamination of surface

water. An animal, dead from anthrax, had been drawn

into a basin on the open prairie. Later the rains filled the

basin with water, and about one thousand cattle on the range

had access to the pond for water supply. The result was

that about ten per cent of all the animals having access to

the impure water died from anthrax. The teacliings of

these object lessons are sufficiently obvious. These animals

are endowed with organizations not unlike our own, and the

manifest laws of being and of health can no more be

violated with impunity by them than by ourselves.

THE LAST ENGLISH HOME OF THE BEARDED TIT.'

In the memoir of the Geological Survey of the country round

Cromer [England], is a rough sketch-map of the outline of the

north-west comer of Europe as in all pmbability it existed at the

newer pliocene period, in the far-off days when the primitive veg-

etation and monstrous creatures of a still eai-lier world were slow-

^ T. Digby Pigott, in the Contemporary Review for July.

ly giving place to plants and animals of " more of the recent "

types.

A great river, since dwindled to the insignificant Rhine, with its

mushroom castles and ruins, swept through fir woods and swamps
to an estuary hemmed in to the westward by a coast-line unbro-

ken, excepting here and there by a tributary stream, to John o'

Groat's, rolling down in its sluggish current stumps of trees, and
bones of elephants and bears and beavers, to be washed long ages

afterwards from the ' forest- bede " of Sheringham and Runton.

The swamps through which the old estuary once cut its way lie

buried now in places a hundred feet or more deep, beneath Nor-

folk turnip fields and pheasant coverts.

The fens of the Great Level, which, before Dutch drainers and
dyke-builders had reclaimed the second Holland, were perhaps

their nearest counterpart in the England of human times, are

scarcely less things of the past. The marsh devils, which, until

St. Bartholomew interfered and drove them off with a cat-o'-nine-

tails, held open court there, and, as Matthew of Paris tells in his

" Greater Chronicle," came out in troops to maltreat the few hardy

Christian settlers, who, like St. Guthlac, as penance for past wild

lives, sought holy retirement there— dragging them, bound, from

their cells, and ducking them mercilessly in the black mud,
'^ coenosis in kiticibus atrcepaludis " — now cower invisible in the

ditches, or sneak out as agues, to be ignominiously exorcised with

quinine. Hares and partridges have taken the place of spoonbills

and bitterns, and ruffs and reves; and, where a few years ago

wild geese swam, ponderous Shire cart-colts gallop, scarcely leav-

ing in summer a hoof-mark on the solid ground.

The old order almost everywhere has changed and given place

to new. But there is a comer left— the district of the Broads of

Norfolk— where one may still see with natural eyes what the

world in those parts must have looked like in days before the chalk

dam which connected England once with the mainland was—
happily for Englishmen of these days — broken through, snapped

by a sudden earthquake, or slowly mined by countless generations

of boring shellfish, until it gave way under the weight of the ac-

cumulating waters of the estuary, choked to the north by advanc-

ing ice, or tilted westward by some submarine upheaval. There,

with a very small stretch of imagination, one may still hear mas-

todons crashing through the reed-beds, and British hippopota-

muses splashing and blowing in the pools; and, as every now
and then an incautious footstep breaks through the raft-like up-

per crust of sod, and imprisoned gases bubble up, one may, with-

out any stretch of imagination, smell the foul stenches of pliocene

days.

The climate in those days, geologists tell us, judging by the

fossil plants of the time, must— before the country was wrapped

in ice have been much what it is in Norfolk now. " If the va-

rious sections of the upper fresh water beds are examined, we
find," writes Mr. Clement Reid, who surveyed the country round

Cromer, where the forest-beds are most exposed, " that all appear

to have been formed in large shallow lakes like the present broads,

or in sluggish streams connected with them."

Three considerable rivers, the Bure, the Waveney, and the Yare,

after meandering through level meadows and marshes, — none of

the three, according to Sir John Hawkshaw's estimate, with a fall

of more than two inches in the mile, — join and meet the full

strength of the tide in Breydon Water. The outflow is checked,

and the volume of the streams, finding no other way to dispose of

itself, has spread out into side waters and back- waters, wherever

the law of levels, the only law to which it owns allegiance, has

admitted the right of way.

The result is a triangle of some fifteen or twenty thousand acres

or more in which — as in the abyss through which Satan winged

his way in search of the newly created world,

'
' Where hot, cold, moist, and dry, tour champions fierce.

Strove for the mast' ry "—

land and water hold divided empire. In places the water seems

at the first glance to be carrying all before it. Broad sheets (some

of them a hundred acres or more) spread almost unbroken sur-

faces over imtathomable depths of mud. But the encircling rings

of rushes, dwarf alders, and other multitudinous marsh plants,
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creep in insidiously, each generation growing rank and dying to

make soil on which the next may find a footing for another step

inwards.

The water revenges the encroachment by flooding the land

wherever it finds a chance, and undermining when it cannot over-

flow, till it is impossible to say where the one begins and the other

ends. One walks almost dry-shod across what had seemed a dan-

gerous pool, and the next moment sinks over one's fishing stock-

ings in what anywhere else would have been dry land. The con-

fusion of ideas as to the relative solidity of earth and water which

results from an hour or two spent in exploring a soft "broad"
marsh is not lessened as one sees the huge brown sail of a
" wherry " —the craft which is said to go closer to the wind than

any other afloat — moving straight up to one, to pass by at eight

or nine miles an hour, sailing to all appearances on dry ground.

The navigable channels are most of them natural cuttings in the

dead level of the marsh, invisible at a very few yards' distance.

The name of the long pole, which is one of the most important

parts of the equipment of the Norfolk wherry, the " quant," is, by

the bye. a memorial of the davs of Roman occupation. It was

with a quant, spelt a little differently in Virgil's day, that Serges-

tus, in the immortal boat race, tried to shove off his galley when
he had cut his corner too finely and run aground ; and with a

quant that Charon ferried his passengers across the Styx: —
" Ipse ratem conto subigit velisque ministrat."

The entire district is unlike anything else in England, and,

apart from its power of recalling the past, has an exceptional in-

terest of its own for naturtilists It is the paradise of shy crea-

tures of all sorts, birds especially, which love mud, or water, or

reeds; and has been the last settled English home of more than

one rare species. Their number, in spite of the keener interest

taken of late years by landowners in bird preservation, steadily

decreases.

The avocet, with its spindle shanks, and beak turned up like a

shoemaker's awl, which not very long ago bred so freely in the

salt marshes that ''poor people made puddings and pancakes "

with their eggs, is now the rarest accidental visitor. The bittern,

comparatively lately a regular breeder there, no longer "guards
his nest" among the sedges and reeds; and ruffs and reeves are

as rare as they once were common. But there is — or at least till

last year was — one little bird, which, driven from every other

part of England, has made the broads his own peculiar property,

and himself thoroughly at home there. Hardy and modest in his

wants, the bearded tit has been essentially a home-staying bird.

His ancestors seem to have elected, generations ago, that, what-

ever the advantages of a winter in Algeria the disadvantages

were greater, and that, on the whole, it was better to face the

evils that they knew than fly to others that they knew not of.

The " developments " of the family ever since the decision was
made have been in a direction to fit them for a quiet life among
the reed-beds. Other birds, smaller even than they, whose fore-

fathers were of a different opinion, have wings now so perfected

that, when soft animal food fails in England, they think nothing

of a flight of a few hundred miles to a sunnier spot where fat in-

sects may still be found.

The bearded tit, with his little round wings and the heavy can-

vas of his long tail, cannot do what they can. But he can do
what they cannot, and make the most of what is to be got in the

way of food at home. In the swampy grounds from which bis

reed beds grow are quantities of very small snails. Some early

ancestor, feeling the pinch of hunger, ventured experimentally to

pick one up and eat it, and finding out the sustaraing qualities of

the rich inside meat, brought up his young ones to eat them too,

and make light of the aches which a sharp-edged, hard shell

swallowed whole must have caused in a delicately-coated stom-

ach.

They, in their turn, brought up their young on the same Spar-

tan svstem, and now— unlike other tits, which have most, if not

all. of them tender insides, suitable enough for digesting soft in-

sects, but unfit to do justice to anything harder than a seed well

steeped in gastric juice - the bearded tit finds himself the posses-

sor of an honest, study gizzard, which can grind up, without the

least inconvenience to the owner, any number of the shells of the

snails which are its chief delicacy. As many as twenty little

snail-shells have been taken from the crop of one bearded tit.

We wonder now why good people should have been so much
alarmed as once they were at the doctrines of "development."

It is the teaching of the Parable of the Talents extended from the

spiritual to the physical world, — powers neglected or abused

wilhdrawn, others well used increased.

The shape and color of the bearded tit are as specially a'lapted

as is its stomach to the peculiarities of its surroundings Visitors

to the broads in midsummer who may have caught glimpses of

the bird, showing itself for a minute or two at a time, a conspicu-

ous object against the green of the young rushes, may find it dif-

ficult to realize that the bearded tit is, when invisibility is of most

importance to it, protected by color and form scarcely less per-

fectly for all practical purposes than are leaf-insects, or stick-

caterpillars, or the wonderful creatures described by Professor

Drummond in his " Tropical Africa." But such is the case. The

eggs are laid about the middle or end of April, when the tall reeds,

among which the nest is built an inch or two from the ground,

are ripe for cutting

The prevailing tints of the entire district— land, water, and sky

— are then the cinnamons, straw-colors, and pale blue greys, mi-

raculously reproduced in the feathers of the bird, which might

pass for the emancipated spi''it of the dead reeds of last summer.

The long tail, with its pointed end, hangs down as its owner

comes in sight for a moment to look about him, the countiTfeit

presentment of a faded frond of the stalk he grips, one foot above

the other

The hoopoes, as the legend goes, wear their crown of feathers

in memory of the day when their ancestors saw King Solomon

almost fainting under a sudden burst of noonday sunshine, and

sheltered his royal head with a parasol of overlapping wings. It

may be as a mark of approval of the manliness with which he

faces winter on the broads, when snipe and other birds have been

driven off by the rold, that the bearded tit now wears the long

silky black moustache — his own peculiar adornment — which

hangs from each side of the beak. As in the nobler species, the

moustache is noticed only in the males. There is a prolon .nation

of the cheek feathers of the female also, but not the same con-

trast of colors.

For all ordinary winters the bearded tit is amply provided.

But, unhappily, last winter— the longest on record since the days

of Lorna Doone — was not an ordinary one. Fifty-nine days of

consecutive, almost sunless frost were recorded in London, and

in parts of the broads the weather was even more severe The

snails for weeks and months must have been glued fast to the

ground or rush-stalks, — tantalizingly in sight for much of the

time, as there was no great quantity of snow, but as much oat of

reach of a small beak as flies m amber. The birds when most in

need of a warming meat-diet W' re driven to depend almost en-

tirely on such dry ship-biscuits as the seeds of reeds, without even

water, except here and there in the running streams, to wash it

down, and have suffered terribly in consequence.

It was on one of the bright mornings towards the end of April

last, when, in spite of a wind still nailed in the east, a warm sun,

and such spring sounds as the call of the nut-hatch, — a pair of

whom had from daybreak been carrying on a lively conversation

over an unfinished nest in a box in the garden, — encouraged the

hope that the return of the glacial epoch might not after ail be so

near as for the last six months had seemed probable, we found

ourselves, after an early breakfast and drive of fourteen miles,

landing from a boat on the edge of a marsh skirting a broad. The
marsh is strictly preserved, and on it, as lately as last summer,
bearded tits were plentiful. We had come in the full expectation

of seeing both birds and nests, and were, if anything, rather en-

couraged than otherwise when the keeper — in the pessimistic

tone common to men of his order when conscious that there is an

unusually good head of game in front of the guns — told us that,

though there was a nice lot of reeds uncut, he "doubted" we i-hould

not find any tits, as to the best of his belief there was not one of

them left in the place.

But before an enjoyable day was over his words had acquired a
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differpnt meaning. We tramped the marsh, which teemed with
other bird life, backvvards and forwards. Twice we flushed a

mallard from a nest well fillpd with eggs. One nest, with a clutch

of ten, was downed almost as thickly as an eider duck's, with a
"welltranapled path like a miniature sheep walk leading from it to

the water's edge. From behind a stock of reed-sheafs we watched

for ten minutes a pair of teal playing together— unobserved, as

the? supposed — in a rushy pond close by. Shovellers, with fan-

tastic coloring and great flat beaks out of all proportion to the size

of the bird, rose more than once within a few yards of us, and
after circling once or twice, pitched again not far off. Tired-

looking swallows sat disconsolately in parties of five or six on

bushes, or rose to skim over the water in a half-hearted way, and
light again.

A pair of redshanks crossed us once or twice, flying in line, one

just behind the other, whistling loudly as they flew. Cuckoos

called, and overhead snipe poised themselves, drumming and
bleating and dropped like stones as they neared the ground. In

the nest of one of them we say a beautiful instance of " protective

coloring," the marvel of which never loses its freshness. The
keeper the day before our visit, had found the nest, and for our

benefit had marked the spot. It was in a line between two
bushes, within half a dozen yards of one which stood alone and
unmistakable on flat ground, with nothing on it bigger than a few
short sprits which could hide the nest. As we neared the spot,

the bird, to show there could be no mistake in the mark, rose

close by us. For more than a quarter of an hour we looked, —
three pairs of eyes, one pair the keeper's,—crossing and recrossing

everi toot of the ground, and were giving up the search as hopeless,

thinking that a crow perhaps had bunted the marsh in the early

morning before us, when in the middle of a tussock of sprits at

our feet we saw a maltese cross of very green eggs, mottled ir-

regularly with brownish-red, exactly imitating the bed of green

moss from which the sprits grew. The color of snipes' and many
other eggs is very volatile, and no one who has only seen them
" blown " in a cabinet can quite realize their beauty when seen in

the nest, fresh laid and untouched.

At intervals of our tramp on shore we took the boat, rowing

across comers of the broad, or pushing our way through ditches

or narrow twisting channels. We saw coots' nests in plenty, and
one unfinished nest of the great crested grebe, — the one rare bird

which has made some return for the trouble taken of late years

for its preservation by becoming more common. A floating mass
of weeds, fished up, wringing wet, from the top of the water, looks

a hopeless nest for a bird to hatch her eggs in ; but, like a damp
hay-stack, it generates very considerable heat. "In a grebe's

nest" writes Mr. Southwell in the third volume of " Stevenson s

Birds of Norfolk," just published, "'in which were three eggs and
a newly hatched young one, the thermometer rose to 73", show-
ing that the nest, so far from being the cold and uncomfortable
stnicture by some supposed, was a real hotbed. On inserting the

thermometer into a beautifully neat and dry coot's nest, which the

bird had just left, I found the temperature to be 61". The day
was wet and cheerless, and the maximum reading of the ther-

mometer in the shade was 58°."

"We saw through our glasses several crested grebes playing on
tlje broad. Oddly enough, the common little grebe— the " dab-

chick " — is less plentiful in Norfolk than it is in St. James's Park,

where last year as many as six pairs, all wild birds, nested and
brought off their broods.

For six or seven pleasant hours we hunted marsh and broad

with eyes and ears open. But not once did we catch sight of a

feather, nor once hear the silvery "ping" of the note, of the

bearded tit.

It was, of course, one comer only of a wide district, over the

whole of which the bird has been well known, that we had ex-

plored. There are other broads and marshes where local circum-

stances may have tempered the killing wind. There, while we
looked for them in vain, busy parents may have been working

bard from morning till night to cater for the wants of hungry
families safely hidden in daily thickening growths of bog flowers

and grasses, and another year the deserted reed-beds we visited

nay be repeopled.

But as we drove home the conviction forced itself more and
more strongly upon us, that, from one at least of its most favored
haunts, the bearded tit has disappeared, and that it is not im-
probable that very soon— perhaps before this year is over — natu-
ralists may be telling the sad story of the extinction of one more
English bird.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
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On request, twenty copies of the number containing his communication will
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of the journal.

Atmospheric and Seismic Influences.

In your issue of May 1, I bad the honor of reporting a coinci-

dence in time between t'ivo peculiar phenomena, the fir^t the col-

lapse of the fire-area of Halemauniau in the crater of Kilauea on
March h. and the second an unprecedented f 11 of the mercury in

Honolulu to 48° F., on March 4. I remarked that this was per-
haps not a mere coincidence. I now have the satisfaction of
reporting a third phenomenon occurring at the same time, which
is undoubtedly connected with the second, and which may aid in
finding a conneolion with the first.

By the return from the Caroline Islands of the missionary bark-
entine •' Morning Star," on the I9th of June, we get word of a
severe hurricane on Strong's Island, or Kusaie, on the 3d, 4th, and
5th of March {or '2d 3d, and 4th here). This island is in about 5°

north latitude, and 163° east longitude, or about 3 400 miles west
of Honolulu. Most of the breadfruit and cocoanut trees were up-

rooted, and a majority of the houses destroyed. The force of the

waves threw up an islet, half a mile long and five feet hi .h. on
the outer edge of the fringing reef. The severity of the blow was
from the north east. No barometer was observed there. No gale

was experienced at other islands, so far as heard from. There
was a sudden fall of the barometer at Honolulu on the 2d of
March (3d at Kusaie).

The atmospheric change here is readily connected with the dis-

turbance at Kusaie. To show a connection of the latter with a
disturbance of the eai-th's crust on Haivaii is not quite so easy,

although I believe that coincidences between hurricanes and earth-

quakes are common. What happened on Hawaii was a subterra-

nean fracture in the lava duct of Kilauea. which let its contents

escape and apparently become distributed under the Kau desert to

the south-west, where lively earthquakes occurred. I suggest that

a common cause of the atmospheric and the seizmic disturbances

is to be sought for in astronomical conjunctions, possibly connected
with sun-spots. Account should probably be taken of the severe

blizzard of March 10, in England. Seeeno E. Bishop.

Honolulu, June 30.

The Collections of the Late Professor Parker, F.R.S.

In a letter recently received by the undersigned from Professor

W. Newton Parker, F.Z S., of the University College of Cardiff,

Wales, a son of the late eminent Wm. Kitchen Parker, the ver-

tebrate morphologist, I am informed by its writer that " My
father's ex'-cutors have decided to sell the greater part of his col-

lection, which includes numerous skeletons (mainly of birds) and
a large number of slides of Foraminifera, etc. Do you think that

any of the public institutions in America would be likely to want
any of these? ... I hope you will forgive my troubling you
about this matter, and I only venture to do so knowing you to have
been a friend of my father's, who has an interest in him and bis

work."

The late Professor Parker's labors in comparative morphology
for almost the la^t half century are so very widely known to sci-

ence the world over that it is quite unnecessary for me to dwell

upon them in the present connection. Their results, as published

in the proceedings and transactions of the various learned societies

of Europe since 1857, have long become in the highest dearee

classical, and they are as standard as they are imperishable.
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Pressed by the necessity to obtain the requisite animal forms

w herewith to illustrate his many and voluminous works, Professor

Parker became a patient and indefatigable collector of morpho-

logical material, and at the time of his death his private cabmets

stood among the largest and best in existence. As will be seen

from what his distinguished son says, that collection is soon to be

placed upon the open market for disposal. From my own personal

knowledge, gained through a correspondence with its collector ex-

tending over a number of years, I can state that it simply repre-

sents a perfect mine of anatomical wealth, abounding in alcoholics

of the rarest of vertebrate forms, in carefully worked out skele-

tons of all the classes of the animal kingdom possessed of a bony

skeleton, in unique types, and in a rich mass of illustrative mate-

rial for the Invertebrata. Fortunate indeed will that institution

be that can secure by purchase this great treasure, and I feel siu'e

that American science is with me in the devout hope that it may
as a whole be obtained by this country. More than a generation

will surely pass by before such another opportunity will be offered

our museums to so enrich their collections in departments of such

paramount importance, — and yet it needs but a word from some

one among the wealthy, or the timely action of our own govern-

ment, to have all this conveyed to our shores. Think for an in-

stant how the Inpouring of tliat material would swell and fill the

gaps in the collections of the United States National Museum.

What a living repository of reference would be there for the stu-

dents in science for ages to come. Let it be hoped that the bare

suggestion of the above facts is sufficient for our prompt action to

secure for ourselves such a rare treasure as Professor Parker's col-

lection. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt.
Takoma, D.C., July 7.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. announce a new and
enlarged edition of " Steam Yachts and Launches; Their

Machinery and Management," by C. P. Kunhardt. The work has

been extended by the addition of several chapters and many new
plates, to keep pace with the growth of steam yachting.

— The Cassel Publishing Company will issue immediately, by
arrangement with the English publishers, Miss Menie Muriel

Dowies book, " A Girl in the Karpatnians," in which she gives an

account of her travels among the mountains of Russia-Poland.

The book is illustrated with maps and bits of scenery, and con-

tains a full length portrait of Miss Dowie in flannel shirt jacket,

knickerbockers and Tam-o'-Shanter, as she travelled on horseback

and alone through this wild region. Miss Dowie. who is in her

early twenties, is the young lady who aroused the enthusiasm of

the British Association by an address before that learned body on

her return from her travels.

— E. & F. N. Spon, Publishers, 12 Cortlandt Street, New York,

announces as ready, "Telephones: their Construction and Fit-

ting," a practical treatise on the fitting-up and maintenance of

A SYSTEM OF

EASY LETTERING.
By J. H. CROIfEWEl.1., Pb.B.

Twenty six different forms of Alphabets. The
apace to be lettered is divided into squares, and
with these as a guide the different letters are drawn
and inked. Price, 50 cents, postpaid.

E. & F. N. SPON, 12 Cortlandt Street, New York.

OFWHAT USE 18 THAT PLANT?

You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF

ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $2.6

er's price, $3.50.

Publish-

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,

47 liafayette Place, Neiv Vork

MEO-DARWIMSM AHD KEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTER F. WARD.
Annual address of the President of the Biological

Society of , Washington, delivered Jan. 24, 891. A
historical and critical review of modem scientiftc
thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are tbe several heads involved in the
discussion: Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, V ews of Mr. (xalton, Teachings of Profes or
Weisroann, A Critique of "Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School " Ap-
plication to the Human Race In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main jn line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid) 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

** The Week, one ot the ablest papers on the con-

tinent." —DescHptive America.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal ofPolitics^ Literature^ Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. Si.oo for Four Months.

THE WEEK has entered on its EIGHTH year of
publication, greatly improved In every respect,
rendering it more wort! y the cordial support of
every one Interested in the maintenance of a first-

class literary journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever smce its first

Issue will be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to Improve Its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to
its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisner
will be to makf THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary journals in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore. PROF, uoldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London, Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament.
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weekly,"' is the largest paper of Its class on the
continent.

SEND FOR FREE SAITPLE COPY.

C. BLACKER ROBINSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto. Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

will be given to New Subscribers to the
Geologist for S25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, minn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

^^^--PDBLISHERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
era wfordsville, Ind.

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schelling, A.M, Assistant
Professor of English Literature. $1.00.

3. A Fragment of the Babylonian '• Dibbarra" Epic,
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic 60 cents.

3. a. npd? with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A Lambertoa
A.M.. Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
Fdn tdn and Pdk k6p piii. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archaeolugy and
Pa lEeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W Eastoa,
Ph.D.. Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton. M.D.,
Professor of American ArchEeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Purness. Ph.D , LL.D.

Recent Archeeological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

Archreolocrical Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Musenm
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On tlie Aristotelian Dative, h. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. LambertOD»
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr.. Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoisne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Prcfesaorof
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania. wUI take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Arohteology,
whereof about 300 or ^0 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, 953.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It IS the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha" be pre-

N. D. O. HODG-ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : Honr to get tbem. If there is any
book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
Book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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telephones and the auxiliary apparatus, by F. C. AUsop; and
" Practical work in Organic Chemistry," by Fredk. Wm. Streat-

feild, with a prefactory notice by Professor R. Meldola.

— An ephemeris for the use of members of the astronomical

department of the Brooklyn Institute. July to December. 1891,

prepared by the executive committee of the department, has just

been issued by the Institute. Garrett P. Serviss, president of the

department, says that the purpose of the ephemeris is to present

in a convenient and readily accessible form information about

variable stars, meteors, occultations, and other phenomena, with

the hope that many may be induced to undertake observations

which will certainly prove to be interesting to the obsei-vers, and

cannot fail to be valuable to the department by giving a definite

direction to the efforts of its members. The greatest charm of the

starry heavens is felt only by those who study them systematic-

ally, but for that purpose an observatory, and even a telescope, is

not essential. With an opera-glass, and with the naked eye,

many o£ the most interesting phenomena of the sky may be satis-

factorily and usefully observed. Arrangements have been made
to furnish special information and assistance to observers at the

meetings of the department, which will be resumed in October,

and in the meantime members are requested to observe, in any
way that may suit their convenience, the phenomena to which
attention is called in the ephemeris. and to make notes of their

observations. The president of the department will be particularly

obliged if members will, at their earliest convenience, inform him,

by letter or otherwise, of their intention to undertake any of the

observations recommended. Any request for additional informa-

tion or advice will meet with prompt attention. It is intended to

make the department of astronomy one of the foremost in the

Brooklyn Institute, both in the attractiveness of its meetings and
in its general influence, and every member who undertakes any of

these observations will give material assistance to that end.

Ediausiion

The phosphates of the system

are consumed with every effort,

and exhaustion usually indicates

a lack of supply. The Acid

Phosphate supplies the phos-

phates, thereby relieving exhaus-

tion, and increasing the capacity

for labor. Pleasant to the taste.

Dr. A. N. Krout, Van Wert, O., says:
'

' Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says:
'

' A remedy of great service in many
forms of exhaustion."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure tbe TO^ord "Hors-
ford's" Is printed on tbe label. All others
are sparlons. Never sold in bnlk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 I.afayette PI., N. ¥.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. Zj
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 183 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the 'Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaushan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 63 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo. 38 pp. 6 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays iNos. 1, 2, 3, 4) iu one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N, D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

LJ!lJlJ!lJJJi-iJ»Jl.irH3f

%6>7. PARK PLfiEE.NEW YORK-

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.
Sciioliarle N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of

Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass —is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals of Institutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality.".
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Pull of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
"The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."

"A model of clearness and simplicity, without
having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modern Language Notes.

*^* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free

on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, Hew York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stndy in tlie Native Religions of the

W^esteru Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. S1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Beinton, M.D., an Mobeis Jastbow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YCU INTEND TO BUILD?

_/Krf™KJ/'«H.t>Kv«^

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBIiE I^OW-COST
HOlJSKSj" now arranged in lliree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
fioor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, neiv desisrns for
houses. They also give prices for coniplote Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build %vitboiit delayi*, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which aoy one ean understand. Vol I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SIHOO. Vol. II contains 35 copyrighted designs. J3800 to

S3C00. Vol. III. contains y5 copyrighted designs, S3000 to §9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eaeli, or $3.00 for ilie set,

"<'Ot.ONIAt. HOlTs»-S," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modera
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

"PlCXtJRESQUK HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price $ 1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OP THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AKD WESLEY

KATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

GOKTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi AtEectinK the Higher Animals.

Tie Distance o£ the Stars.

Inlusoria. Protozoa, e5c., Practical Methods ot

Preparation.
The History ol the Microscope.
Our Toung Naturalists' Page—

A Carious Want of Fear in a Pair of Eobms.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, IKM.
Collectors' Notes tor July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomfnon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scieuttflc Society.
Beviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, SI. 00 for one year.

" " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

a. Journal of Entomology, published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$3.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale'at .$5 00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

KJE TJ'' BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices, of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCL LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AWIERTcAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
, ^ ^" Dr. Daniol G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject '^—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans "—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, ®2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"T'ue book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language "—The hristian Uni n
"We strongly recommend Dr Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the

science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—.BrtgAton fEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-

stand, and while in some ways, pertorce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
'Dr. Brmton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar.

ration, so that Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-

ulant to the imagination."-Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-

graphic maivng."—Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

A. ROCHESTER TTELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13". §1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literari/ World
" This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—Boston Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's stj le, constitute the claims of h'-
"'^^'-

book to present attention."—rftc Dial.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFBET W. Hambleton, M.D.
V'". 40c.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR.

,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.! THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this wM-k the author dwells on

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-

thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming

the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been

thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

5 little

THE

READY SOON.

LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with*. notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8", about 400 pp., $3.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Inestimable importHnce of the subject, tbe
eminence ot the author, and tbe novelty of his work,
all combine to reuder the litil^^ treatise worthy of

special conBldera ion. . . . We hea lily commend
Dr. Hambleton'w booklet, a' d wist there were more
such woiks."— Editorial, 5o ton Daily Advertiser.

*' Tbe monograph is liiierestlnK in style, fcCliolarly,

and well worthy of careful considerati n. It la de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—PAarmaceuiica/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD/'
.-^By Apfleton Morgan, Esq. 1 °. 20 cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a t-enslolp and intpreatirg

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from,
a soung ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
IbsHjj are tbe only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

JSlew York Sun.

Ill PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F, ox. 12''. 75 cents.
"To be I ommei ded to those who are not special-

ists.'"'— C/i?'is(ia«' Union.
"•* Pbysu'i'-ns wlil enjoy their reading, and find in

them mui-h food for thought."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. (.^os reviews T e history of his subject with ,

knowledge and skill."— Ope?i Court.
'Ii Is of extreme int^'re^t.' Medical Age.
" Worthy ot a careful p ruvai.''—JJid/ana Medica

Journal.
** An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dem-i'-s nf modern biological thought."—Pop«/ar
Science I^eu'S.

"All Interested in blolngical quei-tiot'S will find
the book fHSciua.iiug.^^—pharmaceutical Era.

'' I'he author display* a very comprehensive grasp
of his su'ject."— Piifth'c Opinion.
" Dfservet* rhe atiet tlou of students of natural

science.'^—Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Cybus Thomas 1-j^. $1.
Dr. Thomas has alread presented to th6 public

pome reason?- fur bellevtut^ tue Chonikees were
moutid-t'uUders, but additional evidence bearing
on the sui^'J'-ct has b'-en obtained. \ more ciretul
study of the' Delaware tradition respectliig the i al-

legwi satit^fles him that we have In tbe Bark Kecord
(Walum uumtit^telf pro. f mat they were Cbero-
kees. lie thl] k» the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of mlgraii. n even beyou'l their rei-ide ce
In Ohio to tbe we-tern bni.k of the vii^-t^iysippi. i he
ohject is tneref >re ihreef.ld: 1. An Ulnst ation of
the reverse method oi dOHling with prehistoric !-ub-
jt-cls-^ 2. incidental proof ihatsomei of tne Ir.diana
were mound bui ders; 3. A study of a ^-lugl'- tribe in
the ligrit oi ihpi mound testimony. This woik will V'O

an Important contribution lo the lit^*rature ot the
' olumbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during th coming two years.
"A valuable contribu lou to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builder^' ? ' "

—

New York Times.
*'Profe»j-or Cyrus Thohoas undtirtabes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehls'ioric or mouud-building ag»* " iV. Y. Sun.

** An interesting paper."— C/iris<2a7i Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12^ $1.

"The liitlPi book is extremely Interesting."—Bos-
ion Transcript.

*• \ book which will find many readers. The
chapter on'''ornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States.""—5osio7i
Berald.

•' 'The Torna^oMs a popular treatise on an Impor-
tant province i f meteor- logy in which science, the
author, Proiessor Hazen ot the U' ited States Sig al
Service, may be regarded as an expert."—P/ti/ade/-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow la"*. 50c.

"All students of psychology will find thp> book lull

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow''« good qual-
ities as a thiiiker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—/'7/.?>/ic

Opinion,
' A useful work for psvcbologists—as we'l as the

general reader—by setting forth in brief and easily
iDtelliglble form the pr-^sent state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE.
Mary Taylor Bissell. 1--*°. 75 cent--,
** A sensible hmchare.^'—Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and seasWyle.''— Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Informail. .u which It

contains *ire terseiv and intelligently expressed. '•-

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" Practical and slmi^ly writien..'^—Springfield Re-

publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."—5f.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation,

Vni. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Make Baldwin.

By

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Lightning Dispeller.

The Patent Lightning: Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightliing discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.
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PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent Is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

QUERY.

Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Societ)'), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,

47 LAFAYETTE PLACE,

]SrE;\V YORK.

On Jan. 1st, and at intervals of two months
since, has been published the New Zealand

Journal of Science, dealing with all branches

of natural science, especially in relation to

the colony. Subscription (including postage

to America), 12s. 6cZ. per annum, payable to

the Editor, care Matthews, Baxter & Co.,

Bowling St., Dunedin, N. Z.
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plication to the Human Race, In so far as views

are expressed they are in the main in line with the
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to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility

of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.
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MUSEUMS AND THEIR PURPOSES.'

I HAVE to thank the secretary and curator of this academy for

the opportunity to state publicly some thoughts which have been

uppermost frequently in my mind during several years past, but

vphich I have never had occasion to put into form. In the North-

west, educational methods and institutions are yet in then- forma-

tive stages. This is still more the case with scientific education

and scientific institutions. But we are fast laying foundations for

posterity to build upon, which we ought to plan with a far-reach-

ing vision into the future. Our mistakes, if we make them, will

be forever laid at our door ; and our children and our children's

children will condemn or approve of us and our labor in accord-

ance with the degree of fitness that they find between the foun-

dations that we lay and the superstructure which they may have

to build thereon.

It is because I think I can see in the future of scientific work
in Minnesota some glimpses of the outlines of that superstructure,

that I wish to call your attention to some of the fundamental

essentials that ought to enter into the foundation which we are

called upon to lay. Minnesota is an empire, territorially of itself,

and it will become the " empire state" of the North-west, politi-

cally, educationally, and financially, and it ought to become the

leader in the North-west in scientific enterprise and organization.

In this organization of scientific work in the State, the museums
will play no inconspicuous part. It will be safe to say that at

those centres where the museums are located will be found in

greatest efficiency all the other scientific agencies, whether of

laboratories, libraries, or lectureships. There is a fitness in their

association, almost an invincible bond of attraction, which will

ultimately overthrow aU the accidental or artificial devices which,

in our possible short-sightedness, we may throw about them to

keep them asunder.

A museum was originally a temple in which the muses were

worshipped or invoked. At Athens, a hill near the Acropolis was

called the Museum because of the existence on it of such a temple.

It was a place for study and high contemplation. Although we
have outgrown the mythology of the Greeks, their literature and
their institutions have so pervaded our language and institutions

that we find the germs of some of our choicest civil and social

growths sunk deep into that old civilization. Those germs have

fruited, in part, in our day, and the fruit is somewhat different

from what the germs seemed to foreshadow. The germ of the

museum at Athens, fraught then with prophecy of poetry, art,

and history, had but little promise of science. The muse of as-

tronomy was but one of the nine whose shrines were in those

temples. Scholars who sought the museum were inspired with

visions of the beautiful and the poetic, or of the light and passion-

ate frivolities of life. There was no muse of geology known,
though that science, by her aid, was to be a potent factor in pre-

serving and perpetuating the words " muse " and " museum " in

the new civilization ; nor any muse of biology, though the poetry

of biologic science has since been a prolific branch of modern scien-

tific literature. There was no muse of botany, nor of paleontol-

ogy, nor of electricity. I think that if the Grecian Museum had

continued to the present, the number of the inspiring muses would

have been increased far beyond the mythical nine. That dynasty

has passed away, and with it has almost been lost the original idea

of the museum.
The word, however, which is imperishably stamped on the lan-

guage of all modern civilized nations, remains. It bears a weird,

' A lecture delivered before the Academy of Sciences of St. Paul, Minn., by-

Professor N. H. Winchell, State geologist.

and to the original nine who gave it origin and character and au-

thenticity, almost an unknown signification. Let us look into this

a moment, and endeavor to learn what is the modern meaning of

this word " museum." We shall find that it bears three inter-

pretations, or dominant ideas. First, there are museums designed

for entertainment; second, there are museums intended for the

instruction of the visitor; third, there are museums for research.

The modern so-called " dime museum" typifies the museum
designed for entertainment, although in many such may be found

some of the characteristics of the second class. It is a place of

" curos'ties" and monstrosities, of cheap theatricals and legerde-

main. Such have long been known, although under different

names, in the principal cities of Europe and America, the most

noted in this country being Barnum's Museum in New York City

thirty-five or forty years ago. Here the visitor is wholly passive

under the manipulation of the presiding genius of the place. He
may enter the presence with any foreign, or even adverse senti-

ment. He simply is willing to be amused for half an hour.

The modern museum designed for instruction has a somewhat

higher function and rank. Its purpose is to inspire in the visitor

a thirst for knowledge, and in a degree to furnish that knowledge,

at second band. He seeks not that amusement may be lavished

upon him, but he is at least willing to put forth an effort to obtain

information. With this end attained he is satisfied. The in-

struction he has received remains in his mind unclassified and

generally unassimilable. He knows more of the earth and of the

things upon it when he retires from the place than when he ap-

proached it. Of his mental capacities his memory only is neces-

sary thereafter to enable him to make useful that which he has

seen. He is instructed and benefitted in so far as be appreciates

and retains the ideas which the various objects have brought to

his mind. Such museums are common. They accompany nearly

all modem institutions of higher learning. They are patronized

in proportion to the number of instructive objects they have on

exhibition, or the variety and beauty of their specimens, or of the

cases in which they may be contained. They serve, like travelling

circuses, to attract the light-minded and the curious ; but their

service is higher than that of the circus, in the higher grade of

information which they impart, and in the greater benevolence of

the motive for which they are maintained. Such museums dis-

charge an important function in education, and particularly in

scientific education, and to this day they express the popular idea

of a perfect museum. They may sometimes partake of the ele-

ments that characterize the third class, or the museum for rz=

search, and, in so far as they do, their sphere is raised nearer the

true ideal. In general, however, they are far removed from the

true museum, and from the germinal idea which was planted in

the Grecian mind. You will note that the motive of the patron
in both these cases is one of self-improvement or gratification. He
has no object ulterior to that of being himself benefitted. There
is, moreover, in the museum itself, no other purpose expressed,

nor any possibility of any other purpose being accomplished by
the visitor.

These appendages to the science departments of our colleges are

considered desirable and even necessary. In the curriculum, how-
ever, for making scholars, and for rendering students capable in

their turn of teaching other students, or in making well-informed,

self-reliant scientists, they serve but as subordinate agencies.

They do not answer to the ends of scientific instruction in that

degree that is demanded by the scientific advancement of our day,

nor in that degree with which the ways and means of classical

instruction at this day answer to the classical learning of our
day. The classical student, even when he begins the classics,

is brought into immediate and personal contact with the

thing which he studies. The problems presented to him.
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require liim to investigate the principles of the language for him-

self to the best of his ability, and the preceptor comes to his aid

only -when his translation is so faulty as to require correction.

He is constantly at his wits' ends to discover the ideas hidden in

the text before him. In those institutions, however, which are

endowed with these exhibition museums, the scientibo instruction

is not usually a requirement to study the subjects by original in-

vestigation, but a requirement to read, listen, absorb, recite. It

is an instruction on a parallel with early childhood. It is an in-

pouring process of imparting information. It is not by any means

on a par with that instruction which everywhere is given the

classical student. One imparts enlightenment, and the other

mental strength and culture. There is justice in the claim set up

for the study of the classics in such cases, viz., that they furnish

a better mental training and culture. How much of this clairn,

which is common only among those who have never had a scien-

tific training in the scientific method, is due to the prevalence of

this kind of scientific teaching in our colleges, would be an inter-

esting and fruitful inquiry, if thoroughly investigated.

Suppose, on the other hand, that scientific instruction were as

thoroughly organized in all the colleges of the country as is that

«f Greek and Latin. Suppose on the analytic, or on the inductive

method,- all scientific truth were imparted to the student. This

would, of course, be impossible in the ordinary undergraduate

course without disturbing the present status, in which only math-

ematics and the classics are thus taught. Suppose the student

were shown a list of scientific problems which he must solve, with

only the guidance of his native resources, and a few hints from

Ms instructor as to the principles involved. Then let another

series be presented, which, while involving those already an-

swered, should demand still further and wider investigation.

Suppose a whole term be spent in that vvay; nay, let us suppose a

whole year, yes, three or four years, and, in order to make a par-

allel case, let us require that before presenting himself for admis-

sion to the freshman class the student shall have spent a year or

two in similar independent investigation within the preparatory

school. Then let it be further supposed that this method of sci-

entific instruction were well established, with competent instruc-

tors in all the colleges of the country, with a public sentiment

sufficiently informed to sustain it, and that it had courses of

study well organized and differentiated, leading to honorable de-

grees at graduation, and public emoluments inviting to its pursuit,

— then, and only then, could the disciplinary value of scientific

education be compared fairly with that of the classics.

You may see at once that an exhibition-museum, as an attach-

ment to an institution dominated by the old ideas of education, Is

only expressive of the kind of scientific education which such an

institution desires to impart. It is only the sign of the enslave-

ment of the scientific idea, in all its educational machinery, by

the classical. To my mind, the establishment of such a museum
would not be the best way to introduce scientific instruction into

any college, however successful it might be in touching the popu-

lar appreciation or in opening the popular purse. The best scien-

tific instruction is based on other foundations, and pursues other

methods, and reaches other ends.

The true museuii is that which approaches nearest to the car-

dinal idea of the Grecian museum. Its aim is not to amuse, nor

to instruct, but to afford that inspiration which shall enable the

visitor to instruct others. The reverent devotee approaches such

a museum with no selfish motive. He invokes his muse to in-

spire in him sentiments that shall benefit his fellow-men. When
I say that there are but few such museums in our day, you will

not question the statement. You will rather inquire whether

there are any such in existence. Such a museum is based on a

broader idea than the exhibition-museum, although its frequen-

ters may be fewer. Scientific research, long-continued study,

profound contemplation, and conference with the writings of

others — these are the purposes of such a museum. In but few
places is this carried out, but it is the fundamental and growing
idea underlying some modern museums. The full fruition of this

idea will be the culminating result of the germ which was planted

in the early Grecian soil. Transferred to modern times, ripening

in the sunlight of a new civilization, with its roots nourished by

more genial influences, the germ of the Grecian museum produces

in our day, or is beginning to produce, a fruit somewhat different,

although generically it is identical with that which it bore under

Athenian culture.

Modern society is beginning to awaken to the debt that it owes
to modern science. Modern science is the savior and promoter

of modem institixtions, the generator and sustainer of modern
civilization. I speak not of the influence of the Christian church

in modern times, because the Christian church cannot be accred-

ited with the revival of modern science, nor with the inauguration

of modern civilization. The Christian church existed through the

darkest epochs of the middle ages, and gave no aid to science.

Modern science, which, in its ramifications into social affairs, is

the distinguishing badge of modern civilization, rose in spite of

the church, and against its active opposition. This is not the

fault of Christianity but the fault of those who were responsible

for misrepresenting Christianity. The germinal motive of the

Grecian museum — the search after truth and the desire to be in-

spii-ed by it — was also the germinal idea of Christianity. Its

fruition is the effort to serve and to save others. Many genera-

tions passed during which the germ slumbered, or was smothered

under the tares of human ambition and sophistry. At length it

pierced through the adversities by which it was surrounded, and
began to manifest itself by its good works, and by the good which
it reflected upon its enemies. The church was the nominal cus-

todian of the germ, and ought to have welcomed and enjoyed its

first fruits; but it did not. The sturdy growth which it now pre-

sents to modern society has reacted upon the church, and the

church begins to recognize what a nearly fatal mistake she made
in trying to smother the young plant. She now perceives that

the plant is very similar to her own, and that the fruits of the two
are nearly identical. Whereas she had discarded it, at its first

appearance, as a vicious and foreign weed, she now is willing that

it shall be transplanted into her own field and shall be nurtured

by the same hands.

It is only with this recent awakening of modern society to the

usefulness and beneficence of modern science that the true idea of

a true museum has become again apparent. This idea finds illus-

tration in a few museums in all the great nations of Europe and

America. The highest enlightenment is compatible with the

highest efficiency of these organizations, for they are the great

dynamos that keep the machinery of modern advancement con-

tinually moving. This, however, has been the result of a growth
whose former stages were insignificant, and perhaps but faintly

foreshadowed the form that the completed museum should take

on. This growth had a natural philosophical as well as chrono-

logic order. We might appeal to history to show tliis. From
the lowest form of a museum meant for amusement simply, con-

sisting of a collection of rare and grotesque objects, rose that

which embraced the idea and purpose of education. With in-

struction, still variously larded with amusement, gradually came
necessarily the last term of the series, viz., an eagerness for re-

search. This last term, first put into ideal form by Lord Bacon
in his " New Atlantis,"' near the end of the seventeenth century,

in which he works the idea of a great national museum into his

romance, was definitely recognized and enacted by parliament, in

the establishment of the British Museum in 1753. The Louvre at

Paris, containing the great national museum, was converted from
a royal residence and playhouse when in 1789 it came into the pos-

session of a republican government.

But I need scarcely mention, to this audience, those museums
which exemplify the idea which I am trying to inculcate. If you
call to mind those bee-hives of industry where are stored the

choicest collections of years, or of centuries, representing all de-

partments of knowledge, whether of natural science, or of history

and antiquity, or of literature, or of art, in which the nations of

the earth take the greatest pride, you see, perhaps, in Britain, the

great British Museum, with its numerous departments and its

libraries, or the United States National Museum at Washing-

ton, or some of the great continental museums. These great

collections subserve the ends both of instruction and of research,

but chiefly their purpose is to aid the student in research, although

this was not the prime object in their establishment. As already
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stated, however, when the second phase of museum-growth has

been attained, viz., the idea of instruction, the last term of the

series necessarily follows, and the museum takes on the last phase

of its development — it becomes a place for research. It is by no

means necessary that this last stage should exclude the functions

of education and enlightenment. It is better that they co-exist.

They aid each other. The instiucted visitor may become an in-

vestigator, and the greater the number of enlightened visitors

leaving its rooms, the greater the number of truth-seekers will be

who frequent its laboratories and libraries.

As a museum takes on this highest function, however, it retires

more and more from public gaze. Its cases and its drawers may
be well filled with well-arranged and labelled specimens, and the

casual visitor may imagine he has sufficiently seen the museum
when he has passed through its public halls. But he has not seen

the working of the museum in its highest departments. In the

numerous laboratories are more specimens than those that are on

exhibition. These are for the eye only of the true seeker after

truth. The student-patron enters all the recesses, and has access

to all the specimens. He alone invokes the muse in the spirit of

the early Greek poet. Unobtrusively he solves his great problems.

Unselfishly he proclaims the new truths to the world. His service

is as sincere, and as necessary to the development of modern civi-

lization, and to the apprehension of the laws of nature, whether

they be the laws of gravitation or of brotherly kindness, as that

of any truth-seeker or man-lover. The laboratories and recesses

of these great museums, which are unseen by the public, are

crowded with such devout truth-seekers.

We come now to consider in what manner this review can be

made to apply to the people of Minnesota, and especially to the

city of St. Paul.

On another occasion (Bulletin Minn Acad. Sci., Vol. I., p. 389)

I have attempted to set forth the superior advantages and induce-

ments which Minnesota possesses for the cultivation of modern
science. They need not be repeated here. I will simply refer to

them. The lapse of eleven years since that time has served to

confirm my statements, and to emphasize the reasons enumerated

then for maintaining in the State a prosperous and active academy
of science. I am still convinced that there will arise, either in

St. Paul or in Minneapolis, an eflScient scientific organization;

and that its work, when duly established, will be of great benefit

to the State along the line which is above indicated. It makes
but little difference whether it be in St. Paul or in Minneapolis,

nor under what auspices, or whether in both cities by a union of

efi'ort ; its effect will be upon the whole State, and upon the

North-west, and it will be the quickening and guiding power for

the advancement of all practical and theoretical science, drawing

about itself the enterprising and educated artisans of all classes,

as well as the patient and studious investigators.

Such an institution would be a museum in the highest sense. I

will try to sketch some of the prime essentials of such an institu-

tion, after the money is available for its establishment and sup-

port. It will not be necessary, were it possible, to state what
amount of money should be placed at the back of such an institu-

tion, but I will permit you to estimate that as I proceed, and also

to devise possible ways and means for raising it. To found any-

thing, money must be had. Presuming, however, that the means
for such a museum were at hand, I will simply outline a plan,

and the equipment which should characterize it. We will assume
that the institution will include within its scope only the natural

sciences, so-called, although all sciences are natural.

The ideal museum should have, first, suitable permanent quar-

ters for its local habitation. These quarters should be adapted to

the uses to which they are to be put, and should be planned and
erected with constant refei-ence to economy of labor and time for

the workmen who are to occupy it. This is so obviously necessary

that it seems, at first, that it need not be stated Yet its neglect

is a common mistake. How often are the planning and construc-

tion of such a building put into the hands of some professional

architect, with instructions simply to erect a building of good
architectural proportions and fine appearance. In the main such

a building should contain rooms for laboratories, for storage, for

exhibition, classification, and, perhaps, for lectures.

Second, the ideal museum should have materials, in the form
of multifarious collections, and the ways and means for increas-

ing them, and of exchanging them with other museums. While
some of these will be put on exhibition, at least those which have
been sufficiently examined and classified, the larger portion will

be kept in storage for the use of its collaborators.

Third, such a museum will be well supplied with apparatus and
libraries, and the apparatus will consist of the best makes and of

the latest improvements. I wish to emphasize the libraries.

There is nothing that the scientific student so much needs and
wbich he is most frequently without, as a library of those works
which pertain to his science. He wishes to know what others

have discovered, or what they have failed to discover, what meth-
ods others have followed, and what paths are still untrod. It is

one of the difficulties of most scientific institutions, especially of

new ones, to procure means for the scientific literature pertaining

to the sciences which they are supposed to cultivate.

Fourth, for the efficient working of such a museum, there must
be a corps of scientific collaborators, sufficiently paid to relieve

them from anxiety for their comfortable subsistence, and that of

their families.

Fifth, means for publication, either by lectures or by printing.

It would be better that both these methods of publication be pur-

sued. The former disseminates information quickly and cheaply.

The latter is more formal, and more permanent, furnishing means
for recording facts and principles with carefulness and thorough-

ness, and with a view to future reference.

Sixth, such a museum should have its administration unified

and harmonized by being under the responsible charge of one
man. There should be a plan for its work, outlined by the proper

authority, and that plan, with the rules which it should involve

for the government of all the collaborators, should be enforced

with persistence and fidelity.

Are we ready for such a museum in the State of Minnesota, or

for such an institution under any other name? Are the citizens of

St. Paul ready to undertake such an enterprise ? Have we the

elements whicb enter into such an organization at our command,
or any part of them ? Have we the live nucleus round which such

an institution can be built up ? Have we the men who will de-

vote themselves to its establishment and support?

I have seen something which Ex-Governor McGill has said re-

cently on this subject, and it is so apropos that I will repeat it

here: " There should be somewhere in Minnesota a great poly-

technic school which would impart instruction in mineralogy,

mechanics, and the various arts and sciences usually taught in

such institutions. This should be established on a large, compre-

hensive scale, making it a university in its scope. Such an insti-

tution would attract the attention of all the country, be a lasting

benefit to the city of its home, and meet a pressing public demand
for industrial and technical education. St. Paul is the place for

such a school, provided always she has the intelligent enterprise

to establish it." These are the words of one of our ex-governors,

whose means for knowing the needs and the facilities for higher

scientific education in the State may be supposed to be the best.

There are numerous museums, and schools of technology, and
so-called mining schools in the United States, which in a measure

subserve the purposes which I have set forthfor an ideal museum.
The American Museum of Natural History in New York, the Mu-
seum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, the New York State

Museum at Albany, the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences at

Philadelphia, the School of Technology at Boston, supplemented

by the museums and libraries that are adjacent, these are based

essentially on the central idea of a true museum, such as we ought

to have in Minnesota. Similar plans underlie the scientific work
at several of the larger universities, but in these institutions the

fogs of mediaeval prejudice are apt to dwarf the growth of scien-

tific work, and- to overburden the few and struggling preceptors

with the elementary instruction which ought to be required of the

student before he enters the freshman class.

If we take an inventory of the elements which we have toward

such an institution in St. Paul, we shall find the following: First

of all, the St. Paul Academy of Sciences, which is apparently

willing to serve the public \n the cause of scientific enlightenment.
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This may be considered the germ, which, by its growth, may
quicken with its spirit all the other elements. Second, the Min-

nesota Historical Society, whose plan of orgauization, however far

it has lapsed from it, is so broad that it embraces the objects which

we seek, and which would be a powerful factor in any re organi-

zation for scientific work in St. Paul. Its library, its collections,

and its good will would go far toward causing the State legisla-

tures to vote enlarged funds for its sustenance, should the ideal

museum be made to include this society. Third, the Public Li-

brary of St. Paul should be mentioned as one of the elements at

hand which should be brought within the pale of this ideal muse-

um. There may be other libraries and organizations of which I

am not cognizant, whose usefulness and whose expressed aims

would be better subserved by a combination with others.

Add to these elements an enlightened and wealthy community,

largely in sympathy with the advanced science of the day, and, I

think, we have mentioned every thing on which we can depend.

There are, however, other nearly allied institutions which might

be willing to co-operate, and, on the plan of "university exten-

sion," join in whole or in part in a general movement. I refer to

Macalester College and Hamline University. Should all these

elements express a willingness to join in the creation of a great cen-

tral scientific institution, for which I would retain the name of

" Museum," they should all be housed in one building or series of

buildings, and should be brought under one administration. Their

efforts would then be brought into sympathetic and harmonious ac-

tivity, and instead of smothered jealousy, one of the other, each one

would have its function so defined that they would help rather than

hinder each other, and the result would be a conservation of energy

and money, which now are sometimes lost by being duplicated

from different sources, or by being ill-advised and ill-directed.

I have sketched out what appears to me to be the museum of

the future in Minnesota. I have indicated what should be its

plan and its purpose. I have shown the necessity existing for

such a scientific centre in this State, and I have lastly enumerated

the elements that might be united in such an institution in St.

Paul. The immediate steps that should be taken to bring about

such an end, it will be necessary for you to decide upon should it

be attempted. For nineteen years I have had the hope that such

a museum might arise in Minnesota, and that in my day I might

be in a measure instrumental in bringing it about. I would like

to inspire some of the wealthy friends of science who reside in St.

Paul with the faith which started some of the great museums of

the world, or with the consecration which actuated Agassiz, or

Smithson, or Eensselaer, or Franklin, in founding the institutions

which bear their names.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The effect of adding aluminum to steel ingots was discussed at

considerable length at the recent meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, communications on the subject by Pro-

fessor J. W. Langley of Pittsburgh and Professor J. O. Arnold of

Sheffield being among the papers read. Professor Langley drew
attention to the very small quantity of aluminum required to

render steel castings perfectly sound. The aluminum, says Engi-

neering, is added in small pieces of from a quarter to a half pound
in weight, thro%vn into the ladle during the tapping after a small

quantity of steel is already in it. The aluminum melts almost

instantaneously, and diffuses with great rapidity throughout the

contents of the ladle. For open -hearth steel, containing less than

.05 per cent of carbon, five to ten ounces of aluminum are suffi-

cient for each ton of steel, while for Bessemer steel the amount
should be increased to from seven to sixteen ounces per ton. For

steel containing more than .5 per cent of carbon the aluminum
should be used cautiously in amounts of from four to eight

ounces per ton. Professor Arnold described briefly the results of

a number of experiments at the Sheffield Technical School, from
which he concludes that the action of aluminum is about twenty
times as powerful as that of silicon, and the resulting steel is

tougher and sounder than when silicon is used, provided that cer-

tain precautions against piping are taken. He considers that the

action of the aluminum is almost certainly chemical. The blow-

holes in ingots are due to occluded gases, and it has been proved

by experiment that aluminum readily reduces carbonic oxide at a

temperature below that of melting steel. In one experiment Pro-

fessor Arnold blew forty gallons of pure carbonic oxide through a

crucible of molten steel containing aluminum, with the result that

the carbon in the steel was increased by thirty-five per cent, owing

to the reduction of the gas. He concludes that by using alumi-

num, manganese can be dispensed with, and a considerable saving

of time and fuel effected.

— A new antiseptic, said to have certain advantages over those

hitherto in use, has been brought before the French Academy of

Medicine by Professor Berlioz of Grenoble. Extreme solubility,

harmlessness, efficacy, and rapidity of action are claimed for it.

It is called " microcidine," and, as described by Nature, is a com-
pound of naphthol and soda, is neither poisonous nor irritant, is

twenty times as active as boric acid, and much more soluble than

thymol, carbolic acid, etc. Microcidine has the form of a gray-

ish white powder. In a solution of three grams per litre it is

very slightly colored, but it does not stain either the hands or

bandages. For family use it is said to be of great service.

— An apparatus has been recently constructed by M. Ducretet,

says Nature, for getting quickly in the laboratory a fall of tem-

perature 70° to 80° C. below zero, by means of the expansion of

liquid carbonic acid. The inner of two concentric vessels con-

tains, in alcohol, a serpentine metal tube communicating, through

a tube with two stopcocks, with the carbonic acid reservoir out-

side, and opening below into the annular space round the inner

vessel, in which are some pieces of sponge impregnated with alco-

hol. This two- walled vessel with coil is inclosed in a box. One
stopcock being opened wide, the other slightly, the carbonic acid

passes through the coil as snow, and turns to gas, with strong

cooling effect, and any of it not vaporized in the coil is dissolved

in the alcohol of the sponge. The gas escapes through a tube

passing through the outer box. The instrument, called a cryogen,

is pictured in Cosmos of June 2".

— Experiments have lately been made by Herr Kegel {Bot.

Centralb.) with reference to the influence of external factors on

the smell of plants. In the front rank, as stated in Nature, ap-

pears the direct and indirect influence of light on the formation

of etheric oils and their evaporation. In the case of strongly fra-

grant flowers (as Reseda), heat and light intensify the fragrance,

which in darkness is lessened without quite disappearing. When
the whole plant was darkened, those buds only which were before

pi-etty well developed yielded fragrant flowers; the others were

scentless. If, however, only the flowers were darkened, all were

fragrant. Other plants open their flowers and smell only by night

(as Nicoiiana longiflora and Nyeterinia copensis). When these

plants were kept continuously in the dark, they, in course of time,

lost their scent, as they lost their starch. On being brought into

light again, both starch and fragrance returned. Besides light,

respiration has a decided influence on the fragrance. Nyeterinia,

inclosed in a bell jar with oxygen, behaved normally, but with

hydrogen the flowers did not open, and had no fragrance. In

general, the opening of flowers coincides with their fragrance, but

there is no necessary connection between these phenomena.

— Dr. Anderson, in a recent paper on steel read before the Iron

Institute, London, explains the peculiar action of the solid iron

when thrown into molten metal. When thrown into a pot of

molten iron or steel the solid metal at first sinks, which shows

that its volume per unit of weight is less than the heated metal.

But soon the solid piece becomes heated, which causes it to ex-

pand, its volume is increased, and it rises and floats on the surface

of the molten mass. The action is the same with both iron and
steel. The experiment was frequently made by throwing a piece

of iron into melted steel. It could be seen to go down, and one

might think it was on account of the impetus which the iron had

attained in falling that height, but as a matter of fact if the iron

were put upon a fork and lowered, it would go down. In the

course of a few seconds it came up again, and kept on expanding

until the piece of iron was a considerable distance above the sur-

face of the metal. Then it decreased in volume, and of course
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became of the same volume as the m.olten metal which it joined.

Any one could see by the distance that the piece of iron went
above the surface that it was of considerably less density than the

molten metal.

— The German East Africa Company, according to press re-

ports, has decided to spend $15,000,000 in building a railroad from
Tanga to Karagwe. Tanga is a little seaport about fifty miles

north-west of Zanzibar, and Karagwe is distant from the starting

point about 625 miles. It is the country of the good old King Ru-
manika, who so charmed both Speke and Stanley that they cred-

ited him with most of the virtues, and pictured his country as an
African paradise. The proposed railroad, by starting from Tanga.
will avoid the hard climb up the Usagara Mountains. It will

doubtless run almost due west to Tabora, the centre of things in

inner East Africa, and will then strike north and north-west to

Victoria Nyanza and Karagwe, which is within a hundred miles

of the western boundary of Germany's possessions.

— The manuscript of the annual report of the Ohio experiment

station was placed in the hands of the State printers in January,

but the press of other work has crowded it back, so that it is only

now being printed. The report contains a summary of the year's

experiments, the full reports of which have been published in

bulletins issued during the year. Among the subjects under in-

vestigation have been : potatoes, including trials of varieties, use

of fertilizers, size of seed; commercial fertilizers, including trials

on corn, wheat, and oats at the station and on farms in various

sections of the State; experiments with corn, oats, and wheat, in-

cluding tests of varieties, quality of seed, date of planting, and
methods of culture ; experiments in the control of insects affect-

ing fruits, vegetables, and field crops; experiments in the control

of fungus diseases of plants, as smuts, rusts, mildews, fruit rots,

etc. ; experiments with many varieties of fruits and vegetables,

and investigations in some of the diseases of animals. The publi-

cations of the station for the year are, its regular bulletin, of about

260 pages; the annual report, some 60 pages; and a technical

bulletin, of 100 pages, intended primarQy for the use of other sci-

entific workers. All are illustrated, and all are distributed free of

cost to all persons in Ohio who are interested in agriculture or

horticulture. Applications should be addressed to Experiment
Station, Columbus, O.

— In the journal of the Elislia Mitchell Society, Mr. Atkinson

calls attention to two new cases of protective mimicry in spiders.

A Cyrtaraclme takes shelter in summer and autumn under leaves,

where it has absolutely the aspect of a small univalve mollusc,

which is extremely abundant, and which often fixes itself in an
analogous position. The second example is found in a small spi-

der, Thoniisus aleatorius, which is remarkable for the length of

its fore-legs, the hind ones being, on the contrary, very short.

This spider, which lives upon grasses, ascends the culm, stops

suddenly, and disappears from sight. It suffices to fasten itself

to a spike by its bind- legs, and to bring together its fore-legs, ex-

tended, and form an angle with the culm in such a way as to

make itself nearly undistinguishable from the spikelets.

— Ultramarine has long been a chemical puzzle, alike in its

constitution, the cause of its color, and the vicissitudes of its

manufacture, but now, says Industries, there is reason to suppose

that one of these questions is in a fair way to be definitely solved.

Some time ago it was suggested that the color of ultramarine was
due to the presence of an allotropic modification of the element
sulphur, a substance capable of many vagaries. Mr. F. Krapp
lias recently pursued the former line of inquiry by investigating

the so-called " black sulphur " of Magnus, which he finds to be

not sulphur only, but a mixture of a certain modification of sul-

.phur with a compound containing both sulphur and carbon.

This modified form of sulphur by mere subdivision gives a blue

color to the substance used to subdivide it, and there appears to be

little doubt that ultramarine simply consists of a basis of colorless

silicates impregnated with blue sulphur, resulting from the sodium
sulphide formed in the ordinary course of manufacture. As blue

sulphur in a state of isolation is unstable, and quickly passes into

the yellow variety, it is easy to understand that on decomposing

the colorless base by means of an acid, the sulphur itself under-
goes change, and ultramarine as a pigment ceases to exist. Mr.
Krapp suggests that this same modified form of sulphur may play

a part in the production of vulcanite, and that the blue color of

certain blast-furnace slags may be due to it. In any case, sulphur
which boils at a temperature far above 440 C, whose vapor is

colorless, which oxidizes to sulphur dioxide without visible com-
bustion, and which itself is moreover blue, is a body sufiiciently

remarkable to warrant further research.

— It is more than probable, says Iron, that the Egyptains were
in the habit of transporting vessels overland across the Isthmus of

Suez, and tradition records that twenty-three centuries ago a true

ship-railway, with polished granite blocks as rails, existed and
was worked across the Isthmus of Corinth, where the construction

of a ship-canal has been projected. In 1718 the well-known
Count Emanuel Swedenborg constructed a road and " machines "

for carrying laden vessels from Stromstadt to Iddefjord, in

Sweden, a distance of fourteen miles across a rough country, and
the successful use of this work by Charles XII. during the siege of

Frederikshall led to Swedenborg being regarded not only as a

national benefactor, but as a mechanician of no mean ability, for

at least a century after his death.

— The census of British India was taken on Feb. 26 by nearly

a million enumerators. According to the London Times, the pop-

ulation was found to be nearly 286,000,000, of whom 220,500,000

live in British territory, and 65,500,000 under feudatory govern-

ments. The increase during the past decade has been 26,000,000,

or 29,000,000 if newly acquired districts be included. The density

of population is 474 to a square mile in Bengal, 442 in the North-

western Provinces, and 248 in Madras. In Sind the growth of

population has been very marked. Burmah has also made rapid

progress, owing to the abundance of land ready for new settlers,

and Lower Burmah is now as densely peopled as Portugal. As re-

gards the towns, Calcutta now stands first and Bombay second,

but changes in town areas and errors in the preliminary report

render it impossible to give an accurate comparison of urban
populations at present.

— An interesting report, by Mr. Campbell, of the British Con-
sular Service in China, has been issued by the British Foreign

Office. According to Nature, it is the record of a journey of over

1,300 miles in districts in northern Corea, many of which have
never before been visited by Europeans. Mr. Campbell started

from Seoul, the capital, and crossed the peninsula to the treaty

port of Won-san (Gensan), and thenje pursued his way along the

east coast around Broughton Bay, whence he turned north-east-

ward, crossing the Yalu Eiver to PSik-tu-San, known to Europ-

eans as the Long White Mountain, and already visited by Messrs.

James, Fulford, and Younghusband. The return journey was
partly over the same ground, but on arriving at Won-san Mr.

Campbell recrossed the peninsula, and so made his way to Seoul.

Besides the ordinary record of this joux-ney Mr. Campbell gives a

great amount of information on various subjects connected with

Corea. The chief amongst these is a most interesting section on
the prevalence of Buddhism in the peninsula, and one on the agri-

culture and productions. He gives a good deal of information in

regard to the geography of northern Corea, and also of the gold

production of the country. That Corea contains gold-bearing

strata has long been known through the export of gold-dust from

the ports, but from Mr. Campbell's i-eport it appears that gold-

flelds do exist in considerable numbers, and that some of them are

worked with the imperfect native methods. There seems no

doubt that, if circumstances were favorable to the proper scien-

tific working of the Corean gold-fields, the country would be one

of the principal producers of the precious metal in the world.

Education in the country seems to be at a very low ebb, and is

confined to a knowledge of Chinese. All energy and enterprise is

crushed out by an all-pervading tyrannical ofl[icialism, and poverty

and squalor are universal.

— O. C. Charlton, late of Ottawa, Kan., has been appointed

professor of natural sciences in the Texas Normal College at

Denton.
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INVESTIGATIONS- UPON NITRIFICATION AND THE

NITRIFYING ORGANISM/

The nitrogen of organic substances is, for the most part,

liberated during decay in the form of ammonia or ammo-
niacal compounds; and these substances yield, by oxidation,

nitrous acid and finally nitric acid, which, in turn, in the

form of nitrates, feeds the living plant, and thus begins again

the cycle of transformation.

The oxidation of the nitrogen of ammonia, and its ulti-

mate conversion into nitric acid, is called nitrification. This

change is especially active in soils near the surface, where

nitrates are formed abundantly from percolating waters

which contain much nitrogenous matter.

This phase of nitrification, the formation of nitrates in

porous soil, has been attentively studied: but less attention

has been given to the process of nitrification as it goes on in

surface waters, such as streams and ponds; and it is to this

side of the question, namely, nitrificatioa as it occurs in

natural waters, that our study has been chiefly directed.

Some eighty samples of water, selected from the two hun-

dred and forty coming each month to the laboratory of the

State Board of Health, were examined at intervals of from

two to seven days for ammonia, nitrites, and nitrates. These

samples were received from all parts of the State, and in-

cluded all classes of surface water, rivers, ponds, and reser-

voirs. They were examined repeatedly during the months
of June, July, and August, 1888.

The results may be briefly stated as follows. The organic

matter in suspension decays in about seven days, as is shown
by the increase in " free ammonia." In about fourteen days

this " free ammonia " has disappeared, and nitrite has taken

its place, reaching a maximum in about twenty-one days.

Later the nitrite too disappears, and in twenty-eight days or

1 Edwin O. Jordan and Ellen H. Ricliards, in report on water supply and
sewerage to the State Board of Health of Massachusetts. (The series of ex-

periments detailed in this paper were planned and carried out jointly by the
authors, the bacteriological portion of the work being done by Mr. Jordan,
and the chemical portion by Mrs. Richards.)

more all the nitrogen has been converted into the form of

nitrate. When the svispended matter is removed by filtra-

tion through paper, or by precipitation with alumina, no
change occurs unless free ammonia were present at the out-

set.

These changes were so universal, and so independent of

the character of the water and of its condition of aeration,

that it seemed important to avail ourselves of the unusual

opportunity offered by the close proximity of the chemical

and biological laboratories of the State Board of Health, to

carry on a series of chemical and bacteriological investi-

gations on solutions of known composition. Accordingly,

we began a series of experiments covering a period of nearly

two years, in which the daily and weekly changes caused by
the growth of bacteria were watched from both the chemical

and the bacteriological standpoint, in order to determine the

sequence and rate of such changes. Other points came up
in the course of the work, as will appear from the following

pages.

It has long been known that the first step — the decompo-

sition of nitrogenous matter, and consequent production of

ammonia— is due to the vital activity of bacteria. The
early experiments of Scliwann and Schultze (1839), and the

later and thoroughly coaclusive work of Pasteur, showed

that putrefaction of organic matter is brought' about solely

by the small vegetable organisms known as bacteria. Even
after this fact became generally known, it was some time-

before the importance of the complete range of this discovery

was suspected. It was still maintained that the process of

nitrification proper — the oxidation of ammonia to nitric

acid — was of a purely chemical nature, although the bur-

den of proof was soon thrown on those who upheld this

view. The close dependence of nitrification upon a rather

narrow range of temperature, the cessation of the process on

the addition of antiseptics, the operation of "seeding" one

solution with another, the impossibility of effecting rapid

nitrification by chemicals, the analogous phenomena of pu-

trefaction, — all pointed clearly to the fact that nitrification

depends on the presence of living organisms.

The first conclusive proof that such was the case, however,

came from the work of Schloesing and Muntz in 1877

(Comptes Rendus, 1877, Tome 84, p. 301). The work of

these observers rendered it practically certain that living or-

ganisms of some kind are the true agents of nitrification.

" It now remains for us," they said, ' to discover and isolate

the nitrifying organisms." Schloesing and Muntz, in their

subsequent investigations, believed that they had succeeded

in making this discovery; but, in view of the facts of mod-

ern bacteriology, we are unfortunately unable to assign

much value to this part of their work. It is not easy to sat-

isfy one's self that Schloesing and Muntz ever worked with

really " pure cultures " of isolated species. While the work
of these investigators established beyond all question the fact

that nitrification, like the analogous phenomena of fermenta-

tion and putrefaction, is caused by living organisms, it left

entirely open the precise nature of these organisms.

The first experiments with species of bacteria isolated by
modern methods, and therefore undoubtedly pure cultiva-

tions, are those recorded by Heraus (Zeitschr. fllr Hygiene,.

I., 1886, p. 193). Herseus exjierimented with fourteen well-

known species of bacteria, and with about as many others

freshly isolated by himself from water and soil. He culti-

vated these in an ammoniacal solution, and obtained in the

case of several familiar species good qualitative tests for ni-

trous acid. Among these species were -Baci'ZZMSjjrodiQ'iostts,
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the Finkler-Prior bacillus, the bacillus of typhoid-fever, the

anthrax bacillus, and others. Heraeus concludes that all

these organisms possess oxidizing powers, since they are thus

apparently able to oxidize ammonia to nitrous acid.

The work of Adametz (Uutersuchungen Uber die niederen

Pilze der Ackerkrume. Inaug. Diss., Leipzig, 1886) and

Frank (Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der Agriculturphysik.

X, 56), on the other hand, did much to offset this positive re-

sult reached by Herseus. They found, as other investigators

had found before them, that the introduction of a small

quantity of garden soil into an ammoniacal solution would
produce rapid nitrification. The various species of bacteria,

however, which they isolated from this same soil, and intro-

duced as pure cultures into sterilized ammoniacal solutions,

refused to nitrify. In no case was more than a trace of ni-

tric acid observed. Frank was so influenced by his contin-

ued negative results that at a later date he went so far as to

deny that living organisms had anything whatever to do

with nitrification. This sceptical attitude seemed for a time

to be fully justified by the experiments of Celli and Zucco.

It was soon, however, demonstrated by several skilful inves-

tigators that nitrification could not be accounted for by

purely chemical influences. There was, nevertheless, no
cessation in the publication of negative results. The work

of Herseus was extended and elaborated by P. F. Frankland

and by Wariugton. Frankland (Jour. Chem. Soc, April,

1888, Vol. LIII., No. CCCV., p. 373) failed entirely to ob-

tain any evidence of oxidation of nitrogen by individual

species of bacteria, and on this point came into direct con-

flict with Herseus. To use his own words :
—

"The [ammoniacal] solutions were examined after forty

days' growth, but in no case was anything more than a faint

indication of nitrous acid obtainable with sulphanilic acid,

phenol, and ammonia.
" It is worthy of notice that Herasus had experimented

with three of the micro-organisms which we have had under

observation, viz., B. subtilis, B. prodigiosus, and B. ramo-
sus. On growing these in sterilized urine, he found that B.

subtilis alone gave no nitrous acid reaction, whilst the other

two gave distinct reactions for nitrites; from this he con-

cludes that B. prodigiosus and B. ramosus possess oxidizing

powers, and that B, subtilis does not. My experiments,

however, conclusively prove that both B. ramosus and B.

prodigiosus exert a reducing action, whilst jB. subtilis does

not; and therefore that the nitrous acid reactions which he

obtained in the case of the two former organisms must ob-

viously have been due to the reduction of the nitrate in the

urine, and not to oxidation of ammoniacal nitrogen, as he

supposes. That nitric nitrogen is an invariable constituent

of human urine has been shown by Warington (Trans.

Chem. Soc, 1884, p. 669), and has in fact been long known."
Frankland summarizes his results as follows: "8. None of

the organisms under examination were found capable of

oxidizing ammoniacal nitrogen to nitrous or nitric acids,

when introduced into a nutritive solution containing ammo-
nium chloride."

This emphatically negative result with pure cultures of

single species was directly confirmed by Warington, who
wrote: " It seems to me very clear that not one of the inves-

tigators who have experimented with isolated species of bac-

teria has obtained in his solutions more than a trace of ni-

trous or nitric acid ; no one has obtained an amount that

could be determined quantitatively. Another point which

generally appears is that every organism tried gives nearly

the same result. . . . The statement of Herteus that seven

of the organisms examined commenced the nitrification of a
twenty per cent urine solution in one day is apparently due
to a mistake. My own experiments show that a urine solu-

tion of that strength cannot be nitrified by soil without the

addition of gypsum; the commencement of nitrification in a

strong solution is also extremely slow. The nitrous acid

which so speedily appeared in his solutions was due to the

reduction by the organs of the nitrates naturally present in

the urine" (Journ. Chem. Soc, August, 1888, Vol. LIII., p.

727). Of his own experiments, he says: "A distinct reac-

tion with diphenylamine was in some cases obtained, but

this did not appear to grow in amount, although in such

cases the examination was specially prolonged. The amount
of nitric or nitrous nitrogen in the solutions did not appa-

rently in any case exceed one per million, and all of this

could not be attributed to the action of the organism, as the

urkseeded solutions in the incubator also gave some reaction

with diphenylamine. When we have discounted the trace

of nitrites probably obtained from the atmosphere, there is

clearly very little left that can be attributed to the action of

the organism. The question whether any part of the nitrate

or nitrite present was produced by the organism, I am una-

ble to decide ; but it is quite clear that none of the organisms

examined possessed any nitrifying power in any way com-

parable with that possessed by soil. An organism which ni-

trifies as soil nitrifies has yet to be isolated."

There are thus several views which are held regarding the

action of individual species of bacteria on nitrogenous solu-

tions: —
1. That there is a group of bacteria capable of oxidizing

ammonia to nitric acid, and another and separate group able

to reduce nitrates to nitrites in the presence of organic mat-

ter. Both kinds are widely and abundantly distributed.

Attendant circumstances determine whether the reducing or

the oxidizing group will gain the upper hand (Herseus).

2. That all kinds of bacteria, under favorable circum-

stances, are capable of producing nitric acid, and that the

same organisms in the presence of organic matter are capable

of reducing nitrates (Celli and Zucco, Leone).

8. (a) That different species of bacteria vary greatly in

their ability to reduce nitrates; and (6) that there is no re-

liable evidence that any individual species is able to oxidize

ammonia either to nitric or nitrous acid (Warington, Frank-

land).

Such is a brief sketch of the divergent opinions upon ni-

trification which were held at the time we began our work

in the autumn of 1888. It seemed to us important to ap-

proach the subject from all sides, and vire have worked ac-

cordingly not only with pure cultivations of bacteria, but

also with various sands, soils, and waters containing mix-

tures of several kinds. We have considered it of funda-

mental importance to determine the distribution of the nitri-

fying organism, and, if possible, to ascertain the relative

frequency with which it occurs over a wide area. The ques-

tion, for instance, naturally arose, is the nitrifying organism

present in the Boston city water as delivered from the tap in

the laboratories of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

since this is the water used in making up our solutions. To

this question we are able to give a decided affirmative. Am-
moniacal solutions carefully made with tap water always

nitrify. Moreover, ammoniacal solutions which have been

sterilized and then inoculated with a cubic centimetre of

fresh tap water always nitrify. Repeated experiments show

that the nitrifying organism is invariably present in this

water. When, however, ammoniacal solutions were iuocu-
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lated from the separate colonies appearing on a gelatine plate

culture of this water, in every instance there has been ob-

tained only a negative result. To this matter of inoculation

with' pure cultures of bacteria we shall recur presently.

In many of our early experiments upon nitrification we

used a mixture of one cubic centimetre of fresh urine with

two litres of tap water. This mixture was found to yield,

when freshly made, about .5000 free ammonia, .2000 albu-

minoid ammonia, .0002 nitrites, and .0250 nitrates, in 100,000.

This nitrogenous solution was allowed to stand at the tem-

perature of the room (21°-23'' C), and was tested from time

to time for nitrites and nitrates. The method used for the

determination of nitrites has been Griess's naphthalamine

method. This method is sufficiently delicate to detect the

presence of one part of nitrogen as nitrite in one thousand

millions. The method for determining nitrites is a modi-

fied form of the phenolsulphonic method of Grandval and

Lejoux.

If the nitrogenous solution be first sterilized and then inoc-

ulated with fresh tap water, the same course is followed,

with the exception that the period of incubation is consider-

ably lengthened. If seeded with sand from a sewage filter

tank, or with garden soil, the whole process is materially

quickened, and may even be wholly completed in thirty days.

Not only is the nitrifying organism present in Boston tap

water, as the above experiments clearly demonstrate, but it

appears to be equally common in water from all parts of the

State of Massachusetts. So far as our experience has gone,

any natural water, containing the ordinary amount of free

or albuminoid ammonia, contains also the nitrifying organ-

ism, as is shown by our long series of tests. In these natural

waters the nitrifying organism seems to be under wholly

normal conditions, and to be abundantly able to effect the

oxidation of the small quantities of nitrogen usually present

in these waters. Waters that contain high albuminoid am-

monia, in cases where this ammonia comes from the nitrogen

in infusoria, algse, etc., go through the same changes as

those which contain free ammonia, but more slowly. The

organisms in time die, the bacteria set free the nitrogen of

their bodies, forming free ammonia, and then in turn nitrites

and nitrates.

It might, perhaps, be reasonably expected that, since the

nitrifying organism is undoubtedly present in all these wa-

ters, an examination of gelatine plate cultures of these

waters would reveal some particular kind or kinds of colo-

nies common to all, and in that way aid in sifting out the

nitrifying organisms. Our experience has shown, however,

that such a hope is unfounded. So far as the inspection of

gelatine plate cultures enables us to judge, no one kind of

colony is common to all these waters. This fact, on the

surface, seemed to favor the view that the power of nitrifica-

tion was not the property of any particular organism, but

was very likely possessed in common by a number of kin-

dred species

The other line of bacteriological work— the inoculation of

nitrogenous solutions with pure cultures of isolated bacteria

— has been followed up from the outset, and was begun with

full confidence in ultimate success. It is unnecessary to

give a detailed account of our experiments in this direction.

It is sufficient to say that the nitrogenous solutions have,

from beginning to end, failed to nitrify. Nitrogenous solu-

tions of various sorts have been used, pepsin solutions, pep-

tone solutions, ammonium chloride solutions, Frankland's

solution (Zeitschr. fUr Hygiene, Bd. VI., 376), etc., all with

the same unfailingly negative result. A large number of

species of bacteria have been used for inoculation, not only

well-known species like B. prodigiosus, B. megaterium,

Proteus, etc., but many species freshly isolated from water,

sewage, the sand of nitrifying filter tanks, and similar fa-

vorable situations for the nitrifying organism. The experi-

ments have been always prolonged for several months, and

in some cases for more than a year. Conditions of tempera-

ture, amount of surface exposed to the air, etc., have been

varied in many directions. Nitrogenous solutions contain-

ing a single species of bacterium have been poured upon

sterilized sand, and allowed to settle in such a way as to

imitate closely the conditions obtaining in filter tanks. In

all, more than one hundred and fifty experiments have been

made, covering a period of two years. In every case, with-

out a single exception, there was not the slightest evidence

of nitrification by any single species.

There still remains a plausible explanation of this striking

succession of negative results. It might be that, although

any one species working alone was not able to effect nitrifi-

cation, a number of different species working together might

be able to produce the desired result. This was certainly

not an unreasonable supposition, judging from analogous

fermentative processes ; co-operation and combination might

perhaps effect more than individual and independent action.

Several experiments were accordingly made with a view of

determining this point. Here again the results were inva-

riably negative. Ammoniacal solutions, inoculated with

mixtures of several species under pure cultivation, always

failed to nitrify. In one experiment, for example, a nitro-

genous solution, found by experience to nitrify rapidly and

completely when seeded with garden soil, was inoculated

with a mixture of six different species of bacteria. These

six species were all isolated from soils and waters known to

contain the nitrifying organism. An examination of the

solution from time to time, by the method of gelatine plate

culture, showed a vigorous growth on the part of all the

species, but there was at no time the slightest evidence of

nitrification, although the experiment continued for upwards

of five months.

In the course of our experiments we have found it neces-

sary to guard against two possible sources of error. We
noticed at the outset a tendency in all our solutions, whether

inoculated with pure cultures, or entirely free from bacteria,

to show an increasing quantity of nitrogen as nitrite. This

increase of nitrite in standing solutions is shown in the fol-

lowing instance. A nitrogenous solution, placed in a flask

stopped with cotton wool, was sterilized in the usual way,

and allowed to stand in the laboratory. At first no nitrogen

in the form of nitrite was present, but after one month .003

parts per 100,000 had appeared, and at the end of three

months .008 parts of nitrite were present. In some cases a

much larger amount than this appeared, although no bacte-

ria were in the flasks. In all these instances nitrite was un-

doubtedly absorbed from the air of the laboratory. Steril-

ized distilled water was found to absorb nitrite with the same

rapidity as did our nitrogenous solutions, in one case ab-

sorbing .0015 in a few days. If the solutiiyus were protected

from the free access of air, no increase of nitrite was noted,

and there was also no increase if they were removed to a

room in which little or no gas was burned. In rooms in

which much gas is burned it is obvious that, with the pres-

ent refined methods for detecting nitrites, this absorption

from the air, unless guarded against, may lead to erroneous

conclusions. This fact of nitrite absorption from the air has

been already noticed by Warington and other observers.
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A second possibility of misinterpretation lies in the reduc-

tion of the nitrates that may be present in the solution. This

reduction takes place even when the quantity of nitrate and

organic nitrogen is small, although more slowly than is the

case in the presence of considerable quantities of organic ni-

trogen. In one example there were no nitrites and .036

nitrates present at the beginning of the experiment in the

sterilized solution. On inoculation with a certain bacterial

species, afterward found to possess a reducing action, the

quantity of nitrogen as nitrite increased in a short time to

.0256, while the nitrate diminished to .015. On another

occasion, with .036 initial nitrate, the nitrites rose from

nothing to .021, and the nitrates disappeared proportionally.

If larger amounts of nitrate are present, the increase of ni-

trite is more striking. Certainly this reducing action of

many species of bacteria will go far to explain such results

as those reached by Herseus {loc. cit.).

An interesting experience, and one very significant in the

light of our further investigations, should here be mentioned.

A nitrogenous solution prepared in the usual way was inoc-

ulated with a certain species, — Bacillus ubiquitus, — and

examined from time to time, both chemically and bacteri-

ally. The solution, on standing for several months, nitrified

completely, and the gelatine plate culture showed the pres-

ence of a pure culture of B. ubiquitus. We naturally con-

cluded that we had discovered a nitrifying organism; but

repeated inoculations with a culture of this same organism,

both from the flask that had nitrified and from the ori^nal

growth in a test-tube, gave a negative result. No better

success was had with the same organism freshly isolated

from water or soil. No explanation of this perplexing oc-

currence could be given at the time, but subsequent events

made it probable that our assumed pure culture was not a

pure culture at all, but a mixture of the nitrifying organism

and B. ubiquitus. Whether the nitrifying organism was

introduced from the air, or, as seems more likely, accompa-

nied the first inoculation with B. ubiquitus, is unknown.
Possibly some of the investigators who have claimed a posi-

tive result with species of bacteria grown on gelatine may
have been misled in a similar way.

There was, as has been intimated, one possible explanation

of our failure to reach consistent positive results by the use

of species of bacteria isolated by the method of gelatine plate

culture. It might be that the nitrifying organism did not

grow on gelatine. Everything seemed to point in this direc-

tion, and the belief was further strengthened by a very sig-

nificant fact observed about this time. We had known for

some time that ia the history of the filter tanks at the Law-
rence experiment station speedy nitrification was always co-

incident with a marked decline in the numbfers of bacteria.

The effluents discharged from the filter tanks, although high

in nitrates, were low in bacteria; and, moreover, the more
complete the nitrification, the fewer were the bacteria in the

effluent.

We also observed, that, in an ammouiacal solution which

is seeded with ordinary pond water containing several spe-

cies of bacteria, there is during the first few days a rapid

multiplication of the contained germs. Nitrification, how-
ever, does not as a rule begin until from ten to fourteen

days have elapsed. By the time nitrification begins, the

numbers of bacteria, as shown by gelatine plate cultures,

have begun to decline; and, while the nitrogen in the form

of nitrites in the solution is increasing, the numbers of bacte-

ria are steadily diminishing. Thus, in one instance, an am-

nioniacal solution, four davs after its inoculation with a cubic

centimetre of Cochituate water, contained 3,762,000 bacteriaper

cubic centimetre. Nitrification had not yet begun. When
the first signs of increasing nitrites appeared, the numbers of

bacteria had sunk to 19,200; and when the nitrites reached

their maximum, the bacteria, shown by gelatine plate cul-

tures, were only 9,454. It was certainly difficult to under-

stand why nitrification, a process apparently dependent upon
the life and activity of bacteria, should seem to flourish best

under conditions in which bacteria were perishing. If,

however, it were assumed that the nitrifying organism could

not grow in the usual gelatine media, all the perplexing re-

sults above recorded could be more easily explained. Under
these circumstances it was natural for us to make such an

assumption.

There was, of course, the possibility that the nitrifying or-

ganism, by its growth on gelatine, had lost its peculiar

property; but it did not seem to us likely that so fundamen-

tal a property could be parted with in so short a time. How-
ever that might be, we determined to test the other hypothe-

sis first, since we believed it to be the more probable of the

two. Accordingly, experiments were begun to attempt to

isolate the nitrifying organism by the method of dilution.

This is the method that was commonly used by investigators

in bacteriology before the invention of solid culture media.

It has, as is well known, serious practical as well as theo-

retical drawbacks. In our practice a small portion of an

actively nitrifying solution is transferred on the loop of a

sterilized platinum needle to a sterilized ammoniacal solu-

tion, and when nitrification is thus induced in the second

solution a fresh transfer is made from this to a third, and so

on. Rigid precautions have been taken to avoid the intro-

duction of foreign germs.

Hardly were these experiments well under way, before

our interest in this method of procedure was stimulated by

the publication of communications by Percy F. Frankland

and Grace Frankland, and by Robert Warington (Chemical

News, Vol. LXI., p. 135).

The Franklands, having reached a conclusion similar to

our own regarding the behavior of the nitrifying organism

in gelatine, had also attempted to isolate the nitrifying or-

ganism by the dilution method, and had succeeded in this

attempt. They state, in their abstract of the paper read be-

fore the Royal Society, that, " after a very large number of

experiments had been made in this direction, the authors at

length succeeded in obtaining an attenuation consisting of

about
1 oTTWiTo of the original nitrifying solution employed,

which not only nitrified, but, on inoculation into gelatine-

peptone, refused to grow, and was seen under the micro-

scope to consist of numerous characteristic bacilli, hardly

longer than broad, which maybe described as bacillo cocci."

Warington's communication entirely confirms that of the

Franklands, in so far as it relates to their earlier and nega-

tive results. He had not, however, at the time of writing,

succeeded in isolating the nitrifying organism.

A paper by Winogradsky followed soon after. He appears

to have discovered independently a nitrifying organism, and

attributes his success largely to his microscopic examinations

of the nitrifying solutions, and to his use of solutions devoid

of organic matter. The following is the composition of the

liquid adopted by him: ammonium sulphate, 1 gram; potas-

sium phosphate, 1 gram ; water from the lake (at Zurich)

1,000 grf.ms. Each portion of 100 cubic centimetres received

in addition .5 to 1 gram of basic magnesium carbonate, sus-

pended in distilled water. Winogradsky found that this

layer of magnesium carbonate at the bottom of each flask
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afforded an excellent gathering place for flocks of the nitri-

fying organism. The "nitric ferment" does not, as the

Frauklands had already shown, grow well upon ordinary

gelatine plate cultures; and this is probably the cause of the

failure of all previous experimenters to isolate the special

ferment.

Before receiving Winogradsky's paper, in the spring of

1890, we had been using in our woi'k, at the suggestion of

Mr. Allen Hazen, an ammoniacal solution of the following

composition: ammonium chloride (resublimed), 1.907 grams;

sodium carbonate, 3.7842 grams; sodium phosphate, .3 grams;

potassium sulphate, .2 grams. These salts were dissolved

in such a quantity of re-distilled water that the solution con-

tained 100 parts of nitrogen per 100,000, and two equivalents

of alkali. Ten cubic centimetres of this solution were mixed

with one litre of re-distilled water, and then inoculated as

desired. The flasks used have been made chemically clean

by boiling with potassium pei'manganate. and the water

used has been twice distilled. The other rigid precautions

absolutely necessary in all work of this character have al-

ways been taken. The solutions thus prepared have con-

tained from .0001 to .0010 parts per 100,000 of albuminoid

ammonia.
Proceeding with this solution by the method of dilution,

we at length succeeded in isolating a nitrifying organism.

A flask was first inoculated with a few grains of sand from

Tank No. 13, at the Lawrence Experiment Station, and when

nitrification was at its height in this solution, a small por-

tion was transferred from this to a second flask, and so on.

After a large number of unsuccessful attempts, two solutions

were finally obtained which nitrified well, but gave no

growth upon ordinary gelatine plate cultures, although the

plates were allowed to stand for seven days. Microscopic

examination of these solutions showed them to be inhabited

by a particular form of bacillus, and apparently by that

alone. These bacilli are short, of a slightly oval shape, and

vary from 1.1 jj to 1.7 /x in length; they are about .8 yu to

.9 J.I broad. They are grouped very characteristically in ir-

regular clumps, and are held together by a jelly-like mate-

rial. Each aggregation is indeed a typical zooglcea. The
aggregations of bacteria were found chiefly on the bottom of

the flasks, as was also the case with the organism described

by Winogradsky. These masses of zooglcea, obtained as a

pure culture from a nitrifying solution, resemble significantly

the zoOgloea discharged in considerable quantities from the

filter tanks at Lawrence. The bacilli stain with some diffi-

culty with the usual aniline dyes. .We have not observed

independent movement. Owing to the lack of the usual

means of diagnosis, it is difficult to determine in a short time

whether this species is the same as the one described by the

Franklands and by Winogradsky. On one important point

there appears to be a difference between our results and those

reached by the above-mentioned investigators. The organ-

ism discovered by them oxidizes ammonia to nitrite, but car-

ries it no further. Our own flasks give complete oxidation

to nitrate. Whether this be due to a difference of condi-

tions, a difference in the virility of the organisms, or a spe-

cific difference in the bacteria, we are not at present prepared

to say. The short time at our disposal has made it impossi-

ble to settle this and many other questions to our own satis-

faction. We are not even prepared to say that there may
not have been a mixture of two or more species in our flasks,

all agreeing closely in morphological characters, and in giv-

ing no growth on gelatine, but differing in important physi-

ological respects. Further investigation is necessary to settle

this and other important points regarding the relations of

this organism to the process of nitrification.

Whether or not we accept the views of Winogradsky, it

is certainly worthy of remark, as he observes, that an organ-

ism should exist, which, without chlorophyll and in the ap-

parent absence of organic nitrogen and of organic carbon,

should be able to multiply and thrive upon wholly inorganic

compounds. It may be well doubted, we think, whether

this is really the case. It seems more reasonable to suppose

that exceedingly minute quantities of organic nitrogen and
carbon are actually present, and escape detection by our

present methods of chemical analysis, although in reality

sufficient to nourish generations of bacteria.

Our own experience, as well as that of previous investiga-

tors, seems to be a warning against a too confiding use of

the gelatine plate culture in bacteriological work, since in

this instance such confidence has left us for a long time in

ignorani'e of a common and widespread as well as highly

important organism.

THE PARASITE OF QUARTAN AGUE.
In the Zeitschrift fur Hygiene (x. 137) appears the first of a

series of papers by CaminT Golgi, demonstrating by means of

photography the development of the parasite found in malarious

fevers. This paper, of which an abstract appears in the British

Medical Journal, deals with the amceba malariie febris quartanuf^

the form found in the quartan type. In 1880 Laveran stated that

these parasites are present in every case of malaria, and in no

other condition, and that they are probably the cause of the dis-

ease. His observations have been confirmed by pathologists in all

parts of the worW, and at the present time the weight of proof

seems to be in favor of his contention. In his paper Golgi claims

to have been the first to demonstrate that the different forms de-

scribed as occurring in the blood are simply modifications of one

form, and, further, that these metamorphoses follow each other

according to a fixed law. This development takes place within,

and leads to the destruction of the red blood corpuscles.

At first the amceba-like parasite is small and non-pigmented; it

increases in size at the expense of the substance of the blood cor-

puscles, becomes pigmented, and, after passing through a series

of metamorphoses, finally ends in a process of segmentation.

This process of segmentation takes place at the same'time as, or a

short time before, the onset of the febrile paroxysm, and has for

its object the formation of a new generation of the parasites. The
pigment granules stored up in the body of the parasite take no

part in this process of segmentation, and hence, on its completion,

escape into the blood plasma, where they are seized upon by the

white blood corpuscles and cells of the liver, spleen, etc.

The new brood of parasites at once pass into fresh red blood

corpuscles, and so commences anew the cycle of metamorphoses

leading up to the nest paroxysm of fever. The period of time

which elapses between the entrance of the parasites into the red

blood corpuscles and their segmentation is exactly three days, and
hence arises the periodicity of the quartan type of malarial fever.

During the first and second days the parasite passes through the

various phases of its development within the blood corpuscles, on

the third day segmentation takes place, the new brood is set free,

and fever results; in other words, the period of apyrexia corre-

sponds with the endoglobular growth of the parasite.

Golgi states that a knowledge of these developmental stages is

of immense practical importance for the purpose of diagnosis, by-

which an almost mathematical degree of accuracy can be arrived

at, and that it is no exaggeration to say that by the simple mi-

croscopic examination of a few preparations of blood the physician

is in a position to tell when the last attack of fever occurred, to

foretell the time of the next attack, and further, to recog-nize what
type of malarial fever he is dealing with. The simple quartan

fever is explained by Golgi as resulting from the development in

the blood of one set of the parasites, which ripen every three

days, while the double and triple quartan fevers are caused by the
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development of two and three sets resi^ectively, coming to matu-

rity on consecutive days. This hypothesis, of course, cannot ap-

ply to the tertian type of malarious fever, since in this the febrile

paroxysms follow each other with an interval of only one day of

apyrexia intervening, instead of two days as in the case of the

quartan type.

Golgi is of the opinion that he has brought forward satisfactory

evidence to show that tertian ague depends on the presence in the

blood of a distinct variety of the malaria parasite, which passes

through its developmental phases in two days instead of in three.

In regard to classification, Golgi holds that the various clinical

types of intermittent fever are caused by varieties of one and the

same parasitic species, and that this belongs to the genus amoeba.

The twelve photographs which illustrate his first paper deal with

the development of the parasite of quartan fever, and show, sur-

rounded by normal red blood corpuscles, its successive metamor-
phoses. The photographs, which are very fine, were taken by

means of Zeiss's microphotographic apparatus.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

On some Extinct Vertebrata from the Miocene Rocks of the

North-west Territories of Canada recently described by

Professor Cope.

Among the more recent and interesting additions to the collec-

tions in the National Museum, Ottawa. Canada, are the mammal-
ian and fish remains from the tertiary rocks of the Canadian
North-west. These collections which were made by Messrs. Mo-
Connell and AVeston especially have been recently studied by
Professor E. D. Cope of the Academy of Natm-al Sciences, Phila-

delphia. The results of his observations will soon be made known
in a memoir now in print, and to be published by the Geological

Survey Department. The specimens in question are now on ex-

hibition in the upright cases of the museum, and from the labels

attached the following interesting forms are noticed as of special

interest.

Extinct Rhinooeros {Menodus angiistigenis). — This is the name
which Professor Cope has given to the largest species of hoofed

animal analogous to the rhinoceros that has ever yet been discov-

ered, and which in early tertiary times was roaming in the then

existing forests of the now treeless prairie regions of Canada.

The best portion of the skull of one individual may be seen,

about three feet long and eighteen inches across, with the frontal

bones and snout preserved ; also the two horn-cores and portions of

the upper jaw, with several huge molars in situ. The lower jaw
of the same individual was also found, and the teeth beautifully

preserved. Some of these teeth are nearly four inches across and
three inches in thickness, being nearly four inches in length, with

zig-zag and sharply-cut crowns. The humerus, femur, tibia,

many horn-cores, and bones of the pelvic arch and of various

other portions of the skeleton, were also found, making in all a

beautiful display of fossil bones belonging to as huge and ferocious

a beast as prowls to-day in the jungles of an African or Indian

forest. Besides this form of Menodus, Professor Cope has recog-

nized a number of others, to which he has given separate specific

designations, so we find that tliere existed in Canada not only this

huge and ferocious species of Menodus, but other allied creatures.

These include Menodus syceras Cope, M. Prouti,i Owen, M.
Americanus Cope, and M. Selwyni Cope. They all belong to mio-

cene tertiary strata occurring in the vicinity of Swift Current

Creek, North-west Territory. These all belong to the family of

the JHtanotheridce, and form a group of animals analogous to the

rhinoceros.

Extinct Horse (Anchitherium Westoni Cope). — This is one of

the forms wliioh belong to the Palceotheriidce, a family of extinct

animals whose affinities seem to place them foremost as the an-

cestors of the EquidcB or horses.

Extinct Boar {Elotherium Mortoni Leidy). — Among the spe-

cimens on exhibition and collected by Mr. Weston may be seen an
almost perfect lower left ramus of this extinct mammal, allied

to the modern wild boar and pig, and belonging to the family of

the Chceropotamidce. This creature was of huge dimensions, the

specimen of the jaw in question being nearly ten inches in length.

The teeth are beautifully preserved in a spotted grey and yellow-
white lime-rock. This is the first time that this form has been
found so far north on the American continent.

Extinct Deer {Leptomeryx mamniifer Cope).— This new species,

a member of the family of the Tragulidce, appears to be one of the
ancestors of the deer tribe, being both a ruminant and ungulate
mammal. A very well preserved portion of the lower jaw, with
several teeth in situ, has permitted Professor Cope to establish its

relations and aflSnities, and it forms a valuable addition to the
fauna of those times which preceded the advent of the great ice

age, when all these types disappeared and made room for the

mastodon, the mammoth, and other creatures, including the

megalonyx and its allies.

Other Extinct Forms.— Besides the above may be seen a large

incisor belonging to a large carnivore allied to the modern 'dog or

wolf; the tooth of an oreodont, an extinct hare (Palceolagus lur-

gidus Cope) belonging to the family of the Leporidce ; also a spe-

cies of Trionyx which Professor Cope has called Trionyx leuco-

potaniicus, from the fact that similar forms occur also in the

White River series of formations in the southern territories of the

United States. But besides the above we find also extinct forms
allied to the squirrels (Hypertragulus riversus Cope), and also a
large number of bones of siluroid'fishes belonging to the genera
Ainiurus, Bhineastes, etc. Among these we find Amiurus Mc-
Connelli, A. cancellatus (all described by Cope): also Amia ma-
crospondyla, Ainm Selwyniana, and Bhineastes rhoeas Cope.

Fossil Turtles. — Then come the remains of a species of Style-

mys, an extinct turtle belonging to the family of the Testudinidce,

one of the Chelonia.

Chalicotherium and Hempisalodon.— The latter form (described

under the name of H. grandis Cope) affords another example of

an extinct type of hyeua, much larger than any of the modern
living ones. It belongs to the family of the Hycenodontidoe, and
forms a part of a sub-order of that family with very large repre-

sentatives. The genus Ghcdicotherium, one of the family of the

Chalicotheriidce Lydekker, has certain affinities to the rhinoceros,

whose size and ijroportions it greatly resembled.

Thus it will be seen that from the mioctne tertiary strata of the

Swift Current River, not far from the line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, along the treeless prairie region of Canada, a large fauna
existed, some of whose remains now adorn the cases of the Na-
tional Museum at Ottawa. Henbt M. Ami.

Ottawa, Ont., July 6.

Osteological Notes.

Among the primates, the Anthropomorpha (higher apes) have
strong jugal arches, longer than in man, and presenting marked
horizontal and vertical curvature. Although properly composed
of only two bones, viz., the zygomatic process of the squamosal,

and the jugal, this last rests upon a process of the maxilla so

much developed that in many cases it might be rightfully consid-

ered as entering into the formation of the arch. The suture which
joins the squamosal and the jugal is long and serrated, its great

inclination downwards and backwards vastly increasing the

strength of the parts as well as the power of resistance.

In the gorilla the jugal arch is relatively broader and more de-

veloped than in the other higher apes. The process of the squa-

mosal presents a sudden vertical convexity upon its upper border,

at a point corresponding to the junction of the anterior transverse

root, the remaining portion of the arch being nearly of the same
width. The breadth of the channel for the play of the temporal

muscle is proportionally large. The entire structure of the arch,

especially in its horizontal and vertical curvatures, exhibits enor-

mous strength. In the adult male all the cranial ridges attain

their maximum size, thus presenting a largely increased surface

for the origin of the temporal muscle, while the relative greater

breadth of the ascending ramus of the mandible, and the in-

creased width of the pterygoid fossce are correlated with a corre-

sponding development of the masseter and pterygoid. The long

and massive canines so characteristic of the higher apes, especially

of the gorilla and orang, have reference to the powerful action of

the last-named muscles. Their use has also a sexual relation.

The glenoid cavity is transversely broader than in man, and
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more shallow, its anterior boundary, formed by the inferior root

of the zygoma, being scarcely developed, allowing greater free-

dom for the antero-posterior movement of the articulation of the

mandible.

In comparing the skull of the male gorilla with that of man, —
a male negro, for example,,— we shall find the jugal arch of the

former to be built upon a vastly stronger plan, both the squamo-

sal and the malar presenting different forms and proportions.

The squamosal is as long and vertically as wide as the malar por-

tion of the arch, while its upper border rises into an angular

form, constituting a very marked convexity, no trace of which is

to be seen in the negro. In the latter the jugal portion of the

arch decreases in depth after leaving the body of the bone, where-

as in the gorilla it continues of the same depth and is also longer.

In the orang, the horizontal curvature of the arch is greatly

produced, and strongly developed at the portion corresponding to

the malar-squamosal suture. Its inferior border is flattened and

thickened. The vertical curvature, however, is not so great,

while the channel for the temporal muscle is relatively wider than

it is in the gorilla. The crests and ridges of the cranium, espe-

cially in the male, express the great energy of this muscle, al-

though the general outline of the arch is far less massive than in

the latter ape.

The jugal arch of the chimpanzee's cranium presents much re-

semblance to that of man, being narrow, and with slight curva-

ture either horizontal or vertical. The malar is anteriorly flatter,

and its orbital process is longer and narrower at its base. The
extent of surface for the development of the temporal muscle is

greater than in man, and the width of the channel relatively in-

creased.

The slight modifications observed in the jugal arch of the gib-

bons (Hylobates) exhibit a distinct tendency to those showrt

in the lower type of the Simiana. the monkeys. In these

last, the old-world monkeys (Catarrliinoe), the arch takes on a

sigmoidal curvature, thus presenting upon its superior bor-

der a slight convexity behind and a corresponding concavity an-

teriorly. The extent of this curvature varies in different groups.

In the new-world monkey {Platarrhince) the post glenoid process

of the squamosal is largely increased, while the remarkable extent

of the ascending portion of the ramus, both vertical and antero-

posterior, has reference to the great development of the vocal or-

gans in the howling monkeys (Mycetes) rather than to any unusual

energy of the masticatory muscles.

In the Lemuroklea, the family of the common lemurs {Lemuri-

nce.) have an arch which in most cases is nearly straight, narrow,

long, and distinguished by a malar-squamosal suture which is

almost horizontal in direction, the amount of the overlapping of

the jugal by the lengthened process of the squamosal being excep-

tional, whUe in some cases the jugal is partially underlapped by a

process from the maxillary.

In studying the significance of the jugal arch as presented in

the primates, although the modifications exhibited in some groups
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of the order cannot readily be explained, the principal laws which
govern its morphology, and which have been noted in previous

papers, are sufficiently evident. These are, that the development

of the arch, as shown by the number of bones, by the degree and

form of its curvature, by its relation to the orbit and articulation

of the mandible, as well as to other neighboring parts, and the

amount of surface presented for muscular development, are cor-

related with the energy of the masticatory power, joined in some

of the higher apes with a prehensile strength of jaws and dental

series eminently characteristic of their ferocity.

D. D. Slade.
Cambridge, Mass., July 11.
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which enable you to build ivlthout delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
bouses, costing between $500 and SISOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $1800 to
gSOOO. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $3000 to S9000. Price, by mail. $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

'• COIiONIAIi HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.
"PICTUKESaCE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail. 6,_ ^

'*-^— _ . __^

' irDrc. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AKD WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi AfEecting the Higlier Animals.

Ihe Distance of the Stars.

Infusoria, Protozoa, etc.. Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.

Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain
Animals.

Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

'' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

]^EW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is tlie result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resius,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is^of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Jnte7- Ocean.
" Dr. Dani'^1 G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject.''''—Fhiladelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''''—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

A. Journal of Entomology, published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

year?. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volmnes for sale at $5,00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AK ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map
12°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literm-y World.
" This is a sprightly narrative of personal i

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—Boston Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—rfte Dial.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language. '

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's ' Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-
ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America..'"—Brighton (Eag.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and whiie in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.'' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic vea.Aing.''''—Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

READY SOOJSr.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D„ Ph.D.

8°, about 400 pp., $3.50.

THE MODERN MALADY; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails: in the sec-
ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of
treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Grookes^ tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION, By GODFREY W. Hamblbton, M.D.
1-2°. 40c.

"The inestimable importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise wortUy or
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, aud wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Bo^^ton Daily Advertiser.

'• The monograph is Interesting in style, scholarly,
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and d\gQS,tQ&.^^—Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD.'*
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. 1.;°. 20 ce:ats.

"Mr. Morgan founds a senetble and interesting
address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of tbelr
century.' "

—

Nev^ York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. p. cox. IS*". 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not speclal-

isXs,.''''—Christian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—Sf. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cos reviews the history of his subject with,

knowledge and skill."

—

Opeii Court.
^ It Is of extreme inlQVQSt.'''—Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perueal."—/7i.dm7ia Medica

Journal.
"An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popw^ar
Science Neivs.
"All Interested In biological questions will find

the book fascinating."—P/ia7-mace«itfai Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. 12*=. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Waiam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their resldeuce
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method ol dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contrlburlou to the question, * Who

were the mound-builders? ' "—iVe?y York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mouud-bulldiug age."—iV", Y. Sitn.
" An interesting paper.''''—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely Interesting."—Pos-

toji Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Posfon
Herald.
" • The Tornarlo' is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province of meteorology. In which science, the
author. Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'" -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50g.
" All students of psychology will flud the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well aud
too widely known to require eomuient."—Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."- IT/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
'* Practical and sensible,"—Pzt^iic Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which It

contains are tersely aud Intelligently expressed,"—
Bosto7i Medical and Surgical Journal

'* Practical and simply wrlUen."—Springfield Re-

in Preparaiion.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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NEW YOKK, July 31, 1891.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.
3.50 Per Year, in Advance.

New Method of Protecting Property

from Ligtitning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The Aierican Liglitning Protection Company,

Sioux City, Iowa.

MIMEPAIC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
IfllllCnHLui For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper^ bound, 15e ; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists.
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Conrse of Mineralogy for Young People.

Third Grade ready, containing directions how to
study minerals by means of blowpipe analysis.
Book, Collection, Correspondence one dollar

postage, '2r> cents. Address
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh. Pa.

WALKER PRIZES IN NATURAL HISTORY.

The Boston Society of Natural History
offers a first prize of from $60 to $100, and a second
prize of a sum not exceeding $50, for the best me-
moirs, in English, on one of the following subjects:

1. An original investigation into any of the prob-
lems connected with the geology of thelast ice epoch
in New England; any of the glacial features, as, for

instance, the distribution and history of morainal
deposits and eskers, or of sand plains may be se-

lected.

2. An original investigation into the recent changes
of level of the whole or of a part of the shore line of

the eastern United States. This inquiry must in-

clude observations on and discussions of the phe-
nomena exhibited by elevated sea margins and sub-
merged forests.

3. A study of any river valley in New England
containing an area of not less than one hundred
square miles; the inquiry to include the pre^lacial
history of the stream, the changes effected in the
basin by the last ice epoch, the relation of the valley

to the neighboring basins, and to changes of level of
the sea.
Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed

envelope, enclosing the author's name and super-
scribed by a motto corresponding to one borne by
the manuscript, and must be handed to the Secre-
tary on or before April 1st, 1892.

Prizes will not be awarded unless the memoirs are
deemed of adequate merit.

For further particulars apply to
' SAMUEL DEXTER, Secretary.

Boston, July 1, 1891.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
"W. T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

D R TCMTO J- B. CRALLE & CO.,

r H I tn I Washington, D. C.

ILLUSTRATED HAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-
tion. Mention this paper.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

mvention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

QUERY.

Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,

47 LAFAYETTE PLACE,

ISTEA^ YORK.

On Jan. 1st, and at intervals of two months

since, has been published the New Zealand

Journal of Science, dealing with all branches

of natural science, especially in relation to

the colony. Subscription (including postage

to America), 12s. M. per annum, payable to

the Editor, care Matthews, Baxter & Co.,

DowlingSt., Dunedin, N. Z.
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NEO-DARWINISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.
By LESTER F. WARD.

Annual address of the President of the Biological
Society of Washington, delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientiac
thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion; Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters. Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwln-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School, "_ Ap-
plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N, Y,

Tj-OB SALE.-

AN DER SEE, Eeisebriefe aus dem Moore
und von der Nordsee. Von Dr. Ernst
Doges. (1884.) 178 p. 12°. 25c.

DIE KOLONIALREICHE UND KO-
LONISATIONSOBJEKTE DER GE-
GENWART. Kolonialpolitische und
kolonialgeographische Skizzen von Dr.
Emil Deckert. Leipzig, 188.5. 240 p. 12°.

25c.

REISEERINNERUNGEN AUS AL-
GERIEN UND TUNIS. Von Dr. W.
Kobelt. Frankfurt am Main, 1885. Illus-

trated. 480 p. 8°. 7oc.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRIQUE DU
TRAVAIL MECANIQUE. Determina-
tion des Elements de la Transmission. Par
A. Hillairet. Paris, 1884. Illustrated.

79 p. 8°. 25c.

PIE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN
GEISTESSTORUNG UND VER-
BRECHEN. Nach Beobachtungen iu der
Irrenanstalt Dalldorf von Dr. W. Sander
und Dr. A. Eichter. Berlin, 188S. 404 p.

8°. 75c.

BLATTER FUR GEFANGNISS-
KUNDE. Organ des Vereins der deuts-

chen Strafanstaltsbeamten. Eedigirt von
Gustav Ekert. Neunzehnter Band, 1 u. 3
Heft. Heidelberg, 1884. 151 p. 8°. 2oc.

KRITISCHE UND EXPERIMEN-
TELLE BEITRAGE ZUR LEHRE
VON DER FUTTERUNGSTUBER-
CULOSE. Von Dr. F. Wesener. Frei-

burg, 1885. 98 p. 8°. 25c.

GEDENKTAGE DER PSYCHIATRIE
ALLER LANDER. Von Dr. Heinrich
Laehr. Berlin, 1885. 65 p. 8°. 50c.

ZUR KUNSTLICHEN ERNAHRUNG
DER SAUGLINGE IN DEN DREI
ERSTEN LEBENSMONATEN. Ex-
perimentell plinische Untersuchung von
Dr. H. Schoppe. Tvibingen, 1884. 83 p.
8°. 25c.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY
47 Lafayette Place, Jieve Ifork.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
XOfo DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any
subscriber to Science who will send us an
order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting
each at its full price.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Wants,

Any person seeking a position for ivkick he is qtiali-

fi-edby kis scientific attaimizen^Sy or any person seeking
some one to Jill a Position of this character^ be it that
ofa teacher ofscience^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or Tvkat
not, may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if lie Satisfies the publisher of the sitit-

able character of his application. Anyperson seeking
information on any scientific question, the address o/
any scientific man, or -who can in any way use this col~
umn for a purpose consonant with the natitre of the
fiaper, is cordially invited to do so.

AN EDUCATOR of mature years and experience
is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal School. Address "UNIVERSITY," care
Science.

WANTED—Lyeirs Principles of Geology, second-
hand copy, 2 vol. ed., D. Appleton & Co. State

condition and price. J. W. FRELEY, Wells Col-
lege, Aurora, N. Y.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROF. CATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

CHEMIST.—A chemist, with the degree of M.Sc,
desires an engagement, either as chemist to

manufactory, &c., or as professor of chemistry in a
college or medical school. Has had experience as
Professor of Chemistry and thorough chemical edu-
cation in every branch of the science. Address
M.Sc, this office.

WANTED—Four additional Teachers for the
whole or part of the summer at the Summer

School of Languages, Bryant School, Roslyn, L. I.,

N. Y. One of them at least should be a teacher of
conchology and the botany and biology of the ocean,
one a geologist, and one a native of France.

ACHEMIST, who has taken a thorough
chemistry in one of our best institutions, would

like a position as assistant in an iron firm or in any
industrial establishment. Correspondence solicited.
JOHN N. BARBER, Box 743, Amhei*st, Mass.

AN experienced tutor, Latin. English, German,
Science, wishes an engagement in High School

or Academy for September commencing. H. L. M.,
243 West 45th Street, New York City.

Exchanges.
[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

Botanical specimen^ for exchange.—Special pains have
been taken to procure good mountable specimens iit for
any herbarium and no other are ofEered. E. E. Boeue,
Onvell, Ohio.

*

For exchange or sale at a s elaborate micro-
Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-

sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fourth and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For Exchange.—A collector of twelve years experience
has many fine duplicate minerals which he would like to
exchange for others. Address John Holl. Rollo, Wil-
mington, Del.

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-
ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S. Geol. Sur-
vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those who offer. J. W
Freley, Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

Unbound volumes of the Electrician (London), the
Electrical Review (London), Electrician (a weekly
journal of applied electricity and physics, London), and
unbound volumes of Scie7ice in exchange for mineral
specimens. D. T. Marshall. Metuchen, N. J.

For sale, or exchange for geological works, the follow-
ing works in anatomy, all latest editions: Allan, Tuain,
Gray, Leidy, Massey, and Rollestin's Forms of Animal
Life. S. W. Williston, Lawrence, Kan.

Will exchange a new Thomson reflecting astatic gal-
vanometer, about 6,000 ohms, made by Clark, Muir"
head &Co,, London, and costing £30, with i-g, i-gg,
- 999, shunts, lampand scale, for a Weston voltmeter
id ammeter, or arge Wheatstone bridge, dial pattern,
a portable testing outfit. Address G. A., Science

Office, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

A TEMPORARY BINDER
for Science is now ready, and will be mailed
postpaid on receipt of 75 cents.

This binder is strong, durable and
elegant, has gilt side-title, and al-

lows the opening of the pages per-
fectly flat. Any number can be
taken out or replaced without dis-
turbing the others, and the papers
are not mutilated for subsequent
permanent binding. Filed in this
binder, Sczence'is always convenient
for reference.

Temporary binders of the same
description but without side title, to-

fit any paper or periodical of ordi-

nary size, will be mailed postpaid on receipt of price as
given below. In ordering, be sure to give the name of
paper or periodical and style of binder.

8 to 12 inches long, cloth, $0.50; leather, $0.60.

N. D. C. HODGES. 47 Lafavette Place, New York

WORLD-ENGLISH.
25 Cents.

ANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

25 Cents.

Ex - President Andrew D.
White, of Cornell University,

says: "I believe that the highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption."

*' So set down, our tongue is the best for the world
to unite upon.^''—Brooklyn Eagle.

'• The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,,

and the presentation is charmingly clear."

—

Ameri-
can, Phila.
"The result is a language which cannot fail to

meet with acceptance.*"

—

Boston Traveller.
" World' English deserves the careful consideration

of all serious scholars."—Modern Language Notes.
Sent, postpaid, on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prop. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."
Professor Symons of London says :

'
' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, New York.

ANY OF
Prof. A. MELVILLE BELL'S WORKS

—ON—
Elocution — Visible Speech —

Principles of Speech—Faults
of Speech—Phonetics—Line
Writing — World - English,
etc.,

SUPPLIED BY

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

BOOKS: How to Sell tlieni. Send a list,
stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

minerals,

Rocks,
Fossils,

Casts of Fossils,

Oeological

ReliefHaps.

Ward'sNaturalScienceEstablishment
Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals'
and Skins,

mounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
models.

Invertebrates.
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THE UPPER STRATA OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

At a meeting of the Geographical Society of Berlin

on May 2, 1891, Professor Forster read a paper on "The
Upper Strata of the Atmosphere," a report of which is given

in the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society for

July. Professor Forster began by saying that the earlier

conceptions of the height of the earth's atmosphere were

based mainly upon obser\rations as to the duration of the

twilight, and as to the extent to which the light of the heav-

enly bodies was refracted. On the basis of such observa-

tions, the height of the atmosphere was estimated at from

forty to fifty miles; it was not, however, by any means
thought that, above these altitudes, there were no other

strata belonging to the earth, but only that the density of

the latter was too small for them to produce the optical ef-

fects just specified. The discovery of a means of determin-

ing the existence of such extremely thin strata beyond a

height of fifty miles dates from the end of the eighteenth

century, when attempts were first made to measure, accord-

ing to Chladni"s principles, the heights at which the first illu-

mmation of falling stars takes place.

A specially comprehensive investigation with reference to

these heights was carried out at the instance of the Berlin

Observatory in August, 1867, by means of simultaneous ob-

servations in the neighborhood of Berlin, with the result that

not one of the altitudes at which illumination commences,
and which were measured with sufficient accuracy, was

found to exceed practically a hundred miles. These results,

however, possess only a relative value, being valid only for

the falling stars of the month of August, the so-called Per-

seides; for it is evident that illumination will arise earlier

or later, and at different altitudes, according to the varying

velocities with which the small heavenly bodies penetrate

the atmosphere. Illumination will take place earliest in the

case of those falling stars which move in a directly opposite

direction to the movement of the earth, which travels at

about nineteen miles per second. These heavenly bodies,

possessing a velocity of their own of about twenty-six miles

per second, consequently enter the earth's atmosphere with

a velocity of forty-five miles; while in the case of those

bodies which tend to be overtaken by the earth in their

movement round the sun, the velocity can, in the most ex-

treme case, only be equal to the difference between the two
velocities above-mentioned, viz., seven miles.

The altitudes at which extinction, that is to say, the almost

complete dissolution of these heavenly bodies, commences,

vary very much, because the rapidity of the extinction is

dependent upon the size and composition of the bodies them-

selves. The Berlin observations of 1867 gave for this an
average height of about fifty miles. From these observa-

tions as to falling stars it is also supposed that the boundary

between the strata which participate in the earth's movement
and those which resist it should be fixed at least at some
miles higher than a hundred miles. It is here also that the

bodies become heated prior to their illumination.

The polar lights extend to still greater altitudes ; their

height, at the time of their greatest development, when they

are visible as far as the tropics, would be from 300 to 375

miles, while in the polar regions they spread themselves, as

a rule, at a height of only a few miles, indeed quite close to

the earth's surface. But there remains the question whether

at those altitudes there are still strata which follow the

movement of the earth round the sun ; for it is possible that

the phenomena of the electric glow, which the polar lights

may be considered to be, radiate from the earth into the

heavens, follow also the earth's movement round the sun,

but at the same time extend beyond the strata belonging to

the earth into the strata of extremely rarefied gases, which

in all probability fill up the space between the planets and
the sun. This space maybe designated as the " Himmels-
luft," and is not to be confounded with the so-called " ideal

medium," viz., ether, in which luminous phenomena are

supposed to occur.

Evidence in support of the existence of such a " Himmels-
luft" is to be found in the conditions existing on the sun,

which are gradually becoming more completely known. On
the sun, gases are continually being developed and given off

as the result of explosive processes as well as of the dissolu-

tion and volatilization of the numerous small meteoric bod-

ies which are incessantly hastening to the sun. Further,

the movement of Encke's comet, which, in its return, occur-

ring in periods of twelve hundred days, remains longest in

the vicinity of the sun, has furnished important evidence of

the obstructive effect of a so-called " Himmelsluft." The
movements of other comets and of the planets have not yet

afforded evidence of such an influence, but it must be borne

in mind that the perceptibility of such an effect depends not

only on the density, which increases towards the sun, hut

also on the proportion which the surface of the heavenly

body in question bears to its mass. This proportion is very

much greater in the case of comets than in the case of plan-

ets, and may also in one comet be much greater under certain

conditions than in others.

Indications of the counter-influence of the relatively quiet
" Himmelsluft " as compared with the earth, which rushes

through it with a velocity of about nineteen miles per sec-

ond, can be recognized in the highest strata in the case of

the movements of the luminous tails and clouds of light

which many falling stars and fireballs leave behind them
along their flying course, that is, when these remain visible

for some minutes. The changes of position and form, which
proceed apparently very slowly in these luminous forms,

due regard being paid to their great height and distance from
the observer, are supposed to be executed with a velocity of

more than sixty yards a second. The movements which
take place in these meteoric tails are, according to all ap-

pearances, not so simple that they can be explained merely

as being the result of the highest strata being left behind in

consequence of the velocity with which the observer on the

earth's surface is being whirled along, and which at the

equator amounts to seventeen miles a minute, and at our
latitudes to about eleven miles a minute. The very consid-

erable alterations of form which these tails undergo in shift-
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ing their position, point to very complicated conditions of

movement. But the counter-influence of "Himmelsluft,"

as compared with the movement of the earth round the sun,

is a necessary consequence, not only of the movements in -

the hig-hest strata of the atmosphere, but also of the effects

of pressure, which could not remain unnoticed in the case

of very delicate barometrical measurements. If the daily

period of fluctuation of the atmospheric pressure were not

influenced by so many difl'erent factors, — for example, by

the daily warm period and, theoretically at least, by a cer-

tain operation of ebb and flow caused by the sun and the

moon through their powers of attraction in the atmosphere

as well as in the ocean, and perhaps also by the electrical

conditions of the atmosphere, — there must be, at that time

of day at which a given station arrives, in consequence of

the earth's rotation, on the front side of the mighty "vessel"

which transports us round the sun with a velocity of nine-

teen miles a second, a somewhat greater atmospheric press-

ure. This time ot day is, as a rule, between midnight and

midday.

In the polar regions the state of affairs is a little more

complicated. In these zones an observer can, during the

winter, for a longer or shorter period, according to the geo-

graphical latitudes, remain on the front side of the earth,

while in summer he finds himself turned over on to the hack

of the earth, viz., on that side which is away from the direc-

tion of movement. In lower latitudes the mercury in the

barometer must always stand higher during the morning

hours than during the rest of the day. In consequence of

the collective effect of the various factors which influence

the daily period of the pressure of the atmosphere, the result

is a very complicated one.

Within the last five or six years a group of phenomena

has arisen, which is of the greatest importance in considering

the problem of the conditions in the upper strata of the at-

mosphere. The last of the series of phenomena connected

with the Krakatoa eruption are the so-called luminous clouds,

which have since that time been observed during the night

in the summer months on both hemispheres at a height of

about fifty miles. These clouds consist obviously of the

smallest molecules of water, which have been projected to

their highest point, and which during the summer nights

have reflected down upon us from that great height the di-

a-ect rays of the sun. The long duration of this phenomenon

imakes it a very remarkable one. During the last two years,

lor which very accurate photographic determinations of alti-

tude are available, the average height of these clouds has not

altered. This can only be explained if we suppose tlie exist-

ence in those altitudes of an opposing force, which nearly

overcomes the influence of gravity, in consequence of the

giving off of electricity.

In the last few years not only has the density of this col-

lection of matter been very materially lessened, but its geo-

graphical and periodical distribution over the different re-

gions of the globe has become more restricted and regular.

In Germany these clouds have, during the last three years,

only been seen between the end of May and the end of July,

towards the north, at a distance of from 310 to 435 miles

;

on the southern hemisphere, at the southern extremity of

America, only during the local summer (December), and

then towards the south. It may, therefore, be supposed that

this collection of the smallest molecules travels every year

from one polar zone of the earth to the other, so that it is

found just over that hemisphere where summer is at its

heiffVit. This periodical movement would be completely un-

intelligible if the counter-influence of the "'Himmelsluft"

on those high strata of the atmosphere which participate

more or less entirely in the rotation of the earth on its axis

and round the sun, did not furnish an explanation. In con-

sequence of the inclined position of the earth's axis, and of

the counter-effect of the "Himmelsluft," there occurs from

June to December a disposition, reaching its maximum in

September, on the part of those strata, to travel from the

northern to the southern hemisphere; while from December

to June the reverse is the case. It is calculated that for such

a periodical journey from pole to pole an average velocity in

the north and south direction, or vice versa, of only little

more than a yard a minute is necessary, a rate which is quite

insignificant when compared with the velocity of nineteen

miles a second, with which the relatively quiet "Himmel-

sluft " operates on the upper strata of the atmosphere which

move with the earth.

Extensive investigations and measurements are still needed

in order to arrive at a result in this matter, and it is only

by means of the fullest co-operation of numerous observers

in all parts of the world that the necessary data for this pur-

pose will be obtained.

MILK FROM TUBERCULOUS COWS.

According to a report by United States Consul Ryder of

Copenhagen experiments have been resumed in Denmark
towards elucidating the question whether milk from tuber-

cular diseased cows, even in such cases where the udder was

not afl'ected with tuberculosis, can be the means of communi-

cating infection. In these experiments the investigation

was made in all with the milk from twenty-one diseased

cows, with which forty guinea-pigs were inoculated. It had

been intended that two guinea-pigs should be inoculated from

each sample; but in two cases, owing to the number of these

animals having fallen short, only one guinea-pig could be

employed, from two to three cubic centimetres of milk being

used on each occasion. The milk samples were taken by the

veterinary surgeon of the cattle market, the cows being

milked by him and the milk caught up into small bottles.

The veterinarian selected only such cows as, on examination

during life, could be classed by him as suffering in a high

degree from tuberculosis ; and in every case the udder and

chest intestines of the animals were afterwards sent for ex-

amination, so as to obtain full assurance of the correctness

of the diagnosis, as well as to ascertain the extent of devel-

opment of the disease. The inoculated guinea-pigs were kept

in isolated cages in such manner that only the two which

had received milk from the same cow came into contact with

each other. Three of the guinea-pigs were killed by rats,

fortunately, however, at such distance of time (24 or 35 days)

after inoculation that the inoculated tuberculosis must have

shown itself had it been present. Two others died of casual

(not tuberculous) lung disease after the lapse of a month

and a half and two months, having no sign whatever of

tuberculosis.

The results obtained from these inoculations are that milk

from seventeen of the examined cows had no influence in

producing tuberculosis in the guinea-pigs, while the milk

from four of the cows showed itself to be communicative of

infection; but in three of these cases, on examination of the

udder most minutely, this could scarcely be considered in a

perfectly sound state. In the one case two small tumors

were found of about the size of a pea; in the two others, of

the size of a hazel-nut; but in all the cases, with a slight
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hardening of the tissues in a somewhat extended circuit.

When the above-mentioned tumors were cut over, they pre-

sented the exact appearance of a fresh tubercular udder in-

flammation, that is to say, the gland lobes were swollen,

firm, and of grayish color, slighly translucent, and with

yellow streaks corresponding with the lacteal passages. In

dried preparations of tissue from the tumors, as well as from

the infiltrated regions, tubercle bacilli could be demonstrated,

and sections showed on both sides the presence of typical

tuberculous tissue with giant cells containing bacilli. Thus
there could be no doubt but that in all three cases a com-

mencement of tuberculosis had to be contended with. The
slighter the development of the tubercular attacks in the

udder, so much the fewer will be the number of bacilli

thrown off from the milk. In full agreement with this, it

was found, that, of the two inoculated guinea-pigs, only one

was attacked in the case wh«re but two small tumors of a

pea-size were found in the udder. The other guinea-pig was
killed four weeks after the inoculation and was found to be

perfectly sound. In the last of the four cases where the

milk was found communicative of infection, no discernible

tubercular attack was to be detected in the udder. This case,

however, differed in some degree from the others. The cow
in question died of tuberculosis of chronic character and in

a very advanced stage, several of the organs having been

attacked (the lungs, pleura, mesenteric glands, liver, and
intestines), while the other cows whose milk had been ex-

amined had all been slaughtered. With these the attack had

not reached the extreme stage, although in many of them it

was found to be far advanced.

While this case would thus seem to prove that the tubercle

bacilli can pass over to the milk without the previous ex-

istence of any tubercle tissue in the udder, it is at the same

time observed that in this case there is all reason for regard-

ing it as one of exceptional character. From the detailed

report on these researches it may perhaps be gathered that

the matter in question stands somewhat in the following

position : If it really be the case that the milk of tuberculous

cows is of such great danger as the medium of communicating

infection, it might certainly be expected, looking at the great

spread of tuberculosis among cattle, that the disease would,

at the same time, be conveyed to human beings much more
frequently than it seems, in fact, really to occur with the raw

milk and (though perhaps in a somewhat less degree) with

the dairy produce, especially of butter and cheese. The gen-

erally entertained opinion that milk from tuberculous cows,

as a rule, only under certain conditions, was really of such

dangerous character, would appear to be much more in ac-

cordance with the results obtained.

To prevent the conveyance of infection to the human
being through the medium of tuberculous cows' milk, it

should be the main consideration to watch for the earliest

appearance of swelling or tumor of a tuberculous nature in

the cow. Such recognition, as a rule, will not be of much
difficulty, and at any rate will lead to good grounds of sus-

picion, such as a firm, painless, and, as a rule, speedily

spreading glandular swelling, with the secretion in the first

weeks retaining its natural appearance, but later on becom-

ing thinner and more watery, but seldom of a pus nature.

The question of danger of infection through the use of such

milk is perhaps sufficiently summed up in the following

words of the report on these researches, namely, that milk

obtained from a tuberculous cow with an apparently sound

udder, as a rule, will not be found dangerous; but, at the

same time, as in no individual case can it be said with cer-

tainty that one may not be dealing with one of the depicted

exceptions from the general rule, it would be advisable to

regard such milk with suspicion in respect to its infecting

powers.

NOTES AND NEWS.

A LONG time ago, says the Engineering and Mining Journal,

the distinguished French astronomer Flammarion expressed the

belief that communication would be established one day between

the earth and the planetT Mai-s. The idea seems to have appealed

very strongly to the fancy of an old lady at Pau, France, who
died recently, bequeathing a legacy of 100,000 francs as a reward

to the first scientist who may devise a scheme for successfully ac-

complishing the feat. The money, which is payable for ten years

only, is to be held in trust by the French Institute.

— Silo experience in the United States now covers more than

ten years, and so far as the economy of producing silage and the

advantages of feeding it are concerned, there appears to be every-

where, among those who have operated successful silos, a strong

conviction that good silage is a superior and cheap feed ; but the

same experience is now fast demonstrating serious imperfections

in the construction of perhaps a majority of existing silos in this

country. Some silos have so rapidly deteriorated as to become
utterly useless for the purpose for which they were intended in-

side of three or even two years, unless they are subjected to ex-

tensive repairs, while others have never successfully preserved the

materials placed in them. With a view to obviating these diffi-

culties in the construction of future silos, and of suggesting reme-

dies for the defects of existing ones, a study of tha actual con-

struction and condition of silos now in use has been undertaken

by F. H. King, physicist of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experi-

ment station. Thus far he has examined ninety-three sQos, and

the results of his labors, together with valuable suggestions about

the construction and repair of silos, are given in the July bulletin

of the station named.

— Mr. O. Chanute, a well-known engineer of Chicago, having

during recent visits to Europe gathered much information con-

cerning the methods and results of preparing wood chemically to

resist decay, says he is confirmed in the opinion that the time has

arrived when great economies may be realized by the adoption of

these methods on railroads in many parts of this country. He
recently examined some experimental railroad ties of the most

perishable kinds of wood, prepared by what is known as the zinc-

tannin (Wellhouse) process, in St. Louis, in 1881 and 1883, and

laid in the tracks of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railroad,

as Topeka, Kan., and La Junta, Col. After nine or ten years'

exposure they show excellent results, whereas they would have

lasted but from one to four years if unprepared. Unprepared ties

of the same kind of timber, laid at the same time, adjoining to

the prepared ties, have all decayed and been taken up, while pres-

ent appearances indicate that the prepared ties (red oak, black

oak, and Colorado pine) are likely to show an average life of ten

to fifteen years or more. Not only does the zinc-tannin process

preserve ties against decay, he says, but it hardens them as well.

It is found on one railroad that after three years' exposure treated

hemlock ties hold the spike as well and cut less under the rail

than imtreated white oak. He is convinced by experience that

on many raih-oads, where white oak is getting scarce, an economy

of a hundred dollars a year per mile of track can be effected by

preparing ties of inferior kinds of wood to resist decay by the

process mentioned.

— The Leland Stanford Junior University of California has an-

nounced the names of the members of its faculty. The professor-

ships in engineering and scientific studies are held as follows:

John Casper Branner, formerly of the University of Indiana, pro-

fessor of geology (work to begin in 1892); Oliver Peebles Jenkins,

formerly of De Pauw University, professor of physiology and his-

tology; John Henry Comstook, formerly of Cornell University,

non-resident professor of entomology (resident in January. Feb-

ruary, and March) ; John Mason Stillman, formerly of the Uni-

versity of California, professor oS industrial and inorgani'? chera-
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istry (work to begin in 1893); Ferdinand Sanford, formerly of

Lake Forest University, professor of physios ; Charles David Marx,

formerly of the University of Wisconsin, professor of civil engi-

neering; Joseph Svpain, formerly of Indiana University, professor

of mathematics ; Horace Bigelovr Gale, formerly of Washington

University, St. Louis, professor of mechanical engineering;

Charles Henry Gilbert, formerly of Indiana University, professor

of vertebrate zoology ; Douglas Houghton Campbell, formerly of

Indiana University, professor of cryptogamic botany; George

Mann Richardson, formerly of Lehigh University, assistant pro-

fessor of inorganic chemistry; Louis Alexander Buchanan, for-

merly of the St. Louis Polytechnic Evening School, foreman of

the wood-working shop; and Daniel Kirkwood, formerly of In-

diana University, non-resident lecturer on astronomy (resident in

May).

— The necessity of devoting to sleep several hours in each day,

says the Lancet, is too obvious to admit of serious question. The

proper selection of these hours is also, for those who would pro-

long and usefully employ life, a very needful consideration,

though its importance may to some be less evident. We have all

met with persons, outside of hospitals and of parliament, who do

half or more of their daily work after nightfall, and sleep long

after earlier rising men are awake and busy. Some of these are

wont to extol the comfort of their morning slumbers. They de-

scribe as immense the refreshment they receive from six or seven

hours thus agreeably spent, and no wonder, for the sense of pres-

ent satisfaction must be very marked, and that for definite reasons.

Man, in common with most of the animal creation, has accepted

the plain suggestion of Nature that the approach of night should

imply a cessation of efifort. If he ignores this principle his work

is done against inherited habit, and, so far, with additional fa-

tigue. It follows, too, from our ordinary social conditions, that he

must use artificial light, and sustain its combustion at the cost of

his own atmosphere. Naturally, therefore, when he does rest, his

relief is in proportion to his weariness. As in many other cases,

however, sensation is not here the most reliable guide to judicious

practice. Established custom affords a far truer indication of the

method most compatible with healthy existence. The case of the

overworked and the invalid lends but a deceptive color to the ar-

gument of the daylight sleeper. In them excessive waste of tis-

sue must be made good, and sleep, always too scanty, is at any

time useful for this purpose. For the healthy majority, however,

the old custom of early rest and early waking is certain to prove

in future, as returns of longevity and common experience alike

show that it has proved in the past, most conducive to healthy

and active life.

— The results of an investigation concerning the cause of the

insolubility of pure metals in acids, contributed by Dr. Weeren
to a recent number of the BerUihte, are given in abstract in Nature

of July 16. De la Rive, so long ago as the year 1830, pointed out

that chemically pure zinc is almost perfectly insoluble in dilute

sulphuric acid. Hitherto, however, the hypotheses put forward

attempting to account for this singular fact have been any thing

but satisfactory. The theory of Dr. Weeren is extremely simple,

and is fully supported by the most varied experiments, physical

and chemical. It may be stated as follows: "Chemically pure

zinc and also many other metals in a state of purity are insoluble

or only very slightly soluble in acids, because, at the moment of

their introduction into the acid, they become surrounded by an

atmosphere of condensed hydrogen, which under normal circum-

stances effectually protects the metal from further attack on the

part of the acid." It is found that when a piece of pure zinc is

immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, a slight action does occur during

the first few succeeding moments, zinc sulphate and free hydrogen
being formed in minute quantity. The free hydrogen, however,

instead of escaping, becomes condensed by the molecular action

of the zinc upon the surface of the latter, and is retained there

with great tenacity as a thin mantle of highly compressed hydro-

gen gas, capable of affording perfect protection against further

inroad of the acid. The experiments from which this simple and
very probable explanation has been derived were briefly as follows.

The amount of chemically pure zinc dissolved by the acid was first

determined. It was, of course, an exceedingly minute quantity.

Considering this amount as unity, it was next sought to determine

what difference would be effected by performing the experiment

in vacuo, when of course the escape of the hydrogen would be

greatly facilitated. The solubiUty was found under these circum-

stances to be increased sevenfold. Next the experiment was per-

formed at the boiling temperature of the dilute acid, first when
ebullition was prevented by increasing the pressure, and secondly

when ebullition was unhindered, thus again facilitating the re-

moval of the hydrogen film. In the first case, when ebullition

was prevented, the solubility was practically the same as in the

cold ; while in the second case, with uninterrupted ebullition, the

solubility was increased twenty-four times. Finally, experiments

were made to ascertain the effect of introducing into the acid a

small quantity of an oxidizing agent capable of converting the

hydrogen film to water. When a little chromic acid was thus

introduced the solubility was increased 175 times, and when
hydrogen peroxide was employed the solubility was increased

three-hundred-fold. The explanation of the ease with which the

metal becomes attacked when the ordinary impurities are present

is that the hydrogen is not then liberated upon the surface of the

zinc, but rather upon the more electro-negative impurities, leav-

ing the pure zinc itself open to the continued attack of the acid.

The same of course occurs when a plate of platinum is placed in

contact with a plate of pure zinc in the acid. The action of

nitric acid, the only common acid which does attack pure metals,

is evidently due to the oxidation of the hydrogen film by further

quantities of the acid, with formation of water and production of

the lower oxides of nitrogen, and even under certain circumstances

of ammonia.

— The regular quarterly meeting of the Michigan State Board

of Health was held at Lansing, July 14. The most important ac-

tion taken was to direct the secretary to publish a brief pamphlet

telling how to restrict and prevent consumption, the pamphlet

having been adopted by the board after very careful considera-

tion. This pamphlet states that " consumption is the most com-

mon and fatal disease," " that the number of deaths which actu-

ally occur in Michigan from consumption is probably over twenty-

five hundred per year," that " consumption is now known to be a

communicable disease," and that " a large part of this mortality

can and ought to be prevented." The pamphlet describes the

bacillus which causes consumption and which is in the sputa of

consumptives, cites instances where consumption has been com-

municated by the sputum dust containing these germs, and em-
phasizes the importance of destroying the sputa of consumptives.

The pamphlets on the restriction and prevention of the other most

dangerous communicable diseases, diphtheria and scarlet-fever,

were ordered reprinted for distribution among the neighbors of

those sick with those diseases throughout the State. A proposed

pamphlet on the " Restriction and Prevention of Measles " was

thoroughly discussed by paragraphs, amended, and the secretary

was directed to print and distribute the document for instruction,

and as an aid in the restriction and prevention of this disease,

which the board declares is a disease '
' dangerous to the public

health," that causes many more deaths in Michingan than small-

pox does, and which should be dealt with according to the laws

in Michigan.

— In the May number of the Journal de Botanique, says Nature,

MM. Bureau and Franchet describe a number of new plants from

the collections recently brought home by M. Bonvalot and Prince

Henry of Orleans, and give a general summary of their character,

of which the following is an abstract. The collection was made
almost entirely in a narrow band of territory reaching from Lhassa

eastward near the 30th parallel of north latitude by way of Batang

and Sitang to Tatsienlow, in the province of Szochwan, in west

China, from which place their route was defiected at a right angle

to Yunnan. Considered in its general aspect, the flora of this

region, as shown in the collection, is marked by the stunted form

of the shrubs and dwarf character of the herbaceous vegetation.

Of the forest trees, Coniferce and others, no specimens were

brought. It is characteristically a vegetation of high peaks, where

drought and strong winds are the main climatic features. The
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PapaveracecB are represented especially by dwarf, large- flowered

kinds of ileconopsis. Tbe greater number of the species of Cory-

dalia are not more than two or three inches high. The Oruciferce,

such as Parrya ciliaris, in the same way are dwarf and large-

flowered. Silene ccespitosa may be compared with the most dwarf

states of S. acaulis of our own high mountains. The honeysuckle

of Thibet constitutes only a small bush about a foot high, with in-

tertangled branches. But it is especially in the rhododendrons

and primulas that this dwarf character is remarkable. All the

rhododendrons and primulas found between Lhassa and Sitang

—

-B. prineipis, R. primulceflorum, R. nigropunetatum, Primula

lepiopoda, P. diantha, and P. Henrici— may be ranged amongst

the dwaifest types of the genera to which they belong. It is the

same with Incarvillea. The Thibetan species belong to a group

found also in Kansu and central Yunnan, with stem almost ob-

literated and corolla very large. Passing eastward in Szechwan
the flora puts on a difi'erent character. The leaves become larger,

the number of flowers to each plant increases. There are many
RosacecB, orchids, and species of pedicularis ; amongst the Com-
positce the genus senecio is particularly well represented, and there

are several everlastings that approach the edelweiss of the Swiss

Alps. The flora of this eastern part of Thibet and western region

of Szechwan has a strong affinity both with that of the Sikkim
Himalaya and that of central Yunnan. Meeonopsis Henrici repre-

sents the Himalayan M. simpUcifolia Hook, et Thoms. ; Astragalus

litargensis, A. acauils Benth. , Rubus xanthocarpus, R. sikkimen-

sis ; Brachyactis chinensis, B. menthodora ; Onaphalium eorym-

bosum answers to G. nubigenurn ; Androsace bisulca to A. micro-

phylla; and there are many other similar parallels between the

plants of Thibet and Sikkim, and in the same many parallels may
be found between the new species found by the travellers in Thibet

and those gathered by Delavay in Yunnan.

— The numerous letters received at the Wisconsin Agricultural

Experiment Station in relation to the chinch bug show that this

pest has already done much harm to wheat and barley in some
sections of that State, and that it is now moving from the grain

fields into the corn fields. Any remedies tried must be quickly

applied. It is now too late to introduce infected bugs, such as

have been sent out by Professor Snow of Kansas. The kerosene

emulsion remedy which is now being successfully used by Dr. E.

Fred Russell of Poynette, Columbia County, is recommended. It is

made as foUows: Slice half a pound of common bar soap; put it

in a kettle with one gallon of soft water and boil until dissolved

;

put two gallons of kerosene in a churn or stone jar, and to it add
the boiling hot soap solution; churn from twenty to thirty min-

utes, when the whole will appear creamy. If properly made no
oil will separate out when a few drops of the emulsion are placed

on a piece of glass. To each gallon of the emulsion add eight

gallons of water and stir. Apply with a sprinkling pot. Every
farmer should learn to make this emulsion as it a most useful in-

secticide. It is especially valuable for killing lice on cattle and
hogs. Paris green will not kill chinch bugs. If the bugs are not

yet in the corn, plow a deep furrow along the side of the field

they will enter and throw into it stalks of green corn. When the

bugs have accumulated on the corn, sprinkle with the emulsion.

Put in fresh stalks, and sprinkle whenever the bugs accumulate.

If they break over the barrier, as they probably will, run a new
furrow a few rows back in the com and repeat. Where they have
attacked stalks of standing corn, destroy by sprinkling. If the

remedy is tried it should be used persistently. To kill one lot of

bugs and then stop will do little or no good. When the bugs
threaten to destroy as much as five or ten acres it will pay for one
or two men to devote their whole time to the warfare. Only a

jtart of each day, however, will be needed. Some com will be

lost at best, but the most of the field should be saved. Any one
trying the remedy is requested to send the results of his experience

to the experiment station.

— Professor Martens of Berlin has published in the Mittheil-

ungen aus den Kceyiiglichen technischen Versuchanstalten zu Berlin

a report (summarized in Engineering of July 17) of some experi-

ments on the strength of steel at various temperatures between
3®' C. and 600° C. The material used consisted of mild steel.

having a tensile strength of 33 tons, 27 tons, and 30 tons per

square inch. The bars from which the test pieces were cut were

1.5 inches in diameter and were thoroughly annealed. A number
of bars of the same quality of metal were all tested in the usual

way, both after annealing, and as received from the makers, so as

to form a standard for the other bars. The temperatiire of the

bars was made uniform by placing in a bath and testing them there.

For the low temperature tests the bath was filled with a freezing

mixture, and for the high temperature tests, with paraffine, up to

200° C, beyond which alloys of lead and tin were used. The
contents of the bath were warmed by gas jets, and stirred during

the course of the experiments. The elongations of the bar up to

the yield point were taken on a length of 8. 1 inches by means of

a mirror apparatus, the diameter of the tested portion being 0.79

of an inch, and autographic diagrams were also taken of each

specimen. The results of the experiments showed that the elastic

limit of tbe material became lower as the temperature rose, though
the falling off was not very serious up to 200° C, but beyond that

point it lowers somewhat rapidly, and finally seems to disappear.

The maximum stress decreases from 20° C. up to 50° C, but af-

terwards rapidly rises to a maximum somewhere between 200"

and 250° C. Taking the strength of the specimen at 20° C,
Ihe maximum stress for the 23-ton steel is 1.34 greater, and the

maximum breaking stress is 1.62. For the 27-ton steel the figures

are 1.27 and 1.45, and for the 30 ton steel 1.25 and 1.50. The
contraction of area for all the specimens was least at about
300" C.

— London Engineering announces the formation of a British

syndicate, to be known as the Great Lakes Navigation Trading

Company, Limited, having a capital of one million sterling with

which to establish a fleet of ten steamers, each of 1,500 tons, to

establish water communication between Chicago and Great Brit-

ain via. the Great Lakes. The vessels are to be of such dimensions

as will enable them to pass through the locks on the Canadian

canals, and it is said that they will be ready for starting the ser-

vice next spring. Keeping in mind the restless activity of Chi-

cago, says the journal named, it is surprising that no regular ser-

vice of steamers has been started between that port and Britain.

There is sufficient traffic. In the Great Lakes there was carried

in 1889 nearly 27,500,000 tons of cargo, the fleet of steamers con-

sisting of 2,055 vessels, of 828,000 tons, worth nearly twelve mil-

lions sterling. The arrivals and clearances at Chicago have in ten

years increased by 73 per cent to 10,250,000 tons, and it is possible

to conceive of an equally large increase in the next decade, for

54,411 miles of railway terminate in that city, and in a year work

43,000,000 tons of freight. Besides, in the central northern and

north-western groups of States the total tonnage of freight moved
is 196,000,000 tons. A fair proportion of this comes to Europe,

principally grain; and probably if througti sea communication

could be established and freight rates reduced, a stiU larger quan-

tity might be sent. The distance from Chicago to Liverpool by

the lakes and via New York does not differ much. By the lakes,

Welland Canal, and St. Lawrence River, 4,488 miles, and via

New York by rail, 4,353 miles; so that the latter distance can be

covered in 337 hours against 346 hours in the other case. By rail

to Montreal and thence by steamer the distance is 4,062 mUes, re-

quiring 328 hours. But after all, time is not a material considera-

tion in cargo traflic. The freight rates should decide. Mr. Cor-

thell, in a paper read recently before the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, strongly advocates the development of this lake trade

to England, by the deepening and lengthening of locks and canals,

and the construction of ship railways, and he gives figures based

on average rates to show that it is probable that freight could be

carried by way of the lakes at half the cost of that sent by rail to

New York or Montreal, and thence by steamer to Britain. If this

be so, then the Chicago people, and particularly Canadians, will

do well to study the matter, because to Canada, possibly more

than to America, Britain may in the future have to look for grain

supplies. The new syndicate wisely lay themselves out for a dis-

tinct trade. The vessels are to have extensive refrigerators. To

overcome the disadvantage of the season of ice-bound rivers, which

continues for rather more than a third of the year, a terminus is

to be made at Portland, Maine.
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ELECTRICAL EVAPORATION.'

It is well known that when a vacuum tube is furnished with

internal platinum electrodes, the adjacent glass, especially

near the negative pole, speedily becomes blackened, owing

to the deposition of metallic platinum. The passage of the

induction current greatly stimulates the motion of the re-

sidual gaseous molecules; those condensed upon and in the

immediate neighborhood of the negative pole are shot away
at an immense speed in almost straight lines, the speed vary-

ing with the degree of exhaustion and with the intensity of

the induced current. Platinum being used for the negative

pole, not only are the gaseous molecules shot away from the

electrode, but the passage of the current so affects the nor-

mal molecular motions of the metal as to remove some of

the molecules from the sphere of attraction of the mass,

causing them to fly ofiP with the stream of gaseous molecules

proceeding from the negative pole, and to adhere to any ob-

ject near it. This property was, I believe, first pointed out

by Dr. Wright of Yale College, and some interesting experi-

ments are described by him in the American Journal of

Science and Art (Third Series, xii. 49, xiv. 169). The pro-

cess has been much used for the production of small mirrors

for physical apparatus.

This electrical volatilization or evaporation is very similar

to ordinary evaporation by the agency of heat. Cohesion in

solids varies according to physical and chemical constitu-

tion ; thus every kind of solid matter requires to be I'aised to

a certain temperature before the molecules lose their fixity

of position and are rendered liquid, a result which is reached

at widely different temperatures. If we consider a liquid at

atmospheric pressure,— say, for instance, a basin of water in

an open room, — at molecular distances the boundary sur-

face between the liquid and the superincumbent gas will not

be a plane, but turbulent like a stormy ocean. The mole-

cules at the surface of the liquid dart to and fro, rebound

1 Abstract of a paper read by Professor William Crookes, F.R.S., before

the Royal Society, London, on June 11 ; from Nature of July 3.

from their neighbors, and fly off in every direction. Their

initial velocity may be either accelerated or retarded, accord-

iog to the direction of impact. The result of a collision may
drive a molecule in such a direction that it remains part and

parcel of the liquid; on the other hand, it may be sent up-

wards without any diminution of speed, and it will then be

carried beyond the range of attraction of neighboring mole-

cules, and fly off into and mingle with the superincumbent

gas. If a molecule of the liquid has been driven at an angle

with a velocity not sufficient to carry it beyond the range of

molecular attraction of the liquid, it may still escape, since,

in its excursion upwards, a gaseous molecule may strike it in

the right direction, and its temporary visit may be converted

into permanent residence.

The intrinsic velocity of the molecules is intensified by

heat and diminished by cold. If, therefore, we raise the

temperature of the water without materially increasing that

of the surrounding air, the excursions of the molecules of

the liquid are rendered longer and the force of impact

greater, and thus the escape of molecules into the upper re-

gion of gas is increased^ and we say that evaporation is

augmented.

If the initial velocities of the liquid molecules can be ia-

creased by any other means than by raising the temperature,

so that their escape into the gas is rendered more rapid, the

result may be called "evaporation" just as well as if heat

had been applied.

Hitherto I have spoken of a liquid evaporating into a gas;

but the same reasoning Applies equally to a solid body. But

whilst a solid body like "Iplatinum requires an intense heat to

enable its upper stratum of molecules to pass beyond the

sphere of attraction of the neighboring molecules, experi-

ment shows that a very moderate amount of negative elec-

trification super-adds sufficient energy to enable the upper

stratum of metallic molecules to fly beyond the attractive

power of the rest of the metal.

If a gaseous medium exists above the liquid or solid, it

prevents to some degree the molecules from flying off. Thus

both ordinary and electrical evaporation are more rapid in a

vacuum than at the ordinary atmospheric pressure.

I have recently made some experiments upon the evapora-

tion of different subjects under the electric stress.

Evaporation of Cadmium. —A jj-shaped tube was made,

having a bulb in each limb. The platinum poles were at

the extremities of each limb, and in each bulb was suspended

from a small platinum hook a small lump of cadmium, tke

metal having been cast on to the wire. The wires were each

weighed with and without the cadmium. The tube was ex-

hausted, and the lower half of the tube was inclosed in a

metal poflcontaining paraffine wax, the temperature being

kept at 230° C. during the continuance of the experiment.

A deposit around the negative pole took place almost imme-

diately, and in five minutes the bulb surrounding it was

opaque with deposited metal. The positive pole with its

surrounding luminosity could be easily seen the whole time.

In thirty minutes the experiment was stopped, and after all

was cold the tube was opened and the wires weighed again.

The results were as follows:—
Positive pole. Negative pole.

Original weight of cadmium 9.34 grains. 9.38 grains.

Weight alter experiment 9.S5 " 1.86 "

Cadmium volatilized in 30 minutes 0.09 " T.52 "

Finding that cadmium volatilized so readily under the

action of the induction current, a large quantity, about 350

grains, of the pure metal was sealed up in a tube, and the

end of the tube containing the metal was heated to a little
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above the melting-point. The molten metal being made the

negative pole, in a few hours the whole quantity had vola-

tilized and condensed in a thick layer on the far end of the

tube, near, but not touching, the positive pole.

Volatilization of Silver. — Silver was the next metal ex-

perimented upon. The apparatus was similar to that used

for the cadmium experiments. Small lumps of pure silver

were cast on the ends of platinum wires, and suspended to

the inner ends of platinum terminals passing through the

glass bulb. The platinum wires were protected by glass, so

that only the silver balls were exposed. The whole appara-

tus was inclosed in a metal box lined with mica, and the

temperature was kept as high as the glass would allow with-

out softening. The apparatus was exhausted to a dark space

of three millimetres, and the current was kept on for 1^

hours. The weights of silver, before and after the experi-

ment, were as follows :
—

Positive pole. Negative pole.
Original weiglit of silver 18.14 grains. 24.63 grains.
Weight after the experiment 18.13 " 84.44 "

Sliver volatUlzed in 11^ hours 0.01 " 0.19 "

In this tube it was not easy to observe the spectrum of the

negative pole, owing to the rapid manner in which the de-

posit obscured the glass. A special tube was therefore de-

vised, of the following character. A silver rod was attached

to the platiaum pole at one end of the tube, and the alumi-

num positive pole was at the side. The end of the tube op-

posite thei "ver pole was rounded, and the spectroscope was

arranged to observe the light of the volatilizing silver
'

' end

on." In this way the deposit of silver offered no obstruction

to the light, as none was deposited except on the sides of the

tube surrounding the silver. At a vacuum giving a dark

space of about three millimetres from the silver, a greenish-

white glow was seen to surround the metal. This glow gave

a very brilliant spectrum. The spark from silver poles in

air was brought into the same field of view as the vacuum
glow, by means of a right-angled prism attached to the

spectroscope, and the two spectra were compared. The two
strong green lines of silver were visible in each spectrum.

The measurements taken of their wave-lengths were 3,344

and 3,675, numbers which are so close to Thalen's numbers
as to leave no doubt that they are silver lines. At a pressure

giving a dark space of two millimetres the spectrum was
very bright, and consisted chiefly of the two green lines and
the red and green hydrogen lines. The intercalation of a

Leyden jar into the circuit does not materially increase the

brilliancy of the lines, but it brings out the well-known air

lines. At this pressure not much silver flies off from the

pole. At a higher vacuum the luminosity round the silver

pole gets less and the green lines vanish. At an exhaustion

of about one-millionth of an atmosphere the luminosity is

feeble, the silver pole has exactly the appearance of being

red-hot, and the volatilization of the metal proceeds rapidly.

Like the action producing volatilization, the "red heat"
is confined to the superficial layers of molecules only. The
metal instantly assumes, or loses, the appearance of red heat

the moment the current is turned on or off, showing that, if

the appearance is really due to a rise in temperature, it does

not penetrate much below the surface. The extra activity of

the metallic molecules necessary to volatilize them is, in

these experiments, confined to the surface only, or the whole
mass would evaporate at once, as when a metallic wire is

deflagrated by the discharge of a powerful Leyden jar.

When this extra activity is produced by artificial heat, one
of the effects is the emission of red light; so it is not unrea-

sonable to imagine that when the extra activity is produced

by electricity the emission of red light should also accom-
pany the separation of molecules from the mass. In com-
parison with electricity, heat is a wasteful agent foi" promot-
ing volatilization, as the whole mass must be raised to the

requisite temperature to produce a surface action merely;
whereas the action of electrification does not appear to pene-

trate much below the surface.

If, for the negative electrode, instead of a pm-e metal such
as cadmium or silver, an alloy was used, the different com-
ponents might be shot off to differen distances, and in this

way make an electrical separation — a sort of fractional dis-

tillation. A negative terminal was formed of clean brass,

and submitted to the electrical di«charge i'w vacuo. The
deposit obtained was of the color of brass throughout, and
on treating the deposit chemically I could detect no separa-

tion of its component metals, copper and zinc.

A remarkable alloy of gold and aluminum, of a rich pur-

ple color, has been kindly sent me by Professor Roberts-Aus-
ten. Gold being very volatile in the vacuum tube, and
aluminum almost fixed, this alloy was likely to give differ-

ent results from those yielded by brass, where both constitu-

ents fly off with almost equal readiness. The Au-Al alloy

had been cast in a clay tube, in the form of a rod two centi-

metres long and about two millimetres in diameter. It was
sealed in a vacuum tube as the negative pole, an alumiaum
pole being at the other side. Part of the alloy, where it

joined the platinum wire passing through the glass, was
closely surrounded with a narrow glass tube. A clean glass

plate was supported about three millimetres from the rod of

alloy. After good exhaustion the induction current was
passed, the alloy being kept negative. Volatilization was
very slight, but at the end of half an hour a faint purple

deposit was seen both on the glass plate and on the walls of

the tube. On removing the rod from the apparatus it was
seen that the portion which had been covered by the small

glass tube retained its original purple appearance, while the

part that had been exposed to electrical action had changed

to the dull white color of aluminum. Examined under tke

microscope, the whitened surface of the Austen alloy was
seen to be pitted irregularly, with no trace of crystalline ap-

pearance.

This experiment shows that, from an alloy of gold aad
aluminum, the gold is the first to volatilize under electrical

influence, the aluminum being left behind. The purple

color of the deposit on glass is probably due to finely-divided

metallic gold. The first deposit from a negative pole (»f

pure gold is pink; this changes to purple as the thickness

increases. The purple then turns to green, which gets

darker and darker until the metallic lustre of polished gold

appears.

If we take several liquids of different boiling-points, put

them under the same pressure, and apply the same amouat.

of heat to each, the quantity passing from the liquid to the

gaseous state will differ widely in each case.

It was interesting to try a parallel experiment with met-

als, to find their comparative volatility under the same con-

ditions of temperature, pressure, and electrical iufluence. It

was necessary to fix upon one metal as a standard of com-

parison, and for this purpose I selected gold, its electrical

volatility being great, and it being easy to prepare in a pure

state.

An apparatus was made that was practically a vacuum
tube with four negative poles at one end and one positive

pole at the other. By a revolving commutator I was able to

make electrical connection with each of the four negative
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poles in succession for exactly the same length of time (about

six seconds) ; by this means the variations in the strength of

the current, the experiment lasting some hours, affected each
metal alike.

The exposed surface of the various metals used as nega-

tive poles was kept uniform by taking them in the form of

wires that had all been drawn through the same standard

hole in the drawplate, and cutting them by gauge to a uni-

form length; the actual size used was 0.8 of a millimeter in

diameter and twenty millimetres long.

The comparison metal, gold, had to be used in each ex-

periment; the apparaitus thus enabled me to compare three

different metals each time. The length of time that the cur-

rent was kept on the revolving commutator in each experi-

ment was eiglit hours, making two hours of electrification

for each of the four negative electrodes; the pressure was
such as to give a dark space of six millimetres.

The fusible metals, tin, cadmium, and lead, when put into

the apparatus in the form of wires, very quickly melted. To
avoid this difficulty a special form of pole was devised. Some
small circular porcelain basins were made, nine millimetres

in diameter; through a small hole in the bottom a short

length of iron wire, 0.8 of a millimetre in diameter, was passed,

projecting downwards about five millimetres; the basin was
then filled to the brim with the metal to be tested, and was
fitted into the apparatus exactly in the same way as the wires.

The internal diameter of the basin at the brim was seven
millimetres, and the negative metal filed iiat was thus formed
of a circular disk seven millimetres in diameter. The stan-

dard gold pole being treated in the same way, the numbers
obtained for the fusible metals can be compared with gold,

and take their place in the table.

The following table of the comparative volatilities was in

this way obtained, taking gold as 100:—
Palladium 108.00 1 Platinum 44.00
Gold 100.00 1 Copper 40.24
SUTer 82.68 I Cadmlam 31.99
Lead 75.04

I
Nickel 10.99

Tin 56.96
I

Iridium 10.49
Braas 51.58 I Iron 5.50

In this experiment equal surfaces of each metal were ex-

posed to the current. By dividing the numbers so obtained
by the specific gravity of the metal, the following order is

found :
—

Palladium 9.00 I Copper 8.58
bilver 7,88 Platinum 8.02
Tin 7.76

I
Nickel I.a9

lead 6.61
1 Iron 0.71

»old 5.18 Iridium 0.47
Cadmium 3.72

|

Aluminum and magnesium appear to be practically non-
volatile under these circumstances.

The order of metals in the table shows at once that the
electrical volatility in the solid state does not correspond with
the order of melting-points, of atomic weights, or of any
other well-known constant. The experiment with some of

the typical metals was repeated, and the numbers obtained
did not vary materially from those given above, showing
that the order is not likely to be far wrong.

It is seen in the above table that the electrical volatility of

silver is high, while that of cadmium is low. In the two
earlier experiments, where cadmium and silver were taken,

the cadmium negative electrode in thirty minutes lost 7.53

grains, whist the silver negative electrode in 1^ hours only
lost 0.19 of a grain. This apparent discrepancy is easily ex-

plained by the fact (already noted in the case of cadmium)
that the maximum evaporation effect, due to electrical dis-

turbance, takes place when the metal is at or near the point

of liquefaction. If it were possible to form a negative pole

in vacuo of molten silver, then the quantity volatilized in a
given time would be probably more than that of cadmium.

Gold having proved to be readily volatile under the elec-

tric current, an experiment was tried with a view to produc-
ing a larger quantity of the volatilized metal. A tube was
made having at one end a negative pole composed of a
weighed brush of fine wires of pure gold, and an aluminum
pole at the other end.

The tube was exhausted and the current from the induc-

tion coil put on, making the gold brush negative. The re-

sistance of the tube was found to increase considerably as the

walls became coated with metal, so much so that, to enable

the current to pass through, air had to be let in after a while,

depressing the gauge one-half of a millimetre.

The weight of the brush before experiment was 35.494

grains. The induction current was kept on the tube for

14|^ hours; at the end of this time the tube was opened and
the brush removed. It now weighed 32.5613 grains, show-
ing a loss of 2.9327 grains. When heated below redness the

deposited film of gold was easily removed from the walls of

the tube in the form of very brilliant foil.

After having been subjected to electrical volatilization, the

appearance of the residual piece of gold under the micro-

scope, using a quarter-inch object-glass, was very like that

of electrolytically deposited metal, pitted all over with mi-
nute hollows.

This experiment on the volatilization of gold having pro-

duced good coherent films of that metal, a similar experi-

ment was tried, using a brush of platinum as a negative

electrode. On referring to the table it will be seen that the

electric volatility of platinum is much lower than that of

gold, but it was thought that by taking longer time a suffi-

cient quantity might be volatilized to enable it to be removed
from the tube.

The vacuum tube was exhausted to such a point as to give

a dark space of six millimetres, and it was found, as in the

case of gold, that as a coating of metal was deposited upon
the glass the resistance rapidly increased, but in a much
more marked degree, the residual gas in the tube apparently

becoming absorbed as the deposition proceeded. It was
necessary to let a little air into the tube about every thirty

minutes, to reduce the vacuum. This appears to show that

the platinum was being deposited in a porous spongy form,

with great power of occluding the residual gas.

Heating the tube when it had become this way non-con-

ducting liberated sufficient gas to depress the gauge of the

pump one millimetre, and to reduce the vacuum so as to

give a dark space of about three millimetres. This gas was
not re-absorbed on cooling, but on passing the current for ten

minutes the tube again refused to conduct, owing to absorp-

tion. The tube was again heated, with another liberation

of gas, but much less than before, and this time the whole
was re-absorbed on cooling.

The current was kept on this tube for twenty-five hours;

it was then opened, but I could not remove the deposited

metal except m small pieces, as it was brittle and porous.

Weighing the brush that had formed, the negative pole gave
the following results: —

Grains,
Weight of platinum before experiment : 10.1940

" " after experiment 8.1570

Loss of volatilization In 25 hours 8 0370

Another experiment was made similar to that with gold

and platinum, but using silver as the negative pole, the pure

metal being formed into a brush of fine wires. Less gas was
occluded during the progress of this experiment than in the
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case of platinum. The silver behaved the same as gold, the

metal deposited freely, and the vacuum was easily kept at a

dark space of six millimetres by the very occasional admis-

sion of a trace of air. In twenty hours nearly three grains

,of silver were volatilized. The deposit of silver was de-

tached without difficulty from the glass in the form of bright

foil.

THE METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE " CHAL-

LENGER" EXPEDITION.'

SBEDfa that water covers nearly three-fourths of the surface of

the globe, and exercises an important influence on the tempera-

ture of the air above it, and, by the intervention of winds, extends

that influence over the land surfaces, it was impossible to give a

satisfactory account of the meteorology of the earth in the absence

of records of a complete series of observations taken in the open

ocean. It was, therefore, of the utmost importance that the rec-

ords of the "Challenger" expedition should be thoroughly di-

gested, and this work Dr. Buchan, after seven years' labor, brought

to a conclusion rather more than a year ago. In addition to the

results of the " Challenger " observations, he also made use of

records of temperature, atmospheric pressure, etc., received from
a large number of stations in all parts of the world. Some of the

most striking points in the report are given in an address to the

Royal Geographical Society, published in the Proceedings for

March and accompanied by four maps, of which two show the

distribution of temperature and atmospheric pressure, respectively,

for the month of January, and the other two the same phenomena
for July. These are reproductions of some of the fifty-two maps
annexed to the report.

One important factthatthe "Challenger" observations revealed

is, that the daily variation of the temperature on the surface of

the ocean away from land is very small, nowhere exceeding a de-

gree between latitudes 40° north and 40° south, and falling to

one-fifth of a degree in the high latitudes. The temperature of

the air was found to have a range about three to fotu: times as

great as that of the water below. In the Southern Ocean, at

latitude 63°, it was 0.8 of a degree, or four times as great as that

of the sea in the same region. Over the open sea the humidity

curve closely follows that of the temperature, falling to a mini-

mum at four o'clock in the morning and rising to a maximum at

two in the afternoon ; but near land a second minimum occurs from
about 10 AM. to 2 P.M. At this time, the land being heated, a

current rushes in from the sea to take the place of the hot air that

rises from it, and dry air from the upper regions of the atmos-

phere descends over the ocean. Over the open sea the barometer,

though removed from the disturbing infiuence of land, shows as

marked oscillations as over land where the diurnal variation of

temperature is great. The cause must be sought in the daily

changes in the temperature and humidity of the air produced
through all its height by solar and terrestrial radiation.

Another important fact is that, latitude for latitude, the ampli-

tude of the barometric oscillations is larger in an atmosphere
highly charged with aqueous vapor than in a dry one. In the

anticyclonic regions of the Atlantic and Pacific, the barometer
falls only about 0.035 inches from the morning maximum to the

afternoon minimum. Since pressure remains high, though cur-

rents of air are constantly flowing out from these regions in all

directions over the surface of the ocean, it follows that the dry
air from above must descend into their centres. These anticy-

clonic regions play a most important part in regulating the cli-

mates of the neighboring continents. The four principal lie in

the Atlantic and Pacific, at about latitudes 36' north and south,

and appear in all the monthly charts, with the exception of the

North Atlantic region, which is absent in the month of January
only. The absolutely highest mean pressure for any month,
about 30.5 inches, is to be found in central Asia in the month of

January. Here, to the south of Lake Baikal, is the centre of a
great anticyclone, covering a large part of Eurasia, from which
south and south-west winds blow over Russia and western Siberia,

> From the Scottish Oeographical Magazine for July.

raising the temperature of these countries. Their effect may be
seen on the temperature chart, on which the isothermals run
nearly north and south.

Another example of the effect of pressure on climate may be
taken from the low-pressure system in the North Atlantic, where
the lowest mean pressure of 29.5 inches occurs between Iceland

and the south of Greenland. This system gives rise in winter to

south westerly winds in western Europe, and north-westerly winds
over North America. While, therefore, the temperature of the

former is abnormally raised by winds from lower latitudes, that

of the latter is lowered by cold breezes from the Arctic regions.

Hence, the temperature of the coast of Labrador is only — 13°,

while on the same parallel in Mid-Atlantic it is 45°, or 58° higher.

The influence of other cyclonic and anticyclonic areas is dis-

cussed in Dr. Buchan's article. In reference to the drawing of

isobars, the author gives a warning against the use of observations

in steep and confined valleys, where descending cold currents at

night and ascending warm currents in the afternoon unduly raise

and depress the barometer alternately. Thus, in the Valley of

TOnset. in Norway, the mean is 39.95 inches, while at Dovre,

situated at about the same elevation but separated from Tonset by
a broad range of mountains, it is 29,87 inches.

Lastly, a few figures must be quoted regarding the velocity of

the wind. This the "Challenger" observations showed to be

greater over the open sea than near land, the mean difference be-

ing from four to five miles per hour. It is greatest over the

Southern Ocean (23 miles per hour) and least over the North Pa-

cific (15 miles). The curves on the open sea show a very slight

diurnal variation, but near land they exhibit a distinct minimum
between 3 and 4 a.m., and a maximum from noon to 4 p.m. The
dUference between the velocities on sea and land is greatest at 4

A.M., and gradually falls to a minimum at 2 p.m., demonstrating

the effect of the land in reducing the velocity by friction, and the

fact that this effect is, in some way or other, partially counter-

acted by the heating of the surface of the land. Such are a few
of the important results pointed out in Dr. Buchan's paper,

which is so full of valuable information that no abstract can do it

justice.

THE NEW LAKE IN THE COLORADO DESERT.

Speaking of the lake recently formed in the Colorado desert, in

the southern part of California, by the overflow of the Colorado

River, Major J. W. Powell, director of the United States Geologi-

cal Survey, recently gave a reporter of the New York Times some
interesting facts.

"The traditions of the Indians are by no means the onlj' evi-

dence that this basin has been filled, wholly or partially, before,"

said Major Powell. " Since the delta was formed, and that por-

tion of the Gulf of California was cut off and left to evaporate

under the terrific heat of the sun, the Colorado has been playing

pranks of this sort on several occasions. Along the hills which

form the sides of this basin there are shoremarks which indicate

that at different times the basin has been flooded to different

heights, and then, when the river cut back through its old chan-

nel, evaporatian has again changed the lake to a parched desert.

Along these shore-lines shells have been found which confirm this

theory. The action of the Colorado in cutting new mouths for

itself and then stopping them up is comparatively rapid because

of the quantity of silt which the stream carries. It is not unlikely

that the supposed traditions of the Indians are facts within the

memory of some of the older ones of the scattering bands that

live on the hillsides along the basin, for indications are that the

valley has been inundated within fifty years, and certainly it has

been at least once or twice since this continent was discovered.

" There is no immediate danger of the basin being filled, be-

cause it requires a large volume of water to fill it to the river

level, and the evaporation is something wonderful. At the pres-

ent time, according to reports, only a fraction of the water in the

Colorado is fiowing through this new outlet. It is possible that

the channel may be enlarged as the stream continues to flow

through it, so that all the water in the river will pour into the

basin. Even if that were to happen the evaporation is great
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enough to take up fully one-half of the Colorado as it spreads

over the basin, and it would probably require from two to three

years for the balance to fill the hole up to level. At such times

as the river filled the basin to its level the flow to the Gulf of

California has been through a channel which begins at the lower

end of the basin, and makes a short cut directly south to the salt

water. This is called Hardy's Colorado, and it is usually simply

a dry channel or ditch. It may have been formed under circum-

stances similar to those existing at present. It is large enough to

accommodate the entire volume of the Colorado after the evapo-

ration which is sure to take place while the water is spread over

the basin.
''

" Some idea of the terrible heat may be had from the evapora-

tion which takes place. If the basin were filled to the river level,

the lake would present a surface of about 1,600 square miles.

This would be lowered at the rate of six feet a year by evapora-

tion. The salt which is now being mined at Salton was deposited

in the valley by the previous evaporations. The original salt de-

posit from the water which was a part of the Gulf of California is

not responsible for all that is found there. The waters of the

Colorado are saline, for the river flows through beds of rock salt

at places many miles up from its mouth, and the successive de-

posits from the waters of this river as they have flooded the valley

and then dried up have added largely to the original deposit."

OXFORD SUMMER MEETING OF UNIVERSITY EXTEN-

SION STUDENTS.'

The process by which university extension is carried through-

out the country and made a vehicle for the further education of

the adult student is well known, and is gradually becoming more
and more appreciated in proportion as those who are responsible

for the method improve the lines on which it is carried out. The
machinery employed embraces lectures, classes, travelling libra-

ries, etc., but one element vitally necessary to the university stu-

dent is not supplied by these aids. This element is that of resi-

dence, and it was a happy suggestion on the part of the origina-

tors to propose that, for one month in the long vacation, arrange-

ments should be made by which those who have profited by being

brought into contact with a university lecture should enjoy the

additional advantage of being brought under the charm that

haunts the colleges and cloisters of Oxford and Cambridge.

The Oxford summer meeting commences on July 31, and is

continued throughout the month of August ; but, for the benefit

of students who are unable to be present during so long a period,

the course is divided into two sections, the second commencing on

August 12. It has been found desirable to remove as far as possi-

ble the fragmentary and isolated character of the lectures given

at these meetings, and therefore, while the course will be complete

and independent in itself, it will also form the first part of a cycle

of study which for its full development will embrace a period of

four summers.
That these lectures propose something more than to add

piquancy to an agreeable picnic will be shown from the following

slight sketch of the subjects treated— and treated by authorities

of acknowledged reputation. To take the lectures on natural

science first: in physiology, Mr. Poulton will discuss the recent

criticisms of Weismann's theory of heredity, and Mr. Gotch will

lecture on the functions of the heart. In chemistry, Professor

Odling lectures on the benzine ring, and under the supervision of

Mr. Marsh a course of practical chemistry will be conducted iu

the laboratory of the University Museum. In geology, a course

of practical instruction will be given by Professor Green and Mr.

Badger, to include excursions in the neighborhood of Oxford. A
class in practical astronomy will be welcomed at the university

observatory; while electricity finds an able exponent in Mr. G. J.

Burch. But the distinguishing feature of this meeting is the at-

tention given to agricultural science "designed for agricultural

audiences under county council schemes." This designation

seems somewhat vague, and it will be very interesting to see the

character of the audience attracted by this title. Four lectures

1 Nature, July 16.

are offered : the first entitled, '
' The Application of Science to tke

Art of Agriculture." This description is sufficiently wide, but

does not indicate whether the lecture is intended as a sample of

those which state-aided board schools in agricultural districts

might well offer to lads who have passed through the successive

standards, or as one addressed to the sons of farmers, and supply
ing that form of instruction which it is the duty of agricultural

colleges to impart. Another lecture is ofifered on the management
of poultry. This is more definite and more hopeful; and when
we remember that the students who come up for these summer
meetings are, for the most part, ladies, who can well be supposed

to take an intelligent interest in this part of farming operations,

we must admit that the subject is well chosen. Manures of vari-

ous characters form the subject of the other two lectures, and will

be doubtless of a sufiBciently technical character.

The literature and history lectures are of special interest, and
by the combination of many lecturers are made to cover with

great completeness the mediaeval period. Mr. Frederic Harrison

gives, as an inaugural lecture, a survey of the thirteenth contury,

and strikes the keynote of this section; while in the entire course,

which embraces some sixty lectures, we meet the names of Pro-

fessor Dicey, of Mr. York Powell, of Mr. Boas, and a host af

others, affording alike a sufficient guarantee for the excellence of

the work, ar(d a happy augury for the success of the meeting.

THE FORESTS OF ZULULAND.

An interesting and valuable report on the forests of Zululand,

by Colonel Cardew, has been issued by the British Colonial Office

as an official paper. Colonel Cardew's report, an abstract of which
we find in the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society for

July, deals in the first place with the existing state of the forests

of Zululand, then with the measures necessary to preserve them,

and lastly with the establishment of a staff necessary for the en-

forcement of the laws and regulations required to effect the better

preservation of these forests. As to their general distribution,

the forests of Zululand, Colonel Cardew says, may be conveniently

divided in the same manner as has been done by Mr. Fourcade,

assistant conservator of forests, in his report on the Natal forests

;

that is to say, into high timber forests, thorn bush, and coast

forests. The high timber forests are situated on the Nkandhla
and Qudeni ranges of mountains in the Nkandhla district; on the

Entumeni and Eshowe Hills and the Ungoye Mountains, in the

Eshowe district; on the slopes of the Ceza, and on the Useme,
Empembeni, Makowe, and other hills in the Ndwandwe district;

and on the VBombo Mountains, in the district of that name. The
thorn bush is to be found to a greater or less extent in all the river

valleys of Zululand, the timber increasing in size and the bush in

density on the lower parts of the rivers, especially in trhose of tke

Umkusi, and White and Black Umfolosi. It is very large and
dense in the country west of St. Lucia Lake.

The coast forests are of no great extent, with the exception of

the Dukuduku; they grow in small patches along the streams and
rivers near the coast, and especially at their mouths, and also

cover the low gaud-hills which borrler the coasts of Zululand.

Tlie Dukuduku is situated on the north side of the lower Umfolosi

River in the district of that name. It is several miles in extent

and very dense, and was the place of retreat of the coast chiefs

during the disturbances of 1888. Dealing more particularly with

the distribution of the high timber forests. Colonel Cordew states

that the Qudeni forests clothe the slopes and spurs of the Qudeni

Mountain, a magnificent range rising to an altitude of some 4,500

to 5,000 feet, and situated between the Tugela and Insuzi Rivers.

The forests are of great extent. In the absence of a survey it Is

impossible to say what area they cover, but they clothe the south-

ern, eastern, and northern slopes of the mountain, and from their

extent and vastness are most imposing in appearance. They are

certainly the finest forests in Zululand, and are composed of the

most valuable timber, of the same nature and variety as that of

the high timber forests of Natal. Yellow wood, both onteniqua

and upright, abounds, and there is also every description of h;ird

wood, but from want of adequate protection these noble forests

have in many parts been ruthlessly destroyed. Woodcutters do
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their work in tbe most reckless and wasteful fashion, and are sub-

ject to no sort of efficient control.

The district of Nkandhla comprises the long range of monntain-

ous country which forms the watershed between the Urahlatuze

and Insuzl rivers. The highest ridge, which attains an altitude

of at least 4,500 feet, is called Nomance. The Nkandhla forests

are of great extent, and are situated chiefly on the southern slopes

of the Nkandhla range. One belt of forest, called the Dukuza, is

seTeral miles in length, and takes two hours to traverse on horse-

back. Many are of opinion that these forests are finer than those

of the Qudeni. They have not suffered at all from the spoilers in

the shape of sawyers, but licensed pole-cutting has been going on

to some extent on the Nomance ridge. This pole-cutting is very

destructive to forests unless the work is carefully supervised by a

forest department, and the poles to be cut selected with a view to

projjer cultural treatment, which has not been the case.

The Entunaeni forests are situated on the highlands, which rise

to an altitude of 3,800 feet, between the Mhlatuzi and Matikulu

rivers. The timber in these forests is inferior to that of the

Qudeni and Nkandhla. The Eshowe forests are not very exten-

sive ; they grow in patches on sheltered kloofs and hollows, and

along water-courses and streams, filling up the valleys. They are

most abundant on the eastern and southern slopes of the Eshowe
range. They furnish no hard woods of any value.

Next to the Qudeni and Nkandhla, the Ingoye forest is the finest

in Zululand. It is situated along and on the southern slopes of

the Ingoye range, which forms tfie watershed between the

Mhlatuzana and Mlalazi rivers. It grows at an altitude of from

1,000 to 1,500 feet, and is of great length, extending from ten to

twelve miles. It is a virgin forest in the sense that it has never

been cut into by sawyers, but the work of denudation by the na-

tives is very apparent, more so than elsewhere. It is evident from

the stumps of trees left, and from patches of wood here and there,

that the lower slopes of the Ingoye range were formerly clothed

with forests to its base, but gradually by the process of cultivation

and wattle cutting the forest line is receding up the mountain.

Other patches of forest land are scattered here and there through-

out Zululand, but these are the most important forests which caU

most urgently for some regulation, lest by the joint action of

whites and natives they should be to a great extent deteriorated or

even destroyed.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Education and Heredity. By J. M. Guyan. Tr. by W. J.

Greenstreet. (Contemporary Science Series.) New York,

Scribner. 12°. $1.25.

The title of this book is misleading, there being nothing in it

about the relations of education to hereditary tendencies except a

brief passage at the end of the second chapter. A large part of

the book is devoted to a presentation of the author's peculiar the-

ory of the origin of the moral sentiments, a theory which he evi-

dently deemed of great value, but which seems to us about as

worthless as a psychological theory well can be. M. Guyan affirms

that the mere power of doing right leads us to do right, or, as he

expresses it, "to be inwardly aware that one is capable of doing

something greater is ipso facto to have the dawning consciousness

that it is one's duty to do it " (p. 72). Evidently M. Guyan was
not much gifted with the philosophical faculty. When, however,

he leaves these discussions about the origin of the moral faculty

and turns to his proper subject of education, he says many things

that are wise and suggestive, though nothing that is really origi-

naL
His first point is the importance of moral education, on which

he dwells at considerable length, maintaining, in opposition to

Ribot and others, that precept and example have a powerful in-

fluence on the moral nature, modifying in a marked degree the

inborn tendencies of the individual. Physical education, too, is

dwelt upon at considerable length, the author fearing the effect of

over-study upon the young and especially upon girls. When he

comes to treat of intellectual education he takes somewhat differ-

ent ground from what his scientific proclivities would lead us to

expect, putting science in a secondary place, and assigning the

first to the humanities. " We ought," he says, " to place esthetic

before intellectual and scientific instruction, because the beautiful

lies nearest to the good, and esthetics, art, literature, and what
have been so well called the humanities, are the least indirect in-

fluences making for morality " (p. 161). The book as a whole,
barring the author's strange theory of the moral sense, is a good
one, and will doubtless be interesting to educators.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The Illustrated American for Aug. 1 contains a good portrait

of the late Edward Burgess.

— Charles L. Webster & Co. have now ready Mrs. Alexander
Ireland's "Life of Jane Welsh Carlyle."

— G. P. Putnam's Sons have just ready in the Story of the

Nations series " The Story of Portugal," by H. Morse Stevens.

— The Seegur & Guernsey Co., 7 Bowling Green, New York,
will publish at once the " Cyclopaedia of the Manufactures and
Products of the United States" in a revised and enlarged form.

— In Outing for August is an article on " Photographing in the

White Mountains," by Ellerslie Wallace, and one on the " Theory
and Introduction of Curve Pitching," by O. P. Caylor.

— Howard Lockwood & Co. have just issued Part 2 of their

" American Dictionary of Printing and Bookmaking " It extends

from Blatt to Chinese Printing, and is, like its predecessor, freely

illustrated with technical cuts and with portraits.

— In its August number the Neiv England Magazine publishes

the "Harvard Commencement Essays." The topics are, "The
Harvard Senior," by Henry R. Gledhill; " Edward Rowland Sill,"

by Charles W. Willard; and "A Remedy for American Philis-

tinism," by Charles Lewis Slattery.

— The August Babyhood contains an article on hay-fever by Dr.

Samuel Ashhurst, who lays great stress on the importance of

counteracting the tendency towards hay-fever in childhood.

"Science for Children," in the same number, is an article that

contains information as to how to make out-door life at the pres-

ent season profitable to both mother and child.

— In the Atlantic Monthly for August, Olive Thorne Miller, in

"Two Little Drummers," treats the yellow-bellied woodpecker

(sometimes called the sap-sucker) and the red-headed woodpecker;

and Agnes Repplier contributes a paper on " The Oppression of

Notes," which will touch a responsive chord in readers who have
struggled with foot-notes far too copious and obtrusive.

— " The Press as a News Gatherer " is the subject of a paper by
William Henry Smith, manager of the Associated Press, in the

August Century, and is the first of several separate papers on

journalism which are to appear in that periodical. Mr. Smith

traces the' origin and growth of the Associated Press, and dis-

cusses topics of special interest to newspaper editors, as well as to

the public.

— John Wiley & Sons are engaged upon the work of get-

ting out Thurston's " Manual of the Steam Engine." The first

volume is printed, and wUl soon appear; the second is in press.

The work makes two volumes of about 850 pages each, and is in-

tended for use by engineers generally, as well as by students in

the graduated courses directed by its author in Sibley College at

Cornell University, and for other technical schools giving atten-

tion to such advanced work. Part I. is devoted to the develop-

ment, structure, and theory of the engine; Part II. to the design,

construction, and operation, and to the finance of its application.

Part II. also includes a chapter on engine-trials, with special at-

tention to experimental research and the scientific study of the

engine. Messrs. Baudry & Cie of Paris have applied for and re-

ceived the contract for publication of a translation into French, to

be issued next year. They have already in hand, and well ad-

vanced, a translation of Thurston's "Engine and Boiler Trials,"

published in America and Great Britain by the Wileys, and which

has ah-eady passed to a second edition. It is anticipated that the
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'
' Manual " will find a very large sale both in the United States

and Europe.

An American edition of the Rev. J. B. Lock's '

' Arithmetic

for Schools," edited and arranged by Charlotte A. Scott of Bryn

Mawr College, has been issued by Macmillan &Co. In this work

Mr. Lock has aimed to avoid novelty in method or in arrange-

ment, though it differs in some respects from other works on the

same subject. Rules, for instance, are to a great extent entirely

omitted, specimen examples fully worked out being given instead,

the theory, concisely stated, being set forth in large type, and the

illustrations and explanations in smaller type. The examples are

numerous and well graded.

The August Magazine of American History is a rich midsum-

mer number. It opens with the first part of an ai-ticle on " The

Spartans of Paris," by General Meredith Read, illustrated with

portraits of literary celebrities of France. A picture of the editor

and author, M. Arsene Houssaye, forms the frontispiece to the

number. " The Fifteenth State," by John L. Heaton, gives in-

formation in relation to the settlement of Kentucky, showing how

the mountain barriers were passed, and that a race-course was

established in 1775, so early that one man was shot by Indians

while speeding his horse upon it. " The Beginnings of the City

of St. Joseph," by Judge William A. Wood, is an account of the

founding of that city less than half a century ago. It contains an

amusing picture of the first post-office there, in 1841, which was

an old hat. The fourth paper of the number, entitled " The Right

Reverend Samuel Provoost, first Bishop of New York," by Rev.

Isaac S. Hartley, is a study, not only of the varied work of the

subject, but of the exciting times in which he lived. " A Char-

acter Sketch of Mr. Gladstone," by Hon. J. L. M. Curry, will at-

tract every reader. A paper follows on " Governor Meriwether
Lewis," the explorer of the western part of the ctontinent, con-

tributed by General Marcus J. Wright of Washington. Other

articles include " The Bewitched Children of Salem, 1692," by
Caroline E. Upham; "The Royal Couple of Roumania; " "Archae-

ology in Missouri," by O. W. CoUett; and " The Four New York
or Senior Regiments of Troops in 1775."

— "Lessons in Astronomy," by Professor Charles A.Young
(Boston, Ginn & Co.), has been prepared to meet the wants of cer-

tain classes of schools which find the same author's " Elements in

Astronomy " too extended and mathematical to suit their course

and pupils. It is based upon the last-named work, but with many
condensations, simplificationSj and changes of arrangement. One
of <the principal changes is the placing of the uranography, or
" constellation-tracing," in the body of the text, near the begin-

ning, and supplementing it with brief notes on the mythology of

the constellations.

— Ginn & Co. have in press the first volume of Bacon's " Ad-
vancement of Learning," edited by Prof. A. S. Cook of Yale. In

this edition the quotations from the ancient tongues are all rele-
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3. a. Ilpog with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
Fiin t^n and PAk kdp piti. By Stewart Oulin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archteology and
PalEeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archaeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Furnessi Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archaeological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott. M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

Archaeological Notes in Northern Morocco, By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities,

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archaeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volum>3.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, ®2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha.*' be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

N. D. O. HODGES,
4( Lafayette Place, New York, N, Y.

BOOKS : HOTF to get tbem. If there is any
boob or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
Book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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gated to the foot of the page, and their place in the text is sup-

plied by as adequate a translation as possible. In this way the

needs of the average student and those of the person of special

erudition are both provided for; the former experiences no inter-

ruption, and the latter may read the exact words which Bacon
wrote. The same principle is adopted in the notes. Many of the

latter are not original with the present editor, but they are such

as any one who understands English may read.

— The American Book Company have just issued " Elements

of Civil Government." by Alexander L. Peterman. It is a small

book, intended for the use of schools, and as it attempts to deal

with the whole subject of American government, federal, State,

and municipal, the treatment is necessarily brief and somewhat
superficial. The descriptive portions, however, are quite good,

and the work is not encumbered, as so many such books are, with

a mass of irrelevant historical matter. It opens with an account

of government in the family and in the school, which can hardly

be called civil government, and then proceeds to treat successively

of the town, county, city, and State, and of the United States.

To our mind this is a wrong method of procedure, the State being
the foundation of civil order, and therefore requiring to be treated

first; while the towns and counties, being mere agents of the
State, should be passed over with slight notice. Mr. Peterman
fails, too, as most writers of such treatises do, to give a clear idea

of what government is for, and why we are bound to obey it.

The work is faulty also in reviving the old fiction of a social con-

tract as the basis of civil society ; and in general the theoretical

parts of the book are inferior to the descriptive. It will serve,

however as an introduction to the subject, which can afterwards
be pursued in more philosophical treatises.

— D. C. Jackson, electrical engineer in charge of the central

district of the Edison General Electric Company, with headquar-
ters at Chicago, has accepted the chair of electrical engineering in

the University of Wisconsin.

BAaasfion

The phosphates of the system

are consumed with every effort,

and exhaustion usually indicates

a lack of supply. The Acid

Phosphate supplies the phos-

phates, thereby relieving exhaus-

tion, and increasing the capacity

for labor. Pleasant to the taste.

Dr. A. N. Krout, Van Wert, 0., says:
'

' Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says:
'

' A remedy of great service in many
forms of exhaustion."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R, I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure the word "Hors-
ford's" is printed on the label. All others
are spurious. Never sold in bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AI^D

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. ». C. HODOES, 47 liafayette Fl., IV. M.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel, ISmo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H, Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4) iu one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

j
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST !

^^ <^7 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
) azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

Frofii Principals ofInstitutions for the Deaf

.

" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-
dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Pull of exact and helpful observations."
"A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

'\.* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In tlie Native Religions of tbe

Western Continent.
By D. G. Bkinton, M.D. 8°. S1.7S.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Bkinton, M.D., an Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BUILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBIjE liOTV-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in three volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, new designs for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build witliout delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and $1800. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, 11800 to
$3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to $9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eacb, or $3.00 for tlie set.

"COIiONIALi HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.
"PlCXURESaUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. G. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page

—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Tear.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.
Collectors' Notes for July.
Natufai History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Revievp.

$1.75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:ps^2^ch::e]_
A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.
$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three
years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891

.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13^. SI. 50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen."—LzYerar^/ World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rou^h experiences on a frontier which is
rapidly receding."—5os/^o?i Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate Noi-th-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its
civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer''s style, constitute the claims of his little
book to present attention.''

—

The Dial.

BEADY SOOjS\

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,
on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology" and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles
relating to the civil and natural history of
the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M,D., Ph.D.
8", about 400 pp., $3.50.

NEJF BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The bookisoneof unusual interest and value.'"'

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Danipl G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the suh}Qct."'—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''''—Nature.

"A masterly discussion, and an example of the
successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
""We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples ' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-
ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and Americ8,.'"—Bright07i (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
TTie Neiv York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples,' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."—P/ii7arfe/p/tia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY; or, Snf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,
from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of
the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFREY W. Hambleton, M.D.
ia°. 40c.
" The luestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Bdltorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.
" The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly,

and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Afpleton Mokgan, Esq. 12°. 20 cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "—ifew Yorh Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COX. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."— C/lr^.9i^a?l Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."—S*. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skUi."— QpeTi Court.
"It is of extreme interest."-Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."—/ndiarea Medica

Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popwior
Science iVeiys.

"All Interested In biological questions will find
the book fascinating."—Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his snhiect."—Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CTRUS THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwl satisfies htm that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 3. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question, ' Who

were the mound-builders ? ' ^'—Neio York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iy. Y. Sun.
" An interesting paper."—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
11.

" The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-
ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' is of Interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—JSoston
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which so ience, the
author, Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTBOW. 18°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good queii-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—Pwiijc
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader—by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mart Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."—Broofcfj^ji Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—Pubiic Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Bosto7i Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply wiltten."—Springfield Se-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—St

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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New Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30,—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Ligbtning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
BALTIMORE.

Announcements for the next academic

year are now ready and will be sent on ap-

plication.

THE

Bell

COMPANY.
95 IILK ST„ BOSTON. MASS,

This Company owns the Letters
Patent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1877,
No. 186,787.
The Transmission of Speech hy

all known forms of ELECTKIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the right secured to this
Company hy the above patents, and
renders each individual user of tel-

ephones, not furnished by it or its

licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.

MIMrnil P Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
rvllMkllnLui For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

The

Remington
has set the copy for writing

machines for 15 years.

It is to-day the

Standard
and expects in the future,

as it has in the past,

to lead all others

in adding improvements
to what will always be
the true model of a

Typewriter.
Wyckoff, Seamans &-= Benedict,

327 Broadway, New York.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a smaU
conductor (one-sixteenth of an
inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been
found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-
actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-
lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
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By LESTER F. WARD.
Annual address of the president of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientiBc

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the

problem of the transmission of acquired characters.

The following are the several heads involved m the

d i scussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor

Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-

plication to the Human Eace. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in line with the

general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility

of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Tj-OR SALE.-

AN DER SEE. Eeisebriefe aus dem Moore
unci von der Nordsee. Von Dr. Ernst

Doges. (1884.) 178 p. 12". 25c.

DIE KOLONIALREICHE UND KO-
LONISATIONSOBJEKTE DER GE-
GENWART. Kolonialpolitische und
kolonialgeographische Skizzen von Dr.

Emit Deckert. Leipzig, 1885. 240 p. 12°.

25c.

REISEERINNERUNGEN AUS AL-
GERIEN UND TUNIS. Von Dr. W.
Kobelt. Frankfurt am Main, 1885. Illus-

trated. 480 p. 8". 75c.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRIQUE DU
TRAVAIL MECANIQUE. Determina-

tion des Elements de la Transmission. Par
A. Hillairet. Paris, 1884. Illustrated.

79 p. 8°. 35c.

PIE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN
GEISTESSTORUNG UND VER-
BRECHEN. Nach Beobachtungen in der

Irrenanstalt Dalldorf von Dr. W. Sander
und Dr. A. Eichter. Berlin, 1886. 404 p.

8°. 75c.

BLATTER FUR GEFANGNISS-
KUNDE. Organ des Vereins der deuts-

ehen Strafanstaltsbeamten. Eedigirt von
Gustav Ekert. Neunzehnter Band, 1 u. 2

Heft. Heidelberg, 1884. 151 p. 8°. 2oc.

KRITISCHE UND EXPERIMEN-
TELLE BEITRAGE ZUR LEHRE
VON DER FUTTERUNGSTUBER-
CULOSE. Von Dr. F. Wesener. Frei-

burg, 1885. 98 p. 8°. 25c.

GEDENKTAGE DER PSYCHIATRIE
ALLER LANDER. Von Dr. Heinrich

Laehr. Berlin, 1885. 65 p. 8°. 50c.

ZUR KUNSTLICHEN ERNAHRUNG
DER SAUGLINGE IN DEN DREI
ERSTEN LEBENSMONATEN. Ex-
perimentell plinische Untersucbung von
Dr. H. Scboppe. Tubingen, 1884. 82 p.

8°. 35c.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY
47 tafayette Place, New York.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
10^ DISCOUNT.

We will allow tbe above discount to any
subscriber to Science who will send us an
order for periodicals exceeding SIO, counting

each at its full price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

JVanls

A 7iy person seeking a Position jTor 'which he is quali'

fi-ed by his scientific attainments^ or anyperson seeking
so7}ze one to fi.ll a position ofi this character^ be it that
ofa teacher ofiscience^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or ivhat
not. may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, ifi he Satisfies the publisher of the suit-
able character ofihis application. A nyperson seeking
infiorination on any scientific question, the address ofi

any scientific man, or ivho can in any luay use this col-
7i}nn fior a purpose consonant with the nature ofi the
paper, is cordially invited to do so.

ASCHOOL, in a charmiDg location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in
the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any accomplishments, as Music, Art, Delsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

AN EDUCATOR of mature years and experience
is open to engagement asPresident of a College

or Normal School. Address " UNIVERSITY,'' care
Science.

WANTED—Lyeirs Principles of Geology, second-
hand copy, 2 vol. ed., D. Appleton & Co. State

condition and price. J. "W. PRELEY, Wells Col-
lege, Aurora, N. Y.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad . Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. Pirst-class references. Address
PROF. CATEAUS, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

CHEMIST.—A chemist, with the degree of M.Sc,
desires an engagement, either as chemist to

manufactory, &c., or as professor of chemistry in a
coUege or medical school. Has had experience as
Professor of Chemistry and thorough chemical edu-
cation in every branch of the science. Address
M.Sc, this office.

WANTED—Four additional Teachers for the
whole or part of the summer at the Summer

School of Languages, Bryant School, Roslyn, L. I.,

N. Y. One of them at least should be a teacher of
conchology and the botany and biology of the ocean,
one a geologist, and one a native of France.

ACHEMIST, who has taken a thorough .,
chemistry in one of our best Institutions,

like a position as assistant in an iron firm or in any
industrial establishment. Correspondence solicited.
JOHN N. BARBER, Box 743, Amherst, Mass.

AN experienced tutor, Latin, English, German,
Science, wishes an engagement in High School

or Academy for September commencing. H. L. BI.,

243 West 45th Street, New York City.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.]

Botanical specimens for exchange.—Special pains have
been taken to procure good mountable specimens fit for
any herbarium and no other are offered. E. E. Bogue,
Orwell. Ohio.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-
sixth homeo^eneoi'S immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch
Spencer. Four eye- pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For Exchange.—A collector of twelve years experience
has many fine duplicate minerals which he would like to
exchange for others. Address John Holl. Rollo, Wil-
mington, Del.

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-
ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S- Geol. Sur-
vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those who offer. J, W.
Freley, Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

For sale, or exchange for geological works, the follow-
ing works in anatomy, all latest editions: Allan, Tuain,
Gray, Leidy, Massey, and RoUestin's Forms of Animal
Life. S. W. Williston, Lawrence, Kan.

Will exchange a new Thomson reflecting astatic gal-
vanometer, about 6,000 ohms, made by Clark, Muir-
head &Co,, London, and costing £30, with 1-9, i-gg,

1-99Q, shunts, lampand scale, for a Weston voltmefer
arge Wheatstone bridge, dial pat

or a portable testing outfit. Address G. A., Science
Office, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

ESTERBROOK'S
STEEL PENSo

01 SUPERIOR AND STANDARD QUALITY.

Leading Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 135, 239, 333
Foi' Sale by all Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works: Oamden, N. J. "JG John St., NewYovk.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

J. B. CRALLE & CO.,

Washington, D. C.

ILLUSTRATED HAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-
tion. Mention this paper.

WORLD-ENGLISH.
25 Cent.*.

HANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

Es- President Andrew D,
White, of Cornell University,,

says: "I believe that the highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption."

" So set down, our tongue is the best for the world
to unite upon."'—Brooklyn Eagle.

'- The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,

and the presentation is charminglv clear.'"—J.?«,eri-
can, Phila.
"The result is a language which cannot fail to

meet with acceptance."—Sosfo?) Traveller.
" World' English deserves the careful consideration

of all serious scholars.'''—Modern Language Notes.

Sent, postpaid, on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, H. Y.

OFWHAT USE 18 THAT PLANT?

You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF

ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $3.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,

47 liafayette Place, New York

BOOKS ! Honr to Exchange tliem for
otlfters. Send a postal to tlie Science exchange
column (insertion free), stating briefly what you
want to exchange. Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New York.

BOOKS: Honr to Sell tlieui. Send a list,

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

Minerals,

Rock§,
Fossils,

Casts of Fossils,

Oeological

ReliefMaps.

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Auinials
and Skins,

Mounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
Models,

Invertebratcs
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOE THE AD-

VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

By iuvitation of the several scientific associations in

Washinorton, the fortietli meeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science will be held in the city

of Washington, beginning with the council meeting on

Monday, Aug. 17. As there will be meetings of several

affiliated societies about the time of the association meeting,

and as the International Congress of Geologists will hold its

first meeting in this country during the last week in August,

the official time given for the association meeting will be

from Aug. 17 to Sept. 2. This will allow members of the

association to unite with and attend the meetings of the

other societies.

The hotel headquarters of the association will be the Ar-

lington, near the buildings of Columbian University (corner

of 15th and H Streets, N.W.), in which will be the offices,

the hall for general sessions, and the rooms for the several

sections.

For information relating to membership and papers, ad-

dress F. W. Putnam, Permanent Secretary, Salem, Mass.

For all matters relating to local arrangements, hotels, rail-

way rates, and certificates, address Mr. Marcus Baker, Local

Secretary, United States Geological Survey, Washington.

Abstracts of papers, and nominations of members and
fellows, should be mailed to the Permanent Secretary, Sa-

lem, Mass., until Aug. 10: after that date his address will

be the Arlington, Washington.

All botanists, members of the association, are requested to

register at Iltiom 22 as soon as practicable after their arrival.

The ordinary meetings of the Botanical Club of the associa-

tion will be held in Room 22, on Thursday, Friday, and Sat-

urday, at 9 o'clock A.M. Mr. Wm. M. Canby, Wilmington,

Del., president; Mr. B. T, Galloway, Washington, D.C.,

secretary.
i

The Entomological Club will meet daily at 9 a.m., in

Room 15. All entomologists, members of the association,

are requested to register in Room 15, as soon as possible after

their arrival. Professor Herbert Osborn, Ames, Iowa, pres-

ident; Dr. C. M. Weed, Hanover, N. H., secretary.

The American Microscopical Society will meet on Aug. 11

and 12.

The Association of American Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations will meet in the Law Lecture Room of

Columbian University on Wednesday, Aug. 12, at 10 a.m.,

and will have daily sessions on Aug. 13, 14, 15. Under the

terms of the new trust, which endows in perpertuity the

great agricultural work of Lawes and Gilbert at Rotham-

sted, England, a representative of Rothamsted is to visit

America every three years as au exponent of Rothamsted

and its work. The first of thesD visits is to occur at the

Washington meeting, and R. Warrington, F.C.S., the

chemist at Rothamsted, has been appointed representative.

He will give six evening lectures, beginning on Aug. 12.

The Association of Official Agricultural Chemists will

meet in the Law Lecture Room of the Columbian University,

on Thursday, Xug. 13, at 10 A.M., and contmue its sessions

Friday and Saturday.

The meetings of the Society for the Promotion of Agricul-

tural Science will be held on Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 17

and 18, in the Columbian University. A conference of

chemists, including a meeting of the Washington Chemical
Society, will be held Aug. 17 or 18 at the same place; and
the Association of Economic Entomologists will meet on
Aug.~ 18 and 19. -

The Geological Society of America will hold its summer
meeting on Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 23 and 24, in Co-

lumbian University. Mr. Baily Willis, United States Geo-

logical Survey, is chairman of the local committee of ar-

rangements for the society, and Professor H. L. Fairchild

of Rochester, N.Y., is secretary of the society. These gen-

tlemen will give further information on application.

The International Congress of Geologists will begin its

meeting at 10 o'clock on Wednesday, Aug. 25, in ,the Co-

lumbian University, and will continue with daily sessions

until Tuesday, Sept. 1. On Wednesday, Aug. 26, a recep-

tion will be given to the International Congress by the Geo-

logical Society of America.

For further information relating to the congress, address

Mr. S. F. Emmons, United States Geological Survey, Secre-

tary of Committee of Organization.

The capital contains so many public buildings and institu-

tions of interest to strangers that it is proposed to pay special

attention to arrangements by which members of the associa-.

tion and their friends can utilize to the best advantage the in-

tervals between meetings, receptions, and other engagements

that must necessarily occupy much of their time. Through
the co-operation of the heads of the various departments and
bureaus, suitable times will be assigned, and officers de-

tailed, to facilitate visits to the Capitol, White House, de-

partment buildings, scientific bureaus, Smithsonian Institu-

tion, National Museum, Washington Monument, Navy
Yard, Naval Observatory, and other places of interest \vithin

easy driving distance, such as the National Zoological Park,

Soldiers' Home, Arlington, and Glen Echo.

Excursions may be made to Alexandria, Mt. Vernon, Bay
Ridge, Great Falls of the Potomac, Harper's Ferry, Luray
Cavern, the Grottoes of the Shenandoah, Natural Bridge,

Penmar, Gettysburg, and Old Point Comfort. Details re-

garding these and similar excursions will be arranged, and
the most favorable terms secured, in order that members
may come to an early decision as to the trips they desire to

make.

In addition to excursions such as those mentioned, it has

been suggested that some members of the association might
like to make a short ocean voyage after the meeting, such as,

for instance, to the West Indies, the Bahamas, Bermuda, or

Newfoundland. The round trip from New York to St.

Johns, N.F., via Halifax, can be made in twelve days; or,

if extended to Pillej^ Island (in latitude 49° 34' north, longi-

tude 55° 50' west), in eighteen days. For a party of forty

persons the individual expense for the round trip to St.
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Johns would be $50, and to Pilley Island $60. Similarly,

very favorable terms can be obtained for other voyages, and

the committee will be pleased to render all the assistance in

its power in arranging the details of such excursions.

A reception to the association will be given by the Board

of Trade of Washington in the parlors of the Arlington at

the close of the president's address on Wednesday evening,

Aug. 19.

arrest; and it is the evidence on this point, together with the

absolute proof which we have, that in some cases a complete cure

does result, that gives us encouragement to persist in treatment,

and warrants us in holding out good hopes of recovery to the un-

fortunate sufferers in the early stages of the disease.

THE CURABILITY OF PULMONARY PHTHISIS.

In reference to the question of the curability of consumption,

says Dr. T. Harris in the Lancet of May 2, we may recognize three

classes of cases.

1. Cases of very limited tubercular disease of the lung, where

the lesion is small, and is eventually replaced either by fibrous

tissue and a completely calcified caseous focus. As far as our

experience goes, such cases are always instances of very localized

and very small foci, and the disease is never an extensive one.

These cases ai'e the only ones which can be considered as perfectly

healed, and where the lesion (cicatrix or calcareous focus) which

remains does not involve a risk to the possessor, such lesions, so

far as we know, not being liable to set up either a local or general

tuberculosis. These lesions are not unfrequently found in the

lungs of persons who have died of various diseases and from in-

juries, but it is not known how frequently the tubercular change

has been extensive enough to cause distinctive signs and symptoms

of pulmonary tuberculosis. Probably the majority of the persons

in whose bodies such foci of obsolete tubercle are found have at

no period of their lives presented the usual signs or symptoms of

consumption, the lesion having been very small.

2. Cases similar to the above, but where the remains of the

tubercular disease is not at all or only imperfectly calcified. Al-

though the physician, from the examination of the chest, and the

consideration that all the symptoms of phthisis have disappeared,

may regard such cases as cured, they cannot be so considered by

the pathologist. The latter knows from the microscopical exam-

ination of such foci, and from the results of inoculation experi-

ments with animals, that such foci are dangerous, and may at any

time give rise to further destructive changes in the lungs or to the

general miliary tuberculosis. They are cases, however, which,

if the person remains under favorable conditions for preserving

health, may pass on to a complete cure, and then deserve a place

in Class 1.

3. Cases which run a prolonged course, often with periods when

the disease remains quiescent, and which are characterized patho-

logically by the formation of much fibrous tissue. It is some of

these cases which are so misleading to the medical man, and

cause the hopes of the sufiferer not only to be raised, but cause him

to believe that he is cured. This feeling is a consequence of the

disease having become temporarily arrested, or, as is probably

more frequently the case, by its progressing extremely slowly and

being associated with few physical signs and symptoms of extend-

ing disease. Very many cases of phthisis come under this head-

ing, and it is rare for a case of chronic phthisis to be continually

progressive. Nearly all such forms of the disease are associated

with periods of relative good health when the disease appears to

be quiescent. The fact that many cases of phthisis belong to this

class renders any conclusions as to the good effects of any particu-

lar treatment so fallacious. The enthusiastic therapeutist is very

prone to conclude that the favorable results are the consequence

of the treatment adopted, and to forget that the favorable symp-

toms and signs may be explained as manifestations of the natural

course of the disease. The history of the treatment of pulmonary

tuberculosis is full of such fallacies.

From a consideration of the above classes it follows that some

cases of phthisis are completely cured, but that the disease in such

instances has never been a very extensive one. The majority of

cases of phthisis we are compelled to consider belong to the last-

mentioued classes, and consequently to be cases which often show

a tendency to cure, but rarely perfectly attain that end. The

tendency, however, in very many cases of phthisis is towards

EXPERIMENTS ON THE FEEDING OF HOGS.

The following is a summary of experiments made by the Illinois

Experiment Station at Champaign during the years 1888, 1889,

and 1890.

In eight trials in which corn only was fed, aside from salt and
coal slack, pigs varying in average weight from 65 to 290 pounds

and kept in pens or small iots without grass, gained at the rate of

from 10.46 to 14.73 pounds per bushel (.56 pounds) shelled corn,

the average gain being 12.36 i)ounds. The rate of gain for food

eaten, and the food eaten in proportion to weight, decreased after

four to six weeks feeding with corn only. The corn eaten per day
varied from 3.41 pounds, eaten by pigs averaging 65.58 pounds, to

10.71 pounds, eaten by pigs weighing 311 pounds. The corn eaten

per day per 100 pounds live weight varied from 1.95 pounds eaten

by pigs fed 84 days and averaging 207 in weight, to 5.19 pounds

eaten by pigs averaging 65,58 pounds. In one case in the fourth

week of pen feeding two pigs gained 3.21 pounds each per day—
at the rate of 16.81 pounds per bushel of corn. This was the

greatest gain per day, and was also the best rate of gain in any
trial. There seemed to be no constant relation between the

weight of the pigs or the season of the year, and the food eaten

or the gains made.
In four trials, pigs fed'all they would eat of shelled corn, with

blue grass pasture, ate 4,216.5 pounds of corn and gained 905

pounds, which was at the rate of 12.04 pounds gain per bushel of

corn. Pigs under like conditions, except that they were fed but

half as much corn, ate 2,190 pounds of corn and gained 505 pounds,

which was at the rate of 12.93 pounds per bushel. Pigs in dry

lots, fed shelled corn, ate 4,207 pounds of corn and gained 790.

5

pounds, which was at the rate of 10.52 pounds per bushel.

After periods varying from six to nine weeks, the pigs which

had been fed a half ration of corn on pasture, were given a full

feed of corn, the others being fed as before. In three trials last-

ing four or five weeks each, the pigs which had had a full feed of

corn throughout ate 1,796 pounds of corn, and gained 329 pounds,

which was at the rate of 10.11 pounds per bushel. Those which

had been fed a half- feed of corn in the first part of the trials ate

2,075.5 pounds of corn in the second part, and gained 463.5 pounds,

which was at the rate of 12.5 pounds per bushel. Those fed corn

only ate 1,624.5 pounds of corn and gained 324 pounds, which was

at the rate of 7.44 pounds per bushel.

In two trials pigs fed soaked corn ate more and gained more

than those fed dry corn. In one trial they gained more, and in

one less, in proportion to food eaten than those fed dry corn. The
dififerences were not great in either case.

Two pigs in a pasture in which were three yearling steers

were fed corn, gaining in 24 weeks 195 pounds. In a second trial

two pigs with like conditions gained 231 pounds in 31 weeks. In

neither case was the gain large. In each case the pigs at the close

of the trial wei-e in good condition for full feeding and made large

gains when so fed.

A trial of apple pomace as food for pigs resulted unsatisfactorily.

The pomace kept well. Chemical analysis of it showed an ap-

parently good composition for feeding purposes ; but the pigs ate

very little of the pomace.

HEALTH MATTERS.

Morning Cold Baths.

In the past few years several patients have come to me, says a

medical writer in the London Lancet, complaining that they from

time to time, especially in winter, in the early part of the day,

have expectorated mucus tinged with blood. In each case there

was no family history of phthisis, the temperature was normal,

there were no bacilli discoverable in the sputa, there was no loss
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of strength or weight, and the chest-sounds were healthy. The
men, however, were not of a vigorous type, and they were all ac-

customed to have a cold bath summer and winter. It seemed
likely, especially in winter, that the sudden application of in-

tensely cold water to the whole surface of the skin too suddenly

raised the internal blood -pressure, and hence the oozing of the

blood through the walls of the capillary vessels lying beneath the

lining membrane of the throat or larynx, or possibly the lungs.

In any case, whatever the true explanation may be, the fact

stands out that the unpleasant symptom disappeared as soon as

the temperature of the icy cold water was reasonably increased.

The practice of taking a cold bath is so universal nowadays that

it is perhaps as well to know that although the strong man may
indulge in it with unmixed benefit, it may cause in the weak man
a symptom which fills him with anxiety.

Lannelongue's Treatment of Tuberculosis.

The object aimed at by this method, as stated by the Lancet, is

to bring about a sclerosis of the tubercular tissue, whatever may
be its seat. The cases thus far treated have been mainly those of

surgical tuberculosis.

Experiments have shown that chloride of zinc produces a re-

markable fibroid change in the normal tissues of animals ; and, as

might be expected, the same fibroid transformation is brought

about by the same agent in morbid tissues in general, including

the tubercular. This chemical compound may be said to fix the

anatomical elements by killing them, for it obliterates the capilla-

ries and smaller vessels around where it has been deposited. An
inflammatory action is thus set up in the vascular walls, which
narrows the calibre of the surrounding vessels for a considerable

distance from the initial point. But over and above this another

local change of the highest import is brought about. Very rap-

idly — even within a few hours— there is produced in the altered

tissues, by transmigration, and probably also by cell proliferation,

an enormous afflux of new anatomical elements. These young
cells cause fresh oedema of the periphery of the granulation

growths, and infiltrate the tubercular neoplasm to the fullest ex-

tent. From this moment the struggle sets in between the accu-

mulated elements and the bacilli, especially between the migratory

cells and the microbes, to the detriment of the latter. However
it may be as to the strife between cell and bacillus, the elements

of the morbid growth which the chloride of zinc had destroyed

are re-absorbed slowly, and finally disappear. The young cells,

on the contrary, organize with great activity, and form a firm

fibrous tissue, which is met with in appreciable quantity as early

as the day next after the injection.

Following the sclerosis in articular fungosities, there is produced

a thickening and subsequent condensation of osseous tissue if the

periosteum be involved in the reparative process, as was the case

in the examples of osteo-arthritic disease cited by the author.

The remote results, so far as it is yet possible to judge, show a
marked tendency for the sclerosed elements to be replaced by a

more pliable connective tissue. As a consequence, the diseased

parts regain their suppleness and their form, while locomotor

functions are preserved entirely, or at least to the limits present

at the beginning of the treatment.

The Artificial Production of Dental Caries.

For the past year Mr. Sewill, following other experimenters in

the same field, has been endeavoring to produce caries in extracted

teeth ; and certainly the microscopical appearances presented by
the sections shown at the Odontological Society, says the Lancet,

differed but little from those of natural caries. He found that

the best mixture of organic substances for the purpose was one
part of bread to eight of saliva. Meat with saliva remained alka-

line, and if a small quantity of acid were added became again

rapidly alkaline. Albumen, whether as white of egg or other

forms, acted in the same way. Saliva and starch produced little

acid, which was soon exhausted.

The teeth were immersed in the mixture in glass- stoppered bot-

tles, and kept at a temperatrure of 35° to 37" C. The bottles were
unstoppered about once a day for examination ; this, of course,

admitted air, and if the mixture became putrid, it at once showed

an alkaline reaction, in which case the teeth were taken out, well

washed, and the mixture renewed. The mixture became rapidly

acid, and remained so (unless putrefaction to a large degree su-

pervened) for from three to five weeks. The acids present were
acetic and lactic; of the former 5 per cent and of the latter 0.5

per cent were found after three weeks. The effects upon the tissues

were precisely the same, both macroscopical and microscopical,

as in natural caries. As in natural caries, the decay was found
to commence most readily in places where there was ill-formed

enamel or flaws or fissures which allowed access to the dentine, in

which tissue the caries progressed more rapidly than in enamel.

Cementum resisted longer than enamel, but at length yielded, and
allowed the dentine beneath to be invaded. Discoloration was
often present, and it was found that carious dentine readily took
up stains from such substances as are often admitted to the mouth
in medicines or articles of food. Microscopically the translucent

zone is well shown, also the " pipe-stems " appearance in trans-

verse sections, and the dentinal tubes are filled with micro-organ-
isms, just as in natural caries.

The conclusions that Mr. Sewill draws from these experiments,
and from the facts that caries takes place in natural teeth which
are used as artificial substitutes, are, that caries is entirely due to

external agents, and that vital action in no way modifies the dis-

ease.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The university extension work has been organized in Chicago.

Cleveland, Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, and Altoona are among the

latest applicants for branches.

— Accessions to the membership of the Society for the Exten-

sion of University Teaching continue to be sent in at the rate of

nearly a hundred a week. The best indication of the national

character of the work is found in the wide area from which these

applications are received, every State in the Union being now
represented on the rolls.

— The work of the St. Paul (Minn.) Academy of Science con-

tinues to meet with increasing support and encouragement. The
museum is receiving many additions, its rooms being permanent
and well adapted for the purpose. Persons willing or desirous of

adding to its collections by loan, gift, or exchange, are invited to

correspond with Professor W. F. Phelps, chairman of the com-
mittee on museum, or with Mr. C. B. Scott, curator. It is grati-

fying to learn that the university extension classes, organized un-

der the auspices of the academy, and conducted by professors

from the State University, from Carlton College, and other near-by

points, have proven quite successful and promise much for the

future.

— The heavy sentence of four years' imprisonment, in addition

to fines, imposed in France recently on four persons connected

with the alleged sale of the secret of melinite to an English firm

gives a new turn to that strange affair. It was recently announced
by the French minister of war that M. Turpin, the inventor, and
Captain Triponfi, the agent of the English firm, really had nothing

of value to the French government to negotiate for, and that the

most important part of the invention— the means of exploding

melinite after it has been united with another substance in the

shell — remained in the sole possession of the government. This

second substance, according to the New York Times, is cresilite, a

nitro-cresol obtained from a coal-tar product ; and after two-thirds

of the space in the shell has been filled with it, melinite is rammed
in— a fact which sufficiently indicates that both products can
be safety handled, and can be exploded only by a powerful de-

tonator.

— In its latest report the Board of Health of the city of Boston

says: " We are of the same opinion now as we were when we
made our last annual report, that the large expense to the city,

and the perpetual nuisance which attends the storing and handling

of garbage, should be abolished by burning it in the kitchen,

where it first appears as waste, and before decomposition has be-

gun to make it offensive. By this method the only expense to be
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incurred would be the purchase of the pail or other attachment

for the kitchen range, which would be less in a term of five years

than the present cost of receptacles for storing the garbage. It is

a mistake to throw this material upon the fire, for then the com-
bustion is imperfect, and very offensive odors are given off. It

should always be placed in a receptacle specially and conveniently

arranged for the purpose, in some part of the stove. The ordinary

heat of the stove will dry out all moisture and leave charcoal, to

be burned like other fuel. There are several patented devices

already in the market for this jDurpose. One of them is obtained

only in the construction of the stove, and consists of a receptacle

in the side of the stove in which the garbage is put, completely

desiccated, and then dumped into the tire. Another consists of a

small pail arranged for the purpose, can be applied to any stove,

and is said to answer the needs well."

— At a recent meeting of the Chicago Medical Society, says the
Medical Record, Dr. J. Frank reported a case where a man every
July shed his skin. He was taken with feverish tremors, increas-

ing almost to paroxysms. He undressed, lay down, and within a
few minutes the skin of the chest began to turn red. The redness
rapidly extended over the entire skin, and the feverish tremors
continued uninterrupted for about twelve hours. Then he arose,

dressed, and walked about in perfect health. The skin now com-
menced to peel, and ten hours later it began to come off in great
patches. From the arms and legs it could be pulled off exactly
like gloves or stockings As the old skin came away a new epi-

dermis, as soft and pink as a baby's, was revealed. This new skin
was very sensitive ; the patient has to wear softened gloves and
moccasins for about a week. After the old cuticle had been en-
tirely removed the finger and toe nails began to drop off— new
nails literally crowding them out. Finally the change was com-
plete, the man had a new skin and a new outfit of nails, and was
ready to return to the mines. The shedding began in his first

year and recurred every July thereafter.

— It is worthy of remark that the idea of university extension
has taken root in other than English-speaking countries. A Danish
correspondent writes to the Oxford Gazette in regard to work in

Denmark :
'• About five years ago the undergraduates of the Uni-

versity of Copenhagen undertook to give free instruction to the
working classes and others who were in need of such instruction.

Courses were given in languages, natm-al science, and all subjects

commonly taught in high schools. The rooms in which the in-

struction was given were lent free by thj schools and other insti-

tutions. The movement succeeded, and after three years ihe

organizing committee applied for and got State aid, to which,
however, no conditions were attached. It was only an encourage-
ment given to the brave efforts of the students. The undergrad-
uates now give free legal advice through competent men, and the
movement is extending in every direction. Branches of the cen-
tral society in Copenhagen have already been established in the

chief towns of Denmark, and it is only a question of time when
the whole country will be covered by a network of similar in-

struction."

— Some time ago, says Engineering, Mr. Bryan Donkin made a
number of experiments on the flow of heat through the walls of

a steam engine cylinder, using for the purpose delicate thermome-
ters. At a recent meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers Professor E. H. Hall gave the results of some pre-
liminary experiments on the same subject, made with a thermo-
pile, consisting of a plug of iron, which was screwed into a |-inch
hole in the cylinder, and had a small hole bored through its centre.
Down this hole was passed a nickel plug attached at one end to a
thin iron plate, which was also attached to the iron plug. The
outer ends of the iron and nickel plugs were connected to a deli-

cate galvanometer in the usual way, and the nickel was of course
insulated from all contact with the iron save by the thin plate

already mentioned. Three thermopiles constructed on this system
were used. In the first the plate connecting the two elements
was one-half a millimetre thick, in the second one millimetre
thick, and in the third two millimetres thick. The engine cut off

at about ^ stroke, and ran at sixty revolutions per minute. It was
found that using the plug with the one-half millimetre plate, the

temperature at cut-off was below the maximum, and fell rapidly

during exhaustion. The ebb and flow of heat in the cylinder walls

was very evident. Heat rushes into these walls at admission, but
at cut-off, begins to travel hack into the cylinder again, and con-
tinues during exhaust to flow from the walls and to boil off any
water that may be in the cylinder. Professor Hall thinks that

there is evidence to show that in the case of the engine on which
he was exiDerimenting a layer of water remained in the cylinder

walls from the previous stroke, thus increasing condensation.

— Captain Cowell of the British ship "Drumeltan" reports as

follows to the Hydrographic OfBce on the use of oil in stormy
weather at sea: "I have for eighteen or twenty years used oil-

bags in heavy running, especially in running down the easting on
Australian and New Zealand voyages from England; they have
always acted well, the ship running considerably drier, with less

sea on board. I have always used canvas bags, first filled with
oakum and then the oil poured in. The hags are hung at each
cathead with a rather long lanyard, so that it will sometimes dip

in the water as the ship rises and falls. In my last voyage in this

ship, in the Pacific, off Patagonia, I lay-to for seventy-two hours
in a furious gale from westsouth-vvest, but did not ship any heavy
water; had one oil-bag at the weather cathead and another at the

mizzen rigging, with long lanyards (4-masted ship). Nothing but

spray came on board. I learned afterwards that a good many
vessels were damaged in that gale, or rather hurricane. Two days
afterwards (April 15, 1890), I myself passed the "Adamant," of

Hamburg, dismasted and abaiidoned. I always keep two oil-bags

filled with oakum, ready for oU at short notice, and I invariably

destroy the old bags, as they are liable to dry hard and become
useless."

— Referring to a statement which has been publicly made that

the adoption of electric lighting in place of gas at the oflSce of the

Savings Bank Department of the General Post Office. London, has

been followed by a marked reduction in the amount of sick leave,

the Lancet says it has good authority for believing that the state-

ment in question is substantially correct. Although the time

which has as yet elapsed — two years — since the introduction of

the new illuminant has been insufficient for the collection of trust-

worthy statistics, the paper named thinks there is every reason to

believe that electric lighting will prove to be much more whole-

some than ordinary gas flames. An electric lamp does not com-
pete for the oxygen of the apartment in which it is placed, and
tbis circumstance gives it a marked advantage over any open
flame. It cannot, like some forms of gas-burner, be used to pro-

mote ventilation; but in ordinary situations its harmlessness is a

much more important property.

— An antiquarian flnd which will excite interest all over Eu-
rope, says the Academy, has lately been made in Roevemose
peat bog, near Hobro in Jutland. Aalborg Amt. The objects are

all of silver, the principal piece being a very large basin, on which
have been fastened plates of silver hammered out with figures of

men, women, and animals. The basin is twenty-six Danish inches

in diameter, but scarcely eight inhes high. One or two pieces are

apparently wanting; but it is hoped they will turn up when the

moss is minutely examined. The eye-holes of the figures are now
empty, but had evidently been filled with colored glass. One of

the plates, which is nearly seventeen inches long, shows warriors,

with helmets and other ornaments. One figure is a god with a

wheel at his side, and on another are two elephants. A third

shows a horned god in a sitting posture with his legs crossed ori-

ental wise. All these have apparently nothing to do with Northern
mythology, as was at first supposed. The whole find has now
reached the Danish National Museum, and we see that these pieces

belong to the god-lore of the Gallic peoples. The god with the

wheel, for instance, is the Gallic sun god. The whole is the work
of a Gallic artist at that early period when the Roman and Gallic

peoples first came in contact. Allowing time for these things to

wander so far north, the date would seem to be, as regards Den-
mark, the first century before Christ. Other things belonging to

this Gallic group have been found previously in this country. The
total weight of precious metal hitherto exhumed is about twenty
Danish pounds.
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— The attendance at the lectures of the Society for the Exten-

sion of University Teaching for the past season, as reported from
the general offices of the society at Philadelphia, was exception-

ally large, as compared with any previous experience either in

this country or England, and, as a result, many may hesitate to

form centres because they see no prospect of getting two or three

hundred to follow the lectures of the course. Perhaps it may be

well in this connection to notice the fact that in the printed report

of the London society the average number present at each lecture

in many centres is found to vary between eight and fifty. In

many cases, certainly, the attendance was much larger, but it is

by no means clear that the smaller centres were not fully as suc-

cessful in several important particulars. It has been observed, for

example, that the percentage of those in attendance at the lec-

tures, who also took part in the class work, was greater in the

smaller groups. Since so many of the bene6ts of extension work
are dependent upon a participation in the lectures by the class,

one must conclude that proportionately the smaller centi-es were
more successful. Wherever there are a score of persons who wish

to hear a given course, there should be no hesitation on account

of the srnall numbers. Better results in many ways will be ob-

tained under these circumstances.

— During recent year's a good deal has been said amongst ma-
rine zoologists of the use, as a food supply, that might be made of

the enormous numbers of copepoda that swarm in the surface-

waters of the sea, says a Norwegian correspondent of Nature, and
the Prince of Monaco has pointed out the value this widely-dis-

ti'ibuted nutritious matter might have to shipwrecked sailors; but

I am not aware that any one has yet actually made the experi-

ment of cooking and eating copepoda, so the following record may
be of some interest. While tow-netting during the last few days

about the North Cape, we have had some large hauls of copepoda;

and it occured to us last night, while watching the midnight sun

oflE the entrance to the Lyngen fjord, that one gathering might be

spared from the preserving bottle and devoted to the saucepan.

We put out one of the smaller tow-nets (3| feet long, mouth one

foot in diameter) from 11.40 p.m. to midnight, the ship going dead

slow, and traversing in all, say, a mile and a half during the

twenty minutes. The net when hauled in contained about three

tablespoonfuls of a large red copepod {Calanus finmarchiaus, I

think), apparently a pure gathering— what Haeckel would call a

monotonic plankton. We conveyed our material at once to the

galley, washed it in a fine colander, boiled it for a few minutes

witb butter, salt, and pepper, poured it into a dish, covered it

with a thin layer of melted butter, set it in ice to cool and stiffen,

lad it this morning for breakfast on thin bread and butter, and
found it most excellent. The taste is less pronounced than that

of shrimps, and has more the flavor of lobster. Our twenty min-

utes' haul of the small net through a mile or two of sea made,

'when cooked in butter, a dishful which was shared by eight ijeo-

ple, and would probably have formed, with biscuit or bread, a

nourishing meal for one person. It would apparently, in these

«eas, be easy to gather very large quantities, which might be pre-

served in tins or dishes, like potted shrimps.

— The annual meeting of the Society for the Preservation of the

Monuments of Ancient Egypt was held last week, says Nature of

July 23, in the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries at Burlington

House. Lord Wharncliffe, president, occupied the chair. The
report stated that there was little to report of success attending

the proceedings of the society for the past year. Its energies had
. been directed principally to two points, the necessity for an official

inspector or superintendent in Egypt, whose duty should be the

care of the ancient monuments, and an endeavor to do something

towards arresting the gradual destruction of the Great Temple at

Karnak. Reports concerning a proposed scheme for barring the

Nile below Philse, to make a vast reservoir for purposes of irriga-

tion, had appeared in the public papers from time to time, and
recently various more definite communications had been received

by the committee on the same subject. The result would be, it

was acknowledged, to completely cover this beautiful island and
temple with water. There had been some correspondence on this

subject with the authorities in Egypt; but as nothing had as yet

been decided as to any scheme otjirrigation, and as a committee
would be appointed to consider the whole question, it might be
considered as suspended for the present, and the committee had
thought it best to wait before taking any further action ; but they
would not lose sight of this important matter, and would oppose
to the utmost of their power any engineering scheme which would
involve injury or destruction to this world-renowned spot. Gen-
eral Donnelly moved the adoption of the report; and the motion
was seconded by Sir Edmund Henderson, and agreed to. The
committee for the coming year was then elected, and a discussion

subsequently took place as to the proposed scheme for barring

the Nile below Philse, the opinion of the meeting being evidently

strongly opposed to the adoption of any system of irrigation

which should involve damage to the temple. Mr. J. Bryce, M.P.,

spoke of the wanton injury which was often inflicted on monu-
ments in Egypt, and said that he thought it would be necessary,

in dealing with that matter, to bring the question of jurisdiction

to the attention of those from whom any system of inspection or

care was to emanate.

— The most remarkable example of reclamation by means of

artesian well-water, says United States Irrigation Commissioner

Hinton, in an official report, is found in the desert provinces or

departments of Algeria under the French rule. The area, offi-

cially given, of French Algeria, is 184,465 square miles. The
outlying jjortion is put at 135,000 square miles. In this total of

over 329,415 square miles one-half belongs to the Sahara or desert.

The European population in 1887 was about 250,000; the natives

and naturalized were 3,328,549, making a total of 3,578,549.

Cultivation by means of flowing well-waters has been sedulously

fostered by the French colonial government for both political and
economic reasons. Such wells as a means of reclamation began

systematically to be bored in 1857, the French engineer M. Jus

having demonstrated in 1856 that the desert was endowed with

large supplies of underground water. The total number of wells

that have been bored since that date in the departments of Al-

giers, Oran, and Constantine is stated at 18, 135. These wells

range from 75 to 400 feet in depth, and the low pressure common
to the majority of them forces the water to a distance of about

two feet above the ground. The waters are then collected in

small ditches, which convey them to the vineyards, date-trees,

and fields of durra, millet, wheat, etc., which comprise the chief

products. In all, about 12,000,000 acres have been reclaimed in

this way. The government bores are at least one-tenth of the

whole number. As an illustration of the reclamation brought

about by this well irrigation, the following figures from a report

made in 1885 will be of value, but they relate solely to the culti-

vation of the grape for wine-making purposes. In the province of

Algeria there are 60,322 acres; in Constantine, 25,031 acres; in

Oran, 26,114. Under this species of cultivation Algeria is becom-

ing a great wine growing country. It sent to France during

eleven months of 1886, 10,513,966 gallons of wine; and of cider in

the same year, 219,277,124 gallons were made. The date-palm is

the largest product of the desert oases proper. The total area un-

der colonization or settled occupation in 1887 is given at 49,400,-

000 acres; under cultivation by irrigation in wheat, barley, oats,

vines, olives, dates, tobacco, etc., at 17,041,133. The forest plan-

tations cover 5,000,000 acres.

— Professor Louis Bevier of Rutgers College has been appointed

to organize the work of university extension in connection with

that institution.

— Professor Jeremiah W. Jenks of the University of Indiana

has accepted the chair of social, political, and municipal institu-

tions in Cornell University.

— W. F. Durand, late of the Agricultural College of Michigan,

is now professor of mechanical engineering at Pardue University,

Lafayette, Ind.

— Professor A. T. Woods, well-known as a writer on mechani-

cal topics, has resigned the professorship of mechanical engineering

in the Illinois State University to become professor of dynamic

engineering in Washington University at St. Louis.
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THE PREPARATION OF MACARONE IN ITALY.

Macaroni is the semoule, or flour of wheat, moistened with

water, kneaded until it assumes the requisite consistency, cut or

pressed into the desired shape, and thoroughly dried. When
wheaten flour is agitated in a large quantity of water, the starchy

substances are dissolved, leaving a tough fibrous mass, which is

gluten. Gluten contains nitrogen, while starch does not; hence

the semoule or flour that contains the most gluten is the most
nutritious. As compared with gluten, starch has but little

strength; hence macaroni that is rich in gluten is not only the

most nutritious, but is stronger, thereby preserving its shape while

being dried and cooked.

The United States Consul-General at Rome says that for the best

macaroni, the hard, semi-translucent varieties of wheat grown in

warm countries, which contain a large proportion of gluten, are

used in the form of semoule ; for the cheaper grades common flour

is used. Any intermediate grade can be made by mixing the two
in various proportions. There are no statistics giving the quan-

tity of macaroni made in Italy; but, as it constitutes one of the

chief articles of food, the quantity must be exceedingly great.

There are many large establishments manufacturing it by steam-

power, and probably many thousands worked entirely by hand-

power, and employing from three to five or six hands each. It is

also an article of daily household production in a large proportion

of Italian families. In the household the appliances are exceed-

ingly simple — a smooth board, a piece of marble for kneading,

and a common rolling-pin. One pound of flour is mixed with four

or five eggs, moistened with hot water, kneaded a few minutes,

and then rolled out very thin with the rohing-pin. After drying

on the kneading-board for fifteen or twenty minutes, until the

surface loses its adhesiveness, it is rolled up tightly, and thin
slices are cut from the ends. The slices falling apart constitute

strings of macaroni, and are ready for use. The macaroni fac-

tory which is worked by hand often consists of but one room, ex-

clusive of the drying-rooms. The proprietor, with one or two
workmen, makes the macaroni, and the wife sells it. The ma-
chinery is inexpensive, and the hired labor costs but little.

Artificial heat is seldom employed for drying, but the manufac-
ture is often carried on in connection with the baking business.

In this case, the drying-rooms would be above the ovens, and

warmed somewhat by the waste heat. The result is, that these

small establishments can successfully compete with the larger

factories that are worked by steam-power. Their machinery
generally consists of a mixer, a kneader, and a press. The mixer
may be described as a semi-circular trough, having a hinged
cover. Through the trough runs an iron shaft, having a number
of projecting arms, with a crank on one end. About one hundred
pounds of semoule or flour, or a mixture of both, according to the

quality of the macaroni desired to be produced, is placed in wooden
troughs, that stand in front of the mixer. To this is added a
sufficient quantity of water, at about 160'^ F., containing in solu-

tion a small quantity of saffron, to give the macaroni the desired

color. It is then mixed by hand for a few minutes, in order to

fairly distribute the water, after which it is put into the mixer.

The lid being closed, a workman turns the crank for about twenty
minutes, when the contents ai-e found to be converted by the ac-

tion of the arms attached to the crank shaft, into a stiff dough.
From the mixer the dough is taken to the kneading-tablc.

This is made in a number of ways. One of the most common in

the neighborhood of Rome consists of a kneading-plank about
forty inches long, thirty-two inches wide at the inner end, and
forty inches at the outer end, with sides to keep the dough from
falling out. It is solidly made of hard wood two and a half to

three inches thick, and firmly attached to the floor and wall.

The kneading is generally done by two or three men with a long

bar attached by a swivel joint to the wall at the back of the table.

This bar is about sixteen feet long, ten inches deep next to the

wall, and three inches at the other end. The part next to the

dough is bevelled to the shape of a blunt wedge with a rounded
edge. The bar is worked up and down on the dough, and being

fastened at the end exerts a tremendous and crushing force. Be-

ing made of a tough, elastic wood, it both readily sustains the full

weight of the men when pressed down, and springs back above
the dough sufficiently to allow it to be moved a little, and brought
down on another part. This kneading continues for about twen-
ty-five minutes, when the dough is ready for the press.

In some places the table is a straight plank about eight to teo

feet long and fifteen inches wide, with sides to hold the dough in

position The kneading is done by means of a drum about four

feet in diameter, and the width of the plank. It is worked hack-

wards and forwards by means of an upright capstan, about twelve

inches in diameter, with a rope coiled round it and around suita-

ble mechanism on the drum.
As soon as the dough is in a suitable condition, it is taken to the

press, which consists chiefly of a cylinder about eight to ten inches

in diameter, and twenty to twenty-four inches long, a plunger

that fits the interior accurately, and a die plate that rests on a
shoulder cast on the lower portion. The plunger is forced down
by a screw, which is suitably connected, by working with a crank

by hand. While one man mixes the dough, another turns the

crank to press it, and the third takes the macaroni as it leaves the

dies, cuts it into suitable lengths, and hangs it on light cane or

bamboo sticks about five or six feet in length, ready to be carried

to the drying-room. The press is heated to about 160° F. by
means of a small pot of live coals, which is placed inside the cyl-

inder a few minutes before pressing begins. From the presses the

long macaroni is carried on light bamboo sticks to the drying-

rooms. The small and fancy shapes are dried on screens. These

are wooden frames about two feet by six, covered with a coarse

cloth, so as to allow the air to freely circulate. A brace across

the middle of the frame serves as a handle. The small and fancy

macaroni is made in horizontal presses. Cutters revolving more
or less rapidly near the face of the die. according to the length re-

quired, cut it into any desired length. The speed of the cutters is

regulated by a pair of cone pulleys.

The drying of the macaroni is the most difficult and delicate

part of the manufacture, and depends much upon the state of the

atmosphere. It is first dried in the open air, the time in the sun

or shade depending on the temperature and dryness of the atmos-

phere, from half an hour to three hours; the time also depends to

some extent on the size of the macaroni. It is then carried to a

close damp room, where it remains about twenty-four hours. If

the room is not sufficiently damp it must be kept so by artificial
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means — by small steam jets or by the evaporation of water. It

is sometimes covered with cloths during this stage to prevent dry-

ing too rapidly. The rest is a retarding process, and is intended

to prevent the sm-face of the macaroni from drying too fast, and
to allow the interior to harden. If the macaroni is not allowed to

rest at this stage, it is liable to crumble or split. From the rest-

ing rooms it is carried to large spacious rooms that have thorough

ventilation, either natural or artificial. It is estimated that for

each man employed in the steam factories, about 170 to 200 pounds
are produced per day.

REMARKS ON AN ACT FOR THE PREVENTION OF

BLINDNESS.'

"Section 1. Should one or both eyes of an infant become red-

dened or inflamed at any time within four weeks after its birth, it

shall be the duty of the midwife, nurse, or person having charge

of said infant, to report the condition of the eyes at once to some
legally qualified practitioner of medicine of the city, town, or dis-

trict in which the parents of the child reside.

"Section 2. Any failure to comply with the provision of this act

shall be punishable by a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars, or

imprisonment not to exceed six months, or both.

"Section 3. This act shall take effect on the first day of June,

eighteen hundred and ninety-one."

This act for the prevention of blindness was passed by the last

legislature [of Maine], and was signed by the Governor, March 38.

The legislature of New York passed an act similar to this one last

year, and was the first State to have a law of this nature upon its

statute books. Maine follows the lead and has the honor of being

the second State in the Union to have such a law.

It is intended to draw attention more forcibly to purulent in-

flammation of the eyes, known also as ophthalmia neonatorum or

purulent inflammation of the new-bom. This disease is always

caused by contagion or infection. It wiU be seen at once that it

can be placed among the preventable disease^, and therefore the

prophylactic treatment is one of the most important and satisfac-

tory problems in hygiene, because in a large majority of cases the

disease can be prevented from spreading. If, however, the disease

does spread, and is recognized upon its first appearance, we possess

remedies that can be applied by any physician and the disease can

be cured at once. It would seem, therefore, that we need some
law to call attention to the importance of the early treatment of

the infant's eyes that blindness may be prevented, for every blind

person represents a certain loss of productiveness to the State, and
many are throughout their lives dependent upon relatives or the

public for support.

If from twenty to thirty per cent of blindness in the State is due
to neglect of proper treatment of this disease, all will agree that it

is time something was done to place the neglect of such treatment

upon some responsible person. This act for the prevention of

blindness will do another good thing by calling attention to the

prophylaxis of this disease. Proper treatment will be instituted

before and after the bi^-th of the infant in order that the eyes may
not become infected, and thus the sight of many will be saved.

To indicate how efiicient this treatment is, it might be mentioned
that after Crede had devised his method of prophylaxis for this

disease, he had only two cases in 1,600 infants, whereas, before he
practiced his method he had 10.8 per cent of the infants affected

with it, which in this instance would be equal to 160 infants, some
of whom would become blind in spite of the best treatment then
known. By Crede's method of prophylaxis and treatment for this

disease no infant need become blind. This means the preven-

tion of an enormous amount of misery and the saving of an enor-

mous amoupt of productive energy in the United States, estimated

at not less than $7,500,000 each year. This enormous loss of

wealth to the United States is due to the ravages of a disease as

surely preventable as any in medicine. Dr. Burnett of Washing-
ton estimates that the disease costs the country more in ten years

than all the epidemics of yellow-fever and cholera for the past

hundred years.

Dr. E.E. Holt of Portland, Me., in The Sanitary Inspector.

To itemize this accouct, we find that the cost of keeping a single

blind person in our best managed institutions is $132ayetir. This

makes the cost of sustenance of our blind from this one disease

alone about $2,000,000. If we add to this sum what these blind

persons would produce if they were not dependents, and reckon

their productive wealth at $1.00 per day on an average, we have

the enormous sum of $7,500,000. Maine having about one-fiftieth

of the blind of the United States shares about one-fiftieth of the

misery and loss of productive energy from this disease, which
equals $150,000, according to this estimate.

It is our duty to do something to prevent this misery and loss

to the State. At the clinic of the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary

many of the bad results of this disease are seen, persons crippled

for life, and these defects of the eye are classified under various

names giving little or no idea of their origin. These clinics re-

mind one, like those of similar institutions, that not one-half of

the misery or loss of productiveness is represented by those who
have lost their sight from this disease, for where one has been

made blind by it many have been more or less seriously affected

in one or both eyes, so that the course of their lives has been

changed from one of probable comfort and usefulness to a misera-

ble existence. The statistics do not include this numerous class

of persons. But they, as well as those who have been made blind

from this disease, appeal to our better nature to do something for

them. It will need but a short time to cure the affection if the

infant is brought, on the first appearance of the disease. We
are backward in this country as compared with some European

countries.

In London there is a society for the prevention of blindness

which does good work by directing attention more forcibly to the

causes which produce this unfortunate disease.

The Ophthalmological Society of the United Eangdom, which is

composed of the ablest men from all parts of England, Ireland,

and Scotland, took up this subject in 1884, and appointed a com-
mittee of the leading men of the society, who unanimously re-

ported that it was a subject for governmental interference.

In Germany, France, and Switzerland stringent regulations

have been adopted, which demand of the nurse or person having

charge of an infant to report any reddened or infiamed condition

of the eyes at once. Three years ago the American Ophthalmo-

logical Society appointed a committee to investigate this subject

and make a report, which they did last year. They recommended
that each member of the society do all he could to have laws

enacted that would call the attention of the public, and particu-

larly of those having charge of infants, to the great importance of

early treatment of the eyes, should any infiammatory symptoms
arise.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON MECHANICAL
FLIGHT.

The following is a translation of a communication made by Pro-

fessor S. P. Langley to the Paris Acadetny of Sciences on July 13,

and published in Nature of July 23 :
—

I have been carrying out some researches intimately connected

with the subject of mechanical fiight, the results of which appear

to me to be worthy of attention. They will be published shortly

in detail in a memoir. Meanwhile I wish to state the principal

conclusions arrived at.

In this memoir I do not pretend to develop an art of mechanical

flight; but I demonstrate that, with motors having the same
weights as those actually constructed, we possess at present the

necessary force for sustaining, with very rapid motion, heavy
bodies in the air; for example, inclined planes more than a thou-

sand times denser than the medium in which they move.

Further, from the point of view of these experiments and also

of the theory underlying them, it appears to be demonstrated that

if, in an aerial movement, we have a plane of determined dimen-

sions and weight, inclined at such angles and moving with such

velocities that it is always exactly sustained in horizontal flight,

the more the velocity is augmented the greater is the force neces-

sary to diminish the sustaining power. It follows that there will

be increasing economy of force for each augmentation of velocity.
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up to a certain limit which the experiments have not yet deter-

mined. This assertion, which I make here with the brevity neces-

sary in this resume, calls for a more ample demonstration, and re-

ceives it in the memoir that I have mentioned.

The experiments which I have made during the last four years

have been executed with an apparatus having revolving arms

about twenty metres in diameter, put in movement by a ten horse-

power steam-engine. They are chiefly as follows.

(1) To compare the movements of planes or systems of planes,

the weights, surface, form, and variable arrangements, the whole

being always in a horizontal position, but disposed in such a man-

ner that it could fall freely.

(2) To determine the work necessary to move such planes or

systems of planes, when they are inclined, and possess velocities

sufficient for them to be sustained by the reaction of the air in all

the conditions of free horizontal flight.

(3) To examine the motions of aerostats provided with their

own motors, and various other analogous questions that I shall not

mention here.

As a specific example of the first category of experiments which

have been carried out, let us take a horizontal plane, loaded (by

its own weight) with 464 grams, having a length 0.914 of a metre,

a width 0.102 of a metre, a thickness two millimetres, and a den-

sity about 1,900 times greater than that of the surrounding air,

acted on in the direction of its length by a horizontal force, but

able to fall freely.

The first line below gives the horizontal velocities in metres per

second ; the second the time that the body took to fall in air from

a constant height of 1.23 metres, the time of fall in a vacuum being

0. .50 of a second.

Horizontal velocities . . m.

,

Time taken to faU

from a constant

height of 1.33 me-
tres 0.53 s.,

10 m. 15 m., 20 m.

0.61s., 0.75 s., 1.05 s., 3.00 s.

When the experiment is made under the best conditions it is

striking, because, the plane having no inclination, there is no ver-

tical component of apparent pressure to prolong the time of fall;

and yet, although the specific gravity is in this more than 1,900

times that of the air, and although the body is quite free to fall,

it descends very slowly, as if its weight were diminished a great

number of times. What is more, the increase in the time of fall

is even greater than the acceleration of the lateral movement.

The same plane, under the same conditions, except that it was

moved in the direction of its length, gave analogous but much
more marked results ; and some observations of the same kind have

been made in numerous experiments with other planes, and un-

der more varied conditions.

From that which precedes, the general conclusion may be de-

duced that the time of fall of a given body in air, whatever may
be its weight, may be indefinitely prolonged by lateral motion,

and this result indicates the account that ought to be taken of the

inertia of air, in aerial locomotion, a property which, if it has not

been neglected in this case, has certainly not received up to the

present the attention that is due to it. By this (and also in con-

sequence of that which follows; we have established the necessity

of examining more attentively the practical possibility of an

art very admissible in theory— that of causing heavy and con-

veniently disposed bodies to slide or, if I may say so, to travel in

au-.

In order to indicate by another specific example the nature of

the data obtained in the second category of my experiments, I will

cite the results found with the same plane, but carrying a weight

of 500 grams, that is 5,380 grams per square metre, incUned at

dififerent angles, and moving in the dii-ection of its length. It is

entirely free to rise under the pressure of the air, as in the first

example it was free to fall ; but when it has left its support, the

velocity is regulated in such a manner that it will always be sub-

jected to a horizontal motion.

The first column of the following table gives the angle (a)

with the horizon ; the second the corresponding velocity (V) of

planement — that is, the velocity which is exactly sufficient to

VE
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injury to both of the standards was the loss of the left-hand gold

stud, but whether this was caused by the action of the flames or

otherwise is not known. "When the Palace of Westminster was
rebuilt the bars were deposited in the Journal OfHce, and from

that time until recently they seem to have been wholly lost sight

of. Some time ago it happened to be stated in the lobby that one

of the duties of the speaker was to inspect once in every twenty

years the standards immured in the sUl of the lower waiting hall.

Inquiries at the standards department of the Board of Trade elic-

ited the fact that, so far from any statutory requirement being

imposed upon the speaker in the direction indicated, Section 35

of the Weights and Measures Act, 1878, which provides for the

care and restoration of the parliamentary copies of the imperial

standards, specially exempts the walled-up cojjy from periodical

inspection and comparison. It was found, however, that in 1871

Speaker Denison took cognizance of the standards; and this fact

was brought to the speaker's notice. While inquiries were being

made as to Speaker Denison's inspection, an ofHcial in the Journal

Oflfice mentioned that when the contents of that ofBce were re-

cently being transfen-ed to the new wing he had observed among
the lumber some old weights and measures. These proved to be

the missing standards. They were examined by Mr. Chaney, the

superintendent of weights and measures.

The most important of the standards thus rescued from oblivion

are the yard measui-es constructed by Bird in 1758 and 1760. The
former was copied from a bar in the possession of the Royal So-

ciety, which was itself a copy of a standard preserved in the

Tower; and the second was constructed under the directions of a

committee of, the House of Commons from the 1758 standard.
" Each of these two standard yards consisted of a solid brass bar

1.05 inches square in section and 39.73 inches long. Near each

end of the upper surface gold pins or studs 0. 1 of an inch in di-

ameter were inserted, and points or dots were marked upon the

gold to determine the length of the yard." The other standards

in the custody of the Journal Office are two brass rods answering

the description of the old exchequer yard, and four weights sup-

posed to be certain of the " copies, model, patterns, and multiples "

ordered by the House on May 31, 1760, "to be locked up by the

clerk and kept iiy him." The most important weight— the stan-

dard troy pound — is not among those now brought to light.

INHALATIONS IN THE TREATMENT OP PHTHISIS.'

The history of inhalations in the treatment of phthisis is not an
encouraging one. They have been widely employed and hailed as

the most rational and effective mode of assailing the disease at its

seat. But the results of this method of medication have not been

commensui-ate with the expectations excited by it, and we imagine
that of late it has been gradually falling into disfavor and disuse.

Several potent objections have been urged against the method.
Fii-st, it has been denied that the various antiseptic and germicide

agents applied by inhalation succeed even in reaching the seat of

the disease — viz., the submucus tissue of the bronchial mucus
membrane — but are arrested often in the pharynx, oftener still

in the larynx. Then it has been shown that, even assuming that

the medicated atmosphere produced by one of the ordinary in-

halers really reaches the seat of the disease, its impregnation with
carbolic acid, creosote, thymol, or other such agent, is so exceed-

ingly feeble as to leave no solid ground for anticipating serious

benefit from its use. Further, many authorities urge with much
force that if the phthisical patient be taught to rely upon inhala-

tions the inevitable result will be a life of indoor invalidism and
constant tinkering with his inhalers, a mode of existence sure to

effect an amount of mischief more than sufficient to counterbalance

the problematical advantages of inhalation.

There is much weight in the above objections, and until they

can be satisfactorily met, the place of inhalations in the thera-

peutics of phthisis can not be an importont one. Professor Ger-

main-See, in a recent paper presented to the French Academy of

Medicine, has sought to overcome the first of the objections to

which we have made allusion, viz., the failure of the medicated
atmosphere to reach the actual seat of the disease. Ee recalls the

1 From the London Lancet.

researches made at various times into the action of creosote upon
tuberculosis. This drug has had a remarkable and somewhat
checkered career. Discovered in 1833 by Reichenbach, its true

composition was first made known in 1853 by Gorup-Besanez, who
showed that it consisted mainly of two substances, Gaiacol and
creosol. It was in 1877 that Bouchard and Gimbert conceived

the idea of its possible utility in phthisis, and made trial of it both

per primam viam and hypodermioally. Later, Fraenzel and
Sommerbrodt in Germany made extensive trial of creosote, and
reported benefit from its use.

Guttmann, in his researches in the year 1889, found that the

saturation of the system with creosote arrested the development

of the bacilli, and suggested that the best means of bringing the

system thoroughly under the influence of the drug would be to

submit the patient to an atmosphere saturated with creosote under

pressure. This is also the method recommended by Professor

Germain-See. He describes it as follows: "The patient is shut

up in a metal chamber, hermetically closed, and compressed air,

passed through creosote and eucalyptol, is made to enter slowly.

The air in passing through these liquids is saturated, and arrives

charged with a large quantity of these medicaments. The press-

ure must be slowly increased, and should not exceed a half atmos-

phere. The speed of delivery of the air saturated with the medi-

cated vapors is fi-om fifteen to twenty cubic metres per hour for a

space of five cubic metres of capacity. The length of time the

l^atient remains in the chamber is usually two hours, sometimes

three or more, and no inconvenience ensues as the result of this

procedure. The inhalations are made daily or more frequently."

Pi'ofessor Germain-S6e has tried this method in twelve cases, of

which one was a case of apical bronchitis, a second was a case of

foetid bronchitis, and the remaining ten were genuine cases of

tubercular phthisis, all of which, with one exception, had arrived

at the stage of softening. The results obtained appear to be sur-

prising, a marked amelioration being in most cases observable,

not only in the amount and character of the expectoration, but in

the general constitutional condition, and in some cases, though

not in all, a corresponding improvement in the physical signs.

Contrary to what might seem probable, hsemoptysis was not only

not excited, hut seemed controlled by this mode of treatment, and

the appetite and digestion were improved rather than otherwise.

Hectic fever was also diminished. Naturally, the least improve-

ment was manifested in the physical signs, but Professor Ger-

main See is inclined to hope that by this new method the disease,

if not cured, may at least be arrested, and further progress pre-

vented. Benefit was obtained in some cases in a fortnight, in

others the treatment was kept up for three months. Very great

benefit was obtained in some cases of scrofulous enlargement of

the cervical glands.

At the present time it is hardly necessary to emphasize the ne-

cessity for extreime caution in admitting the claims of any new
alleged remedy for tuberculosis, and the evidence before us in the

present case, although interesting, falls immeasurably short of dem-
onstration. Further trials will no doubt be made, and the results

will be awaited with attention. One benefit, somewhat negative

in character, may even now be derived from Professor Germain-

See's researches, viz., the realization of the utter futility of the

methods of inhalation so long adopted, and the uselessness of the

inhalers now commonly employed. If inhalation is ever to be-

come a valuable agent in therapeutics, it will probably be by the

adoption of some plan analogous to that sketched above, and, ac-

cording to our present knowledge, the most hopeful medicament

with which to experiment would seem to be creosote.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
*#* Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer's name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.

On request in advance, one hundred copies of the number containing his

com,m.unication will be furnished free to any correspondent.
The editor will be glad to publish any queries consonant with the character

of the journal.

Beech Trees and Lightning.

The question was raised in Science a short time ago as to whether

beech trees were ever struck by lightning. During a severe thun-

der-storm which passed over here this afternoon a beech tree
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within fifty yards of the house was struck, the upper pai-t of the

trunk and several of the branches to the end being stripped of

their bark, but the lower part of the trunk showing no sign of

passage of the lightning. Thomas Darley.

York, England, July 31.

That Hessian Fly Parasite.

The item concerning the introduction of a European parasite of

the Hessian-fly into this State which is going the rounds of the

press, and which I notice you have copied in your issue of July

17, was unauthorized, and is in some respects inaccurate.

The parasites were not obtained originally from the Smithsonian

Institution, but were sent me by Dr. Riley, the entomologist of

the United States Department of Agriculture, several other ento-

mologists, as I understand, having received them at the same time.

This was, in short, an experiment of the Division of Entomology,

and not my own.
The parasite is Semiotellus nigripes, and, like our native species

of the same genus, infests the larva, not the egg.

S. A. Forbes.
Champaign, III., July 20.

Information Wanted.

Can I learn through the columns of Science how to interpret the

indications of the thermometer with bulb blackened and inclosed

in an exhausted glass case ?

Are there any accepted formulse for this so called solar radiation

thermometer, and where can one find the literature of the sub-

ject f F. C. Van Dyck.

New Brunswick, N.J., July 30.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

The History of Human Marriage. By Edward Westermaeck.
New York, Macmillan. 8°. $4.

This is one of the most elaborate works on the history of social

institutions that we have met with. The author is lecturer on
sociology in the University of Fmland at Helsingfors, yet his book
was written by himself in English, which is to him a foreign lan-

guage. He modestly tells us in his preface that, as originally

written, the book contained some un-English expressions, which
were corrected by his English friends ; but the ease and clearness

of the style show that he is a master of the art of expression, and
make his work far more interesting than works on such subjects

are apt to be. The word " human" in the title of the book is

tautological ; for there is no marriage known to us except the

human, and Mr. Westermaick's attempt to show that the mat-
ing of animals is the same thing as marriage is by no means
successful. Marriage is a moral institution, and therefore cannot

exist except among moral beings ; and Mr. Westermarck's failure

to duly appreciate the moral aspects of his subject is the principal

defect of his work.

As a descriptive history of marriage, however, in the many
forms it has assumed, the work could hardly, in the present state

of our knowledge, be surpassed. It opens with a discussion of the

proper method to be pursued in this and similar inquiries, as to

which the author is more prudent than some writers have been.

He remarks that '

' nothing has been more fatal to the science of

society than the habit of inferring without sufficient reasons from
the prevalence of a custom or institution among some savage peo-

ples that this custom, this institution, is a relic of a stage of de-

velopment that the whole human race once went through " (p. 2).

It was high time to sound this note of caution, and we trust that

other inquirers into early history will give heed to it. Having
settled on his method of investigation, Mr. Westermarck goes on

to present the different phases of his subject, such as the antiquity

of marriage, the hypothesis of promiscuity among primitive peo-

ples, the influence of affection and sympathy, the forms of mar-

riage, the ceremonies attending it, and many other matters per-

taining to the marriage relation. He shows a very wide as well

as intimate knowledge of the facts, so far as they have been dis-

covered, and both his facts and his arguments will have to be

considered by all who may write on the subject hereafter.

His opinions on certain fundamental points are at variance with

those of most previous writers, and hence his work is likely to

give rise to some controversy. He rejects the hypothesis that

promiscuous intercourse was once everywhere prevalent, and his

arguments on this point deserve careful attention. In some of

his other theories he does not seem to us quite so fortunate- For

instance, he maintains that there was in the eai'liest times a human
pairing season similar to that of animals, the sexual passion being

dormant the rest of the year; yet he brings no adequate evidence

to support this view, and hardly any evidence at all. Again, in

speaking of the prohibition of marriage among near kindred, he

remarks that savages could hardly have known that such mar-

riages are physically injurious to the race, and so he attempts to

account for the prohibition by the principle of " natural selection."

He thinks that " there was no doubt a time when blood relation-

ship was no bar to sexual intercourse. But variations, here as

well as elsewhere, would naturally present themselves; and those

of our ancestors who avoided in-and in breeding would survive,

while the others would gradually decay and ultimately perish "

(p. 353). But what we want to know is why some of our ances-

tors avoided such breeding while others did not; and it is no an-

swer to this question to tell us that, after the two customs had

been established, the one prevailed over the other. But whatever

may be thought of some of Mr. Westermark's theories, his work
will be indispensable to all students of the early history of man-
kind.

Justice. By Herbert Spencer. New York, Appleton. 12°.

$.25.

This is intended to form the fourth part of Mr. Spencer's " Prin-

ciples of Ethics," of which only the first part had previously ap-

peared. Only the earlier chapters of the book deal with the gen-

eral principles of justice, the bulk of it being devoted to their

application. We cannot say that in our opinion the work is a

success, the author's fundamental ideas being vague and inconsis-

tent. His attempt to show that there is such a thing as " animal

ethics " is hardly worth discussing ; but when he comes to treat

of human justice he lays down as its fundamental principle a

proposition which will meet with little acceptance from philoso-

phers. He maintains that "each individual ought to receive the

benefits and the evils of his own nature and consequent conduct

;

neither being prevented from having whatever good his actions

normally bring to him, nor allowed to shoulder off on to other

persons whatever ill is brought to him by his actions" (p. 17).

Now according to this rule, if a man in consequence of his own
mistake meets with an accident that disables him, it is just for

other men to leave him to perish ; but most people would say it

was unjust.

Mr. Spencer afterward modifies this principle somewhat by

the provision that no man shall interfere with the freedom of

others; and thus he reaches what he calls "the formula of jus-

tice," which is as foUows: "Every man is free to do that which

he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other

man" (p. 46). This is a familiar principle of the common law;

and it is rather surprising to see it presented in this work as if it

was something novel. It is by no means sufficient, however, as a

universal rule of justice, as Mr. Spencer himself finds when he

comes to deal with the rights of children; for if children were

left to themselves merely, without help or interference from older

persons, they would die. Accordingly Mr. Spencer falls back

upon another principle, namely, the necessity of preserving the

species, which makes it the duty of the parents to support and

protect their offspring. Thus he lays down two quite distinct

principles of justice, and he nowhere takes the trouble to reduce

them to one nor to show how they are to be reconciled with each

other. He fails, too, as all the associationists have failed, to

account for moral obligation. Why should I refrain from in-

fringing the freedom of others if it happen to be for my advan-

tage to infringe it ? and why am I bound to preserve the species ?

Mr. Spencer scarcely touches this question in the body of his
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work, but in the appendix be gives a iew words to the subject in

reply to a critic
;
yet he shows but a vague conception of what

the problem is, and fails as completely as Mill did to solve it.

From the nature of Mr. Spencer's " formula of justice " it will

be inferred that bis work relates mainly to legal and political jus-

tice, and this is the case. Having obtained his formula, he pro-

ceeds to deduce from it the principal legal rights that men enjoy

in civilized society, such as the right to physical integrity, the

right of property, the right of free motion and locomotion, the

right of free speech, etc. ; and though his deduction is not in all

cases quite satisfactory even to himself, it is in the main a success,

except, as above stated, in the case of children. He next pro-

ceeds to deal with the constitution and functions of the state, and

devotes several chapters to a reiteration of his views on the proper

limits of state interference with the liberty of the individual, but

without presenting anything new. Mr. Spencer's work will be

welcomed by those who agree with his extreme individualistic

views ; but we doubt if it will contribute much to the ethics of

the future.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, announce as in

press " The Natural History of Man, and the Rise and Progress of

Philosophy," a series of lectures delivered by Alexander Kinmont,

A.M.

— Professor Arthur Sherburne Hardy has gone abroad for a

year, and may, perhaps, go round the world.

— Professor Lyon G. Tyler of William and Mary College has in

contemplation a political history of Virginia, for which he has

ah-eady accumulated a large amount of material.

— H. H. Johnston is writing a book on Livingtone and Central

African exploration, which will be illustrated from original draw-

ings by Mr. Johnston and from photographs.

— "I desire to enter a plea for the child," says Henry Sabin in

his book, " Organism and System " (Bardeen) ;
" to recall the al-

most forgotten fact that the supreme object of the child's educa-

tion is the child himself. Organization and system are but rpeans

to an end. ' What is the machine for? ' finds its answer in the

value of the product."

— The article upon "University Extension and its Leaders,"

which Professor Herbert B. Adams of the Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity prepared for the July number of the Review of Reviews, has

been honored by receiving the first prize offered by the regents of

the University of New York for an article upon university ex-

tension. The English edition of the Review last year offered a

prize of $1,500 as a three-year college scholarship to the English

girl who should pass the best examination in contemporary his-

tory and politics, the examination to be based upon articles and
discussions appearing in the Review from January to December,

1890, inclusive. The award has recently been made, and in the

American edition of the Review for August there appears an ac-

count of tlie prize and its award, together with portraits of the

two young ladies between whom the first prize was divided, and

of two others who won the second and third prizes. The " Prog-

ress of the World," in the August number, opens with a discussion

of Chicago and the World's Fair, from the pen of Dr. Albert

Shaw.

— The recent issues of the " Papers of the American Historical

Association " contain some articles of interest. The double num-
ber for January and April has a paper by Mr. John Jay on the
" Demand for Education in American History," in which he pre-

sents the well-known arguments for the necessity of such educa-

tion, but without adding anything new. Mr. Charles M. An-
drews discusses ''The Theory of the Village Community" in a

way that will not be gratifying to the school of Freeman and
Maine ; for he shows their views as the democratic constitution

of the early communities has no real basis in fact and very little

support from analogy. Mr. W. H. Mace has an article on the

" Organization of Historical Material," which will doubtless be

suggestive to young historians, though it contains nothing spe-

cially novel. There is also an interesting paper on Bismarck's
career, with others on various topics. The July number contains

a long and elaborate account of " The Fate of Dietrich Flade,"
who was a judge in the Rhenish town of Trier, and was put to

death in 1589 for the then heinous crime of witchcraft. Professor

Burr m this article, however, makes it pretty certain from newly
discovered evidence that Flade's death was really due to the mal-
ice of his personal enemies. This number also has articles en-

titled "The Philosophic Aspects of History" and " Is History a
Science," neither of which sheds much light on the subject, and
closes with a paper by Mr. J. G. Bourinot on "Canada and the
United States," in which the author takes strong ground against

annexation. The "Papers" are published by Putnam at four

dollars a year.

— Messrs. MacmUlan & Co. announce that they are now issuing

a new edition of " The Cambridge Shakespeare." This well-

known text was originally published in 1863-6. It has been for

many years out of print, and second-hand copies have only been
procurable at high prices. A new and revised edition has long

been contemplated, but has been postponed in order that Mr. W.
Aldis Wright (the surviving editor) might go carefully over the

whole work in the light of the most recent textual criticism of

Shakespeare. This has now been done, and it is hoped that the

Cambridge edition, which may now be considered as in its final

form, may be found most satisfactory.

— Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls. publishers, announce that their

new " Standard Dictionary of the English Language" will proba-

bly be issued early in 1893. In a recent presentation of the plan

of the work, now well under way, the publisher? state that it will

embody many new principles in lexicography, and will contain

nearly twenty-two hundred folio pages, with over four thousand
illustrations made expressly for it. It will contain some two
hundred thousand words. Among the hundred or more editors

on the staff of the new dictionary we find the names of Professors

F. A. March, Simon Newcomb, N. S. Shaler, W. B. Dwight,
Thomas H. Huxley, E. E. White, F. Max Milller, and Daniel G.
Brinton; also Otis T. Mason, Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Rear-Ad-
miral Luce, Gen. O. O. Howard, Benson J. Lossing, Hon. Carroll

D. Wright, Anton Seidl, Henry M. Stanley, H. H. Bancroft, Rob-
ert Grimshaw, Alfred Ayres, and Alexander Graham Bell.

Among the chief distinguishing characteristics of the work, as set

forth in the prospectus, are the following. In the definition of a
word the most common meaning is given first, preference being

given to the " order of usage " over the historical order ; for

showing the pronunciation a " scientific alphabet " is used, which
has been prepared and recommended by the American Philologi-

cal Association and the American Spelling Reform Association;

disputed pronunciations and spellings are referred to a committee
of fifty leading philologists, writers, and speakers; a committee

of five representative scholars will pass upon all new words ad-

mitted; strictly obsolete and dialectic words, and such foreign

words as are rarely used, are placed in a glossary in the appendix

;

handicraft terms are grouped under the various trades, the more
important being also given in their vocabulary places. Tlie Oer-

man double hyphen is used in compound words ; and the different

parts of each science are so treated that the student can easOy

trace the definition of all its branches, and have before him the

full meaning of the science ; that is, while the terms belonging to

each branch or subordinate branch of » science are defined in their

proper vocabulary places, the references to their superior and
subordinate branches are so given that the definition of the science

as a whole can easil.v be traced and collected, and when so col-

lected will be found by the student to be a full and harmonious
exposition of the entire science.

— From Allyn & Bacon, publishers, Boston, we have received

"Primai-y Batteries," a well arranged and practical little volume
of nearly two hundred pages, by Henry S. Carhart, A.M., professor

of physics in the University of Michigan. Notwithstanding the

many works on electrical topics that have made their appearance

in the past few years, the particular branch of the subject covered

by Professor Carharfs book has been comparatively neglected, the
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only work devoted wholly to primary batteries available to Eng-

lish-speaking electricians and students, we believe, having been

an unsatisfactory treatise translated from the French. In pre-

paring this book the author has evidently had in mind the needs

of the student of electricity as well as of those whose occupation

requires some degree of familiarity with primary batteries for

practical purposes, as the work is admirably adapted to the wants

of both classes. The divisions of the subject appear to be as

logical as the nature of the material permits, each being fully

illustrated by the most useful types of cells. Prominence has been

given to standards of electromotive force, and a chapter is devoted

to testing, which will prove both interesting to the student and

useful as a laboratory guide

Professor Tyndall's health is improving to such an extent that

he is preparing for the press a volume of essays, addresses, and

reviews, to be issued under the title " Fragments of Science."

— Ginn & Co. ,
publishers, announce for immediate publication

" The Story of Our Continent," a reading book in the geography

of North America, by professor N. S. Shaler of Harvard Univer-

sity, illustrated. The object of this book is to set before the stu-

dent a simple explanation of the way in which the continent of

North America has come to its present physical state, and at the

same time to show how this physical state affects the life of the

people. In other words, it seeks to secure a clear conception of

the geography of the continent by showing in a very simple man-
ner the geological evolution of its features. It is adapted to the

needs of grammar schools, and may advantageously be used as a

reader in connection with a regular text-book in geography. As
an introduction, by the way of our own continent, to the study of

geology and physical geography, it will be found to possess a pe-

culiar value.

— 2'he Climatologist is the title of a new monthly journal of

medicine announced by W. B. Saunders, 713 Walnut Street, Phil-

adelphia. The object of this journal will be to promote original

investigation, to publish papers containing the observations and
experience of physicians in this country and Europe on all mat-
ters relating to climatology, mineral springs, diet, preventive-

medicine, race, occupation, life insurance, and sanitary science,

and in that way to supply the means by which the general prac-

titioner and the public at large will become better acquainted

with the diseases of this country and Europe, and better armed
to meet the requirements of their prevention or cure. The editors

are Drs. John M. Keating, F. A. Packard, and Charles P. Gardi-

ner, who will have the co-operation of about thirty associate edi-

tors. The first issue, dated August, will be ready about the ]Oth>

— According to the Publishers' Weekly, Professor Lester F.

Ward has received the distinction of having his book, "Dynamic
Sociology," burned by order of a council of ministers of Russia.
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Fitting. New York, Spon. 191 p. 12'^. $'2.

CoMSTocK, T. B. Report on the Geology and Min-
eral Resources o£ the Central Mining Region of

Texas. Austin, State. 100 p. 4°.

Cummins, W. T, Report on the Geology o£ North-
western Texas. Austin, State. 94 p. 4°.

Hyatt, A. Carboniferous Cephalopods. CGeol. Sur-

vey of Texas.) Austin, State. 30 p. 4°.

Maine. Sixth Annual Report of the State Board of

Health of the State of, 1890. Augusta, State.

306 p. 8°.
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1891. Philadelphia, Am. Soc. for the Extension
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and Mineral Resources of Trans-Pecos Texas.
Austin, State. 70 p. 4°.
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New York, Macmillan. 644 p. 8°. S4.

A SYSTEM OF

EASY LETTERING.
By J. H. CKOOTWElil., PIl.B.

Twenty- six different forms of Alphabets. The
space to be lettered is divided into squares, and
with these as a guide the different letters are drawn
and inked. Pricey 50 cents, postpaid.

E. & F, N. SPON, 12 Cortlandt Street, New York.

STUDY LAW
AT HOME.

Take a Course in the
Spi'ague Correspond-
euce Scliool of Iiavr.
Send ten cents (stamps) for
particulars to

J. COTNER, Jr.,Sec'y,

215 Whitney Block,

DETROIT, - MICH.

The Week, one of the ablest papers ou the con-

tinent." —Descriptive Afnerica.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal ofPolitics^ Literature^ Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. S^-oo for Four Months.

THE WEEK lias entered on its EIGHTH year of
publication, greatly improved in every respect,
rendering it more worthy the cordial support of
every one interested in tlie maintenance of a flrst-

class literary Journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has cliaracterized THE WEEK ever since its first

Issue will he rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to improve its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a Journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to

Its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisher
will be to make THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary Journals in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore. Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles, London, Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament.
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weekly,-' Is the largest paper of its class on the
continent.

SEND FOR FREE SAMTLE COPT.

C. BLACKETT ROBINSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,

will be given to New Subscribers to the
Geoloqist for S25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, Ifllnn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
PUBLISHERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

Crawfordsville, Ind.

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E. Schelling. A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. SI.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian " Dibbarra'^ Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr.. Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic. GO cents.

3. a. npd? with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By Wiliiara A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
F4n tdn and Pdk k6p piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of tbe Museum of ArchEBology and
Pa Ifeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis, By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Purness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent ArchsBological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

Arch.£eolosical Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museun>
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, h. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,.
A.M.. Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archfeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will foi-m a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, S2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha!"' be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

]Sr. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place. New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : Ho-w to get tlietu. If there is any
bool^or pamphlet that you want, write to the Scieno^
Book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place. New York.
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A Russian writer, Nicholacy, had obtained permission to translate

the work, and the publisher Soldatenlioo had printed and pub-

lished 1,300 copies of the first volume when the order for its con-

fiscation and auto-da-fe was given. The publisher's loss will be

over 3,000 roubles. Of course he will not attempt to publish the

second volume, and it is more than likely that the manuscript will

be seized and destroyed. Professor Ward thinks that the chapter

advocating universal education may have been the cause of the

Russian censor's objection to the book.

— The Home Journal of last week contained a four-column ar-

ticle which expounds and explains the important question of in-

ternational copyright. It shows how the new law affects authors,

publishers, printers, and readers on both sides of the Atlantic.

— There is in the London Journal of January, 1891, this refer-

ence to the establishing of the university extension movement in

Austria: "A beginning has recently beeu made in connection

with the Vienna universities and the ' Volksbildungs' (Society

for Popular Instruction) to introduce the university extension sys-

tem to the Austrian capital. Dr. Bauer, who visited this coun-

try in the summer, writes that a society has been formed, under
the auspices of which courses of lectures have already been ar-

ranged in science, history, and economics, in various parts of the

city, and on the eve of the coming census a series of lectures will

he given on the ' Statistics of Population.' Lecturers have also

been asked to give courses to the soldiers and officers in barracks.

The majority of teachers are graduates of the university, or men
of acknowledged literary or scientific training, and the work is

thus of university stamp." The financial dilBculty has quickly

asserted itself, and it is proposed to apply for aid to the " Lantag "

(provincial parliament), and any grant that may be forthcoming
will be controlled by a " curatorium," consisting of certain mem-
bers of parliament, professors of the university, and members of

the society.

ExhaasUon

Sorsford's icid Plwspkk

The phosphates of the system

are consumed with every effort,

and exhaustion usually indicates

a lack of supply. The Acid

Phosphate supplies the phos-

phates, thereby relieving exhaus-

tion, and increasing the capacity

for labor. Pleasant to the taste.

Dr. A. N. Kkout, Van Wert, 0., says:

" Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says:

"A remedy of great service in many
forms of exhaustion . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure the word "Hor.s-
ford's" is printed on the label. All others
are spurions. Never sold in bnlk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. ». C. HOOGXIS, 47 L,afayette PI., N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION,
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. IVIary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8to,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo. 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York,

i

THE CHERPEST AND BEST :

k, 6? PARK FME£,NEW YQRK^

Old and Rare Books.

)ACK NUMBERS and complete setsof leading Mag-
J azines. Rates loiu. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulatioa

Teaching.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
PiHce, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work^written at the suggestion of Miss.
Sarah Fuller. Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the^

first Treatise published on "Speech Reading.""]

From Principals of Institutions fov the jyeaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free--

doni from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
"The rules are clearly given and wiU be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, witliout

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given In speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

*i;.* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York,

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In tUe Native Religions of the

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8". S1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D.,

Ph.D. 8

N, D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

jitiipo/«ii«^a,

.

DO YOU INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBLE L-OW-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in three volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, iieiv designs for
lionses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build without delayiu, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SISOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $1800 to
S3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to §9000. Price, by mail. $1.00
eaeli, or $3.00 for llie set,

"COLOIVIAL. HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

"JPICTUKESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST ANI> SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1,009 ^^ mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AKD WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:fs"^^cs::e]_
A Journal of Entomologj', published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OE,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FEL.liO\V.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a M
12°. $1.50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen."—Lzierarj/ World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rou^h experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—5osfo?i Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."

—

The Dial.

READY SOOJSr.
m
THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, ou its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together vrith

a bibliography o£ charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8", about 400 pp., $3.50.

JSTEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE E:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D,

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."—
Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject.''''—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans '''—Nature.
*'A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, f2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy."—T/ie Monist.
"A useful and reaJly interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and AmericB..''''—Brighton fEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
Tlie New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic rea^diag.'"—Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of vievr, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails: in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

MEADY SOO]S\

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey W. Hahbleton, M.D.
12^ 40c.

*' The Inestimable Importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

'' The monograph is Interesting in style, scholarly,
and well worthy of careful cousideratiun. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD.*'
By Affleton Morgan, Esq. 1*3°. 20 ceats.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interestlDg

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from,
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. cos. 12". 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.'*'—C/irisfmn Union.
** Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."—5if. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
*' It Is of extreme interest,"—ilfedzcaZ Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal.''

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
"An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science News.
*'An Interested In biological questions will find

the book iaBcin&ting."—Pharmaceutical Era.
'•^ The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his s\ib]ect."—Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attentlou of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Ctkus THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwl satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contribution to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "—iVe?n York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlng age."—iV^. Y. Su7i.
"An Interesting paper.'"'—Christiaii Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—5os-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders iu the tornado States."—.Sos^oti
Herald.
" * The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province of meteorology. In which science, the
author. Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."-T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible hrociiure.'"—Brooklyn Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."-P^tb^ic Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."-
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply \7rlUen."—Sp7'ingfield Ee-

piihlican.
*'The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VHI. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. 0. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Mew Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-
tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

MIMED Al C Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
ITIIIlLnHLui For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in TJ. S. 100pp. lUustratecJ

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L, ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Course of Mineralogy for Young People.

Third Grade ready, containing directions how to
study minerals by means of blowpipe analysis.
Book, Collection, Correspondence one dollar

postage, 25 cents. Address
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WALKER PRIZES IH NATURAL HISTORY"

The Boston Society of Natural History
offers a first prize of from StiO to $100, and a second
prize of a sum not exceeding $50, for the best me-
moirs, in English, on one of the following subjects;

1. An original investigation into any of the prob-
lems connected with the geology of the last ice eppch
in New England; any of the glacial features, as, for
instance, the distribution and history of mqrainal
deposits and eskers, or of sand plains may be se-

lected.

2. An original investigation into the recent changes
of level of thB whole or of a part of the shore line of
the eastern United States. This inquiry must in-

clude observations on and discussions of the phe-
nomena exhibited by elevated sea margins and sub-
merged forests.

3. A study of any river valley in New England
containing an area of not less tban one hundred
square miles; the inquiry to include the preglacial
history of the stream, the changes effected in the
basin by the last ice epoch, the relation of the valley
to the neighboring basins, and to changes of level of
the sea.
Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed

envelope, enclosing the author's name and super-
scribed by a motto corresponding to one borne by
the manuscript, and must be handed to the Secre-
tary on or before April 1st, 1893.

Prizes will not be awarded unless the memoirs are
deemed of adequate merit.

For further particulars apply to

SAMUEL DEXTER, Secretary.

Boston, July 1, 1891.

L Single Copies, Ten Cents.

\L^^9s ^""^ Year, in Advance.
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PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

J. B. CRALLE & CO.

Washington, D. C.

ILLUSTRATED BAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-
tion. Mention this paper.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale,and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES. 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,

47 LAFAYETTE PLACE,

NEA^ YORK.

On Jan. 1st, and at intervals of two months

since, bas been published the New Zealand

Journal of Science, dealing with all branches

of natural science, especially in relation to

the colony. Subscription (including postage

to America) . 12s. 6d. per anniun, payable to

the Editor, care Matthews, Baxter & Co.,

DowlingSt., Dunedin, N. Z.
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NEO-DARWIKISM AMD KEO-LAMARCKISM.
By LESTE-4 F. WARD.

Annual address of the president of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1?81. A
historical and critical review of modern scientitto

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the

problem of the transmission of acquired chara.cter8.

The following are the several heads involved in the

discussion Status of the Problem, Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Profeswr
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwln-
ism, Neo-Lamarcklsm, the American "School, Ap-

plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main m line with the

general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility

of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

TpOR SALE.-

AN DER SEE. Eeisebriefe aus dem Moore

und von der Nordsee. Von Dr. Ernst

Doges. (1884.) 178 p. 13°. 35c.

DIE KOLONIALREICHE UND KO-
LONISATIONSOBJEKTE DER GE-
GENWART. Kolonialpolitisclie und

kolonialgeographische Skizzen von Dr.

Emil Deckert. Leipzig, 1885. 240 p. 12°.

35c.

REISEERINNERUNGEN AUS AL-
GERIEN UND TUNIS. Von Dr. W.
Kobelt. Frankfurt am Main, 1885. Illus-

trated. 480 p. 8°. 75c.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRIQUE DU
TRAVAIL MECANIQUE. Determina-

tion des Elements de la Transmission. Par

A. Hillairet. Paris, 1884. Illustrated.

79 p. 8°. 35c.

PIE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN
GEISTESSTORUNG UND VER-
BRECHEN. Nach Beobachtungen in der

Irrenanstalt Dalldorf von Dr. W. Sander

und Dr. A. Eichter. Berlin, 1886. 404 p.

8°. 75c

BLATTER FUR GEFANGNISS-
KUNDE. Organ des Vereins der deuts-

chen Strafanstaltsbeamten. Eedigirt von

Gustav Ekert. Neunzehnter Band, 1 u. 3

Heft. Heidelberg, 1884. 151 p. 8°. 35c.

KRITISCHE UND EXPERIMEN-
TELLE BEITRAGE ZUR LEHRE
VON DER FUTTERUNGSTUBER-
CULOSE. Von Dr. F. Wesener. Frei-

burg, 1885. 98 p. 8°. 35c.

GEDENKTAGE DER PSYCHIATRIE
ALLER LANDER, Von Dr. Heinnch
Laehr. Berlin, 1885. 65 p. 8". 50c.

ZUR KUNSTLICHEN ERNAHRUNG
DER SAUGLINGE IN DEN DREI
ERSTEN LEBENSMONATEN. Ex-
perimentell plinische Untersucbung von

Dr. H. Schoppe. Tubingen, 1884. 83 p.

8°. 35c.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY
47 I-afayette Place, IVew ITort.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
10^ DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any
subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Wants,

A ny person seeking a position /or ivhich he is quali-

fied by his scientific attainments^ or anyperson seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it that

of a teacher ofscience^ chemist y draughtsynan, or luhat
not, may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if ke satisfies the publisher of the suit-

able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
inforvtation on any scientific question, the address of
any scientific man, or who can in any ivay use this col-

umn for a purpose consonant -with the nature of the
Paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallursy by a school of mioes graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charmiDg location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in

the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any accomplishments, as Music, Art, Belsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

AN EDUCATOR of mature years and experience
is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal School. Address "UNIVERSITY," care
Scieiice.

WANTED—Lyell's Principles of Geology, second-
hand copy, 2 vol. ed., D. Appleton & Co. State

condition and price. J. W. FRELEY, Wells Col-

lege, Aurora, N. Y.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spendingthe summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROF. CATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

CHEMIST.—A chemist, with the degree of M.Sc,
desires an engagement, either as chemist to

manufactory, &c., or as professor of chemistry in a
college or medical school. Has had experience as
Professor of Chemistry and thorough chemical edu-
cation in every branch of the science. Address
M.Sc, this office.

WANTED—Four additional Teachers for the
whole or part of the summer at the Summer

School of Languages, Bryant School, Roslyn, L. I.,

N. Y. One of them at least should be a teacher of
conchology and the botany and biology of the ocean,
one a geologist, and one a native of France.

ACHEMIST, who has taken a thorough
chemistry in one of our best institutions, would

like a position as assistant in an iron firm or in any
industrial establishment. Correspondence solicited.

JOHN N. BARBER, Box 743, Amherst, Mass.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

Botanical specimens for exchange.—Special pains have
been taken to procure good mountable specimens fit for

any herbarium and no other are offered. E. E. Eogue,
Orwell, Ohio.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-
sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch. Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.
For Exchange.—A collector of twelve vears experience

has many fine duplicate minerals which he would like to

exchange for others. Address John Holl. Rollo, Wil-
mington, Del.

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-
ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S- Geol. Sur-
vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those who offer. J. W.
Freley, Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

For sale, or exchange for geological works, the follow-
ing works in anatomy, all latest edition?: Allan, Tuain,
Gray, Leidy, Massey^ and RoUestin's Forms of Animal
Life. S. W. WiUiston, Lawrence, Kan.

Will exchange a new Thomson reflecting astatic gal-

vanometer, about 6,000 ohms, made by Clark, Muir-
head &Co., London, and costing £30, with 1-9, i-gg,

i-ggg, shunts, lampand scale, for a Weston voltmeter
and ammeter, or arge Wheatstone bridge, dial pattern,

or a portable testing outfit. Address G. A., Science
Office, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

A TEMPORARY BINDER
for Science is now ready, and will be mailed

postpaid on receipt of 75 cents.

This binder is strong, durable and
elegant, has gilt side-title, and al-

lows the openmg of the pages per-
fectly flat. Any number can be
taken out or replaced without dis-

turbing the others, and the papers
are not mutilated for subsequent
permanent binding. Filed in this

binder, Scienceis always convenient
for reference.
Temporary binders of the same

description but without side title, to

fit any paper or periodical of ordi-

nary size, will be mailed postpaid on receipt of price as

given below In ordering, be sure to give the name of

paper or periodical and style of binder,

8 to 12 inches long, cloth, §0.50; leather, $0.60.

N. D. C. HODGES. 47 Lafavette Place, New York

WORLD-ENGLISH.
25 Cents.

ANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

25 Cents.

Ex -President Andrew D.
White, of Coru ell University

,

says: "I believe that the highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption.'"
"So set down, our tongue is the best forthe world

to unite upon."

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
' The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,

and the presentation is charmingly clear.'''—AineH-
can, Phila.

"The result is a language which cannot fail to
meet with acceptance.*"

—

Boston Traveller.
" World. English deserves the careful consideration

of all serious scholars."—lfoder?i Language Notes.

Sent, postpaid, on receip't of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, H. Y.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAl TABLES.

By Asst. Prop. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpniil, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI, , New York.

ANY OF
Prof. A. MELVILLE BELL'S WORKS

—ON—
Elocution — Visible Speech —

Principles of Speech—Faults

of Speech—Phonetics—Line
Writing — World - English,

etc.,

SUPPLIED BY

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

BOOKS: Ho-w to Sell tlieiu. Send a list,

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

minerals,

Rocks,
Fo§§ils,

Casts of Fossils,

Oeological

Relief maps.

Ward'sNaturalScienceEstablishment

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals
and Skins,

Mounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
models.

Invertebrates
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THE SPACE-PENETRATING POWER OF LARGE

TELESCOPES.'

UiTLEsa there is. some small star or dimly shining- body
with a large parallax which has not yet been detected, our

nearest neighbor amongst the stars is the double star a Cen-
tauri. It is situated about thirty d^rees from the southern

pole of the heavens, and therefore is not visible in England.
The two stars together shine with a light which is a little

greater than that of a first magnitude star, for the larger of

these twin suns is ranked by Professor Gould as being ex-

actly of the first magnitude of the photometric scale, and the

smaller star is of the 3* magnitude.

According to this photometric scale of magnitudes, which
is now universally used, a star of the first magnitude gives

just a hundred times as much light as a star of the sixth

magnitude. Consequently, if the larger star of the pair,

which is known as a" Centauri, were removed to ten times

its present distance, it would appear as a star of the sixth

magnitude; but this would only be the case if there were no
loss of light in travelling from its more distant position. If

there were any absorption of light in passing through such

a vast distance of space it might appear smaller, and would
probably not be visible to the naked eye, for few people see

^tars with their unaided eyes which are ranked as smaller

than the sixth magnitude. According to the photometric

scale, a star of any magnitude gives about two and a half

times as much light as a star of the magnitude immediately
below it. Thus a star of the sixth magnitude gives 2.512

times as much light as a star of the seventh magnitude,

and a star of the seventh magnitude gives 2.512 times as

much light as a star of the eighth magnitude. Consequently

a star of the sixth magnitude gives 6.31 times as much light

as a star of the eighth magnitude, and 15.85 times as much
light as a star of the ninth magnitude, 39.81 times as much
light as a star of the tenth magnitude, and 100 times as

much light as a star of the eleventh magnitude.

Let us suppose that a' Centauri was removed to one hun-
dred times its present distance, then, neglecting the absorp-

tion of light in space, it would shine as a star of the eleventh

magnitude of the photometric scale, and would only just be

visible with a telescope of two and a half inches aperture.

This calculation is based on the assumption of Professor C.

A. Young (Text Book of General Astronomy, sec. 822) that,

for normal eyes, with a good telescope, the minimum visible

for a one-inch aperture is a star of the ninth magnitude—
an estimate which about corresponds to what might be ex-

pected from the diameter of the pupil of the eye.

I have measured the diameter of the pupils of several per-

sons whom I believed to have keen sight, amongst others,

the observing eyes of the Rev. T. W. Webb, Mr. Burnham,
and the late Dr. H. Draper, and have found that about a

quarter of an inch generally corresponds to the maximum
dilation of the pupil in viewing faint objects. A telescope

' A. C. Ranyard, in Knowledge for August.

of one inch diameter would consequently collect about six-

teen times as much light as would enter the pupil of the un-

assisled eye, and ought, with a suitable eye piece, to show
stars giving about one-sixteenth the light of a sixth magni-
tude star just visible to the naked eye. As we have seen

above, a sixth magnitude star gives 15.85 times as much light

as a ninth magnitude star of the photometric scale. Conse-

quently, neglecting the absorption of light by the lenses, and
the reflection from their surfaces, a one-inch telescope ought,

with a suitable eye-piece (which collects and sends into the

ptipil of the eye the whole of the light from the object-glass),

to render stars of the ninth magnitude just visible.

The power used with a telescope makes some difference, as

it increases the contrast between the brightness of the star

and the background on which it is seen, — the light of the

background being dimmed by magniBcation, while the star

in a good defining telescope is but slightly dimmed by mod-
erate magnification. Thus Dawes found that he could see a

star of the sixth magnitude with a telescope having an aper-

ture of only 0.15 of an inch when a power of 16^ was used.

In the case of the one-inch telescope above referred to, the loss

of light by absorption and reflection at the surfaces of the

lenses seem to be about balanced by the increase of contrast

with the background, due to the power employed.

Let us suppose that a' Centauri were removed to a thou-

sand times its present distance, then, neglecting the ab-

sorption of light in travelling through space, it would appear

as a star of the sixteenth magnitude, and would only just be

visible with a telescope of 25.12 inches aperture; and if it

were removed to 1,585 times its present distance, it would shine

as a star of the seventeenth magnitude of the photometric

scale, and would only just be visible in a telescope of 39.81

inches aperture. That is, it would not be visible in the great

Lick 36-inch refractor.

These calculations are based on the assumption that there

is no absorption of light in passing through great distances

of space, and also on the assumption that there is no loss of

light in passing through such thick lenses. The thickness

of the object-glass of the Washington 26-inch refractor at its

centre is nearly three inches ; thus, the flint glass lens is

there 0.96 of an inch thick, while the crown glass lens is

1.88 inches thick at its centre. Such a thickness more than

halves the intensity of the emergent pencil; and the loss of

light by absorption in passing through the glass near the

centre of the Lick object-glass must be considerable. Exact
measures of the absorption of light by such great lenses wou^d
be of much interest. We may, however, probably assume
with some confidence, that if a" Centauri were removed to

twelve hundred times its present distance it would not be

visible in the Lick telescope, even though there were no ab-

sorption of light in space; and a" Centauri is probably larger

and brighter than our sun. (Assuming, with Mr. Gore, a

period of 77 years for this binary, and a parallax of .75 of a

second, the sum of the masses of the components will be 2.14

times the mass of the sun.)

Stai-s smaller than our sun would be lost to sight at

smaller distances. Consequently the Milky Way must
either be nearer to us than a thousand times the distance of
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a Centauri, or the smallest stars visible in it with a tele-

scope as large as the Washington 26inch refractor must be

larger than our sun, a supposition at which the mind rebels

when weremember the vast size this would imply for the larger

stars evidently involved iu or associated with the Milky

Way. For example, in the Pleiades group there are ob-

servable with the eye at the telescope a range of some thir-

teen magnitudes of the photometric scale, which, translated

into ordinary language, means that the larger stars of the

cluster give more than a hundred and fifty thousand times

as much light as the smaller stars of the cluster.

In the photographs of the Pleiades cluster we have evi-

dence of a range of at least fifteen magnitudes, which means

that the larger stars give a million times as much light as

the smaller stars, and in the photograph of the coal sack re-

gion of the Milky Way there is evidence of a still greater

range of magnitudes. The star a Crucis, which is of 1.3

magnitude, is evidently associated with a dense cluster of

small stars, branches from which can be traced far across

the coal-sack region, and extending to a considerable distance

over the Milky Way or into the Milky Way to the north of

a Crucis. We seem to have in this instance evidence of a

range of at least seventeen magnitudes. « Crucis is a dou-

ble star with components about five seconds apart, and there

are several small companions that have been observed in

the telescope. In the glass photograph by Mr. Eussell the

spurious disk of the large star is, when examined with a

magnifier, seen to contain several small stars forming a clus-

ter about the large one. Indeed, some seven or eight of

these small stars may be recognized with a magnifying-glass

on the edge of the spurious disc of the large star.

Though the mind may at first be staggered by the concep-

tion of stars giving a million times as much light as our sun,

we are not in a position to deny the existence of such vast

sun-like bodies Indeed those who accept the nebular hy-

pothesis as giving the most probable explanation of the ori-

gin, or rather of the birth, of the planets of the solar sys-

tem, must be prepared to believe that there was a time when

the sun had a diameter as large, or nearly as large, as the

' diameter of the orbit of Neptune. If before these more than

geologic ages of radiation into space the surface or photo-

sphere of the solar mass did not shine as brightly as it shines

now, it must, at least, have been a nebula with a very defi-

nite surface, which, as seen from a distance a hundred times

as great as that of a Centauri would have presented a disc

nearly half a second in diameter. No disc has at present

been observed to any star; we may therefore feel some con-

fidence that there is no such vast sun-like body within a

distance from us equal to fifty times the distance of a Cen-

tauri.

In the forthcoming part of the ''Old and New Astron-

omy," I have shown reason to believe that there is evidence

of absorption of light in space, and that we can, from the

numbers of the stars of the various magnitudes, make a

rough minimum estimate as to the amount of absorption of

light in space, due either to a want of perfect elasticity in

the light-transmitting ether, or to dark bodies cutting out or

obliterating the light in its passage through space. This

greatly reduces our idea of the magnitude of the region we
can explore with the telescope and with the camera, — a
Centauri would probably be lost to the Lick telescope if it

were removed to three hundred times its present distance,

—

and it also greatly reduces our idea of the distance of the

small stars of the Milky Way, and of the scale of the galac-

tic system as well as of the nebular system and of the system

of clusters, red stars, and bright line stars which asre so evi-

dently associated with it.

It is not so very long ago that it was generally taught that

the nebulffi were galaxies of stars more or less similar to the

Milky Way that surrounds us, but so inconceivably remote

as to appear when observed with the largest telescopes like

small spots in the heavens. This theory suited the popular

taste, and died hard. It involved the assumption that man
could explore with the instruments at his disposal a space

so immense that the interstellar spaces which we can just

measure or guess at, are dwarfed into points beside the dis-

tance from which light travels to us.

The theory should have been disposed of by the observa-

tions of Sir William Herschel, who noted that many nebulae

are evidently associated with stars, and observed that the

smaller nebulae wei'e distributed over the heavens in a man-
ner which shows an intimate connection between them and

the brighter stars. He noted that the nebulse in the north-

ern heavens were clustered in the pole of the Milky Way,
and descended like a canopy on all sides, leaving a dark

space or channel separating the nebulous region from the

rich stellar region of the Milky Way. Sir William Her-

schel also fully satisfied himself that "there were nebulosi-

ties which are not of a starry nature," and from his observa-

tions of diffused nebulae he formed his well-known hypothe-

sis of a diffused luminous fluid which, by its eventual

aggregation, produced stars. But he did not proceed to the

legitimate deduction from his observations as to the general

distribution of nebulse, viz., that nebulae which are arranged

so symmetrically with respect to the stars must belong to

the stellar system, and therefore cannot be assumed to lie at

immense distances compared with the distance of the Milky

Way stars.

Sir John Herschel extended the observations of his father

to the southern heavens, and showed that there was a simi-

lar clustering of the smaller nebulae on the southern side of

the Milky Way, and a similar intimate connection between

the distribution of stars and the distribution of nebulae in

the southern hemisphere (Cape Observations, p. 134) ; but it

was not until 1858 that the obvious conclusion from these

observations was drawn by Mr. Herbert Spencer in a remark-

able paper on " The Nebular Hypothesis," published in the

Westminster Review. He remarked, '

' If there were but

one nebula, it would be a curious coincidence were this one

nebula so placed in the distant regions of space as to agree

in direction with a starless spot in our own siderial system.*

If there were but two nebulae, and both were so placed, the

coincidence would be excessively strange; what then shall

we say on finding that there are thousands of nebulae so

placed? Shall we believe that in thousands of cases these

far-removed galaxies happen to agree in their visible posi

tions with the thin places in our own galaxy? Suchahelief

is impossible."

Mr. Herbert Spencer's paper was not illustrated by charts,

and the force of his reasoning was not generally perceived

till some ten years afterwards, when Professor Cleveland

Abbe drew attention in the Monthly Notices of the Royal

Astronomical Society for May, 1867, to the intimate connec-

tion between the distribution of nebulae in space and stars;

and Mr. Proctor, in 1869, constructed some charts on an

equi-surface projection, which graphically put his readers in

possession of the facts and carried conviction to all who read

his remarks.

The theory that the nebulae were distinct galaxies involved

the assumption that light can reach us from regions many
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thousand times more remote than the stream of stars which
compose our own galaxy ; and it also involved the assump-
tion that the matter of the universe is aggregated into clus-

ters, separated by immense barren spaces, in which we must
assume that there are very few luminous stars, and but few
dark stars which would absorb light, as well as compara-
tively very little opaque matter distributed as meteors are

distributed in the region of space we are familiar with.

We have evidence that the greater part of the lucid stars

belong to the galactic system, but the large proper motion
of some stars, taken in conjunction with their small parallax,

affords evidence, as Professor Simon Newcomb has pointed
out, that they will in time pass away from our galaxy.
(Professor Newcomb has shown in his "Popular Astron-
omy" that, making the most liberal assumptions as to the

number and masses of the stars of our galactic system, the
highest speed which a body could attain if it fell from an
infinite distance through such a stellar system would be
twenty-five miles a second, a velocity which is certainly

smaller than that of many stars.) The regions outside our
galaxy cannot, therefore, be absolutely barren, but however
sparsely luminous stars are distributed through space, if

there were no absorption of light in its passage through the
ether, and no opaque bodies to blot out the light of distant

stars, it would be impossible, as Olbers long ago pointed out,

to draw a line in any direction which would not in an infi-

nite universe pass through some luminous star, and the
whole heavens ought to shine with the average brightness of

such stars.

That the heavens are comparatively dark may, therefore,

be taken as proof either that the light-transmitting ether is

not perfectly elastic, or that there are numerous dark bodies

in space that blot out the light which we should otherwise
derive from the more distant parts of the universe.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Thanks to new sanitary measures in England, sa,ys the Medi-
cal Record, there has been a diminution of more than thirty per
cent in the death-rate from consumption since 1861.

— In a recent number of the Archives of Surgery, Mr. Jonathan
Hutchinson says that he has for many years been in the habit of
forbidding fruit to all patients who suffer from tendency to gout.
In every instance in which a total abstainer of long standing has-
come under his observation for any affection related to gout, he
has found on inquiry that the sufferer was a liberal fruit eater.
Fruits are, of course, by no means all equally deleterious; cooked
fruits, especially if eaten hot with added sugar, are the most in-

jurious, the addition of cane-sugar to grape-sugar adds much to
the risk of disagreement. Fruit eaten raw and without the addi-
tion of sugar would appear to be comparatively safe. Natural
instinct and dietetic tastes have already led the way in this di-

rection
; few wine-drinkers take fruit or sweets to any extent, and

Mr. Hutchinson suggests as a dietetic law that alcohol and fruit-

sugar ought never to be taken together; and he believes that the
children of those who in former generations have established a
gouty constitution may, though themselves water-drinkers, excite
gout by the use of fruit and sugar.

— A statement, by State Geologist Arthur Winslow, of the
operations of the Missouri geological survey during the month of
July shows that work on iron ores was begun during the latter

part of the month, and inspections were made in Callaway and
Wayne Counties. Zinc and lead deposits have been examined and
reported upon in Newton, McDonald, Barry, and Lawrence Coun-
ties. The occurrence and distribution of coal have been studied
in Carroll, Chariton, Howard, Monroe, Buchanan, Nodaway, Gen-
try, and Davis Counties. Detailed mapping has been prosecuted
in Macon, Madison. Ste. Francois, and Ste. Genevieve Counties, and

about 160 square miles have been covered. In the laboratory the
analysis of some twenty-two samples of mineral waters have been
completed. The work on paleontology and general stratigraphy
has been actively prosecuted in the north-eastern part of the State
along and adjacent to the Missouri River. The quaternary for-
mations in Buchanan, Jackson, Saline, and adjacent counties have
received special study. A work recently started, looking towards
obtaining an estimate of the total amount and value of the mineral
products of the State up to the present date, has been given special
attention during the past month, and is now well advanced. In
the oflBce, Bulletin No. 5 will be ready for distribution soon. It

consists of a paper on the age and origin of the crystalline rocks
of Missouri and one on the clays and building stones of certain
counties tributary to Kansas City. Considerable progress has
been made in the preparation of Bulletin No. 6, and in the draught-
ing of maps for publication. The granites and porphyries in
Madison County have further been studied and their areas mapped,
and the distribution of the geological formations have been out-
lined in a part of Greene County. Inspections of building stones
and of clay deposits have been made in Stone, Jefferson, Ste.

Genevieve, Mississippi, Stoddard, Scott, Cape Girardeau, Madison,
Iron, Wayne, Butler, Greene, Webster, Phelps, and Crawford
Counties. In connection with the various works above referred
to, many photographs have been taken illustrating the occurrences
of minerals and other geological phenomena in the State, and a
large number of specimens have been collected for. purposes of
study, test, and exhibit.

— A correspondent of the American Field, writing from Sidney,
O., says: " A friend of mine, a careful observer, recently related

an occurrence he witnessed some years ago. While watching fish

through clear ice in shallow water, he saw a muskrat moving
about on the bottom, apparently feeding. Presently the animal
stopped and emitted the air in his lungs, which came up in small
bubbles to the under surface of the ice. He then came up, put his

nose to the large bubble and rebreathed the an:. This may be old,

but it was new to me, and may be to others "

— In a paper on the density of weak aqueous solutions of certain

sulphates, read before the Royal Society of Canada on May 28,

1890, Professor J. G. MacGregor of Dalhousie College, Halifax,
gives the following as the general results of his study of the sub-

ject: (1) In addition to magnesium, zinc, and copper sulphates,

already known to form weak aqueous solutions having a volume
less than their constituent water would have in a free state,

aluminum, cadmium (possibly), cobalt, and nickel sulphates are
found to exhibit the same peculiarity

; (3) the formation of such
solutions is not a property of the sulphates generally; (3) neither
is it a property of all the metals of any one of the groups into

which the metals are divided by chemists; (4) the formation of

such solutions does not seem to depend upon the amount of the

water of crystallization of a salt.

— From a series of observations on woodpeckers, made in the

region of Mount Chocorua, New Hampshire, Mr. Frank Bolles, in

a communication to the Auk for July, draws the following con-
clusions: that the yellow-bellied woodpecker is in the habit for

successive years of drilling the canoe birch, red maple, red oak,

white ash, and probably other trees, for the purpose of taking
from them the elaborated sap and in some cases parts of the cam-
bium layer; that the birds consume the sap in large quantities

for its own sake and not for the insect matter which such sap
may chance occasionally to contain; that the sap attracts many
insects of various species, a few of which form a considerable part

of the food of this bird, but whose capture does not occupy its

time to any tning like the extent to which sap drinking occupies
it; that different families of these woodpeckers occupy different

"orchards," such families consisting of a male, female, and from
one to four or five young birds; that the "orchards" consist of
several trees usually only a few rods apart, and that these trees

are regularly and constantly visited from sunrise until long after

sunset, not only by the woodpeckers themselves, but by numerous
parasitical humming-birds, which are sometimes unmolested but
probably quite as often repelled ; that the forest trees attacked by
them generally die, possibly in the second or third year of use;
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tbat the total damage done by them is too insignificant to justify

their persecution in well-wooded regions.

London Iron says: "A novelty in boat building is the tiny

steamer just completed for the Frankfort Electrical Exhibition by

Messrs. Escher, Wyss, & Co. of Zurich, and which made a suc-

cessful trial trip on the Limmat the other day. It is constructed

entirely of aluminum, even to the engines and screw propeller,

and is the first vessel that has been built of the light, ductile, sil-

ver-white 'metal of the future.' The lilliputian bark is twenty

feet long and five feet wide, and is driven by a two horse power

naphtha motor. As this compact style of engine, when, as is

usually the case, it is wrought out of iron, is abeady considered

one of the lightest on the market, the further advantage gained

in this respect when the motor is constructed of aluminum is ob-

vious."

— That severe mental distress or fright sometimes produces

physical disease, and occasionally even death, is an admitted fact,

according to the Lancet, although the way in which it acts has

hitherto been but little studied. In order in some measure, to sup-

ply the deficiency in our knowledge regarding this mattet, Dr. G.

Bassi has recently made a number of observations on animals

which apparently died in consequence of capture. Birds, moles,

and a dog which had succumbed to conditions believed by Dr.

Bassi to resemble those known among human beings as acute

nostalgia and "a broken heart," were examined post mortem.

Generally there was hyperaemia, sometimes associated with capil-

lary hemorrhages of the abdominal organs, more especially of the

liver, also fatty and granular degeneration of their elements, and

sometimes bile was found in the stomach with or without a

catarrhal condition. The clinical symptoms were at first those of

excitement, especially in the birds, these being followed by de-

pression and persistent anorexia. The theory suggested by Dr.

Bassi is that the nervous disturbance interferes with the due nu-

trition of the tissues in such a way as to give rise to the formation

of toxic substances, — probably ptomaines, — which then set up

acute degeneration of the parenchymatous elements similar to that

which occurs in consequence of the action of certain poisonous

substances, such as phosphorus, or to that met with in some in-

fectious diseases. In support of this view, he points out that

Schule has found parenchymatous degeneration in persons dead

from acute delirium, and that Zenker found hemorrhages in the

pancreas in persons who had died suddenly. He refers also to

some well-known facts concerning negroes in a state of slavery,

and to the occasional occurrence of jaundice after fright. He
hopes that these hints may induce medical oflScers of prisons and

others to study both clinically and anatomically this by no means
uninteresting or unimportant subject.

— Additional experiments and observations upon ammonite

seem to confirm the first opinions regarding its safely and its

power. Direct application of heat or concussion fail to explode it.

Atmospheric changes exert no influence upon it whatever. It has

been tried in a large number of the most dangerous coal mines in

England without igniting the gases which were known to be present

at the time. A mixture of coal-gas and coal-dust was not exploded

by it, even when no more than two inches of tamping was used.

The safety tests have been so thorough and satisfactory that the

railroads of the United Kingdom accept ammonite as freight with-

out the usual restrictions placed upon explosives, ami it even meets

the requirements of Sir George Elliot for perfect security, which

is saying a great deal. According to the Railroad Gazette, am-
monite consists of an intimate mixture of 81| per cent of ammo-
nium nitrate and 18+ per cent of mono-nitro-naphthalene. The
manufacture is extremely simple and practically unattended with

danger. Being free from chlorates it is not liable to decomposi-

tion or spontaneous combustion. Having no picric acid or chlori

nated derivatives of hj'dro-carbons in its constitution it yields no

injurious or corrosive fumes among its products of combustion.

[t is put up for use in lead-foil cartridges and exploded with a

detonator. Tests made in England on July 9 showed that it pos

sesses great strength, a projectile of 29 pounds weight being thrown

from a mortar elevated forty-five degrees to a distance of 830 feet

from the muzzle by a five-gram charge, as against 289 feet by a

similar charge of No 1 dynamite, and 136 feet by an equal weight

of gunpowder. Notwithstanding this, ammonite has as yet only

been proved of value in comparatively soft material. Experiments

are in progress, however, to secure if possible a high efficiency

with this explosive in hard rock work. While the security claimed

for ammonite is highly encouraging it should be remembered that

it is comaionly "the unexpected that happens." It would seem

that ammonite possessed a special virtue in the absolute safety of

its separate ingredients, and in the great ease of its manufacture,

which would enable it to be made upon the spot where it was

needed, by any one having even a meagre knowledge of chemistry,

and with a very inexpensive plant.

—The Supreme Council of Hygiene of Austria has been engaged in

discussing the advantages of erect as compared with slanting writ-

ing, and the official report of Drs. von Eeuss and Lorenz points

strongly in favor of the former. According to the London Educa-

tional Times, they point out that the direction of the written charac-

ters has a marked influence on the position of the body. In "straight"

writing the scholar faces his work, and is spared the twist of the

body and neck which is always observable in those who write

slantwise, and one common cause of spinal curvatui-e is thus ob-

viated. The erect method is, therefore, expressly recommended

for use in schools in preference to the ordinary sloping lines.

— M. Constantin Miculesco has communicated to the Paris

Academie des Sciences a note on a new determination of the me-

chanical equivalent of heat. According to Engineering, the

method used was in principle the same as that of Joule, viz., the

production of heat in a calorimeter by means of friction. In

Joule's experiments, however, the total work done was small, and

hence a long time was required to obtain a sensible heating of the

calorimeter, and various difficult corrections had to be made.

To avoid this, M. Miculesco made use of a fairly powerful electro-

motor to supply the work which was to be turned into heat.

The apparatus consisted of a one horse-power Gramme electro-

motor, carried on a frame suspended on knife edges, the shaft of

the motor being central with the line of these supports. A calo-

rimeter consisting of two concentric cylinders was mounted on a

separate frame, so that the axes of the cylinders coincided with

the centre line of the motor shaft. This shaft was coupled, by a

flexible connection, to one carrying paddles, which it caused to

rotate in the water in the cylinder. Under these circumstances

the frame carrying the motor tended to swing on its knife-edges

so as to balance the torque on the motor shaft, and by correcting

this tendency by carefully adding weights, this torque could be

measured with great accuracy. The result obtained was J=777.

7

foot pounds.

— The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Office at

Washington has received a report from Assistant J. E. McGrath

of that service, dated June 20, 1891. Camp Davidson, Upper Yu-

kon River, near eastern boundary of Alaska, in whicli he states

that the health of the party has been excellent, and the work a,t

that station is practically completed; and that as soon as the

necessary solar observations for rating the chronometer could be

obtained, they would leave for St. Michael's. The trip will be

made in open boats, as certain magnetic observations were to be

made at Fort Yukon, obliging the party to stop there. Jlr. Mc-

Grath expects to reach St. Michael's by Aug. 25, and in time to

come south on the revenue cutter " Bear." In his report Mr. Mc-

Grath states that the astronomical observations have been very

much delayed by cloudiness and rain. Meteorological observa-

tions have been continuously made three times a day. The aver-

age monthly temperature since December shows an increase of a

few degrees over the same months of the preceding year. The

lowest minimum temperature noted was on Jan. 16, on which

date the lowest temperature read was —60.5° F. The Yukon
River opened nine days later this year than in 1890. Mr. Mc-

Grath sjjeaks in the highest terms of the diligent and faithful

conduct of all the members of his party, mentioning by name his

assistants Mr. Da^is and Dr. Kingsbury. The latter gentleman

had at the date of the report left camp for home, carrying with

him the duplicate records of the party, it being deemed safer to

have them sent ahead of the originals, to avoid possible loss of
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both sets. Mail has already been received from Dr. Kingsbury

from San Francisco.

— Particulars of the observatory which it is proposed to erect

on Mont Blanc at the very summit are given in the Neue Zuricher

Zeitung, from which Engineering quotes as follows. The idea

originated with M. Janssen, who stayed on the mountain some

time last summer for the purpose of making meteorological ob-

servations. In conjunction with M. Eiffel, and with the support

of M. Bischoffsheim, Prince Roland Bonaparte, and Baron Alfred

de Rothschild, he has now elaborated the plan of an observatory

to be entirely of iron, and to have a length of eighty-flve feet and

a breadth of twenty feet. The iron roof is to have a spherical

form. The erection of such a building on the highest point of

Mont Blanc naturally involves preliminary studies, with which

a Ziirich engineer experienced in works on high mountains has

been charged by M. Eiffel and M. Janssen. In the first place, it

is necessary that a firm foundation should be found for the sup-

ports of the building on the rook of the mountain. For this pur-

pose a horizontal gallery is to be driven through the ice of the

highest glacier until rock is met with, and by means of this gallery

the formation and position of the rock buried beneath the ice and

snow are to be ascertained and examined. If once this has been

accurately determined, a structure is to be designed which will

give to the observatory a firm hold by iron pillars founded in the

rock. The question of how the heavy materials are to be moved
to the top of the mountain does not appear to give much concern,

but more is thought of the work of surveying, which was to have

been commenced this month. Should the surveys prove the prac-

ticability of the plan, it is intended to proceed with the erection

in September.

— In connection with an item from Nature on copepoda in these

columns last week, the following communication to the same
paper, from Mr. I. C. Thompson of Liverpool will be of interest:

"Professor Herdman's practical demonstration at the North Cape
confirms a theory I have long held, that the copepoda, which

abound in every ocean, sea, and lake, might be largely and advan-

tageously made available for human food. It is well known that

the species Galamis finmarchicus, so abundant in our nortbern

seas, forma the chief food of the Greenland whale. Our own im-

mediate coasts abound in this and other equally edible species.

During a recent dredging cruise round the Isle of Man, each pull

of the tow-net contained thousands of another and larger species

of copepod, Anomalocera patersonii ; and Dr. John Murray has

found that a still larger species, Eiichceta norvegica, is plentiful in

the lower depths of several Scotch lochs. A number of finely-

meshed trawls, used off the west coast of Ireland, would, I am
convinced, furnish excellent food for starving multitudes in time

of need. A propos of the distribution of copepoda, my attention

was called a few days ago by the Mayor of Bootle to the filter-beds

of the town salt-water baths, which he said were swarming wi'Ai

Entomosfraca. The water is supplied direct from the river, and
examination showed the presence of copepoda in enormous quan-

tities, the bulk of them being Eurytemora hirundo, a species only

once before taken in Britain, and then in near proximity to Bootle.

Probably other filter-beds are equally prolific, and may prove val-

uable hunting-grounds, the copepoda undoubtedly acting as scaven-

gers in keeping the water pure from putrefaction."

— It seems as if the introduction of large engineering views

may soon produce a very marked effect upon the future of Egypt.

BIr. Willcocks, one of the Inspectors of Irrigation, has communi-
cated a letter to the London Times, in which he says that the

summer supply of the Nile is lamentably deficient for the existing

cotton and sugar-cane crops of Egypt, so that all extensions of

these valuable crops are out of the question under existing con-

ditions. The Nile Valley in Nubia is eminently suited for storage

of water, but up to the present all projects for storiag the muddy
flood waters of the Nile below the junctions of the Blue Nile and
the Atbara have been condemned, as the construction of solid

clams would have resulted in the silting up of the reservoirs them-

selves. This difficulty has disapjieared now that it has been dis-

covered that open dams can be constructed that will allosv the

muddy flood waters to flow through, and store the clear winter

supply for use in summer. The construction of these dams has

been rendered possible by the great success of Stoney's patent

roller-gates, which can be worked under heads of 70 feet of water

on a scale sufficient to pass the full flood supply of the Nile. At
any time now Egypt can construct a reservoir in its own territory

by buUding an open dam at the head of the Assouan cataract.

If, however, Egypt were allowed to occupy the Nile Valley as

far as Dongola, the reach of the river above the Wady Haifa cata-

ract would provide the necessary reservoir, and the Philee immer-
sion difficulty would be at an end. So far the summer supply

needed for Egypt proper. If the Soudan itself is to be devel-

oped, it will only be necessary to construct solid dams at the

heads of the Ripon Falls and Fola Rapids, and thus secure the

Victoria and Albert Nyanza Lakes as magnificent reser-

voirs. These reservoirs would not only secure Egypt and the

Soudan from drought, but would also, if provided with open

dams, secure Egypt from excessive floods. The White Nile as it

leaves the two lakes is a clear stream, so that the silting up of the

reservoir would be out of the question, leaving alone theu- great size.

— The success of the University Extension scheme in this coun-

try, says the London Educational Times, has attracted much at-

tention in educational circles in Prance, and the ministry of edu-

cation has decided to have the subject investigated on the spot.

Accordingly, M. de Varigny, a member of the University of Paris,

has been delegated to study the working of the scheme during the

present summer and autumn in England and Scotland, and to

make a report upon it.

— Professor Langley, the director of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, is now in England. A propos of his recent researches on

mechanical flight. Nature learns that Mr. Maxim is building a
" flying machine," with which a series of experiments is contem-

plated. It is now being constructed at Crayford, and is nearly

ready for launching. It will be propelled by a light screw making
twenty-flve hundred revolutions a minute. The motive power (it

is reported) is supplied by a petroleum condensing engine weighing

eighteen hundred pounds, and capable of raising a forty thousand

pound load. The real suspending power will lie in an enormous

kite measuring one hundred and ten feet long and forty feet wide.

— Mr. Edward Standford has published a pamphlet on "The
Spread of Influenza: its Supposed Relations to Atmospheric Con-

ditions," by the Hon. R. Russell. The following, says Nature, are

some of the author's conclusions as to the conditions which give

rise to influenza, and permit it to be spread. Influenza is a disease

caused by exceedingly minute microbes, arising from extensive

areas of marsh or sodden land in Central Asia, China, or Siberia.

The minuteness of the microbes or their spores is shown by their

easy transmissibility, and the large number of persons capable of

being infected by a single case in a large room, most persons

probably requiring many virulent organisms to be inhaled in a

short time before the resistant power of the blood is overcome.

This microbe, like that of cholera, multiplies with great rapidity,

and probably soon produces sufficient poison to terminate its career

in the body, but not before multitudes of spores or microbes have

been given off by the breath. Given the original conditions of

rainfall, soil, and high temperature, the certain result is the de-

velopment of inconceivable multitudes of microbes and spores.

One species of these is capable of planting itself and living in the

tissue and blood of man, of which the temperature is probably near

that to which it has been accustomed under the summer sun in wet

and drying ground. The somewhat rare and occasional visitations

of influenza may be due to at least two or three causes — first, the

occurrence of unusual rainfall and favorable summers; second,

the prevalence of air-currents from the drying area towards in-

habited places; third, adequate communication between these

infected places and the towns of Russia, whence progress is rapid

towards western Europe. The wind has no influence that can be

verified in the transportation of influenza. As for the means of

prevention, Mr. Russell thinks that measures of disinfection and

isolation of the earliest cases, and rules at ports and landing places

similar to those employed against cholera, would probably prove

of the greatest service. Inland, every locality should isolate and

disinfect its first cases.
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JUGGLERY.'

Recently I met witli a certain observation the source of

which, to my regret, I failed to note. I therefore take the

opportunity of appealing to my readers for their kind help

in identifying the passage or quotation in question, because

it has a scientific bearing of a very obvious nature. The
observation was as follows: A writer, in speaking of the fal-

lacies of the senses, described the Hindoo juggler's trick of

causing a small plant to grow out of a flower-pot in which,

a few moments before, the conjurer had placed some seeds.

The pot is covered over or concealed by a blanket, and when
the covering is withdrawn the apparently marvellous and in-

stantaneous growth of the seed into a perfect plant is witnessed.

Now, the writer in question goes on to state that an amateur
photographer had taken a "snap-shot" at the conjurer and
his performance, and when the negative was developed no
plant could be seen growing in the pot at all. The infer-

ence is that the spectators only fancied they saw a plant, and
that the success of the trick is due to the juggler making his

audience believe they see what does not really exist. In

plain language, he is supposed to hypnotize the spectators,

and the illusion is to be regarded not as due to his dexterity

but to his power of making the spectators believe they see

what he wishes them to behold.

Assuming the incident with the camera to be true and of

good report, how is the omission of the flower in the pot to

be accounted for ? If a photograph of the scene had been

taken at all, it must necessarily have included all the details

within range of the lens, and, as Boucicault makes one of

his characters in "The Octoroon" say, "The apparatus

doesn't lie." I do not pretend to criticise the statement at

all. I am merely anxious to know if any of my readers

interested in psychical matters can confer a favor by re-

ferring me to the original source of the story. My own
recollection is that I casually met with the reference in an

^ Dr. Andrew Wilson, in the Illustrated News of the World.

Amei'ican magazine, which I glanced at while waiting for a

friend. The name of the magazine and its date (which must
be recent, I fancy) have both escaped my recollection.

After thinking over the above incident, one is inclined to

be somewhat sceptical of the story as I have related it —
although my version, I admit, may not be absolutely cor-

rect. A perusal of a paper by Chevalier Hermann, the

conjurer, confirms me in my scepticism. He tells us that

when he visited India he could find no foundation in actual

fact for the marvellous stories of Hindoo jugglery, including

the fact of "youths tossing balls of twine in the air and
climbing up on them out of sight." What Herr Hermann
did see in India, he tells us, he could have imitated " witb

little preparation," and that he " would not presume to in-

troduce them upon the stage." This is a decided blow to

the reputation of our Indian friends, and after this assertion

the tales of fakirs being buried for sis weeks, and recover-

ing thereafter, may reasonably be doubted also, although I

shall feel interested in hearing from any of my Indian read-

ers accounts of what they have actually seen in the way of

startling magic. It will be interesting if I quote what Her-

mann has to say of the flower-pot trick, which the unknown
psychologist has tried to explain on the basis that the con-

jurer causes his audience to see what does not exist— a

startling enough theory, by the way, since it supposes that

all sorts and conditions of men looking on could be simul-

taneously hypnotized.

In Bombay a troupe of jugglers appeared in front of the

hotel in which Herr Hermann was staying After a short

address, an empty flower-pot was produced. This was filled

with earth, which was moistened with water, and into the

pot a few mango seeds were dropped. A large piece of cloth

was used to cover the pot, which rested upon a tripod of

bamboo sticks. Then followed an address to the audience,

and the operator walked slowly round the covered pot,

" dexterously allowing his robes to envelop it at each turn,"

while the other members of the troupe chanted a kind of in-

cantation. After some three minutes occupied in this per-

formance, the incantation ceased, the cloth was removed,

and in it was seen growing a mango-tree about three feet in

height, the plant having apparently grown after the planting

of the seed. This is a bare description of what the Western
conjurer saw his Eastern rivals perform, and it sounds very

wonderful, no doubt. Hermann's explanation of the trick,

however, causes us to repeat the hackneyed expression that

"it is not at all startling when you know how it's done.'*

What the Hindoo wizard did was to remove the pot from

beneath the cloth— a dexterous proceeding enough, hut not

a whit more wonderful or clever than things we see done at

the Egyptian Hall or at other entertainments of like nature
—-and to substitute the growing mango, which he carried

concealed under his robe. "This," adds Hermann, "he did

rather clumsily, while he let the robe rest, as if by accident^

over the covered flower-pot previously displayed."

This recital is interesting scientifically, because, as I have
said, we hear so much about Indian jugglery and esoteric

mysteries, which no science is supposed to be capable of

explaining, that one may find some justification for a con-

tinued display of scepticism when still more mysterious feats

are gravely detailed. I find that the facts about Indian magic

and mystery set forth in books in grave, circumstantial array

do not always coincide with what actually occurs; hence my
appeal to Indian readers of these lines for accounts of things

they may have seen in the way of live burials and resuscita-

tions (if such things are still in vogue) and like phenomena.
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I referred, when I began these jottings, to the idea that the

explanation of a trick was to be found in the delusion of

the spectator's senses; and this reminds me of a very inter-

esting case which certainly proves to us how a dominant
idea may be impressed on the minds not of a few spectators

but of thousands, with an utterly futile result when all is

said and done. When the Crystal Palace took fire, many
years ago, efforts were made to rescue the animals from the

menagerie, which was lodged in the burning part. As the

fire progressed, a large monkey was seen by the spectators to

appear on the roof and to hold on to some pinnacle or other,

apparently writhing in terror at its impending incineration.

Desperate attempts to reach the unfortunate animal were

made. The crowd was breathless with anxiety. Every
movement of the rescuers was watched with agonizing inter-

est. At last the ape was reached, and was found to be— a

piece of canvas, which had apparently been detached from

the building, and which, clinging to some post or pole, had

impressed the crowd, by its flapping, with the idea that it

was a big monkey writhing with fear and agony. This, I

believe, isa well-founded fact. It proves to the full, of course,

that, given an idea, supported by a fair show of demonstra-

tion, such a thought is certain to become dominant and over-

ruling in the minds of many men. How far this principle

may serve to explain many another delusion of human life,

I leave my readers to judge.

LECTURE EXPERIMENTS ILLUSTRATING PROPERTIES
OF SALINE SOLUTIONS.'

(1) In a paper printed in the last volume of this institute's pro-

ceedings (Proo. N. S. Inst. Nat Sci., vii., 368) I pointed out

that, according to Kohlrausch's observations, suflBciently dilute

solutions of sodium hydroxide have volumes which are less than

the volumes which their solvent water would have in the free

state, one gram of a solution containing about six per cent of the

hydroxide, having a volume 0.0045 of a cubic centimetre less than

the water contains. Several other substances are known which
exhibit the phenomenon of contraction on solution, in a similarly

marked manner, but none which exhibit it to such an extent. This

hydroxide, therefore, affords the best means of exhibiting the

phenomenon of contraction by a lecture experiment.

The simplest mode of conducting the experiment is to pass the

powdered caustic soda, little by little, down a glass tube forming

a prolongation of the neck of a large bottle, the bottle and part of

the tube having been first tilled with distilled (or, indeed, undis-

tilled) water. The substance is quickly dissolved by the water,

the strong solution thus formed sinks and mixes with the water

below, and the change of volume of the liquid is indicated by the

change of height of the column of liquid in the tube. In order

that the experiment may be made quickly, the powder must not

be allowed to form a cake in the tube where it meets the water.

To avoid this, a tube of about seven or eight millimetres in diam-

eter must be used. It should be seven inclies in length, and should

have the upper end opened out to a funnel shape, to facilitate the

introduction of the powder. The tube being necessarily of large

bore, the bottle must also be large, so that a small change of vol-

ume may be indicated by a comparatively large elevation or de-

pression in the tube.

The hydroxide should be in the form of a powder, not only that

its solution may be accomplished quickly, but also because the

solution formed must be dilute in order to secure a depression

of the liquid in the tube. If it be not powdered, the substance

falls to the bottom and forms a strong solution there, which only

gradually difiuses into the water above. Even with a fine powder,

however, a comparatively strong solution is formed at the bottom.

Hence I have found it advisable to catch the powder in a wire

gauze cage, attached by sealing-wax to the inner end of the rubber

^ Professor J. G. MacGregor, in Transactions of Nova Scotian Institute of

Science, session of 1890-91.

stopper which carries the tube, and to hasten the mixture of the

strong solution, formed in the tube and cage, with the water, by

diverting the downvpard currents of the strong solution towards

the sides of the bottle by means of a plate of glass hanging hori-

zontally below the cage. If a wide-mouthed bottle be used, a

stirrer may be introduced through the stopper, but leakage is

thereby rendered more probable.

The full amount of the contraction indicated by Kohlrausch's

observations cannot, of course, be shown. For (a) the powdered
caustic soda already contains a considerable quantity of water

; (6)

the solution of the substance is attended by a development of beat

involving a rise of the liquid in the tube; (c) the powder carries

air with it into the water, which must increase the volume whether

it dissolves or remains suspended, for in the latter case, if a quick

effect is desired, there is not sufBcient time for it to escape up the

tube; and (d) whatever precautions may be taken to secure a uni-

form solution throughout the bottle, it cannot be at all completely

secured in the time at disposal. But notwithstanding these difiS-

culties, the experiment is a very striking one, especially if projected

by a lantern on a screen. As the powdered caustic soda is passed

down the tube, little by little, the liquid is seen to dissolve it with-

out any increase in bulk, and if the substance does not already

contain too much water, with an actual diminution in bulk, the

level of the liquid sinking in the tube. If the powder be added in

large quantity, there is a sudden rise of liquid in the tube, fol-

lowed by a gradual shrinkage, which continues until the level of

the liquid is lower than at the outset. The amount of the de-

pression of the liquid in the tube is sometimes small, depending

apparently upon the amount of water which the powdered caustic

soda has already absorbed. The substance should not be too finely

powdered, as in that case it is likely both to have taken up a con-

siderable quantity of water and to carry down with it a considerable

quantity of air. The experiment requires only a few minutes to

perform.

(2) The working hypothesis which I use when thinking of the

phenomena of solution, has led me to the conclusion that eleva-

tion of the temperature of a solution will have, if not identically,

at any rate in a general way, the same effect on its selective ab-

sorption of light, and therefore on its color, as increase in its

concentration. All the experimental evidence of which I can find

any record bears out this conclusion. But, whether it holds gen-

erally or not, it may be shown, by a striking lecture experiment,

to hold in the case of two salts, the chlorides of cobalt (C0CI2) and
of iron (FeCl,.). To do so, make a trough, for projection with a

lantern, having thin glass sides, about the size of a lantern-slide,

the gla.'is sides being one or two millimetres from one another.

It may readily be made by cutting a U-shaped piece from a sheet

of India-rubber, and cementing the glass plates to its opposite

sides. Half fill the trough with a saturated solution of either salt,

and fill up with a weak solution. If cobalt chloride have been

used, the solution in the lower part of the trough will at ordinary

teuiperatures be of a purplish blue, that in the upper part red;

and it will be obvious that increase of the concentration of this

salt involves increase of blueness in the transmitted light. If,

now, a Bunsen flame be played carefully over one side of the

trough, the solutions rapidly rise in temperature, and both are

seen to increase in blueness, the saturated solution becoming deep

blue and the weak solution purplish red. If the iron chloride

have been used, the solution- in the lower part of the trough,

before heating, is seen to be of a deep orange color, that in the

upper part yellow ; and it is obvious that increase in the concen-

tration of this salt involves increase in redness. If, now. the

flame be applied as before, the yellow solution is at once seen to

become orange and the orange solution red. Owing to the nar-

rowness of the trough and the thinness of its glass sides, sufBcient

heating to produce a marked change of color occupies only half a

minute or so. The same trough may of course be used to project

the absorption spectra of these solutions on the screen. If the slit

be covered half by the one solution and half by the other, both ab-

sorption spectra may be seen at once, side by side, and the gradual

variation of the spectra may be watched as the trough is gradually

heated.

As a means of showing the variation of the color or absorption
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spectrum of a solution with concentration, the above experiment

has an obvious defect, viz., that the thickness of the layer of the

strong and weak solutions being equal, the nutnbers of the salt

molecules through which any ray of light passes are very differ-

ent in the two cases. It should therefore be supplemented by

showing also the color or the spectrum obtained when the light is

passed through a wide trough of the dilute solution, the ratio of

the widths of the troughs being the reciprocal of the ratio of the

percentages of salt in the two solutions.

(3) Dr. W. W. J. Nichol's observation (Phil. Mag., Ser. 5, xix.,

453) that anhydrous sodium sulphate will dissolve in a supersatu-

rated solution of that salt may readily be shown as a lecture ex-

periment by projection. For that purpose place a test tube con-

taining the solution in a trough with glass sides full of water, and

focus it on the screen. Then let the anhydrous salt in the Jorm
of a fine powder, fall upon the surface of the solution. By taking

a pinch of the powder between the thumb and forefinger (both

being quite dry), it may be made to fall as a shower of fine parti-

cles. These pass into the solution and are seen to move slowly

across the screen through the solution, dissolving as they go, in

some cases disappearing, and often changing the concentration of

the part of the solution through which they have passed, so as to

produce obvious refraction efEects. Finally, to show that the so-

lution was supersaturated, add a few crystals of the hydrated

salt and crystallization at once occurs. The anhydrous salt must

be added as a shower of fine powder, as larger pieces may— by

taking up water and forming crystals of the hydrated salt before

they can dissolve it— give rise to a general crystallization of the

solution.

(4) The peculiarity of the solubility in water of such substances

as aniline, carbolic acid, etc., observed by Alexejew (Wied. Ann.

Bd. XXVIII., 305), may readily be shown on the screen, by using

cai-bolic acid, -^hose critical temperature (the temperature above

which it and water are mutually infinitely soluble) is about 69°

C. For this purpose, pour some of the acid into a long test-tube,

of about twelve or fifteen millimetres in diameter, and add water.

The water will lie in a layer above the acid. Support the test-

tube by a clip grasping at the top, and focus on the screen. The

line of demarcation between the two liquids will be evident.

Now mix the liquids by stirring, and the whole becomes cloudy.

Let the tube stand, and the liquid separates again into two layers,

having difi:erent depths from those they had before, both being

now solutions. As this process requires considerable time, the

stirring may have been done beforehand. Next surround the

test-tube by a beaker of boiling water, passing it upwards from

below, and stir the liquids with a hot glass rod. A slight cloudi-

ness appears, but the liquid quickly clears and is seen to have be-

come homogeneous throughout, the line of demarcation having

disappeared. If now the beaker of hot water be removed, and

one of cold water be substituted for it, the liquid becomes cloudy,

a strong solution separating out everywhere, and the little spheri-

cal masses of strong solution sinking and coalescing as they sink,

to form larger spheres. After a time the liquid is seen to have

again become separated into two layers. If the necessary time is

not available, the separation into layers may be obtained very

quickly by removing the beaker of cold water and again applying

the hot bath, which, raising the temperature, stops the separating

out of the strong solution and re-dissolves it in the surrounding

weaker solution, thus producing a comparatively strong solution

in the lower part of the tube and a comparatively weak one in

the upper part. The experiment requires but a few minutes and
is both striking and instructive.

SOME DISEASES OF LETTUCE AND SUCUMBERS.

DuEiNG the past winter and spring James Ellis Humphrey,
professor of vegetable physiology at the Massachusetts Agricultu-

ral Experiment Station, has been engaged in the study of certain

diseases of lettuce and of cucumbers, cultivated under glass.

The investigation of some of these is sufficiently advanced to jus-

tify the following preliminary announcement, given in Bulletin

No. 40 of the station mentioned.

The rotting of lettuce has been a source of much loss to gar-

deners who cultivate that plant as a winter crop, but its cause,

and, therefore, proper preventive measures, have not been known.
It usually appears first just above the surface of the soil at the

attachment of the lower leaves to the stem, and then spreads to

the centre of the head, causing the stem and the bases of the

lower leaves, and later the whole of the tender inner leaves, to

become decomposed into a slimy mass. The larger leaves being

thus cut off from the stem by decay at their bases usually dry up

;

and there appears after a time, on the remains of the plant, if

left undisturbed, the erect, spore-bearing threads of one of the

imperfect fungus forms known by the name Botrytis or Polyaatis.

The vegetative threads of this fungus are to be found in the de-

caying tissues of the host in the early stages of the trouble, and no

other fungus has ever been observed in connection with it. The
professor's observations make it practically certain that the dis-

ease is due to the fungus-form mentioned, and this view is sup-

ported by the fact that similar forms are known to produce simi-

lar diseases in some other plants. This fungus appears to be able

to develop also a saprophyte on old lettuce-leaves and other vege-

table refuse, and may thus survive a long interval between two

crops of lettuce, resuming its parasitic habits when the opportu-

nity is afforded.

From what has been said, it is evident that careful and thor-

ough treatment is essential to the control of the disease in ques-

tion; and the nature of the crop limits this treatment to the re-

moval of all sources of infection. All affected lettuce plants

should be at once removed wholly from the house and destroyed

by burning. For this pui-pose the boiler furnace is conveniently

at hand. All dead leaves or other refuse should be often scrupu-

lously cleaned up and burned, so that no breeding places may be

left for the fungus. A house which has been very badly infested

by the disease should be thoroughly cleaned, whitewashed, or

painted, and supplied with fresh soil before a new season's opera-

tions are begun ; and one may then expect, with the observance

of the above described hygienic precautions, to be able to enjoy

comparative freedom from loss from this cause.

The powdery mildew of the cucumber is due to the presence of

a fungus which has been long known, but which has not been

heretofore reported as occurring in America, so far as can be

learned. It has been received during the past season, on leaves of

greenhouse cucumbers, from Dr. Jabez Fisher of Fitchburg and
from Professor L. H. Bailey of Cornell University. The fungus,

as has been said, attacks the leaves, on whose upper surfaces it

forms at first rounded spots, which appear like blotches of a white

powder. These spots gradually enlarge and become confluent

until the leaf is practically covered. Those parts of the leaf

which are attacked soon tui'n yellow, and finally become dead and

dry. Under favorable conditions the disease spreads quite rapidly

and is very destructive.

The fungus which causes the trouble is known as Oidium ery-

siphoides Fries, var. Oucurbitarum, and is the conidial or summer
spore stage of one of the fungi known as " powdery mildews.''

It is impossible to say certainly to which of the perfect or winter

spore forms of the gi'oup it belongs.

It has been found by Professor Bailey and by Dr. Fisher that

the fungus may be kept in check by frequent spraying with a so-

lution of sulphide of potassium (liver of sulphur) in water. The
proportion usually given is one ounce of the sulphide to two gal-

lons of water, but both Dr. Fisher and Professor Humphrey have

found this solution injurious to the foliage and the young cucum-
bers. A preparation containing an ounce to three gallons is cer-

tainly strong enough, and one with an ounce to four gallons is

probably so.

As recommended for the lettuce disease, a house in which this

fungus has been troublesome should be thoroughly cleaned and

fumigated before the next season's crop is started.

THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS OF MADAGASCAR.

M. d'Anthouaed, Chancellor of the French Residency at An-
tananarivo, has recently made to the Fi-ench Government an in-

teresting report upon the economic condition of Madagascar, a

translation of which appears in the Journal of the Society of Arts
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for July 31. In that portion of the report which is devoted to the

consideration of the agricultural development of the island, it is

stated that the chief agricultural products are sugar, coffee, cocoa,

vanilla, cloves, rice, potatoes, tamarinds, indigo, wine, oranges.

and lemons. Sugar cultivation was first commenced in l843; and

two factories were erected at Manangary. Good results were ob-

tained in the first two years ; but, dm'ing the third year, riots took

place among the workmen, and the plantations were destroyed.

In 187S three new factories were established in the neighborhood

of Tamatave; and in 1383, on the outbreak of hostilities between

France and Madagascar, they were in full working. At the pres-

ent time, the number of plantations round Tamatave has greatly

increased ; and also in the south, towards Mahanoro and Vato-

mandry. The expenses of cultivating are greater near Tamatave.

by reason of the hij^li price of land and the scarcity of labor, than

in the south, towards Vatomandry and Manangary, where labor

and land are cheap. Leases are usually granted for twenty-five

years, renewable at option. They may even be granted for a pe-

riod of ninety-nine years.

Coffee trees grow well in Madagascar; and it is stated to be by

no means an uncommon thing to see plantations that are forty-

five years old, and even more, vvhich have never ceased to yield

good results. European travellers, it is said, are fi-equenlly struck

by the healthy appearance and the quantity of berries in most of

the plantations made round the houses or in the villages inhabited

bj" the natives, even when tliese plantations appear to be aban-

doned and left to take care of themselves. A. large plantation has

recently been established in Imerina by h French company; it ex-

tends over an area of about 800 acres. Great results are expected

from the development of the coffee industry in Madagascar, as

the difference between the cost price and the price it realizes in

European markets allows of a considerable outlay on its cultiva-

tion and then leaves a large margin of profit.

The cocoa tree was introduced into Madagascar by means of

seeds brought from the Mauritius and Reunion, in which places it

has been for a long time a source of considerable revenue. The
tree commences to bear at the end of three years, but it is only in

full bearing at the end of the fifth year, and it so remains for

thirty years. The cost of cultivation is le^s than that of coffee.

The cocoa tree is chiefly cultivated in the eastern portion of the

island, and it is only of recent years that the industry has assumed
any importance. In 1883 there were not less than five or six

thousand trees round the coast, and these were abandoned when
the war broke out. After the war it was found that, notwith-

standing the want of care and attention, the young cocoa planta-

tions were still flourishing, and this phenomenon encouraged the

planters to pay greater attention to the development of this culti-

vation. This development dates from the year 1888. Like cocoa,

vanUla is one of the agricultural products which has a great future

before it in Madagascar, and its cultivation is largely engaged in

in Vatomandry, Mahanoro, and Mahela. Vanilla plants com-
mence to yield after the third year, and in the fourth they are in

full bearing.

The cultivation of rice, which is well-developed in the interior

of the island, is very much less so on the coasts, where the land

is more fertile. While in the latter districts the inhabitants are

content to sow the seed without any preparation of the ground
but the burning of the trees and grass, the Hovas and the Betsi-

leos, having a much poorer goil, take more pains to develop and
perfect their system of cultivation. In some instances, for ex-

ample, in the neighborhood of Antananarivo, they have trans-

formed immense tracts of marsh land into rice plantations. The
plains of Betsimitatatra, towards the west of the capital, which
are watered by the Ikopa. Andromba, and Sisaony rivers, now the

centre of the rice production in Imerina, have been drained and
cleared, irrigating canals have been pierced, and everything has
been done to favor the production. Similar well cultivated plains

are found in great number in the south of Imerina and in Betsileo.

In the mountain districts the rice grounds are laid out in terraces

on the slopes of the mountains and hills, and rice grounds are

frequently met with rising tier upon tier up to the very summit
of the high mountains.

The following is the method of cultivation employed by the

Hovas and Betsileos. The rice is first of all sown, then, when it

has attained a height of fifteen centimetres, it is plucked up and
replanted. The preparation of the ground is an operation bo

which considerable attention is devoted; it is first of all heavily

manured, and when the seed is sown and commences to shoot up,

it is subjected alternately to the action of the sun and moisture.

In the transplatnting, the same system is followed as in other rice-

growing countries, care being taken to choose a wet season of the

year. The ground must, first of all, have been subjected to vari-

ous treatments, which would have the effect of transforming it

into a kind of mud. In many districts this is effected by tramp-

ling over the inundated lands, already softened by driving herds

of oxen over them. An improvement in the methods of cultiva-

tion practised by the natives of the coast, and of the means of

transport, would, it is said, give to this industry its old importance.

As regards the future of rice cultivation in the interior, it would

never rise beyond the needs of local consumption, as it would be

impossible for a low-priced product such as this to bear the heavy

expenses of transport by land. Its cultivation, however, would
prove remunerative to farmers and others if they would establish

factories for the distillation of the alcohol obtained from the rice.

At the present time, in the interior of the island, a tenth part of

the rice lands only are cultivated, and this suffices for the require-

ments of home consumption.

Potatoes are largely cultivated in the districts round Ankaratra,

and considerable quantities are placed upon the neighboring mar-

kets and at Antananarivo, principally for the consumption of the

natives. Tamarinds are common all over the west coast, where
the plants form immense thickets. The Sakalaves distil spirits

from the fruit. Peaches grow almost wild all over the island, and
the same may be said of the indigo plant.

As regards vines, there are different species in Madagascar.

One variety vpas originally imported from Portugal; another va-

riety appears to be indigenous to the soil. In Imerina attempts

have been made in recent years to acclimatize vines, but some
which were brought from Bordeaux have not succeeded. On the

other hand, American vines have prospered, but the grapes are

not of a superior kind, and the wine made from them is very

poor. Orange and lemon trees are found all over the island,

growing in a wild state on the coasts, and cultivated in the inte-

rior.

As regards textiles, ramie, flax, cotton, and hemp are grown.

Plantations of the former were made at Vatomandry, in 1882,

which have since increased. The want, however, of decorticating

machines has caused this cultivation to be abandoned. Hemp is

cultivated in Imerina and Betsileo. Cotton was formerly an im-

portant cultivation in Madagascar. The natives gathered it, and

themselves manufactured the fabrics, which served them for

clothing. Since the importation, however, of American and

English cottons, the local industry has been almost killed. M.
d'Anthouard says that in view of the fact that cottcn grows so

easily and quickly in Madagascar, more particularly in the terri-

tories bordering on the west coast, where it may be found almost

in a wild state, it seems extraordinary that no one, up to the

present, has thought of making cotton plantations, either for the

export of the raw material, for working it up on the spot, and

selling the yarn to the natives, or even for making fabrics which,

seeing the heavy expenses of freight and transport which bear

upon foi'eign products, would compete very favorably with similar

American goods.

IS THE MARINER'S COMPASS A CHINESE INVENTION?

A WEITEE in the North China Herald of Shanghai devotes a

learned article to detailing and discussing the facts regarding the

claim of the Chinese to have invented the mariners compass.

They did not learn the properties of the magnetized needle from

any other country. They found it out for themselves, though it

is impossible to point to the man by name who first observed that

a magnetized needle points north and south. He suggests that it

came about in this way. The Chinese have in their country

boundless tracts of ironstone, and among these no small portion is

magnetic Every woman needs a needle, and ii'on early took the
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place of the old stone needles, and were commonly used before

the time of Ch'in Shih-huang — that is, more than twenty-one

centuries ago. Whenever a needle happened to be made of mag-
netic iron, it might reveal its quality by falling into a cup of

water, when it happened to be atlached to a splinter of wood, for

example. It came in some such way to be known commonly that

certain needles had this quality. The great producing centre for

magnetic iron is T'szchou, in southern Chihli. This city was very

early called the City of Mercy, and the magnetic stone produced
there came to be known as the stone of T'szchou, and so t'szshih

became the ordinary name for a magnet. Later, the Chinese be-

gan to speak of the city as the " City of the Magnet," instead of

calling it the "City of Mercy." The polarity of the magnetic
needle would become known to the Chinese of that city and its

neighborhood first. The first who noticed the polarity would be

some intelligent person who communicated the fact as an unac-

countable peculiarity in an age when omens and portents were
diligently sought for in every natural object and phenomenon.
The earliest author who msntions the " south pointing needle "

lived in the fourth century B.C. There can be no reasonable

doubt that the polarity of the needle was known at that time.

The discovery of the fact must have preceded the invention of any
myth embracing it. As to the discovery, there is no reason to

suppose it was in any way foreign, because the Chinese use an
enormous number of needles, and have an inexhaustible supply of

ironstone. But though the polarity was known, it was not turned

to a practical use till the Tsin dynasty, when landscapes began to

be studied by the professors of fengshui, or geomancy. There was
at that time a general belief in the magical powers of natural
objects. This was a Buddhist doctrine, and it took firm hold on
the Chinese mind of that age. The Chinese philosophers of those

times taught that indications of good and ill luck are to be seen all

through nature. The polarity of the needle would take its place

in this category of thought. Though it is not distinctly mentioned
by writers of the fourth century, yet to their disciples it became
an essential part o( the landscape compass which the professors of

fengshui all use. Kwo Pu, the founder of this system, died a.d.

324, and it was not till four centuries later that the fengshui com-
pass began to assume its present form.

The compass used by the professors of geomancy for marking
landscape indication was first made about the eighth century. It

was of hard wood about a foot wide, and it had in the centre a
small well in which a magnetized needle floated on water. On
the compass were inscribed several concentric circles, as on the

wooden horizon of our globes. They embrace the twelve double
hours, the ten denary symbols, eight diagrams, and other marks.
This compass was used in preparing a geomantic report of any
spot where a house or tomb was to be constructed, so that the con-

struction might not be upon an unlucky site or planned in an un-
lucky manner. At the same time there was living a Chinese who
had studied Hindoo astronomy, and was the imperial astronomer,

and also a Buddhist priest. He noticed that the needle did not
point exactly north, and that there was a variation of 2° 95'. This

variation went on increasing till a century later, that is, till the

ninth century. A professor of geomancy then added a new circle

to the compass. On this improved compass the first of the twelve
hours begins on the new circle at 71° east of north.

The compass, it will be observed, grew out of the old astrologi-

cal report or nativity paper, calculated from the position of the

stars, and prepared in the Han dynasty by astrologers as a regular

part of social life, especially when marriages were about to be
solemnized. Some of the old astronomical circles are preserved
in the new geomantic chart. This was the compass used when
Shen kwa wrote on the south-pointing needle in the eleventh

century. This author mentions that any iron needle acquires po-
larity by rubbing it on a piece of loadstone. He alludes to the

variation as a fact which he himself had observed, and speaks of

the south-pointing needle as an implement used by the professors

of geomancy. By them it was employed in the form of a float

upon water. After this, in 1122, an ambassador to Corea de-

scribes the use of the floating needle on board ship while he made
the voyage. This is the first instance, the earliest by more than
a century, of the use of the mariner's compass on board ship,

found as yet in any book, native or foreign. The existence of

the book in which this is recorded settles the question of the first

use of the mariner's compass at sea in favor of the Chinese. At
that time the needle floated on water supported on a piece of wood,
but in the Ming dynasty some Japanese junks engaged in piracy

were captured by the Chinese, and the compass in use on board
was found to have the needle dry and raised on a pivot, while
still pointing southward. The Japanese had learned from the

Portuguese navigators to make a compass of this kind, and proba-

bly the needles they used were brought from Europe. From this

time, the Chinese adopted the principle of a pivot, and made their

compasses without a well of water in the middle to float the nee-

dle in. Charts were probably used of a very rough kind, but how
far is not known. What is known is that the junk-master was
aware of the direction in which the needle must point to reach

the port to which he was going. In the Sung dynasty, embracing
part of the tenth, as well as the eleventh, twelfth, and part of the

thirteenth centuries, Chinese junks went to Persia and India.

The Arabs trading to China directly would learn at that time the

use of the compass, and would apply it on board their dhows.
From them the Europeans learned this useful invention.

The credit of the discovery, both of the polarity of a magnetized
needle and its suitability for use by mariners at sea, must, there-

fore, according to the writer, be given to the Chinese, says Nature,

in commenting on the article. It is China also that has the credit

of having first noticed that any iron needle may be polarized by
rubbing it with a magnet. In the thirteenth century the Arabs
used a floating compass on their dhows. The needle was made to

float on the water by attaching it crosswise to a cornstick or

splinter of wood. A magnet applied to it drew it into a north
and south direction. They would use Western notation to naark

the quarters and intermediate points on the horizon. When,
therefore, the mariner's compass was adopted from them, the

Chinese 24 points were not communicated. In the European
compass the notation of 32 points is Western, and rests on the

winds and the sun. In the Chinese primitive mariner's compass
the notation is that of the professors of geomancy, and rests on
the old astrological division of the horizon into twelve double

hours. From the Arab account we learn, what the Chinese ac-

counts do not tell us, that the Chinese floated the needle by in-

serting it in a splinter of wood.
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Crime among Washington Negroes.

A CONTRIBUTOR to the Washington Evening Star of the 5th

instant, signing himself "A Friend of the Negro," has recently

been making some comparative studies of the records of the

Washington police courts, and greatly deplores the showing for

crime they exhibit against the rising generation of Washington
negroes. He states, and there is every reason to believe that bis

statement is true, that "the police report for the year ending
June 25. 1890, shows as follows : assaults on policemen, 163, by.

whites 75, by colored 87; assaults on special ofiicers, 25, by whites

9, by colored 16. Last year three policemen were killed by ne-

groes, two when attempting to arrest them, and there is scarcely

a year that this does not occur. In the Star of Dec. 24, 1888, it

was stated that there were then in jail, awaiting trial or sentence

for murder, 16 persons, 2 white and 14 colored. In the Post of

March 26, 1890, it was stated that there were then on the calendar

18 murder trials, and in the Star of Dec. 39, 1888, it was stated

that there had been in the District during the year 26 murders,

the greater portion of which was by negroes. Now, when it is

borne in mind that they constitute but one-third of the population,

it will be seen that this is a terrible record."

Investigating this matter still further, the Star correspondent is

enlightened in other directions, for he soon finds out that it is the

present generation of negroes that is responsible for the majority
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of these misdemeanors. He finds that it is not only the pseudo-

civilized, coal-black Ethiopian, bu( more frequently the species to

which I alluded in Science (No. 416) as "the hybrid," that is de-

veloping a marvellous fondness for whiskey, who almost invaria-

bly goes armed either with a razor or a "bull-dog " revolver, who
are the law-breakers, who are rapidly becoming the skilled bur-

glars, and who are far more dangerous than a savage for a lady to

meet alone anywhere after dark.

This "Friend of the Negro," mark you, ascertained still more,

much of which is quite in tune with the present writer's remarks

in the Washington Analostan Magazine of last February, and

several other quarters. He adds, " What makes it more dis-

heartening is that here they are in every respect in the full enjoy-

ment of all their legal rights, and in all particulars are on a per-

fect equality as citizens with the whites. They have the same
privileges in the schools, are taught the same branches, have the

same school buildings, and there is the same amount per capita

spent for them as for the whites. They are abundantly provided

with churches and Sunday-schools [sic], and, in addition, have the

e."cample [sic] of some of the ablest and most cultured of their race

residing here in our midst." (!)

Now to this particular "Friend of the Negro" I would briefly

suggest a study of a few of the higher and a few of the more

lowly races of man since the dawn of history. Make those studies

comparative. Next, master some of the more practical laws-

—

and there are few or none that are not so — of biologic evolution.

Get a good realizing sense of how long it has taken the white race

to arrive at its present stage of civilizatiosi, and especially the fact

that races of men are often quite as far separated mentally, intel-

lectually, and psychologically, as are other races of vertebrates.

Induce, if possible, some friend who is informed in such matters

to impart a few wholesome facts in the premises. If I am not

radically mistaken in the grade of good sense of our '

' Friend of

the Negro," at the end of six months' time he will awaken to the

fact that he has before him for study one of the most advanced

races in civilization on the face of the globe, the " so-called white,"

which race is now the victim of another and a parasitic race, the

" so-called negro,"— vicious, low, and barbarous, with a race his-

tory, so far as it can be traced, (!) that will not bear investigation.

It is not so very long ago since some of them were human flesh-

eaters. As an evolutionist, as a zoologist, and as perhaps other

things, I can inform the Star's contributor that it is quite a useless

experiment to place a turkey-vulture in a cage of sky-larks and
expect him to sing next morning. Moreover, it is just possible

that the experiment may prove a dangerous one for the larks.

Dr. E. W. Shitpeldt.
Takoma, D.C., Aug. 10.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Aehieoements in Engineering during the Last Half- Century. By
L. F. Vernon-Haecourt. New York, Scribner. 311 p. 8°.

$1.75.

The author of this work has already made himself known as a

writer on engineering topics by his previous books on "Rivers and
Canals" and " Harbours and Docks." In this book he describes

briefly some of the principal engineering works carried out within

the last fifty years, avoiding technical phraseology as far as possi-

ble. This will, of course, add to the attractions of the book for

the general reader, for whom it is mainly intended ; but the atten-

tion given to details, and the comparisons made between similar

works carried out under different circumstances, give the book a

special value for engineers.

There has been no lack of material for the book. In fact, one
of the chief difficulties in the preparatioa of a work of this kind,

when undertaken with due regard to '
' perspective," is the judicious

selection of subjects. In this respect, we think, the author has

made no mistake. Beginning with railways, he treats first of the

London underground and the New York elevated roads ; then of

those crossing the Alps, the Andes, and the Rocky Mountains;

after which a chapter is devoted to narrow-gauge, Fell, Abt, and
the Rigi and Pilatus railways.

Two chapters are given to tunnels, one being devoted mainly to

those piercing the Alps, the other treating of river tunnels, such

as the Detroit, Hudson, Mersey, Severn, and Sarnia, and the

Thames subways. After a chapter on the progress and principles

of modern bridge construction, he gives some details concerning

the Hawkesbury, St. Louis, Garabit, Hooghly, Brooklyn, Forth,

and Tower bridges, with some remarks on the possibility of a bridge

across the English Channel. A brief chapter on submarine mining
and blasting relates principally to the operations at Hell Gate in

the East River.

The engineering works involved in the improvement of the chief

sea-ports of the world and of some of the great river channels are

very fully described; and ship-canals are by no means neglected,

two chapters being given to the Amsterdam, Manchester, and Suez
canals, as well as to the work thus far done on the Panama,
Corinth, and Nicaragua canals. The latter, by the way, he locates

on the Isthmus of Panama, under which name he seems to include

all the territory extending from the mainland of South America
as far north as the United States.

In the last two chapters of the book the author writes of the

Manchester water- works, the Vyrnwy dam and lake, the Eddy-
stone lighthouse, and the Eiffel tower. The book is handsomely
illustrated, full-page views being given of many of the subjects

treated of, and an excellent portrait of Robert Stephenson making
an appropriate frontispiece.

As a whole, the book is one to be commended, though there are

points in which it might be improved, as viewed from an Ameri-
can standpoint; and there are occasional evidences of hurried

work, as, for instance, the following sentence, which, though con-

veying much information in small space, would hardly pass muster

as a sample of good style: "The elevated railways are owned by
two separate companies, and worked by a third company, to

whom the lines are leased for 199 years, by means of locomotives,

with coupled driving-wheels 3J feet in diameter, and bogie wheels

2 feet in diameter" (p. 30).

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The Humboldt Publishing Company have just ready "Men-
tal Suggestion," by Dr. J. Oohorowicz, sometime professor ex-

traordinarius of psychology and nature-philosophy in the Univer-

sity of Lemberg. The preface is the work of Charles Richet.

— Longmans, Green, & Co. have just ready " Cookery for the

Diabetic," by W. H. and Mrs. Poole, with a preface by Dr. Pavy;
and "With Sack and Stock in Alaska," by George Broke, which
will interest all who enjoy records of travel in out-of-the-way

lands.

— Charles Collins has just published a fourth revised edition,

by Professor Sheldon, of Olmsted's " Natural Philosophy ; " also

Sheldon's "Electricity," being chapters on electricity prepared for

and included in the preceding book, but published separately for

the use of students in college.

— Macmillan & Co. call attention to the new work of Louis

Dyer, late assistant professor in Harvard University, entitled

" Studies of the Gods in Greece." Professor Dyer explains the

development of the cults of Demeter, of Dionysius, of .^sculapius,

of Aphrodite, and of Apollo. The gods are treated with the rev-

erence that is due to them, and the fact is emphasized that there

is much in Christianity that is of Greek rather than Jewish qual-

ity.

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, have just published a "Manual
of Plane Geometry," on the Heuristic plan, with numerous extra

exercises, both theorems and problems, for advanced work, by G.

Irving Hopkins, instructor of mathematics and physics, Manchester

High School, N.H., with an introduction by Professor SaflEord of

Williams College. The book is designed primarily for the author's

pupils, and secondarily for the constantly increasing number of

teachers who are getting more and more dissatisfied with the old

methods of teaching geometry.

— 6. P. Putnam's Sons have just ready the third part of the

" Talleyrand Memoirs." This instalment continues the report of

the Congress of Vienna in 1815, the Second Restoration, and the

Revolution of 1830. It contains tlu-ee portraits of Talleyrand, one
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after F. Gerard, one from a bust by Michelet, and one from an

engraving by Napier. They have also ready " The Leaf-Collec-

tor's Hand-Book," by Charles P. Newhall, which is intended as an

aid for students in classifying the leaves described in the author's

former volume on " The Trees of North-eastern America," pub-

lished last fall. A third volume on " The Shrubs of North-eastern

America." is in preparation.

— The Century Company vs-ill publish George Kennan's " Sibe-

ria and the Exile System " this autumn. The book will appear

simultaneously in England, France, Germany, and HoUand. Un-

authorized editions have already been published in Russia, Po-

land, Hungary, and Bulgaria, and many of the magazine articles

have been reprinted in Italian and Swedish. Five unauthorized

German editions have been issued.

The Open Court Publishing Co. have issued a small book by

Th. Eibot entitled "The Diseases of Personality," being a study

of insanity and other abnormal and diseased conditions of body

and mind. It partakes of the general character of recent French

works in physiological psychology, but bears at the same time the

marks of the author's individuality. It presents a large collection

of facts relating to the theme of the book, and in that respect will

be useful to all students of the subject ; but the author's theories

seem crude and unscientific. His idea of personality itself is

vague and uncertain. Sometimes he speaks as if he thought per-

sonality the same thing as consciousness ; but near the close of the

book he sajs that " the organism and the brain as its highest

representation constitute the real personality " (p. 156). Elsewhere

he speaks of the "dissolution of personality," and of the "trans-

formation of the ego;" and again, in speaking of a man who is

sometimes drunk and sometimes sober, he asks: " Have we not

here, as it were, two incomplete and contrary individuals welded

together in one common trunk ? " Such notions indicate a strange

aberration of judgment; and it is certainly not by theories of that

sort that mental derangements can be explained.

— The Fleming H. Revell Company have ready the " Life of

John Kenneth Mackenzie," medical missionary to China, written

by Mrs. Bryson, who was an intimate friend of the doctor's from

1875 until his death in 1888, and worked with him in central

China and afterwards on the banks of the Pei-ho.

— Professor John Fiske will open the September Popular Sci-

ence Monthly with a paper on "The Doctrine of Evolution: its

Scope and Influence ;
" and Herbert Spencer writes on " The Limits

of State-Duties," in which he maintains that an industrial State

should not attempt to mould artificially the minds and characters

of its citizens. Continuing his Warfare of Science series. Dr.

Andrew D. White will relate, in the same number, how hygiene

succeeded fetichism as the reliance of the Western world in check-

ing the ravages of epidemics. A fifth paper, concerning '

' Glass

in Science," will be added to the illustrated sei'ies on glass-making,

by Professor C. H. Henderson, describing the making of spectacle-
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glasses, the grinding of lenses for telescopes, the blowing and
graduating of thermometer-tubes, the making of hydrometers,

etc. ; and the question " Can we always count upon the Sun?" is

asked, though not in any sensational manner, by Mr. Gan-ett P.

Serviss. The sun-spot period now approaching its maximum makes
this query very timely.

— Henry Carey Baird & Co. have just issued a complete treatise

on " The Electro-Deposition of Metals," translated from the Ger-

man of Dr. George Langbein, with additions by William T.

Brannt, editor of "The Techno-Chemical Receipt-Book."

^The " Manual of the Paleontology of the Cincinnati Group,"

by Joseph F. James, Part 1 (Journal Cincinnati Society Natural

History, April, 1891, issued July, 1891), is part one of what is

designed to be a manual of the fossils of lower Silurian age in the

vicinity of Cincinnati. The necessity of some such work as this

will be better understood when the fact is I'ecalled that the five or

six hundred species of fossils known from the locality are de-
scribed in many dififerent publications, such as State surveys, re-

ports of societies, and scientific journals, extending over many
years. The reports of the Ohio and New York surveys contain
many, but by no means all, of the species. If the plan of the
present pubhcation be carried out, it will include descriptions of
all genera and species recorded from the Cincinnati formation.
The present, the first part, treats of Plantce and Protozoa. The
author does not believe the so-called marine plants described from
the formation are really such, but refers them to inorganic causes,

markings of organisms, annelid trails, etc. Two species of Hetero-
phyta (Cryptogamia) are described, one of which, however, is con-
sidered problematical. The Protozoa include two orders, Fora-
minifera and Spongida. Of the first one genus and two species

are described, and of the second fourteen genera and nineteen spe-

cies. Two new species, Rhombodictyon globosus and Cyathophyeus
siluriana, are described and illustrated.
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47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In the Native Religions of the

AVestern Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. 81.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D.. an Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOn INTEND TO BUILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for ''SENSIBLE I.OW-COST
HOUSES," DOW arranged in lliree volumes. In them you will flml perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, ne«" desigrus for
lioases. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build TFitlioiit delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted" designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SIHOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
S3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, §3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eacli, or $3.00 for tlie set.

'^€Or.ONIAIi HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

"i»IC'rURESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Para-sitio Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, ecc, Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page

—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies lO cents.

A. Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.
$2.00 per year. So. 00 per volume of three
years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back voliunes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OE,

ROUGfflNG IT WITH AH ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
CS. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13^. $1.50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing aarrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen.''''—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."

—

Boston TraTiscript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its
civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."^TAe Dial.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,
exclusive of those on amber. The work is of
interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-
preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. II.

READY SOON.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region ; with notes on its early discovery,
on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.
8°, about 400 pp., $3.50.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is oneof unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
*' Dr. Danif^l G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the s\ihiect.'^—Philadelphia Press.
'• The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''''—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, ^2.

BY THE. SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-
ogy."— TAe Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton TEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well thy complete field of humanity."—
The Neiv York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.'' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, S1.75.

THE MODERNIaLADY; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Neryes.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of
the subject which still prevails; in the sec-
ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-
tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of
treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13°, 184 pp., $1.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFBET W. Hamblbion, M.D'
li°. 40c.
'* The Inestimable Importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heanily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Bo-ton Daily Advertiser.
' The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly

and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and iigested."—Fharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. li". 20 ce:it3.
" itr. Jlorgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.'"—A'eu' York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. <;ox. 13°. 75 cents.
**To be commended to those who are not speclal-

ists.'^^Christian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."—St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Joumai.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."— Ope/i Court.
" It is of extreme interest."—Jfedfrai Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."—/ndiana Medico.

Journal.
"An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popittar
Science j\'e»'6-.

"All Interested in biological questions will find
the book fascinating."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CTKns THOMAS. 12°. $1-
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the (Jherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. lie thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migi-ation even beyond tbeir residence
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An lllust atlon of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work wUl be
an important contribution to the literature of the
rolumbiau discovery which wUl doubtless appear
during the coining two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question ' Who

were the mound-builders ? ' '•—New York Times
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prshistoric or mound-bullding age."—JV Y Sun
" An interesting paper."—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' is of interest to
aU property-holders In the tornado States."—Boston
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen or the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTALPHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50a
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of Interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—PuSKc
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as weU as the

general reader-by setting forth in brief and easUy
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."-r/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE, By
Mart Tatlob Bissbll. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."—Sroofc^jn Eagle
" Practical and sensible."—Pitbiic Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
' Practical and simply written."-Sprfno/ieW Re-

publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."—S<

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.
VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. MARK Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Just Issited

Plane and Solid Geometry
By SETH T. STEWART, A.B. (Yale)

i2mo, Cloth. Price, $i.i2.

Among the many new features that characterize this book are

:

1. A more systematic arranijement of the subject-matter. There is an orderly develop-
ment of thought, and related propositions are always found in the same group.

2. Each book and each section is preceded by a synopsis, which presents at a glanee the
subject-matter covered.

3. An imusual number of original exercises, and these as thoroughly graded as the theo-
rems which they emphasize.

4. A great abundance of practical work, consisting especially of numerical problems and
manual practice with the rule and compass.

5. A careful arrangement of the book, so that in every case the theorem, figure, and
demonstration are on the same page or in the same opening of the book.

6. The use of all approved methods of terminology and statement.

7. General scholia follow several of the books and sections, presenting important matter
not often found in text-books of Geometry.

8. An unusual variety of demonstrations.

9. The diagrams are so drawn that each of the various styles of line employed has its

own meaning to the student.

10. The figures in the Solid Geometry are shown in perspective. Thus the pupil is aided
by a pictorial effect which, in many theorems, is of great assistance.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO

Specimen copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of price. Teachers who believe that im-
provement in the present methods of teaching Geometry is possible are cordially invited to correspond
with us in reference to this new work.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is or sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE

COMPANY.
95 MILK ST, BOSTON, MASS.

This Company owns the Letters
Patent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1§77,
No. 1§6,787.
The Transmission of Speech by

all known forms of ELECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the right secured to this
Company by the above patents, and
renders each individual user of tel-

ephones, not furnished by it or its

licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small
conductor (one-sixteenth of an
inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been
found which show that when the
conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent
explained (for many of these see
volumes of Philosophical Trans-
actions at the time when light

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not
an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-
lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

H. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
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MEO-DARWINISM AN. NEO-LAMARCKISM.
By LESTE.i F. WARD.

Annual address ol the t-resident of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School,"^ Ap-
plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are espressed they are in the main in line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

"pOB SALE.—

AN DER SEE. Eeisebriefe aus dem Moore
und von der Nordsee. Yon Dr. Ernst

Doges. (1884.) 178 p. 13°. 25c.

DIE KOLONIALREICHE UND KO-
LONISATIONSOBJEKTE DER GE-
GENWART. Kolonialpolitische und
kolonialgeographische Skizzen von Dr.

Emil Deckert. Leipzig, 1885. 240 p. 12°.

25c.

REISEERINNERUNGEN AUS AL-
GERIEN UND TUNIS. Von Dr. W.
Kobelt. Frankfurt am Main, 1885. Illus-

trated. 480 p. 8°. 75c.

TRANSMISSION ELECTRIQUE DU
TRAVAIL MECANIQUE. Determina-
tion des Elements de la Transmission. Par
A. Hillairet. Paris, 1884. Illustrated.

79 p. 8°. 25c.

PIE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN
GEISTESSTORUNG UND VER-
BRECHEN. Nach Beobachtungen in der

Irrenanstalt Dalldorf von Dr. W. Sander
und Dr. A. Eichter. Berlin, 1888. 404 p.

8°. 75c,

BLATTER FUR GEFANGNISS-
KUNDE. Organ des Vereins der deuts-

chen Strafanstaltsbeamten. Eedigirt von
Gustav Ekert. Neunzehnter Band, 1 u. 2

Heft. Heidelberg, 1884. 151 p. 8°. 25c.

KRITISCHE UND EXPERIMEN-
TELLE BEITRAGE ZUR LEHRE
VON DER FUTTERUNGSTUBER-
CULOSE. Von Dr. F. Wesener. Frei-

burg, 1885. 98 p. 8°. 25c.

GEDENKTAGE DER PSYCHIATRIE
ALLER LANDER. Von Dr. Heinrich

Laehr. Berlin, 1885. 65 p. 8°. 50c.

ZUR KUNSTLICHEN ERNAHRUNG
DER SAUGLINGE IN DEN DREI
ERSTEN LEBENSMONATEN. Ex-
perimentell plinische Untersuchung von
Dr. H. Schoppe. Tiibingen, 1884. 83 p.

8°. 25c.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
lOfc DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any
subscriber to Science who will send us an
order for periodicals exceeding $10, oounting

each at its full price.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Wa7tts.

A 7iy person seeking a position for lukzck he is quali-
fied by kis scientific atiain7nents^ or anyperson seeking
some 07ie to fill a position of this character^ be it that
ofa teacher ofscience^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or 'what
not. 7}zay have the * Wanf inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-
able character of his application. Anyperson seeking
information on any scientific question^ the address of
any scientific man. or tvAo can in any ivay use thiscol-
utnn for a Purpose consonant ivith the nature of the
paper ^ is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—A position at a University as Lecturer
on Physical Geography or kindred subjects, by

a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address F. A. V., care Science.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charming location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in
the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any accomplishments, as Music, Art., Delsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

AN EDUCATOR of mature years and experience
is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal School. Address " UNIVERSITY," care
Science.

WANTED—LyeU's Principles of Geology, second-
hand copy, 2 vol. ed., D. Appleton & Co. State

condition and price. J. W. FRELEY, Wells Col-
lege, Aurora, N. Y.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROF. GATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

CHEMIST.—A chemist, with the degree of M.Sc,
desires an engagement, either as chemist to

manufactory, &c., or as professor of chemistry in a
college or medical school. Has had experience as
Professor of Chemistry and thorough chemical edu-
cation in every branch of the science. Address
M.Sc, thisofBce.

WANTED—Four additional Teachers for the
whole or part of the summer at the Summer

School of Languages, Bryant School, Roslyn, L. I.,

N. Y. One of them at least should be a teacher of
conchology and the botany and biology of the ocean,
one a geologist, and one a native of Prance.

Exchanges.

[Freeof charge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( $ and ? ) of skins
of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting; collection of vertebrate fossils from the
Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas; collection of works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany—mostly on Fungi; thir-
teen vols, of Bota7iical Gazette, eight vols. Grcvillea.,
four vols. Notarisea: stereopticon outfit, with attach-
ment for microscopic projection ; 148 stereopticon slides,
illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American
and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Pala2on-
tology, and series oi Am. Jour, ofScience and other peri-
odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Palaeon-
tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Topeka, Kan.

Botanical specimens for exchange.—Special pains have
been taken to procure good mountable specimens fit for
any herbarium and no other are offered. E. E, Boeue,
Orwell, Ohio.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-
sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, Eausch & Lomb, also one-fourth and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Sraith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For Exchange.—A collector of twelve years experience
has many fine duplicate minerals which he would like to
exchange for others. Address John Holl. Rollo, Wil-
mington, Del.

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-
ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S. Geol. Sur-
vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those who offer. J. W.
Freley, Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

ESTERBROOK'S
STEEL PENS.

01 SUPERIOR AND STANDARD QUALITY.

Leading Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 135, 239, 333
For Sale by all Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works: Oamden. N. J. 26 John St., NewYork.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, B.C.

rA I til I Washington, D. C.

ILLUSTRATED HAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-
tion. Mention this paper.

MIMEDAIC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
ITIIIlCnnLOi Fob Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper botind, 15c.: cloth bound, 35c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Illew Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By i^ssT. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. BODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, New York.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment
]M[inerals,

Rocks,
Fossils,

Casts of Fossils,

Oeologrical

Reliefmaps.

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals
and Sliins,

mounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
models,.

Invertebrates
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THE PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL NOTES FROM NON-

MUSICAL SANDS.'

That I have succeeiied in producing musical notes from sand

that was never before musical, and am also able to produce similar

results from certain mute or " killed " musical sands which have

been temporarily deprived of their musical properties, has already

been announced in the Chemical News (vol. Ixiv. No. 1650).

It is not necessary now to give the details of the numerous ex-

periments which led up to this discovery; it will be, perhaps,

sufficient for present purposes to state that in November, 1888, I

published a paper (read before the Bournemouth Society of Natu-

ral Science) in which I propounded a theory to account for the

cause of musical sounds issuing from certain sands. After giving

various reasons for my conclusions, I said: "It occurred to me,
then, that the music from sand was simply the result of the rub-

bing together of the surfaces of millions of perfectly clean grains

of quartz, free from angularities, roughness, or adherent matter

in the form of clinging fragments investing the grains, and that

these microlithic emissions of sound, though individually inaudi-

ble, might in combination produce a note sufficiently powerful to

be sensible to us."

Having described numerous experiments, and drawn attention

to the hopeful results obtained from the "millet-seed" sand, my
paper concluded with the following: " From what I have now
told you, I think we may conclude that music may be produced

from sand if (1) the grains are rounded, polished, and free from
fine fragments

; (3) if they have a sufficient amount of ' play ' to

enable them to slide one against the other; (3) if the grains are

perfectly clean ; and (4) if they possess a certain degree of uni-

formity in size, and are within a certain range in size."

On June 20 last I visited Studland Bay for the purpose of carry-

ing out some new experiments. I found that the musical patch

emitted tones louder and more pronounced than I had ever heard

them before. The best results were obtained by drawing a thick

deal rod, on to the end of which I had fixed a resonator, over the

surface of the sand ; sounds produced in this way were heard un-
mistakably for a considerable distance. The patch averaged 7J
yards in width, and ran parallel with the trend of the shore for

some hundreds of yards. The sand on the sea side of the patch

was fine, and emitted notes of a high pitch; that on the land side

was coarse, and emitted notes of a lower pitch. The rod drawn
across the patch gave, therefore, a great variety of pitch. Many
other interesting facts cannot now be referred to, but it is impor-

tant to state that some of this sand, when taken off the patch and
struck in a box, gave out notes as it did in situ. On trying this

sand subsequently at home, the coarse emitted distinct notes of a

low pitch, but the tine was mute. This was, so far as I know,
the first time that the Studland sand had been musical off the

patch.

According to my theory, if the number of grains with the pol-

ished surfaces could be increased in this fine sand, the number of

vibrations would increase also, and so intensify the note, and
cause it to become audible; this could only be done, however, by
introducing a certain percentage of grains fulfilling the required

conditions. To obtain such grains and to introduce them gradu-

ally until the necessary number should have been added, would
have been a tedious process; and it occurred to me then that the

same result might be obtained if the sand were struck in a vessel

with a hard and polished interior. I placed, therefore, this fine

' Cecil Carus-WilsoD, in Nature of Aug. 6.

sand in a teacup, and, on striking it, found that it emitted a high,

shril! note (A in altissimo), which was far more intense than that

given when it formed a part of the patch.

When polished grains of sand are in contact with the sides and

bottom of a glazed porcelain vessel, it is obvious that there are

numerous points of contact between two polished surfaces, — the

sand grains and the vessel, — and that on striking the surface of

the sand, the friction necessary to produce the vibrations of a

musical note is induced between these points.

This I proved by placing the same sand in various vessels with

rough interiors, and by lining these glazed or polished vessels with

silk,, etc., but in no case would this sand emit notes unless the

grains were in direct contact with the glazed or polished surfaces.

This peculiarity is not in any way dependent upon the sonorous

properties of the vessel used, for it may be " deadened" with im-

punity, and the note will remain unaltered.

The results of numerous experiments show that musical sand of

the Eigg type — i.e., sand possessing in gi-eat perfection the phys-

ical conditions necessary for the production of music— will be

musical in receptacles of whatever composition or form, though

in some of these it emits notes " under protest " only.

Those sands which are of the Studland Bay type — i.e., having

the necessary physical conditions less perfectly developed, and

usually mute except in situ— will emit music only in vessels

possessing hard and glazed interiors, and, as a rule, of a certain

form; while some of the more " sulky " types of sand not only

need a vessel of hard and glazed interior, and definite form, but

also require a box, or small pedestal of wood (which I call a
"coaxer"), on which this vessel must stand before the notes

emitted become audible. A " sulky " sand was rendered far more
musical by being sifted, washed, and boiled, giving out, after this

treatment, notes without the aid of the " coaxer."

After discovering what could be done with such simple appara-

tus, it occurred to me to try, under similar conditions, some of

my abandoned sands — those unmusical sands that had been,

during a period of four or five years, treated unsuccessfully for

music.

One sand (an iron-sand composed of more or less polished
grains, quartz, and much dust formed of denser minerals) gave a
very hopeful " swish" (explained in my paper of 1888) in a cer-

tain porcelain vessel, and from this— by (1) sifting in sieves, to

eliminate the fine material, and to insure uniformity in size of
grain

; (2) rolling down an inclined plane of frosted glass, to sepa-
rate the rounded grains from the angular quartz ; and (3) boiling

in dilute hydrochloric acid, to cleanse the surfaces — I succeeded
in producing a sand that, in certain glazed vessels, emits musical
notes as clear as those emitted from any of my musical sands but
that of Eigg. This sand gives F in altissimo, but it soon becomes
" killed " because of the fine dust and loss of polish that is the
inevitable result of the attrition of the grains. There remains but
one thing to be done, and that is to produce a sand which, like

that of Eigg, will be musical in almost any receptacle, and I have
reason now to think that this will not be very difficult.

It has not been possible here to record more than the merest
outline of what has been done, or to give instances of the inter-

esting caprioiousness of these sands ; it should be understood,
however, that no ordinary beach or cliff sand has the slightest in-

clination to "sing" under any of the " coaxing" methods at pres-

ent known to me.

It is stated in Nature that Siam, following the example of
Japan, is commencing to Europeanize her institutions. The
founding of a university has been decided upon, and Professor
Haase of Konigsberg has accepted the appointment to the chair
of physics.
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SEA-SIOKNESS.'

Sea-sickness is one of those minor miseries of existence for

which there appears to be no cure. Many have been loudly

trumpeted, but none have really succeeded in susceptible persons.

As a matter of fact very little serious study has been given to the

subject; persons who do not suffer are apt to despise those who do,

and persons who do suffer are too glad to forget their misery to

be disposed to give any thought to its source. Professor Rosen-

bach of Breslau has recently published a small monograph, the

outcome of observations and study of the phenomena of sea-sick-

ness extending over ten years. He gives his experiences in the

form of a thesis, which he uses as the basis of his explanations

and arguments as to the nature of the disease.

His argument of facts is as follows: 1. The malady commences
as soon as the vessel pitches, that is, rotates on its transverse axis.,

2. The rolling, that is, rotation on its long axis, is less severe, but

the combination of the two is very unfavorable. 3. The phenom-
ena appear more quickly and are more severe the farther the

patient is from the middle of the ship. Persons sleeping are at-

tacked, also small children and animals. In small boats without

sails very sensitive persons may be affected ; when sails are used

sickness is more likely to occur. 4. A moderate amount of food

in the stomach and a small quantity of alcohol is more likely to

act as a preventive than an empty stomach. 5. The horizontal

position on the deck acts in some degree as a preventive. 6.

Anxiety and apprehension precede sickness ; a certain exhibition

of energy and resolution may in short voyages and with slight

vessel motion control the tendency to sickness. Soft winds (for

example, sirocco), strong odors, etc., are unfavorable. 7. There

are two categories of the affection dependent on individual pre-

disposition ; in one the head, in the other the abdomen is principally

affected. Cases where both are affected are common.
In regard to intensity: (a) Some women begin to feel uneasy

from the beginning of the voyage, in perfectly smooth conditions

of the surface; they are pale, and have no appetite. There is a

certain dread also. It is questionable if they are cases of sea-sick-

ness. Perhaps they represent the purely psychical form. (6) In

another variety there is a general irritation of the nervous system

during the whole voyage. The digestive organs are unfavorably

affected, (c) This series forms a transitional variety. Slight mo-

tions of the vessel affect sensitive persons and produce sickness

with general loss of appetite, indisposition to move or speak, and

painful sensations in the head or abdomen. These symptoms are

a delicate reagent to the disturbing action of the vessel.

As to the theories of the disease, they are arranged under three

heads: 1. The psychical theory (so named by the author), accord-

ing to which all the symptoms are produced through the action

of certain sensory organs upon the consciousness, giving rise to

uncomfortable or unwonted sensations or disturbed equilibrium.

2. The theory of disturbed equilibrium, according to which the

permanent disturbances of equilibrium act as painful irritations to

the contents of the skull and of the abdomen, and are thus the

causes of the phenomena. 3. The theory of the disturbance of

the circulation, according to which the disturbances of equilibrium

and the swinging motions of the body produce circulatory dis-

turbances in certain parts.

As regards the psychical theory, the arguments generally ad-

duced in its favor are: 1. That the sight of the pitching vessels

and of the up and down motions of the vessel favor the occurrence

of sickness. 2. That the abnormal effects do not occur with the

eyes shut. 3. That sleepers generally escape. This conclusion the

author rejects, for he states that energetic will and closure of

the eyes do not quite succeed in warding off the attack.

The action of visual disturbances in inducing the sickness he

considers very important, but only secondary as factors in the re-

sult. That the sufferers may be roused from sleep in a full paroxysm

of the attack ; that children at the breast and young children suffer,

though less than adults; and that horses, who in their boxes do

not see the movements, also suffer — these facts prove, the author

states, that the external mechanica' influences alone must be the

cause of the sickness. These facts, on which the author seems to

1 From tlie Brltlsli Medical Journal.

rely for his conclusions as to the secondary importance of visual

disturbances, if in themselves correct, do not appear to demon-
strate that visual disturbances were absent in the cases mentioned,

and it is to be remarked that in a note the author speaks of closure

of the eyes or avoidance of the sight of the mast aed bulwarks of

the ship as being of great assistance in preventing the attack.

The third theory— that of circulation-disturbances — the author

rejects. The second theory is particularly developed, and the

disturbing effects of various kinds of unwonted improvement are

described and analyzed. Thus, it is shown that backward travel-

ling may produce illness, pains, even vomiting. The motion in

swings, the effects of circular motion, are next described. The
effects of rapid upward or downward motion have been particu-

larly experimented on by the author in the rapidly-moving Ameri-
can elevators. The author thinks that he has discovered a new
and substantial explanation of the action of external movement
impulse by the phenomena observed in rapid elevators. It is found

that in ascending with the eyes closed, no noise being heard, there

is experienced a peculiar feeling at the epigastrium which goes off

during the rise, say, of four or five floors, but reappears the mo-
ment the elevator stops. The same thing occurs when the elevator

moves downwards, the sensation being felt only at the outset and
on the arrest of the motion. In the motion of the elevator there

occurs a sudden movement and sudden arrest of the movement,
and the effect of this in producing the epigastric disturbance is

held to be analogous to the effect of the motion observed in the

vessel at sea. This explanation furnishes a theory which the

author accepts, because it covers the ground to the necessary ex-

tent. Further, the author is led to the conclusion that the com-
plex symptoms of sea-sickness are due to the molecular disturbances

produced by rapid movements arising from sudden change of di-

rection of the motion, whereby a severe intramolecular shaking

and irritation primarily acting on the cells and the protoplasm of

particular organs is produced.

The immediate transition from one movement to another move-
ment in a different direction is assumed to be the cause of the

disturbances experienced. Thus the painful sensations in sea-sick-

ness, in the act of swinging, in the oscillation liable to occur in

rapid railway journeys, agree in this, that the peculiar symptoms
of irritation, the distressing feeling at the epigastrium, the cold

sweats, the general feeling of illness, and the headache, appear at

the moment when the direction of the movement changes.

As regards the cure of sea-sickness, the author considers that

the only real cure is "custom." He speaks favorably of certain

medicines as being often operative for very short sea voyages—
quinine, antipyrine, bromide salts, cocaine, morphine, chloral, and
other anaesthetics. He speaks with approval of the advice of older

writers that the horizontal position at mid-deck should be taken

before the voyage begins, and that a bandage should be tightly

placed over the liver, whereby the intensity of the motion is di-

minished, and a certain degree of fixation of the abdominal con-

tents promoted.

Professor Bosenbach has made a most valuable and suggestive

contribution towards the solution of the much-vexed question as

to the nature and cause of sea-sickness ; and no doubt his views

will excite discussion calculated materially to advance our knowl-

edge of the subject.

DIET AND ANIMAL TEMPERATURE.

A QUESTION has been put to us by a correspondent, says the

Lancet, whether the animal temperature of persons who subsist on

a vegetable diet is lower than that in animal or mixed feeders.

The inquiry has never been investigated in the human species on

a sufficiently comprehensive scale to be of any value, but such

comparative facts as throw light on the matter tend to indicate

that vegetable feeders, among the lower creation, have a high

temperature. Dr. John Davy, brother of Sir Humphry, and one

of our keenest physiological observers of a past day, was among
the first to make comparative observations of the temperature of

different animals in their normal state; and to a certain extent

John Hunter, Pallas, Despretz, and Samuel Metcalfe carried out

the same research. In 1869 Dr. B. W. Richardson, in one of his
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lectures on experimental and practical medicine, classified the re-

sults of most of these previous authors, and tested them by a new
series of direct observations. Ris table of mean results showed

that vegetable feeders have a high temperature. The sheep gave

a temperature of 104°, the goat of 104°, the pigeon of 108", and

the common fowl 108°. The rabbit showed 103°, while the dog

and the cat, animal or mixed feeders, showed 103°. But some

herbivora were comparatively low, the ox, for example, 101°, and

the horse 100". The differences here stated were supposed by the

last-named observer to depend on the cutaneous covering of the

animal more than on any other cause. In the case of the pigeon,

on which this author made ninety-four observations, the high tem-

perature was attributed to the non-conducting character of the

feathers, a marvellous protection to a swift-flying animal in a cold

atmosphere. In man, from 100 observations, he came to the con-

clusion that in a strictly natural state 98° F. was the truest stan-

dard. These researches are useful as comparative studies; still, it

is an open question whether in man, or in any species of animal

that can live on a mixed diet, there is a variation of temperature

according to the mode of diet ; and it would be a good work to

inquire on a large scale if, under a purely vegetable form of dietary,

the temperature in man is reduced. Our correspondent informs

us that in him (a healthy man) and in his wife (a healthy woman),

both in the prime of life, the temperature now ranges from 96° to

to 97.4° F. He for three years and a half, and she for two years

and a half, have been total abstainers from alcohol, and have sub-

sisted on fruit and vegetables, with addition of " butter, cheese,

milk, eggs, and a little fish." Previously to adopting this system

his temperature had never fallen under 98° "in so far as he re-

members," and he therefore is inclined to the view that under his

new regime he lives as healthily as before, at a lower expenditure

of energy. If such prove to be correct, and if it should be demon-

strated that a minimum animal diet (for our correspondent, be it

observed, is not strictly a vegetarian) will support life efficiently

under reduced combustion and reduced waste of material, a valua-

ble as well as curious fact will be added to our practical knowl-

edge. Evidently there is here open a fine field for a patient, per-

fectly unbiased, and truthful investigator.

EVOLUTION.'

In the course of that theory of natural science best known to the

outer world as that of evolution or development (whereof Darwin
was the principal expounder), it becomes necessary for the theo-

rist to endeavor to bridge over the gaps which are very easily to

be discerned betwixt existing classes of animals. No doubt geol-

ogy has supplied not a few of those " missing links," and has un-

doubtedly proved, for example, how the modern one-toed horse

has descended from a four or five toed ancestor; and how birds

and reptiles, which every zoologist knows are near kindred, can

be linked by at least one fossil bird, which is neither bird nor rep-

tile, but a very decided mixture of both groups. Still, the geo-

logical record is an imperfect one, and always will be. If every

living thing which had ever existed had been preserved in a fossil

state, and had been placed at the disposal of the geologist and

anatomist for investigation, there might have been few or no diffi-

culties in the way of piecing together the bits of the puzzle of

life. As, however, fossil animals and plants constitute the mere

chance preservations of the life that was, we have perforce to be

content with a very meagre knowledge of existence in the past

ages.

There remains, however, another method of arriving at the re-

lationship which science seeks to show exists between apparently

diverse groups of animals and plants. In plain language, when
we study the development of an animal or a plant, and see how it

works its way from the germ to become the adult form, we are

brought face to face with a series of changes and scenes which are

significant enough to the thinking mind. Suppose we discover

that a frog begins life as a fish, a fact every schoolboy knows,

what is the meaning of this strange becoming on the part of that

tailless animal? Natural history replies that the frog's develop-

ment we see to-day is really a recapitulation of its past descent.

' Dr. Andrew Wilson, in the Illustrated l«ews of the World.

Witnessing how a tadpole becomes a frog, we are really looking

at a moving panorama of the rise and progress of the whole frog-

race, whereby that race must have sprung from a fish-like stock,

and must have gradually grown into the lung-possessing, air-

breathing creatures of the present time. This seems to be the

only reasonable interpretation to be placed upon the marvellous

changes which we see represented in the development of animals

and plants; and this, at least, is the meaning which science at-

taches to the unfoldings of form and structure discernible in the

course of the living being's progress from its beginning, in the

egg, to its assumption of its adult character.

In the course of studies in the development of animals, we
meet with some veiy curious discoveries and theories relative to

the origin of the various zoological groups; and certain ideas of the

origin of backboned animals at large, lately promulgated, seem to

be worthy of mention here, as tending to keep us au courant with

the progress of thought in biology. The puzzle of naturalists has

been that of accounting for the origin of the vertebrated animals

aforesaid, because these backboned tribes (which range from the

fishes to quadrupeds) seem really to stand out very distinctly and

by themselves as a specially defined sub-kingdom. The backboned

branch of the animal tree, in other words, has presented great

difficulties in its being traced to its connection with the parent

stem. There is a certain fish, the lowest of its class, called the

lancelet, which is found to present, both in its development and

in its adult structure, certain close affinities to a lowly tribe of

creatures known as tunicates, or sea-squirts. A sea-squirt is sim-

ply a kind of animated bag with two openings, somewhat like an

ancient "leather bottel," which remains attached to a rock or

stone. Hence, from the likeness between the sea-squirt's develop-

ment and that of the lowest fish, many zoologists are given to re-

gard the former as the putative parent of the vertebrate animals.

The sea-squirt, in this view, is the very far-back ancestor (or repre-

sentative of the ancestor) of the backboned tribes.

More recently, however, certain adventurous spirits in biology

have ventilated new ideas of the origin of the backboned forms,

and these ideas, I fancy, are more startling even to biological

minds (given to feel surprised at nothing whatever) than any

previous theories which have been advanced. Seeking for the

ancestors of backboned animals among the annelids or worms has

not been a process attended by success, in so far as evidence of

probability is concerned; but higher in the series of jointed or

articulate animals we find the insects, spiders, and crustaceans, of

which class the lobster is a fair representative. One scientist de-

clared that for choice he finds the most likely origin of the back-

boned tribes in the spider-class. What induces this belief is the

tendency to head development, among other signs of advance,

which the spiders, scorpions, and their allies exhibit. What we
call a scorpion's head is really its head and chest united, and a

close examination of this region shows that in the arrangement of

its nerve-masses, its nerves, sense-organs, and so forth, there is to

be traced a very exact resemblance to the similar arrangements in

the vertebrate head. Again, it is held that in the development of

the scorpion and spider, essentially similar features to those seen

in backboned development are to be traced. So that the far-back

ancestor of the highest animals, on this belief, are to be sought for

in some primitive scorpion, which, getting on in the world, gave

origin to the higher group. There might be a difficulty regarding

the transition from air to water, from scorpion to fish, no doubt

;

but I presume it is maintained that out of a common type of primi-

tive breathing organ the modification in question could easily have

occurred.

The other theory of vertebrate origin also sees the ancestor of

backboned animals in some primitive jointed animal or other.

Tracing the development of the backboned brain and spinal cord,

an observer regards these important structures as having been

formed by the elaboration of jointed nerve-masses placed on the

outside of a tube. There is such a tube in the middle of the spinal

cord, and this tube extends onwards into the brain. The bold idea

has therefore been formulated that the central nervous canal of

the backboned tribesrepresents the digestive tube of the vertebrate

ancestor; certain dilatations of the tube in the brain corresponding

to the stomach of that ancestor, whose own nervous system (lying
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below its digestive tract) has become transformed into the back-

boned nervous belongings. There is, hovi'ever, the big liver of the

ancestor to be reckoned with. Where has it gone to in the course

of the transformation f In the young lamprey it is shown that a

kind of temporary liver may be regarded as existing in the brain,

and this is looked upon as the rudiment or remnant of the liver

whicli was once the possession of the vertebrate's ancestor. On
the whole, it may be said, we are getting on very nicely in bio-

logical theory ; and, whether we accept the views thus set foi'th or

not. we may at least feel some curiosity in knowing how modern
speculation is deriving the vertebrates from lower forms, and how
the modern backboned animal is thought actually to carry in its

spinal cord the remnant of the ancestral digestive system.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Hon. C. B. Farwell of Chicago received a telegram on

Aug. 11 from Professor Dyhrenfurth, in charge of the rain-pro-

ducing experiments provided for by the last Congress, now being

conducted on the ranch of Nelson Morris, in Texas. The professor

says that the first experiment was made on the 10th, powder being

exploded high in the air; and that it rained heavily there on the

11th.

— Mr. P. Howard Collins, the author of a useful epitome of

Mr. Herbert Spencer's system of philosophy, has written a pam-
phlet in which he discusses the causes of the diminution of the

jaw in the civilized races. In opposition to the views of Weis-

manu, says Nature, he contends that the phenomenon is due to

disuse. •

—A recent issue of Nature, quoting from Das Wetter for July,

reports a curious case of globular lightning which occurred at

Berga, near Schlieben, in Germany, between 3 and 4 o'clock on
the morning of July 1. The lightning entered the chimney and
split into two parts, one portion running along the rafters of the

roof, and the other entering a bed-room occupied by a man and
his wife and three children. The man, who was up, on account

of the violence of the storm, saw the ball jump on to the bedstead,

which it broke, and from there it slowly travelled to the opposite

side of the room, and disappeared, with a loud crash, through the

wall. None of the occupants were injured, further than being

deafened for a short time.

— Tlie Vienna correspondent of the London News, recalling that

paper's description of the Eoman remains at Hainburg, about

twenty-four miles from Vienna, on the site of the ancient Eoman
frontier town of Carnuntum, on their discovery a year or two ago,

says that new excavations are now taking place in the immediate
neighboi-hood of the Castle of Petronell, the residence of the

Counts of Abendsberg Traun, which is about two miles distant

from Hainburg, and have resulted in the discovery of many inter-

esting architectural remains and much sculpture. These discov-

eries lead to the conclusion that Carnuntum must have been a much
larger town than was thought, for it seems that it must have con-

tained several hundred thousand inhabitants.

— It is the fashion to write articles on theories of rest and how
to obtain it, says the Illustrated American. Anna Brackett con-

tributes an admirable paper, entitled " The Technique of Rest,"

wherein she sets fortlf the possibilities of absolute rest, both mental
and physical, under difficult circumstances. The celebrated Dr.

Hammond has also given some very erudite and practical views of

the same theme. It would be well for the rushing, hurr3'ing,

scurrying, never-resting crowd of workers to stop a moment and
listen to such notes of solemn warning; and, at least in the choice

of "recreations," to select such diversions as will tend to create

exhausted vitality, and not add fresh fuel to a consuming fire.

Dr. Hammond lays some stress on the trite truth that rest is often

but a change of work. The athlete may rest over a game of chess

or whist. The brain-worker of sedentary habit who concentrates

a weary mind upon an intricate game which demands unremitting

alertness of attention is diverting from his chosen calling just so

much mental vigor, — exactly, to an atom, so much vital power.

Let those men and women who are thinking for a living stop

thinking, as a conscious effort, when they would rest. If she who

would plan her life wisely will make a careful estimate of the

comparative values of those things which enter into it only by her

own consent, offsetting them in the inventory by those demands
which are essential, she will draw a pencil through every diversion

which is akin to her life-work. If she is a wise journalist or liter-

ary woman, she will eschew whist as a wary thief of her powers,

whose dangers are even enhanced by her mental habit of self-sur-

render and concentration.

— Professor Tito Martini of Venice contributes to the issue of

the Rivista Seientifico-Industriale for the end of June, the results

of some experiments on the crystallization of thin liquid films.

He finds, according to Nature, that a strong solution of sodium
sulphate, when cooled to near its saturation point, possesses a vis-

cous character which enables it to form a thin film on a metallic

ring, as in Mr. Boys's experiments with soap-bubbles. On rapid

evaporation such a film crystallizes to an extremely beautiful

open lattice-work of minute crystals, which preserve their trans-

pai'eucy for some time, and then effloresce and crumble to pow-
der. The experiments succeeded with rings up to thirty-six mil-

limetres diameter. Similar experiments with ammonium chloride

and sodium hyposulphite have hitherto proved unsuccessful.

With a transparent film of liquid sulphur, however, even more
beautiful results have been obtained. The author regards such

experiments, besides being eminently suitable for lecture demon-
stration, as likely to throw light on the nature of molecular ar-

rangement in relation to crystallization.

— During the last two centuries, says the Scottish Oeographieal

Magazine, the Lapps of Norway have been moving gradually

southwards, preserving their uncivilized and nomadic mode of

life in their new environment. Dr. Yngar Nielsen of Christiania

has recently studied this interesting ethnological question (Le Tour
du Monde, Nouvelles Geog., p. 137). According to him the south-

ern limit of this people is now marked by the railway from

Trondhjem to Ostersund, nearly along the 63d parallel of north

latitude. To the north of this line are found ancient tombs, places

of worship, and names of Lappish origin. Here the Lapps of the

present day, though nominally converted to Christianity, retain in

secret some of their pagan customs, whereas further south they

are good Christians, and have changed even in type. About the

year 1600 the southern limit of the Lapps was on the parallel of

the northern extremity of the fiord of Trondheim; since then they

have made several excursions southward, and have been repeatedly

checked by the Norwegian Government. In 1890 they advanced

as far as the plateaus of the Hardanger Fjeld. The Norwegians

do not resert to violence, but defend their property by legal pro-

cesses. The question of the Lapp invasion is, however, one that

demands the serious attention of the Government.

— In a paper on "Some aspects of Acclimatization in New
Zealand," read before the Australasian Association at its Christ-

church meeting by Mr. G. M. Thomson, the following remarkable

ease of hereditary transmission of an apparently defective charac-

teristic was described (New Zealand Journal of Science, July).

In the district of Strath Taieri, in Otago, some years ago, certain

sheep on one of the runs, probably the progeny of a single ram,,

were found to be evidently short-winded. Apparently the action

of the heart was defective, for when these sheep were driven, they

would run with the rest of the flock for a short distance and then

lie down panting. The result of this peculiar affection was that

at nearly every mustering the.se short-winded sheep used to be left

behind, being unable to be driven with the rest. Sometimes they

were brought on more slowly afterwards, but if it happened to be

shearing time they were simply caught and shorn where they lay.

As a result of this peculiar condition a form of artificial selection

was set up, the vigorous sheep being constantly drafted away for

sale, etc., while this defective strain increased with great rapidity

throughout the district, for whenever the mobs were mustered for

the market, shearing, or drafting;, these " cranky " sheep (as they

came to be called) were left behind This defective character ap-

peared in every succeeding generation, and seemed to increase in

force, reminding one of the Ancon sheep referred to by Darwin.

At first, of course, the character was not recognized as " heredi-

tary," but as the members of this cranky breed increased to a very
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serious extent and spread over the district, it came at last to be

recognized as a local variety. When the runs, on vehich these

sheep were abundant, were cut up and sold or re-leased in smaller

areas a few years ago, the purchasers found it necessary for the

protection of their own interests to exterminate the variety, of

which hundreds were found straggling over the country. This

was easily and effectually done in the following manner. As soon

as a sheep was observed it was pursued, but after running for a

couple of hundred yards at a great rate of speed, it would drop

down panting behind a big stone or other shelter, and seemed in-

capable for a time of rising and renewing its flight. It was imme-
diately destroyed, and in this manner a useless, but to the natu-

ralist a very interesting, variety was eliminated.

— M. Paul Barre contributes to the Revue Fran^aise (April 15,

1891) a short paper on trans-asiatic journeys, from which the

Scottish Geographical Magazine extracts the following. The
Dutchman Ruysbroeck visited Mongolia between 1246 and 1273,

but, though he advanced far towards the east, he did not succeed

in reaching the Chinese coast. The first European to traverse the

whole continent was Marco Polo (1271-1295), who, passing through

Turkestan and China, entered Pekin, and extended his journey

even to Japan. Irmak Timofeef, 3 Cossack brigand, opened Siberia

to Muscovite influence (1530); and Elisee Bouza (1685), Kopylof

(1639), and Sladukhim and Ignatief (1644) succeeded in reaching

the north-western limits of this country. Dejnef, in 1648, reached

the Gulf of Anadir, and ascertained the existence of a strait be-

tween Siberia and America before Behring sailed to that region.

Again, Baikof crossed Mongolia in 1654, and entered Pekin as

ambassador of the Czar. Prom this time Russian explorers in

Siberia became very numerous, but no one followed in the track

of Marco Polo until quite recently. Ney Elias crossed Central

Asia in 1872-73; M'Carthy travelled from Shanghai to Bhamo in

1876-78, and thence to the coast; Joseph Martin has crossed Siberia

twice; Benoist Mechin and Mailly Chalon journeyed from the

XJssuri to Bohkara and Merv; and Przhevalski penetrated as far

eastwards as the sources of the Whang-ho. Still more recently

(1889) Yciunghusband traversed Central Asia from Pekin to India,

and Bonvalot (1889-90) passed from Siberia through Thibet to

southern China.

— On Aug. 13 Gen. Greely sailed for Munich, to attend a meet-

ing of the International Polar Commission. Gen. Greely has been

ordered by the War Department to attend this meeting, which is

the fourth and final session of the commission, and which com-
pletes his work in connection with arctic exploration and scien-

tific investigation of the physics of the polar regions. At this

meeting the commission will consider the final scientific treatment

of the volumes of physical observations published by the Govern-

ments which sent out the expeditions of 1881 to 1883. No less

than eleven nations will be represented at Munich. Gen. Greely

is the only representative from the United States, having been
unanimously elected by the other members of the commission.

Gen. Greely, in addition to urging on the commission the general

discussion of arctic meteorology, will present to the members a

scheme of general treatment for the magnetic observations and re-

sults of the studies and investigations of Professor Bigelow of the

Nautical Almanac office of the Navy Department. This line of

treatment is original, and as it is indorsed by Professor C. A.
Scl^ott of the coast survey, the acknowledged authority in this

country on magnetics, it is believed that it will be interesting to

the scientific world when fully developed.

— The use of the detersive effect of a stream of water, says

Engineering, has been very general in what is known as hydraulic

mining in the western part of the United States, where bills of

gold-bearing earth have been washed away by very powerful

streams conveyed from elevated sources of water supply in the

mountains, the gold being afterwards found in more concen-

trated form deposited in the valley at points where the current

was rapid enough to bear away the earth : but the deposits of earth

•on the arable lands in the valley below have been so destructive

to grazing land that stringent legislation has been necessary to

prevent the continuance of this practice in many portions of the

country. Recently, however, there has been an application of

the same practice, but for a reversed purpose, and that is on a
railway line in the State of Michigan, where an available supply

of water was used to wash down gravel deposits among trestles or

timber viaducts along the line of the road, and in that manner to

deposit gravel in such a way as to fill up a solid embankment to

the line of the track. By guiding these movable sluiceways and

also altering their slope or the supply of the water, the direction

and velocity was controlled so as to accomplish the result in a very

cheap manner, the expense of such filling being about three cents

per cubic yard. At Soranton, Penn., there are numerous piles of

anthracite culm in the vicinity of the coal breakers over the pit's

mouth at the mines, and recently this material has been put to

considerable use under boilers, as people are allowed to take it

away at a cost of ten cents per ton. An electric light and power
station has been built near one of these culm piles, and the coal

taken from the pile to the fire-room by means of a stream of water
and a sluiceway. Just outside of the delivery in the fire-room the

bottom of the sluiceway is perforated so that the water can pass

away, and the fuel is delivered at the fire-room in a reasonably

dry condition, as the water passes away from it readily. When
the low cost of the fuel and slight expense of its transportation is

considered, it is held that the amount of moisture in the fuel is

merely an item of lesser expense in comparison with other means
of delivery.

— The London Times of May 20 gives a melancholy account of

the Coreans, extracted from a Japanese paper. An evil genius,

says the correspondent, seems brooding over the life of the Corean
people, paralyzing every nerve and muscle. This evil genius seems
to be nothing else than a wretched system of government, or,

rather, the absence of anything deserving the name of government.

The aristocracy, by unjust taxation, persecution, and violence,

extort from the agricultural population the small surplus of their

earnings which remains after their absolute necessities are satis-

fied. Consequently the villages have a desolate appearance, the

roads are execrable, and stagnation prevails throughout the coun-

try. Yet the peninsula is remarkably rich in natural products.

The gold deposits must be of value, for, even now, gold-dust to

the value of about £500,000 is exported yearly. There are rich

mines of anthracite in the north, and iron, copper, and lead await

the miner and manufacturer. But as long as abject poverty is a
man's sole protection the country cannot make progress.

— An interesting article on the utilization of waste products in

relation to breweries, in the Brewers' Guardian (English), calls

attention to the utilization of the carbonic acid gas produced in

the fermentation of sugar. On an average, English beer may
be considered to contain 5 per cent of alcohol, and as, in the fer-

mentation of sugar, the weight of carbonic acid produced is almost

the same as that of alcohol (the exact proportions being 48.9 of

carbonic acid to 51.1 of alcohol), there must have been 500,000,000

pounds of carbonic acid produced in our breweries. The specific

gravity of carbonic acid is 0.1524, and therefore a simple calcula-

tion shows that the above weight is equal to 25,000,000,000 gallons

— a volume it is almost impossible to realize. Such a volume
would require a space one mile square and forty yards high to

contain it. It is now proposed to utilize the greater portion of

this large quantity of carbonic acid. The process by which this

is to be done has been tried for some little time past in St. James's

Gate brewery, Dublin ; and Sir Charles A. Cameron has reported

very favorably on it. The following are the conclusions at which

he arrives after a most careful examination of the process: (1) An
immense quantity of carbonic acid is produced in breweries, and

is at present wasted
; (2) a large proportion of this gas could be

condensed to liquid at a cost not exceeding M. per pound, but

probably less than Jd. per pound ; (3) the process of liquefying the

gas is successfully carried on at Guinness's brewery, Dublin
; (4)

the liquefied gas prepared at Guinness's brewery is perfectly free

from any peculiarity of flavor or odor
; (5) the carbonic acid pro-

duced at soda-water works costs about 4d. per pound
; (6) it is safer,

and in every way more desirable, to use in beverages carbonic acid

derived from a food substance, such as grain, than from mineral

soiu'ces; (7) the uses of liquid carbonic acid are numerous, im-

portant, and increasing.
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RELATIONS OF TEMPERATURE TO VERTEBRAE
AMONG FISHES.'

It has been known for many years that in certain groups

of fishes the northern or cold-water representatives have a

larger number of vertebrae than those members which are

found- in tropical regions. To this generalization, first for-

mulated by Dr. Gill in 1863, we may add certain others

which have been more or less fully appreciated by ichthyol-

ogists, but which for the most part have never received for-

mal statement. In groups containing fresh-water and marine

members, the fresh-water forms have in general more verte-

bra than those found in the sea. The fishes inhabiting the

depths of the sea have more vertebrse than their relatives

living near the shore. In free-swimming pelagic fishes the

number of vertebrae is also greater than in the related shore

fishes of the same regions. Tlie fishes of the earlier geologi-

cal periods have for the most part numerous vertebrae, and

those fishes with the low numbers (21 to 26) found in the

specialized spiny-rayed fishes appear only in comparatively

recent times. In the same connection we may also bear in

mind the fact that those types of fishes (soft-rayed and ana-

canthine) which are properly characterized by increased

numbers of vertebrae predominate in the fresh waters, the

deep seas, and in Arctic and Antarctic regions. On the other

hand, the spiny-rayed fishes ai*e in the tropics largely in the

majority.

In the present paper, I wish to consider the extent to which

these statements are true and to suggest a line of explanation

which covers all these generalizations alike.

For the purpose of this discussion we may assume the de-

rivation of species by means of the various influences and
processes, for which, without special analysis, we may use

the term ''natural selection." By the influence of natural

selection, the spiny-rayed fish, so characteristic of the pres-

ent geological era, has diverged from its soft-rayed ancestry.

^ Abstract of a paper by David Starr Jordan, president of Leland Stanford,
Jr., University (Proceedings U.S. National Museum, XIV., 107).

The influences which have produced the spiny-rayed fish

have been most active in the tropical seas. It is there that

''natural selection " is most potent, so far as fishes are con-

cerned. The influence of cold, darkness, monotony, and

restriction is to limit the direct struggle for existence, and

therefore to limit the resultant changes. In general the ex-

ternal conditions most favorable to fish life are to be found

in the tropical seas, among rocks and along the coral reefs

near the shore. Here is the centre of competition. From
conditions otherwise favorable to be found in Arctic regions,

the majority of competitors are excluded by their inability

to bear the cold. In the tropics is found the greatest variety

in surroundings, and therefore the greatest variety in the

possible adjustments of series of individuals to correspond

with these surroundings.

The struggle for existence in the tropics is a struggle be-

tween fish and fish, and among the individuals of a very

great number of species, each one acquiring its own peculiar

IDoints of advantage. No form is excluded from competi-

tion. No competitor is handicapped by loss of strength on

account of cold, darkness, foul water, or any condition ad-

verse to fish life.

The influences which serve as a whole to make a fish more

intensely and compactly a flsh, and which tend to rid it of

every character and every organ not needed in fish life,

should be most eff^ective along the rocks and shores of the

tropics.

For this process of intensification of fi^sh-like characters,

which finds its culmination in certain specialized spiny-rayed

fishes of the coral reefs, we may conveniently use the term
" ichthyization."

If ichthyization is in some degree a result of conditions

found in the tropics, we may expect to find a less degree of

specialization in the restricted and often unfavorable condi-

tions which prevail in the fresh waters, in the cold and ex-

clusion of the polar seas, and especially in the monotony,

darkness, and cold of the oceanic abysses where light can not

penetrate and where the temperature scarcely rises above the

freezing point.

An important factor in ichthyization is the reduction of the

number of segments or vertebrae, and a proportionate increase

in the size and complexity of the individual segment and its

appendages. If the causes producing this change are still

in operation, we should naturally expect that in cold water,

deep water, dark water, fresh waters, and in the waters of a

past geological epoch the process would be less complete and

the numbers of vertebra3 would be larger. And this, in a

general way, is precisely what we find in the examination of

a large series of fishes.

If this view is correct, we have a possible theory of the

reduction in numbers of vertebrae as we approach the equator.

It should, moreover, not surprise us to encounter various

modifications and exceptions, for we know little of the habits

and scarcely anything of the past history of great numbers

of species. The present characters of species may depend on

occurrences in the past concerning which even guesses are

impossible.

It may be taken for granted that the ancestry of the various

modern types of bony fishes is to be sought among the

Ganoids. All the fossil forms in this group have a notably

large number of vertebrae. The few now living are nearly

all fresh-water fishes, and among these, so far as known, the

numbers range from 65 to 110.

Among the Teleostei or bony fishes, those which first ap-

pear in geological history are the Isospondyli, the allies of
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the salmon and herring. These have all numerous vertebrse,

small in size, and none of tliem in any notable degree modi-

fied or specialized. In the northern seas Isospondyli still

exceed all other fishes in number of individuals. They abound
in the depths of the ocean, but there are comparatively few

of them in the tropics.

The Salmonidce vphich inhabit the rivers and lakes of the

northern zones have from 60 to 65 vertebrse. The Scopelidoe,

Stomiatidce, and other deep-sea analogues have from 40 up-

wards in the few species in which the number has been

counted. The group of Clupeidce is probably nearer the primi-

tive stock of Isospondyli than the salmon are. This group is

essentially northern in its distribution, but a considerable

number of its members are found within the tropics. The
common herring ranges farther into the Arctic regions than

any other. Its vertebrse are 56 in number. In the shad, a

northern species which ascends the rivers, the same number
has been recorded.

The sprat and sardine, ranging farther south, have from
48 to 50, while in certain small herring which are strictly

confined to tropical shores the number is but 40. Allied to

the herring are the anchovies, mostly tropical. The north-

ernmost species, the common anchovy of Europe, has 46

vertebrae. A tropical species has 41 segments. There are,

however, a few soft-rayed fishes confined to the tropical seas

in which the numbers of vertebrae are still large, an excep-

tion to the general rule for which there is no evident reason

unless it be connected with the wide distribution of these

almost cosmopolitan fishes. In a fossil herring-like fish from

the Green Eiver shales, I counted 40 vertebrae ; in a bass-like

or serranoid fish from the same locality 24, these being the

usual numbers in the present tropical members of these

groups.

The great family of Siluridce or catfishes seems to be not

allied to the Isospondyli. but a separate ofi'shoot from an-

other ganoid type. This group is represented in all the fresh

waters of temperate and tropical America, as well as in the

warmer parts of the Old World. One division of the family,

containing numerous species, abounds on the sandy shores

of the tropical seas. The others are all fresh-water fishes.

So far as the vertebrae in the Siluridm have been examined,

no conclusions can be drawn. The vertebree in the marine

species range from 35 to 50; in the North American forms

from 37 to 45, and in the South American fresh-water spe-

cies, where there is almost every imaginable variation in

form and structure, the numbers range from 28 to 50 or

more.

The Cyprinidce, confined to the fresh waters of the north-

ern hemisphere, and their analogues, the CharacinidcB of

the rivers of South America and Africa, have also numerous
vertebrae, 36 to 50 in most cases. I fail to detect in either

group any relation in these numbers to surrounding condi-

tions.

In general, we may say of the soft-rayed fishes that very

few of them are inhabitants of tropical shores. Of these few,

some which are closely related to northern forms have fewer

vertebras than their cold-water analogues. In the northern

species, the fresh-water species, and the species found in the

deep sea, the number of vertebras is always large, but the

same is true of some of the tropical species also.

Among the spiny-rayed fishes the facts are more striking.

Of these, numerous families are chiefly or wholly confined

to the tropics, and in the great majority of all the species

the number of vertebrae is constantly 24, 10 in the body and
14 in the tail (10 -|- 14). In some families in which the pro-

cess of ichthyization has gone on to an extreme degree, as in

certain Plectognath fishes, there has been a still further re-

duction, the lowest number, 14, existing in the short inflexi-

ble body of the trunkfish, in which the vertebral joints are

movable only in the base of the tail. In all these forms, the

process of reduction of vertebrfe has been accompanied by

specialization in other respects. The range of distribution

of these fishes is chiefly though not quite wholly confined

to the tropics.

A very few spiny-rayed families are wholly confined to

the northern seas. One of the most notable of these is the

family of viviparous surf fishes, of which numerous species

abound on the coasts of California extending to Oregon, and

Japan, but which enter neither the waters of the frigid nor

the torrid zone. These fishes seem to be remotely connected

with the Ldbridce of the tropics, but no immediate proofs of

their origin exist. The surf fishes have from 32 to 42 verte-

bra, numbers which are never found among tropical fishes

of similar appearance or relationship.

The case of the Ldbrid(B, in which the fact was first no-

ticed, has been already mentioned. Equally striking are the

facts in the great group of Cataphracti, or mailed-cheek

fishes, a tribe now divided into several families, diverging

from each other in various respects, but agreeing in certain

peculiarities of the skeleton. Among these fishes the family

most nearly related to ordinary fishes is that of Scorpcenidce.

This is a large family containing many species, fishes of local

habits, swarming about the rocks at moderate depths in all

zones. The species of the tropical genera have all 24 verte-

br£e. Those genera chiefly found in cooler waters, as in Cali-

fornia, Japan, Chili, and the Cape of Good Hope, have in all

their species 27 vertebrse, while in the single arctic genus

there are 31. An antarctic genus bearing some relation to

Sebastes has 39.

Allied to the Scorpcenidce, but confined to the tropical or

semitropical seas, are the Platycephalidoe, with 27 vertebrffi,

and the Cephalacanthidce, with but 22. In the deeper waters

of the tropics are the Peristediidce, with 33 vertebrae, and
extending farther north, belonging as much to the temperate

as to the torrid zone, is a large family of the Ti'iglidoe, in

which the vertebraj range from 25 to 38.

The family of Agonidce, with 36 to 40 vertebra;, is still

more decidedly northern in its distribution. Wholly con-

fined to northern waters is the great family of the Cottidce,

in which the vertebrfe ascend from 30 to 50. Entirely polar

and often in deep waters are the Liparididce. an offshoot

from the Cottidce, with soft, limp bodies, and the vertebrae

35 to 65. In these northern forms there are no scales, the

spines in the fins have practically disappeared, and only the

anatomy shows that they belong to the group of spiny-rayed

fishes. In the Cyclopteridce, likewise largely arctic, the

body becomes short and thick, the backbone inflexible, and
the vertebras are again reduced to 28. In most cases, as the

number of vertebrae increases, the body becomes proportion-

ally elongate. As a result of this, the fishes of arctic waters

are, for the most part, long and slender, and not a few of

them approach the form of eels. In the tropics, however,

while elongate fishes are common enough, most of them
(always excepting the eels) have the normal number of ver-

tebr£e, the greater length being due to the elongation of their

individual vertebra; and not to their increase in number.

In the great group of bleuny-like fishes the facts are equally

striking. The arctic species are very slender in form as

compared with the tropical blennies, and this fact, caused by

a great increase in the number of their vertebra?, has led to
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the separation of the group into several families. The tropi-

cal forms composing the family of Blenniidm have from 28

to 49 vertebrae, while in the arctic genera the numbers range

from 75 to 100.

The anacanthine fishes in whole or in part seem to have

sprung from a blennioid stock. Of these the most specialized

group is that of the flounders {Pleuronectidce), already de-

scribed. The wide distribution of this family, its members

being found on the sandy shores of the zones, renders it es-

pecially important in the present discussion. The other

anacanthine families are chiefly confined to the cold waters

or to the depth of the seas. In the cod family (Gadidce) the

number of vertebrse is usually about 50, and in their deep-

sea allies, the grenadiers or rat-tails, the numbers range from

65 to 80.

Of the families confined strictly to the fresh waters, the

great majority are among the soft-rayed or physostomous

fishes, the allies of the salmon, pike, carp, and cat-fish. In

all of these the vertebras are numerous. A few fresh- water

families have their affinities entirely with the more special-

ized forms of the tropical seas. Of these the Centrarchidw

(comprising the American fresh-water sun-fish and black

bass) have on the average about 30 vertebrae, the pirate perch

29, and the perch family, perch and darters, etc., 35 to 45,

while the Serranidw or sea bass, the nearest marine relatives

of all these, have constantly 24. The marine family of

demoiselles {Pomacentridce) have 26 vertebras, while 30 to

40 vertebrae usually exist in their fresh-water analogues (or

possibly descendants), the Cichlidce, of the rivers of South

America and Africa. The sticklebacks, a family of spiny

fishes, confined to the rivers and seas of the north, have from

31 vertebrae to 41.

It is apparently true that among the free-swimming, or

migratory pelagic fishes, the number of vertebras is greater

than among their relatives of local habits. This fact is most

evident among the Scombriform fishes, the allies of the mack-

erel and tunny. All of these belong properly to the warm
seas, and the reduction of the vertebras in certain forms has

no evident relation to the temperature, though it seems to

be related in some degree to the habits of the species. Per-

haps the retention of many segments is connected with that

strength and swiftness in the water for which the mackerels

are pre-eminent.

The variations in the number of vertebrae in this group led

Dr. Giinther, nearly thirty years ago, to divide it into two
families, the Carangidce and Scombrides. The CarangidcB

are tropical shore fishes, local or migratory to a slight de-

gree. All these have from 24 to 26 vertebrte. In their pelagic

relatives, the dolphins, there are from 30 to 33; in the opahs,

45; in the braraa, 42; while the great mackerel family, all of

whose members are more or less pelagic, have from 31 to 50.

Other mackerel-like fishes are the cutlass fishes, which ap-

proach the eels in form and in the reduction of the fins. In
these the vertebrae are correspondingly numerous, the num-
bers ranging from 100 to 160. In apparent contradistinction

to this rule, however, the pelagic family of sword-fishes, re-

motely allied to the mackerels, and with even greater powers

of swimming, has the vertebrae in normal number, the com-

mon sword-fish having but 24.

The eels constitute a peculiar group of uncertain but

probably soft-rayed ancestry, in which everything else has

been subordinated to muscularity and flexibility of body.

The fins, girdles, gill arches, scales, and membrane bones are

all imperfectly developed or wanting. The eel is perhaps as

far from the primitive stock as the most highly ichthyized

fishes, but its progress has been of another character. The
eel would be regarded in the ordinary sense as a degenerate

type, for its bony structure is greatly simplified as compared
with its ancestral forms, but in its eel-like qualities it is, how-
ever, greatly specialized. All the eels have vertebra in great

numbers. As the great majority of the species are tropical,

and as the vertebrae in very few of the deep-sea forms have
been counted, no conclusions can be drawn as to the relation

of their vertebras to the temperature.

It is evident that the two families most decidedly tropical

in their distribution, the morays and the snake-eels, have
diverged farthest from the primitive stock. They are most
" degenerate," as shown by the reduction of their skeleton.

At the same time they are also most decidedly "eel-like,"

and in some respects, as in coloration, dentition, muscular
development, most highly specialized. It is evident that the

presence of numerous vertebral joints is essential to the sup-

pleness of body which is the eel's chief source of power. So
far as known, the niimbers of vertebras in eels range from
115 to 160, some of the deep-sea eels having probably higher

numbers, if we can draw inferences from their slender or

whip-like forms; but this character may be elusive.

The sharks show likewise a very large number of Tertebrae,

130 to 150 in the species in which they have been counted.

In these fishes no comparative study of the vertebras has been

made. The group is a very ancient one in geological time,

and in the comparatively few remaining members of the

group, the vertebras, in fact the entire skeleton, is in a very

primitive condition. The sharks are free-swimming fishes,

and with them as with the eels, flexibility of body is essential

to the life they lead.

In some families the number of rays in the dorsal and
anal fins is dependent on the number of vertebrse. It is

therefore subject to the same fluctuations. This relation is

not strictly proportionate, for often a variable number of

rays with their interspinal processes will be interposed be-

tween a pair of vertebrae. The myotomes or muscular bands

on the sides are usually coincident with the number of ver-

tebra. As, however, these and other characters are de-

pendent on differences in vertebral segmentation, they bear

the same relations to temperature that the vertebrae them-

selves sustain.

From the foregoing examples we may conclude that, other

things being equal, the numbers of vertebrae are lowest in

the shore-flshes of the tropics, and especially in those of local

habits, living about rocks and coral reefs. The cause of

this is to be found in the fact that in these localities the in-

fluences of natural selection are most active. The production

of vertebrae may be regarded as a phase in the process of

specialization which has brought about the typical spiny-

rayed fish.

These influences are most active in the warm, clear waters

of tropical shores, because these regions offer conditions most

favorable to flsh-life, and to the life of the greatest variety

of fishes. No fish is excluded from competition. There is the

greatest variety of competitors, the greatest variety of fish-

food, and the greatest variety of conditions to which adapta-

tion is possible. The number of species visiting any single

area is vastly greater in the tropics than in cold regions. A
single drawing of the net on the shores of Cuba will obtain

more different kinds of fish than can be found on the coasts

of Maine in a year. Cold, monotony, darkness, isolation,

foul water,— all these are characters opposed to the formation

of variety in fish-life. The absence of these is a chief feature

of life in the tropical waters.
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The life of the tropics, so far as the fishes are concerned,

offers analogies to the life of cities, viewed from the stand-

point of human development. In the same way, the other

regions under consideration are, if we may so speak, a sort

of ichthyological backwoods. In the cities, in general, the

conditions of individual existence are most easy, but the com-

petition is most severe. The struggle for existence is not a

struggle with the forces and conditions of nature. It is not

a struggle with wild beasts, unbroken forests, or a stubborn

soil, but a competition between man and man for the oppor-

tunity of living.

It is in the cities where the influences which tend to the

modernization and concentration of the characters of the

species, the intensification of human powers and their adap-

tation to the various special conditions, go on most rapidly.

That this intensification is not necessarily progress, either

physically or morally, is aside from our present purpose.

It is in the cities where those characters and qualities not

directly useful in the struggle for existence are first lost or

atrophied. Conversely it is in the "backwoods," the region

most distinct from human conflicts, where primitive customs,

antiquated peculiarities, and useless traits are longest and
most persistently retained. The life of the backwoods will

be not less active and vigorous, but it will lack specializa-

tion.

It is not well to push this analogy too far, but we may
perhaps find in it a suggestion as to the development of the

eels. In every city there is a class which partakes in no
degree of the general line of development. Its membei's are

specialized in a wholly different way, thereby taking to them-

selves a field which the others have abandoned, and making
up in low cunning what they lack in strength and intelli-

gence. Thus among the fishes we have in the regions of

closest competition a degenerate and non-ichthyized form,

lurking in holes among rocks and creeping in the sand,

thieves and scavengers among fishes. The eels fill a place

which would otherwise be left unfilled. In their way, they

are perfectly adapted to the lives they lead. A multiplicity

of vertebral joints is useless to the typical fish, but to the eel

strength and suppleness are everything, and no armature of

fin or scale or bone so desirable as its power of escaping

through the smallest opening.

It may be too that, as rovers in the open sea, the strong

swift members of the mackerel family find a positive advan-

tage in the possession of many vertebra?, and that to some
adaptation to their mode of life we must attribute their lack

of ichthyization of the skeleton. But this is wholly hypo-

thetical, and we may leave the subject with the general con-

clusion that with the typical fish advance in structure has

specialized the vertebrae, increased their size and the com-
plexity of their appendages, while decreasing their numbers;
and that, with some exceptions and modifications, this re-

duction is characteristic of fishes in the tropics, and that it is

so because in the tropics the processes of evolution are most
active, so far as the fishes are concerned.
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Fair-Weather Echoes.

My dog, a deep-voiced Neivfoundlander, has one plague in life

— an echo. It comes from a cottage some three hundred yards

off, and there that " other dog" wUI always have the last word.

This is exasperating, and '
' Graph " —he is named after another

sound-producer, the graphophone — gives vent to his anger in a
series of short, sharp, threatening yelps, which are of course more
distinctly reproduced than the long bow-wows and howls. Last
night Graph was very noisy, but the echo was silent. I tried to

rouse it, and excited Graph to do his utmost, but with no effect.

A moderate, evendown rain was falling, and the fair-weather

echo would not venture out. There is, of course, a reason for

this, but I had never noticed the fact before. Is the explanation

that the lines of rain cut through the aerial sound-waves and
stop them ? Are echoes among the hills interfered with by
rain ?

When the shower was over I tested the echo again, and there it

was, a little fainter than usual, but persistent as ever.

A. M. B.
Colonial Beach, Va., Aug. 13.

Number of Words in an Ordinary Vocabulary.

In examining the vocabularies of children, my interest in the

size and nature of the vocabulary of an ordinary person, previ-

ously aroused by the varying statements and estimates I have
seen, was excited sufficiently to induce me to spend a portion of

my vacation in making some investigations, the results of which
may be of interest to the readers of Science.

I first turned to Webster's Unabridged Dictionary (edition of

1870), and counted the words on every twenty-fifth page, and
found the percentage of them whose meaning was known to me.
Then by calculation I found that if the same percentage holds for

the other pages I must know the meaning of nearly seventy thou-

sand of the words given in that edition of the dictionary. Since

in the dictionary a word as a transitive verb, as an intransitive

verb, as a noun, as an adjective, as an adverb, is separately de-

fined, as well as when used with a prefix, a suffix, or in a com-
pound; and since the irregular plurals, adjectives irregularly

compared, and the parts of irregular verbs are also given, this

number is perhaps twice that of the really different words. The
meaning of some of tbese words was readily divined from their

form, although they had never been seen. On the other hand,

one word not unfrequently has a dozen different shades of mean-
ing, several of wliioh often require as different and definite asso-

ciations as entirely distinct words. Hence the effort required .to

learn all of these words, with their different shades of meaning,

but similar form, is probably as great as it would be to have sev-

enty thousand different words, each having but one meaning. I

did not understand the meaning of all of the words well enough

to define and use them with accuracy,, but merely well enough to

grasp their meaning in any sentences in which they might be used,

and I probably have never actually used a fourth of them. But,

besides the words in the dictionary and some new words given in

later editions, and a number of words and phrases from other lan-

guages in common use, there are probably several thousand proper

names, such as are found in history, geography, fiction, and
among acquaintances, each with its distinct associations, famihar

to every intelligent person. These words will more than make
up for any error in counting that I could have made.

Professor E. S. Holden (Trans. Philol. Soc, 1877), found his

own vocabulary to be between thirty-three and thirty-four thou-

sand words, and estimated that of an ordinarily intelligent person

at twenty-five thousand. I do not know what he called a word,

nor whether he counted as known words that he could not or did

not use. He estimates that the vocabulary of technical terms

possessed by a specialist may reach ten thousand or more. In
" Gray's Structural Botany " there is a glossary of between two

and three thousand technical terms, the vast number used in

cryptogamic botany not being included in the list, and of course

none of the special names of plants, so it is not improbable that a

well-read botanist may have a technical vocabulary of ten thou-

sand words, and a zoologist a greater number.

The words in common use by the ordinary individual has been

estimated at from one to three thousand, and it is claimed that

when one has learned the meaning of that many words he can

carry on any ordinary conversation or understand common, gen-
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eral reading. It is also frequently stated that the vocabulary of

certain miners consisted of but one hundred words. Whether

this was an actual count or merely an estimate I do not know, but

should think that it must be the latter. In order to determine the

size of an ordinary vocabulary I could think of no better means

than to find out the number of words used in some standard work

that is easily read and understood by everybody. Nor could I

think of any book better suited for the purpose in view than that

great English classic, " Robinson Crusoe." The copy of that work

in my possession contains 460 pages, and I first noted down all of

the different words found on every tenth page (counting as a sep-

arate word what is given as such in the dictionary). This proba-

bly gave more different words than forty-six consecutive pages

would have done, because a greater number of subjects and inci-

dents are discussed and described. I then noted the new words

on the remaining nine of a section of ten pages in the front part

of the book, and then of a section in the latter part, in order to

get a basis for estimating the new words in the rest of the book.

The number of words on the sixty-four pages counted was thirty-

one hundred, and if the percentage of decrease for each section of

nine pages from the section counted just before it should be the

same as for the two sections counted, there would be on the re-

maining 396 pages about three thousand words. It may be, as

would seem probable, that the percentage of decrease would in-

crease after awhile, but so far as counted there was no sign of an

increased rate of falling off. The falling off was very rapid for

the first five pages, less rapid for the nest twenty, and after that

not enough to be evident unless the average of a number of pages

was taken. It seems quite certain, then, that De Foe, in writing

his account of the adventures of Robinson Crusoe, used not less

than five or six thousand words. Children of ten or twelve years

read the book with pleasure, and probably have a pretty clear

idea of the meaning of nine out of ten of the words they find in

it. The work probably contains most of the verbs and a large

proportion of the adjectives and adverbs in common use, but there

is a large number of nouns, both common and proper, familiar to

every child, which De Foe had no occasion to use in this work.

It is probable then that to read ordinary general reading in English

understandingly one needs to be familiar with from six to ten

thousand words. The same must be true for other languages

equally rich in synonymes. Grimm's " Marchen " contains a

vocabulary of between four and five thousand words, yet any one

who can readily read those stories needs a dictionary constantly

by his side when reading ordinai-y German.
From the data at hand I should estimate the vocabulary of a

citizen of the United States with a common-school education and

of ordinary intelligence and reading at about ten thousand words,

and that of a well-read college graduate, and of those who have

pursued a university course, at from twenty thousand upwards to

perhaps one hundred thousand. One's vocabulary is usually

nearly complete at thirty years of age. If but two words are

learned each day the vocabulary at that age would be only twenty

thousand. My records show that young children acquire new
words more rapidly than that.

As to the composition of a vocabulary, I find that in the dic-

tionary about 60 per cent of the words are nouns, a little over 22

per cent adjectives, and a half that per cent verbs, and a fourth

adverbs. Pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions, though used

in every sentence, constitute a very small part of a general vocabu-

lary — none were found in examining fifteen pages, or one in every

hundred, in the dictionary. Of the thirty-one hundred words
obtained from " Robinson Crusoe," a little over 45 per cent were

nouns, 24 per cent verbs, a little over 17 per cent adjectives, and

7 per cent adverbs. Probably nearly every one is familiar with a

larger proportion of the verbs than of the nouns in the dictionary,

but "Robinson Crusoe" is particularly rich in verbs. Many of

them are used only as participles, the form in many cases being

the same as for the adjectives, but they only counted as verbs un-

less distinctively used as adjectives. As already suggested, the

ordinary vocabulary contains a larger proportion of nouns than

are found in "Robinson Crusoe," and many that are not found

in the dictionary, although the proportion is probably not greatly

different from what it is in the latter. In small vocabularies the

proportion for the different parts of speech is quite different. Of
the 215 words on the first page of "Crusoe" that I counted, 5

per cent were prepositions, 10 per cent adverbs, 10 per cent pro-

nouns, 6 per cent conjunctions, and but 34 per cent nouns. This

must be borne in mind in considering small vocabularies like those

of children.

As a matter of some general interest, and a point of considerable

importance, in considering the question of the pronouncing vocabu-

lary of children, it is worth while to notice with what letters of

the alphabet the greatest number of words begins. The letters s,

p, and c begin nea'rly one-third of the words in the English lan-

guage. The following is the order for the letters most frequently

used in the dictionary : s, p, c, a, t, b, r, m, d, f, e, h, 1, g, w, o,

V, n, u; in "Robinson Crusoe," s, c, p, a, f, b, r, m, e, t, w, h, 1,

i, g, o, n, u, V.

Further data are needed in order to confirm or correct the esti-

mates given in this article. E. A. KmKPATRlCK.

Rhodes, Iowa, Aug. 14.

Climatic Changes in the Southern Hemisphere.

Having had occasion to cruise a considerable time over the

Southern Ocean, I have had my attention directed to its prevail-

ing winds and currents, and the way in which they affect its

temperature, and also to the ice-worn appearance of its isolated

lands.

It is now generally conceded that the lands situated in the high

latitudes of the southern hemisphere have in the, remote past been

covered with ice sheets, similar to the lands which lie within the

antarctic circle. The shores of southern Chili, from latitude 40'

to Cape Horn, show convincing evidence of having been overrun

by heavy glaciers, which scoured out the numerous deep channels

that separate the Patagonian coast from its islands. The Falkland

Islands and South Georgia abound with deep friths ; New Zealand

and Kerguelen Land also exhibit the same evidence of having

been ice-laden regions; and it is said that the southern lands of

Africa and Australia show that ice accumulated at one time to a

considerable extent on their shores. At this date we find the

southern ice-sheets mostly confined to regions within the antarctic

circle; still the lands of Chili, South Georgia, and New Zealand

possess glaciers reaching the low lands, which are probably grow-

ing in bulk ; for it appears that the antarctic cold is slowly on the

increase, and the reasons for its increase are the same as the causes

which brought about the frigid period which overran with ice all

lands situated in the high southern latitudes.

Why there should be a slow increase of cold on this portion of

the globe is because of the independent circulation of the waters

of the Southern Ocean. The strong westerly winds of the southern

latitudes are constantly blowing the surface waters of the sea from

west to east around the globe. This causes an effectual barrier,

which the warm tropical currents cannot penetrate to any great

extent. For instance, the tropical waters of the high ocean levels,

which lie abreast Brazil in the Atlantic and the east coast of Africa

in the Indian Ocean, are not attracted far into the southern sea,

because the surface waters of the latter sea are blown by the

westerly winds from west to east around the globe. Consequently

the tropical waters moving southward are turned away by the

prevailing winds and currents from entering the Southern Ocean.

Thus the ice is accumulating on its lands, and the temperature of

its waters slowly falling through their contact with the increasing

ice; and such conditions will continue until the lands of the high

southern latitudes are again covered with glaciers, and a southern

ice period perfected. But while this gathering of ice is being

brought about, the antarctic continent, now nearly covered with

an ice-sheet, will, through the extension of glaciers out into its

shallow waters, cover a larger area than now ; for where the waters

are shoal the growing glaciers, resting on a firm bottom, will ad-

vance into the sea, and this advancement will continue wherever

the shallow waters extend. Especially will this be the case where

the snowfall is great.

Under such conditions, it appears that the only extensive body

of shallow water extending from the ice-clad southern continent
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is the shoal channel which separates the South Shetlands from

Cape Horn, which is a region of great snowfall. Therefore should

the antarctic ice gain sufficient thickness to rest on the bottom of

this shallow sea it would move into the Cape Horn channel and

eventually close it. The ice growth would not be entirely from

the southern continent, but also from lands in the i-egion of Cape

Horn. Thus the antarctic continent and South America would

be connected by an isthmus of ice, and consequently the indepen-

dent circulation of the Southern Ocean arrested. Hence it will

be seen that the westerly winds, instead of blowing the surface

waters of the Southern Ocean constantly around the globe, as they

are known to do to-day, would instead blow the surface waters

away from the easterly side of the ice-formed isthmus, which

would cause a low sea-level along its Atlantic side, and this low

sea-level would attract the tropical waters from their high level

against Brazil well into the southern seas, and so wash the antarc-

tic continent to the eastwai-d of the South Shetlands.

The tropical waters thus attracted southward would be cooler

than the tropical waters of to-day, owing to the great extension

of cold in the southern latitudes. Still they would begin the slow

process of raising the temperature of the Southern Ocean, and

would in time melt the ice in all southern lands. Not only the

Brazil currents would penetrate the southern seas, as we have

shown, but also the waters from the high level of the tropical In-

dian Ocean which now pass down the Mozambique Channel would
reach a much higher latitude than now.

The ice-made isthmus uniting South America to the antarctic

continent would, on account of its location, be the last body of

ice to melt from the southern hemisphere, it being situated to the

windward of the tropical currents and also in a region where the

fall of snow is great
;
yet it would eventually melt away, and the

independent circulation of the Southern Ocean again be established.

But it would require a long time for ice-sheets to again form on

southern lands, because of the lack of icebergs to cool the southern

waters. Still, their temperature would gradually lower with the

exclusion of the tropical waters, and consequently ice would slowly

gather on the antarctic lands.

The above theory thus briefly presented to account for the cli-

matic changes of the high southern latitudes is in full accord with

the simple workings of nature as carried on to-day ; and it is proba-

ble that the formation of continents and oceans, as well as the

earth's motions in its path around the sun, have met with little

change since the cold era iced the lands of the high latitudes.

At an early age, previous to the appearance of frigid periods,

the ocean waters of the high latitudes probably did not possess an

independent circulation sufficient to lower the temperature so that

glaciers could form. This may have been owing to the shallow

sea-bottom south of Cape Horn having been above the surface of

the water, the channel having since been formed by a compara-

tively small change in the ocean's level. For, while considering

this subject, it is well to keep in mind that whenever the western

continent extended to the antarctic circle it prevented the inde-

pendent circulation of the Southern Ocean waters, consequently

during such times ice periods could not have occurred in the

southern hemisphei'e.

It will be noticed that according to the views given above, the

several theories which have been published to account for great

climatic changes neglect to set forth the only efficacious methods
through which nature works for conveying and withdrawing
tropical heat sufficient to cause temperate and frigid periods in

the high latitudes. While lack of space forbids an explanation of

the causes which would perfect an ice period in the northern

hemisphere, I will say that it could be mainly brought about

through the independent circulation of the arctic waters, which
now largely prevent the tropical waters of the North Atlantic

from entering the arctic seas, thus causing the accumulation of

ice sheets on Greenland. But before a northern ice period can be

perfected, it seems that it will need to co-operate with a cold period

in the southern hemisphere ; and in order to have the ice of a

northern frigid period melt away, it would require the assistance

of a mild climate in the high southern latitudes.

0. A. M. Taber,
Wakefield, srass., Aug. 14.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

The Journal of the College of Science, Imperial University of
Japan. Vol. IV., Part I.

Tms volume forms a fitting complement to the numbers already

issued, and indicates the advanced position of the college and the

high standing of its teachers and special students. If any thing
would commend an institution to the generous attention of the

government it is the admirable work which has been embodied in

the various memou-s of the series. The present number opens
with a memoir by Professor K. Mitsukuri on the " Foetal Mem-
branes of Chelonia." It is one of a series on the embryology of

Reptilia. The first one, in which Mr. Ishikawa was joint author,

was on the germinal layers of Chelonia. The foetal membranes
of Reptilia have been supposed to bear a close resemblance to

those of birds. Mr. Mitsukm-i has found many notable features

which have, hitherto, been overlooked, and these appeared so re-

markable that he has made them the subject of his memoir. Ten
beautiful plates accompany the text.

Mr. Kamakichi Kishinouye gives the results of his researches on
the " Development of the Araneina," illustrated by four plates.

The material for study was obtained on the grounds of the univer-

sity, and this included Lycosa, Agalina, and other genera of

spiders. His method of treating the eggs is given in full, and will

be found of great value to the student. His discussion of the

formation of the pulmonary lamellse or lung-book is very interest-

ing. He thinks it probable that the lung-book was derived from
the gills of some aquatic arthropodous animal, such as Limulus,

comparing it with the lamellar branchia of Limulus sunk beneath

the body surface. He shows that an invagination of the first ab-

dominal appendage gives rise to the lung-book, and a similar in-

vagination at the base of the second gives rise to a tube—abortive

trachea. Many other interesting points are developed or sustained

in this memoir.
Mr. Oka has a memoir on a new species of fresh-water polyzoa,

Pectinatella gelatinosa. His methods of preparation wiU be found
valuable to students of this group. His allusions to the views of

Hyatt and Morse as to the anterior region of the polypidae refer to

views uttered over twenty-five years ago, when the polyzoa and
brachiopods, with the tunicates, were supposed to be moUuscan.
These views are antiquated, and have long since been abandoned
by the authors in question. Circulation is showed by Oka to be

by ciliary action. He confirms Verworn in showing ciliary action

on the external wall of the alimentary canal. Important obser-

vations are made on a pair of excretory organs which are ciliated

and communicate with the epigastric cavity by wide openings.

Their external openings have not been found, but the relation

these bear to the segmental organs of brachiopods and worms
seems unquestionable. An exhaustive discussion is given to the

development of the statoblast, and the longitudinal sections de-

picted are of great value. The memoir is a solid contribution to

the literature of this interesting group of animals. Four plates

illustrate the details of anatomy and development.

Mr. Seitaro Goto has a memoir, with three plates, on a new
form of Diplozoon, to which he gives the specific name of " nip-

ponicum." He gives reasons for separating it from the single

species known as paradoxum. The curious creature is described

in detail, and interesting points are added to what has already

been known.
A new species of hymenomycetous fungus injurious to the mul-

berry tree, illustrated by four plates, is described by Mr. Nobujiro

Tanaka, with a discussion of this fungus, which has caused much
destruction of the mulberry tree in Japan.

Notes on the irritability of the stigma, by Mr. Miyoshi, are illus-

trated by two plates. The author shows conclusively that this

irritability, as Hermann Miiller first suggested, has to do with the

cross-fertilization of the flower, and is not for protection against

wind and rain. Irritabflity is excited by an insect or a bristle, and
not by a drop of water or by blowing against it.

Notes on the development of the suprarenal bodies in the mouse,

with two plates, are by Mr. Masamaro Inaba. In this paper is

discussed the mode of origin of the two substances which go to

make up the suprarenal bodies. He comes to the conclusion that
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the cortical cells are derived from the peritoneal epithelium, as

stated by Janosik ; and the medullary substance from the sympa-

thetic elements, as described by Professor Mitsukuri.

In these vaiious memoirs the authors express their indebtedness

to Professors Mitsukuri, lijima, and Yatabe for aid and advice.

The plates are marvels of beautiful lithography, and the dravrings

are made with that skill and accuracy vchich characterize all

their work.

Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. By William T. Horna-

DAT. New York, Scribner. 8°. $3.50.

Who the author of this work is, is certainly well known to

most of the readers of Science. For years he has been connected

with the National Museum as the chief taxidermist, and for a long

time previously he was the taxidermist of a prominent natural

science establishment. So it is with regret that we learn that Mr.

Hornaday is to retire entirely from taxidermy forever. But asso-

ciated with the chief author of the book was Dr. W. J. Holland,

who supplied the chapters on collecting and preserving insects.

The considerable popular interest in zoology, and the great num-
bers of young naturalists coming forward, give reason to suppose

that the book will meet with a considerable demand, especially as

there is no other book of equal scope available.

The author urges on those who care for the preservation of spe-

cimens of many forms of animal life that they must be up and do-

ing. It is already too late to collect wild specimens of the Ameri-

can bison, California elephant seal, West Indian seal, great auk.

and Labrador duck. Very soon it will be impossible to find wal-
rus, manatee, fur seal, prong-horn antelope, elk, moose, mountain
sheep, and mountain goat. Then ducks are being rapidly exter-

minated for market, and numerous birds for the sake of fashion.

The first part of the book is on collecting and preserving. This
is by no means an unimportant part of the whole, occupying
nearly one hundred pages, and covers every part of the work of

collecting zoological specimens, even to birds' eggs and nests.

Taxidermy is treated in the second part, which occupies one
hundred and fifty pages. This opens with an account of the
worker's laboratory, and closes with hints as to the most effective

ways of " making up " the finished specimen, for they must resort

to paint as well as some other faded beauties.

There are then a number of pages devoted to the making of

plaster casts. This makes the (hird part of the book, which is

followed by the part (IV.) devoted to osteology, or at least so much
of it as can be applied in the collecting and mounting of skeletons.

The closing chapters are on insect collecting, by Dr. Holland.

The book is liberally illustrated, credit being given by the author

to Mr. Frederick A. Lucas for much assistance in this feature.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The Ohautauquan for September presents the following among
other articles in its table of contents. "Russia and the Russians,"

by Mrs. C. R. Corson (illustrated); "The American Association

for the Advancement of Science," by Marcus Benjamin; "What
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want to exchange. Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New York,

" The Week, one of the ablest papers on the con-

tinent." —Descriptive America.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal of Politics^ Literature^ Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. $1.00 for Four Months.

THE WEEK has entered on its EIGHTH year of

publication, greatly Improved in every respect,
rendering it more worthy the cordial support of
every one Interested in the maintenance of a first-

class literary Journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever since its first

issue will be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to improve its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to

its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisher
will be to make THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary journals in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore. Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London. Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament.
THE WEEK being the same size as '* Harper's

Weekly,'' is the largest paper of its class on the
continent.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY.

C. BLACKETT ROBINSON, Publisher,

5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S HEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,
will be given to Bfew Suhscribers to the
Geologist for §25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, nilnn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
pQBLiSgEgg BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

CraivfordsTille, Ind.

Publications of the Universitv of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Beign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. SI.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian • Dibbarra" Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic. 60 cents.

3. a. npD? with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By WUliara A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
F^u tdn and P4t k6p piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of" Archfeology and
Pa Iseontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Eastou,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American ArchEeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Furness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archseological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott. M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

ArchaBOloeical Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M.. Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne, By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, $2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha." be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

]sr. D. C. HODG^ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : How to get them. If there is any
book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
Book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Shall the Boy Take Hold of?" by Theodore Temple; "Modern
Methods of Social Reform," by Lyman Abbott ;

" The United States

as a Publisher of Scientific Books," by J. Howard Gore; "The
Hawaiians," by Professor J. N. Ingram; and "Washington a

Literary Centre," by Ellen Hardin Walworth.

— W. B. Harison of 3 East 14th Street, New York, announces

the fifth edition of " A Manual of Land Surveying," by F. Hodg-

man and C. F. R. Bellows. This handy pocket volume of nearly

five hundred pages contains, besides an elementary course of prac-

tice with instruments, a treatise upon the survey of public and
private lands, and is adapted to the use of schools us well as of

surveyors.

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, will issue this month "Folk
and Fairy Tales in French for Young or Old Children," selected

and edited, with notes and vocabulary, by Professor E. S. Joynes

of the University of South Carolina. The edition will contain a

number of favorite fairy tales by Perrault, Mme. d'Aulnoy, etc..

offering easy and entertaining reading, with notes and vocabulary.

They will also issue this month Andersen's " Bilderbuch ohne
Bilder," an illustrated edition, with notes and vocabulary, by Dr.

Wilhelm Bernhardt.

— Ginn & Co. announce " Talks with Young People about the

Wonders of the Heavens," by Sir Robert S. Ball, F.R.S , Royal
Astronomer of Ireland, illustrated. This book is based upou two
courses of Christmas lectures delivered to children at the Royal

Institution, Great Britain, and presents the fundamental facts and
ideas of astronomy.

— The recently completed fifth edition of Dr. M. Foster's well-

known " Text-Book of Physiology " will be followed at once by
the appearance of a sixth and cheaper edition of the work, in

parts, carefully revised throughout by the author. The addition

of much new matter to this edition of the book will permit of

taking out a copyright on the American edition, which is to be
published by Macmillan & Co., New York.

Lidiauslm

The phosphates of the system

are consumed with every effort,

and exhaustion usually indicates

a lack of supply. The Acid

Phosphate supplies the phos-

phates, thereby relieving exhaus-

tion, and increasing the capacity

for labor. Pleasant to the taste.

Dr. A. N. Krout, Van Wert, 0., says:

" Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says:
'

' A remedy of great service in many
forms of exhaustion."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure tlie -word "Hors-
ford^s'^ is printed on the label. All others
are spurious. Never sold in hulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. D C. HODGES, 47 L,afayette PI., N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel, 12mo, 183 pp. Cloth.,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8to, 63 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By Ueorge M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
"Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4) iu one volume of
nearly two hr.ndred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indesed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N, D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

, Gl PARK PMCE.NEVy YORK

Old mid Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.
Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents,

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching^ Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals ofInstittitions for the Deaf^ _

" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-
dom from technicality."

" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

'* Full of exact and helpful observations.''
" A very interesting and valuable work.'"
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modem Language Notes.

*^.* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stndy In the Native Religious of tbe

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. S°. S1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brikton, M.D,, an Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be amistake not to send for "SENSIBIiE JLOH'-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in three volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and ea+imates of cost for 105 tastefnl, new designs for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build without delays^ mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and S1800. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
$3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COtONIAIi HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

" PICXURESaUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.

The Distance of the Stars.
^. , ,, ^^ ^ ,

Infusoria, Protozoa, etc.. Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page

—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robms.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.

Natural History Notes.
The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
"Wesley Scientific Society.

Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos

.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:ps"^2^cs::e]_
A. Journal of Entomology, published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891

.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OK,

ROUGHING IT IITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY,

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
CS. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—Bosfon Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—TAe Dial.

BEADY SOOK.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8°, about 400 pp., $3.50.

WEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISH-ED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is oneof unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani*^l G. Brintou writes as the acknowledged

authority of the suhieet.''^—Philadelphia Press.
"The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ""—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's *Eaces

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-

ogy."—TAe Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and Amerioa..'"—Brighton (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The Neiv YorTc Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-

ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-

graphic reading.""-PAiZade/p^ita Times.

Price, postpaid, f1.T5.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

HEADY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFitEY W. Hambleton, M.D.
12^. 40g.
"The Inestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy oi
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

*• The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. 12°. 20 ceats.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and iateresting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "—New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. cox. 13°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."—C/irisfi'aTi Union.
"Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.

'* Mr. Cos reviews the history of his subject "With

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
" It Is of extreme interest."—Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science News.
*'A11 Interested In biological questions will find

the book tasc\na,tlng."—Pharmaceutical Era.
' ' The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."-Pubhc Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Cyrus Thomas. 13°. Si.

Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public
some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwl satisfies him that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam .Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method ol dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "

—

New York Times.
*' Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-buUdlng age."—iV. Y. Sun.
"An Interesting pa.per.'"—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°, $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."-£os-

^071 Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—5os?on
Herald.
u »

rpjjQ Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an impor-
tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow''8 good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts.''

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
'* A sensible brochure."—Broofc^?/7i Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."-Pwi>h"c Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed,"—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

'" Practical and simply written."—Springfield Re-
publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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NEW YOEK, August 28, 1891.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.

$3.50 Pek Yeae, in Advance.

.New Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller,

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

-of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

Tlie American Liglitning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

MIMCDmC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
in I ll LnALO • Fob Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper-bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broad-way, New York.

Course of Mineralogy for Young People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished.

Collection and book, "First Grade," one dollar;
postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to

GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,
Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.

Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150
titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

. '"About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."—Cft-icago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."—Sos^-"
Literary World. -

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy ' ma 'oS^jg
affairs.' It will enable him ti "' ' '

''^--

glauce the points of inquiry
are constantly arising."

—

New York Home Journal.
"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will

turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will

be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will
commend it to all. and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."

—

Hon. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
47 tafayette Place, New York.

QUERY.

settle almost ^^9sxinr
1 postal matters tha,^ ^ /^ffOr^gj^-- -

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorhey at Law,Washington, D.C.

n II T C MT J- B. CRALLE & CO.,

rH I til I Washington, D. G.

ILLUSTRATED HAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-
tion. Mention this paper.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

: nassing through its

upper ,&". '^'fl.'T " ends respective-

ly?' Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

nine was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,

47 LAFAYETTE PLACE,

NE^W YORK.

On Jan. 1st, and at intervals of two months

since, has been published the New Zealand

Journal of Science, dealing with all branches

of natural science, especially in relation to

the colony. Subscription (including postage

to America), 12s. 6d. per annum, payable to

the Editor, care Matthews, Baxter & Co.,

Bowling St., Dunediu, N. Z.
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NEO-DARWINISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.
By LESTE-^ F. WARD.

Annual address of the l- resident of the Biological
Society of Washington delivered Jan. 34, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific
thought relatiye to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
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ALCHEMY/

When I announce alchemy as the subject of my address,

a word of apology is due for selecting a subject so outgrown

and alien to the spirit of the age. It is not to revive the

wild theories and chimerical hopes of the past that alchemy

is brought before you at this hour. Yet it is always interest-

ing to trace the evolution of a science, and to note its un-

folding and progressive development, like the breaking of

the morning. The dawn reveals wild shapes and distorted

forms, the shadows of sunrise stretch out limitless, but with

the onward sweep toward full day, portentous forms and end-

less shadows settle down to the safe and quiet realities of

every-day life. So the wild dreams of that dawn of science

have subsided into the assured facts of chemical science.

Alchemy is often called the forerunner of chemistry, and out

of its broken columns there has been built up the enduring

temple of chemical science. No science has a more enduring

basis of known facts than chemistry, and none can more
cilmly examine the basic principles upon which it is built

without fear that the foundation stones will turn to dust upon
the touch of investigation.

But no science comes to us like Minerva leaping from the

brain of Jupiter,— "adult and full armed,"— possibly be-

cause Jupiters are so rare, and the bold surgery of Vulcan so

seldom invoked. The passage from alchemy to chemistry is

full of suggestions, and has often been considered, but usually

by contrast rather than comparison. One filled the world

with vast hopes but unsatisfied longings; the other has

crowned the race with benefactions. Yet the results of the

labors and discoveries of the alchemists have been of great

value to the world, even though the direct objects they sought

forever eluded their grasp and left disappointment and de-

spair to their votaries. More than a hundred years ago

Harris tersely described alchemy, " Ars sine arte, cujus prin-

cipium est mentiri, medium laborare, et finis mendicare,"—
the art without art, whose beginning is to lie, the middle to

toil, and the end to beg.

We are prone to look back upon this nebulous science with

disdain as the product of an age that had full confidence in

magic and sorcery, that could accept without hesitation the

elusive nature of matter, yet find no difficulty in the belief

in the resistless power of occult forces. But let us be candid

even in our review of ancient error. Let us see what were
the hopes and aspirations of these hermits of science, and see

how modern thought stands related to ancient dreams —
whether we find in scientific thought, the same as in matter,

a tendency to move in recurring cycles.

The objective points of the alchemists were:

1. The Elixir of Life, panacea, all-cure, a substance which

would confer quasi-immortality upon any one who should

swallow it, curing all sickness, assuaging all pain, and trans-

forming hoary age mto blooming youth. It was even more

1 Abstract of an address before the Section of Chemistry of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C., Aug.
19-25, 189], by R. C. Kedzie, vice-president of the section.

eagerly sought than the transmutation of metals. Life is

the highest gift, and without it all other blessings turn to

ashes. "All that man hath will he give for his life." But
the crowning of life is health. It is not wonderful therefore

that men in all ages have sought under various names the

elixir of life.

The alchemists regarded gold as the king of metals, and
its symbol was the sun — the giver of light and life. When
the Spaniards discovered such astonishing quantities of gold

in America, they were confident that some form of the elixir

of life was hidden away somewhere in the mysterious conti-

nent, and many parties were formed to explore its solitudes

in quest of this great gift. For this. Ponce de Leon and his

faithful band pierced the swamps of Florida, seeking "the
fountain of youth," where their leader was wounded to his

death. But these were only the vanguards of a countless

host that is still marching on.

The alchemists regarded gold as the most perfect form of

matter; unalterable by fire, incorrodible by air, water, or any
simple acid. Its very insolubility was proof of its excellence.

This perfection of matter must be able to impart its properties

to perishable forms of matter, and "potable gold " was sup-

posed to be the elixir of life.

Roger Bacon was convinced that auric chloride was this

elixir, and he informed Pope Nicholas IV. of the case of an
old farmer in Sicily who ploughed up a golden vial con-

taining a yellow liquid, which he swallowed supposing it

to be dew, whereupon he was transformed into a vigorous

youth.

Others sought the elixir as an essence derived from the dis-

tillation of a great number of substances, while the Hindoos

supposed the Amreeta was obtained by churning the sea with

a mountain.

We smile with superior air at such fantastic imaginings,

yet not long ago the world went wild over Brown-Sequard's

elixir of life,— extract of mutton.

2. Tlie Alcahest. — The alchemists searched for some sub-

stance that would dissolve all other substances — alcahest, or

universal solvent. Crookes forcibly suggests that this is

found in fluorine.

3. The Philosopher's Stone, having the same purifying

and ennobling office for mineral matter that the elixir of life

would have on animal forms. By means of this substance

they could effect the transmutation of base metals into per-

fect metals, " curing them of their sickness and perfecting

their nature," thus changing copper to gold and lead to

silvex', performing " the great work " by projection of the

philosopher's stone on base metals in presence of great heat.

Such were the dreams, the hopes, and the endeavors of

the alchemists— life prolonged at pleasure, health perennial,

wealth beyond measure. It was a great hope, and it was
slow to die. The things sought are indissolubly interlinked

with the desires if not the expectations of humanity. Noth-

ing debasing entered into this scheme, but rather the aim
was to ennoble man and matter, and out of base material to

bring forth the flower and fruit of perfection. To a degree,

man would become a creator, and a semblance of omnipo-

tence would be placed in the hands of mortals, not merely
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by linking' himself with the powers of nature and clothing

himself with their immeasurable might, but by subduing

these forces and compelling' them to surrender their secrets

and do his bidding. By torture nature could be taught to

obey, and become the slave of her mortal child, and the cruci-

ble became the instrument and symbol of this power.

If the hope of such mastery and of victory laden with so

rich spoils were held out to the children of the nineteenth

century would they exhibit a superiority to the visionaries of

the thirteenth century ? It was the gambling spirit of the

olden time, and man sought to use loaded dice in his game
with nature.

Consider, also, how slowly the dreams of alchemy have

given place to the wide-awake facts of cheraistrj^ The great

Napoleon, during his campaign in Egypt, sought initiation

into the dark mysteries of Egyptian secret art. Napoleon

III., before he ascended the French throne, had in his service

those who attempted the transmutation of baser metals into

gold. Dumas thought gold might be an allotropic form of

copper, and silver allotropic lead ; and Sir Humphrey Davy
told the elder D'Israeli that he did not consider the undiscov-

ered art of transmutation an impossible thing.

About three years ago, in a neighboring city, an alchemist

exhibited to a leading business man his ability to multiply

gold by heating a gold coin with the philosopher's stone in a

crucible, and removing from the crucible a mass of gold

weighing three times as much as the original coin. Other

business men witnessed a similar operation, and became so

fully convinced of his power to increase the amount of gold

threefold that they formed a company to multiply gold by

digestion with the philosopher's stone. Gold coin to the

amount of ninety thousand dollai's was placed in an iron

digestion vat with a quantity of the philosopher's stone. The
vat was placed over a fire in a furnace built for the purpose,

an iron lid placed over the vat, and securely locked, the fur-

nace-room locked, and all the keys placed in the hands of

the gold-multiplying company (unlimited), with strict orders

.that the vat must not be opened under three weeks. The

.alchemist having been called away on business to another

city, and not returning at the appointed time, the gold com-

pany became suspicious and opened the vat, only to find the

,gold gone, and some stones and scrap iron in its place. It

was the gold that had been transmuted.

A few months ago the same sharper was arrested in Lon-

don for attempting a similar fraud, and when arraigned in

the criminal court the police magistrate said " it was just

possible that Pinter might have discovered some method of

.increasing the weight of gold." Among the victims of Pin-

ter's philosopher's stone, a member of the house of Roths-

child's and of Baring Brothers are mentioned. Who shall

: say that faith in " the great work '" has left the earth ? A
.iew days ago at the Old Bailey he was sent to prison for

•swindling.

The ancients, arguing from analogy, supposed that metals

•grew like vegetables, only the growth was subterranean ; and
there was a vain search for the seeds of metals. Foiled in

'Ibis quest, they thought that metals passed upward by suc-

cessive development by a sort of evolution, the base metals

being progressively changed to those of a higher order till

perfect metal such as gold was formed. A third conception

was that metals are composite, made up of some basic matter

or earth, and phlogiston. The notion of the composite char-

acter of a metal was perhaps the most damaging error of the

alchemists. With them a metal was not a simple body, but

the union of an earth with an inflammable matter; that the

metalline character resided in the phlogiston rather than in

the earth ; that the greater the quantity of phlogiston com-
bined with the earth the more perfect was the metalline char-

acter brought out. and if we could combine enough phlogis-

ton with any earthy body we could form metals even of the

most perfect character. Even Macquer, in his dictionary of

chemistry (1776), is in doubt whether the kind of earth deter-

mines the character of the metal to be formed by adding

phlogiston, and whether the real difficulty did not lie in

securing sufficient phlogisticatiou of intractable earths.

The perfect metal, gold, was considered to have an oily or

unctuous quality, and the fact that oils contained a large

amount of phlogiston was considered significant. To secure

the oily quality of a perfect metal, oils were favorite sources

of phlogiston; and it was claimed that if intractable earths

were fused with oil in an accurately closed vessel, perfect

metals could be secured. Nor was this mere theory. Beccher

proposed to the States General to procure gold from any
kind of sand, and claimed to demonstrate the same by his

famous experiment of Minera arenaria perpetiia, building

his house on the sand very literally. So Beccher and Geofifroy

proposed to obtain iron from all clays by heating them with

linseed oil in close vessels.

The alchemists reasoned that if phlogiston were accepted

as the metalliferous principle, the combination of which with

any earth would convert it into a metal, and the escape of

which would reduce any metal to an earth, then the trans-

mutation of one metal into another metal would seem no more
difficult than the transformation of earths into metals.

The phlogistic theory of Beccher and Stahl was considered

a great advance in its day because it enabled the chemist to

classify all the then known facts of chemistry. But it soon

became a bar to scientific progress, and with its overthrow

a new era dawned in science.

The change of a metal into another metal was not a mere
theory with the alchemists, they saw repeated proofs of this

transmutation. Ey the purifying influence of fire they made
purest silyer out of unquestionable lead, and the silver medals

attesting this fact which Dr. Bolton lately found in Austria

were the ecce signum of the alchemists. The Chinese still

hold that lead kept in fusion for two hundred years becomes

silver, and silver similarly treated changes to gold. What
the alchemists required was some means to quickly transmute

the whole of the lead into silver and prevent the large loss of

lead when fire alone was used. The truth wrongly interpreted

only led them widely astray.

The conception also of the instability of the properties of

matter— that, for example, color, lustre, weight, malleability,

fixedness in the fire, etc., are properties that may be imparted

to a body destitute of them, irrespective of the nature of such

body, just as a man may change his clothes without chang-

ing his person — was most misleading for the alchemists.

" If the property is separate from the substance, like our ap-

parel, let us clothe copper with the properties of gold and
thus make it gold." The theory of the instability of matter

was the quicksand that swallowed up scientific progress for

the alchemists.

The indestructibility of matter, and the possibility of re-

covering a given substance notwithstanding all its disguises

by combination with other bodies,— the persistence of matter

and the immanence of its properties,— were grand discoveries

in material science. They marked the transition fi-om al-

chemy to chemistry. The recognition of the indestructibility

of force was the second great step, the crowning discovery

of modern physics. In the words of Faraday, " It is the
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highest law in physical science which our faculties permit us

to perceive."

Shall we take a third step and proclaim the permanence of

force but the destructibility of matter,— that the atom may
have a life, grow old, and die, or pass back into primitive

no-thiug-ness, or become the etlier of which we talk so

much and know so little ? Shall we assume that radiant

force may be changed into matter and fall under the law of

gravitation ?

No single thought has conti'ibuted so much to give form
and permanence to chemical science as the atom of Dalton.

An atomic theory was indeed held by the Greeks in regard

to the constitution of matter, but it related chiefly to the

question of the continuity or discontinuity of matter in mass,

and considered the question of the limited or unlimited di-

visibility of matter. But the chemical atom, witli its appli-

cation in explaining the law of definite and of multiple pro-

portions by weight in chemical combinations, was the gift

of the Quaker schoolmaster of Birmingham. It has fur-

nished not merely a basis for nomenclature and notation, but

has given form and substance to chemical science. Like a

sentinel rock, it lifts its immovable form amid the shifting

waves and tides of chemical theories. Shall the chemical

atom finally be relegated to the limbo of exploded theories

and creeds outgrown ? The question is perhaps nearer our

doors than we had suspected.

The question has been seriously raised by an eminent

American chemist whether gold can be manufactured. On
the affirmative side of this question he points to the fact that

didymium has been split into two metals, and by recombining

these two new metals the old didymium was again formed.

He also points out the complex nature of yttrium as shown
by Crookes by means of the spectroscope, and then proceeds

to say: " These facts, and many others that could be given,

make it probable that the so-called chemical elements are

not really elements, but compounds, which in time we shall

he able to separate into their constituents, and conversely to

reproduce by combining other substances. Among the heavy

elements— and hence those that would be expected to yield

to the searching attacks of the chemist— is gold. It is

not improbable that in time it will become possible to make
gold in large quantities— an event which would throw it

out of use as a standard of value, so far as it derives its own
value from its rarity " (North American Review, Sept., 1890,

p. 377).

At first sight this might appear to be a chemical canard, but

the writer proceeds to point out the social and financial re-

sults of cheapening of gold.

The statement that didymium is a compound metal is of

great interest to the chemist. But the fact that the reunion

of these metals will form the old metal or alloy is not so sur-

prising, but is what any chemist would expect. But how
do such facts show the probability or even possibility of

making any given metal out of heterogeneous materials ? If

the combination of cerium and samarium would form didym-

ium then a plausible case would be made out. But if

praseodymium and neodymium are required to make didym-

ium, how are we nearer the manufacture of this last metal

by such discovery ? We must still have the two new metals

to make the old metal. Suppose that gold can be split into

two or ten new metals, the reunion of which will form gold,

does this bring us one whit nearer the new age of gold ? If

it takes gold to make gold, what part or lot have baser metals

in such transformations ?

The trend of recent discoveries is to increase the number

of simple or elementary substances. The simple nature of

any substance has only been held provisionally, regarded as

elementary until its compound nature is shown by exhibiting

the separate elements of which it is composed. The more rec-

ondite the appliances for investigation, the more complete

the differentiation of matter, the greater will be the number
of elementary substances, and yet we will be as far as ever

from the ability to change one metal to another.

The question of the primary and essential nature of matter

belongs to metaphysics I'ather than physics. Yet the nature

of matter as well as its properties is a vital question in chem-

istry. The chemist has made certain basic propositions the

foundation of his science. The essential immutability of

matter is a corner-stone. Weight and measure have no place

in a science that deals with matter essentially variable in its

nature, but it is weight and measure that have made chemis-

try the most exact of all natural sciences.

The idea of an original simple matter as the basis from

which all things have been formed is not wholly modern.

Duns Scotus advanced the idea that the basis of universal

existence was a materia primo-prima, by the differentia-

tion of which the individual is formed. About twenty-five

years ago a modified form of this theory was brought for-

ward by Professor Hinrichs of Iowa, who advanced his

theory of "pantogen" or "urstofE " to explain the constitution

of matter. There was only one simple or elementary mat-

ter, urstoff; and as all forms of matter are produced from

this primary matter, he called it " pautogen," and the prod-

ucts formed by the reduplication of this simple matter he

called "panatoms."' His argument was based upon a par-

allelism between astronomy and chemistry: "The basis of

this celestial mechanics (astronomy) is only a hypothesis,

that of universal gravitation, which essentially consists iu

the affirmation that the heavenly bodiesonly differ in regard

to the amount or quantity of matter. Let us have the bold-

ness to pronounce a similar hypothesis in regard to chemical

atoms. Let us suppose that the atoms of the different ele-

ments only differ in regard to quantity, that is, in regard to

the number and relative position of the atoms of some one

primary matter, just as the planets only differ according to

the number of kilograms of ponderable matter they contain

and its distribution around their axes. Since everything

would be composed of this one primary matter we call it

pantogen, and its atoms panatoms,"

This programme of atomechanics was caustically reviewed

in the Chemical Neivs, December, 1867, which pointed out

the fact that Professor Hinrichs, like all discoverers of his

class, continually falls back on analogy. "This too free use

of analogy has been the bane of science from the time of

Plato, and it would appear that the race of speculators who
mistake fanciful analogies for fundamental scientific laws is

by no means yet extinct."

The reviewer closes by urging Professor Hinrichs, as the

crowning feat of his discovery, and that which would com-

pel the adhesion of scientific men to the new theory, "to

isolate pantogen." Has the whirligig of time brought the

keen editor and sharp reviewer around to face urstoff and

panatoms ?

How was the atom formed ? Was it coeval with matter,

or did matter antedate tlie atom ? Was there prima materia

— pantogen, protyle, urstoff— out of which the atom was

formed by reduplication of urstoff upon itself ? Do heredity,

selection, environment, and discriminative destruction ex-

plain atomic formation, and the discrimination of atom from

atom in the domain of chemistry ? "A theory of evolution
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of tbis kind," says Clerk Maxwell, " cannot be applied to the

case of molecules, for the individual molecules neither are

born nor die; they have neither parents nor offspring; and

so far from being modified by their environment, we find

that two molecules of the same kind, say of hydrogen, have

the same properties, though one has been compounded with

carbon and buried in the earth as coal for untold ages, while

the other has been occluded in the iron of a meteorite, and
after unknown wanderings in the heavens has at last fallen

into the hands of some terrestrial chemist."

When we attempt to apply the process of discriminative

destruction the trouble increases, for "we should have to

account for the disappearance of all the molecules which did

not fall under one of the very limited number of kinds known
to us; and to get rid of a number of indestructible bodies

exceeding by far the number of the molecules of all the

recognized kinds, would be one of the severest labors ever

proposed to a cosmogonist." The "missing links" would
form the principal chain.

But Mr. Crookes finds, by means of an interpretative illus-

tration of the periodic law, an explanation of the formation

of matter out of protyle with segregatian into atoms of defi-

nite valence and proximate molecular weight.

The discovery of the periodic law of chemical elements

was a long stride in scientific progress. It bids fair to be as

masterful in chemistry as universal gravitation in astronomy,

and a certain analogy may be traced between them. The
planets have certain orbits around the sun, and velocities of

revolution proportional to their mass Did position fix their

mass, or mass determine their position ? By the periodic

law, the atom having a certain mass or weight falls into a

certain position. Is the mass of an atom determined by its

position, and not rather the position determined by its mass ?

Does the periodic law require us to consider the properties of

matter as mathematical functions of numbers, and thus re-

produce the Pythagorean philosophy of number and har-

mony, that "all things are number, and that number is the

essence of everything— the elements of numbers are the ele-

ments of existence." Or have position and force acquired

the properties of matter ?

If there was ever a fiank movement on Nature by which
she has been compelled to surrender a part of her secrets it

was the discovery of the spectroscope, " which enables us to

peer into the very heart of nature." It is the "Open sesame"
of physics and chemistry. If biology could lay its hands on
a similar instrument to unlock the secrets of life, what fields

of discovery would unfold before the explorer !

By means of the spectroscope we may question the very

elements and submit them to cross-examination in the court

of science. Surprising results have thus been reached, but

the trend seems to be all in one direction, to show the com-
plex nature of what was supposed to be simple matter, that

didymium, e.g., was not a simple body, but contained at least

two metals, was twin in more senses than one. It was much
the same as Davy's showing that potash was not a simple

body, anomalous among chemical substances, but contained

a metal, and thus fell into line in chemical combinations.

But does the discovery of even a nest full of metals where
only yttrium was supposed to be require the assumption of

meta-metals, stuff which has not yet grown to the full

measure of a metal ; shall we suppose that each ultissimum
elementum has only one line in the spectrum, and that the

spectroscope will yet reveal swarms of meta-metals in the

chemical system, just as the telescope calls out the countless

stars from the Milky Way ?

On the other hand, does the splitting up of the rare metals

justify the assumption that the metals most fixed in charac-

ter, and which show no tendency to split into meta-metals,

such as gold and platinum, are compound in constitution

and may be compounded out of baser materials ? Crookes's

suggestion that what comes to us as copper has been shunted

on to the wrong track in its passage from aboriginal ele-

mental matter to make gold, holds out small hope to metallic

transmutation.

In the use of the scientific imagination few men can com-

pare with the editor of the Chemical News. Let us briefly

follow Mr, Crookes in his scheme of the genesis of the ele-

ments out of ante elemental material,— protyle, urstoff, im-

material matter, out of which matter may be formed by a

process of condensation through the cooling down of the

original flre-mist until it acquires elemental properties. By
a process of polymerization of protyle, or reduplication of

dissociated matter, with fall of temperature and acquisition

of difl'erent amounts of electricity, he supposes the elements

are evolved as known to us. Assuming the periodic law of

Newlands and Mendeleeff, he pictures to the mind how the

elements may have been formed out of matter in the ultra-

gaseous condition by cooling down below the temperature of

elemental dissociation, when out of the swarming myriads
of ultra-elemental matter the elements may group into knots

at nodal points. Around a central line, electrically, mag-
netically, and chemically neutral, the length of the line

marking the fall of cosmic temperature, the mighty gravita-

tive force swings like a pendulum, but with lemniscate mo-
tion through space of three dimensions, and thus the atoms

are formed and the elements appear, from hydrogen to

uranium. The outward swing gives the electro-positive ele-

ments; the inward swing forms the electro-negative, the de-

gree of electrization determines the atomicity, and the posi-

tion on the left or right of the neutral line determines the

magnetic quality— paramagnetic or diamagnetic.

Such a scheme of the genesis of the elements fires the

imagination with the loftiest conceptions, so many things fall

into line and order. The very hiding place of missing ele-

ments seems to be pointed out, and newly discovered metals

fall into their fore-ordained place prepared for them before

the foundation of the worlds. It would seem presumptuous

to question a theory so beautiful and satisfying, but its foun-

dations are assumptions of a sweeping character. If we
concede the existence of matter without the properties of

matter, we have yet to learn how it can acquire the proper-

ties of matter. If we concede that it is ultra-material be-

cause of heat, how can it part with heat before it acquires

radiant power, a property of matter ? We might also be

tempted to inquire, what has become of the heat which once

held the universe in the ultra gaseous condition ?

Nor is the theory of the successive formation of elementary

atoms, with their progressive increase of atomic weight by
reason of the fall of temperature below the point of elemental

dissociation, entirely satisfactory. It is claimed that hydro-

gen and then lithium first appear in the elemental condensa-

tion, because with them the diminution of temperature at

which elemental dissociation ceases is reached first of all, the

heat being still too great for other bodies to exist even as

elements. The heavy metals, such as platinum and gold,

with large atomic weight, are formed later in time, because

a vast reduction of cosmic heat was necessary before dissocia-

tion would cease and elemental consociation become possible.

Do platinum and gold give indications of a tendency to dis-

sociation more marked than that of lithium when questioned
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Ly heat, eleetrieity, aad cViemical action, or even when cross-

examined by the spectroscope ? Does not gold exhibit an in-

tegrity worthy of a noble nature ? Does it hold out to alchemy

the most distant hint of a multiple nature by means of wLich

she may hope to divide and conquer ?

The hypothesis of the evolution of the chemical atoms by

aggreg-ation or polymerization of one matter substance chal-

lenges scientific thought. Based upon broad assumptions

and sustained entirely by analogy, it will hardly disturb

the relative coinage value of the metals by holding out hopes

of alchemic transmutation. The advice of Mr. Crookes to

treat it simply as a provisional hypothesis is conservative

and wise.

NOTES AND NEWS.

To MEET the desire for instruction in the modern branches of

astronomy, which have been so wonderfully developed in the last

few years, a post-graduate course in astronomy and astro-physics,

open to a limited number of students, has been established at the

Western University of Pennsylvania. Exceptional facilities for

such a course are afforded by the library and apparatus of the

Allegheny observatory. Instruction will be given by means of

lectures, recitations, and examinations, and by the practical use

of instruments in observation and measurement. A knowledge of

mathematics equivalent to that given in the undergraduate depart-

ment of the university is requisite for admission to the course,

which will extend over a term of two years. Further informa

tion may be had of Dr. W. J. Holland, chancellor of the uni-

versity, or of Professor J. E. Keeler, director of the Allegheny

observatory.

— At Hanover, Penn., a system is used for cooling water, that

is both simple and beneficial, according to a description of it in the

Railroad and Engineering Joui~nal. The town is described as

being closely built, and without any system of drainage, so that

the water in the wells is unfit to drink. Some years ago these

reasons led to the introduction of a supply of very excellent water

from a large spring about three miles distant. This water is

brought through iron pipes, and when it reaches the consumer in

summer is warm, while the water in the wells is cool. For this

reason many of the inhabitants drink the well-water, and, as a

consequence, typhoid-fver is a prevalent disease in that commu-
nity. In order to obtain pure cool water, not impregnated with

lime, some of the inhabitants of the place have adopted a plan

which is so simple and gives such excellent results that it is worthy

of general adoption wherever there is a water supply other than

wells or springs. The plan is as follows. A cylindrical galvan-

ized sheet-iron tank twelve inches in diameter and four or five

feet long, is placed in the bottom of a well. The tank is then con-

nected by a galvanized iron pipe with the water-supply pipes, and

another pipe is carried from the tank to the surface of the ground,

or to any convenient point for di'awing water, and has a cock at

the upper end. The tank is consequently always filled with water

from the water-supply, and being in the bottom of the well, the

water is cooled off and acquires the temperature of the well, so

that that which is drawn from the tank is as cool as well-water,

and is without any of the impurities with which the latter is con-

taminated. The water drawn from the tank in one of the wells

in the place named had a temperature of 56° when the thermome-
ter in the atmosphere above stood 76°. This method gives an

abundant supply of cool water during the whole summer, and can

;be adopted in all cities, towns, or in the country. If a well is

available, it can be used ; if not, by simply digging a hole in the

ground deep enough so as not to be affected by the surface tem-

perature, and burying the tank, it will answer equally well. This

ihole might be dug in a cellar or outside the building. If the water

has any impurities in suspension, such as mud, the tank should be

made accessible, so that it can be cleaned separately.

— A writer in the Illustrated American says that in work which

requires the application of great strength combined with good

judgment the elephant is supreme ; but as a mere puller and

hauler he is not of great value. In piling logs, for example, the

creature soon learns the exact manner of arranging them, and will

place them upon each other with a regularity not to be excelled

by a human workman. Sir Emerson Tennent, in his work on

Ceylon, mentions a pair of elephants who used to raise their wood-
piles to a great height by rolling the logs up an inclined plane of

sloping beams. The same writer was once riding near Kandy,
toward the scene of the massacre of Major Davies' party in 1803.

He heard a queer sound in the jungle, like the repetition, in a

hoarse and discontented tone, of the ejaculation of "Urmph,
urmph !" Presently a tame elephant hove in sight, unaccompa-
nied by any attendant. He was laboring painfully to carry a

heavy beam of timber which he balanced across his tusks, but,

the pathway being narrow, he had to keep his head bent in a very

uncomfortable posture to permit the burden to pass endways, and
the exertion and inconvenience combined led him to utter the dis-

satisfied noise which had frightened the horse. When the crea-

ture saw the horse and rider halt, he raised his head, reconnoitered

them for a moment, and then he flung down the timber, thor-

oughly appreciating the situation, and pushed himself backward

,

among the bushwood so as to leave a passage for the horse. But

as the horse did not avail itself of the path, the elephant impa-

tiently thrust himself deeper into the jungle, repeating his cry of

"Urmph!" but in a voice meant to invite and encourage. Still

the horse trembled, and the rider, anxious to observe the instinct

of the two intelligent creatures, forbore any interference with

them. Again the elephant wedged himself farther in among
the trees and waited for the horse to pass, and after the horse had

done so timidly and tremblingly, the wise creature stooped, took

up his heavy burden, and, balancing it on his tusks, resumed his

route, hoarsely snorting his discontented grunt as before.

— Experiments in seeding with different quantities of wheat

were begun on the farm belonging to the Ohio State University

several years previous to the establishment of the experiment sta-

tion. These enperiments have been continued on the same farm

by the station, and the tenth experiment has just been harvested.

In this experiment two varieties of wheat were used, Dietz and

velvet chaff (Penquite's velvet). The land on which they were

sown had borne nine successive crops of wheat, having been

dressed three times with barnyard manure during that period.

The land occupied by the velvet wheat lies upoc a gravel knoll,

sloping to the west, the gravel coming in some places to within

two or three feet of the surface. The wheat on this knoll has for

several seasons been less vigorous than in other parts of the field,

and this season especially it was badly infested with the wheat

midge, commonly known as the red weevil. The Dietz wheat

grew upon land of a little better quality, and sloping to the east

instead of the west. It was but slightly injured by insects.

While the yields of the velvet are irregular, they do not favor

very thin seeding. In the case of the Dietz, however, the results

are decisive. Every time the seed faUs below four pecks or rises

above seven there is a falling off in yield. In the long run, seed-

ing at from five to seven pecks has given a larger harvest than

when less or more seed was used.

— The idea of university extension had its first expression at

Oxford as far back as 1845. Since then its advance has been con-

stant and of late years very rapid. Though Oxford was the first

university to give a form to the wide spread desire for higher edu-

cation, it was almost the last to enter upon the practical details

of the work. That it now has by far the larger number of exten-

sion students is due in great measure to the energy and skill of

Michael E. Sadler, secretary to the Oxford Delegacy, who. in the

current number of University Extension, discusses the future of

this movement in England. Other articles show the relation of

this work to the common school teacher and to American women.

One of the most successful experiments of last season in extension

teaching was at Providence in connection with Brown University,

and is described in this August issue by Professor Appleton of

that faculty. In the department of Notes is an interesting hint

as to the natural connection of this movement with the Chautau-

quan system, so excellently developed by Bishop Vincent and his

assistants.
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THE NATURAL HISTORY OF ANALOGY.'

By the natural history of analogy is meant the treatment

according to the methods of natural science of a type of

mental action interesting at once as a psychological process,

and again from its practical results as a factor in the an-

thropological history of the race. While logically an anal-

ogy may be defined as an inference of a further degree of

resemblance from a given degree of resemblance, it would

be well tt) include in the present survey types of argument
diverging somewhat from the standard. It should also be

borne in mind that these reasonings may be unconsciously

conducted without analysis, and yet be communicable from

mind to mmd, and influential in the fixation of belief and
the guidance of conduct.

It will appear that the progress from the attitude of the

savage to that of the civilized man with respect to the un-

derstanding of the natural and physical world, may, to a

considerable extent, be regarded as a shifting of the position

occupied by the argument by analogy. It would appear,

too, that this form of argument, used by the scientist of to-

day only with the greatest caution, is a predominant one in

more primitive forms of thought. For example of such ar-

guments we turn to three departments of mental action,

closely related to one another, and each contributing to the

value of the general results. We look first amongst the

customs and beliefs of primitive people, then amongst the

doings and sayings of children, and thirdly amongst that

very extensive class of superstitions and folk-lore customs

which no nation, however high or low in the scale of civili-

zation, is without. The Zulu chewing a bit of wood to

soften the heart of the man he wants to buy oxen from, the

Illinois' Indian stabbing the figures of those whose days they

desire to shorten, the operation upon a lock of bair or the

parings of the finger-nails, together with the endless forms

^ Abstract of an address before the Section of Anthropology of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C., Aug.
19-25, 189], by Joseph Jastrow, vice-president of the section.

of primitive witchcraft, rest upon the notion that one kind of

connection will bring with it others. The same idea under-

lies the customs directing and prohibiting the use of certain

food. The Malays eat tiger to acquire the cunning of that

animal, the Dyaks refuse to eat deer for fear of becoming
faint-hearted, and in the Mexican rite called the " eating of

the god " is found an elaborated form of the same belief.

The interpretation of omens among primitive people also

proceeds by analogy, the relation between omen and issue

being guided by a sense of analogical fitness. To determine

whether war is to be upheld or let fall, a stick is set in a
bowl of rice, and if it stand the war is continued, and if it

fall the war is let fall also. A somewhat less direct form of

ana:logy appears in customs relating to images and names.
The name becomes an essential part of the thing, and thus

what is done to the name will affect the thing; hence the

origin of the taboo, changing of the name in case of sick-

ness, and the like. Even vaguer and more general princi-

ples of analogy may underlie important customs, such as.

that things go by contraries, for example, or that to produce

unusual effects, drastic means and rare substances must be

employed. The bizarre fancies, the grotesque performances,,

and the uncanny pharmacopoeia of the medicine-men in part

derive their character from this source. All these are but

partial illustrations of the savage's fondness for the use of

arguments by analogy and the naturalness with which he

observes and assimilates all phenomena according to this

habit.

The study of children reveals evidence of similar argu-

ments, although the earnestness of the belief cannot be sa

readily tested. Moreover, we have no good collection of

children's sayings and doings for such examples. In spite

of this, however, their fondness for analogical arguments,

may be regarded as an additional point of resemblance con-

necting the infancy of the individual with that of the race.

The superstitions current among us— survivals from a

culture which they are of to a culture which they are in —
abound in instances of analogy, simple and complex. Espe-

cially fertile fields for such instances are the beliefs concern-

ing dream-interpretation, those underlying the practices of

folk-medicine, those connected with names and numbers,

and, in more systematized form, the doctrine of sympathy, and.

signatures of astrology and kindred sciences. The modern
cheap dreambook is full of quaint arguments by analogy.

Whan it tells us that to dream of gloom means imprison-

ment, that the pine-apple in dreams is the omen of crosses;

and troubles, that to dream " of being mounted on stilts de-

notes that you are puffed up with vain pride," to dream of

onions indicates the betrayal of secrets, to dream "' of a dairy

showeth the dreamer to be of a milksop nature," and that a

zebra indicates a checkered life, — we see what various and

peculiar results may be reached by such logic. The manj'

customs and superstitions connected with such numbers as-

three, seven, and thirteen need but be referred to to show
bow thoroughly this variety of thought-habits is permeated

with the argument by analogy.

The remedies of folk-medicine easily reveal the analogies

through which they originated. The connection of toads

with warts is due to nothing more than the warty appear-

ance of the toad's skin; the snail is used for ear-ache because

of the many snail-like passages in the ear, red things are

used for fevers, yellow things for liver complaints, and

many of the peculiar and disgusting remedies of our fore-

fathers clearly imply that out-of-the-way substances must

have special efficacy.
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The doctrine of signatures depends on the notion that the

appearance of plants signify their use. The eye-bright, on

account of the eye-like spot in its corolla, is used for eyes;

the granulated roots of the saxifrage indicate its use for cal-

culous complaints; the human shape of the roots of ginseng

give it special efl&cacy; and the walnut, the parts of which

so closely resemble the skull and brain, is marked out for

the mental diseases. The doctrine of sympathies has ap-

peared under various forms, and has quite an important his-

tory. The common phrase, " Take a hair of the dog that bit

you," is a survival of this system, and shows that the logic

underlying it is nothing more than that two phenomena once

connected, either by coincidence or as cause and effect, will

continue to maintain this connection. Paracelsus describes

a peculiarly composed weapon-salve which was to be applied

to the weapon that caused the wound and thus heal the

wound. Sir Eenelm Digby's practices involve the same no-

tion. He procured a handkerchief or other personal belong-

ing of the patient, and when this was dipped in water, the

fever abated, and the like. The sympathetic alphabet was

another form of this doctrine. Two friends each cut a piece

of skin and grafted it on the skin of the other; on this was

tattooed an alphabet, and communication was established by

the belief that pricking a letter on the skin of the one friend

would cause a paia in the corresponding place of the other.

Even in the present century two Frenchmen announced the

discovery of a species of snails which, however widely sepa-

rated, would go through the same movements, so that if the

one is guided over an alphabet the other will rest upon the

same letters.

The most systematic of all these pseudo-sciences is astrol-

ogy, the analogies underlying which being of all grades of

remoteness. The system of correspondences which it pro-

posed gave unusual opportunity for flights of imagination,

and no analogy, however far-fetched, was too slight for the

foundation of some doctrine. The accident by which the

planets were given the names of deities was sufficient to

connect the characters of those deities with the lives of per-

sons at whose births these planets presented especial relations.

Similarly the fact that constellations were named by fan-

cied resemblances to certain animals was sufficient to connect

one's career with the qualities of that animal; thus a child

born under the sign of a lion would be courageous, but one

born under the crab would not go forward in life.

Amongst the various genei'alizations upon which these

considerations have bearing, attention will be called to the

following. The history of the argument by analogy adds

another link to the chain of evidence by which the develop-

ment of the individual is connected with that of the race.

We trace similar appearances amongst savages, amongst
children, and still more strikingly in those surviving forms

of superstition and pseudo-scientific systems which we are

warranted in regarding as reversions to more primitive types

of thought. Again, the principle that what was once the

serious business of adults serves in more advanced stages of

culture for the play of children or the amusement of leisure

hours, finds illustration here. Just as the drum, once the

terrifying instrument of the warrior, or the rattle, once the

potent implement of the medicine-man, has become the toy

of children, or as the bow and arrow are maintained for

sport only, so the outgrown forms of thought, the analogies,

that were serious to our ancestors, now find application in

riddles and puns When we ask, " Why is this one object

like another? " we are asking for just such out-of-the-way

resemblances as have been noted above. And, finally, in a

variety of ways, the consideration of the argument by anal-

ogy adds to our appreciation of the unfoldment of mental

powers, of the slow and painful steps by which the tenets of

modern science have been gained, of the necessity for con-

tinued striving in this direction, as well as of the underlying

unity of movement and design by which these phenomena-

acquire their deeper and more human interest.

THE ETHER.'

It was with some fear and trembling that I selected as the'

subject of a brief address a subject of such vast dimensions,

and the feeling increased as it became more and more evi-

dent how difHcult it is to give clear expression to ideas that

are very far from clear.

In former days many reasons were given showing the ne

cessity for the existence of an ether which do not seem con-

clusive now. We can scarcely appreciate the bearing of an

argument to the effect that there must be an ether or nature

would be disgusted with the major portion of space. We
should begin at once to wonder what there could have been

in the experience or training of any person that could lead

him to such a conclusion. We do not see the need of an

ether to hold up the stars and planets and prevent them fi'oni

falling to the ground. We do not try to explain by similar

means how the planets are kept in motion.

We do, however, have other needs for ether, which seem

important and pressing; still we cannot help wondering oc-

casionally, with Theophrastus Such, what kind of hornpipe

we are dancing now. How will our ideas commend them-

selves to those who follow?

For many years it was taught that the luminiferous ether

was an incompressible jelly-like mass, and that light is an

elastic pulsation in this medium. The elastic' theory, how-

ever, was burdened with serious difficulty. No
,
phenomena

corresponding to a vibration normal to the wave front could

be found, but mathematical analysis showed that such waves

should in general exist in an elastic medium. Green saw

that this wave would produce no optical phenomena if the

velocity were either zero or infinite, and concluded that it

could not be zero in a stable medium. Those who followed

him in time also accepted his conclusion that the ether was

incompressible, and that the compression-rarefaction wave

must travel with an infinite speed. So the matter stood un-

til 1865, when Maxwell proposed an electro-magnetic theory

of light. According to this theory of light no compression-

rarefaction wave should exist, and light was conceived to

consist of local electrical displacement in a plane at right-

angles to the line of propagation.

The rival theory met with great favor. It gradually be-

came clear that Maxwell's theory of light was attended with

less difficulty than the elastic theory. Twenty-three years

later. Sir William Thomson brings a powerful reinforcement

to the elastic theory which changes the whole aspect of the

case. He simply suggests that the compression-rarefaction

wave could properly and logically be gotten rid of in the

elastic theory by making its velocity zero, instead of infinite,

as Green had done half a century before. What Thomson

did was to examine anew the ground upon which Green had

concluded that a zero velocity for the compression wave in-

volved an unstable state of the medium, and it was found

that such a conclusion did not follow.

1 Abstract of an address before the Section of Physics of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C., Aug. 19-25,..

1891, by Francis E. Nipher, vice-president of the section.
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And it is worthy of remark, as a matter of congratulation,

showing how far scientific men have emerged fron> the in-

tellectual pugilism of the last century, that this audacious

departure was met with pleased surprise, instead of angry
polemics against a new heresy.

The modern theory of the ether took its origin with the

undulatory theory of light. It had for a tangible basis the

observed fact that light requires time for transmission.

Whether measured over long distances through interplan-

etary spaces, or through short distances on the surface of the

earth, the time required for transmission is proportionate to

the distance. It was to such facts that men finally came to

look for a justification of the assumption of an all-pervading

medium. The modern theories of the nature of the ether

are based wholly on the results which must be produced by
this invisible machinery, instead of upon an assumed dictum
that Nature abhors a vacuum. Perhaps no teaching of sci-

ence is now more firmly established than the doctrine of the

existence of an ether, and that it is capable of transmitting

energy by virtue of peculiarities which must be as definite as

those which characterize a train of cog-wheels.

But when one comes to assemble all of the results which
remain to be accounted for and explained, it becomes ex-

ceedingly difficult to construct a mental image, in three-

dimensional space, of the machinery capable of producing
them all.

Green's idea of the ether makes it an incompressible, fric-

tionless, structureless jelly, sometimes called a "solid,"

which opens out and allows the particles of ordinary matter

to sweep through without appreciable resistance. Thomas
Young likened the operation to the sweeping of the wind
through the leaves and branches of a forest. Certain well-

known electrical experiments of Faraday and Cavendish
:seem to require the assumption that electricity is, or is some
function of, an incompressible medium. On the other hand,

the slowing up of light in space occupied by matter indicates

that the ether within must be either more dense (as Fresnel

believed) or less elastic than that existing in free space. It

is certainly very difficult to understand what there can be
in the molecules of matter which can increase the density of

an incompressible medium, as the experiments of Fresnel

seemed to require ; nor is it as yet easy on any hypothesis to

account for those condensed films of bound ether which are

carried along with the particles of moving matter. They
seem to be differentiated with equal sharpness from the free

ether which sweeps through matter, and from the spinning

aggregation of ether vortices which Thomson assumes may
perhaps make up the molecule or the atom. Certainly it

would seem that a vortex ring in a medium so devoid of

friction that these vortices are permanent, could hardly drag
:along with it portions of the surrounding medium, from
which the analysis of Helmholtz shows it must be wholly
and forever differentiated. And the matter is not simplified

by the beautiful experiment of Michelson and Morley. It

appears that the frictionless ether adheres in a layer around
the earth as a whole, or at least that it was entangled in and
•carried along with the matter composing the building in

which their experiments were made.
If, however, one forms a Torricellian vacuum in a barom-

eter tube of either transparent' or opaque material, it is easily

and completely shown, by an inclination of the tube, that

the ether flows freely through matter. Whether the ether

be incompressible or highly compressible, it seems to be as

impossible to compress it in a chamber surrounded by mat-
ter as it would be to compress water or air in a fisher's net.

The fact that a rotational phenomenon, such as must exist

in the field of a steel magnet, is maintained indefinitely

without the expenditure of energy, must certainly justify

the assumption that the ether is frictionless, that the ether-

vortex atom is a possibility.

The effects which seem to be nearest to a mechanical ex-

planation are those which result in heat or light and electri-

cal and magnetic induction. It is possible to construct ma-

chinery which will represent the conditions for propagation

of a magnetic induction in a plane radial to a conducting

wire. A train of cog-wheels separated by elastic idle- wheels

which articulate with them, or a series of smooth rimmed
fly wheels connected by elastic bands, will do the work. It

becomes more difficult when we spread this paraphernalia

into three-dimensional space.

No one, of course, thinks of the geared ether models of

Maxwell and Fitzgerald as anj'thing more than an aid to a

conception of the nature of the action to be explained.

When we come down to the working drawings we find great

room for conjecture, and some demand for invention. Do
the pai'ticular cog-wheels which slip on each other without

friction at the surface and within the body of a perfect con-

ductor ever get outside of the body into free space where

they must gear rigidly with each other? If so, why do they

behave so differently in the two places? What happens to

this gearing when masses of matter which it permeates are

set into rotation? Is there any difference between the earth's

magnetism and the motion of masses of ether at the earth's

surface? It is exceedingly difficult to understand how a

frictionless medium in which a magnetic spin is permanent,

can offer resistance to shear, unless the rigidity involved is

due to motion.

Another function which the ether should perform is the

transmission of gravitation. The theory which has attracted

most attention, the only one suggested which has been seri-

ously considered, is the one first announced by La Sage of

Geneva, and elaborated by Preston and others. It seems to

require that the ether shall partake of the nature of the gas,

the mean free path being of interplanetary dimensions.

Such a medium it is not difficult to admit as a possibility.

The theory accounts for the gravitation of bodies towards

each other as due to the difference in the bombardment of

bodies on the exposed and sheltered sides. Each body shields

the other, so that gravitating bodies are pushed together. It

is, however, necessary that the particles at the centre of the

earth shall have the same resultant differential pressure di-

rectly exerted upon them, causing them to gravitate towards

the sun, as if the surrounding mass of the earth were re-

moved. It is, in fact, necessary to assume that nearly all

the ether particles which plunge into the eartli's figure pass

straight through the earth without encounter with matter.

It is, however, of some interest to know quantitatively

about what velocities must be involved in such an impact

theory of gravitation. DeVolsoa Wood has made a compu-

tation of the density of an elastic medium capable of trans-

mitting a pulsation with the velocity of light, and of trans-

mitting from the sun to the earth 2.8 calories per minute per

square centimetre of surface. While it seems to me that

some fault may be found with his analysis, still the results

reached by him seem to be of the proper order of magnitude.

The density of the ether turns out to be about ^^-^ pounds

per cubic foot, so that a mass equal in volume to that of the

earth would contain about a pound and seven-tenths This

value for density lies well within the limits which Sir Wil-

liam Thomson assigned to the same quantity.
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Suppose a stream of ether of such material should sweep

radially sunward, its particles colliding in uuelastic impact

with the earth, what velocity must be given to this current

in order that the earth might be kept in its present orbit?

The velocity turns out to be eight millions of times the ve-

locity of light. The mass of ether colliding per second

would be 14,000 tons, which is equal to the mass of a sphere

i>f water having a radius of about fifty feet.

But in LeSage's hypothesis the ether particles do not move

in parallel stream-lines. They plunge into the earth on all

sides, the sheltering efSect of each gravitating body upon the

other being the cause of gravitation. But this sheltering

effect is very small, by reason of the open structure that

matter must be assumed to have in order that the interior

particles of large masses may be accessible 'to direct impact.

It follows that the percentage of particles really effective in

producing gravitation must be very small ; likewise that the

individual particle velocities must enormously exceed the

velocity computed for a stream of ether sweeping radially.

:sunward and capable of holding the earth in its orbit.

It is unphilosophical to condemn the theory of LeSage

because it requires us to deal with such immense velocities.

Any theory of gravitation must involve something unusual,

and it was pointed out by Laplace that the velocity of gravi-

tation must enormously exceed that of light. But there are

other difficulties.

The rebound of the particles must be a perfectly elastic

collision; otherwise the bombarded body will rise in tem-

perature. By reason of the open structure assumed and

necessary, in order that the effective surface may be propor-

tional to mass, the exterior figure is of no importance. For

simplicity of conception, if we assume a solitary sphere in

ispace, it will be symmetrically beaten from all sides. The
particles which pass straight through, without deflection or

•elastic rebound, will be symmetrical all around, as will like-

wise the few which suffer reflection. A second body now
appearing in its field will shield the first by deflecting parti-

cles which would otherwise strike it, but will reflect to the

body an equal number which would otherwise not strike it,

the latter group having the same average momentum as the

former.

Sir William Thornson has suggested that the difficulty

may be avoided by assuming that the collision is not a per-

fectly elastic one, and that the rise in temperature may be

prevented by rotation of the colliding particles. This might

be true of the ether particles, but there is the best of reason

for believing that there is no molecular rotation in solid

bodies.

It seems probable, therefore, that a rebound sufficiently

xiaelastic to account for gravitation must result in a rise of

temperature, which can scarcely be admitted. The theory

has, however, been defended with great skill by Preston,

who has attempted to show that such a medium may even
produce the transverse vibrations of light. The objection

that gravitation must travel at enormously greater speed than

light he tries to meet by the hypothesis that the gaseous ether

may have two groups of particles, one much larger than the

other. The properties of the luminiferous ether have, how-
ever, been so well worked out in the last four or five years,

that it seems hardly probable that the gaseous ether can be

admitted as the medium which transmits light. Whether
gravitation can or cannot be explained in some such way as

LeSage suggested, it seems worthy of question whether the

gravitation medium can be ether which transmits radiant

tenergy with a velocity of 300,000,000 of metres per second.

Sir William Thomson's last word on the elastic solid theory

of ether, according to which the compression wave is impos-

sible by reason of a property which is imparted to the me-

dium, seems to cut off the last hope that the elastic solid

luminiferous ether can be concerned in gravitation. The

electric theory of light does not require Sir William Thom-

son's limitation to be put upon the medium. According to

this theory the medium may be incompressible, and there is

strong reason to believe that it is practically so. As Willard

Gibbs has pointed out, the two theories seem to be practi-

cally on the same footing, if the third wave is given an infi-

nite velocity in the electric theory, and zero velocity in the

elastic solid theory.

There are other points concerning the action of matter

upon the ether which are perhaps in a fair way to receive a

clearer solution. The observed fact that light travels in

water with a speed of about three-fourths of what it has in

air, apparently means that the transmitting medium is either

more dense or less rigid in water than in air. Fresnel's hy-

pothesis is that its rigidity is the same in the two media.

His formula, as developed by Eisenlohr, for the relative mo-

tion of ether and matter which it permeates, when the matter

is set into motion, assumes, clearly and baldly, that the ether

is more dense inside of matter than in free space. The

amount of ether occupying a volume of one cubic centimetre

will condense to nine-sixteenths of a centimetre on passing

into wal3r. It is compressed until its density is nearly dou-

ble. To be more accurate, its density increases by seven-

ninths of itself upon passing into water. Of course this is

to be regarded as a mathematical Action serving to bridge

over a gap in our knowledge of the physics of the ether.

Certainly a medium behaving in this manner would not be

considered to be a shining success as an incompressible me-

dium. Fresnel's conclusion rests mainly on an experiment

first made by him and repeated with great success in an im-

proved form by Michelson and Morley. This experiment

was to determine the effect of moving water upon the ve-

locity of light transmitted along its stream-lines. The re-

sult reached was that the resultant velocity of light is its

velocity in the quiescent liquid plus or minus seven-six-

teenths of the velocity of the moving liquid.

The velocity of the water current was varied between 8.72

metres and 5.67 metres per second, in Michelson and Morley's

ex])eriment. A series was made with an intermediate velocity

of 7.65 metres per second. The weights of the three deter-

minations are quite different, and it appears to be still an

open question whether the result obtained is independent of

the velocity of the water. In Eisenlohr's analysis he assumes

a prism of matter moving bodily through a mass of quiescent

ether. In Michelson and Morley's experiment the water

was fed from an upper to a lower tank, passing on its way
through the experimental tubes. The conditions of the two

experiments do not seem to be necessarily the same. The

bounding surface between air and water is moving with a

very small velocity in the apparatus of Michelson and Morley,

and the observations are made through a fixed region of

space. It is not clear that this difference is of importance,

but it seems possible that it may be, in determining the effects

for different velocities.

The close agreement between the observed value of the

velocity coefficient for the moving ether and the value com-

puted on the assumption of an actual condensation of the

ether, is, of course, a very worthy consideration. Still it

seems very improbable that such a condensation can really

take place. The ether may lag behind the moving water
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without any condensation, and tlie other phenomenon re-

quiring a greater density in matter than exists in free space,

may, perhaps, receive other explanations that do less violence

to our ideas. Ether, in which the complex molecules of

matter are entangled, certainly might act as if it were more
dense without really being so.

What the experiment of Michelson and Morley seems to

show is that the ether is swept along by the water, but lags

behind. The question of density appears to me still to be an
open one. Maxwell's experiment with a prism which was,

as was then supposed, moving through ether at a speed of

18.6 miles per second, seems to have a very different relation

to Fresnel's theory if the ether at the earth's surface is mav-
ing with it.

It does not seem hopeless to repeat the experiment of

Michelson and Morley on a railway coach, with water or car-

bon bisulphide at rest in the tube, if the road-bed and the car

selected are of the best construction, and the apparatus is

elastically supported.

It would be necessary, probably, to rigidly connect the ob-

server's seat and the water tube, and to support them, with

the observer, by helical steel springs surrounded by rubber

tubes filled with glycerine to dampen the vibrations.

A speed of forty miles per hour will more than compensate
for the suppression of one water column, which will be re-

placed by air. This is precisely the form of experiment upon
which Eisenlohr's analysis is based. In this form the con-

ditions of the experiment are capable of great variation.

The car becomes really the moving body, and the transparent

region within through which the light passes, may be shielded

by any kind of opaque matter. Whatever the results may
be, they can hardly fail to add greatly to our knowledge of

the effect of moving masses upon the luminiferous ether.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
*** Correapondeyits are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer's name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.
On request in advance., one hundred copies of the number containing his

comnntnication ii^iU -^e furnished free to any correspondent

.

The editor will be glad to publish any queries consonant with the charact<r
of the journal.

Jugglery.

In Science for Aug. 14 there was an inquiry, quoted from Illus-

trated News of the World, as to the source of a certain statement
regarding the apparently marvellous feats of Indian juga;lers. In
this statement it had been suggested that the spectators had been
hypnotized by the performer, and hence imagined they saw some-
thing which the "snap-shot" of a kodak proved did not exist at

all. I remember reading this very circumstantial account in an
evening paper, and cut it out to send to India. After some search
I have found the original reference. The story, as a quotation
from the Chicago Tribune, was published in the Evening Star of

Washington, D.C., on Aug. 30, 1890. Its author, Frederick S.

EUmore, purported to be a graduate of Yale College, and to have
travelled extensively in India with an artist friend, a Mr. Lessing.

It has since transpired that no person bv this name is a graduate of

Yale.

To my mind the story shows a good many signs of being on the
Mulhatton style, and could easily have been written by some one
who had never been in India. It is very plain that no juggler
could by any possibility hypnotize a mixed audience all the time
changing. Those who have seen the original growth of the mango-
tree under the manipulations of the performer, who was stark

naked except for a lungooti (breech cloth), will be inclined to

smile at Hermann's explanation given in Science. My father

has spent twenty years in India, and has seen this performance re-

peatedly. He has noted one singular coincidence, in that the tree

is never made to grow except in the season when the leaves and
fruit of the mango-tree are in proper order for the exhibition.

H. A. Hazen.
Washington, D.C., Aug. 18.

The Rain-Makers.
Evert reader of Science has seen the recent telegram from Mid-

land, Texas, Aug. 11, "Preliminary explosions made yesterday;
raining to-day." It may be well, with the apparent brilliant suc-
cess of this remarkable undertaking before us, to examine this^

question at length.

Ever since the time of Plutarch the idea has been prevalent that
great battles are invariably followed by rain. In the earliest times,

before the introduction of gunpowder, it was thought that exha-
lations from the dead bodies might assist in precipitating the
moisture, but in more recent times there has been a well-nigb
universal belief among soldiers that heavy cannonading or firing

will produce rainfall. Whence comes this common thought were
there not a fact to originate and back it up ? We may as well

ask, whence comes the well-nigh universal belief that the moon
has a marked influence upon the weather ? No-v it is well known
that in the latter case, most careful researches extending over a
century have shown either no effect at all, or one that was either

contradictory in different periods, or almost inappreciable.

Now since the moon's influence must be almost infinitesimal, as
every one can readily see, it would be difficult, perhaps, to deter-

mine its exact relation to weather changes which are so complex,
but it would seem far otherwise as to the determination of the

exact effect of explosions upon the atmosphere. A careful study
of this question has been made by Mr Edward Powers, who has
found that 158 of the smaller and larger battles of the Rebellioir

were followed by rain, usually twenty-four hours afterward. It

might be asked, is it possible that this list comprises all the cases?

While some of the battles may have been omitted, yet it seems
highly probable that a diligent search must have revealed most if

not all there were. It is a most remarkable fact that no mention
whatever is made of the battles that were not followed by rain,

and yet in an inquiry of this kind it is very essential to examine
both sides of the question. During the war of the Rebellion there

were over 3,300 battles, on an average probably as severe as the

average of the 1.58 above mentioned; that is to say, about seven

per cent of the battles were followed by rain. Is it at all incredi-

ble that seven per cent of these battles were followed by natural

rain? In the case of the battle of Bull Run, which Mr. Powers-

especially picks out as a bright and shining example of his theory

that explosions produce rain, it has been ascertained that there

was a heavy rain in South Carolina on the first day of the battle.

This rain had been previously noted farther south, and this was-

the rain felt at Bull Run. It would be very interesting to look

up the question of how many of these 158 apparent successes were
due to natural causes, but unquestionably almost all, if not all,

may be ascribed to that cause. It is interesting to note that it is

thought this influence may extend twenty -four hours after the ex-

plosions cease. This inference, however, is hardly tenable, for

the reason that the current in which these explosions take place is

borne along at the rate of 20, and, in higher strata, at 30, 40, 50,

and more, miles per hour, so that the specific influence from them
will be carried at least 500 miles away in twenty- four hours. If

we wished to determine the effect, we would need to go to that

distance from the spot where the explosions were made, and the

rain that came in twenty-four hours at that spot could not by any
possibility be due to the explosions.

There is only one other point to be noted here. It has been

stated that while the Central Pacific Railroad was being built

across the Sierra Nevada Mountains, it was necessary to explode

himdreds of kegs of gunpowder every day, and this tremendous
fusillade was accompanied by torrents of rain, which had never
been noted before in that region, and have not been noted since.

If this is a fact, it was a most remarkable phenomenon, and it

would seem as though it might be established by indubitable evi-

dence. It is a little singular that no dates or definite statements

which could be verified have been given. Present rainfall reports

show an abundance of rain except in two or three of the hottest

months, and it seems entirely probable that persons who had been-

accustomed to the remarkable and long continued dryness of the

plains were struck by what appeared like most abundant moisture

in the mountains just at a time when there was none on the

plain.
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We are now prepared to investigate the value of the telegraphed

result from Texas. Any one who will examine the weather maps,

now sown broadcast over almost the whole country, will find that

OQ the 11th instant there was a natural rain which extended over

the whole of Texas and adjacent regions. One thing seems very

evident, that absolutely no rain can be obtained out of a dry atmos-

phere. If the explosions can produce rain in limited quantities,

yet their influence must always be exceedingly slight, and the

expense of the explosions must always be all out of proportion to

the amount of good done. Professor Harrington has well said that

these experiments begin at the wrong end. The time may be ripe

for experimenting in the atmosphere upon the cause of rain, about
which we now know practically nothing. It must be conceded

•that until we do first experiment upon the cause of rain, all time

and money used in making gross explosions will be wasted.

H. A. Hazen.
Washington, D.C., Aug. 17.

P. S. — Since writing the above, a telegram from Midland,

dated Aug. 19, states that several more preliminary explosions

were made on Aug. 18, and that immediately thereafter rain be-

gan falling and continued over four hours. An examination of

ihe weather maps for Aug. 18 has shown that the rain began, to

the north of Texas, at least eleven hours before the explosions,

and covered an area of over 800,000 square miles. The final

tests were to be made on the 20th. H. A. H.

Experiments on Snake Locomotion.

It is a well-known fact that a snake moves along over the ground
by means of adjustable plates or scutes situated on the ventral

surface of the body. How the movements of these scutes succeed

each other, and what relations the different convolutions of the

body bear to one another, are not so satisfactorily known. Who-
ever has examined the mechanism of the scutes will, I think, come
to the conclusion that they must be moved by the costal muscles,

and that this movement must consist in a posterior depression by
which tlie scute offers an opposing surface to the ground. In all

probability this depression is both downward and backward, thus

imparting a slight forward impulse to the body. If this view of

the case is correct, we would naturally expect that the act of loco-

motion would consist in some sort of fusion or succession of these

minute individual impulses. Owing to the rapidity with which
these movements are normally executed it is impossible to analyze

or define their exact nature, and accordingly experiment seems
to offer the only trustworthy guide to a solution of the problem.

In experimenting, however, we are encountered with great diffi-

culties at the very outset.

If we could succeed in recording the movements of an animal

by means of apparatus, the construction of which was ever so

delicate, can we rely on this record as a faithful expression of the

natural and unimpeded movements of the animal? Wecanhardly
feel at liberty to do so. There are at least two causes which may
vitiate the results: (1) the animal is excited and annoyed by the

experiments and does not act naturally
; (3) the apparatus used in

the experiment may directly impede the organs in the discharge

of their normal functions. But while these difficulties render it

impossible to obtain a record which is trustworthy in all respects,

jet approximate results may be obtained which will lead up to a

correct solution in the end.

In considering the locomotion of the snake, it may be well first

to state what we know and what we do not know. We know that

the snake generally moves on a horizontal or inclined plane, rarely

elevating any part of the body to a very considerable distance above
that plane. It sometimes moves with its body straightened and
in a straight line, but far more frequently the body is placed so as

to resemble a sinusoid, and its movements have a lateral and a

direct component. The larger convolutions of the body occur in

those portions which have the greatest mean diameter. The con-

volutions do not form simultaneously, but each travels the whole
length of the body, like a wave of water, being at no two consecu-

tive moments composed of the same parts. These waves succeed

«ach other on opposite sides of the body, thus producing a recipro-

cal xjurve. Each wave travels from the head towards the tail, and

drives its predecessor of opposite phase before it until it disappears

at the tail. At times the curves do not shift to alternate sides of

the body, but successive curves are formed on the same side. This
motion, be it observed, is totally distinct from the reciprocal curv-

ings described above. So much for what can be directly observed.

But we cannot tell by direct observation the curves which different

parts of the body would describe were they to mark the surfaces

over which they move. Nor can we observe the movements of

the scutes, or their correlations with the movements of the body
as a whole. If we are to understand these activities, we must do
so by experiment.

The following was the method of experiment employed. Short

pieces of thread were run through bits of sponge saturated with
ink, and these were tied around the body of the snake so that the

sponges would come on the ventral surface. When these were
securely tied the animal was placed on a strip of coarse paper and
allowed to move. So long as the sponges were properly supplied

with ink every movement made by the parts of the body thus
provided was marked on the paper. Now if the different sponges
were soaked with. ink of different color, the simultaneous move-
ments of different parts would be recorded, and, theoretically,

with a sufficient number of sponges placed at proper intervals we
would secure a complete record of all the bodily movements
during a sustained period of locomotion. Such a record, how-
ever, it is impossible to obtain, for reasons which need not be men-
tioned.

The curves obtained by this method were by no means uniform,

but varied both with the direction and velocity of the movements,
and apparently with the caprice of the animal. The separate curves

described by different parts of the body cannot be said to be char-

acterized by any marked idiosyncracies. On the contrary, they

appear to vary at random, now being marked by acute angles fol-

lowed by beautifully rounded sinuosities, which in turn may be
succeeded by protracted and irregular curves or at times figure-of-

eight tracings. There is this distinction, however, between the

curves described by the middle of the body and those of the distal

parts. They have not so great an amplitude and are less variable.

Contrary to what we would naturally expect, the synchronous
curves described by different parts of the body have no discovera-

ble agreement either in phase or in form.

From this description it might be inferred that very little of

value could be derived from a study of such curves. But further

study shows this inference to be ill-sustained. In interpreting the

curves it is well to remember that they do not represent perfectly

normal movements, because the scutes over which the sponges

were tied were impeded in their action, and because rough paper

is even smoother than the average ground over which the snake
moves. Owing to this last circumstance the scutes would slip,

and the curves would thus be shorter.

After making due allowance for the conditions which embarrass

the experiments, we may perhaps still speak with some degree of

confidence as to the general results, and possibly discover the ex-

istence of some fundamental laws. Perhaps the most striking

fact about all the curves is, that, with very rare exceptions, they

are described on opposite sides of an ideal line which may be

called the axis'of motion. While they demonstrate that the snake's

body is capable of an almost infinite variety of movements, yet

lateral movements generally prevail. There is also a tendency to

consecutive repetitions, sinuosities following sinuosities, and angu-
larities following angularities. The most irregular curves are de-

scribed when the animal executes slow and hesitating movements.
In this case the curves may be extended on both sides of the axis

of motion, or confined to one side, when the curve is a tolerably

regular succession of semicircles whose adjacent arcs form cusps.

During rapid motion the sinusoid is by far the most common curve
described. In fact, it may be regarded as the typical curve de-

scribed by the snake's body.

It is instructive to note that when the curve assumed by the

body is a sinusoid, then the curves described by different points of

the body are sinusoids. The relation becomes intelligible when
we reflect that the curves of the body partake of a wave- like mo-
tion, each particle vibrating, as it were, from the crest of one con-

volution across the axis of motion to the crest of a succeeding
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convolution of opposite phase, and all the while progressing in a

general direction parallel to the axis of motion. At this point it

may be asked, what advantage is secured by this curvilinear mo-

tion ? The chief advantage seems to be that those portions of the

body placed transversely to the axis of motion furnish better fulcra

from vehich the anterior parts of the body may be projected for-

ward. If this is the correct explanation, then, during the forward

movement of that part of the body anterior to the transverse

flexure, the scutes are for the most part passive, and the anterior

parts are projected by the median muscles. This seems to be a

good reason for believing that the scutes do not act in continuous

succession from before backwards, but intermittently and perhaps

to some extent simultaneously, being interrupted by shoves and

pulls which annul and complicate their action. The problem of

their motion, however, is a difiScult one, and more experimentation

is needed before the laws pf their action can be confidently and

fully formulated. J. Lawton Williams.

HornellsvlUe, N.T., Aug. 18.

Black and Bright Bulb Thermometers in Vacuo.

In reply to an inquiry in this journal for Aug. 7, I would say

that the formulse for these radiation thermometers will be found

in the "Annual Report of the Chief Signal OfScer for 1885," pp.

131-134. Professor Ferrel has also made an exhaustive study of

a special investigation of a large number of these thermometers,

which will be found in " Professional Papers, Signal Service,""

XIII., pp. 34-50.

Several notices have appeared in Nature from time to time. It

would seem that serious discrepancies have been found in these-

instruments, and it is still a mooted question as to their source.

Professor Ferrel found, as was to be expected, that the ventilation,

of the bulbs was a most important factor. H. A, Hazen.

Washington, D.C., Aug. 18.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The most timely feature of the September number of the
New England Magazine is an article on the late " Edward Burgess

and His Boats." The writer is A. G. McVey, the yachting editor

of the Boston Herald.

— D. 0. Heath & Co., Boston, will issue, about the first of

September, "Andersen's Marchen," selected, arranged, and ed-

ited, with notes and vocabulary, by Professor O. B. Super of

Dickinson College, Pa.

— In the Atlantic Monthly for September John Fiske has a pa-

per on "Europe and Cathay," which discusses the reasons why-

early Norse discoverers of America were not its real discoverers.

In the same number is a description of the Japanese Feast of Lan-
terns and the Market of the Bead, by Lafcadio Hearn.

A SYSTEM OF

EASY LETTERING.
By J, H. CKOMWE1.L,, Pli.B.

T-wenty-six different forms of Alphabets. The
space to be lettered is divided into squares, and
with these as a guide the difEerent letters are dra-wn
and inked. Price, 50 cents, jmstpaid.

E. & F, N. SPON, 12 Cortlandt Street, New York.

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?

You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF

ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $3.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,

47 lafayette. Place, Jiew York

THIRD EDITION.

THE FAULTS OF SPEECH
BY

A. MELVILLE BELL,
Author of " Visible Speech," etc., etc.

The Faults of Speech is a Self -Corrector

and Teacher's Manual, for the removal of all

Impediments and Defects of Articulation.

SO 0©3CL-tS.

\* Sent postpaid on receipt of price,

I. D. C. HODGES, 4T Lafayette Place, N. Y.

BOOKS : How to £xcliauge tbem for
otiiers. Send a postal to the Science exchange
column (insertion free), stating briefly what you
want to exchange. Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New York.

'* The Week, one of the ablest papers ou the con-

tinent." —Descriptive America.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal ofPolitics^ Literature^ Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. $1.00 for Four Months.
THE WEEK has entered on its EIGHTH year of

publication, greatly improved in every respect,
rendering it more worthy the cordial support of
every one interested in the maintenance of a flrst-

class literary Journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever since its first
issue will be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-
forts will be made to improve its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to
its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisher
will be to make THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary Journals in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore, Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London. Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament,
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weekly,"' is the largest paper of its class on the
continent.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPT.

C, BLACKER ROBINSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEH'S KEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,
will be given to Blew Subscribers to the
Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the GiOLOGiST.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
minneapolis, Illinu.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
pugLi^gERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

CratvfordsTille, Ind,

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schelling. A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. Sl.OO.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian '• Dibbarra" Epic,
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic. 60 cents.

.3. a. Jlpos with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.JL, Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
F4n t4n and P^k k6p piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archgeology an^
Palaeontology. 40 cents.

M preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archseology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph ou the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Forness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archaeological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the-
American Collections.

Archaeological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott "Williams, A.M.. Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in-
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr.. Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archaeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50'

per volume; to others than subscribers, 559-00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha?' be pre-

]sr. D. C HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N.

BOOKS : Hovr to get them. If there is any^
Boot or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science-
book Agency, 47- Lafayette Place, New York.
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— 'Practical Work in Organic Chemistry," by Frederick William

Streaifeild, just published by Spon, is one of the Finsbury Techni-

cal Manuals. The Finsbuiy Technical College gives instruction in

both day and evening classes to those who wish to qualify them-

selves for 611ing positions requiring technical skill. The author,

who is the demonstrator of chemistry at Finsbury, after describing

the operations in organic chemistry, such as purification, crystalli-

zation, determination of melting point, and the mode of analysis,

devotes most of his space to oxalic acid, alcohol, the fats and oils,

and the coal-tar products.

— Everyone interested in the betterment of public roads and

highways should read the article, in the September Lippincotfs

Magazine, by John Gilmer Speed on ' Country Roads and High-

ways." That we have very bad roads in this country is an accepted

fact, but few realize how very bad they are in coniparisoo with

those of many foreign countries. Besides calling attention to the

wretched condition of our roads, ami telling what has been done

in different States for their betterment, Mr. Speed offers some val-
uable suggestions.

— The Academy of Music in this city will open its coming sea-

son on Thursday, Sept. 3, with a romantic spectacular play called

"The Soudan." This drama was produced, and ran for two sea-

sons, at the Drury Lane Theatre, London, under the title of
" Human Nature." The story, which is a strong one, deals with
events which occirrred during the campaign for the relief of Gen.
Gordon and other Europeans, who were held prisoners at Khartoum
by the Arabs, during the war in the Soudan. The scenes, which
are laid in England and Egypt, afford an excellent opportunity
for a display of grandeur such as few other attractions of the kind
can boast of. The Ai-ab city, attacked and carried by English
soldiers, or the surging crowd at Trafalgar Square, London, cheer-
ing and shouting words of welcome to the victorious Guards,
makes a never-to-be-forgotten stage-picture.

Echausfion

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND
VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.

For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents
Sent free by post by

N. » C. HODQES, 47 liafayette PI., N. Y.

1(1

The phosphates of the system

are consumed with every effort,

and exhaustion usually indicates

a lack of supply. The Acid

Phosphate supplies the phos-

phates, thereby relieving exhaus-

tion, and increasing the capacity

for labor. Pleasant to the taste.

Dr. A. N. Kbout, Van Wert, C, says:
'

' Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says:
'

' A remedy of great service in many
forms of exhaustion . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

RumforJ Chemical Worts, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAOTIOiV.—Be sure the word " Hors-
ford's" is printed on tlie label. All others
are spurious. Never sold in bulk.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Makt Hinman Abel, lamo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.l3.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 6 cents.

iSTo. :3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. il, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York,

!U:IJi-lMtJi.M:lJ-l!

% 67 PARK PMEE,NEW YORK^

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
) azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE,

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teacliing.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—-written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Ftiller. Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, JIass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Prlnclpal»of Institutions for the Deaf

.

" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-
dom from technicality."

" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Pull of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
" A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modem Language Notes.

%* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free-
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New YorL

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study in the Native Religious of tlie-

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. §1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton. M.D., an Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C, HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BUILD?

If you intend to buUd, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBLE LOW-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in three volumes. In them vou will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 "tasteful, new designs for
houses. They also give prices tor complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,,
which enable you to build -ivithout delays, mistakes or quarrels with your buUd-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and S1800, Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $1800 to
§3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to 89000. Price, by mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COI/ONI.lIi HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and ha-ving all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00."PICTUKESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York..
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICE AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
-The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page

—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes tor July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
•To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sampje Copies 10 cents.

,A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume TI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SOUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book -will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier -which is

rapidly receding."—Bosion Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—Tfte Dial.

THE
READY SOON.

LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region ; with notes on its early discovery,

,on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

-the Labrador Peninsula,

^y ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D
8", about 400 pp., $3.50.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of tinusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani*^l G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject."

—

Philadelphia Press.
'' The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"^The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-
ogy."— 2Vie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—-Br?fif/i^oii C-Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples,'' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent gnide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13", 184 pp., $1.50.

HEADY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFREY W. Hambleton, M.D.
ia». 40c.
"Tlie Inestimable importance of the subject, ttie

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration, , . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, aod wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

'• The monograph is Interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—P/iarrtiCfCeufica/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Mobgan, Esq. IS". 20 cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interestiog

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. p. cox. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."— C'/irts(ia»i Union.
"Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."

—

Open Court.
" It is of extreme mterest."—Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusa]."—Indiana Medica

Journal.
" An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science Neus.
"All interested In biological questions will find

the book fascinating."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CQ-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. IS". $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Glum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thlDks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An Ulusttation of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which wUi doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders ? ' '-—New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlng age."

—

N. Y. Sun.
" An Interesting paper."—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazbn.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely Interesting."-Bos-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurange ' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Boston.
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology. In which sc lence, the
author. Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTKOW. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader-by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Maby Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure.''

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—PMbifc Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply written."—Springfield Be-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."-St.

Louis Olobe-Democrat

.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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iVew Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bani< Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
BALTIMORE.

Announcements for the next academic

year are now ready and will be sent on ap-

plication.

THE

COMPANY.
96 MM ST., BOSTON, MASS.

This Company owns the Letters
Patent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1877,
No. 186,7§7.
The Transmission of Speech by

all known forms of ELECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the right secured to this
Company by the above iJatents, and
renders each individual user of tel-

ephones, not furnished by it or its

licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.

rOR SALE.—A collection of Mound Builders'
Relics. Two thousand specimens. A typical

lio collection. All from Ross County. List sent
application. Address

GEO, PERKINS, Chillieothe, Ohio.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invejition are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

1 D. C. [LODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

"^-.„

The

Remington
has set the copy for writing

machines for 15 years.

It is to-day the

Standard
and expects in the future,

as it has in the past,

to lead all others

in adding improvements
to what will always be
the true model of a

Typewriter.
Wyckoff, Seamans &^ Benedict,

327 Broadway, New Yoik.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an
inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been
found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known', al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette place, new york.
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SEO-DARWISISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.
By LESTE.l F. WARD.

Annual address o£ the . resident of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, l?»i. A
historical and critical review of modern scientiac

thought relative to heredity, and especiaUy to the

problem of the transmission of acquired characters.

The following are the several heads involved in the

discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism. Acquired Characters, Theones ot He-

redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Profes -or

Weismann, A Critique of "Weismann, Neo-Darwm-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School, Ap-

plication to the Human Kacc In so far as views

are expressed thev are in the main in Una with the

general current of American thought, and opposed

to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibiUty

<jf acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

POSTAL DICTIONARYT
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information

upon Every Postal Subject which concerns

Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional

Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.

Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150

titles (with complete index of over 400 references),

designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-

ticular topic, under its subject title,

"About as convenient a little book as we have seen

lor some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to

save at least that amount every other day, directly

or indirectly."—CAicaffo Sfaiidard.

"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four

-pages contain a great amount of information, very

well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent

most of the delays and losses in the mails. —Boston
Literary World. , , „

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy man of

affairs ' It will enable him to settle almost at a

glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that

are constantly arising."—JVeuJ York Home Journal

"If aU who use the mails (ijnd who does not?) will

-turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor

of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,

lower mistakes will be possible, and the public wi 1

be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will

commend it to all. and give it what it deserves, a

universal sale."—iloM. Thomas L. James, ex-Fost-

master General.

Price. 1.5 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDBEss N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, Jiew Xorfc.

Wanis.

A 7iy person seeking a position for ivhich he is quali-

fied by kis scientific attainments, or anyperson seeking

some one to fill a position of this character, be it that

of a teacher ofscience, chemist, draughtsman, or what
not. may have the ' Want' inserted under this head
'REE OF COST, if he Satisfies the publisher of the suit-

ible character of his application. A ny person seeking

nformation on any scientific question, the address of

my scientific man, or who can in any way use this col-

umn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the

paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-

ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by
a graduate of a soientiflc institution and a teacher

of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

ANTED—A position at a University as Lecturer

. . on Phvsical Geography or kindred subjects, by
a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address F. A. V., care Science.

w
WANTED a position as professor of geology oi

metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,

New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charming location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five davs a week, in return for her home in

the institution for a year. The ordinary English

branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she

has any accomplishments, as Music, Art, Delsarte

System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette

Place, New York.

N EDUCATOR of mature years and experience

is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal School. Address " UNIVERSITY," care
A^

WANTED—Lyell's Prineinles of Geology, second-

hand copy, 2 vol. ed., D. Appleton & Co. State

condition and price. J. W. FBELEY, Wells Col-

lege, Aurora, N. Y.

ESTERBROOK'S
STEEL PENS.

OB SUPERIOR AND STANDARD QUALITY.

Leading Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 135, 239, 333

For Sale by all Stationers.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN GO.,

Works: Oamden, N.J. '.26 Joliu St., NewVovk.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

D R TTMTO J- B. CRALLE & CO.,

rA I til I Washington, D. C.

ILLUSTR.4TED HAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-
tion. Mention this paper.

MIMCDItIC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
lYIIIilInnLui Foe Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in TJ. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 16c. ; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

A
PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept

a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best

pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired

during the winter. Pirst-olass references. Address
PROF. CATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. T.

ANY OF
Prof. A. MELVILLE BELL'S W

Elocution — Visible .Speech —
Principles of Speech—Faults
of Speech—Phonetics—Line

Writinor — World - English,

etc.
SUPPLIED BY

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, W, Y.

.SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
105^ DISCOUNT.

We -will allo-w the above discount to any

-subscriber to Science -who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N, Y.

Exchanges.

rPreeof charge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( i and ? ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain Uoat, with the skulls, etc., as needed

for mounting ;
collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; colleclion rf works on

descriptive cryptogamic botany— mostly on Fungi; thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette, eight vols. Grcvillea,

four vols. Notarisea: stereopticon cuifit, with attach-

ment for microsC(pic projectirn ; 148 stereopticon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American

and foreign works'and painphlets on Vertebrate Pateon-

tclogy. and series oi Am. Jour. V5r,>„« and other peri-

, dicals containing contnbutmns to Veftebrate Palseon-

tolcgy. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Topeka, Kan.

Botanical specimens for exchange.— Special pains have

been taken to procure good mountable specimens fit for

any herbarium and no other are oaered. E. F-. Bogue,

Orwell, Ohio.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-

scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular cbjecuves, one-

sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.

Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,

Mass.

For Exchange A collector of twelve years experience

has many fine duplicate minerals which he would hke '

-

exchange for others

WORLD-ENGLISH.
2 5 Cents.

ANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

2 5 Cents.

Es - President Andrew D.
White, of Cornell University,

says: "I believe ihat the highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption."

" So set down, our tongue is the best for the world
to unite upon."—.Broo&^yTi Eagle.

'• The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,

and the presentation is charmingly clear."

—

Ameri-
can, Phila.

"The result is a language which cannot fail to
meet with acceptance."—£osfon Traveller.

" World English deserves the careful consideration
of all serious scholars."—iV/orfern Language Notes.

Sent, postpaid, on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

ngto De
Address John Holl, Rollo, Wil

I would hke to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-

ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S. Geol. Sur-

vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those -who offer. J. W.
Freley, Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

OF WHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?

You can find the ans-wer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF

ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of |3.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,

47 tafayette Place, Nctf York

BOOKS: Hoiv to Sell tliein. Send a list,

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Boob
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, Ne-w Tork.

Minerals,

Rocks,
Fossils,

Casts of Fossils,

Geoloi^ical

Relief maps.

Ward'sNaturalScienceEstablishment

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals
and Skins,

Mounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
Models,

Invertebrates
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THE FUTURE OF SYSTEMATIC BOTANY/

The address of Vice-President Coulter was a departure

from the custom of presenting either an interesting bit of re-

search or a summarized view of information concerning some

subject. The speaker invited the attention of the section to

an ancient department of work. The ancient history of

systematic botany is too well known, he said, to need even

brief repetition, but the one desire which runs with increas-

ing force through it all is to reach eventually a natural sys-

tem of classification. At first, from necessity, plants were

simply systematically pigeon- holed for future reference, and
those who could thus dispose of plants were known as "sys-

tematic botanists," an appellation proper enough, but one

unfortunately not having sufficiently outgrown its original

application. The unfortunate result of this early necessity

of so rigidly systematizing facts and thus rendering them
accessible was to mal^e the pigeon-holes as permanent as the

facts they were intended temporarily to contain.

As soon as knowledge justified the attempt, " natural sys-

tems " of classification began to be proposed ; and one natural

arrangement has succeeded another, from that day to this,

until in those of to-day we have presented simply what the

earliest contained, viz., the expression of man's knowledge

of affinity, the difference being a slowly diminishing amount
of artificial padding.

Systematic botany, as formerly understood, has probably

•done all that it could, unaided, in the natural arrangement

of plants. It could indefinitely juggle with sequences and
nomenclature, but this is of secondary importance when the

real purpose of systematic botany is considered. But it was

not left without aid, and a group of new departments was

made possible by the microscope and the unexampled prog-

ress of powers and manipulation. The study of the cell and
of nascent and mature organs, and the recognition of plants

as living things that are the resultant of the interplay of in-

ternal and external forces, have revivified the ancient mummy
called botany, and have made it a living thing, capable of

endless development.

Some one has said that " the highest reach of the human
mind is a natural system of classification." This simply

means that when the results of all departments of botanical

work are well in hand, then the systematists will be in a

position to put on a sure foundation the structure they have
always been planning. The real systematic botany, there-

fore, is to sum up and utilize the results of all other depart-

ments, and its work is well-nigh all in the future. It is

bound to be the last expression of a human thought with

reference to plant life, just as it was the first. The systematic

botany which deals with genetic characters and recognizes

the fact that every plant is a living thing, with a history and
all degrees of consanguinity, and that the final form of every

natural classification must be to approximate to the order of

descent, is in its early infancy.

* Abstract of an address before the Section of Biology of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C., Aug.
19-25, 1891, by John M. Coulter, vice-president of the section.

The position then taken by the speaker was that for the

systematists of to day and of the future there must be three

distinct lines of work, related to each other in natural se-

quence in the order presented, and each turning over its com-

pleted product to the next.

The preliminary phase of systematic botany, the collection

and description of plants, is that which most frequently

stands for the whole in the popular mind. The speaker ex-

plained the disrepute into which it seems to have fallen in

certain scientific quarters by the fact that this popular im-

pression was resented. He spoke of the inspiring nature of

the pursuit after new species, and said that it sometimes be-

came almost a mania, or too attractive to the incompetent.

But even this ancient kind of work sadly needs improvement.

Many things besides the mei-e sporadic collection and record-

ing of species should be included as legitimately belonging

to this line of research. A plant is too often a text without

any context, and is thus robbed of much of its significance.

Nothing seems more unsystematic than field-work in system-

atic botany. All information that can be obtained in the

field concerning species is the province of the collector to

procure and of the taxonomist to record. The speaker pro-

tested against the search for species as for diamonds, as things

solely valuable in themselves apart from their surroundings,

and he urged the conversion of collecting trips into biological

surveys. He expressed great gratitude to the noble army of

self-denying pioneer collectors, but claimed that the time

had now come when the same amount of labor could be ex-

pended to better advantage, and that a race of field-workers

must be trained who shall follow their profession as dis-

tinctly and scientifically as the race of topographers. "In
this centre of public scientific work in which we have met,

devoted to obtaining the largest amount of information in

regard to our material possessions, and with means commen-
surate with the largest plans, it seems an appropriate thing

to urge a thoroughly equipped system of biological surveys.

This subject is not a new one here, and steps have already

been taken to organize some work of this kind, but I desire

to voice the sentiment of this section in commending all that

has been done in this direction, and in urging that the or-

ganization be made more general and extensive."

In reference to the work of description, the speaker read

an unpublished note of Professor Asa Gray, in which that

distinguished botanist lamented the work of those who were

incompetent. The speaker also expressed the opinion that

the exclusive use of gross organs in the description of higher

plants would be given up, and that the more stable, minute

characters would prove valuable aids in studying diagnosis.

A danger in the use of these minute characters was pointed

out, viz., the tendency to use a single set of minute characters

too far, and to make the fabric of a whole group conform to

it. The character of a species is an extremely composite

affair, and it must stand or fall by the sum total of its pecu-

liarities and not by a single one. There is nothing that in-

volves a broader grasp of facts— the use of an inspiration

rather than a rule— than the proper discrimination of spe-

cies.

"I have dwelt thus upon the work of collection and de-
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scription both to magnify it and to indicate that its proper

position is that of a preliminary phase in the study of sys-

tematic botany."

The work of searching for the affinities of great groups is

the crying need of systematic botany to-day. The speaker

called attention to the danger of magnifying the importance

of certain periods or organs in indicating affinities, and

summed up what was said under this head as follows: "I

have thus spoken of the study of life-histories to indicate

that its chief function lies in the field of systematic botany;

to suggest that it take into account development at every

period and of every organ, and so obtain a mass of cumula-

tive evidence for safe generalization, and to urge upon those

not thoroughly equipped great caution in publication."

The speaker spoke of the necessity of constructing a natu-

ral system with easy advance in the knowledge of affinities,

as a convenient summary of information, a sort of mile-post,

to tell of progress and to direct future effort. The concluding

summary was as follows: "The points presented in this con-

sideration of the third phase of systematic botany are that

the last and highest expression of systematic work is the con-

struction of a natural system, based upon the accumulations

of those who collect and describe, and those who study life

histories; that this work involves the completest command of

literature and the highest powers of generalization ; that it is

essential to progress for a natural system to be attempted

with every advance in knowledge, and that all the known

facts of affinity, thus brought within reach, should be ex-

pressed in all systematic literature. In conclusion, I have

but to say that I have attempted to indicate the true relation

which exists among the different phases of systematic botany;

to point out an affinity which there is danger of ignoring, and

to maintain that all these departments of work, looking to the

same end, are equally impoi-tant, equally honorable."

THE FAEMER AND TAXATION.'

Questions of taxation have played a prominent part in the

polity of English-speaking communities for many centuries,

and they have not been without importance in the history

of other civilized countries as well. A history of English

taxation would be in no small part a history of the English

people itself.

It was a quarrel about taxation between the nobles and

King John which led to the granting of the Great Charter,

and thus planted the seeds of modern constitutional govern-

ment. English liberty indeed has been developed chiefly in

connection with disputes about taxation. Charles I. owed

the loss of his throne and of his head largely to his deter-

mination to levy such taxes as he pleased without consulting

the great men of his realm. English obstinacy in regard to

the principle of taxing the colonies led to the American Revo-

lution and the disruption of the British Empire. It was at

bottom a question of taxation which led to the French Revo-

lution, and the turning and overturning of Europe which

has hardly ceased even now. And the history of this cen-

tury on the continent shows how fundamental tax questions

are to the welfare and prosperity of modern nations.

Of late the question has become of even more importance,

and has acquired a very different aspect from that of former

centuries. The disputes about taxation were, down to a re-

cent date, largely of a political nature. They turned, not so

much on the amount of the tax or the manner in which it

1 Address before the Section of Ecouomic Science and Statistics of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, B.C.,

Auk. VJ--2o, 1891, by Edmund J. James, vice-president of the section.

should be levied, as upon the point who should say whether

it should be levied at all or not. The rulers or ruling classes

tried to keep the whole question within their own control,

and those who were opposed to this were trying to get the

right to vote or refuse taxes. Now every civilized country

in western Europe and America vests the right to say what

taxes should be levied, and how they shall be levied, in the

people or their representatives. It is accepted as a definite

principle that the people are the sole source of the authority to

determine what taxes should be levied.

We have indeed always had that principle accepted in this

country, to a greater or less extent, and in all its fulness,

ever since the Revolution. People thought formerly that as

soon as that principle was accepted tax problems would be

solved. But it did not take long to find out how great an

error this notion was. Hardly had the principle been ac-

cepted as a part of the fundamental law of the country when
the representatives of the people found out that they were

only at the verge, so to speak, of the question. The political

side of the problem had been settled to a certain extent, but

that only left room for the economic aspect to appear in

sight, with a vast array of the most difficult questions. It

soon became evident that under the systems of taxation in

existence some people paid more than they ought to, and

some paid less. Some classes were taxed but lightly or not

at all and others very heavily. Then began the fight between

the classes, between those exempted by law and those sub-

jected by law to taxation. This conflict was slowly fought

through, and now in nearly all civilized countries there are

few classes exempted by law from taxation. But it was soon

found that it was not necessary to exempt by law in order

to take advantage of circumstances in such a way as to mate-

rially lighten one's burdens. Then began another struggle

between the various classes as to which could shift the burden

of taxation more completely, under the forms of law, to the

shoulders of the other. The town was arrayed against the

country, the producer against the consumer, the rich against

the poor, the laborer against the capitalist, etc. We are still

in the thick of this fight, and there is no sign of an end to

it. , It is raging in all countries alike. Our tax problems

are not very different in some of their most important features

from the tax problems of England, Prance, and Germany,

and each of these countries can learn something from the

experience, the successes and failures, of the others.

The problem is all the more difficult because, even if all

parties were willing to do exactly the fair thing, we should

still find it difficult to determine exactly what the fair thing

is. Where you cannot obtain common consent as to what is

fair and proper, we need not expect that private individuals

will relax their efforts to get exemptions, and make laws un-

der which they can escape what others may consider their

fair share of taxation.

The matter is destined to become more rather than less

important, and that from several reasons. In the first place

the amount of money to be raised by taxation is destined to

increase pretty steadily, if not very rapidly. This fact, of

course, makes a bad system of taxation become worse with

every increase of the amount. If, for example, we had in

this country to raise only a small sum for public purposes,

say ten million dollars in all, for federal, state, and local

governments, it would not matter much how we r;iised it.

We might have an income tax on all incomes over ten thou-

sand dollars a year, or on all incomes of less than that, or a

uniform tax on lauds irrespective of their value, or even on

polls; and while it might be very unequal, yet the whole
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amount would be so slight that it would not be worth while

complaining about it. Even such a sum as a hundred mil-

lion a year could be raised very easily by almost any system

of taxation. But when you want to raise seven hundred

millions it is a very different matter. A system of taxation

which would yield a small sum becomes absolutely insup-

portable when you attempt to raise a large sum by it.

There are some theorists, it is true, who maintain that all the

revenues necessary for public purposes could be raised easily

by a land tax, or by an income tax, or by an excise tax.

Such people have given little study to the organic nature of

the State. In determining how much of a burden an organic

body can bear, you must consider not only the weight itself

but also its distribution. Take a soldier, for example.

Would you measure the burden which he could carry in the

field by the amount he could drag in the shape of an iron

hall attached to one of his feet, or the amount he could carry

in one hand, or suspended from one finger ? Of course not.

Every one recognizes that a load which would tire a man out

completely in a few hours if placed on one part of the body

can be carried for an indefinite period if only it be properly

distributed. So with taxation. Any single tax presses down
and destroys or tends to destroy some one part of the eco-

nomic body. Increase it and you not only destroy that part

but, by sympathy, the whole body economic. Given a sys-

tem of taxation then, which will yield a certain revenue

easily without injuring any part of the body economic, if

you double the amount to be raised, you will in all proba-

bility make the system absolutely insupportable.

Now this is exactly what we have done in this country.

"We have in essence the same system of taxation which was

in vogue a hundred years ago. Indeed we may say that in

all its most important features it is the same as was adopted

in England in the time of Queen Elizabeth, for our ancestors

brought it with them and adopted it almost without change

when they settled the covmtry. In the mean time our in-

dustry has changed, our agriculture has changed, we have

changed our style of dress. We wear different hats, a better

boot and shoe; we drive a better horse, milk a better cow,

fatten a better hog, have invented a new plough, invented

and utilized the railroad, steamboat, mowing machine, reaper,

self-binder, etc., but we stick to an antiquated system of taxa-

tion which was not very good at the time it was adopted and

has become worse ever since. If we were willing to abolish

the public school system entirely, give up trying to improve

the roads, starve the inmates of our jails and alms-liouses,

tie up our insane to a post until they die of starvation and

neglect, go back to the fourteenth century system of sanita-

tion, abolish universal sufi^rage, and set up a class of nobles

and kings to rule over us, perhaps we could get money
«nough out of the community to serve such public purposes

as would then be necessary by the system of taxation which

we now have. I take it, however, that we are not going to

do any of these things. On the contrary, we propose to have
better schools, better roads, take better care of our poor, be

more reasonable in our treatment of the insane and criminal

classes, establish better conditions of public health, do more
to develop our industries,— in a word, we propose to advance

and not decline in civilization. All this will require more
money than we have now, and a system of public revenue

must be established which will not only enable us to raise

the sums at pi-esent demanded but very mucli larger sums,

and at a less cost of effort.

Think for a moment how enormously the expenditure for

public purposes has increased of late years in all civilized

countries. The ordinary expenditures of the Federal Gov-
ernment for the decade 1791-1800 were about four millions

of dollars. For the decade 1870-1879 it was more than forty

times as much, while tlie population was only about twelve

times as great. In the State of New York the amount raised

by taxation rose from twenty millions in 1861 to fifty millions

in 1870; in Massachusetts, from eight to twenty-two millions

in the same period approximately ; and in Ohio, from eleven

to twenty-two. In the fifteen years from 1860 to 187.5 the

total amount raised by taxation rose in Baltimore by 110 per

cent; in Boston, 241; Brooklyn, .31.3; Chicago, 1445; Cincin-

nati, 377; Detroit, 384; Louisville, 318; Milwaukee, 326;

Newark, 558; New York, 430; Philadelphia, 317, etc. For
fourteen large cities the amount of increase was 363 per cent,

while the population increased only seventy per cent. Now
it is plain that a tax system which might have been at least

bearable in 1860 was in all probability out of all reason in

1875, when nearly four times the revenue had to be raised

by it.

Taking all the cities in Massachusetts, they paid six dollars

per head in taxes in 1861 and over seventeen dollars in 1875.

The city debts had increased from less than eight dollars per

head to over fifty-four per head. Even if we lake the period

after the war, from 1866 to 1876, and take the average of 130

cities in the United States, including therefore the' smaller

ones also, it will be seen that the taxes rose from sixty-four

to one hundred and thirteen million dollars. They have not

declined since, but have all risen at least as rapidly as the

population.

This phenomenon is not by any means confined to our

own country but is quite as noticeable abroad. The expenses

of Vienna rose from thirty-seven to sixty-seven million francs

in the years from 1865 to 1874, Breslau from four to eight,

Florence from nine to twenty-four, Berlin from eighteen to

forty-six. Paris rose from eighty-three to one hundred
and ninety-six million francs in ten years. Thirty-two cities-

of Prussia increased their taxes eighty-three percent in seven

years.

A moment's reflection will convince any of you of the

enormous increase in this burden, even if you did not have

these figures.

You all know that the expense for schools has become
enormously greater than formerly. Every country district

must now have its school taught from five to six months in

the year by a teacher who gets on the average nearly twice

as much as two generations ago. Every little village must
have its system of graded schools, and if it gets a trifle larger,

must have its high school. We are now calling for manual
training in the schools, and we are no longer satisfied with

the horrible accommodations for teacher and pupils which

used to satisfy our fathers. Our poor-houses must be at least

half-way decent places, our jails are vastly improved, etc.

In a word, our expenditures are vastly greater, and conse-

quently the sum of money to be raised by taxation. As a

result the revenue system has broken down, and there are

loud calls for a better one.

Now in deciding upon a system of public revenue, two
things are to be kept in vieiv. We must first of all find out

where the wealth is that we wish to I'each, and second, we
must then adopt the best system we can devise to find and
tax that wealth. There is no use of adopting specific taxes

unless there is something to be taxed.

Now here is just the difficulty in our present condition.

Our tax system does not correspond to our industrial condi-

tions. It was devised in all its essential features over three
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ceniuries ago, and has undergone little change. If we except

the indirect taxes like customs duties, our present system is

based on the idea that the chief wealth of the country is in

its agricultural districts, in its farms, and consequently it is

adapted to reach the main elements in such a condition of

society. But nothing could be further from the truth. It

was so a century ago, but has long ceased to be so.

In 1790 there was no railroad in the country, scarcely any

banks, few trades, little manufacturing, scarce a dozen cor-

porations in the whole country, no very large cities, and

ninety-seven per cent of the people lived in the country.

What wealth there was was in the country— in the farms

and lands and farm products. A system of taxation based on

this fact worked fairly well.

How is it now ? Where is the bulk of the wealth of this

great country of ours ? It is no longer in the country: it is

in the cities, in and around which nearly half the population

is aggregated. It is no longer in agriculture; it is in rail-

roads; it is in gas companies, in street-car lines, in merchan-

dizing and trading,— everywhere but in farming. The earn-

ings of the railroads of the country during the year 1888

were over one thousand millions of dollars. We have no

reports as yet on the earnings of gas companies, electric-light

companies, telephone companies, street-car lines, telegraph

companies, express companies, sleeping car companies, man-
ufacturing corporations, standard oil monopoly, cottonseed

oil trust. They mount up into the hundreds of millions

every year. The profit of trade in the agricultural products

of the country alone amount to more than the total value of

those products only a few decades back. In a word, the

wealth has been steadily flowing away from the farms and
into other forms.

This has come about in two ways: first, by the natural

increase of manufacturing industry and of commerce in an

age of steam and electricity, which would show relative in-

crease of capital invested in those branches; and second, by
the actual fall of late years in all farm values in the old and
settled communities incident to the opening up of new fields,

which are enabled to compete in the world's market by the

cheapening of transportation in railway and steamship ser-

vice. Not only Dakota and Montana compete in London
with the Pennsylvania wheat, but also India, Russia, and

even Africa. There has been a great fall of late in the value

of farm staples in the world's market, which has depressed the

value of farms in all the settled countries,— in England,

France, and Germany, as well as in our Eastern States.

There are no signs that those prices will go up again, at least

in your day and mine.

Africa, South America, India, Russia, and Australia will

be opened up faster than the demand for bread-stuffs will in-

crease, and you may be sure that Europe will not pay as

high prices for our surplus wheat and corn when it can get

cheaper supplies elsewhere. We need expect then no recov-

ery in farm values so far as these depend on the price of

staple commodities.

In examining this question of taxation, then, let us im-

press upon our minds several points: first, that we cannot

hope to get money where it is not, no matter how good our

system may be; second, that the wealth of the country is no
longer in its farms; third, that the present revenue system is

based on that supposition, and that consequently our whole

revenue system must be radically changed to bring it into

harmony with our modern industrial conditions.

No mere tinkering or pottering around with existing taxes

is going to help. We must make up our minds to go to the

root of the matter at once; recognize that if we wish revenue

we must reach the place where it is, and not try to get it

from where it is not.

Before proposing our remedy it is desirable to glance at

our present system and its effect. We have already seen

that it is inadequate to meet the demands we are making and
shall make upon it. It is simply impossible to get adequate-

revenue from it.

There is, however, another reason why our present revenue-

system is unsatisfactory besides the mere reason that it can

not meet the heavier demands upon it, i.e., than its insuffi-

ciency to get the necessary revenue, and that is, that, owing
to the great changes in our industry, it has become grossly

unjust.

We may characterize the system as a whole as the general-

property tax system, iiC., the effort is made to ascertain the

valuation of the entire property belonging to every taxa-

ble, and then to collect a certain per cent of that valuation for

the use of the public. Even if it were possible to ascertain

such value, and collect the tax levied upon it, the system

would be a grossly unequal one, and undesirable from many
points of view. It would tax, for example, the thrifty far-

mer who had acciimulated from his savings a sum sufficient

to purchase a small farm in proportion to his thrift and sav-

ings; while it would let the extravagant lawyer or physiciaa

who makes thousands of dollars every year and lives it all

up, go scot-free of all taxation. All those classes who use

up their income as they go along would escape taxation, while

those who save and invest it in some form of property would

have to bear all the burden of taxation. It would, in a word,

discourage savings and encourage waste. Such a tax makes

no distinction between the people of small property and those

of large means.

The true principle of taxation is not every one in propor-

tion to his property, but every one in proportion to his ability ;

and ability is not measured by possession of property alone,

since a man of large means may better afford to give a larger

sum than a person of small means a small sum. A general-

property tax, moreover, takes no account of whether the prop-

erty is available for purpo.ses of income or not. A person is-

taxed upon what he has, irrespective of the fact whether he

can get anything out of it or not. And so I might go on andi

show how unequal and wasteful such a tax is, .even if it

could be fully assessed and collected ; but the fundamental

objection to it is that it can never be assessed and collected.

To make it even approximately complete you must rely on

the declaration of the taxable that he has given a full and

true list of his property. A portion of this property can, of

course, be seen, such as houses and lands and furniture, im-

plements and tools, pictures, books, pianos, etc. But another

class cannot be seen; such are stocks and bonds, notes, mort-

gages where owned outside of the community, etc., and all

other forms of immaterial rights. It is impossible to assess

these things except upon the personal declaration of the

owner Now everybody who has looked into the matter at

all agrees, I believe, that this cannot be relied upon at all.

All tax commissions which have reported upon this point

say that existing laws do not secure such a return. Taxables

commit perjury by wholesale in such matters, and think

nothing of it. How much of this sort of property escapes

taxation can be seen from examining the tax books and re-

ports of any of our leading American cities. We have, of

course, no adequate statistics of the relative value of person-

alty and real estate for any country or part of a country.

No one, however, estimates the value of the personal prop-
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erty held by the inhabitants of a great city at anything less

than the total value of the real estate, and it is my opinion

that it is much more. According to the report of the tax

commission of the State of New York in 1871, the real estate

assessed in that State for the years 1869-70 was more than

three and one-half times as valuable as all the personal prop-

erty owned by citizens of that State. In the city of Brooklyn

the valuation of real estate was over ten times as much as

that of personal property, Rochester over six times, Buffalo

and Albany over four times as much, In the city of New
York it was nearly two and one-half times as much. One
county in New York reports real estate worth seventy times

as much as all the personal property owned by its citizens.

Massachusetts, which has perhaps the best enforced law of

this kind, does not reach over two thii-ds of the personal

property in the opinion of its tax collectors. Connecticut

misses forty per cent. One may almost say that in the large

cities much the larger half of the personal property escapes

taxation altogether. That means, of course, that the other

forms of property are disproportionately burdened. The

total personal property of the entire State of New York was

returned in 1870 at $434,000,000. Why, there were at that

time in the city of New York alone twenty-five individuals

who together probably possessed that sum. The value of the

steam railroads in that State in that year was $300,000,000.

In a debate in the constitutional convention of 1867, Mr.

Pierrepont of New York said that he could name thirty in-

dividuals in New York City whose combined personal prop-

erty exceeded the whole assessment of the State for that year

by a very large sum. The whole personal property assess-

ment of the city of Brooklyn against private individuals for

the year 1867 was less than ten million dollars. Possibly it

had a single citizen who was worth that amount.

But why multiply examples. They are like sands of the

sea for multitude. Now, under any such a system as this,

those classes who have, comparatively speaking, little per

sonal property are the ones who must bear the burden of

taxation. Who are they ? Speaking generally, the farmer

in the country and the small man in the city; the laborer

who has saved up money to buy him a little house, and

whose whole property is, therefore, open to the assessor; the

farmer who has put all his money into his farm. Who profits

by it ? The man of means who invests his money in rail-

roads, bank stock, gas companies, etc.

The objection which I have been urging against the gen-

eral-property tax which forms the backbone of our system

would apply more or less to the system at all times; but it is

becoming more and more potent as time goes on, owing to

the fact above mentioned that the proportion of wealth in an

immaterial form, such as stocks and bonds, is steadily in-

creasing. I hardly need to dwell upon this point. You all

know how enormously the value of railroads in this country

is increasing. Nearly all of it consists of immaterial or per-

sonal property; or where it consists of real estate, the value

of such real estate cannot be measured by the ordinary

standards, but it possesses a value growing out of the pecu-

liar business of the railroad which is rarely reflected as it

should be in the tax books. The railroad is the most strik-

ing example, but not even is it so important as the aggregate

of similar undertakings in other lines of business. Consider

for a moment the stock of express companies, telegraph com-

panies, telephone companies, gas companies, electric lighting

companies, joint stock banks, manufacturing companies, etc.

Indeed, the marked tendency of capital to-day is to assume

the corporate form, owing, among other things, to the ease

with which it escapes taxation. This is a phenomenon of

comparatively recent date. The corporation first became a

prominent feature of our industrial life, as of that of other

countries, since 1850. There were, of course, many corpora-

tions before that date, and one or two flush periods when
nearly everybody took a hand in them, but they were con-

fined to few departments of industry. After 1850 they grew

rapidly. In Germany, for example, only 54 are known to

have been founded before 1850, while 1,150 have been formed

since that time. In Austria there were in 1857 only 58 in

all, but they had risen to 731 by 1873. England and America

are, however, the classic lands for the development of cor-

porations. In 1844 there were 119 in England, but they had
increased to 2,549 in 1862, and by 1886 over 25,000 had taken

out charters, though many of them had wound up their

affairs, so that only 11,000 were in operation in that year,

with a paid up capital of over three thousand millions of

dollars.

In this country we have accurate statistics only for a few

of the States, and then only in regard to certain formal facts.

In Massachusetts, from 1852 to 1863, anywhere from ten to

fifty companies were formed each year. The next three years

averaged three times as many; then came a long period up
to 1880 in which about seventy-five to one hundred were es-

tablished each year, and since 1880 an enormous number
have been formed, rising to 233 in 1889. The total capital

of these companies aggregated upwards of 8300,000,000. la

the State of Ohio in 1889 over three hundred corporations

for manufacturing purposes were organized, and the average

for the last ten years has been over two hundred. Now all

these things mean, of course, that property of the community
is all the while taking on more and more the personal prop-

erty form, is leaving the country for the city, and that any
general-property tax system is becoming more and more un-

equal owing to impossibility of keeping track of it. With
every passing year, then, our present system is becoming-

more and more untenable, and yet we are not ready to break

with it.

There is still another circumstance which should be con-

sidered in this connection before leaving it. as having a

special relation to the farming classes, and that is the rapidly

changing proportion between town and country population.

It is easier to avoid personal property taxation in the city

than in the country. And thus from this reason also the

burden of taxation becomes more unequal. In 1790 only

three per cent of the population of the United States lived in

cities of 8,0n0 and upwards In 1800 (using round numbers),

four per cent, in 1810 five per cent, 1830 seven, 1840 nine per

cent, 1850 thir:.een, 1860 sixteen, 1870 twenty-one, and in

1880 twenty-three. It is not yet known exactly what the

new census will show in this respect, as the population of all

cities above eight thousand has not been given. But some
figures have been given to show that this tendency has steadily

increased. In 1880 there were twenty four cities in the

United States with 75,000 inhabitants and over, while in 1890

this number had increased to thirty-four, i.e., while ten years

ago about thirteen per cent of the people of the country were

living in cities of 75,000 and over, to-day over sixteen per

cent are to be found in such cities. The increase of these

thirty-four cities, without counting New York, has been

almost forty- five per cent, while the general increase in the

country as a whole has not exceeded twenty-five per cent.

Reports have been also published of forty-two other cities

having a population of 20.000 or over. The increase in the

seventy-six cities over llie population of the same cities in
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1880 was about forty-eight per cent. The census may be

faulty, but I take it that we shall have to admit that growth

of the cities has been much more rapid than that of the

country. This being so, it still further tends to increase the

burdens of those classes who can least easily conceal their

property under a general-property tax system, viz., the far-

mers.

The rapid growth of the cities, in many cases at the ex-

pense of the country, tends, moreover, to leave a continually

increasing burden of expense upon the shoulders of the rural

districts, which tends to overburden the latter still more.

Under our system of taxation, then, the farmer, using that

term for the country districts in general, is at a disadvantage

in several respects. In the first place, as we have seen, our

method of obtaining public revenue by taxation touches

chiefly that form of property which is visible and can not

escape the eye of the tax assesssor or tax collector; while

that which can be hidden, or known only by a general sys-

tem of registry, such as mortgages, bonds, stocks, etc., prac-

tically escapes taxation altogether. Now the farmer has a

larger proportion of his property in this form than any other

class. If he is thrifty he can bay more land, put up abetter

class of buildings, get a better breed of stock, use better ma-

chinery, etc. Every improvement in his condition, in a

word, reflects itself in something visible about the farm, and

thus subjects him to heavier taxation. It is very difPerent

with the inhabitants of the cities. A wealthy man, of course,

occupies as a rule a better house in a dearer neighborhood

than a poor man, and to that extent pays more taxes; but as

his wealth increases, his house does not necessarily grow

better. His scale of living may not increase proportionately.

A millionaire is quite as likely to live on as great a scale as

one who has ten times the property. As a result, the visible

forms of wealth do not increase as rapidly in the case of the

wealthy city man as in the case of the country farmer. More

and more of the property takes the form of mortgages, bank,

railroad, and manufacturing stock, and bonds. All these

things escape the eye of the tax assessor, and to that extent

relatively lighten the burden of the wealthier classes.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND NEWS.

The bacillus of tuberculosis, says Nature, is often to be found

in places lived in by consumptives. Herr Prausnitz has lately

collected the dust in various compartments of trains which often

convey patients from Berlin to Meran, and inoculated a number

of guinea-pigs with it. Two out of five compartments so exam-

ined were found to contain the bacillus; the dust of one rendered

three out of four guinea-pigs tuberculous, that of the other, two.

The animals were killed after ten to twelve weeks, but in no case

was the disease very advanced ; the author supposes the number

of bacilli to have been but small. The facts, however, seem to

point to the necessity of disinfection of such railway carriages,

especially the carpets or mats.

— Under the will of Dr. Fothergill (1831), funds were bequeathed

to the Society of Arts, London, for the offer of medals for subjects,

in the first instance, relating to the prevention of fire. The soci-

ety now offers a gold medal or £30 for the best invention having

for its object the prevention or extinction of fires in theatres or

other places of public amusement. In cases where the invention

is in actual use, reference should be made to places whex-e it could

be inspected. A full description of the invention, accompanied

by such drawings or models as are necessary for its elucidation,

must be sent in on or before the 31st of December, 1891, to the

secretary of the Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, London.

The council reserve the right of withholding the prize, in case there

is nothing, in their opinion, deserving the award, or sufiiciently

complying with the conditions sent in for competition.

— To the usual well-known ways of stimulating muscles to

contraction, viz., electrical, thermal, mechanical, and chemical,

M. DArsonval has recently added that by means of light {Nature,

Aug. 20). He could not, indeed, get any contraction in a fresh

frog-muscle, when he suddenly threw bright light on it in a dark

chamber; but having first in darkness stimulated a muscle with

induction currents too weak to give a visible effect, and then sud-

denly illuminated the muscle with an arc light, the muscle

showed slight tremulation. Not thinking this conclusive, how-

ever, M. DArsonval attached a muscle to the middle of a piece of

skin stretched on a funnel, and connected the tube of the funnel,

by means of a piece of india-rubber tube, with the ear. The mus-

cle being now subjected to intense intermittent light, he heard a

tone corresponding to the period of illumination, and this ceased

when the muscle was killed with heat. Arc light was used, which

was concentrated by a lens and passed through an alum-solution

to stop the heat rays.

— From a recent issue of Nature we learn that M. Raspail has

lately called attention in the Zoological Society of France to the

serious diminution of birds in that country through destruction of

their nests. Some insectivorous species are becoming very rare,

while the ravages x)f parasites on useful plants are extending.

Boys, of course, do a great deal of the mischief; and of the vari-

ous animals which attack nests (the squirrel, the hedgehog, the

dormouse, the magpie, etc.), M. Raspail regards the cat as the

worst offender. On a recently wooded property of about seven

acres he observed last year as follows : Out of thirty-seven nests,

carefully watched, only eight succeeded; twenty-nine were de-

stroyed, fourteen of these by the cat, though effort had been

made to ward off this insatiable marauder. On a large property

in the centre of a village the owner had about eighty cats annu-

ally caught in traps. The place having lately changed hands, the

gardeners estimate that more than one hundred nests were de-

stroyed last year, three-fourths of these by cats. M. Raspail ad-

vocates a rigorous application of the law for protection of insec-

tivorous species, the disqualification of the cat as a domestic

animal, and the giving of prizes to foresters and others for de-

struction of all animals which prey on eggs and young in the

nest.

— Tobacco fermentation, a very essential process, is brought

about by firmly packing ripe tobacco in large quantities. Nature

states that it had been generally supposed that the fermentation

is of purely chemical nature, but Herr Suchsland, of the German
Botanical Society, finds that a fungus is concerned in it. In all

the tobaccos he examined, he found large quantities of fungi,

though of only two or three species. Bacteriaceae were predomi-

nant, but Coccacese also occurred. When they were taken and

increased by pure cultivation, and added to other kinds of to-

bacco, they produced changes of taste and smell which recalled

those of their original nutritive base. In cultivation of tobacco

in Germany it has been sought to get a good quality, chiefly by

ground cultivation and introduction of the best kinds of tobacco.

But it is pointed out that failure of the best success may be due

to the fact that the more active fermenting fungi of the original

country are not brought with the seeds, and the ferments here

cannot give such good results. Experiments made with a view

to improvement on the lines suggested have apparently proved

successful.

— Experiments in various methods of seeding wheat have been

conducted for a series of years at the Ohio Experiment Station,

with the following results : In the average of four years' experi-

ments, wheat covered one inch or less has produced at the rate of

thirty-four bushels per acre, that covered two inches has 4)ro-

duced thirty-five bushels, and that covered three inches thirty-

four bushels. Judging from a smaller number of experiments it

does not seem advisable to sow deeper than three inches. In the

average of six years, wheat sown with the roller-press drill has

yielded about eight per cent more than that sown with the ordi-

nary drill. More or less increase has followed the roller-press in

almost every season, but a single trial has given results unfavora-

ble to the use of the common roller after seeding. Broadcast

wheat has this year yielded about the same as that drilled; but in
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the average of five years the produce from broaicast seed is con-

siderably smaller than from the same quantity of seed drilled.

The results of seven years' experiments point clearly to the latter

part of September or first of October as the most favorable season

for sowing wheat on this farm. A single experiment, made this

year, fails to sliow any advantage in favor of cross drilling over

sowing the same quantity of seed in the ordinary manner. No
larger crop has been produced this year from mixed seed of two
varieties than from pure seed of the same varieties sown sepa-

rately. The land upon which these experiments were made lies

in the valley of the Olentangy, one of the largest branches of the

Scioto. The soil is a yellow loam, part first and part second bot-

tom. It is either naturally underdrained with gravel or artificially

drained with tiles, and its average yield of wheat for thirteen

years has been over twenty-six bushels per acre, on an annual

acreage of about thirty acres.

— The laughing plant is the name of a plant growing in Arabia,

and, according to the Medical Times, is so called by reason of the

effect produced upon those who eat its seeds The plant is of

moderate size, with bright yellow flowers, and soft, velvety seed-

pods, each of which contains two or three seeds resembling black

beans. The natives of the district where the plant growsdry
these seeds and reduce them to powder. A dose of this powder

Tias similar effects to those arising from the inhalation of laughing-

gas. It causes the most sober person to dance, shout, and laugh

with the boisterous excitement of a madman, and to rush about

cutting the most ridiculous capers for about an hour. At the ex-

piration of this time exhaustion sets in, and the excited person

falls asleep, to awake after several hours with no recollection of

his antics.

— The following persons will be the officers of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science for the ensuing year:

President, Professor Joseph Le Conte of the University of Califor-

nia; vice-presidents, Section A, Professor J. H. Eastman, Naval

Observatory, Washington; B, Professor B. F. Thomas, State Uni-

versity, Columbus, O. ; C, Dr. Alfred Springer, Cincinnati; D,

Professor Jolm D. Johnson, Washington University, St. Louis; E,

Professor H. S. Williams of Cornell ; F, Professor S. P. Gage of

Cornell; H, W. H. Holmes of Washington; I, S. Dana Horton,

Pomeroy, Ohio; permanent secretary, F. W. Putnam of Harvard
University; general secretary, Amos W. Butler, Brookville, Ind.

;

secretary of the councils, Professor T. H. Norton, Cincinnati; sec-

retaries of sections: A, Professor W. Upton of Brown University;

B, Professor Brown Ayers, Tulane University, New Orleans; C,

Professor J. L. Howe, Polytechnic Institute, Louisville; D, Pro-

fessor H. Landuth of Vanderbilt University, Tenn. ; E, Professor

E. D. Salisbury, State University, Madison, Wis. ; F, Professor L.

B. D. Halstead, Rutgers College; H, Mr. Colin of Philadelphia; I,

Professor Lester Ward of the Geological Survey, Washington;
treasurer, William Lilly, Mauch Chunk, Penn. ; auditors, Dr. H.
Wheatland, Salem, Mass , and Professor Mehau, Germantown,
Penn. The next meeting of the association will be held in August,

1892, at Rochester, N.Y.

— A meeting was held in Washington, on Aug. 2S, at the

Columbian University, which promises to result in the formation

of one of the most valuable organizations in the country for the

advancement of geological work, and especially of official geologi

cal work. This is an official organization of the directors of the

state and national geological surveys. There were present at the

meeting Maj. J. W. Powell, director of the United States geologi-

cal survey; Professor James Hall, State geologist of New York:
Professor J. M. Safford, State geologist of Tennessee; Professor J.

W. Spencer, State geologist of Georgia; Professor E. A. Smith,

State geologist of Alabama ; Professor J. A. Holmes, State geologist

of North Carolina; Mr. Arthur Winslow, State geologist of Mis-

souri; Mr. E. T. Dumble, State geologist of Tex-as; and Professor

J. Lindalil. State geologist of Illinois. Maj. Powell was elected

chairman of the meeting and Mr. Winslow was elected secretary.

After a few preliminary remarks in explanation of the reasons for

calling the meeting, ]Mr. Winslow read a paper suggesting a plan

of organization and explaining the objects of and the results to be

derived from such an official association. As prominent among

the important objects of the associatton the following may be cited

:

(1) the determination of the proper objects of public geological

work; (2) the improvement of methods; (3; the unification of

methods; (4) the establishment of the proper relative spheres and
functions of national and state surveys; (5) co-operation in works

of common interest, and the prevention of duplication of work;

(6) The elevation of the standard of public geologic work, and the

sustenance of an appreciation of its value; (7) the inauguration of

surveys by States not having such at present, to co-operate with

the other State surveys and with the national survey. As an im-

mediate result of this meeting a committee of six was elected to

consider the matter of organization, with the power to frame a

constitution and by-laws, to be reported to the association at a

time and place to be selected by the committee. This committee

consists of Maj. J. W. Powell, chairman ; Professor E. A. Smith,

Professor J. A. Homes, Dr. J. C. Branner, Mr. Arthur Winslow,

and Professor W. H. Winchell. It is a matter of sincere con-

gratulation that the association, whose organization has been an

oft-mooted question, is now in a fair condition to become an es-

tablished fact. That it will serve as an invaluable agent in secur-'

ing harmony and efficiency in the important public work will be

readily appreciated.

— Snow-drifts are found a serious disturbance of the Russian

railway system. With a view to forecasting such occurrences,

according to Nature, M. Sresnewskij has lately collected informa-

tion about snow-drifts on the Russian lines during 1879-89 (Re}},

fiir Met.). The drifts occur in the northern and eastern govern-

ments, chiefly with south-west wind, but in southern Russia with

north east. In the north greater gradiants are required than in

the south. The maximum of the drifting is in mid-winter, but

there is more in the second half of winter than in the first, that

having more snow. In the course of winter the snow grows in

thickness, so that in March there is more to drift than in Decem-

ber. The marked diminution of drifting in February is due to

the less wind in that month (a fact not yet explained, as the num-
ber of cyclones shows no decrease). Two kinds of drifting are

distinguished; it may be only or chiefiy snow lying on the ground

that is whirled and carried along, or the wind may drive falling

snow. There are most drifts in the months that have least snow-

fall and the smallest number of days of snow. The snow-drifts

in South Russia with north-east wind are chiefly connected with

anticyclones in the central region, or cyclones on the southern

border ; those in the east and north with cyclones in European

Russia. In central Russia they occur with cyclonic winds of va-

rious direction, seldom with anticyclones.

— An investigation (more comprehensive than the previous ones

by Forel, Fritz, and others) of the variations of Alpine glaciers has

been recently made by Herr Richter of the German and Austrian

Alpine Club. To six advances of glaciers, previously known, he

adds three, and his account of the six differs somewhat from pre-

vious ones. The dates of commencement of the nine advances

are 1593, 1630, 167.3, 1712, 1705, 1767, 1814, 183.3, 1873 (?). The
following are some of Richter's conclusions, as given in Nature of

Aug. 20: Glacier advances recur in periods varying between

twenty and forty-five years; on the average of three centuries,

thirty-five years. The advances are not all of equal intensity, nor

alike in their progress. Nor is the intensity in a given advance-

period the same in all glaciers. In the case of some glaciers, a

period is occasionally skipped, the advance or retirement being

very weak, so that the thirty-five years period gives place to one

of seventy years. The glacier variations correspond, in general,

with Briickners climate variations. The glacier advance gener-

ally begins a few years after the moist and co^l period has set in.

There is no good reason to suppose that, in historic time, before

the sixteenth century, the Alpine glaciei'S were smaller than now,
or that variations occurred of a different order and period from
those of the last three hundred years. About 1880 the earth was
passing through a moist and cold perio.i, which should have re-

sulted in a general advance; but the adrance has been but slight

hitherto, and, in the eastern Alps, mostly absent. The cause of

this is not at present clear, but the mild nature of this last cold

period may have something to do vvith it.
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THE SELF-PURIFICATION OF RIVERS.'

We have evidently placed too much confidence in the innate

power of rivers to throw ofiE the evil effects of pollution by sewage,

which power we now see is largely imaginary. On the other

hand, we find, it we may believe the authorities, some coaifort in

the fact that the bogy of the present day, the microbe, has not

that miraculous vitality which popular belief has attributed to it,

and is even to be disposed of by so commonplace a matter as sedi-

mentation. Dr. Frankland in the course of his paper refers more

than once to the remarkable powers of self-purification of the

Thames. Tliat our metropolitan river must practise this virtue to

a prominent degree is manifest from the cruel ill-usage to which

we subject it ; but we gather that the author referred chiefly to

the up-country reaches. Below bridge, especially in the neigh-

borhood of Barking and Erith reaches, no self-purification could

compensate for the filthy flood that is daily discharged at Cross-

ness. There have been reports of various highly paid experts

from time to time, the reading of which would lead one to sup-

pose that there was nothing, or little, to be desired in regard to

the state of the water in this region. But those who live near the

banks, or whose duty takes them down the river, know how mis-

leading these reports are. At low water especially, the banks are

formed by reeking flats of sewage deposit, and when a steamer

passes along and churns up the filthy sediment the stench is of a

most sickening description.

To return, however, to Dr. Frankland's paper, which says noth-

ing about the unsavory reaches below bridge, the author com-

mences by saying that the subject of the self-purification of rivers

admits of being considered from two perfectly distinct points of

view, viz,, from the chemical and from the biological aspects.

Until recently the subject has only been discussed from the chem-

cal point of view. The firm conviction possessed by many that

rivers undergo spontaneous purification in the course of their

flow is generally based upon personal observatidhs made upon

streams in which the process appears to be going on in such a

striking manner that no analytical evidence is required. All en-

gineers are acquainted with streaois which are visibly polluted at

one spot, and apparently pure a few miles lower down. When
such cases are further submitted to analytical tests, the latter, of

course, fully confirm the previous ocular impressions. In fact,

such disappearance of organic matter does take place, but when
these cases of supposed self-purification are carefully investigated,

it becomes very doubtful whether the phenomenon is due to any-

' Abstract of a paper by Dr. Frankland, read before the Health Congress,

London, Aug, 17 (reported in Engineering),

thing beyond dilution and sedimentation. The careful experi-

ments which have been made to test this point are by no means
numerous, A series of investigations was made by the Rivers
Pollution Commissioners of 1868 to test the point, both as regards-

highly polluted streams and comparatively pure ones, but in both
cases their results were of a negative character, and pointed to no-

real purifications, i,e. , destruction of organic matter, although
there was distinct evidence of considerable improvement in the-

quality of the water through sedimentation.

Some years ago Dr. Frankland undertook a series of experi-

ments to further test this point in connection with the Thames,
which has always been regarded by some as a river possessed

of most remarkable self-purifying power, and which un-
doubtedly often does reach London after a long flow through
a cultivated and fairly populated district in a surprisingly pure
state. The experiments in,question consisted in taking samples of
the water flowing in the river at difl^erent points on the same day,

with a view to establishing whether on the whole the chemical
quality of the water was improved or deteriorated during the

course of its long flow. Thus, on one day, samples were taken at

Oxford, Reading, Windsor, and Hampton; on another day at

Chertsey and at Hampton; and on three difl'erent occasions sam-

ples were collected both at Windsor and at Hampton on the same
day. The results of analysis of these various samples are recorded

in a table accompanying the paper. They clearly indicate that,

the chemical quality of the water undergoes slight but almost con-

tinuous deterioration in flowing from Oxford to Hampton. This-

deterioration is in spite of a very large Increase in the volume of

the water, a large proportion of which gains access to the river

from springs in the chalk, and is of the very highest purity. Thus,

Mr, Thornhill Harrison, C,E,, has determined that the total in

crease in volume in the Thames between Maidenhead and Thames
DItton was (exclusive of the Colne, Wey, and Mole) in April, 1884,

249,500,000 gallons per day; on July 8, 1883, 49,000,000 gallons^

July 23 to 26, 131,000,000; November, 1890, 45,000,000,

After quoting several columns of figures contained in tables,

unfortunately too voluminous for us to reproduce, the author goes

on to point out that by their study and that of the most recent in-

vestigations, we are led to the inevitable conclusion that sedimen-

tation is the main cause of any self- purification in river water. Of
any oxidation of dissolved organic matter there is still no reliable

evidence, although of course dilution, which frequently takes place-

on the largest scale, as in the case of the Thames, without being,

suspected until made the subject of a most careful scrutiny, will

produce a superficial appearance of such a result. This removal

of microbes by sedimentation during the flow of a river is unques-

tionably of great hygienic importance, and of much greater

hygienic importance than the alleged oxidation of dissolved or-

ganic matter, which in itself can have no power of communicating:

zymotic disease. It is, however, a process which cannot be reliedi

upon as furnishing any guarantee that harmful microbes, turned

into a stream at a given point, will no longer be present in the

water at any point lower down. From the numerous experiments

which have been made on the vitality of pathogenic microbes in

water, there can be no doubt that many forms which might have

subsided, would remain alive for long periods of time, and be car-

ried down uninjured when the river was next in flood. Dr.

Frankland concludes his paper by saying that we must not allow

sedimentation of microbes to cause us to relax our protective

measures to e-xclude contamination from our streams, but on the

contrary, bacteriological research clearly indicates, on the one

hand, the value and importance of purifying by the very best

available means all dangerous liquids, such as sewage, before ad-

mission into rivers; and, on the other hand, to submit the water

drawn from streams for town supply to the most careful subsidence

and filtration through sand before delivery.

The Summer School of Ethics and Sociology at Plymouth,

Mass., the first session of which has just been held, is described in

a brief illustrated article in the Review of Reviews for September.

The article is illustrated with portraits of Professor Felix Adler of

New York, Professor Toy of Harvard, and Professor Henry C.

Adams of Ann Arbor,
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A Suggestion to Rain-Makers.

While these interesting and expensive attempts to produce rain

by explosions are being carried out, it should be of special interest

to science to ascertain what would be theii- effect when the general

conditions of the atmosphere are favorable for rainfall. The pro-

moters of these experiments show certainly great faith in their

theory by selecting tbe worst imaginable conditions of the arid

west for their playing ground ; and though faith is an excellent

thing, which is said to be even capable of moving mountains, and
though Moses, when he was brimful of faith, produced water by
striking a rock in the desert, still I am afraid these experiments

may have taxed their theory too heavily by venturing to produce

rain under the dry conditions generally prevailing in Texas.

Among the absolutely necessary conditions for rainfall is this,

that the surface-air should not be dry; and whatever the effect of

explosions may be at a liigher level, the rain-drops cannot reach

the ground by passing through dry surface-air, and it is not con-

ceivable how explosions could suddenly change the dry surface-air

into moist or saturated air.

But while these expensive experiments are being gone through,

it might be of special interest to ascertain what would be the effect

of explosions during a natural rain, or immediately after a natu-

ral rain has ceased; and I venture to predict that in the first case

the concussion might give a sudden impetus to the downpour, and
in the latter case likely produce an after-shower of short duration

;

and these results would be confirmatory of some experiments

whereby I have ascertained that condensation is procurable by
compression of saturated air.

A flash of lightning has often been observed to be followed by a
sudden increase of downpour in its immediate neighborhood, and
although this is likely due to electrical rather than mechanical

causes, still I feel confident that a compression-wave passing

through saturated air would result in similar effects ; and whether
this is actually the fact ought therefore to be ascertained while the

means of doing so are at hand and while the general interest is

awakened on the subject,— if I may venture to make this sugges-

tion. Franz A. Velschow.
Brooklyn, Aug. 31.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

A Treatise upon Wire, its Manufacture and Uses. By J. Buck-
NALL SsnTH. New York, Wiley. 4°. $3.

So far as we know, there is no other treatise upon wire which
covers so much of the history and uses of the material as the one
before us. The manufacture of gold wire dates back at least to

1700 B.C. The present method of drawing wire has been practised

certainly in the fourteenth century in some portions of Germany.
From these early beginnings our author traces the history of wire

and its uses. It was not till 1565 that machine-drawn wire of

home make was available in England for the making of hair-pins

for Queen Elizabeth; but by 1630 the home industry had grown
to such importance as to lead to the total prohibition, by Charles

I., of the importation into England of foreign wire.

The uses of wire are, of course, many, and to each our author
gives attention in turn. There are the electrical applications,

which call for consideration of the tensile strength of the material

and its conductivity; there are its uses in netting, gauze, cloth,

and cards; there are the pin-making industry and the manufac-
ture of needles; the making of umbrella and spectacle frames, of

springs, cycle spokes, nails, and music strings, each of which
makes it necessary to produce a wire having properties which
shall suit it to the special use. The first chapter treats of iron

and steel wire, the latter of which has been brought to a high

degree of tensile strength, with the resulting possibility of cable-

roads and improved means of transportation on wire-rope rail-

ways.

The second chapter is devoted to copper, bronze, brass, plati-

num, and gold wire. This leads to the consideration of very fine-

wires and the question of measurement and gauging, to which-

last subject the third chapter is given up. The fourth chapter, on
electrical conductors, closes the first section of the book, which is

more especially on the manufacture of wire.

The second section of the book covers the application of wire in-

ropes, netting, woven fabrics, fencing materials, staples, nails, etc
The number of illustrations is large and of a character to greatly

increase the value of the book.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

At the beginning of October an inci'ease of 33J per cent will

be made in the amount of reading-matter printed in the New
York Critic.

— "An introduction to the Study of Petrology : the Igneous^

Rocks," by Frederick H. Hatch, has recently been published by
Macmillan. This is a descriptive work of small size. The author
does not give any attention to the methods of examining rock

sections, etc., but aims to describe the mineral constituents and
internal structures of the igneous rocks, their mode of occurrence,,

and their origin.

— John Wiley & Sons, New York, have issued a third edition,

of Ludlow's " Elements of Trigonometry." The author is Lieut.

Henry H. Ludlow, U.S.A., who had the co-operation of Edgar
W. Bass, professor of mathematics at West Point. The require-

ments of the United States Military Academy determined the ex-

tent and detail of treatment. The book contains both plane and
spherical trigonometry, and tables of logarithms of numbers and
the trigonometric functions.

— Messrs. Longmans, Green. & Co. brought out not long ago a.

book by W. Hewitt, science demonstrator for the Liverpool school

board, entitled '' Elementary Science Lessons," which aims to carry

instruction in science into lower grades of school work than any
thing we remember to have seen. The first experiments are made
with a sheet of window-glass, a burning candle, and a glass bottle

or tumbler, which pieces of apparatus are made to serve many a
useful purpose in bringing home physical truths to the infant minds
during the course laid out by the author. Yet we often question

the wisdom of teaching'a child in the class that glass is smooth.

— The American Academy of Political and Social Science has
recently published a monograph on "Recent Constitution Making
in the United States," by Francis Newton Thorpe, Professor of

Constitutional History in the University of Pennsylvania. The-

paper is a review of the work accomplished by the Constitutional

Conventions of North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, and Wash-
ington. The academy has also recently published a paper on the

development of economic science in Italy, by Achille Loria, wha
is Professor of Political Economy and Statistics in the University

of Siena.

— The Rural Publishing Company, New York, has recently

bi'ought out " The Nursery Book," which is a guide to the multi-

plication and pollination of plants. The author is Professor L. H,
Bailey of the Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station at Ithaca^

N.Y. A nursery is, by Americans at any rate, understood to

mean a place where woody plants only are cultivated; but our

author designates by the word an establishment for the propaga-

tion of all plants. The book aims to give an account of the

methods commonly employed in the propagation and crossing of

plants; of the ultimate results and infiuences of these methods na
account is taken. The free use of competent criticism by experi-

enced propagators was resorted to by the author while writing the

book, and it is believed that all the methods described have met
with approval in this country. More than half the volume is oc-

cupied by a " nursery list," which is descriptive, and covers aU
the plants ordinarily grown by horticulturists in this country for

food or ornament.

— "The Physical Diagnosis of the Diseases of the Heart and
Lungs, and Thoracic Aneurism," by D. M. Cammann. M.D., has

recently been published by G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

This book is tlie result of notes thrown together for use in teach-
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ing. While it is intended as a text-book on the physical diagnosis

of diseases of the heart and lungs, the author has confessedly

given prominence in this book to some questions which especially

interested him. The author's modification of the Cammann stetho-

scope and the binaural hydrophone are carefully described. The
averages of the measurements of the heart by auscultatory per-

cussion are from tables made by the author's father, the late Dr.

G. P. Cammann, and have heretofore been published only in part.

— D. Appleton & Co. will publish shortly a revised edition of

Professor Joseph Le Conte's "Evolution and Its Relation to Re-

ligious Thought." First issued about three years ago, this work
has already had four editions, and has proved to be one of the

most satisfactory of the many discussions tending to establish the

consistency of fundamental religious beliefs with the known laws

of development. Three new chapters are incorporated, one of them
relating to matters upon which the author states his mind was
not fully clear when the book was first written, and he has been
" willing to wait and let the leaven work."

— " First Lessons in Arithmetic," of Appletons' Standard Arith-

metics, by Andrew J. Rickoff, A.M., LL.D., has just been issued

by the American Book Company. In the first steps all the exer-

cises and problems given involve numbers not greater than ten, a

modification of the Grube method being employed. Illustrations

and diagrams are introduced with a view of making the first

steps concrete with every number studied. Part II. deals with

units and tens, and here the method, so far as applicable, is the

same as that pursued with the digits ; and so on. In all parts of

the book a proper balance is maintained between two much ex-

planation and too little. A large number and variety of exercises

and appropriate problems are provided, and needed explanations

and illustrations are given.

— Sevei-al new leaflets have just been added to the general

series of "Old South Leaflets," issued by the directors of the Old

South studies in history, and furnished by D. C. Heath & Co.,

Boston. All of them are connected with the English Puritan pe-

riod, and are of value in the study of the development of our own
political liberty and of our political system. They include the

"Petition of Right," presented by Parliament to King Charles in

16i8; the " Gi^and Remonstrance;" the "Solemn League and
Covenant," which gave the name of "Covenanters" to the Scot-

tish Protestants; the "Agreement of the People;" the "Instru-

ment of Government," under which Cromwell began his govern-

ment; and " Cromwell's First Speech to his Parliament." These
•" Old South Leaflets," furnishing these famous original docu-

ments, heretofore almost inaccessible to the mass of the people,

for the few cents covei-ing their cost, are invaluable. There are

now neai'ly thirty in this general series.

— "The Modern Antipyretics: their Action in Health and Dis-

ease," by Isaac Ott, M.D., has recently been published by E. D.

"Vogel, Easton, Pa. The process of fever is more studied of late

than ever, and the number of antipyretics has been considerably

increased. The maintenance of a constant temperature in the

human body is due to the rate of loss of heat being equal to that

at which it is generated. The ordinary theory is that in the case

of fevers the rate of generation of heat is increased. While this

is primarily true, i.e., the fever state is set up by an increase of

the rate of heat generation, it is now maintained by a respectable

minority that fever is not due to a fire which is kept up by an
unduly rapid oxidation of the constituents of the body, but that

the increase in temperature is due to a disturbed condition of the

means of the dissipation at the surface of the body of the heat

generated within. Dr. Ott attacks the two free use of most anti-

pyretics, and recommends the application of such means as will

allow the internal heat to escape, as it were.

— Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have commenced the publication of

a " Dictionary of Political Economy," which bids fair to be a

work of real importance. The first part, containing 138 pages,

extends as far as the word "bede," the volume being an octavo

with two columns on a page. The editor is Mr. R. H. Inglis Pal-

grave, and the writers in this first part comprise a large number
of the best qualiBed men in England and Scotland, with several

in America and continental Europe. The articles are intended to

cover not only every important topic in economic science, but also

many legal and political subjects which it is necessary for econo-

mists to know about. Brief biographies of economic writers are

given, with some notice even of men like Aquinas, who have

treated economics only incidentally. The topic accorded most

space in this part is banking; but almost every subject having an

economic bearing is dealt with at greater or less length. Judging
by this number alone, we should say that the theoretical topics

were in danger of being insufHciently treated ; but this may be

remedied in future numbers. The work is to be completed in

twelve or fourteen parts,, issued at intervals of about three months,

at one dollar each.

— Messrs. S. C. Griggs & Co. announce for early publication

" A Study of Greek Philosophy," by Ellen M. Mitchell, with an

introduction by W. R. Alger. The author endeavors to explain

what is meant by philosophy, discussing the character and source

of the Greek philosophy, showing whence came the beginnings of

Greek religion and culture. The earlier schools of thought, in-

cluding the Pythagorean, the Eleatic, the Atomistic, and others

leading up to the school of the Sophists, receive critical treacHient,

short biographical sketches of their principal exponents being

given. The chapters on Socrates and the Socratic philosophy are

unusually full, the life, character, and fate of the great philosopher

being told ; and Platonic and Aristotelean philosophies are ex-

plained.

— Messrs. William Blackwood & Sons have published a pam-
phlet by Professor James Seth on "Freedom as Ethical Postulate,"

which may interest some of our metaphysical readers. The writer

by no means agrees with thinkers like Professor Paulsen that the

question of free will belongs to the region of metaphysical an-

tiquities: on the contrary, he holds that its solution is necessary

to the establishment of a true moral philosophy. He rejects the

theory of determinism, and also that of Kant, with its distinction of

noumenon and phenomenon, though he agrees with Kant in think-

ing that our moral consciousness gives us immediate evidence of

freedom. The question, then, ishow to reconcile this consciousness

of freedom and responsibility with the law of causation; but in

attempting this task we cannot think that Professor Seth is much
more successful than other thinkers who had preceded him. His

essay, however, contains some useful hints, and sets forth the

present state of the problem very clearly in a small space.

— The Century Magazine will celebrate the 400th anniversai-y

of the discovery of America by publishing a " Life of Columbus "

written especially for that magazine by Emilio Castelar, the Span-

ish orator, statesman, and author. The work is written in Spanish,

and will be carefully translated. Senor Castelar, whose interest

in and admiration for America are well known, has made a care-

ful study of the new historical material bearing upon the subject,

and it is ."aid that his papers will be very richly illustrated. Other

articles dealing with the discovery of America are in course

of preparation for the magazine. In view of the present time-

liness of the subject, the same magazine has arranged to print

during the coming year an important series of articles on the gen-

eral subject of agriculture and the Government's relation to the

farmer. Among the topics to be treated are "Agricultural Possi-

bilities of the United States," " The Farmer's Discontent," " What
the Government is doing for the Farmer," etc. Mr. J. R. Dodge,

statistician of the Agricultural Department, Mr. A. W. Harris, of

the same department. Professor Brewer of Yale, and others, are

among the writers.

— "Optical Projection," by Lewis Wright, was recently pub-

lished by Longmans, Green, & Co., New York. The author is

well known by his excellent treatise on "Light." When a boy

Mr. Wright was presented with a projecting lantern of considera-

ble pretensions, a circumstance which resulted in optical projec-

tion being a hobby with him for most of the time since. Slides

were formerly all that could be used, but as time went on our

author found pleasure in projecting on the screen the progress of

actual experiments. The beautiful phenomena of polarized light

also interested him, and the making of them more spectacularly

imposing had due attention. The author was intimately asso-
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ciated with one of the leading opticians of London, and having

every facility and a great love for the work, has added much to

this fascinating method of making lectures attractive. It should

be stated that the experiments are most of them physical or

chemical.

— Under the auspices of the Boston Society of Natural History,

there has been issued a series of " Guides for Science Teaching."

No. VIII., entitled "Insecta," is by Alplieus Hyatt and J. M.

Arms. This guide is intended to be a series of replies to ques-

tions which have arisen in the minds of its authors while teach-

ing. The book is well illustrated, and may prove useful to those

for whom it is intended, — teachers and not students. There is

something confusing about the arrangement of the book, even

repelling, but that conscientious work was put into its compiling

no One can doubt. The publishers are Heath & Co., Boston.

— "Telephones: their Construction and Fitting," by F. C. All-

sop, just published by E. & F. N. Spon, New York, is a thor-

oughly practical book. It has to do with wires, magnets, and the

various parts of microphones and telephones, so that he that reads

may put the parts of a telephone line together properly, and may
find the cause of and remedy the various faults which so often

occur. The book is especially intended for the use of such per-

sons as wish to go into the construction of private telephone lines.

— The introduction into the high schools of a more careful

study of physics, in consequence of the advancing requirements of

the college entrance examinations and the increasing importance

of this branch of science, has led to the writing of a number of

modern text-books, among which those by Dr. Alfred P. Gage are

favorably known. The " Physical Laboratory Manual and Note

Book" (Boston, Ginn & Co.) aims to give just those details which
the pupil should observe, unencumbered so far as .possible with

matter pertaining only to the construction of the apparatus. The
book is not a guide to the construction of apparatus, which sub-

ject is treated in " Physical Technics" by the same author.

— F. A. Davis, Philadelphia, has published a second edition of

the "Text-book of Hygiene," by George H. Robe, M.D. Dr.

Rohe is connected with the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Baltimore, and is well known among scientific men. Air and
water naturally come in for first consideration in this book. Un-
der air is considered not solely the effect of any impurities that

may be contained in it, but al?o what influences, good or bad, are

involved in changes of the atmospheric pressure, temperature, and
humidity. In this connection the author is able to show the

worthlessness of a superstition of surgeons that it is best to per-

form operations when the barometer is rising. The diagrams
showing the variability of the fatality of certain diseases with the

season are especially interesting. The moderation of the author

throughout is pleasing, and is likely to lead to his book having

even greater influence iu the future than in the past. After air

and water, foods are discussed. The use of alcoholic beverages

our author discourages, though he appreciates their use imder

some circumstances, and is sufficiently scientific to comprehend
the facts so far as known. Alcohol is a true resplratoi-y food, not

that it contributes nutritive material to the body, but it saves that

which is stored up for otiier uses, by furnishing easily oxidizable

material for carrying on the respiratory process and supplying

animal heat. Chapters are devoted to the soil, sewerage, and the

construction of habitations respectively, at lea--t in the last case

so far as any thing about them has an efiect on the physical well-

being of their inmates. The school-house is next considered, and
due attention is paid to the effect on the health of school children

of the air they breathe, the light they read by, and the positions

they assume at their desks. The soldier's health, that of the pris-

oner and the factory operative, each have consideration. The
maintenance of good health through indulging in due exercise

and in cleanly habits, and the use of vi'ell ordered clothing, are

subjects treated before our author touches on the disposal of the

dead and the modern theories of contagion and infection. There

are chapters on naval hygiene, by Medical Director Albert L.

Gihon, U. S. N., and on "quarantine, by Surgeon Walter Wyman,
U. S. M.-H. S,.

— The closing volume (HI.) of the fourth edition of Chambers's
" Handbook of Descriptive and Practical Astronomy," which has
been issued during the past year or two by the Clarenden Press
(New York, Macmillan), is on " The Starry Heavens." It might,
perhaps, be said that the whole work is on the starry heavens, but
while the other volumes are devoted to the mea7is and methods
of astronomical work, this volume describes what can be seen in

the heavens, in contradistinction to how to see it. Perhaps the pole-

star is that most familiar to most persons, at least the one to which
more persons can give a name than to any other; so starting from
this the author passes on to tell how the pole-star has not always
been the same, and of its possible recognition by the ancient
Egyptians. The classification of stars according to magnitude is

described, the results of determinations of stellar parallax, and the

consequent distances of a few fixed stars, the modes of designating
stars, their proper motion, and the distribation of stars in space,

are among the subjects treated in the early part of the volume.
Several chapters are devoted to multiple and variable stars and to-

clusters and nebulse, giving in each case some account of their dis-

covery and of the problems to which their existence has given rise.

The Milky Way and the constellations are treated in two chapters.

The main portion of the book is taken up with the valuable cata-

logues of stars which make it so useful to all astronomers, and, since

their needs have been specially considered, to the many amateur
astronomers, possessors of telescopes of low power. Additional ob-

jects have been described as types in connection with the chapters
on clusters and nebulae. Most important new features are the
photometric catalogue of naked eye stars and the descriptions of
ways of finding the constellations during the different months of
the year.

— The Political Science Quarterly for September is equally strong
on the American and the foreign side. Frederic Bancroft of the
United States State Department describes "The Pinal Attempts
at Compromise" during the winter of 1860-81. He shows that
none of the proposed solutions of the slavery question could possi-

bly satisfy even the more moderate representatives of both sections,

and that none of the proposed compromises could have settled the

'

question between the free and the slave States. Thomas L. Greene
discusses "Railroad Stock-Watering" and railroad rates. He
maintains that high dividends are not usually associated with high
rates, and that the increase of the capital stock of a railroad is no
sufficient ground for governmental interference to reduce rates.

He distinguishes between innocent stock-watering, which seeks to

bring railroad capitalization into accord v^ith the laws of finance,

and that which is not innocent. The latter, he thinks, can best

be checked by enforced publicity, as is done in New York. Pro-
fessor F. J. Goodnow of Columbia College traces the development
of " The Writ of Certiorari " in England and the United States.

He shows how the province of the writ has been modified and its

application extended until it has become the chief means of pro-

tecting private rights against the arbitrary action of administrative

authorities, the ordinary courts assuming that control over the
administration which on the continent of Europe is vested in spe-

cial tribunals. Three articles deal with foreign questions. Pro-
fessor Richard Hudson of the University of Michigan takes " The
Formation of the North German Confederation " as the text for an
acute and su,ggestive criticism of all the legal theories regarding

the federal state. He demonstrates that the formation of such a
state is not susceptible of juristic explanation. Professor Ugo
Rabbeno of Bologna, one of the best of Italy's younger economists,

gives an extended resume of " The Present Condition of Political

Economy in Italy." This article contains a mass of information
not elsewhere accessible, and will therefore be invaluable to all

students of economic science. Finally Professor W. J. Ashley of

Toronto University, Canada, subjects Gen. Booth's scheme for the

social regeneration of England through Salvation Army " colonies "

to a destructive scientific criticism. The " Reviews" and " Book
Notes " contain about forty titles.

—John R. Spears, the author of a recent article on the devastating

sand-waves at Gapes Henlopen and Hatteras, has made a rejiula-

tion as a traveller in out-of-the-way places. An article by Mr.
Spears on " Odd American Homes'' in the September number of
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8cribner's Magazine is the result of extended observation, especially

in the West and South-west, where Mr. Spears made a journey at

the time of the Oklahoma boomer excitement. It is illustrated

from photographs made by the auther of some very unique frontier

dwellings. There has been a great deal of discussion during late

years in regard to shortening college courses, and higher univer-

sity work. Professor Josiah Royce of Harvard, in an article in

the same number on "Present Ideals of American University

Xiife," makes a plea for the raising rather than lowering of the

university standard, and sets forth the past and present college

methods, showing the lines on which he thinks the great American

university of the future should work. In the same issue of the

-magazine Mr. James Ricalton, writing of the wonderful old ruins

of monuments and shrines at Anuradhapura, the City of the Sacred

Bo-Tree in Ceylon, says :
" From the days of the mound builders

down to the Eiffel tower, man has shown himself to be a monu-
ment-erecting being; the Christians have their cathedrals, the

Mohammedans have their mosques, and the Buddhists have their

shrine-tombs, designated differently in different countries as

pagoda, tope, and dagoba. The pagodas of China are entirely

dissimilar to those of Burmah, and the dagobas of Ceylon are quite

unlike those in either country; yet all serve the one purpose of

relic sepulture. They are not altogether a thing of the past ; they

are still erected near the temples; but those of modern construc-

tion are small and unimportant when compared with those that

have withstood biennial monsoons for two thousand years; even
their half-buried ruins are stupendous."

— It will be remembered that the edition of "Catalogue of
Minerals and Synonyms," by Thomas Egleston, Ph.D., which
was originally published by the government, was soon exhausted,
and that a new edition was promised by John Wiley & Sons, New
York, some months since if sufficient subscriptions should be re-

ceived to justify the expense. This new edition is now received.

This catalogue was commenced in 1867 for use in arranging the

collections of the School of Mines of Columbia College, but the
press of other duties caused such delays that practically a new-

catalogue was begun and finished twenty years iater ; and it is

this that is given to the public. The need of a collection of syno-
nyms has been shown by the quick way in which the government
edition was seized upon, and we doubt not the New York pub-
lishers will be duly rewarded for bringing out this new edition

($3.50).

— In Stewart's '.'Plane and Solid Geometry," just published by
the American Book Company, there are several features worthy
of notice. One prominent feature is the close adherence to the

principle of association, each book treating of only one subject,

and each section of one subdivision of the subject. Another good
feature is the system of so grading the exercises and presenting

them in such order that their successive solution should tend to
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ouse a constant growth in the power of thought, analytic and

synthetic. It may be noted also that a definite plan is followed

with respect to diagrams: lines mentioned in the statement, for

instance, are solid, unless planes intervene; while all additional

lines, mentioned in the construction, are dotted, the more impor-

tant lines being heavier than those of lesser importance. More-

over, the diagrams and their demonstrations, throughout the vol-

ume, are invariably so placed that they may both he seen without

turning a leaf — either on the same or on facing pages.

— A third edition has recently appeared of Frazer's ''Tables for

the Determination of Minerals." This book is based, as is well

known to many Science readers, on one by Weisbach, which was

first published in 18C6. The purpose is to aid the student in de-

termining minerals by their physical properties as distinguished

from the chemical reactions which they give. That it is possible

so to arrange tables that it shall be in the main possible, by their

use, for the student to determine a mineral from its color, lustre,

streak, hardness, crystalline form, and cleavage, has been shown
by the reception which this book has had through its various

editions. Many know how much that was antiquated in chemical

science has clung to the text books of mineralogy, and it was one

of Dr. Frazer's aims in the production of this new edition of his

"Tables" to eliminate all of this old and substitute formulas, etc.,

more in accordance with the present state of chemical science.

The book is well known, so it seems unnecessary to commend it to

our readers more than by saying that this edition is to a great

exlent quite new (Philadelphia, Lippincott).

— The American Book Company has published •' The Principles

of Agriculture for Common Schools," by .J. O. Winslow. This is

quite a departure from the usual run of school books, and will in-

terest many who wish to see the elements of science taught in the

schools. The book is not limited to what would usually be called

agricultural science, but contains snatches from all branches of

science which have a bearing on agriculture.
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grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a stroug stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.

" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in oui' mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. " The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13",' 184 pp., SI. 50.

BEADY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFHET W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40o.

"The Inestimable importance of the subject, tbe
eminence of the author, and the novelty of his worky
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commenci
Dr. Hambleton's boolilet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boxtnn Daily Advertiser.

'• The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read'
and digested."—PAarmacewfica/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Ksq. li°. 20 ceata.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

l^eiv York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. p. cox. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."

—

Christian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—St Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cos reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
" It Is of estreme interest"—ilfedicai Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."-ijidiana Medica

Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science J^lervs.

"All Interested in biological questions will find
the book fascinating."-P/iarmaceitficaZ Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CTFUS THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An iUustiation of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question, ' Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "

—

New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—JV. Y. Sun.
"An interesting paper."—CTmsfaow Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."- Bos-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Bostore
Berald.
" 'The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province cf meteorology, in which science, the
author. Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTKOW. 12°. 60c.
" All sludents of psychology will And the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opimon.
"A useful work -for psychologists-as well as the

general reader— by setting lorih in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

Tile Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Makt Tavlok BISSEII,. 12°. rScent.".
" A sensible hraOmxe.^'—Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—PtjWic Opinion.
"The advice and excellent Information which it

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Aledical and Surgicctl Journal
" Practical and simply -WTmeii."—Springfield Se-

puhlican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."—St

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

\ D. a HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A Great Catalogue
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As an adequate description of over two thousand school

and college text-books makes quite a bulky volume, we
divide our Descriptive List into twenty-one sections, each

devoted to a single department of study. They are sent

free. Write for those which particularly interest you.

The subjects are

:

1. Reading.

2. Supplementary Reading.

3. Arithmetics.

4. Higher Mathematics.

5. Penmanship.

6. Geography.

7. History.

8. Spelling.

9. Enghsh Language.

10. Drawing.

11. Music.

12. Book-keeping.

13. Ancient Language. 20. Elocution.

14. Modern Language. 21. Maps and Charts,

15. Science.

16. Botany.

17. Psychology, etc.

18. Civics and Economics.

Pedagogy, School Records, etc.

Correspondence invited relating to books for examina-

tion and introduction. Specially favorable terms made
known on application. Address the publishers.

New York
Cincinnati
Chicago

American Book Company

TEXT BOOKS OH LOGIC FOR THE USE OF COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS.

BoAvneN Psychological Theory.
Introduction to Psychological Theory. By Borden P. Bownb, Professor of Philosophy in Boston
University 345 paees. 8vo, clorh, $1.75.

" This is not a dogmatic treatise of empirical psy I shadowy border land of research, but a series of es-

chology, much less a digest of physiological psycliol- says in pure psycholo^ry. the basis of the whole per-

ogy and the faaciful theoriesthat cluster round that
|
formaace being facts, not theories."

—

The Beacon.

BowncN Metaphjsic's.
A Study in First Principles. By Borden P. Bowne, Professor of Philosophy in Boston University.
550 pages 8vO; cloth, $1.75.

" Will mark au era in the discussion between I discipline, as well as a strong confirmation of faith

materialists and intuitiopalists, and between seep- | in revealed religion as the true philosophy of the
tics and theistic believers. ... To read this I universe and of man.''

—

ZioiVs Herald, Boston.
thoughtful volume will be a wholesome intellectual

|

Bowiie'iii Philo!iophy of Theism.
By Borden P. Bowne, Professor of Philosophy ii

'* Professor Bowne is widely known to students of
philosophy by his masterly and lucid treatises on
metaphysics, studies in Theism, psychology, etc.

He is an acute and original thinker, and a profound

Davis's Theory of Thou;;ht.
A Treatise on Deductive Logic. By Noah K. Davis, University of Virginia, pp. x. 316. 8vo, cloth, $2.

"A comprehensive account ot the science of Logic I his intelligence in the arrangement of his material,
from its earliest days, with every variety of ex- |

and the general escellence of his literary style."

—

ample to illustrate the principles. . . . The author I Phila. Ev^g Bulletin.
is to be commended for his industry, his earnestness,

|

Be^vey's Psychology.
A New Book written on a new basis, By John Dewey, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy in the Univer-
sity of Michigan. 440 pages. 13mo, c'oth, $1.25.

"As a philosophical text^book its claims to the i "I consider it a masterly work. More than any
recognition of thiukers are very great, while as an other book of the kind in English that I have ever
exposition of one of the most interesting of sci- ' read, it is a real coatributiou to self-knowledge."

-

ences, it will be a hand-book of inestimable value to I George S. Morris^ Late Professor in the University
students."

—

Commonwealth-, Boston. \ of Michigan.

A sample copy of any of the above-named books will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of

price. Special rates made for introduction and exchange.
A Complete Catalogue of School and College Text-Books Works of Eeference will also

be forwarded on application.

Franklin Square, September, 1891. HARPER & BRO I HhKS.

Boston University. 280 pages. 8vo, cloth. ^1.75
logician. . . . Materialism has one of its most
forceful opponents m Professor Bowne, whose writ-
ings furnish strong confirmation of faith in revealed
religion.—^Z6a«2/ Press.

of Protecting Propert

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

Tbe Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm.—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
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NEO-DARWINISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISffl.
By LESTE.^ F. WARD.

Annual address of the - resident of the Biological
Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarokism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters. Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-
plication to the Human Eace. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in Line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N, Y.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information

upon Every Postal Subject which concerns

Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional

Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.

Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150

titles (with complete index of over 400 references),

designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-

ticular topic, under its subject title.

"About as convenient a little book as we have seen

for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to

save at least that amount every other day, directly

or indirectly."—Chicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-tour

pages contain a great amount of information, very

well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."—Sos/on,
Literary World.
"Worth its weight in gold to the busy ' man of

affairs. ' It wUl enable him' to settle almost at a

glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that

are constantly arising."—iVew York Home Journal.

"IJ all who use the mails (and who does not?) will

turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor

of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,

fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will

be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will

commend it to all. and give it what it deserves, a

universal sale."—Hon.. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-

master General.

Price, 13 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
47 I^afayette Place, New York.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address

W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

nATCMTO J. B. CRALLE & CO.

r A I til I Washington, D. C.

ILLUSTRATED HAND-BOOK FREE upon applica-

tion. Mention this paper.

MIUCDIIO Cabinet Specimens. Coi.lections.

llliritnALu. FOK Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper-bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,

Removed to "8-3 & T35 Broadway, New York.

Conise of Mineralogy for Young People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished. „ , „ ^ ,,

Collection and book, " First Grade," one dollar;

postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to

GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,
Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wants.

Arty person seeking a position /or- ivkicJt ke is qjtali-

fi.edby his scientific atiaintneniSy or anyperson seeking
some one to fill a position of this character^ be it thai
ofa teacher o/science^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or ivhat
not, 77iay have the ' IVant^ inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he Satisfies the publisher of the suit-
able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific question, the address of
any scientific man, or who can in any ivay use tkiscol-
unin for a purpose consonant -with the nature of the
paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Scie7ice, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teacb Geol-
ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geograpliy by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

ANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.
W^

WANTED—A position at a University as Lecturer
on Physical Geography or kindred subjects, by

a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address P. A. V., care Science.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charming location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in
the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any accomplishments, as Music, Art, Delsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

AN EDUCATOR of mature years and experience
is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal School. Address "UNIVERSITY," care
Science.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROP. CATEAUS, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( $ and S ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting ; collection of vertebrate fossils from the
Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas; collection nf works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany—mostly on Fungi; thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette, eight vols. Qrevillea,
four vols. Notarisea; stereopticon outfit, with attach-

ment for microscopic projection ; 14S stereopticon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American
and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Palseon-

tology, and series oi Aijz, Jour, ofScience and other peri-

odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Palseon-

tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Topeka, Kan.

Botanical specimens for exchange.—Special pains have
been taken to procure good mountable specimens fit for

any herbarium and no other are offered. E. E. Bogue,
OrwelU Ohio.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-
sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fourth and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For Exchange.—A collector of twelve years experience
has many fine duplicate minerals which he would like to

exchange for others. Address John HoU. Rollo, Wil-
mington, Del.

I would like to exchange some twenty vols, of the Sec-

ond Geological Survey of Pa., also a few U. S- Geol. Sur-
vey Reports, for State geological reports not in my
library. Full particulars to those who offer. J. W.
Freley, Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

A TEMPORARY BINDER
for Science is now ready, and will be mailed
postpaid on receipt of 75 cents.

This binder is strong, durable and
elegant, has gilt side-title, and al-

lows the opening of the pages per-
fectly flat. Any number can be
taken out or replaced without dis-

turbing the others, and the papers
are not mutilated for subsequent
permanent binding. Filed in this

binder, Scienceis always convenient
for reference.
Temporary bi

description but i

fit any paper 01

nary size, will be mailed postpaid 01

given below. In ordering, be sure
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nders of the same
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N. D. C. HODGES. 47 Lafdvette Place, New York

WORLD-ENGLISH.
25 Cents.

ANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

25 Cents.

Ex - President Andrew D.
White, of Cornell University,

says; "I believe that the highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption."

" So set down, our tongue is the best for the world
to unite upon.'"

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
'The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,

and the presentation is charmingly clear."

—

Ameri-
can, Phila.
"The result is a language which cannot fail to

meet with acceptance."—Sos^on Traveller.
"World English deserves the careful consideration

of all serious scholars."—AfocZern Language Notes.

Sent, postpaid, on receipt of price.

H. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

137 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, New York.
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THE CURE OF CONSUMPTION.'

No words of mine are required to impress upon you the

great importance of thii subject, to express the intense inter-

est that is universally taken in it, or to point out the far-

reaching influence its public establishment will have upon

scientific investigation. But it is, perhaps, necessary for me
to say that 1 fully recognize the grave responsibility that

rests upon any one who makes the statements I am about to

make, and that I am completely justified in accepting that

responsibility. Perhaps it may be within the recollection of

some of those present that at the Birmingham and Manches-

ter meetings of the association in 1886-87 I read papers giv-

ing the results of a series of investigations on consumption

and chest types. I showed in the former paper that con-

sumption was directly produced by the conditions that tend

to reduce the breathing capacity below a certain point in pro-

portion to the remainder of the body, and contended tbat it

could be both prevented and completely recovered from by

the adoption of measures that were based upon that interpre-

tation of its nature. In the latter I adduced evidence that

proved that the size and shape of the chest after birth solely

depended upon the conditions to which it was subjected, that

there was the same relationship between the size and shape

of the other parts of the body and the conditions to which

they were subjected, and that this law obtained in the animal

and vegetable kingdoms. The research, as a whole, showed

that there was a complete series of types that had on tiie one

hand extreme consumption, and on the other the finest type

of health, directly produced by the conditions to which they

had been submitted. And I referred to the immense impor-

tance of the issues that were raised, both from a practical and

scientific point of view.

At that time the evidence was mainly derived from experi-

ments, although I had some most valuable and significant

practical experience, and I found the general opinion was

that it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

practically apply that knowledge. Since then, however, the

practical evidence of the relationship between conditions and

types of chest has been irrefutably established at the Poly-

technic. By the application of that knowledge in the ordi-

nary routine of daily life, the members of the Polytechnic

Physical Development Society, although engaged for many
hours daily in all sorts of trades and occupations, some of

them under very unfavorable conditions, have shown how
greatly the chest girth, its range of movement, the vital

capacity, and the power of inspiration and expiration can be

increased. Last year, at Leeds, I gave the measurements of

one hundred members. If you will refer to the report you

will find the average increase of the chest girth was If inches,

that of the third class being Ij inches, the second 2g inches,

and the first class 3| inches. At a subsequent examination

for the society's gold medals and certificates the first three

' An address by Godfrey W. Hambleton. M.D., president ot the Polytechnic

Physical Development Society, at the meeting ot the British Association for

the Advancement of Science. CardiCf, August. 1891.

members had obtained an increase of 6|-, 5, and 4f respec-

tively, and although some of our best members are constantly

leaving the Polytechnic, and new ones joining us, I am glad

to say there has been a further average increase of one quarter

of an inch in all classes. Many of the members are engaged

in the trades that have a high rate of mortality from con-

sumption, and not a few of them would have long been in

the ranks of the consumptives had it not been for the efficacy

of the directions given them by the society,— that is to say,

the practicability and certainty of the measures that are nec-

essary to secure the prevention of consumption have been

fully demonstrated.

Whilst one part of the work has been practically applied

at the Polytechnic, the practical application of the other has

been equally successful in the amelioration and, where the

disease was not too extensive, the cure of consumption. I

cannot enter into medical details here, but I may state that

by the cure of consumption I mean the possession and ap-

pearance of sound health, natural breathing from base to

apex, a well-formed and fairly developed chest, a good range

of movement, and vital capacity that have stood at least a

twelve months' test. The cases that were referred to at Man-

chester in 1887 as having completely recovered remain well,

and those that have subsequently recovered went through

last winter without giving the slightest indication of a relapse.

There has been no relapse in any of these cases of cure, and

no failure. Up to the present the mortality of all the cases

has been under ten per cent, and has been limited to those

who were most extensively diseased, and who were, in fact,

in extremis. There are others who have derived great bene-

fit, and some of them will ere long take their places in the

ranks of the cured. One of the latter has stolen a march
upon me. He presented himself for life assurance, was ac-

cepted as a first-class life, and obtained a reduction in his

premium He is unquestionably well, but he would not

allow me my twelve months' test. There is not a sufficient

number of cases to compare with the statistics obtained at

the Polytechnic, but I may say the increase in the chest girth

ranges from 1^ inches to over 4 inches. We have chest girths

of over 38 and 39 inches, the range of movement varies from

3 to 6 inches, and the vital capacity greatly exceeds in some

cases Hutchinson's standard of health.

I have now shown you that the results that had been ex-

perimentally obtained have also been equally well obtained

in the practical application of that research, that each part

of the investigation confirms the other, and that they together

form a complete and harmonious whole. Consequently I have

also shown you that we now have before us and within our

grasp the real cure for consumption, that we can effectually

prevent its production, and that by united and continuous

action in both directions we can, ere long, practically remove

this curse of civilization from our midst.

What steps are to be taken to secure the great benefits of

this advance in knowledge ? Let me, in the first place, re-

mind you that consumption is a disease of civilization, a part

of the process of evolution by which an adjustment is made
between the body and the work it has to perform under the

ever-changing conditions of advancing civilization, by the re-
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moval of those who have a body incapable of that work, and

that it is directly produced by the habits and surroundings

that tend to reduce the breathing capacity below a certain

point in proportion to the remainder of the body. Obviously,

the first thing that has to be done is to prevent the production

of this disease, and for that purpose we must see that the

body is used to the extent its size demands, and that the work

it has to perform is carried on under conditions that are

favorable to the body, — that is to say, we must so arrange

our habits and surroundings that their tendency as a whole

is to develop the lungs. Each act of man, each factor in

his environment, tends either in his favor or against him.

We must avoid as far as possible— and where that is not

practicable we must counteract their action— those that tend

to reduce the breathing capacity. Close, badly-ventilated,

or hot rooms, the inhalation of any kind of dust, the habit

of taking small quantities of alcohol (termed "nipping"),

stooping, positions that cramp or impede the full and free

movement of the chest, the corset or tight-Btting clothes,

overloading the body with clothes, etc., are examples of such

-conditions. And we must place ourselves as far as i^ossible

under the conditions that tend to develop the lungs. We
should spend as much time as possible in some form of active

exercise in the open air, live in rooms that are in direct free

communication with the external air night and day, summer
and winter, and keep their temperature down. We ought

to have the clothing quite easy over the chest at full inspira-

tion, wear wool next the skin, take a tub daily, hold the body

-erect with the chest thrown well forward and the shoulders

held well back, get into the habit of taking deep inspirations

followed by full expirations, and breathe through the nose.

And we should go in for singing, swimming, gymnastics,

—

Ling's system by preference,— and for one or, better still, sev-

eral forms of athletic sports, rise early, and maintain the tem-

perature of the body by muscular exercise. I have briefly

indicated the conditions that are favorable or unfavorable to

lung development, and to that I will only add that measure-

ments by the tape, the spirometer, and the manometer should

be regularly taken, recorded, and compared with the standards

that indicate a fully developed chest, and that it is the plain

duty of each one of us to see that he stands well in that re-

spect, for we can protect ourselves from the possibility of an

attack of consumption by securing and maintaining a lung

capacity far above the point at which the disease origi-

nates.

The second direction in which we must take action, if we

mean to remove this curse of civilization from our midst, is

to recognize early, and that promptly and adequately, those

•who have the great misfortune to be its victims. This is the

state with which we have to deal here. The lungs are being

progressively destroyed by a process of irritation caused by

more work being thrown upon them than they are able to

effect, and this inability has been produced by their having

been and still being subject to conditions that tend to reduce

their capacity ; and, further, during the progress of these

events, the other organs have become involved by attempting

to perform compensatory work, with the result that the gen-

eral health is more or less seriously compromised. Conse-

quently, in order to adequately deal with this state of things,

we must treat consumption upon the following principles:

To establish an equilibrium between the amount of inter-

change required to be effected and that effected, to enable

the other organs of the body to perform their ordinary func-

tions, to restore to the lungs their power of adjustment to

their external conditions, and to obtain the above without

producing indications of friction. That is, in other words,

we must arrest this process of irritation, restore the general

health, and develop the lungs to the required amount, in

order to effect the cure of consumption. I will now briefly

indicate the method of applying the principles above laid

down. We must, to arrest this process of irritation, remove
the conditions that impede the effecting of those interchanges

by placing the patient under conditions that tend to develop

the lungs, and make good any deficiency that may remain
by causing compensatory action by one or more of the other

organs. We shall proceed with measures for the restoration

of the functions of any organ that may have been deranged,

and when we have obtained the arrest of the disease and
effected an improvement of the general health we shall begin

to develop the lungs. We must carefully select appropriate

medicines and measures for each purpose we have in view,

use them at the right time and to the right extent, and
watch their effects, so that if there be any indication of fric-

tion we may at once effect the necessary modification or use

some other medicines or measures for that purpose.

It is easy to cure consumption at the commencement, even

when both lungs are affected. It can be cured when there

is a large amount of disease, and it may at least be amelio-

rated when both lungs are extensively diseased. I speak from

practical experience, and I for one will not attempt to place

a limit upon the great power of Nature when all her forces

are called forth and aided.

The links of evidence slowly forged by men who have gone
and by others still with us I have put together. Test the

chain thus formed where and how you please, and you will

find that it is complete and unbreakable. We have per-

formed our part of this work, and in the name of those who
have taken part therein I now call upon you to give effect

to it by uniting together in the great work of suppressing

consumption.

PROGRESS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.'

Unprecedented progress in human knowledge characterizes the

present centiiry, and has not been wanting in preventive medi-
cine. It is, however, during the last half of it that advance has

been most remarkable, whilst it is in a later part of that period

that it has so established itself in the popular mind as to have
passed from the region of doubt and speculation into that of cer-

tainty. It is now pretty generally understood that about one-

fourth of all the mortality in England is caused by preventable

disease, that the death-rate of large communities may be reduced

much below that at which it has been wont to stand, that the

average duration of life may be made to approximate nearer to

the allotted fourscore, and that the conditions of living may be

greatly ameliorated. The chief obstacles to improvement have
been ignorance and want of belief. A better knowledge of the

laws of life and health, a more rational comprehension of the na-

ture and causes of disease, are gradually but surely entailing im-

provement in the conditions of living and in the value of life, and
the diminution and mitigation, if not extinction, of morbid condi-

tions which have in past times proved so injurious or destructive

to life. Such are the subjects contemplated in the work of this

section, and as far as time permits the most interesting of them
will be discussed, Those selected are of great importance in

their relations to public health; let us hope that observers who
have formed their opinions from experience in other countries

and under different circumstances may throw new light on them.

In the brief space of time at my disposal it would be impossible

to-give a continuous outline ot the progress of preventive medi-

cine during the past, or to trace its growth and development out

1 Abstract of tlie inaugiiral address before the Section of Preventive Medi-
cine of the Congress of Hygiene, in London, England. Aug. 11, 1891, by Sir

Joseph Fayrer, K.C.Sl., F.R.S., president of the section (from Nature of

Aug. 20).
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of ignorance and superstition to its present well-established foun-

dation on a scientific basis. It is of happy augury for mankind

that the subject of public health is now fairly grasped by popular

sentiment, and that, though ignorance, opposition, and vested in-

terests still contest the ground, progress is sure, and the light of

science is illuminating the dark places. It is now better appre-

ciated than it ever has been, that the causes which induce disease

and shorten life are greatly under our own control, and that we
have it in our power to restrain and diminish them, and to remove

that which has been called " the self-imposed curSe of dying be-

fore the prime of life."

It is, indeed, only recently that the resources of medical science

have been specially devoted to the prevention as distinguished

from the cure of disease, and how far successfully I hope in a few

words to show, whilst I trust the proceedings of the various sec-

tions of this congress will indicate how much remains to be done.

Did time permit, I might illustrate the progress of preventive

medicine by contrasting the state of England with its population

of more than 29,000,000 during the Victorian age with the

England of the Ehzabethan age with its 4,000,000. I

might remind you of the frightful epidemics which had

devastated the land, in the forms of black-death, sweating sick-

ness, plague, petechial typhus, eruptive fevers, small-pox, influ-

enza, and other diseases, such as leprosy, scurvy, malarial fever,

dysentery, etc., of the wretched mode of living, bad and insuffi-

cient food, filthy dwellings, and ill-built towns and villages, with

a country uncultivated and covered with marshes and stagnant

water (according to Defoe, one-fifteenth part of England consisted

of standing lakes, stagnant water, and moist places, the land un-

reclaimed, and with the chill damp of marsh fever pervading all).

The homes of the people were wooden or mud houses, small and
dirty, without drainage or ventilation, the floors of earth covered

with straw or rushes, which remained saturated with filth and
emitting noxious miasmata. The streets were nan'ow and un-

paved, with no drains but stagnant gutters and open cesspools,

while the food was principally salted meat with little or no vege-

tables. To this may he added a large amount of intemperance

and debauchery. As it is, I can only just allude to them. In

such conditions disease found a continual nidus, and by a process

of evolution assumed the various epidemic forms which proved

so destructive to life. Some of these have gone, let us hope never

to return, and the conditions which fostered if they did not cause

them have gone also. Can we venture to hope that it will be the

same with those that remain? Our immunity during the last

diffusion of cholera gives some ground for thinking it may be so,

if, indeed, the legislature and popular intelligence should be of

accord on the subject.

If -we turn to the present, we find that great iniprovements have
gradually been made in the mode of living; the houses are better

constructed, the drainage and ventilation are more complete, the

land is better cultivated, and the subsoil better di-ained ; marsh-
fever and dysentery, at one period so rife, are unknown, and lep-

rosy has long since disappeared. The death-rate is considerably

reduced, and the expectancy of life enhanced. Water is purer,

food is more varied and nutritious, clothing is better adapted to

the climate, the noxious character of many occupations has been
mitigated, and the mental, moi-al, and physical aspects of the

people altogether improved; education is general, a better form
of government prevails, and the social conditions are far in ad-

vance of what they have been; but still the state of our cities

shows that improvement is demanded, and one object of this con-

gress is to point out why and how this may be effected, not only

in this country but throughout the world.

If we inquire into the effects of certain well-known diseases, we
find that they are less severe in their incidence, if not less frequent

in their recurrence. With regard to small-pox, since the passing

of the first vaccination act in 1840, the death-rate has diminished

from 57 2 to 6.5 per 100,000 for 1880-S4, though for the five years

1870-74 it was 42.7, thus showing that there was still much to be
learnt about vaccination. Enteric fever was not separated from
typhus-fever before 1869, but since then the death-rate has de-

creased from 0.39 to 0.17 per 1,000, and it has been shown that

this improvement was synchronous in different parts of England

with the construction of proper drains. The diminution in the

death-rate from typhus-fever is quite as striking, and this also is

shown to have run parallel with improved sanitation in more
than one large town. The death-rate from scarlatina fluctuated

between 97 and 73 per 100,000 between the years 1851 and 1880,

and though it has diminished considerably of late years (17 per

100,000 in 1886), a corresponding increase in the death-rate from

diphtheria has taken place. This may be due in part to a better

differentiation of the two diseases. In 1858 it was reported that

phthisis killed annually more than 50,000 people. The death-rate

from this disease has not decreased very ruuch for England and

Wales, but it has done so in some large towns, notaMy in Liver-

pool; and Dr. Buchanan and Dr. Bowditch of Massachusetts both

showed a striking parallelism between the diminution of the

death-rate from this cause and the di-ying of the soil resulting

from the construction of sewerage works.

Cholera first appeared in England in 1831, and there were epi-

demics of it in 1848-49, 1853-54, and 1865-66, but the number of

deaths diminished each time it appeared, and though it has been

present since, it has never reached the height of an epidemic.

This is fairly attributable to local sanitary i-ather than to coercive

measures. Preventable disease still kills yearly about 125,000.

Towns, villages, and houses are still built in an insanitary way;
the death-rate is still higher and the expectance of life lower than

it should be. and though we have got rid of the terrible plagues

of the middle ages, yet in this ceutury, now closing, other epi-

demics have made their appearance. Cholera has four times vis-

ited us; fevers, eruptive diseases, and diphtheria have prevailed;

influenza has appeared several, times, even recently, and after

leaving us last year, only to return with renewed virulence, caused

in the United States a mortality almost equal to that of the

plague.

Much has been done, and a great deal of it in what has been

called the pre-sanitary age, but much remains to be effected. Let

us hope that the future may be more prolific of improvement than

the past; international philanthropy seems to say it shall be so.

That we can exterminate zyuiotic disease altogether is not to be

expected, but there cannot be a doubt that we may diminish its

incidence, and though we may never be able to reach the "fons
et origo malt," jet we can make the soil upon which its seed is

sown so inhospitable as to render it sterile.

The scope and objects of preventive medicine are not limited to

the removing of conditions which give rise to zymotic '.iisease, nor
even of those which compromise otherwise the physical welfare

of mankind, but should extend as well to a consideration of the

best means of controlling or obviating those which, attending the

strain and struggle for existence, involve over competition in va-

rious occupations, whether political, professional, or mercantile,

by which wealth or fame is acquired or even a bare livelihood is

obtained, and under the pressure of which so many succumb, if

not from complete mental alienation, from breakdown and ex-

haustion of the nervous system, which give rise to many forms of

neurotic disease and add largely to the numbers of those laid

aside and rendered unfitted to take their due share in the natural

and inevitable struggle for existence. Or I might point to the

recrudescence of those psychical phenomena manifested by the so-

called hypnotism or Braidism, morbid conditions arising out of

the influence of one mind upon another. This is a subject which
demands not only further investigation, but great precaution as

to its application, and claims the watchful notice of preventive

medicine on account of the dangerous consequences which may
ensue from it.

Again, the abuse of alcohol, opium, chloral, and other stimu-

lants and narcotics, and the evil consequences which may result

therefrom, is also a subject worthy of consideration.

The possible deleterious influence of mistaken notions of educa-

tion, as evinced in the over-pressure which is exercised upon the

young, the predominance of examinations, their increasing mul-
tiplication and severity, and the encouragement of the idea that

they are the best test of knovvledge, whilst true mental culture is

in danger of being neglected, and physical training, if not ignored,

left so much to individual inclination, — this is another subject

which demands the jealous scrutiny of preventive medicine, whose
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duty it is to safeguard the human race from all avoidable causes

of either physical or mental disease.

Though preventive medicine in some form has been practised

since the days of Moses, yet it has received but little recognition

until a comparatively recent period. When science developed

and observation extended, medical men and others became im-

pressed with the influence of certain conditions in producing dis-

ease, and thus it was forced upon the public conscience that some-

thing must be done; and when philantliropists like John Howard
devoted life and property to the amelioration of such awful con-

ditions as existed, — e.g., in our jails, where the prisoners not

only died of putrid fever, the result of ochletic causes, but actually

infected the judges before whom they came reeking with the

contagion of the prisons, — rude sanitary measures gradually came
into operation and partially obviated these evil conditions. But it

was not before the middle of this century that any scientific prog-

ress was made; it was when Chad wick, Parkes, and others ini-

tiated the work by which they liave earned the lasting gratitude

of the human race that preventive medicine became a distinct

branch of medical science.

The sanitary condition of towns and communities is not depen-

dent on the views or exertions of individuals alone, for they are

and have been for the last fifty years largely cared for by the

legislature, and a variety of acts have been passed v?hich deal with

questions concerning the public healtli. Indeed, were all the pro-

visions enforced, little would remain to be desired on the part of

the executive government; but as many of them are permissive,

not compulsory, the benefit is less complete than it might be.

The old difficulty of prejudice combined with ignorance still too

often stands in the way, and, despite evidence which on any other

subject would be conclusive, the most obvious sanitary require-

ments are often ignored or neglected. Many thousands of lives

have been saved by the sanitary acts now in force; but there is

little doubt that more thorough organization under State control,

as under a minister of public health, would have most beneficial

results, and would save a great many more. We must acknowl-

edge, however, that we are much indebted to the action of the

Local Government Board, under whose able administration the

most crying evils are gradually being rectified. Through the wise

precautions enacted by it against the importation and diffusion of
epidemic disease, when other parts of Europe were aflfected by

cholera, this country escaped, or so nearly so as to suggest that it

was to sanitary measures we owed our immunity. That there is

something in the nature of epidemics which brings them under

the dominion of a common law as to their extension seems certain

;

that there is something about them we do not yet grasp is equally

true, but it is as surely the cage that local sanitation is the preven-

tive remedy as it is that coercive measures to arrest their progress

are unavailing.

Under the improved system of sanitary administration which
now obtains, and is gradually developing to a greater state of per-

fection, the sanitary administration of every district in the country

is intrusted to the care of duly qualified health officers

—

-a systeni

from which excellent results have already accrued, and from

which better still may be anticipated. The records of the past

fifty years prove the influence exerted by sanitary measures on

vital statistics. The first reliable tables from which expectancy

of life may be derived show that in 1838 to 1854 it was, for males

39.91 years, for females 41.85 years; by the tables of 1871 to 1880

it had increased to 41.35 for males and 44.66 for females. It is

shown also that the expectation of life increases every year up to

the fourth year, and decreases after that age. For males up to

nineteen years it is higher by the last tables, but after that age it

is higher by the old table ; for females it is greater by the new
table up to forty-five, but after that age it is less. The improved
sanitation saves more children's lives, but the conditions of gain-

ing a living are harder than they were at the time of the first

table, which accounts for the expectancy of life for adult men
being less. Women remain more at home, where the better sani-

tation tells, and are not subject to quite the same conditions as

men, so that their expectancy of life is greater than by the old

tables up to the age of forty-five. A further proof of the effects

of sanitary work is a decreased death-rate. Let us compare the

death-rates of England during the past times with the present

;

whether they be equally significant for other countries I cannot

say, but these, at all events, sufficiently prove the point in ques-

tion: 1660-79, 80 per 1,000; 1681-90,43.1; 1746-55, 85.5; 1846-55,

24.9; 1866-70, 32.4; 1870-75, 30.9; 1875-80, 20.0; 1880-85, 19.3;

1885-88, 18.7; 1889, 17.85. In some parts of England, where the

main object is the recovery or maintenance of health, the death-

rate is down to 9 per 1,000, while in others, where the main
object is manufacture and money-making, it is as high as 30 per

1,000.

Nowhere, I think, have the beneficial results of sanitary work
been better illustrated than in India during the past thirty years.

A royal commission was appointed after the Crimean war to in-

quire into the sanitary condition of the British army, and this in

1859 was extended to India. The European army was the special

subject of it, but the native troops were referred to incidentally.

Here the inquiry had to deal with a large body of men, concerning

whom, their conditions of existence being well known, reliable

information was accessible. It was ascertained that up to that

time the annual death-rate over a long period had stood at 69 per

1,000. The inquiry resulted in certain changes and improvements
in the housing, clothing, food, and occupation of the soldier.

Since those have been carried out there has been a steady decline

in the death rate, and the annual reports of the sanitary commis-

sioners to the government of India gave the rates as, in 1886, 15.18

per 1,000; 1887, 14.20; 1888, 14.84. During some years it has been

even lower, down to 10 per 1,000, while the general efficiency of

the troops has increased. As to native soldiers with whom the

European troops may be compared, I find that the death-rate was,

in 1886, 13.27 per' 1,000; 1887, 11.68; 1888, 12.84. Famine,

cholera, and other epidemic visitations, in some years disturb the

regularity of the death-rate; under less favorable conditions of

living, as in the case of prisoners in the jails, it is somewhat higher.

In the Indian jails, for example, it was, in 1886, 31.85 per 1,000;

1887, 34.15; 1888, 35.57.

On the whole, all this indicates improvement, and as regards

the civil population progress also is being made; but here, from so

many disturbing causes, the figures are neither so easily obtained

nor so reliable. The comparatively large mortality is due to neg-

lect of the common sanitary laws, added to extremes of climate

which favor the incidence and diffusion of epidemic disease, and

intensify it when it has once appeared. A sanitary department has

existed in India since 1866, and every effort is made by govern-

ment, at no small cost, to give effect to sanitary laws. There can

be little doubt that the results, so far, are good, that disease gen-

erally is diminishing, and that life is of longer duration.

An important result of the observations of the able medical

officers of the sanitary service of India has been to show that

cholera is to be prevented or diminished by sanitary proceedings

alone, and that all coercive measures of quarantine or forcible

isolation are futile and hurtful. Here I may say that, large as may
appear the death-i-ate from cholera in Inrlia (i e , in 1888, 1.99 per

1,000 for the European army, and 1.35 for the civil population), it

is small compared with that of fevers, which caused in 1889, 4.48

per 1,000 in the European army and 17.09 in the civU population;

but there is every reason to believe that these also are becoming

less fatal under the influence of sanitary measures.

In preventive as in curative medicine, knowledge of causation is

essential. It is obvious that any rational system of proceeding

must have this for its basis. A certain empirical knowledge may
be useful as a guide, but no real advance can be expected without

the exactitude which results from careful scientific observation and
induction ; the spirit of experimental research, however, is now
dominant, and progress is inevitable. How much we owe to it is

ah'eady well known, whilst under its guidance the reproach of

uncertainty which attaches to medicine as a science is disappear-

ing. Recent advances in phjsiology, chemistry, histology, and

pharmacology have done much to throw light on the nature and

causes of, and also on the means of preventing or of dealing with,

disease. It is impossible to exaggerate the value of the scientific

researches which have led to antiseptic methods of preventing the

morbific action of micro-organic life, whether the toxic effects

produced by them, or those induced autogenetically in the indi-
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\iclual. Theory has here been closely followed by its practical

application in prevention and treatment of disease, whilst the

study of bacteriology, w hich is of such remarkable pre-eminence

at the present time, is opening out sources from which may flow

results of incalculable importance in their bearing oa life and

health. That the conclusions arrived at are always to be depended

on I doubt, and it seems that scientific zeal may perhaps some-

times outrun discretion. That it might be wiser to postpone gen-

eralization has, I think, been more than once apparent, whilst the

expediency of further investigation before arriving at conclusions

which may subsequently prove to be erroneous should not be lost

sight of ; but it has probably ever been so in the course of scientific

progress, that in the enthusiasm of research, which is rewarded by

such brilliant results, early generalization has too often been fol-

lowed by disappointment, and it may be by temporary discourage-

ment of hopes which seemed so promising.

It would be well to bear in mind a caution recently given by

the Duke of Argyll, '

' that we should be awake to the retarding

effect of a superstitious dependence on the authority of great men,

and to the constant liability of even the greatest observers to

found fallacious generalizations on a few selected facts " {Nine-

teenth Century, April, 1891). StiU, it is in the region of scientific

research by experiment that we look for real progress, and we
can only deplore the mistaken sentiment, the false estimate, and
the misconstruction of its aspirations and purposes, which have

placed an embargo on experiment on living animals, rendering

the pursuit of knowledge in this direction well-nigh impossible, if

not criminal; whilst for any other purpose, whether of food, cloth-

ing, ornament, or spw't, a thousandfold the pain may be inflicted

without question. The inconsistency of the sentiment which finds

unwarrantable suffering in an operation performed on a rabbit,

when the object is to preserve human or animal life or prevent

suffering, but which raises no objection to the same animal be-

ing slowly tortured to death in a trap, or hunted or worried by

a dog, needs no comment; whilst the spirit which withholds

from the man of science what it readily concedes to the himter

is, to say the least, as much to be regretted as it is to be depre-

cated.

It must be remembered that, important as are the researches

into microbiology, there are other factors to reckon with before

we can hope to gain a knowledge of the ultimate causation of dis-

ease, It is not by any one path, however closely or carefully it

may be followed, that we shall arrive at a full comprehension of

all that is concerned in its etiology and jsrevention, for there are

many conditions, dynamical and material, around and within us

which have to be considered in their mutual relations and bearings

before we can hope to do so; still, I believe we may feel satisfied

that the causes of disease are now being more thoroughly sought

out than they ever have been,— all honor to those who are prose-

cuting the research so vigorously,— and that though individual

predilection may seem sometimes to dwell too exclusively on spe-

cific objects, yet the tendency is to investigate everything that

bears upon the subject, and to emphasize all that is implied in the

aphorism, Salus populi, supreina lex.

NOTES AND NEWS.

At the meeting of the committee on organization of the

National Association of Government Geologists, Aug. 29, the sec-

retary, Mr. Artbm' Winslow, was instructed ta draft a constitu-

tion and by-laws to be submitted to the committee at a meeting

to he called in connection with the annual meeting of the Geolog-

ical Society in December next. The secretary was further re-

quested to notify aU State geologists of this movement towards

organization, and to invite them to be present at the next meet-

ing.

— At the monthly meeting of the Field Naturalists' Club of

Victoria, held on July 13 last, as we learn from Nature, Messrs.

Luehman and French read a note and exhibited the skin of a tree-

climbing kangaroo from northern Queensland, new to science, to

which they gave the name of Dendrolagus nmelleri. This re-

markable marsupial has a body about two feet in length, with a

tail somewhat exceeding two feet. The disproportion between the
fore-legs and the hind-legs is not nearly so great as that of the

ordinary kangaroo and wallaby; the toes are strong and curved,

to enable it to climb tall and straight trees, on the leaves of which
it exists. This tree kangaroo is more nearly allied to the aijecies

which was discovered a few years ago in Queensland than to the

two species from New Guinea. The specimen described was got

from a straight tree, about ninety feet above the ground.

— M. Imfeld, the Swiss engineer, who has been engaged to ex-

amine the nature of the summit of Mont Bl^nc for the construc-

tion there of M. Janssen's proposed observatory, recounts in a

Ziirich journal the difficulties he is experiencing in his prelimi-

nary survey. Nature states that M. Imfeld is staying with eight

workmen and two doctors at M. Vallot's observatory, which has

an altitude of 4,400 metres, and thence they proceed daily to the

summit, where they work for several hours a day in the endeavor

to ascertain the depth of the snow for the purpose of getting the

necessary foundation for the building. M. Eiffel has expressed

the opinion that the construction of an observatory will only be

possible if the snow does not exceed a depth of twelve metres. M.
Imfeld states that they have encountered traces of a ridge of rock

eighteen to twenty metres below the summit, and covered with

about one metre of snow. They have therefore commenced to

make a series of lateral tunnels on three sides, at a distance equal

to twelve metres below the summit, to ascertain if the ridge ex-

tends to that height. Progress is necessarily slow. Most of the

men are suffering from mal de montagne. Some, however, who
are engaged at M. Valiot's cabin, are able to work almost as long

as in the valley, and they also eat and sleep well. In spite of two

coke stoves, the thermometer of the cabin never rises above zero;

even ink freezes, and water boils at 83'^, and they cannot properly

cook meat. For a day or two they were disturbed by violent

storms.

— In a bulletin recently published by the Pennsylvania Experi-

ment Station (State College, Centre County), Professor William

A. Buckhout gives some valuable information relative to the cul-

ture of the chestnut. The chestnut cannot be grown successfully

on heavy clays, wet soils, or limestone land. It prefers loose,

sandy soils, or such as has been derived from the decomposition

of slates and shales. In Ohio it is found native on the sand ridges

which border on the lake shore, and on the shaly hillsides of some
of the hill counties in the southern portion of the State, but never

on the limestones which cover the western and south-western por-

tions of the State, nor can it be cultivated in this region with any

prospect of success. The chestnut grows readily from the seed,

but the greatest care must be exercised not to permit the nuts to

become dry. To accomplish this they must be planted as soon as

gathered, or else must be kept in moist sand until ready to plant.

If possible the nuts should be planted where the tree is to stand,

as the chestnut has a long tap root which renders transplanting

difficult. Our native chestnut is practically of but one variety;

the European chestnut is not only much larger and finer than the

American, but has produced, under cultivation, a number of va-

rieties, some of which are highly esteemed for the superior quality

of their fruit. The trees do not grow so large as the American,

and come into bearing more quickly ; the latter does not usually

fruit until ten or twelve years old. Within the past few years

species from Japan have been introduced into the United States.

Unfortunately they do not appear to be entirely hardy, except in

the South and some favored localities in the Middle States. They

are quite dwarf in habit, produce nuts larger even than the Euro-

pean, and begin to fruit when they are but four or five years old.

These two characters, small size and early fi-uitfulness, give them
special value, and if they can be worked upon stocks of the Amer-
ican species we can secure trees which will bear earlier and pro-

duce larger nuts than our native species. The supply of chest-

nuts never equals the demand in this country, and many districts

in which the trees are abundant derive a very respectable income

from the sale of the nuts. It is therefore obvious that this is an

industry which can be made far more productive and profitable

than it now is, since very little effort has been made towards cul-

tivation.
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It has been proposed, indeed has been done in many States,

to make every man swear to the truthfulness of the returns,

and to pi'ovide adequate penalties for false returns. Experi-

ence shows, alas, that men will swear falsely by the whole-

sale and really seem to think little of it Nov would any

American community favor the establishment and enforce-

ment of penalties which would really accomplish anything

in this direction. As long, therefore, as this system remains

we may expect to see the farmer unjustly burdened, simply

because, as conditions are, a larger portion of his wealth is

in such a form that it cannot escape taxation.

The country districts are, however, at a disadvantage in

another direction. Owing to their declining wealth and

population they must either continually advance the tax rate

or they must be content to see the public institutions of the

community go slowly backward. The number of people in

the country as compared with the city is, as we have seen,

steadily decreasing, i.e., the cities are growing steadily larger,

and embracing a continually increasing proportion of the

population. This means, of course, either that the burdens

for the support of schools and other public institutions will

grow heavier and heavier, or that they shall not advance,

or, indeed, shall retrograde. It is no uncommon sight to

see the schools gradually deteriorating in the rural districts.

It is not merely true in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois, but

even in the New England States,— that classic land of edu-

cation, where all classes take a pride in the liberal support of

all public institutions, such as the school, the church, the

public library, etc.

This is a disadvantage not merely for the country but for

the city as well. Once let the rui'al school and other similar

institutions become thoroughly low in character,- and more
and more people will wish to leave the countrj', and the

stream into the cities will be swollen still more. Amecicaa

people will not be content to live permanently in a region

where all the institutions which make life worth living are

gradually going backwards.

1 Address before the Section of Ecouomic Science and Statistics of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C.,

Aug. 19-25, 1891, t>y Edmund J. James, vice-president of the section.

It is for the interest of the whole nation, then, and not

merely for that of the farmers, that the attractions of country

life shall be increased and not diminished. The existence of

good schools, churches, good roads, lyceums, libraries, and
other means of education, throughout the country districts is

necessary to the welfare of the whole community. Our great

cities live upon the country in more senses than one. They
are dependent upon it not merely for the material means of

living, such as grain and meat, but for population itself.

Statistics show that the death-rate in cities is rather higher

than the birth-rate, i.e., if the cities could not draw upon the

country they would soon begin to decline in size. Such be-

ing the case, it is of the highest importance to the cities, and

to the country as a whole, that those classes vphich feed the

cities, and give them the very bone and sinew of their ex-

istence, shall have the very best opportunities for an educa-

tion. In the interest of the rural districts themselves the

same thing is demanded. The draining away to the cities

of the best blood of the young generation inflicts a continual

loss upon the country. And yet if the attractions of country

life, on its intellectual side cannot be increased we may expect

to find this loss a continually increasing one. At the very

time, then, that farmers ought to be making increased expen-

ditures for public purposes, we find their means of making
such expenses curtailed.

The farmer, then, suffers under the changes incident to

the continual advance of the country. He suffers from the

growing depopulation of the country, and he suffers from

the incidence of a system of taxation which did well enough

a century ago but is now as antiquated as the plough or

wagon of that time. What shall be done to help him ?

In the first place, trying to doctor the present system here

and there, as I said before, will not help him. We cannot

materially improve our present system of taxation by little

changes introduced here and there. I take absolutely no
stock in the desirability of attemping it, or in the hope of

achieving success if it were attempted. A general property

tax, such as we have now in most of our American States, I

regard as a hopelessly inefficient one, and highly unjust in

all its effects. Even if it were possible to do anything with

it, I should be opposed to retaining it, as it is. in my opinion,

fundamentally vicious in such a condition of society as ours.

It is, moreover, impossible to do anything with it, because

it cannot be enforced. It is useless to try to ascertain all the

property which a man possesses in our society. It was not

possible for the tax gatherers in the Middle Ages to do it,

when they could apply the thumb-screws ad libitum as an

assistance to the memory of forgetful tax-payers,—how much
less to day, when no jury in the United States would con-

vict an ordinary citizen of perjury because of false returns

to the tax assessor. When it is possible for a man like one

of the Vanderbilts to swear that he has only $100,000 in the

world which is liable to the general property tax, and it is

impofeible to prove the contrary in the case of such a well-

known person, what is the use of trying to reach the property

of the ordinary citizen by such means ? I think I am fully

within the truth when I say that no one who has made any

study whatever of tax questions thinks that a general prop-

erty tax upon personal property can be collected. The scien-

tific students of taxation all agree, I think, to a man, that a

general property tax of this sort is a relic of medisevalism,

and should be abolished as soon as possible.

The farmers of all classes ought to be opposed to such a

tax. Why ? Because, besides the reasons already given,

the effect is more injurious to the country than to the city.
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It is easier to collect sucli a tax in the country, because peo-

ple in the country know more, as a rule, about the affairs of

their neigtibors than those of the city. It would be impossi-

ble for a farmer to have any great amount of money invested

in mortgages, etc., without it coming more or less to the

knowledge of his Beighbors, and hence to the ears of the as-

sessor. In the city, on the contrary, the individual is lost

in the crowd. The result is that as soon as the farmer has

any considerable funds in this form there is great temptation

to move to the city, and hence another inducement is added

to the already too long list which tend to drain the country

of its very best elements.

The taxing of mortgages and money at interest is another

subject which has attracted a great deal of attention. Who
pays this tax ? Some authorities say the borrower, some say

the lender. Of course, if a tax be levied upon money now
invested in mortgages, and collected from the owner of the

mortgage, the mouey-loaner must pay it. But how about

the new mortgages ? If it were possible to reach absolutely

all the money up for loan we might make such a combina-

tion possible by which the leaner would have to pay it. But

as things are now, the bulk of the money escaping it alto-

gether, even in those States where. such a tax is nominally

levied, with many States which do not seriously try to levy

such taxes, he must have large faith who believes that the

money-lender must pay this tax instead of the farmer, when
he charges so much the more interest by reason of the tax.

At any rate, it is not an important element in this problem,

in my opinion. We must begin at the other end and try to

reach quite a different class in the community. We can

dispense with the tax on mortgages very easily if we reorgan-

ize our revenue system as we ought.

The farmer can be helped, then, as I insisted at the begin-

ning of my paper, only by a radical change in our revenue

system — a change which will remove taxation from the

place where wealth is not, and put it where it is. To do

this we must use the State and National Governments.

Speaking generally, his taxation must be lightened, and the

income of local communities, particularly the rural districts,

must be increased for public purposes. The lines along

which this revolution must be made I shall briefly indicate. In

the first place, farming property should be exempted from

all taxation for State purposes. This has been done already

in some of the States, in Delaware among the rest. In Penn-

sylvania, for example, the tax on real estate is solely for local

purposes. The State does not levy any assessments upon real

estate for State purposes. This may not seem a very considera-

ble lightening of the burdens, but it is important, since when a

man is loaded beyond his strength every decrease of the bur-

den is of significance. In the second place, the State must

come to the support of the local community, and that in two

ways. It must distribute large sums to the communities for

the support of local institutions, like the schools; and it

must assume the entire expense of certain public functions,

like that of justice, and especially the support of the unfor-

tunate poor, such as the insane, the blind, idiotic, etc., as

also the expense for penitentiaries.

The support of the unfortunate poor is something which

no local community can reasonably undertake, for it has not

the facilities to extend such care to them as our modern hu-

manity demands. All such people ought to be put in asy-

lums and supported at general and not local expense. Nor
can the local units afford to provide as they ought for the

criminal classes. They are, moreover, oftentimes not at all

responsible for the criminal character of the population, as

the latter may have drifted in from other communities, or,

indeed, from other States.

The care of the unfortunate and criminal classes requires

the employment of highly educated and specially trained

people, whose services can not be commanded by localities,

even if they could pay the expenses for suitable buildings,

which, as a rule, they cannot. The expense of the courts

might also be borne by the State to a very large extent. The

existence of county courts, for example, does not accrue

alone to the benefit of the people of the county, but quite as

much to the people of other localities, or indeed of other

States, who may have occasion for any reason to claim their

services in any action at law.

The support of schools is also a function in which not

merely the local community is interested, but all parts of

the State as well. I think that every one must say that our

farming communities are not at present able to pay the ex-

penses of really good elementary schools. It is, in a large

proportion of the rural districts, impossible to find anything

more than elementary schools. Yet there is no reason why
the advantage of good high schools should not be open to

farmers' children as well as to the children of city

people. If there were good schools in the country, we
should find that many people would stay there who now go

to town as soon as they can rake and scrape the money to-

gether. The only way in which such school facilities can

be offered is for the State to come to their aid in an efficient

manner. In many of the States already a school fund is

provided, the proceeds of which are distributed among the

school districts. In some States this pays the salary of the

teacher for six months or more in the year. In other places

the State government raises by taxation a large sum. which

is distributed iu the same way among the school districts.

In a few States the State government pays a large share of

the expense wherever communities will establish high

schools. Adequate educational facilities can never be ob-

tained in this country until the State governments under-

take to look after the matter themselves, and contribute

handsomely to the support of good schools of all grades. It

is simply impossible for the farming districts, under existing-

conditions, to raise adequate sums for this and all other pur-

poses which they must look after.

Another department in which the localities must be aided

is that of maintaining good roads. Since the advent of

the railroads we have done next to nothing toward improv-

ing our local means of communication. Such abominable,

horse destroying highways as exist in most of our American

States you can not find in any other civilized country. The

farmers waste as much money, time, and horse flesh in get-

ting their crops to market over a few miles of our ordinary

American roads as would suffice to take the crops around

the world on a railroad or steamer. Local management and

support of the roads, as we try to work it in this country,

has always given poor roads in every country where it has

been tried. All other civilized countries have gone over to

a reasonable system, under which the leading roads of the

State are under the supervision of State engineers and at

State expense; the roads which are merely county ai'e kept

up by the county, while only the very subordinate roads, the

paths across the fields, etc., are saddled upon the road dis-

trict. The roads are, however, to-day of immensely greater

importance to the farmer than they were a century ago. In

1800 nearly all the products of the farm were consumed on

the farm. To-day the bulk is shipped to market. The cost

of transportation is largely a burden on the farmer. Any
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diminution in the cost helps him, and it also helps the in-

habitant of the city ; and while the latter profits by good

country roads he contributes nothing to their support, but

leaves the entire burden of constructing and maintaining

them on the farmers.

Local management of these institutions, then, and the at-

tempt to make the localities pay for them, lead to two things,

relative overburdening of the farmers, and inefficient insti-

tutions. The general neglect of our country roads leads to

the massing of the population along the railroads, placing

them still more completely at the mercy of the railroad

managers than they are now.

The thoroughgoing reform of our financial system means,

however, more than the mere utilization of the State govern-

ment in lifting the weight of local burdens. It means a

further utilization of the Federal Government for the same
purpose. Under the political system which we adopted a

century ago we distributed the functions of that time among
the national, State, and local governments in a way which

experience has shown to have worked very well down to a

recent date. If the economic conditions of a century ago

had remained the same until to-day, the system would be

still as good as then. But the railroad came in to modify
and change everything. Aided by the federal. State, and
local governments to the extent, in many cases, of building

their lines for them, they have continued to increase in

number and importance until they dominate our whole in-

dustry and government. Nothing can be done without their

consent. No problem can be solved without considering the

railroads. They have changed the centres of trade and in-

dustry. They have shifted the centre of agriculture. They
determine more and more the lines along which industry

and population must move. They have been built and are

now building, not necessarily in places where the true in-

terests of the country would have dictated, but oftentimes

where ideas of private interest, caprice, and fancy may have
ordered. They have built up great sections of the country,

it is true, but they have also ruined others. They have de-

veloped farmers on the icy plains of Dakota and on the

burning sands of New Mexico, but have driven a race of

farmers to the wall in New England, Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, etc. I do not mean to say this is not good. It may
lie in the interests of the country to change the centers of

industry. But when this is done by a national policy it is

not fair to ask one class to bear all the burden.

Now we have given to the nation the most fruitful sources

of revenue and to the community the heaviest burdens to

bear. The defence of the country against foreign aggression

has never been a very heavy burden, and it is destined to

become lighter and lighter; but the burden of keeping up
the educational institutions of the country, the load of keep-

ing up the means of local communication by the system of

country roads, the support of the courts open to all citizens

of the United States, the support of the poor, the blind, idiotic,

insane, etc., are heavy, and continually growing heavier.

To the federal government we have given the right to resort

to all sorts of taxation,— duties on imports, on domestic

products, on incomes, on lands, on polls, in fact every kind

of privilege in this respect consistent with the practices of a

free government, except taxes on exports. To the States we
have, it is true, also given the right to levy all sorts of taxes

except duties on imports and exports; but the industrial cir-

cumstances prevent us from resorting to the most fx-uitful

sources, to those places where the real wealth of the commu-
nity to-day lies. No State dares tax its domestic manufac-

tures, for example, from fear that the manufacturers will

move into another State. We cannot levy an income tax,

for fear that the citizens will reside somewhere else. This

practically keeps us from resorting to the most fruitful sources

of revenue altogether. One may say. How is this dififerent

from the condition of things a century ago ? If our fathers

got along well then, why should not we now ?

A century ago a State could resort to such taxes as it chose,

because the impediments to changing one's residence or

moving one's business were practically so great that nothing

short of the very heaviest taxation could move one to try to

avoid it by altering his location. To-day, on the contrary,

thanks to the railway, there is almost no obstacle to living

in one State and doing business in another. The merchant

in New York city can live in Connecticut, New Jersey, or

New York, or even Pennsylvania or Massachusetts, and still

be in New York every day for business. The citizen of

Wilmington can reside in Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylva-

nia, or New Jersey. Of course under such conditions the

various States have to be very careful about levying taxes,

and the possibility of adopting taxes which a century ago

were easy to use and collect is very much limited.

In a word, our financial system and our industrial system

are no longer in harmony, and they are daily growing

wider and wider apart. The bodies which have heavy pub-

lic burdens have only limited financial resources, and those

which have large resources have comparatively few functions.

The places where the wealth is not are taxed, and those

where it is are left untaxed. Now there are only three ways
out of the difficulty. Either the functions of the federal

government must be increased to correspond with the greater

financial power of that body, or greater financial power must
be conferred upon the local bodies by allowing them to tax

imports from other States in order to enable them to adopt

an excise system, or we must collect through the federal

government those revenues for local purposes which can be

reached only through its agency. The first of these is un-

desirable, the second impossible, while the third is at once

practicable and possible.

If we would have a reasonable system of taxation we must
entrust to each public body the collection of such taxes as it

can most easily raise. Thus the tax on land can easily be

raised by the local bodies, such as city, school district, town-

ship, and county. The taxes on corporations which do busi-

ness over a whole State, like the railroad corpoi'ations, cannot

be collected by the local communities. Nothing is more
ridiculous than for a township, for example, to try to collect

a tax on a railroad which runs through it. If it assesses

merely the value of the road-bed for what may be termed

ordinary uses, the assessment is, of course, ridiculously low.

If the local assessors attempt to assess such a part of the

whole value of the road as the local part bears to the whole

length of the liue, they have no means of compelling pay-

ment or of proving that their assessment is a fair or just one.

The only sensible thing is to allow the State government to

tax the railroads and divide the results of the tax among the

communities in the State. The same thing is true of other

sorts of taxes as well.

In the same way the collection of import duties is one of

the most fruitful sources of taxation, and that whether you

take a so-called tarifl' for revenue only, or a so-called protec-

tive tariff. No State or local community can collect these

taxes, and yet to let these taxes go uncollected would be a

very short-sighted financial policy, since you can raise large

sums by this device without injuring the country at all.
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Take, ag-ain, the whole line of manufacturiug trusts aud

similar organizations in this country, the Standard Oil mo-

nopoly, for example. Here is an excellent subject for na-

tional taxation. No State can reach it. It has practically

withdrawn itself from State control, and as we make no

attempt to control it by national means, it is practically un-

taxed. Now this is very foolish and unreasonable. What
shall be done about it ? No city or county or State can tax

it Shall we let it continue to go untaxed ? By no means.

We should tax it through the agency of the national govern-

ment, and take the proceeds for local purposes.

We must no longer look upon the county government as

opposed to the township in matters of taxation, or the State

to the county, or the federal government to the State, but

upon all as a part of one aud the same system of government,

to be used by the people in the manner and to the extent to

which its interest may dictate.

In a woi'd, then, the solution of the financial difficulty in

this country, as I l^ok at it, is simply this: Let us use each

part of the government, city, town, school district, county.

State, and nation, to administer those taxes which it can

most easily manage, and then divide the proceeds upon such

basis as experience may dictate to be the best. Briefly in-

dicated, and only in the most general way, the land tax

ought to be left to the ultimate unit— city, town, road,

school, poor district, etc. The State ought to levy an elabo-

rate system of corporation taxes upon such corporations as

it can efficiently reach; and, finally, the nation ought to

levy the indirect taxes, such as excise and customs duties,

and such other taxes as circumstances may show to be de-

sirable, such as taxes upon the great combinations of capital

which extend their operations over the whole countr}', and

possibly also upon incomes. We should take the proceeds

of such taxes beyond what may be necessary for an economi-

cal administration of federal affairs, and utilize them for

local purposes. The States should use the funds derived

from the taxes administered by itself, partly for the per-

formance of a larger range of functions, partly in assisting

in the performance of local functions, as in making roads,

etc., and partly in cistribution among local units for local

purposes, as schools, etc.

I am all the surer that tliis is the proper solution, as it is

the one which modern nations situated somewhat like our

own have found it necessary to adopt. As said above, the

problems of modern taxation have come up in all nations in

a very similar form. Local taxation has assumed an impor-

tance hitherto unknown, and the relation of the farming class

to other classes in this matter has been a troublesome one.

England, France, and Germany, which in their economic

conditions most resemble our own country, have all found
it necessary to resort to some such plan as that here out-

lined.

No amount of patching is going to help us in this matter.

No attempt to strengthen the hands of local tax assessors

or tax collectors is going to afford any permanent relief.

The more tax commissions we have which give such advice

as the late ones have given us, the more money will be

wasted, and the time will be the more delayed when a rea-

sonable system will take the place of the present antiquated

patch- work.

Before closing, I should like to revert again to a point al-

ready mentioned, touch upon another phase of the question

which I regard as even more fundamental than that of taxa-

tion, important as is the latter, and that is, the whole eco-

nomical condition of the farmer as compared with the other

classes in the community. I touched, at the beginning of

my address, upon the revolution which the modern system

of transportation had effected in the condition of the farmer;

how it has brought into competition with him not only the

farmer of the Mississippi Valley, but has planted a competi-

tor on the slopes of the Pacific, nay, even opened up Africa

and Australia as competing territories. The farmer was

formerly assured of a certain even though it were a small

market. His market is now large but very uncertain.

The farmer feels the burden of taxation, in a word, largely

because his economic situation has become an unfavorable

one. The prices of agricultural products of the staple vari-

ety have gone down in the great European market upon

which we rely to dispose of our surplus products. It looks

very much as if they would never rise again, at least not for

a long time to come. The settlement of Australia, of South

America, and of Africa will more than keep pace with the

wants of the world for breadstuffs; and until Russia, Asia,

India, Africa, Australia, and South America are so fully

settled that they will consume their own food-crops we need

not expect to see a rise in the price of staples. No amount

of bait thrown out to European nations in the form of low

tariffs is going to persuade them to take our corn and wheat

at high prices when they can get Russian and Indian prod-

ucts at low prices.

Now if this be a true diagnosis of present conditions, what

can the farmer do to be saved from being ground to powder

between the upper and nether millstones; between a system

of taxation, on the one hand, which leaves the great accu-

mulations of wealth relatively untouched, and rests chiefly

on agriculture, and a world-economic movement, on the

other, which is knocking the bottom out of all staple prod-

ucts? My answer to this question, as far as the tirst point is

concerned, is to reform your system of taxation; as to the

second, make yourselves independent of the staples. Let us

try to discover and utilize new products. We can no longer

rely upon the old crops to keep us alive. We must discover

new branches of agriculture. Perhaps it will be found, as

in Germany, in the discovery of a sugar plant, or in the

cultivation of tea or coffee, or a new textile plant, or some-

thing else. Now from what source have we to look for the

introduction of such a plant or plants? Who can bear the

initial expense of ascertaining by a long series of costly ex-

periments what kind of soil and climate are best fitted to

each new crop. Manifestly only the government. Hence
the absolute necessity of the government experiment station,

planted in every State, and endowed on such a scale as will

enable it to make the most costly and long-continued experi-

ments upon every new crop which seems to promise any

hope of naturalization. We have been naturalizing men
long enough. Let us now try systematic plans to naturalize

every useful plant which is to be found in any other coun-

try. The federal government has begun this work on a

fairly liberal scale. It should be your business as farmei-s

to see that these appropriations shall be made on a still

larger scale than ever, aud that in each district in the State

a careful examination of soil and climate by scientific ex-

perts shall be made, with a view of determining what new
crops can be introduced into such places. In this way you

will find that the introduction of a new crop will go a long

way toward solving the taxation and all other problems,

since it will introduce prosperity where adversity now pre-

vails — an expanding agriculture instead of a declining one,

etc.

Perhaps a word might not be out of place at this point as
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to the work of the experiment stations themselves. I cannot

help feeling that much of their effort has not heen so eco-

nomically applied as it might he. It is, of course, an inter-

esting fact to know what the growing power of a pumpkin

is, for example. How many tons a water-melon vine can

lift in the course of a year, and similar items of information,

may, in the course of time, when all added together, produce

valuable practical resiilts; but I cannot but believe that a

much larger share of the time and effort should be devoted

to ascertaining the possible uses of the thousand-and-one

forms of vegetable life around us. Man progresses but

slowly. Of the thousands of plants which cover the face of

the earth we have found use for comparatively few. They

are mostly still ranked in the category of weeds, i.e., useless

or injurious plants. It has not been so very long since the

potato was in this categor;y. Now it is my opinion that

every plant has some valuable use or other if we only knew
it. It is pre-eminently the work of such scientific stations

to enlarge the number of useful plants by such experimenta-

tion as shall test their applicability to one or another of the

practical arts. He who makes two blades of grass to grow

where only one grew before is a benefactor of the race.

How much more a benefactor he who gives two useful plants

instead of one. Who can calculate the advantage to hu-

manity of the development of the potato or of the sugar

beet?

The scientific experimental station, then, should give us

new plants, naturalize those already known, and determine

the best conditions for the cultivation of all kinds which may
be made to grow in any given locality. The same thing

should be done, of course, for animals as for vegetables.

There is little doubt that in each State, for example, many
plants and animals could be profitably cultivated which are

practically unknown at present. The experimental stations

should work at these problems until they are successfully

solved. I say at each station, for the station of Pennsylva-

nia, or that of Illinois, or Ohio, will benefit Alabama only

indirectly, since crops which will grow very well in the for-

mer States will not grow well in the latter, and many which

might prove profitable in the latter would not grow in those

States at all. Each locality must solve its own problems in

this respect for itself. It has been found, for example, even

in such a small country as Germany, that a beet which will

produce a large quantity of sugar in one part of the country,

when taken to another loses its sugar very quickly. How
much more would that be the case in such a country as our

own.

Let us keep up our experiment stations then. Watch
them' closely, to see that they are at work at useful things,

but support them liberally. See to it that the federal gov-

ernment, which has now begun the support of these institu-

tions, shall deal liberally with them. Give them all the

money they can wisely use. We shall flud that that will be

a great deal, and you will find that it will very well pay for

itself.

HEALTH MATTERS.

The Tetaniferous Man.

Veeneuil applies this term to the individual who carries the

virus of tetanus around on his person, although unaffected by the

disease himself. The author discusses the causes and means of

prevention of this affection from a clinical standpoint. If one

considers the horse, with its secretions, excretions, arid surround-

ings, as all-capable of propagating tetanus, we cannot regard as

impossible infection by the secretions and excretions of man. The

tetanic property of equine saliva has been demonstrated. The
saliva of a human being may, for the time being, contain tetanus

germs, and thus a bite from such an individual may cause tetanus.

A case is given illustrating this. The secretions and excretions

are only infected by the ingesta, so that the sperm, milk, and
urine are never infected by the virus. He says, according to the

University Medical Magazine: "I have already admitted, and

now I admit more than ever, that a surgeon vvho lias dressed a

tetanoid patient may communicate the disease to other patients.

I also admit that any person whatever, but above all a pliysician

whose hands have been in contact with a horse, not tetanic, but

simply tetaniferous, may infect the wounds of his fellow-beings,

as in the cases cited. I also admit, finally, that such a man is not

only dangerous to those whom he approaches, but may even give

himself tetanus by auto-inoculation, either by wounding a part of

the skin impregnated with the virus, as the plantar and palmar

regions, or touching a wound on any part of his body with his

impure hands." Two cases follow, in %vhich he traces the cause

to a wound inflicted on the skin, which Was previously infected

with the tetanic vii-us. The bacillus of Nicolaier was found in one

of these cases. Three additional cases are given with a very care-

ful analytical study of each.

London's Soot.

The amount of carbonaceous and other particles dejiosited upon

glass houses is a good indication of what the London atmosphere

contains, and in many places it is only possible to procure a due

admission of light to the plants by frequently washmg the glass

roofs. At one establishment, says the Pharmaceutical Record,

two tanks constructed to collect the rain from a house completed

a few years since, were cleared out, and no less than ten barrow-

loads of sooty matter were removed, all of which must have been

conveyed into the tanks from the glass. One scientific man has

been engaged in computing the amount of soot deposited from

London air, and arrived at the following conclusions. He collected

the smoke deposited on a patch of snow in Canonbury one square

link (about 8 inches) in extent, and obtained from it two grains of

soot. As London covers 110 square miles, this would give us for

the whole area 1,000 tons. As the quantity measured fell in 10

days, a month's allowance would need 1,000 hoi'ses to cart it off,

and these stretched in a line would extend four miles.

Origin and Role of Pus Cells.

Professor Ranvier made an interesting communication at a re-

cent meeting of the Academy of Sciences on the orisjin and signi-

fication of pus cells. He said (Brit. Med. Jour.) that for some

years past histologists generally were agreed that the cells of pus

were none other than the white corpuscles of the blood, which had

emigrated from the vessels at the time suppuration was set up.

He found it difficult, however, to believe that the blood could

yield in this way, and in a time comparatively short, the enormous

quantity of pus found in many pathological conditions, such, for

example, as the purulent infection of wounds, accidental ,and

operative. That the white cells do emigrate in the manner gen-

erally accepted he had no doubt. This takes place under normal

physiological conditions, while it is still more pronounced in cer-

tain pathological states not ending in actual inflammation, in the

process of which it is, of course, abundantly evident. What his

experiments led him to establish, however, was that pus cells had

also quite another origin, viz.. the transformation into lymph cells

of clasmatocytes, elements derived from migratory cells, which

under the influence of irritation revert to an embryonic condition

and proliferate rapidly. As to the role of the pus cells, M.

Metchniboff has shown the importance of lymphatic cells in the

combat of the organism against microbes. In simple inflamma-

tion determined by caustics, or other irritant agents, their rvle is

not less important. They eliminate the dead elements, and thus

prepare the way for the processes of regeneration.

The Value of the Tongue as a Respirator.

J. M. Elborough writes as follows to the Lancet : It is not gen-

erally known that nature has provided each of us with the best

respirator always at hand in the tongue. For years I have per-
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sonall}' relied on this alone, and have recnoimended this proceed

-

inpc tomany patients. When facing a cold east wind, or breathing

quiclily the night air, I never quite close my mouth, but purposely

keep the lips a trifle parted, and at the same time curl up my
tongue towards tlie roof of my mouth until the tip reaches as far

back as the soft palate, and I gently press the arched under surface

of the tongue in some degree against the hard palate (a little prac-

tice soon makes this easy to do). The cold air then, as it enters

the mouth, strikes against the under surface of the tongue, as well

as the floor and sides of the mouth, and is made to pass in a some-

what circuitous manner between the sides of the tongue and the

buccal mucus membrane of the pharynx, being thereby warmed
in its course, so that by the time it reaches the larynx it is nicely

rid of chill, and does not excite cough and catarrh. At the same
time a certain quantity of air, of course, finds its way through the

nasal passages to the chest, and it is obvious that a larger quantity

of cold air can be effectually warmed by this method of procedure

than by relying on either the nose or mouth alone. That the

large blood-supply of the tongue renders this organ an excellent

air warmer must be obvious to all.

The Sense of Taste in the Larynx.

For many years it has been known to histologists that the spe-

cific end-organs of taste, nameiy, the taste-bulbs, occur on the

l^osterior or inner surface of the epiglottis, but up till now the

physiological proof of the existence of the sense of taste in the

epiglottis has not been forthcoming. Michelson, according to the

British Medical Journal, Aug. 8, under Langeudorff's direction,

made a number of experiments, which show that the inner sur-

face of the epiglottis is endowed with taste. A Schroetter's

laryngeal sound, tipped with a solution of quinine or saccharine,

was introduced into the larynx, and the drop of the sapid sub-

stance was cautiously brought into contact with the inner surface

of the epiglottis. Positive results were obtained, which were con-

trolled by the sensation — electrical taste— known to be produced

by electrical stimulation. It seems, therefore, proved that a part

of the nerve fibres passing to the larynx are nerves of taste.

sible to produce a like effect upon small floating rain particles ?

The concussion from a lightning flash usually results in an imme-
diate downpour. By all means let those who have experimented
come forward with the results. William A. Eddy.

Bergen Point, N.J., Sept. 5.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

*** Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer^s name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.

On request in advance, one hundred copies of the number containing his
communication wilt be furnished free to any correspondent.

The editor will be glad to publish any queries consonant with the character

of the journal.

An Upright-Walking Lizard.

I REMEMBER reading, some time ago, a report of the discovery

of the fossil remains of a large lizard-like creature which must
have walked upright on its hinder limbs. The saurians which
made the footprints found in some sandstone formations probably

walked in the same manner. But it may not be generally known
that at least one existing species of lizard habitually runs erect on

its hind-legs. This little fellow I noticed, in May, 1891, on the

Mojave Desert of California, between Mojave and Death Valley.

He is about one foot in length, of color varying from pale yellow

to orange. His forward limbs are short and slender. While
feeding, he holds his food in his fore-paws, much as a squirrel

holds a nut. While seeking food, or resting, he remains on '' all

fours," but on starting off, especially if frightened, he rises on his

hinder legs and runs away very swiftly, the action of the legs

having a ridiculous resemblance to those of a small boy " in a

hiirry." I have seen one of these lizards run in this manner for

thirty or forty yards. C. W. Kempton.
New York, Sept. 8.

The Application of Concussion to Suspended Mist.

Professor H. A. Hazen's recent criticism of the rain-making

experiments seems well-timed. As Espy made important addi-

tions to the theory of latent heat as applied to the uprising moist

air in cyclones, would it not be well to try the experiment of suc-

cessive concussions upon suspended mists. If very small drops of

rain collect upon a window pane any sudden jar will cause the

small drops to coalesce into large drops. Then why is it not pos-

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The S. Carson Company, San Francisco, have just published
" Forensic Eloquence," by John Goss, a treatise on the theory and
practice of oratory as exemplified in great speeches of famous ora

tors.

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, have issued "A Brief Spanish

Grammar," by Professor Edgren of the University of Nebraska.

— Professor W. S. Chaplin, professor of engineering at Harvard
University since 1880, has been elected chancellor of Washington
University of St. Louis.

— The Tragedy of the Caesars " is the title of a new work by the

Rev. S. Baring Gould that Methuen & Co. have in the press and
hope to issue shortly. It will be illustrated from busts, gems,
cameos, etc.

— Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. will publish on the 12th the first

two volumes of the new large-paper edition of the works of Oliver

Wendell Holmes; and a new cheaper edition of 8. P. Langley's
" The New Astronomy."

— Major Wissmann's new book of African travel from the Kongo
to the Zambesi, in the years 1886 and 1887, which he calls " M\
Second Journey Through Equatorial Africa," will be published in

England by Chatto & Windus. The volume will contain a map
and nearly a hundred illustrations.

— Messrs. Macmillan & Co. intend to publish soon a series of

popular sketches on the history of astronomy from the earliest

times to the present day, in the form of a volume containing three

courses of lectures on astronomical biography by Professor Oliver

Lodge, F.R.S. The work will be fully illustrated, and will bear

the title '• Pioneers of Science."

— The assiduous biographer of Dr. Johnson, James Bos well,

would certainly approve of the devotion of his own biographer,

Mr. Percy Fitzgerald, who has written a "Life of James Boswell,"

which is to be published shortly by D. Appleton & Co. Mr. Fitz-

gerald has made a book full of anecdotes. It will contain por-

traits of Boswell and of Dr. Johnson.

— Charles Scribner's Sons have in preparation a series of concise

biographies of the men whose systems have marked successive

stages in the progress of education, from Aristotle to Dr. Arnold.

It will be edited by Professor Nicholas Murray Butler of Colum-
bia College. Mr. Thomas Davidson will undertake Aristotle; J.

G. Fitch, Pestalozzi; J. Courthope Bowen, Froebel; Professor

Butler, Horace Mann.

— The recently completed fifth edition of Dr. M. Foster's well

known -'Text-Book of Physiology" will be followed at once by
the appearance of a sixth and cheaper edition of the work in

parts, carefully revised throughout by the author. The addition

of much new matter to this edition of the book will permit of

taking out a copyright on the American edition, which is to be

published by Macmillan & Co.

— Roberts Brothers will publish soon a new volume in Miss

Wormeley's series of translations from Balzac's works, entitled

" An Historical Mystery," being one of the " Scenes from Political

Life; " a complete edition of Burnand's " Happy Thoughts," and
the first American edition of the same author's " More Happy
Thoughts;" the third volume of Renan's " History of the People

of Israel," treating the subject from the time of Hezekiah tiU the

return from Babylon; and " Four and Five," by Edward Everett

Hale, which is a continuation of the " Ten Times One " series.

— The aim of " The Transition-Curve Field-Book," by Conway
R. Howard, C.E. (New York, Wiley), is to furnish plain, practical

rules and examples for guidance in adjusting and locating a curve,

nearly identical with the cubic parabola, as a transition-curve in

connecting circular railway curves with tangents. The work is
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simplified in application by the aid of a general table, and illus-

trated by rules and examples for various problems of location.

The book also contains tables of radii, sines, tangents, versines,

and external secants (109 p. 16°).

— Silver, Burdett, & Co. have now ready "The Teacher's

Handbook of Slojd as Practised and Taught at Naas," by Otto

Salomon, assisted by Carl Nordendahl and Alfred Johansson, and

translated and adapted for English teachers by Mary R. Walker

and WiUiam Nelson. The volume belongs to the new department

of wood-handicraft or educational carpentry, already finding a

place in our advancing school system, and is an able exposition

of the work done by the famous school at Naas, Sweden. It con-

tains explanations and detaOs of each exercise and is generously

illustrated.

— "Heredity, Health, and Personal Beauty" is the title of a

book published recently by F. A. Davis, Philadelphia. The au-

thor is John V. Shoemaker, M.D., who is a professor at the Medi-

co-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia. There seems to be some

confusion in the matter brought between the covers of this book;

for, while the main portions are devoted to the laws of health as

understood by the author, there is introduced considerable matter

that has a bearing primarily on the doctrine of evolution, and not

directly, at least, on the preservation of health. The author is an

advocate of all things moderate in this life. The mode of treat-

ment of the subject is such that the non-professional reader can
readily follow. Not only are there given suggestions as to the

mode of life most likely to lead to general good health, and con-

sequent good looks, but the methods considered best for the care

of the skin, nails, and hair are discussed in several long chapters.

— The Johns Hopkins Press are preparing a volume on the
" Spanish Institutions in the South-west," by Frank W. Blackmar,

professor of history and sociology in the Kansas State University,

which wijl be ready shortly. The work is a study of the social

and political institutions of Spain as represented by the life of the

Spanish colonists in America, consequently it treats of the found-

ing of the Spanish missions in California, Arizona, New Mexico,

and Texas, and portrays the civilization established by the padres,

the social condition of the Indians, and the political and social life

of the pioneers of the South-west.

— Hon. Carroll D.Wright will begin in the October Popular

Science Monthly a series of papers under the title " Lessons from

the Census." In the first of these he sketches the changes in scope

and methods which the United States census has undergone in the

past hundred years, and shows that its immense growth has made
it a somewhat clumsy machine. The series of articles on Ameri-

can industries will be continued in the same number with a fully

illustrated account of "The Manufacture of Steel," by William F.

Durfee, giving the histoiy of the industry from colonial times to
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the introduction of the Bessemer process. Professor A. E. Dolbear

will contribute an essay on " Metamorphoses in Education." It

is a thoughtful paper, and shows that, since education is a process

of fitting men for their environment, a change in its character

was necessitated by the change in the conditions of human life

that has taken place in modern times. "The Eivalry of the

Higher Senses " is the title of a paper by Professor G. T. W. Pat-

rick. It points out how greatly we differ from the ancients in re-

ceiving most of our information through the eye while they took

in theirs more largely through the ear. Some of the consequences

of this change are also noted. The second of Professor Frederick

Starr's articles on "Dress and Adornment" wiU be published in

the same number. The author maintains that di'ess arose from a

desire for ornament rather than from a sense of shame. He de-

scribes a number of beautiful garments that are made by savages,

and illustrates his descriptions with a large number of pictures.

— Noonday Rook is a pinnacle projecting from the bed of the
Pacific off the coast of California. It lies three miles to the west-

ward of North Farallon Island, and is directly in the path of ves-

sels bound to or from the harbor of San Francisco. In order to

warn vessels of their proximity to this hidden danger, the light-

house establisment keeps a bell buoy over the rock. Sometimes
the buoy breaks adrift. There is then great difficulty in finding

the rock on account of its small area and great distance from
shore. In order to locate it exactly advantage is taken of its being

a great feeding place for seals. When the light-house tender is

near the spot the steam whistle is blown. The seals rise perpen-
dicularly to the surface of the water, sticking their heads high
into the air to find out what the extraordinary noise means.
With the surf-boat already lowered, a trial can- buoy can he
thrown almost exactly on the rock, thus saving hours of tiresome
search.
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No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vauphan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities o'
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. P. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo. 30 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. il, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N, D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE CHEHPEST AND iBEST :

67 PARK PMEE,NEW YORK^

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
) azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 3.5 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals ofInstitutions for the Deaf

.

" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-
dom from technicality."

" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work,"
" The rules are clearly given and wiU be of s:reat

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

*4t* The above work may be obtained, by-

order, through anj' bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In the Native Religions of tlie

W^estern Continent.
By D. G. Beinton, M.D. 8*. S1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., an Morris Jasteow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOD INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBI.E LiOW-COST
HOCSES," now arranged in three volimies. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, neTV designs for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build -ivlthont delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 3S copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and S1800. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $1800 to
$3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to $3000. Price, by mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COI.OINIAL1 HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and ha-ving all modern
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00."PICXCRESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OP THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Efiect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$3.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three
years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen."—Lzfe?-ary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rou^h experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."

—

Boston Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-flve years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention.""

—

The Dial.

READY SOO]>r.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil aud natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.
8°, about 400 pp., |3.50.

]^EW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of ,an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of
interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-
preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject."—P/ii7adeip/tia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''^—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, S2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."— r/ie Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-
ogy-"— ^'Ae Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—^riff/lion CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
ilie Neiv York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—PhUadelphia Public
Ledger.

'* The work is indispensable to the student who re-
quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1,75,

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of
the subject which still prevails; in the sec-
ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-
tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of
treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT,
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

JRJEADY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF Con-
sumption. By Godfrey W. Hambleton, M.D.

,
la°. 40c.
"The Inestimable importance of the suhjeet, the

omlneuce of the author, aud the novelty of his work,
all comblue to reuder the little* treatise worthy of
special consldarai ion. . . . We hea, tily commend
Dr. Hambleton'a booklet, aud wish there were more
such works."— Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.
' The moDograph is iuterestlug iu style, scholarly

and well worthy of careful couslderati u. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and AigefiX,e(l."—Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Ksq. 1J°. ao cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and Interesting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of'their
century.' "—iVew York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. < 'OX. 13°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."— C/trisiia7i Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—St Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" .Mr. (Jox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."- Ope«. Court.
"It Is of extreme interest."—Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."-indiajia Medica

Journal.
" An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popittor
Science Neios.
" Ail Interested In biological questions will find

the book l&acVaa.Wag."—Pharmaceutical Bra.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."-P^ifeZiC Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. 1S°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees, He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An lllust ation of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This woik will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
f'olumbiau discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
" A valuable contribu lou to the question, ' Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "

—

New York Times
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—JV Y. Sun.
"An interesting paper."—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen
13°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Pos-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' 1'ornado Insurance ' is of interest to
all property-holders in ihe tornado States."—Bosion
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author. Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'" -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOIWENA. By JOSEPH Jastkow. 12°. SOo" All students of psychology will find the book full

of Interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well aud
too widely known to require comment."—Piifi/ic
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mart Taylor Bissell. 13°. 75 cents.
" A sensible hroabare.''—Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—PKfth'c Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which it

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" Practical and simply written."—Spri7ig^eW Be-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—Si.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.
VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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NEW YORK, September 18, 1891.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.
3.50 Per Year, in Advance.

THE

Bell Tel

COMPANY.
98 MM ST., BOSTON. MASS.

This Company owns the Letters
Patent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1877,
No. 186,7§7.
The Transmission of Speech by

all known forms of ELECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the right secured to this
Company toy the atoove patents, and
renders each individual user of tel-

ephones, not furnished toy it or its

licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.

MIMrDAIC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
lllHlLnALOi For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper- bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

THIRD EDITI01>r.

THE FAULTS OF SPEECH
BY

A. MELVILLE BELL,
Author of " Visible Speech," etc., etc.

The Faults of Speech is a Self-Corrector

and Teacher's Manual, for the removal of all

Impediments and Defects of Articulation.

*^* Sent postpaid on receipt of price,

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AISTY OF
Prof. A. MELVILLE BELL'S WORKS

—ON—
Elocution — Visible Speech —

Principles of Speech—Faults

of Speech—Phonetics—Line

Writing — World - English,

etc.,

SUPPLIED BY

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, H. Y.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

New Method of Protecting Propert

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage

may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS "WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.



SCIENCE.
Wants.

^ ny person seeking a position /or ivkich he is qitali-

fi.ed by his scientific attaimfien^s^ or anyperson seeking
some one to fill a position of this character^ be it thai
ofa teacher o/science^ chemist^ draughtsvtan^ or -what
not, may have the * Waiif inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-
able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific question^ the address oj
any scientific nian^ or ivho can in any way zise thiscol-
umn for a purpose consonaitt zvith the nature of the
papery is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-
ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

WANTED—A position at a University as Lecturer
on Physical Geography or kindred subjects, by

a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address F. A. V., care Science.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and JVIadison Avenue,
New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charming location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in
the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any acconaplishments, as Music, Art, Delsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

AN EDUCATOR of mature years and experience
is open to engagement as President of a College

or Normal SchooL Address "UNIVERSITY," care
Science.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROF. GATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For sale or exchange, extra hne pair ( S and S ) of skins
of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting ; collection of vertebrate fossils from the
Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection of works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany—mostly on Fungi: thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette^ eight vols. Qrevilleay,
four vols. Notarisea; stereoptjcon outfit, with attach-
ment for microscopic projection ; 148 stereopticon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American
and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Palseon-
tology, and series aiAm. four, ofScience and other peri-

odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Paleeon-
tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Topeka, Kan.

Botanical specimens for exchange.—Special pains have
been taken to procure good raountable specimens fit for

any herbarium and no other are oilered. E. E. Bogue,
Orwell. Ohio.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-
sixth homeogeneoi'S immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, BauEch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For Exchange.—A collector of twelve years experience
has many fine duplicate minerals which he would like to
exchange for others. Address John HoU. RoUo, Wil-
mington, Del.

I have five vols, of '*01hausen's Biblical Commentary
on the New Testament" that I would like to sell or
exchange for works on geology of North America.
These volumes are as good as new, except the slight

fading of the black cloth covers. D. T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N. J.

NEO-DARWimSM AND NEO-LAMARCKISffl.

By LESTE-< F. WARD.
Annual address of the ,. resident of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific
thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School." Ap-
plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main m line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.
Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150

titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

"About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."

—

Chicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of
affairs. ' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."

—

New York Home Journal.

"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will
turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will
be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will
commend it to all. and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."—Son. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D, C. HODGES,
4T liafayette Place, Tiew Ifork.
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A TEMPORARY BINDER
for Science is now ready, and will be mailed
postpaid on receipt of 75 cents.

This binder is strong, durable and
elegant, has gilt side-title, and al-

lows the opening of the pages per-
fectly flat. Any number can be
taken out or replaced without dis-
turbing the others, and the papers
are not mutilated for subsequent
permanent binding. Filed in this
binder. Science is always convenient
or reference.
Temporary binders of the same

lescription but without side title, to
it any paper or periodical of ordi-

be mailed postpaid on receipt of price as
In ordering, be sure to give the name

dical and style of binder.

inches long, cloth
, $0. 50; leather, $0 . 60.

of

75-

75

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
lOfc DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D, C, HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

N. D, C. HODGES. 47 Lafavette Place, NewYork

WORLD-ENGLISH.
25 Cents.

HANDBOOK OF
WORLD-ENGLISH.

25 Cents.

Ex - President Andrew D..
White, of Cornell University^

says: "I believe that the highest interests of Chris-
tian civilization and of humanity would be served
by its adoption."

" So set down, our tongue is the best for the world
to unite upon."'—Brooklyn Eagle.

' The idea of Mr. Bell has much to recommend it,
and the presentation is charmingly clear."

—

Ameri-
can, Phila.
"The result is a language which cannot fail to-

meet with acceptance."—Boston Traveller.
" World- English deserves the careful consideration

of all serious scholars."—Jfodern Language Notes.
Sent, postpaid, on receipt of pricb.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, H. Y.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."
Professor Symons of London says :

'
' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when,
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1,

N. D. G. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, NewYork.

ESTERBROOK'S
STEEL PENS.

Of SUPERIOR AND STANDARD QUALITY.

Leading Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 135. 239, 333
For Sale by all Stationers.

THE ESTERBROQK STEEL PEN CO.,

Works; Oamden, N.J. 26 John St.. NewYoi'h.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

BOOKS: How to Sell tliem. Send a list,

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book-
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF ARCHEOLOGY.

One evening early in November, 1889, a company of gen-

tlemen gathered in one of the rooms of the Philadelphia

Club, where an elegant dinner was spread. At the head of

the table sat Dr. William Pepper, provost of the University

of Pennsylvania, and on his right Dr. C. C. Abbot. F. C.

Macauley, Esq., sat at the foot of the table, and along the

sides were men so distinguished for scientific attainments and
public spirit as Professor Edward Cope, Dr. Daniel G. Brin-

ton. Dr. Horace Jayne, the late Dr. Joseph Leidy, and two
or three others, — nearly all of them oflBcially connected

with the University of Pennsylvania. This institution is

not heard of so often in New York and New England as are

Columbia, Harvard, and Yale, with all of which, neverthe-

less, it stands abreast in most particulars. Its library, for

example, is one-third larger than that at Harvard.

Up to the date of this merry little feast, which is recalled

on account of its results, the University of Pennsylvania had
lacked anything to compare with such museums as exist at

New Haven and Cambridge, and which not only offer local

students of the sciences great facilities, but become centres

of original research and asylums for the preservation of

valuable material. Thus far in the revival of enthusiasm,

which during the past few years has been stirring the alumni
and friends of the university, this feature had been neglected

;

but after the edibles and a part of the potables above-men-

tioned had disappeared, it was disclosed that these gentle-

men had met and dined merely as a pleasant prelude to the

discussion of the ways and means of organizing an archaeo-

logical department and collection in connection with their

university.

Dr. Leidy took the chair, the group (excepting Dr. Abbott,

to whom these proceedings were all a surprise) resolved it-

self into a " commission," and in fifteen minutes, promptly

and picturesquely, The American Museum of Archaeology

was in existence.

In the course of the discussion Dr. Abbott was introduced

by Dr. Pepper in a speech which reminded his hearers, that,

though Dr. Abbott composed books, and had even perpe-

trated a sonnet now and then, it was not as a poet he was
ambitious to shine; that in spite of the fact that he had writ-

ten the most charming and suggestive books of out-door lore

published in America, this work and the attached credit were

not foremost in the author's thoughts. Dr. Abbott's chief

interest had been from tlie first in the investigation of the

habits, conditions, social advancement, and mental attitude

of the American aborigines; and to him science was in-

debted for valuable contributions in the direction both of

materials and of philosophy; while the light which Dr. Ab-

bott had been able to throw upon the antiquity of man in

the eastern part of this continent, by his discovery of the

stone implements and other traces of paleolithic man in the

glacial-drift gravels of the Delaware Valley, had established

beyond any reasonable doubt that practically primitive men

had dwelt on these shores during, and prior to, the great

glaciation of the northern half of the continent. He asked

Dr. Abbott to say what disposition had been made of (he

great quantities of relics of prehistoric man which he had

gathered, and whether the field was exhausted.

Dr. Abbott replied in a speech of some length. He said

that his farm near Trenton, N.J., occupied a knoll overlook-

ing wide meadows along the Delaware, which traditionally

and evidently had been a favorite resort for the Delaware

Indians and for their predecessors. From the ploughed fields

and river-banks of this immediate neighborhood he had

gathered some 30,000 relics, in stone, bone, and clay, of the

aborigines, who had hunted, fished, camped, and manufac-

tured their implements and utensils there. The earlier part

of this collection had gone mainly to the Academy of Sci-

ence at Salem, Mass., and to prominent European archaeolo-

gists, but since the founding of the Peabody Museum of

American Archeology and Ethnology at Cambridge, Mass.,

everything had been deposited there, where it constitutes the

Abbott Collection, embracing 27,000 pieces. This includes

the series of paleolithic (drift-gravel) implements and bones.

The literary outcome had been many pamphlets and articles,

and the book "Primitive Industry," which had summarized

the results up to 1881. A new edition of this book is now
under way, wherein later investigations will be noted.

The audience was surprised at the magnitude of what one

man, with greatly limited means, had been able to accom-

plish, and regretted that this extremely interesting and val-

uable material had been taken to a distant museum out of

territory which by right was local and belonged to Philadel-

phia, simply because that city had been too apathetic to ob-

tain and preserve it.

Responding to a further request for advice. Dr. Abbott ex-

plained that systematic searching would bring to light a vast

' quantity more of the same kind of relics in the Delaware

Valley, and probably largely extend our present knowledge
of the prehistoric inhabitants of that region. He said that

large areas of the United States were still unexplored archaeo-

logically; that there was abundant room for another organ-

ization without duplicating the labors of existing investiga-

tors; and that it was of the highest importance that such

work should be done at once.

The result was the formation of an Archaeological Asso-

ciation under the auspices of the university, the assignment
of quarters for the storage and arrangement of materials,

and the appointment of Dr. Abbott as curator. Subscrip-

tions were immediately forthcoming for the present needs of

the department, and a vigorous and organized effort is be-

ginning for the accumulation of specimens and information,

not only, but for the financial endowment necessary to the

maintenance of the museum and the attendant instruction

and publication of results. Dr. Abbott has consequently

severed his official connection with the trustees of the Pea-

body Museum (who cordially wished him good-speed) and
is devoting his energy to the work in this new field. About
25,000 specimens have already been received, and many more
are promised as gifts, while the purchase of some small but

valuable collections is under way. It is the policy of the
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managers, however, to conduct original and intelligent ex-

plorations, rather than merely to accumulate a large quan-

tity of " Indian relics" by purchase, and arrangements are

now making for the placing of several men in the field who
are experts in this kind of scientific work.

Meanwhile the valley of the Delaware is being carefully

attended to, and has yielded largely, much material having

been collected that throws additional light on the customs

and conditions of the Indians that for so many centuries oc-

cupied this region. During the summer of 1891 a large

number of village sites were exhaustively explored, and two

interesting rock shelters examined ; while on an island in

the river was found an implement maker's work-shop, and a

"cache" where 116 beautifully chipped knives, averaging

about six inches in length, was brought to light. The flint

(jasper) quarry from which the Indians derived their raw
material for arrow-heads, knives, scrapers, and drills was

also located; the shaft they had sunk exammed, and a vast

quantity of cores, chips, unfinished implements, and ham-

mers, mauls, and other implement-making tools, were pro-

cured.

Recently, through the generosity of several gentlemen,

the superb Cope collection was secured, so that even now
the museum has excellent facilities for illustrating the con-

ditions of human life on this continent prior to European

contact.

The first annual report, a pamphlet with beautiful illus-

trations, has already appeared, and, better than all else,

shows how rapid has been the progress of the venture.

Altogether it appears probable that an institution has been

founded which will become not only a source of great local

pride and influence in Philadelphia, but will powerfully ad-

vance the cause of this most interesting of sciences through-

out America. The need of money is great, and the rich men
of the country, especially those who are alumni of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, or interested in this part of the

country, can flud here a use for a portion of their wealth

which will be most fruitful in the advancement of knowl-

edge. It is to be hoped, too, that many persons in the

Southern and Middle States, who have formed small local

collections of archaeological specimens, will see the wisdom

of depositing them in this general museum, where they can

do far more general good than hidden in isolated houses

scattered about the country. May every success attend this

new museum, and long live Dr. Abbott, its curator.

Ernest Ingersoll.

INFLUENCE OF GROUND WATER UPON HEALTH.'

The examination of the historic records or of the published

mortality tables of this and other countries shows that there are

certain conditions which are found to be present when certain

diseases are most rife. It is also found, that, after eliminating

certain meteorological and other influences which are supposed to

affect disease, some particular diseases appear to be solely influenced

by the hvKrometric condition of the ground and the volume of

water which is present in the ground.

In historic periods when particular epidemics have been rife,

they have mostly occurred in times of drought, in which it has

been established, beyond doubt, by the evidence of the failure

of springs and rivers, that the ground water was then exception-

ally low.

Tbe actual measurements of the ground water in this country,

in some cases, go back for a period beyond that of the registration

of deaths, consequently a comparison can be made between the

1 Abstract of a paper read before the Congress of Hygiene, in London, Eng-
land, August, 1891, by Baldwin Latham, F.G.S,

State of the ground water and the death-rate of any particular

period ; and when such examination is made it is found that there

is a coincidence between the state of the ground water and the

deaths recorded. The deaths follow, as a rule, in the inverse ratio,

the state of the lowest ground water; that is, high low water in-

dicates a healthy period, while low low water marks the unhealthy
periods. Investigations respecting the influence of ground water

upon health should be studied over limited areas, as the distribu-

tion of rain is often very local, and there are varieties in the geo-

logical character of the soil that affect the result of observations

carried on over large areas, and on this account, while observa-

tions have been carried on by the author over an extended area,

he has always used local observations to compare with the mor-
tality returns in the same district, and he has specially dealt with
the records of Croydon, which is the place where the observations

as to percolation, evaporation, and the hygrometric condition of

the soil have been locally studied.

There is every reason to believe that the ground water itself,

except when polluted, exercises no influence as a cause of disease,

but is merely the measure or indicator of the influences which
are at work within a polluted soil, and of certain organic changes

which evidently take place within the dark recesses of the soil,

and which lead to the development of the conditions favorable to

a certain class of disease. That the earth does exercise a baneful

effect upon health is well known from the experience in this coun-

try of the unhealtlifulness of cellar dwellings, and from the fact

that persons habitually living upon ground floors are not so healthy

as those living in the upper stories of buildings removed from the

influence of the ground.

There is a seasonable fluctuation in the waters in the ground,

and, as a rule, these waters are lowest in the autumn and early

winter, and highest in the spring or early summer; but in some
years the period of both low and high water varies, as, for exam-
ple, the low water of last season did not take place until February
of this year (1891).

It is also known that the artificial lowering of the sub-soU waters

of a district has produced the same effects upon the health as

occurs when a general lowering of the ground water arises natu-

rally from drought.

Tbe actual drying of the ground is a condition which is favora-

ble to the general good health in this country, and this circum-

stance often masks, in the general death-rate, the potential influ-

ence of certain diseases, so that the general health of a district

appears to be good, while at the time it may suffer intensely from
a certain class of disease of which low ground water is the indi-

cator. When, however, the conditions become extremely intense,

and the ground water exceptionally low, the influences at work
affect the death-rates as a whole. On the other hand, in periods

of excessive rain with high ground water, the conditions are

usually favorable to health, and all places in which the ground
waters are of a uniform level, sucli as seaside places, which are

governed by the mean tide level, and i-iver valleys with porous

soils, like that of the River Wandle, in which the water is headed

up to a uniform level by mills, are usually healthy.

It is known that the measure of the effect of the ground water

is most marked in districts which draw their water supply from
the ground, and amongst that section of the inhabitants who use

such water for dietetic and other purposes, especially in the case

of young children and teetotallers.

The unhealthy time after the period of excessive low water is

that when the fli'st rain begins to percolate through the soil, just

as if it washed out matters which had been specially prepared or

were retained in the dark recesses of the soil, into the water, or by
driving out the ground air specially charged with the poison of

disease. It is by no means uncommon both in this and other

countries to find that particular epidemic outbreaks which have

become rife at a low-water period can be traced to particular rain-

falls. In this country since we have the registration of deaths,

those quarters of the jear when percolation has first commenced
after periods of exceptionally low water are, without exception, the

most unhealthy seasons that have been recorded. The quarters of

the year when percolation first commenced after exceptionally

low water have been the most unhealthy, as, for example, the
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March quarters of 1838, 1845, 1847, 1853, 1855, 1864. 1865, 1866,

1875, 1890, 1891, which, with the exception of the third quarter

of 1849 (the cholera year), are the most fatal seasons on

record.

There is no doubt that the sanitary condition of the district

greatly influences the results of the movements of the ground

water, and the greater the amount of disturbance or the number
of disturbances of the ground water in the course of the season in

insanitary districts, the greater and more marked the influence

upon health until the period arrives when the soil has been washed

free from its impurities, and the waters have accumulated in the

ground.

Certain diseases have their allotted seasons and conditions

favorable for their development and spread, and there are a num-
ber of diseases usually most rife when the ground waters are

low, such as enteric fever, cholera, small-pox, diphtheria, and
others.

The state of low ground water as being a condition accompany-
ing epidemics of typhoid fever is a matter of constant observation,

and it is a well-authenticated fact that all epidemics of this disease

in this country have occurred in periods only of low water, or

when immediately following a very low state of the ground

water.

Ground water influences both small-pox and diphtheria in a most
marked manner, but in directly opposite ways, so that when one

of these diseases is present the other is absent. Small-pox is ac-

companied or preceded by intense dryness of the ground, while

diphtheria occurs only when the condition of the ground is one of

continued dampness. The year 1871 was a very fatal year from
small-pox in this country, and in that year the percolation experi-

ments showed that the ground was intensely dry. In 1876 an out-

break of small-pox occurred at Croydon, and continued until the

autumn of 1877. Outbreaks of this disease have subsequently

occurred in this place in 1881-83 and 1884-85. Since September,

1885, there have been no deaths recorded from small-pox at Croy-

don, but diphtheria has been very prevalent during the whole of

that period, and the ground has been in a constant state of damp-
ness, so much so, that, with the exception of one month, October,

1886, a measurable quantity of water flowed from the percolation

gauges every month during all this long period. The last outbreak

of small-pox in 1884-85 was preceded by seven months, and that

of 1881-83 by five months, when no water percolated through

the ground.

Since the time when the author first observed this marked
coincidence between the dryness of the ground and out-

breaks of small-pox, he has learned from the report of Surgeon-

Major G. Hutcheson, M.D., Sanitary Commissioner of the North-

western Provinces and Oudh, that the counterpart of this has been

observed in India in reference to small-pox, which, it is stated, " is

controlled or kept in abeyance by damp and moistiu-e."

The most marked incident in connection with ground water is

the remarkable parallelism between the deaths of children under
five years of age and the lowness of the ground water ; in fact, it

is found that the deaths in this case fluctuate inversely in propor-

tion to the volume of the water in the ground.

In 1883 the excess of deaths was no doubt due to the direct pol-

lution of the water-supply of the district. And it should be ob-

served that since 1884 the low waters in this well are lower than
would be the case naturally, as since this period the waters have
been abnormally lowered by the escablishment of the New Croydon
Water Works Company's station at Addington. If the deaths

from diarrhoea are eliminated as being affected more by tempera-

ture than by conditions affecting the state of the ground water,

the paraUelism between the volume of water in the ground and the

death-rate becomes even more marked.

This coincidence between the rates of mortality of children and
ground water occurring period after period is tantamount to posi-

tive proof that ground water, at least, if not the direct cause, is

the measure of the influences at work which seriously menace the

lives of young persons.

Those who require further information upon this subject will

find it in the author's recent presidential address to the Royal
Meteorological Society.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Annals of Hygiene states that the legislature of Michigan
has recently passed a bill making it a misdemeanor, punishable
by fine and imprisonment, to manufacture or sell, give or deliver,

cigarettes of any kind of tobacco, or cigarette paper in books or

blocks for wrapping cigarettes.

— The operations of the Geological Survey of Missouri during
the month of August were as follows: Examinations of the zinc

and lead deposits have been extended into Greene, Stone, Webster,
Howell, Oregon, Carter, Texas, Wright, and Shannon Counties;

inspections of iron ores have been made in Cape Girardeau, Bol-

linger, Wayne, Stoddard, Reynolds, Carter, Ripley, Shannon, and
Howell Counties; detailed mapping has been prosecuted in Macon,
Chariton, and Henry Counties, and about 70 square mUes have
been covered. The study of the Quaternary deposits has been
continued over the central portion of the State adjacent to the

Missouri River; and the mapping of the crystalline rocks has been
continued in Madison, St. Francois, Washington, Iron, and Rey-
nolds Counties, as has also the geological mapping in Greene
County. For the purpose of constructing models illustrating the

conditions of occurrence of ore bodies, detailed surveys have been
completed of two important u-on deposits. In the laboratory,

analyses have been made of clays and iron ores; in the office the

plotting of maps preparatory to publication has proceeded unin-

terruptedly, and work has been continued on the preparation of

the report on paleontology. With reference to future work, steps

have been taken towards securing for the State the determination

of the latitude and longitude of a series of points, which determina-

tions are necessary for the further prosecution of the detailed

mapping now in progress.

— Persistent attempts have been made to produce a good arti-

ficial substitute for ivory. Hitherto none have been successful.

A patent has recently been taken out, says the Engineer, for a
process based upon the employment of those materials of which
natural ivory is composed, consisting, as it does, of tribasic phos-

phate of lime, calcium carbonate, magnesia, alumina, gelatine,

and albumen. By this process, quicklime is first treated, with
sufficient water to convert it into the hydrate, but before it has

become completely hydrated, or "slaked," an aqueous solution of

phosphoric acid is poured on to it; and while stirring the mixture

the calcium carbonate, magnesia, and alumina are incorporated m
small quantities at a time ; and lastly the gelatine and albumen
dissolved in water are added. The point to aim at is to obtain a

compost sufficiently plastic and as intimately mixed as possible.

It is then set aside to allow the phosphoric acid to complete its

action upon the chalk. The following day the mixture, while still

plastic, is pressed into the desired form in moulds, and dried in a

current of air at a temperature of about 150" C. To complete the

preparation of the artificial product by this process, it is kept for

three or four weeks, during which time it becomes perfectly hard.

The following are the proportions for the mixture, which can be

colored by the addition of suitable substances : quicklime, 100 parts

;

water, 300 parts; phosphoric acid solution, 1.05 sp. gr., 75 parts;

calcium carbonate, 16 parts; magnesia, 1 to 3 parts; alumina, pre-

cipitated, 5 parts; gelatine, 15 parts.

— In a paper read before the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science at the recent meeting in Washington, Pro-

fessor Joseph James gave the results of a visit to Point Pleasant,

Ohio, made to ascertain the age of the rocks. The paper has just

been printed in full in the Journal of the Cincinnati Society of

Natural History. In it is given a notice of such papers as have

considered any of the rocks of south-western Ohio to be of earlier

age than the Hudson River group of New York. There are also

given the details of a section studied by him at Point Pleasant

during the summer of 1890. Vanuxem, in 1829, was the first to

correlate the Cincinnati strata with the Trenton of New York, and
he was followed in this by Conrad in 1841. In 1843 Hall referred

the rocks to the Hudson River group of New York. In 1865 Meek
and Worthen proposed for the series the name Cincinnati group.

This name was generally accepted, but in 1879 a committee of the

Cincinnati Society of Natural History advocated abandoning the
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term Cincinnati, and substituting Hudson River and TJtica slate.

The committee also supposed the Trenton was exposed on the

Ohio River twenty or twenty-five miles above the city. This opinion

was adopted by Professor Orton and others, but Professor James
concludes that there is no difference between the lowest beds ex-

posed on the Ohio at Cincinnati and the rocks at Point Pleasant.

He says the beds of the two localities cannot be placed in two

separate terranes unless an arbitrary line be drawn at some point

in the series. The paper is illustrated by two plates of views of

the strata at Point Pleasant, and at Ludlow, Ky., opposite Cin-

cinnati.

— A German specialist, Dr. Cold, has recently pleaded for giv-

ing young people more sleep. A healthy infant sleeps most of the

time during the first weeks, and, in the early years, people are

disposed to let children sleep as much as they will. But from six

or seven, when school begins, there is a complete change. At the

age of ten or eleven the child sleeps only eight or nine hours, when
he needs at least ten or eleven, and as he grows older the time of

rest is shortened. Dr. Cold believes, according to Nature, that up
to twenty a youth needs nine hours' sleep, and an adult should

have eight or nine. With insufficient sleep, the nervous system,

and brain especially, not resting enough, and ceasing to work nor-

mally, we find exhaustion, excitability, and intellectual disorders

gradually taking the place of love of work, general well-being,

and the spirit of initiative.

— An interesting paper upon the slow combustion of explosive

gas mixtures (of which Nature gives a brief abstract) is contributed

to the current number of Liebig's Annalen by Dr. Krause and
Professor Victor Meyer. The experiments described were made
with electrolytic mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen, and denotating

mixtures of carbon monoxidg~and oxjgen. The first experiment
consisted in heating in a bath of vapor of diphenvliimine (305°) a
denotatiug mixture of hydrogen and oxygen contained in a

U-shaped tube closed by mercury. The heating was continued

without intermission for a fortnight, ac the end of which time
very little gas remained, almost the whole having slowly combined
to form water. The experiment was then repeated in an apparatus

constructed entirely of glass, and in which the use of mercury
was avoided, except in a small manometer used to indicate the

pressui-e. It was then found that no trace of water was formed
at the temperature of diphenylamine vapor (305° C); at the tem-

perature of boiling sulphur (44'i°) the amount of combination was
exceedingly small; while at 518^, the boiling-point of phosphorus

pentasulphide, a considerable amount of combination occurred,

but no quantitative rule could be deduced. In all these experi-

ments the gases employed were moist, and no particular care had
been taken to remove the last traces of admixed air. Now Bunsen
and Roscoe, in their celebrated work on denotating mixtures of

hydrogen and chlorine, showed that regular results were only ob-

tained when the film of air condensed upon the surfaces of the

glass vessels employed was removed by allowing the gas to stream
through the apparatus for several days previous to the experiment.

A fresh series of experiments were therefore made, in which these

precautions were most rigidly observed; most complicated pieces

of apparatus were constructed of glass throughout, which admitted

of the drying of the gases prepared (in case of hydrogen and oxygen)
by the electrolysis of hot water, so as to exclude ozone and hydro-
gen peroxide; and the pure gases thus obtained were allowed to

stream through the series of bulbs united by capillary tubes for a
fortnight, night and day, before the bulbs were sealed off at the

capillaries. It was found that, with pure dry gases, scarcely a
trace of combination occurred by the fusion of the very fine capil-

laries. As regards the temperature of ignition of electrolytic

hydrogen and oxygen, or denotating carbon monoxide and oxygen,
it was found that bulbs containing them do not explode when
placed in boiling pentasulphide of phosphorus (518°), but do ex-

plode in vapor of stannous chloride (606°). The temperature of

ignition lies, therefore, between 518° and 606° C. The mode of

explosion differs considerably under different circumstances. In

case of explosion in vapor of stannous chloride, the bulb was never
shattered, but a sudden appearance of fiame within the bulb oc-

curred, accompanied by a slight detonation, and in some cases the

point of the capillary was blown off. It is also astonishing how
long one requires to hold such a bulb in a Bunsen flame before

explosion occurs; it never occurs until the flame becomes colored

yellow, and the glass begins to soften, and frequently only causes

a swelling out of the glass at the heated spot. Thin-waUed bulbs,

however, are sometimes shattered. In two cases it was noticed

that the glass at the softened part was violently forced in, owing
to the previous heating having caused a large percentage of com-
bination, and hence the production of a partial vacuum. Even
after taking the rigid precautions to insure purity above described,

no definite quantitative rule connecting the time and percentage of

combination has been discovered, experiments performed simul-

taneously upon similarly treated mixtures yielding widely different

results; showing that the irregularities of glass surfaces, even after

removal of their air-films, are quite sufiicient to modify very sensi-

bly the conditions under which combination occurs.

— The settlement founded by Mrs. Humphry Ward, on the

principles laid down in " Robert Elsmere," and which has its home
in University Hall, Gordon Square, London, has shown itself in-

tellectually active during the last year, according to the London
Journal of Education. The warden, the Rev. Philip Wicksteed,

M.A., has completed his arrangements for the winter lectures. He
will himself undertake a course of lectures on Dante. Mr. Wick-

steed has been tor some years a university extension lecturer, and

is one of the foremost English exponents of Dante. The more
immediate ends of the "Robert Elsmere'' position will be illus-

trated by the warden's course on the criticism of the Old Testa-

ment. Professor Knight of St. Andrew's, whose Wordsworth
studies have earned him a permanent place amongst literary men,
will give a series of lectures on " Some Aspects of Theism," a

course which will be treated both historically and philosophically.

Mr. R. G. Jloulton, a university extension lecturer of high reputa-

tion, will treat of "The Literary Study of the Bible." The ener-

getic warden will, further, lecture on the " Elements of Political

Economy." One of the great difficulties for the ordinary man in

the study of economics is the development of the mathematical

exposition of the subject. Thus Professor Jevon's • Theory"' is

founded on mathematics; so, too, the notes and appendices of Pro-

fessor Marshall's "Economics" are mathematical in treatment.

To meet the needs of those whose mathematics are shaky, a class

will be held after lectures, so as to enable all to follow, as closely

as possible, modern theoretical economics

— In a lecture on "Old-time Winters in Essex County," deliv-

ered before the Essex (Ma^s.) Institute in May last, Mr. Perley

gave interesting particulars on many subjects, including weather,

some of which appear in the bulletin of the institute. The lecturer

spoke of the watch, church services, dress, food, and schools of the

early winter seasons; how the people spent their evenings, the

winter employment of the people in cutting off the forests, sled-

ding timber and wood, making pipe staves and barrel hoops, and,

most interesting of all, the institution of the old-fashioned shoe-

makers' shops, of which nearly every farm had one a century ago.

Women in those days engaged in spinning and weaving. The
holidays were referred to, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
Year's; and the winter's pleasures, such as sleigh-rides, dancing,

spinning and quilting parties, and games, shuffle-board, coasting,

skating, trapping, gunning, fishing, singing-schools, and girls'

samplers. He also spoke of the old modes of travel, snow-shoes,

etc. Nearly all the heavy teaming was done on sleds, and he

mentioned the winter of 1768-69, when the travelling was so bad

that the farmers in the western part of the State could not get

their grain and provisions to the coast to market. Snow remained

on the roads as it fell until about a century ago. Mr. Perley then

spoke of particular winters: that of 1641—i2. when the Indians

said they had not seen the ocean so much frozen for forty years

;

of 1646-47, when there was no snow to lay; of 1696-97, said to be

the coldest winter since the first settlement of New England ; of

1701-J, which was "turned into summer;" of 1717-18, when the

snow was from ten to fifteen feet deep and the drifts twenty-five

feet, many one-story houses being buried; of 1740-41, said to be

the severest winter known by the settlers, Salem harbor being

frozen over as early as October ; of 1774-75, a wonderfully mild
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winter; of 1779-80, when for forty days, including March, there

was no perceptible thaw, and the snow was so hard and deep that

loaded teams passed over the fences in any direction, arches being

dug under the snow so that men on horseback could ride under

them, and which was long remembered as the hard winter; of

1784-85, when, as late as April 15, snow was two feet deep, and

frozen hard enough to bear cattle ; of 1785-86, when in the re-

markable storm of Nov. 35, the snow blew into balls, one of which

had rolled seventy-six feet, measuring seventeen and a half by

twenty-two inches; of 1794-95, when the "Betsey" was launched

in Salem on Christmas Day, the thermometer indicating 80° above

zero at noon, and men and boys went in swimming; of 1801-3,

when the "Ulysses," "Brutus," and " Volutia," three Salem ves-

sels, which sailed out of the harbor on a summer-like morning in

February, were all cast away at night on Cape Cod, in a terrible

snow-storm, which continued a week. He also referred to more

recent seasons, and to the cold winter of 1836-57, when in one

vreek in January was the coldest day by the thermometer ever

recorded of late years, mercury in Salem 30° below zero; travel on

the railroad between Boston and Salem entirely suspended from

Tuesday morning to Thursday afternoon. The recent mild winters

were also alluded to.

— At the Bournemouth meeting of the British Medical Associa-

tion, a discussion on the subject of alcohol was initiated by a paper

by Dr. Samuel Wilks. In the course of his paper, as we learn

from Nature, he stated that he had no acquaintance with any

oi'ganic changes attributable to alcohol in the lungs and kidneys,

hut it seemed that the' digestive and nervous systems suffered,

Physiologists had failed to demonstrate the chemical changes which

it underwent in the body, and consequently it was imjiossible to

say whether it was of the nature of a food or not. No one had

yet seen a person who lived on alcohol, although there was evi-

dence of persons taking large quantities of alcohol who yet pre-

served their weight with a minimum of food ; and that supported

the theory that, although alcohol was not nutritive in itself, it

prevented the wear and tear of the body. The opposite theory

also existed, that alcohol acted as a spur to the nervous systeui and

quickly wore it out. He could not disapprove of the use of wine

and beer, if taken in moderation, by the masses of the people; but

as to spirits, or spirits and water, he had not made up his mind
that they were in any way useful, and he seldom recommended
them. Dr. Bucknill thought that the wise use of wine might cure

some cases and be useful in others. Dr. Norman Kerr said that

alcohol was a poison, analogous in many respects to other poisons.

Sir Risdom Bennett agreed with Dr. Wilks in not approving of

spirits as a beverage. He believed it to be useful in fever and in

some nervous diseases, but he did not think it desirable at the

present time to lay down any broad principles with regard to

alcohol with reference to the whole community.

— In the hamlet of Sewardstone, England (as we learn from
Amatew Oardening), Mr. W. Melles, J. P., the leading landowner

in the district, has, at his own expense, supplied and planted a

collection of apples, pears, plums, cherries, and bush fruits for the

purpose of enabling the principles of fruit culture to form part of

the educational curriculum at the Sewardstone Board School.

The collection embraces all the most useful varieties, and the

trees are planted in such a manner that they form a border of

some width to the spacious playground. The boys and girls will

share in the work of attending to the culture of these trees, and
on certain days the head master, Mr. Spink, who is an enthusiast

on the subject, will give lessons on theory and practice. Mr.

Spink has drawn up a graduated scheme for teaching fruit culture

as a specific subject to his scholars, and this is being submitted to

the inspectors for their approval, so that the children may in due
course be examined thereon. According to Mr. Spink's scheme,

the children will first be taught the botany of an apple blossom

and fruit, followed by difference hetween seedling and parent,

planting, mulching, summer and winter pruning, thinning the

fruit, insect pests, packing, and storing the fruit: this will con-

stitute the first stage. The second stage will deal with the food

of fruit trees, manures, course of sap; and the third, the art of

propagation. The first stage in the scheme covers a variety of

subjects, but Mr. Spink has been obliged to do this because most
of the boys leave the schools when they have passed the fifth

standard, and hence it is needful to let them know as much of the

first stage as possible before they do so. This is an excellent idea,

and one which might be followed with advantage by other schools

in country districts. " The exterior walls of schools might be

turned to good account for growing peaches, apricots, and the

finer kinds of pears and plums. If the head master could not

undertake the jiractical management of such trees, some of the

gentlemen who reside ini the parish would, in such a case, be do-

ing an excellent service by allowing their gardener to pay occa-

sional visits, and advise, as well as give practical illustrations of

the systems of pruning, disbudding, etc. If the correct principles

of fruit culture could only be firmly instilled in the minds of boys

and girls when at school, they would grow up into men and
women armed with information that would, whether as servants

or masters, be of the greatest possible value to them and to the

welfare of the country generally."

— The Photographic News says that the great progress that has

been made in the methods by which rapid movements can be

analyzed is well seen in a series of photographs lately taken by
Anchiitz of Lissa, who has already given to the world some of the

best instantaneous pictures ever taken. The subject of the pictures

at present under consideration is a dog jumping over a small bush.

In the act of making one jump the animal has been photographed

twenty-four separate times, and each picture is not a mere sil-

houette, as was the case with Muybridge's first attempts of this

kind, but a little picture showing half-tone and detail. Some of

the attitudes are, of course, comic in appearance, for they repre-

sent phases of a movement which the eye is unaccustomed to, and
cannot possibly appreciate. Notably is this the case in the com-

mencement of the jump, when the dog's hind toes only touch the

ground; and again at the finish of the jump, when his legs are

gathered together in a heap.

—-We have received from Mr. Mostyn, says Nature, an inter-

esting letter on the well-known appearance of the green ray at

sunrise or sunset caused by the refraction of the air. He states

:

"This 'green ray' is seen to best advantage at sun-rise, owing, I

imagine, to the eye not being wearied with watching the previous

glare, as is apt to be the case at sunset. At the same time, I had

many very satisfactory observations at sunset, one in particular,

when we were running before a very heavy sea in the Southern

Ocean, and the ' green ray ' was seen no less than three times in

as many seconds, as the ship rose and fell on the huge waves,

causing as it were two sunsets, with a sunrise between them. The
best displays took place when the refraction near the horizon was

of such a character that the sun assumed a balloon, or vase, shape

as he came close to the sea-line. When, on the contrary, the sun

appeared fiattened out in its horizontal diameter, the ' green ray '

was either entirely absent, or was seen only in an indistinct and

uncertain manner."

—
• Public interest in industrial and commercial exhibitions will

doubtless be somewhat stimulated this year by the extensive

preparations now making for the World's Columbian Exhibition

at Chicago. Among the many attractions of this kind offered to

the public, and presenting valuable opportunities to inventors and

artisans ready to invite attention to their work, perhaps there are

none which have a longer or more useful record than the annual

fairs of the American Institute of this city. The sixtieth exhibi-

tion of the institute will open this year on Sept. 30, and continue

in operation until Nov. 38, giving two months' time to exhibitors

improving the full period. The general superintendent, Mr.

Charles Wager Hull, is ready at the offices of the institute, No.

113 West 38th Street, to give information and receive applications

for space. The fair will be held in the Exhibition Hall on Third

Avenue, which is now open for the reception of machinery.

Other exhibits will be received on and after the 31st. The entries

for the forthcoming exhibition already show a continued interest

in the American Institute, and indicate that the exhibition of the

present year will be in no respect less successful than its many
predecessors.
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THE QUESTION OP A TABLE AT THE NAPLES

STATION.

At present, as we learn from a statement recently made
by Professor Sclater in Nature, the zooloo^ical station at

Naples rents continuously about twenty tables, each at $500

a year. These tables are rented to different States and uni-

versities of Europe, as follows: Prussia, 4; Baden, 1; Bava-

ria. 1; Saxony, 1; Hesse, 1; Wurtemberg, 1; Italy, 7;

Switzerland, 1; Hungary, 1; Holland, 1: University of Cam-
bridge (England), 1; British Association, 1. Besides these

twenty-one regular rents, a number of others, varying from

eight to sixteen, are made every year to some or all of the

following governments: Russia, Belgium, Austria, Spain,

and some Italian provincial governments. The average

number disposed of in this way is estimated at ten, making
the total number thirty-one. The annual income from tables

would thus amount to about $15,000 a year. The revenue

from the sale of preserved specimens amounts to about $3,500,

while the receipts from the admission of visitors to the aqua-

rium amounts to about $5,000. The whole income is thus

approximately $24,000. But the annual expenditure of the

station has now reached 1^32,000, so that there is a deficit of

from $8,000 to $10,000 to meet. This heavy deficit is met
every year by a subsidy from the German government.

"This is a good example," says Professor Sclater, "of the

liberal way in which science is encouraged and ."iupported in

the 'Fatherland,' and is the more noteworthy because the

object of its well-bestowed bounty in this instance is local-

ized on foreign soil."

Indeed, this is a splendid example of the high appreciation

in which pure scientific research is held by an enlightened

government— an example which we should he glad to see

followed in this country. ;

But what interest has America taken in the Naples sta-

tion? With the single exception of Williams College, which

rented a table for one year, our colleges and universities

have contributed nothing towards maintaining this magnifi-

cent establishment. A considerable number of American
zoologists have been permitted to occupy tables at the sta-

tion, free of charge, through the generous courtesy of its

director and founder. Dr. Dohrn. While we have been the

recipients of such exceptional favors for some ten or fifteen

years, we have thus far, for some reason or no reason, failed

to take any decided action towards securing a permanent

table. During the past year a table has been supported

through the liberality of Maj. A.lex. Henry Davis of Syra-

cuse, and the hope has been entertained that the praisewor-

thy initiative of Maj. Davis would lead, in one way or other,

to the continued maintenance of an American table. The
matter was brought before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, at its recent session in Washing-

ton, by Dr. Stiles, and the association responded to the ap-

peal by offering to contribute $100 towards the subscription.

This leaves $400 to be obtained elsewhere. It is a pity that

the American Association could not, as the British Associa-

tion does, take a whole table instead of one-fifth of a table.

Possibly at the next session the association may be able to

increase its offer to the full subscription, and thus one table

be secured, so that the American student who goes to Naples

for biological study will not have to feel the long-standing

reproach that his country has done nothing to support the

only international biological station in existence. Mean-

while the question arises, shall we not try to raise at once

the amount required for a table this year? As one of our

morphologists desires to spend the winter in embryological

research at Naples, and as we have already placed ourselves

under repeated obligation to the station, it seems that imme-
diate action ought to be taken, and I most heartily approve

of the effort of Dr. Stiles to procure by subscription the

needed sum.

The only objection — if such it is worthy to be called —
likely to arise is that we have pressing home needs that

might be said to claim first attention. But great and urgent

as these needs unquestionably are, I see no reason to suppose

that we should reach them sooner by neglecting a plain

duty to the Naples station. On the contrary, I believe that

the national interest which some of us have most at heart is

so intimately related to the international interest, that what

we accomplish for the one will redound to the good of the

other.

Perhaps a movement in behalf of the Naples station may
encounter a little national prejudice, or possibly a narrower

feeling that is still more foreign to the catholicity of a scien-

tific brotherhood.

The sentiment to which Dr. Dohrn gave expression in a

recent number of Nature deserves to be repeated here. " I

think," says Dr. Dohrn, " the time has come when one

must raise one's voice most distinctly against the narrowing

limits of national prejudice, which nowadays has grown to

almost overwhelming and even pernicious importance in

many provinces of material, and— I am sorry to say— also

moral and intellectual existence. Science at any rate ought

to be exempt from that morbid exclusiveness which refuses

to act in rational community regardless of political or eth-

nographical boundaries." C. O. V/hitman.

"The Century Dictionary" is at last completed; the .sixth

and concluding volume will soon be brought out, the final pages

being now on the press. The work contains about 500 more
pages and 2,000 more illustrations than were originally promised.
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ENDOWED RESEARCH IN PHYSICS."

There is a subject which has long been in my mind, and

wliich I determined to bring forward whenever I had a ca-

thedral opportunity of doing so; and now, if ever, is a suita-

ble occasion. It is to call attention to the fact that the fur-

ther progress of physical science in the somewhat haphazard

and amateur fashion in which it has been hitherto pursued

in this country is becoming increasingly difHcult, and that

the quantitative portion especially should be undertaken in

a permanent and publicly-supported physical laboratory on

a large scale. If such an establishment were to weaken the

sinews of private enterprise and individual research it should

be strenuously opposed ; but, in my opinion, it would have

the opposite effect, by relieving the private worker of much
which he can only with great difficulty, sacrifice, and ex-

pense, undertake. To illustrate more precisely what I mean,

it is sufficient to recall the case of astronomy. The amateur

astronomer has much work lying ready to his hand, and he

grapples with it manfully. To him is left the striking out

of new lines and the guerilla warfare of science. Skirmish-

ing and brilliant cavalry evolutions are his natural field;

he should not be called upon to take part in tbe general in-

fantry advance. It is wasting his energies, and he could

not do it in the long run well. What, for instance, would
have been the state of astronometry— the nautical almanac
department of astronomy— without the consecutive and
systematic work of the National Observatory at Greenwich ?

It may be that some enthusiastic amateurs would have de-

voted their lives to this routine kind of work, and here at

one time and there at another a series of accurate observa-

tions would have been kept for several years. Pursued in

that way, however, not only would the effort be spasmodic

and temporary, but the energy and enthusiasm of those am-
ateurs would have been diverted from the pioneering more
suited to them, and have been cramped in the groove of rou-

tine, eminently adapted to a permanent official staff, but not

wholesome for an individual.

Long-continued consecutive observations may be made by
a leader of science, as functions may be tabulated by an
eminent mathematician; but if the work can be done almost

equally well (some would say better) by a professional ob-

server or computator, how great an economy results.

Now all this applies equally to physics. The ohm has

been determined with 4-figure, perhaps with 5-figure, accu-

racy; but think of the list of eminent men to whose severe

personal labor we owe this result, and ask if the spoil is

worth the cost. Perhaps in this case it is, as a specimen of a

well-conducted determination. We must have a few specimens,

and our leaders must show us the way to do things. But
let us not continue to use them for such purposes much
longer. The quest of the fifth or sixth decimal is a very

legitimate, and may become a very absorbing, quest, but

there are plenty of the rank and file who can undertake it if

properly generalled and led; not as isolated individuals, but

as workers in a National Laboratory under a competent head
and a governing committee. By this means work far greater

in quantity, and in the long run more exact in quality, can

be turned out, by patient and conscientious labor without

much genius, by the gradual improvement of instrumental

means, by the skill acquired by practice, and by the steady

drudgery of routine. Paris has long had one form of such

an institution, in the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, and

1 Abstract of an address before the section of Mathematics and Physics of
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Cardiff, August,
1891, by Professor Oliver J. Lodge, president of the section (^Nature, Aug. 30).

has been able to impose the metric system on the civilized

world in consequence. It can also point to the classical de-

terminations of Regnault as the fruits of just such a system.

Berlin is now starting a similar or a more ambitious scheme

for a permanent national physical institute. Is it not time

that England, who in physical science, I venture to think,

may in some sort claim a leading place, should be thinking

of starting the same movement?
The Meteorological and Magnetic Observatory at Kew (in

the inauguration of which this association took so large a

part) is a step, and much useful quantitative work is done

there. The new Electric Standardizing Laboratory of the

Board of Trade is another, and, in some respects perhaps,

a still closer approximation to the kind of thing I advocate.

But what I want to see is a much larger establishment

erected on the most suitable site, limited by no specialty of

aim nor by the demands of the commercial world, furnished

with all appropriate appliances, to be amended and added to

as time goes on and experience grows, and invested with all

the dignity and permanence of a national institution : a

physical laboratory, in fact, precisely comparable to the

Greenwich observatory, and aiming at the very highest

quantitative work in all departments of physical science.

That the arts may be benefitted may be assumed without

proof. It is largely the necessity of engineers that has in-

spired the amount of accuracy in electrical matters already

attained. The work and appliances of the mechanical engi-

neer eclipse the present achievements of the physicist in

point of accuracy, and it is by the aid of the mechanician

and optician that precision even in astronomy has reached

so high a stage. There is no reason why physical determi-

nations should be conducted in an amateur fashion, with

comparatively imperfect instruments, as at present they

mostly are. Discoveries lie along the path of extreme accu-

racy, and they will turn up in the most unexpected way.

The aberration of light would not have been discovered had

not Bradley been able to measure to less than 1 part in 10,-

000 ; and what a brilliant and momentous discovery it was

!

He was aiming at the detection of stellar parallax. This is

the type of result which sometimes lurks in the fifth decimal,

and which confers upon it an importance beside which the

demands of men who wish to serve the taste and the pocket

of the British public sink into insignificance.

In a national observatory accuracy should be the one great

end ; the utmost accuracy in every determination that is de-

cided on and made. Only one thing should be more thought

of than the fifth significant figure, and that is the sixth.

The consequences fl.owing from the results may safely be

left; such as are not obvious at once will distil themselves

out in time. And the great army of outside physicists, as-

sured of the good work being done at headquarters, will (to

speak again in astronomical parable) cease from peddling

with taking transits or altitudes, and will be free to discover

comets, to invent the spectroscope, to watch solar phenom-

ena, to chemically analyze the stars, to devise celestial pho-

tography, and to elaborate still more celestial theories : all

of which novelties in their maturity may be handed over to

the national observatorj-, to be henceforth incorporated with,

and made part of, its routine life; leaving the advance

guard and skirmishers free to explore fresh territory, secure

in the knowledge that what they have acquired will be

properly surveyed, mapped, and utilized, without further

attention from them.

As to the practical applications, they may in any case be

left to take care of themselves. The instinct of humanitv in
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this direction, and the so-called solid gains associated with

practical achievements, will always secure a sufficient num-
ber of acute and energetic workers to turn the new territory

into arable land and pasture adapted to the demands of the

average man. The labor of the agriculturist in rendering

soil fertile is, of course, beyond praise ; but it is not the work

of the pioneer. As Mr. Huxley eloquently put it, when

contrasting the application of science with the advance of

science itself, speaking of the things of commercial value

which the physical philosopher sometimes discovers : "Great

is the rejoicing of those who are benefitted thereby, and, for

the moment, science is the Diana of all the craftsmen. But

even while the cries of jubilation resound, and the flotsam

and jetsam of the tide of investigation is being turned into

the wages of workmen and wealth of capitalists, the crest of

the wave of scientific investigation is far away on its course

over the illimitable ocean of the unknown."
I have spoken of the work of the national laboratory as

devoted to accuracy. It is hardly necessary to say that it

will be also the natural custodian of our standards, in a; state

fit for use and for comparison with copies sent to be certified.

Else perhaps some day our standard ohm may be buried in

a brick wall at Westminster, and no one living may be able

to recall precisely wliere it is.

-

But, in addition to these main functions, there is another,

equally important with them, to which I must briefly refer.

There are many experiments which cannot possibly be con-

ducted by an individual, because forty or fifty yeai's is not

long enough for them. Secular experiments on the proper-

ties of materials— the elasticity of metals, for instance; the

effect of time on molecular arrangement; the influence of

long exposure to light, or to heat, or to mechanical vibra-

tion, or to other physical agents.

Does the permeability of .soft iron decay with age, by rea-

son of the gradual cessation of its amperian currents? Do
gases cool themselves when adiabatically preserved, by rea-

son of imperfect elasticity or too many degrees of freedom of

their molecules? Unlikely, but not impossible. Do thermo-

electric properties alter with time? And a multitude of otlier

experiments which appear specially applicable to substances

in the solid state — a state which is more complicated, and
has been less investigated, than either the liquid or the gase-

ous; a state in which time and past history play an impor-

tant part.

Whichever of these long researches requires to be entered

on, a national laboratory, with permanent traditions and a

continuous life, is undoubtedly the only appropriate place.

At such a place as Glasgow the exceptional magnitude of a

present occupant may indeed inspire sufficient piety in a

successor to secure the continuance of what has been there

begun ; but in most college laboratories, under conditions of

migration, interregnum, and a new regime, continuity of

investigation is hopeless.

I have at any rate said enough to indicate the kind of

work for which the establishment of a well-furnished labora-

tory with fully equipped staff is desirable, and I do not

think that we, as a nation, shall be taking our proper share

of the highest scientific work of the world until such an in-

stitution is started on its career.

There is only one evil which, so far as I can see, is to be

feared from it: if ever it were allowed to impose on outside

workers as a central authority, from which infallible dicta

were issued, it would be an evil so great that no amount of

good work carried on by it could be pleaded as sufficient

mitigation.

If ever by evil chance such an attitude were attempted, it

must rest with the workers of the future to see that they

permit no such shackles ; for if they are not competent to be

independent, and to contemn the voice of authority speaking

as mere authority, if their only safeguard lies in the absence

of necessity for struggle and effort, they cannot long hope
to escape from the futility which surely awaits them in other

directions.

I am thus led to take a wider range, and, leaving tempo-

rary and special considerations, to speak of a topic which is

as yet beyond the pale of scientific orthodoxy, and which I

might, more wisely, leave lying by the roadside. [ will,

however, take the risk of introducing a rather ill-favored and

disreputable looking stranger to your consideration, in the

belief— I might say, in the assured conviction — that he is

not all scamp, and that his present condition is as much due

to our long-continued neglect as to any inherent incapacity

for improvement in the subject.

I wish, however, strenuously to guard against its being

supposed that this association, in its corporate capacity, lends

its countenance to, or looks with any favor on, the outcast.

What I have to say — and, after all, it will not be much —
must rest on my own responsibility. I should be very sorry

for any adventitious weight to attach to my observations on
forbidden topics from the accident of their being delivered

from this chair. The objection to which I have now hinted

is the only one that seems to have any just weight, and on
all other counts I am willing to incur such amount of oppro-

brium as naturally attaches to those who enter on a region

where the fires of controversy are not extinct, and in which

it is quite impossible, as well as undesirable, for every one

to think alike.

It is but a platitude to say that our clear and conscious

aim should always be truth, and that no lower or meaner
standard should ever be allowed to obtrude itself before us.

Our ancestors fought hard and suffered much for the privi-

lege of free and open inquiry, for the right of conducting

investigations untrammelled by prejudice and foregone con-

clusions, and they were ready to examine into any phenom-
enon which presented itself. This attitude of mind is per-

haps necessarily less prominent now, when so much knowl-

edge has been gained, and when the labors of many individ-

uals may be rightly directed entirely to its systematization

and a study of its inner ramifications; but it would be a

great pity if a too absorbed attention to what has already

been acquired, and to the fringe of territory lying immedi-

ately adjacent thereto, were to end in our losing the power
of raising our eyes and receiving evidence of a totally fresh

kind, of perceiving the existence of regions into which the

same processes of inquiry as had proved so fruitful might be

extended, with results at present incalculable and perhaps

wholly unexpected. I myself think that the ordinary pro-

cesses of observation and experiment are establishing the ex-

istence of such a region ; that, in fact, they have already

established the truth of some phenomena not at present con-

templated by science, and to which the orthodox man shuts

his ears.

For instance, there is a question whetlier it has or has not

been established by direct experiment that a method of

communication exists between mind and mind irrespective

of the ordinary channels of consciousness and the known
organs of sense, and, if so, what is the process. It can

hardly be through some unknown sense organ, but it may
be by some direct physical influence on the ether, or it may
be in some still more subtle manner. Of the process I as yet
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know uothing'. For brevity it may be styled "thought-

transference," though the name may turn out to be an un-

suita'ble one after further investigation. Further investiga-

tion is just what is wanted. No one can expect others to

accept his word for an entirely new fact, except as establish-

ing a, prima facie case for investigation.

But I am only now taking this as an instance of what I

mean; whether it be a truth or a fiction, there is not, I sup-

pose, one of the recognized scientific societies who would

receive a paper on the subject. (This, however, is mere con-

jecture. I am not aware that the experiment has been tried.)

There are individual scientific men who have investigated

these matters for themselves ; there are others who are willing

to receive evidence, who hold their minds open and their

judgment in suspense; but these are only individuals. The
great majority, I think I am right in saying, feel active

hostility to these researches and a determined opposition to

the reception or discussion of evidence. And they feel this

confirmed scepticism, as they call it, not after prolonged in-

vestigation, for then it might be justified, but sometimes after

no investigation at all. A few tricks at a public performance,

or the artifices of some impostor, and they decline to consider

the matter further.

That individuals should take this line is, however, natural

enough; they may be otherwise occupied and interested.

Everybody is by no means bound to investigate everything:

though, indeed, it is customary in most fields of knowledge

for those who have kept aloof from a particular inquiry to

defer in moderation to those who have conducted it, without

feeling themselves called upon to express an opinion Pome
there are, no doubt, who consider that they have given

sufficient time and attention to the subject with only negative

results. Their evidence is, of course, important; but plainly,

negative evidence should be of immense bulk and weight be-

fore it can outweigh even a moderate amount of positive

evidence. However, it is not of the action of individuals

that I wish to speak, it is of the attitude to he adopted by
scientific bodies in their corporate capacity; and for a cor-

porate body of men of science, inheritors of the hard-won
tradition of free and fearless inquiry into the facts of nature

untrammelled by prejudice, for any such body to decline to

receive evidence laboriously attained and discreetly and in-

offensively presented by observers of accepted competency in

other branches, would be, if ever actually done and persisted

in, a terrible throwing away of their prerogative, and an
imitation of the errors of a school of thought against which
the struggle was at one time severe.

In the early days of the Copernican theory, Galileo for

some years refrained from teaching it, though fully believing

its truth, because he considered that he had better get more
fully settled in his university chair before evoking the storm
of controversy which the abandonment of the Ptolemaic
system would arouse. The same thing in very minor degree

is going on to-day. I know of men who hesitate to avow
interest in these new investigations (I do not mean credence
— the time is too early for avowing credence in any but the

most rudimentary and definitely ascertained facts— but hesi-

tate to avow interest) until they have settled down more se-

curely and made a name for themselves in other lines. Cau-
tion and slow progress are extremely necessary; fear of

avowing interest or of examining into orthodox facts is, I

venture to say, not in accordance with the highest traditions

of the scientific attitude.

We are, I suppose, to some extent afraid of each other,

but we are still more afraid of ourselves. We have great

respect for the opinions of our elders and superiors; we find

the matter distasteful to them, so we are silent. We have,

moreover, a righteous mistrust of our own powers and knowl-
edge; we perceive that it is a wide region extending into

several already cultivated branches of science, that a many-
sided and highly-trained mind is necessary adequately to

cope with all its ramifications, that in the absence of strict

inquiry imposture has been rampant in some portions of it

for centuries, and that unless we are preternaturally careful

we may get led into quagmires if we venture on it at all.

Now let me be more definite, and try to state what this

field is, the exploration of which is regarded as so dangerous.

I might call it the borderland of physics and psychology. I

might call it the connection between life and energy; or the

connection between mind and matter. It is an intermediate

region, bounded on the north by psychology, on the south

by physics, on the east by physiology, and on the west by
pathology and medicine. An occasional psychologist has

groped down into it and become a metaphysician. An occa-

sional physicist has wandered up into it and lost his base, to

the horror of his quondam brethren. Biologists mostly look

at it askance, or deny its existence. A few medical practi-

tioners, after long maintenance of a similar attitude, have
begun to annex a jjortion of its western frontier. The whole
region seems to be inhabited mainly by savages, many of

ihem, so far as we can judge from a distance, given to gross

superstition. It may, for all I know, have been hastily

traversed, and rudely surveyed by a few clear-eyed travellers;

but their legends concerning it are not very credible, cer-

tainly are not believed.

Why not leave it to the metaphysicians ? I say it has been

left to them long enough. They have explored it with in-

sufficient equipment. The physical knowledge of the great

philosophers has been necessarily scanty. Men of genius

they were, and their writings may, when interpreted, mean
much. But to us, as physicists, they are unsatisfactory;

their methods are not our methods. They may be said to

have floated a balloon over the region with a looking-glass

attached, in which they have caught queer and fragmentary

glimpses. They may have seen more than we give them
credit for, but they appear to have guessed far more than
they saw.

Our method is different. We prefer to creep slowly from,

our base of physical knowledge, to engineer carefully as we
go, establishing forts, making roads, and thoroughly ex-

ploring the country, making a progress very slow, hut very

lasting. The psychologists from their side may meet us. I

hope they will; but one or other of us ought to begin.

A vulnerable spot on our side seems to he the connection

between life and energy. The conservation of energy has

been so long established as to have become a commonplace.

The relation of life to energy is not understood. Life is not

energy, and the death of an animal affects the amount of

energy no whit; yet a live animal exerts control over energy

which a dead one cannot. Life is a guiding or directing

principle, disturbing to the physical world but not yet given

a place in the scheme of physics. The transfer of energy

is accounted for by the performance of work; the guidance

of energy needs no work, but demands force only. What is

force ? and how can living beings exert it in the way they

do ? An automaton worked by preceding conditions, that

is, by the past, say the materialists. Are we so sure that

they are not worked by the future too? In other words,

that the totality of things, by which every one must admit

that actions are guided, includes the future as well as the
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past, and that to attempt to deduce those actions from the

past only will prove impossible. In some way matter can

be moved, guided, disturbed, by the agency of living beings;

in some way there is a control, a directing-agency active, and

events are caused at its choice and will that would not other-

wise happen.

A luminous and hopeful idea is that time is hut a relative

mode of regarding things; we progress through phenomena

at a certain definite pace, and this subjective advance we
interpret in an objective manner, as if events necessarily

happened in this order and at this precise rate. But that

may be only one mode of regarding them. The events may
be in some sense existent always, both past and future, and

it may be we who are arriving at them, not they which are

happening. The analogy of a traveller in a railway train

is useful. If he could never leave the train nor alter its

pace, he would probably consider the landscapes as neces-

sarily successive, and be unable to conceive their co-exist-

ence.

The analogy of a solid cut into sections is closer. We rec-

ognize the universe in sections, and each section we call the

present. It is like the string of slices cut by a microtome;

it is our way of studying the whole. But we may err in

supposing that the body only exists in the slices which pass

before our microscope in regular order and succession.

We perceive, therefore, a possible fourth-dimensional aspect

about time, the inexorableness of whose flow may be a natu-

ral part of our present limitations. And if once we grasp

the .idea that past and future may be actually existing, we
can recognize that they may have a controlling influence on

all present action, and the two together may constitute "the

higher plane," or the totality of things, after which, as it

seems to me, we are impelled to seek, in connection with the

directing of force or determinism, and the action of living

beings consciously directed to a definite and preconceived

end.

Inanimate matter is controlled by the vis a tergo; it is

operated on solely by the past. Given certain conditions,

and the effect in due time follows. Attempts have been

made to apply the same principle to living and conscious

beings, but without much success. These seem to work for

an object, even if it be the mere seeking for food; they are

controlled by the idea of something not yet palpable. Given
certain conditions, and their action cannot certainly be pre-

dicted ; they have a sense of option and free will. Either

their actions are really arbitrary and indeterminate, which
is highly improbable, or they are controlled by the future as

well asby the past. Imagine beings thus controlled: automata

you may still call them, but they will be living automata,

and will exhibit all the characteristics of live creatures.

Moreover, if they have a merely experiential knowledge,

necessarily limited by memory and bounded by the past,

they will be unable to predict each other's actions with any
certainty, because the whole of the data are not before them.

May not a clearer apprehension of the meaning of life and
will and determinism be gradually reached in some such di-

rection as this ?

By what means is force exerted, and what, definitely, is

force ? I can hardly put the question here and now so as to

be intelligible, except to those who have approached and
thought over the same difficulties ; but I venture to say that

there is here something not provided for in the orthodox

scheme of physics; that modern physics is not complete, and
that a line of possible advance lies in this direction.

I might go further. Given that force can be exerted by an

act of will, do we understand the mechanism by which this

is done ? And if there is a gap in our knowledge between the

conscious idea of a motion and the liberation of muscular
energy needed to accomplish it, how do we know that a body
may not be moved without ordinary material contact by an

act of will ? I have no evidence that such a thing is possi-

ble. I have tried once or twice to observe its asserted occur-

rence, and failed to get anything that satisfied me. Others

may have been more fortunate. In any case, I hold that we
require more knowledge before we can deny the possibility.

If the conservation of energy were upset by the process, we
should have grounds for denying it; but nothing that we
know is upset by the discovery of a novel medium of com-

munication, perhaps some more immediate action through

the ether. It is no use theorizing; it is unwise to decline to

examine phenomena because we feel too sure of their im-

possibility. We ought to know the universe very thoroughly

and completely before we take up that attitude.

Again, it is familiar that a thought may be excited in the

brain of another person, transferred thither from our brain,

by pulling a suitable trigger; by liberating energy in the

form of sound, for instance, or by the mechanical act of

writing, or in other ways. A prearranged code called lan-

guage, and a material medium of communication, are the

recognized methods. May there not also be an immaterial

(perhaps an ethereal) medium of communication ? It is pos-

sible that an idea can be transferred from one person to an-

other by a process such as we have not yet grown accustomed

to, and know practically nothing about ? In this case I have
evidence. I assert that I have seen it done, and am perfectly

convinced of the fact. Many others are satisfied of the truth

of it too. Why must we speak of it with bated breath, as of

a thing of which we are ashamed 1 What right have we to

be ashamed of a truth ?

And after all, when we have grown accustomed to it, it

will not seem altogether strange. It is, perhaps, a natural

consequence of the community of life or family relationship

running through all living beings. The transmission of life

may be likened in some ways to the transmission of mag-
netism, and all magnets are sympathetically connected, so

that, if suitably suspended, a vibration from one disturbs

others, even though they be distant ninety-two million

miles.

It is sometimes objected that, granting thought-transfer-

ence or telepathy to be a fact, it belongs more especially to

lower forms of life, and that as the cerebral hemispheres de-

velop we become independent of it; that what we notice is

the relic of a decaying faculty, not the germ of a new and
fruitful sense; and that progress is not to be made by study-

ing or attending to it. It may be that it is an immature
mode of communication, adapted to lower stages of con-

sciousness than ours, but how much can we not learn by
studying immature stages ? As well might the objection be

urged against a study of embryology. It may, on the other

hand, be an indication of a higher mode of communication,

which shall survive our temporary connection with ordinary

matter.

I have spoken of the apparently direct action of mind on
mind, and of a possible action of mind on matter. But the

whole region is unexplored territory, and it is conceivable

that matter may react on mind in a way we can at present

only dimly imagine. In fact, the barrier between the two

may gradually melt away, as so many other barriers have

done, and we may end in a wider perception of the unity

of nature, such as philosophers have already dreamt of.
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I care not what the end may be. I do care that the in-

quiry shall be conducted by us, and that we shall be free

from the disgrace of jogging along accustomed roads, leaving

to outsiders the work, the ridicule, and the gratificatioa of

unfolding a new region to unwilling eyes.

It may be held that such investigations are not physical

and do not concern us. We cannot tell without trying. In

that I trust my instinct: I believe there is something in this

region which does concern us as physicists. It may concern

other sciences too. It must, one would suppose, some day

concern biology ; but with that I have nothing to do. Biol-

ogists have their region, we have ours, and there is no need

for us to hang back from an investigation because they do.

Our own science of physics, or natural philosophy in its

widest sense, is the king of sciences, and it is for us to lead,

not to follow.

And I say, have faith in the intelligibility of the universe.

Intelligibility has been the great creed in the strength of

which all intellectual advance has been attempted, and all

scientiflo progress made.

At first things always look mysterious. A comet, light-

ning, the aurora, the rainbow— all strange, anomalous,

mysterious apparitions. But scrutinized in the dry light of

science, their relationship with other better-known things be-

comes apparent. They cease to be anomalous; and though

a certain mystery necessarily remains, it is no more a prop-

erty peculiar to them, it is shared by the commonest objects

of daily life.

The operations of a chemist, again, if conducted in a hap-

hazard manner, would be an indescribable medley of effer-

vesences, precipitations, changes in color and in substance

;

but, guided by a thread of theory running through them the

processes fall into a series, they all become fairly intelligible,

and any explosion or catastrophe that may occur is capable

of explanation too.

Now I say that the doctrine of ultimate intelligibility

should be pressed into other departments also. At present

we hang back fi'om whole regions of inquiry, and say they

are not for us. A few we are beginning to grapple with.

The nature of disease is yielding to scrutiny with fruitful re-

sult; the mental aberrations and abnormalities of hypnotism,

duplex personality, and allied phenomena, are now at last

being taken under the wing of science after long ridicule and

contempt. The phenomenon of crime, the scientific meaning

and justification of altruism, and other matters relating to

life and conduct, are beginning, or perhaps are barely yet

beginning, to show a vulnerable front over which the forces

of science may pour.

Facts so strange that they have been called miraculous are

now no longer regarded as entirely incredible. All occur-

rences seem reasonable when contemplated from the right

point of view, and some are believed in which in their es-

sence are still quite marvellous. Apply warmth for a given

period to a sparrow's egg, and what result could be more in-

credible or magical if now discovered for the first time. The
possibilities of the universe are as infinite as is its physical

extent. Why should we grope with our eyes always down-
ward, and deny the possibility of everything out of our ac-

customed beat.

If there is a puzzle about free-will, let it be attacked : puz-

zles mean a state of half-knowledge. By the time we can

grasp something more approximating to the totality of things

the paradoxity of paradoxes drops away and becomes unrec-

ognizable. I seem to myself to catch glimpses of clews to

many of these old questions, and I urge that we should trust

consciousness, which has led us thus far; should shrink from
no problem when the time seems ripe for an attack upon
it, and should not hesitate to press investigation, and ascer-

tain the laws of even the most recondite problems of life and
mind.

What we know is as nothing to that which remains to be
known. This is sometimes said as a truism; sometimes it is

half doubted. To me it seems the most literal truth, and that

if we narrow our view to already half-conquered territory

only, we shall be false to the men who won our freedom, and
treasonable to the highest claims of science.

I must now return to the work of this section, from which
I have apparently wandered rather far afield, further than is

customary— perhaps further than is desirable. But I hold

that occasionally a wide outlook is wholesome, and that

without such occasional survey, the rigid attention to detail

and minute scrutiny of every little fact, which are so entirely

admirable and are so rightly here fostered, are apt to become
unhealthily dull and monotonous. Our life-work is con-

cerned with the rigid framework of facts, the skeleton or

outline map of the universe: and, though it is well for us

occasionally to remember that the texture and color and
beauty which we habitually ignore are not therefore in the

slightest degree non-existent, yet it is safest speedily to re-

turn to our base and continue the slow and laborious march
with which we are familiar and which experience has justi-

fied. It is because I imagine that such systematic advance
is now beginning to be possible in a fresh and unexpected

direction that I have attempted to direct your attention to a

subject which, if my prognostications are correct, may turn

out to be one of special and peculiar interest to humanity.
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American Collections.

Arcbseolo^cal Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M.. Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Sehelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepaj-ed by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archseology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volumo.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, $2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha'' be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

]Sr. D. O. HOD&ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : Hon' to get them. If there is any
Book or pampklet that you want, write to the Science
book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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acter of a Russian village, which touches the rest of the world

ooly when the few Jewish traders come to it to take provisions in

exchange for their wares. Each is the serf of all, and escape to

the city, for reasons which are explained in the paper, offers no

relief. At a time when the great empire is driving Jews from

their homes, it will be of general interest to learn something of its

own industrial and political unit ("Publication of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science, No. 34." Station B,

Philadelphia. 50 cents).

— The American Academy of Political and Social Science, with

headquarters at Philadelphia, has issued in a little over a year

over thirty papers in its regular publications, each dealing with

some important topic in its field of investigation. Most of these

have been of an historical or theoretical character. The last one

which has appeared, however, is entirely practical in character,

and will be of value to all who have occasion to use the statistical

« publications of any department of the United States government.

The federal census, statistics of commerce, statistics of production,

statistics of education, finance statistics, railroad statistics, and
statistics of labor are discussed briefly in turn, and the work of the

different bureaus which issue statistical publications of any de-

scription is in so far described. The author is William F. Wil-

loughby of the Department of Labor ("Publications of the Ameri-
can Academy of Political and Social Science, No. 35." Station B,

Philadelphia. 50 cents).

—-According to the Japanese Gazette, ipiiuted in Yokohama,
" during the month of June there were 5,575 persons who took

books from the Tokyo Free Library, nearly all of them in the

Japanese and Chinese languages. Among the 36,687 volumes
drawn, 7,483 were books of history, biography, and geography,

6,753 of law and politics, 6,600 pf literature and language, 5,877

of natural philosophy and medicine, 4,174 of engineering, the arts,

and industries, 2,087 of philosophy and education, and the rest

were of a miscellaneous kind."

Exhaustion

The phosphates of the system

are consumed with every effort,

and exhaustion usually indicates

a lack of supply. The Acid

Phosphate supplies the phos-

phates, thereby relieving exhaus-

tion, and increasing the capacity

for labor. Pleasant to the taste.

Dr. A. N. Kbout, Van Wert, 0., says:
'

' Decidedly beneficial in nervous exhaus-

tion."

Dr. S. T. Newman, St. Louis, Mo., says;
'

' A remedy of great service in many
forms of exhaustion."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure the word " Hors-
ford's" is printed on the label. All others
are spurious. Never sold In bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. D. C. HODGX;S, 47 Lafayette PI., N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 13mo, 183 pp. Cloth,
^0 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the ^Vork-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich, 8vo, 62 pp. Paper; 10 cents.

No. 3. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. il, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

I
THE CHERPEST AND BEST ;

%6i? PARK PLflCE, NEW YQRK^

0/d and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leadine Mag-
> azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teacliing.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching: Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion o£ Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals ofInstitutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

*^* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York,

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stndy In the Native Religions of the

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. 51.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Bbinton, M.D., an Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8". 30 cents.

N. D, C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Pl„ New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BDILD?

fJf^^J.}U\,lLa^

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBLE IjO\*'-COST
HOUSES5" now arranged in tliree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, neiv designs for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build ^vitliout delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and S1800. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
$3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, §3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eaeli, or $3.00 for the set.

"COIjONIAI^ houses," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

"PICXUKESQUE HOrSES FOR FOREST AIVB SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York,
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTE MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Carious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies lO cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$3.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Voliune VI. began in January, 1891

.

Back volumes for sale at §5.00 each. -Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FEl-IiOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13°. gl.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."'—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly leeedmg."—Boston Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."

—

The Dial.

READY SOOJSr.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region: with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography
geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8°, about 400 pp., $3.50.

J^EfV BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
** Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject. ''—PTiiZarfeip/iza Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''"'—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."—Philadelphia Ledger,

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoi-y manual of ethnol-
ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and whiie in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm^ of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples,' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the inaagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic VGOu^ing.^^—Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.T5.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from 'Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails: in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13°, 184 pp., $1.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFiiET W. Hambleton, M.D.
VZ°. 40c.
" The inestimable importauce of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the iittl*T» treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such, works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

** The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful constderatiju. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and dlgested.^^-Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. 1-^". 20 ce:at3.
** Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Su7i.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COS. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."—C/trisfian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."—5i. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
*' It is of extreme interest.'"-Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."-/ndictna Medica

Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science Neius.

•'All Interested in biological questions will find
the book fascinating."—Pharmaceutical Era.

'' The author displays a very comprehensive grasp
of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science. "

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Ctrus THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contribution to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders? ' '--New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iV. Y. Sun.

*' An interesting p&per.^''—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO- By H. A. Hazen.
$1.

" The little book Is extremely Interesting."—.Bos-
ton Transcript.

'' A book which will find many readers. The
chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' Is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States.*"

—

Boston
Herald.

it I rj^j^Q Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an impor-
tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author. Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of Interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—Pi^foh'c
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader—by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."-T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—PwbZi'c Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply written."

—

Springfield Re-
publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—fi'i.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation,

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. 0. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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MEO-DARWIHISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTER F. WARD.
Annual address of the President of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientiflc
thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmissionof acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, ;Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School,"" Ap-
plication to the Human Race, In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid) 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

MlUrnil P Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
llllllLnHLu. For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 73.3 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Course of Mineralogy for Young People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished.
Collection and book, " First Grade, '' one dollar;

postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to

GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,
Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa,

BOOKS: HoTir to Sell tbeni. Send a list

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and Ail who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.
Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150

titles Cwith complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

''About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly.*"

—

Chicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.
"Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of

affairs."' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiiT" in postal matters that
are constantly arising.'"

—

New York Home Journal.
"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will

turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will
be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will

commend it to ail. and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."—S'on. liiomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 13 Cents. Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
47 tafayette Plaee, New York.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address

W.T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company

to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American

Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is lor sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

Nm Method of Protecting Properly

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,^to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in.

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an-

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its-

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
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Wants,

A 7iy person seeking a position /or ivkich he is quali-

fied by his scientijic attainmeniSy or anyperson seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it that

ofa teacher o/science^ chemist^ draughtsman, or what
not, 7?iay have the ' Want^ inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he Satisfies the publisher of the suit-

able character of his application. Anyperson seeking

information on any scientific question^ the address of
any sciefitific Jtian, or who can in any way use this col-

umn for a ptirpose consona^it with the nature of the

^aper, is cordially invited to do so.

A YOUNG- MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering,
Address r " " ^'' ^r. t „*„„„4.i.„ di„„„

New York
M. V. F., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-
ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of
"

" "' " ^ ^ -
-^

of experience.
., scientific institution and a teacher
Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and- 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

WANTED—A position at a Universily as Lecturer
on Physical Geography or kindred subjects, by

a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address P. A. V., care Science.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallursy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charming location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in

the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any accomplishments, as Music, Art, Delsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

A PROFESSOR, native Frenchman, would accept
a situation as companion-tutor in a family

spending the summer in the country or abroad. Best
pure Parisian accent. Rare opportunity to improve
thoroughly the acquaintance laboriously acquired
during the winter. First-class references. Address
PROP. CATEAUX, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

I have five vols, of "Olhausen's Biblical Commentary
on the New Testament" that I would like to sell or

exchange for works on geology of North America.

These volumes are as good as new, except the slight

fading of the black cloth covers. D. T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N. J.

For sale or exchange, extra hne pair {$ and ¥ ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed

for mounting; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection of works on

descriptive cryptogamic botany—mostly on Fungi: thir-
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ANTHROPOLOGY PAST AND PRESENT.

It was forty-four years ago that for the first and for the last

time I was able to take an active part in the meetings of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science. It was at

Oxford, in 1847, when I read a paper on the " Relations of Ben-

gali to the Aryan and Aborigiaal Languages of India," which re-

ceived the honor of being published in full in the " Transactions " of

the association for that year. I have often regretted that absence

from England and pressure of work have prevented me year after

year from participating in the meetings of the association. But,

being a citizen of two countries,— of Germany by birth, of Eng-
land by adoption,— my long vacations have generally drawn me
away to the Continent, so that, to my great regret, I found myself

precluded from sharing either in your labors or in your delightful

social gatherings.

I wonder whether any of those who were present at that bril-

liant meeting at Oxford in 1847 are present here to-day. I almost

doubt it. Our president then was Sir Robert Inglis, who will

always be known in the annals of English history as having been

preferred to Sir Robert Peel as member of Parliament for the Uni-

versity of Oxford. Among other celebrities of the day I remem-
ber Sir Roderick Murchison, Sir David Brewster, Dean Buckland,

Sir Charles Lyell, Professor Sedgwick, Professor Owen, and many
more— a galaxy of stars, all set or setting. Young Mr. Ruskin
acted as secretary to the geological section. Our section was then

not even recognized as yet as a section. We ranked as a sub-sec-

tion only of Section D, Zoology and Botany. We remained in

that subordinate position till 1851, when we became Section E,

under the name of Geography and Ethnology. From 1869, how-
ever. Ethnology seems almost to have disappeared again, being

absorbed in Geography, and it was not till the year 1884 that

we emerged once more as what we are to-day, Section H, or An-
thropology.

In the year 1847 our sub-section was presided over by Professor

Wilson, the famous Sanscrit scholar. The most active debaters, so

far as I remember, were Dr. Prichard, Dr. Latham, and Mr. Craw-
furd, well known then under the name of the Objector-General.

I was invited to join the meeting by Bunsen, then Prussian Min-
ister in London, who also brought with him his friend Dr. Karl

Meyer, the Celtic scholar. Prince Albert was present at our de-

bates, so was Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte. Our ethnological

sub-section was then most popular, and attracted very large audi-

ences.

When looking once more through the debates carried on in our

section in 1847, I was very much surprised when I saw how very

like the questions which occupy us to-day are to those which we
discussed in 1847. I do not mean to say that there has been no
advance in our science. Far from it. The advance of linguistic,

ethnological, anthropological, and biological studies, all of which
claim a hearing in our section, has been most rapid. Still that ad-

vance has been steady and sustained ; there has been no cataclysm,

no deluge, no break in the advancement of our science, and noth-

ing seems to me to prove its healthy growth more clearly than this

uninterrupted continuity, which united the past with the present,

and will, I hope, unite the present with the future.

No paper is in that respect more interesting to read than the

address which Bunsen prepared for the meeting in 1847, and which
you will find in the " Transactions " of that year. Its title is

'

' On
the Results of the recent Egyptian Researches in reference to Asiatic

1 Address before tlie section of Anthropology of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science, at Cardiff, August, 1891, by Professor F. Max
Muller, president of the section (Nature, Sept. 3).

and African Ethnology, and the Classification of Languages." But
you will find it a great deal more than what this title would lead

you to expect.

There are passages in it which are truly prophetic, and which

show that, if prophecy is possible anywhere, it is possible, nay, it

ought to be possible, in the temple of science, and under the in-

spiring influence of knowledge and love of truth.

Allow me to dwell for a little while on this remarkable paper.

It is true, we have travelled so fast that Bunsen seems almost to

belong to ancient history. This very year is the hundredth anni-

versary of his birth, and this very day the centenary of his birth

is being celebrated in several towns of Germany. In England also

his memory should not be forgotten. No one, not being an Eng-
lishman by birth, could, I believe, have loved this country more
warmly, and could have worked more heartily than Bunsen did

to bring about that friendship between England and Germany
which must forever remain the corner-stone of the j)eace of Europe,

and the sine qua non of that advancement of science to which our

association is devoted. His house in Carlton Terrace was a true

international academy, open to all who had something to say

,

something worth listening to, a kind of sanctuary against vulgarity

in high places, a neutral ground where the best representatives of

all countries were welcome and felt at home. But this also be-

longs to Ancient history. And yet, when we read Bunsen's paper,

delivered in 1847, it does not read like ancient history. It deals

with the problems which are still in the foreground, and if it

could be delivered again to-day by that genial representative of

German learning, it would rouse the same interest, provoke the

same applause, and possibly the same opposition also, which it

roused nearly half a century ago. Let me give you a few instances

of what I mean.

We must remember that Darwin's "Origin of Species" was
published in 1859, his "Descent of Man" in 1871. But herein
the year 1847 one of the burning questions which Bunsen discusses

is the question of the possible descent of man from some unknown
animal. He traces the history of that question back to Frederick

the Great, and quotes his memorable answer to D'AIembert.

Frederick the Great, you know, was not disturbed by any qualms

of orthodoxy. "In my kingdom," he used to say, "everybody

may save his soul according to his own fashion." But when
D'AIembert wished him to make what he called the salto mortale

from monkey to man, Frederick the Great protested. He saw
what many have seen since, that there is no possible transition

from reasonlessness to reason, and that with all the likeness of

their bodily organs there is a barrier which no animal can clear,

or which, at all events, no animal has as yet cleared. And what
does Bunsen himself consider the real barrier between man and
beast? "It is language," he says, " which is unattainable, or, at

least, unattained, by any animal except man." In answer to the

argument that, given only a sufficient number of years, a transi-

tion by imperceptible degrees from animal cries to articulate lan-

guage is at least conceivable, he says: "Those who hold that

opinion have never been able to show the possibility of the first

step. They attempt to veil their inability by the easy but fruitless

assumption of an infinite space of time, destined to explain the

gradual development of animals into men ; as if millions of years

could supply the want of the agency necessary for the first move-

ment, for the first step, in the line of progress. No numbers can

effect a logical impossibility. How, indeed, could reason spring

out of a state which is destitute of reason? How can speech, the

expression of thought, develop itself, in a year, or in millions of

years, out of articulate sounds, which express feelings of pleasure,

pain, and appetite ?

"

He then appeals to Wilhelm von Humboldt, whom he truly calls

the greatest and most acute anatomist of almost all human speech.
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Humboldt goes so far as to say :
" Rather than assign to all lan-

guages a uniform and mechanical march that would lead them

step by step from the grossest beginnings to their highest perfec-

tion, I should embrace the opinion of those who ascribe the origin

of language to an immediate revelation of the Deity. They recog-

nize at least that divine spark which shines through all idioms,

even the most imperfect and the least cultivated."

Bunsen then sums up by saying: "To reproduce Monboddo's

theory in our days, after Kant and his followers, is a sorry ana-

chronism, and I therefore regret that so low a view should have

been taken of the subject lately in an English work of much cor-

rect and comprehervsive reflection and research respecting natural

science." This remark refers, of course, to the "Vestiges of

Creation" (see an article in the Edinburgh Review, July, 1845),

which was then producing the same commotion which Darwin's

"Origin of Species" produced in 1859.

Bunsen was by no means unaware that in the vocal expression

of feelings, whether of joy or pain, and in the imitation of exter-

nal sounds, animals are on a level with man. " I believe with

Kant," he says, "that the formation of ideas or notions, embodied

in words, presupposes the action of the senses and impressions

made by outward objects on the mind. But," he adds, " what

enables us to see the genus in the individual, the whole in the

many, and to form a word by connecting a subject with a predi-

cate, is the power of the mind, and of this the brute creation ex-

hibits no trace."

You know how for a time, and chiefly owing to Darwin's pre-

dominating influence, every conceivable effort was made to reduce

the distance which language places between man and beast, and

to treat language as a vanishing line in the mental evolution of

animal and man. It required some courage at times to stand up

against the authority of Darwin, but at present all serious thinkers

agree, I believe, with Bunsen, that no animal has developed what

we mean by rational language, as distinct from mere utterances

of pleasure or pain, from imitation of sounds and from communi-

cation by means of various signs, a subject that has lately been

treated with great fulness by my learned friend Professor Romanes

in his "Mental Evolution of Man." Still, if all true science is

based on facts, the fact remains that no animal has ever formed

what we mean by a language ; and we are fully justified, therefore,

in holding with Bunsen and Humboldt, as against Darwin and

Professor Romanes, that there is a specific difl'erence between the

human animal and all other animals, and that that difference con-

sists in language as the outward manifestation of what the Greeks

meant by Logos.

Another question which occupies the attention of our leading

anthropologists is thB proper use to be made of the languages,

customs, laws, and religious ideas of so-called savages. Some, as

you know, look upon these modern savages as representing human
nature in its most primitive state, while others treat them as repre-

senting the lowest degeneracy into which human nature may sink.

Here, too, we have learned to distinguish. We know that certain

races have had a very slow development, and may, therefore, have

preserved some traces of those simple institutions which are sup-

posed to be characteristic of primitive life. But we also know
that other races have degenerated and are degenerating even now.

If we hold that the human race forms but one species, we cannot,

of course, admit that the ancestors even of the most savage tribes,

say of the Australians, came into the world one day later than the

ancestors of the Greeks, or that they passed through fewer evolu-

tions than their more favored brethren. The whole of humanity

would be of exactly the same age. But we know its history from

a time only when it had probably passed already through many
ups and downs. To suppose, therefore, that the modern savage

is the nearest approach to primitive man would be against all the

rules of reasoning. Because in some countries, and under stress

of unfavorable influences, some human tribes have learned to feed

on human flesh, it does not follow that our first ancestors were

cannibals. And here, too, Bunsen's words have become so strik-

ingly true that I may be allowed to quote them: " The savage is

justly disclaimed as the prototype of natural, original man; for

linguistic inquiry shows that the languages of savages are degraded

and decaying fragments of nobler formations."

I know well that in unreservedly adopting Bunsen's opinion on.

this point also I run counter to the teaching of such well-known

writers as Sir John Lubbock, Reclus, and others. It might be
•supposed that Mr. Herbert Spencer also looked upon savages as

representing the primitive state of mankind. But if he ever did

so, he certainly does so no longer, and there is nothing I admire

so much in Mr. Herbert Spencer as this simple love of truth, which,

makes him confess openly whenever he has seen occasion to change

his views. " What terms and what conceptions are truly primi-

tive," he writes, " would be easy if we had an account of truly

primitive men. But there are sundry reasons for suspecting that

existing men of the lowest type forming social groups of the sim-

plest kind do not exemplify men as they originally were. Proba-

bly most of them, if not all, had ancestors in a higher state " {Open

Court, No. 305, p. 2896).

Most important also is a hint which Bunsen gives that the stu-

dents of language should follow the same method which has beerk

followed with so much success in geology; that they should begin

with studying the modern strata of speech, and then apply the

principles, discovered there, to the lower or less accessible strata.

It is true that the same suggestion had been made by Leibnitz but

many suggestions are made and are forgotten again, and the merit

of rediscovering an old truth is often as great as the discovery of a

new truth. This is what Bunsen said :
" In order to arrive at the

law which we are endeavoring to find (the law of the development

of language) let us first assume, as geology does, that the same
principles which we see working in the (recent) development were

also at work at the very beginning, modified in degree and in form,

but essentially the same in kind." We know how fruitful this

suggestion has proved, and how much light an accurate study of

modern languages and of spoken dialects has thrown on some of

the darkest problems of the science of language. But fifty years

ago it was Sanscrit only, or Hebrew, or Chinese, that seemed to

deserve the attention of the students of comparative philology.

Still more important is Bunsen's next remark, that language be-

gins with the sentence, and that in the beginning each word was
a sentence in itself. This view also has found strong supporters

at a later time,— for instance, my friend Professor Sayce,— though

at the time we are speaking of it was hardly thought of. I must
here once more quote Bunsen's own words :

'

' The supreme law of

progress in all language shows itself to be the progress from the

substantial isolated word, as an undeveloped expression of a whole

sentence, towards such a construction of language as makes every

single word subservient to the general idea of a sentence, and
shapes, modifies, and dissolves it accordingly." And again:

" Every sound in language must originally have been significative

of something. The unity of sound (the syllable, pure or con-

sonantized) must therefore originally have corresponded to a unity

of conscious plastic thought, and every thought must have had a

real or substantial object of perception. . . . Every single word

impHes necessarily a complete proposition, consisting of subject,

predicate, and copula."

This is a most pregnant remark. It shows as clearly as day-

light the enormous difference there is between the mere utterance

of the sound Pah and Mah, as a cry of pleasure or distress, and

the pronunciation of the same syllable as a sentence, when Pah
and 3Iah are meant for "This is Pah," "This is Mah;" or, after

a still more characteristic advance of the human intellect, " This

is a Pah," " This is a Mah," which is not very far from saying,

"This man belongs to the class or genus of fathers."

Equally important is Bunsen's categorical statement that every-

thing in language must have been originally significant, that

everything formal must originally have been substantial. You
know what a bone of contention this has been of late between

what is called the old school and the new school of comparative

philology. The old school maintained that every word consisted

of a root and of certain derivative suffixes, prefixes, and infixes.

The modern school maintained that there existed neither roots by
themselves nor suffixes, prefixes, and infixes by themselves, and

that the theory of agglutination— of gluing suflSxes to roots—
was absurd. The old school looked upon these suffixes as origin-

ally independent and significative words; the modern school de-

clined to accept this view except in a few irrefragable instances.
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1 think the more accurate reasoners are coming back to the

opinion held by the old school, that all formal elements of language

were originally substantial, and therefore significative ; that they

are the remnants of predicative or demonstrative words. It is

true that we cannot always prove this as clearly as in the case of

such words as hard-ship, wisdom, man-hood, where hood can be

traced back to had, which in Anglo-Saxon exists as an independent

word, meaning state or quality. Nor do we often find that a sufiix

like mente in elaramenU, clairemenie, continues to exist by itself,

as when we say in Spanish elara, concisa y elegantemente. It is

perfectly true that the French, when they say that a hammer falls

lourdement, or heavily, do not deliberately take the suffix ment—
originally the Latin mente, " with a mind"— and glue it to their

adjective lourd. Here the new school has done good service in

showing the working of that instinct of analogy which is a most

important element in the historical development of human speech.

One compound was formed in which mente retained its own mean-

ing; for instance, forti mente, " with a brave mind." But when

this had come to mean bravely, and no more, the working of

analogy began ; and it fortement, iiomfort, could mean " bravely,"

then why not lourdement, from lourd. "heavily?" But in the

€nd there is no escape from Bunsen's fundamental principle that

«very thing in language was originally language— that is, was

significative, was substantial, was material — before it became

purely formal.

But it is not only with regard to these general problems that

Bunsen has anticipated the verdict of our own time. Some of his

answers to more special questions also show that he was right

when many of his contemporaries, and even successors, were wrong.

It has long been a question, for instance, whether the Armenian

language belonged to the Iranic branch of the Aryan family, or

whether it formed an independent branch, like Sanscrit, Persian,

or Greek. Bunsen, in 1847, treated Armenian as a separate branch

of Aryan speech ; and that it is so was proved by Professor Hiibsch-

mann in 1883.

Again, there has been a long controversy whether the language

•of the Afghans belonged to the Indie or the Iranic branch. Dr.

Trumpp tried to show that it belonged, by certain peculiarities, to

the Indie or Sanscrit branch. Professor Darmsteter has proved

but lately that it shares its most essential characteristics in com-

mon with Persian. Here, too, Bunsen guessed rightly— for I do

not mean to say that it was more than a guess — when he stated

that "Pushtu, the language of the Afghans, belongs to the Persian

branch."

I hope you will forgive me for having detained you so long with

a mere retrospect. I could not deny myself the satisfaction of

paying this tribute of gratitude and respect to my departed friend

Baron Bunsen. To have known him belongs to the most cherished

recollections of my life. But though I am myself an old man,

—

much older than Bunsen was at our meeting in 1847,— do not

suppose that I came here as a mere laudator temporis acti. Cer-

tainly not. If one tries to recall what anthropology was in 1847,

and then considers what it is now, its progress seems most mar-

vellous. I do not think so much of the new materials which have

been collected from all parts of the world. These last fifty years

have been an age of discovery in Africa, in central Asia, in Amer-

ica, in Polynesia, and in Australia, such as can hardly be matched

in any previous century.

But what seems to me even more important than the mere in-

crease of material is the new spirit in which anthropology has

been studied during the last generation. I do not mean to de-

preciate the labors of the so called dilettanti. After all, dilettanti

are lovers of knowledge, and in a study such as the study of an-

thropology the labors of these volunteers, or franc-tireurs, have

often proved most valuable. But the study of man in every part

of the world has ceased to be a subject for curiosity only. It has

been raised to the dignity, but also to the responsibility, of a real

science, and it is now guided by principles as strict and as rigor-

ous as any other science — such as zoology, botany, mineralogy,

and all the rest. Many theories which were very popular fifty

years ago are now completely exploded; nay, some of the very

principles by which our science was then guided have been dis-

carded. Let me give you one more instance — perhaps the most

important one — as determining the right direction of anthropo-

logical studies.

At our meeting in 1847 it was taken for granted that the study

of comparative philology would be in future the only safe founda-

tion for the study of anthropology. Linguistic ethnology was a

very favorite term used by Bunsen, Prichard, Latham, and others.

It was, in fact, the chief purpose of Bunsen's paper to show that

the whole of mankind could be classified according to language.

I protested against this view at the time, and in 18.54 I published

ray formal protest in a letter to Bunsen, " On the Turanian Lan-

guages." In a chapter called "Ethnology versus Phonology" I

called, if not for a complete divorce, at least for a judicial separa-

tion between the study of philology and the study of ethnology.

" Ethnological race," I said, "and phonological race are not com-

mensurate, except in ante-historical times, or, perhaps, at the

very dawn of history. With the migration of tribes, their wars,

their colonies, their conquests and alliances, which, if we may
judge from their effects, must have been much more violent in the

ethnic than ever in the political periods of history, it is impossible

to imagine that race and language should continue to run parallel.

The physiologist should pursue his own science, unconcerned

about language. Let him see how far the skulls, or the hair, or

the color of the skin, of different tribes admits of classification;

but to the sound of their words his ear should be as deaf as that

of the ornithologist's to the notes of caged birds. If his Caucasian

class includes nations or individuals speaking Aryan (Greek),

Turanian (Turkish), and Semitic (Hebrew) languages, it is not his

fault. His system must not be altered to suit another system.

There is a better solution both for his difficulties and for those of

the phonologist than mutual compromise. The phonologist should

collect his evidence, arrange his classes, divide and combine as if

no Blumenbach had ever looked at skulls, as if no Camper had

ever measured facial angles, as if no Owen had ever examined

the basis of a cranium. His evidence is the evidence of language,

and nothing else ; this he must follow, even thovigh in the teeth

of history, physical or political. . . . There ought to be no com-

promise between ethnological and phonological science. It is only

by stating the glaring contradictions between the two that truth

can be elicited."

At first my protest met with no response; nay, curiously

enough, I have often been supposed to be the strongest advocate

of the theory which I so fiercely attacked. Perhaps I was not en-

tirely without blame, for, having once delivered my soul, I al-

lowed myself occasionally the freedom to speak of the Aryan or

the Semitic race, meaning thereby no more than the people, who-

ever and whatever they were, who spoke Aryan or Semitic lan-

guages. I wish we could distinguish in English as in Hebrew be-

tween nations and languages. Thus in the Book of Daniel, iii. 4,

" the herald cried aloud, . . . O people, nations, and languages."

Why then should we not distinguish between nations and lan-

guages? But to put an end to every possible misunderstanding,

I declared at last that to speak of "an Aryan skull would be as

great a monstrosity as to speak of a dolichocephalic language."

I do not mean to say that this old heresy, which went by the

name of linguistic ethnology, is at present entirely extinct. But

among all serious students, whether physiologists or philologists,

it is by this time recognized that the divorce between ethnology

and philology, granted if only for incompatibility of temper, has

been productive of nothing but good.

Instead of attempting to classify mankind as a whole, students

are now engaged in classing skulls, in classing hair, and teeth,

and skin. Many solid results have been secured by these special

researches; but, as yet, no two classifications, based on these

characteristics, have been made to run parallel.

The most natural classification is, no doubt,, that according to

the color of the skin. This .gives us a black, a'brown, a yellow, a

red, and a white race, with several subdivisions. This classifica-

tion has often been despised as unscientific; but it may still turn

out far more valuable than is at present supposed.

The next classification is that by the color of the eyes, as black,

brown, hazel, gray, and blue. This subject also has attracted

much attention of late, and, within certain limits, the results

have proved very valuable.
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The most favorite classification, however, has always been that

according to the skulls. The skull, as the shell of the brain, has

by many students been supposed to betray something of the spir-

itual essence of man ; and who can doubt that the general features

of the skull, if taken in large averages, do correspond to the gen-

eral features of human character ? We have only to look round

to see men with heads like a cannon-ball and others with heads

like a hawk. This distinction has formed the foundation for a

more scientific classification into brachycephalic, dolichocephalic,

and mesocephalic skulls. The proportion of 80:100 between the

transverse and longitudinal diameter gives us the ordinary or meso-

cephalic type, the proportion of 75 : 100 the dolichocephalic, the

proportion of 85: 100 the brachycephalic type. The extremes are

70: 100 and 90: 100.

If we examine any large collection of skulls, we have not much
difficulty in arranging them undar these classes; but if, after we
have done this, we look at the nationality of each skull, we find

the most hopeless confusion. Pruner Bey, as Peschel tells us in

his ' Volkerkunde," has observed brachycephalic and dolicho-

cephalic skulls in children born of the same mother; and if we
consider how- many women have been carried away into captivity

by Mongolians in their inroads into China, India, and Germany,
we cannot feel surprised if we find some longheads among the

roundheads of those Central Asiatic hordes. Only we must not

adopt the easy expedient of certain anthropologists who, when
they find dolichocephalic and brachycephalic skulls in the same
tomb, at once jump to the conclusion that they must have be-

longed to two different races. When, for instance, two dolicho-

cephalic and three brachycephalic skulls were discovered in the

same tomb at Alexanderpol, we were told at once that this proved

nothing as to the simultaneous occurrence of different skulls in

the same family : nay, that it proved the very contrary of what
it might seem to prove. It was clear, we were assured, that the

two dolichocephalic skulls belonged to Aryan chiefs and the three

brachycephalic skulls to their non-Aryan slaves, who were

killed and buried with their masters, according to a custom well

known to Herodotus. This sounds very learned, but is it really

quite straightforward ?

Besides the general division of skulls into dolichocephalic,

brachycephalic, and mesocephalic, other divisions have been un-

dertaken, according to the height of the skull, and, again, accord-

ing to the maxillary and the facial angles. This latter division

gives us orthognathic, prognathic, and mescgnathic skulls.

Lastly, according to the peculiar character of the hair, we may
distinguish two great divisions, the people with woolly hair (TJlo-

triches) and people with smooth hair (Lissotriches). The former

are subdivided into Lophocomi, people with tufts of hair, and
Eriocomi, people with fleecy hair. The latter are divided into

Euthycomi, straight- haired, and Euplocomi (not Euplocomic,

wavy-haired, as Brinton gives it), wavy-haired. It has been shown
that these peculiarities of the hair depend on the peculiar form of

the hair-tubes, which, in cross-sections, are found to be either

round or elongated in different ways.

Now all these classifications, to which several more might be

added, those according to the orbits of the eyes, the outlines of

the nose, the width of the pelvis, are by themselves extremely

useful. But few of them only, if any, run strictly parallel. It

has been said that all dolichocephalic races are prognathic, and
have woolly hair. I doubt whether this is true without excep-

tion; but, even if it were, it would not allow us to draw any gen-

ealogical conclusions from it, because there are certainly many
dolichocephalic people who are not woolly-haired, as, for instance,

the Eskimos (Brinton's " Races and Peoples," p. 249J.

Now, let us consider whether there can be any organic connec-

tion between the shape of the skull, tlie facial angle, the confor-

mation of the hair, or the color of the skin, on one side, and what
we call the great families of language on the other. That we
speak at all may rightly be called a work of nature, opera natu-

rale, as Dante said long ago ; but that we speak thus or thus, cosi

cosi, that, as the same Dante said, depends on our pleasure —
that is our work. To imagine, therefore, that as a matter of ne-

cessity, or as a matter of fact, dolichocephalic skulls have any-

thing to do with Aryan, mesocephalic with Semitic, or brachy-

cephalic with Turanian speech, is nothing but the wildest random
thought; it can convey no rational meaning whatever. We might
as well say that all painters are dolichocephalic, and all musicians

brachycephalic, or that all lophocomic tribes work in gold, and all

lissocomic tribes in silver.

If anything must be ascribed to prehistoric times, surely the

differentiation of the human skull, the human hair, and the hu-

man skin, would have to be ascribed to that distant period. No
one, I believe, has ever maintained that a mesocephalic skull was
split or differentiated into a dolichocephalic and a brachycephalic

variety in the bright sunshine of history.

But let us, for the sake of argument, assume that in prehistoric

times all dolichocephalic people spoke Aryan, all mesocephalic,

Semitic, all brachycephalic, Turanian languages ; how would that

help us ?

So long as we know anything of the ancient Aryan, Semitic, and
Turanian languages, we find foreign words in each of them. This

proves a very close and historical contact between them. For in-

stance, in Babylonian texts of 3000 B. c. there is the word sindhu.

for cloth made of vegetable fibres, linen. That can only be the'

Sanscrit sindhu, the Indus, or saindhava, what comes from the

Indus. It would be the same word as the Homeric aiv6isv, fine-

cloth ('
' Physical Religion, " p. 87) . In Egyptian we find so many

Semitic words that it is difficult to say whether they were bor-

rowed or derived from a common source. I confess I am not

convinced, but Egyptologists of high authority assure us that the-

names of several Aryan peoples, such as the Sicilians, and Sardin-

ians, occur in the fourteenth century B.C., in the inscriptions of

the time of Menephthah I. Again, as soon as we know anything

of the Turanian languages— Finnish, for instance— we find them,

full of Aryan words. All this, it may be said, applies to a very

recent period in the ancient history of humanity. Still, we have
no access to earlier documents, and we may fairly say that this-

close contact which existed then existed, probably, at an earlier

time also.

If, then, we have no reason to doubt that the ancestors of the-

people speaking Aryan, Semitic, and Turanian languages, lived in

close proximity, would there not have been marriages between,

them so long as they lived in peace, and would they not have

killed the men and carried off the women in time of war ? What,
then, would have been the effect of a marriage between a doli-

chocephalic mother and a brachycephalic father? The materials-

for studying this question of metissage, as the French call it, are

too scanty as yet to enable us to speak with confidence. But
whether the paternal or maternal type prevailed, or whether their

union gave rise to a new permanent variety, still it stands to rea-

son that the children of a dolichocephalic captive woman might be

found, after fifty or sixty years, speaking the language of the-

brachycephalic conquerors.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND NEWS.

From an experiment reported in Bulletin No. 35 of the Ken-
tucky Experiment Station, which is located in the heart of the

Blue Grass region at Lexington, it appears that the results are the

same as they have been for the last two seasons, that fertilizers,

whether used in combination or singly, have no effect upon the

yield of wheat. On the same lands, for corn, potatoes, hemp, and
tobacco, the results of potash fertilizers show very favorably.

— Sr. H. Morize, astronomer at the observatory of Rio de

Janeiro, has just published a " Sketch of the Climatology of Bra-

zil," which will be welcome to meteorologists, as hitherto system-

atic observations have only been published for a very few points,

of that immense country, covering 39 degrees of latitude. The

sketch has been drawn up mainly from the observations of travel-

lers and private observers. Nature extracts a few brief notes

from the sketch, as follows. Thunder-storms are very frequent

aU along the coast, and are mostly harmless; regular cyclones are

very rare. The most dangerous winds are the pamperos, which

blow from the south-west, and have been fully described by the

late Admiral Fitz-Roy, and a still more rare and dangerous wind

which blows from the south-east. As regards temperature, the-
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author has divided the country into three zones, and some valua-

ble data are given for various localities. Parts of the country are

subject to prolonged drought ; it is said that at Pernambuco no

rain fell during the whole year 1792, and a third of the population

died from its effects; droughts have recurred during the present

century with some regularity, the last being in the year 1888-89.

The most complete series of observations is that for Rio de Janeiro,

which dates from 1781, with occasional interruptions. The high-

est shade temperature was 99.5° in November, 1883, and the low-

est 50.4° in September, 1882. There are also good series of obser-

vations for Rio Grande do Sul and S5o- Paulo.

—A recent calf-feeding experiment made at the Iowa Agricul-

tural Experiment Station seems to indicate that (1) a vation of

skim milk and ground flaxseed compares favorably with a new-

milk ration for young calves; (2) the larger gain came from the

whole milk, but a part of it was partly due to the individuality of

the calves, and good results and thrifty growth were made on

skim milk and ground flaxseed; (3) the skim-milk calves were

interrupted less in their growth by weaning than the whole milk

calves; (4) a saving in value of butter fat alone of $1.11 per month

on each calf was effected by substituting the ground flaxseed ; and

(5) the cost of producing a pound of gain was 7. 6 cents for the

fresh-milk ration and 5 cents for the skim-milk ration.

— According to Nature, M. Lancaster has recently indicated in

Ciel et Terre the divergences from normal temperature in Europe

in the five years 1886-90. It appears (and is shown in a map)

that the centre of the "island of cold" lies over the north of

France, the south of Belgium, and the most western parts of Ger-

many. From this centre the cold decreases pretty regularly out-

wards on all sides to a nearly circular line of nil divergence, which,

embracing the whole of Great Britain, crosses the south of Swe-

den, then goes along the German-Russian frontier, tlu-ough Hun-

gary, the south of Italy, the north of Africa, and across Spain.

Throughout this inclosed region abnormally low temperatures

have prevailed. Siberia, too, shows thermal depression, which

M. Lancaster thinks may be connected with that in western Eu-

rope.

— In Nature Notes for August, Mr. R. T. Lewis, on the author-

ity of a correspondent in whose trustworthiness he has entire con-

fidence, gives a curious account of the appreciation with which

the song of the cicada is heard by insects other than those of its

own genus. The correspondent has frequently observed in Natal,

says Nature, that when the cicada is singing at its loudest, in the

hottest portion of the day, it is attended by a number of other in-

sects with lovely, gauze like, irridescent wings, whose demeanor

has left no doubt on his mind that the music is the attraction.

The cicada, when singing, usually stations itself upon the trunk

of a tree with its head uppermost, and the insects in question, to

the number sometimes of fifteen or sixteen, form themselves into

a rough semicircle at a short distance around its head. During a

performance one of the insects was observed occasionally to ap-

proach the cicada and to touch it upon its front leg or antennse,

which proceeding was resented by a vigorous stroke of the foot by

the cicada, without, however, any cessation of its song. The in-

sects composing the audience are extremely active ; and so wary

that they take flight at the least alarm on the too near approach

of any intruder. Some of them, however, have been captured;

and on examination these "proved to belong to the same family

as the most beautiful of British insects, the lace-wing fly, which,

indeed, they closely resemble except as to size, their measurement

across the expanded wings being a little over two inches. They
have since been identified by Mr. Kirby at the British ^Museum as

Nothochrysa gigantea."

— An experiment to test the effect of feed on the quality of milk,

recently made at the Iowa Experiment Station, indicates that: (1)

quality of milk, so far as measured by its percentage of fat, was

changed by feed to a much greater degree than was quantity.

Two- thirds of the increase in average gross yield of butter fat was

due to improved quality of the milk, and only one-third to in-

creased milk flow. (3) Sugar meal produced ,58 of a pound more

butter fat per 100 pounds of milk than did corn and cob meal;

this difference is seventeen per cent of the amount of fat in 100

pounds of milk produced by corn and cob meal. (3) Sugar meal

produced .73 of a pound more total solids per 100 pounds of milk

than did corn and cob meal ; this difference is six per cent of the

solids in 100 pounds of milk produced by corn and cob meal. (4)

As compared with corn and cob meal, sugar meal increased the

ratio of fat to " solids not fat" in 100 pounds of milk, from 896

per 1,000 of " solids not fat," to 457 per 1,000 of " solids not fat
"

an increase of over fifteen per cent.

— Under the heading " Breeding of Orchard and Garden Fruits
"

attention is directed in a recent bulletin of the Iowa Agricultural

Experiment Station to the following well supported facts : (1) In

the States west of Lake Michigan no important advances have

been made in the great work of adapting fruits to the peculiar

climate and soil of Iowa by growing seedlings from the variety

introduced from south-western Europe, nor from their seedlings

originating in the Eastern or Southern States. (3) Valuable seed-

lings of the orchard and garden fruits have come from the vari-

eties introduced from eastern Europe or northern Asia, and from

native species. (3) Methodic crossing and hybridizing have given

in the past, and promise to give in the near future, more valuable

and certain results than can be hoped for from chance breeding

from intermingled varieties and species.

— We learn from the Tiflis paper Caucasus, says Nature, that

during an excursion to the sources of the Jiagdon, which was made
recently by several explorers, no fewer than eight glaciers were

discovered, six of which are not marked on the five-versts-to-the-

inch map of Caucasus. They have been viewed now and sketched

from Styr-khokh Pass. The southern slope of the branch- ridge of

the main chain, between the Kazbek and the Syrkhubarzon peak,

has also been sketched from the Trussoff's Pass, and it appears that

several of the glaciers of this part of the chain are not represented

on the great map, while perpetual snow is shown where there is

none. The glaciers visited by the party proved to have very much
changed their aspect since 1883, Several sulphur and iron carbon-

ate springs vs^ere visited in the Trussoff's valley, and several inter-

esting Alpine flowei's in bloom were collected on the passes.

— It is well known thHt the fox possesses an excellent " head

for country." Referring ^, oUis .subj-jco in ,i. - -- :.., ;.-..^ie

In the current number ol' the Zoologist, and quoted in Natute, Mr.

Harting says a fox has b?-?ii known to return seventy miles to his

" earth," and this not cnce, but tluee times. He was caught in

Yorkshire, and sent into Lai.cashire to be hunted by the hounds

of the late Mr. Fitzherber ' .ckholes of Claughton Hall, Gai-alang,

and his identity was ests ; ed by his having been marked in the

ear by the fox- catcher. s story Mr. Harting had from his

friend Captain P. H. Salvr -rho was Jiving in Yorkshire at the

time, and was well acqr 1 with Mr. Brockholes, who gave

him all the details.

— The following are some results of Herren Elster and Geitel's

recent electric observations on the Sonnblick, described to the

Vienna Academy, and noted in Nature of Sept. 10 : The intensity

of the most refrangible solar rays, measured by their discharging

effect on a negatively electrified surface of amalgamated zinc, is

about doubled on rising 3,100 metres from the lowland. The

authors were unable to find other actino-electrically active sub-

stances ; even pure fresh snow and dry Soimblick rock were not

perceptibly discharged by light. "Waterfalls may produce in a

valley a negative fall of potential, and to considerable heights (500

metres). The morning maximum in fall of potential, observed

regularly between 7 and 9 a.m. in the plain and in Alpine valleys,

was absent at 3,100 metres. Before thunder-storms in July, the

positive fall of potential sank gradually, in light showers, to nil,

at which it remained sometimes two or three hours till completion

of the electrical process in the cloud. In thunder-clouds, or on

low ground, during a thunder-storm, the atmospheric electricity

usually changes sign after a discharge. St. Elmo's fire (negative

as often as positive) always accompanied thunder-storms. The ob-

servation that negative St. Elmo's fire burns with blue flame,

positive with red, was repeatedly confirmed.

— Professor Erwin H. Barbour, formerly of Iowa College, Grin-

nell, lo., has been elected to the chair of geology at the University

of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
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ELECTRO-HORTICULTURE.

In the winter of 1889-90 experiments were undertaken at the

Cornell University Experiment Station, by Professor L. H. Bailey,

to dotorminfi what influence the ordinary street electric light ex-

erts uyo- u'ciucc-. m gitjeui.^..^...^
"

"las been said among gar-

deners c(m?etDing supposed retarding ' • accelerating influences

of street lamps upo>' i^ilaats. Manyb.'.v- supposed that the elec-

tric light can be iiitroduced profitably into greenhouses for the
'

' "";-o:fc of hssteuing growth. Still . "^hers have supposed the

lights at exhibition halls to be injurious to plants, and
r jid that f! 'vei- f?.;!'- 'jiiicToy vli placed near them. The

'. 1. .A .vahio.i : ght to vegetation should

be liiirJersToo:' 7 thought of introducing
'' V, "-' -r.^«iiaou-;«=. Jib iLinuei;:" jpou plants, both under

i in the open, i« a questio which demands careful

investigation.

In recapitulating the results of the experiments made, Professor

Bailey says, in Bulletin 30 of the station, that it is impossible to draw
many definite conclusions from the researches made. The many con-

flicting and indefinite results indicate that the problems vary widely

under difl'erent conditions and with different plants. Yet there are

a few points which are clear: the electric light promotes assimila-

tion, it often hastens growth and maturity, it is capable of pro-

ducing natural flavors and colors in fruits, it often intensifies col-

ors of flowers and sometimes increases the production of flowers.

The experiments show that periods of darkness are not necessary

to the growth and development of plants. There is every reason,

therefore, to suppose that the electric light can be profitably used
in the growing of plants. It is only necessary to overcome the

difficulties, the chief of which are the injurious influences upon
plants near the light, the too rapid hastening of maturity in some
species, and, in short, the whole series of practical adjustments of

conditions to individual circumstances. Thus far, to he sure,

more of the injurious effects than of the beneficial ones have been
learned, but this only means that definite facts concerning the

whole influence of electric light upon vegetation are being ac-

quired; and in some cases the light has already been found to be
a useful adjunct to forcing establishments.

The experiments suggest many physiological speculations, three

of which may be mentioned. It is a common notion that plants

need rest at night, but this is not true, in the sense in which ani-

mals need rest. Plants have simply adapted themselves to the

conditions of alternating daylight and darkness, and during the

day they assimilate or make their food, and during the night,

when, perforce, assimilation must cease, they use the food in

growth. They simply practice an individual division of labor.

There is no inherent reason why plants cannot grow in full light,

and, in fact, it is well known that they do grow then, although
the greater part of growth is usually performed at night. If light

is continuous, they simply grow more or less continuously, as con-

ditions require, as they do in the long days of the arctic regions,

or as the plants experimented with did under continuous light.

There is no such thing as a plant becoming worn out or tired out

because of the stimulating influence of continuous light.

It would seem, therefore, that if the electric light enables plants

to assimilate during the night, and does not interfere with growth,

it must produce plants of great size and marked precocity. But
there are other conditions, not yet understood, which must be

studied. The radish plants, and many others, were earlier but
smaller under the influence of the light. Observation and chemi-
cal examination showed that a greater degree of maturity had
been attained. Perhaps they assimilated too rapidly

;
perhaps the

functions of the plant had been completed before it had had time
to make its accustomed growth. Perhaps the highly refrangible

and invisible rays from the electric lamp have something to do
with it. In fact, this latter presumption probably accounts for

much, if not all, of the injury resulting from the use of the naked
light, for the effect of the interposition of a clear pane of glass is

probably to absorb or obstruct these rays of high refrangibility.

Good results which follow the use of a globe or a pane of glass

show, on the other hand, that the injury to plants cannot result

from any gases arising from the lamp itself, as has been supposed

by some observers. In the experiments there was no perceptible

odor from the gases of combustion ; and it may also be said that

commercial forcing-houses are not tight enough to hold sufficient

quantities of these gases to injure plants.

It is highly probable that there are certain times in the life of

the plant when the electric light will prove to be particularly

helpful. Many experiments show that injury follows its use at

that critical time when the plantlet is losing its support from the

seed and is beginning to shift for itself, and other experiments

show that good results follow its later use.

HEALTH MATTERS.

Physiology of the Gastric Glands.

According to Heidenheim, the delomorphous or parietal cells

of the gastric glands — that is, the glands of the fundus — secrete

or elaborate the hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice, while the

adelomorphous or central cells secrete the pepsin {British Med.

Jour.). One of the chief arguments advanced in favor of this

view rests on the experiments of Swiecicki, who asserted that in

the oesophageal glands of the frog pepsin alone is formed, while

only hydrochloric acid is formed in the stomach. Frankel has

submitted the statements of Swiecicki to a renewed test. He
prepared the mucous membrane of (1) the oesophagus, and (3) the

fundus of the stomach of ten frogs, and extracted each separately

in two litres of water. To eighteen centimetres of the watery ex-

tract of each there were added two centimetres of a one per cent

dilution of hydrochloric acid, and a small piece of fibrine. Both

mixtures were kept at 37° C. for twenty-four hours; both extracts

digested the fibrine. It would seem, therefore, that both the

oesophagus and stomach of the frog contain pepsin, or rather,

pepsinogen. This would tend to show that in the frog the delo-

morphous cells secrete both pepsin and acid, for fibrine is digested

in the stomach when the secretion from the oesophagus is pre-

vented from entering that organ. Frankel found that the mucous
membrane both of the stomach and oesophagus produced a min-

eral acid, for both gave the phloro-glucin-vanillin reaction. Con-

tejean finds that section of the vagi does not interfere with gastric

digestion in the frog. Electrical stimulation of the peripheral end

of the vagus, or of the central ends of the vagus or glosso-pharyn-
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geal, causes a copious secretion of mucus. In the last case there

is no secretion of mucus when the vagi are {livided. Perhaps the

result is due to a reflex secretion, the reflex centre bein? in the

bulb, while the vagus is the efferent channel for the impulses

affecting the secretory glands. In birds also it would appear that

the vagus influences the secretion of gastric juice. Oxenfeld

finds that in birds fpigeons) stimulation of the peripheral end of

:the vagus is followed by a copious secretion of acid gastric juice.

At the same time the stomach is forcibly contracted, and it might

be assumed that the increased quantity of gastric juice was simply

forced out of the glands by the concentration of the musculature

of the stomach. Oxenfeld, however, is of opinion that this is not

the true explanation, and he assumes that the vagus contains se-

cretory fibres for the gastric glands.
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HovT- Children Learn to Talk.—A Study in the Development

of Language.—Children's Vocabularies.

Philologists and others interested in the origin of language and

the development of intellect find very striking analogies between

the development of speech and intelligence in the race and in the

child, and have obtained some very valuable hints as to the laws

determining the growth of language. Scientific psychologists

and educators have also gained many important truths from the

study of children. A much more extensive and detailed study,

however, is now necessary to further progress in either line.

The first thing to be done in every scientific investigation is to

collect a large number of reliable facts, from which generaliza-

tions may be made and theories found that will guide the investi-

gator in further researches, and lead to the discovery and unifica-

tion of a general law of nature that can usually be turned to

practical account by the inventor, educator, or legislator. Facts

of every kind in regard to development of intelligence in children

and their progress in language are important, and in the earlier

stages of the investigation the common and ordinary facts rather

than the unusual and extraordinary are the most valuable. For

the purpose of securing such facts and arousing interest in the

study of children I wrote an article some months ago entitled

" Children as Teachers," and published it in a number of papers.

The records sent me in response to the request in that article are

very interesting and suggestive. Many interested in the subject,

however, doubtless overestimated the difficulty of securing valua-

ble records, and therefore I have not yet received a sufficient num-
ber of records to justify me in making a full report, as I had

promised, at present. The records so far examined serve to bring

out the great individual differences in children rather than to

show what is common to all, yet they are common chai-acteristics

suggestive of general laws sufficient to confirm me in the belief

that a comparison of a number of such records will give very val-

uable results.

A convenient method for those who cannot keep a daily record

of a child's progress in language was adopted by some reporting

to me. During a certain period special attention was paid to the

child's language, and all words the child was known to use un-

derstandingly were noted down in alphabetical order (the child's

pronunciatioQ of the words being indicated as nearly as possible),

and this was taken as the child's vocabulary at that age. A few

months later the process was repeated, and the progress that had

been made could then readily be seen by comparing the two

records.

The number of words used by children two years old differs

considerably, but is usually larger than parents supposed. The
number varies from a very few words for the child who is back-

ward in learning to talk, though perhaps not less intelligent other-

wise, up to a thousand words for children more precocious in that

particular. Judging from the records in my possession, from two
to four hundred words is the more common number.

The rate at which new words are acquired varies greatly for

different children and at different ages. After they are once

fairly started in learning language, it is usually quite rapid, es-

pecially with those who are late in beginning to talk. For children

just past two years of age, from sixty to one hundred words per

month seems to be a common number. If new words should con-

tinue to be acquired at this rate until maturity, as they probably

are by those who study and read much, an adult would have a

vocabulary of from 15,000 to 35,000 words (see "Size of an

Ordinary Vocabulary," Science, Aug. 31, 1891). The additional

words used by a child do not represent all of his progress in lan-

guage. He may have learned the meaning of many words he has

had no occasion to use; he may have learned something about

forming plurals and the different parts of verbs, and considerable

about how to put words together in sentences. The progress in

the latter respect may be shown by keeping a record of his charac-

teristic attempts at sentence making, being careful to omit sen-

tences that are evidently repeated from memory.

The part of speech most used by children seems to be the noun.

About 60 per cent of the words in the English language are

nouns, 33 per cent adjectives, 11 per cent verbs, and 5+ per cent

adverbs, while conjunctions, prepositions, and pronouns form but

an insignificant portion of the whole. In an ordinary vocabulary,

taking " Robinson Crusoe " as the standard, the proportion of

nouns is smaller, and in a still smaller vocabulary there seems to

be occasion for the use of a greater variety of verbs than nouns,

and a necessity for the use of a number of prepositions, pronouns,

and conjunctions. On a page of " Robinson Crusoe " containing

315 different words, but 24 per cent were nouns. Hence the fact

that in a child's vocabulary of a few hundred words from 55 to 85

per cent of them are nouns, while but few of the prepositions,

pronouns, and conjunctions that it hears repeated so frequently

are used, is quite significant. Nouns, however, are not always

learned easier and earlier than other parts of speech, for such a

verb as "come," or adjective as "hot," may be among the first

words learned. Any word which can be associated with a dis-

tinct, sensible experience can readily be learned, but abstract

terms are not found in children's vocabularies.

General terms are used by children, at quite an early age, with

some degree of correctness, though of course all that is connotated

or included under a general term is not understood by any one

until its scientific meaning is known. A general term is applied

to all individuals having certain characteristics, though they may
differ in other respects. The accuracy with which a child uses

general terms depends upon the distinctness of his ideas of the

special characteristics to which the term is applied, and his power

of noting and discriminating those special qualities among a vari-

ety of others. His attainments in these two respects are limited

by his previous experience. A child who calls a goat a ''dog"

may lack in clearness of conception of the characteristics of dogs,

or in his powers of discrimination, or only in experience. In the

latter case he classifies it with the group of animals it resembles

more closely than any others with which he is acquainted. A
child of twenty-six months who found a small crab in her oyster

soup classified it at once with the group of animals it seemed to

her to most resemble, and called it a "bug," then performing a

considerable act of inference, she gave it the more definite name
"oyster-bug." A little girl of less than eighteen months, who
learned the word "cut" in connection with the use of a knife, not

only called all knives " cutie," but applied the same term to shears

when she saw the same operation performed with them, and later

to a sickle with which grass was being cut. Nothing is more in-

teresting or important in the study of children than the way in

which they generalize, classify, and infer, and instances of such

childish judgments and inferences, so odd to us, yet really so

natural and logical from their point of view, should be carefully

noted and recorded.

Children sometimes form a language of their own entirely dif-

ferent from that of their parents. This is more likely to occur

with children of the same age, especially if they are alone together

much. Instances are known of children forming apparently quite
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complete vocabularies, and using no otber for several years. This

tendency to originate language is shown in almost every child by

the invention of new words or new uses for words. New terms

are often formed by imitating the noise made by the animal or

thing named, as "bow-wow" for dog, " choo-choo " for locomo-

tive, and sometimes by the repetition of a sound made in perform-

ing an act, or an emotional sound made at sight of a new object

or act. Any sound thus associated with an object, act, quality, or

state of feeling may be used by the child as a word, and, if the

parents or playmates accept it as having a certain significance, it

becomes fixed as a permanent part of the child's vocabulary.

Baby talk, or the peculiar pronunciation used by children, and
frequently imitated in literature, is a subject of considerable in-

terest. How much of what is given as "baby talk" has really

been originated by children? How much of the incorrect pro-

nunciation of any particular child is due to his inability to pro-

nounce correctly, and how much to the foolish habit of mis-

pronouncing words when speaking to children practised by so

many fond parents? Of still more importance is it to know
whether there really is any general law of mispronunciation that

may be of practical value to the educator. In only a part of the

records sent me was the pronunciation used by the child indicated,

hence only the probabilities in regard to the law can be given. In

the first place, it must be understood that the ability to pronounce
words is entirely independent of the ability to understand their

meaning, and either capacity may be developed in advance of the

other. However, in the acquirement of new words, difficulty of

pronunciation may exercise some influence in preventing the adop-

tion of certain words into the vocabulary. Not all children are

influenced in this way; some adopt diflicult words but use a sound
easily pronounced in place of the one they cannot pronounce,

sometimes following a regular system of substitution. The law
of mispronunciation proposed by Noble {Education, 1888) seems
theoretically quite probable, and some of the facts support it, but

not enough have been collected to establish it. He reasons that

correct pronunciation depends upon clear perception of the sounds

to be uttered and a knowledge of the motions necessary to pro-

duce them. The knowledge of the proper movements to be made
are partly gained by watching' the motions made by others in

speaking. On imitating the sound the errors in movement are

detected and corrected by comparing the resulting sound with the

sound heard. The sounds then that are most distinctly pronounced
and requiring movements that are the most clearly visible will

naturally first be learned and be most clearly pronounced. Those
made in the front part of the mouth, such as labials and dentals,

fulfil both of these conditions, while those made in the back part

of the mouth usually fulfil neither of them. This law, if approx-

imately true, must yet be modified by the fact that children can

usually make every one of the elementary sounds used in language

before they begin to talk. The difficulty in pronouncing a word
is not to utter the elementary sounds of which it is composed, but

to properly combine them. As in learning other complex series

of motions, it is not a question of making any one motion, but of

propei'ly co-ordinating a series of simple motions. No one has any
difficulty in pronouncing such words as "three," and "gray,"

and " geese " separately, but many do in pronouncing them rapidly

one after the other. For a similar reason a child who can pro-

nounce perfectly a sound in one word is wholly unable to utter it

in another. Besides this, sounds are modified somewhat by the

sounds that precede and follow them. Almost every one also

slurs some sounds in his pronunciation, and children frequently

notice and try to imitate only the most distinctly pronounced
sounds. They therefore often mispronounce, not from inability to

utter the sounds, but because they have failed to notice some of

the less perfectly pronounced ones. Since sounds made at the be-

ginning of words are least modified by other sounds, mi'spronuncia-

tion can best be studied in the initial sounds of words. The letter

with which a word begins usually, but not always, indicates the

sound. The following is the order for the letters appearing most
frequently as initial letters in children's vocabularies : s, b, o, p, t,

w, d, m, h, f, r, 1, g, n. To understand the significance of this,

it must be compared with the order of frequency for the difficult

letters in the dictionary (s, p, c, a, t, b, r, m, d, f, e, h, 1, g), and

in "Robinson Crusoe" (s, c, p, a, f, b, r, m, e, t, w, h, 1, i, g).

One of the most marked differences is the greater number of

words beginning with the dentals 6 and d to be found in the vocabu-
laries of children.

Many very interesting questions were suggested by the study of

the records already sent me, but a much larger number of vocabu-
laries must be compared before reliable answers can be obtained.

I shall be glad to receive such records at any time, or to commu-
nicate with any one in regard to methods of carrying on the study
of children. Letters directed to Rhodes, Iowa, will always reach

me. E. A. Kirkpatrick.
Rhodes, lo., Sept. 14.

The Convection Theory of Storms.

De. Hann of Vienna has published recently an extended discus-

sion of this subject, and one which has the extremest significance

(Sitzber. d. kais. Akad. d. Wissensch. in Wien, April, 1891). He
reiterates his view that in our storms at heights of 10,000 feet

there is a fall in temperature, and a corresponding rise in our high

areas. These points have been sufficiently answered already

{Science, Vol. XVI., p. 136). The remaining discussion merits

our attention, as it presents a rather strong attack upon the theo-

ries ordinarily accepted. A free translation of the argument is

here given. Dr. Hann says

:

" How can we think that such extremely flat disks as the great

storms of the higher latitudes are can maintain themselves and
advance through a rising of air particles. Our whirls have often

more than a hundi-ed times greater extension horizontally than

vertically. Doberck gives this ratio as 350: 1. A chimney, as is

well known, draws only when its height is many times greater

than its interior diameter. But in our whirls the relation is in a
most extreme manner opposite. How such an exceedingly flat

air-disk, only through an interior force, that is, through a freeing

of latent heat by a local interior moisture condensation, can move
itself in the atmosphere, appears to me difficult to understand.

The whole height of the atmosphere (so far as it can come into

consideration for the condensation theory) at the utmost is small

as compared to the horizontal diameter of our whirl (above 35,000

feet is there no moisture). I do not know that the convection

theory has seriously considered this objection. This objection

does not hold against the theory that correlates the whirl with,

disturbances in the general circulation currents of the atmos-

phere.

" A fact which stands out in sharp contradiction with the plain

convection theory of our storms lies in the yearly period of their

frequency and intensity. If the convection theory is clearly ap-

plicable to most of our storms, how can it be that these storms

have their greatest intensity and frequency in the winter, even at

a time of the year when the conditions, as well for their origin as

for their continuance, are most unfavorable ?

" In winter the moisture of the air is slight and the thermic

equilibrium most stable. Upon the continents the lowest layers

are often for a long time the coldest, and the temperature increases

above. The heat diminution with height is very small in winter,

even less than in a rising air curi'ent due to the distribution of

moisture. How can a whirl under such conditions of the convec-

tion theory reach to the interior of Siberia, where the temperatures

are —33° F. to —40° F., and there is no moisture. It is an inev-

itable consequence of the convection theory that the cyclones of

the summer must reach their greatest intensity and frequency,

because at this time the moisture of the air is greatest, the heating,

of the lowest layers the most active, and the heat diminution with

height in consequence the most rapid.

" In fact, heat thunder-storms and tropical cyclones, the ap-

pearances to which rightly the convection theory can find appli-

cation, are limited to the warm season. Tropical cyclones reach

a maximum of occurrence at a time when the temperature of the

sea is highest, or when a generally uniform air pressure and the

absence of strong air currents favor largely the development as.

well as the advance of such whirls, which, perhaps, have for the

great part their driving force in themselves. Also the heat thun-

der-storms or thunder-storm whirls of our summers occur most
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abundantly and most intensely, with uniform air pressure, weak
winds, a strong heating of the lower air strata, and a high hu-

midity of the air.

"The storms of the temperate latitudes have, moreover, still

another peculiarity, outside of their maximum action in the cold-

est season during a period of the greatest stability in the thermic

equilibrium of the atmosphere, which stands in contradiction to

the convection theory, namely, a tendency to take the same path

one after the other. Upon this peculiarity KOppen has remarked

before (Met. Zeit., 1874, Vol. IX., p. 380), and we need only to

examine the daily weather charts to find clear examples in abun-

dance.
" This view is wholly contrary to the facts which the true cy-

clones of the convection theory show, and must show. A cyclone

equalizes the temperature above and below in the region through

which it passes. The condensation process heats the higher layers,

cools off the lower, and makes a more stable equilibrium in the

atmosphere. At the same time the moisture of the lower air

layers is used up, and at the same place precipitation cannot occur

again through pure convection currents. The cyclones of the

convection theory must diminish or become extinct, if placed

where shortly before another cyclone was in activity which has

disposed of the latent energy stored up in the lower layers of

the atmosphere in the form of high temperature and great

moisture.
" The heat thunder-storms of our summers do not show this

peculiarity, and are appearances to which the pure convection

theory can find full application. On the other hand, the fact

that the cyclones of our latitudes often follow a path behind each

other, shows that the convection theory has no application, or

only a subordinate one, and that the force upon which their origin

and advance depend most importantly is not in themselves, but

must be sought outside. We must refer to the conditions of the

general distribution of pressure and currents of the general atmos-

pheric circulation for their origin and development.

"If we correlate the origin and forward movement of the cyclones

of the temperate and high latitudes with the general circulation

of the atmosphere, then the greater frequency and intensity in

winter explains itself wholly, as well as all the peculiarities which
the application of the pure convection theory contradicts. That
also in whirls of this origin the condensation of moisture plays a

greater or less secondary role no physicist can well doubt."

This is a most significant utterance and important attack upon
the convection theory. Heretofore this theory has been assailed

in England and this country from outside, but now the attack is

from within the camp and by one of the foremost of its former

defenders. The arguments, to be sure, are rather old, but they

are put in a fresh dress. We welcome Dr. Hann to our side of

the controversy. It should be noted that, as Miss Gierke has said,

the original convection theory has been so added to and corrected

it can hardly be recognized. Dr. Hann takes up only one view,

and the one applicable to the summer season; but there is another

view which applies to the winter, namely, that an unstable equi-

librium in the atmosphere may occur whenever, through any
reason, a central core becomes heated above its surroundings.

This gives a less diminution of temperature with height, instead

of greater-, as in the other view, and at the same time causes a

rising tendency in the air; this has been called the "balloon"

effect. Dr. Hann will find that the "chimney" effect has been

relegated to the tornado, in which the height is very much greater

than the breadth.

There would seem to be no greater difficulty in accounting for

the moisture and generation of a storm which follows another than

in accounting for these conditions in the first. It is not supposed

that a storm carries away very much from any region, but each

one may feed upon the conditions which surround it. In fact,

there is probably a good deal more tnoisture in sight and usable

after a storm has passed than before, unless the first storm is fol-

lowed directly by a high area, which is contrary to Dr. Hann's

supposition. It does not seem as though these and other more
serious objections to the old theory can longer be ignored by con-

vectionists. H. A. Hazen.

Washington, D.C., Sept. 21,

BOOK-REVIEWS.
A Girl in the Karpathians. By Menie Muriel Dowie. New

York, Cassell. 8°. $1.50.

That this is an entertainingly written book of travel few will

deny. The region described is one visited little, or we might say

not at all, by the ordinary tourist, and the author abandoned her-

self to a life with the natives for the several months she was in

the Karpathians.

That there are many girls like Menie Muriel Dowie may well

jbe doubted, and perhaps it is as well that there are not. She is

certainly bright, but independent almost to a fault. In answer tO'

those asking why she went alone, she writes: "I gaze at their

indulgent, smiling eyes, and their self-satisfied faces, and I dare

not tell them that I do it from sheer bold preference. I couldn't

have the heart to wound and shock them so, and I say, what is

perhaps also true, that I am driven to it, for nobody cares to come
to the places I care to go to." That there must be a little of self-

satisfaction in Miss Dowie's face, one cannot help thinking. There

must be some self-reliance at least in a girl of twenty-five, as the

author describes herself, who, armed with a revolver and dressed

in knickerbockers, plunges into a thinly-settled region for a so-

journ of months. She hails from Scotland, but a love for cigar-

ettes does not at all conform with the general conception of a

Scottish lassie's character.

But eccentricities can be overlooked in one as clever as Menie
Muriel Dowie, and the interest in her personality adds to the charm
of her book. She shows her youth occasionally in the earnestness

of her self-communing over the problems of life, but her account

of the people she lived with is well worth reading. To be sure

she tells us inadvertently that it is the way of returning travellers

to swap lies, but the book shows little sign of its being a work of

fiction.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The next volume of the Contemporary Science Series, pub-

lished by Chas. Scribner's Sons, will be " The Man of Genius," by
Professor Lombroso. This volume, which will be issued on Sep-

tember 25, will be copiously illustrated.

— Messrs. Smith, Elder, & Co. have in preparation "Vertebrate

Embryology," by A. Milnes Marshall, F.R.S., professor in the

Victoria University, Beyer professor of Zoology in Owens College,

late fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge; new, revised, and

cheaper edition of Finlayson's " Clinical Manual; " new edition of

Farquharson's "Guide to Therapeutics;" new edition of Parti,

of MacCormac's " Surgical Operations."

— This year's volume of the Annual of the Office of Naval In-

telligence, just issued from the government printing office at

Washington, is the tenth in the series of general information from
abroad, and retains the title of last year's number, " The Year's

Naval Progress." It has a chapter on ships and torpedo-boats,

one on machinery, and one each on ordnance, electricity on ship-

board, and the naval manoeuvres of 1890. Chapter VI. treats of

the armor question in its present aspect, as viewed in the light

of recent practical tests ; and Chapter VII. presents a view of the

different systems of coast defence of the various European States.

Other chapters are devoted to high explosives, torpedo vessels, and
promotion in Em'opean navies; and the final chapter gives a list

of books on professional subjects.

— Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, & Co announce: "Theory
and Analysis of Ornament," applied to the work of elementary

and technical schools, by Francois Louis Schauermann, for eight

years head mastei' of the wood and carving department. Royal

Polytechnic, Regent Street, with 263 illustrations; "Answers to

the Questions on Elementary Chemistry," theoretical and practical

(ordinary course), set at the examinations of the science and art

department. South Kensington, 1887-91, by John Mills, formerly

of the Royal College of Science, London, author of " Alternative

Elementary Chemistry," fully illustrated; "Chemistry for Stu-

dents," consisting of a series of lessons based on the syllabus of the

science and art department, and especially designed to facilitate

the experimental teaching of elementary chemistry in schools and

evening clashes, by John Mills, author of " Alternative Elementary
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Chemistry," etc., numerous illustrations; '-A. Complete Treatise
on the Electro-Deposition of Metals," comprising electro plating

and galvanoplastic operations, the deposition of metals by the con-
tact and immersion processes, the coloring of metals, the methods
of grinding and polishing, etc., translated from the German of
Dr. George Langbein, with additions by William T. Brannt, editor

of "The Techno-Chemical Receipt Book," etc., illustrated by 125

engravings; " Handwriting in Relation to Hygiene," being a paper
read at the Seventh International Congress of Hygiene and De-
mography, London, 1891, by John Jackson, and the report of the
commission of specialists appointed by the Imperial and Royal
Supreme Council of Health, Vienna, 189L

*

— Messrs. Blackie and Son have in the press a " Text-book of

Agriculture," under the editorship of Professor R. P. Wright of the
Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College. They have also

in preparation a series of "Guides to the Science Examinations "

(the first number, which is nearly ready, is by Mr. Jerome Harri-
son of Birmingham, and deals with the examinations in physiog-
raphy). Pinkerton's "Mechanics," in their series of science test-

boobs, is about to enter a second edition, and the opportunity is

being taken to adapt it to the revised requirements of the 1891
syllabus of the science and art department.

— During the coming winter Mr. Edward Arnold proposes to

issue a series of popular papers on animals, by Professor C. Lloyd
Morgan, the well-known author of "Animal Life and Intelli-

gence;" "A Treatise on the Standard Course of Elementary
Chemistry," by E. J. Cox, head master of the Technical School,
Birmingham

; and a sei-ies of scientific works by Doctor Wormell
(the series will embrace text-books of mechanics, sound, light,

heat, magnetism, and electricity).

— The following announcements are made by Messrs. Macmil-
lan & Co. : "Essays on some Controverted Questions," by T. H.
Huxley, F.R.S. ;

" Dr. Schliemann's Excavations at Troy, Tiryns,

Mycense, Orchomenos, Ithaca, Presented in the Light of Recent
Knowledge," by Dr. Carl Shuchhardfe, authorized translation by
Miss Eugenie Sellers, with appendix on latest researches by Drs.
Schliemann and Dorpfeld, and introduction by Walter Leaf, illus-

trated with two portraits, maps, plans, and 290 woodcuts; "Beast
and Man in India," by J. L. Kipling, with numerous illustrations

by the author; "An Introductioa to the Theory of Value," by
William Smart; " Public Finance," by C. F. Bastable, professor
of political economy. Trinity College, Dublin; "The Pioneers of
Science," by Professor Oliver Lodge, with portraits and other
illustrations; "Electricity and Magnetism: a Popular Treatise,"

by Amedee Guillemin, translated and edited, -with additions and
notes, by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, with numerous illus-

trations, uniform with the English editions of M. Guillemin's
-"The Forces of Nature" and "The Application of Physical
Forces ;

" " Island Life ; or, The Phenomena and Causes of Insu-

lar Faunas and Floras," including a revision and attempted solu-

tion of the problem of geological climates, by Dr. A. R. Wallace,
with illustrations and maps, new and cheaper edition; " A Com-
plete Treatise on Inorganic and Organic Chemistry," by Sir Henry
E. Roscoe, F.R.S., and Professor C. Schorlemmer, F.R.S, Vol.

III. "Organic Chemistry; the Chemistry of the Hydrocarbons
and their Derivatives, or Organic Chemistry," six parts. Part VI.

;

" A Text book of Physiology," illustrated, fifth edition, revised,

Part rv. comprising the remainder of Book III. " The Senses and
Some Special Muscular Mechanisms," and Book TV. " The Tissues
and Mechanisms of Reproduction," by Michael Foster, F.R S.,

professor of physiology in the University of Cambridge; "Text-
book of Comparative Anatomy." by Dr. Arnold Lang, professor

of zoology in the University of Zurich, formerly Ritter professor

of phylogeny in the University of Jena, issued as the ninth edition

of Edward Oscar Schmidt's " Hand-book of Comparative Anato-
my," translated into English by Henry M. Bernard and Matilda
Bernard, with preface by Professor Ernst Haeckel, 2 vols., illus-

trated (Vol. I. in October); " Materials for the Study of Variation
an Animals " (Part I. Discontinuous Variation), by William Bate-
son, Balfour student and fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,
illustrated; "The Diseases of Modern Life," by Dr. B. W. Rich-
ardson, new and cheaper edition; "Ligation in Continuity," by

Drs. C. A. Ballance and Walter Edmunds, with illustrations and
plates; "The Dietetic Value of Bread," by John Goodfellow;
'On Colour Blindness," by Thomas H. Bickerton, illustrated (Na-
ture Series) ;

" The Geography of the British Colonies "— " Can-
ada," by George M. Dawson. " Australia and New Zealand," by
Alexander Sutherland; "The Algebra of Co-Planar Vectors and
Trigonometry," by R. B Hayward, F.R.S., assistant master at

Harrow; " The Elements of Trigonometry," by Rawdon Levett
and A. F. Davison, masters in King Edward's school, Birming-
ham; "Progressive Mathematical Exercises for Home Work" (in

two parts), by A. T. Richardson, senior mathematical master at

the Isle of Wight College, formerly scholar of Hertford College,

Oxford; "The Geometry of the Circle," by W. J. McClelland,
Trinity College, Dublin, head master of Santry school, illustrated;

" Mechanics for Beginners," by the Rev. J. B. Lock, author of
" Arithmetic for Schools," etc.. Part I. Mechanics of Solids, Part
II. Mechanics of Fluids; " A Graduated Course of Natural Science
for Elementary and Technical Schools and Colleges," by B. Loewy,
examiner in experimental physics to the College of Preceptors,

Part II. Second Year's Course; " Methods of Gas Analysis," by
Walter Hempel, Ph.D., translated by Dr. L. M, Dennis; "Na-
ture's Story Books," I. " Sunshine," by Amy Johnson, illustrated.

— The Clarendon Press promises "Geography of Africa South
pf the Zambesi," by W. Parr Greswell; " Mathematical Papers of

the late Henry J. S. Smith, Savilian Professor of Geometry in the

University of Oxford," with portrait and memoir, 2 vols. ; " Plane
Trigonometry, without Imaginaries," by R. C. J. Nixon; "A
Trea,tise on Electricity and Magnetism," by J. Clerk Maxwell,
new edition; " A Manual of Crystallography," by M. H. N. Story-

Maskelyne; "Elementary Mechanics," by A. L. Selby; " Weis-
manu's Lectures on Heredity,' Vol. II., edited by E. B. Poulton,

F.R.S.

— In the October Educational Review Professor James H.
Blodgett, special agent of the census for statistics of education,

begins the interpretation of the educational statistics of the Elev-

enth Census; President Francis A. Walker argues for the higher

appreciation of schools of technology ; Professor Herbert B. Adams
traces the beginnings of university entension in America; and
John T. Prince of Massachusetts describes some of his recent ex-

periences in the German schools. Other articles are by Professor

Hanus of Harvard, Superintendent Aaron Gove of Denver, Dr.

Larkin Dunton of Boston, Pi-ofessor Hammer of Munich, and the

editors. Book reviews are by Sir William Dawson of McGill Col-

lege, Montreal, Professor B. I. Wheeler of Cornell, Professor Gar-

nett of the University of Virginia, Professors Hyslop and Jackson
of Columbia, Professor Sanford of Stanford University, Superin-

tendent Calkins of New York, and the editors. This issue also

contains the full text of the English act known as the '
' Elemen-

tary Education Act, 1891," which introduces free education on a

large scale.

— The Cambridge University Press announces: " Catalogue of

Scientific Papers Compiled by the Royal Society of London," new
series for the years 1874-1883; " The Collected Mathematical Pa-
pers of Arthur Cayley, Sc.D., F.R.S., Sadlerian professor of pure
mathematics in the University of Cambridge," Vol. TV. (to be

completed in ten volumes); "A History of the Theory of Elasticity

and of the Strength of Materials," by the late I. Todhunter,

F.R.S., edited and completed by Karl Pearson, professor of ap-

plied mathematics. University College, London— Vol. II. Saint

Venant to Sir William Thomson;" "A Treatise on Elementary
Dynamics," new and enlarged edition, by S. L. Loney, fellow of

Sidney Sussex College; "Solutions of the Examples in a Treatise

on Elementary Dynamics," by the same author; " A Treatise on
Thermo-dynamics," by J. Parker, fellow of St. John's College,

Cambridge; "A History of Epidemics in Britain," Vol. I., from
A.D. 664 to the extinction of plague in 1666, by Charles Creighton,

M.D., formerly demonstrator of anatomy in the University of

Cambridge; "Catalogue of Type Fossils in the Woodwardian
Museum, Cambridge," by H. Woods, of St. John's College, with

preface by Professor T. McKenny Hughes; " Examination Papers

for Entrance and Minor Scholarships and Exhibitions in the Col-

leges of the University of Cambridge " — Part I. Mathematics and
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Science, Part II. Classics, Mediaeval and Modern Languages, and
History (Michaelmas Term, 1890), Part III. Mathematics and Sci-

ence, Part rv. (Jlassios, Law, and History (Lent Term, 1891); and
three volumes in the Pitt Press Mathematical Series — " An Ele-

mentary Treatise on Plane Trigonometry for the Use of Schools,"

by E. W. Hobson, fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, and uni-

versity lecturer in mathematics, and C. M. Jessop, fellow of Clare

College; " Arithmetic for Schools," by C. Smith, master of Sidney

Sussex College, Cambridge ;
" Solutions to the Exercises in Euclid,

Books I. -IV.," by W. W. Taylor.

— A portrait of James Russell Lowell, made from a recent pho-

tograph, forms the frontispiece of the September Writer, which is

a Lowell memorial number. The magazine opens with an article

on " Lowell in Private Life," by John H. Holmes of Cambridge,

brother of Oliver Wendell Holmes, and for years an intimate so-

cial companion of Mr. Lowell. Following this are personal trib-

utes to Mr. Lowell, written at the request of the editor of the

Writer, by Francis Ellingwood Abbott, C. A. Bartol, James Par-

ton, Laurence Hutton, -George Makepeace Towle, Thomas Nelson

Page, Frank R. Stockton, Edward Everett Hale, N. P. Oilman,

Edward Eggleston, Lucretia P. Hale, Edwin Lassetter Bynner,

Margaret J. Preston, Agnes Repplier, Ernest IngersoU, Arthur

Gilman, George Parsons Lathrop, Oscar Fay Adams, James Jef-

frey Roche, W. H. Furness, Louise Imogen Guiney, Joel Benton,

Thomas S. Collier, Danske Dandridge, Lucy Larcom, Arlo Bates,

Sylvester Baxter, Noah Brooks, Kate Field. An interesting com-
parison between Lowell and Matthew Arnold is made by Edward
T. McLaughlin, assistant professor of English at Yale College.

Tbe Writer is working, in the interest of writers, for a reduction

of postage rates on manuscripts, which now go at letter rates.

— J. B. Lippincott Company have published "The Natural

History of Man," by Alexander Kinmont, being a series of lec-

tures originally delivered and published some fifty years ago.

The author was a Scotchman by birth and education, but settled

in the United States when a young man, and labored here as

clergyman and teacher. The subjects of the lectures are certain

phases of human nature and human history, such as the races of

mankind, tbe origin and uses of language, the predominance of

the religious sentiment in early ages, the elements of American
civilization, etc., all of which are treated from a religious point of

view. There is no unity of plan in the book, so far as we can

discover; but many of the topics are well handled, though with-

out any striking originality. The distinguishing characteristic of

the book is a simple and unaffected piety, which in these days of

skepticism and half-hearted belief is refreshing. The moral tone

of the lectures is also excellent, and the style is easy and flowing,

though somewhat diffuse. The author's science and history are

sometimes at fault, and there are passages in the book which
could not have been written at the present day

;
yet to persons of

a religious temper these lectures will be a source of interest and
profit.

— Messrs. Longmans, Green, & Co. announce a new volume of

"Fragments of Science: being Detached Essays, Addresses, and
Reviews," by John Tyndall, F.R.S. ; "About Ceylon and Borneo:

being an Account of Two Visits to Ceylon, One Visit to Borneo,

and how I Came Home and was Rocked to Sleep on the Bosom of

— well, ' The Suez Canal,' " by Walter J. Clutterbuck, author of

"The Skipper in the Arctic Seas," and joint author of "Three in

Norway," and " B.C. 1887," with illustrations; "Anthropological
Religion," the Gifford lectures delivered before the University of

Glasgow in 1891, by F. Max Miiller; "An Introduction to Human
Physiology," being the substance of lectures delivered at the St.

Mary's Hospital medical school from 1885 to 1890, by Augustus D.

Waller; "Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics," with
numerous illustrations, by C. E. Armand Semple, M.R.C.P. Lond.,

member of the Court of Examiners, and late senior examiner in

arts at Apothecaries' Hall, etc. ; "Outlines of Theoretical Chemis-
try," by Lothar Meyer, professor of Chemistry in the University

of Tubingen, translated by Professors P. Phillips Bedson and W.
Carleton Williams (this book, of about 200 pages, gives a concise

account of the theories of modern chemistry, which, it is expected,

will not only be of use to advanced students, but will also enable

those who take a general interest in science, but are unfamiliar

with the details of chemical investigation, to gain a general idea

of the development of theoretical chemistry) ; " The Dynamics of

Rotation," by A. M. Wortbington, professor of physics, and head
master of the Dockyard School, Portsmouth; "The Principles of

Chemistry," by D. Mendeleef, professor of chemistry in the Uni-
versity of St. Petersburg, translated by George Eamensky, A.R.S.M.

of the Imperial Mint, St. Petersburg, and edited by A. J. Greena-
way, sub-editor of the Journal of the Chemical Society, 2 vols.

;

" A Manual of the Science of Religion," by Professor Chantepie

de la Saussaye, translated by Mrs. Colyer Fergusson (nee Max
Miiller), revised by the author; "Solutions: being an English

translation (by M. M. Pattison Muir) of Book IV. Vol. I. of the

second edition of Ostwald's ' Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Cliemie.' "

— Messrs. A. and C. Black have in preparation: "Manual of

Chemistry," by Dr. Alexander Scott, Durham; "Manual of Bot-

any," by Dr. Scott, Bickley; "Dictionary of Birds," by Professor

Alfred Newton and Dr. Gadow.

— Among the contents of the current number of the "Proceed-
ings of the United States Naval Institute " are '

' Explosives and
Ordnance Material," by S. H. Emmens; " The Effect of Waterline
Damage on the Stability of Unarmored War-ships," by Charles

Hemje; "Naval Reserve and Naval Militia," by Lieut. J. C.

Soley, U.S.N. ;
" The Final Improvement of the Steam-Engine,"

by Dr. R H. Thurston ; and the usual amount of professional and
bibliographical notes.

— Among the most notable of standard and miscellaneous works
announced by D. Appleton & Co. for publication will be Pere
Didon's " Life of Christ," in two volumes, with maps and forty-

eight full-page illustrations; the third volume of Professor J. B.
McMaster's " History of the People of the United States; " a new
edition of Herbert Spencer's "Essays," with additions, in three

volumes; "The Life of James Boswell " (two volumes), by Percy
Fitzgerald, with four portraits; " Lady Dufferin's Journal of her
Life in Canada," illustrated ;

" The Cause of the Ice Age," by Sir

Henry Ball ;
" Man and tbe Glacial Period," by Professor G. Fred-

erick Wright; "The Farmer's Side," by Hon. W. A. Peffer,

United States Senator from Kansas; " Herbart's Psychology,"
translated by Margaret K. Smith; "The Courses of Study for

Schools and Colleges," by W. T. Harris, United States commis-
sioner of education; " Applied Psychology and Art of Teaching,"
by J. Baldwin; " Laboratory Practice," by Professor J. P. Cooke;
and " The Dog in Health and Disease," by Wesley Mills, M.D.

— Amid all the wild speculation that is floating about just now
respecting the overflow of the Colorado River into the desert, it is

instructive to read such an article as the one in the October
Scribner on ."The New Lake in the Desert," by Major J. W.
Powell, Director of the United States Geological Survey, who
brings to the subject a thorough knowledge of natural conditions,

and overthrows many extravagant theories both as to the past and
future of the phenomenon. J. N. Hall, M.D., a hunter of experi-.

ence, has an article in the same number of unique interest and of

practical value to all sportsmen, on " The Actions of Wounded
Animals;" and in an interesting article on "The Biography of the

Oyster," whose life history we have hardly before properly appre-

ciated, Mr. Edward L. Wilson, the well-known traveller and pho-

tographer, gives the following figures as representing the work of

but one of the important centres of the oyster industry, " The
Delaware Bay and Maurice River Cove Oyster Association " of

New Jersey. In the fall of the year, when the business is at its

height, from thirty to forty car-loads leave there daily, each one
carrying away 100 sacks or barrels of oysters averaging 1,000

oysters. Thus from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 are shipped daily.

— According to Bulletin No. 14 of the Iowa Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, the clover seed caterpillar (Grapholitha inter-

stinctana), which is described and figured in different stages, has
been abundant and detructive, and the conclusion is reached that

cutting the clover and storing it while the caterpillars are still in

the clover heads results in the entire destruction of the insect.

The same bulletin states that experiments with hopper dozers for

grass-leaf hoppers show that this method can be used very sue-
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cessfully in capturing the insects ; that the simplest form, a flat

piece of sheet-iron, was most satisfactory; that one application

resulted in adding thirty-four per cent to the crop of hay on a plat

experimented on, and at one experiment leaf-hoppers were cap-

tured at the rate of 376,000 per acre. Kerosene emulsion for plant

lice was used once with poor success, but later an application of a

good emulsion by thorough methods resulted in complete success.

•Grasshoppers are mentioned as troublesome this season, and re-

ports of Rocky Mountain grasshoppers are referred to. No present

damage to Iowa is apprehended from this latter species, and

methods of controlling the common native species, when numer-

ous, are discussed. The flavescent clover weevil is found abundant

at Ames. Its distribution is referred to and its method of work

described. Information regarding its occurrence in other parts of

the State is requested. The wheat-bulb worm has occurred in

;
moderate numbers, but abundant parasites have been found to

attack it at Ames, and its serious multiplication is not consider'ed

probable.

— M. E. Heokel of Marseilles has recently described an interest-

ing case of mimicry which may be frequently seen in the south of

France. The mimic, Nature states, is a spider, Tliomisus onustus,

which is often found in the flowers of Convolvulus arvensis, where

it hides itself for the purpose of snaring two Diptera, Nomioides

minutissimus and Melithreptus origani, on which it feeds. Con-

volvutus is abundant, and three principal color variations are met

with: there is a white form, a pink one with deep pink spots, and

a light pink form with a slight greenishness on the external wall

of the corolla. Each of these forms is particularly visited by one
of three varieties of Thomisiis. The variety which visits the

greenish form ias a green hue, and keeps on the greener part of

the corolla; that which lives in the white form is white, with a
faint blue cross on the abdomen, and some blue at the end of the

legs; the variety which lives in the pink form is pink itself on
the prominent parts of the abdomen and legs. If the animal hap-

pens to live on Dahlia versicolor the pink turns to red, and if it

lives in a yellow flower — Antirrhinum niajus, for instance— it

becomes yellow. At first Professor Heokel supposed the three

varieties of Tliomisus to be perrnanent, but he discovered acci-

dentally that any one of these peculiarly colored spiders, when
transferred to a differently colored flower, assumes the hue of the

latter in the course of a few days; and when the pink, white, green,

and yellow varieties are confined together in a box, they all be-

come nearly white.

— During the nesting season the male ostrich seems to be any-
thing but an agreeable creature. In a paper lately read before the

Royal Society of Tasmania {Nature, Sept. 10), Mr. James Andrew
says that at that pei-iod the biid is most pugnacious, and may only

be approached in safety with great precaution. He resents the

intrusion of any visitors on his domain, and proves a most for-

midable opponent. His mode of attack is by a series of kicks.

The leg is thrown forwards and outwards, until the foot, armed
with a most formidable uaU, is high in the air ; it is then brought
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down with terrific force, serious enough to the unhappy human
being or animal struck with the flat of the foot, but much worse

if the victim be caught and ripped by the toe. Instances are

known of men being killed outright by a single kick, and Mr. An-

drew remembers, whilst on a visit in the neighborhood, that on a

farm near Graaff Reinet a horse's back was broken by one such

blow aimed at its rider. If attacked, a man should never seek

safety in flight; a few yards and the bird is within striking dis-

tance, and the worst consequences may result. The alternative is

to lie flat on the ground, and submit with as much resignation as

possible to the inevitable and severe pummelling which it may be

expected will be repeated at intervals until a means of escape pre-

sents itself, or the bird affords an opportunity of being caught by
the neck, which, if tightly held and kept down, prevents much
further mischief. Under such circumstances, however, Mr. An-
drew has known a bird, with a badly-calculated kick, strike the

back of its own head, scattering the brains— "a serious loss of

valuable property to the farmer."

— Messrs. Tiffany & Co. have on exhibition a gold medal,

weighing 4,396 grains, that was struck by order of the Prussian

government as a recognition of the services rendered to science by
Alexander von Humboldt. The medal is two and a half inches in

diameter. On one side is the head of Alexander von Humboldt,
with the name above, and the date, 1847, below, in Latin letters.

This is interesting because the die has been so given the appear-

ance of undercutting that the reverse of the head can be seen on
the polished surface of the medal. On the reverse side are the

signs of the Zodiac arranged around the edge, and in the centre

is a figure of Science, with the right hand unveiling a Goddess of

Plenty. From the other hand is a line and plummet, sounding

the depths of the sea, in which are dolphins and other forms of

marine life. On the border, in minute letters, are the names of

the designer, the renowned fresco painter, P. von Cornelius, and

the artist who cut the die, K. Fischer. This is the original medal
given to Humboldt. The only duplicate was given to the king at

the time it was made.
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convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. BODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AKD WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.

The Distance ol the Stars.

Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods ot

Preparation
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Carious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.

Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomfnon of Autotomy in Certain
AnimaL'5.

Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at §5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AWERTcAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is oneof unusual interest and value.'"'—

Inter Ocean.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.
BT

A. ROCHESTER FEL.L.OW.
CS. H. SCrDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13°. $1.50.

*'The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literary World.
" This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—iosfon Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—Tfte Dial.

Dani*^l G. Brinton writes as the ack;

authority of the subject."'—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans "

—

Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton^'a 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—^r/g/ifon CEng-) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
sfand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity,"—
The New York Times.
"Dr. BrintOD invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.

" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

qui»es an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic TQ&^in^."''—Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

READY SOON.

THE LABRADOR .COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8°, about 400 pp., $3.50.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-

thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming

the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been

thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
IS", 184 pp., $1.50.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey w. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.
*' The Inestimable Importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work^
all combine to render the little treatise worthy oi
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."— Editorial, Baton Jjaily Advertiser.
" The monograph is Interesting in siyle, scholarly

and well worthy of careful considerati.in. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily rea(J
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE "FAD.'"
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. l-i°. 20 cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting"

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely. ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. t ox. 1'2*=*. T5 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.''—C/iris/ian Union.
*' Physicians will eujoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought.''

—

St. Louis Medical'
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. cox reviews tbe history of his subject wltb

knowledge and skill,"— Open Court.
" It Is of extreme interest."—i/ediraZ Age.
*' Worthy of a careful perusal."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.

"* An Interesting and popular account of the ten-
dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science Heivs.
"All interested in biological questions will find

the book fascinating."—P/(arHiacewi/fa? Era.
'' The author displays a very comprehensive grasp-

of bis subject."—Pi(6Zic Opinion.
''Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."-Cr^h'c.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Ctrus THOMAS. 12^ $U
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public-

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained, A more carefuP
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Rocord
(Walam Olum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence-
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians-
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.

*' A valuable contribuiion to the question, * WhC'
were the mound-builders ? ' "— iVeto York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-buildlug age."—iV^. Y. Sun.
"An Interesting paper.'''—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12° $1.

READT SOO]^.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-
ion Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on * Tornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States. "—jBos/^oti*
Herald.
" * The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. IQ'^. 50c^
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment,"—Pu&h'c
Opinion.

'• A useful work for psychologists—as well as the
general reader—by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."-T/te Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE.
Mabt Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
'* A sensible brochure.""—.Broofc/|/n Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—Pub/?c Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which it

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."

—

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
' Practical and simply written."

—

Springfield Be-
publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—St.

Louis Olobe-Democrai.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J- Mark Baldwin.

By

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Thi.s Company owns the Letters
Patent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1§77,
No. 1§6,7§7.
The Transmission of Speech hy

all known forms of ELECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the right secured to this
Company by the above patents, and
renders each individual user of tel-

ephones, not furnished by it or its

licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.
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CARPETS.
Fall importation of Scotcli Axminster,
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est designs and colorings.
A large assortment of marked-down
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AT $1.10 PER YARD.
These goods Tvill not be duplicated.

ORIENTAL CARPETS.
The most complete assortment to be

found in the city.
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fl/ew Method oj .

"'''7 ting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—^placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

Tlie American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is lor sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place. New York.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inseited Jui.e ig. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
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Wants.

A 7iy person seeking a position /or ivhick he is quali-
fied by his scientific atiaimnen*!^ or anyperson seeking
some one to fill a position of this character^ be it that
qfia teacher ofiscience^cheinist^ draughtsman^ or ivhat
not, may have the ' VVant^ inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the Publisher of the suit-
able character ofhis application. A nyperson seeking
in/or^nation on any scientific question, ike address of
any scientific man, or who can in any way use this col~

utnn for a purpose consonant -with the nature ofi the
paper ^ is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED.-By a young man (27), B. A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in
natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-
vantageous position as chemist. Gire particulars
as to work, salary, etc. P. "W. MAR, L. Bos 23, West
Haven, Conn.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in JPhysics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. P., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New jork.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teaCh Geol-
ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacker
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

WANTED—A position at a University as Lecturer
on Physical Geography or kindred subjects, by

a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address F. A. V., care Science.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

ASCHOOL, in a charming location, needs a lady
teacher who would teach a portion of each

day, five days a week, in return for her home in

the institution for a year. The ordinary English
branches. (She will be specially acceptable if she
has any accomplishments, as Music, Art, Delsarte
System.) MALE SCHOOL, care Science, 47 Lafayette
Place, New York.

Exchanges.

[Freeofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker b.il-

ance (200g to i-iomg), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sa'.e in

part or whole. Also complete file of Silliman^s fournal,
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883;

U. S. Coast Survey. 1854-1869. Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

I have five vols, of "Olhausen's Biblical Commentary
on the New Testament " that I would like to sell or

exchange for works on geology of North America.
These volumes are as good as new, except the slight

fading of the black cloth covers. D. T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N. J.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( t and S ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting ; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection of works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany—mostly on Fungi: thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette, eight vols. Qrevillea^

four vols. Notarisea; stereopticon outfit, with attach-

ment for rnicrosccpic projection ; 148 stereopticon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American
and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Palaeon-

tology, and series of Am. Jour, ofScience and other peri-

odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Palaeon-

tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Topeka, Kan.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-

scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-

sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fourth and one inch

Spencer. Four eye- pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,

To be puhVshed in October.

THE LABRADOR COAST.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-

CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEDS SPRING PACKARD, ffl.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmeti and ornithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,
which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared tlie list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.

Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-
cana.
It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide

to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,

47 Lafayette Place, New York.

NEC-DARWINISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTEii F. WARD.

Annual address of the President of the Biological
Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
probrem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism. Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity. Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Profes-or
Weismann. A Critique of Weismann, .Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-
plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in linfi with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.

105^ DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full .price

.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
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POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150
titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

*About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly. ""

—

Chicago Standard.

"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy ' man of
affairs ' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."—iVew York Home Journal.

"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will
turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mrstakes will be possible, and the public will
be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will

commend it to all. and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."—H^on. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
47 I,afayette Place, NeAV Tfort.
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THE EVOLUTION OF ALGEBRA.'

In considering the possible subjects for an address on ibis

occasion, it has seemed to me that a half-hour might be

agreeably spent in a brief survey of the progress, or evolu-

tion, of algebra from its earliest known beginnings to the

present time.

The realm of mathematics may be classiSed, in a general

way, into (1) Arithmetic, or the theory of numbers, (2)

Algebra, (3) Geometry, though sharp dividing lines cannot

always be drawn between these departments: the last two,

for instance, mutually interacting, geometry illustrating

algebra, while algebra is the efficient servant of geometry,

enabling it to conquer territory which it could scarcely have

entered upon unaided.

The history of the develbpment of these different branches

of mathematics shows considerable diversities among them.

Thus geometry reached in a short time, among the ancient

Greeks, a high stage of advancement, and then became

practically stationary until quite recent times, while the

progress of algebra has been more in the nature of a gradual

and continuous evolution. Nesselmann has recognized three

stages in this development, which he designates as the

rhetorical, the syncopated, and the symbolical, to which I

may perhaps venture to add the "multiple," in which a

plurality of fundamental units is recognized and treated.

We may resrard the 6rst three as somewhat analogous to the

stone, bronze, and iron ages in human history, overlapping

each other, as do these, at different times and places; while

the last may be compared to that age of aluminum which is

perhaps dawning upon the world.

Rhetorical algebra was a process for determining the un-

known quantity' in an equation by a course of logical reason-

ing expressed entirely in words, without the use of any

symbols whatever, similar to our present mental arithmetic.

In course of time abbreviations of those words which con-

stantly recurred were introduced, by the use of which the

statement of the reasoning could be much shortened, it being

even possible with the notation of Diophantos to approximate

to the conciseness of the modern, or symbolic, method. This,

however, was not done by Diophantos himself, who used his

abbreviations strictly as such, and reasoned out his results in

words combined with these. This method is what is desig-

nated by Nesselmann as the syncopated, and forms evidently

a stepping-stone toward the symbolic, in which perfectly

arbitrary symbols are employed to represent the various

quantities dealt with, and no words are written out except a

conjunction now and then.

The earliest traces of algebraic knowledge which have been

discovered are found in Egypt, that wonderful land whose

records carry us back to such a remote antiquity. Ahmes,

in a papyrus manuscript, dating from about 1400 B.C., deals

with certain geometric and algebraic problems, and seems to

have had as good a conception of the symbolism of algebra

as his successors of a much later period. Thus he had signs

1 Address before the Section of Mathematics and Astronomy of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C., Aug.

19-25, 1S91, by E. W. Hyde, vice-president of the section.

for -|-, — , and ^, and used the character representing a

heap for the unknown quantity. He seems, therefore, to

have long anticipated Diophantos in the use of syncopated

notation. Our knowledge of Egyptian mathematics subse-

quent to this time is very slight, and is gleaned from the

statements of various Greek and Latin authors.

We will pass, then, at once to the Greek contributions to

the development of our subject. So far as can now be ascer-

tained, probably but little strictly algebraic work was done

before the third or fourth century of our era, though opinions

difPer on this point. The wonderful accomplishments of

Archimedes were mainly geometrical and mechanical, though

he makes one remark which is equivalent to a statement re-

garding the roots of an equation of the third degree, which

is remarkable as being, with one exception, the only known
case of any consideration of such an equation until after the

lapse of more than a thousand years from his time.

Thymaridas in the second century of our era is the earliest

mathematician known to have enunciated an algebraic

theorem. This was, however, done entirely in words, no

symbol for any quantity or operation being used.

Practically the foundation of algebra was laid by Dio-

phantos of Alexandria. But little is known of this remarka-

ble man. Though we have his writings in Greek, he was

probably not himself a Greek. The period at which he lived

is in dispute, though probabilities favor the fourth century

of our era. Even the spelling of his name is uncertain, there

being a question as to whether the last syllable should be os

or es. But whatever may be known or unknown about the

man himself, his writings show a very wonderful power of

analytic reasoning, especially when we consider the awkward-

ness of the tools with which he was obliged to work.

What strikes us at once, from our present point of view,

as most hampering is the fact that he had only one symbol

for the unknown, so that, in dealing with a problem which

would now be solved by the aid of several such symbols, as

X, y, z, etc., he was obliged to adopt some expedient, such

as to make mentally such combinations and arrangements

as to get along with only one. It is easy to see how much
ingenuity must often have been required to accomplish this.

It is a curious and surprising fact that algebraic asalysis was

subjected to this same limitation down to a comparatively

recent period. In place of the exponents at present used to

indicate the powers to which quantities are raised, Diophantos

designated the square and cube of the unknown by the initial

letters of the corresponding words in Greek. Thus the un-

known is represented by the character ?, standing for the

word apid/.to? (i.e., number), which is also frequently writ-

ten out in full ; the square of the same by 6'', a contraction

for Suva/ill? (power); and the cube by 7^", a contraction for

Hv/3o? (cube). Higher powers up to the sixth were indi-

cated by combination or repetition of these symbols. The
origin of the character for arithmos is uncertain : it may be

the final sigma of this word, or it may be a contraction of

ap, the Brst two letters of the same, or it may be derived

from an old Egpytian symbol for the unknown. When
oblique cases of these quantities are required, the words for

square and cube are written out in full, while the practice

varies with regard to arithmos, the word being sometimes
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writtea out, while at other times the case-termination is

written above to the right, thus f"", the symbol being also

generally doubled when the signification is plural.

Diophantos indicated addition merely by juxtaposition, hav-

ing uo sign for plus; for minus, however, he used the sign qi.

As a consequence, in order to avoid confusion, he was obliged

to do two things; first, to designate the absolute term as so

many lAOva Se?, or units, abbreviated into /.i", and second, to

write all the negative terms together after the positive. Thus

the quantity x^ — 5x^ -\-8x — 1 would be written in Dio-

phantos's notation.

}i" a ?? »'
?7 qi. 6^ e ja° a.

This may be rendered more expressive if we change it by
substituting Arabic numerals, and putting U for units. N for

number or unknown, S for square, and C for cube: thus it

becomes C1N9, — S5U1.
It is to be noted that Diophantos and his successors up to

comparatively recent times had no conception whatever of

an intrinsically negative quantity as possible. Whatever
sign may have been used for minus was considered as simply

indicating that one number was to be subtracted from an-

other, and if the subtrahend were larger than the minuend
uo meaning was attached to the expression.

It is possible that Diophantos might have been able to

escape from the limitations of his system if the letters of the

Greek alphabet had not been already appropriated for the

representation of particular numbers, thus precluding their

use as symbols of quantity in general.

It may be of interest to give at this point specimens of the

purely rhetorical and of the syncopated methods of solution.

They are given by Nesselmann, and are verbatim transla-

tions from the original toilgues. The first is a solution of a

quadratic equation by Mohammed ibn Musa, and the second

the solution of a problem by Diophantos.

A square and ten of its roots are equal to nine-and-thirty

units, that is, if you add ten roots to one square, the sum is

equal to nine-and-thirty. The solution is as follows: halve

the number of roots, that is, in this case, five; then multiply

this by itself, and the result is five-and-twenty. Add this to

the nine-and-thirty, which gives four and sixty ; take the

square root, or eight, and subtract from it half the number
of roots, namely, five, and there remains three: this is the

root of the square which was required and the .square itself

is nine.

(S= square, N =^ number, Z7=unit, as above.)

To divide the proposed square iato two squares: Let it be

proposed, then, to divide 16 into two squares; and let the

ifirst be supposed to be one square. Thus 16 minus one square

must be equal to a square. I form the square from any
number of iV's minus as many ?7's as there are in the side

of 16 U's. Suppose this to be 2 iV's minus 4 U's. Thus the

square itself will be 4 squares 16 Vs minus 16 N's. These

are equal to 16 units minus 1 square. Add to each the nega-

tive term, and take equals from equals. Thus 5 squares are

equal to 16 numbers. One (square) will be 256 twenty-fifths,

and the other 144 twenty-fifths, and the sum of the two makes
up 400 twenty-fifths, or 16 units, and each is a square.

Compare these long-drawn-out statements with their equiv-

alents in modern notation:

First.

x^ -\- IQx= 39

a;3-(-i0x+ 3.5 = 64

.-. x+ 5=8
.•. a;= 3

Second.

16 — a;- = D =(2x — 4)^

= 4x3 -{- 16 — 16a;

.". 16a; ^DX^
.-. x=^

The example from Diophantos evidently does not take full

advantage of his notation, for the symbol for minus is not
used, and in several cases the words are written out in full

where abbreviations might have been employed. Further,

no use is made of the symbol for equality, viz., i, an abbre-

viation for iGoi, which is elsewhere used by the author. If

the fullest use of the syncopated notation had been made,
the solution would have been somewhat comparable for con-

ciseness and brevity with the modern method, only about
twice as many characters and marks being required. Solu-

tions in this abbreviated form appear on the margins of

Diophantos's manuscripts, but they are believed to have been
added by some one else, and not to be due to the author him-
self.

The works of Diophantos, called by him "Arithmetics,"

deal largely with indeterminate equations and the theory of

numbers. Quadratic equations are constantly solved, but

only real positive results are recognized or considered; and
even when there are two positive roots, only one is taken

account of. One very simple case of an equation of the third

degree is found.

We will turn next to the consideration of the ancient

algebra of India. There lived at Patna, in India, some time

in the sixth century of our era, a mathematician named
Arya-Bhatta, who wrote a work treating of arithmetic,

algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and astronomy. It consists

in the enunciation of rules and propositions in verse. The
author gives, of course in a purely rhetorical manner, the

sums of the first, second, and third powers of the first »i natural

numbers, the general solution of a quadratic equation, and
the solution in integers of some indeterminate equations of

the first degree.

The only other ancient Indian mathematician of promi-

nence is Brahmagupta, who lived in the seventh century of

our era. His work is also written in verse, and is called
" Brahma-Sphuta-Siddhauta," or the " System of Brahma in

Astronomy." Two chapters of this work deal with arith-

metic, algebra, and geometry. The treatment of algebra is

purely rhetorical, and includes a discussion of arithmetical

progressions, quadratic equations (only the positive roots

being considered), and indeterminate equations of the first

degree, together with one of the second degree.

These Indian writings are of special interest as being the

sources from which the Arabs derived their first knowledge
of algebra. They obtained from the Greeks before a.d. 900,

thorough translations of Euclid, Apollonius, Archimedes,

and others, a knowledge of geometry, mechanics, and astron-

omy, but had no translation of Diophantos till a hundred

and fifty years later, when they had themselves already

made considerable progress in algebraic analysis. From the

Arabians in turn western Europe obtained, not only the deci-

mal notation of arithmetic, but also its first knowledge of

other branches of mathematics.

The first great mathematician among the Arabs is gener-

ally known by the name of Alkarismi, though this is an in-

correct transliteration of only one of his names. From the

title of his work, " .\l-gebr we'l Mukabala," we have the

name of that branch of mathematics under consideration,

al-gebr signifying that the same quantity may be added to

or subtracted from both sides of an equation.

Alkarismi treats the qitadratic, giving geometric proofs of

rules for the solution of different cases, and recognizing the

existence of two roots, though he only considers such as are

real and positive. He treats only numerical equations, and

no distinction is made between arithmetic and algebra. This
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is true likewise of his Arabian successors, who, thoug-h they

advanced so far as to obtain the general solution of a cubic

equation, and to state such a proposition in integers of the

equation x^ -j- y^ ^ z^ is feasible, yet always adhered to

the rhetorical method, and made scarcely any progress in

general algebraic science. Indeed such progress was hardly

possible until the introduction of symbolic methods.

The first decided steps in the direction of symbolism since

the work of Diophantos were taken by a mathematician of

India named Bhaskara in the twelfth century. He used ab-

breviations and initials to denote the unknown, a dot for

minus, and juxtaposition to indicate addition. A product is

denoted by the first syllable of the word for multiplication

subjoined to the factors, division by the divisor being written

beneath the dividend without a line between as our custom

is now. The two sides of an equation are written one under

the other, and explanatory records are introduced whenever

it is necessary to prevent misunderstanding. Occasionally

symbols are used for given as well as unknown quantities.

Square, cube, and square root are denoted by the initial

letters of the corresponding words. Using the Arabic, or

decimal, notation, he has a character for zero, which enables

him to write all his equations with all the powers of the un-

known arranged in regular order on each side of the equa-

tion, certain of them being multiplied by the factor zero.

This method of writing equations maintained itself till long

afterwai'ds. We have in this author a distinct advance over

Diophantos and the Arabians in the introduction of various

symbols for the unknown, so that several might be used in

the same problem, as well as in the use of zero.

We have now to consider a new phase of algebraic prog-

ress arising from the introduction into western Europe of

the works of the Arabian mathematicians. This took place

through the Moors of Spam. The Greek and Arabic works

were studied at the Moorish universities of Granada, Cor-

dova, and Seville, but all knowledge of them was jealously

kept from the outside world until the twelfth century, during

which copies came into the possession of Christians. Up to

this time Christian Europe had been almost a mathematical

blank. The simple arithmetical operations they were able

to perform were accomplished by the aid of the abacus, and

they possessed some knowledge of astronomy and geometry,

but made no progress until they were able to avail them-

selves of the previous labors of Greek, Hindu, and Arab,

under the stimulus of which a career of advancement began

which has continued to the present time. This career, how-
ever, did not begin immediately; it took several centuries to

assimilate the material received from these sources, and thus

to lay the foundations on which subsequent progress should

rest.

During this period the rhetorical method was used in all

algebraic processes, and it was not until the sixteenth cen-

tury that syncopated methods were introduced, preparing

the way for the symbolic methods that soon followed. Latin

being the language in use, the word res, or radix, was em-

ployed for the unknown quantity, the square being called

census, and the cube cuhus. These words were at first writ-

ten out in full and afterwards represented by R or Rj, Z or

C, and C or K respectively.

The signs -|- and — are first found in a mercantile arith-

metic by Johaun Widmann, published in 1489, though they

did not come into general use by mathematicians till a hun-
dred years or more afterward. The most probable supposi-

tion as to their origin is that they were at first warehouse

marks indicating an excess or deficiency in the contents of a

package wliich was supposed to contain a certain definite

amount. Widmann uses tliem purely as abbreviations, not

as symbols of operation.

The first mathematical work ever printed was by Pacioli,

upon arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, and marks the begin-

ningof the syncopated stageof developmentin western Europe.

This book appeared in 1494, just before the beginning of the

sixteenth century, during which this method was in vogue.

Pacioli uses initials as abbreviations for the unknown, its

square and cube, and for the words "plus" and "equal,"

al,~.o occasionally de for dernptiis, instead of minus.

The sign now used for equality was introduced by Eecorde

in an arithmetic published in 1540. He uses also the present

signs -|- and — . At about the same time our present sym
bol for square root was introduced by Stifel, and Nicholas

Tartaglia discovered the solution of the cubic equation

x' -\- 23X = g, which is generally attributed to Cardan, and
goes by his name. Cardan obtained the solution from Tar-

taglia under promise of strict secrecy, and then published it

in his work " Ars Magna." Considerable advance is made
in this work over anything done by his predecessors. Neg-

ative and eve^ imaginary roots of equations are discussed,

and the latter are shown to always occur in pairs, though

no interpretation of them is attempted. Cardan shows that

when the roots of the cubic are all real. Tartaglia's solution

appears in an imaginary form. This is the first notice we
find of imaginaries, and, with the exception of a similar-

treatment by Bombelli a few years later, and a suggestion as

to their interpretation by Wallis in 1685, they were discussed

by no subsequent mathematician until Euler investigated

them nearly two hundred years afterward. Cardan also

discovered the relations between the roots and coefficients of

an algebraic equation, and the underlying principle of Des-

cartes' rule of signs. It is to be noted that his solutions

both of quadratics and cubics are geometrical.

In 1572 Bombelli published an algebra in which the same
subjects discussed by Cardan are treated in about the same
way, but in which a marked advance is made in notation,

viz., the employment for the unknown of the symbol 1,

while its powers are denoted by 2^ 3, etc. Thus he would

write X' -\- 5x — 4 as l^p. 5 1?«. 4, p. and m. standing for

plus and minus. Other writers of the same period would

have written the expression thus,

IZp. 5Rm. 4, or IQ -\- 5N— 4.

Up to this time in the development of algebraic notation,

whatever may have been the forms or symbols used, they

were regarded simply as abbreviations for the words neces-

sary to express the idea to be conveyed. But now the con-

ception of pure symbolism begins to appear. Vieta, who
lived in the last half of the sixteenth century, denoted

known quantities by consonants and unknown by vowels,

while powers were indicated by initials or abbreviations of

the words quadratus and cuhus. He was thus enabled to

deal with several unknowns in the same problem, together

with their powers. The following is a specimen of his nota-

tion. The equation 'iBA' — DA -\- A^ = Z he writes as

B 3 in A quad. — D piano in A -\- A cubo equatur

Z solido.

(It ma> be noted that he makes his equations homogeneous,

and lays stress on the desirability of so doing.) This and

the other examples that have been given above illustrate the

great variety of notations in use during this period, no con-

ventional system having yet been adopted to be adhered to

in the main by all mathematical writers. This is, of course,

an inevitable accompaniment of the formative stage of any
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branch of scieace, when a few men are working here and
there in comparative isolation. This variety continued to a

considerable extent throughout the seventeenth century.

In this century we arrive at a new era in mathematical

development. This was brought about by the application of

algebra to geometry by Descartes in the early part, and the

discoverj' of the differential calculus by Newton and Leib-

nitz independently in the latter part of the century. Alge-

bra had been used in connection with geometry before Des-

cartes, but to him was due the discovery of the fact, that, if

the position of a point be given by co-ordinates, then any
equation involving those co-ordinates will represent some locus

all of whose properties are contained implicitly in the equa-

tion, and may be deduced therefrom by ordinary algebraic

operations.

Descartes initiated the custom, which has become fixed,

of using the first letters of the alphabet for known and the

last for unknown quantities. He also appears to have been

the first to perceive that one general proof is sufficient for

any proposition algebraically treated, the different cases

which might arise by different arrangements of the equations

being covered by the possibility of any letter representing a

negative as well as a positive quantity, i.e., he distinguished

the intrinsic sign of a quantity or symbol. Hitherto it had

been considered .necessary to treat separately the forms of

the quadratic ax^ -\- hx ^= c, ax^ ^ bx -\- c, etc., which was
a natural result of the geometric method of arriving at the

solution. Descartes also introduced our present notation for

powei's, taking his exponents, however, only as positive and
integral.

Contemporaneously with Descartes, Cavalieri, in Italy,

applied the so-called "method of indivisibles" to the com-
putation of areas, volumes, etc., a process which gave way
early in the eighteenth century to the integral calculus. At
this time, also, the beginnings of the mathematical theory of

probabilities were made by Pascal and Fermat in the solu-

tion of a certain problem which had been proposed.

A tremendous impulse was given to all branches of math-
ematics in the latter part of the seventeenth century by the

genius of Newton. Besides his epoch-making discovery of

the " theory of fluxions," or differential calculus, he contrib-

uted to algebraic science the idea of the general exponent or

nVn power {n being positive, negative, integral, or fractional),

the binomial theorem, and a considerable part of the theory

of equations.

To Leibnitz we owe the present notation of the differential

calculus, the introduction of the terms "co-ordinates" and
"axes of co-ordinates," and suggestions as to the use of in-

determinate coefficients and determinants, which, though
not developed by him, led, in the hands of others, to impor-

tant results.

Jacob Bernoulli developed the fundamental principles of

the calculus of probabilities, and made the first systematic at-

tempts to construct an integral calculus. His brother John
dev^eloped the exponential calculus, and treated trigonometry

independently as a branch of analysis, it having been previ-

ously regarded as an adjunct of astronomy. The possibility

of a calculus of operations was first recognized by Brook
Taylor, after whom "Taylor's theorem" is named. De
Moivre contributed to the discussion of imaginaries the im-

portant theorem which bears his name. In 1748 MacLaurin
published an algebra which contained the results of some
earlier papers published by him, among others one on the

number of imaginary roots of an equation, and one on the

determination of equal roots by means of the first derivative.

In the latter part of the eighteenth and beginning of the

nineteenth centuries mathematical advancement was rapid

under the powerful hands of Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, and

Legend re. To these great men we owe the calculus of vari-

ations, the initial discussion of the calculus of imaginaries

(which was afterw^irds systematized and developed by Gauss,

Cauchy, and others), the treatment of determinants, contri-

butions to the theory of equations, a large part of the inte-

gral calculus and differential equations, the development of

the theory of probabilities, the treatment of elliptic func-

tions, the method of least squares, and the specially algebraic

treatment of the theory of numbers. In this list are

included only those things which are of an algebraic

nature.

We have now reached the beginning of our own century,

in which the advance has been so rapid in all directions as

to preclude more than a mere indication of some of the lines

along which this has taken place, without any attempt at an

enumeration of the illustrious names of those who have so

magnificently carried forward the work.

The theory of equations has been perfected by the full use

of the complex unit a -j- hi, forming thus, in the words of

Cayley, a " universe complete in itself, such that, starting

in it, we are never led out of it." We have, in fact, a dou-

ble algebra as the instrument for the complete treatment of

all higher analysis, except that in which one of higher mul-

tiplicity is used. The field of quantios has been brilliantly

cultivated by Cayley, Sylvester, and others. The theory of

matrices has been developed by Cayley, and it was shown
by Professor J. Willard Gibbs, in his vice-presidential ad-

dress before this section at the Buffalo meeting in 1886, that

the simple and natural expression of this theory is in the

language of multiple algebra. The cp of Hamilton is a

matrix of the third order, and the Q of Grassmann a matrix

of the nth order.

In the treatment of differential equations we have an al-

gebra of operations, due primarily to George Boole, carried

to a high degree of perfection', in which the symbol of differ-

entiation is treated precisely as if it were a real quantity.

In fact, we have come to regard scalar multiplication simply

as a particular case in the calculus of operations which cov-

ers every possible case of the effect of one symbol upon an-

other in producing some change in it. A further extension

of this same idea we have in the algebra of logic, invented

by the same author, and cultivated and extended by others

since his time.

In conclusion, I propose to sketch briefly the development

of the idea of a multiplicity of fundamental units, which is

pervading more and more the mathematical thought of the

day. This proceeded along two distinct lines, one arising

from the interpi'etation of the imaginary, \/— 1, and the

other entirely independent of this symbol or operation.

The first attempt to give a geometric meaning to the ex-

pression a -\- hi appears to be due to Wallis in 1685, who
proposed to construct the imaginary roots of a quadratic by

going out of the line on which they would have been laid

off if real. In 1804 the Abbe Buee devised the now accepted

representation by laying off the terms containing i as a fac-

tor, at right angles to the others, and showed how to add

and subtract such expressions as a -|- hi. At about the same

time Argand published independently the same idea, and

still further developed it. The concept of a directed quan-

tity as represented by an algebraic symbol was thus necessa-

rily arrived at. Gauss, Cauchy, and others have elaborated

the complex unit more especially in the theory of numbers.
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while Euler, Peacock, De Morgan, and others have devel-

oped it more as a double algebra.

Up to this point i had been regarded as a scalar operator

merely, and the corresponding geometry only plane,

though attempts had been made without much success

to extend the treatment into three-dimensional space. It

remained for Hamilton to accomplish this by the sim-

ple device of making i a directed operator, or handle,

perpendicular to the plane of rotation, which opened

the way for any number of similar operators differing in

direction, but, as to their other properties, simply square

roots of minus one. In order to produce a convenient alge-

bra on this basis, Hamilton was obliged to take the further

step of giving to all vectors the properties of /— 1, and thus

the calculus of quaternions was produced, a non-commuta-

five quadruple algebra. These ideas have been generalized

still farther by Unverzagt in his " Theorie der goniometris-

chen und der longimetrischen Quaternionen." In this book

the author first develops a trigonometry based on a general

instead of a right-angled triangle, and then shows that the
X

operator J = (— !)" (in which A is the fundamental angle,

taking the place ofy) takes in this trigonometry the place of

i in De Moivre's theorem generalized. He then takes three

units y,, jg, ^3, corresponding to Hamilton's i, j, k, and
forms a generalized quaternion, based on some angle A,

which reduces to the ordinary system when X = -^. The

case particularly discussed is that in which A = 0.

The theory and laws of linear, associative algebras, which

includes quaternions as a particular case, have been thor-

oughly treated by Peirce in his work bearing that title.

We turn now to the other line along which multiple alge-

bras have been developed. In 1827 MObius published his

" Barycentrische CalcUl," in which points are the ultimate

units, to which any desired weights may be assigned. He
gave the laws of combination of these units so far as addi-

tion and subtraction are concerned, but did not proceed to

multiplication: in fact, he distinctly states that they can be

multiplied only by numbers. He then proceeds to treat

analytical geometry on this basis. His treatment of points,

so far as it goes, is on the same plan afterwards indepen-

dently developed by Grassmann.

In 1844, one year after Hamilton's first announcement of

his discovery, Grassmann published his "Ausdehnuugslehre,"

which contains a complete and logical exposition of his new
algebra for any number of independent units, and hence,

geometrically interpu^ted, for space of any dimensions.

This book was so abstract and general in form, and so un-

like the ordinary language of mathematics, that it attracted

hardly any notice, and the author was obliged to recast and
republish it in 1862. Grassraan's algebra is non-linear, and
only partially associative, so that it differs fundamentally

from all those discussed by Peirce. The 4/—1 plays no part

whatever in the theory, and Grassman's vector is a vector

pure and simple, i.e., a quantity having direction and mag-
nitude, and not, as in quaternions, a j;e)'so?'-vector, combin-

ing the properties of a vector and of the 4/—1. The funda-

mental notion of Grassmann's multiplication is extension or

generation; the product pi p^ is the line generated by a

point moving straight from pi io p.y, etc.

In this great invention of Grassnian we have a multiple

algebra which is the natural language of geometry and

mechanics, dealing in a manner astonishingly simple, con-

•cise, and expressive with these subjects, and certain, it ap-

pears to me, to gain constantly in the appreciation of math-

ematicians as it is more generally understood and used.

The fact of its perfect adaptability to n-dimensional space is

an additional argument in its favor for those who are inter-

ested in that line of investigation.

We have now traced the development of our subject

from its elementary beginnings through a long period in

which it was in the rhetorical stage, approaching at inter-

vals here and there to the syncopated; then, on the revival

of Jearning in Europe after the dark ages, we have seen its

comparatively rapid progress through the syncopated stage

to the purely symbolical, when it was at last in a shape

suitable for the astonishing progress of the last two hundred

years. Finally, in the present century, we have noted the

appearance, as in the fulness of time, of multiple algebras

from different and independent sources, whose realm is that

of the future.

NOTES AND NEWS.
The astronomers sent to the Sandwich Islands recently on the

part of the International Geodetic Association of Europe and the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, in order to make a more
exhaustive study of the changes of latitude, have located their

observatories at Waikiki, near Honolulu. It is proposed to observe

during the year about sixty five pairs of stars, chosen on account

of their well-determined proper motions, and to make in all not

far from twenty-five hundred observations of the latitude. The
results, compared with those made simultaneously in Europe and
America, will settle definitely the question whether there is a real

motion of the pole. At the suggestion of the American representa-

tive, the force of gravity will be measured every night that latitude

observations are made. This may throw light on one of the theo-

ries proposed to explain the changes of latitude, viz., that of large

transfers of matter beneath the earth's surface. The new pendu-

lums made at the Coast and Geodetic Survey Office in Washington,
and which are similar to those taken to Alaska by Professor Men-
denhall last spring, will be employed at Waikiki. They are of

fine workmanship, and are capable of detecting changes that do
not exceed one hundred-thousandth part of the quantity measured.

Besides the observations at th« regular station, a number of

magnetic determinations will be made at other points in the

Islands, — notably at Kealakeakua Bay, where Captain Cook ob-

served the declination more than a hundred years ago, and at

Lahaina, where De Freycinet had an observatory for pendulum
and magnetic work in 1819. The re-occupation of these points

will show the change of the needle during the past century, and
will be of great value in determining tlie secular variation. It is

intended also to seize the opportunity now presented to measure
the force of gravity on the summit of Mauna Kea (14 000 feet

elevation). Observations made at the top of Haleakala (10,000

feet) in 1887 showed conclusively that the mountain was solid.

This fact received additional support from the zenith observations

at the sea-level north and south of the mountain. The large

deviation of the plumb line (29") brought to light in that work has

now been exceeded on Hawaii, where 1' 36" has been discovered

at the south point of the island (Ka Lae). This fact, recently

communicated by Surveyor General Alexander, makes the ques-

tion of the force of gravity at the summit of Mauna Kea one of

double interest, and it is desirable, both from a geological and
geodetic standpoint, that pendulum observations be made on top

of one of the mountains. Doctor Marcuse, who is from the Royal
Observatory at Berlin, observes for latitude on the prirt of the

European association, and Mr. Preston, who made the observations

at the summit of Haleakala four years ago, is from the United
Stales Coast and Geodetic Survey, and makes gravity and mag-
netic determinations. He also, as the representative of the United
States, observes for latitude in connection with Dr. Marcuse, in

the international geodetic work. The ob-ervers had the good
fortune to arrive at Honolulu on the day preceding the transit of

Mercury (9th of May), and male successful observations of the

phenomenon. The second contact was also observed by Mr. Lyons
of the government survey. The two interior contacts were noted
by local mean time (Waikiki 8" east of Honolulu) as follows: —

H. M. S. H. M. S.

Mr. Lyons 1 36 83 — — —
Mr. Preston 36 5:3 6 10 50

Dr. Marcuse 37 3 11 23

The station was in latitude 31° 16' 81" north, and in longitude 137°

49' 30" west. The mean observed times of contact are in botlv

cases about a minute less than the computed ones.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE CEEEBELLUM. ^

The cerebellum has unquestionably given more trouble to

anatomists than almost any other organ, and our present

knowledge of its structure seems disproportionate to the labor

expended. It is no discredit to the monumental works of

Stilling, Meyuert, Purkinje, G-erlach, and Kolliker to admit
that scarcely a single tract connecting the cerebellum with

other portions of the brain is traced with sufficient detail.

Even the external configuration of the cerebellum in lower

animals has many lessons for us which may be useful in the

interpretation of the human organ.

The cerebellum is subject to a greater range of variation

than any other organ of the brain. From being practically

absent, as in amphibia, to preponderating over all other seg-

ments of the brain in some fishes, there is every gradation in

development. It becomes obvious from a brief study of the

relative development of the regions of the encepbalou that

the cerebellum does not vary in proportion to the intelli-

gence; that, in other words, it cannot be employed as a cri-

terion of the position of the animal in the scheme of classiS-

cation as can the cerebrum. Although not available for

taxonomic purposes, these variations are none the less inter-

esting from the clew which they may afford to the functions

and laws of development of this and associated organs.

In the March number of the Journal of Comparative
Neurology the writer called attention to the architectural

modifications of the cerebellum in reptiles, and the progres-

sive evolution of the organ in the several groups, as well as

the resemblance of this course of evolution to a peculiar and
apparently undescribed law of development of the cerebellum

in mammals.
The cerebellum is peculiarly mobile, considered architec-

turally, by reason of its mode of attachment to the axis of

the brain. It is morphologically the roof of the fourth ven-

tricle. Both before and behind it is connected with the dor-

al surface of the brain tube by a velum, or thinned lamina.

devoid of nervous matter, and extensively folded and com-
-bined with vascular sinuses to form a nutritive organ, the

plexus choroideus (metaplexus and mesaplexus). The velum
posterior extends about the sides of the cerebellum also, so

that rigidity is given to that organ only by the several fibre-

bundles or peduncles of the cerebellum which connect it

laterally with other regions. Thus, however large and
heavy it may be, the cerebellum is supported solely by a lat-

eral axis entering at the base. There is really nothing to

prevent the most extensive rotations or foldings of the body
in all directions except laterally.

The progressive development of this region is nowhere
more conveniently illustrated than in the reptiles. Taking
the transverse bar which constitutes the cerebellar rudiment

in amphibians as a point of departure, we first encounter a

leaf like body with the ventricular half of the substance

composed of granular material. The tracts are chiefly scat-

tered in the dorsal white layer. In the serpents this flap is

flexed so as to form a hood-like body. The flexture is due

to the so-called pons-flexture of the whole medulla. The .

flexture is more pronounced in turtles, and results in a com-

plete roof over the fourth ventricle, which may be consider-

ably arched. It is obvious that there must be a limit to the

development along this line. In higher reptiles, whose mo-

tions are more active and require more accurate co-ordina-

tion, the increase in size necessary to supply sufficient ner-

vous matter renders necessary a complete eversion of the

leaf like organ. In the lizards the lamina is folded forward

in such a way as to make a double roof over the ventricle,

bringing the granular layer, with its neuro-epithelium dor-

sad, in the superior layer, while it faces ventrad (toward the

ventricle) in the ventral lamina. In the alligators the de-

velopment is more extensive, and results in a horizontally

placed hollow cone, with the apex directed caudad, and at-

tached by the ventral portion of its base to the brain base.

The outside of the cone is clothed with epithelium, while the

inside is the morphologically eetal surface. Of course, in

this description the thin velum which originally connected

the edges of the leaf has been disregarded. This eversion of

the cerebellum is of the highest importance in preparing us

to understand the origin of the cellular elements in the hu

man cerebrum. Before alluding to this subject we may pass

in review a few illustrations of cerebellar architectonic from

other classes of vertebrates.

In fishes the range of variation is remarkable, in so far

that it may render the brains of closely allied genera very

dissimilar in appearance. The characteristics of the fish

cerebellum, which serves to distinctly separate it from all

other classes of mammals, is the development of a second

portion of the organ in front of the valve of Vieussens,

which is the morphological anterior (cephalad) margin of

the cerebellum in other cases. The relatively large amount
of cerebellar substance required by active fishes, and the

lack of definite walls to the ecephalic cavity, result in curi-

ous folds on a large scale and simple plan. The forward

fold in front of the valve, which the writer has termed vol-

vula, from its purse-like form, often completely fills the

cavity of optic lobes, and in some cases (as the black-horse,

Cycleptus), actually pries the two halves of the roof or tec-

tum of that organ apart, and protrudes upon the dorsal sur-

face with only the membranous velum tecti above it. The
moon-eye, Hyodon, is the most reptilian of the osseous fishes

so far examined, and in this case the cerebellum proper is a

simple sac extending caudad: there is no external evidence

of a volvula or of lateral lobes or " bursa." Sections show.
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nevei'theless, that there is a small volvula which lies, as in

Lepidosteus, in the posterior part of the optic ventricle.

One curious result of the development of a volvula is the

peculiar course hy which the fourth cranial nerve reaches

its centre. Entering at the usual place in the valve, it has

fo traverse a large part of the volvula before making its exit

from the brain.

In the drum {Haplodonotus) the brain as a whole is ex-

ceedingly short. This shortening has the effect to tilt the

optic lobes and cerebellum at a considerable angle with the

axis of the brain, and to roll the volvula into a spherical

mass with three folds, which are packed closely into the

cavity of the ventricle. The main lobe of the cerebellum

also has a short cephalad spur.

In the cat-fisli family the cerebellum, instead of projecting

backward, is thrust cephalad, affording a very good and

constant differential character. The few illustrations here

cited are derived from a memoir about to appear in the

Journal of Comparative Neurology, where a wider range

of comparison and full illustration may be possible.

It will be noticed that in the above cases the gray or

granular material is ental. It has been shown by Professor

His that the nervous elements in the spinal cord and me-

dulla arise from the ventricular epithelium. This the writer

has show is also the case in the cerebellum, at least in rep-

tiles and fishes. In the massive cerebellum of mammals we
are struck by the difficulty which stands in the way of the

carrying out of the same fundamental plan of structure.

The active cells are separated from the epithelium by imper-

vious masses of fibres. How, then, do these cells reach their

destination? This important question we at first sought to

solve by discovering in some embryonic stage an eversion

similar to that described in reptiles. This proved to be a

valuable clew, but not actually correct, though a tendency to

revolve from behind forward is very pronounced in the cer-

ebellum of birds, and is exhibited in the direction of the

lobules of the cerebellum in marsupials. But, while there

is not an actual eversion of the cerebellum in mammals,
there is a time when a pouch from the lateral posterior walls

of the fourth ventricle is formed. This divertacle envelops

the cerebellum and meets its fellovr of the opposite side. In

a short time this sac flattens out, and both layers fuse with

the ectal surface of the cerebellum, and constitute a tempo-

rary proliferating organ from which the cells are derived.

These cells migrate to a point beneath the layer of Purkiuje's

cells, the origin of which seems to be also from the ventricu-

lar epithelium. Although this process has been observed

only in rodentia there can be no doubt that it prevails in

other groups of mammals. Although somewhat unexpected,

this method is not unlike that which Professor His has de-

scribed for the origin of the olives and related structures of

the medulla. By this provision the increase of ectal surface

through the convolutions of the cerebellum provides for the

largest possible enlargement of the active centres with the

most economical distribution of fibres.

This discovery may serve to enforce the value of a com-

pai-ative method in approaching a complicated problem like

the present one. C L. Herrick.

John Gilmer Speed follows up his article in the September
Lippincott's with a paper entitled " The Common Roads of Eu-
rope." He shows how far ahead of us the great nations of Europe

are in the matter of roads and their administration and mainte-

nance. Among other articles in the October number may be men-
tioned a paper by William Agnew Paton upon "The Lost ' Land-
fall' of Columbus."

ANTHROPOLOGY» PAST AND PRESENT."

[Continued from p. 172.]

It has been the custom to speak of the early Aryan. Semitic,

and Turanian races as large swarms — as millions pouring from
one counti'y into another. It has been calculated that these early

nomads would have required immense tracts of meadow land to

keep their flocks, and that it was the search for new pastures

that drove them, by an irresistible force, over the whole inhabita-

ble earth.

This may have been so, but it may also have not been so. Any-
how, we have a right to suppose that, before there were millions

of human beings, there were at first a few only. We have been

told of late that there never was a first man; but we may be al-

lowed to suppose, at all events, that there were at one lime a few
first men and a fevv first women. If, then, the mixture of blood

by marriage and the mixture of language in peace or war took

place at an early time, when the world was peopled by some indi-

viduals, or by some hundreds, or by some thousands only, think

what the necessary result would have been. It has been calculated

that it would only require six hundred years to populate the whole
earth with the descendants of one couple, the first father being

dolichocephalic and the first mother brachycephalic. They might,

after a time, all choose to speak the Aryan language, but they

could not choose their skulls, but would have to accept them from
nature, vcbether dolichocephalic or brachycephalic.

Who, then, would dare at present to lift up a skull and say this

skull must have spoken an Aryan language, or lift up a language

and say this language must have been spoken by a dolichocephalic

skull ? Yet, though no serious student would any longer listen to

such arguments, it takes a long time before theories that were

maintained for a time by serious students, and were then surren-

dered by them, can be completely eradicated. I shall not touch

to-day on the hackneyed question of the " home of the Aryans"
except as a warning. There are two quite distinct questions con-

cerning the home of the Aryans.

When students of philology speak of Aryans, they mean by Aryas

nothing but people speaking an Aryan language. They acHrm

nothing about skulls, skins, hair, and all the rest. Arya with them
means speakers of an Aryan language. Whde. on the contrary,

students of physiology speak of dolichocephalic, orthognathic,

euthycomic people, they speak of their physiological characteristics

only, and affirm nothing whatever about language.

It is clear, therefore, that the home of the Aryas, in the proper

sense of that word, can be determined by linguistic evidence only,

while the home of a blue-ej'ed, blond-haired, long-skulled, fair-

skinned people can be determined by physiological evidence only.

Any kind of concession or compromise on either side is simply

fatal, and has led to nothing but a promiscuous slaughter of inno-

cents. Separate the two armies, and the whole physiological evi-

dence collected by D'Omalius, D'Halloy, Latham, and their follow-

ers will not fill more than an octavo page; while the linguistic

evidence collected by Benfey and his followers will not amount to

more than a few words. Everything else is mere rhetoric.

The physiologist is grateful, no doubt, for any additional skull

whose historical antecedents can be firmly established; the philolo-

gist is grateful for any additional word that can help to indicate

the historical or geographical whereabouts of the unknown speakers

of Ai-yan speech. On these points it is possible to argue. They

alone have a really scientific value in the eyes of a scholar, because,

if there is any difference of opinion on them, it is possible to come
to an agreement. As soon, however, as we go beyond these mere

matters of fact, which have been collected bj' real students, every-

thing becomes at once mere vanity and vexation of spirit. I know
the appeals that have been made for concessions and some kind of

compromise between physiology and philology; but honest stu-

dents know that on scientific subjects no compromise is admissible.

With regard to the home of the Aryas, no honest philologist will

allow himself to be driven one step beyond the statement that the

unknown people who spoke Aryan languages were, at one time,

^ Address befora tbe section of Anlhropology of t)ie British .\s30clatlon 'or

the Advancement of Science, at Cardiff. August, 1891, by Professor F. Max
Muller, president of the section (Nature, Sept. 3).
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and before their final separation, settled somewhere in Asia. That

may seem very small comfort, but for the present it is all that we
have aright to say. Even this must be taken witli the limitations

which, as all true scholars know, apply to speculations concerning

what may have happened, say, five thousand or ten thousand

years ago. As to the color of the skin, the hair, the eyes, of those

unknown speakers of Aryan speech, the scholar says nothing ; and

"when he speaks of their blood he knows that such a word can be

taken in a metaphorical sen-e only. If we once step from the

narrow domain of science into the vast wilderness of mere asser-

tion, then it does not matter what we say. We may say, with

Penka, that all Aryas are dolichocephalic, blue-eyed, and blond,

or we may say, with Pietrement, that all Aryas are brachycephalic,

with brown eyes and black hair (V. d.Gheyn, 1889, p. 26). There

is no difference between the two assertions. They are both per-

fectly unmeaning. They are vox etprceterea nihil.

My experiences during the last forty years have only served to

confirm the opinion which I expressed forty years ago, that there

ought to be a complete separation between philology and physiol-

ogy. And yet, if I were asked whether such a divorce should now
be made absolute, I should say, No. There have been so many
unexpected discoveries of new facts, and so many surprising com-
binations of old facts, that we must always be prepared to hear

some new evidence, if only that evidence is brought forward ac-

cording to the rules wliich govern the court of true science. It

may be that in time the classification of skulls, hair, eyes, and skin

may be brought into harmony with the classification of language.

We may even go so far as to admit, as a postulate, that the two
must have run parallel, at least in the beginning of all things.

But with the evidence before us at present, mere wrangling, mere
iteration of exploded assertions, mere contradictions, will produce

no effect on the true jury, which hardly ever consists of more than

twelve trusty men, but with whom the final verdict rests. The
very things that most catch the popular ear will by them be ruled

out of court. But every single new word, common to all the

Aryan languages, and telling of some climatic, geographical, his-

torical, or physiological circumstance in the earliest life -of the

speakers of Aryan speech, will be truly welcome to philologists

quite as much as a skull from an early geological stratum is to the

physiologist, and both to the anthropologist, in the widest sense

of that name.
But, if all this is so, if the alliance between philology and physi-

ology has hitherto done nothing; but mischief, what right, it may
be asked, had I to accept the honor of presiding over this section

of anthropology? If you will allow me to occupy your valuable

time a little longer, I shall explain, as shortly as possible, why I

thought that I, as a philologist, might do some small amount of

good as president of the Anthropological Section.

In spite of all that I have said against the unholy alliance be-

tween physiology and philology, I have felt for years —and I believe

I am now supported in my opinion by all competent anthropolo-

gists—that a knowledge of languages must be considered in future

as a sine qua non for every anthropologist.

Anthropology, as you know, has increased so rapidly that it

seems to say now, " Nihil huniani a me alienurn puto." So long

as anthropology treated only of the anatomy of tlie human body,

any surgeon might have become an excellent anthropologist. But
now, when anthropology includes the study of the earliest thoughts
of man, his customs, his laws, his traditions, his le^^ends, his re-

ligions, ay, even his early philosophies, a student of anthropology
without an accurate knowledge of languages, without the con-

science of a scholar, is like a sailor without a compass.
No one disputes this with regard to nations who possess a litera-

tui-e. No one would listen to a man describing the peculiarities

of the Greek, the Roman, the Jew, the Arab, the Chinese, without
knowing their languages, and being capable of reading the master-

works of their hterature. We know how often men who have
devoted the whole of their life to the study, for instance, of Hebrew,
differ, not only as to the meaning of certain words and passages,

but as to the very character of the Jews. One authority states

that the Jews, and not only the Jews, but all Semitic nations, were
possessed of a monotheistic instinct. Another authority sho^vs

that all Semitic nations, not excluding the Jews, were polytheistic

in their religion, and that the Jehovah of the Jews was not con-

ceived at first as the Supreme Deity, but as a national god only,

as the God of the Jews, who, according to the latest view, was
originally a fetish or a totem, like all other Gods.

You know how widely classical scholars differ on the character

of Greeks and Romans, on the meaning of their customs, the pur-

pose of their religious ceremonies — nay, the very essence of their

gods. And yet there was a time, not very long ago, when anthro-

pologists would rely on the descriptions of casual travellers, who,
after spending a few weeks, or even a few years, among tribes

whose language was utterly unknown to them, gave the most mar-
vellous accounts of their customs, their laws, and even their re-

ligion. It may be said that anybody can describe what he sees,

even though unable to converse with the people. I say, decidedly

no; and I am supported in this opinion by the most competent
judges. Dr. Codrington, who has just published his excellent book
on the " Melanesians : their Anthropology and Folk-Lore," spent

twenty-four years among the Melanesians, learning their dialects,

collecting their legends, and making a systematic study of their

laws, customs, and superstitions. But what does he say in his

preface? "I have felt the truth," he says, " of what Mr. Fison, late

missionary in Fiji, has written : ' When a European has been living

for two or three years among savages, he is sure to be fully con-

vinced that he knows all about them; when he has been ten

years or so amongst them, if he be an observant man, he knows
that be knows very little about them, and so begins to learn."

"

How few of the books in which we trust with regard to the

characteristic peculiarities of savage races have been written by
men who have lived among them for ten or twenty years, and
who have learnt their languages till they could speak them as

well as the natives themselves.

It is no excuse to say that any traveller who has eyes to see and
ears to hear can form a correct estimate of the doings and sayings

of savage tribes. It is not so, and anthropologists know from sad

experience that it is not so. Suppose a traveller came to a camp
where he saw thousands of men and women dancing round the

image of a young bull. Suppose that the dancers were all stark

naked, that after a time they began to fight, and that at the end
of their orgies there were three thousand corpses lying about wel-

tering in their blood. Would not a casual traveller have described

such savages as worse than the negroes of Dahomey ? Yet these

savages were really the Jews, the chosen people of God. The
image was the golden calf, the priest was.Aaron, and the chief

who ordered the sacrifice was Moses. We may read the thirty-

second chapter of Exodus in a very different sense. A traveller

who could have conversed with Aaron and Moses might have un-

derstood the causes of the revolt and the necesidty for the massa-

cre. But without this power of interrogation and mutual expla-

nation, no travellers, however graphic and amusing their stories

may be, can be trusted; no statements of theirs can be used by the

anthropologists for truly scientific purposes.

From the day when this fact was recognized by the highest

authorities in anthropology, and was sanctioned by some at least

of our anthropological, ethnological, and folk lore societies, a new
epoch began, and philology received its right place as the hand-
maid of anthropology. The most important paragraph in our new
charter was this, that in future no one is to be quoted or relied 6n
as authority on the customs, traditions, and more particularly on
the religious ideas of uncivilized races who has not acquired an

acquaintance with their language sufficient to enable him to con-

verse vvith them freely on these difiicult subjects.

No one would object to this rule when we have to deal with

civilized and literary nations. But the languages of Africa,

America, Polynesia, and even Australia, are now being studied a3

formerly Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Sanscrit only were studied.

You have only to compare the promiscuous descriptions of the

Hottentots in the works of the best ethnologists with the researches

of a real Hottentot scholar like Dr. Hahn to see the advance that

has been made. When we read the books of Bishop t'allaway on

the Zulu, of William Gill and Edward Xregear onthe Pol3-nesians,

of Horatio Hale on some of the North American races, we feel at

once that we are in sife hands, in tlie haudn of real scholars.

E>en then we must, of course, remember l!i.at their knowledge of
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the languages cnniiot compare with that of Bentley, or Ilermaan,

or Burnout, or Ewald. Yet we feel tliat we cannot go altogether

wi'ong in trusting to their guidance.

I venture to go even a step further, and_ I believe the time will

come when no anthropologist will venture to write on anything

concerning the inner life of man without having himself acquired

a knowledge of the language in which that inner life finds its

truest expression.

This may seem to be exacting too much, but you have only to

look, for instance, at the descriptions given of the customs, the

laws, the legends, and the religious convictions of the people of

India about a hundred years ago, and before Sanscrit began to be

studied, and you will be amazed at the utter caricature that is

often given there of the intellectual state of the Brahmans com-
pared with what we know of it now from their own literature.

And it that is the case with a people like the Indians, who are

a civilized race, possessed of an ancient literature, and well within

the focus of history for the last two thousand years, what can be

expected in the case of really savage races? One can hardly trust

one's eyes when one sees the evidence placed before us by men
whose good faith can not be questioned, and who nevertheless

contradict each other flatly on the most ordinary subjects. We
owe to one of our secretaries, Mr. Roth, a most careful collection

of all that has been said on the Tasmanians by eye-witnesses. Not
the least valuable part of this collection is that it opens our eyes

to the utter untrustworthiness of the evidence on which the an-

thropologist has so often had to rely. In an article on Mr. Roth's

book in Nature, I tried to show that there is not one essential

feature in the religion of the Tasmanians on which diflrerent

authorities have not made assertions diametrically opposed to each

other. Some say that the Tasmanians have no idea of a Supreme
Being, no rites or ceremonies; others call their religion Dualism,

a worship of good and evil spirits. Some maintain that they had
deified the powers of nature, others that they were Devil-wor-

shippers. Some declare their religion to be pure monotheism,

combined with belief in the immortality of the soul, the eificacy

of prayers and charms. Nay, even the most recent article of

faith — the descent of man from some kind of animal — has re-

ceived a religious sanction among the Tasmanians. For Jlr. Hor-

ton, who is not given to joking, tells us that they believed " they

were originally formed with tails, and without knpe joints, by a
benevolent being, and that another descended from heaven, and,

compassionating the sufferers, cut off their tails, and with grease

softened their knees."

I would undertake to show that what applies to the descriptions

given us of the now extinct race of the Tasmanians applies with

equal force to the descriptions of almost all the savage races with

whom anthropologists have to deal. In the case of large tribes,

such as the inhabitants of Australia, the contradictory evidence

may, no doubt, be accounted for by the fact that the observations

were made in different localities. But the chief reason is always

the same — ignorance of the language, and therefore want of

sympathy and impossibility of mutual explanation and correction.

Let me, in conclusion, give you one of the most flagrant in-

stances of how a whole race can be totally misrepresented by men
ignorant of their language, and how these misrepresentations are

at once removed if travellers acquire a knowledge of the language,

and thus have not only eyes to see, but ears to hear, tongues to

speak, and hearts to feel.

No race has been so cruelly maligned for centuries as the in-

habitants of the Andaman Islands. An Arab writer of the ninth

century states that their complexion was frightful, their hair

frizzled, their countenance and eyes terrible, their feet very large,

and almost a cubit in length, and that they go quite naked.

Marco Polo (about 1285) declared that the inhabitants are no bet-

ter than wild beasts, and he goes on to say: " I assure you all the

men of this island of Angamanain have heads like dogs, and teeth

and eyes likewise; in fact, in the face they ai'e just like big mastiff

dogs."

So long as no one could be found to study their language, there

was no appeaPfrom these libels. But when, after the Sepoy mu-
tiny in 1856, it was necessary to find a habitation for a large

number of convicts, the Andaman Islands, which had already

served as a penal settlement on a smaller scale, became a large

penal colony under English officers. The havoc that was wrought
by this sudden contact between the Andaman Islanders and these

civilized Indian convicts was terrible, and the end will probably

be the same as in Tasmania — the native population will die out.

Fortunately one of the English officers (Mr. Edward Horace Man)
did not shrink from the trouble of learning the language spoken

by these islanders, and, beiug a careful observer and perfectly

trustworthy, he has given us some accounts of the Andaman abo-

rigines which are real masterpieces of anthropological research.

If these islanders must be swept away from the face of the earth,

they will now, at all events, leave a good name behind them.

Even their outward appearance seems to become different in the

eyes of a sympathizing observer from what it was to casual trav-

ellers. They. are, no doubt, a very small race, their average

height being 4 feet 10| inches. But this is almost the only charge

brought against them which Mr. Man has not been able to rebut.

Their hair, he says, is fine, very closely curled, and frizzly. Their

color is dark, but not absolutely black. Their features possess

little of the most marked and coarser peculiarities of the negro

type. The projecting jaws, the prominent thick lips, the broad

and flattened nose of the genuine negro, are so softened down as

scarcely to be recognized.

But let us now hear what Mr. Man has to tell us about the so-

cial, moral, and intellectual qualities of these so-called savages,

who had been represented to us as cannibals; as ignorant of the

existence of a deity; as knowing no marriage, except what by a

bold euphemism has been called communal marriage; as unac-

quainted with fire ; as no better than wild beasts, having heads,

teeth, and eyes like dogs — being, in fact, like big mastiffs.

"Before the introduction into the islands of what is called Eu-

ropean civilization, the inhabitants," Mr. Man writes, " lived in

small villages, their dwellings built of branches and leaves of

trees. They were ignorant of agriculture, and kept no poultry or

domestic animals. Their pottery was hand-made, their clothing

very scanty. They were expert swimmers and divers, and able

to manufacture well-made dugout canoes and outriggers. They
were ignorant of metals ignorant, we are told, of producing fire,

though they kept a constant supply of burning and smouldering

wood. They made use of shells for their tools, had stone hammers
and anvils, bows and arrows, harpoons for killing turtle and fish.

Such is the fertility of the island that they have abundance and
variety of food all the year round. Their food was invariably

cooked, they drank nothing but water, and they did not smoke.

People may call this a savage life. I know many a starving la-

borer who would gladly exchange the benefits of European civili-

zation for the blessings of such savagery."

These small islanders, who have always been represented by a

certain class of anthropologists as the lowest stratum of humanity,

need not fear comparison, so far as their social life is concerned,

with races who are called civilized. So far from being addicted

to what is called by the self-contradictory name of communal
marriage, Mr. Man tells us that bigamy, polygamy, polyandry,

and divorce are unknown to them, and that the marriage contract,

so far from being regarded as a merely temporary contract, to be

set aside on account of incompatibility of temper or other such

causes, is never dissolved. Conjugal fidelity till death is not the

exception but the rule, and matrimonial differences, which occur

but rarely, are easily settled with or without the intervention of

friends. One of the most striking features of tbeir social relations

is the marked equality and affection which exist between husband

and wife; and the consideration and respect with which women
are treated might, with advantage, be emulated by certain classes

in our own laiid. As to cannibalism and infanticide, they are never

practised by them.

It is easy to say that Mr. Man may be prejudiced in favor of

these little savages, whose language he has been at so much pains

to learn. Fortunately, however, all his statements have lately

been confirmed by another authority. Colonel Cadell — the chief

commissioner of these islands. He is a Victoria Cross man,

and not likely to be given to over much sentimentahty. Well, this

is what he says of these fierce mastiffs, with feet a cubit in length:

" They are merry little people," he says. ' One could not im-
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agine how takiog they were. Everyone who had to do with them
fell in love with them [these fierce mastiffs]. Contact with civ-

ilization had not improved the morality of the natives, but in their

natural state they were truthful and honest, generous and self-

denying. He had watched them sitting over their fires cooking

their evening meal, and it was quite pleasant to notice the ab-

sence of greed and the politeness with which they picked off the

tit-bits and thrust them into each other's mouths. The forest and

sea abundantly supplied their wants, and it was therefore not sur-

prising that the attempts to induce them to take to cultivation had

been quite unsuccessful, highly as they appreciated the rice and

Indian corn which were occasionally supplied to them All was

grist that came to their mill in the shape of food The forest sup-

plied them with edible roots and fruits. Bats, rals, fiying foxes,

iguanas, sea-snakes, mollusks, wild pig, fish, turtle, and last,

though not least, tlie larvse of beetles, formed welcome additions

to their larder. He remembered one morning landing by chance

at an encampment of theirs, under the shade of a gigantic forest

tree. On one fire was the shell of a turtle, acting as its own pot,

in which was simmering the green fat delicious do more educated

palates; on another its flesh was being broiled, together with some
splendid fish; on a third a wild pig was being roasted, its drip-

pings falling on wild yams, and a jar of honey stood close by, all

delicacies tit for an alderman's table."

These are things which we might suppose anybody who has

eyes to see, and who is not wilfully blind, might have observed.

Btit when we come to traditions, laws, and particularly to re-

ligion, no one ought to be listened to as an authority who cannot

converse with the natives. For a long time the Mincopies have

been represented as without any religion, without even an idea of

the Godhead. This opinion received the support of Sir John
Lubbock, and has been often repeated without ever having been

re-examined. As soon, however, as these Mincopies began to be

studied more carefully,— more particularly as soon as some per-

sons resident among them had acquired a knowledge of their lan-

guage, and thereby a means of real communication, — their re-

ligion came out as clear as daylight. According to Mr. E. H.

Man, they have a name for God — Paluga. And how can a race

be said to be without a knowledge of God if they have a name
for God ? Piiluga has a very mythological character. He has a

stone house in the sky; he has a wife, whom he created hunself,

and from whom he has a large family, all except the eldest being

girls. The mother is supposed to be green (the earth V) , the

daughters black ; they ai-e the spirits, called Moroioin ; his son is

called Pijchor. He alone is permitted to live with his father, and

to convey his orders to the Morowin. But Puluga was a moral

character also. His appearance is like fire, though nowadays he

has become invisible. He was never born, and is immortal. The

whole world was created by him, except only the powers of evil.

He is omniscient, knowing even the thoughts of the heart. He
is angered by the commission of certain sins, — some very trivial,

at least to our mind, — but he is pitiful to all who are in distress.

He is the judge from whom each soul receives its sentence after

death.

According to other authorities, some Andamanese look on the

sun as the fountain of all that is good, the moon as a minor

power; and they believe in a number of inferior spirits, — the

spirits of the forest, the water, and the mountain,— as agents of

the two higher powers. They believe in an evil spirit also, who
seems to have been originally the spirit of the storm. Him they

try to pacify by songs, or to frighten away with their arrows.

I suppose I need say no more to show how indispensable a study

of language is to every student of anthropology. If anthropology

is to maintain its high position as a real science, its alliance with

linguistic studies cannot be too close. Its weakest points have

ahvays been those where it trusted to ihe statements of authorities

ignorant of language and of the science of language. Its greatest

triumphs have been achieved by men such as Dr. Hahn, Bishops

Callaway and Colenso, Dr. W. Gill, and last, not least. Mr. Man,

who have combined the minute acciu'acy of the scholar with the

comprehensive grasp of the anthropologist, and were thus enabled

to use the key of language to unlock the pei-plexities of savage

customs, savage laws and legends, and, particularly, of savage

religions and mythologies. If this alliance between anthropology

and philology becomes real, then, and then only, may we hope to

see Bunsen's prophecy fulfilled, that anthropology will become
the highest branch of the science for which this British Associa-

tion is instituted.

Allow me in conclusion once more to quote some prophetic

words from the address which Bunsen delivered before our sec-

tion in 1847:
•' If man is the apex of the creation, it seems right, on the one

side, that a historical inquiry into its origin and development
should never be allowed to sever itself from the general body of

natural science, and in particular from physiology. But, on the

other side, if man is the apex of the creation, if he is the end to

which all organic formations tend from the very l^eginning, if

man is at once the mystery and the key of natural science, if that

is the only view of natural science worthy of our age, then ethno-

logical philology (I should prefer to say anthropology), once es-

tablished on principles as clear as the physiological are. is the
highest branch of that science for the advancement of which this

association is instituted. It is not an appendix to physiology or

to anything else; but its object is, on the contrary, capable of be-

coming the end and goal of the labors and transactions of a scien-

tific association."

Much has been achieved by anthropology to justify these hopes

and fulfil the prophecies of my old friend Bunsen. Few men live

to see the fulfilment of their own prophecies, but they leave disci-

ples whose duty it is to keep their memory alive, and thus to pre-

serve that vital continuity of human knowledge which alone ena-

bles us to see in the advancement of all science the historical evo-

lution of eternal truth.
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Communication with Other Planets.

I NOTICE a letter from Sir Robert Ball with reference to the re-

cent bequest of a French lady of 20,000 francs for a method of

signalling to other planets. He enumerates different met'iods, but

he does not speak of one method which I have never seen discussed

but which seems to me worthy of mention. On a moonless clear

night the electric and gas lights over such a large territory as New
York and its suburbs must present the appearance to a spectator

in Mars of a spot of light on the dark side of our globe If, now,

on such a night, from the middle of some large dark area, for ex-

ample, the Atlantic Ocean, brilliant flashes of light be regularly

sent forth in certain forms, there would he a chance of its being

interpreted by the inhabitants of other spheres, and they might

thereby be induced to signal us in return.

But there is a bare possibility of direct communication by taking

advantage of the meteor currents in the great ocean of space in

which we move. If on breaking open a meteorite we should find

a chipped flint or other instrument, we should conclude that the

portion of space from wliich it came had intelligent inhabitants.

If, now, we can by the aid of modern explosives project into some

meteor shoal a ball of iron containing at its center some object of

human design, the ball might ultimately come to some other

planet and be found by its inhabitants. Such a procedure would

be analogous to casting a bottle inclosing a message upon the ocean

to be wafted by the currents to some intelligent eye.

The wild schemes of one generation are often achieved in the

next. Jules Verne's ' Around the World in Eighty Days" and

"Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea" have been in a measure

realized, and possibly his "Voyage to the Moon" is the next ro-

mance to be realized in some fortn. An initial velocity of seven

miles a second would be required to project a body beyond the

earth's attraction, and it is not too much to hope that this will soon

be attainable at the present rate of progress in the science of ex-

plosives. A projectile sent from the earth would have considerable

value as a direct astronomical experiment on meteorites, even if it

should fail in bringing tidings from another planet.

HmAM M. Stanley.
Lake Forest, 111., Sept. 26.
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The Man of the Future.

Man being, zoologically, the highest organism known, the ques-

tion of his further evolution and its probable direction is one which

is naturally of interest to the student of anthropology. Is the

development of a higher species possible or probable?

In order to even partially answer this question we must first

consider what would constitute jjerfection or an approach to it.

We are met at the very threshold of the problem by the fact, ap-

parent on every hand, that the human product of our present

civilization is, in the vast majority of instances, a very unequally

developed organism, physically and mentally: an asymmetrical

creature, the victim, so to speak, of specialism of one kind or an-

other; it may be of environment or of occupation, usually of both.

Hence the necessarily great diversity of view as to what would be

improvement in the race.

It is a self-evident fact that improvement of the individual

means, in the long run, advancement of the race; but when we
ask what constitutes individual improvement, we receive ons an-

swer from the sociologist, another from the political economist, a

third from the athlete or artist, and still a different reply from the

philosopher.

That an easily-governed and equably-tempered peoijle are not

necessarily of a high type of humanity is evident from the experi-

ence of China, where a population of 350,000,000 is governed by a

standing army of only 80,000 and the simplest police regulations,

— a state of affairs unparalleled in the history of the so-called

civilized nations. The perfection of their civil service and the

insignificant expense of state officials are also said to be marvellous

in the light of our experience. This state of affairs has been

attributed to the perfection of their social training system, but it

seems to the writer also allowable to suppose that many centuries

of low diet, with overcrowding and mental subjection, have largely

eliminated that spirit of restlessness and opposition to authority so

characteristic of western peoples.

The ideas of the gymnast or exponent of physical culture, and
of the purely intellectual sophist, are equally at fault in tho solu-

tion of our question of improvement of the race; for it is evident

to all medical men, at least, that powerful muscles may be a

source of vital weakness to their possessor by inducing heart strain,

or by overtaxing the eliminative capacity of the kidneys and other

depurative organs, in the disposal of the results, the ashes so to

speak, of muscular combustion. And, again, even a pdwerful

brain may be menaced in its integrity by a weak or diseased blood-

vessel incapable of withstanding the pressure caused by high

functional activity.

The zoologist, therefore, sees the true strength of the individual,

the race, and the species in (1) their plasticity, i.e., adaptability

or capacity for modification in response to changes of environ-

ment, provided this plasticity be not the cause of localized weak-
nesses; and (3) equilibrium of development, organic balance, so to

speak, between the component parts of the animal.

The question has been asked, Would not the development of

wings or other additional organs be an improvement in the species ?

The reply to this, on zoological principles, would be No. The
addition of wings, for instance, would be a retrogression to a lower

type; and if the vrings were feathered, a still further retrogression.

We must conclude, then, that wings are incompatible with prog-

ress, zoologically considered, all visions of angels to the contrary

notwithstanding.

In fact it is difficult to foresee any structural change of plan

that would be an improvement under our present environment.

While, therefore, we may anticipate an increase in the average

perfection of parts, and consequently a more harmonious develop-

ment of man's present plan of structure, we cannot rationally look

for any radical change in the plan itself. Hence we may conclude,

upon purely theoretical grounds, as well as zoological experience,

that under present conditions man is, in his plan of structure, the

highest type of animal that can be produced; and while this may
seem to coincide with the philosophy of the fatalist, '• whatever is,

is right','' it is nevertheless true.

Improvement in organic balance or correlation of organs, there-

fore, is the chief direction of advance possible, and this improve-

ment may he favored by the avoidance of excessive specialism in

environment and occupation, by which certain organs are over-

developed, while others are dwarfed from disuse.

The ideal man is the perfectly balanced man, physically and
mentally ; neither an athlete, an intellectual giant, nor a zoological

monstrosity, but a being harmoniously developed in all parts.

It may be objected that such an organism would, like the " one-

hossshay" of Dr. Holmes, go to pieces all at once. But would
not this imply a useful capacity and activity up to a good old age,

of which we have striking examples in the lives of Audubon,
Jefferson, and Darwin, and be vastly preferable to a break at forty

from some one weak organ?
The maxim, ''A chain is only as strong as its weakest link,"

applies here as forcibly as it does in mechanics.

Dr. F. W. Langdon.
Cincinnati, O., Sfpt. 15.
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A History of Chemistry. By Ernst von Meyer. Translated by
George M Gowan. New York and London, Macmillan. 8".

$1.30.

There haTve not been many histories of chemistry written, the

best known being probably that of Kopp, which began to appear

nearly fifty years ago. The same is true of physics, the only one
that now occurs to us being that of Poggendorf, yet it has often

seemed that it would be well for the student to be informed of the

way by which the present state of science has been reached, yet it is

but rarely that such information is imparted in lectures or in the

class-room.

One reason for this may be in the worthlessness of what has

gone before, which is strongly brought ouc in our author's treat-

ment of alchemy. The benefits which accrued to chemistry

during the centuries which were occupied by alchemists in the

attempt to turn the baser metals into gold he estimates as very

slight. It was but seldom that a discovery of technical value, like

that of the making of porcelain, sprang from alcheraistic work.

On the other hand, positive harm was done by the tendency to

mysticism among many of the workers, which resulted frequently

in deliberate fraud.

As man seems really to care first for wealth and then for health,

— at least he will give up the latter in pursuit of the former,— so

after the attempt to gain riches through chemical knowledge had
proved futile, attention was turned by investigators— and these

of a higher class of intelligence than the earlier alchemists— to a
development of the knowledge of drugs and their action on the

human system, and to this period a chapter is devoted.

One phenomenon which was evidently chemical in its nature
— combustion — had always interested chemists, and gave rise to

the phlogiston theorj', which held sway from soon after the death

of Boyle till the discovery of oxygen in 1774. This theoretical

view of combustion had a great influence on the progress in the

accumulation of chemical truths, and it may be that here again

some would urge that little attention need now be paid to these

antiquated doctrines. But it may be well for the wisest of the

physicists and chemists of the present day to occasionally have it

pointed out to them how essentially false doctrines can maintain

themselves for considerable periods when once they have received

the endorsement of men wise in their day and generation.

Chemistry, as we know it, came into full possession of its facul-

ties with the beginning of the use of the balance and the discovery

of oxygen. The systematization of the facts as they were discov-

ered was based, first, on the atomic theory of Dalton, and later

on the doctrine of valency as developed during the past thirty

years. All this development of the science is described historically

in the early chapters of the book before us.

The closing chapter is devoted to a special history of the various

bi'anches of chemistry, from Lavoisier to the present day. In this

chapter are treated the history of analytical chemistry, and of pure

chemistry, inorganic and organic, which naturally leads to a con-

sideration of thermo-chemistry or of physical chemistry in general.

Technical chemistry is not neglected, nor are physiological and
agricultural, which offer as difficult problems as any in the whole

science. A section of interest is devoted to the methods of chemi-
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cal instruction, which are attracting much attention in Great

Britain and Germany.
We believe Meyer's " History of Chemistry," standing as it does

alone, should be much used hy teachers and students.

A Manual of the Steam Engine. Part I. : Structure and Theory.

By Robert H. Thurston. New York, Wiley. 8°. |7..50.

It has been a commouslur at the thermo-organio theory of heat-

engines that it has led to little of the improvement in their con-

struction. It is well known that the thermo-dynamics of the

steam-engine was not understood, or at least generally recognized,

till the best part of a century had passed after the first introduc-

tion of the engine as a practical motive power. But even then

the theory applied only to an ideal engine —an engine consisting

of a few diagramatic lines called a "hot body," a "cold body,"

etc., and known as the Carnot engine. That this theoretical ex-

planation of the working of the heat engine is of the greatest

interest, and has certainly aided materially in clearing engineers'

ideas as to the possibilities of the heat-engine, cannot be denied

;

but there are so many differences between the Carnot engine and

the steam-engine of practice that the improvement of the latter

has been forced to depend on the "rule of thumb" for guidance.

Professor Thurston, in this book, makes an attempt to carry the

theory forward a step and put it in such shape as to be applicable

to the real engine. He does not maintain that this can as yet be

done with perfect satisfaction, but only that sufficient knowledge

of the various wastes of heat has been obtained to justify this

treatise. The subject is still obscure, but it is believed that the

provisional theory and purposed processes of computation will aid

the engineer materially in his endeavor to anticipate the perfor-

mance of any new engine, the design of which may be hand.

Cotterill's "The Steam-Engine considered as a Heat-Engine"
was perhaps an earlier attempt in the same direction, and with
the progress of experimental work at the numerous technical in-

stitutions the world over, modifications in Thurston's treatment

must bo called for.

Tbis first part covers the structure and theory of the steam-en-

gine ; the second part will be devoted to the design, construction,

and operation.
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A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Furness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archteological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

Archeeological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, wUl take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archeeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, Sf2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha" be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

N. D. O. HODG-ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : Hoiv to get tliem. It there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
book Agency, 47 Latayette Place, New York.
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fessional aiiiJ amateur; " The Principles of Perspective as Applied

to Model-Drawing and Sketching from Nature,"' with 33 plates

and other illustrations, by George Trobridge. head master gov-

ernment school of art. Belfast, second edition, revised and en-

larged.

— Messrs. Whittaker & Co. announce the following books: In

Whittaker's Library of Popular Science— "Light," hy Sir H.

Trueman Wood, secretary of the Society of Arts, 86 illustrations,

containing chapters on the nature of light, reflection, refraction,

color, and the spectrum, lenses, optical instruments, etc.; "The
Plant World: its Past, Present, and Future," by George Massee,

with numerous illustrations. In Whittaker's .Specialist's Series—
Professor Oliver Lodge's work upon " Lightning Conductors and

Lightning Guards;" "The Alkali Maker's Handbook," by Pro-

fessor Dr. George Lunge and Dr. F. Hurter, a new, revised, and

enlarged edition; "Electric Light Cables and the Distribution of

Electricity," by Stuart A. Russell; "The Artificial Production of

Cold," by H. G. Harris; " The Dynamo," by C. C. Hawkins and

J. Wallis; "The Drainage of Habitable Buildings," by W. Lee
Beardmore, member of the council and honorary secretary of the

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society; a fourth revised and en-

larged edition of " The Working and Management of an English

Railway," by G. Findlay, general manager of the London and
North- Western Railway; " The Working and Management of an
Atlantic Liner; with a Retrospect of the Trade," by A. J. Magin-
nis, recently assistant superintendent of the White Star Line. In

Whittaker's Library of Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Indus-

tries— "A First Book of Electricity and Magnetism," by W.
Perren Maycock; " The Practical Telephone Hand-book and Guide
to Telephonic Exchange," by J. Poole, Whitworth scholar, 1875,

late chief electrician to the Lancashire and Cheshire Telephone

Exchange Co. , with 337 illustrations ; " The Optics of Photography
and Photographic Lenses," by J. Traill Taylor, editor of the Brit-

ish Journal of Photography; "The Art and Craft of Cabinet-

making," by D. Denning, with upwards of 200 illustrations.

ATonic

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephbaim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says:

"I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circu-Tistaiaces

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system .

"

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R, I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure tl»e word " Hors-
ford's" Is on ttae label. All otiiei-s are
spurious. Never sold III bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND
VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.

For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. B- C. H0I>GE:S, 4T Lafayette PI., N. V.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mart Hinman Abel. 12mo, 188 pp. Clotti,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaugrhan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 63 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 6 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By Ueorge M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
"Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four e.^says (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

: THE CHEAPEST AND BEST \

' ^(^MRKPMCE,NEW YORK-

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
) azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of" Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of

Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From JPrinclpals ofInstitutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality,"
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
"The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
" A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modern Language Notes.

^^'^ The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stndy in tUe Native Religions of the

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. gl.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., an Morris Jastrovt, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York,

DO YOU INTEND TO BUILD?

J
.-^ss;::—^vT'^ >i-j/*'-

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBliE I.01V-C0ST
HOUSES," now_ arranged in three volumes. In tliem you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, new desl^rns for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Spcciflcations,
which enable you to build n^lthont delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one ean understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between JoOO and SISOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
S3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to 89000. Price, by mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COIjOMAI/ HOIISES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modern
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.
"PICXUKESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST .\!VD SHORE":—This shows

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantiCj
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1 .00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Tear.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
"Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:ps^2^ch::e]_
A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

S2.00 per year, .$5.00 per volume of three

years. Volmne VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at §5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

JS^Eir BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

ERICAH RACE:

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

RODGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FELIiOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
13^. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen.^'—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding.'"

—

Boston Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."

—

The Dial.

THE
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is one of unusual interest and value.''—
Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani^^l G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the suh^ect.'^''—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans "

—

Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOB.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
''We strongly recommend Dr. Erinton''s 'Races

and Peoples'' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which, it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoi-y manual of ethnol-
ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The Neiv York Times.
"Dr. Brinton investshis scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Penples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia. Times.

Price, postpaid, $1,75,

THE

BEADY SOON.

LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D.. Ph.D.

8", about 400 pp., §3.50.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp.,' $1.50.

headt soon.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey w. Hameleton, M.D.
V2°. 40c.
*'The Inestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were m.ore
such works."—Editorial, Boi^ton Jjaily Advertiser.

'• The monograph is Interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—P/(ormaceu/ica/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE ** FAD/'
By Afpleton Morgan, Esq. 1'^°. 20 ceiats.

"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting
address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "—iVeif York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COX. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.'''— Cftrisiian Union.
"Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—-Sf. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."

—

Open Court.
" It is of extreme interest,"—ilferficaZ Age.
" Worthy of a careful parusaK'^—Indiana Medica

Journal.
"An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science News.

*'A11 Interested In biological questions will find
the book taaciuallng."—Phar7naceufical Era.

"• The author displays a very comprehensive grasp
of his subject."—P«6?^c Opinio7i.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mouud-buUders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contribution to the question, * Who

were the mound-builders ? ' ^-—Neio York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."~N. Y. Sun.
"An interesting p&pev.^'—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Sos-

ton Transcript.
'• A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on'']ornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders In the tornado States. '"-^os/on
Herald.
" 'The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -PhiiadeU
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JiSTROW. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interestlDg facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely, known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.
"A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."—T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."-SroofcZ^H, Eagle.
"Practical and senailtlQ.^'—Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Joxirnal.
" Practical and simply yiriUQn.'^SpringfieJd Re-

publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. 0. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Vol. XVIII. No. 453. NEW" YORK, October 9, 1891.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.

$3.50 Per Year, in Advance.

The

Remington
has set the copy for writing

machines for 15 years.

It is to-day the

Standard
and expects in the future,

as it has in the past,

to lead all others

in adding improvements
to what will always be
the true model of a

Typewriter.
Wyckoff, Seamans (S^ Benedict,

327 Broadway, Ntrvv York.

BOOKS: HOTF to Sell tbeni. Send a list

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

LYONS SILKS.
POMPADOURS

BLACK AND COLORED GROUNDS.

Wtiite & Colored Brocades.
METAl. EFFECTS.

White Satins, Brocades, and Failles

For "Wedding' Dress.

PLAIN AND FANCY YELODTINES.

Embroidered Crepe de CMne

and fflousseline de Sole, Crepon and Gaze

FOR EVENING '{FEAR.

jDtoaDwaii ckj) \^w> <5t.

WEW YORK.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company
to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of. a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place. New York.

N^m Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-
tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path
upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning strike has

yet been cited against the princip'^*-^ +he

Dispeller. So far as known, the i* *»>,

of a conductor has invariably protecteu ' /^
the conditions employed. - '

Correspondence solicited.
•'*.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa,

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
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CALENDAR OF SOCIETIES.

Appalachian Mountain Club, Boston.

Oct. 7. —Gardner M. Jones, The Moose-
head Camp; Charles H. Ames. The Organ
Mountains, N M. ; Charles E. Faj, Mount
Passacouaway.

Wants.

A ny person seeking- a position /or luhich ke is quali-

fiedby his scientific attaimnen^s, or any person seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it thai

ofa teacher ofscience^ chemist, draughtsinan, or ivkat

not, may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-

able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific question^ the address oj
any scientific jnati, or who can in any zuay use this col-

umn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the

Paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED.- By a young man (27), B. A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in

natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-
vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars
as to work, salary, etc. F. W. MAR, L. Box 23, West
Haven, Cona.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physios or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. P., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New Vork.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-
ogy. Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Bos 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

WANTED—A position at a University as Lecturer
on Physical Geography or kindred subjects, by

a graduate from abroad. First-class references. For
particulars address P. A. V., care Science.

JANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

W1

Escchanges.

[Freeof charge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For Sale or Exchange for boots a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-

ance (2O0g to i-iomg ), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in

part or whole. Also complete file of Silliman'^s Journal,
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1S54-1883;

U. S. Coast Survey. 1854-1869. Full particulars to en-

quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

I have five vols, of "Olhausen's Biblical Commentary
on the New Testament " that I would like to sell or

exchange for works on geology of North America.
These volumes are as good as new, except the slight

fading of the black cloth covers. D, T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N. J.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( 5 and ? ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting ; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection of works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany—mostly on Fungi; thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette, eight vols. Grevillea^

four vols. Notarisea; stereopiicon outfit, with attach-

ment for microscopic projection ; 148 stereoptlcon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American
aniforeign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Palason-

tology. and series q{ Am. Jour, ofScience Tind other peri-

odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Palseon-

tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Colorado Springs, Colo.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-

scope outfit, Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-

sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,

Mass.

To be published in October.

THE LABRADOR COAST,

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EAELY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO. ON ITS PHY
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-

' CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmen and oroithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,

which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is iodebted to Dr.

Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide
to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,

47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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By LESTER F. -WARD.

Annual address of the President of the Biological
Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are tbe several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, ;Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School." Ap-
plication to the Human Race In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in line* with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
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Course of Mineralogy for Yonng People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished.
Collection and book, " First Grade," one dollar;

postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to

GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,
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Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150
titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

'•About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."—C/iicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of tbe delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy ' man of
affairs ^ It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
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"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will
turn to the pages of this useful little guide, tbe labor
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universal sale."—.Sfon. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.
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BURIAL CUSTOMS OF THE HURONS.'

The region to which I desire to carry my audience is one

full of historic interest, made doubly so from the fact that

Parkman has so frequently referred to this part of North

America in his valuable writings, and also from the fact that

the early Jesuits first commenced their missionary labors in

this district No matter how one may view or in what light

one may regard the work which the Jesuits had undertaken

in Christianizing the aborigines, we cannot but adnnire their

great zeal, endurance, and indomitable courage; and stu-

dents in quest of knowledare concerning the traits of the In-

dians are deeply indebted to these missionaries for their keen

observations and copious notes, which gave us such an in-

sight into the aboriginal manners and customs. The Huron
Indians inhabited what is now known as the County of Sim-

coe, in the Province of Ontario, Canada, situated between

two large bodies of water: on the north lies the Georgian

Bay, with its 80,000 islands, and on the south the clear crys-

tal waters of Lake Simcoe. The locality was in every way
an ideal one for an aboriginal site. The country was well

wooded, game was plentiful, large and small lakes abounded,

which not only gave a plentiful supply of pure water, but

were also full of fish, while small streams flowed in various

directions. With such favorable surroundings it is not sur-

prising that the Hurons bad remained in the same locality

for centuries, and had it not beeu for their implacable foes,

the Iroquois, they might possibly be there yet. But in 1649

their dreaded enemy descended upon them and slaughtered

Indian and Jesuit alike, and the few who escaped sought

refuge in the islands of Georgian Bay, from whence shortly

afterwards they removed to Lorette, near Quebec, where the

remnants of that once great tribe can be now found and are

known by the name of Wyandots. The County of Simcoe

has proved a most prolific field for the archaeologist to work

in, and for fifteen years I have devoted much time to the

examination of earthworks and to the collecting of relics. I

have secured some four thousand objects in stone, shell,

bone, pottery, and copper. Many of the specimens deserve

to be ranked amongst the finest of the so-called Neolithic

period. As reports of the various forts and earthworks

which I have surveyed have appeared frequently in public

print, I shajl not now refer to them; I desire simply to make
a few remarks on the burial customs of the Hurons.

Their places of sepulture are of three kinds, — the ossua-

ries (or depositories of human bones), single graves, and

mounds. The ossuaries contain the remains of from a few

to several thousand bodies, and it is principally in these that

specimens are found. I might say that I opened one of

these large pits in South Orillia township and dug through

human bones nearly ten feet deep. In order to account for

the interment in such large numbers in one spot, it is neces-

sary to explain the custom which resulted in such a practice.

1 Notes of a paper read before the American Association for the Advancr-
ment of Science, at Washington, by Charles A. Hirschfelder, U. S. Vice Consul,

Toronto, Canada.

The "Feast of the Dead" was one of the Indians' most

solemn and religious rites; when an Indian died, it was the

custom from time to time to erect a rough stage, place

the body on top, and every eight or ten years collect

the remains so placed, scrape the flesh from the recent dead,

and bury them in one large hole. The functionaries on

whom the duty of scraping devolved were denominated

"bone-pickers." As the bodies were cast in promiscuously,

it is very difficult to find perfect crania among the bones so

deposited. From thirty of these ossuaries I have only suc-

ceeded in securing about forty perfect ones. One skull was

particularly interesting from the fact that it had been broken

through in three separate places, and yet the Indian had

lived for years, apparently, as the wounds were completely

healed. When one has seen an ossuary it is easy to recog-

nize them whenever one may find them, owing to the circular

depression of the surface, which is traceable to the decay of

the bones. One singular circumstance in connection with

these ossuaries is worthy of mention, and it is that they

either contain many relics or are entirely devoid of them.

With regard to the single graves, of which I have opened

some 350, I do not suppose there were more than fifty which

contained anything but human bones. In certain cases the

bodies were in a sitting posture, but usually they were not

placed in any particular position. The sepulchral mounds

in the United States are usually very large, but the Huron

mounds are only three to four feet high and about sixty feet

in circumference, and of no regular shape. These contain

from six to twelve bodies, placed some two feet apart; differ-

ences in the shape of the crania are observable in many of

these sepuchral places. This might be accounted for by the

practice of attaching prisoners of war to the several tribes,

and also by that of occasionally uniting the remains of a

shattered tribe with a tribe that had conquered. There is

certainly a difference in crania which have been found in

the same locality, so that if we were to find the brachyceph-

alic and the dolichocephalic types under the same mound we

should in this way be able to account for such an occurrence.

Besides, intermarriage among members of the same clan was

forbidden by some tribes, so that if a member of the Turtle

Clan aspired to the paternity of a Romulus or Remus it be-

hooved him to seek the affections of a lady from some other

clan than his own. In a pamphlet sent me by its author,

Mr. Luciea Carr of the Peabody Museum, Boston, Mr. Carr

gives the mean measurement of sixty-seven crania taken

from stone graves in Tennessee: he found five dolichoceph-

alic, eighteen orthocephalic, twenty-nine brachycephalic, and
fifteen much flattened. Mr. Carr observes that the measure-

ment of the above mentioned crania (exclusively of the flat-

tened heads) indicates that they belong to the two extremes

of classification. The measurements of Mr. Carr correspond

with my own experience, for I have observed a considerable

diversity in the crania of the ossuaries, mounds, and single

graves. The dolichocephalic type is characteristic of the

eastern tribes. Crania which have undergone compression

when young have a conformation which is as manifest in-

ternally as it is by the exterior. It is by many believed that

the burial of articles with the dead was a religious act, but
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my own observations do not lead me to think that it was
necessarily so. We know that the Indians lived strictly up
to their belief, and if it had been an act of religion to thus

bury articles, I maintain that in each and every grave some
articles would be found. But, as I have pointed out, the

single graves do not, in many cases, contain anything; and
where the large ossuaries have been carefully examined, some
of them have not contained a pipe or bead, while a single

ossuary in close proximity might contain a thousand articles.

Now, my theory is this, if one of these " feasts of the dead "

should occur during a propitious season, many articles could

be spared, but if a famine stared the Indians in the face,

which frequently happened, they would be too poor to spare

articles, and it appears to me that the act of burial was not

one of religion but an act of respect.

The valuable paper by Mr. Wilson on jade articles, and
the theory advanced by Professor Putnam that possibly the

jade for making these objects came from China, is one worthy
of close investigation, but must at present be referred to with

much caution. That the aborigines traded over a vast ex-

tent of country is evidenced by the fact that we find southern

shells, pyrula perversa and other such species, in our most
northern graves, while in the South copper implements are

found which show by their laminated structure that they

are of aboriginal workmanship, and the material is identified

as coming from Lake Superior from the large amount of

silver it contains.

SPONGE TEA.de op THE BAHAMAS.

A RECENT report by United States Consul McLain of Nassau

'contains much inieresting information about the sponge trade of

the Bahama Islands. The vessels used in the sjionge trade in those

islands are small craft, varying in size from five to twenty-five

•tons burden, and are either schooner or sloop rigged. They are

all built in local shipyards, and their construction and repairs con-

stitute an important business in itself. The frames are generally

!made of Madeira wood, a hard, tough wood of native growth, the

planking and other material being of yellow pine imported from

the Southern States. Each vessel carries two or three small open

row or scull boats, with a crew of from eight to twelve men.

These vessels have an average life of from sixteen to twenty years,

undergoing, of course, occasional repairs. It is thought that there

;are from four hundred and fifty to five hundred of these vessels.

The number of persons engaged in the business of gathering

sponges in the Bahamas, handling them, and preparing them in

various stages for market, is from five to six thousand, all of

whom, except the shipowners, brokers, and shippers, are colored

people. Hands employed in clipping, washing, packing, and pre-

paring finally for shipment abroad, get from fifty to seventy five

cents per day of ten hours. The amount earned by the men who

go fishing for sponges cannot be given, as their pay depends en-

tirely on the number of sponges obtained. The owner of the ves-

sel fits her out at his own expense, and the profits of the voyage

are divided up in shares among the owner, the master, and the

men. They are never hired by the month, nor do they ever get

specified wages. The most that can be said is that the men make

a tolerable living, and the sponge fisherman who earns over three

hundred dollars a year is the exception. The owners of the ves-

sels, as a rule, have their own shops, from which the vessels are

fitted out, and on supplies thus furnished the owner makes a profit

in addition to others The shipowners, generally speaking, find

considerable profit in the business, whfist the fishermen, if not able

to lay up any money from the pursuit, are yet enabled to rely upon

it for a moderate living.

The method of gathering sponges is by means of iron hooks

attached to long poles. By using a water-glass the fisherman can

readily discover the sponges at the bottom, and then with his pole

and hook he wUl bring up those he may select as fit for his pur-

pose, leaving the smaller ones untouched. Some sponges adhere

firmly to the bed of the sea, while others are not attached at all,

these latter being known as "rollers." About ten years ago an
attempt was made to introduce dredges; but it was found that
their use was likely to ruin the beds, because in passing over the
bottom they dislodged and brought up not only the good sponges,

but the young and unsalable ones as well, killing the spawn and
working great mischief. The ordinary fishermen also made an
outcry, declaring that the use of dredges interfered with their

rights. An act was passed by the legislature forbidding the use

of dredges, and only the pole and hook are now used.

When the sponge-field is reached the vessel anchors, and the

men, putting off in the small open boats, do the fishing in the man-
ner above indicated, returning to the vessel before nightfall with
theu- catch. The sponges, when brought to the vessel, are at once
spread upon the deck, and are left exposed to the sun for several

days, during which time the animal matter that covers the sponge
gradually dies. This is a black, gelatinous substance of a very

low order of marine life, which during the process of decay emits

a most objectionable odor. The vessels visit what is called the
" kraal " once a week to land the load from the deck. The kraal

is an inclosed pen, fenced in by sticks of wood so as to allow a
free circulation of water through it, usually built in a sheltered

and shallow bay or cove, on one of the cays near by. The sponges

are placed iii the kraal and left to be soaked and washed by the

action of the water from four to six days, when they are taken

out and beaten with sticks until the decayed covering is entirely

removed. Having been subjected to this course of exposure, soak-

ing, beating, and washing, the sponges are quite clean, and are

taken on board the vessel, packed away in the hold, conveyed to

Nassau, and in this condition are sold in the local market.

The a\erage catch per trip cannot be stated, as the cargoes vary

greatly in size and value. Of the larger sponges a catch of five

thousand, or of the smaller ones seven thousand five hundred,

would be considei-ed a fair lot. Occasionally a cargo of from
twelve to fifteen thousand large sponges has been brought in, but

this success is exceptional. The vessels are provisioned and fitted

out, as a rule, for a voyage of about six weeks, and generally from
seven to eight voyages are made per annum.
There cannot be said to be any season for sponge-gathering, as

it goes on all through the year. A number of vessels are often

laid up, however, during August and September, the men being

timid and afraid of hurricanes during that period. Of course the

quieter the weather and smoother the sea, the better the chances

are for making a good catch, as nearly all the work is done in

small open boats from ten to twelve feet in length. Much also

depends upon the energy and the industry of the crew, and there

is luck in finding a locality where the sponges are valuable and
abundant.

As to the length of time required for sponges to grow to good

marketable size little definite can be said; none of the fishermen

are able to tell, though many volunteer opinions that differ widely.

It is a matter to be determined by future scientific investigation,

but it is believed it will be found that a healthy sponge will reach

a marketable size in from twelve to eighteen months under ordi-

nary conditions of growth. No attempts have been made, worthy

of mention, to cultivate the sponge in these waters.

The sponges are prepared for export in the following manner.

After Vieing bought in the local market they are carted to the

shipping yard of the purchaser, where they are cut and trimmed

into proper shapes and sizes ; they are then washed and thoroughly

dried, being generally spread in the sun for that purpose upon

canvas or old sails; next they are assorted according to varieties

and grades, and then packed by means of hand presses into bales

weighing from twenty to a hundred and fifty pounds. Sometimes

the sponges are bleached by being passed through a solution of

white lime and water, so weak as not to injure the fibre of the

sponge. The consul does not know of any process resorted to

for coloring the sponges, and few, indeed, are even bleached at

present.

When offered for sale in the local market, the sponges are either

piled up loose or made into strands or beads of from two to ten

sponges each. The best sponges are usually made into strings of

from eight to ten sponges each, the price averaging about sixty
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cents per string. Others are generally sold in lots not strung.

The buyer, howe^'er, is not guided in his purchase by the number
of sponges on a string, but by what a certain lot will weigh, and

the weight is never given, but the buyer uiust estimate it. Hence
practical experience is needed in the purchasing of the sponges.

Sponges are offered for sale on five days of the week at the

sponge exchange. Tbey are landed from the vessels, and each

cargo is piled up by itself. The weight is entirely unknown. The

buyers examine the lots, and each man hands in a private tender,

in writing, for the lot, and it is awarded, on opening the tenders, to

the highest bidder. A successful buyer must be able to judge

correctly by his eye and experience just how many pounds of

good sponges he will be able to get out of a given lot when it has

been carefully worked up. Nearly all the sponges are bought by

resident agents, who buy for New York, London, and Paris houses,

shipping the goods to their principals. A few merchants handle

sponges on their own account.

Along the southern coast of Florida the sponge business is in a

flourishing condition, and has been for years, with its headquarters

at Key West, and hundreds of the people of that vicinity are en-

gaged all the time in gathering, curing, and shipping sponges.

Many natives of the Bahamas visit Florida from time to time and
find employment in the sponge business; though all the crews

necessary to introduce the business on the Gulf coast of Florida,

men well versed in the industry, can be obtained easily at Key
West, without the least necessity of importing labor into the State

from the Bahamas. It is said that the sponges growing along the

Florida coast are much superior to the sponges of the Bahamas.

THE KHEVSURS OF THE CAUCASUS.

Monsieur V. Dingelstedt has published some notes on this

singular people in Le Globe (tome xxx. No. 2), an abstract of which

appears in the Scottish Geographical Magazine for September.

The name is derived from the Georgian word Khevi, signifying a

mountain gorge, and is unknown among the people to whom it is

applied. They call themselves after the different localities they

inhabit not by any collective name. Their country is situated to

the east of the Pass of the Cross, on both slopes of the central

chain of the Caucasus, to the west and north-west of the mountain

Borbalo, and has an area of about 570 square miles. Its mean
altitude is over 6,500 feet, and it contains peaks rising above the

limit of eternal snow, which, in the central part of the Caucasus,

is at an elevation of 10,600 feet. About seven thousand persons

inhabit this wild region, in a bleak climate, where the cultivable

soil is of small extent and the vegetation poor.

In the summer the Khevsurs feed cattle and sheep on the rich

grass which springs up on the mountain slopes, but in the winter

forage is difficult to obtain, and the animals and their owners

often succumb to famine. The Khevsurs. in contrast to the other

mountaineers of the Caucasus, are plain in appearance, of rather

short stature, and with large hands and feet, though they are

muscular and agile. A great variety is observable in the color of

their e\es and hair, their s-tature, and even in the form of their

skulls, and this diversity may be ascribed to a mixture of race.

Their original ancestors were probably Georgians, who, some time

before the twelfth century, took refuge in the mountains. These

were probably joined by men of other races, who, for various

reasons were obliged to fly from their native lands, or were at-

tracted by the life of brigandage which the Khevsurs led up to

recent times. Their Georgian ancestors had reached a fairly high

standard of civilization, but in their savage solitudes the Khevsurs

have relapsed into semi-barbarism, and have now a fierce and de-

fiant expression. They wear coats of mail, brassarts, and helmets,

like cavaliers of the Middle Ages. They live in communities con-

sisting of one or several villages, under the nominal authority of

a chief called a Khevisberi. These villages are grouped around

some spot supposed to be sacred to a saint, and this religious bond
has taken the place of the old tribal unity.

The Chevsurs have a vague belief in one God, but they never

address him in prayer, and their rites consist in sacrifices and in-

vocations to various saints. Christian and pagan, among which

Saint George is held in high repute. Most of the work falls on

the women, while the men spend their time in idleness. Marriages
are concluded either with Christian or pagan rites. The wife
brings with her a dowry of cattle and a trousseau. The offspring

of the cattle belong to the house of the husband, but the original

herd is the private property of the wife, and any loss must be
made good by the husband. The wife has no share in the prop-

erty of her husband at his decease. It is divided among his male
heirs, and, in default of these, goes to the community. So, too,

the wife's property is divided among her sons, her trousseau only

being left to her daughters.

Monogamy is the rule, but custom permits a man to repudiate

his wife when she grows old, or if she bears no children, and to

take another, provided that he gives an indemnity of five or six

cows to the parents of the former. In other cases divorce is easily

effected, but is seldom resorted to. The dead are buried in vast

caves. They are dressed in coats of mail, and sometimes musical

instruments are placed in their hands. Festivals are held in their

honor five times, or, in the case of poor families, twice a year,

when there is a lavish display of hospitality, and quarrels fre-

quently take place.

NOTES AND NEWS.

In the last paragraph on page 192 of Science for Oct. 2, "An
initial velocity of seven miles a second," should read, "An initial

velocity of six miles a second."

— Amos E. Woodward, late assistant geologist on the Geologi-

cal Siu'vey of Missouri, died of pneumonia at Castle, Mont., in

the last week of September. During his connection with the

Missouri survey, Mr. Woodward's special subject was the mineral

waters of the State, though he also conducted much other work
in the laboratory. He was a painstaking, ambitious, and most
industrious worker, and was held in high esteem by those who
knew him.

— The flesh-colored, hydrated manganese sulphide which is

obtained by the addition of ammonium sulphide to a solution of

manganize chloride, on standing, or more rapidly on boiling with

water, changes color to green. This green sulphide when washed

and dried yields a powder of the same color, which is also unstable,

being oxidized by mere exposure to air. It is, however, accord-

ing to P. de Clermont and H. Guiot {Mining and Engineering

Journ.), rendered permanent by removing its water of hydration,

which is effected by heating it moderately in a current of hydro-

gen sulphide, carbon dioxide, or ammonia. Thus prepared it is

suitable for application in paper staining, etc. •

— Dr. L. Webster Fox is of opinion, says Nature, that savage

races possess the perception of color to a greater degree than do
civilized races. In a lecture lately delivered before the Frank-

lin Institute, Philadelphia, he stated that he had just concluded

an examination of 250 Indian children, of whom 100 were boys.

Had he selected 100 white boys from various parts of the United

States, he would have found at least five of them colorblind

:

among the Indian boys he did not discover a single case of color-

blindness. Some years ago he examined 250 Indian boys, and

found two color-blind, a very low percentage when compared

with the whites. Among the Indian girls he did not find any.

Considering that only two females in every 1,000 among whites

are color-blind, he does not think it surprising that he did not find

any examples among the Indian girls.

— Some time ago the Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria organ-

ized an excursion to the Kent group of islands, the object being to

collect specimens, and to determine whether the group is most
nearly related with Victoria, to which it is closest geographically,

or with Tasmania. At the annual conversazi07ie of the club, held

recently, as we learn fi-om Nature, Mr. C. A. Topp, the retiring

president, referred to the results of the expedition. The bulk of

the fauna and flora were found to be common to Victoria and
Tasmania, but there were six or seven varieties of birds peculiar

to Tasmania to two peculiar to Victoria. The conclusion was that

the islands had been separated from Tasmania after that island

was disjoined from the mainland. Among the plants, several
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forms were found varying somewhat from the typical forms of

the same species on the mainland ; while it was interesting to find

that the arboreal ?hort-eared opossum had changed his habits so

far as to feed on the leaves of the eucaljpt, and to keep to the

ground.

— M. de Groot of the Dutch Colonial Government in the East

Indies has made an interesting communication to the Geographi-

cal Society of Amsterdam on the subject of Chinese emigration,

which is brietiy quoted in the Proceedings of the Royal Geographi-

cal Society for September. According to the writer, the causes

of this emigration are not to be found in the excess of population,

but simply in the poverty of the soil of the provinces whence these

emigrants come. It is the bare, mountainous valleys of the eastern

part of China which furnish the emigrants to the English, Span-

ish, and Dutch colonies; to California, Australia, and especially to

Indo China and Cochin-China. The prevailing formation of the

ground in their native regions is granitic; the soil yields hardly

anything, and the rainfall is slight. Potatoes and vegetables of

very bad quality are the only food that can be extracted from the

earth. In some favored spots a little rice, but of a poor descrip-

tion, can be grown. Another cause of the emigration is disafforest-

ation. Wood is very scarce, and consequently very dear. Vege-
tation being almost entirely plucked up, the formation of a new
layer of humus is absolutely impossible. The population of these

regions is therefore compelled to seek subsistence in other coun-

tries. The writer is of opinion that as soon as China sets herself

in earnest to construct a network of railways and to carry out

other great works, the stream of emigration, which is causing so

much anxiety in many parts of the world, will be stopped, as the

people will find in the interior of their own country the work and
means of livelihood which they now seek for elsewhere.

— The Illinois experiment station is located at Champaign, on
a black prairie soil, upon which fertilizers, except barn-yard ma-
nure, have failed to produce any increase in wheat. The follow-

ing experiments, made on soils of a different character, are re-

ported by Professor Morrow in a recent bulletin of the station

:

For three years past experiments with commercial fertilizers on
wheat have been tried at points farther south than the station

grounds. For 1890-91 the trials were made on the farms of W. W.
Bowler, Flora; A. M. Woodward & Co., Odin; Chas. Stephani,

ISTashville; and Fred. Helms, Wilderman, near Belleville. These

are all not far from latitude 38° 30', and, except the last-named,

on the level light-colored soils characteristic of that region. Mr.
Helms's soil is darker colored and naturally very fertile. Mr. Bow-
ler's land had been in grass from 1883 to 1888. In 1889 it pro-

duced about ^orty bushels of corn per acre. In 1890 it was sown
to oats, but the crop failed. The land at Odin had been thrown
out of cultivation until 1889, when it produced a fair crop of corn.

In 1890 it was sown to oats, which failed to produce a crop. The
land at Nashville had been in cultivation about forty years — in

corn in 1883 and 1884, oats in 1885, wheat in 1886, oats in 1887.

wheat in 1888 and 1889, and in oats in 1890 Mr. Helms's land

had been cultivated by him twenty-two years without manure.
It was in wheat on clover sod in 1889-90, and yielded about thirty

bushels per acre. In each case, except at Flora, nine plats two by
twenty rods, containing one-fourth of an acre each, were used.

To plat 1 in each case fiv^e wagon-loads of barnyard manure were
applied, and 100 pounds of glue-factory superphosphate to plats 3,

4, 6, 7, and 9. The barnyard manure and superphosphate were
applied befoi-e sowing. In each case the land had the treatment
usual in the region in preparing for wheat. The wheat was sown
with a drill about Sept. ao, 1890. The winter was favorable for

the crop. When visited at the last of April, as well as at harvest
time, the effect of the barnyard manure in stimulating growth
was very apparent; that of the superphosphate, less so. The wheat
was carefully harvested and threshed from the shock, except at

Flora, where Mr. Bo'wler was compelled to put it in stack and
thresh Aug. 30. Mr. Helms estimates that his crop was damaged
one- fifth or more by plant lice. The wheat at Nashville was
measured; at the other places, weighed. It was all of good
quality. The average results are given as follows: At Flora, 30 loads
manure, 35.47 bushels wheat per acre; 400 pounds superphosphate.

17.83 bushels wheat; unfertilized, 19.71 bushels wheat. Odin, 20

loads manure, 25.47 bushels wheat; 400 pounds superphosphate,

1985 bushels wheat; unfertilized, 19.64 bushels. Nashville, 30

loads manure, 38.00 bushels; 400 pounds superphosphate, 16.00

bushels; unfertilizerl, 10.00 bushels. Belleville, 20 loads manure,
40.70 bushels; 400 pounds superpho.sphate, 39.85 bushels; unfer-

tilized, 36.65 bushels.

— While the International Marine Congress was in session in

Washington in 1889, the question was raised as to the proper

power of the running lights used by vessels of the merchant ma-
rine. No agreement could be reached, as the Congress was with-

out accurate knowledge as to the intensity of the lights proposed.

It has been decided that the side-lights of a vessel under way,
which should be red on one side and green on the other, ought to

be sufficiently powerful to be seen two miles, while the white top

lights should be seen five miles. The Light-House Board was for-

mally requested to ascertain the needed intensity of the proposed

lights by actual experiment. The board therefore appointed a

committee of five, consisting of two light- house inspectors, who
are respectively a captain and a commander in the United States

navy, two light-house engineers, who are respectively a major and
a captain of the Corps of Engineers in the United States army,
with a member of the Light-House Board as its chairman. The
committee did its work by making actuil tests at night, running a

steamer at Gardiner's Bay, Long Island Sound, over a measured
course, and sighting from various known distances, white, red,

and green lights, the actual intensity of which had been deter-

mined by photometric measurement. This committee of specialists

was attended by a stafi' of experts to put and keep the apparatus in

thorough order. Two nights, each of a different character as to

clearness, were spent in making these experiments, and two tabular

statements showing actual and accurate results have been prepared.

The result is that all the tests have been averaged, the personal

equation of the observers has been eliminated, and a full report of

the results attained has been made. From this it appears, stated

in brief, that to be practically seen in fairly clear weather for five

miles, a white light must have an intensity of thirty candle power,

and that red and green lights to be seen two miles must each have
a power of forty candles.

— A recent report by the United States consul at Martinique

gives some details concerning the hurricane at that island on Au-
gust 18. He states that early on that morning the sky presented

a very leaden appearance, decidedly threatening, with occasional

gusts of variable winds, mostly from the east-north east. The
temperature was very oppressive during the entire day. The ba-

rometer varied only slightly, but was a little higher than usual

until afternoon, when it commenced to fall, at first gi'adually and
then very rapidly. The storm struck the east side of the island

at about 6 p.m., rushing through the ravines with terrible force,

and destroying every thing in its path. On the elevated plains

the ruin was most coinplete. One very peculiar feature of the

hurricane was the deafness experienced by every one during the

storm, possibly the result of the reduced barometric pressure.

During the cyclone the wind veered from east-north-east to south-

south east, the latter being most destructive. During the storm

there were incessant fiashes of sheet lightning, unaccompanied by

thunder, and immediately after the storm there were two distinct

shocks of earthquake, at intervals of about five seconds. Early

in September the consul visited Trinite, and all the way the

destruction was most complete, the trees and vegetation looking

as though there had been a forest fire, although without the

charred appearance. The thermometer ranged from 90° to 100°

F. during the storm. There was a deluge of rain, one account

stating that over four inches fell in a few hours that evening..

Nine-tenths of the buildings throughout the island were unroofed.

The loss of life was small in St. Pierre, but large in the interior

towns. The total loss of life, so far as reliable information can

be obtained, was seven hundred, and the loss of property was

enormous. All the fruit, the main reliance of the laboring class,

was destroyed, and prices of provisions have advanced three hun-

dred per cent. Every vessel was wrecked or badly damaged,

fifty sail in all. A clipping from a Martinique newspaper states
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that the barometer fell 37.95 inches at Fort de France. At St.

Pierre the wind blew a hurricane frooi the north-east, from 7 to

8.15 P.M., when the rain suddenly stopped and it fell calm, the

sky becoming clear. This marked the passage of the centre. At

8.-30 the hurricane recommenced from the south-west, and blew

with great fury until 9.30, the barometer rising and the wind

shifting to the south-east. At 10.30 there were still strong squalls

from the south-east, but the storm was practically over.

—Professor Frank H. Eigelow, at one time professor of mathe-

matics and astronomy at Racine College, has been appointed a

professor in the United States Weather Bureau.

— The Salisbury expedition to the Galapagos Islands, headed

by Dr. Baur of Clark University, has returned to Worcester,

Mass. It brings a large collection of scientific specimens.

— Dr. Alfred S. Holies, superintendent of the Pennsylvania

Bureau of Statistics at Harrisburg, and editor of the Bankers'

Magazine, has been elected lecturer in mercantile law and bank-

ing in the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. John I. Reese has

resigned the chair of medical jurisprudence and toxicology in the

same university. In .the Wharton School of Finance, Mr. L. K.

Stein of Johns Hopkins University has been elected assistant, Dr.

Sydney Sherwood, a Princeton graduate, becomes instructor in

finance, and Dr. Frederick W. Moore of Yale, instructor in soci-

ology.

— An instrument for optical comparison of transparent liquids,

named a •' liquoscope," has been recently devised by M. Sonden of

Stockholm (Nature, Sept, 17). Two hollow prisms holding the

liquids are separated by a partition at right angles to the refracting

angle. The whole is placed in a vessel filled with glycerine, and
which allows of vision in a horizontal direction through plane

glass plates. The deflection of the light rays through the prisms is

thus compensated. So long as the two liquids have the same
optical action, one sees a distinct mark (say a black paper strip on

a window) as a straight connected line; but its halves are rela-

tively displaced if the liquids have different refractive powers. The
amount of displacement gives a measure of the difference, the posi-

tive or negative nature of which also appears from the direction

of displacement. The author recommends his apparatus for chemi-

cal purposes, especially comparison and testing of fats and oils,

analysis of glycerine, etc., and detection of margarine in butter,

margarine greatly lowering the index of refraction.

— In a paper published in the current number of tbu Journal

of the Anthropological Society, Mr. J. J. Lister refers to the great

development of the arms and chests of the natives of Fakaofu

(Bowditch Island, Union Group). According to Nature, he thinks

it may be due to the fact that they are obliged to go about so

much in canoes. Sir Joseph Lister, who took part in the discus-

sion which followed the reading of this paper, remarked that he

would not have expected the frequently repeated action of pad-

dling to produce lengthening of the arms, although he could un-

derstand its resulting in increased size of chest. He pointed out

that the natives of Tonga were also accustomed to use canoes, and
hence it was not clear that the phenomenon could be traced to the

cause assigned. Mr. Lister replied that, although the Tongans use

canoes, canoe work is not so essential a part of their lives as it is

in the case of the natives of Fakaofu. The natives of the island

of Tongatabu have many avocations quite apart from the sea, for

thty live on an island twenty two miles long, and many villages

are situated some distance from the water. The natives of

Fakaofu, on the other hand, live crowded together on a small islet

situated on a ling of reefs, and to meet almost every need of their

lives they must do more or less paddling.

— Herr Fleitmanu's experiments in soldering iron with nickel

have yielded some important results with regard to the volatility

and atomic penetration of the former metal, says Iron. The ad-

hesion of the two metals was so intense that it became impossible

to separate them by mechanical action, and chemical analysis

proved a perfect assimilation, although the soldering had been

effected at a temperature of from 500° to 600° below the fusing

point. Other tests established the volatility of iron when heated

to cherry redness. Two plates of iron and nickel, superposed,

were submitted to the same degree of heat; the iron passed into

the nickel to a not^ible extent without soldering or adhesion of

the surfaces resulting. On the whole surface of the sheet of

nickel an alloy with the iron was formed, which, in the case of

one-millimetre sheets, penetrated to five one-hundredths of their

thickness, and contained on the average twenty-four per cent of

that metal, the proportion being naturally stronger on the sur-

face. An important fact is that the passage of the iron to the

nickel is not reciprocal. While the combination disclosed itself

on the surface of the nickel plate by the argentiferous lustre of an

alloy of iron with fifty per cent of nickel, the iron plate remained

intact, and preserved the sombre ai^pearance which it had re-

ceived from the scaling.

— In 1857 Wilhelm Struve, founder of the Pulkova Observatory,

entered into negotiations with Prussia, Belgium, and England,

with a view to the measurement of an arc of parallel of latitude

stretching across the four countries. The Governments named
consented, in 1863, to communicate the results of their measure-

ments to Otto, son and successor of Wilhelm Struve, in order that

he might co-ordinate them with the Russian triangulatiou. The
measurement of the arc is not yet completed, but some particulars

concerning the work have been published in a recent issue of the

Scottish Qeographical Magazine. The parallel chosen is that of

52" north latitude, and the angular extension of the arc is 59° 30'.

The portion which lies within the bounds of Russia in Europe

measures rather more than 1,682 miles in length, and gives the

average length of a degree of longitude as about 42.68 miles. The
geodetic measurements proved beyond a doubt that the length of

a degree is not always the same, that, in fact, the parallel of 53°

is not a circle, but is composed of elliptical arcs. Bases of 4 to 9

versts have been measured with such care as to reduce the limit of

error to the hundredth part of a millimetre, yet the lengths of a

degree of longitude in diEFerent parts of the parallel show differ-

ences ranging up to 410 feet. It is expected that the measurement

will be continued across Siberia to the Pacific.

— Nature states that Herr Hufner has lately pointed out some

of the biological bearings of the fact (observed in experiment along

with Herr Albrecht) that long hght-waves are much more strongly

absorbed by water than short ones. If the lower marine animals

had, like man, the liveliest light-perception with yellow rays, and

a certain intensity of light were nece.ssary to them, they must live

at a less depth than if their visual organs were most strongly

affected by short-waved rays. Thus, e.g., if they needed as much
yellow light as that of the full moon, they could not live deeper

than 177 metres (say, 590 feet). Yet they are found at all depths

where food, oxygen, and a suitable temperature exist. On the

other hand, the existence of plants having chlorophyll depends on

light, and we might expect that the distribution of non-parasitic

plants would be very limited, which is the case, no plant-organisms

being found under 300 fathoms. Green plants assimilate best in

yellow light; and supposing plants to assimilate in moonlight they

would find their limit at the above depth (177 metres). But while

yellow is here weakened to 0.0000016 of its brightness, indigo blue

has still 0.007829 of its original strength, and the assimilation with

blue rays will be 6B0 times as strong as with yellow. Different

colored marine plants react differently according to the color of

light, and they have accordingly different distribution in depth.

— The American Press Company of Baltimore announces a

work entitled "The Builders of a Great Country." It will be a

book of representative Americans. The proposed work will con-

tain biographies and portraits of those who are recognized as the

representative Americans of the age in church and state, politics

and commerce, science and manufactures, literature and art,

press and progress.

— An important work on the science and practice of medicine

is announced by the Librairie G. Masson, Paris, under the editor-

ship of Doctors Charcot, Bouchard, and Brissaud. " Le Traite

de Medecine" will form six volumes, to be published within a

maximum period of two years. The first volume, just ready, in-

cludes general infectious pathology, diseases of nutrition, diseases

common to man and animals, and infectious diseases. The sec-

ond volume will treat of fevers, cutaneous affections, diseases of

the blood, and intoxication.
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MOLECULAR MOTION IN HYDRODYNAMICS.

Professor JosiAH P. Cooke's "New Chemistry" has done

much to dissipate the mystery which hung around the sub-

ject of molecules in my mind before this light was turned

on. The physicist, says Professor Cooke, "may prefer to

define molecules as those small particles of bodies which are

not subdivided when the state of aggregation is changed by

heat, and which move as units under the influence of this

agent. To the chemist, on the other hand, the molecules

determine those differences which distinguish substances.

. . . Hence the chemist's definition of a molecure: 'The

smallest particles of a substance in which the qualities inhere,

or the smallest particles of a substance which can exist by

themselves,' for both definitions are essentially the same"
("New Chemistry," pp. 99, 100). When we try to contem-

plate the magnitude of these small particles, the mind be-

comes bewildered by the immensity of the minuteness, in the

same way that it is bewildered by the immensity of the ex-

pansion when it tries to penetrate the uttermost depths of

the celestial spaces. But every child who sees the stars at

night peers into these depths, and every one who hears the

whistle or the rumble of a steam-engine is listening to

the sound of work done by the movement of these minute

particles

In the long series of experiments which enabled Mr. Wil-

liam Crookes to develop the radiometer and Crookes's tubes,

he became very familiar with these small bodies: not quite

enough so to handle them as a boy does his marbles, or a

sportsman his shot; but he furnished abundant proof, if any

further proof was required, that the molecules are separate

bodies of matter, each with the capacity for its own proper

motion and of doing its own proper work. It is true that he

did not prove that one molecule by itself could be made to

do work like a rifle ball, because he failed to separate one

from all others; but he leaves no doubt that when moving
together, like shot from a smooth-bore gun, each molecule

has its own proper motion and does its own proper work.

Applying this determination to the phenomena of hydro-

mechanics, the explanation it affords is astonishing for its

simplicity. This application is entirely legitimate; for while

Mr. Crookes's operations were on matter in gaseous form, it

is now well known that all matter can be changed from one
form to another, and the change of the substance which is

the subject of hydromechanics from the solid form of ice to

the liquid form of water and the gaseous form of vapor, are

amongst the most obvious of all phenomena. Moreover, the

very fact that water flows, demonstrates its separation into

particles each capable of independent motion of its own.

When grain passes along a conduit in an elevator, or when
seed or shot are poured from one bag or vessel into another,

there is a flow, each particle having a certain motion of its

own; one moves faster and another slower, as it happens to

be more or less subjected to the impelling force. If the par-

ticles did not change position in respect to each other, the

phenomena would be sliding, not flowing. The essential

difference between sliding and flowing is that in the one

case, the particles, large or small, constituting the moving
body, do not necessarily change position in respect to eac'n

other, while in the other this change of relative position of

the particles really constitutes the movement of the mass.

This is beautifully illustrated by pouring corn into a hopper

or bin. When the bag or vessel containing the corn is

tilted the grains on top begin to move toward the lower side,

and presently begin to pour over, and are followed by the

others, each one moTing in obedience to its own gravitation

and the pressure, if any, from grains above it, and its move-

ment is determined by the resistance it encounters from other

grains and the sides of the containing vessel. When the

operation is completed no two grains probably occupy the

same position in respect to each other, in the hopper or bin,

that they did in the vessel from which they were poured.

It is said that no two grains are precisely alike in every par-

ticular, and it is certainly probable that when a mass of

grain flows from one vessel into another, no two of them

have identically the same motion both in direction and

velocity. The gravitational pull on each is the same, but the

variation in pressure and resistance to which they are re-

spectively subjected is practically infinite.

This phenomenon of flow is impossible except in a mass

composed of particles free to move in respect to each other,

and, therefore, the flowing of water is itself sufficient evi-

dence that the water is composed of particles free to move in

respect to each other, and that this motion of particles actually

occurs whenever water or any other liquid flows. The de-

composition of water has demonstrated that the particles

composing it are molecules, as defined by Professor Cooke;

that is to say, the particles constituting the water itself are

the smallest in which the qualities of the substance inhere,

and not aggregations of these smallest particles. When a

molecule of water is subdivided, as it may be, there is no

water left; the water is destroyed, and the matter assumes

the form of oxygen and hydrogen, which in certain combina-

tion form the molecule of water. (Decomposition, ex m
termini, imports a separation of particles; thus when ice is

decomposed into water, the particles separate, and there is a

further separation of particles when water is decomposed

into vapor; therefore when further decomposition destroys

the substance itself, it is obvious that the subslance must

have been subdivided by precedent decomposition into the

smallest particles in which its qualities inhere.) It is obvious,

therefore, that a vessel full of water is filled with an aggre-

gation of molecules, in the same sense precisely that a bushel

measure full of corn is filled with an aggregation of grains.

It is not necessary for us to determine whether the mole-

cules of water are held apart and kept separate by iutermo-
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lecular vibration, as supposed io the kinetic theory: nor

whether the atoms constituting the molecules "are in a state

of vibration or rotation motion, in shoi-t, comparable to the

bodies of the solar system," as suggested by Mr. William

Crookes in a recent article in The Forum. These interest-

ing qualities, supposed to be possessed by molecules, or by

atoms constituting the molecules, but not by particles com-

posed of an aggregation of molecules, are in no wise incon-

sistent with the obvious fact that molecules possess some of

the qualities of other particles of matter: they are subject to

the force of gravitation ; that is, they have weight, and

weight is simply the evidence and measure of the earth's

gravitational attraction. Considering, then, that a body of

water consists of molecules in the same sense that a body

of corn consists of grains, it is manifest that the molecules

below the surface must sustain the pressure caused by the

weight of the superincumbent molecules above, and that this

pressure must increase with the depth, because the quantity

of superincumbent molecules increases in the same ratio.

An increase of pressure not essentially different occurs when-

ever particles of any kind are superimposed, as in a grain

elevator or a brick wall. It is therefore obvious that noth-

ing but the weight of the superincumbent molecules is neces-

sary to account for hydrostatic pressure; and the molecules

being free to move in respect to each other, all the phenomena
of hydrostatic pressure must follow, under the general law of

the conservation of energy, and its resultant, that motion is

always in the direction of least resistance.

But it is not necessary to consider in detail the phenomena
of hydrostatic pressure, for they are the secondary and not

the immediate results of molecular motion, that is, of the

motion of the Lr.olecules constituting the water. This motion

is the change of position of molecules which constitute the

mass or body of water, in respect to each other, and is con-

tra-distinguished from molar motion, which is the change of

position of the mass in respect to other masses, or of part

of a mass in respect to other parts of the same mass. Molec-

ular motion may occur from convection without molar mo-

tion, as when heat below the boiling point is applied to the

bottom of a vessel containing water; the heated molecules

rise to the suiface, and the colder molecules at the surface

sink towards the bottom, the body or mass of the water re-

maining stationary. £o there may be molar motion without

molecular motion, as when a vessel full of water is moved
from one place to another without agitating the water. But
in the phenomena of flowing or pouring, both of these mo-

tions uecessarilj' occur: there is a change of the position of

the molecules if the subject be water, or of the particles if

the subject be grain, seed, shot, etc., in respect to each other,

and there is alsa a change of position of the mass in respect

to other things, and of parts of the mass in respect to other

parts of the same mass. When corn is poured from one

vessel into another, we can see the grains change position in

respect to each other, and if this did not occur we would
know at once that the grain was sliding, not pouring or

flowing. We cannot see, even with the most powerful

glasses, the molecules of water: one grain of corn equals

in bulk many billions of them; but the results of the phenom-
ena of flowing and pouring water leave no more doubt that

the molecules do change position in respect to each other,

than if we saw the motion of each one separately. Indeed,

if the lower part of the water in a vessel be colored with

sediment or other matter, and the water ba poured into an-

other vessel, we have visible evidence of the change of posi-

tion of the molecules in respect to each other by the trans-

fusion of the colored particles throughout the mass in the

second vessel.

Flowing and pouring are terms used to express different

phases of the same phenomenon. What actually occurs in

every case of flowing or pouring is the transference of a

fluid or semi-fluid—that is, of a mass composed of small par-

ticles—from one place or vessel to another by the action of

gravitation or some other force acting directly on the mass
itself, and not merely on the vessel containing the mass.

We know by observation when this phenomenon occurs in a

quasi- fluid, consisting of grains or particles large enough to

be observed, that each grain or particle has a motion of its

own, and is subject to the mechanical laws applicable to all

moving bodies; and assuming the same to be true in respect

to the invisible molecules constituting a fluid proper, we find

an esplanation of the phenomena of hydraulics, absolutely

simple and perfectly satisfactory.

For example we will take the diminution in the diameter

of a jet projected from an orifice in a plain surface; and to

illustrate the phenomenon we will borrow the following ex-

planation and diagrams from the last edition of the "Ency-

clopedia Britannica": "When a jet issues from an aperture

in a vessel, it may either spring clear from the inner edge of

the orifice as at a or 6 [Fig. 20], or it may adhere to the sides

of the orifice as at c. The former condition will be found

if tlie orifice is beveled outwards as at a, so as to be sharp-

edged, and it will occur generally for a prismatic aperture

like &, provided the thickness of the vessel round the aper-

ture is less than the diameter of the jet. But if the thickness

is greater the condition shown at c will occur. When the

discharge takes place as at a or 6, the section of the jet is

smaller than the section of the orifice. This is due to the

formation of the jet from filaments converging to the orifice

in all directions inside the vessel. The inertia of the fila-
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ments opposes sudden change of direction of motion at the

edge of the oriflce, and the convergence continues for a dis-

tance of about half the diameter of the orifice beyond it. . . .

When the orifice is a sharp-edged orifice in a plain sur-

face, . . . the section of the jet is very nearly five eights of

the orifice. . . . Hence the actual discharge when contrac-

tion occurs is . . . 0.62." " The CO efficient of contraction

is directly determined by measuring the dimensions of the

jet. For this purpose fixed screws of fine pitch [Fig. 21] are

convenient. These are set to touch the jet, and the distance

between them can be measured at leisure." Without stop-

ping to inquire what reason there may be, either in theory

or from observation, for the assumption that the molecules,

or particles of water, form themselves into filaments, and
that the jet is formed from tliese filaments, it is obvious that

the assumption is not necessary to account for the phenome-
non, and that the diminution of the jet is the necessary result

of well-known mechanical laws operating on each molecule

separately.

Each molecule put in motion by the outflow of the jet

moves from its position in the vessel towards the orifice: the

motion is constantly accelerated until it reaches the orifice,

and its velocity is determined by the pressure to which the

molecule is subjected and the resistance it encounters. The
molecules on the same horizontal plane as the orifice, and

Fig. 21 (modified;.

x)n lines which lead through it, move on these lines directly

outwards through the oriflce; but the molecules above and
below and on each side of the orifice move towards it at an
angle to the direction of the outflow, and a part of the kinet-

ic energy of the molecules moving directing in the line of

outflow is necessarily consumed in changing the direction

of the molecules from above, below, and from the sides, which
are moving at an angle to this direction. In other words,

it is the ordinary simple problem of moving bodies coming
into contact at an angle to their lines of motion, and the

direction of motion and kinetic energy are the resultant of

the forces operating at the impact.

This can be illustrated by reproducing Fig. 21, omitting

the set-screws, and substituting for the filaments a few mole-
cules with lines showing the direction of their motion. The
molecules a, 6, and c move on the lines ax, bx, and ex,

while the molecules d, e, /, move on the lines dx, ex, and
fx, and the molecules g, h, i, move on the lines gx, hx, and
ix, and so with all the others. The amount of kinetic energy
consumed in changing the direction of the molecules moving
to the orifice at an angle to the direction of the outflow, de-

termines the diminution of area of the jet as compared with
the area of the orifice, and determines also the co-efiicient of

-discharge.

When the point of maximum contraction is reached, the

molecules, under another well-known law of mechanics, re-

bound from each other, and at about the distance from the

oriflce to the point of maximum contraction, the area of

the jet is enlarged so that it equals the area of the orifice,

and farther on becomes much larger. The amount of con-

traction of the jet is necessarily variable, depending as it does

on the direction of the molecules when they reach the orifice.

If the vessel is narrow, or if, in Fig. 21, an obstruction be

placed in the vessel in front of the orifice, so as to diminish

the relative number of molecules which can move on the

lines ax, hx, and ex, as compared with those which move at

an angle to the line of outflow, the area of the jet and co-

etfieient of discharge will be measurably diminished.

If the orifice is bell-mouthed, or otherwise so constructed

that the kinetic energy required to change the direction of all

the molecules is exerted before any of them reach the orifice,

then there is no contraction of the jet. and the co-efficient of

discharge rises from about 0.62 to about 0.96 under the sarne

conditions in other respects.

But it is in determining the depth at which the maximum
velocity is found in a fiowing stream that the molecular mo-
tion becomes of the greatest importance. We again have

recourse to the "Encyclopedia Britannica" for a description

of the phenomenon, and the existing theories in respect to

it: ' In the next place, all the best observations show that

the maximum velocity is to be found, not at the free sur-

face of the stream, but some distance below it. In the ex-

periments on the Mississippi the vertical velocity curve in

calm weather was found to agree fairly well with a parabola,

the greatest velocity being at three-tenths of the depth of the

stream from the surface. With a wind blowing down-

stream the surface velocity is increased and the axis of the

parabola approaches the surface. On the contrary, with the

wind blowing up-stream the surface velocity is diminished,

and the axis of the parabola is lowered, sometimes to half

the depth of the stream. The American observers drew from
their observations the conclusion that there was an energetic

retarding action at the surface of a stream like that due to

the bottom and sides. If there were such a retarding action,

the position of the filament of maximum velocity below the

surface would be explained. It is not difficult to understand

that a wind acting on surface ripples should accelerate or

retard the surface motion of the stream, and the Mississippi

results may be accepted, so far as showing that the surface

velocity of a stream is variable when the mean velocity is

constant. Hence, observations on surface velocity by floats

and otherwise should only be made in very calm weather.

But it is very difficult to suppose that in still air there is a

resistance at the free surface of the stream at all analogous

to that at the sides and bottom. Further, in very careful

experiments, Boileau found the maximum velocity, though
raised a little above its velocity fcr calm weather, still at

considerable distance below the surface velocity, even when
the wind was blowing down-stream with a velocity greater

than that of the stream, and when the action of the air must
have been an accelerating and not a retarding action. Pro-

fessor James Thomson has given a much more probable ex-

planation of the diminution of the velocity at and near the

free surface. He points out that portions of water, with a
diminished velocity by retardation from the sides or bottom,

are thrown off in eddying masses and mingle with the rest

of the stream. These eddying masses modify the velocity in

all parts of the stream, but have their greatest influence at

the free surface. Reaching the free surface, they spread

out and remain there, mingling with the water at that level.
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and diminishing the velocity which would otherwise be

found there."

Then follow the determinations of Boileau and of Bazin,

from which it may be inferred " that the ratio at which the

maximum velocity is found to the whole depth ranges from

zero to 0.2, except in some artificial channels, where it

reached 0.35. The Mississippi experiments give different re-

sults, and Bazin inclines to believe that the method of ex-

'perimenting was untrustworthy. The ratio is greatest in

artificial channels with smooth bottoms, and least in natural

streams with rough bottoms.

It is difficult to understand what force could cause the

portions of water retarded by the sides or bottom to spread

themselves with constant uniformity over the unimpeded

current flowing below the surface in mid-stream, and espe-

cially how the portions retarded by the bottom could rise

up through or pass around the more rapid portions above

them. But the phenomenon becomes very simple if we
suppose that each molecule of the water has its own proper

motion, governed by well-known mechanical laws. The

impetus to the motion is determined by the pressure, and the

actual motion is necessarily the resultant of the difference

between the pressure and the resistance. If there were no

resistance to the flow of the stream, there would be constant

acceleration of motion from top to bottom, just as there is

in jets from the side of a vessel, the flow from each being

determined by the pressure above it. But in a flowing

stream there is great resistance from the sides and bottom,

the resistance from the bottom necessarily increasing with

the pressure, and this resistance which the molecules receive

from the bottom is transmitted, just as pressure is from above,

to the molecules adjacent to them. At the depth where the

impetus to motion by the pressure from above comes into

equipoise with the resistance to motion from below, there

ought to be, as there is in fact, the greatest velocity of flow.

The resistance from the bottom r&mains practically constant

at any given place in the stream. Wind blowing up stream

increases the pressure by holding back the surface mole-

cules; hence this increase of pressure, the resistance remain-

ing constant, causes the level of maximum velocity to de-

scend. On the other hand, when the wind blows down-

stream there is a diminution of pressure, because the surface

molecules are pushed forwards in the direction of their

movement; hence this diminution of pressure, the resistance

still remaining constant, causes the level of maximum ve-

locity to ascend. When the flow is through a round pipe

entirely filled with water, and under such pressure that the

influence of gravity on the stream itself may be disregarded,

it is obvious that the maximum velocity is through the cen-

tre of the pipe; the pressure is uniform in all parts of a

cross section of the pipe, and the resistance from friction

against the pipe is likewise uniform in all directions from

the centre.

It is not necessary to seek further evidence of molecular

motion in other phenomena of hydraulics. The evidence is

manifest in all the phenomena that I have examined; and
the inotion is not only consistent with the facts, but the hy-

pothesis of its existence clears up many things which with-

out it are obscure. The explanation which it furnishes of

the phenomena of wave motion is especially interesting, but

the subject is too large for consideration in this paper.

It seems to me, therefore, that, without further illustra-

tion, we may assume as determined that, in all flowing, the

particles or molecules constituting the body in which the

phenomenon occurs, whether visible or invisible, have each

its own proper motion, determined by the forces and resis-

tances to which it is subjected, and that the molar motion is

made up of the aggregation of these molecular or particle-

motions, — and in this consists the specific difference be-

tween flowing and sliding.

This determination is evidently of theoretical importance

in hydromechanics and in pneumatics, for the law must ap-

ply to the flowing of gas as well as to the flow of liquids,

and it may lead to other determinations of great practical

value in one or both of these sciences. But since Mr.

Crookes has put the molecules of residual gas, in the bulb

of the radiometer and in his tubes, to doing mechanical

work, the basis has been laid for the development of the

Science of molecular mechanics, and it is in this new field

that this determination has its greatest importance.

The eyes of scientists are being directed to what we might

call the small end of nature, and we are discovering that

microbes, bacilli, bacteria, etc., are of more importance to

mankind than the cedars of Lebanon, or the beasts which

roamed beneath them, or the birds which sought shelter in

their branches. So in this new science of molecular me-

chanics, the way to which has been opened up to us by Mr.

Crookes's researches, we have the promise of additions to

scientific knowledge more important even than the magnifi-

cent results which followed the application of mechanical

laws to the movements of the celestial bodies.

Daniel S. Troy.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

#** Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer^s name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.

On request in advance, on"- hundred copies of the number containing his

communication unit be furnished free to any correspondent.

The editor will be glad to publish any queries consonant with the character

of the journal.
Rain-Making.

In the issue of Science of Aug. 28 there appears a communica-
tion from Professor H. A. Hazen attacking the artificial rain

theory, to some points in which I ask the privilege of making re-

ply-

Professor Hazen commences by saying that " ever since the time

of Plutarch the idea has been prevalent that great battles are in-

variably followed by I'ain." Now, I would ask where Professor

Hazen gets his authority for this broad and sweeping statement?

In what writings, following those of Plutarch, does he find any
reference to the matter up to the time of Benvenuto Cellini, who
is said to have written that a discharge of artillery affected mete-

orological conditions? Plutarch lived in the first century of the

Chi-istian era, Cellini lived in the sixteenth century. Here is a

great gap of about fifteen hundred years, and if there is any evi-

dence that the idea prevailed, during that time, that battles caused

rain, I challenge my critic to produce it.

A great many writers besides Professor Hazen have brought

forward the statement of Plutarch relative to rains followmg bat-

tle.-i as an argument against the concussion theory of rain-produc-

tion, and some appear to think the argument quite unanswerable.

It is, however, very easily disposed of, for the notion referred to

by Plutarch was an entirely different matter from that which, so

far as we know, did not come into notice anl'il fifteen hundred

years later. It was wholly different, in that it did not relate to

rains immediately following battles. The only place in which

Plutarch mentions the subject is in his life of Marius, in speaking

of the defeat of the Ambrones by the Romans. The rains which

be says followed that battle did not occur until the winter follow-

ing. And in mentioning the subject in a general way in connec-

tion with this one specific instance, the whole tenor of what he

says conveys the idea that the rains he referred to did not occur

until a considerable time after the battles, nor imtil the bodies of

the slain had pulritied. To give what he says other meaning is to

make his attempted explanation of the cause of the rains whoUy
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inapplicable. How absurd, then, to claim that the ancients had

the same notion in regard to rains following battles as that which

prevails at the present day. We mii;ht well question, indeed,

whether there was any such idea prevailing among the ancients

as that to which Plutarch alludes, as a single and unsupported

statement by one writer alone is not very conclusive evidence: but

admitting that he may have spoken advisedly or. the subject, it is

plain that it was not a "common thought" with that of the

modei-ns, and all reasoning against the concussion theory based on

it must fall to the ground.

The second point in Professor Hazen's article to which I wish

to refer is the wholly unwarranted assumption that all, or nearly

all, the battles of our late war which I have not shown in " War
and the Weather" to have been followed by rain were not so fol-

lowed. On a par with this is the violence he does to history in

assuming that the 3,200 battles which he says were fought during

that war were, on an average, as severe as the 158 mentioned in

my book. The greater part of the 2,043 which he says I do not

mention could have been nothing more than skirmishes. The

most remarkable thing about Professor Hazen's article is that

although he has read my book he pays no attention to any of the

explanations or arguments I make. I explain the difficulty, from

want of records, of getting reliable information in regard to the

weather following the land battles that were fought, and he coolly

proceeds to count all those not proved to have been followed by

rain as belonging to the other side. I give a reason why we should

not expect skirmishes to produce rain, and he counts them all in

as if one such, not followed by rain, furnished as good evidence

against the theory as a great battle followed by heavy rain fur-

nishes for it. By this cheap method of figuring he makes out that

only seven per cent of the battles were followed by rain. What
weight has such an argument against the fact that all the great

historic battles of the war, so far as reliable information can be

obtained, were followed by heavy rains?

Professor Hazen argues that the influence of explosions could

not extend twenty-four hours, for the reason that the current sub-

jected to it "is borne along at the rate of 20, and, in the higher

strata, at 30, 40, 50, and more, miles per hour, so that the specific

influence from them will be carried at least 500 miles away in

twenty-four hours." Now the learned professor cannot be sure of

his ground here unless his knowledge of all atmospheric move-

ments and of processes in the formation of storm centres is infalli-

ble. It is generally understooi that our Weather Bureau claims

such infallibility, though Professor Hazen in another part of his

article seems to disclaim it, and though some of the unscientific

laity are inclined to believe that the whole orthodox theory of rain-

formation will yet have to be remodelled.

Professor Hazen does not think my explanation of the point unier

consideration worth}' of notice, as he does not refer to it. This

explanation is as follows. The storm centre may remain stationary

over the place where the firing takes place until the storm is fully

established, because it is caused by the mingling of two currents

of air flowing in nearly opposite directions. At the commence-
ment, the new action set up is confined to the upper stratum of

the lower current and the lower stratum of the upper current.

These, mingling together, set up a rotary motion, but as a whole,

the air partaking of this motion moves neither very far east nor

. very far west, being acted on by opposing forces, one tending to

carry it eastward and the other westward. When, however,

large enough volumes of air become involved in the motion to

produce rain, the storm will move eastward along with the warm
current. As this is not orthodox philosophy as held by the scien-

tists of the Weather Bureau, Professor Hazen will have none of it.

But perhaps he will remember cases in which storm centres have

lingered long in one place, and. if so, this fact alone furnishes a

sufficient argument in refutation of his own
There is only one other point in Professor Hazen's article that I

wish to notice, and that is this: he says, " One thing seems very

evident, that absolutely no rain can be obtained out of a dry at-

mosphere." This is an old argument the extreme tenuity of

which I have often shown. Professor Hazen well knows how I

have met it by showing that there are probably at all times suBi-

cient quantities of aqueous vapor flowing above us in air currents

to make rain. He cannot refute my argument on this, point, nor

I believe, show that there is anything unreasonable in it, therefore

he very wisely ignores it. My argument is based on (he absolutely

certain fact that as much water must come to us from the ocean

as runs into the ocean from our rivers, and on the further fact,

demonstrated by Professor M. F. Maury, that most of the vapor

that forms our rains comes to us from the Pacific Ocean. Coming
from the Pacific, it necessarily comes in air currents which flow

above the mountains and high above the arid regions of the West.

Meteorologists will come nearer a solution of the problem of rain-

production when they recognize the fact that it is not the moisture

in the lower air east of those mountains and arid districts chat

gives us our rains, but that it is the rains formed mainly by

the condensation of the vapor from the Pacific that cause the

moisture. Edwaed Powers.
Delavan, Wis , Sept. 26.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Schliemann's Excavations. By Dr. C. Schuchhaedt. Trans,

from the German by Eugenie Sellers. New York, Macmil-

lan. $4.

The object of this work is to give a succinct account of Dr.

Schliemann's discoveries, sufficient for most students of the sub-

ject, and presenting the net results in a single volume. The re-

ports heretofore made of the excavations, chiefly by Dr. Schlie-

mann himself, are contained in several different books published

at intervals, none of which contains a complete account of the

whole work, so that a good summary was much needed; and such

a summary Dr. Schuchhardt, with the approval of Schliemann

himself, has here given us. He has also taken account of the

discoveries that have been made by others, especially those of the

Greek Archaeological Society, while Drs. Schliemann and Dorpfeld

have given in an appendix reports of their excavations at Hissar-

lik last year; so that we get a complete account of all that has

been done. Mr. Waller Leaf contributes an introduction in which

he discusses certain points of interest, expressing in some cases

somewhat different views from those of Dr. Schuchhardt. Dr.

Schliemann's work was so enaphatically the result of his own per-

sonality, and his life was in itself so interesting, that Dr. Schuch-

hardt very properly begins his volume with a biogi'aphical sketch.

Schliemann was the son of a clergyman, and received excellent

schooling in early boyhood; but, owing to misfortunes in the

family, he was obliged to leave school and go to work to earn his

living. For several years his life was hard; but at last a firm in

Amsterdam detected his commercial abilities, and from that time

his advancement was rapid. The foundation of his large fortune

seems to have been laid in Russia during the Crimean war; but it

was not until several years later that he was able to retire from

business with a fortune sufficient to carry on the archaeological

researches which had been the dream of his life. The first sod

was turned at Hissarlik in 1870, and, as the excavations were con-

tinued with some interruptions until the great explorer's death

last year, they covered a period of twenty years.

Of the importance of the work thus done there can be no doubt;

it was, as Mr. Loaf remarks, nothing less than the creation of pre-

historic Greek archaeology. Before Schliemann's excavations be-

gan, most scholars doubted the story of the Trojan war, maintain-

ing that it was a poetic fiction and that the personages represented

in the "Iliad ' and "Odyssey" were mythical, and there was

great uncertainty as to the site of Troy itself. Dr. Schliemann

has now uncovered the site of Troy just where Greek tradition

uniformly placed it; and, as the ruins show that the city was de-

stroyed by fire, its reduction by siege is highly probable. Thus

far only the citadel has been excavated ; but the massiveness of

its walls prove that it must have been the nucleus of a large and
powerful city, though the utensils and ornaments that have been

found indicate a lower stage of civilization than that of the pre-

historic cities on the European side of the sea.

It is at these last-named cities, indeed, and especially at My-
cenee and Tiryns, that the most important discoveries have been

made. Tiryns, which stood nearest the sea, was first excavated,

and here Schliemann first had the assistance of Dr. W. Dorpfeld,
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who had previously been engaged nn the German excavations at

Olympia. The remains uncovered at Tirjns consist of a citadel

and palaces almost identical in plan with those of Troy ; and these

features are repeated with some variations at Mycenas. It was at

this latter place, however, which Homer has celebrated as the

capital of Agamemnon's empire, that the greatest variety of re-

mains vvere found, and Dr. Schuchhardt has devoted nearly half of

this book to a description of them. There are at Mycente two

different binds of burial places, the bee-hive tombs outside the

citadel (so called from the form of the principal vaulted chamber),

and the shaft graves within the citadel, which are simple pits sunk

in the ground and covered by a slab. The bee-hive tombs, which

belong to the later ages of the Mycenffian civilization, have long

since been rifled of their contents; but the sliaft graves were found

to contain remnants of corpses, together with a great variety of

utensils, oruament-i, and weapons which reveal a high order of

workmanship and artistic skill. The shield of Achilles and other

works of art spoken of in the •' Iliad "' have been regarded as ex-

travagant creations of the poet's fancy; but here at Mycense we
find objects of precisely tl.iat characier — goblets, diadems, and
even shoulder-straps of gold, artistic pottery of various kinds, and

sword blades and daggers inlaid with figures of men and animals

made of gold, silver, and other rich material. Similar objects

have been found in various parts of tie Grecian mainland, and

on the islands of the .^gean, so that the civilization they be-

token muse have been widespread; but where its centre was

and what particular race were ils representatives are questions

still unsettled. The period of its prevalence is still more un-

certain, but is vaguely assigned to the interval between 1500 and
lOOU B.C.

These questions, and others of equal importance, to which

Schliemann's-discoveries have given rise, have been discussed by

Dr. Schuchhardt in his concluding chapter, and by Mr. Leaf in his

introduction. We want to trace the connection of the Mycenaean
civilizalion with the nations of the east and with the later devel-

opments among the Greeks themselves, and also to find out the

relation between that civilization and the one presented in the

poems of Homer. The resemblances betu'een the life revealed to

us in the Mjcenasan remains and that depicted in the " Iliad " and
'' Odyssey " are numerous and obvious; but there are also discrep-

ancies which our present information does not allow us to account

for, and which seem to show that the poems date from a later age

than that of the Mycenaean prime. The most important of these

differences is in the mode of disposing of the bodies of the dead,

which at Mycense were buried, whereas in the "Iliad" and
" Odyssey " they are burnt on the funeral pyre. The figures por-

trayed on some of the ornaments and weapons at Mycense also

show a mode of dress quite different from that described by Ho-
mer; and it is evident that we must have further information

before the diiSculties thus presented can be cleai'ed up. Mean-
while, we cannot withhold our tribute of admiration and respect

for the man who lias taught us so much about the life and civili-

zation of those early ages.

Stones for Building and Decoration. By George P. Merrill.
New York, "Wiley. 8°. $5.

The author of this work is curator of geology in the United
States National Museum, and he has succeeded in treating the

subject in a way that will make the volume of especial interest to

architects and engineers without lessening its value to the student,

or, in fact, to any person interested, whether from an economic
or a purely scientific standpoint. Though the subject is presented

mainly from an American point of view, the volume includes de-

scriptions of all stones of importance found in the American mar-
ket, from whatever source they may come.
The first chapter gives a brief but very interesting history of

stone-working in the United States. The succeeding chapters of

. Part I. are devoted to the geographical distribution and the chem-
ical and physical properties of such stones as are used for general

constructive and decorative purposes.

A systematic description of the rocks, quarries, and quarry re-

gions is given in Part 11. Each variety of stone is taken up in

turn, its composition, origin, structure, and general adaptability

for any form of work discussed, and the resources of each State

and Territory described.

The diifeient methods of quarrying and working, the machines
and implements used in such processes, the weathering of build-

ing-stone, the selection of stone for building purposes, and the

methods employed for the ijrotection and preservation of stone

from the ravages of time, are treated of in Part III. Part IV. is

made up of appendices, including tables showing the qualities of

stone as indicated by their crushing strength, with ratio of ab-

sorption, and chemical composition; a table on the prices of stone

and the relative cost of dressing, and a list of some of the more
important stone buildings in the United States and the dates of

their erection. The volume concludes with a bibliography of

building-stone and a glossary of terms. It is Ulustrated with

eleven full page plates and several figures in the text.

Mr. Merrill has made excellent use of the opportunities afforded

him by his position in the National Museum to gain a thorough

knowledge of his subject, and has given us a most exhaustive

and comprehensive treatise on an interesting topic.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.
A NEW feature has just been introduced in the New England

Magazine. It is, " In a Corner at Dodsley's," a gossip about writers

and books, by Walter Blackburn Harte.

— Macmillan & Co. have been appointed special agents in the

United States for the books published in London by George Bell

& Sons, including the well-known collection of standard literature

issued under the name of " Bohn's Libraries."

— In St. Nicholas for October is a short letter from Meredith

Nugent explaining where grasshoppers and crickets tried to hide

their ears until Sir John Lubbock rummaged them out for us. It

would be a knowing boy indeed who would not be surprised to

find a grasshopper's ear on his fore leg.

— Among the contents of the Engineering Magazine for Octo-
ber are the following: "Progress in Aerial Navigation," by O.
Chanute; "One View of the Keely Motor," by T. C. Smith;
"Railroad Building on the Texas Frontier," by G. W. Rafter;

"Marble Quarrying in the United States," by E. R. Morse; " The
Conditions Causing a Tornado," by Professor H. A. Hazen; and
" The Future of Our Wagon Roads," by W. Claypoole.

— The October number of The Alienist and Neurologist
contains a paper on the subject of "Traumatic Neuroses and
Spinal Concussion," another on "The Insanity of Torquato
Tasso," an illustrated study of " Criminals and Their Cranial De-
velopment," " The Weight of the Brains of the Feeble-Minded,"
and "A Study of the Heredity of Inebriety." The respective

writers are Guiseppe SeppUh, W. W. Ireland, G. Frank Lydston,
A. W. Wilmarth, and T. L. Wright. Besides there are the usual

selections, editorials, hospital notes, reviews, etc.

— With the issue of the second number of the Journal of Com-
parative Neurology, the editor, C. L. Herrick, indicates the sphere
which it will attempt to occupy. The Journal offers to investiga-

tors an avenue for immediate publication with fuU illustration,

there being no restrictions as to size or frequency of the fascicules.

A feature is the list of current neurological literature, which it is

hoped may be made complete and accurate, and in connection

with this are given synopses of the more important papers. Criti-

cal estimates or reviews of such papers, however,°will usually be

offered only in connection with special resumes or digests of given
topics. While especially devoted to original investigation, each
volume will contain semi-popular, historical, and controversial

matter which may serve to adapt the results of the technical work
to the general reader. While it is inevitable that much of the

space will, for the present, be occupied with anatomical and mor-
phological matter, it is hoped to devote an increasing amount of

attention to physiological problems and to the accumulation of

data which may serve, in however indirect a way, as materials for

a comparative psychology. AH observers are invited to contribute

facts having any scientific bearing upon the nervous or psychical

activities of animals. It is the intention soon to inaugurate a
series of articles to constitute, when completed, a laboratory guide

to the study of the nervous system, to which the attention of
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teachers is especially invited, with the request that criticism and

suggestion be freely offered. Address all communications to 0. L.

Herrick, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

— Dr. Lansdell is engaged on a volume that will embody the

results of his last journey in the East. He travelled over 50,000

mOes, visiting Little Thibet and the less-known districts of Chi-

nese Central Asia.

— Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein & Co. will issue the following

books during the autumn season: "The Colours of Animals," by

Professor Beddard, with colored and other plates and woodcuts;

"Text-book of Embryology: Man and Mammals," by Dr. Oscar

Hertwig, professor of comparative anatomy in the University of

Berlin, translated and edited from the third German edition (with

the assistance of the author) by Dr. E. L. Mark, professor of

anatomy in Harvard University, with 389 illustrations and 2 col-

ored plates; "Text-book of Embryology: Invertebrates," by Drs.

Korscbelt and Heider of the University of Berlin, translated and

edited by Dr. E. L. Mark, with several hundred illustrations;

"Text-book of Animal Palaeontology," by Dr. Thomas Roberts,

designed as a supplement to Glaus and Sed wick's " Text-book of

Zoology," illustrated; " Text-book of Geology," adapted from the

work of Dr. Emanuel Kayser, professor in the University of Mar-

burg, by Philip Lake of St. John's College, Cambridge, with

illustrations; "Textbook of Zoology," by Dr. Claus of the Uni-

versity of Vienna, and Adam Sedgwick, F.R.S., Vol. U. " Mol-

lusea to Man," third edition; " The Geographical Distribution of

Disease in England and Wales," by Alfred Haviland, M.D., with

several colored maps; " Introductory Science Textbooks " — Ad-
ditions: Introductions to the study of " Physiography," by H. M.

Hutchinson; "Zoology," by B.Lindsay; " Amphioxus." by Dr.

B. Hatschek of the University of Vienna, and James Tuckey;
" Geology," by Dr. Edward Aveling ; " Physiological Psychology,"

by Dr. Th. Ziehen of the University of Jena, adapted by Dr. Otto
Beyer, with 21 figures. "Young Collector Series" — Additions:

"The Telescope," by J. W. Williams; "British Birds," by the

Rev. H. C. Macpherson ;
" Flowering Plants," by James Britten;

" Grasses," by W. Hutchinson; " Fishes," by the Rev. H. C. Mac-
pherson; "Mammalia," by the Rev. H. C. Macpherson.

— The New England Magazine for October has an article on
" The Public Libraries of Massachusetts," by Henry S. Nourse. '

— P. Blakiston, Son, & Co., Philadelphia, have brought out a.

second American edition of Richter's " Chemistry of the Carbon
Compounds, or Organic Chemistry." This new edition is based on

the sixth German edition. As is well known, Richter is the pro-

fessor of chemistry at the University of Breslau. The translation

is made by Edgar F. Smith, professor of ctemistry at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. Professor Smith is widely known as a trans-

lator and as the author of a number of chemical works. Richter's-

" Organic Chemistry " is one of the most comprehensive books on
the subject at present available in English. Not only is the theory

Publications received at Editor's Office,

Sept. 30-Oct. 6.

Oilman, N. P., and Jackson, E. P. Conduct as a
Fine Art. Boston and New York, Houghton,
Mifflin & Co. 830 p. 8°. ?1.50.

Gore, J. H. Geodesy (Riverside Science Series).

Boston and NewTorlc, Hougliton, Mifflin & Co.
218 p. IS". 81.25.

Ikving, W. Rip Van Winkle. (Riverside Literature
Series). Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 99 p.
12°. 15 cents.

Macdonald, M. Harmony of Ancient History, and
Chronology of the Egyptians and Jews. Phila-
delphia, Lippincott. 301 p. 8°. $2.

Sadtler, S. P. A Hand-Book of Industrial Organic
Chemistry. Philadelphia. Lippincott. 518 p.

PRACTICAL WORK
IN

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
By Fbedemck Wm. Streatfeild, with a

Prefatory Notice by Prof. E. Meldola.

156 pages, with 35 illustrations, $1.25.

E. & F. H. SPON, 12 Cortlandt St, N. Y.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.
137 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL , New York.

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?
You can find the answer in

SMITH'S " DICTIONARY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $2.80. Publish-
er's price, §3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,
47 liUfayette Place, New Tork

*' The Week, one of the ablest papers ou the con-

tinent."—Descriptive AmeHca.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal of Politics, Literature^ Science

and Art,

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. Si.oc for Four Months.

THE WEEK has entered on its EIGHTH year of
publication, greatly Improved In every respect,
rendering it more worthy the cordial support of
every one interested in the maintenance of a flrst-

class literary Journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever since its first

Issue will be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to Improve Its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a Journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to
Its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisher
will be to mafee THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary Journals in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore, Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London. Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament.
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weeltly,*' Is the largest paper of Its class on the
continent,

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY.

C. BLACKER ROBINSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEH'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN
will be given to IVew Suh§cribers to the
Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PDBLISHING COMPANY,
Iflinneapolis, jtlinn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

^'^'^-- PUBLISHERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Cratvfordsville, Ind.

Publications oftlie University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.-

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schelling, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. SI.00.

3. A Fragment of the Babylonian '* Dibbarra'" Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic 60 cents.

3. o. npoy with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

1. The (rambling Games of the Chinese in America^
Pdn tdn and Pdk kdp piii. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archaeology and
Palseontology. 40 cents.

In preparation .

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton^
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archfeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Borace Howard
Furness. Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archfeological Exi?lorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the
American*Collections.

Archteological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum,
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage ia
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,-
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors-
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archeeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50-

per volume; to others than subscribers, $2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It IS the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha.'' be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

ISr. D. O. HODG-ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : HovF to get tliem. If there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Scienc©
book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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of the sciPDce treated, but many methods of preparatinn of the

most inipoitaiit derivatives of the ditferent classes of bodies are

given. The new edition contains additions to tlie methods of

analysis described in the first, and natui-ally due references to the

recent advances in chemical theory. The section on carboliydrates

has been entirely rewritten and brought into agreeinent with the

present vievcp. Professors Ostwald, von Baeyer, and Emil Fischer

aided the author in the presentation of the material drawn from
their special fields of investigation. The book will be to some ex-

tent available as a text-book, but its considerable size will make it

more useful as a guide in the laboratory and as a volume of refer-

ence to the advanced student.

— In tbe Review of Reviews each month the pages of small print

at the end of the periodical contain classified lists of all the new
books that have lately appeared, with bits of running comment on
them ; lists of the contents of all the principal periodicals of Amer-
ica, England, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, and the Scandi-

navian countries; and a complete index, whioh under one alphabet

lists the important articles that have appeared in the previous

month in every important periodical published in the English lan-

guage.

— The opening article of The Century for October is the closing

one of Mr. Kennan's series, and is entitled "My Last Days in

Siberia " He describes his experiences among the Kachinski
Taters and the political exiles of Minusinsk, and with the " plague-

guard " or quarantine, and narrates the journey by way of Tobolsk

and Tiumen to St. Petersburg. The promised article by Hiram S.

Maxim, the inventor, on "Aerial Navigation" appears in this

number, and considers particularly the question of the power re-

quired for aviation. Mr. Maxim discusses the philosophy of the sub'

jeot and relates the progress of his experiments at Kent, England,
which are illustrated with drawings of the machine employed. He
also adds a forecast of the possible future uses of the new mode of

locomotion.

Alonic

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Epheaim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says:

" I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in. my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CADTION.—Be sure tbe ivord "Hors-
ford's" is on tbe label. All others are
spurious. Never sold iu bulb.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND
VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.

For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 liafayette PI., N. ¥.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION,
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaugrhan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By Ueorge M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
^Vo^k5hops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. ,1, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York,

'^ 67 PARK PlflEE,NEW YORK

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and (

I azines. Rates low.
Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A, MELVILLE BELL,
Price^ 25 Cents,

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This "Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Frincipals ofInstitutions for the JOeaf.
"Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book,

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
"A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech^
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

\.^ The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stady In tlie Native Religions of the

Western Continent.
By D. a. Brinton, M.D. 8°. $1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Bblnton, M.D., an Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOD INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for '^SENSIBLE I^OW-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in lUree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 fasteful, new designs for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, DetaUs. and Specincations,
which enable you to build 'ivitliout delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SIHOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
S3C00. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs. S3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eaeli, or $3.00 for tlie set.

"COLONIAl. HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modern
arrangements for comfort. Price, $:2.00.
"PBCTURESaUE HOUSES FOU FOREST AND SHOKE":—This shows

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 17 Lafayette Place, New York,
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Beviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, §1.00 for one year.

' " ' 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891

.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

NETF BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. Tie work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH,
12°. SI.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Danif^l G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subjeety—Fhiladelphia Press.
' The -work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans '^—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation.'"
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELiliOVV.
CS. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12". $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

took is seldom seen."—Literary World.
" This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book wUl be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly recedmg. "—iosfon Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-westei-n terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—T/ie Dial.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book Is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommeud it as an introductory manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and AmGTica..'"—Brighton CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
Tlie New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."—P/u7ade/pft.ia Times.

Price, postpaid, $t,75.

nEADY SOOJ>r.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D,

8°, about 400 pp., $3.50.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells _pn

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming

the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at'various timeS been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp.,- $1.50.

READY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROT.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFiiET W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.

"The Inestimable importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

*' The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE ** FAD.*'
By Affleton Morgan, Ksq. VZ°. 20 ceats.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "— A^e?i' York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COX. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.'"'—C/iWsfian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—5i. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews tbe history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
*' It is of extreme interest."—Jtfedicai Age.
" Worthy ot a careful perusal."—/ndiana Medica

Journal.
"An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science JSeics.

'*A11 interested In biological questions will find
the book fascinating."—PAarmacei/fica? Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CTRCS THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas tias already presented to the public

some reasous for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Barfe Rocord
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their resldOLce
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which wUl doubtless appear
during the coming two years.

'* A valuable contribution to the question, * Who
were the mound-builders? ' "

—

Neio York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iV. Y. Sun.
"An interesting paper.""—Christian Union.

V. THE TQRNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."

—

Bos-
ton Transcript.
" A book which will And many readers. The

chapter on * Tornado Insurance ' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—BosfoM
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province of meteorology, In which science, the
author. Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'" -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSKPH JASTKOW. 12°. 50c.
" All students ot psychology will find the book fvill

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

Tlie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Tatlor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."—jBroofc^yi Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."

—

Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which it

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."

—

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
** Practical and simply written."

—

Springfield Re-
publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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95 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS,

This Company owns the Letters
Patent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1877,
No. 186,787.
The Transmission of Speech by

all known forms of ELECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
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CELESTIAL PHYSICS.'

I DO not purpose to attempt a survey of the progress of

spectroscopic astronomy from its birth at Heidelberg in 1859,

but to point out what we do know at present, as distin-

guished from what we do not know, of a few only of its more

important problems, giving a prominent place, in accordance

with the traditions of this chair, to the work of the last year

or two.

In the spectroscope itself advances have been made by

Lord Rayleigh by his discussion of the theory of the instru-

ment, and by Professor Rowland in the construction of con-

cave gratings.

Lord Rayleigh has shown that there is not the necessary

connection, sometimes supposed, between dispersion and re-

solving power, as, besides the prism or grating, other details

of construction and of adjustment of a spectroscope must be

taken into account.

The resolving power of the prismatic spectroscope is pro-

portional to the length of path in the dispsrsive medium.

For the lieavy flint glass used in Lord Rayleigh's ex-

periments, the thickness necessary to resolve the sodium

lines came out 1.02 centimetres. If this be taken as a unit,

the resolving power of a prism of similar glass will be in the

neighborhood of the sodium lines equal to the number of

centimetres of its thickness. In other parts of the spectrum

the resolving power will vary inversely as the third power

of the wave-length, so that it will be eight times as great in

the violet as in the red. The resolving power of a spectro-

scope is therefore proportional to the total thickness of the

dispersive material in use, irrespective of the number, the

angles, or the setting of the separate prisms into which, for

the sake of convenience, it may be distributed.

The resolving power of a grating depends upon the total

number of lines on its surface and the order of spectrum in

use, about 1,000 lines being necessary to resolve the sodium

lines in the first spectrum.

As it is often of importance in the record of observations

to state the efficiency of the spectroscope with which they

were made, Professor Schuster has proposed the use of a unit

of purity as well as of resolving power, for the full resolv-

ing power of a spectroscope is realized in practice only when
a sufficiently narrow slit is used. The unit of purity also

is to stand for the separation of two lines differing by one-

thousandth of their own wave-length, about the separation

of the sodium pair at D.

A further limitation may come in from the physiological

fact that, as Lord Rayleigh has pointed out, the eye, when
its full aperture is used, is not a perfect instrument. If we
wish to realize the full resolving power of a spectroscope,

therefore, the emergent beam must not be larger than about

one-third the opening of the pupil.

Up to the present time the standard of reference for nearly

all spectroscopic work continues to be Angstrom's map of

' iDau^ral address at the meeting of the British AssociatioQ for the Ad-
vancement of Science, at Cardiff, August, 1891, by William Haggins, president
of the association (Nature, Aug. 20).

the solar spectrum, and his scale based'upon his original de-

terminations of absolute wave-length. It is well known, as

was pointed out by Thalun in his work on the spectrum of

iron, in 1884, that Angstrom's figures are slightly too small,

in consequence of an error existing in a standard metre used

by him. The corrections for this have been introduced into

the tables of the wave-lengths of terrestrial spectra collected

and revised by a committee of this association from 1885 to

1887. Last year the committee added a table of corrections

to Rowland's scale.

The inconvenience caused by a change of standard scale

is, for a time at least, considerable; but there is little doubt

that in the near future Rowland's photographic map of the

solar spectrum, and his scale based on the determinations of

absolute wave length by Pierce and Bell, or the Potsdam

scale based on original determinations by Miillerand Kempf,

which differs very slightly from it, will come to be exclu-

sively adopted.

The great accuracy of Rowland's photographic map is due

chiefly to the introduction by him of concave gratings, and

of a method for their use by which the problem of the deter-

mination of relative wavelengths is simplified to measures

of coincidences of the lines in different spectra by a mi-

crometer.

The concave grating and its peculiar mounting, in which

no lenses or telescope are needed, and in which all the spec-

tra are in focus together, formed a new departure of great

importance in the measurement of spectral lines. The valu-

able method of photographic sensitizers for different parts of

the spectrum has enabled Professor Rowland to include in

his map the whole visible solar spectrum, as well as the

ultra-violet portion as far as it can get through our atmos-

phere. Some recent photographs of the solar spectrum,

which include A, by Mr. George Higgs, are of great techni-

cal beauty.

During the past year the results of three independent re-

searches have appeared, in which the special object of the

observers has been to distinguish the lines which are due to

our atmosphere from those which are truly solar— the maps

of M. Thollon, which, owing to his lamented death just be-

foi-e their final completion, have assumed the character of a

memorial of him; maps by Dr. Becker; and sets of photo-

graphs of a high and a low sun by Mr. McClean.

At the meeting of this association in Bath, M. Janssen

gave an account of his own researches on the terrestrial lines

of the solar spectrum which owe their origin to the oxygen

of our atmosphere. He discovered the remarkable fact that,

while one class of bands varies as the density of the gas,

other diffuse bands vary as the square of the density. These

observations are in accordance with the work of Egoroff and

of Olszewski, and of Liveing and Dewar on condensed oxy-

gen. In some recent experiments Olszewski, with a layer of

liquid oxygen thirty millimetres thick, saw, as well as four

other bands, the band coincident with Fraunhofer's A, a re-

markable instance of the persistence of absorption through a

great range of temperature. The light which passed through

the liquid oxygen had a light blue color reiembling that of

the sky.
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Of not less interest are the experiments of Enut Angstrom,

which show that the carbonic acid and aqueous vapor of the

atmosphere reveal their presence by dark bands in the in-

visible infra-red region, at the positions of bands of emission

of these substances.

It is now some thirty years since the spectroscope gave us

for the first time certain knowledge of the nature of the

heavenly bodies, and revealed the fundamental fact that ter-

restrial matter is not peculiar to the solar system, but is com-

mon to all the stars which are visible to us.

In the case of a star such as Capella, which has a spec-

trum almost identical with that of the sun, we feel justified

in concluding that the matter of which it is built up is simi-

lar, and that its temperature is also high, and not very dif-

ferent from the solar temperature. The task of analyzing

the stars and nebulae becomes, however, one of very great

difiiculty when we have to do with spectra diifering from

the solar type. We are thrown back upon the laboratory

for the information necessary to enable us to interpret the

indications of the spectroscope as to the chemical nature, the

density and pressure, and the temperature of the celestial

masses.

What the spectroscope immediately reveals to us are the

waves which were set up in the ether filling all interstellar

space, years or hundreds of years ago, by the motions of the

molecules of the celestial substances. As a rule, it is only

when a body is gaseous and sufficiently hot that the motions

within its molecules can produce bright lines and- a corre-

sponding absorption. The spectra of the heavenly bodies

are, indeed, to a great extent absorption spectra, but we have

usually to study them through the corresponding emission

spectra of bodies brought into the gaseous form and rendered

luminous by means of flames or of electric discharges. In

both cases, unfortunately, as has been shown recently by

Professors Liveing and Dewar, Wiillner, E. Wiedemann,
and others, there appears to be no certain direct relation be-

tween the luminous radiation as shown in the spectroscope

and the temperature of the flame, or of the gaseous contents

of the vacuum tube— that is, in the usual sense of the term

as applied to the mean motion of all the molecules. In both

cases the vibratory motions within the molecules to which

their luminosity is due are almost always much greater than

would be produced by encounters of molecules having mo-

tions of translation no greater than the average motions

which chara:cterize the temperature of the gases as a whole.

The temperature of a vacuum tube through which an electric

discharge is taking place may be low, as shown by a ther-

mometer, quite apart from the consideration of the extreme

smallness of the mass of gas, but the vibrations of the lumi-

nous molecules must be violent in whatever way we suppose

them to be set up by the discharge: if we take Schuster's

view that comparatively few molecules are carrying the dis-

charge, and that it is to the fierce encounters of these alone

that the luminosity is due, then if all the molecules had simi-

lar motions, the temperature of the gas would be very high.

So in flames where chemical changes are in progress, the

vibratory motions of the molecules which are luminous may
be, in connection with the energy set free in these changes,

very different from those corresponding to the mean tem-

peratui'e of the flame.

Under the ordinary conditions of terrestrial experiments,

therefore, the temperature or the mean vis viva of the mole-

cules may have no direct relation to the total radiation,

which, on the other hand, is the sum of the radiation due to

eacli luminous molecule.

These phenomena have recently been discussed by Ebert

from the standpoint of the electro-magnetic theory of light.

Very great caution is therefore called for when we attempt

to reason by the aid of laboratory experiments to the tem-

perature of the heavenly bodies from their radiation, espe-

cially on the reasonable assumption that in them the lumi-

nosity is not ordinarily associated with chemical changes or

with electrical discharges, but is due to a simple glowing

from the ultimate conversion into molecular motion of the

gravitational energy of shrinkage.

In a recent paper, Stas maintains that electric spectra are

to be regarded as distinct from flame spectra, and, from re-

seai'ches of his own, that the pairs of lines of the sodium
spectrum other than D are produced only by disruptive

electric discharges. As these pairs of lines are found re-

versed in the solar spectrum, he concludes that the sun's ra-

diation is due mainly to electric discharges. But Wolf and

Diacon, and later, Watts, observed the other pairs of lines

of the sodium spectrum when the vapor was raised above

the ordinary temperature of the Bunsen flame. Recently,

Liveing and Dewar saw easily, besides D, the citron and
green pairs, and sometimes the blue pair and the orange

pair, when hydrogen charged with sodium vapor was burn-

ing at different pressures in oxygen. In the case of sodium

vapor, therefore, and presumably in all other vapors and

gases, it is a matter of indifference whether the necessary

vibratory motion of the molecules is produced by electric

discharges or by flames. The presence of 'lines in the solar

spectrum which we can only produce electrically is an indi-

cation, however, as Stas points out, of the high temperature

of the sun.

We must not forget that the light from the heavenly

bodies may consist of the combined radiations of different

layers of gas at different temperatures, and possibly be fur-

ther complicated to an unknown extent by the absorption of

cooler portions of gas outside.

Not less caution is needed if we endeavor to argue from

the broadening of lines and the coming in of a continuous

spectrum as to the relative pressure of the gas in the celes-

tial atmospheres. On the one hand, it cannot be gainsaid

that in the laboratory the widening of the lines in a Pliick-

er's tube follows upon increasing the density of the residue

of hydrogen in the tube, when the vibrations are more fre-

quently disturbed by fresh encounters, and that a broadening

of the sodium lines in a flame at ordinary pressure is pro-

duced by an increase of the quantity of sodium in the flame;

but it is doubtful if pressure, as distinguished from quantity,

does produce an increase of the breadth of the lines. An-

individual molecule of sodium will be sensibly in the same

condition, considering the relatively enormous number of

the molecules of the other gases, whether the flame is scan-

tily or copiously fed with the sodium salt. With a small

quantity of sodium vapor the intensity will be feeble except

near the maximum of the lines; when, however, the quan-

tity is increased, the comparative transparency on the sides

of the maximum will allow the light from the additional

molecules met with in the path of the visual ray to

strengthen the radiation of the molecules farther back, and

so increase the breadth of the lines.

In a gaseous mixture it is found, as a rule, that at the

same pressure or temperature, as the encounters with similar

molecules become fewer, the spectral lines will be affected as

if the body were observed under conditions of reduced quan-

tity or temperature.

In their recent investigation of the spectroscopic behavior
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of flames under various pressures up to forty atmospheres,

Professors Liveing and Dewar liave come to the conclusion

that, though the prominent feature of the light emitted by

flames at high pressure appears to be a strong continuous

spectrum, there is not the slightest indication that this con-

tinuous spectrum is produced by the broadening of the lines

of the same gases at low pressure. On the contrary, photo-

metric observations of the brightness of the continuous spec-

trum, as the pressure is varied, show that it is mainly pro-

duced by the mutual action of the molecules of a gas. Ex-

periments on the sodium spectrum were carried up to a

pressure of forty atmospheres without producing any definite

effect on the width of the lines which could be ascribed to

the pressure. In a similar way the lines of the spectrum of

water showed no signs of expansion up to twelve atmos-

pheres; though more intense than at ordinary pressure, they

remained narrow and clearly defined.

It follows, therefore, that a continuous spectrum cannot

be considered, when taken alone, as a sure indication of

matter in the liquid or the solid state. Not only, as in the

experiments already mentioned, such a spectrum may be due

to gas when under pressure, but, as Maxwell pointed out, if

the thickness of a medium, such as sodium vapor, which

radiates and absorbs different kinds of light, be very great,

and the temperature high, the light emitted will be of exactly

the same composition as that emitted by lamp-black at the

same temperature, for the radiations which are feebly emitted

will be also feebly absorbed, and can reach the surface from

immense depths. Shuster has shown that oxygen, even in a

partially exhausted tube, can give a continuous spectrum

when excited by a feeble electric discharge.

Compound bodies are usually distinguished by a banded

spectrum ; but, on the other hand, such a spectrum does not

necessarily show the presence of compounds,— that is, of

molecules containing different kinds of atoms,— but simply

of a more complex molecule, which may be made up of

similar atoms, and be, therefore, an allotropic condition of

the same body. In some cases— for example, in the diffuse

bands of the absorption spectrum of oxygen— the bands may
have an intensity proportional to the square of the density

of the gas, and may be due either to the formation of more

complex molecules of the gas with increase of pressure, or it

may be to the constraint to which the molecules are subject

during their encounter with one another.

It may be thought that at least in the coincidences of

bright lines we are on the solid ground of certainty, since

the length of the waves set up in the ether by a molecule,

say of hydrogen, is the most fixed and absolutely perma-

nent quantity in nature, and is so of physical necessity, for

with any alteration the molecule would cease to be hydro-

gen.

Such would be the case if the coincidence were certain;

but an absolute coincidence can only be a matter of greater

or less probability, depending on the resolving power em-

ployed, on the' number of the lines which correspond, and on
their characters. When the coincidences are very numerous,

as in the case of iron and the solar spectrum, or the lines are

characteristically grouped, as in the case of hydrogen and

the solar spectrum, we may regard the coincidence as cer-

tain; but the progress of science has been greatly retarded

by resting important conclusions upon the apparent coinci-

dence of single lines in spectroscopes of very small resolving

power. In such cases, unless other reasons supporting the

coincidence are present, the probability of a real coincidence

is almost too small to be of any importance, especially in the

case of a heavenly body which may have a motion of ap-

proach or of recession of unknown amount.

But even here we are met by the confusion introduced by
multiple spectra, corresponding to different molecular group-

ings of the same substance; and, further, to the influence of

substances in vapor upon each other; for when several gases

are present together, the phenomena of radiation and re-

versal by absorption are by no means the same as if the

gases were free from each other's influence, and especially is

this the case when they are illuminated by an electric dis-

charge.

I have said as much as time will permit, and I think in-

deed suflBcient, to show that it is only by the laborious and

slow process of most cautious observation that the founda-

tions of the science of celestial physics can be surely laid.

We are at present in a time of transition, when the earlier,

and, in the nature of things, less precise, observations are

giving place to work of an order of accuracy much greater

than was formerly considered attainable with objects of such

small brightness as the stars.

The accuracy of the earlier determinations of the spectra

of the terrestrial elements are in most cases insulEcient for

modern work on the stars as well as on the sun. They fall

much below the scale adopted in Rowland's map of the sun,

as well as below the degree of accuracy attained at Potsdam

by photography in a part of the spectrum for the brighter

stars. Increase of resolving power very frequently breaks up

into groups, in the spectra of the sun and stars, the lines

which had been regarded as single, and their supposed coin-

cidences with terrestrial lines fall to the ground. For this

reason many of the early conclusions, based on observation

as good as it was possible to make at the time with the less

powerful spectroscopes then in use, may not be found to be

maintained under the much greater resolving power of mod-

ern instruments.

The spectroscope has failed as yet to interpret for us the

remarkable spectrum of the Aurora Borealis. Undoubtedly

in this phenomenon portions of our atmosphere are lighted

up by electric discharges: we should expect, therefore, to

recognize the spectra of the gases known to be present in it.

As yet we have not been able to obtain similar spectra from

these gases artificially, and especially we do not kni^w the

origin of the principal line in the green, which often appears

alone, and may have, therefore, an origin independent of

that of the other lines Recently the suggestion has been

made that the aurora is a phenomenon produced by the dust

of meteors and falling stars, and that near positions of cer-

tain auroral lines or flutings of manganese, lead, barium,

thallium, iron, etc., are sufficient to justify us in regarding

meteoric dust in the atmosphere as the origin of the auroral

spectrum. Liveing and Dewar have made a conclusive re-

search on this point, by availing themselves of the dust of

excessive minuteness thrown off from the surface of elec-

trodes of various metals and meteoroites by a disruptive dis-

charge, and carried forward into the tube of observation by

a more or less rapid current of air or other gas. These ex-

periments prove that metallic dust, however fine, suspended

in a gas will not act like gaseous matter in becoming lumi-

nous with its characteristic spectrum in an electric discharge

similar to that of the aurora. Professor Schuster has sug-

gested that the principal line may be due to some very light

gas which is present in too small a proportion to be detected

by chemical analysis or even by the spectroscope in the pres-

ence of the other gases near the earth, but which at the height

of the auroral discharges is in a sufficiently greater relative
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proportion to give a spectrum. Lemstrom, indeed, states that

he saw this line in the silent discharge of a Holtz machine

on a mountain in Lapland. The lines may not have been

obtained in our laboratories from the atmospheric gases on

account of the difficulty of reproducing in tubes with suffi-

cient nearness the conditions under which the auroral dis-

charges take place.

In the spectra of comets the spectroscope has shown the

presence of carbon presumably in combination with hydro-

gen, and also sometimes with nitrogen; and in the case of

comets approaching very near the sun, the lines of sodium,

and other lines which have been supposed to belong to iron.

Though the researches of Professor H. A. Newton snd of

Professor Schiaparelli leave no doubt of the close connection

of comets with corresponding periodic meteor-swarms, and

therefore of the probable identity of cometary matter with

that of meteorites, with which the spectroscopic evidence

agrees, it would be perhaps unwise at present to attempt to

define too precisely the exact condition of the matter which

forms the nucleus of the comet. In any case the part of the

liglit of the comet which is not reflected solar light can

scarcely be attributed to a high temperature produced by the

clashing of separate meteoric stones set up within the nucleus

by the sun's disturbing force. We must look rather to dis-

ruptive electric discharges, produced probably by processes

of evaporation due to increased solar heat, which would be

amply sufficient to set free portions of the occluded gases into

the vacuum of space. May it be that these discharges are

assisted, and indeed possibly increased, by the recently dis-

covered action of the ultra-violet part of the ,sun's light ?

Lenard and Wolfe have shown that ultra violet light can

produce a discharge from a negatively electrified piece of

metal, while Hallwachs and Righi have shown further that

ultra-violet light can even charge positively an unelectrifled

piece of metal. Similar actions on cometary matter, un-

screened as it is by an absorptive atmosphere, at least of any
noticeable extent, may well be powerful when a comet ap-

proaches the sun, and help to explain an electrified condition

of the evaporated matter which would possibly bring it un-

der the sun's repulsive action. We shall have to return to

this point in speaking of the solar corona.

A very great advance has been made in our knowledge of

the constitution of the sun by the recent work at the Johns
Hopkins University by means of photography and concave

gratings, in comparing the solar spectrum, under great re-

solving power, directly with the spectra of the terrestrial

elements. Professor Rowland has shown that the lines of

thirty-six terrestrial elements at least are certainly present in

the solar spectrum, while eight others are doubtful. Fifteen

elements, including nitrogen as it shows itself under an elec-

tric discharge in a vacuum tube, have not been found in

the solar spectrum. Some ten other elements, inclusive

of oxygen, have not yet been compared with the sun's spec-

trum.

Rowland remarks that of the fifteen elements named as

not found in the sun, many are so classed because they have
few strong lines, or none at all, in the limit of the solar

spectrum as compared by him with the arc. Boron has only

two strong lines. The lines of bismuth are compound and
too diffuse. Therefore even in the case of these fifteen ele-

ments there is little evidence that they are really absent from
the sun.

It follows that if the whole earth were heated to the tem-

perature of the sun, its spectrum would resemble very closely

tlic solar spectrum.

Rowlandlias not found any lines common to several ele-

ments, and in the case of some accidental coincidences, more

accurate investigation reveals some slight difference of wave-

length or a common impurity. Further, the relative strength

of the lines in the solar spectrum is generally, with a few

exceptions, the same as that in the electric arc, so that Row-
land considers that his experiments show "very little evi-

dence" of the breaking up of the terrestrial elements in the

sun.

Stas, in a recent paper, gives the final results of eleven

years of research on the chemical elements in a state of

purity, and on the possibility of decomposing them by the

physical and chemical forces at our disposal. His experi-

ments on calcium, strontium, lithium, magnesium, silver,

sodium, and thallium show that these substances retain their

individuality under all conditions, and are unalterable by
any forces that we can bring to bear upon them.

Profess;)r Rowland looks to the solar lines which are un-

accounted for as a means of enabling him to discover such

new terrestrial elements as still lurk in rare minerals and

earths, by confronting their spectra directly with that of the

sun. He has already resolved yttrium spectroscopically

into three components, and actually into two. The compari-

son of the results of this independent analytical method with

the remarkable but different conclusions to which M. Lecoq

de Boisbaudran and Mr. Crookes have been led respectively,

from spectroscopic observation of these bodies when glowing

under molecular bombardment in a vacuum tube, vrill be

awaited with much interest. Ills worthy of remark that, as

our knowledere of the spectrum of hydrogen in its complete

form came to us from the stars, it is now from the sun that

chemistry is probably about to be enriched by the discovery

of new elements.

In a discussion of the Bakerian lecture for 1885 of what we
knew up to that time of the sun's corona, I was led to the

conclusion that the corona is essentially a phenomenon simi-

lar in the cause of its formation to the tails of comets—
namely, that it consists for the most part probably of matter

going from the sun under the action of a force, possibly

electrical, which varies as the surface, and can therefore in

the case of highly attenuated matter easily master the force

of gravity even near the sun. Though many of the coronal

particles may return to the sun, those which form the long

rays or streamers do not return ; they separate and soon be-

come too diffused to be any longer visible, and may well go

to furnish the matter of the zodiacal light, which otherwise

has not received a satisfactory explanation. And further, if :

such a force exist at the sun, the changes of terrestrial mag-

netism may be due to direct electric action as the earth moves
through lines of inductive force.

These conclusions appear to be in accordance broadly with

the lines along which thought has been directed by the re-

sults of subsequent, eclipses. Professor Schuster takes an
essentially similar view, and suggests that there may be a

direct electric connection between the sun and the planets.

He asks further whether the sun may not act like a magnet

in consequence of its revolution about its axis. Professor

Bigelow has recently treated the coronal forms by the theory

of spherical harmonics, on the supposition that we see phe-

nomena similar to those of free electricity, the rays being

lines of force, and the coronal matter discharged from the

sun, or at least arranged or controlled by these forces. At

the extremities of the streams for some reason the repulsive

power may be lost, and gravitation set in, bringing the mat-

ter back to the sun. The matter which does leave the sun is
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pei-sistently transported to the equatorial plane of the corona;

in fact, the zodiacal light may be the accumulation at great

distances from the sun along this equator of such like mate-

rial. Photographs on a larger scale will be desirable for the

full development of the conclusions which may follow from

this study of the curved forms of the coronal structure. Pro-

fessor Schaeberle, however, considers that the coronal phe-

nomena may be satisfactorily accounted for on the supposition

that the corona is formed of streams of matter ejected mainly

irom the spot zones with great initial velocities, but smaller

than 382 miles per second ; further, that the different types

of the corona are due to the effects of perspective on the

streams from the earth's place at the time relatively to the

plane of the solar equator.

Of the physical and the chemical nature of the coronal

matter we know very little.' Schuster concludes, from an

examination of the eclipses of 1882, 1S83, and 1886, that the

continuous spectrum of the corona has the maximum of

actinic intensity displaced considerably towards the red when
compared with the spectrum of the sun, which shows that

it can only be due in small part to solar light scattered by
small particles. The lines of calcium and of hydrogen do

not appear to form part of the normal spectrum of the corona.

The green coronal line has no known representative in terres-

trial substances, nor has Schuster been able to recognize any
of our elements in the other lines of the corona.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND NEWS.

Recent additions to the stock of Geo. L. English & Co., tlie

well-known mineralogists, have been so extensive that they have

been compelled to issue a supplement to their "Catalogue of

Minerals." "Supplement A" contains 20 pages well filled with

descriptions of new specimens procured in different parts of the

world by the three collectors who have been at work during the

summer.

— " As I went to the train one morning," writes a correspon-

dent of Nature, "I saw a brown retriever dog coming full speed

with a letter in his mouth. He went straight to the mural letter

box. The postman had just cleared the box, and was about

twenty or thirty yards ofE when the dog arrived. Seeing him, the

sagacious animal went after him, and had the letter transferred

to the bag. He then walked home quietly."

— Dr. Loewenberg of Paris discusses the influence of sex in

what he calls the "lateralization " of ear disease. After referring

to the view generally held by otologists that the left ear is more
liable to be attacked alone, or to be attacked first and to suffer

more severely when both ears are affected, he says, according to

the British Medical Journal, that he has for a long time past been

struck with the fact that, while deafness is more common on the

left side in men, the same does not hold good in the case of women.
From statistics of 3,000 cases (not including diseases of the concha

and external meatus) which have come under his own notice, he

shows, in the first place, that the male sex is more subject to ear

disease than the female, there having been 1,790 of the former to

1,210 of the latter. Among those in whom only one ear was
affected there were 478 men and 311 womea. The right ear alone

was affected in 312 men and 167 women; the left alone in 266 men
and 144 women. Deafness existed in both ears in 1,074 men and
737 women. Among this number the right ear was the more deaf

of the two in 427 men and 340 women, the left in 647 men and
397 women. Deafness was equal on both sides in 238 men and 163

women.

— The Ohio State University opened the fall term on Sept. 16,

with a more than usual increase of attendance. In the agricul-

tural and veterinary departments the number is over thirty per

cent larger than last year, and the increase of the various depart-

ments together is much larger than any previous year. This is

probably due to the passage of the Hysell bill last year, which
brought the institution before the minds of the people, and also

put it beyond financial embarrassment. In addition to the nine

buildings now in use, the ground will be broken this fall for two
more large buildings,— one for the manual training school and
the other for the museum and library. Several full professors

have been added to the faculty, besides a number of assistants.

The School of Law, which is a new department, opened its first

session on Oct. 1, at the Franklin County Court House in Colum-
bus, where students will have unusual facilities for observing the

organization and working of courts, the actual progress of trials,

etc. The new school starts out in a way that promises prosperity.

The biological club held its first meeting of the term on Sept. 22,

when interesting reports of the summer's work were submitted by

the members. Several new members were elected, among them
W. A. Kellerman, professor of botany in the university, and
Professor F. M. Webster, entomologist at the Experiment Station.

Both are valuable acquisitions to the club, each having travelled

and done biological work both at home and abroad.

— The monthly report of the State Geologist of Missouri states

that during September detailed mapping has been continued in

Henry and St. Francois counties, and, in the former, most excel-

lent progress has been made. In all, some one hundred and fif-

teen square miles have been covered. The mapping of the crys-

talline rocks in the south-east, and of the other geological forma-

tions in Webster, Greene, and Christian Counties has been actively

pushed, and nearly two hundred square miles have been com-
pleted during the month. Inspections of iron ore deposits have

been made in Reynolds, Texas, Wright, Douglas, Christian,

Taney, Greene, Lawrence, Franklin, Gasconade, Howell, Jasper,

and Laclede Counties. The results of this work so far indicate

that the extent of the limonite ores of the southern part of the

State is much greater than has been anticipated, and that there is

a promising outlook for the development of manganese ores in

this region. Inspections of lead and zinc deposits have been made
in Polk, Dade, Taney, Laclede, Phelps, Douglas, Marion, and
Franklin Counties. The quaternary deposits have been studied

in Cape Girardeau, St. Louis, Franklin, Marion, Pike, Lincoln, St.

Charles, Livingston, Chariton, Daviess, and Buchanan Counties.

Good progress has been made in the preparation of the report on
the paleontology of the State. Some two hundred and forty pages

of manuscript are already written, and arrangements are about

completed for the engraving of the plates to accompany the vol-

ume. The preliminary reports on the coal deposits of the State

is nearly completed, and much time has been spent during the

past month on the preparation of the manuscript and illustrations

for it, and the draughtinsr of detailed maps and sections prepara-

tory to engraving has continued uninterruptedly.

— Queen & Co. , Philadelphia, will, in a short time, transfer their

entire plant, now located at 924 Chestnut Street, to the larger

building, 1010 Chestnut Street. The public of Philadelphia speak

of Queen's as "opticians," and comparatively few outside of the

professional world are aware of the magnitude of their business.

A brief description of each department may be of interest. De-

partment No. 1 is devoted to spectacles, eye-glasses, opera glasses,

field and marine glasses, and apparatus for oculists, including

ophthalmoscopes, trial glasses, perimeters, etc. Department No. 3

is devoted to instruments of precision required by engineers, archi-

tects, draughtsmen, students, and others. No. 3 is for microscopes

and all instruments which are allied to the microscope. From this

department comes the Microscopical Bulletin. No. 4 is one of the

most extensive and interesting. Here are to be found the various

apparatus required in the physical laboratories of schools and col-

leges. No. 5 is devoted to magic lanterns, or, in scientific terms,

apparatus for luminous projection, views, and accessory apparatus.

Spy-glasses, astronomical telescopes,[and solar transits are also in-

cluded. No. 6 includes meteorological instruments. This depart-

ment recently supplied the United States War Department with

the Boulange chronographs for determining the velocity of pro-

jectiles. No. 7 is the photographic department. Every effort

will be made to have this department attractive in the new build-

ing. Dark rooms for developing, etc., will be provided, and com-
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petent instructors will be on hand to show the would-be photogra-

pher "how to do it." This department gives especial attention

to the photographing of buildings, country seats, vessels, ma-
chinery, and to the developing and printing of exposures made Uj

amateurs and others. In addition to these departments, Queen &
Co. operate three factories and a brass foundry. Their largest

factory is devoted to the manufacture of the various instruments

of precision. Another factory is for the manufacture of thermome-

ters only. The optical factory is for the manufacture of spectacles,

e\e-glasses, lenses, etc. They employ in the neighborhood of two
liiindred hands in the various departments of their business.

— Three letters from Alexander Agassiz, published in the Bulle-

tin of the Museum of Con)parati\e Zoology, give some interesting

particulars of the expedition of the '"Albatross" The deep sea

fauna in the neighborhood of Panama is poor compared to that of

the eastern shores of the continent. Probably this poverty is due
to the absence of a great ocerinic current, bringing supplies of food.

West Indian forms preponderate. The southern slope of the

Galapagos also rlid not yield the rich fauna that was expected,

though It lies in the track of a great current from the south. A
gif antic ostracod, more than an inch long, was dredged up be-

tween Cape San Francisco and the Galapagos and also in the Gulf

of alifornia.

— Mr. John Bogart, State Engineer of New Yi rk, has sent in a

report concerning the recession of Niagara Falls. In lt^43 Pro-

fessor James Hall made an accurate survey, and a comparison of

his results with those of 1890, made in a bulletin of the American
Geographical Society, shows that the annual recession at the

American Fall has been 7 63 inches, and at the Canadian, or Horse-

shoe Fall, 3 feet 2.16 inches. During this period the crest line of

the American FaH has sunk from 1,080 to 1,0G0 feet, and that of

the Canadian has risen from 2.260 to 3,010 feet. The ar^a of rock

which has been carried away during those forty-eight years is

33,900 square feet at the American Fall and 2T5 400 square feet

at the Canadian Fal'.

— Sparrows do not seem to lo.=e in New Zealand any of the

audacity for which they are famous in Europe, says Nature. In

a paper read some lime ago before the New Zealand Insiitute, and
now printed in the Transactions, .Mr. T. W. Kirk gives an example
of what he calls their -'daring and cool impudence." Between
Featherston and Martinborough he heard one day a most unusual

noise, as though all the small tirds in the country had joined in

one grand quarrel. Looking up, he saw a large hawk (C. Qouldi
— a carrion- feeder) being buffeted by a flock of sparrows. They
kept dashing at him in scores, and from all points at once The
unfortunate hawk was quite powerless ; indeed, he seemed to have
no heart left, for he did not attempt to retaliate, and his defence

was of the feeblest. At last, approaching some scrub, he made a
rush indicative of a forlorn hope, gained the shelter, and there

remained. Mr. Kirk watched for fully half an hour, but he did

not reappear. The sparrows congregated in groups about the

bushes, keeping up a constant chattering and noise, evidently on
the look-out for the enemy, and congratulating themselves upon
having secured a victory.

— Some interesting observations relating to the surgical treat-

ment of wounds by birds were recently brought by M Fatio before

the Physical Society of Geneva. According to the Medical liecord,

he quoted the case of the snipe, which he had often observed en-

gaged in repairing damages. With its beak and feathers it makes
a very creditable dressing, applying plasters to bleeding wounds,
and even securing a broken limb by means of a stout ligature.

On one occasion he killed a snipe which had on the chest a large

dressing com[X)sed of down taken from other parts of the body
and securely fixed to the wound by the coagulated blood. Twice
he had brought home snipe with interwoven feathers strapped on
to the site of fracture of one or other limb. The most interesting

example was that of a snipe both of whose legs he had unfortu-

nately broken by a misdirected shot. He recoviered the animal
only on the day following, and he then found that the poor bii-d

had contrived to apply dressings and a sort of splint to both limbs.

n carrying out this operation some feathers had become entangled

around the beak, and not being able to use its claws to get rid of

them, it was abnost dead from hunger when discovered. In a
case recorded by M. Magnin, a snipe which was observed to fly

away with a broken leg was subsequently found to have forced

the fragments into a parallel position, the upper fragments reach-

ing to the knee, and secured them there by means of a strong

band of feathers and moss intermingled. The observers were par-

ticularly struck by the application of a ligature of a kind of flat-

leafed grass wound round the limb, of a spiral form, and fixed by

means of a sort of glue.

— There are three electrolytic processes now in commercial

opei-ation for the production of aluminum. These, as described in

Engineering, are the Hall process, worked by the Pittsburg Reduc-
tion Company; the Heroult process, worked by the Aluminum In-

dustrie Actiea Gesellshaft, at Neuhausen, Sivitzerland, and by the

Societe Electro-Metallurgique de France at Froges; and the Minet

process, used at the works of Bernard Brothers, at Creil. France.

The two former processes, and the works where they are carried

on, have been fully destrihed within the last year. The last con-

sists in electrolyzins< a mixture of sodium chloride with alumi-

num fluoi'ide, or with the double fluoride of sodium and aluminum,
and is being carried out successfully. The metal ordinarily sold

contains two to three per cent of impurities.— generally silicon

and iron,— and is usually benefitted by the presence of the former,

as it adds hardness and strength. Aluminum becomes pasty at

about 1,000° F , and melts at 1,300°. It loses much of its tensile

strength at 400" to 500° F , at which temperature it anneals. The
coefficient of linear expansion under heat when of 98.5 per cent

purity is .0000206 per degree Centigrade between the freezing and

boiling points of water. This nearly corresponds with the expan-

sion of tin. which is .0000317. The specific heat is .3143, and the

thermal conductivity 73.6, silver being taken as 100 Recently a

way of soldering aluminum has been discovered, with hard and

soft solder, and « ith an alloy of zinc and aluminum. The nature

of the soldering fluid has not yet been published. The shrinkage

of aluminum in casting is JJ of an inch pier foot, or about 3.26 per

cent of the length of the mould.

— MM. Rousson and Willems have completed the exploration of

the northern extremity of the main island of Tierra del Fuego.

and have communicated the results to the French Minister of In-

struction {Vompte Rendu of the Paris Geo. Soc, Nos. 7 and 8,

1891). The part referred to is bounded towards the south by a
line drawn from Useless Bay to the Bay of San Sebastian. It is

traversed by a chain of mountains, which rises suddenly at Cape
Eojueron to a height of 1.600 feet, and terminates at Cape Espiritu

Santo. The rest of the country, according to the t^cottisfi Oeo-

graphical Magazine, consists of great plains watered by numerous
rivers, many of which dry up in summer. The most important

is Rio del Oro, which flows into Philip Bay. Tierra del Euego
has a great variety of climates, but on the whole the cold is not as

severe as might have been expected. The lowest temperature ob-

served was 43'^ F., and the highest 69°. The nights are always

cold. The barometer is subject to very sudden and considerable

changes, and the winds are frequent and violent, those from the

west often attaining a velocity of nearly a thousand feet per sec-

ond. The Onas, who inhabit the northern part of the island, are

very tall, sometimes six feet six inches, or more, in height. They

are copper-colored, have oval faces and long hair plastered with

clay, small eyes, prominent cheek bones, large mouths, and a few
hairs on the chin. Their only clothing is a cape of guanaco or

fox skin, and, sometimes, a triangular covering of leather on the

head. The men occupy themselves solely in fighting with their

neighbors and hunting, their chief weapons being bows and ar-

rows tipped with pieces of glass, found on the shore, or flint. All

the household labor falls on the women. Their encampments
consist of circular holes, five feet in diameter and sixteen inches

deep, dug out of the side of a mountain, with stakes set up roimd

them to support a covering of skins. The Onas are not cannibals,

as some travellers have asserted, nor do they burn their dead>

The native population cannot be estimated at more than three

hundred, but in summer the number of inhabitants is largely in-

creased by miners, who return to Punta Arenas in winter. The
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flora of the country is poor, ro trees growing in the north of the

island and but few shrubs. Quadrupeds are scarce, the principal

being the guanaco, dog, fox, and one or two small rodents, but

snipe, ducks, geese, owls, swans, and other birds are plentiful.

Magnetic iron is widely distributed and in large quantities, and

gold, mixed with very small garnets and rubies, is found in sev-

eral places. There are also some coal seams of very poor quality,

and abundance of clay suitable for the manufacture of earthen-

ware. It is probable that the land will in time be taken up for

grazing purposes. Within the last few years several small farms

have been established and have yielded large returns. On Daw-
son Island the Jesuits have a model farm, where nearly 30,000

sheep and more than 6,000 cattle are fed.

— It is stated by Engineering that half the tin of the world is

exported from the Malay Peninsula, where mining is carried on

almost entirely by Chinese. The mining is that of flood tin, and

the metal is taken from the lowlands near the mountains, where

it is found in porkets ten to twenty feet or more below the sur-

face.

— Mr. W. Mattiere Williams, in a letter to Nature of Oct. 1,

writes as follows: " On two occasions, when proceeding north-

wards to Arctic Norway, I was much interested in observing the

fact that the plague of mosquitoes, which is so intolerable there,

especially p:evails in latitudes beyond the northern range of the

swallow. This may possibly be a mere coincidence, but I think

it is not — an opinion strongly supported by another and very

broad fact, viz., that in a given district in our own country the

gnats become more abundant immediately after the departure of

the swallows, martins, etc. If this view is correct, the protection

of these birds should be added to the devices named in ' Dragon-

flies vs. Mosquitoes.'
"

— On his return to Germany from Japan sixteen years ago. Pro-

fessor Eein, the well-known authority on Japanese art and indus-

try, planted in the Botanical Garden at Frankfort some specimens

of the lacquer tree (Rhus vernicifera), from which the Japanese

obtain the juice employed in the production of their famous

lacquer work. According to the London Times, there are now at

Frankfort thirty-four healthy specimens of the lacquer-tree, thirty

feet high and two feet in girth a yard from the ground ; and the

young trees, which have sprung from the original tree's seed, are

in a flourishing condition. It seems to be proved, therefore, that

the lacquer-tree is capable of being cultivated in Europe, and it

only remains to be seen whether the juice is affected by the changed

conditions. The Times says that, to ascertain this, Professor Rein

has tapped the Frankfort trees, and has sent some of the juice to

Japan, where it will be used by Japanese artists in lacquer work,

who will report on its fitness for lacquering. In the mean time,

some of the most eminent German chemists are analyzing sam-

ples of the juice taken from the trees at Frankfort, and samples

of the juice sent from Japan; and should their reports and the re-

ports from Japan be favorable, it is probable that the tree will be

largely planted in public parks and other places in Germany. In

course of time a skilled worker in lacquer would be brought over

from Japan to teach a selected number of workmen the art of

lacquering wood, and in this way it is hoped that a new art and

craft may be introduced into Europe.

— The disposal of sewage is a question which has been to the

fore for a good many years in various countries, says Engineering,

but which, perhaps, nowhere on the Continent has been dealt with

in a more systematic manner than in Germany. In Berlin the

drains from the houses receive both the rain water, the dirty water

from the kitchen, etc., and the contents of the water closets, con-

ducting them to a system of radial sewers, through which they,

by a natural fall, proceed to a dozen various pumping stations

within the area of the town. From these the sewage, through the

medium of combined force and suction pumps, passes through

pipes of three feet or still greater diameter to the land which the

corporation of Berlin possesses, and where the sewage is used as a

fertOizer. The sewage makes its final exit through a system of

conduits so arranged that before reaching them it has parted with

all its manurial power to the soil through which it is made to pass.

The sewage water thus filtered reaches the river through the natu-

ral fall of the conduits in a comparatively purified state. The

sewage is an exceptionally goo:l manure, and the yield of grass on

those fields that receive it is something quite out of the common,

so that it can be rut some six or seven times during one summer.

This system also seems to answer well so far as the sanitary side

of the question is concerned, but still there are a good many places

which prefer the method by which the sewage is collected in large

tanks, whereby it is possible to benefit larger areas by its fertilizing

qualities. Prankfort-on-the-Maine is another German town where

the sewerage system is very perfect, but owing to the excessive

cost of land in that locality the sewage is not, as in Berlin, used

as manure in the first instance. The sewage is purified before

being allowed to escape into the Maine, and the residue is pumped

into receptacles from where the farmers fetch it. The town of

Hanover is also about to adopt the sewerage system on a larger

scale. In Augsburg and Heidelberg the barrel system is used,

much more satisfactory in the latter than in the former town.

In Heidelberg the corporation itself attends to the emptying of

the barrels.

— Cloud heights and velocities form the subject of a recent ar-

ticle by Mr. H. H. Clayton in the American Meteorological Jour-

nal. The paper contains the result of cloud observations made at

Mr. A. L. Botch's observatory at Blue Hill, Mass., during the past

five years. The average heights of some of the principal clouds

were: Nimbus, 412 metres; cumulus, base, 1,558 metres; false

cirrus, 6,500 metres; cirro-stratus, 9,653 metres; cirrus, 10,135

metres. The cumulus is highest at Blue Hill during the middle

of the day. The Upsala observations show that the base of the

cumulus, as well as the cirrus, increases in height untO evening,

but neither of these conclusions apply to the observations at Blue

Hill The average velocity found for the cirrus, 83 miles an hour,

is twice as great as that found at Upsala. The extreme velocity

was found to be 133 miles an hour. A comparison between wind

and cloud velocity shows that below 500 metres the wind velocity

is less than the cloud velocity. Above that, the excess of the

clond velocity increases up to 1,000 metres, and then decreases

again till about 1,700 metres, after which it steadily increases.

This decrease between 1,000 metres and 1.700 metres is very prob-

ably due to the fact that the clouds between 700 metres and 1,000

metres were mostly observed during the morning, when the cu-

mulus moves most rapidly, and that the clouds between 1.000 me-

tres and 1,700 metres were mostly observed during the afternoon,

when the cumulus moves slowest.

— Dr. Borden P. Bowie of Boston University, who has charge

of the philosophical department, is now preparing a work on logic.

The manuscript is nearly ready for the printers.

— Professor Conn, the head of the biology department of Wes-

leyan University, Middletown, Conn., has his latest book, "The
New World " ready for the press, and it will be issued very soon.

— Professor George S. Bryant of the Alabama Polytechnic In-

stitute has been appointed director of the workshop and assistant

professor of mechanical engineering in the Leland Stanford, jun..

University.

— Several changes have been made in the faculty of Vassar

College, the following new teachers having been added : Professor

J. C. Bracq, professor of French; Miss Neef, assistant in French

and German; Professor J. L. Moore, professor of Latin; Miss

Byrnes, assistant in biological laboratory; Miss Ballantine, director

of gymnasium. Mrs. Georgia Kendrick is lady principal.

— Professor George Fi-ancis James of the University of Nash-

ville has been appointed lecturer on literature in the University of

Pennsylvania and editor of University Extension, the official or-

gan of the American Society for the Extension of University

Teaching. Mr. James was a student of the Northwestern and

Michigan Universities and has done post-graduate work in the

University of HaUe, Germany, and in the Sorbonne at Paris. Two
years ago he gave up the principalship of the Decatur (III.) high

school to go to Nashville, from which position he has been called

to Philadelphia.
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APPLE AND PEAR SCAB.

The microscope has revealed the fact that the brown scab which
has become so prevalent on certain varieties of apples and pears

during recent years is itself a plant, reproducing itself by spores,

which are borne upon the wind and find their congenial soil in the

leaves, tender twigs, and fruit of the apple and pear.

When the nature of the pest was ascertained a remedy was sug-

gested in the treatment which has recently been discovered to be
so effective in the case of other fungoid diseases of plants, namely,
the spraying of the affected trees with a solution of copper sul-

phate. This treatment has been recommended by the national

Department of Agriculture for several years; but, as heretofore

practiced, it has often injured the foliage of the trees to such an
extent that the remedy was almost as bad as the disease.

The Ohio Experiment Station has this season conducted an ex-

tensive series of experiments, some on its own grounds, some in a
large orchard in the neighborhood leased for the purpose, some in

the fruit region of the lake shore, and some in orchards along the

Ohio River. In these experiments several preventive solutions

have been tried, but especial attention has been given to the ques-

tion whether the strength of the copper sulphate and lime solution

(known as the Bordeaux mixture) might not be reduced so as not
to injure the foliage and yet accomplish the object of preventing

disease. The results of this work were shown in a striking ex-

hibit, made at the State fair and other places, in which sprayed

fruit was shown to be almost absolutely free from disease, while
that from neighboring trees left unsprayed was almost worthless.

The spraying not only reduces the injury to the fruit, but it

largely increases the total crop. This is because the foliage on the

sprayed trees remains healthy, while on the unsprayed trees it is

diseased and unable to perform its functions. Furthermore, the

scabby fruits fail to develop to their normal size, because of the

scab that is on them. The sprayed apples are fully twenty-five

per cent larger than the unsprayed, and are more highly colored.

As might be expected, the sprayed apples sell for more than the

unsprayed, there being a difference of more than twenty-five per

cent in favor of the former. This was found to be the case by an
actual test in the market, the sprayed apples selling more rapidly

at fifty cents per bushel than the unsprayed at forty cents. This

makes a total gain in favor of spraying of fully fifty per cent.

The cost per tree for the season does not exceed twenty-five cents,

while there is often a gain of one dollar or more, depending largely

upon the variety, as some are much more subject to scab than
ctliers. Spraying also prevents the premature falling of the leaves.

which is one of the results of the scab, for it affects the leaf as

well as the fruit.

Following are the formulae used in these experiments: No. 1—
copper sulphate, 4 pounds; lime, 4 pounds; water, 1 barrel. No.
2— copper sulphate, 4 pounds; lime, 4 pounds; Paris green, 4
ounces ; water, 1 barrel.

No. 1 is used for apple and pear scab, and to prevent the leaves

of plum and pear trees from dropping prematurely; also, for rasp-

berry cane scab, or anthracnose. Apply once before the leaves

open and about three times thereafter. It should not be used on
plums and early fruits later than July 1, and it is not necessary to

use it on any fruit later than Aug. 1. It should not be used on
raspberries after the blossoms open, and care should be taken to

direct the spray to the young growth and avoid the old canes after

the fii'st application.

No. 2 is used on pear, apple, plum, and cherry trees after the

blossoms fall, for the purpose of destroying insects. On plum and
cherry trees the applications should be made once in two weeks,
and oftener if the weather is rainy, up to within six weeks of the

time of ripening. For the last application on these fruits, it

would be well to dilute the mixture one half, or more, so as to

avoid lime coating; or the following may be substituted: Paris

green, 2 ounces; copper carbonate, 2 ounces; dissolve in three

pints of ammonia; add half a pound of lime and one barrel of

water.
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The Man of the Future.

Doctor Langdon"s remarks in a recent issue of Science (No. 452)

on the probable further evolution of man is one full of interest

to every speculative anthropologist. To the present writer it is

evident that man has by no means arrived at the acme of his di -

velopment, either mentally, morally, or physically; indeed, I con-

ceive the entire genus homo to be but little more than just started

upon its career of evolutionary growth.

In the first place there are many species and sub-species of men
upon the face of the globe of very low type that will either have

to be, or will be, exterminated in time by some branch of what
ultimately will persist as the dominant race. As examples, we may
point to the pygmies of Africa, many of our North American In-

dians, and similar ferine tribes. Some of these, however, wUl
undoubtedly to a certain extent fuse with the root-stocks of the

dominant race; some may be assimilated entirely,— a fate that

seems to await the negroes of the United States, and perhaps later

the Japanese and others. In short, I am inclined to think that, in

the ages to come, the human species of this world will eventually

tend to form one homogeneous race, and that race will speak but

the one language. When that epoch has fully arrived, then

indeed will the human species be fairly on the road towards

its perfection. Multifarious tongues now stand as a prime factor

in the way of man's more rapid evolvement. All this will require

an enormous lapse of time, and when it arrives the face of the

earth will be greatly changed. Man will have subordinated all

things to his will,— and nearly all other forms now existing, with

the exception of the very few that may prove useful to man, will

have been completely exterminated.

Many of these changes are now slowly advancing Under our

very eyes. Take the ideal man of the present day,— one of the

most perfectly organized ones as they now exist, and what do we
find ? In the vast majority of cases, as Clevenger has shown, he

is still subject to a variety of diseases which arise from the fact

that within a comparatively recent time of the world's history he

has assumed the erect attitude ; has passed from quadrupedal to

bipedal locomotion. Often these diseases prove to be fatal,— as

prolapsus uteri, the hernias, and others : is there to be no improve-

ment along this line ? Again, he has still clinging to his organi-

zation many of the structural vestiges that link him with the
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brutes: is there to be no improvement in that direction? It has

been proven that modifications are taking place in his dental

armature, his dermal appendages (as the hair disappearing, and so

forth), and perhaps to some extent in his very form, due to dress,

as encasing the feet, and strapping certain parts of the body. Will

these causes not, if continued, produce their ultimate effects?

However daintily he may mask the animals he kills and devours,

he is still as carnivorous as most of the Felidce. He often settles

his disputes by the murder of masses of his kind, and the leaders

in such assaults are glorified by having monuments erected to

them in the high places. In these days such monuments are seven-

ty-five per cent more numerous than are those erected to the great

among men of letters, of science, the arts, and the industries. All

of this savors very strongly of savagery, and can hardly be char-

acteristic of a tully developed race of men.

This aspect is not improved when we come t-o think of the va§t

number of what many in the world would reckon as our best de-

veloped specimens of men, whose minds are still controlled by the

nursery myths, the miracles, and the fables that were told and

sung to the children of the early peoples of the world in Asia. la

the mind of the man of the future to remain in such a condition

of thraldom? In fact, the most of the opinions held, the institu-

tions, the very language, the entire organization by and of the

best existing t\pes of men, are each and all to me highly indica-

tive of a very early stage of the development of the species.

So I cannot fully coincide with Dr. Langdon when he says,

" While, therefore, we may anticipate an mcrease in the average

perfection of parls, and consequently a more harmonious develop-

ment of man's present plan of sti-ucturp, we cannot rationally look

for any radical change in the plan itself." Although it would not

demand any radical change in the plan of structure of present

man, has it ever occurred to your correspondent that in the dim
future of the world the environment of man may have progres-

sively so changed as ultimately to produce a race of enormous

giants; or, other conditions obtaining, a race of the veriest pyg-
mies may be the result ? Who among our present-day naturalists,

had he lived in Eocene time, and become familiar with the little

Kohippus, no bigger than a fox, would ever have predicted that

from it was in time to be developed the highly modified modern
horse? It is safe to say, not one,— yet Eohippus must have ap-

peared quite perfect for its kind in its day.

There is every reason to believe that in the lapse of time, or

when many more millions of years have rolled by, our little earth

will become cold from changes now going on: she may solidify to

her very core, and become as frigid as a moon, and utterly incapa-

ble of supporting any manner of life upon her surface. In fact,

life will probably be at an end long before any such condition in

her comes about. The last one of the human species, the very

last individual of all, the very tip of the last twig of the tree of

human descendants, must also die,— perish. If that modified

form possesses sight, its eye may look out upon a remarkable
scene indeed. Earth may be stripped of all timber; coal beds all

burned up; metals all moulded into medallions, machines, and
monuments; her land-surface graded nearly or quite level by

causes now in operation; every other living thing, every lion,

lark, and louse in the land exterminated; and nothing remaining
but the works of the modified man. ''~^-

R. W. Shufeldt, M.D.
Takoma, D.C., Oct. 9.

Rain-Making.

In Science for Oct. 9 Mr. Powers takes exception to a short dis-

cussion of this question prepared by myself and published in

August. I have no desire to enter the discussion, but simply to

correct one or two misapprehensions of my own connection with

this matter. Mr. Powers gives a novel view of Plutarch's state-

ment regarding battles and rain. The following is a translation

of Plutarch :
" Extraordinary rains generally fall after great bat-

tles." He is doubtful whether by these the gods would wash out

the trouble from the sky " or the blood and corruption, by the

moist and hea^y vapors they emit, thicken the air, which is liable

to be altered by the smallest cause." It hardly seems as though
this corresponds with the later view of .Mr. Powers. But the view

of another rain-maker does not agree with that of Mr. Powers

"Let 10,000 Greeks march into battle chanting their 'paeans'

and shouting their 'allallas,' beating time meanwhile on their

shields, while 100,000 Persians are advancing against them, con-

tinually shouting their terrible battle-cries; then let the great

armies rush together with the tumult of clashing swords and

shields, the hoar.^e death-cries and shouts of victory, and surely

the sound-waves rising from such a din will literally shake the

heavens, and are capable of producing no insignificant effect

among the volatile currents of the upper air. Moreover, the heat

generated from the struggling: masses and the moisture evaporated

from their perspiration would exercise a decided influence in dis-

turbing the equilibrium of the atmospheric conditions."

Exception is taken to my very guarded statement, " During the

war of the Rebellion there were over 3,300 battles, on an average

prohahly as severe as the average of the 158 above mentioned" (by

Mr. Powers). I have italicized a very important word. I had no

time to do anything more that compare several of the running

statements of the battles given in the old edition of " War and the

Weather ' with other facts. This I did sufficiently to satisfy my-

self that such a statement could be made. It is an open question

in my mind just how one should treat a continued battle and firing

in studying its probable effect upon the atmosphere. The more or

less desultory firing in many battles could not be considered as of

much importance. Moreover, any rain which fell after an interval

of a few minutes must probably be regarded as in no wise due to

the explosions. I do not say that the smoke and carbon from the

powder might not have some influence, but whatever they had

would be felt a hundred miles or more from the scene of the ex-

plosions.

Mr. Powers thinks that the currents of the atmosphere do not

travel-atthe rate of twenty to fifty miles per hour, or, at least, dur-

ing these battles they did not do so. This is a question of fact which

has been proved by actual observation, and cannot be gainsaid.

The only time these currents are not moving with this velocity is

when a high area or " clearing condition " is passing. Mr. Pow-

ers's theory of storm formation is exceedingly unique, and possibly

he could help meteorology by establishing that theory. What he

would need to do would be to select a high area or a " clearing

condition." and then make his explosions and note the result. It

certainly is not a fact that two currents pass in opposite directions

near the point of formation of our storms. Mr. Powers takes ex-

ception to my statement, "One thing seems very evident, that

absolutely no rain can be obtained out of a dry atmosphere." I

will now take out the word "seems " which has no business in

this statement, and leave the rest without fear of contradiction by

any one who reads the expression as I meant it.

H. A. Hazen.
Washington, D.C., Oct. 12.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Laboratory Practice. By Josiah Parsons Cooke, LL.D. New
York, Appleton. 16°. $1.

All students of chemistry are familiar with "The New Chem-
istry," by Professor Cooke, the first edition of which appeared

eighteen years ago, when it was one of the earlier volumes of the

International Scientific Series. That book, which has fascinated

so many, now appears in a revised and enlarged form. The book

now issued is described by the author as a " companion volume to

' The New Chemistry.' " As will be remembered, the earlier book

waslargely descriptive of the problems and theoretical discussions

of modern chemistry. •

' Laboratory Practice " gives a series of ex-

periments on the fundamental principles of chemistry. The pur-

pose of the author is to furnish the beginner in chemistry with

a text-book which shall aid him in doing his laboratory work, but

only when this work is carried out under the guidance of a com-
petent teacher, — a teacher who can speak to the students from

the fulness of his own knowledge. Professor Cooke, as the head

of the chemical department of Harvard College almost as long as

there has been such a department— for more than forty years—
has had great experience as a teacher of chemistry, and it is cer-

tain that each and all of those who have had the pleasure of tak-
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ing rourses under bim can testify that he could always speak from
the fulness of his knowledge. It has seemed in perusingthis new
book that the author did not always appreciate that others had not

equal experience, and to those who find descriptions of apparatus
difiScult to follow without the aid of illustrations, their almost to-

tal absence may be disappointing. But it is enough to say that

Professor Cooke has brought out this new book to make sure that

all teachers of chemistry will be anxious to examine it.

Eighty-odd experiments are described, some of them, owing to

the modern developments, of a physical rather than of a chemical
nature as formerly understood. The apparatus called for is not
expensive, and can be rendered even less so by resort to various
make-shifts, which are, however, always bothersome and time-

consuming.

Conduct as a Fine Art. The Laws of Daily Conduct, by Nicho-
las P. Tn.MAN; Character Building, by Edward P. Jack-
son. New York, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 12°. $1.50.

Some time since the American Secular Union of Philadelphia
offered a prize of one thousand dollars for the best treatise for

teaching morals in the pubhc schools without inculcating any re-

ligious doctrine, and the prize was divided between the autliors

of the two works here named. They are quite different in literary

form, Mr. Oilman's being an essay in several chapters, and Mr.
Jackson's a series of conversations between a teacher and his pu-
pils. Religion as a basis of morality having been set aside, it is

held to be necessary to give it a " scientific basis; " and Mr. Oil-

man in particular makes special claims for his work on this ac-

count. After a careful i-eading of it, however, we are unable to

find any scientific quality in it. The only way to make ethics

scientific is to find the ultimate ground or criterion of right and
wrong, and then deduce all minor principles from this fundamen-
tal one. But Mr. Oilman expressly repudiates any design of do-
ing so. apparently because he has no settled opinion as to what
the criterion is. Nor is there anything scientific in the arrange-
ment of his work ; on the contrary, it is a series of desultory chap-
ters which might just as well have been arranged in any other
way. Mr. Jackson makes mqch less pretension of being scientific;

but after reading both works we can readily understand the state-

ment in the preface that the society that offered the prize was not
satisfied with either of them.
But in saying these things we do not wish to be understood as

condemning the essays, either of thecn. They present the com-
mon-sense ethics of the time in a form suitable for instructing

children, and in the hands of good teachers may be made useful.

They are intended rather for teachers than for pupils, it being
supposed that the teacher will instruct his pupils orally; and
teachers of strong moral instincts who are also good talkers would
probably teach best in that way. To such teachers this book will

vmdoubtedly furnish many valuable hints.

A Hand-bflok of Industrial Organic Chemistry. By Samuel P.

Sadtler, Ph.D. Philadelphia, Lippincott. 8°. .|5.

Wagner's " Chemical Technology," which is about the only

book of moderate size in English which describes the chemistry of

industrial processes, is now somewhat antiquated, though doubt-

less some day a new edition will appear. There are the encyclo-

pedias of chemistry and of chemical industries, but no single vol-

ume.
Dr. Sadtler has endeavored, within the compass of a moderate-

sized octavo, to take up a number of the more important chemical
industries, or groups of related industries, and to show in lan-

guage capable of being understood, even by those not specially

trained in chemistry, the existing conditions of those industries.

The present volume is limited to industrial organic chemistry.

This field, while covering many very important lines of manufac-
ture, does not seem at present to be so well provided for as the

inorganic part of the subject. A companion volume, covering

this other side of industrial chemistry, is in contemplation.

In taking up the several industries for survey, there are first enu-

merated and described the raw materials which serve as the basis

of the industrial treatment; second, the processes of manufacture
are given in outline and explained; third, the products, both in-

termediate and final, as well as side-products, are characterized

and their composition illustrated in many cases by tables of analy-

ses; fourth, the most important analytical tests and methods are

given which seem to be of value either in the control of the pro-

cesses of manufacture or in determining the purity of the product;

and, fifth, the bibliography and statistics of each industry are

given, so that an idea of the present development and relative im -

portance of the industry may be had.

The author has endeavored in a number of cases to give a clearer

picture of the lines of treatment for an industry by the introduc-

tion of schematic views of the several processes through which
the raw material is carried until it is brought out as a finished

product.

The subjects treated are: petroleum and mineral oil industry;

industry of the fats and fatty oils ; industry of the essential oils

and resins; the cane-sugar industry ; the industries of starch and

its alteration products; fermentation industries ; milk industries;

vegetable textile fibres; textile fibres of animal origin ; animal

tissues and their products; industries based upon destructive dis-

tillation; the artificial coloring matters; natural dye-colors;

bleaching, dyeing, and textile printing.

That such a book is needed cannot be questioned. It will be of

value to the specialists engaged in industrial chemistry and to the

general reader seeking information.

The author has had experience in writing chemical books and

in editorial work. The number of illustrations is large, and they

are well made and increase materially the value of the book for

the purposes for which it is intended. There is also a considera-

ble number of valuable tables.

A Study of Greek Philosophy. By Ellen M. Mitchell. Chi-

cago, S. C. Origgs & Co. 12°. $1.25.

The authoress of this book has been for some years the leader

of a baud of ladies who have devoted themselves to the study of

philosophy. Being a disciple of Hegel, it was natural that she

should devote special attention to the history of philosophy, that

aspect of the subject having been given special prominence by
Hegel himself and by some of his principal followers; and this

sketch of the Greek philosophy is the outcome of her studies. It

is written in an earnest and serious spirit, and with an evident

desire to present the truth as the writer understands it. It is im-

partial, too, as between the different schools and thinkers, none

of them being slighted and no decided preference shown for one

over another except as their real importance demands it. The
chief fault of the book, to our thinking, is its excessive Hegel-

ianism. In treating the various Greek thinkers, those points in

their teaching that seem to anticipate Hegel's philosophy, or lend

it support, are given special prominence, and sometimes there is

a tendency to read into the ancient writers views derived from
Hegel himself. Then the fi'equent repetition of the Hegelian

catchwords, such as " self-consciousness," "the idea," ••subjec-

tivity and objectivity," the "infinity of mind," etc., detracts from
the merit of the work.

Miss Mitchell has followed Zeller largely in her interpretation

of the Greek thinkers, but has also derived something from Hegel's

history of philosophy, and she quotes occasionally from both these

writers. Her account of the earlier philosophers is one of the best

parts of her work, their leading characteristics, as far as known,
being very clearly presented in a small space. In the chapters

relating to Plato and Aristotle the dialectics and physics of these

writers are examined at greater length than seems necessary;

while in the latter part of the book we could have wished for a

little more information about the relations between Greek philoso-

phy and Jewish and Christian thought. But though the book is

not free from faults, it has much to recommend it, and it will be

specially acceptable to adherents of German philosophy.

The Philosophy of the Beautifid. I. Its History. By William
Knight. New York, Scribner. 16°. $1.

This book is one of a series to be published by John Murray in

England and by Messrs. Scribner in America, and designed to

furnish books for study and reference on a variety of subjects.

They bear the general title of " University Extension Manuals,"
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and, if we may judge from the names of the books and authors

giFen in the prospectus, are likely to be of real value. The vol-

ume before us is by the editor of the series, and is devoted to a

history of esthetics from the days of the Greek philosophers to the

present time. Another volume is projected by the author, in

which he will discuss the subjects of beauty and art themselves,

and will present a constructive theory of his own. The present

work is a succinct but useful summary of the teachings of previ-

ous writers, presented with impartiality and in a clear and attract-

ive style. The ancient writers are first treated of, Plato and Ar-

istotle occupying the foremost places; and then, after a brief

glance at certain mediaeval philosophers, the esthetic writers of

modern times are taken up, those of each nation being grouped

together. Thus the philosophy of Germany from the earliest

times to the present is first dealt with, then those of France, Italy,

Holland, Britain, and America. This arrangement enables us to

see the effect of national genius on the philosophy and criticism

of art, but fails to show with equal clearness what the writers of

one nation have owed to those of another. The principal fault of

Professor Knight's work, as it seems to us, is the attention given

to insignificant authors, who contributed nothing to the subject,

either by philosophy or by criticism, and who might better have

been passed over in silence. The impression produced on the

mind by the book is in one respect discouraging, for it seems to

show that little real advance in the philosophy of beauty has been

made since ancient days. The theory, first promulgated by Plato

and afterwards adopted by Aristotle, that the essence of beauty

consists in harmony and proportion, still holds its ground; but the

dispute between Aristotelian realism and Platonic idealism is as

unsettled as ever. We commend Professor Knight's book to stu-

dents of esthetics, and shall look with interest for his second vol-

ume.

Electricity and Magnetism. Translated from the French of

Amedee Gtjillemin. Revised and edited by Silvanus P.

Thompson. London and New York, Macmillan. 8". $8.

This is certainly as fine a piece of book making in the line of

the physical sciences as we remember having seen for some time.

A few French writers have in the past brought out these hand-

some volumes in popular exposition of this or that branch of sci-

ence, and occasionally these have been translated. But there

have been few published in English except as translations.

That Professor Silvanus P. Thompson is known as the writer of

good books in electrical science goes without saying, and his

standing as a physicist is unquestioned, as has been recognized by

his election not many years ago as a Fellow of the Royal Society.

The editor, however, claims responsibility on but a few points.

The chapters on dynamo-electric machines and on the telephone

were largely rewritten by him, and brought into accordance with

modern knowledge ; and throughout the book frequent editorial

notes in brackets are inserted that bring the statements up to

date.

The book is not intended for the student, but as a popular, sim-

ple, non-mathematical exposition of the science which now at-

tracts such general interest. The volume is certainly one on

which a great amount of labor and money must have been ex-

pended, but there has been left in a great deal of matter of purely

historical interest, matter not of a character likely to please any

one looking only for the latest information. Electrical science

has moved considerably in the past ten years, and it has been dif-

ficult for the editor to conceal the evident influence of the Pan-

Electrical Exposition of 1881 as a recent event on the French

original.

When one is asked for a popular book on electricity and mag-

netism, the answer is a diflBcult one, since such valuable manuals

as the "Principles of Electricity and Magnetism,"' by Professor

Thompson, may prove too formally scientific for the untrained

reader. There is certainly no other work in English that treats

electricity and magnetism in so untechnical a way as does this by

Guillemin ; we only question whether it might not have been of

half the size and served its purpose as well. The first part of the

volume is devoted to the pure science, the second to the applica-

tions in the industries.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

F. A. Brockhaus, Leipzig, announces a new edition (the four-

teenth) of his ''Brockhaus' Konversation-Lexikon." The first

volume of the first edition was published in 1796, so that the

present is projected as a sort of century-jubilee edition. The
work will be very much enlarged and printed in a sumptuous

manner. It may be had in 356 weekly parts or in sixteen bound

volumes.

— Messrs. D. Appleton & Co. are about to publish "Freeland:

A Social Anticipation," by Dr. Theodor Hertzka, a book which

has been called the German "Looking Backward." This work
describes an imaginary colony in equatorial Africa, in which Dr.

Hertzka's economic system of land and capital nationalization,

combined with absolutely untrammelled industrial competition, is

carried out. The book has given rise already to local societies in

Vienna, Buda Pest, Prague, Czerarowitz, Berlin, Hambuig,
Brunswick, Hanover, and some fourteen other places, which will

ultimately be united into an International Free Society for the

purpose of establishing such a colony as is described in the book.

— Babyhood contains the following among other articles in its

October issue: "The Management and Care of Near-Sighted

Eyes," by J. M. Mills, M.D. ; "The Airing and Exercise of In-

fants," by Alfred Stengel, M.D.; "The Bones in Childhood," by

Harriet Brooke Smith, M.D. ;
" Nursery Ventilation; " •' The

Nursery Chair; " "Sweets;" "From One to Five;" "How to

Carry the Baby;" "Neglect of Milk Crust;" "Fat Babies vs.

Lean Babies;" "Blowing Baby's Nose;" "A Night Jacket:'"

"Washing Baby's Flannels;" "Contagion from Whooping
Cough ;" " Buying a Cow for the Baby;" " Condensed Milk f(ir

a Long Journey ;
" " Quantity of Food at One Year ;

" "Hard and

Soft Water as Affecting Teeth; "' " A Cure for the Green Apple

Habit."

— "Seas and Lands " is the title Sir Edwin Arnold has given to

the account of his recent travels, which the Longmans will pub-

lish at once. The earlier chapters are devoted to Canada and the

United States, but the bulk of the book is given up to Japan as it

impressed the author of the " Light of Asia" day by day. There

are more than forty full page illustrations from photographs. The

same firm will issue at once Canon Farrar's new copyright

novel, "Darkness and Dawn; or. Scenes in the Days of Nero."

This historic tale is the author's first venture into fiction for many
years, and it is the result of his investigation into the early history

of Christianity. He has stuck more closely to the facts than most

writers of fiction, and he declares that the " outline of his story is

determined by the actual events of pagan and Christian history."

— In the Magazine of American History for October an article

by the editor, " A Group of Columbus Portraits," deals with facts

and picture-pedigrees, giving fac-similes of the oldest and rarest

engraved prints of Columbus portraiture extant, with much other

data of timely consequence. The double-headed contemporary

print of the portraits of Ferdinand and Isabella is included;

and Mrs. Lamb adds to her essay suggestive sketches of those

sovereigns and their great military triumphs in connection with

Columbus and the dawn of America upon the map of the world.

W. F. Ganong follows with a paper on " The St. Croix of the

Northeastern Boundary," and four illustrative maps. "Hugh
McCulloch on Daniel Webster" is an excerpt of interest. The

longest article in the number is a study by Right Reverend M. F.

Howley, D.D., P. A., of Newfoundland, on " Cabot's Landfall," the

scene of which he traces, according to his judgment, in an elabo-

rate accompanying map. Then comes a contribution pertinent to

the approaching World's Fair, " The Sultan of Turkey and the

Chicago Exhibition," by Frederick Diodati Thompson, touching on

the calamities and historic growth of Chicago, and presenting

many facts about Turkey and its ruler, whose visit to America on

the opening of the Columbian exposition is foreshadowed. Other

articles include " Philadelphia in 1778 through Foreign Eyes,""

and " Napoleon Bonaparte and Peace with America."

— Dr. De Ki-oustckofE, an eminent chemist and mineralogist of

St. Petersburg, recently paid a visit of some weeks to the United

States, charged with a scientific mission by the Russian Govern-
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ment. Dr. de Kroustckoff announces a series of translations in

Russian from the works of leading American, French, and Ger-

man scientists. The first of these volumes, it is expected, will

appear next year^ and is to comprise the greater part of Dr. T.

Sterry Hunt's " New Basis for Chemistry," together with his

studies of the origin and succession of crystalline rocks, the cren-

itic hypothesis, and various related subjects.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish next month a " Brown-

ing Cyclopaedia," by Dr. Edward Berdoe, one of the most active

members of the Browning Society. This volume will deal with

the whole of the poet's works, and will contain a commentary on

every poem, with explanations of all obscurities and difiSculties

arising from the historical allusions, legends, classical and archaic

phraseology, and curious out-of-the-way terminology, which

makes Browning so difficult for the ordinary reader.

Professor J. E. Cooke of Harvard University, author of the

well-known '
' New Chemistry " in the International Scientific Se-

ries, has written a most helpful new book entitled " Laboratory

Practice," which, as its name indicates, will be a practical aid to

students. The book is designed for a companion to Professor

Cooke's " The New Chemistry," which has been for many years a

standard work, and has been translated into .all the principal Eu-

ropean languages. The new book is brought out by the publish-

ers of the other, D. Appleton & Co.

— In addition to the fall announcements of Macmillan & Co ,

made in our issue of Sept. 25, we note the following. " Symbol-

ism in Christian Art," and " Heraldry," by F. E. Hulrae; "Monu-
mental Brasses," by the Rev. H. "W. Macklin; Behaghel's "The
German Language," translated and adapted for the use of English

schools by Emil Trechmann; " A Hi&tory of Early English Liter-

ature," by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke; "The Buccaneers of

America," by Captain James Burney (reprinted from the edition

of 1816); " Some Aspects of the Greek Genius," by S. H. Butcher,

professor of Greek, Edinburgh; "The Inferno of Dante," trans-

lated, with a commentary, by A. J. Butler; " English Literature

at the Universities," by S. Churton Collins; "Browning's Message

to His Time," by Dr. Edward Berdoe (with a portrait and fac-

simile letters; second edition, revised and enlarged); " Dante and
His Ideal," by Herbert Baynes (with a portrait); "Goethe," by
Oscar Browning (with a portrait); " Dante," by Oscar Browning
(with portrait) ; " Browning's Criticism of Life," by W. F. Revell;

" Henrik Ibsen," by the Rev. Philip H. Wicksteed; "Epictetus

(the Discourses of)," with the Eucheiridion and Fragments re-

printed from the translation of George Long (printed on hand-made
paper, bound in buckram); '-Battles, Bivouacs and Barracks,"

by Archibald Forbes; two new volumes of essays by E. A. Free-

man (I. — Historical, II. — Miscellaneous) ;
'' A Short Manual of

Philology for Classical Students," by P. Giles, fellow of Gonville

and Caius CoUege, Cambridge (uniform with Dr. Gow's " Corn-

Publications received at Editor's Office,

Oct. 7-13.

Bkainard, p. B. The Sextant and other Eeflecting

Mathematical Instruments. New York, Van
Nostrand. 120 p. IC. 50 cents.

Canada, Annual Report of the Geological and Nat-
ural History Survey of, 1888-89. Vol. IV. Mon-
treal, Government. 4°. $2.

Cooke, J. P. Laboratory Practice. New York,
Appleton. 193 p. 18°. $1.

Qdillemin, a. Eleetricity and Magnetism (rev. and
ed by S. P. Thompson;). London and New York,
Macmillan. 976 p. 4°. S8.

KviGHT, W. The Philosophy of the Beautiful. New
York, Scribner. 288 p. 12°. »1.

Mitchell, E. A Study of Greek Philosophy. Chi-

cago, Griggs. 282 p. 12°. $I.S5.

PLrMPTON, Q. W. How to Become an Engineer.
New York, Van Nostrand. 218 p. 16°. 50 cents.

Stoddakd, C. a. Across Russia. New York, Scrib-

ner. 258 p. 8°. $1.50.

United States and the Dominion of Canada, Nor-
mal Temperature Charts by Decades for the.

Washington, Government. 72 p. f°.

PRACTICAL WORK

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
By Fbedeeick Wm. Streatfeild, with a

Prefatory Notice by Prof. E. Meldola.

156 pages, with 35 illustrations, $1.25.

E. & F. H. 12 Cortlandt St., N. Y,

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

137 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-

mend them to all workers in meteorology,

and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a

copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'
' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, New York.

BOOKS : Hoi;t- to Exchange them for
others. Send a postal to the Science exchange
column (insertion free), stating briefly what you
want to exchange. Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New York.

** The Week, one of the ablest papers on the con-

tinent."—Descriptive America.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal ofPolitics^ Literature^ Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. $1.00 for Four Months.

THE WEEK bas entered on Its EIGHTH year of
publication, greatly Improved in every respect,
rendering It more worthy the cordial support of
every one Interested in the maintenance of a flrst-

class literary Journal.
The Independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever since its flrst

Issue will be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to improve its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a Journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to
its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisher
will be to make THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary joumafs in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore, Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London, Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament.
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weekly,"' is the largest paper of Its class on the
continent.

SEND FOR FREE SAITPLE COPY.

C, BLACKETT ROBINSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

will be given to Ne^v Subscribers to the
Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPAM,
ITlinneapolis, Jninii.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of hotany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
puBLiSgERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

CracvfordsTille^ find.

Publications oftlie University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. noio ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Beign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schelling, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature, $1.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian ' Dibbarra'^ Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic. 60 cents.

3. a. npoy with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
F5,n tdn and Pd.k kdp pill. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archasology and
Palaeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archeeology and Lin^is- -

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Furness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archfeologieal Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott. M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

ArchEeological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archaeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, S2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha'' be pre-

N. D. O. HOD&ES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS : Ho«r to get tbem. If there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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panion to School Classics ") ; " The Present State of the Fine Arts

in France," hy P. G. Hamerton; " The New Calendar of Great

Men," edited by Frederic Harrison, author of "The Choice of

Books;" " Text-Book of the Developmental History of the Verte-

brates," by Dr. Oxar Hertwig, professor of comparative anatomy

in the University of Berlin (translated and edited by Dr. E. L.

Mark of Harvard); " Story of the Hills," by H. M. Hutchinson,

author of " The Autobiography of the Earth;" " The Government

of Victoria " (Australia), by Edward Jenks, professor of law in

the University of Melbourne; " Text-Book of the Developmental

History of the Invertebrates," by Drs. Korsoheldt and Heider of

Berlin (translated under the supervision of Dr. E. L. Mark of

Harvard); " Historical Outlines of English Syntax," by the Rev.

R. Morris and Dr. L, Kellner; " Religious Systems of the World

:

Pre-Christian, Christian and Philosophic," a series of essays by

eminent specialists (second edition, revised and considerably en-

larged, containing more than twenty additional a.tticles); " British

Seas," by W. Clark Russell (with numerous illustrations); " The
Wisdom of Life," " Counsels and Maxims," "Religion," "The Art

of Literature," and " Studies in Pessimism," by Schopenhauer

(new edition, translated by T. Bailey Saunders); "Commercial

German," by F. C. Smith; "Fossil Botany," an introduction to

paleophytology from the standpoint of the botanist, by H. Graf

zu Solms-Laubach, professor in the University of Gottingen (au-

thorized English translation by Henry E. F. Garnsey, fellow of

Magdalen College, Oxford; revised by Isaac Bay ley Balfour, pro-

fessor of botany in the university and keeper of the Royal Botan-

ical Garden, Edinburgh) ;
" England and the English in the Eigh-

teenth Century: Chapters in the Social History of the Times," by

William Connor Sydney; "Diphtheria: Its Natural History and

Prevention," by Dr. Thome Thome; " Madhiism and the Soudan"

(an account of the rise and progress of Madhiism, and of the sub-

sequent events in the Soudan to the present time) by Major F. R.

Wingate, R.A.

AToitic

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 I^afayette PI., N. Y.

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephkaim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says:
'

' I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circurtjstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Bevvare of Substitutes and Imitations.

CACXION.—Be sure the wrord '* Hors-
ford's" Is on tbe label. All otbers are

spnrlous. Never sold In bulk.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. Svo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. Svo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

% &? PARK PLAdE,NEW YORK

Old and Rare Books.

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price^ 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This "Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading.'^]

From JPrincipals ofInstitutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations.''
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility." ^
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modern Language Notes.

*.K-* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

>ACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
) azines. Haies low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study lu tlie Native Keligions of the

Western Coutiuent.
By D. O. Brinton, M.D. 8°. S1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Bkinton, M.D., an Moheis Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C, HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BUILD?

yltli«J/-tl:l"t>W.;..

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBI^E I^CW-COSX
HOUSES5" now arranged in Hire© volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, neiv desio:ns for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build without delayfii, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SlfiOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
S3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to S9000. Price, by mail. $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

''COL-ONIAL HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price. $2.00.

*' PICTURESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic^
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.

Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Eoblns.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.

Eeviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomologj', published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5 00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OB,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FEL,1..0W.
(S. H. SCrDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

' *'The Story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literary World.
" This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—Bosion Transcript.

t " The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—Tfte Dial.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

*' The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject.""—P/i.i7adeipft.ia Press.
"The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish, to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''^—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation.""
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BEADY SOOJSr.

TBE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

Bv ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

8°, about 400 pp., §3.50.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language.""

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton''s 'Races

and Peoples " to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol
ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America,.^^—Brighton (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity.""—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples."' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."'''—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading.""

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from 'Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12'-\ 184 pp., $1.50.

BEADY SOON.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This will contain a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFREY W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.

"The inestimable Importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and \he novelty of his work^
all combine to render the Hill's treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We hea- illy commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, abd wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

•* The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It Is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

n. THE SOCIETY AND THE '* FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. 1\.°. 20 ceits.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and Interesting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely. * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COX. 12''. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.'''—C/iris(ian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."—Sf. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.

'* Mr. <Jox reviews the history of his subject with
knowledge and skill."—Open Court.

**It Is of extreme interest.^*—Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful peruea',"—intiia-na Medica

Journal.
" An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popwia)-
Science News.

*'A11 Interested In biological questions will find
the book. faBciu&Uug."—Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his satyject."—Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."—CrzYi'c.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Cybus THOMAS. 12°.$!.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound- builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Rocord
(W&lam Olum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their reatdei ee
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An lllust ation of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of tiie Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contrlbuilon to the question, * Who

were the mound-builders ? ' ^'—New York Times.
•"ProfesMor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlng age."—iV^. F. Sun.
"An Interesting paper.''''—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12^ $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—£os-

to7i Transcript.
' A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on * Tornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States.''—5osfon
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorclogy. In which science, the
author, Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -PhiiadeU
phia Ledge}-.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interestiog facts. Professor Jastrow^'s good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require com.m.ent."~Puhiic
Opinion.

*' A useful work for psychologists—as well as the
general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form tbe present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."—T/je Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylok Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure.""—firoofc?i/n Eagle.
'* Practical and sensible."—Pit^Z/c Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which it

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed.'"'—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" Practical and simply written."—Springfield Re-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene,"—5^

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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JVST rUBLlSHED.

THE LABRADOR COAST,

[htocidwoLU CAJ l^tl? dt.

IVEW VORK.

LABOE^TORY PRACTICE.
A Series o' Experiments on the Fundamental

Principles of Chemistry. A companion
volume to "The New Chemistry." By
Prof. JosiAH Parsons Cooke, LL.D., Pro-

fessor and Director of the Chemical Labo-

ratory, Harvard University. 13mo. Cloth,

,$1.00.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EAELY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY
SICAL GEOGEAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HIS rOEY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-

CLES, AND CHARTS EELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATUEAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, ffl.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmen and ornitbologists will be intere.sted in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,

which has been kindly revised and broujjht down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is .Indebted to Dr
Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-

tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-
cana.

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide

to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those inteiested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,

47 Lafayette Place, New York.

*' It is thought by the writer that a course on the
fundamental principles of chemistry, like the one
here outlined, is far more suitable for the pupils of
secondary schools than the me.iger description of
the scheme of the chemical elements which is pre-
sented in epitome by most of the elementary text-
books on this science; and in order to bring the ex-
perimental method within the means of all schools
of that class, the writer has sought to adapt to the
I»urposes of instruction common household utensils,
such as may be made by a tinsmith, or found at any
house- furnishing store. . . . The student ought
to be left to make his own observations, and then to
interpret the results with such aid as may be neces-
sary from the instructor. "—i^rom the Preface.

For sale by all booksellers, or loiU be se7it by mail
on receipt ofprice by the publishers,

D. APPLETON & CO.,
1, 3, & 5 Bond Street, New York.

BOOKS: How to Sell them. Send a list

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book
Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

fi/ew Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle ot the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Prctettion Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

Honghton, Mifflin & Co.'s

New Books.
Christopher Columbus,
And ho-c he received and imparted
the Spirit of Discovery. By Jdstin Win-
SOR, Editor of

'

' The Narrative and Criti-

cal History of America." With portraits

anH maps. 8vo, $4. CO
A book of great value in biography, his-

tory and geography. Mr. Winsor's special

qual ifications to write such a work are known
to all.

Geodesy.

Vol. IV. in the Riverside Snieuce
Series. By J. Howard Gobb, B.S., Ph.D

,

Professor of Mathematics in Colarabian
University. $1 25.

A book of equal value and interest, giving
a history of experiments and modes of de-

termining scientifically the shape and meas-
urements of the earth.

Dante's Divine Comedy.
TranfUt'd by Charles Eliot Nor-
ton, Professor in Harvard University.
With Notes. In three volumes. I. Hell
13mo, gilt top, $1.25.

Professor Norton is recognized in America
and in Europe as not only one of the best

Dante scholars, but as one of the few masters
of English prose. His translation of the
Divine Comedy is as literal as is consistent

with good English.

What IS Reality?
By Francis H Johnson. Crown
8vo, $2.00
This is a book of remarkable grasp and

power, and is a contribution of great value
toward the solution of some of the deepest

problems that can engage the mind of man.

Betty Alden.
Ry Jane G. Austin, au'hor of "A
Nameless Nobleman," '"Standishof Staud-
ish " "Doctor Le Baron and his Daugh-
ters," etc. 16mo, $1.25.

"Betty" is the daughter of Johu Alden
and Priscilla. This novel is full of the his-

tory and picturesque incidents of the Pilgrim
story, and is likely to be one of the most
popular of Mrs. Austin's very successful

books about the Old Plymouth Colony.

Joseph Hardy Nccs.ma.
Bv Arthur Sherburne Hakdy,
author of

'
' But Yet a Woman, " '

' Passe
Eose," etc. With portraits of Mr. Neesima
and Hon. Alpheus Hardy. Crown 8vo,

§2.00.

This account of one of the most famous
Japanese of modern times is deeply interest-

ing. His education in America, his contri-

bution to the wonderful transformation of

Japan, and the light thrown on that unique
country by bis letters, render the book pecul-

iarly valuable and engaging.

*-^For sale by all booksellers. Sent postpaid, on
receipt of price by the Publishers,

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO,, Boston.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S MW SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Just Published. With 600 Illustrations, 8vo, $8.00.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
Translated from the French of AMEDEE GUILLEMI^. Revised and Edited by Silvanus

P. Thompson, D.Sc., B.A., F.E.S., Principal and Professor of Physics in the City

Guilds of London Technical College. With 600 Illustrations, including many Page

Plates. Super Royal 8vo, $8.00.

" The Editor ventures to believe that he may have rendered some service to the cause

of the science if, by rewriting a popular account of the principal phenomena of electricity

and magnetism in language which accords with the views of Faraday and of Maxwell and
of all modern British electrisiaus as to the nature of electric and magnetic actions, he has

helped in however small a degree to assist toward burying the old traditions of the unten-

able fluid theories of electricity and magnetism. The chapters on Dynamo-electric

machines and on the Telephone have been largely rewritten by him in accordance with

modern knowledge. Various footnotes and addenda have been made; all those for which
the editor is responsible being distinguished by being enclosed in square brackets."—£c?i-

tor's Preface.

PICTORIAL ASTRONOMY.
By-G. F. CHAMBERS. With numerous Illustrations, $1.25.

"Mr. Chambers'' well-known 'Handbook'' has made his name familiar to astronomical I'eaders. who will

appreciate the value of a smaller and more compact treatise, by the same author, on the subject . . .

an elegantly printed and profusely illustrated work, which is worthy of the author's reputation/"—
Athenceum.

Now Ready, with 300 lUustratior.p, 8vo, $4.00.

SCHLIEMANN'S EXCAVATIONS.
An Archaeological and Historical Study. ByDE. C. SCHUCHHARDT, Director of the Kest-

ner Museum, in Hanover. Translated from the German by Eugene Sellers, with an

appendix on the recent discoveries at Hissarlik by Dr. Schliemann and Dr Dorpfeld,

and an introduction by Walter Leaf, Litt. D. With Illustrations, 8vo, $4.00.

"Dr. Sohuchhardt's pages, together with his appendix, describing last season's work at Hissarlik, now
give a full and final history."—JF'rom the Introduction.

ESSAYS UPON HEREDITY AND KINDRED BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
By Dr. august WEISSMAN, Professor in the University of Freiburg in Breisgau.

Vol. 1. Edited by E. B. Poulton, M.A., F.R.S. ; Sblmar Schonland, Ph.D.: A. E.

Shipley. Authorized Translation, 12mo, cloth, $3.00.

THE HISTORY OF HUMAN MARRIAGE.
By EDWARD WESTERMARCK, Ph.D., Lecturer on Sociology at the University of Hel-

singfors. With a Preface by Dr. A. R. Wallace. 8vo, $4.00.

A treatise based upon exhaustive research, in the course of which the author has been led to adopt
conclusions somewhat different from those put forward by Tyler, MacLennan, and other previous writers
on this important subject.

Messrs, Macmillan & Go. are the Agents in the United States for the jmilicat ions of the

Oxford and Cambridge University Presses, and for Messrs. Oeorge Bell & Sons, London.

Complete Catalogues of all hooks ,<iold by them will be sent, free by mail, to any address on ap-

plication.

MACMILLAN & CO., 112 Fourth Avenue, New York.

SLIDE-RULE
PERPETUAL CALENDAR
This Novel application of the Slide-Rule principle

shows, in an instant, without study or calculation,
a complete Calendar for any month in any year, old
style and new. from the year 1 of the Christian Era
for a thousand years to come. It is simple, accurate,
and unique. Invaluable to students and teachers.

Agents wanted. Samples, post-paid, 25 cen ts.

JEROME-THOMAS CO., 47 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

MlUrnilP Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
IfllliCnHLOi For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in V. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c ; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York.

Course of Mineralogy for Yonng People.
Conducted by correspondence; minerals andbooks

furnished.
Collection and book, " First Grade," one dollar;

postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It is an old-fashion notion

that medicine has to taste

bad to do any good.

Scott's Emulsion is cod-

liver oil with its fish-fat taste

lost—nothing is lost but t^e

taste.

This is more than a mat-

ter of comfort. Agreeable

taste is always a help to di-

gestion. A sickening taste

is always a hindrance.

There is only harm in taking

cod-liver oil unless you digest

it. Avoid the taste.

Scott& Bowne, Chemists, 133 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver

oil— all druggists everywliere do, $1.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Informatiou
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary forpi. comprising about 150
titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
debigned to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

'•About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at Itast that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."—CAicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of ihe delays and losses In the mails,"

—

Boston.
Literary World.

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of
affairs' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."

—

Neio York Home Journal.

"It all who use the mails (and who does not?) will
turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will
be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will
commend it to all and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."—J?b?i. Jliomas L. James, ex-Fost-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents. Postpaid.
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47 Lafayette Place, Neiv ITork.
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New York.
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GOVEENMENTAL SCIENCE AND THE CIVIL SER-

VICE.

The visitor to Washiugton who has been acquainted with

its life and appearance in the past notices many striking

changes for the better that have taken place within the last

ten years. Perhaps none of these make more lasting impres-

sions on him than those which are brought about by the

great alterations affecting the official life of the city, which

are due to what are generically termed civil service reforms.

The dweller in a Washington boarding-house or small hotel

— and these are siii generis in the personnel of their inhabit-

ants— sees far less of the feverish uncertainty, constant fear

of the departmental" headsman, and hesitancy in claiming

the possession of one's own soul, than was to be observed a

decade ago. To the civil service acts passed by Congress

since 1882, the promptness in putting their requirements into

force shown by Presidents Cleveland and Harrison, and the

eBBciency of the commissioners having this branch of the

public service in special charge, is to be attributed the pres-

ent condition of this reform — for reform it undoubtedly is.

In their report for 1889 the commissioners say, "The
merit system of making appointments to minor government

positions, as contrasted with the patronage system, whereby

appointments were made as rewards of personal or political

services, is no longer in the merely experimental stage."

What was true in 1889 must be doubly so in 1891. It is but

fair, then, to point out wherein certain customs and rulings

of the commissioners are still unjust to the entire people,

and have a pernicious effect on important bi-anches of the

public service. The nature of these defects can best be

pointed out after quoting further from the report of the com-

missioners. They say: "Examinations are held for scores

of different places; and for each place appropriate tests are

provided. Thus it is necessary for an assistant chemist to

know something of chemistry, and for an assistant astrono-

mer to know something of astronomy. . . . There is an im-

pression abroad that those who take examinations at Wash-
ington have some advantage over those who take them else-

where. There seem to be some good grounds for it with regard

to the special examinations. This is probably due to the fact

(bat very many of those wlio are examined here have better

opportunities than those living elsewhere for acquiring a

knowledge of those technical subjects which are required by
the different departments."

i^s an illustration of how this may work, let me cite the

following case. A few weeks ago a position was vacated in

one of the divisions of the Agricultural Department, and
announcement of the fact that an examination would soon

be held for such a vacancy, requiring "a person understand-

ing botany, Latin, and Greek," was made in the daily press

of the city. This announcement, according to the custom of

many local papers ihroughovit the Union, found its way into

the home of a trained botanist and linguist in one of our

southern States. This he mailed at once to a friend with the

request that he would ascertain for him when, where, and

how the proposed examination was to be held. Imagine this

friend's surprise when, on application for this information at

the office of the Civil Service Commission, he was informed

that the position was already filled, the examination having

been held two days before. Yet his correspondent, who
lived less than a thousand miles from Washington, had

written him at once on receipt of the announcement, and

the local weekly paper could not have sooner inserted the in-

formation found in the dailies. Further conversation with

the officer to whom he was referred at the office of the com-

mission, and inquiry at the Department of Agriculture,

elicited the following facts. If a vacancy is to be filled, the

Civil Service Commission gives ten days notice of the special

examination therefor. If a person living outside of Wash-
ington wants to be examined for the vacancy he must write

to the commissioners, preferring his request, and a special

examination will be held for him at some place designated

by them, the capital of the State, usually being the place

selected. In this particular case the vacancy was undoubtedly

creditably filled: though the appointment of the southern

resident, who only heard of the vacancy the day that it was

filled, would have shed far more lustre on the department,

as he outranked in scholarly and scientific attainments most

of those with whom he would have thus been brought in con-

tact.

In t!ie ordinary offices, such as those of clerks, copyists,

stenographers, pension examiners, railway-mail clerks, letter

carriers, etc., the applicants far outnumber the needs of those

respective branches of the service, as is shown by the fact

that, while in 1887 the entire number of offices under the

custody of the commission was 28,000, they were called upon
to examine over 20.000 applicants for the vacancies in those

ranks. So it is the fact that in these grades the existing

rules act admirably and tend to the continual elevation of

the public service. But in such positions as those of exam-
iners of the Patent Office, and technical and scientific experts

in the various departments, the present system is very im-

perfect, inasmuch as it is hardly possible that any considera-

ble portion of the scientific and technical skill of the country

is in Washington seeking a position. Surely a very respect-

able majority of such talent must be in cities far removed
from the national capital, and any system which practically

rules out all the regions not within a few hours' ride of Wash-
ington is abortive, and degrading of the general standing of

scientific officialdom.

If such positions as have been indicated are to be filled

under the laws governing the Civil Service Commission,

then the commissioners should at once put into force rules

that would do away with this very evident local favoritism,

and which would enable the practical geologist in southern

California to compete on fair terms with the recently grad-

uated youths from the Columbian and Johns Hopkins Uni-

versities. It is quite as practicable that printed announce-

ments of such vacancies should be posted in every post office

in the country as it is that they should receive the daily

weather bulletins. And no examination should be held

until the resident of the most remote corner of the West had
had ample time to apply to the commission for a special ex-
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araination in his locality, and such a local special examina-

tion should never be held in a more remote place tlian the

county-seat of the county where the person to be examined

ie"sides. There can be no reason why the paper containing

the examination questions may not be safely mailed to the

postmaster, the seals not to be broken save in the presence of

all of a board of three, to consist of the postmaster, a prom-

inent professional man of the town, snd a notary public.

Before these the applicant could appear, and in their presence

answer the questions sent to them. To the facts of the

regularity of the examination they could swear, returning

the affidavits and the applicant's answers to the commission.

As these special examinations are infrequent, and the posi-

tions for which they are held are of considerable importance,

and should be filled by the best men at the disposal of the

government, no plea of extra expense, of unnecessary trouble,

nor of danger of collusion should be heeded. The latter

danger would be practically nil; it. is inconceivable that

three prominent men, not more than two of whom should

be of the same political party, would jeopardize their posi-

tions and reputations in their communities by any form of

collusion. If these positions are not worthy of this small

extra outlay of time, patience, and cash by the commission,

they are confessedly not worth filling at all. The present

plan contributes to a degree of departmental degeneracy and

the continued existence of certain hangers-on, the relics of

the departing age of political preferment, which should no

longer he tolerated. At present it is quite as likely to be the

ne'er-do-well friend of some clerk in the bureau where the

vacancy is about to occur, who, getting an early hint of

the coming vacancy, rushes to one o'f the schools where

cramming for these examinations is given special attention,

as it is to be a trained expert from New England, the South,

or the West.

These suggestions have been based on the supposition that

the present laws selecting the oflSces that shall be open to the

control of the commission will remain substantially as at

present. The outsider, who feels only an interest in the im

provement of official science as it is to be met in the capital,

will be quite likely to agree with me that at present the ex-

amination regulations are attached to the wrong end of the

machine. It is the heads of bureaus, and not the more

obscure officials, whose ofiices should depend on these exam-

inations. What matters it whether the stenographer of a

bureau be an expert in his profession if the chief whom he

is under dictates to him letters which plainly attest the fact

that he is holding his position by virtue of political favorit-

ism and has not yet become acquainted with the intricacies

or the science of his office ? So long as the head of a scien-

tific division of a department may be chosen without refer-

ence to his eminent fitness for the discharge of his duties, it

is but a pitiable farce that leads to such care being taken to

provide him with competent men to transact work which he

cannot direct and of which he is not a judge. If the cliiefs

were chosen after a searching examination into their position

among their fellows in the science, the knowledge of wiiich

they were called upon to display, it might be found then

that the government had thereby obtained the services of a

class of men who could be trusted to choose their own under-

lings. I believe that this can be now said of most of these

heads of divisions and bftreaus, yet one is compelled to admit

at times the justice of the slurs at the work done under these

that the American must be prepared to hear from the lips of

foreigners. Tliere is undoubtedly yet a taint of cheapness

and unworthy show about much of this work, for which the

half-pay salaries allowed by Congress and the in)perfect sys-

tem of examination now in vogue, as here indicated, are

mainly responsible. EuGENE Murray Aaron.

INDICATIONS OF EVOLUTION IN LEAVES.

As evolution is the eternal plan of unfolding, in the past,

from nebulous matter to plant and animal life, it is absurd

to suppose the same principle of progression will not con-

tinue to produce changes in the whole realm of being in all

time to come.

The investigator puts his finger on the long past geologic

ages and says, "These forms are all that existed at this

time:" then he points out the advance of later times, and

says, "This is evolution." But how this almost infinite

change has been brought about, even the imagination con-

structs no definite plan. It is only by studying the evolution

of the present that we can appreciate the changes of the past.

To say that things are unchangeable is to ignore the truths of

evolution. There is an ever on flowing, rising tide which

bears all things on its bosom, unfolding higher conditions,

and, as a result, more perfect forms and qualities.

The leaves of plants offer to the evolutionist perhaps one

of the best opportunities for studying the principle of pro-

gression actually at work; producing changes in the forms

of leaves, their mode of individualization, aud numerical in-

crease.

My attention was first attracted to the interesting study of

variation in leaves by the Ampelopsis quinquefolia. As its

name implies, it has five leaflets. Close observation, how-

ever, discerned leaves bearing seven leaflets. Sometimes the

two lower leaflets were more or less notched or deeply lobed;

continued search revealed various degrees of variation, from

three to seven leaflets. These specimens were considered

"abnormal," " freaks of nature," or "monstrosities,"—in-

teresting because unusual. I soon observed that the Ampe-

lopsis was not alone in its manifest variation from typical

forms. On the contrary, plants quite commonly exhibit the

same tendency. Rubus villosus is especially conspicuous in

this respect. It has commonly from three to five leaflets, but

very often the trifoliate leaves are notched and lobed as in

the Ampelopsis.

Could it be that these different forms, these variations

from the common type, were evidences of evolution in leaves?

Can a series of leaves be found illustrating successive stages

of variation, was ihe query which arose in my mind. The

leaves of Ampelopsis quinquefolia were again examined, in

all the neighboring region. They had given rise to the

query, and should therefore have the flrst opportunity of

rendering a verdict. As the search continued, these odd

forms, these "monstrosities," seemed to arrange themselves

in regular order, like crystals marching into line. Instead

of being "freaks of nature," they now stood like many bal-

lots in favor of evolution

Starting with the ordinary leaf of Ampelopsis quinquefolia,

numbering five leaves, the progressive stages, until it num-

bers seven, were found repeatedly, perhaps a hundred speci-

mens, from a single vine of luxuriant growth.

The first transition step apparently seemed to be but a

slight enlargement or fulness on the lower or outer portion

of the leaflets near the base; this fulness increases until quite

a conspicuous bulge is formed. A slight notch may be next

observed, which deepens as the series progresses until the

lobe is cut entirely from the leaflet, becoming itself a new,

perfectly formed leaflet. A prominent vein is found extend-
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ing from the base of the mid-rib, through the overgrown or

enlarged portion, to the extreme margin. This vein, later

on in the series, forms the mid-rib of the added leaflet. The

variation in the blackberry leaves emphasizes this interpreta-

tion. The trifoliate leaves seem to be struggling towards the

higher type represented by the five leaflets. This is seen so

plainly and so commonly that it is the exception when a

blackberry bush is found whose leaves do not illustrate vari-

ous transition stages of division.

Potentilla Canadensis, common cinque-foil or five-finger,

furnishes an extremely interesting illustration of various

transition forms. It is an embryonic history of evolu-

tion in itself, which any one may read who observes it

closely.

Examples might be multiplied ad libitum, for plants every-

where, both m cultivation and wild, repeat the same story

over and over again.

The mode of division in pinnate leaves differs from that

just described in palmate leaves. In all pinnate leaves which

have been observed, with one exception, the newly formed

leafl.ets were given off from the terminal leaflet. The latter

will often be found unsymmetrical or lopsided, occasioned

by the extra fulness produced by this evolutionary tendency

towards division. The vein which is destined to become the

mid rib of the future leaflet becomes prominent, and the out-

line of the unborn leaflet, as it were, may be plainly seen ere

the division has proceeded beyond a slight notch.

After a new leaflet has been given off, there seems to have

been a portion of the parent leaflet cut away; and if the new
leaflet be held close against this curved or cut portion, it will

be found that it corresponds with the outline of the new
leaflet. The opposite side of the parent leaflet will now be

found to be the larger, and the burden of adding the next

leaflet lies with it; after a leaflet has been given off from

each side the terminal leaflet may again become symmetrical

until a repetition of the process first described again takes

place. Tecoma radicans, Sambucus Canadensis, Ailanthus,

are familiar examples of this plan of division.

The development of bi-pinnate and tripinnate from the

simple pinnate leaves was also observed frequently ; especially

was this noted in the leaves of Sambucus Canadensis. In

this case the new leaflets are given off from the oldest leaflet,

or that nearest the base, first on one side, then on the other,

preserving the symmetry with such precision that one is

awed by the beauty and harmony resulting from the work-

ings of vegetitive forces.

As stated above, there proved to be one exception to the

general plan of division among pinnate leaves. This ex-

ception was found in the leaves of the rose. Search for

transition stages was made again and again in vain, when
one day, while examining the leaves, more from force of

habit than with the hope of finding anything bearing on the

subject of variation, the mystery was cleared away.

At the base of the rose leaf two adnate stipules are found,

and these stipules themselves may be called the little mother-

leaves, for the leaflets of the rose appear to have been devel-

oped from the stipules. Specimens were found where the

"promise and potency" of the future leaf yet existed in the

stipules, awaiting, as it were, the magic touch of evolution.

The upper part of the stipule becomes enlarged and leaflike,

taking on more and more the shape and size of the normal

leaflet, until a perfect one is formed. A graduated and pro-

gressive series was frequently found, showing various stages

of transition, from the stipules alone to the mature leaf, con-

sisting of seven or more leaflets. The new leaflets may be

readily discerned before they are given off or separated from

the stipules.

The petiole lengthens as the leaflets are added, thus making
room for the newcomers. If a rose-leaf is examined, the

leaflets near the base will sometimes be found to be more or

less alternate, but becoming opposite in the direction of the

apex. This may be explained by the manner in which the

leaflets are developed, viz., alternately.

The tendency in leaves to divide is manifested by many
simple leaves. Very often on plants bearing lobed leaves,

deeply lobed or cleft ones are found; and again, on those

plants where entire leaves obtain, more or less notched or

lobed ones often occur.

An increased leaf-surface implies a larger amount of elabo-

rated plant food, and consequently an increased product,

either in rapidity of growth, beauty of bloom, quantity or

quality of fruit. Spencer says, '" Every change of form im-

plies change of structure; and with change of form and

structure comes change of function or quality." The same

laws of development are seen in the study of leaves as in the

social world. Heredity gives the direction in the bud or

germ, and the conditions or education unfolds it. If the

season is favorable, the leaf takes a pre-impressed direction

of growth, and surpasses its neighbors in assuming new
forms, and the average is passed ; while unfavorable condi-

tions may produce a degradation, or appeal only to the lower

stales of development. It will be understood, therefore, that

I do not mean to convey the idea that leaves undergo this

evolutionary divisi<.,n during a single season. On the con-

trary, the principles of "natural selection" and "the sur-

vival of the fittest" have left their impress upon the animal

and vegetable kingdom alike. Slowly but surely heredity

transmits the gain through good conditions to succeeding

generations. Through the long ages of the past this process

has been going on ; each generation has passed on the im-

provements it received from its ancestry, and has added its

own gain for the advance of its posterity. Each generation

comes forth with renewed powers to unfold in some special

direction, and I have endeavored to show, in a few cases, the

plan followed in the evolution of leaves.

Mrs. W. a. Kelleeman.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The ninth congress of the American Ornithologists' Union

will convene in New York City on Tuesday, Nov. 17, 1891, at 11

A.M. The meetings will be held at the American Museum of

Natural History, Central Park (77th Street and 8th Avenue). The

presentation of ornithological papers will form a prominent fea-

ture of the meetings, and memhers are earnestly requested to con-

tribute, and to notify the secretary in advance as to the titles of

their communications, so that a programme for each day may be

prepared.

— Mr. Michael E. Sadler, the secretary of the Oxford Univer-

sity Extension, has accepted the invitation of the American Soci-

ety for the Extension of University' Teaching to lecture under its

auspices in December and January of the coming winter.

— Mr. Hal ford J. Mackinder, reader in geography to the Uni-

versity of Oxford, and staff lecturer to the Oxford University Ex-

tension, comes to Philadelphia next March to lecture under the

auspices of the American Society for the Extension of Univer-

sity Teaching, 1602 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

— The American Society for the Extension of University Teach-

ing proposes to hold, during the holidays, a conference of the

leading college men of the country, to consider the subject of

university extension from a college point of view. This confer-
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enoe ought to result in broader views of the relation of the univer-

sity to university extension.

— University extension has attracted much attention in France.

The ministry of education has appointed a committee to investi-

gate the workings of the movement in England, and delegates of

the French government were present at the Oxford summer meet-

ing.

— Rev. "W. Hudson Shaw, M.A., one of the most popular of

the Oxford university extension lecturers, has been engfiged by

the American Society for the extension of University Teaching for

the entire winter of 1893-3.

— The effort of the American Society for the Extension of Uni-

versity Teaching to establish the system of graded work in the

Philadelphia centres is meeting with strong success. The West
Philadelphia centre has agreed to fallow courses of twenty-four

weeks each, in literature, history, and science. Wagner Institute

plans two such courses in literature and American history. In

urging this graded work upon the centres, the popular idea is not

lost sight of, but is united with that of consecutive, well-graded

study.

— The University of Wisconsin offers for the coming winter

university extension lectures on '• The Colonization of North

America," by Professor Turner; "English Literature," by Pro-

fessor Freeman; "Scandinavian Literature," by Professor Olsen
;

"Antiquities of Tndiaand Iran," by Dr. Tolman; " Bacteriology,"

by Professor Birge; " The Physiology of Plants," by Professor

Barnes; '• Electricity," by Dr Loomis; and " Geology," by Pro-

fessor Salisbury. Courses in other departments will be given if

any desire for them is expressed. According to the regulations

adopted by the board of regents, courses can be given only where
the lecturers can go and return without interfering with their

class-room duties; but if the success of the proposed courses war-

lants it, lecturers who can give their entire time to the work will

probably be provided.

— Cincinnati has begun the work of university extension with

great enthusiasm And zeal. Classes in history, chemisti-y, and
Latin have already begun. Biology, analytics, and trigonometry

are proposed for a later course.

— Rhode Island is a conservative state, but when it makes up
its mind to change, it enters upon the proposed work with ear-

neatness and vigor. Brown University has already successfully

inaugurated university extension in the State. The promptness
with which the vaiious towns follow it^ lead is only a new exam-
ple of the power which the universities possess for developing and
moulding the educational interests of the State. Mount Pleasant,

one of the suburbs of Providence, has just formed a new exten-

sion centre, with lectures on English history, by President An-
drews of Broivn University. Professor Wilfred H. Munro, direc-

tor of university extension for Brown University, has been invited

to explain the movement and help in the organization of a centre

at Newport. The teachers of Providence are also interested, and
plans for several classes under university professors are being dis-

cussed .

— The Trentog^; N.J., university extension centre offers four

courses of six lectures each, in place of the single course given

last year. This indicates strong and healthy growth. The first

course will be from Oct. 16 to Nov. 10, upon "The Plays of

ShakEspeare," by Dr. Murray, dean of Princeton College; the sec-

ond, " Historical Geology," from Nov. 17 to Dec. 33, by Professor

W. B. Scott of Princeton ; the thii-d, "Political Economy," from
Jan, 13 to Feb. 16, by Professor Robert Ellis Thompson of the

University of Pennsylvania; and the fourth, illustrated lectures

on " Light and Color," from Feb 33 to March 39. by Professor

Goodspeed of the University of Pennsylvania. Besides furnishing

these twenty-four lectures for three dollars, the Trenton centre

offers a supplementary course without charge, if, as is quite prob-

able, the funds received warrant it.

— Topeka, Kan , is to have a university extension course of

twelve lectures on electricity, by Professor Blake of the University

of Kmsas.

— Kansas City has orijanized a society of university extension,

with Hon. Edward H. Allen, president; Professor John T. Bu-
channan, vice-president; J. F. Downing, treasurer; and John
Sullivan, secretary. At the meeting when the organization was
eifected, short addresses were made by Professor Blackmar of

Kansas University, and by Dr. S S. Lows of Kansas City, ex-

president of Missouri University. Professor Blackmar stated that

Kansas University would offer eighteen different courses to the

people of Kansas City.

— Among the encouraging signs of the times we observe that

the colleges open with full classes, and, usually, large accessions.

Harvard. Yale, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in

New England, the University of Michigan, and all the State uni-

versities of the West, as well as Columbia, Princeton, and Lehigh,

nearer our own doors, all report crowded classes. Our own State

university — Cornell — is just heard from, the accounts of the

registration having only just been made up, owing to the rush of

business in the registrar's office. The Ithaca Journal gives us the

following for Oct. 15: freshmen, 431; sophomores, 337; juniors,

331; seniors, 186; graduate students, 136; total, 1,491. The
Journal of the 17tb states that accessions for the week carry the

total above 1,500; while the increase for the year, dating back to

Oct. 15, 1890, is about 335, or 15 per cent. The increase, curi-

ously enough, is mainly in the two extremes, arts and engineer-

ing; the other courses remaining about stationary. Candidates

for B A. number 140, for C.E. and M.E. about 650. The univer-

sity is about equally divided between the literary, the so-called

liberal, departments and courses, and the scientific and engineer-

ing. Sibley College enrolls just one-third of the students in the

university, having 481 undergraduates, of whom 193 are regular

fi-eshmen; while its proportion of the graduate students and its

"specials," of whom we are told there are usually about a dozen,

makes its enrolment somewhere about 535 in all. The number of

graduates, principally coming from other colleges, has trebled in

the year. The university is greatly embarrassed, notwithstanding

its great endowment, by the continual d<^niands for new buildings,

which must be paid for out of the income.

— In a recent number of Petermann's Mitteilungen Dr. F.

Krtimmel states the results of his investigations of the Sargasso

Sea, a summary of which is given in the Proceedings of the Royal

Geographical Society for October. He differs entirely from
Humboldt as to the shape of the floating mass of vegetation.

The "great bank of Flores and Corvo" is, he says. Humboldt's

summing up of the observations made by sailing-vessels_ passing

through the Sargasso Sea on their way from the southern hemi-

spere to Europe. These followed with slight variations the same
course, and their observations were naturally limited in extent.

It was on these insufficient data that Humboldt founded his theo-

ries as to the size and shape of the Sargasso Sea, but now, by the

aid of steam, we are able to arrive at more correct conclusions on
these points. On a map which he has prepared. Dr. Kriimmel
has plotted out the general contour of the mass of floating vege-

tation, and has indicated in what parts of the sea the sargasso is

found in the greatest abundance. In shape the Sargasso Sea is a

sort of ellipse, the great axis of which almost coincides with the

Tropic of Cancer, while the two foci are near longitude 'lij" and
70° west. Around this central ellipse others are indicated, larger

in size, but with the vegetation much less dense. In their general

outlines they follow u ith sufScient nearness the course of the pre-

vailing winds. As to the origin of the alga;, Dr. Kriimmel is

strongly of the opinion that they come from the land — not only

from the Gulf of Mexico and the coast of Florida, but from the

shores of the Antilles and the Bahamas. The most recent studies

with regard to the origin and course of the Gulf Stream tend, he

thinks, strongly to support those who assert that the al:<86 come
from the land, and to disprove the contention of those who sup-

port the hypothesis of a marine origin. Now that it is settled

that the Gulf Stream is not a single nairow stream issuing from

the Gulf of Mexico, but an accumulation of converging currents

sweeping past the coasts of the Antilles and through the adjoining

seas, it is obvious that the quantity of algae carried away must be

much greater than it could have been were the old hypotheses of
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the origin of the Gulf Stream correct. Dr. Kriitnmel makes an

approxiQ3ate calculation as to the time occupied by the algae in

reaching the Sargasso Sea. A fortnight alter reaching the Gulf

proper, the weed would, at the rate of two knots an hour, reach

the latitude of Cape Hatteras. From that point its onward mo-

tion is slower, and it takes about five months and a half for it to

reach west of the Azores. After reaching the Sargasso Sea the

weed continues to move slowly, until, becoming heavier as it

grows older, it gradually sinks to make way for fresh supplies.

— There will be an examination at the Civil Service Commission

on Nov. 3 to secure two computers for the Nautical Almanac Of-

fice. The salary of one will be $1,000 and the salary of the other

will be from $1 000 to $1,400, to be determined after examination.

The subjects will be algebra, geometry, trigonometry, logarithms,

and astronomy. Application blanks can be obtained of the com-

mission. District applicants will not be admitted. Arrangements

may possibly be made for examining applicants at prominent

cities outside of Washington if applications are filed in time.

— Mr. J. C. Russell, who has been engaged in exploring the

jNIount St. Elias region of Alaska, has been heard from at Yaku-
tat. He was not successful in reaching the top of the mountain,

but he attained a greater elevation than the height of the moun-
tain as reported by him last year, between 14,000 and 15,000 feet,

and there were still some four thousand feet to climb to reach the

summit. This places the height of the peak between 18,000 and

19,000 feet, and restores St. Elias to its former position of one of

the highest mountains on the continent. La Perouse, in 1876,

placed its elevation at 13,672 feet, and it has varied from this all

the way to 19,500 feet, as given by Ball in 1874.

— The long talked-of expedition from Australia to the south

polar lands has now assumed the title of a " Swedish-Australasian

Expedition," and is likely soon to he equipped and dispatched.

At a meeting held in Melbourne on the 3d of July last, according

to the October Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, the

report of the Antarctic Exploration Committee was read, in which

it was stated that a grant of £1,000 had been proposed by the

Queensland government, another of £1,366 on condition that the

public subscribed £634, by the New South Wales government, and

a third of £300 by the government of Tasmania. It remained to

be seen what sum the ministry of Victoria would place upon the

estimates. Added to the Swedish donation of £5,000, and a simi-

lar sum from Sir Thomas Elder, there remained a balance of

£3,000 only to be subscribed and insure the success of the expedi-

tion, for the successful carrying out of which Baron Nordenskibld

had stated that £15,000 would be sufficient. At the recent Inter-

national Congress at Berne a resolution of approval of the proposed

expedition and hearty wishes for its success was passed on the

reading of a paper on the subject by Admiral Sir Erasmus Om-
manney. As a pioneer expedition the project is likely to accom-
plish most useful work, and its promotion, in face of many obsta-

cles, is highly honorable to the public spirit of the Australian

colonies.

— I once heard of a boy who had a pet seal given to him when
it was quite young, says a writer in the Illustrated American. It

became very tame, and used to cuddle up beside the dogs to sleep

in front of the fire, and learned to perform very many tricks.

One winter the storms were very severe, and the fishermen were
at times quite unable to venture to sea to set their nets. As a

matter of course fish were scarce, and the seal's food having been
of fish alone, milk had to be substituted; but it consumed such
vast quantities of the latter that, for purposps of economy, after a

family council, it was decided to dispose of the beloved pet as

soon as possible. The boy and a clergyman friend, who had al-

ways taken a lively interest in the pet, started off in a boat with

their precious victim, and. when far enough out for safety, threw
the seal into the water. Little did they expect the result, for the

creature, feeling itself very much abused, rushed after the boat

with all its might and main, uttering such tearful and heart-rend-

ing cries of grief that it was at last taken back into the boat,

where it lay exhausted, sobbing and wailing like a child. When

the familiar home was reached it soon regained its former gaiety

and health, and lived to a good old age, little the worse for its

adventure.

According to Nature, Mr. W. H. Harris of Ealing, England,

records in Nature Notes (Sept. 15) a remarkable instance of " fru-

gality" in bees. The recent extremely rainy weather seems to

have suggested to his bees that there would probably soon be an

end of honey-making. Accordingly, although there was "a crate

of fairly filled sections above the stock-box," they adopted vigorous

measures to prevent future inconvenience. '' It is a positive fact,"

says Mr. Harris, " that my bees, not content with ejecting larvae

of both drones and workers, proceeded to suck out the soft contents

of the corpses, leaving only the white chitinous covering, which
had not hardened suflSciently to prevent the workers from piercing

it with their mandibles, and then inserting their tongues."

— Mr. W. Prentis of Rainham, England, describes in the Octo-

ber number of the Zoologist an interesting case of a wild duck's

forethought. As quoted in Nature, a mowing machine was set to

work round the outside of a field of lucerne bordering a marsh,

diminishing the circle each time round the field, leaving about two
acres in the centre. A wild duck was seen by the shepherd to fly

from the piece of lucerne that was left with something in her

beak, and, happening to fly near him, she dropped a three-parts

incubated egg. She was again observed by the shepherd, and also

by the sheep-shearer, carrying another egg in her beak, this time

over the marsh- wall towards the saltings; and again she was seen

for the third time carrying an egg in her beak in the same direc-

tion. Next day, when the field was finished by the removal of the

last piece of lucerne, the wild duck's nest from which the eggs

had been removed was discovered.

— Carl Lumholtz (author of " Among Cannibals"), who is the

head of the expedition now making explorations in the Sierra

Madre of Mexico, under the auspices of the American Geographical

Society and the Museum of Natural History of New York, will

write exclusively for Scribner's Magazine the results of his inves-

tigations and adventures. The first paper will appear in the No-

vember issue. Dr. Lumholtz says :
'• My mlention ".s to investigate

accurately the language, habits, and customs of the primitive peo-

ple of the Sierra Madre by living with them, as I did with the

natives of Australia ; and thus I may hope to do my share in the

noble work of elucidatmg the history of the native race of this

great continent."

— The Itajjerial Academy of Sciences, Vienna, has just pub-

lished in its Memoirs (Vol. XXXIX., Part First) a posthumous
work of the traveller Dr. J J. von Tschudi, which is of uncom-
mon interest to ethnographers and linguists. Its title is " Cul-

turhistorische und sprachliche Beitrage zur Kenntniss des alten

Peru" (Wien, F. Tempsky, 1881, pp. 330. 4"). The contents

are arranged under thu'ty eight headings havmg Indian names,

and to give an idea of these, some of those more generally known
may be mentioned here: Amaiita, Apatchita, Ketchua, Korikantsa,

Llama, Papa, Pariana, Patchakamak, Sairi, Tawantin-suyu, Waka,
Waskar (usually spelled huaca, huaskar), Wieakotcha. In the

article "Ketchua" he gives his reasons for defending Clements

Markham's opinion, that there had never been an Amiara people,

but that the language called Aimara was really that of the Kola'o,

or, as we will call them now, Collas. This people was of a sturdy,

ferocious race of mountaineers, which resisted for many years the

attempts at subjugation made by the Inca " kings." When they

had been conquered, the kings colonized other provinces with

Kola'o men, who were forced to emigrate, and placed colonists in

the Kola'o country, who were taken from Ketchua-speaking popu-

lations of the province Aimara. Thus a mixed people was formed,

and a new medley language originated among it. which we know
under the name of Aimara. In this medley language the elements

of the Kola'o are still recognizable from those of the intrusive

Ketchua, and prove to be of another linguistic family. Markham's
idea of its origin has been also upheld and further developed by

Tschudi in his excellent book " Organismus der Ketchua Sprache "

(1884).
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CELESTIAL PHYSICS/

(Continued from p. 215.)

The spectra of the stars are almost iafinitely diversified,

yet they can be arranged, with some exceptions, in a series

in which the adjacent spectra, especially in the photographic

region, are scarcely distinguishable, passing from the bluish-

White stars like Sirius, through stars more or less solar in

character, to stars with banded spectra, which divide them-

selves into two apparently independent groups, according as

the stronger edge of the bands is towards the red or the blue.

In such an arrangement the sun's place is towards the mid-

dle of the series.

At present a difference of opinion exists as to the direc-

tion in the series in which evolution is proceeding, whether

by further condensation white stars pass into the orange and

red stages, or whether these more colored stars are younger

and will become white by increasing age. The latter view

was suggested by Johnstone Stoney in 1867.

About ten years ago Eitter, in a series of papers, discussed

the behavior of gaseous masses during condensation, and the

probable resulting constitution of the heavenly bodies. Ac-

cording to him, a star passes through the orange and red

stages twice; first during a comparatively short period of

increasing temperature, which culminates in the white stage,

and a second time during a more prolonged stage of gradual

cooling. He suggested that the two groups of banded stars

may correspond to these different periods, the young stars

being those in which the stronger edge of the dark band

is towards the blue, the other banded stars, which are rela-

tively less luminous and few in number, being those which

are approaching extinction through age.

Recently a similar evolutional order has been suggested,

which IS based upon the hypothesis that the nebulse and stars

consist of colliding meteoric stones in different stages of

condensation.

^ Inaugural address at the meeting of the British Association for the Ad-
-vancement of Science, at Cardiff, August, 1891, by William Huggins, president
of the association (^Nature, Aug. 20).

More recently the view has been put forward that the di-

versified spectra of tlie stars do not represent the stages of

an evolutional progress, but are due for the most part to

differences of original constitution.

The few minutes which can be given to this part of the

address are insufficient for a discussion of these different

views. I purpose, therefore, to state briefly, and with re-

serve, as the subject is obscure, some of the considerations

from the characters of their spectra which appeared to me to

he in favor of the evolutional order in which I arranged the

stars from their photographic spectra in 1879. This order is

essentially the same as Vogel had previously proposed in his

classification of the stars in 1874, in which the white stars,

which are most numerous, represent the early adult and
most persistent stage of stellar life, the solar condition that

of full maturity and of commencing age, while in the orange

and red stars with banded spectra we see the setting in and
advance of old age. But this statement must be taken

broailly, and not as asserting that all stars, however differ-

ent in mass and possibly to some small extent in original

constitution, exhibit one invariable succession of spectra.

In the spectra of the white stars the dark metallic lines

are relatively inconspicuous, and occasionally absent, at the

.same time that the dark lines of hydrogen are usually strong,

and more or less broad, upon a continuous spectrum, which

is remarkable for its brilliancy at the blue end. In some of

these stars the hydrogen and some other lines are bright, and

sometimes variable.

As the greater or less prominence of the hydrogen lines,

dark or bright, is characteristic of the white stars as a class,

and diminishes gradually with the incoming and increase in

strength of the other lines, we are probably justified in re-

garding it as due to some conditions which occur naturally

during the progress of stellar life, and not to a peculiarity

of original constitution.

To produce a strong absorption-spectrum a substance must

be at the particular temperature at which it is no'ably ab-

sorptive; and. further, this temperature must be sufficiently

below that of the region behind from which the light comes
for the gas to appear, so far as its special rays are concerned,

as darkness upon it. Considering the high temperature to

which hydrogen must be raised before it can show its char-

acteristic emission and absorption, we shall probably be

right in attributing the relative feebleness or absence of the

other lines, not to the paucity of the metallic vapors, but

rather to their being so hot relatively to the substances be-

hind them as to show feebly, if at all, by reversion. Such

a state of things would more probably be found, it seems to

me, in conditions anterior to the solar stage. A considera-

ble cooling of the sun would probably give rise to banded

spectra due to compounds, or to more complex molecules,

which might form near the condensing points of the vapors.

The sun and stars are generally regarded as consisting of

glowing vapors surrounded by a photosphere where conden--

sation is taking place, the temperature of the photospheric

layer from which the greater part of the radiation comes be-

ing constantly renewed from the hotter matter within.

At the surface the convection currents would be strong,

producing a considerable commotion, by which the different

gases would he mixed and not allowed to retain the inequal-

ity of proportions at different levels due to their vapor den-

sities.

Now the conditions of the radiating photosphere and those

of the gases above it, on which the character of the spectrum

of a star depends, will be determined, not alone by tempera-
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ture, but also by the force of gravity in these regions: tins

force will be fixed by the star's mass and its stage of con-

densation, and will become greater as the star continues to

condense.

In the ease of the sun the force of gravity has already be-

come so great at the surface that the decrease of the density

of the gases must be extremely rapid, passing in the space of

a few miles from atmospheric pressure to a density inSnites-

imally small; consequently the temperature-gradient at the

surface, if determined solely by expansion, must be ex-

tremely rapid. The gases here, however, are exposed to the

fierce radi ition of the sun, and unless wholly transparent

would take up heat, especially if any solid or liquid parti-

cles were present from condensation or convection currents.

From these causes, within a very small extent of space at

the surface of the sun, all bodies with which we are ac-

quainted should fall to a condition in which the extremely

tenuous gas could no longer give a visible spectrum. The
insigniBcance of the angle subtended by this space as seen

from the earth should cause the boundary of the solar at-

mosphere to appear defined. If the boundary which we see

be that of the sun proper, the matter above it will have to

be regarded as in an essentially dynamical condition^ an
assemblage, so to speak, of gaseous projectiles for the most

part falling back upon the sun after a greater or less range

of flight. But in any case it is within a space of relatively

small extent in the sun, and probably in the other solar

stars, that the reversion which is manifested by dark lines is

to be regarded as taking place.

Passing backward in the star's life, we should find a grad-

ual weakening of gravity at the surface, a reduction of the

temperature-gradient so far as it was determined by expan-

sion, and convection currents of less violence producing less

interference with the proportional quantities of gases due to

their vapor densities, while the effects of eruptions would be

more extensive.

At last \ve might come to a state of things in which, if the

star were hot enough, only hydrogen might be sufficiently

cool relatively to the radiation behind to produce a strong

absorption. The lower vapors would be protected, and might

continue to be relatively too hot for their lines to appear

very dark upon the continuous spectrum; besides, their lines

might be possibly to some extent efi'aced by the coming in

under such conditions in the vapors themselves of a continu-

ous spectrum.

In such a star the light radiated towards the upper part of

the atmosphere may have come from portions lower down of

the atmosphere itself, or at least from parts not greatly hot-

ter. There may be no such great difference of temperature

of the low and less low portions of the star's atmosphere as

to make tlie darkening effect of absorption of the protected

metallic vapors to prevail over the illuminating effect of

their emission.

It is only by a vibratory motion corresponding to a very

high temperature that the bright lines of the first spectrum

of hydrogen can be brought out, and by the equivalence of

absorbing and emitting power that the corresponding spec-

trum of absorption should be produced
;
yet for a strong ab-

sorption to show itself, the hydrogen mtist be cool relatively

to the source of radiation behind it, whether this be con-

densed particles or gas Such conditions, it seems to me,

should occur in the earlier rather than in the more advanced

stages of condensation.

The subject is obscure, and we may go wrong in our mode
of conceiving of the probable progress of events, but there

can be no doubt that in one remarkable instance the white-

star spectrum is associated with an early stage of condensa-

tion.

Sirius is one of the most conspicuous examples of one type

of this class of stars. Photometric observations combined

with its ascertained parallax show that this star emits from

forty to sixty times the light of our sun, even to the eye,

which is insensible to ultra-violet light, in which Sirius is

very rich, while we learn from the motion of its companion

that its mass is not much more than double that of our sun.

It follows that, unless we attribute to this star an improba-

bly great emissive power, it must be of immense size, and in

a much more diffuse and therefore an earlier condition than

our sun ; though probably at a later stage than those white

stars in which the hydrogen lines are bright.

A direct determination of the relative temperature of the

photospheres of the stars might possibly be obtained in some

cases from the relative position of maximum' radiation of

their continuous spectra. Langley has shown that through

the whole range of temperature on which we can experi-

ment, and presumably at temperatures beyond, the maxi-

mum of radiation-power in solid bodies gradually shifts

upwards in the spectrum from the infra red through the red

and orange, and that in the sun it has reached the blue.

The defined character, as a rule, of the stellar lines of ab-

sorption suggests that the vapors producing them do not at

the same time exert any strong power of general absorption.

Consequently, we should probably not go far wrong, when

the photosphere consists of liquid or solid particles, if we
could compare select parts of the continuous spectrum be-

tween the stronger lines, or where they are fewest. It is

obvious that, if extended portions of different stellar spectra

were compared, their true relation would be obscured by the

line-absorption.

The increase of temperature, as shown by the rise in the

spectrum of the maximum of radiation, may not always be

accompanied by a corresponding greater brightness of a star

as estimated by the eye, which is an extremely imperfect

photometric instrument. Not only is the eye blind to large

regions of radiation, but even for the small range of light

that we can see the visual effect varies enormously with its

color. According to Professor Langley, the same amount

of energy which just enables us to perceive light

in the crimson at A would in the green produce a visual

effect 100,000 times greater. In the violet the proportional

effect would be 1,600, in the blue 62,000, in the yellow 28,-

000, in the orange 14,000, and in the red 1,200. Captain

Abney's recent experiments make the sensitiveness of the

eye for the green near F to be 750 times greater than for the

red about C. It is for this reason, at least in part, that I

suggested in 1864, and have since shown by direct observa-

tion, that the spectrum of the nebula in Andromeda, and

presumably of similar nebulae, is, in appearance, only want-

ing in the red.

The stage at which the maximum radiation is in the green,

corresponding to the eye's greatest sensitiveness, would be

that in which it could be most favorably measured by eye-

photometry. As the maximum rose into the violet and be-

yond, the star would increase in visual brightness, but not

in proportion to the increase of energy radiated by it.

The brightness of a star would be affected by the nature

of the substance by which the light was chiefly emitted. In

the laboratory, solid carbon exhibits the highest emissive

power. A stellar stage in which radiation comes, to a large

extent, from a photosphere of the solid particles of this sub-
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stance, would be favorable foi" great brilliancy. Though the

stars are built up of matter essentially similar to that of the

sun, it does not follow that the proportion of the different

elements is everywhere the same. It may be that the sub-

stances condensed in the photospheres of different stars may
differ in their emissive powers, but probably not to a great

extent.

All the heavenly bodies are seen by us through the tinted

medium of our atmosphere. Aocordina: to Langley, the so-

lar stage of stars is not really yellow, but, even as gauged

by our imperfect eyes, would appear bluish white if we could

free ourselves from the deceptive influence of our surround-

ings.

From these considerations it follows that we can scarcely

infer the evolutional stages of the stars from a simple com-

parison of their eye-magnitudes. We should expect the

white stars to be, as a class, less dense than the stars in the

solar stage. As great mass might bring in the solar type of

spectrum at a relatively earlier time, some of the brightest

of these stars may be very massive, and brighter than the

sun — for example, the brilliant star Arcturus. For these

reasons the solar stars should not only be denser than the

white stars, but perhaps, as a class, surpass them in mass

and eye-brightness.

It has been shown by Lane that, so long as a condensing

gaseous mass remains subject to the laws of a purely gaseous

body, its temperature will continue to rise.

The greater or less breadth of the lines of absorption of

hydrogen in the white stars may be due to variations of the

depth of the hydrogen in the line of sight, arising from the

causes which have been discussed. At the sides of the lines

the absorption and emission are feebler than in the middle,

and would come out more strongly with a greater thickness

of gas.

The diversities among the white stars are nearly as nu-

merous as the individuals of the class. Time does not per-

mit me to do more than record that, in addition to the three

sub classes into which they have been divided by Vogel,

Scheiner has recently investigated minor differences as sug-

gested by the character of the third line of hydrogen near

G. He has pointed out, too, that so far as his observations

go the white stars in the constellation of Orion stand alone,

with the exception of Algol, in possessing a dark line in the

blue which has apparently the same position as a bright line

in the great nebula of the same constellation; and Pickering

finds in his photographs of the spectra of these stars dark

lines corresponding to the principal lines of the bright-line

stars, and the planetary nebulae with the exception of the

chief nebular Hues. The association of white stars with

nebular matter in Orion, in the Pleiades, in the region of the

Milky Way, and in other parts of tlae heavens, may be re-

garded as falling in with the view that I have taken.

In the stars possibly further removed from the white class

than our sun, belonging to the first division of Vogel's third

class, which are distinguished by absorption bands with their

stronger edge towards the blue, the hydrogen lines are nar-

rower than in the solar spectrum. In these stars the den-

sity-gradient is probably still more rapid, the depths of hy-

drogen may be less, and possibly the hydrogen molecules

may be affected by a larger number of encounters with dis-

similar molecules. In some red stars with dark hydrocarbon

bands, the hydrogen lines have not been certainly observed;

if they are really absent, it may be because the temperature

lias fallen below the point at which hydrogen can exert its

characteristic absorption ; besides, some hydrogen will have

united with the carbon. The coming in of the hydrocarbon
bands may indicate a later evolutional stage, but the tem-

perature may still be high, as acetylene can exist in the

electric arc.

A number of small stars more or less similar to those

which are known by the names of their discoverers, Wolf
and Eayet, have been found by Pickering in his photographs.

These are remarkable for several brilliant groups of bright

lines, including frequently the hydrogen lines and the line

D3, upon a continuous spectrum strong in blue and violet

rays, in which are also dark lines of absorption. As some
of the bright groups appear in his photographs to agree in

position with corresponding bright lines in the planetary

nebulffi, Pickering suggests that these stars should be placed

in one class with them, but the brightest nebular line is ab-

sent from these stars. The simplest conception of their na-

ture would be that each star is surrounded by a nebula, the

bright groups being due to the gaseous matter outside the

star. Mr. Roberts, however, has not been able to bring out

any indication of nebulosity by prolonged exposure. The
remarkable star 77 Argus may belong to this class of the

heavenly bodies.

In the nebulae, the elder Herschel saw portions of the fiery

mist or " shining fluid " out of which the heavens and the

earth had been slowly fashioned. For a time this view of

the nebulaa gave place to that which regarded them as exter-

nal galaxies, cosmical '' sand-heaps,'' too remote to be re-

solved into separate stars; though indeed, in 1858, Mr. Her-

bert Spencer showed that the observations of nebulas up to

that time were really in favor of an evolutional progress.

In 1884 I brought the spectroscope to bear upon them: the

bright lines which flashed upon the eye showed the source

of the light to be glowing gas, and so restored these bodies

to what is probably their true place, as an early stage of si-

dereal life.

At that early time our knowledge of stellar spectra was

small. For this reason partly, and probably also under the

undue influence of theological opinions then widely preva-

lent, I unwisely wrote in my original papar in 1864, " that

in these objects we no longer have to do with a special mod-
iflcatiou of our own type of sun, but find ourselves in pres-

ence of objects possessing a distinct and peculiar plan of

structure." Two years later, however, in a lecture before

this association, I took a truer position. "Our views of the

universe,'' I said, "are undergoing important changes: let

us wait for more facts, with minds unfettered by any dog-

matic theory, and therefore free to receive their teaching,

whatever it may be, of new observations."

Let us turn aside for a moment from the nebulse in the sky

to the conclusions to which philosophers bad been irresisti-

bly led by a consideration of the features of the solar system.

We have before us in tVie sun and planets obviously not a

haphazard aggregation of bodies, but a system resting upon

a multitude of relations pointing to a common physical

cause. From these considerations Kant and Laplace formu-

lated the nebular hypothesis, resting it on gravitation alone,

for at that time the science of the conservation of energy

was practically unknown. These philosophers showed how,

on the supposition that the space now occupied by the solar

system was once filled by a vaporous mass, the formation of

the sun and planets could be reasonably accounted for.

By a totally different method of reasoning, modern science

traces the solar system backward step by step to a similar

state of things at the beginning. According to Helmholtz,

the sun's heat is maintained by the contraction of his mass.
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at the rate of about 220 feel a year. Whether at the present

time the sua is getting hotter or colder we do not certainly

know. We cau reason back to the time when the sun was

suiliciently expanded to fill the whole space occupied by the

solar system, and was reduced to a great glowing nebula.

Though man's life, the life of the race perhaps, is too short

to give us direct evidence of any distinct stages of so august

a process, still the probability is great that the nebular hy-

pothesis, es])scially in the more precise form given to it by

Roche, does represent broadly, notwithstanding some diffi-

culties, the succession of events through which the suu and

planets have passed.

The nebular hypothesis of Laplace requires a rotating

mass of fluid which at successive epochs became unstable

from excess of motion, and left behind rings, or more

probably perhaps lumps, of matter from the equatorial

regions.

Tlie difficulties to which I have referred have suggested to

some thinkers a different view of things, according to which

it is not necessary to suppose that one part of the system

gravitationally supports another. The whole may consist of

a congeries of discrete bodies, even if these bodies be the

ultimate molecules of matter. The planets may have been

farmed by the gradual accretion of such discrete bodies. On
the view that the material of the condensing solar system

consisted of separate particles or masses, we have no longer

the fluid pressure which is an essential part of Laplace's the-

ory. Faye, in his theory of evolution from meteorites, has

to throw over this fundamental idea of the nebular hypothe-

sis, and he formulates instead a different succession of events,

in which the outor planets were formed last, a theory which

has difficulties of its own.

Professor George Darwin has i-ecently shown, from an in-

vestigation of the mechanical conditions of a swarm of me-

teorites, that on certain assumptions a meteoric swarm might

behave as a coarse gas, and in this way bring back the fluid

pressure exercised by one part of the system on the other,

which is required by Laplace's theory. One chief assump-

tion consists in supposing that such inelastic bodies as mete-

oric stones might attain the effective elasticity of a high or-

der which is necessary to the theory through the sudden

volatilization of a part of their mass at an encounter, by
which what is virtually a violent explosive is introduced be-

tween the two colliding stones. Professor Darwin is careful

to point out that it must necessarily be obscure as to how a

small mass of solid matter can take up a very large amount
of energy in a small fraction of a second.

Any direct indications from the heavens themselves, how-

ever slight, are of so great value, that I should perhaps in

this connection call attention to a recent re.markable photo-

graph, by Mr. Roberts, of the great nebula in Andromeda.

On this plate we seem to have presented to us some stage of

cosmical evolution on a gigantic scale. The photograph

shows a sort of whirlpool disturbance of the luminous mat-

ter which is distributed in a plane inclined to the line of

sight, in which a series of rings of bright matter separated

by dark space, greatly foreshortened by perspective, sur-

round a large undefined central mass. We are ignorant of

the parallax of this nebula, but there can be little doubt that

we are looking upon a system very remote, and therefore of

a magnitude greatly beyond our power of adequate compre-

hension. The matter of this nebula, in whatever state it

may be, appears to be distributed, as in so many other neb-

ula;, in rings or spiral streams, and to suggest a stage in a

succession of evolutional events not inconsistent with that

which the nebular hypothesis requires. To liken this object

more directly to any particular stage in the formation of the

solar system would be " to compare things great with small,"

and might be indeed to introduce a false analogy; but, on
the other hand, we should err through an excess of caution

if we did not accept the remarkable features brought to light

by this photograph as a presumptive indication of a progress

of events in cosmical history following broadly upon the

lines of Laplace's theory.

Tlie old view of the original matter of the nebulae, that it

consisted of a '" fiery mist."

'

' a tumultuous cloud

Instinct with fire and nitre, '

'

fell at once with the rise of the science of thermodynamics.

In 1854 Helmholtz showed that the supposition of an original

fiery condition of the nebulous stuff was unnecessary, since

in the mutual gravitation of widely separated matter we
have a store of potential energy sufficient to generate the

high temperature of the sun and stars. We can scarcely go

wrong in attributing the light of the nebulae to tlie conver-

sion of the gravitational energy of shrinkagj into molecular

motion.

The idea that the light of comets and of nebulae may be

due to a succession of ignited flashes of gas from the encoun-

ters of meteoric stones was suggested by Professor Tait, and

was brought to the notice of this association in 1871 by Sir

William Thomson in his presidential address.

Tlie spectrum of the bright-line nebute is certainly not

such a spectrum as we should expect from the flashing by

collisions of meteorites similar to those which have been an

alyzed in our laboratories. The strongest lines of the sub-

stances which in the case of such meteorites would first show
themselves, iron, sodium, magnesium, nickel, etc., are not

those which distinguish the nebular spectrum. On the con-

trary, this spectrum is chiefly remarkable for a few brilliant

lines, very narrow and defined, upon a background of a

faint continuous spectrum, which contains numerous bright

lines, and probably some lines of absorption.

The two most conspicuous lines have not been interpreteil,

for though the second line falls near, it is not coincident

with a strong double line of iron. It is hardly necessary to

say that though the near position of the brightest line to the

bright double line of nitrogen, as seen in a small spectro-

scope in 1864, naturally suggested at that early time the pos-

sibility of the presence of this element in the nebulae, I have

been careful to point out, to prevent misapprehension, that

in more recent years the nitrogen line and subsequently a

lead line have been employed by me solely as fiducial points

of reference in the spectrum.

The third line we know to be the second line of the first

spectrum of hydrogen. Mr. Keeler has seen the first hydro-

gen spectrum in the red, and photographs show that this

hydrogen spectrum is probably present in its complete form,

or nearly so, as we first learned to know it in the absorption

spectrum of the white stars.

We are not surprised to find associated with it the lineDg,

near the position of the absent sodium lines, probably due to

the atom of some unknown gas. which in the sun can only

show itself in the outbursts of highest temperature, and for

this reason does not reveal itself by absorption in the solar

spectrum.

It is not unreasonable to assume that the two brightest

lines, which are of the same order, are produced by sub-

stances of a similar nature, in which a vibratory motion
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corresponding' to a very high temperature is also necessary.

These substances, as wtU as that represented by the line Dg,

may be possibly some of the unknown elements which are

wanting in our terrestrial chemistry between hydrogen and

lithium, unless indeed Dg be on the lighter side of hydro-

gen.

In the laboratory we must have recourss to the electric

discharge to bring out the spectrum of hydrogen; but in a

vacuum-tube, though the radiation may be great, from the

relative fewness of the luminous atoms or molecules or from

some other cause, the temperature of the gas as a whole may
be low.

On account of the large extent of the nebulae, a compara-

tively small number of luminous molecules or atoms would

probably be sufficient to make the nebulae as bright as they

appear to us. On such an assumption the average tempera-

ture may be low, but the individual particles, which by

their encounters are luminous, must have motions corre-

sponding to a very high temperature, and in this sense be

extremely hot.

In such diffuse masses, from the great mean length of free

path, the encounters would be rare but correspondingly vio-

lent, and tend to bring about vibrations of comparatively

short period, as appears to be the case if we may judge by
the great relative brightness of the more refrangible lines of

the nebular spectrum.

Such a view may perhaps reconcile the high temperature

which the nebular spectrum undoubtedly suggests with the

much lower mean temperature of the gaseous mass, which
we should expect at so early a stage of condensation, unless

we assume a very enormous mass, or that the matter coming
together had previously considerable motion, or considerable

molecular agitation.

The inquisitiveness of the human mind does not allow us

to remain content with the interpretation of the present state

of the cosmical masses, but suggests the question,

" What see'st thou else

In the dark backward and abysm of time ?
'

'

What was the original state of things? How has it come
about that by the side of ageing worlds we have nebulae in a

relatively younger stage? Have any of them received their

birth from dark suns, which have collided into new life,

and so belong to a second or later generation of the heav-

enly bodies?

During the short historic period, indeed, there is no record

of such an event; still it would seem to be only through the

collision of dark suns, of which the number must be increas-

ing, that a temporary rejuvenescence of the heavens is pos-

sible, and by such ebbings and Sowings of stellar life that

the inevitable end to which evolution in its apparently un-

compensated progress is carrying us can, even for a little,

be delayed

We cannot refuse to admit as possible such an origin for

nebulae.

In considering, however, the formation of the existing

nebulae we must bear in mind that, in the part of the heav-

ens within our ken, the stars .still in the early and middle

stages of evolution exceed greatly in number those which
appear to be in an advanced condition of condensation. In-

deed, we find some stars which may be regarded as not far

advanced beyond the nebular condition.

It may be that the cosmical bodies which are still nebulous

owe their later development to some conditions of the part of

space where they occur, such as, conceivably, a greater

original homogeneity, in consequence of which condensation

began less early. In other parts of space, condensation may
have been still further delayed, or even have not yet begun.

It is worthy of remark that tliese nebulaj group themselves

about the Milky Way, vehere we find a preponderance of the

white-star type of stars, and almost exclusively the bright-

liue stars which Pickering associates with the planetary

nebulas. Further, Dr. Gill concludes, from the rapidity

with which they impress themselves upon the plate, that the

fainter stars of the Milky Way also, to a large extent, belong

to this early type of stars. At the same time other types of

stars occur also over this region, and the red hydrocarbon

stars are found in certain parts; but possibly these stars may
be before or behind the Milky Way, and not physically

connected with it.

If light matter be suggested by the spectrum of these neb-

ulae, it may be asked further, as a pure speculation, whether

in them we are witnessing possibly a later condensation of

the light matter which had been left behind, at least in a

relatively greater proportion, after the first growth of worlds

into which the heavier matter condensed, though not with-

out some entanglement of the lighter substances. The wide

extent and great diffuseness of this bright-line nebulosity

over a large part of the constellation of Orion may be re-

garded perhaps as pointing in this direction. The diffuse

nebulous matter streaming round the Pleiades may possibly

be another instance, though the character of its spectrum has

not yet been ascertained.

In the planetary nebulee, as a rule, there is a sensible in-

crease of the faint continuous spectrum, as well as a slight

thickening of the bright lines towards the centre of the neb-

ula, appearances which are in favor of the view that these

bodies are condensing gaseous masses.

Professor George Darwin, in his investigation of the

equilibrium of a rotating mass of fluid, found, in accordance

with the independent researches of Poincare, that when a

portion of the central body becomes detached through in-

creasing angular velocity, the portion should bear a far

larger ratio to the remainder than is observed in the planets

and satellites of the solar system, even taking into ac-

count he terogeneity from the condensation of the parent

mass.

Now this state of things, in which the masses, though not

equal, are of the same order, does seem to prevail in many
nebulfe, and to have given birth to a large number of binary

stars. Mr. See has recently investigated the evolution of

bodies of this class, and points out their radical differences

from the solar system in the relatively large mass-ratios of

the component bodies, as well as in the high eccentricities

of Cheir orbits brought about by tidal friction, which would

play a more important part in the evolution of such sys-

tems.

Considering the large number of these bodies, he suggests

that the solar system should perhaps no longer be regarded

as representing celestial evolution in its normal form—
" A goodly Paterne to whose perfect mould
He fashioned them . .

. "—

but rather as modified bj' conditions which are exceptional.

It may well be that in the very early stages condensing

masses are subject to very different conditions, and that con-

densation may not always begin at one or two centres, but

sometimes set in at a large number of points, and proceed

in the different cases along very different lines of evolution.

(To be continued.)
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Solar Difi'raction Glow,

A FAINT yet clearly pprceptible diCfractiou ring has appeared

around the sun for about a week past. It had a pale purplish

tint, and at the outer margin faded into the blue sky by almost

imperceptible degrees. The centre was tinted nearly to the sun,

and was not so bright and white as was the case in Bishop's ring

in 1883-85. The part of the ring at 23* degrees from the sun was
little if any brighter than the parts adjacent. The outer margin
of the ring reached to 30 degrees, and some days perhaps to 35

degrees. The storms of late September and first days of October

cleared away and left the deep blue sky without a cloud or even

haze. The colored ring could not be definitely recognized till

alxjut noon. After that time it grew brighter till sunset, when
the part of the ring which remained above the horizon rapidly

changed to a most brilliant violet-purple. The illuminated por-

tion of the sky at sunset was nearly semi-circular and had a

greater diameter than the tinted ring of the afternoon, but where

the ring had been perceptible during the day, the twilight tints

were most intense.

These observations were made in the San Juan Mountains in

Colorado, at an altitude of 10,800 feet. I observed Bishop's ring

for about two years, and this ring is in several respects diflferent

from that. G. H. Stone.
Iroaton, Col., Oct. 13.

Rain-Making.

Reasoning from well-established meteorological principles alone,

I should say that the probabilities of success in rain-making are

quite small. But we have learned that it is hazardous to predict

confidently, a priori, what nature may do under untried condi-

tions. New principles may be discovered which may modify the

operation of those already known. As far as I am informed, re-

ports concerning the results of the experiments being made in

the South-west are contradictory. And if rain does follow a few

explosions there at this season of the year, when rains occur in

most portions of the temperate zones, would that settle the ques-

tion without dispute?

It seems to me that the effects following great battles have not

been recorded with sufficient care to furnish reliable data. When
the air in any region is nearly saturated with moisture, it is rea-

sonable to suppose that a violent disturbance in the atmosphere

may cause a sufficient condensation to produce rain. But when
it is far below saturation, it seems to me that the results must be

doubtful until fully established by experiment. Let the experi-

ments be made in places where it seldom or never rains— for in-

stance, in the Sahara. A series of such experiments would deter-

mine the question without doubt. I await results with great

interest. Marshall Henshaw.
AsQherst, Mass , Oct. 14.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS

A BOOK has just been published entitled " The Business of

Travel,"' a fifty years' record of progress, by Eraser Rae, giving in

detail an account of the origin and growth of the now marvel-

lously developed organization of Thomas Cook & Son. To scores

of thousands who have made pilgrimages to the Meccas of the

world as excursionists, guided, directed, and conserved in all in-

terests by this concern, this book, which is packed with informa-

tion as to travel in this country, in Europe, and in Eastern lands,

will be found not onlj' entertaining but instructive.

— The Publishers' Weekly says, that, in response to an inquiry,

the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury writes the following,

which will be of interest to all bookbuyers: " In reply to your let-

ter in which you inquire if you can purchase books in England

and have them sent to you by mail, I have to inform you that the

importation of dutiable articles, which includes dutiable books, is

forbidden bv ArticleXl. of the Universal Postal Union Convention,

and books so imported are subject to seizure. Books printfd ex-

clusively in languages other than English, and various othi r books,

are exempt from duty under certain provisions of the Free List, Act
of Oct. 1, 1890, and such books are not included in the prohibition.

— John Wiley & Sons have in preparation a "Manual of Min-
ing," by Professor M. C. Ihlseng.

— There has been no book written on Hawaii, or the Sandwich
Islands, as many still call them, within the last twenty years.

But this silence will soon be broken by Mrs. Helen Mather, who
has written an account of "One Summer in Hawaii," which the

Cassell Publishing Company will publish. Mrs. Mather's book will

undoubtedly turn the attention of many travellers toward this

little group of islands in the Pacific. It will be illustrated from
photographs and drawings made by Walter McDougall, who has

had the pleasure of spending part of the summer in Hawaii.

— Miss Isabel F. Hapgood has translated a large number of

Tolstoy's books, and Miss Isabel F. Hapgood has been journeying

in Russia. What more natural than that she should see "Count
Tolstoy at Home," and what still more natural than that she

should make this the title and subject of a paper in the November
Atlantic. Miss Hapgood, although admiring his great gifts, is not

a blind adherent of his changeable philosophies. Here is a bit of

useful information : the name Tolstoy with the y is the writer's

own way of spelling his own name, and not a typographical

error.

— Little, Brown, & Co have just ready the ninth edition of

Bartlett's "Familiar Quotations," greatly enlarged, and now rep-

resenting eight hundred and fifty authors and twelve thousand

new lines of index, making the volume one-third larger than the

previous edition; and " A Narrative of Events Connected with the

Introduction of Sulphuric Ether into Surgical Use," by Richard

Manning Hodges, A.M., M.D., formerly of the Massachusetts

General Hospital.

— All teachers who are interested in seeing the best master-

pieces of literature put before school children in an attractive and

inexpensive form will be gratified to learn that Houghton, Mifflin,

& Co. have just issued, as No 51 of their Riverside Literature

Series (price, in paper covers, 15 cents), "Rip Van Winkle and
other American Essays from Washington Irving's Sketch Book."

In addition to "Rip Van Winkle," the book contains the famous
"Legend of Sleepy Hollow," " Philip of Pokanoket," introductions

and explanatory notes, and a biographical sketch of the author.

Early in December, No. 53 of the same series will appear, con-

taining " The Voyage and other English Essays from the Sketch

Book."

— The Peruvian traveller and linguist. J. J. von Tschudi, lately

deceased, had been successful in collecting almost all the books,

pamphlets, and treatises that had ever appeared in the Quichua

language, still the most important idiom of that exteiLsive country.

Among the few oldest books which he had never been able to see

is the grammar of the Dominican priest Domingo de Sancto

Thomas, " Arte de la lengua Quichua." The well-known repub-

lisher of South American linguistic books. Dr. Julius Platzmann,

has been fortunate enough to secure a copy at a pretty steep price,

and has now reproduced it in a fac-simile edition, for sale at B. G.

Teubner's, Leipzig. It is a neat little sedecimo in small Gothic

print, containing a prologo and ninety-six leaves (193 pagas). Old

Indian grammars of those times are fashioned after the model of

the Latin language, and this one makes no exception. It was the

first grammar of the Quichua language, and evinces an uncom-
monly thorough study of it. It is dated Valladolid, 1560. The
Quichua lexicon of this author is of the same date, and is the first

print in which the name "Quichua," which is the name of a Peru-

vian trit)e of the Andahuaylas district, has been applied to this

language.

— Messrs. J. B. Lippincott Company announce for early publi-

cation the " Life of Benjamin Harris Brewster," by Eugene Cole-

man Savidge, M.D. Mr. Brewster took an active and important

part in many of the most critical and exciting movements in our

recent national history. He knew more or less intimately every

American celebrity since the time of Webster and Cay, and his
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bioeraphy will be a valuable contribution to the history of the last

half-century of our national life. The second volume of " Hermetic

Philosophy," by Styx of the " H. B. of L." will soon be issued by

the same publishers. As in the first volume, it includes lessons,

general discourses, and explanations of "Fragments" from the

schools of E?ypt, Chaldea, Greece, Italy, etc., and is a continua-

tion of the line of thought treated in that work. One of the ac-

quisitions to medical literature of the year will be the new edition

of Professor Roberts Bartholow's " Hypodermatic Medication,"

about to be issued from the press of the same company.

— The J. B. Lippincott Company of Philadelphia have published

an octavo volume entitled " Harmony of Ancient History," by

Malcomb Macdonald. It is an attempt to determine the dates of

the best known events in Oriental History and to harmonize the

chronology of the Egyptians with that of the Jews. Our knowl-

edge of Egyptian chi-onology was formerly confined to the state-

ments of the Greek historian Manetho, but we now have the

testimony of the Egyptian monuments to aid us; yet the best

modern authorities differ by many centuries as to the dates of

Egyptian kings. On the other hand, the Bible chronology, besides

being sometimes inconsistent with itself, is not in accord with

that of Egypt and other nations, and the result is a mass of doubt

and confusion. Mr. Macdonald has here endeavored to fix tlie

dates of some Egyptian kings by means of astronomical phenomena

recorded on the monuments whose occurrence our modern astron-

omy enables us to verify. He then proceeds to the Jewish chro-

nology with the avowed purpose of showing that it harmonizes

with that of Egypt and Assyria; and he claims for his scheme that

" there is not one single chronological statement in the Bible from

which it does not remove all improbability." To attain this end,

however, he is obliged to resort to some devices and interpreta-

tions that seem forced and arbitrary, and he admits that "the
whole scheme rests largely on circumstantial evidence." For our

part we doubt if any reconciliation of the ancient chronologies is

possible, the gaps in the monumental records being so great and

other ancient histories so largely mythical as to preclude a satis-

factory solution of the problem; but Mr. Macdonald has made
an elaborate attempt at such reconciliation, and we leave the

criticism of his work to those who have made a special study of

the subject.

— The newest of important educational movements, "Univer-

sity Extension," will have first place in the Popular Science

Monthly for November. The article is by Professor C. Hanford

Henderson, and, after sketching what has been done in England,

it describes the beginning that has been made in this country, and

tells the plans of the extension organizers for the future. In the

same number Mr. W. F. Durfee will conclude his contributions to

the series of illustrated articles on the development of American
industries with a paper on "The Manufacture of Steel." This

paper completes the account of the Bessemer process, and proves
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PRACTICAL WORK
IN

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
By Frederick Wm. Streatfeild, with a

Prefatory Notice by Prof. R. Meldola.

156 pages, with 3.5 illustrations, $1.25.

E. & F. H. SPOM, 12 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

HASDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.
127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PL, New York.

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?
You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

'Sent postaid on receipt of .$3.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,
47 Iiafayette Place, Ne\i^ York

Exchanges.
[Freeofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private
chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-

ance (zoog to i-iomg), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate m tors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in

part or whole. Also complete file of Siiiiman's your7ial,
1862-18S5 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1834-18S3;

U. S. Coast Survey 18^4-1869. Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

I have five vols, of "01hausen'> Biblical Commentary
on the New Testament" thj.t I would like to sell or
e.xchange for works on geology of North America.
The-e volumes are as good as new, except the slight

fading of the black cloth coveis. D. T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N. J.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( 5 and 5 ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain (Joat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for m'Untin_g; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas; collect

descriptive crypiogamic hf>
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Vertebrate False
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ology. Prof. F W, Cragin, Colorado Springs, Colo.

For exchange or '^ale at a pacrifice, an elaborate i

nd;scope outtit. Bullock
sixth homeogeneons v

inch, Bausch & Lomb. also c

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Obj
Address Mrs- Marion Smith, 41

Mass.
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Branch Street, Lowell,

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,

will be given to New Subscribers to the

Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the GtOLOGiST.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
IfliiineapoliS) ITIinn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address pjigysuERs BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Craivfordsville. liid.

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeologv.

Vol. I, now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Beign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Sehelling, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. $1.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babvlonian " Dibbarra"' Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic 60 cents.

3. o. Upag with the Accusative. 6. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By Wtlliara A. LambertoD
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The (rambling Games of the Chinese in America.
F^n tan and P5,k kdp piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archseology and
Palaeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation

.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D.. Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Bricton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archeeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph, on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Furness. Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Archffiological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott. M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

Archseological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D.. Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Sehelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archaeology,
whereof about 20O or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50-

per volume; to others than subscribers, 3^2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha." be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

N. D. C. HODG-ES,
47 Lafayette Place, Kew York', N. T.

BOOKS : Hoiv to get tbeni. If there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place. New York.
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that its chief feature was first developed hy an American. The
same i sue will contain an article by Professor Frederick Starr on

"Ornament; " one by President Goodale (h's address to the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of Science) on " Some of the

Possibilities of Economic Botany;" and the second of the "Les-

sons from the Census," by Mr. Carroll D. Wright.

— Bradlee Whidden will publish, about Nov. 1.5, "Modern
American Rifles," by A. C. Gould (Ralph Greenwood), a work
which will discuss the merits and capabilities as well as the ad-

vancement made in the American rifle.

— The Chautauquan for November has several illustrated arti-

cles and the portraits of a number of prominent women. The
following titles are from the table of contents: ' Phvsical Life,"

II. , by Milton J. Greenman ; " National Agencies for Scientific Re-

search," II., by Major J. W. Powell; "The Adulteration of Foods,"

by Guilford L. Spencer; 'Potters and Their Craft," by Thomas B.

Preston; "Social Science in the Pulpit," by John Habberton

;

"People and Places," by Daniel C. Giliuan, LL.D. ; "Women's
Clubs in London," by Elizabeth Robins Pennell; "Among the

Creoles," by Mary L. Schaffiter; " The Prevention of Crime," by
Mrs. Kate Tannatt Woods ;

" Women as Astronomers " (fir.-it paper),

by Esther Singleton ; and " Cremation," by Anna Churchell

Carey.

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, will issue in November " Herberts
All'-'eraeine Padagogik," translated by Henry M. Felkin of London,
and edited, with an introduction, by Oscar Browning, author of

"Educational Theories."

— In the November issue of the New England Magazine, Walter
Blackburn Harte makes a plea for a world without books. He
thinks that education is not an unmixed blessing, as the greater

the intelligence of individuals and peoples the greater is their

capacity for suffering.

J^mc
A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephraim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says:
'

' 1 have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure the word " Hors-
ford's" Is on tbe label. All otbers are
spnrlons. Never sold In bnlk.

Wa7tts.

A ny person seeking a position /or ivhick ke is quali-
fied by his scientific attainnien*s^ or anyperson seeking
soTne 07ie to fill a position of tkis character^ be it thai

ofia teacher ofscience^ chemists draughtsman^ or tvhai
not. may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, ifi he satisfies the publisher o/ the suit-
able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific question^ the address of
any scientific vian. or 'who can in any -way use thiscol~
umn for a Purpose consonant with the 7iature of the
paper s is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—Information concerning the most sat-
isfactory and recent formulas used in making

matches. Address M. T. B., Box 9, Gettysburg, Pa.

WANTED.- By a young man (37), B. A. and Ph.D.,
with three yeais' experience as assistant in

chemisti-y. position ad instructor in chemistry or in
natural sciences in college or academy,or other ad-
vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars
as to work, salary, etc. F. "W. MAR, L. Box 23, West
Haven, Conn.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. F., care Sci&tice, 47 Lafayette Place,
New york.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-
ogy. Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines gradu^ite. Ad-

dress T. W. 0., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and
I azines. Rates low.
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Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching,

By A. MELVILLE BELL,
PHce^ 26 Cents,

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of

Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass. —is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on " Speech Reading."]

From Principals of Jhistitutiona fortheDeaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality.''''
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
"The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
" A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modem Language Notes.

*^* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study in tbe Native Religions of tbe

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. $1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., an Morris Jastrow, Jr..

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York..

DO YOn INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBLE liOW-COST
HOUSES5" now arranged in Ibree volumes. In them you will flud perspective views.
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, new designs for
bouses. They also give prices for complete Workin^r Plans, Details, and Specilications,
which enable you to build wittaont delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costinf: between $500 and $1800. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. flSOO to
S3C00. Vol. 111. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
eat'b, or $3.00 for llie set.

"rol.OM.Vl, HOl'SI-.S," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans M
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $*2. 00.

"PKTliKESQl'E HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,

nient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi AtEecting the Higher Animals.

The Distance of the Stars.
. „ ^^ ^

Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods ot

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of BoDins.

Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.

Natural History Notes.
The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomenon ot Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.

Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos

.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:ps"Y"CI3::e]_
A Journal of Entomology, published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, So. 00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale'^at $5 00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

RODGHING IT WITH AH ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FEL.l.O'W.
(S. H. SCUDDEB.)

With thirty-t-wo Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

hook is seldom seen.^'—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—Bosfom Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-flve years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's stj le, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."— rfte Dial.

THE

JUST BEADY.

LABRADOR COAST.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The vcork is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in the=e long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCt LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one ot unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani'^l G. Briuton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject."—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
outubout the indigenous Americans "—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

Bv AlPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D. Ph.D.

8°, about 400 pp.. S3..50.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly g:ood. and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."— T/ie r/trisftan Uni-m.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brintnn's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language.''

—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/te Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America..'"—Brighton CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity. ""—

The New York Times.
"Dr. Bnnton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples/ avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is In reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, f 1,75,

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12", 184 pp., ^1.50.

NOW READY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid., 50 cents.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.

*'Tlie Inestimable Importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and ibe novelty of his work,
alt combine to render the litilo treatise worthy of
special considera'iou. . . . We hea tily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

'* The monograph Is interesting In style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful constd^rati n. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—fAarmaceMf^ea/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Ksq. 1.". 20 ceats.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
IbSf»n are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Su7i.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. ' OX. U°. 75 cent-s.

'*To be commended to those who are not special-
ists."—CArisfiaTi Union.

'^ Physicinns will enjoy their reading, and And In
:hem much food for Oionght."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.

'* Mr. cox reviews tne history of his subject with
knowledge and skill."—Open Court.

•'It Is of extreme Interest."-JfediraZ Age.
*' Worthy of a careful perusal."—yndian^ Medica

Journal.
" An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modem biological thought."—Popwiar
Science News.
"All Interested In biological questions will find

the book fascinating."—PAarmaceitf/coi Era.
'' The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of bis subject."— Pu?>?i'c Opinion.
"Deservt^s the attention of students of natural

science."—Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Cybus THOMAS. 12". $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound- builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has beenobtamed. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satlsfles him that we have in the Bark Rocord
{Walam Oiura) Itself proof that th'ey were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their Hue of migration even beyoud tLeir resldecce
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An lUust atlon of
the reverse method ol dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incideuial proof ihat some of the Indians
were mound builders; 3. A study of a Mugle tribe in
the light or the mound testimony. This woik will be
an Important contribution lo the literature of the
( olurablau discovery which will doubtless appear
durlug th-* coming two years.
"A valuable contrlbu ion to the queatioa, * Who

were the mound-builders ? ' ^-—New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iV". Y. Sun.
"An interesting paper."'—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on "lornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—^osf07i
Herald.
" " The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province it meteorology. In which science, the
author. Professor Hazen oi the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastbow. 13", 50c.
" All students of psychology wUl fiud the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."-/^zW/c
Opin2on.

*' A useful work for psychologists—as well as the
general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."-T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mabt Taylor BissBLL. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensiblH brochure."—.ffroofc^i/n Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."—PiifeU'c Opinion.
"The advice and excellent information which it

contalLS are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" Practical and simply written."—Sprin-a^c/d Re-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."-s;.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. ByJ. Mabk Baldwin.

N. D. 0. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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EMILIO CASTELAR.

WITH THE NOVEMBER NUMBER

THE CENTURY
MAGAZINE

Commences anew volume— the forty-third. If you are not already a subscriber,

now is a good time to begin. No one who wishes to

keep abreast of the times in art, Hterature, science, in-

vention, and social questions should be without The Century. The program

prepared for the coming year is a particularly attractive one. Not all its features

can be announced at present, but the more important include

A NOVEL BY RUDVARD KIPLING,
Written in collaboration with a young American author, Wolcott Balestier, and entitled " The
Naulahka," a tale of West and East. This begins in the November Century.

THREE OTHER SERIAL STORIES
Will be printed during the year. These are by Mrs. Burton Har-
rison, author of "The Anglomaniacs," Dr. Weir Mitchell, and Mary

RUDVARD KIPLINQ. Hallock Foote. Mrs. Harrison will again write of society life in

New York. Dr. Mitchell's novel is entitled " Characteristics," and Mrs. Foote's " The Chosen

Valley," a novel of the Great West.

SHORT STORIES BY T. B. ALDRICH,
Frank R. Stockton, and other well-known writers will be published complete in each number

of the magazine. The editors have in hand a great number of short stories by the leading

ivriters of the day, and readers of The Century may feel assured of receiving the best that

contemporary fiction has to offer.

A NEW LIFE OF COLUMBUS.
The four-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America will be commemorated by the

publication of a magnificently illustrated life of Columbus, translated from the Spanish of the

famous orator and statesman, Emilio Castelar, by whom it has been written especially for The
Century. Other articles on American topics will include a series on "The Indian's Side,"

<lescribing the home life of the American Indian ; " The Farmer and the Government," telling

what the Government should do and is doing for the Farmer, and articles describing the archi-

tectural features of

THE WORLD'S FAIR AT CHICAGO,
With authentic illustrations. Art and Music will be represented by
examples of the best work of the old masters and of contemporary

American painters, and by a number of papers on musical topics

by famous French musicians, Gounod (the composer of ' Faust "),

Saint-Saens, and others. The celebrated war correspondent, Archi-

bald Forbes, will give reminiscences of the Paris Commune; Edmund Clarence Stedman \yill

write on Poetry, and Edward Eggleston on Folk Speech in America. The well-known humorist,

" Bill Nye," will contribute a series of humorous articles entitled

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHIES OF EDGAR W. NYE.
There will also be papers on " The Jews in New York," " The New York of To-day," " The

Vigilance Committees of San Francisco," and a host of other subjects.

To avoid missing any part of these, be sure your subsciiption begins with the N'ovember number.

Subscriptions are taken by booksellers, newsdealers, andpostmasters ez'erywhere, and by the publish-

ers. Price, $4.00 a year.
THE CENTURY CO., 33 East 17th Street, New York.

ARCHIBALD

THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH.

EDGAR WILSON NYE.
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CALENDAE OF SOCIETIES.

Biological Society, Washington.

Oct. 17. — Frederick V. Coville, Food

Plants of the Indians of the Death Valley

Region; R. W. Shufeldt, Notes on Palseo-

pathology; William Palmer, The Fate of the

Far Seal in American Waters.

Philosophical Society, Washington.

Oct. 34. — Frank H. Bigelow, An Account

of the Experiments for Eliminating the Error

of Personal Equation from Stellar Transits

by Photography (with exhibition of instru-

ments and photographic negatives); John

W. Hoyt, The Present Status and Prospects

of the Project for a National University;

Thomas Wilson, The National Postal and

School Savings Bank System of Belgium.

Natural Science Association of Staten

Island.

Oct. 10.— Charles W. Leng, Notes on the

Tribe HIspini.

Wants.

Anyperson seeking a position for luhich he is guali-

fiedby his scientific attainments^ or anyperson seeking

sofne one to fill a position of this character^ be it that

ofa teacher ofscience, chemist, draughtsman, or what
not, may have the ' Want ' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he Satisfies the publisher of the suit-

able character of his application. A nyperson seeking

information on any scientific question, the address of
any scientific man^ or who can in any way use this col-

UJnn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the

paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED—Information concerning the most sat-

isfactory and recent formulas used in making
matches. Address M. T. B., Box 9, Gettysburg, Pa.

WANTED. -By a young man (27), B.A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in

natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-

vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars

as to work, salary, etc. P. W. MAR, L. Box 33, West
Haven, Conn.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. F., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,

New Fork.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has ta^en a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-
ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

Exchanges.
[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
York.l

For Sale or ExchaBge for books a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-

ance (200g. to i-iom^.), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in

part or whole. Also complete file of Sillitnan^s yournal,
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883;

U. S. Coast Survey. 1854-186(3. Full particulars to en-

quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

I have five vols, of "Olhausen's Biblical Commentary
on the New Testament " that I would like to sell or

exchange for works on geology of North America.
These volumes are as good as new, except the slight

fading of the black cloth covers. D. T. Marshall, Me-
tuchen, N. J.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-

scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-

sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-foutth and one inch

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,

Mass.

JUST PUBLISHED.

THE LABRADOR COAST.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-

CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D.,Pli.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,
which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.

Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of AmeH-

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a gaide
to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as
well as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

513 pp., 8°, $3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,

47 Lafayette Place, New York.

NEO-DARWimSM AND NEO-LAMARCKISffl.

By LESTER F. WARD.
Annual address of the President of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific
thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are the several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem, Lamarckism,
Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, ^eo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-
plication to the Human Race. In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main in line with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

Price, poi^tpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Tl\F-RIII F Perpetual Calendar. — ThismL nULL novel appliciicn of the slide-rule
A principle shows, in an instant without study or cal-on\l principle shows, in an instant without study (

I iJj culation, a complete Caiend?r for any month from
V) the Year 1 till the end of rime. Sample, a; cts

raaOMB-TIOMlS CO., 47 LAFAIKHK PUCE, HBW lOH.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T. Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

Taking butter from milk
was known in the earliest

times. It was left for our
time to make a milk of cod-
liver oil.

Milk, the emulsion of but-

ter, is an easier food than

butter. Scott's Emulsion of
cod-liver oil is an easier food
than cod-liver oil. It is rest

for digestion. It stimulates,

helps, restores, digestion;

and, at the same time, sup-
plies the body a kind of

nourishment it can get in no
other way.

Scott & Bownb. Chemisls, 132 South 5th Aveaue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver

oil—an druggbts everywhere do, %i.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Eates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150
titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

"About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."—C/iicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World,

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy * man of
affairs.' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."

—

New York Home Journal.

"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will
turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will
be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will
commend it to all, and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."—Son,. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
47 Iiafayette Place, Ne-n^ ITork.

ESTERBROOK'S
STEEL PENS.

Of SUPERIOR AND STANDARD QUALITY.

Leading Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 135, 239, 333
For Sale by all Stationers.

THE E8TERBR00K STEEL PEN CO.,

Works: Oamden, N.J. 26 John 8t.. Nen* Vork.

minerals,

Rocks,
Fossils,

Casts ol Fossils,

Oeological

ReliefMaps.

Ward'sNatural Science Establishment

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals
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models
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CELESTIAL PHYSICS.'

(Continued from p. 234.)

Besides its more direct use in the chemical analysis of the

heavenly bodies, the spectroscope has given to us a great and

unexpected power of advance along the lines of the older

astronomy. In the future a higher value may, indeed, be

placed upon the indirect use of the spectroscope than upon

its chemical relations.

By no direct astronomical methods could motions of ap-

proach or of recession of the stars be even detected, much
less could they be measured. A body coming directly to-

wards us or going directly from us appears to stand still.

In the case of the stars we can receive no assistance from

change of size or of brightness. Tbe stars show no true

disks in our instruments, and the nearest of them is so far

off that if it were approaching us at the rate of a hundred

miles in a second of time, a whole century of such rapid ap-

proach would not do more than increase its brightness by the

one-fortieth part.

Still it was only too clear that so long as we were unable

to ascertain directly those components of the stars' motions

which lie in the line of sight, the speed and direction of the

solar motion in space, and many of the great problems of

the constitution of the heavens, must remain more or less

imperfectly known. Now the spectroscope has placed in our

hands this power, which, though so essential, appeared almost

in the nature of things to lie forever beyond our grasp : it

enables us to measure directly, and under favoi'able circum-

stances to within a mile per second, or even less, the speed

of approach or of recession of a heavenly body. This

method of observation has the great advantage for the

astronomer of being independent of the distance of the mov-

ing body, and is therefore as applicable and as certain in the

case of a body on the extreme confines of the visible uni-

verse, so long as it is bright enough, as in the case of a

neighboring planet.

Doppler had suggested as far back as 1841 that the same

principle on which he had shown that a sound should become

sharper or flatter if there were an approach or a recession

between the ear and the source of the sound, would apply

equally to light; and he went on to say that the difference

of color of some of the binary stars might be produced in

this way by their motions. Doppler was right in that the

principle is true in the case of light, but he was wrong in

the particular conclusion which he drew from it. Even if

we suppose a star to be moving with a sutBciently enormous
velocity to alter sensibly its color to the eye, no such change
would actually be seen, for the reason that the store of in-

visible light beyond both limits of the visible spectrum, the

blue and the red, would be drawn upon, and light-waves in-

visible to us would be exalted or degraded so as to take the

place of those raised or lowered in the visible region, and
the color of the star would remain unchanged. About eight

1 Inaugural address at the meeting of the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, at Cardiff, August, 1891, by William Hugglns, president
of the association (Nature, Aug. 30).

years later Pizeau poin.r^d oui tl;e impiuiuiicj o" '>"('»:.!,.;.'

the individual wavelengths of v/hich white light is com-
posed. As soon, however, a.s we had learned to recognize

the lines of known substances in the spectra^.f the heavenly

bodies, Doppler's principle became applicable as the basis of

a new and most fruiUul method of investif-ation. The
measurement of the sr^all shift of the celestial bodies from
their true positions, as shown by tbe same lines in the spec-

trum of a terrestrial substance, gives to us the means of as-

certaining directly in miles per second the speed of approach

or of recession of the ueavenly body from which the lijilit.

has come.

An account of the first application of this method of re-

search to the stars, which was made in my observatory in

1868, was given by Sir Gabriel Stokes from this chair at the

meeting at Exeter in 1869. The stellar motions determined

by me were shortly after confirmed by Professor Vogel in

the case of Sirius, and in the case of other stars by Mr.

Christie, now astronomer-royal, at Greenwich; but, neces-

sarily, in consequence of the inadequacy of the instruments

then in use for so delicate an inquiry; the amounts of these

motions were but approximate.

The method was shortly afterwards taken up systematically

at Greenwich and at the Rugby Observatory. It is to be

greatly regretted that, for some reasons, the results have not

been sufBciently accordant and accurate for a research of

such exceptional delicacy. On this account probably, as

well as that the spectroscope at that early time had scarcely

become a familiar instrument in the observatory, astrono-

mers were slow in availing themselves of this new and re-

markable power of investigation. That this comparative

neglect of so truly wonderful a method of ascertaining what

was otherwise outside our powers of observation has greatly

retarded the progress of astronomy during the last fifteen

years, is but too clearly shown by the brilliant results which

within the last couple of years have followed fast upon the

recent masterly application of this method by photography

at Potsdam, and by eye with the needful accuracy at the

Lick Observatory. At last this use of the spectroscope has

taken its true place as one of the most potent methods of as-

tronomical research. It gives us the motions of approach

and of recession, not in angular measures, which depend for

their translation into actual velocities upon separate deter-

minations of parallactic displacements, but at once in terres.--

trial units of distance.

This method of Work will doubtless be very prominent in

the astronomy of the near future, and to it probably we
shall have to look for the more important discoveries in

sidereal astronomy which will be made during the coming
century.

In his recent application of photography to this method of

determining celestial motions. Professor "Vogel, assisted by
Dr. Scheiner, considering the importance of obtaining the

spectrum of as many stars as possible on an extended scale

without an exposure inconveniently long, wisely determined
to limit the part of the spectrum on the plate to the region

for which the ordinary silver-bromide gelatine plates are

most sensitive,— namely, to a small distance on each side of
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G,— and 10 employ as the line of compavison the hydrogen

line near G, and recently also certain lines of iron. The

most minute and complete mechanical arrangements were

provided for the purpose of securing the absolute rigidity of

the comparison spectram relatively to that of the star, and

for permitting temperature adjustments and other necessary

ones to be made.

The perfection of these spectra is shown by the large num-
ber of lines, no fewee fVmv. 050 j^, i]-^^ case of Capella, within

_j i,fuui on the plate. Already the

. : iii • ii o 1; '
.Vy .stars have been measured with an ac-

cur icy, in the case of a large number of them, of about an

English mile per second.

At the Li<sk Observatory it has '. m shown that observa-

tijNS can be made directly by eye .. ;.h an accuracy equally

great. Mr. Keeler's brilliant success has followed in great

measure from the use of the third and fourth spectra of a

grf.'.i: ' ..,.-^-8 lieiri to the inch. The marvellous accuracy

a!i .. ij'i? '''.-^ ht- hr.;.,",:: on a suitable star is shown by obser-

vations on three nights of the star Arcturus, the largest di-

vergence of his measures being not greater than six-tenths

of a mile per second, while the mean of the three nights'

work agreed with the mean of five photographic determina-

tions of the same star at Potsdam to within one-tenth of an

English mile. These are determinations of the motions of

a sun so stupendously remote that even the method of paral-

lax practically fails to fathom the depth of intervening space,

and by means of light-waves which have been, according to

Elkin's nominal parallax, nearly two hundred years vipon

their journey.

Mr. Keeler, with his magnificent means, has accomplished

a task which I attempted in vain in 1874, with the compara-

-tively poor appliances at my disposal, of measuring the mo-

tions in the line of sight of some of the planetary nebulse.

As the stars have considerable motions in space, it was to be

expected that nebulas should possess similar motions, for the

stellar motions must have belonged to the nebulas out of

which they have been evolved. My instrumental means, lim-

iting my power of detection to motions greater than twenty-

S.ve miles per second, were insufficient. Mr. Keeler has

ifound, in the examination of ten nebulae, motions varying

ifrom two miles to twenty-seven miles, with one exceptional

motion of nearly forty miles.

For the nebula of Orion, Mr. Keeler finds a motion of re-

cession of about ten miles a second. Now this motion agrees

closely with what it should appear to have from the drift of

the solar system itself, so far as it has been possible at present

to ascertain the probable velocity of the sun in space. This

grand nebula, of vast extent and of extreme tenuity, is proba-

bly more nearly at rest relatively to the stars of our system

than any other celestial object we know; still it would seem

more likely that even here we have some motion, small

though it may be, than that the motions of the matter of

which it is formed were so absolutely balanced as to leave

this nebula in the unique position of absolute immobility

in the midst of whirling and drifting suns and systems of

suns.

The spectroscopic method of determining celestial motions

in the line of sight has recently become fruitful in a new but

not altogether unforeseen direction, for it has, so to speak,

given us a separating power far beyond that of any telescope

the glass-maker and the optician could construct, and so en-

abled us to penetrate into mysteries hidden in stars appar-

ently single, and altogether unsuspected of being binary

systems. The spectroscope has not simply added to the list

of the known binary stars, but has given to us for the first

time a knowledge of a new class of stellar systems, in which

the components are in some cases of nearly equal magni-

tude, and in close proximity, and are revolving with veloci-

ties greatly exceeding the planetary velocities of our sys-

tem.

The K line in the photographs of Mizar, taken at the Har-

vard College Observatory, was found to be double at intervals

of fifty-two days. The spectrum was therefore not due to a

single source of light, but to the combined eiTect of two stars

moving periodically in opposite directions in the line of sight.

It is obvious that if two stars revolve round their common
centre of gravity in a plane not perpendicalar to the line of

sight, all the lines in a spectrum common to the two stars

will appear alternately single or double.

In the case of Mizar and the other stars to be mentioned,

the spectroscopic observations are not as yet extended enough
to furnish more than an approximate determination of the

elements of their orbits.

Mizar especially, on account of its relatively long period,

— about 105 days,— needs further observations. The two
stars are moving each with a velocity of about fifty miles a

second, probably in elliptical orbits, and are about a hundred

and forty-three millions of miles apa-rt. The stars, of about

equal brightness, have together a mass about forty times as

great as that of our sun.

A similar doubling of the lines showed itself in the Har-

vard photographs of /3 Aurigae at the remarkably close in-

terval of almost exactly two days, indicating a period of

revolution of about four days. According toi Vogel's later

observations, each star has a velocity of nearly seventy miles

a second, the distance between the stars being little more
than seven and a half millions of miles, and the mass of the

system 4.7 times that of the sun. The system is approaehing

us at the speed of about sixteen miles a second.

The telescope could never have revealed to us doahie stars

of this order. In the case of /3 Aurigss', combining Kegel's

distance with Pritchard's recent determination of the star's

parallax, the greatest angular separation of the stars its seen

from the earth would be one two-hundredth part of a second

of arc, and therefore very far too small for the htgbest pow-

ers of the largest telescopes. If we take the illation of

aperture to separating power usually accepted, an object-glass

of about eighty feet in diameter would be needed to resolve

this binary star. The spectroscopev which takes, no note of

distance, magnifies, so to speak, this minute angular separa-

tion four thousand times; in other words, the doubling of

the lines, which is the phenomeaon that we have to observe,

amounts to the easily measurable quantity of twenty seconds

of arc.

There were known, indeed, variable stars of short period,

which it had been suggested might be explained on the hy-

pothesis of a dark body revolving about a bright sun in a

few days, but this theory was met by the objection that no

such systems of closely revolving suns were known to exist.

The Harvard photographs of vrhich we have been speak-

ing were taken with a slitless form of spectroscope, the prisms

being placed, as originally by Fraunhofer. before the object-

glass of the telescope. This method, though it possesses some

advantages, has the serious drawback of not permitting a

direct comparison of the star's spectrum with terrestrial

spectra. It is obviously unsuited to a variable star like Algol,

where one star only is bright, for in such a case there would

be no doubling of the lines, but only a small shift to and fro

of the lines of the bright star as it moved in its orbit alter-
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nately towards and from our system, which would need for

its detection the fiducial positions of terrestrial lines com-

pared directly with them.

For such observations the Potsdam spectrograph was well

adapted. Professor Vogel found that the bright star of Algol

did pulsate backwards and forwards in the visual direction in

a period corresponding to the known variation of its light.

The explanation which had been suggested for the star's

variability, that it was partially eclipsed at regular intervals

of 68.8 hours by a dark companion large enough to cut off

nearly five-sixths of its light, was therefore the true one. The

dark companion, no longer able to hide itself by its obscure-

cess, was brought out into the light of direct observation by

means of its gravitational effects.

Seventeen hours before minimum, Algol is receding at the

rate of about 24^ miles a second, while seventeen hours after

minimum it is found to be approaching with the speed of

about 28|- miles. From these data, together with those of

the variation of its light, Vogel found, on the assumption

that both stars have the same density, that the companion,

nearly as large as the sun, but with about one-fourth his

mass, revolves with a velocity of about fifty-five miles a sec-

ond. The bright star, of about twice the size and mass,

moves about the common centre of gravity with the speed of

about twenty-six miles a second. The system of the two

stars, which are about three and a half millions of miles apart,

considered as a whole, is approaching us with a velocity of

2.4 miles a second. The great difference in luminosity of

the two stars, not less than fifty times, suggests rather that

they are in different stages of condensation, and dissimilar

in density.

It is obvious that if the orbit of a star with an obscure

companion is inclined to the line of sight, the companion

will pass above or below the bright star, and produce no

variation of its light. Such systems may be numerous in

the heavens. In Vogel's photographs, Spica, which is not

variable, by a small shifting of its lines reveals a backward

and forward periodical pulsation due to orbital motion. As
the pair whirl round the common centre of gravity, the

bright star is sometimes advancing, at others receding. They

revolve in about four days, each star moving with a velocity

of about fifty-six miles a second in an orbit probably nearly

circular, and possess a combined mass of rather more than

two and a half times that of the sun. Taking the most proba-

ble value for the star's parallax, the greatest angular separa-

tion of the stars would be far too small to be detected with

the raost powerful telescopes.

If in a close double star the fainter companion is of the

white-star type, while the bright star is solar in character,

the composite spectrum would be solar with the hydrogen

lines unusually strong. Such a spectrum would itself afford

some probability of a double origin, and suggest the existence

of a companion star.

In the case of a true binary star the orbital motions of the

pair would reveal themselves in a small periodical swaying

of the hydrogen lines relatively to the solar ones.

Professor Pickering considers that his photographs show
ten stars with composite spectra; of these, five are known to

be double The others are: r Persei, B, Aurigae, S Sagittarii,

31 Ceti, and /i Capricoi-ni. Perhaps ji Lyree should be added

to this list.

In his recent classical work on the rotation of the sun,

Duner has not only determined the solar rotation for the

equator but for different parallels of latitude up to 75^. The
close accordance of his results shows that these observations

are sufficiently accurate to be discussed with the variation of

the solar rotation for different latitudes which had been de-

termined by the older astronomical methods from the obser^

vations of the solar spots.

Though I have already spoken incidentally of the invalua-

ble aid which is furnished by photography in some of the

applications of the spectroscope to the heavenly bodies, the

new power which modern photography has put into the hands
of the astronomer is so great, and has led already, within

the last few years, to new acquisitions of knowledge of such

vast importance, that it is fitting that a few sentences should

be specially devoted to this subject.

Photography is no new discovery, being about half a cen-

tury old: it may excite surprise, and indeed possibly suggest

some apathy on the part of astronomers, that though the

suggestion of the application of photography to the heavenly

bodies dates from the memorable occasion when, in 1839,

Arago, announcing to the Academic des Sciences the great

discovery of Niepce and Daguerre, spoke of the possibility

of taking pictures of the sun and moon by the new process,

yet that it is only within a few years that notable advances

in astronomical methods and discovery have been made by

its aid.

The explanation is to be found in the comparative unsuita-

bility of the earlier photographic methods for use in the ob-

servatory. In justice to the earlier workers in astronomical

photography, among whom Bond, De la Rue, J. W. Draper,

Eutherfurd, Gould, hold a foremost place, it is needful to

state clearly that the recent great successes in astronomical

photography are not due to greater skill, nor, to any great

extent, to superior instruments, but to the very great advan-

tages which the modern gelatine dry plate possesses for use

in the observatory over the methods of Daguerre, and even

over the wet collodion film on glass, which, though a great

advance on the silver plate, went but a little way towards

putting into the hands of the astronomer a photographic sur-

face adapted fully to his wants.

The modem siver-bromide gelatine plate, except for its

grained texture, meets the needs of the astronomer at all

points. It possesses extreme sensitiveness; it is always ready

for use; it can be placed in any position ; it can be exposed for

hours; lastly, it does not need immediate development, and

for this reason can be exposed again to the same object on

succeeding nights, so as to make up by several instalments,

as the weather may permit, the total time of exposure which

is deemed necessary.

Without the assistance of photography, however greatly

the resources of genius might overcome the optical and me-

chanical difficulties of constructing large telescopes, the

astronomer would have to depend in the last resource upon

his eye. Now we cannot by the force of continued looking

bring into view an object too feebly luminous to be .seen at

the first and keenest moment of vision. But the feeble light

which falls upon the plate is not lost, but is taken in and

stored up continuously. Each hour the plate gathers up

3,600 times the light-energy which it received during the first

second. It is by this power of accumulation that the photo-

graphic plate may be said to increase, almost without limit,

though not in separating power, the optical means at the dis-

posal of the astronomer for the discovery of the observatioQ

of faint objects.

.Two principal directions may be pointed out in which

photography is of great service to the astronomer. It ena-

bles him within the comparatively short time of a single

exposure to secure permanently with great cxacloess the
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relative positions of hundreds or even of thousands of stars,

or the minutest features of nebulae or other objects, or the

phenomena of a passing eclipse, a task which by means of

the eye and hand could only be accomplished, if done at all,

after a very great expenditure of time and labor. Photogra-

phy puts it in the power of the astronomer to accomplish in

the short span of his own life, and so enter into their fruition,

great works which otherwise must have been passed on by

him as a heritage of labor to succeeding generations.

The second great service which photography renders is not

simply an aid to the powers the astronomer already possesses.

On the contrary, the plate, by recording light-waves which

are both too small and too large to excite vision in the eye,

brings him into a new region of knowledge, such as the

infra-red and the ultra-violet parts of the spectrum, which

must have remained forever unknown but for artificial

help.

The present year will be memorable in astronomical his-

tory for the practical beginning of the photographic chart

and catalogue of the heavens, which took their origin in

an international conference which met in Paris in 1887, by
the invitation of M. I'Amiral Mouchez, director of the Paris

Observatory.

The richness in stars down to the ninth magnitude of the

photographs of the comet of 1883 taken at the Cape Obser-

vatory under the superintendence of Dr. Gill, and the re-

markable star charts of the Brothers Henry which followed

two years later, astonished the astronomical world. The
great excellence of these photographs, which was due mainly
to the superiority of the gelatine plate, suggested to these

astronomers a complete map of the sky, and a little later

gave birth in the minds of the Paris astronomers to the grand
enterprise of an international chart of the heavens. The
actual beginning of the work this year is in no small degree

due to the great energy and tact with which the director of

the Paris Observatory has conducted the initial steps, through
the many delicate and diiBcult questions which have una-
voidably presented themselves in an undertaking which
depends upon the harmonious working in common of many
nationalities, and of no fewer than eighteen observatories in

all parts of the world. The three years since 1887 have not

been too long for the detailed organization of this work,

which has called for several elaborate preliminary investiga-

tions on special points in which our knowledge was insuffi-

cient, and which have been ably carried out by Professors

Vogel and BakhUyzen, Dr. Trepied, Dr. Scheiner, Dr.

Gill, the astronomer royal, and otliers. Time also was re-

quired for the construction of the new and special instru-

ments.

The decisions of the conference in their final form provide
for the construction of a great photographic chart of the

heavens with exposures corresponding to forty minutes' ex-

posure at Paris, which it is expected will reach down to stars

of about the fourteenth magnitude. As each plate is to be
limited to four square degrees, and as each star, to avoid
possible errors, is to appear on two plates, over twenty-two
thousand photographs will be required. For the more ac-

curate determination of the positions of the stars, a reseau
7;ith lines at distances of iive millimetres apart is to be pre-

viously impressed by a faint light upon the plate, so that the
image of the reseau will appear together with the images of

the stars when the plate is developed. This great work will

be divided, according to their latitudes, among eighteen ob-

servatories provided with similar instruments, though not
necessarily constructed by the same maker. Those in the

British dominions and at Tacubaya have been constructed by
Sir Howard Grubb.

Besides the plates to form the great chart, a second set of

plates for a catalogue is to be taken, with a shorter exposure,

which will give stars to the eleventh magnitude only. These

plates, by a recent decision of the permanent committee, are

to be pushed on as actively as possible, though as far as may
be practicable plates for the chart are to be taken concur-

rently. Photographing the plates for the catalogue is but

the first step in this work, and only supplies the data for the

elaborate measurements which have to be made, which are,

however, less laborious than would be required for a similar

catalogue without the aid of photography.

Already Dr. Gill has nearly brought to conclusion, with the

assistance of Professor Kapteyn, a preliminary photographic

survey of the southern heavens.

With an exposure sufficiently long for the faintest stars to

impress themselves upon the plate, the accumulating action

still goes on for the brighter stars, producing a great enlarge-

ment of their images from optical and photographic causes.

The question has occupied the attention of many astronomers,

whether it is possible to find a law connecting the diameters

of these more or less over-exposed images with the relative

brightness of the stars themselves. The answer will come
out undoubtedly in the affirmative, though at present the

empirical formulae which have been suggested for this pur-

pose differ from each other. Captain Abney proposes to

measure the total photographic action, including density as

well as size, by the obstruction which the stellar image offers

to light

A further question follows as to the relation which the

photographic magnitudes of stars bear to those determined

by eye. "Visual magnitudes are the physiological expression

of the eye's integration of that part of the star's light which

extends from the red to the blue. Photographic magnitudes

represent the plate's integration of another part of the star's

light— namely, from a little below where the power of the

eye leaves off in the blue to where the light is cut off by
the glass, or is greatly reduced by want of proper corrections

when a refracting telescope is used. It is obvious that the

two records are taken by different methods in dissimilar units

of different parts of the star's light. In the case of certain

colored stars the photographic brightness is very different

from the visual brightness; but in all stars, changes, espe-

cially of a temporary character, may occur in the photo-

graphic or the visual region, unaccompanied by a similar

change in the other part of the spectrum. For these reasons

it would seem desirable that the two sets of magnitudes should

be tabulated independently, and be regarded as supplementary

of each other.

The determination of the distances of the fixed stars from

the small apparent shift of their positions when viewed from

widely separated positions of the earth in its orbit is one of

the most refined operations of the observatory. The great

precision with which this minute angular quantity — a frac-

tion of a second only— has to be measured, is so delicate an
operation with the ordinary micrometer, though, indeed, it

was with this instrument that the classical observations of

Sir Robert Ball were made, that a special instrument, in

which the measui'es were made by moving the two halves of

a divided object-glass, known as a heliometer, has been pressed

into this service, and quite recently, in the skilful hands of

Dr. Gill and Dr. Elkin, has largely increased our knowledge

in this direction.

It is ob-vious that photography might he hers of great ser-
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vice, if we could rely upon measurements of photographs of

the same stars taken at suitable intervals of lime. Professor

Pritchard, to whom is due the honor of having opened this

' new path, aided by his assistants, has proved by elaborate

investigations that measures for parallax may be safely made
upon photographic plates, with, of course, the advantages of

leisure and repetition; and he has already by this method de-

termined the parallax for twenty-one stars with an accuracy

not inferior to that of values previously obtained by purely

astronomical methods.

The remarkable successes of astronomical photography,

which depend upon the plate's power of accumulation of a

very feeble light acting continuously through an exposure of

several hours, are worthy to be regarded as a new revelation.

The first chapter opened when, in 1880, Dr. Henry Draper

obtained a picture of the nebula of Orion ; but a more impor-

tant advance was made in 1883, when Dr. Common, by his

photographs, brought to our knowledge details and exten-

sions of this nebula hitherto unknown. A further disclosure

took place in 1885, when the brothers Henry showed for the

first time in great detail the spiral nebulosity issuing from
the bright star Maia of the Pleiades, and, shortly afterwards,

nebulous streams about the other stars of this group In

1886, Mr, Roberts, by means of a photograph to which three

hours' exposure had been given, showed the whole back-

ground of this group to be nebulous. In the following year

Mr. Roberts more than doubled for us the great extension of

the nebular region which surrounds the trapezium in the

constellation of Orion. By his photographs of the great

nebula in Andromeda he has shown the true significance of

the dark canals which had been seen by the eye. They are

in reality spaces between successive rings of bright matter,

which appeared nearly straight owing to the inclination in

which they lie relatively to us. These bright rings surround

an undefined central luminous mass. I have already spoken

of this photograph.

Some recent photographs by Mr. Russell show that the

great rift in the Milky Way in Argus, which to ths eye is

void of stars, is in reality uniformly covered with them.

Also, quite recently, Mr. George Hale has photographed the

prominences by means of a grating, making use of the lines

H and K.

The heavens are richly but very irregularly inwrought with

stars, the brighter stars cluster into well-known groups upon
a background formed of an enlacement of streams and con-

voluted windings and intertwined spirals of fainter stars,

which becomes richer and more intricate in the irregularly

rifted zone of the Milky Way.
We, who form part of the emblazonry, can only see the

-design distorted and confused; here crowded, there scattered,

at another place superposed. The groupings due to our posi-

tion are mixed up with those which are real.

Can we suppose that each luminous point has no relation

to the others near it than the accidental neighborship of

grains of sand upon the shore, or of particles of the wind-

blown dust of the desert ? Surely every star, from Sirius

and Vega down to each grain of the light-dust of the Milky
Way, has its present place in the heavenly pattern from the

slow evolving of its past. We see a system of systems, for

the broad features of clusters and streams and spiral wind-

ings which mark the genei-al design are reproduced in every

part. The whole is in motion, each point shifting its posi-

tion by miles every second, though from the august magni-

tude of their distances from us and from each other, it is

only by the accumulated movements of years or of genera-

tions th it some small changes of relative position reveal

themselves.

The deciphering of this wonderfully intricate constitution

of the heavens will be undoubtedly one of the chief astro-

nomical works of the cominjr century. The primary task of

the sun's motion in space, together with the motions of the

brighter stars, has been already put well within our reach by

the spectroscopic method of the measurement of star motions

in the line of sight.

From other directions information is accumulating: from

photographs of clusters and parts of the Milky Way, by
Roberts in this country, Barnard at the Lick Observatory,

and Russell at Sydney; from the counting of stars, and the

detection of their configurations, by Holden and by Back-

house; from the mapping of the Milky Way by eye, at Par-

sonstown ; from photographs of the spectra of stars, by Pick-

ering at Harvard and in Peru ; and from the exact portraiture

of the heavens in the great international star chart which

begins this year.

I have but touched some only of the problems of the newer

side of astronomy. There are many others which would

claim our attention if time permitted:—the researches of the

Earl of Rosse on lunar radiation, and the work on the same

subject and on the sun by Langley : observations of lunar

heat with an instrument of his own invention by Mr. Boys;

and observations of the variation of the moon's heat with its

phase by Mr. Frank Very: the discovery of the ultra-violet

part of the hydrogen spectrum, not in the laboratory, but

from the stars: the confirmation of this spectrum by terres-

trial hydrogen in part by H. W. Vogel, and in its all but

complete form by Cornu, who found similar series in the

ultra-violet spectra of aluminum and thallium: the discovery

of a simple formula for the hydrogen series by Balmer: the

important question as to the numerical spectral relationship

of different substances, especially in connection with their

chemical properties; and the further question as to the origin

of the harmonic and other relations between the lines and the

groupings of lines of spectra (on these points contributions

during the past year have been made by Rudolf v. Kovesli-

gethy, Ames. Hartley, Deslandres, Rydberg, Griinwald,

Kayse and Runge, Johnstone Stoney, and others) : the re-

markable employment of interference phenomena by Pro-

fessor Michelson for the determination of the size, and distri-

bution of light within them, of the images of objects which

when viewed in a telescope subtend an angle less than that

subtended by the light-wave at a distance equal to the diam-

eter of the objective,— a method applicable not alone to

celestial objects, but also to spectral lines, and other ques-

tions of molecular physics.

Along the older lines there has not been less activity; by

newer methods, by the aid of larger or more accurately con-

structed methods, by greater reflnempnt of analysis, knowl-

edge has been increased, especially in precision and minute

exactness.

Astronomy, the oldest of the sciences, has more than re-

newed her youth. At no time in the past has she been so

bright with unbounded aspirations and hopes. Never were

her temples so numerous, nor the crowd of her votaries so

great. The British Astronomical Association formed within

the year numbers already about six hundred members.

Happy is the lot of those who are still on the eastern side of

life's meridian

!

Already, alas! the original founders of the newer methods

are falling out,— Kirchhotf, Angstrom, D'Arrest. Secchi,

Draper, Becquerel, — but their places are more than filled:
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the pace of the race is gaining, but the goal is not and never

will be in sight.

Since the time of Newton our knowledge of the phenomena
of nature has wonderfully increased, but man asks, perhaps

more earnestly now than in his days, What is the ultimate

reality behind the reality of the perceptions ? Are they

only the pebbles of the beach with which we have been

playing ? Does not the ocean of ultimate reality and truth

lie bevond ?

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES.

Foe many years the United States government has as-

siduously gathered up the meteorological conditions from

many stations scattered far and wide over the surface of our

great continent, and having collated the facts sent in to the

central office, has deduced therefrom certain forecasts known
as probabilities. These forecasts are made out twice per

day, and then telegraphed broadcast over the country, to be

disseminated among the people as widely as possible for the

benefit of their commerce, their agriculture, their shipping,

and even their lives. For many years I have been on the
" volunteer " roster of the United States Weather Service,

and as such have been the recipient of weather telegrams

once per day. For several years I went to the trouble and
expense to supply the usual flags, and faithfully made the

proper^display of them (at Fayette, Mo.).

In 1889 I saw in the St. Louis RepiMic a brief notice of a
" whistle code" in use at Seymour, Ind., and I determined

to introduce the whistle in place of the flags, and for the

following considerations : (1) The flags could not be seen to

any advantage beyond one mile; (2) in foggy weather or

during snow-storms the flags could not be seen at all; (3)

the whistle could be heard in any kind of weather and to

distances reaching from six to eight miles in all directions,

and by'using a more powerful whistle the distance could be

made greater still.

Accordingly I sent to Indiana and obtained the code in

vogue there. It was a combination of short and long blasts,

the "shorts" sometimes preceding and in other cases follow-

ing the " longs." I concluded it would be more systematic

to have the longs refer to the weather and come first, and

the shorts refer to temperature and come last. The chief

advantage in having shorts come last was that any one

hearing a prolonged blast of the whistle might be sure that

no short ones had preceded and been lost. I therefore

adopted the following plan. Shorts refer to the tempera-

ture, one short meaning colder (the column in the thermom-
eter gets shorter with cold), and two shorts meaning warmer.

Longs refer to the weather, one long meaning fair (clear, or

cloudy without precipitation), two longs meaning rain or

snow. This much being decided upon, it is easy to blow

''fair and warmer, " or "snow and colder," or " fair and
warmer followed by rain," — in the last the shorts come in

the middle to separate the one long (fair) and the two long

(rain),— or any other combination necessary. For the an-

nouncement of cold waves, three longs; and for frosts in

the frosty seasons or for severe storms in summer, four

longs, were used at Seymour, Ind., and the same were

adopted in my code. In September, 1889, the first signal

was blown, being preceded by four short blasts as a warning
that the "weather" was about to be blown. From that date to

this the people for miles around have been daily warned of

the probabilities for the succeeding twenty-four hours, and
they have shown much interest in the matter, being willing

to put up at the mill, if necessary, a more powerful whistle

than the one now employed.

One of our merchants had the code printed on his adver-

tising cards, and they may be seen tacked up in stores or

homes, or in the hands of citizens near and far. Many peo-

ple soon commit the code to memory and have no need for

the key. Persons have reported hearing the whistle at the

distance of ten miles; but, as a rule, it is not regularly heard

beyond five or six miles.

During the summer of 1890 I tried to get some of our rail-

roads to adopt the code, and whistle the weather at intervals

of five or six miles as the trains sped through the country.

One road replied that they had too much whistling to do

already, there were so many crossings along the way. But
I still do not see why the weather whistle could not be used

instead of the customary two longs and two shorts usually

blown at crossings.

In the chief signal officer's report for 1890, p. 235, I am
credited with the introduction of the whistle code now in

use in many places in the State. In recent circulars sent

out by Chief Harrington, I see that the code has been still

further modified, the three longs being used to indicate " lo-

cal rains," and three shorts meaning a "cold wave." As a

cold wave comes rather under the head of temperature, it is

doubtless more appropriate to include it among the shorts.

I have written thus at length about the whistle code be-

cause I think it should be widely introduced, entailing no
expense for flags to be whipped out by the wind, and reach-

ing more people than flags can. Moreover, by having the

dispatch blown at the same hour every day, it becomes a

time signal by which the people can set their clocks and
watches. The noon hour is a good one where the morning
forecasts can be delivered before twelve o'clock.

For several years, by the courtesy of the government, I

svas permitted to use a set of maximum and minimum ther-

mometers. But they entailed the necessity of observation

and adjustment every day, and this duty bound the observer

to be at home or to intrust the instruments to other hands,

or to break the continuity of his record. So last May one

year ago I purchased a Draper self-recording thermometer,

regulated it by comparisons with the standard instruments

for several weeks, and then gave up these standard instru-

ments.

For twelve months I replaced the charts week by week,

and filed away the "red-lined " ones, with dates, etc., prop-

erly filled in the blanks therefor. On the first of July of

this year (1891) I began to put those charts through again,

using purple ink instead of red in the pen. Comparison of

temperatures for 1890 and 1891, day by day, hour by hour,

is both easy and interesting. I think I shall change the ink

to green, or some other color, and use again another year.

It is certainly a great comfort to wind up the clock, put in

another chart, refill the pen, once per week (say Monday
morning), and then go about one's business or on a jour-

ney, perhaps, and to know that there is to be no break ia

the record though away for days at a time. I would not

like to go back to the old method again.

T. Berry Emith.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Brooklyn Institute announces a series of "Institute Ex-

tension Courses." consisting of lectures on astronomy, by Mr.

Garrett P. Serviss, president of the department of astronomy.

The first course will be on the solarsystem, embracing " The Sun,

Its Distance, Size, Motions, and Gravity; " " The Sun, Its Nature
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and Constitution ;
" " The Earth as a Planet ;

" " Mercury, Venus,

and Mars;" "Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune;" "The
Satellites of the Planets; " and " Asteroids, Meteors, and Comets."

The second of the series will deal with the stellar systems, and
will consist of "The Geography of the Heavens; " "The Relation

of the Solar System to Surrounding Space;" "The Stars, their

Magnitudes, Distances, and Motions ;
" " The Stars, their Spectra

and Constitution: Variable and Multiple Stars;" "Nebulae and

the Evolution of Stai-s; " and " The Constitution of the Universe."

The third or advanced course will include " General Laws that

Govern the Universe ;
" " Gravitation and the Perturbations of

Planets; " " Light and its Analysis, — How Used as a" Means of

Investigation;" "Astronomical Photography;" " Electric and

Magnetic Forces and their Application in Astronomy;" and " The
Measurement of Time." The series will conclude with a course of

three single lectures, on "The History of Astronomy;" "The
Great Astronomers; " and "Recent Progress in Astronomical Re-

search." Each of these lectures will be illustrated by lantern

photographs. The courses are subject to alteration to meet spe-

cial requirements. The institute will conduct these courses of

lectures on the so-called "university extension" plan, under the

title of "Institute Extension Lectures." Each lecture will be

preceded by a conference on the subject of the previous lecture.

A syllabus of each course of lectures, together with directions for

reading and study, will be provided. Those who desire may pre-

sent themselves for examination at the close of a course, by giv-

ing ten days' notice. Certificates will be issued by the institute to

those who pass a satisfactory examination.

— According to Nature, an interesting experiment has been

lately made by M. Chabry of the Societe de Biologie, with regard

to the pressure which can be produced by electrolytic generation

of gas in a closed space. While the highest pressure before real-

ized in this way was 447 atmospheres (Qassiot), M. Chabry has

succeeded in getting as high as 1,200; and the experiment was
broken off merely because the manometer used got cracked (with-

out explosion). The electrolyzed liquid was a twenty-five per

cent soda solution. Both electrodes were of iron : one was the

hollow sphere in which the gas was collected, the other an inner

concentric tube. The current had a strength of one and a half

amperes, and was very constant during the experiment, which

was merely one preliminary to a research in which very high

pressures were desired.

— During the coming winter and spring a course of lectures,

under the auspices of the New York Academy of Sciences, will be

delivered in Hamilton Hall, Madison Avenue and 49th Street, this

city. The lectures will be as follows : Oct. 26, Paraguay, the

Land and the People, by Dr. Thomas Morong; Nov. 1 6, Woman's
Part in the Earlier Civilizations, by Professor Otis T. Mason; Dec.

21, Mountains, their Origin and History, by Professor H. L. Fair-

child; Jan. 18, The Lochs and Crannogs of Scotland, by Professor

Franklin W. Hooper; Feb. 15, Street Scenes in Cairo and Glimpses

of the Nile, by Professor H. Carrington Bolton ; March 21, Con-
tributions of Organic Chemistry to Modern Medicine, by Professor

Arthur H. Elliott ; April 18, Elves of the Air, by Dr. A. A. Ju-

lien; May 16, Color, by Professor Ogden N. Rood.

— At the twenty-fourth annual meeting of the Kansas Acad-
emy of Science, held at Ottawa, Oct. 14, 15, and 16, the following

papers were read. " The Evolution of the Human Face," by A.

H. Thompson; ' Experiments made in 1891 on the Dissemination

of the Chinch-Bug Diseases," F. H. Snow; "A New Erythronium
(E. mesochorum)," by E. B. Knerr; "An Inexpensive Reagent
Bottle for Use in Microscopic Work,'' by E. B. Knerr; " A Partial

List of the Plants of Franklin County," by W. E. Castle; "Geo-
graphical Distribution of Common Western Plants" and "List of

Rocky Mountain Plants collected in 1889," by M. A. Carlton

;

"On Solanum Rostratum," by L. E Sayre and W. S. Amos; " Is

the Rainfall in Kansas increasing?" and " Seven-year Periodicity

in Rainfall," by E. C. Murphy; " A Simple Method for the Deter-

mination of Equivalent Weights of Metals, as Compared with Hy-
drogen,'" E. B. Knerr; " Have Meteorites Magnetic Polarity ?" by
L. I. Blake; "A Revised List of Kansas Minerals,' by G. H.
Failyer and E. H. S. Bailey; "The Effect of Scientific Studies

upon the Imagination," by Olin Templin; " Restoration of Pter-

anodon," by S. W. Williston; "Notes on Some New Kansas
Cephalopods," by Robert Hay; " Some Statistics Relative to the

Health of College Women," by Gertrude Crotty; "List of Dip-

tera. Collected by F. H. Snow at Manitou Park, Col., August,
1891," by F. H. Snow and W. A. Snow; "New Western Diptera,"

by W. A. Snow; " Characteristic Flora " (second paper), "Some
Prairie Plants of Eastern Colorado," and " Variations in Dominant
Species of Plants,'' by M. A. Carlton; " " Doniphan Lake, forma-
tion of, in 1891," by E. B. Knerr; "Contributions to a List of

Kansas Hymenoptera," by E. A. Popenoe; " On the Therapeutic
Value of Some Recently Introduced Chemicals," by L, E. Sayre;
" An Astronomical Lantern," by E. B. Knerr; " On the Corrosive

Action of Fruit Juices on Tin Cans," by E. H. S. Bailey and E.

C. Franklin; "Selective Absorption in Leaves," by A. G. Mayer;
'

' Probable Temperature of Summer at Lawrence, Kan.," by E. C.

Murphy; "Nesting of the Pied-billed Grebe" and "Two Rare
Birds of Kansas, the White- faced Glossy Ibis, and Clark's Nut-
cracker," by A. M. Collett.

— The correspondent of the London Kmes at Alexandria, Egypt,

states that three colossal statues, ten feet high, of rose granite,

have just been found at Aboukir, a few feet below the surface.

The discovery was made from indications furnished to the govern-

ment by a local investigator, Daninos Pasha. The first two repre-

sent in one group Rameses II. and Queen Hentmara seated on the

same throne. This is unique among Egyptian statues. The
third statue represents Rameses standing upright in military

attire, a sceptre in his hand and a crown upon his head. Both
bear hieroglyphic inscriptions, and both have been tlirown from
their pedestals face downwards. Their site is on the ancient Cape
Zephyrium, near the remains of the Temple of Venus at Arsinoe.

Relics of the early Christians have been found in the same lo-

cality.

— The marine laboratory of biology and zoology, which is to be

instituted at Bergen next year, Nature states, will be open to any
foreign investigators who may desire to study the marine fauna

of that part of Scandinavia.

— Professor N. S. Shaler has been appointed Dean of the Law-
rence Scientific School of Harvard University, from which posi-

tion Professor Chapin recently resigned to accept the directorship

of Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

— Professor Traill Green, M.D., LL.D., dean of the Pardee sci-

entific department, and head of the chemical department ot

Lafayette College, at Easton, Pa., has retired from active service

in the institution owing to advanced years. He has been made
professor emeritus of the chemical department.

— Among other articles in the November itagazine of Ameri-
can History are "One Hundred Years of National Life; the Con-
trast between 1789 and 1889," by Dr. Patton; " Introduction of

the Negro into the United States," by Rev. Dr. StaUely; and

"The Historic Games of Old Canada,'' by Or. Prosper Bender.

— Of the " Creole Studies," by Professor Hugo Schuchardt of

Gratz in Styria, the latest issue is the ninth in the series, and deals

with the Malayo-Portuguese medley language of Batavia and

Tugu, on the island of Java. His serial is published in the octavo

memoirs of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna, and in

view of the rising intprest paid to the studies of foreign languages

has attracted a good deal_of attention. Among the medley lan-

guages, Schuchardt has taken up those that originated from the

mixture of Romanic languages with those of the negroes, Malays,

and other inhabitants of the African, Asiatic, and American
coasts. In this line we mention his studies on the Negro-Portu-

guese of Annabom (West Africa), on the Annamito-French dia-

lect, on the Indo-Portugueseof Mahe andCannanore, and of other

similar dialects of southern India, and on the Negro-Purtuguese

of Ilha do Principe (Quit of Guinea). The ninth pamphlet of the

series is, like the others, richly illustrated with vocabularies, pop-

ular songs, and other texts; the translation being added on the

same page, we are enabled to judge more thoroughly upon the

degree of mixture that has taken place between the European

tongues and the native dialects.
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COTTON-SEED MEA.L IN THE DAIRY RATION.

In bulletin No. 14 of the Texas Experiment Station is reported

a series of experiments made to determine the influence of

cotton seed meal in the dairy ration on the creaming of milk,

both by the common or gravity method and the centrifugal

method.

In these experiments, cows were tested in lots containing sev-

eral cows each, the cows in the contrasted lots being in as uniform

a condition with respect to milb-flow, time from calving, etc., as

it was possible to arrange them. The feed for each pair of con-

trasted lots was the same, except that one lot received equal parts

of corn-meal and brau as bye food, while the other lot had cotton-

seed mpal and bran in equal parts.

In tlie case of two lots of five cows each that were far advanced

in milk (100 to 124 days on the average) it was. found that where

the cream was raised by gravity at the ordinary summer temper-

ature, the milk being set at about 70° in Fairlamb cans and
skimmed when sour (in twelve to twenty-four hours), an average

of 18.4 pounds of butter was lost in the skim milk of the cows fed

on cotton- seed meal for every liundred pounds present in the milk

set, as againt 30.9 pounds lost when no cotton-seed or cotton-seed

meal was fed.

In the case of two lots of four cows each, less advanced in

milk (88 to 93 days) the loss of butter-fat in the skim milk on the

cotton-seed meal ration was 23.7 pounds out of every hundred

pounds actually present in the original milk, against 31.8 pounds
lost when no cotton-seed meal was used.

In the case of two lots of three cows each that averaged but

fifty days from calving at the beginning of the test, the loss was
11.3 pounds on cottonseed meal ration, against 14.9 pounds when
no cotton-seed was fed.

The average loss on cotton-seed meal for ordinary setting was
therefore 17.5 pounds out of every hundred pounds present in the

original milk, against 25. 8 pounds lost when no cotton-seed meal
was fed.

Where the milk of five cows, a hundred and fifty-tvvo days

from calving, was set at a temperature of 45°, and kept at this

temperatui'e with ice for twenty-four hours and then skimmed,
the loss was 37.6 pounds out of every hundred pounds in the orig-

inal milk, the cows having no cotton-seed meal; while five cows
a hundred and thirty- two days from calving and having cotton-

seed meal, lost but 22.9 pounds out of every hundred. When the

milk was kept only twelve hours before skimming, the loss with-

out cotton-seed meal was HA pounds, a2;ain9t 31.7 pounds lost

with cotton-seed meal, showing a decided advantage in the longer

setting.

When the cream was extracted by the centrifugal method as

soon as uailked, that from four cows, two hundred and ten days
from calving, showed a loss of but 1.8 pounds without cotton-

seed, and that from four cows, two hundred and eleven days from
calving, but 3.3 pounds with cotton-seed meal That from four

cows, sixty-two days from calving, and having no cotton-seed,

lost 3.27 pounds, and that from four cows, fifty eight days from
calving, and having cotton seed, lost 3.3 pounds out of every hun-

dred actually present in the whole milk.

These results show that in the case of centrifugal creaming, a

very much larger per cent of the butter-fat present in the milk is

obtained, and that without regard to the character of the feed

used, whereas in ordinary gravity creaming the character of the

food may have a very marked influence upon the quantity of but-

ter obtained from the milk.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

#** Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer^s name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.

On request in advance, one hundred copies of the number containing his

communication will ^e furnished free to any correspondent.

The editor will be glad to publish any queries consonant leith the character

of the journal.
Throwing-Sticks.

In the report of the National Museum for 1884 I published a

short paper on the '

' tbrowing-sticks ' of the Eskimo in the De-

partment of Ethnology. The object of this article was to show
how the methods and problems of natural history are applicable

to the products and apparatus of human industry. Here we had

a homogeneous people in blood and language, occupying a zoologi-

cal area which we call hyperborean, and stretching out to cover

Labrador, Greenland, all Arctic Canada, and the shores of Alaska

from the Mackenzie district all round to Mt. St. Elias. It was

with genuine pleasure that I afterward received from Dr. Seler,

Mr. Murdoch, Dr. Stolpe, Dr. Uhle, Mr. Bahnson, Mrs. Nuttall,

and Dr. Mortillet their own later contributions upon the same in-

genious implement, with the acknowledgements that their publi-

cation was stimulated by the Eskimo paper. (Altmexibanische

Wurfbretter, von Dr. Ed. Seler, Internationales Archiv fdr Eth-

nographie, t5d. iii., 1890; The History of the " Throwing-stick"

which drifted from Alaska to Greenland, by John Murdoch, Am.
Anthropologist, July, 1890; Ueber Altmexikanische und siida-

merikanische Wui-fbretter, von Dr. Hjalmar Stolpe, in Stockholm,

Internal. Archiv f. Ethnog., Bd. iii., 1890; Ueber die Wurf-
holzer der Indianer Amerikas, von Dr. Max Uhle, Mittheil. der

Anthrop. Gesellsch., in Wien, Bd. xvii., n.f. vii., 1887; Ueber

siidameribanische Wurfholzer im Kopenhagener Museum, von

Kristian Bahnson, Internal. Archiv f. Ethnog , ii., 1889; Mrs.

Zelia Nuttall, in a paper read before the Woman's Anthropological

Society in Washington, entitled The Atlatl or Spear-Thrower of

the Ancient Mexicans, Arch, and Ethnol. Papers of the Peabody

Museum, i,. No. 3; Les Propulseurs a crochet Modernes et

Prehistoriques, Part A., drien de Mortillet, Rev. Mensuelle de

I'EcoIe d'Anthropologie de Paris, i., 15 Aout, 1891.)

In plate xvii. of my paper two very interesting old specimens

are described from the Tlingit or. Koloschanaua about Sitka.

One of these is figured in Ensign Niblack's monograph (Smithso-

nian Report, Part II., 1888, plate xxvii, fig. 157). These specimens

are very old, are covered witli totemic devices, and represent a

decayed art passed into its mythic stage. I do not now know of

any similar device for throwing spears or harpoons until we get to

Mexico, where, as is well shown in the works above quoted, the

altatl Was one of the commonest weapons. Imagine my great

pleasuie, therefore, on receiving from Lake Patzcuaro, hi Mexico,

a modern altatl, well worn and old looking, accompanied with a

gig for killing ducks. The apparatus was bought from the hunter

by Capt. John G. Bourke, U.S.A., and may now be seen in the

National Museum. The thrower is two feet three inches long, and

has two finger-holes projecting, one from the right and one from

the left side. In my paper on the Eskimo stick no case of two
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finger-holes occurs, and the only example in which it projects

from the side at all is from Point Barrow. Since the publication,

however, another specimen comes from Carles inlet, and this is

quite puzzling. In Dr. Stolpe's paper you have my Patzcuaro

specimen exactly, only mine has no ornament and is a practical

every-day implement for killing ducks. The spear-shaft is ten

feet long, of slender cane, and has a hole at the after end for the

hook of the throwing stick. The gig consists of three iron barbs,

for all the world like the Eskimo trident for water-fowl. The
problem now is to connect .Alaska with Patzcuaro.

O. T, Mason.
Washington, D.C., Oct. 26.

Molecular Motion in the Development of Water Waves.

When waves are developed on the surface of water, whether by
something thrown into or moving through the water, or by the

friction of the wind blowing along the surface, the water consti-

tuting the wave rises up and sinks down, but does not move along

the surface. When the friction of the wind is the cause of wave
production, or when tlie waves are produced by any other force

exerting a pull or a push in the water, there is some horizontal

movement or current; but this current is not wave-motion proper,

and is entirely distinct from it. The undulations in a slack rope,

vibrated at one end, are true wave-motion, analogous to that

which occui's on the surface of water.

If we suppose the water to consist of molecules, each having

capacity for its own proper motion, and subject to the force ex-

erted by the earth's attraction and by the pressure of other mole-

cules above it, but free to move with comparatively small fric-

tion, the formation of waves becomes very simple. Water under
the pressure when the formation of waves is possible, is incom-
pressible, and when a solid body is thrown into or moved through

the water so rapidly that the displaced particles cannot get out of

the way laterally, some of them are forced up, under the well-

known law that motion is in the direction of least resistance. If

the body is placed in or drawn through the water slowly enough
for the displaced particles to push their way horizontally, none of

them are thrown up, and the initial wave is not formed. But
time is required for this movement, and when the body is thrown
into the water, or moved through it rapidly, the displaced parti-

cles are forced to rise up against the force of gravitation, the

quantity forced up — that is, the size of the initial wave— being

determined by the volume of the body and the rapidity of its

movement through the water. If the force is impulsive and not

constantly acting, the second wave is less than the first, and they

go on diminishing until the foi'ce is expended in horizontal mo-
tion, and there is an elevation of the surface commensurate with

the volume of the immersed body, — the same result precisely

that would have been reached without wave-formation if the

body had been immersed slowly enough.

When wind first impinges against the surface of still water, the

friction pulls up a little of the water in the form of a minute ini-

tial wave, but the force being constantly acting, the wave con-

tinues to increase in size until the maximum possible from the

given friction is reached.

The force of cohesion between the molecules of water is less

than the pull of gravitation upon them, for if this were not the

case, water would stand up like a solid mass, as ice does, instead

of spreading out and flowing, in obedience to the force of gravita-

tion, and continuing to flow until it reaches some substance in

which the force of cohesion is suflicient to counteract the pull of

gravitation on its molecules, or until the increased cohesion from
congelation accomplishes the same result.

While the force of cohesion between the molecules of water is

not sufficient to prevent them from moving in obedience to the

force of gravitation, it is still considerable, and very gi-eat as

compared with the force of cohesion between the molecules of air

and other gases; and when a portion of the water is forced up
against the force of gravitation, the substance continues in mass,

and must so continue until subjected to a force sufficient to over-

come both gravitation and cohesion.

When the mass lifted up in the formation of tlie initial wave

falls back (as it must do under the constantly acting force of

gravitation), with a velocity too great to be expended in horizon-

tal motion, the molecules receiving this impact must rise up as

those did which constituted the initial wave, and soon, each wave
being the progenitor of that wave which follows it. If the force

is impulsive, as when a body is thrown into the water, each wave
is the sole progenitor of the wave following; if the force is con-

stantly acting, like the friction of the wind, each wave in produc-
ing another is supplemented by the constantly acting force which
caused the initial wave.
When the uplifted water falls back on something not so free to

move as the molecules of water, — as, for instance, when the

water becomes so shallow that the fall is against the bottom,
or so thick with grass and water-plants as to impede the free

movement of the vrater, — the wave-formation at once begins to

diminish and soon ceases entirely. In short, the waves on the

surface of the water are the result of the impact of the lifted-up

mass falling back on the free to-move molecules constituting the

whole mass with a velocity so great that the force cannot be
transmitted horizontally.

In observing the phenomenon on a lake a few miles wide, it is

interesting to note that, even in a high wind, the surface of the

water near the windward shore is only a little agitated by small

ripples; farther out it becomes rougher, and on the lee shore the

waves have reached the highest point possible for the extent of

surface and force of the wind. The pressure of the wind on the

surface of an inland lake is constantly variable, even over com-
paratively small areas, as every one has observed who has navi-

gated a sail-boat; and as the friction, which is the wave produc-

ing force, varies with the pressure, the waves vary in both length

and height.

When the wind is high the crests of the highest waves become
unable to withstand the impact of the force, and are broken into

fragments or spray, forming what we call " white-caps." This

phenomenon does not depend entirely on the violence of the wind,

nor on the height and volume of the waves, but it depends on the

relation between these two. If the waves are very large and oval

(and this depends on the nature and action of the force producing

them), only the most violent wind can cause white-caps, while if

the waves are small but narrow and sharp, a comparatively light

wind will develop them. In a portion of the water broken up in

the formation of white caps, not unfrequently the force of cohe-

sion is so far counteracted that the water is carried off in the

form of spray; the residue of the white-cap not carried off as

spray, instead of sinking down with the main body of the wave
as in other cases, flows down the farther side of it. Hence the

formation of white-caps tends to diminish rather than to increase

the size of the waves.

It sometimes happens that the impact of the wind against the

water elevated above the surface becomes so violent that it is all

blown away as spray, and no waves are formed at all. In Janu-

ary, 1834, I think it was, this phenomenon occurred on Lake
Eustis. in Florida. We took passage on the ''Mayflower,'' a little

side-wheel steamer of from thirty to forty tons bux-den, very nar-

row and long, and low decked, to cross the lake from east to west,

the distance being about seven miles. It was blowing a breeze

from the west, which caused waves probably a foot high, and

sufficient to cause the little steamer to rock perceptibly. A very

black cloud came up from the west, meeting us, and between one

and two o'clock in the afternoon, when we were about one-fourth

of the way across, a storm of wind and rain burst upon us with

intense fui'y. Putting on my overcoat hastily, I at once made
my way with difficulty through the wind and rain to the pilot-

house, a little coop perched on the front end of the deck, to see

that the captain, who was steering, did not lose his presence of

mind, and to urge him to hold the head of the boat to the wind,

from whatever direction it might come. Fmding him cool and
self-possessed, I returned to the cabin, another little coop amid-

ships, and found the passengers, eight or ten in number, in great

terror. Acting on a suggestion of the captain, I got out the life-

preservers, and in less time than it takes ae now to write this

sentence, each passenger had on one, ready for the plunge which
we all knew would come in a few seconds if the wind struck the
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boat on the side. When the life-preservers were put on, I opened

my satchel and slipped my travelling flask into my overcoat

pocket, leaving money and other valuables to their fate, and took

position with my wife, who was one of the party, on the deck (a

portion of which in rear of the little cabin was sheltered), so as

not to be carried down by the boat if it capsized, and held on to a

post to prevent being blown overboard. After these precautions

were taken, I looked out on the lake, and to my unbounded as-

tonishment the surface was almost perfectly smooth. The mo-

ment an incipient wave would rise above the level, the whole of

it was caiTied away as spray by the wind. I saw this occur re-

peatedly. The spray and rain made it so dark that only the sur-

face of the lake a few feet from the boat could be seen, but as far

as could be seen there was violent agitation but no waves, and

there was no more rocking of the boat than in a dead calm. This

continued for some time, probably an hour after my first observa-

tion, when the storm abated, the clouds passed away, and tbe sun

came out; but the wind was still blowing a stiff gale from the

same direction, and soon waves from two to three feet high

caused the little steamer to roll and jump more than was pleas-

ant.

So far as I am aware, it has not been ascertained experimentally

what determines the coefficient of friction of air moving over the

surface of water. It is obviously this friction which causes waves

in the water when the wind blows, and, like all other friction, it

doubtless depends measurably on the direction and violence of the

impact. But the air, by a force the operation of which is not

clearly understood, and which we call evaporation, is constantly

pulling out molecules of water and absorbing them in aqueous

vapor.

The units of energy required to transform a pound of water

into vapor is a measurable quantity, and according to the law of

conservation of energy, the same units of force must be required

to do this work, whether tbe temperature be 100° C, or 0° C, or

anywhere between. The time in which the work can be done

varies with the temperature, but the units of force expended must

remain the same. If this is so, the force exerted in evaporation

is immense, and its direction, apparently, is from the surface of

the water upwards. It must therefore necessarily operate as a

resistance when the air moves across the surface of the water at

right angles to this direction, and tbus increase friction.

It seems to be analogous to friction bet ween two solid bodies

when one of them absorbs the particles rubbed off from the other

;

the absorptiou may not increase the friction, but the rubbing-off

does. So in this case, tbe absorption by the air of the molecules

or particles of water as aquous vapor may not increase the friction

between the air and the water, but pulling them away from the

water certainly ought to do it.

From this it would seem that a dry wind, from its greater ca-

pacity to absorb aqueous vapor, ought to produce greater friction

and higher waves than a damp wind of the same velocity. This

appeared to me to be the case with the winds blowing across Lake
Harris at my winter home in Florida. The dry winds following

the rain-storm seem to raise higher waves than the damp winds
preceding the rain and during its continuance; but without facili-

ties or skill for accurately determining either the relative humid-
ity or the velocity of the wind, such observations are of no value

except to call attention to the subject.

There is another view of the matter which seems to me to be

worthy of examination. If the evaporation-pull when air passes

over the surface of a liquid is an element in the resulting friction

and consequent wave development, we have, in tke capacity of

certain oils to resist evaporation, an explanation of the phenome-
non that pouring oil on tbe surface of water diminishes the waves.
This is indicated by the fact that kerosene oil, which evaporates
rapidly, does not seem to have the effect of diminishing wave-
formation.

Before this probable difference in friction between liquids which
evaporate readily and those which resist evaporation had occurred

to me I tried the experiment of pouring kerosene oil on the sur-

face of Lake Harris when it was very rough and a high wind
blowing. It had no perceptible effect in diminishing the waves,
but a conscious want of skill in conducting the experiment left

me in doubt as to whether the failure resulted from that or some
other cause. Evaporation takes place more rapidly when the

air is not moving, because fresh unsaturated portions of the at-

mosphere are being constantly brought into contact with the liquid

surface; and the theoretical probability that this evaporation, this

pulling-away of molecules of water by the air into itself, is an
element in the friction between the wind and the water, is cer-

tainly sufficient to justify the labor of its experimental determi-

nation. It may be that the thorough saturation of the wind
blowing across Lake Eustis, in the case above mentioned, was it-

self an element in preventing the wave-formation: the -saturation

of the wind may have diminished its friction and consequent ca-

pacity for wave development, and the blowing away of incipient

waves into spray may have increased the saturation. It was ob-

vious that the quantity of water carried off as spray was not at

all comparable to that which rises above the level in waves from
a wind of less violence. Taking the normal level as the average

between the crest and tbe trough of the waves, there was much
more water above that level when the lake became rough after

the hurricane had passed, than appeared to be carried off in spray

while no waves were being formed.

There is another element of resistance which must be taken into

account in determining the friction between wind and water. The
air not only absorbs water in the form of aqueous vapor, but the

water holds air (or oxygen obtained from it) in solution. This is

the air which the fishes breathe, and under atmospheric pressure

and near the surface of the water it is estimated that the air thus

held in solution constitutes about one-twentieth of the volume of

the fluid. This air can be disengaged from the water. It is this

disengagement of the air from the water by the suction of a pump,

which renders it impossible for a pump to raise ordinary water to

the full height to which the atmospheric pressure will raise a
column of water from which air is excluded: when the suction of

the pump exerts a pull on the water with air in solution sufficient

to raise it to about twenty-seven feet, the air in the water is dis-

engaged and fills the vacuum chamber, thus stopping the further

lifting of the water by the vacuum pull. This disengagement of

the air from the water goes on in water-pipes also. In a system

of water-pipes the disengaged air collects in the most elevated por-

tions of the pipes, and, unless discharged through air-valves, be-

comes a serious obstacle to the flow of the water.

lu ice-making, this air in the water is gotten rid of by distilling

the water and recondensing it, or by boiling the water and then

freezing it before it has re-absorbed air. If the air is not removed

in some way. it remains in the ice in small bubbles, rendering the

ice white and porous.

It is certain that the agitation of water either impedes or facili-

tates the absorption of air into solution. The general impression

is that agitating the water aerates it, that is, causes it to absorb

air; but when water containing odorous vapor is stirred, they are

given off. This and some other phenomena seem to me to indi-

cate that agitation, while it enables water to retain in solution

matter heavier than itself, has the opposite effect with matter

lighter than itself, and that the tendency of agitation is to cause

water to release gaseous matter held in solution. But whether the

agitation of the water tends to cause it to take air into solution,

or to release air absorbed when the water was less agitated, the

process, either of absorption or of release, probably increases fric-

tion between the wind and the water, as the surface of the water

becomes agitated by nave-formation. This element of friction

must be very small when compared with the far greater work of

evaporation, but it ought to be taken into consideration in deter-

mining the difference in friction between air and water and air

and oil.

It has been demonstrated, experimentally, that when water

evaporates into an- as aqueous vapor the proce.ss goes on by mole-

cule after molecule, and not by aggregations of molecules or

masses; nor that water absorbs oxygen from the air by taking in

each molecule separately; but, according to the accepted theory

of diffusion of gases, we must assume that the aqueous vapor re-

sulting from evaporation diffuses into the atmosphere by molecules

and not by masses; and the fact that the oxygen of the air dis-

solved in water is separated from the nili-ogen, the molecular con-
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stitution of the Qiatter absorbed being different from what it was
before its solution, leaves no doubt that that process is molecular

also: the oxygen and nitrogen molecules, whose intermixture,

through diffusion, constitute the atmosphere, are disassociated,

the water taking into solution a much larger proportion of the

oxygen. This could not possibly occur if the process of solution

were not molecular. If the air is composed of the molecules of

oxygen and molecules of nitrogen so intermixed as to constitute a

continuous substance, a process which takes more of the oxygen

than it does of the nitrogen is necessarily molecular.

It seems, therefore, that we are authorized to conclude not only

that the waves themselves are the result of motion of the mole-

cules constituting the water, and not of masses of such molecules,

l)ut that when wind causes the waves, its friction, in part if not

entirely, is due to the passage of molecules from one fluid into the

other. Daniel S. Trot.
Montgomery, Ala , Oct. 23.

Rain-Making.

As Professor Hazen. in his letter published in Science of Oct.

16, garbles the quotation from Plutarch which is relied on to

prove that the ancients had the same notion in regard to rains

following battles that prevails at the present time, I beg leave to

give the passage entire, for it is only by a consideration of the

whole that his meaning can be arrived at. Plutarch says, in his

life of Marius, speaking of the defeat of the Ambrones by the Ro-
mans:

' The Romans pursuing, either killed or took prisoners above a

hundred thousand. Other historians give a different account of

the number of the slain. From these writers we learn that the

Massilians walled in their vineyards with the bones they found in

the field, and that the rain which fell the winter following, soak-

ing in the moisture of the putrefied bodies, the ground was so en-

riched by it that it produced the next season a prodigious crop.

It is to be observed, indeed, that extraordinary rains generally

follow after great battles; whether it be that some deity chooses

to wash and purify the earth with water from above, or whether

the blood and corruption, by the moist and heavy vapors they

'emit, thicken the air, which is liable to be altered by the smallest

cause."

Now, if we take by itself the statement that "extraordinary

rains generally follow after great battles," it would appear, indeed,

that the ancient ideas on this subject were identical with those

prevailing in modern times. But if we ask the question, '
' How

long after the battles did the rains occur to which Plutarch al-

luded '!" and look for our answer in the context, we shall see, as I

said in my letter in Science of Oct. 7, that the notions of the for-

mer on the subject appear to have been wholly different from
those of the latter. When did the rains follow the battle between

the Ambrones and the Romans ? In the winter following. When
did rains follow any other battles that Plutarch had in mind, or

when did he think they followed? After the bodies of the dead
had putrefied. How soon could the "blood and corruption" —
especially the corruption— emit "moist and heavy vapors?"
Not under a week. How soon could " some deity wash and pu-

rify the earth with water from above?" Not under several

months.

It matters not how erroneous Plutarch's ideas were as to why
rains followed after battles. It is not his conclusions with which
we have to deal, but we are trying to find out what he supposed
the facts to be on which he based them. In doing this we have
no right to assume as facts anything that is inconsistent with his

view of the case.

Professor Hazen quotes the opinion of another rain-maker in

opposition to my own. He might also have quoted me against

myself. In an article written by me and published in the Golden

Age of May 11, 1872, and which is also copied into the appendix
to the revised edition of " War and the Weather," occurs the

following passage:
" If great noises cause rain, some other less expensive way may

be devised to produce them. It was noticed, even in ancient

times, that great rains followed battles, and it is not impossible

that the shouts of a great multitude, with the clashing of metal
on metal, may produce the same effect upon the air as the firing

of cannon. Should all the inhabitants of a city at a given hour
unite in creating an uproar with hands and voices, it would seem
to one in our day as though the world were returning to barbar-
ism; but in the higher civilization of some age to come, this may
perhaps be a common occurrence."

The other rain-maker refen-ed to has evidently adopted this

idea without having made any more critical examination of the
passage quoted from Plutarch than I had done when the above
was written. But though I have changed my mind in regard to

the meaning of this passage, it would be going too far to say that
ancient battles did not immediately produce rain, and that the
above does not furnish the true explanation of the phenomenon.
I only afiSrm that Plutarch did not say that rains immediately
followed great battles, and that the inference that he thought they
did cannot be drawn from what he does say. I contend further
that, even if the ancients thought that battles produced rain, they
may have been wrong, while the moderns may be right in that
opinion. Coincidences sometimes occur in thought as well as in

action and events.

In speaking of the battles of the late war, and their supposed
effect upon the atmosphere, Professor Hazen says, "Mr. Powers
thinks that the currents of the atmosphere do not travel at the
rate of twenty to fifty miles per hour, or, at least, during these

battles they did not do so." This is hardly a fair statement of

my position. I think it very probable that portions of two cur-

rents moving in nearly opposite directions, in mingling together,

lose to a great extent their original motion, and take on a circular

motion, moving for a time neither very far east nor very far

west. I think that in this way the influence of the concussions
may I'emain in the vicinity of the firing until enough air of dif-

ferent temperatures has mixed together to develop a rain-storm,

and that then the storm will move eastward along with the cur-

rent that supplies the greater portion of the moisture that forms
the rain.

Professor Hazen repeats his statement that "one thing seems
very certain, that absolutely no rain can be obtained out of a dry
atmosphere," and eliminates from it the word " seems." It is not
apparent how this helps it as an argument against the artificial-

rain theory. According to my understanding of his first article,

he did not state this as an abstract idea, but in order to show how
unreasonable it was, in his view, to expect to produce rain by
concussion in certain states of the atmosphere ; and by '

' atmos-
phere " I naturally understood him to mean the same thing that
he would mean if he were speaking of measuring the humidity of
the atmosphere with his instruments. My contention is that there

is nothing unreasonable in expecting to produce rain, however
dry such air may be, for we are constantly receiving, by the ve-
hicle of air-currents, supplies of aqueous vapor from the tropical

portion of the Pacific Ocean; and these currents and the vapor
they bring occupy a high altitude, and there the clouds and rain
are formed.

Professor Hazen says, " It certainly is not a fact that two cur-

rents pass in opposite directions near the point of formation of
our storms." How does he know this ? He must admit that
there is a current moving constantly from west to east or from
south-west to north-east. How does he know what there is above
this current ? Professor Maury gives very strong reasons for be-
lieving that there is a polar current there flowing in nearly the
opposite direction. Has any one ever given as good reasons for

believing to the contrary? Professor Maury's theory was not
evolved from a few isolated facts, but from a comprehensive
knowledge of the winds throughout the whole world, or so much
of it as could be reached by navigators. Has his theory of the
circulation of the atmosphere ever been overturned, or even seri-

ously attacked ? When I speak of air-currents, one bringing
tropical moisture and the other polar cold, I am not drawing
upon my own imagination for props to support the theory of arti-

ficial rain production, but I am availing myself of the result of
investigations and deductions by one who, as a man of science
was a peer to any whom this country has ever produced.

Delavan, Wis., Oct. 19. EDWARD POWERS.
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AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

LovEKS of the camera will read with interest Ellerslie's Wal-

lace's article on " Orthocliromatic Films and Plates," in Outing

for November.

— Some time ago we noticed the first volume of a work en-

titled " Hermetic Philosophy," and the second volume has now

appeared from the press of Lippincott. It purports to be written

by " Styx, of the H. B. of L.," and in style and cliaracter is a fit

companion of its predecessor. It is impossible to give an intelli-

gible idea of the book, for the simple reason that the book itself is

not intelligible; but an extract from it will perhaps give our read-

ers some notion of its general character. Speaking of life, the

writer says: " A germ of life enters the matrix of its conception

as a secondary point in a line of projection, and this line is pro-

jected from a paternal fountain of both intelligence and life ; and

the germ, in order to attain to the freedom of a point, must be

stripped of its affiliations with special measurements. When thus

liberated, it has simply cast off the physical and resumed its nor-

mal psychical habitude. Then in its freedom it may affiliate

with the energies which flow in a line, even in those which follovp

the lunar rays of light; we say in the lunar, because such an en-

tity is yet of a psychical consistency " (p. 86). Elsewhere we

read that " we have in us earth, water, air, and fire, which yet

are neither earth, water, air, nor fire, nor anything truly " (p. 56);

and in our humble opinion this so-called " hermetic philosophy
''

is neither philosophy, science, nor religion, nor "anything

truly."

—" Higher Education in Indiana " is the title of a monograph by

Professor James Albert Woodburn of the Indiana University, pub-

lished by the government Bureau of Education as Circular of

Information No. 1, 1801. It contains an outline of the free com-

mon school system of Indiana; a brief account of that State's

educational history in the development of its common schools;

and a historical account of the origin, growth, and development of

Indiana's various institutions for higher education, together with

a glance at their present condition. The monograph makes a

volume of two hundred pages.

— The October number of the Quarterly Journal of Economic&r

which has been delayed for a week or two after its usual date of

publication, has made its appearance, with a varied table of con-

tents. Noteworthy among the articles are a paper by Bishop

Keane, rector of the Catholic University of America, on the rela-

tion of the Catholic Church to the social questions of the day ; an-

other by Professor William Carey Jones of California on the

Kaweah Co-operative Colony in that State ; and one by Professor

Bemis of Vanderbilt University on the action of trades-unions

with respect to apprentices. Several writers continue the discus-
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isr. D. C. HODGES,
47 Lafayette Place, New York, N. T

.

BOOKS : HoH" to get tbem. If there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
book Agency, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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sion of points of economic theory, and there is a short paper on

the Toronto street railway. A note announces a forthcoming re-

print of Cantil Ion's celebrated essay on commerce.

— Professor W. O. Atwater of Wesleyan University contributes

an article to the November Century on " The Food Supply of the

Future," the first in a series which will have especial value to

farmers. The writer believes that the doctrine of Malthus —
that the time will come when there will not be food enough for

the human race, owing to the theory that population increases in

a geometrical and food-supply in an arithmetical ratio— is one

which need never give the world any uneasiness, owing to the

great advances that are being made in chemistry. Science has

shown what are the essential factors in vegetable production, and
plants can now be grown in water or in sand by adding the proper

chemicals. Professor Atwater gives the result of an interesting

experiment recently made in his laboratory. Sea sand was

brought from the shore of Long Island Sound. To divest it of

every possible material which the plant might use for food except

the sand itself, it was carefully washed with water and then

heated. It was put into glass jars, water was added, and minute
quantities of chemical salts were dissolved in it. Dwarf peas,

planted in this sand, grew to a height of eight feet, while peas

of the same kind, planted by a skilful gardener in the rich soil of

a garden close by, reached a height of only four feet.

— In Lippincott's Magazine for November, two articles that

will be read with interest are "The Evolution of Money and Fi-

nance," by J. Howard Cowperthwait, and "The Restoration of

Silver," by John A. Grier. The first is a strong plea for gold only

as a standard measure of value. Mr. Grier, from the bi-metal-

lisfs point of view, attacks this article, and puts in a plea for the

equal use of both gold and silver as a measure of value. The
" silver question " is one which every American should under-

stand, and the best way to understand it is to look at both sides of

the question.

J^tffC

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephkaim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says;
'

' I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure the word "Hors-
ford's" is on the label. All others are

spurious. Never sold In bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents

Sent free by post by

N, D. C. HODGES, 47 Iiafayette PI., N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mart Hinman Abel. 12mo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By (reorge M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8to,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Noa, 1, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

I

THE CHERPEST AND BEST !

X 6? PARK PLfltTE.NEW YORK

0/d and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.
Schoharie N V

LACES.
Thread and Applique Lace Veils,

Black and White Laces,
Duchesse Lace Doylies,

Real Lace Handkerchiefs,
Novelties in Tiimming Laces,

Flounces forWedding Trousseaux

MADE-UP LACES.
White and Colored OhifPon Fichus,

Collarettes and Jabots.

Black and White Ostrich and Feather Boas.

J5toat)wai| ckj \^\jn <5t.

NEW YORK.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In tbe Native Religions of tUe

Western Continent.
By D. G. Bkinton, M.D. 8°. SI. 75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., an Morris Jastrow. Je-

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette PI., New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BUILD?

I£ you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send tor "SENSIBIiE )L01V-C0ST
HOUSES," now arranged in three volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estim.^tes of cost for 105 tasteful, new designs for
lionses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,

which enable you to build nrltliont delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-

er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of

houses, costing between $500 and SlfiOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. tlBOO to
83000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $3000 to 89000. Price, by mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COliONIAI. HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of

houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

" PICTURESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AlVD SHORE":—This shows
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OP THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER i

Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.

The Distance ol the Stars.
,. , ,, i, , ,

Inlusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.

Our Young Naturalists' Page—
, „ ,,.

A Curioas Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins

Leap Tear.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.

Natural History Notes.
The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.

Protective Mimicry in Spiders. „ ^ .

The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain-

Animals.
"Wesley Scientific Society.

Keviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.

To Science subscribers, §1.00 for one year.

1 •' " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

:ps"^cb::ki_
A Journal of Entomologj', published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$3.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

J^EW BOOKS.
JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation..

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is one of unusual interest and value."—
Inter Ocean.

" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton -writes as the acknowledged
authority of the subject.'"—Philadelphia Press.

'* The work will be of genuine value to all who
wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans ''^—Nature.

"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of tho powers of observation.""

—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, f2.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map,
13°. SI. 50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

iuc narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seenr-Literary World.

"Tbis is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent The book will be a pleasant reminder to

manv of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."-iostonrransorJiJ*. .

" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-flve years ago in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his. little

book to present attention."—TTie Dial.

JUST READY.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the' Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with,

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

Bv ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.
^

S°, 513 pp., $3.50.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's ' Races

and Peoples ' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and kmeriea.."—Brighton (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and whi)e in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."-
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples,' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-

ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger,
" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Saf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on

the errors in oui" mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

NOW READY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.
" The Inestimable Importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of

special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.
" The monograph is Interesting in style, scholarly

and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Mokban, Esq. 13°. 20 cents.
'* Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and Interesting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely. * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. cox. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."

—

Christian Union.
" Physicians will eu]oy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skUl."

—

Open Court.
*' It Is of extreme interest."—Merficai Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological tbougut."—Popular
Science Neivs.
*'AU Interested in biological questions will find

the book fascinating."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
" Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwl satisfies him that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound-bullders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years,

*' A valuable contribu'.lon to the question, * Who
were the mound-builders? ' "—New York Timet.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlng age."—iV'. F. Sun.
" An Interesting paper."'—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."

—

Bos-
ton Transcript.

*' A book which will find many readers. The
chapter on * Tornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Bostoi
Herald.

*' * The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-
tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen ol the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of Interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—/"mft/ic
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochnre."—Brooklyn Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."

—

Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which it

contains are tersely and lutelllgently expressed."—
Boston Medical aiid Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply -writtea."—Springfield Be-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—S*.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

D. C. HODGES, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The

Remington
has set the copy for writing

machines for 15 years.

It is to-day the

Standard
and expects in the future,

as it has in the past,

to lead all others

in adding improvements
to what will always be
the true model of a

Typewriter.
Wyckoff, Seamans &^ Benedict,

327 Broadway, New York.

LADIES', MISSES', AHD CHILDREN'S

OUTFITTING DEPARTiENT
Misses' and Children's

Plain and Fur-Trimmed
Jackets and Long Coats,

Misses' and Children's Suits,

LADIES' SILK SKIRTS,
Ladies' Wrappers,

House and Tea Gowns,
Ladies', Misses', and Children's

FRENOH AND CITY-MADE UNDERWEAR.

WEDDING OUTFITS.

Jjtoadwcxn ckj) l^^ife dt.

IVEIV VOISK.

Conrse of Mineralogy for Yonng People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished.

Collection and book, " First Grade," one dollar;
postage, 35 cents. Send for circulars to

GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,
Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

JUST rUBLISHEn.

THE LABRADOR COAST.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EAELY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY
SICAL GEOGEAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-

CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,

which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ott awa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to reader the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.

Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suggestions; and it is hoped tbat this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-
cana.

It is hoped tbat the volume will serve as a guide
to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

513 pp., 8"^, $3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,

874 Broadway, New York.

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?
You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $3.80. Publish

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,
874 Broadway, 'Sew York.

MIMCDAIC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
lYIlliLnALO. For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. lOOpp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c ; cloth bound, :^5c.

GEO. L. ENTtLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York

PATENTS
ForlNVENTOES. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W.T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

STTTkF-RIIIF Perpetual CEloodar.— This
I jyt HULL noverapplic.iion u{ the slide-rule

I i principlesho\vs,inan ln.-,tant withoulstudyorcal-

Jj culanun. a complete Calendar for any niontM frum
the V ear 1 till the end < I rime, sample, 2= cis.

JHWMB-TEOBiS CO., 47 LiFiTKTB PUCS, BEff lOM.

"i/2
New Method of f-zJecfing Properiy

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS "WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide smong elec-

tricians.

First inseited June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BKOADWAY, NEW YORK.
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CALENDAR OF SOCIETIES.

Biological Society, Washington.

Oct. 31.—Theodore Gill, The Classifica-

tion of the Tetraodontoidea; T. H. Bean,

Some Pishes New to New England Waters;

Walter B. Barrows, Cuckoo Stomachs and

their Contents; N. H. Egleston, The Tem-

perature of Trees; C. W. Stiles, Notes on

Parasites; Development of Echinorhynchus

gigas.

Columbus Horticultural Society, Colum-

bus, O.

Oct. 31.—P. M. Webster, Parasitic In-

sects; W. A. Kellerman, Parasitic Plants;

E. E. Bogue, Autumn Colorations.

MO-DARfIMSM AND MO-LAMARCKISI.

By LESTEi^ F. WARD.

AoDual address of the President of the Biological
Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modem scientific
thought relative to heredity, and especially to the
problem of the transmission of acquired characters.
The following are tbe several heads involved in the
discussion Status of the Problem. Lamarckism,
Darwinism. Acquired Characters, Theories of He-
redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Profes'or
Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, Neo-Darwin-
ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School."''' Ap-
plication to the Human Race In so far as views
are expressed they are in the main Jn lino with the
general current of American thought, and opposed
to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility
of acquired characters.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
nic Cooking Adapt-
d Small Means. By
!mo, 182 pp. Cloth,

Practical Sanitary and Ecoi
ed to Persons of Moderate
Mrs. Mart Hinman Abel.
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 3. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of

School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-

coln, M.D. , Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38pp. Scents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By treorge M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,

40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays iNos. ^1, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of

nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D, C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N, Y.

Price, postpaid, 2^ cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

THIRD EDITION.

THE FAULTS OF SPEECH
BY

A. MELVILLE BELL,
Author of " Visible Speecli, " etc., etc.

The Faults of Speech is a Self -Corrector

and Teacher's Manual, for the removal of all

Impediments and Defects of Articulation.

60 0©3=L-bs-

*s* Sent postpaid on receipt of price,

N. D. C. , 874 Broadway, N. Y.

All the capital desired for the parent company

to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American

Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa,

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES. 874 Broadway. New York.

" All she lacks of beauty-

is a little plumpness."

This is a frequent thought,

and a wholesome one.

All of a baby's beauty is

due to fat, and nearly all of a
woman's— we know it as

curves and dimples.

What plumpness has to do
with health is told in a little

book on CAREFUL living; sent

free.

Would you rather be
healthy or beautiful? "Both"

is the proper answer.

SCOTT& BowNE, Chemists, 132 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver

oil—all druggists everywhere do. $1.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which coucerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.

Sixth edition, revised to date.
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THE SUN'S MOTION IN SPACE/

Science needed two thousand years to disentangle the

earth's orbital movetnent from the revolutions of the other

planets, and the incomparably more arduous problem of dis-

tinguishing the solar share in the confused multitude of

stellar displacements first presented itself as possibly tracta-

ble little more than a century ago. In the lack for it as yet

of a definite solulion there is, then, no ground for surprise,

but much for satisfaction in the large measure of success at-

tending the strenaous attacks of which it has so often been

made the object.

Approximately correct knowledge as to the direction and

velocity of the sun's translation is indispensable to a profita-

ble study of sidereal construction; but, apart from some ac-

quaintance with the nature of sidereal construction, it is dif-

ficult, if not impossible, of attainment. One, in fact, pre-

supposes the other. To separate a common element of

motion from the heterogeneous shiftings upon the sphere of

three or four thousand stars is a task practicable only under

certain conditions. To begin with, the proper motions in-

vestigated must be established with general exactitude. The
errors inevitably affecting them must be such as pretty

nearly, in the total upshot, to neutralize one another. For
should they run mainly in one direction, the result will be

falsified in a degree enormously disproportionate to their

magnitude. The adoption, for instance, of a system of dec-

linations as much as 1" of arc astray, might displace to the

extent of 10° north or south the point fixed upon as the apex

of the sun's way (see L. Boss, Astr. Jour., No. 213). Risks

on this score, however, will become less formidable, with

the further advance of practical astronomy along a track

definable as an asymptote to the curve of ideal perfection.

Besides this obstacle to be overcome, there is anothei'

which it will soon be possible to evade. Hitherto, inquiries

into the solar movement have been hampered by the neces-

sity for -preliminary assumptions of some kind as to the rela-

tive distances of classes of stars. But all such assumptions,

especially when applied to selected lists, are highly insecure;

and any fabric reared upon them must be considered to

stand upon treacherous ground. The spectrographic method,

however, here fortunately comes into play. " Proper

motions" are only angular velocities. They tell nothing as

to the value of the perspective element they may be supposed

to include, or as to the real rate of going of the bodies they

are attributed to, until the size of the sphere upon which
they are measured has been otherwise ascertained. But the

displacements of lines in stellar spectra give directly the ac-

tual velocities relative to the earth of the observed stars.

The question of their distances is, therefore, at once elimi-

nated. Now the radial component of stellar motion is mixed
up, precisely in the same way as the tangential component,

with the solar movement; and since complete knowledge of

it, in a sufficient number of cases, is rapidly becoming ac-

cessible, while knowledge of tangential velocity must for a

' A. M. Gierke in Nature of Oct. 15.

long time remain partial or uncertain, the advantage of re-

placing the discussion of proper motions by that of motions

in line of sight is obvious and immediate. And the admira-

ble work carried on at Potsdam during the last tliree years

will soon afford the means of doing so in the first, if only

a preliminary investigation of the solar translation based

upon measurements of photographed stellar spectra.

The difficulties, then, caused either by inaccuracies in star-

catalogues or by ignorance of star-distances, may be over-

come; but there is a third, impossible at present to be sur-

mounted, and not without misgiving to be passed by. All

inquiries upon the subject of the advance of our system

through space start with an hypothesis mosi unlikely to be

true. The method uniformly adopted in them — and no

other is available— is to treat the inherent motions of the

stars (their so-called motus peculiares) as pursued indiffer-

ently in all directions. The steady drift exfricable from

t'nem by rules founded upon the science of probabilities is

presumed to be solar motion visually transferred to them in

proportions varying with their remoteness in space, and
their situations on the sphere. If this presumption be in any
degree baseless, the result of the inquiry is pro tanto falsi-

fied. Unless the deviations from the parallactic line of th&

stellar motions balance one another on the whole, their dis-

cussion may easily be as fruitless as that of observations

tainted with systematic errors. It is scarcely, however,,

doubtful that law, and not chance, governs the sidereal rev-

olutions. The point open to question is whether the work-
ings of law may not be so exceedingly intricate as to produce

a grand sum total of results which, from the geometrical

side, may justifiably be regarded as casual.

The search for evidence of a general plan in the wander-
ings of the stars over the face of the sky has so far proved
fruitless. Local concert can be traced, but no widely-dif-

fused preference for one direction over any other makes it-

self definitely felt. Some regard, nevertheless, must be paid
by them to the plane of the Milky Way. since it is alto-

gether incredible that the actual construction of the heav-
ens is without dependence upon the method of their revolu-

tions.

The apparent anomaly vanishes upon the consideration of

the profundities of space and time in which the fundamental
design of the sidereal universe lies buried. Its composition
out of an indefinite number of partial systems is more than
probable; but the inconceivable leisureliness with which
their mutual relations develop renders the harmony of those

relations inappreciable by short-lived terrestrial denizens.

"Proper motions," if this be so, are of a subordinate kind;

they are indexes simply to the mechanism of particular ag-

gregations, and have no definable connection with the

mechanism of the whole. No considerable error may then

be involved in treating them, for purposes of calculation, as
indifferently directed; and the elicited solar movement may
genuinely represent the displacement of our system relative

to its more immediate stellar environment. This is perhaps
the utmost to be hoped for until sidereal astronomy has
reached another stadium of progress, unless, indeed, effect

should be given to Clerk Maxwell's suggestion for deriving'
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the absolute longitude of the solar apex from observations of

tlie eclipses of Jupiter's satellites (Proc. Eoy. Soc, vol. xxx.

p. 109). But this is far from likely.

In the first place, the revolutions of the Jovian system

cannot be predicted with anything like the required ac-

curacy. In the second place, there is no certainty that the

postulated phenomena have any real existence. If, however,

it be safe to assume that the solar system, cutting its way
through space, virtually raises an ethereal counter-current,

and if it be further granted that light travels faster with

than against such a current, then indeed it becomes specula-

tively possible, through slight alternate accelerations and re-

tardations of eclipses taking place respectively ahead of and

in the wake of the sun, to determine his absolute path in space

as projected upon the ecliptic. That is to say, the longitude

of the apex could be deduced together with the resolved part

of the solar velocity; the latitude of the apex, as well as the

component of velocity perpendicular to the plane of the

ecliptic, remaining, however, unknown.
The beaten track, meanwhile, has conducted two recent

inquiries to results of some interest. The chief aim of each

was the detection of systematic peculiarities in tlie motions

of stellar assemblages after the subtraction from them of

their common perspective element. By varying the mate-

rials and method of analysis, Professor Lewis Boss, director

of the Albany Observatory, hopes that corresponding varia-

tions in the upshot may betray a significant character. Thus,

if stars selected on different principles give notably and con-

sistently different results, the cause of the difference may
with some show of reason be supposed to reside in specialities

of movement appertaining to the several groups. Professor

Boss broke ground in this direction by investigating 284

proper motions, few of which had been similarly employed

before (Astr. Jour., No. 213). They were all taken from an

equatorial zone 4" 20' in breadth, with a mean declination

of -|-3''', observed at Albany for the catalogue of the Astro-

Momische Gesellschaft, and furnished data accordingly for a

virtually independent research of a somewhat distinctive

kind. It was carried out to three separate conclusions. Set-

ting aside five stars with secular movements ranging above

100", Professor Boss divided the 279 left available into two

sets — one of 135 stars brighter, the other of 144 stars fainter,

than the eighth magnitude. The first collection gave for

the goal of solar translation a point about 4° north of a
Lyra, in R. A. 280°, Decl. -|-43°; the second, one some

thirty-seven minutes of time to the west of d Cygui, in E.A.

286'^, Decl. -|- 45°. For a third and final solution, twenty-

six stars moving 40"-100" were rejected, and the remaining

253 classed in a single series. The upshot of their discussion

was to shift the apex of movement to R. A. 289"^, Decl. -|- 51°.

So far as the difference from the previous pair of results is

capable of interpretation, it would seem to imply a predomi-

nant set towards the north-east of the twenty-six swifter

motions subsequently dismissed as prejudicial, but in truth

the daita employed were not accurate enough to warrant so

definite an inference. The Albany proper motions, as Pro

ffessor Boss was careful to explain, depend for the most part

upon the right ascensions of Bessel's and Lalande's zones,

and are hence subject to large errors. Their study must be

regarded as suggestive ratiiei than decisive.

A better quality and a larger quantity of material was dis-

posed of by the latest and perhaps the most laborious inves-

tigator of this intricate problem. M. Oscar Stumpe of Bonn
(Astr. Nach., Nos. 2999, 3000) took his stars, to the number

of 1,054, from various quarters, if chiefly from .\uwers's and

Argelander's lists, critically testing, however, the movement
attributed to ea^.-h of not less than 16" a century. This he
fixed as the limit of secure determination, unless for stars

observed with exceptional constancy and care. His discus-

sion of them is instructive in more ways than one. Adopt-

ing (the additional couiputative burden imposed by it not-

withstanding) Schonfeld's modification of Airy's formulae,

he introduced into his equations a fifth unknown quantity

expressivu of a possible stellar drift in galactic longitude. A
negative result was obtained. No symptom came to light of
" rotation " in the plane of the Milky Way.
M. Stumpe's intrepid industry was further shown in his

disregard of customary "scamping "subterfuges. Expedients

for abbreviation vainly spread their allurements; every one
of his 2,108 equations was separately and resolutely solved.

A more important innovation was his substitution of proper

motion for magnitude as a criterion of remoteness. Dividing

his stars on this principle into four groups, he obtained an

apex for the sun's translation corresponding to each as fol-

lows :
—

Group. Number of Proper motion. Apex.
included stars. . . o o

I. 551 0.16 to 0.32 R.A. 287.4 Decl. + 42

IL 340 0.32 to 0.64 " 279.7 " 40.5

III. 105 0.64 to 1.28 " 287.9 " 32.1

IV. 58 1 28 and upwards " 285.2 " 30.4

Here, again, we find a marked and progressive descent of

the apex towards the equator with the increasing swiftness

of the objects serving for its determination, leading to the

suspicion that the most northerly may be the most genuine

position, because the one least affected by stellar individuali-

ties of movement. By nearly all recent investigations, more-

over, the solar point de mire has been placed considerably

further to the east and nearer to the Milky Way than seemed

admissible to their predecessors, so that the constellation

Lyra may now be said to have a stronger claim than Her-

cules to include it; and the necessity has almost disappeared

for attribuiing to the solar orbit a high inclination to the

medial galactic plane.

From both the Albany and the Bonn discussions, there

emerged with singular clearness a highly significant relation.

The mean magnitudes of the two groups into which Pro-

fessor Boss divided his 279 stars, were respectively 6.6 and

8.6, the corresponding mean proper motions 21.9" and 20.9".

In other words, a set of stars on the whole six times brighter

than another set owned a scarcely larger sum-total of appar-

ent displacement. And that this approximate equality of

movement really denoted approximate equality of mean dis-

tance was made manifest by the further circumstance that

the secular journey of the sun proved to subtend nearly the

same angle whichever of the groups was made the stand-

point for its survey. Indeed, the fainter collection actually

gave the larger angle (13.73" as against 12.39"), and so far

an indication that the stars composing it were, on an aver-

age, nearer to the earth than the much brighter ones consid-

ered apart.

A result similar in character was reached by M. Stumpe.

Between the mobility of his star groups and the values de-

rived from them for the angular movement of the sun the

conformity proved so close as materially to strengthen the

inference that apparent movement measures real distance.

The mean brilliancy of his classified stars seemed, on the

contrary, quite independent of their mobility. Indeed, its

changes tended in an opposite direction. The mean magni-

tude of the slowest group was 6.0, of the swiftest 6.5, of the
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intermediate pair 6.7 and 6.1. And these are not isolated

facts. Comparisons of the same kind, and leading to identi-

cal conclusions, were made by Professor Eastman at Wash-
ington in 1889 (Phil. Society Bulletin, vol. xi., p. 143; Pro-

ceedings Amer. Association, 1889, p. 71).

What meaning can we attribute to them ? Uncritically

considered, they seem to assert two things, one reasonable,

the other palpably absurd. The first — that the average

angular velocity of the stars varies inversely with their dis-

tance from ourselves — few will be disposed to doubt; the

second — that their average apparent lustre has nothing to

do with greater or less remoteness— few 7/ill be disposed to

admit. But, in order to interpret truly, well-ascertained if

unexpected relationships, we must remember that the sensi-

bly moving stars used to determine the solar translation are

chosen from a multitude sensibly fixed ; and that the propor-

tion of stationary to travelling stars rises rapidly with de-

scent down the scale of magnitude. Hence a mean struck

in disregard of the zeros is totally mi.sleading; while the

account is no sooner made exhaustive than its anomalous
character becomes largely modified. Yet it does not wholly

disappear. There is some warrant for it in nature. And
its warrant may perhaps consist in a preponderance, among
suns endowed with high physical speed, of small, or slightly

luminous, over powerfully radiative bodies. Why this

should be so, it would be futile, even by conjecture, to attempt

to explain.

AN INGENIOUS FORGING PRESS.

Me W. D. Allen, in a paper read at the autumn meeting

of the Iron and Steel Institute, London, in October (Nature,

Oct. 15), described a forging press, which, although it has

been at work for some years at the Bessemer Works in

Sheffield, is so ingenious, and so new to most people, that it

is worthy of description. The press has the appearance of

a steam hammer, and, indeed, there is a steam cylinder at

the top, just as in a hammer. The use of the ster.m, how-
ever, is only to raise the " tup " when the hydraulic pressure

is released. The press consists of an anvil block below and

a ram above, the work being in a vertical direction. The
ram works in a hydraulic cylinder, and is carried through

the top end of the latter in the shape of a stout shaft or

shank, which may be described as a tail-rod to the ram. At-

tached to this is the piston rod of the steam piston, the latter,

of course, working in its own cylinder. The steam cylinder

and hydraulic cylinder are therefore placed tandemwise, the

latter being underneath. The hydraulic cylinder is supplied

with water at pressure by a suitable pump, the barrel of the

pump being in direct communication with the hydraulic

cylinder, there being no valve of any kind between the

two.

If we have made our explanation clear, it will be seen that

the ram will descend and ascend stroke for stroke with the

pump plunger (the same water flowing backwards and for-

wards continuously), it being remembered that the steam

cylinder has always a tendency to lift the ram. Thus, upon
the pump making a forward stroke, the water in its barrel is

forced into the hydraulic cylinder; the ram is thus forced

down, and gives the necessary squeeze to the work on the

anvil. The pump plunger then starts on its return stroke,

and so, by enlarging the space in the pump barrel, enables

the hydraulic ram to rise and press the water out of the cyl-

inder and back into the pump. The rising of the ram is

caused by the lifting action of the steam under the piston;

the atter. it will be remembered, being attached to the ram.

Of course the water pressure is sufficient to overcome the

steam pressure on the downward stroke.

The chief use of this press is to produce work of any given
thicknesses within the range of the machine. This end is at-

tained by regulating the volume of water used. The action

may be explained as follows. We will suppose, merely for

simplicity sake, the contents of the pump barrel to be one
cubic foot, and that of the hydraulic cylinder, when the ram
is at the full extent of its stroke, to be two cubic feet. We
will neglect the connecting pipe between the two, as that is

not a variable and does not affect the principle. If there be
admitted to the pump but one cubic foot of water as the

plunger moves forward, it will drive all this water (omitting

clearance) into the hydraulic cylinder, and the ram would
therefore only descend one-half its stroke. If the stroke

were two feet the travel would be twelve inches, whilst there

would be twelve inches of space between the anvil and the

lower side of the squeezing tool on the end of the ram. Ob-
jects of twelve inches, or above twelve inches in thickness,

could therefore be forged. If, however, an article six inches

thick had to be worked, another half cubic foot of water
would have to be admitted. As the pump barrel would only
accommodate one cubic foot of water, the extra half cubic

foot would remain permanently in the hydraulic cylinder,

and the ram would therefore not go, by six inches, to the

top of its stroke; in other words, the traverse of the ram
would be carried six inches nearer the anvil.

It will be remembered that the upward movement of the

ram is effected by the steam cylinder, which is powerful
enough to lift the dead weight of the ram, but is overcome
by the hydraulic pressure. It will be seen that by regu-

lating the volume of water in the machine, the ram— al-

though always making the same length of stroke— can be

kept working at any given distance from the anvil: the ram
and pump-plunger making stroke for stroke as the water

flows backwards and forwards between the barrel of the

pump and hydraulic cylinder. The device is no less impor-

tant than ingenious. In ordinary forging, reliance has to

be placed for accuracy of work on the skill of the workman.
It is surprising how near perfection a good forgeman will

arrive by constant practice. Such men are necessarily scarce,

and as a consequence very highly paid, but even the nearest

approximation of eye and hastily applied callipers, with the

chance of getting a little too much work on at the last

minute, cannot equal the absolutely correct results of this

automatic system.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The Rev. T. E. Espin has found two new variable stars in

Cygnus, viz., D. M. + 36°, 3852, and D. M. + 49°, 3239.

They are both of a strong red color.

The Harvard College Observatory has just issued a paper

entitled "Preparation and Discussion of the Draper Cata-

logue." The introduction to the volume contains reference

to the gift of Mrs. Draper of the funds by which the work
has been carried on, and also a description of the instrument

with which the photographs were taken. Then follows a

catalogue of the spectra of the stars. The plates were ex-

posed in the years 1886 and 1887.

In the Proceedings of the Irish Academy (vol. 4, No. 4,

third series) Mr. J. E. Gore has a very iniei'esting paper

entitled " A Catalogue of Binary Stars for which Orbits have
been Computed." The catalogue contains 59 stars, giving

the name of each star, its approximate position for the epoch

1890.0, the elements, by whom computed, magnitude of com-
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ponents, color of components, their spectra, the " hypotheti-

cal parallax,"— for the process of computing reference should

be made to Mr. Gore's article,— and the most recent parallax

of the star as determined by observation. Mention is also

made of the publication in which the elements lirst appeared.

The notes following the catalogue are very complete, and will

be found very useful to those interested in this particular

brancli of astronomy.

la another paper read before the same society, Mr. Gore

gives his observations of the variable star n Cephei. He
finds that the variation of light for this, star does not exceed

half a magnitude, and is very irregular, the star sometimes

remains for several months with little or no change in its

brightness. Mr. Gore, in a third paper, gives the orbit of

the double star 35 i Comae Berenices. The magnitudes of

the components are 5 and 7.8 respectively. He has found for

this pair of stars a period of 338.4 years. He has computed

the elements, and from this has derived the position angles

and distance between the stars from Struve's first measure-

ment in 1839 to Burnham's last measurement, made in 1891.

,The residuals betweeen the computed and observed position

angles are quite small, and with one or two exceptions the

computed and observed distances compare very favorably.

hyaline death of cells which occurs in the liver and adrenals

especially, and the production of intense fatty degeneration

of the muscle of the heart, the epithelium of the kidneys and
liver. Hence, a valuable link is added to the chain of evi-

dence that the cause of human diphtheria is a specific organ-

ism— the Klebs-Loefiler diphtheritic bacillus.

EXPERIMENTAL DIPHTHERIA.'

Professor Welch and Dr. Flexner present a preliminary

account of the results of their study of experimental diph-

theria in guinea-pigs, rabbits, and kittens. They employed

in their experiments pure cultures of the Klebs-Loefiler diph-

theritic bacillus, which they inoculated into the trachea and

under the skin of these animals. The study which they

made was directed particularly to the changes in the tissues

produced by these organisms. Previous observers had not

confirmed fully the results obtained by Oertel in his study

of the alterations in the tissues in human diphtheria, and

hence an important factor in the causation of the disease

was missing. Drs. Welch and Flexner found that the le-

sions described by Oertel in human diphtheria are also pres-

ent in the tissues of animals dead of the experimental disease,

and in addition they describe a number of lesions which

have not been found up to this time in the disease in human
beings. They produced at the seat of inoculation a false

membrane, in which the bacilli multiplied. The bacilli re-

main in the local process; they never invade the blood and

tissues of eitlier animal or man, and the general effects are

caused, not by the bacilli themselves, but by a poison which

they produce.

As in human diphtheria the place of entrance of the poi-

son and the contiguous parts show the greatest destruction,

so also in animals the seat of inoculation and the neighbor-

ing lymphatic glands exhibit the gravest changes; and, fur-

ther, as is the case in human diphtheria, distant organs are

affected, so is it in the experimental form of the disease.

These observers found lesions in the seat of inoculation and
adjacent tissues of the most intense nature, in the heart,

Inngs. liver, kidneys, adrenals, thyroid gland, the epithe-

lium and lymphatic apparatus of the intestinal tract, and in

all of the lymphatic glands of the body. The lesions de-

scribed consist of death of cells, shown by the extensive nu-

clear fragmentation that has taken place, the afi'ecled cells

being converted often into a substance resembling fibrin; a

1 The Histological Changes in Experimental Diphtheria. Pielimioary com-
municatiOD, By Williaai H. Welch, M.D., professor of pathology and Simon
Flexner, 1^1. D., fellow in pathology. The Johns Hcspibal Bulletin, No. 15, Au-
gust, 1801.

NOTES AND NEWS.

A KIND of artificial honey which has lately been produced

seems likely to become a formidable rival of natural honey. It is

callei "sugar honey," and consists of water, sugar, a small pro-

portion of mineral salts, and a free acid ; and the taste and smell

resemble those of the genuine article. Herr T. Weigle brought

the subject before a recent meeting of the Bavarian Association of

the Representatives of Applied Cliemistry, and there is a paragraph

about it in a recent number of the Board of Trade Journal.

— It is stated in Nature that a cat born with only two legs (the

fore legs being absent from the shoulder-blades) has been recently

described by Professor Leon of Jassy (Naturw. Rundsch.). It is

healthy, and goes about easily, the body in normal position.

When startled, or watching anything, it raises itself to the atti-

tude of a kangaroo, using the tail as a support. This animal has

twice borne kittens, in both cases two, one of which had four

feet, the other only two.

— Hysteria in men is apparently not rare in other countries,

but in England, according to the British Medical Journal, it is,

relatively speaking, very uncommon. Not many years ago a

Russian physician observed that true laysterical fits were common
among young Circassian men, and the disease might reasonably'

be suppecled to prevail where men of an imaginative and impres-

sionable stock predominate. Judging by the evidence of French

medical publirations. Frenchmen ai'e far more subject to hysteria

in adult life than Englislnien. Occasionally certain cases re-

corded in French medical newspapers must cause us to reflect
;

are such cases hysterical at all, or are certain nervous affections

common in Engl.md really forms of hysteria? The doctrine that

hypochondria is in males the homologue of hysteria, must be

accepted by the French on the evidence of what prevails in

England. For h>pochondiia, low spirits, or " spleen," is proverb-

ially common there, aud the French hold exaggerated opinions

on the subject. In a more excitable race, more acute nervous

symptoms might be expected.

— Rats at Aden appear to have a vigorous appetite, and to

adopt remarkable ways of gratifying it. Captain R. Light, writ-

ing on tlie subject from Aden to the Journal of the Bombay Natu-

ral History Society (from which Nature quotes), says the rats in

his house— whicii is overrun -svith them clemolisli skins, braces,

whips, etc. ; and one night he awoke, feeling a rat gnawing at his

toes. This happened in spite of a dog (a good ratter) being in the

room. Captain Light was lately watching his pony being shod,

and noticed the hoof apparently cut away all round the coronet,

wlierever it was soft. He accused the " nalband " of doing this

in addition to the usual rasping of the hoof to suit the shoe. The
"syce " said that the ratsliad done it, and that they came at night

and ate away not only the pony's hoofs but tliose of the goat and

kid, and that these animals were greatly tormented by tlie rats.

Captain Light examined the hoofs, and found beyond doubt that

such was the case, the marks of the teeth being jjlain ; moreover,

he found that the horus of the kid, which had been about half an

inch hi.gh, were eaten flush wilh the head. Next morning, too, a

large rat was discovered in the bedding under the horse. It had

evidently been killed by a kick from him.

— The mareograph in the harbor of Pola, according to Lieut.

Gratzl (Met. Zeitsch.), often shows, in addition to the ordinary

tidal curve, certain more or less regular oscillations, generally

with a period of about fifteen minutes (some with one of seven

minutes). According to Nature, these appear to be of the nature

of seiches, and to be caused by squall?, wliich drive water from

the open sea into the partly inclosed basin of the harbor, where it

rises as a wave, retires, rises again to a less height (as only part of
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the surplus water escapes), and so on. Thus, in the evening of

July 6, 1890 after a stiff west-north-west squall, there were eight

pronounced oscillations, the strongest showing about 1.4 inches

difference of level in sixteen minutes. In another case, the har-

bor level rose higher (ban it had done for fifteen years. The latter

squall (a strong south-west one) affected also the Trieste mareo-

graph, which showed nine wide oscillations with a mean period

of one hour forty-six minutes. Lieut. Gratzl suggests observa-

tions as to whether sudden impulses of " bora " against the Italian

coast might not heap up the water there, so that a return wave

might affect the Austrian mareographs; also whether certain sud-

den currents which injure fishermen's nets in the Dalmatian canals

may not be connected with those waves.

— Last winter there were some reports, says Nature, that sun-

set phenomena had greatly increased in brilliancy, as if something

similar to the optical disturbance following the Krakatoa erup-

tion had occurred. Herr Busch has remarked (Met. Zeit.) how
difficult it is to recognize gradual variations in such phenomena,
or to say where they pass beyond the normal. Even the brown-

red Bishop's ring may be regarded as quite normal in winter. A
much more sure method of finding an optical disturbance of the

atmosphere is measurement of the polarization of light. Herr
Busch has carried this on systematically for some years with a

Savart polariscope, and a simple instrument for measuring angles,

determining the height of the two neutral points (Babinet's and
Arago's) at sunset. Now, the values for this height, in February

and May last, considerably exceed those obtained in the three

previous years, and come near those in 1886, when the last traces

of the great atmospheric disturbance were still everywhere per-

ceptible. It would seem, then, that some optical disturbance has

been-ieally present, the beginning, extent, and cause of which,

however, are in obscurity. The desirability of systematic observa-

tions in different places is pointed out.

— For the prevention of sea sickness, a curious notion seems to

be common that the stomach should be kept as full as possible.

Thus have we seen stout old men and women take with praise-

worthy persistence — had tlie result beeu satisfactory — biscuits,

brandy and soda, apples, a pint of porter, a red herring, and

various other edibles and potables, says the Lancet, with an entire

want of success in retaining them, a course of procedure peculiarly

trying to those who happen to be standing, or rather lying, on the

verge of the act of vomiting. Were we to counsel those who are liable

to this affection, we should recommend as follows. Take a moderate

meal two hours befox'e going on board. Remain on deck amid-

ships, well protected against cold, as long as possible. As soon as

the premonitory symptoiis appear, retire to the berth, undress as

quickly as possible, and lie flat on the back for the Hrst tweUe or

even twenty-four hours without food. Then take a small portion

of dry bread and roast beef without fluid ; this the stomach will

probably retain. If there is much movement of the vessel, lie

quiet again, or even go upon deck, and in the course of thirty-six

or forty-eight hours the system will have recovered itself, and no

further trouble will be experienced. It is a mistake to introduce

a quantity of fluid, even of strong coffee, into the flaccid stomach,

but if sickness ]iersist, a glass of champagne will probably prove

serviceable. In some few persons quinine or antip^rin, chloral

or potassium bromide, may act well, but as a nzle medicine of all

kinds should be eschewed by those who do not wish to aggravate

what is already hard to bear.

— Caoutchouc, or india-rubber, is produced in Dutch Guiana

under different species, the must important of which is " balata"

or ''milk o' the bullet tree, 'the export of which, says Consul

Wyndham of Paramaribo, is attaining considerable proportions,

and will, it is believed, be very productive for a time only, as

there is no forest conservancy law in the colony. Persons who
are granted tracts of land for the gathering of this product are

Tincontrolled in their method of drawing the milk, which results

in trees being totally destro\ed to get the greatest amount of milk

by the quickest and most inexpensive method. The district

where the largest quantity of balata trees are known to exist in

the colony is that bordering on tbe Correntyne River, known in

Dutch Guiana as the " Nickerie district." Balata is treated by

the manufacturers simply as a superior kind of gutta-percha, and
therefore its name disappears when manufactured ; nevertheless

balata is distinctly different from gutta-percha, and this is mani-

ested in some of its physical characters ; for instance, it is some-

what softer at ordinary temperatures and not so rigid in the cold.

Besides the bullet tree, there are trees or plants known as the

Tonckpong, which, give a valuable rubber, and again Bartaballi and

Bushrope. to which collectors do not appear to have given a

name. The india-rubber balata industry, although carried on in

Dutch Guiana in a desultory way for a long time, has never until

quite recently assumed sufficient importance to cause the local

government to legislate upon it. As yet the law only lays down
the regulations under which concessions are granted, and does not

deal with the supervision or treatment of the trees, or the method
of extracting the milk. Caoutchouc is yielded both by trees and
vines. Those already mentioned are, as far as it is known, the

principal ones in the colony, and the method of collecting the

milk is by cutting down trees, by incisions, and by circling the

tree. In each case there is no protective law, and the trees are

generally ruined. The chief port of export is Demerara, and as

yet no export duty exists, but as the production increases it is

expected that it will not escape taxation. Nothing has been done

to cultivate the plant, neither does the soil seem to favor its

growth except in some peculiar circumstances.

— The comet found by Professor Barnard of the Lick Observa-

tory on Sept. 37 proves to be the long-looked-for Tempel-Swift

comet. It was first discovered by Tempel in 1867, and by Swift in

1880. It was not until the latter date that it was settled that a

new short-period comet had been added to the list. Mr. Bossart,

one of the compiitors connected with the Paris Observatory, had
computed the perturbations from 1880 to date, and had also pre-

pared an ephemeris. The date of perihelion as determined by Mr.

Bossart appears about 3.4 days late. With that correction, the

following ephemeris has been computed. The epoch is for Berlin,

midnight.

1891. R. A. Dec.

h. m. s. deg. min.

Oct. 30 31 21 13 -I- 6 19 8

Nov. 1 26 3 7 3.4

" 3 31 17 7 48.9

The fjlliwing are the positions for Wolf's comet for the next ten

days. The epoch is for Greenwich, midnight.

1891. R. A. Dec.

b. m. s. — deg. min.

Nov. 8 4 ?8 30 5 .59.4

'9 38 1 6 38.1

" 10 37 33 6 53.3

" 11 37 7 17.7

" 13
. 36 3S 7 43.7

" 13 35 55 8 6.9

" 14 35 30 8 30.5

" 15 34 45 8 53.4

"16 34 8 9 15.7

" 17 33 31 9 37.3

" 18 4 32 53 9 58.1

The comet discovered by Professor Barnard on Oct. 3 is passing

very rapidly southward, and can only be seen in the southern

hemisphere. An ephemeris for following dates is not at hand.

— Dr. Kirkwood, professor of astronomy in the University of

Indiana, has been appointed to lecture on astronomy at Stanford

University, California.

— The regents of the University of California have elected Dr.

Henry Crew, instructor in physios at Haverford College, as an

astronomer at the Lick Observatory.

— It is hinted in the October number of the Observatory that

Dr. Huid, who has been for many years the superintendent of the

English Nautical Almanac, will soon retire from that position.

— Professor Asaph Hall, the eminent astronomer, who has been

for many years in charge of tbe large telescope at the United

States Naval Observatory, has been placed on the retired list of

the navy.
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The International Geological Congress in Washington.

There have been numerous unolBcial accounts of the late Wash-
ington meeting of the Geological Congress, but none has yet ap-
peared in which the attendance and work performed have been
compared with those features of the previous congresses.

It will be recalled that at the London session of IS'^S the Ameri-
can committee was authorized to invite the Congress to meet in

America for its next or fifth session. Austria-Hungary had pre-

viously had a quasi promise that the fifth session should be held

in Vienna, but her representatives at the Loudon session, Mojsiso-

vics and Stur, gracefully and generously yielded to the invitation

from America.

From the oflScial minutes of the meeting of the Council on
Wednesday, Sept. 19, we learn that M. Frazer presented, on behalf

of many scientific societies and of institutions for higher education,

the invitation to meet in the United States in 1891. M. von Zittel,

Hauchecorne, Stur, Hunt, Capellini, de Lapparent, and Macfarlane
warmly seconded this invitation. The former added that the well-

known generosity of Americans would make the visit easy. M.

,

Stur said that the Austro-Hungarian geologists very much desired

the congress to be held in Vienna, but after having heard the in-

vitation to meet in the United States he would also support this

invitation, in the hope that three years later, or in 1894, the con-

gress would come to Vienna, when he promised them a warm re-

ception. M. Neumayr repeated M. Stur's wish, and hoped that

the session of 1894 would be reserved for Vienna.
The last act of the president of the congress, Professor Prest-

wich, was to declare the session closed and adjourned to Philadel-

phia in 1891.

Three years is none too long to get the endless details for a meet-
ing of this kind arranged, yet over two years were wasted, and
less than twelve available months remained in which to secure the

participation of societies and geologists throughout the world, to

negotiate special rates of transportation on sea and land, to perfect

the plans of visits to mines and distant localities, and, above all,

to raise money to entertain the foreign guests in a manner which

they have lieen taught to understand is the American manner.
The result may be gathered by an inspection of the following

table, which gives the attendance of members from foreign coun-

tries as uell as from the country in which the session was held for

each of the five sessions. It should be noted that there are no
official statistics giving the number enrolled separately from the

number which attended the first or Paris session. The "N" in

the first horizontal line below the name of the city indicates

natives of the country where the session was held ; the ' F " stands

for foreigners.

Argentina

Australia

Austria-Hungary.

.

Belgium

Bulgaria

Brazil

ChUl

Canada

Denmark

Egypt

France

Germany

Great Britain

Holland

India

Italy

Mexico

Norway

New Zealand

Portugal

Peru

Poland

Roumania

Russia

Sweden

Switzerland

Spain

United States

Percentage of for-

eigners

Paris

1878

Bologna

1881

Berlin

1885

London

ltS8

N. 16S I

F. 97

Washington

1891

It appears from the table, which has been compiled from the

official reports of the first four sessions, and from the report of

the Washington session published in the American Geologist, that

the last or American session was distinguished, fii'st, for the

smallest aggregate attendance of participants; second, for the

smallest number of native participants; third, for the smallest

number of foreign participants; fourth, for the smallest proportion

of foreign to total participants.

How far the American participants represented the geologists of

the country it is difficult to say, but of the six who were accredited

to Philadelphia, one was a professor of physics in the University

of Pennsylvania, one was a physician and mineral dealer, two
were young mining and geological engineers, one was an amateur
mineralogist, and the sixth was a professor of geology.

But the difference in the character of this from all previous

sessions of the International Geological Congress becomes apparent

when we examine the lists of the foreign visitors. Of men like
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Capellini, Hauchecorne, Bejrich, Eenevier, Vilanova, Delgado, de

Lapparent, Dewalque, Torell, and a few others who have been the

acknowledged leaders and directors of the congress, and most of

whom have attended every session, not one was here. In fact,

with the exception of Professors Gaudry, von Zittell, T. M. K.
Hughes. Dr. Barrois, and perhaps two or three more, there were
no geologists of the first rank from abroad at all. Professor

Hauchecorne stated three years ago that he intended to bring

twenty or thirty mining students from Germany to visit our an-

thracite regions, yet the writer is informed that after the arrange-

ments for a visit to the anthracite fields had been completed by

others than the Washington committee, no one took advantage of

the opportunity.

As to the work done, according to the reporter of the American
Geologist, "the congress passed off with the simple presenta-

tion, largely or entirely, of some American views on American
geology, followed by such desultory comment or discussion as hap-

pened to spring up."

The "long excursions" may have resulted in much good to the

visitors. It is to be doped that they did, for the subscription price

was prohibitive for many foreigners who would have been best

able to profit by them. Persifor Feazeb.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 27.

The Man of the Future.

A READING of the article under the above heading by Dr. Shu-

feldt (Science. Oct. 16) impresses me with the manifold difficulties

attending all speculations regarding the future history of tbe race,

as a result of the varying standpoints occupied by the anthropo-

logical prophets.

The problem of human progress seems to have a five-fold aspect,

physical, material, social, moral, and intellectual; and it therefore

involves questions belonging to sciences as widely divergent as

physiology, technology, sociology, and psychology.

Upon its first phase Dr. Shufeldt, as a professional biologist,

can sjieak with much more authority than myself. But there is

not wanting excellent biological authority for the supposition that

a further natural development in this respect is precluded by the

artificial conditions which have made man to a large extent inde-

pendent of those laws whose operation is traceable in all the his-

tory of organic evolution. This, of course, does not militate

against the probability of changes tending towards his perfect

adaptation to the erect posture and the elimination of rtidimentary

structures, as resulting from the varying conditions of his artificial

environment. Although in the sub-human state the environment

may have made the man, in the human state the man, generally

speaking, makes his environment. The care taken to preserve

the sickly, imbecile, and otherwise useless or noxious members of

society, is, from this point of view, a powerful anti-progressive

factor. The refinements of civilization place man out of the reach

of natural selection, and operate to diminish his vital energy, at

the same time they promote delicacy of structure. Such practices

as tight-lacing and foot-pressing are barbarous customs, tending

truly, as Dr. Shufeldt observes, to produce structural modifications,

but certainly doomed to extinction at the very next stage of psy-

chological evolution.

The ruling ethical codes not only give rise to an unscientific

tenderness, but they operate to prevent sexual selection. The only

serious attempt at scientific human stirpiculture was in the Oneida

Community; and this has been a failure, partly because of the

inevitable triumph of traditional instincts over speculative princi-

ples, as soon as the zeal of the experimenters had cooled, and

partly because of symptoms of a violent crusade against the ex-

periment by the exponents of the accepted morality. If the gov-

ernment could follow the suggestion made by Professor Lester F.

Ward and other savants, and relegate the whole business of the

propagation of the species to individuals especially selected for

the purpose, a very rapid improvement would naturally take place

;

but the plan is fraught with collateral difficulties, and, even if

these could be overcome, it seems to be forever out of the question,

on account of the moral impossibility of obtaining for it, under

any conceivable circumstances, the sanction of public opinion.

Dr. Shufeldt's prediction of the abolition of war is open to th&

criticism that we have no knowledge of any animal whose exist-

ence is not accompanied, if not maintained, by warfare and even

deliberate slaughter. Progress has thus far tended, not towards

peace, but towards periodicity in war. The engines of destructiort

become daily more deadly, and each war is more costly, both in

men and money, than the preceding. Chateaubriand, in his pam-
phlet "De Bonaparte et des Bourbons," calculated that more lives

had been lost during the Napoleonic wars than during the whole
of the Middle Ages throughout all Christendom. An argument in

favor of war, considered in the abstract, is that its psychological

effects are exceedingly good, and that periods of peace are usually

periods of moral degradation.

The material progress of the past century has been unquestiona-

bly enormous, and as its continuance seems to be assured for all

time, it is difficult to set a limit to its possibilities; but this field is

a well-worked one, and predictions are superfluous. It must be

observed, however, that the problem of aerial navigation seems

on the point of being solved, now that it has passed out of the

hands of charlatans into those of serious scientific investigators;

and if it once becomes an accomplished fact, it will produce sucb
changes in the conditions of human life as to vitiate any specula-

tions which do not take it into account.

The social progress of the world, or even of Christendom, I ven-

ture to believe problematical. The principle of political and social

equality seems to be directly in the teeth of modem science, which
assures us, above all things else, that inequality is not merely an.

existing fact throughout the whole domain of nature, but that it

is the sine qua non of progress. Every new type is created by

the accumulation of variations in the old. The differentiation of

the patrician classes from the plebian is a continuation of the

same process which, according to the evolutionary hypothesis, has

differentiated from each other all the diverse forms of animal and

vegetable life. The tendency in modern society to obliterate

hereditary distinctions is detrimental to progress, for so far as it

is carried out it makes impossible the production of any higher

human type than the present.

Furthermore, the laws of nature are uniform throughout all

realms, and that of specialization of function holds good in soci-

ology as well as in biology. The highest social condition would

be one in which every social, industrial, and political function was^

performed by a distinct class, concentrating upon that function

all its energies. It is this principle which alone makes tbe man
structurally superior to the Anioeba ; and the popular negation

of it is an indication that the tide of social development is in it&

ebb.

This negation is not usually extended to the industrial realm,

where specialization of function is the order of the day. But this

industrial progress has given rise to grave problems, which cannot

be solved in a half-hour.

It is when we come to the psychological aspect of progress that

we are confronted with the most serious difficulties, for upon no
point is there a greater variance of opinion in the thinking world

than upon the lines which true moral, religious, and intellectual

progress must follow.

It is even a debatable question whether there can be any moral

or religious progress, as it is denied that ethics or religion have

any other than a pathological significance. To give them validity,

there must be a real object and true mode of worship, and an im-

perative norm of duty. It would seem, on the one hand, that it

is impossible to verify or vindicate scientifically these fundamen-

tal postulates ; and yet both religion and ethics are so characteris-

tic of the human species as to lead to the suspicion of a psycho-

logical atavism wherever they are absent.

Passing by this antinomy, it is evident that if there are any re-

ligious and ethical facts, they must be capable of definition, classi-

fication, and rational exploitation: in other words, a science may
be erected upon them, and a progress in this science must take

place parallel to that which every other science is undergoing.

The question of intellectual progress in general is as difficult as

that of religion and morals. Such a progress may take two forms;

either the accumulation of knowledge, or the development of the

faculties of tliought and observation. As regards the first, no one
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can doubt that the stock of knowledge possessed by the human
race at large is rapidly increasing, and will continue to do so.

But in the second we meet with several difficulties. If, as Dr.

Paul Carus says, metaphysics is " a disease of philosophy " and
devoid of value, its decreased influence in the world of thought
would seem to indicate a progress of the human mind in the direc-

tion of healthy and fruitful activities. But the fact that all sci-

ence presupposes certain metaphysical concepts, — as that of the

trustworthiness of the instinct which attributes objectivity to

phenomena cognized by the senses,— would seem to belie the

dictum of the great monist; and, as the abstract notions of meta-

physics are much farther removed from sub-human psychological

conditions than are the concrete ones of natural science, the disuse

of metaphysics would appear from an evolutionary standpoint to

be, like the atrophy of the religious sense, au indication of retro-

grade development. Nevertheless, the widely diffused intellectual

activity of the present, in which even metaphysics is represented by

a greater number of schools than ever before, and which, for the

first time in the history of the world, has a broad basis of scien-

tific facts, cannot but tend towards a still higher intellectual con-

dition. One of the most important steps in this direction will

surely be a synthesis of the now comparatively isolated depart-

ments and schools of human knowledge and thought.

No factor is more promising than the new scientific theories of

education; which ought of themselves, when their application has

become more general, to develop within a few generations a new
and superior type of mind.

No theory about the psychological future of mankind can afford

to ignore the stranjje possibilities opened up by the science of

hypnotism. This is a most fruitful field of speculation. We live

in a period of esthetic decadence; but neither can esthetic develop-

ment be left out of account. The esthetic faculty contributes

more than any other to individual happiness, and it may be capa-

ble of being brought by systematic cultivation to a degree df per-

fection hitherto unknown.
To sum up, it would seem that there is an undoubte'I material

progress under way, from which wonderful and startling results

.are to be anticipated, but which will not, unless accompanied by a

:great intellectual decadfince, terminate, as Dr. Shufeldt predicts,

in a total destruction of the forests, or, indeed, of any portion of

the flora or fauna of the globe which has even a picturesque or

decorative value. The wide spread idea that the development of

material resources is all there is of progress. Is both an effect and
a cause of a temporary tendency to physical, social, and psycho-

logical retrogression.

Neither our senses nor our memories are as acute as those of our
barbarian ancestors; our taste and capacity for intellectual spec-

ulation is not as great as was possessed by our predecessors of the

-scholastic period, or by the south Asiatic Aryans of any historic

time; the ideals of strength and intensity embodied in the Niebe-

lungenlied, those of delicacy and grace which gave rise to the

Arthurian legends, and those of divine love and beauty which in-

spired the Old Masters, have alike become dim and distant to us;

and the low vice of avarice rules the day.

But never before was the sum of human knowledge so vast;

never were all questions, physical, social, and psychological, stud-

ied so carefully and in so full a light; never was the importance
of education, -and of right education, so generally recognized and
insisted upon; and never has the race seemed so near to that fusion

into one great vi'orld-nation which is indispensable to a universal

distril^ution of the knowledge and ideas and materials which are

now of but local utility.

The tendency of the times is to subordinate man to civilization

;

but civilization is useless except in so far as it promotes the happi-

ness or personal development of man. If any real improvement
is to be accompliiihed in the race itself, in contradistinction to its

material environment, there will evidently be necessary a sys-

tematic encouragement of that salutary inequality by which
favorable variations are husbanded and a specialization of function

in the social organism secured.

I cannot venture, in view of the complexity of the problem, to

hazard a prediction even for the next stages of human evolution,

to say nothing of the millions of years over which Dr. Shufeldt so

gaily gambols. His very dramatic picture of the last man can,
however, never be reahzed in fact unless the expected modifica-
tion in the human organism shall amount to a radical transforma-
tion. It is inconceivable that man should be the last of all living

forms to disappear during the process of the earth's cooling. As
at present constituted, he would succumb, even with all the appli-

ances of civilization, long before many of the lower species.

Most of the latter could, in no supposition, be exterminated by
him, and many of them, as the doctor well knows, possess in-

credible powers of resistance to unfavorable climatic and other
conditions.

Speculations regarding so very remote a future are of doubtful
utility, especially in view of the daily possibility of one of those
celestial casualties familiar to astronomers, such as a collision with
a dead sun. I forbear to picture the sublime horrors of such an
event, but they may at any moment be realized, though with such
rapidity that before any human mind could guess the truth the
whole solar system would have been dissolved, by the heat result-

ing from the impact, into invisible vapor.

Merwin Maeie Snell.
Washington, D.C., Oct. 26.

Government Science.

The communication of Eugene Murray Aaron in the issue of

Science for Oct. 23, under the above heading, contains statements

and presents conclusions which I believe to be well founded. Like
that writer, I am warmly in favor of the i-ecent reforms in the

methods of filling vacancies in the various departments of the civil

service, in positions where technical and scientific knowledge is

not required. But I am firmly of the opinion that if the heads of

scientific bureaus were allowed to select their assistants, subject

of course to the approval of the Civil Service Commission, far

better results would be secured.

An instance was recently reported to me similar to the case cited

by Mr. Aaron. A Washington daily contained the announcement
of a vacancy in a suhordinate position requiring special scientific

attainment. A few young men, hanging around Washington for

something to turn up, saw the advertisement as soon as it ap-

peared, and at once placed themselves under instruction to "cram "

for the examination. The one of their number who showed the

highe-'t average secured the position.

A Mian far more competent to fill it, residing many miles from
Washington, was urged by friends to make application. His letter

of inquiry whs received too late, and thus a tyro was appointed
when an expert might have been secured, to the expressed disgust

of eminent scientists in government employ. C.

Highlands, N.C., Oct. 30.

Words of Algonkian Origin.

Tlie Chinook jargon, that lingua franca of the region of the

Columbia, has recruited its vocabulary from many different

sources. Amongst others the Algonkian tongues have contributed

their share towards the formation of this linguistic mosaic.

In the " Partial Vocabulary of the Chinook Jargon," j^iven in

1863, by Theodore Winthrop (Canoe and Saddle, Boston, 1863.

New ed., Peterson, Edinburgh, 1883, pp. 311-214), we find the

following words of Algonkian origin :

Kinni-kinnih, = smoking-weed,

Tatoosh, = milk, cheese, butter.

Wapato, = potato.

The word moos moos, "beef," "cattle," which also occurs, is

probably not Algonkian. It occurs in a vocabulary of the "Che-
nook " of Fort Vancouver, and the "Calapooa," collected before

the year 1840, by the Rev. Samuel Parker (see Journal of an Ex-
ploring Tour beyond the Pocky Mountains, Ithaca, 1840, pp. 393,

398).

George Gibbs, in his " Dictionary of the Chinook Jargon, or

Trade Language of Oregon " (Smithson. Miscell. Coll. 161, Wash-
ington, 1863. pp. xiv., 44), attributes a Cree origin to two, and a

Chipi^eway .origin to one, of the 490 words of which the jargon

was then composed. These words, regarding which he o'f serves:

" The introduction of the Cree and Chippeway wor^ls is of course
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<3ue to the Canadians " (p. viii,), are as follows: " Mit-ass, n. Cree,

Mitas (Anderson). Leggings. A word imported by the Canadian

French (p. 17). Sis'-ki-you, n. Cree (Anderson). A bob-tailed

horse (p. 33). Totoosh, or Tatoosh, n. Chippeway, totosli (School-

craft). The breasts of a female, milk. Totoosh lahles [la graisse],

butter."

The other words, the second of which is clearly Algonkian,

Gibbs thus describes :

'
' HJoos-moos n. Klikatat musmus ; Chi-

nook, eniusmus. Buffalo, horned cattle. The word, slightly

varied, is common to several languages. Mr. Anderson derives it

from the Cree word moostoos, a buffalo, and supposes it to have

been imported by the Canadians; but Father Pandosy makes niMS-

»M<s Yakama"' (p. 17). " Wap pa-too, n. Quaere, m. d. The root

of the Sagittaria sagittifolia. which forms an article of food ; the

potato. The word is neither Chinook nor Chibalis, but is every-

where in common use" p. 28). " Le-pish'-e-mo, n. Queere, u. d.

The saddle-blanket and housings" (p. 15).

The last of the above three words is most likely of mixed French

and Algonkian etymology.

In the '
' Manual of the Oregon Trade Language, or Chinook

Jargon," published by Mr. Horatio Hale in 1890, the following

words occur without their Algonkian origin being indicated :

Lepishemo (lipishimo), saddle bousing (p. 47).

Mitass, 3 [argon] (mitas), leggings (p. 48).

Totoosh, J [argon] (totiish), breast, udder, milk (p. 53).

And the English ( hinook vocabulary yields the following, of which

the origin is likewise not noted :

Breasts, totoosh (\). 54).

Butter, totoosh lakles {la graisse, Fr.), p. 23.

Leggings, mitass (p. 57).

Milk, totoosh (p. 58).

Potato, ivappatoo (p. 59).

The word moosmoos also dnds place in Professor Hale's vocabu-

lary, with the meanings " buffalo, cattle, ox," and is set down as

[Chinook] (p. 48). The words of Algonkian origin which are to

be found in the vocabulary of Chinook, as given by the above

authoritie.^, are consequently : Kinni-kinnik, [le] pishemo, mitass,

Siskiyou, totoosh, ivappatoo.

Regarding the etymology of these loan-words, the following may
be said :

Kinni-kinnik. Derived directly or indirectly from Otcipwe.

The cognates are OtcipwC (Baraga) kinigiuige, "I am mixing to-

gether .something ol' different kinds." (Cuoq) kinikiitige, ' meler

ensemble des choses de nature differente." The radical is seen in

Algonkin (Cuoq) kinika, "pele-uiele" = Cree kiyekaiv.

Lepishimo. This word evidently consists of the French article

le and a radical [a]pishemo. This ktter corresponds to the Olcipw5

(Baraga) apishamon. " anythmg to lie on; a bed; apishemo, "I

am l.^ing on something." Compare the western Americanism

apishamore, which Bartlett (Diet, of Americanisms, 1877) thus de-

fines :
^' Apishamore (Chippewa, apishamon). Anything to lie

down on; abed. A saddle-blanket made of buffalo-calf skins,

much used on the prairies."

31ituss. Directly or indirectly (through French-Canadian) from

Otcipwe or Ci-ee. The cognate words are: OteipwB (Baraga),

middss; Algonkin (Cuoq), mitas; Cree (Lacombe), mitds. The

word exists in Canadian-French in the form mitasse. Dr. Franz

Boas hiudly informs me that "legging" in Chinook and Clatsop

is imetas.

Siskiyou. Though this word is assigned a Cree origin by Mr.

Gibbs, its etymologj' is very uncertain. Blackfoot sakhsiu,

'short," and Cree kiskiklcuttew, "he cuts in two," offer them-

selves for comparison, but with no certainty.

Tatoosh, totoosh. From Cree or Otcipwe. The cognate words

are: Cree (Lacombe). totosim,, " mammelle, pis;" Otcipwe (Baraga),

totosh, "breast, dug, udder;" Alkoukin (Cuoq), totoc, "mam-
melle."

Wappato, ivappatoo. From Cree or OtcipwP. The cognate

words are: Cree (Lacombe) icapatow, "champignon blanc;

"

Otcipwe (Baraga), ivdbado, "rhubarb;" Algonkin (Cuoq) wabato,
" rhubarbe du Canada." It is in all probability a derivative from

the root ivap-(wab ),
" white."

Another word may be added to the list, viz., pdpus (papoose) =

child. This word is used by the speakers of Chinook in eastern

British Columbia. The Algonkin origin of tbe word has been dis-

puted by some, but there is every reason to believe that it is con-

nected with the root seen in the Massachusetts papeississu (Eliot)

= "he is very small ;

" peisses (Eliot), " child ;
" pe-ii (Eliot), " it is

small." From this root there seems little doubt that the word

papoos or papoose found in Roger Williams, and in Wood ("New
Engl. Prospect "), has been derived, as Dr. Trumbull points out.

It might be remarked that the words kinni-kinnik, lepishemo,

mitas, totoosh, wapato, and papoose were all heard by the writer

in western British Columbia in the summer of the present year, so

they are still in use as part of the jargon. The word sishiyou was

not heard and is probably obsolescent.

It is a remarkable and an interesting fact that the Algonkian

family of languages has borne its part in the formation of the

curious jargon of the Pacific coast of North America. The pres-

ence there of these words is due in part to isolated Otcipwes and

Crees who have crossed the Rockies, and to the French-Canadian

half-breeds in whose language these words are also to be found.

A. F. Chamberlain.
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 24.

Auroral Phenomena.

On Sept. 9 there was seen at Lyons, N.Y., a band of hght nar-

rower than the Milky Way. arising from the western horizon and

passing nearly vertically through the constellations of the Northern

Crown and Lyre, just south of the zenith, and thence downward
at limes to the eastern horizon. There was an aurora at the time

in the northern sky, but this band maintained its position through-

out the evening entirely independent of the display, although

varying somewhat in brightness in sympathy with the aurora and

evidently being itself of an auroral nature. On Sept. 10 and 11

an aurora was visible in Great Britain, and, as appears from de-

scriptions in Nature for Sept. 17 (p. 475) and Sept 24 (p. 494), a

band of light similar to that which constituted such a remarkable

feature in the display at Lyons was likewise seen in that locality

also. Other instances have been noted by tbe writer in which

some peculiarity of form or color has attended an outbreak of the

aurora on both sides of tbe Atlantic.

There is this evening in the western sky a magnificent display

of red light similar to the sunset glows which attracted so much
attention a few years since. Three-quarters of an hour after sun-

set the entire western heavens are lurid red, resembling the reflec-

tion from a conflagration. M. A. Veeder.

Lyons, N.F., Oct. 29.

Chautauqua and other Iroquois Names.

Mr. Albert S. Gatschet has kindly sent me his paper on the

" Origin of the Name Chautauqua," of which he says, " All the

information above was obtained from J. N. B. Hewitt, in Wash-

ington, D.C.," but I may be permitted to add a few words on this

and other names. I may premise that I have a list of about 1,300

Indian names of places in New York, about half of which are

either obsolete, or applied to places little known. Many local

names can be obtained of the Indians on any reservation.

First, of pronunciation, in which Mr. Gatschel's informant dif-

fers from other authorities. It is a little too positive to say that

" To spell it 'Chatakwa' would conform better to scientiSc or-

thography, for the first two syllables are both pronounced short."

Having but accidentally used the name in conversation with my
Onondaga friends, it is of little importance to say that they gave

it the usual pronunciation, for I was simply trying to get its

meaning. Others, who have given it attention, are quite decided

on this point. Mr. O. H. Marshall was an acknowledged author-

ity on local Indian names. In his "De Celeron's Expedition to

the Ohio." he gives several forms. Among these. Alden wrote it

as pronounced by the Seneca chief Cornplanter, " Chaud-dauk-

wa." Mr. Marshall adds, "It is a Seneca name, and in the or-

thography of that nation, according to the system of the late Rev.

Asher Wright, long a missionary among them, and a 'fluent

speaker of their language, it would be written • Jah-dab-gwah,'

the first two vowels being long, and the last short."' Mr. L. H.
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Morgan gives the name in all but the Oceirla dialect, and with

but slight variation. In all he makes a sound as in far. The
French spelling would prove biit little, but Sir William Johnson
wrote it '• Jadaghque," and thus it appears on Lake Erie, on the

boundary map of 1768.

Mr. Marshall took notice of the various meanings ascribed to

the name, as " The place where a child was swept away by the

waves;" " the foggy place ;" "the elevated place;" "the sack

tied in the middle;" but preferred the one given him by "Dr.
Peter Wilson, an educated Seneca." This was " where the fish

was taken out; " agreeing with the meaning furnished Mr. Gat-

schet. As Mr. Marshall's paper is not accessible to all, I copy the

tradition, which is very simple, as given by Dr. Wilson. " A
party of Senecas were returning from the Ohio to Lake Erie.

While paddling through Chautauqua Lake, one of them caught a
strange fish and tossed it into his canoe. After passing the por-

tage into Lake Erie they found the fish still alive, and threw it in

the water. From that time the new species became abundant in

Lake Erie, where one was never known before. Hence, they

called the place where it was caught Jah dah-gwah, the elements

of which are Ga-joh, ' fish,' and Ga-dah-gwah, ' taken out.' By
dropping the prefixes, according to Seneca custom, the compound
name ' Jah-dah-gwah ' was formed."

Mr. Gatschet simply reverses this story, taking the fish from
Lake Erie. On the other hand, we have another careful writer,

Mr. Morgan, interpreting the name as the "Place where one was
lost."

From various old documents it is evident that the name was
applied to the lake and also to the nearest spot on Lake Erie. It

first appears in De Celeron's journey, but was evidently in use

before. A lead plate, which the Indians purloined from him, was
marked by mistake to be placed at the confiuence of the Ohio and
the Tchadakoin, July 29, 1749. In the one buried, this was cor-

rected to the confluence of the Ohio and Kanaaiagon, novr tbe

Conewango. De Celoron reached the Cliatakouin poiluge July

16, 1749, "and arrived at the end of the pottage, on the banks
of Lake Chatacoin, on the 23d."

It is quite probable that the portage terminating at Chautauqua
Lake on the one hand, gave the name to the landing on Lake
Erie on the other, according to Indian custom. This spot is often

referred to about that time. Stephen Coffen, in 1753, being then
with a body of French, " arrived at Chadakoin on Lake Erie,

where they were ordered to fell timber, and prepare it for build-

ing a fort there." M. Morang liked the place no better than De
Celoron had done, " the river of Chadakoins being too shallow to

carry any craft with provisions, etc., to Belle Rivier." M. Mercie

found another place at Erie, ' fifteen leagues to the south-west of

Chadakoin." Others used similar terms. On his map of 1758,

M. Pouchot applies the name to the Conewango, calling the stream
flowing from the lake the River Shatacoin. He seems singular in

this, as Chautauqua Creek had been thus called but a few years

before.

Mr. Gatschet explains the use of the prefix T'ka, much as Mor-
gan does. The latter, however, invariably gives the full sound,

Tecar, or Teka, instead of the shortened, which is customary. In
first taking down names from the Onondagas I did the same, be-

ing anxious to have every syllable fully pronounced, but soon
found that this did not give the word sound. In this case that is

best preserved by T'kah, which I have long used.

The discrepancy in the translation of Indian words is at first

surprising, but many are purely the fancies of white men, and
these are as persistent as any. Thus, in a familiar instance,

Skaneateles, which means " long lake," is pertinaciously rendered
"beautiful squaw." Cayuga is an instance where the Indians
themselves do not agree, for it was translated "at the mucky
land " for Mr. Morgan. David Cusick says it means "mountain
rising from water," while Albert Cusick translated it for me as
" where they drew their boats out of the water." I am inclined

to think this difference may be more apparent than real, all pos-

sibly referring merely to an incident in the Hiawatha legend.

Indian names in New York come from very trivial things, and
probably always have. Honcoye, "a finger lying," is a case in

oint. The amputated member, lying in the way, was a matter

of comment or description, and affixed itself to the village more
than the place. Once the name of a town it migrated with the

town. The favorite village name of Ka-no-wa-Io-hale, " head on

a pole," was used in more than one place at the same time.

I have noted one curious thing in Indian pronunciation, that

they do not always pronounce names among themselves as they

do to the whites, so that error is often perpetuated on the best of

authority. An Onondaga never pronounces the name of his na-

tion in conversation among the whites as he does among his own
people, but invariably gives a the long instead of broad sound,

which he always uses in his own language in this word. I do
not know how this commenced, but it was long ago, and may
have come from early attempts to conform to supposed rules

among us. It is a curious fact, however, and shows the need of

care in taking down words.

Among the sonorous names preserved in New York, very few
are poetical, and where they are made such, with rare exceptions,

their correctness may be suspected. They are seldom unaltered,

letters being changed or syllables dropped. In a large proportion

of cases they are rendered in the Mohawk dialect west of Albany,

as that people was most directly in contact with the colonists.

Thus we frequently find Mohawk pronunciation in the territory of

the Onondagas and Senecas

As in the case of Chautauqua, names are often taken from one

place and applied to another. Schenectady, " Beyond the pines,"

is an instance. It belongs to Albany, but became expressive

when used in either way. When Corlaer bought Schenectady the

Indians knew it as Schonowe, ' the great plain." The name of

Onondaga followed the various removals of the village, and this

is true of most of the Seneca towns. As witli us, the same names
would co-exist. The Oneidas had, among their lakes, Skaniado-

ris; the Onondagas, Skaneateles; the Senecas, Skaneatice; all

meaning a long lake, but not necessarily large. The allusions to

hemlocks, in the same way, are quite frequent.

One cause of confusion in the interpretation of names is the

similarity of sound. The name of Canastota is probably rendered

correctly Kanetota, "a pine tree standing alone;" but the Onon-
dagas know it as Kanosta, "the frame of a house," which they

greatly admired when the first one was built there. A facetious

friend has suggested a Latin derivation from cants totus, the

whole dog, which would do quite as well as many interpretations

of Indian names. Occasionally one meets with a name strongly

suggestive of European origin. Two of these are quite notewor-

thy. One is that of Tappan, a well known personal name with

us, but also that of an early Indian tribe, living on Tappan Bay,
on the Hudson River. Of this Heckwelder long ago wrote,
" This is from the Delaware language, and derived from Thup-
hane, or Tup-han-ne, ' Cold Spring.' " The other is the name
Seneca, which appears on Dutch maps as early as 1614. The
Dutch knew the Iroquois only as the Mohawks and Senecas, and
used the names by which the Algonquin tribes called them. Both
divisions had strong cannibal tastes, and for this were held in ab-

horrence by other nations. The Mohawks were known in New
England as " men-eaters," and the name of the Senecas seems to

have had much the same meaning elsewhere. Of course it is no
more an Iroquois word than Maqua or Mohawk. It may come
from the radical word sinni, " eat," and probably does.

Niagara has no allusion to the falls, but is simply a "neck,"

suggested by its connecting two great lakes. It takes many
forms, and the Neutrals called it On-gui-a-ah-ra in 1640, having

a village there of the same name. As the name of Erie means
a cat, I had some doubt, for a time, whether Cusick's trans-

lation of another name of Lake Erie, Kau-ha-gwa-rah-ka, "a
cap," might not be a misprint, but it is correct. There were

several names, of course, for that lake. The Onondagas know
Lake Ontario as the lake at Oswego, but in the middle of the last

century they called Lake Erie Sa-hi-qua-ge, which the English

rendered Swee-ge. The carrying place at Niagara was then

known as Och-swee-ge. Oswego river first appears by this name
in 1670, with French spelling, and where the present Seneca River

leaves Cayuga lake. Father Raffeix said, "The river Choueguen,
which rises in this lake, soon branches into several canals." The
French sometimes prefixed the letter O, but their pronunciation
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must be allowed for in all Indian words we have from them.

The English usually called the Oneida and Oswego Rivers the

Onondaga. In a similar way Genesee River was often termed the

Seneca.

These notes need not be carried further, for it is my present

purpose merely to direct attention to a few points. Examination

will show that large numbers of Indian names are still in use,

but with no better meanings than our own.
W. M. Beauchamp.

Baldwinsville, N.Y., Oct. 31.

Battles and Rain.

In Science for Oct. 16 I quoted the only part I had then seen of

the now rather famous reference by Plutarch to the occurrence

of rain after great battles, and I then considered it as having the

meaning commonly ascribed to it. Mr. Powers, however, now
tries to show that the commonly accepted meaning is erroneous,

and supports himself by the original passage. It seems to me that

the ordinary view is correct, and that Mr. Powers, by omitting a

portion and by an incorrect interpretation of the passage, has been

misled. I tvill give the passage as translated by Langhorne, italics,

punctuation, and all.

"From these writers [historians] we learn, that the Massilians

walleiJ in their vineyards with the bones they found in the field;

and that the rain which fell the winter following, soaking in the

moisture of the putrefied bodies, the ground was so enriched by it,

that it produced the next season, a prodigious crop. Thus the

opinion of Archilochus is continned, that fields are fattened with

blood. It is observed, indeed, that extraordinary rains generally

fall after great battles; whether it be that some deity chooses to

wash and purify the earth with water from above, or whether the

blood and corruption, by the moist and heavy vapors they emit,

thicken the air, which is liable to be altered by the smallest cause."

Dryden's translation begins this last statement as follows: "It is

an observation, also, that extraordinary rains pretty generally fall

after great battles," etc.

It will be seen at once that the last part of this statement by

Plutarch has a very different meaning from the first. It would be

a remarkable climate that would permit the blood to remain on

the earth, or thicken the air with moist and heavy vapors, six

months more or less. The extraordinary rains referred to must
have occurred very soon after the battle. These served to soak

the corruption (which would begin in a very few hours in that

climate) and the blood into the surface soil, and thus tended to

purify the surface, as Plutarch says. The rains of the subsequent

winter carried this material still deeper, and enriched the ci'ops.

Plutaich does not connect the two rains together, but rather care-

fully separates them by the clause referring to Archilochus. The
rains of the winter following were evidently gentle, long-continued,

and crop producing, and not like the earlier extraordinary rains

immediately after the battle and lasting, probably, a few hours

only. It would seem as though a good understanding of this

earlier view may help prove the falsity of the later regarding ex-

plosions and rain. H. A. Hazen.

Washington, D.C.Nov. 3.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Christopher Columbus and how he received and imparted the

Spirit of Discovery. By Justin Winsor. New York,
Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. 8°. $4.

Now^ that the fourth centenary of the discovery of America is

<;lose at hand, books relating to that event, and to the man who
brought it to pass, are likely to be abundant. We doubt, how-
e^'fer, if any of the rest of them will equal in interest and impor-

tance this work of Mr. Winsor. It is written in the spirit and
with the methods of the best historical criticism, and with a sin-

cere endeavor to discover and state the real truth. On the one

hand, it presents the significance and results of Columbus's work
in a clear- and impressive light, while on the other it endeavors to

set forth with historical fidelity the lineaments of his character.

Its literary merits, too, are considerable, the style being strong

and incisive, yet at the same time clear and easy flowing. The
opening chapters, which treat of the documentary sources from
which the life of Columbus has to be learned, are somewhat too

technical for the ordinary reader, and similar passages occur in

some other parts; but the narrative jjortions of the book areasin-

terestin:.; as they are instructive. We need not dwell, however,

on these features of the book, as the events of Columbus's life are

too well known to need recapitulating here, and Mr. Winsor does

not profess to have discovered any new sources of information.

He has simply followed the original authorities, so far as these

are now available; and the merit of his work lies in the fidelity

and skill with which he sifts his authorities and interprets the

facts.

The first thing that we wish to know about any prominent his-

toric character is the nature and significance of his life work and
its effect upon the world In the case of Columbus the signifi-

cance of his work was far different from what he himself sup-

posed, and its ultimate results such as he never dreamed of; yet

he was none the less the master spirit in the work of discovery,

and is entitled to all the honor which that distinction can give

him. How great and far-reaching the results of his work were is

clearly set forth by Mr. Winsor, especially in his appendix, in

which he traces the history of succeeding discoveries down almost

to the present day. He shows, as others have shown, that Co-

lumbus's ideas about the sphericity of the earth and the possibility

of reaching Asia by the west, were derived from earlier thinkers,

and adds, ' There was simply needed a man with courage and
constancy in his convictions, so that the theory could be demon-
strated. This age produced him." Mr. Winsor makes little ac-

count of the alleged discovery of America by the Norsemen,
though he does not deny the possibihty of such discovery; but he

thinks that the story of their voyages could have had no influence

on Columbus, and was in all probability unknown to him. In

connection with his account of Columbus's voyages and those of

his contemporaries, and also in recounting the discoveries since

his day, Mr. Winsor lays before us a great number of ancient

maps, in which the growth of geographical knowledge can be

clearly n-aced. Indeed, his treatment of the scientific aspects of

his subject is as full as could be desired.

But the feature of his book that will excite the most interest is

his estimate of Columbus's character, which is emphatically icon-

oclastic. He evinces no spirit of hostility to the great navigator,

though he has some some sarcastic remarks about Irving, De
Lorgues, an;l other biographers; but he shows by well attested

facts that Columbus was far from possessing the nobleness of

character that has usually been attributed to him. He says very

truly that a man like Columbus ou.ght to be judged liy a high

moral standard — the standard of all ages; but that when so tried

the great discoverer is found wanting. The principal charge

brought against him is that he originated and persistently followed

the practice of enslaving the native Amei'icans and of selling them
as slaves in the markets of Spain, thereby becoming the orisrinator

of American slavery. This accusation, thoiigh by no means new,
is supported in this book by overwhelming evidence, so that it is

hard to see how any fair-minded man can deny or palliate it; and
it throws a very dark shadow over the fame of Columbus. Mr.

Winsor also charges him with deceit, cupidity and arrogance, and
there is, unfortunately, great difficulty in rebutting these charges.

His final judgment on the man who discovered the New World is

as follows: " Its discoverer might have been its father; he proved

to be its despoiler. He might have given its young days such a

benignity as the world likes to associate with a maker; he left it

a legacy of devastation and crime. He might have been an un-

selfish promoter of geographical science; he proved a rabid seeker

for gold and a vicetoyalty. He might have won converts to the

fold of Christ by the kindness of his spirit; he gained the execra-

tions of the good angels " (p. 512).

The world is so accustomed to the opposite view of Columbus's

character that many readers will reject the portrait that Mr. Win-
sor has drawn of him ; but we incline to think that it is the one

that will eventually be accepted by impartial minds. In any case

Mr. Winsor's narrative and arguments are worthy of all attention,

and we heartily commend his book to our readers.
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AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

In the New England Magazine for November, C. S. Plumb
writes of •' A Future Agriculture."

— Dr. Wyalt's work on " The Phosphates of America ' is an-

nounced as in preparation by the Scientific Publisliing Company
of this city.

— The Review of Reviews seems to have come to the aid of the

Society for Psychical Research. It is about to publish, in an early

number, a batch of modern ghost stories as a sort of contribution

to a "census of hallucinations."

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, will issue shortly a beginner's

book in Old English (Anglo-Saxon), by George Hemp], professor

of English in the University of Michigan. It will consist of ele-

mentary grammar and easy texts suitable as introductory to ad-

vanced grammar and reading, though sufficient for the usual

course in Old English in colleges that give but one course, and in

high schools.

— President F. A. Walker's standard works on " Money " and

on " Wages" are attracting much attention in England, whither

several editions have been sent and where reference to them in

the university extension circulars is frequent. The demand for a

popular edition in this country and in England will shortly be

met by Messrs. Henry Holt & Co., vvho will issue the two works

at a lower price than heretofore.

— The November nutaher of Babyhood clo.ses its seventh vol-

ume. It contains an article on "The Family Jlefiicine Chest,"

by the medical editor, which gives instructions as to %^ hat ought
to be kept on hand in every household for use in an emergency.
At the same time the writer points out the dangers of indiscrimi-

nate domestic doctoring. Other medical articles of interest to
mothers are "The Care of Delicate Infants" and 'Bathing for

Sick Children." The " Nursery Table " tells how to prepare pal-

atable nursery dishes, and the "Nursery Helps and Novelties " and
"Nursery Problems" furnish useful hints and advice concerning
the many perplexing questions whicji parents of young children

liave to solve. In the "Parliament" the mothers discuss the
habit of eating " between meals," the home-sickness of children,

the baby's photograph, the influence of Punch and Judy on chil-

dren, etc.

— In the Educational Review for November President Hyde of
Bowdoin points out what is to be the policy of the small college,

now that great universities have been developed. Dr. William H.
Maxwell has a paper on the "Literature of Education." Miss-

Annie Tolman Smith describes the provisions marla in Europe for

the pensioning of superannuated teachers, and suggests the in-

auguration of a similar policy here. Professor William B. Smith
of the University of Missouri in an article entitled " Twelve versus
Ten." argues for the overthrow of th° decimal system of nu.meration.

The discussions on city school supervision and pr.ctice teaching

i received at Editor's Offic

Oct. 21-N0V. 3.

BOLLES, F. Land of tlie Lingering Snow. Boston,
Houghtou, Mifflin. 234 ?. W. $1.25.

Circular System, Tlie Organ of the Circular Sys-
tem of science. Vol. 1. No. 1. m. Oaljland,
Cal., W. W. Pelts. 8 p. f">. $1 per year,

Hellyeb. S. S. Principles and Practice of Plumb-
ing. New York. Maomillan. 294 p. 12°. SI 25.

Lock, J. B. Mechanics for Beginners. Part I.

Dynamics and Statics. New Yorl£, Macmillan.
264 p. 12°.

Massachusetts, Twenty-second Annual Report of
the State Board of Health of. 588 p. 8°.

"Styx," of the H. B. of L. Hermetic Philosophy.
Vol. U, Philadelphia, Lippincott, 310 p. 12°.

SI 60.

Thompson. E. P. How to Make Inventions. New
York, Van Nostrand. 161 p. 8°.

Webb, H. L A Practical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables. New York, Van
Nostrand. 118 p. 12°. SI.

Weed, C. M. Insects and Insecticles. The Author,
Hanover. N. H 281 p. 8°.

WiNSOR, Justin, Christopher Columbus, and how
he received and imparted the Spirit of Discov-
ery. Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 8°. S4.

Wood, H. T. Light, an Elementary Treatise. New
York, Macmillan. 143 p. 12°. 75 cents.

PRACTICAL WORK
IN

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
By Feederick Wm. Streatfeild, with a

Prefatory Notice by Prof. E. Meldola.

156 pages, with 35 illustrations, $1.25.

E. & F, H. SPON, 12 Cortlandt St,, N. Y.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-
mend them to all workers in meteorology,
and do not see how any of our American
meteorologists can afford to be without a
copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They
are unquestionably valuable helps, which
must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

H. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, Hew York.

Exchanges.

[Freeofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.
Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New Vork.l

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private
chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-
ance (200g to i-romej), platinum dishes and crucibles,
agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in
pa't or whole. Also complete file of Siiiiinans Journal
1862-18S5 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports. 1854-1883;
U. S. Coast Survey 1854-1869. Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objecuves, one-
sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, BauEch & Lomb, also one-fourth and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair (5 and 2)of!,kln^
of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skiilts, etc., as needed
for mounting; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection nf works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany— mostly on Fungi; thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette^ eight vols. Qrevillea^
four vols. Notarisea; slereopticon outfit, with attach-

ment for microscr pic projection ; 14S stcreopticon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—American
and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Palaeon-
tology, and series oi Affi.Jour, 0/Science a^uA other peri-

odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Palseon-

tology. Prof. F. W. Cragm, Colorado Springs. Colo.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEfi'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAH DISTRICT,

will be given to New Suhscribers to the

Geologiist for $25.00 (which is the regular

price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, minn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
P08LISHERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

CraiFfordsvlIle, Ind.

Publications of the University of Pei nsy vania.

SBRIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign cf Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schellinij. A.M . Assistant
Professor of English Literature. Si.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian " Dibbarra'' Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic 60 cents.

8. a. Upoq with the Accusative. 6. Note on a Pas,
sage ic th^ Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The riamblins Games of the Chinese in America..
Fdn tAu and Pdk kdp piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archfeology and
Palfeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation ,

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morten W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D..
Professor of American Archteology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Farness. Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent Arcbseological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott. M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

ArehsB©logical Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage ia
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M.. Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archaeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volumo.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, $2.00 por
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha" be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

ISr. D. O. HODG^ES,
874 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS: Hovr to Sell tbem. Send a list BOOKS: Hon' to get tbem. If there is any
stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
Agency, 874 Broadway, New York. book Agency, 874 Broadway, New York.
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are continued by Superintendent Greenwood of Kansas City and
Chancellor W. H. Payne of Nashville, Tenn There are also arti-

cles on "Women as Teachers,'' " Recent. Changes in the Regents

Examinations in New York," " The New School Law for St Paul,

Minn.." the "Socratic Method of Teaching," and the "Educated
Proletariat of Germany." The book-reviews are by Professor

Woodrow Wilson of Princeton, Professor A. B. Hart of Harvard,

Professor F. H. Giddings of Bryn Mawr, President C. F. Thwing
of Western Reserve University, Professor Henry C. Johnson of

Philadelphia, and the editors.

— After years of labor by the editor, John Foster Kirk, and his

assistants, the supplement to " Allibone's Dictionary of English

Literature and British and American Authors " is announced by
J. B. Lippincott Company as now completed, thus extending and
bringing down to the latest practicable date one of the great liter-

ary enterprises of the century. Begun in 1850, and for the most

part written in the few following years, the three original volumes

of Dr. Allibone's work of necessity fail to contain an account of

a vast number of books that have of late been published. To sup-

ply this deficiency and thus present in a single series of volumes

a complete bibliography of English literature from the earliest

times to the present (as nearly as possible) has been the aim of the

publishers in issuing this supplementary section of the work.

Altogether, 37,183 authors, with their works (93,780 in number),

are recorded in the supplement, with frequent biographical and

bibliographical notices, the latter embracing in many instances

criticisms of the works mentioned, from the leading reviews of

the day.

— In the Atlantic Monthly for November S, E. Winbolt's paper,

"The Schools at Oxford," is an account of the work and the ex-

aminations that are necessary for a degree from the university.

The paper is particularly interesting as showing the difference in

the manner of attaining a degree in the English and American
universities.

J^mc
A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the function?.

Dr. Ephraim Bateman, Cedaryille, N. J.,

says

:

" I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure the word " Hors-
ford's" is on tlie label. All otliers are

spurious. Never sold ill balk.

Wa7its.

A 7iy person seeking a position /or -which he is q7tali-

fied by his scientific attainments^ or anyperson seeking
wme o?ie to fill a position of this character^ be it that
of a teacher o/science^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or ivhat
not, may have the * Wanf inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-
able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
in/oriuatio7i on any scientific question^ the address oj
any scientific jiiafi^ or ivho can in any luay use thiscol-
umn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the
paper, is cord/ally ijivited to do so.

WANTED— InfurmatioD eoucerning the most sat:-

isfactory acd recent formulas used in making
atches. Address M. T. B., Box 9, Gettysburg, Pa.

W^
ANTED.^ By a young man (27), B. A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in
natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-
vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars
as to work, salary, etc. F. W. MAR, L. Box 23, West
Haven, Conn.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. F., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New York.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 4" Lafayette Place, New York.

WANTED—A position in a college to teach Geol-
ogy. Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

WANTED, Geological Reports of State of New
Jersey from 1868 on, except 1880 and 1881. D. T.

Marshall, Metuchen, N.J.

Speecli Reading and Articulation

TeacMng.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of

Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss

i
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading.""]

From Principals of Institutions for the Deaf

,

" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-
dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
*'A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the'
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modern Language Notes.

\* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New Yorl:.

WANTED a position as professor of geology or
metallurgy by a school of mines graduate. Ad-

dress T. W. O., 49th Street and Madison Avenue,
New York City.

0/d and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.
Schoharie N V

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study ill tlie Native Religious of tbe

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brintpn, M.D. 8°. $1.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., an Moeris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York..

DO YOU INTEND TO BDILD?

JljM.iJkU~t,V.^

It you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBIjE LOW-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in tliree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estin^ates of cost for 105 tasteful, neiv designs for
bouses. They also give prices tor romplete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build without delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one ean understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SIROO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
S3000. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to 89000. Price, by mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COI.ONIAI, HOUSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modern
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.
"PICTURESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE"!—This shows

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York,
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE irmRKATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

idited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi ABecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of RPbins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes tor July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain
Animals.

Wesley Scientific Society.
B-eviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

-" " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

NEiV BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

Fact and Theory Papers
!. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFBET W. Hambleton, M.D.w 40c

THE ANIERICANRIiCE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."—

Inter Ocean.
, j j

" Dr Dani=l G. Brintonwritesasthe acknowledged
authority of the subjeetr-Philadelphia Press.

" The work will be of genuine value to all who
wish to know the substance of what has been found

out about the indigenous Americans "—Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation.

—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

A. Journal of Entomology, published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, .S5.00 per volume of three

years. VolxuneVI. began in January, 1891.

feack volmnes for sale at |5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OE,

ROUGHIM IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELl^OW.
(S. H. SCt'DDER.)

AVith thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-

ing narrative of a canoe voyage A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literary World
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—BostoJi Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-flve years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's stj le, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."— Tfte Dial.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography

in our language."—TJie C'Arisiian !7ni"?i.
^

"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton s ' Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the

science of which it treats in the English language.

—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartuy

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T'le Jl/oriist. ^. ^ -,

'A useful and realiyinteresting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—Srigftton fEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-

stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity. '—

The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientiflo illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Baees and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-

ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public

Ledger. ^ j. t.
" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-

graphic reading."—P/ii'tode/p/iia Times.

Price, postpaid, $a.?'5.

JUST BEADY.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Smnmer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-

thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming

the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been

thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

NOW READY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

Bv ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Fh.D.
j

sented in Crcokes' tubes.

8", 513 pp., $3.50.
I

Price, postpaid.

The Inestimable importance, of the subject, the
eminence of the autlior, and Ibe iiovelty of his work,
all combine to render the litil'^ treatise worthy of

special conslderaiion. . . . We hea tily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works "-Editorial, Bo-inn Daily Advertiser.
' The monograph is Interesting in style, scholarly

and well worthy of careful consideratl .n. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE "FAD."
By Appleton MOBGiN, Esq. 1;°. aOceits.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a text furnished by a senf^nce from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. < 'OX. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to th.oae who are not special-

ists."—Christian Union.
"Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."

—

St, Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.

** Mr. Oox reviews the history of his subject with
knowledge and skill."—Open Court,

*'It Is of extreme Interest."—Jfedi'caZ Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science News.
*'AU Interested In biological questions will find

the book fascinating."—P/(arniacewtico? Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."—PubZiC Opinion.
"Deserves the atteiitlon of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Cyrds THOMAS. 12°. $1.

Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public
some reasous for believing the Cherokees were
mouud-buliders, but additional evidence bearing
ou the subject has been obtamed. A more careful
study of the Delaware traditiou respecting the Tal- .

legwi satisfies him that we have lu the Bark Rocord
(Walam Oium) itself pi oof that they were Chero-
kees. Ue thiijks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their resldei^ce
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is tberefore threefold: 1. An lllust atlon of
the reverse method ol dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of t!ie Indians
were mound builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light ot the mound testimony. This woik will be
an Important contribution lo the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contrlbu ion to the question, ' Who

were the mound-builders? ' "—ZVem York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single ludiau tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-building &ge.''—N. Y. Sun.
" Au interesting paper,"'— Christia7i Union.

V. THE TORNADO.
12°. ?1.
" The little book is extrer

ton Transcript.
" A bock which will find mauy readers. The

cbapttr ou '

'lorua'io Insur-^itice' is of Interest to
all property-holders In .ho tornsdoatatos."—j&oston
Herald.

'* ' The Torna'lo' is a popular treatise onau impor-
tant proviuce <f meteorology in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen oi the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By Joseph Jastrow. 12°. 50g.
" All students of psycliology will find the book full

of interesting facie. Professor Jastrow'd good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too woU and
too widfiy known to require comment."—/^^zWu
Opinion.

*' A useful work tor psychologists—as well as the
general teader— by setting forth in brief and easily
iDfeUiglble form iiie present state of knowledge In
rej:a! d to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE.
Mary Taylor Bipsell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure,""—^rooW.yn, Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."

—

Public Opinion.
"The advice and excellent Information which It

coutati s are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" Practical and simply written."—Sprmp^eZd Re-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

By H. A. Hazen.

»iy interesting.''—5os-

By

D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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THE

Bell Tel

COMPANY.
98 MILK ST„ BOSTON, MASS,

This Company owns the Letters
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tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-
cana.

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide
to the Labrador coast for ihe use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those inteiested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.
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from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle oE the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS "WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightninc^ stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BEOADWAY, NEW YORK.
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0/a teacher 0/science^ chemist^ draughtsman, or -what
not^ may have the ' Want^ inserted itnder this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the Publisher 0/ the suit-
able character 0/ his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific question^ the address of
any scientific man, or -who can in any -way use this col-
umn for a purpose consonant •with the nature of the
paper., is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED.—A suitable position in WashiDgton,
D. C, not connected with the Government,

and with a salary not to exceed S650 a year, by an
experienced biologist with six years' university
training. Applicant has been a skilful surgeon for
fourteen years; is a practical photographer, char-
tographer, and accuMtomed to the use of the type-
writer. He is also capable of making the most fin-

ished drawings, of any description, for all manner
of illustrative purposes in science; trained in mu-
seum methods and work; also field operations and
taxidermy in its various departments, and model-
iDg, production of casts, restorations of potaconto-
logical specimens and similar employments. Address
U. S. R , care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
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matches. Address M. T. B., Box 9, Gettysburg, Pa.
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chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in
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Eaven, Conn.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
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a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
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ogy, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography by

a graduate of a scientific institution and a teacher
of experience. Address Box 13, Nantasket, Mass.

Exchanges.
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Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.l

For sale.—A 6J^ x 8j^ Camera; a very fine instrument,
with lens, holders and tnpod, all new; it coi^t over S40;
price, $25. Edw. L. Hayes, 6 Athens street, Cambridge,
Mass.

, To exchange Wright's " Ice Age in North America "

and Le Conte's "Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882)
for ''Darwinism," by A R.Wallace. "Origin of Species."
by Darwin, "Descent of Man." by Darwin, 'Man's
Place in Nature," Huxley, '*Mental Evolution in Ani-
mals." by Romanes, "Pre-Adamites," by Winchell. No
books wanted except latest editions, anH books in good
condition. C. S. Brown, Jr., Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn.

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private
chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-
ance (zoog. to i-iom^ ), platinum dishes and crucibles,
agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in
part or whole. Also complete file of SiUi7nan''s Journal,
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883;
U. S. Coast Survey. 1854-1869. Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objecrives, one-
sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch
Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( 3 and ?) of skins
of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting; collection of vertebrate fossils from the
Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection of works on
descriptive cryplogamic botany— mostly on Fttngi; thir-

vols. of Botanical Gazette, eight vols. Grevillea,
th attach-
con slide:

four vols. Notarisea; stereopticon outfit, w
ment for microsccpic projection ; 148 stereoptic(
illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted

—

i

and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate Palse
tology. and series ni A7}t. Jour, ofScie7ice and other p
odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Palse

tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Colorado Springs, Colo.

BOOKS: MOTT to Sell tbein. Send a list

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Book

Agency, 874 Broadway, New York.
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ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the
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ing State-rights should address The American
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.
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an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.
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Sixth edition, revised to date.
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titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
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ticular topic, under its subject title.

"About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 centi^ but ought to-
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."—C/i/cago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-fonr
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.
"Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of

affairs ' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."

—

New York Some Journal.
"If all who use the mails (and who does not?) will

turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
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universal sale.'"—Hon. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.
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GOVERNMENT TIMBER TESTS.

In reply to many inquiries regarding the compreliensive

timber tests inaugurated in the Forestry Division of the De-

partment of Agriculture, the following brief statements re-

garding the objects and methods of the work have been pre-

pared by B. E. Fernow, chief of the division, in the hope

that thereby an interest in this investigation, a work of na-

tional importance, may be spread.

It will be admitted by all who have to handle wood in

building, engineering, and manufacturing, that our knowl-

edge regarding the properties of our various timbers is not

very satisfactory, and that while attempts more or less sys-

tematic have been made to determine these properties, and
knowledge gained from experience exists among those who
liave handled certain classes of wood for certain purposes,

there does not exist much reliable published information for

general use.

The reason for this deficiency may be explained from the

fact that wood, being a non-homogeneous material, varies

very largely in its qualities. Not only does there exist a

wide range of qualities in the same species if grown under

different conditions, but the quality varies in the same tree

from the butt to the top, and from the heart to the bark.

To arrive, then, at any satisfactory results in an experi-

mental determination of the properties of wood, it is necessary

to derive them from test material of known origin, and, fur-

thermore, to establish any laws which will be generally ap-

plicable in referring quality to physical appearance, structure,

and origin of material, it is necessary to examine and test

carefully a very large number of test specimens.

The difficulty for private enterprise to secure the test mate-

rial in sufficient quantity, and with a full knowledge of its

origin, in fact the magnitude of an investigation of this kind,

renders it pre-eminently an undertaking for a government
agency. This has also bsen recognized by the Prussian Gov-
ernment; but the United States Department of Agriculture

can boast of having inaugurated such elaborate work one
year earlier.

The object of this work in general will be readily perceived

from the foregoing statement.

Besides more reliable data regarding the properties of our

principal timbers, there is to be gained from this investiga-

tion a means of determining quality by the examination of

physical appearance and structure, and of establishing an
inter-relation between quality and conditions of growth.

To deSne the objects of the work more in detail, some of

the questions which it is expected ultimately to solve may be

formulated as follows: —
What are the essential working properties of our various

woods and by what circumstances are they influenced ?

What influence does seasoning of different degree have upon
quality ? How do age, rapidity of growth, time of felling,

and after-treatment change quality in different timbers ? In

what relation does structure stand to quality ? How far is

weight a criterion of strength ? What macroscopic or

microscopic aids can be devised for determining quality from

physical examination ? What diflFerence is there in wood of

different parts of the tree ? How far do climatic and soil

conditions influence quality ? In what respect does tapping

for turpentine affect quality of pine timber ?

It is also proposed to test, as opportunity is afforded, the

influence of continued service upon the strength of structural

material, as, for instance, of members in bridge construction

of known length of service. This series of tests will give

more definite information for the use of inspectors of struc-

tures.

There are four departments necessary to carry on the work
as at present organized, namely: the collecting department,
the department of mechanical tests, the department of physi-
cal and microscopic examination of the test material, the
department of compilation and Snal discussion of results.

The collection of the test material is done by experts (Dr.
Charles Mohr of Mobile, Ala., for southern timbers). The
trees of each species are taken from a number of localities of

different soil and climatic conditions. From each site five

trees of each species are cut up into logs and disks, each
piece being carefully marked, so as to indicate exactly its

position in the tree; four trees are chosen as representative of

the average growth, the fifth or " check tree " the best devel-

oped specimen of the site.

Disks of a few young trees, as well as of limbwood, are

also collected for biological study. The disk pieces are eight

inches in height and contain the heart and sapwood of the

tree from the north to the south side of the periphery. From
fifty to seventy disk pieces and from ten to fifteen logs are

thus collected for each species. and site.

A full account of the conditions of soil, climate, aspect,

measurements, and determinable history of tree and forest

growth in general accompanies the collection from each
site.

The disks are sent, wrapped in heavy paper, to the Botani-

cal Laboratory of the University of Michigan, at Ann Arbor
(Mr. F. Roth, in charge), to bs studied as to their physical

properties, their macroscopic and microscopic structure, rate

of growth, etc. Here are determined, (a) the specific weight

by a hygrometric method; (b) the amount of water and the

rate of its loss by drying in relation to shrinkage; (c) the

structural differences of the different pieces, especially as to

the distribution of spring and summerwood, strong and weak
cells, open vessels, medullary rays, etc.

; [d) the rate of growth
and other biological facts which may lead to the finding of

relations between physical appearance, conditions of growth,

and mechanical properties. The material thus studied is

preserved for further examinations and tests as may appear
desirable, the history of each piece being fully known and
recorded.

The logs are shipped to the St. Louis Test Laboratory, in

charge of Professor J. B. Johnson. They are stenciled off

for sawing and each stick marked with dies, corresponding

to .'ketch in the record, so as to be perfectly identified as to

number of tree, and thereby its origin, and as to position in

tree. After sawing to size, the test-pieces are stacked to await

the testing. One half of every log will be tested green, the
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other half after thorough seasoning. A determination is

made at the time of testing of the amount of water present

in the test-piece, since this appears greatly to influence re-

sults.

From each tree there are cut two or three logs, from each

log three or four sticks, two of standard size, the other one

or two of larger size. Each standard stick is cut in two, and

one end reserved for testing two years later after seasoning.

The standard size for the sticks is 4 X 4 inches and 60 inches

long for cross-breaking tests. There will, however, be made
a special series of cross-breaking tests on a specially con-

structed beam testing machine, gauged to the Watertown
testing machine, in which the full log length is utilized with

a cross section of 6 by 12 up to 8 by 16 inches, in order to

establish the comparative value of beam-tests to those on the

small test- pieces. It is expected that, on the average, 50 tests

will be made on each tree, besides 4 or 5 beam-tests, or 250

tests for each species and site.

All due caution will be exercised to perfect and insure the

accuracy of methods; and, besides tbe records, which are

made directly in ink into permanent books, avoiding mistakes

in copying, a series of photographs, exhibiting the character

of the rupture, will assist in the ultimate study of the mate-

rial, which is also preserved.

Such work as this, if done as indicated, and well done,

will never need to be done over again. The results will be-

come the standard, the world over. The strength and value

of a given species or even stick will then no longer be a

matter of opinion, but a question of established fact, and we
will learn not only to apply our timbers to the use to which

they are best adapted, but also what conditions produce re-

quired qualities, thus directing the consumer of present sup-

plies and the forest grower of the future.

The American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, in its Section of Mechanics and Engineering, has created

an Advisory Board to assist in securing improved methods,

and the co-operation of other authorities will be welcomed to

make this a truly national work.

So far the work has been confined to southern pines and
oaks (which, thanks to the courtesy of the Louisville and

Nashville Eailroad Company, could be obtained free of

transportation charges) ; the scant appropriations available,

and other unfavorable conditions, making such limitation

necessary.

The work will be extended and its progress pushed in pro-

portion to appropriations made by Congress, which depend

upon the interest which the work may arouse among those

to be benefited by it.

FIRE-RESISTING MATERIALS.

Tests were held on Oct. 15, in two buildings erected

in a vacant lot on Park Street, Boston, Mass., for the purpose

of demonstrating the efficiency of slow-burning construction,

and also of various materials designed to retard free com-

bustion. In addition to asbestos paper and ordinary lath

and plaster, the materials manufactured by the following

companies were used, being contributed by their representa-

tives,— King's Windsor Cement Dry Mortar Company, Clin-

ton Wire Cloth Company, New Jersey Wire Cloth Company,
Magneso-Calcite Fire-Proof Company (who manufacture a

fire-proof paper), Boston Fire-Prooflng Company (who manu-
facture porous tei*ra-cotta lumber). New York Eastern Plaster

Board Company (manufacturers of cellular blocks of plaster

of Paris mixed with fibrous vegetable matter). Stark, Edson,

& Co. (manufacturers of albamural, which is a fire-proofing

material in general appearance similar to kalsoraine).

The buildings were constructed of two-inch tongued and
grooved spruce plank placed upright and held by a grooved
plate at the top. They were covered by flat plank roofs

tinned on the upper side.

The larger building was 12 x 16, divided into four cells,

with a Are door in each partition and one at the eastern end.

The other building measured 12 x 12, being divided into three

cells, and situated three feet from the larger building. Scut-

tles about two feet square were placed in the roof over each
cell, but they were opened when the fire was started. The
entrance at the front of each cell was provided with doors

made of two inch plank tinned on the edges and on the side

toward the fire.

For the purpose of obtaining approximate temperatures in

the buildings at the test, four links furnished by Mr. Morris

Martin of the United States Electric Fire Alarm Company
were hung on steel wire in the upper part of each cell, and
the melting points of these links were stated to be as fol-

lows: lead, 626'-'; antimony, 842°; aluminum alloy, 1,292°;

brass, 1,850°. Each of the cells was lined with fire-retard-

ing material.

After the buildings had been thoroughly examined by
those present, the fuel was placed in each cell, consisting of

kiln-dried hickory wood piled to a depth of nearly four feet,

and also piled to the depth of over five feet in the space be-

tween the two buildings. This wood was thoroughly wet
with kerosene oil, and the Qres were lighted at 12.21 P.M.,

simultaneously in each cell. Although the fires burned very

fiercely, the buildings resisted the flames admirably, and it

was considered that up to 1.30 p.m., or an hour and ten

minutes after the fires were started, any burning of the

buildings could have been extinguished with a pail of

water.

The heat of the fire was too severe to allow near enough
approach to make very careful or accurate observations of

the interior until after the fire was extinguished by the fire

department, who applied a hose stream upon the fires, be-

ginning at 1.52 P.M. After the fires were extinguished, care-

ful observations were taken of the conditions of each cell as

it was at the time, and later further examinations of the

floors were made after the ashes had been removed.

There were shutters placed upon the ends of the buildings.

The wooden shutter covered with tin was somewhat injured
• and the wood badly charred. The shutter covered with one-

eighth of an inch magneso-calcite, before the tin was applied,

was in excellent condition. The fire doors in the partitions

in the larger building all yielded during the fire. The im-

mediate cause of their failure appeared to be the use of screws

in attaching the hinges, and in this respect as well as others

they all differed from what is known as the standard tin-cov-

ered fire doors, which require that all attachments to the

doors shall be made by bolts and not by screws.

The doors in the partition were held in position, after the

hinges gave way, by the mass of fuel piled on either side.

The doors covered with asbestos paper or with magneso-

calcite, before applying the tin, were somewhat distended by
the gas generated by the heated wood, whicii could not

escape readily, as was the case in the doors not covered ex-

cept by the tin, where the gas could escape at the seams.

The doors at the front of the cells were tinned only on the

edges and the side toward the fire, and were able to resist

the heat of the fire for only about an hour, the cause of the

failure in each case being the conduction of the heat along
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the lines of the screws at the hinges. These doors would

undoubtedly have fallen earlier had they not been open a

great portion of the time during the fire.

The heat of the fires apparently exceeded that of an ordi-

nary burning building.

Among the principal facts established at this test, the

committee conducting the experiment, consisting of C. J. H.

Woodbury, C. M. Goddard, and D. L. Lord, wish to call

attention to the great resistance to fire afforded by the solid

plank construction, the walls being in themselves adequate

to prevent the spread of a fire until it has reached a quite

large extent; and such construction should in many instances

be used in place of ordinary joisted partition. While it is

not claimed that such solid plank partitions are equal to a

brick division in resistance to fire, yet there are many places

where the difficulty of supporting a brick wall would render

such a division out of the question, and yet a plank parti-

tion could be placed as readily as one supported on joist.

The porous terracotta lumber and the Eastern plaster board

both presented a high resistance to heat, and were unaffected

by exposure to the fires.

The secure bond of the wire lath, especially when re en-

forced by band iron, proved the value of this material in

securely holding plasters when exposed to fire.

The magnesocalcite proved its value for re-enforcing

tinned fire doors and shutters, resisting the fire, and yield-

ing only when the material to which it was attached fell.

The King's Windsor cement dry mortar resisted the fire in

a most efficient manner when the support of the back re-

mained, and, moreover, did not crumble as a result of heat

or of streams of water played upon it when hot, as was the

case with the ordinary lime mortar.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The ditflculty of keeping Irish potatoes in edible condition

after March 1 is well knonn to Southern" housekeepers, farmers,

and merchants. Professor Schribaus of the National College of

Agriculture of France has recently devised a very simple, cheap,

and successful method by which he has been able to preserve pota-

toes in edible condition for over a year and a half. This process

has been adopted by the French government for preserving pota-

toes for ihe army. The French Minister of Agriculture publishes

the details of the process in the official Bulletin du Ministere de

VAgriculture for March, 1891. The following is a translation of

the essential part of the scheme. The method of preservation

consists in plunging the tubers, before storing them away, for ten

hours into a two per cent solution of commercial sulphuric acid in

water, two parts of acid to 100 parts of water. The acid pene-

trates the eyes to the depth of about one-fortieth of an inch, which
serves to destroy their sprouting power; it does not have any ap-

preciable effect upon the skin of the potatoes. After remaining
in the liquid ten hours the tubers must be thoroughly dried before

storing away. The same liquid may be used any number of times

with equally good results. A barrel or tank of any kind will do
for the treatment. The acid is so dilute it does not affect the

wood. Chemical analysis shows that potatoes treated by this pro-

cess are as nutritious and healthful after eighteen months as when
freshly dug; but they are of course worthless for planting. Atten-

tion is called to this method by Gerald McCarthy, N. C. Experi-

ment Station, Raleigh.

— Dr. B. A. Gould, president of the American Metrological

Society, writes from Germany that at the quinquennial session of

the Geographical International Congress held in Berne Aug. 10-17

there were about 280 delegates and representatives from all coun-
tries. At this congress was passed the following resolution on Aug.
14: "The Geographical Congress entreats Englishmen of science

to desist in future from the use of their ancient units of weight
and measure in scientific and technical publications, and to em-

ploy those of the metric system only." This resolution was passed
with immense enthusiasm; the applause and cheering lasting for

nearly five minutes, and the vote was unanimous. In connection

with this the American Metrological Society has prepared a
petition asking Congress to pass the following act: "That on and
after July 1, 1893, the metric system of weights and measures
authorized by the act of Congress approved July 28, 1866, shall be
used exclusively in the customs service in the United States."

This petition they desire to circulate widely among those desiring

to sign it, and they ask each signer to mail it to his representative

in Congress. The American Metrological Society has prepared

a simple chart of the metric system which, for educational pur-

poses, it will mail to any one asking for it for 10 cents in stamps.

Address Secretary ot American Metrological Society, No. 41 East
49th Street, New York City. Copies of the petition can be had at;

the same address.

— Dr. Wiesendenger describes a new method of producing
anaesthesia by the application of cold, the characteristic feature of

which is that it is not the cold-producing agent which touches the
desired part, but a metallic tube or chamber which is cooled by
carbonic acid. The cold may, according to the requirements of

the case, be regulated from the temperature of cold water to one
sufficiently low to cauterize. The first symptom of this artificial

cold is anismia of the cellular tissue, producing a slight sensation

of burning, which is followed by anaesthesia, which lasts from one
to two minutes and then disappears without any ill effects. As
the instrument may be manufactured of almost any shape, it is

evident that this new method may be used for a variety of pur-

poses. The simple turning of a tap will regulate the stream of

carbonic acid to any degree of temperature down to four degrees

Fahrenheit. No moisture is prorluced. In using this cold for the

purpose of cauterizing the surgeon has the advantage of producing
anEesthesia at the same time. When applying it to any of the

internal cavities, such as the mouth, it is necessary to have the

parts carefully dried, as the tissues would otherwise adhere to

the instrument. Dr. Kummel applied the method, according to

The Lancet, in the case of a boy in the Maria Hospital at Hamburg
with such complete success that the boy looked on without moving
a muscle while a deep incision of twelve centimetres in length

was made in his thigh.

— The h'>spice of the great St. Bernard (7,609 feet above the

sea-level) is said to have been founded a.d. 962 by St. Bernard of

Menthon, while, according to some authorities, it rose a century

earlier, under Charlemagne. Neither saint nor emperor is likely

to make good his claim, as the archives of the hospice have been
completely rlestroyeJ in two successive conflagi-ations. But, like

other Christian institutions, it had undoubtedly a pagan prede-

cessor. The Romans on the self-same spot built a temple to the

Pennine Jove, and that, in turn, occupied the site of a still earlier

shrine of prehistoric antiquity. The truth is, the Alpine passes

were in common use from the remotest ages — the Christian world

treading the same route which had been trodden by the Romans,

who also availed themselves of the track made by the aborigines.

At its highest point the tutelary deity had his place of worship,

and this was served by the local priesthood, who rendered assist-

ance to the distressed or ailing traveller and received votive

tributes in return for its good offices. The existence of a temple

of Jupiter on the spot, with its staff of priests, is well known;
and the relics that have turned up near it attest its uses to have

been similar to those of the present hospice. A discovery of im-

portance, sais The Lancet, has just been made in its vicinity— a
bronze statue in excellent preservation of Jupiter himself. Its

artistic value is very great; its height, forty centimetres. At the

same time other ti-easure-trove was brought to the surface, in-

cluding a number of medals and a statuette of a lion measuring
sixteen centimetres, also of fine workmanship. These are now
the property of the monks, and will attract to the hospice a public

more able to keep them in funds than the proper recipients of

their kindness. Sad to relate, the revenues of Ihe monastery,

heavily dravvn upon by the travellers (from 16.000 to 20,000 an-

nually) who throw themselves on its bounty, are diminishing, the

contributions left by these comfortably accommodated guests being
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miserably below what, in the majority of cases, they can afford.

The heroism of the monks should be remembered by the well-lo-do

holiday visitor. They begin their career at the age of eighteen

or nineteen. After fifteen years' service the severe climate has

made old men of them. For eight or nine months out of the

twelve they see none but the poorest wayfarers, when the cold is

intOHse, the snow lying deep, the danger from storms incessant

and fearful. Their sole companions are the dogs, whose keen

scent has guided them to the snow wreath under which the buried

traveller !ias so often been rescued and brought to life— dogs like

that noble fellow " Barry," who saved forty men in his time, and

who noiT, carefully stuffed, adorns the museum at Bern.

— The Brooklyn Institute announces courses of lectures on

Geology and ArchEeology, by Professor Franklin W. Hooper. The
separate courses will be devoted to physiography, the earth's

structure, the earth's history, glaciers of the age of ice, local

geology, and archaeology. Each of the lectures will be illustrated

by sixty or more lantern photographs and by collections of geo-

logical or archaeological specimens. The courses are subject to

alteration to meet special requirements. The Institute will con-

duct thpse courses of lectures on the so-called •' University Exten-

sion'' plan, under the title of "Institute Extension Lectures."

Each lecture will be preceded by a conference on the subject of

the previous lecture. A syllabus of each course of lectures, to-

gether with directions for reading and study, will be provided.

Those who desire may present themselves for examination at the

close of a course by giving ten days' notice. CertiBcates will be

issued by I he Institute to those who pass a satisfactory examina-
tion. Arrangements for courses may be made with the Institute.

The lectures may be given in the rooms occupied by the Institute,

or at any convenient point in Brooklyn and the immediate vicinity.

The Institute Extension Lectures are independent of the other

work at the Institute, and special course tickets are necessary for

admission to them.

— The report of Arthur Winslow, State geologist of Missouri,

shows that, during the month of October, inspections of iron ore

deposits have been made in Randolph, Monroe, Benton, Henry,

Hickory, Franklin, Reynolds, Crawford, and Dent Counties. In-

spections of lead and zinc deposits have been made in Pettis, Ben-
ton, Hickory, Camden, Miller, Cole, Osage, Franklin, and Rey-
nolds Counties. Inspections of coal beds have been made in

Cooper, Saline, and Lafayette Counties, and surveys have been

made for the purpose of constructing a model of an important coal

deposit in the first named county. Detailed mapping has been

prosecuted in Henry, Benton, and St. Francois Counties, and over

330 square miles have been covered. For outlining the areas

of the crystalline rocks examinations have been made of an area

covering about 300 square miles in Reynolds and Iron Counties,

and the areas of the geological formations in portions of six town-
ships in Greene and Polk Counties have similarly been mapped.
Examinations of important clays of the State have been continued

and additional experimental tests on sixteen samples of such are

now completed. In the ofRce much has been done on the prelim-

inary report on the coal deposits of the State, which will be placed

in the printer's hands this month. Work on the preparation of

the reports on the mineral waters and on the paleontology of the

State has also progressed well. Further, much draughting has

been done of illustrations to accompany reports of detailed maps
and sections. Engraving of these maps has been started and can

now be continued uninterruptedly with the supply of maps which
have been prepared during the past months. Bulletin No. 5 has

been distributed.

— No sooner is one antiseptic chemical rejected by some disap-

pointed disciple of antisepticism, says the Medical Press, than he
is greeted by a new chemical possessing all the virtues and free

from all the vices of its predecessor. The list commenced with

the peerless carbolic acid and its many preparations, all of which
made way for the ill-smelling iodoform or the poisonous corrosive

sublimate ; these in turn were pushed aside for newer and
>nore popular remedies, until " ariostol " claimed notice; still,

however, the search goes on, and of course the demand begets a

supply. Dr. Berlioz now presents to the Parisian Academy of

Medicine a new chemical which already has proven itself worthy,

if we accept the statements of its advocates, of general recognition

as the best of antiseptics. He names it " microcidine," a name
which it is hardly entitled to, seeing that its germicide powers are

inferior to those of corrosive sublimate. According to Professor

Polaillon, the nesv drug is not a definite chemical compound, but

rather a mixture of B naphthol and hydroxylate of sodium. This

new product is soluble in three times its weight of cold water, the

solution being of a brown color, which disappears on dilution.

The chief advantages claimed for this, the latest of antiseptics, is

its slight cost, and that it is non-poisonous.

— A new use has been found for waste glass. Any fragments

of broken glass of various colors are mixed together, after having

been broken to a suitable size; they are then placed in moulds,

lined with silica, talc, or some other resisting material, and fired.

A coherent mass is produced which can be dressed and cut into

blocks, nhich ar", of course, irregularly colored. Such blocks may
be used as ariificial marble. The blocks are usually rough on one

side, owing perhaps to incomplete fusion; this gives a surface

which is admirably adapted for causing them, especially if they

are slab-like in form, to adhere to walls with the addition of a

little mortar. Fine decorative effects can thus be proiluced. De-
signs in relief can be obtained by pressure while the block or slab

is still plastic. If a suitable mould be prepared with movable
partitions, then pieces of glass can be arranged in such a way that,

upon fir-ing, a very effective "stained-glass" windovv is produced,

the necessity of using "leading," as in the ordinary way, being

thus obviated.

— The other day, Mr. Flinders Petrie delivered at the Owens
College, Manchester, a most interesting address on exploration in

Egypt which is reported in Nature. It had been thought, he
said, that the immense mounds of rubbish indicating the sites of

towns had been made on purpose, but they resulted from the

natural decay of the mud-brick buildings. These heaps of ruined

walls and earth and potsherds rose even to eighty feet high in

some places; but other ancient sites were much le.^s imposing, and
might even not attract notice on the open desert. The higher the

mound the longer the place had been inhabited; and if the surface

was of a late period, the earlier parts, which were most needed,

were under such a depth of rubbish as to be practically inaccessi-

ble. Much could be known at first sight ; and prospecting had now
become as scientific a matter in antiquities as in geology. Knowing,
by a glance at the sherds on the top, what was the latest period

of occupation of the site, and knowing the usual rate of accumula-

tion of a mud-brick town — about five feet in a century— we could

guess how far back the bot;toin of the mound must be dated.

Other remains had different indications. If in the midst of a great

mound there was a wide flat crater, that was probably the temple

site, surrounded by houses which had accumulated high on aU
sides of it. Speaking of the results of exploration, Mr. Petrie said

that we now realized what the course of the arts had been in Egypt.

In the earliest days yet known to us— about 4000 B.C. — we found

great skill in executing accurate and massive stonework, such skill

as had hardly ever been exceeded. We found elaborate tools used,

jewelled saws and tubular drills. We saw the pictorial arts as

fully developed as they were for thousands of years later. But

what led up to this we were still feeling for.

— Dr. H. von Wlislocki, as we learn from Nature, has published

a capital paper on the handicrafts of Hungarian gypsies, whom
he has had many opportunities of observing. If we may judge

from the illustrations, they have a considerable aptitude for de-

sign. In the summer they make bottles out of pumpkins, which
they decorate with various drawings. On each bottle the space is

divided into four zones, crosses being cut into the uppermost zone,

serpents into the second one, circles into the third, and zigzag

lines into the fourth. The crosses mean " May you be happy !
";

the serpents, "May you have no enemies !"; the circles, "May
you always have money!"; the zigzag lines, "May you be

healthy ! " Brandy is kept in the bottles; and when a guest is re-

ceived, the first gypsy who drinks says, " May you be happy !";

the second, "May you have no enemies!''— and soon. Pretty

walking-sticks are also among the things made by the Hungarian
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gypsies. On the top of one of those sketched in the article two
female lieads are admirably carved. These represent Ana, the

Queen of the Keschalyis, or forest fairies, who dwell among the

mountains, where they sit — three being always together— on

Tooks, spreading out their long hair over the valleys, thus giving

I'lse to mists. Queen Ana lives in a black palace, and sometimes
wanders over the world in the form of a frog. Frogs, toads, and
serpents are her favorite animals. When she meets any one in

her natural form, she exclaims " Ana ! ", which means " Bring !

"

Should the person understand the cry and bring a frog, a toad,

or a serpent, he is richly rewarded. If he fails to do so, he
is either killed with a piece of a rock, or struck by some terrible

malady.

— The belief is quite general among strawberry growers that

imperfect flowered varieties are less liable to injury by frost than
perfect, or staminate flowered sorts. Two heavy frosts occurred

on May 5 and 17, 1891, which did much injury, as all varieties

were then in bloom. The large number of varieties on trial at

the Ohio Agricultural Station made it possible to test the accuracy

of the belief above stated. The Enhance and Parker Earl, both

varieties having perfect flowers, escaped with but little more in-

jury than the imperfect flowered sorts, but aside from these ex-

ceptions, the varieties of this class suffered far more injury than

those having imperfect flowers. These varieties are later in bloom-

ing than most others, and possibly they are uncommonly hardy,

tout it is safe to make the generalization that perfect flowered

sorts are less hardy when in bloom than those having imperfect

flowers.

— Some interesting facts about the tastes and manners of Lon-
don board-school children were brought out at a meeting of the

workers of the Children's Happy Evenings Association, held at

the house of Mrs. Moberley Bell, who will in future act as hon-

orary secretary of the Association. According to The Educational
Times, the room where children gather to listen to fairy tales,

play quiet games, and do needlework is more popular than the

room given over to romping and noisy games. Painting is the

favonce occupation, and with the paint boxes provided by the

Association the children delight in coloring the illustrated adver-

tisements from daily and weekly papers—one lady worker
remarking that fashion advertisements were first favorites. The
experience of the workers seemed to be that it was quite possible

for the boys and girls to dance and play together, and that the

efi'ect was beneficial to both, provided the staff of helpers was
sufficiently large.

— In the Revue Agricole, published in Mauritius, M. A. Daruty

de Grand pre gives an account of his attempts to raise sugar-cane

fi-om seeds. The seeds, according to Nature, were sent from
Barbados by the Governor in March, 1890. M. de Grandpre
planted them with the greatest care, and after five days was for-

tunate enough to obtain five minute seedliuiis out of the hundred
seeds used. The young plants he raised did not all prove equally

vigorous, and he was able to save only one, which, at the time

when his report was written, had formed a fine clump of twenty
shoots with long ribbon leaves. "I believe," he says, "that we
may with reason cherish the most sanguine hopes from from the

propagation of sugar-cane from seeds — more especially if we try

an intelligent system of cross-fertilization of the varieties we pos-

sess — rather than by planting cuttings, which maintain without

appreciable alteration the respective characteristics of the pai'ent

plants. Thus we shall be able to supplement the weak points in

our best varieties of sugar-cane by crossing them with others

which are remarkable for the qualities it is intended to infuse into

them, and we shall moreover obtain, by a process of selection, a
cane rich in saccharine matter, which will enable us to compete
successfully against the highly improved sugar-beet."

— The Association of Colleges in New England, impressed with
the real unity of interest and the need of mutual sympathy and
help throughout the different grades of public education, invites

the attention of the public to the following changes in the pro-

gramme of New England grammar schools which it recommends
for gradual adoption : (t) The introduction of elementary natural

liistory into the earlier years of the programme as a substantial

subject, to be taught by demonstrations and practical exercises

rather than from books. (3) The introduction of elementary
physics into the later years of the programme as a substantial

subject, to be taught by the experimental or laboratory method,
and to include exact weighing and measuring by the pupils them-
selves. (3) The introduction of elementary algebra at an age not

later than twelve yeai-s. (4) The introduction of elementary plane

geometry at an age not later than thirteen years. (5) The offer-

ing of opportunity to study French, or German, or Latin, or any
two of these languages, from and after the age of ten years. In
order to make room in the programme for these new subjects

the Association recommends that the time allotted to arith-

metic, geography, and English grammar be reduced to what-

ever extent may be necessary. The Association makes these

recommendations in the interest of the public school system as a

whole ; but most of them are offered more particularly in the

interest of those children whose education is not to be continued

beyond the grammar school. At the thirty-fifth annual meeting
of the Association, held at Brown University, Nov. .5-6, it was
voted that these suggested changes be transmitted to the various

faculties for their consideration and for action by the Association

next year.

— A case which occurred in Sussex illustrates well the manifold

sources from which arsenical poisoning may be derived. A man
named Wesley, we learn from the British Medical Journal, died

with symptoms of gastro-enteritis, while five other people in the

family were taken seriously ill. It transpired that they had all

partaken of some home-made gooseberry wine, and that this had

been stored in a cask previously used for the reception of a cer-

tain weed-killer largely composed of arsenic, and there could be

but little doubt that the poisoning was due to the arsenic. A case

very similar to this occurred some years ago, when a man lost his

life by drinking beer out of a pot which had been cleansed with a

patent cleansing fluid containing arsenic, and there is also the

well-known wholesale poisoning at an industrial school, when
over 300 children were poisoned by some water being added to

their morning milk which had been drawn from a tank recently

cleansed of fur by a solution of arseulte of soda. Happily on

that occasion no fatal result occurred ; but the result was not so

fortunate in the Bradford peppermint-lozenges case, when out of

200 sufferers seventeen died; here arsenic had been used to adul-

terate the lozenges in mistake for sulphate of lime. Another case

of accidental poisoning will doubtless be fresh in the recollection

of our readers, when the poison was absorbed through the skin;

we refer to the two infants who lost their lives through the

use of a violet powder into the composition of which arsenic

had entered. The lesson to be learned from the recent and

other cases is that cleansing liquids are very dangerous

things.

— The Scientific Alliance of New York, recently organized, in-

cludes the New York Academy of Sciences, the Torrey Botanical

Club, the New York Microscopical Society, the Linnsean Society of

New York, the New York Mineralogical Club, and the New York
Mathematical Society. The secretary of the council is Dr. N. L.

Britton of Columbia College, to whose efforts the new system is

principally credited. Instead of announcements separately issued,

the members of the different societies receive in a single bulletin

a comprehensive statement of the proposed meetings of each for

the month, and as persons frequently are members of several of

the societies the convenience of the direct comparison which is

provided in dates and subjects is at once appreciated. A folding

card bulletin, as easy of reference as a calendar, gives one space

to the notices of each society, and one of the spaces contains a

general chronological index. An additional fold is given in any
issue for special announcements when required. The highly ap-

proved plan of unity of measures thus in operation is similar in

principle to that of Burlington House, London, and if succeeding

in the manner expected from present favorable circumstances, the

New York Scientific Alliance will be established at some future

day in a building of its own, containing many united collections

in one great exhibition.
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PEOFESSOE WILLIAM FEEEEL.

William Ferrel was bora in Pennsylvania, 1817. In 1856,

at the age of thirty-iiine, he began a series of studies in me-

teorology, which, in their more finished form, in later years

gave a new aspect to this science, and placed him at the time

of his death, Sept. 18, 1891, at the front of American meteorol-

ogists. His work was always quietly done, never with any
attempt at the conversion of the great public, or almost with

indifference to the attitude of the scientific pul)!ic regarding

his beliefs; but with the patient conviction that he was work-

ing in the right direction and tliat his theories would in time

receive general acceptance. Towards the close of his life,

this happy end was reached, as far as the better informed

meteorologists of the world were concerned, and in Europe

as well as in this country, Ferrel was regarded as the leader

in the methods of mathematical meteorology; not that others

who followed in his paths did not exceed him in complete-

ness of demonstrations, but that the methods which he intro-

duced into the science were essentially the same as those

by which his successors carried it further. A comprehensive

narrative of his life is given in the American Meteorological

Journal for February, 1888, by Alexander McAdie of the

Weather Bureau, and a list of his publications in the same
journal for October last; I shall tlierefore here only touch on
what seems to me highly characteristic of his work, and of

the revolution that it produced in scientific meteorology.

Unscientific meteorology, such as was current before Fer-

rel's work reformed it, cannot yet be said to be excluded

from popular acceptance. We still find writers who take

Maury as their authority, following bis antiquated views,

quite unaware that they are thirty years behind the times.

I do not wish to detract in the least from the deserved repu-

tation gained by Maury for his persevei-ing study of the

winds and currents of the ocean; for the great incentive that

he gave to shipmasters to become observers and bring home
a careful record of their observations. The tabulation of tlje

facts thus gathered formed the basis of wind charts for the

several oceans, first produced in tliis country, and closely fol-

lowed by the hydrographers of many foreign nations. It is

on this collection of facts that Maury's reputation rests secure;

and not on his theories, for they were essentially wrong and
are now practically laid aside. Unfortunately for his suc-

cess in this department of science, Maury seems not to have
been well equipped with knowledge of physics and mathe-

matics, and in his ignorance of these subjects lie was led

into serious errors as to the motions of the winds. Those

errors have been considered by various writers, but by none
earlier or more effectively than by Ferrel, who, in 1856, pub-

lished an essay in the Nashville Journal of Medicine, an
essay prompted by the insufficiency of Maury's theories. It

is not necessary to enter here into an exposition of Ferrel's

theory; those who wish to study it may find its fullest state-

ment in his latest work, a " Popular Treatise on the Winds,"
published in 1889. Some statement of these theories may be

found in Science, ix., 1887, 539; and xv., 1890, 142. But it

may be briefly said that the difference between Maury's,

theory and Ferrel's is as the difference between darkness and

light.

Maury thought the return current from the poles was
in this hemisphere an east-northeast wind: Ferrel showed

t'nat it is a west-north- west wind. Maury 'was not alone in

thinking that the polar return current flowed in our latitudes

from the north-east. Dove, the leading German meteorol-

ogist of the middle decades of this century, had the same
idea, and, I tbink, at an earlier date than Maury. Accord-

ing to Dove, the alternation of north-east and south-west

winds that we feel with the passage of our storms centres is

simply the contest of the polar and equatorial currents, of

which first one and then the other reach the surface of the

earth. This view, embodying the idea of the north-east-

south-west course of the polar return current, may be said

to have held an accepted place iu meteorology at the time

when Ferrel prepared his first essay on the subject. But for

those who have followed Ferrel's work, the north-east return

current has no existence. His reasons for giving this re-

turn current a north-west source are simple and ample; and
for those who do not share this view, there is a large fact in

nature which cannot be explained; namely, the low pressure

about the North Pole; a similar arrangement prevailing ia

the Southern Hemisphere, where the return current comes
from the south west.

This seems to be a small matter. It is a slight change to

make in words, to say that the return polar cur.-ent comes
from the north-west, not from the north-east: and truly, if

this were all that could be said, it would not be a great affair..

But if the reader will examine the question carefully, and

study the development of our knowledge of the winds, he
will soon be convinced that the introduction of Ferrel's idea

as to the course of the polar return current and the explana-

tion of the low pressure that is bound up with it, marks the

introduction of rational physical principles into this depart-

ment of meteorology. This change came at a time when the

physical study of meteorology was a rare thing. Look, for-

example, at Schmid's " Meteorologie" of 1860, a voluminous

treatise, well representing the condition of the science then;

compare with it Spring's ''Lehrbuch" of 1885, in whicli the-

science is presented in the manner introcjuced by Ferrel.

The difference is that between statistical, inductive methods,

and fully expanded logical methods that utilize all means of

inquiry. The science has become a new thing by this change;

would that meteorologists had as greatly changed and were

not still so content to read instruments and count up totals,

and means.
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If we were to search Ferrel's writings for tbe most impor-

tant principle introduced by him into the study of meteorol-

ogy, it would be found in the deflective force arising from

the earth's rotation, by which all bodies moving on the earth's

surface tend to turn to the right in this hemisphere, but to

the left in the southern, ft is curious in reading over the

general run of meteorological essays to notice how inade-

quately the action of this force is considered. In the first

place, it is too commonly said to act only on meridional

motions; that is, to make a poleward motion run ahead of

its initial meridian, or an equatorward motion fall behind;

but to have no effect on a motion to the east or west. This

is incorrect, for, as Ferrel sho 77s, the deflective force is inde-

pendent of the azimuth of motion, and varies only with tlie

velocity of motion and the sine of the latitude. In this he

was preceded by others, who discussed the mathematical

aspects of the question ; but if we except the overlooked arti-

cle of Tracy, no one before Ferrel correctly introduced the

action of the deflective force into meteorology. It is not

simply that a wind tends to turn aside from the gradient,

as may be seem by the most elementary inpection of our

weather maps; but that, in thus turning aside, it reacts on

the distribution of pressure by which its motion is caused,

and produces a very significant re-arrangement of pressures

in some cases. This was first demonstrated by Ferrel; and
if the student wishes to appreciate the conditions under which

the winds move, he should follow this subject out to its end.

The most conspicuous effect of the re arrangement of press-

ures in this manner is the reduction of the polar high press-

ures, such as would exist if determined by low temperature

alone, into low pressures: for, on account of the earth's rota-

tion, the whole system of terrestrial winds in temperate and

frigid latitudes runs in a great whirl around the poles from

west to east; and the centrifugal force thus developed in ex-

cess of that characterizing the rotation of the earth itself,

suffices to withhold so much air from the polar regions that

the anticipated high pressure due to low temperature cannot

occur there: tlie air thus withheld from the polar regions

forms a broad belt of high pressure around the tropics. The
importance of this even in elementary teaching must be ap-

parent; for when a teacher tells his class that the general

winds flow because the diS'erence of temperature between

the equator and the poles establishes a convectional circula-

tion, the class has a right to ask why the region of low tem-

perature is not the region of high pressure, as it should be in

a convectional circulation. No sufficient answer to this sig-

nificant question is to be found in any text-book in our lan-

guage, except FerreFs "Popular Treatise." Not only so;

some of the most eminent meteorologists give no particular

attention to this aspect of the question. For example, in the

recent "Report on the Meteorology of the Challenger Expe-

dition," the most beautifully illustrated of any meteorologi-

cal work ever published, Buchan passes over the matter with-

out alluding to Ferret's explanation of it, and without giving

any adequate explanation of it himself. In Germany there

is a much better appreciation of the nature of the ease, as far

as it is represented by the investigations of mathematicians

and the discussions in recent text-books. The contrast be-

tween the attitude of the conservative British and the pro-

gressive German schools may indeed be taken as indicating

the dift'erence between the ol.ier and the more modern status

of meteorology; the division between the two being on the

lines marked out by Ferrel. Certainly, wlien we find tliat

the general distribution of atmospheric pressure, the general

direction of the greater part of the atmospheric circulation

and the general velocity of its motion all depend on the

deflective forces arising from the earth's rotation, it is not

unfair to claim for them and for the investigator who first

properly introduced them a large share of credit in the recent

advances of meteorology. It is the same with cyclones;

those of the torrid regions, where the deflective force is small,

present illustrations of distributions of pressure and circula-

tion of wind dependent chiefly on dilTerences of temperature

and local centrifugal force; but in teniperate latitudes, where

the sine of the latitude is of a considerable value, the low

pressure of the central part of the cyclonic stoi'ms is in great

part the product of outward deflective force that accompanies

the motion of the winds Finally, even in the small vor-

ticuiar whirls of tornadoes, the deflective force has its eifect;

not directly, as in the case with cyclones proper, but indi-

rectly: the tornado whirls around because it is developed in

a whirling cyclone, and the cyclone turns because it is de-

veloped on a rotating earth. Indeed, in following through

Ferret's admirable theory of tornadoes, the only theory of

tornadoes worthy of a name, it is made clear that if the de-

flective force of the earth's rotation were not, indirectly at

least, communicated to the tornado, its violence would be

greatly reduced, perhaps to the degree of rendering it nearly

harmless.

Thcintroduction of a general principle into ascience, where-

by a variety of apparently independent facts are found to be

bound together by a comparatively simple relation, is in itself

a great contribution to knowledge. The grand views of the

correlations that connect all the winds of the world that are

gained through Ferrel's essays repay 'the effort needed to

study them out to the point of clear understanding; not that

the essays are obscure or unnecessarily complex, but that

their reading involves a rather clear knowledge of physics

and mechanics, not to speak of mathematics, and a careful

following of close reasoning from premises to conclusions.

No just appreciation of Ferrel's simple life and broad sci-

entific work can be given in a brief article. His work in

meteorology is much more varied than may be inferred from

the emphasis here given to a single one of the leading prin-

ciples tliat he followed. The others will be found by the

faitliful students of his books. His studies in other subjects

than meteorology are of sulBcient importance to deserve a

separate notice. He was far enough advanced in astronomy,

while employed in our Nautical Almanac ofiice, to give new
understanding to one of the puzzles of the sky; an unac-

counted acceleration of the moon's motion was explained by

him as a result of a retardation of the earth's rotation, caused

by the action of the tides. The interaction of the lunar and

terrestrial tides was also perceived, and when in the Coast

Survey office in Washington, the calculation of tide-tables

at our Atfantic ports was a subject of advanced .study. A.

tide-predicting machine was then devised, by which the labor

of thirty or forty men is now saved. Later in the Signal

Office, Ferrel prepared his report on "Recent Advances in

Meteorology," and gave lectures to the lieutenants on duty

there, the substance of these lectures being now published in

the " Popular Treatise on the Winds," referred to above.

Ferrel's simple manner of living kept him apart from the

world about him; he had warm friends, but they were com-

paratively few. These few unite in feeling that it was a

privilege to know such a man; modest, unassuming, even

humble in his ways; yet with an insiglit into the truths of

nature that goes only with rare genius. lie was one of the

small number of men in the world who not only advance

the limits of knowledge, but who turn the search for it into
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new courses. It is safe to say that while he must already

he regarded as the most eminent meteorologist of our coun-

try, the true measure of his eminence will be better recog-

nized when those who follow the science that he enlarged

come to appreciate more fully what he did for it.

W. M. D.

PROFESSOR JOSEPH LEIDY: HIS LA.BORS IN THE
FIELD OF VERTEBRATE ANATOMY.'

We hear it said that at no time have the conditions for

intellectual attainment been so favorable as in the days of

Athenian supremacy. This may be true for communi-
"ties, but not for individuals. Surely the atmosphere of

Philadelphia from 1823 to 1891 favored greatness in science,

else there is no connection between the man and his environ-

ment. Is it not a truth that it only needs the man to come
forward to claim favoring conditions, to insist upon them as

Ms own, to have another like Joseph Leidy to he bred among
us ? A man to whom questions of birth and of patronage

were as nothing; one with a common school education and
without the subsequent advantages of training under distin-

guished masters; one to whom all things required for his

well-being appeared to come like the beneficent forces of

nature until we are apt to lose sight of the will and of the

steadfast purpose that directed them. He was never
'

' limited and vexed
By a divided and delusive aim,"

but, fixed and invariable in his methods, he completed a

unique career.

He dedicated himself early to anatomy, and it is about

this science as a central stem that all his labors cluster.

Signs of immaturity are evident in the early labors of

most men. But this was not the case with Leidy. His first

paper, entitled, " Notes on the White Pond in New Jersey"
(Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1847) exhibited the same clear

observation and lucidity of statement which characterize his

subsequent writings. The earliest of his anatomical papers
{" On the Fossil Horse of America," Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat.

Sci., 1847, 262) was in no respect inferior to any. of his nu-
merous records in the literature of paleontology of North
America. The word growth used in respect to him is inap-

propriate. In the best sense of the word he never grew.

Eather, like Bichat, he simply unfolded the native resources

which lay innate within him.

For his graduating thesis in medicine he treated of the eye
in vertebrate animals. This essay has not been published.

In his twenty-second year, namely, July 29, 1845, he was
elected a member of the academy, and from this date to that

of his election to the cliair of anatomy in the University of

Pennsylvania, eight years later, his communications were
in the main devoted to the structure and properties of the
vertebrates. In this interval his industry was great, for he
was actively engaged at the same time in leaching, and in

assisting Professor W. E. Hoone in his anatomical work, and
Professor George B. Wood in dissecting and mounting path-
ological specimens. He described the retention of the inter-

maxillary suture in the skull of a New Hollander (Proc.

Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1847), also one on the same bodies in

the boa constrictor resembling the Pacinian corpuscles

(Proc. Piiil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1848, 27). He wrote a paper
on the existence of the intermaxillary bone in the embryo of

the human subject of the tenth week (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat.
Sci., 1848, 45).

1 Read at a special meetiDg of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sci-
ences, May 5, 1»91, by Harrison Allen, M.D.

Remarkable instances of preservation of organized animal
matter were reported by him in 1847 (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat.

Sci., 313) on the films and cartilaginous structures in the ex-

tinct genera Basilosaurus and Megalonyx, the former a

reptile of the rocene and the latter a mammal of the plio-

cene age. The vertebrae of Basilosaurus retained tissue

which when burnt gave out animal odor. Fibrous mem-
branes taken from one of the bones of Megalonyx exhibited

many of the characteristics of recent membrane; in the artic-

ular cartilages the corpuscles were well preserved and dis-

tinct. It was held that under favoring conditions the car-

tilaginous and fi^brous tissue might be preserved for an in-

definite period.

In 1848 (Proc. Phil. Acad. Sci., 116) Dr. Leidy read re-

marks on the development of the Purkinjean corpuscles in

bone; on the intimate structure of articular cartilage, and on

the arrangement of aveolar sheath of muscular fascicule and

its relation to tendon.

Cartilage was found to possess numbers of fine, transpar-

ent filaments, nearly uniform in thickness, having an aver-

age measurement of i^ lo^ of an inch. Hunter had claimed

this fibrilation, but without the aid of the microscope it can-

not be demonstrated. This cannot he said to be a prior

claim. Professor George A. Piersol has kindly informed me
that Dr. Leidy was the first to make the announcement of a

fact now accepted. KoUiler was inclined to regard the ap-

pearance as pathological. The fibrillar nature of the matrix

of all dense connective tissue, including cartilage and bone,

is now universally recognized. The comments upon the ar-

rangement of the aveolar sheath of muscular fascicute were

to the effect that " the filaments of fibrous tissue cross each

other diagonally around the muscular fascicute, forming a

double spiral extensive sheath. When the filaments reach

the rounded extremities of the fascicute they become straight

and in this manner conjoin with the tendinous filaments

originating at the extremities of the muscular fibres. The
importance of this arrangement can be readily understood,

from the diagonally crossing of the aveolar filaments, com-

paratively inelastic in themselves, the sheath is rendered

elastic, thus permitting the muscle fibres freely to move
without their action being interfered with."

Dr. Leidy was in the habit of introducing these comments
in his lectures when speaking of the function of fibres de-

pending upon their position to each other rather than upon
differences in composition.

In 1849 (Am. Journ. of the Med. Sci.) Dr. Leidy an-

nounced a plan of the construction of the liver. He as-

sumed that the follicul form of the liver in insects repre-

sented the plan of the primitive liver of the human embryo.

The subsequent changes which lead up to the complex sys-

tem of interlacing of tubules with their linings of biliary

cells was the result of the blind end of the follicle undergo-

ing subdivision by branching, each of the branches being

lined with the cells and the mouths of the now open tubules,

freely communicating with each other. This scheme was

the most philosophical of any hypothesis previously proposed

to account for the intricacy of the minute anatomy of the

liver; it was accepted at once by the scientific world, and is

itself an answer to the criticism sometimes made upon Dr.

Leidy's labors, that they are purely descriptive. The evolu-

tion of the system of glands appended to the alimentary ca-

nal was distinctly set forth by Leidy in this paper. Since

the relations of the liver as a blood-making and an excretory

organ have been better defined, other hypotheses than that

of Leidy have been proposed to elucidate its morphology.
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But the latest expressions on the subject show an evidence

of the reiudorsement of the original statements.

In 1850 (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 201) Dr. Leidy per-

formed some experiments upon the transplantation of can-

cer. Talking several fragments of a cancerous tumor from a

human subject he inserted them beneath the skin of living

frogs. After au interval of five months had elapsed the

frogs were killed and the localities in which the sections had

been inserted were examined. Tn all but one instance they

were found to be living and united to the host by vascular

attachments. The characteristic cancer cells, however, had

in great part disappeared. Dr. Leidy believed that similar

experiments on warm-blooded animals might increase the

number of viable cancerous elements. The transplantation

of tissue from one animal to another was not novel, but the

facts of these experiments proved that cancer might be in-

oculable, — a statement which was novel, and has been dis-

puted since. The observation was in the line of most impor-

tant research, and the recent experiments embracing the

successful transfer of the human hypertrophied thyroid body

from the neck to the abdomen of the same individual have

been essayed with important practical results. They again

demonstrate thai Dr. Leidy's mind was not one limited

merely to the line of description. At the time of these ex-

periments Dr. Leidy was conducting a course of physiologi-

cal instructions to medical students. No doubt remains that

had he chosen physiology as a branch of research that he

would have been signally successful.

In 1852, Dr. Leidy created from the species Hippopotamus
liberiensis, Morton, a new genus, Choerodes, which was

founded upon the skeleton of a young individual. In the

•Journal of the Philadelphia Academy for 1850-54 this form

was renamed Chceropsis, since Choerodes was found to be

previously assigned to a genus of insects. Abundant mate-

rial of the adult has since been received in Paris and made
the basis of an elaborate memoir by Alphonse Milne-Ed-

wards, who has confirmed Leidy's diagnosis in every partic-

ular.

Opinions have differed widely as to the nature of dental

caries. One set of observers claimed that it was due to vital

or general conditions affecting the economy; another in-

sisted that the disease was due 10 forces acting entirely from

without. Since the bacteriological method of research has

been introduced into medicine this difference of opinion no
longer exists, for all agree that the statement last made is

the correct one. Dr. Leidy in 1870 (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat.

Sci., 133) demonstrated in the subject of an old man that a

single tooth remaining in the lower jaw was free from caries

owing to the fact that it was imbedded in the bone. He thus

demonstrated that caries was caused by extraneous condi-

tions, for the disease was controlled by vital states of the in-

dividual, it was unreasonable to infer that they would not

long before have attacked and destroyed the tooth that had
so long remained in the jaw. This fertile suggestion antici-

pated the discovery of the baciUar origin of dental caries

made by one of his pupils. Professor Miller of Berlin, several

years afterward. The announcement of a new species of

fossil horse and of a new species of Pajbrotherium, in 1847,

brought to Dr. Leidy a reputation for acumen in the study

of fragments of skeletons, and the study of the treasuies of

fossil remains in all sections of our country soon controlled

his energies. Wliile this work is strictly anatomical, its re-

lations are in the main with geology; it is so vast in quan-

tity that no attempt can be made here to discuss it, even if

your speaker were competent to do so. This much can be

said in dwelling upon his qualifications as an anatomist, so

far as I know, there is but one instance of his having made
an error in statement.' Attempts to protect from error often

go with timidity, if they are not due to it. But in Leidy's

case it was not over caution that saved him from error, but

too correct primal impressions of the objects he studied. His

powers of application were amazing, and the correctness of

his conclusions was due to swiftly drawn deductions from

the existing premises, and not to surmises or to feats of the

imagination. In illustration of his ability may be men-

tioned his discovery of Uineatherium, — this genus he es-

tablished upon a few fragments. Entire skeletons were after-

ward discovered, and two observers, independent of one

another, endeavored to found distinct genera upon them.

But all later writers have claimed that Uineatherium was

indubitably founded on the fragments described by Leidy.

Exceptional ability in drawing just inferences from im-

perfect material signalized Leidy's labors in other directions.

He delighted in this kind of work, and numbers of short

communications were made by him on abnormalities.

Among these may be mentioned the note on the dissection

of a male hog, showing arrest of development in the organ

of generation (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1870, 65); on
" polydoctylism " in the horse (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

1871, 112) and an account of a buffalo 9sh with congenital

narrowing of the mouth (Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1875,

125).

He was the tirst authority in the country on questions of

disputed identifications. On one occasion a number of al-

leged fossil bones were sent him for examination, which

proved to be inorganic concretions. On another a specimen

which a zealous physician thought to be a new genus of

parasite from the human intestine proved to be the fragment

of imperfectly digested orange pulp. On yet another, a

number of bones were sent to him by a physician who ob-

tained them from a woman who claimed to have been preg-

nant. They were shown to be the bones of an embryo hog.

Dr. Leidy's communications on human anatomy have not

been numerous, but they all exhibit the same closeness of

observation, and cautious yet far-reaching conclusions.

In 1849, Dr. Leidy redescribed and placed on better foun-

dation the thyreo epigloltideum muscle. In 18— he studied

the development of the human temporal bone and described

for the first time the attic or upper chamber of the middle

ear. The term "attic" has come into general use with

aurists. He also entered into a critical revision of the com-

ponent parts of the petrosa, and corrected several errors into

which no less authority than Huxley had fallen. His well-

known work on human anatomy appeared in 1860. It

was prepared especially for the use of his students at the

university. The most noteworthy feature in this work was

an attempt to anglicize anatomical nomenclature. In the

second edition, which appeared in 1889, the same intent to

reform nomenclature is apparent. This department of peda-

gogy, while of English origin, has had its most earnest ex-

ponents in America, and Dr. Leidy's labors in the field will

hold always an honorable position. In his teaching, Dr.

Leidy held to the existence of a vocal membrane in the lar-

ynx, rather than a vocal cord. His demonstration of the

temporal muscle was original and clearlj- demonstrated the

existence of two layers arising in an unditfereniiattd mass

at the posterior part of the lempoi-al fossa.

» He identified a fragment of the mandible of Bathysrathus as belonging to

the masiila. Oweu invited his attention to it. Leidy said of this, " It was an
egregious blunder, I cannot understand how I could have made it." A frank
confession of a venial error.
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From a man of Dr. Leidy's industry we may expect to

hear of many plans entertained but subsequently abandoned,

of many discoveries actually his own with which his name
is not associated. At one time he contemplated writing a

woik on comparative anatomy, but was deterred from so do-

ing when, upon inquiry of the publishers, he learned how
small was the demand for writings of this kind. We cannot

but regret that he did not entertain the subscription plan for

reimbursement. For no one can doubt the fact that his ad-

mirers would have eagerly provided the means for publica-

tion had his wishes been more generally known. Respect-

ing his unrecorded discoveries no one can speak with

authority. On one subject he has himself spoken, namely,

that the discovery of the tactile corpuscle on the nerves of

the finger is his own. He occasionally referred to this as

an instance of tlie dangers of procrastination in not placing

upon record original observations the moment the facts be-

came clearly defined in the mind of the investigator. He
also frequently alluded to his having observed the amagboid

movement in the white corpuicles. But he interpreted them

to be pathological and hesitated in recording his discovery.

This he used to say was one of the greatest mistakes of his

life. But no discoveries of this kind were possible at the

stage of microscope technique which Lsidy commanded;
were our knowledge of this pi-operty of the white blood cor-

puscle lost to us it would be exceedingly difficult to re-estab-

lish it without the use of the warm stage.

Such is a brief epitome of the labors of Joseph Leidy in

the anatomy of vertebrates. It is a theme for a volume.

But tlie man is greater than his works. A]l who knew Dr.

Leidy are witnesses to the impression of .strength in reserve

lie at all times made. It can be said of him as has been

said of Hallev by Francis Horner: " I never rise from an ao-

ccunt of such a man without a sort of thrilling palpitation

about me which I know not whether I should call admira-

tion, ambition, or despair."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

*** Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. TJie mriter^a name
is in all cases required a^ proof of good faith.

Onreqic^st in advance, one hundred copies of the number containing his
communication will be furnished free to any correspondent.

Tlie editor itnll be glad to publish any queries consonant with the character
of the jc

a body doing work ? In most text-books the student will search

in vain for a definite answer to this question.

Another question is suggested by the definition of work above
quoted. It is clearly stated when work is done by a force and
when work is done against a force. But in the latter case, what
is it that does the work ?

These two questions are sure to present themselves to the
thoughtful student. If the definition of work were so stated as to

furnish expHcit answers to them, the acquirement of correct no-
tions would be much facilitated.

A source of confusion slightly different from that aboTe men-
tioned is found in certain books. Work is defined as if always done
by forces; while energy is defined simply as capacity for doing work.

The inference might naturally be drawn that energy is possessed

by forces. But the student who draws this logical conclusion will

be perplexed by finding that, in what follows, energy is always
referred to as belonging to bodies instead of forces.

As an improved statement of the fundamental definitions of

work and energy, the following may be suggested

:

1. A force does work upon the body to which it is applietl

when the point of application moves (or has a component of mo-
tion) in the direction toward which the force acts.

2. A body does work against a force applied to it when the

point of application moves (or has a component of motion) in the

direction opposite to that toward which the force acts.

3. A body possesses enei-gy when its condition is such that it can

do work against applied forces.

Definitions (1) and (S) are not substantially different from defi-

nitions commonly given. Definition (2) is usually not given ex-

plicitly, though always implied in the development of the theory

of energy.

It is quite possible that these definitions may admit of improve-

ment. They must, of course, be accompanied by quantitative

statements as to how work and energy are to be computed. But
it is believed that the clear development of the subject is much
facilitated if explicit definitions similar to these are given at the

outset.

No attempt is here made to criticise all the various methods of

treating the subject of work. Other forms of definition than the

one above considered are found in various books. In most cases,

however, they lead to the same difficulty above mentioned.

A treatment practically identical with that here suggested is

adopted in McGregor's ''Kinematics and Dynamics"— a book

possessing many other admirable features — and possibly in other

works. It certainly is not adopted by some of the best known
English writers. L. M. HosKEsrs.

Madison, Wis., Nov. 9.

Work and Energy.

In many of the standard text-books and treatises on mechanics
there is a lack of definiteness in the elementary treatment of the

subjects of work and energy that often proves troublesome to the

student. To illustrate this, let us place side by side the definitions

of work and energy given in the "Syllabus of Elementary Dynam-
ics " prepared by the Association for the Improvement of Geomet-
rical Teaching.

(a) When the particle (or point of a body) to which a force is

applied moves in the line in which the force acts, the force is said

to do work, or to have work done against it, according as the

motion is in the sense of the force or in the opposite sense.

(5) Energy is a general term for the capability of doing work,
which from any cause a mass, or different masses in their relation

to one another, may possess.

These definitions are in substantial agreement with those most
often given, and are the only explicit statements usually found as

to the meaning of work and energy.

A careful reading shows, however, that there is in definition (b)

an implicit suggestion of something not definitely stated, and con-

cerning which a definite statement is very much needed. Accord-
ing to the definition, energy is possessed by masses (i.e. , by bodies)

;

or, in other words, a body may do work. But what is meant by

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

Ever since the announcement made last winter that the au-

thor of "Robert Elsmere " had a new novel under way, expecta-

tion has been eager to know when it would appear. Mrs. Ward,
like George Eliot, has once more taught us that fiction, far from

being merely a superficial representation of passing situations and

emotions, may grapple with the greatest problems and teach men
noble truths. It is with pleasure, therefore, that we publish the

fact that Mrs. Ward's new book is to appear very soon from the

press of Messrs. Macmillan & Co., New York, and that it is to be

called " The History of David Grieve." It is understood that the

book will trace the career of a disciple of the Elsmerian doctrines

in his work among the poor of London.

— There lives an Indian people on the Carribbean coasts of

Nicaragua and parts of Honduras, which is largely mixed with

African and Indian elements, foreign to them, on the littoral

tracts, but farther inside is of purer race. This people is iinown

to the whites as Sloskitos, or as they want to be called, Misskitos;

their language was but imperfectly studied, probably because the

tribes inspired their visitors with contempt on account of their

subserviency to English interests. Only the missionaries of the

Herrenhut denomination spent time enough for mastering entirely

the intricacies of this tropical language, and from their writings.
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a3 well as from those of Rev. M. Henderson, of Rev. W. Grune-
wald, and of three Prussian delegates sent to Nicaragua before

1845. Mr. Lucien Adam has made a through investigation of

this tongue. His " Langue Moskito " has just been published

by J. Maisonneuve, 35 Quai Voltaire, Paris, and forms the four-

teenth volume of his " Bibliotheque linguistique Americaine "

(134 pp., 8°). The texts include a number of stories from the

New and Old Testament and some hymns, the ten command-
ments and two love songs, all with a French translation. The
vocabulary fills thirty pages and the grammatic sketch contains

the full paradigms of several verbs, which inflect by person-

sufiSxes and possess a negative form. The phonetic side of the

idiom may be characterized as rather vocalic than consonantic and
the vowels a, i, u, largely exceed in frequency the other vowels.

— A novelty in calendars is the '• Slide-Rule Perpetual Calen-

dar," recently issued by the Jerome-Thomas Company of this city.

As its name indicates, it is an application of the well-known slide-

rule principle to a perpetual calendar, by means of a table of year-

letters extending from the first year of the Christian era to the

year 2800 (with means of infinite extension).

— The pictures of outdoor life in Canada presented in "Lady
Dufferin's Journal " will interest many readers. Lady Duflferin

gives a description of the various social and civic functions in

which she took part with the Governor-General, and she also de-

scribes her salmon-fishing and camping trips. "Lady Dufferin's

Journal " is published by D. Appleton & Co.

— Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. announce " Colonial Furniture of

New England," a study of the domestic furniture in use in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, by Irving Whitall Lyon,

M.D., member of the Connecticut Historical Society, illustrated

with about one hundred large heliotypes; also the twelfth volume

of the Oentleman's Magazine Library, comprising the articles on

"English Topography," edited by G. L. Gomme.

— Another volume of Mr. Lowell's essays is said to be in the

hands of his executor. Professor Norton, and will shortly be jjub-

lished. It will include Lowell's papers on Milton, Gray, and Lan-

der; his sketch of Keats prefacing poems of Keats in the " British

Poets"; his paper on Izaak Walton, printed as an introduction to

the recent edition of " The Complete Angler,"' and an address be-

fore the Modern Language Association.

— Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co. will publish next month
Mr. W. J. Henderson's new book, "Preludes and Studies; Musi-

cal Themes of the Day." The volume will contain a discussion of

that fruitful theme, Wagner's "Ring des Nibelungen," together

with other interesting Wagnerian essays. Perhaps the most val-

uable feature of the book for students and lovers of music in gen-

eral will be the essay on " The Evolution of Piano Music," which

includes a mass of facts not before accessible from any one source,

and most of which are not to be found in any other work in Eng-

lish. The study of Schumann's symphonic writing will appeal to

all readers who look below the surface of music.

— An account of " The Rise of the Pottery Industry," by Edwin
A. Barber, is to appear in the December Popular Science Monthly.

It will be illustrated with figures of early American ware, the

apparatus used in making it, etc. This is the tenth article in the

Monthly's illustrated series on American industries. Volcanoes

in Connecticut are what very few persons would expect to find,

but Prof. W. M. Davis has found a place near Meriden where

they have been, and will describe his discoveries in an illustrated

article. The fourth and last of Prof. Frederick Starr's papers on
" Dress and Adornment " will also appear. It deals with "Re-
ligious Dress," including the dress of religious officers, of wor-

shippers, of victims, of mourners, amulets and charms, and the

religious meaning of mutilations. It will be illustrated. An
iavention that bids fair to work a revolution in printing, namely,

type-casting machines, will be described by P. D. Ross. A cut of

each of the two forms will be given. These machines are used

by several of the largest newspapers in the United States, and

have been ordered for a number of others. The principles in-

volved in "The Training of Dogs" will be given by Dr. Wes-
ley Mills. The article will contain pictures of a number of

champion hunting-dogs.

— The History Company, San Francisco, Cal., have just issued

another volume of H. H. Bancroft's series of "Chronicles of the

Builders of the Commonwealth." Instead of following the publi-

cation of Vol. I. of this work vv'ith Vols. II., III., and TV., the

publishers skip for the time being to Vol. V., the intervening vol-

umes being nearly ready and to follow at short intervals. In the

framework of Vol. V., the subject of which is "Routes and Trans-

portation," there is much original matter. The material is drawn
from innumerable original sources never before put into print. It

covers the entire groundwork of inland and oceanic navigation,

stage lines, telegraphic lines, and railway lines, the evolution of

the express business, and everything connected with the subject

in the fullest detail and in the most interesting style.

— One of the largest book deals ever consummated in America,
it is reported, was closed Oct. 27 by cablegram, the University of

Chicago being the purchaser and S. Simon of Berlin, the seller.

The library contains 380,000 volumes and 120,000 dissertations in

all languages. Among them there are 200 manuscripts from the

eighth to the nineteenth century, 1,600 volumes of paleography,

15,000 journals, academies, and periodicals, 65,000 volumes of

Greek and Roman archaeology, 65,000 Greek and Roman classics,

3,400 volumes Greek and Latin authors of modern times, 3,000

Greek and Roman philology and grammar, 2,000 volumes general

linguistics, 3,000 volumes modern linguistics, 3,500 volumes his-

tory, 1,000 illustrated works of art, 5,000 volumes physics, astron-

omy, and mathematics, and 5,000 volumes natural history.

— We have received from C. W. Bardeen of Syracuse a little

pamphlet entitled " Thoughts from Earnest Women," arranged by
the Women's Literary Club of Dunkirk. It consists of brief ex-

tracts, mostly in prose, from a large number of women writers of

various times and countries, and is a collection of considerable

merit. Most of the extracts relate to the conduct of life, some
being moral, others ijrudential, and they indicate for the most part

good sense both in the authors and in the compilers. The com-
pilers are in favor of widening woman's sphere of work and of

influence, and do not believe that she ought to confine herself ex-

clusively to her family ; and several of the authors quoted are

advocates of woman suffrage. The interest of the collection, how-
ever, is by no means confined to women readers, bi:t most of the

extracts are as interesting and instructive to men as to women.
The pamphlet is well worth the fifteen cents that it costs. l^Ir.

Bardeen also sends us a work on " Elementary English," bj- John
D. Wilson, prepared with reference to the Regents' examinations

in the State of New York; but we cannot say that the work is well

fitted for its purpose. The Regents issued in April last a bulletin

in which thej sketched a course of study in the elements of Eng-

lish, and this bo jk has evidently been hastily gotten up to meet

the Regents' requirements. The definitions are altogether too

brief and too abstract, with very few illustrative examples; and
the rules of punctuation are iusuSicient, and not illustrated by any
examples at all. Moreover, there are some grammatical blunders

in the book, as, for instance, in the first paragraph, where we read

that "the word or words which makes the assertion is the predi-

cate.'' When two subjects are connected by or, the verb ought to

agree with the one that stands the nearest, and therefore the above

sentence ought to have read thus: the word or words which malce

the assertion are the predicate. The book may be of some use to

teachers as a synopsis of its subject, but it is of no value to stu-

dents.

— Whittaker & Co., London, has just issued " Light'" in the

" Whittaker Library of Popular Science." This book is by Sir

Henry Trueman Wood, Secretary of the Loudon Society of Arts,

who makes no pretence of being a specialist in the department of

physics of which he %vrites, but he clainrs a thorough familiarity

with the difflculties which beset the path of those humble students

of science who can devote their leisure only, not their working

Ufe, to their favorite pursuit. This perhaps indicates, as well as
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anything could, the mode of treatment of the subject; and, as to

the scope of the book, it may be said that all the usual phenomena

of light are described, and something of the theory given, though

we do not find any reference to the recent investigations of Hertz

and others showing experimentally the relation between light

phenomena and those of electricity. Macmillan & Co. are the

New York publishers.

— The Rev. Alfred J. Church, the well-known author of "Stories

from Homer," etc., has written a novel of the time of Nero, which

Macmillan & Co. will publish under the title of "The Burning of

Rome." The book, which contains a number of illustrations, is

just ready.

— "Principles and Practice of Plumbing," by S. Stevens

Hellyer has just been issued by D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.

It would .«eem that it might be difficult to find a person with

sufficient knowledge of plumbing and having the habit of writing

sufficiently developed who could produce a book on the subject.

These two qualities are united in Mr. Hellyer, who is known for

his earlier books, " The Plumber and Sanitary Houses," and "Lec-

tures on the Science and Art of Sanitary Plumbing," The pres-

ent volume is one of the series of "Technological Handbooks "

edited by Sir H. Trueman Wood, Secretary of the London Society

of Arts, to which Prof. William Crookes, for instance, contributed

the initial number, on "Dyeing and Tissue-printing." The

opening chapters are devoted to lead and its many uses in build-

ing operations, but the reH of the book contains much on wha,t is^

known as sanitary engineering, at least in so far as this may be
limited to the house.

— Houghton, Mifflin & Co. have published a small volume en-

title! " Land of the Lingering Snow," by Frank Bolles, being an
account of outdoor walks in New England in spring time. It is,

therefore, somewhat in the style of Thoreau's works, though Mr,
Bolles is hardly equal to his prototype. His work is almost en-

tirely descriptive, with hardly any ot those moral reflections such
as often light up the pages of Thoreau. Moreover, it is too full of

petty detail, as the following specimen passage will show : "Leav-
ing the railway, I wound my way back towards Stony Brook,
passing through groves of small oaks, meadows full of treacherous

pools covered with brittle ice, belts of whispering white-pines,

apple orchards.and wood-roads leading up hill and down, ending-

nowhere. Four miles of this, wandering brought me to Kendal
Green station in Weston, with a record of twenty crows, eighteen

chickadees, sixteen tree-sparrows and three blue jays "
(p. 40-41).

For lovers of nature, however, the book will have an interest, and
it is written in a simple and refined style.

— The November number of the Annals of the Americnn
Academy of Political and Social Science is interesting on account

of the number of articles it contains which discuss new ideas

HEO-DARWIKISffl AKD NEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTE-i F. WARD.

Annual address of the President of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientiflc

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the

problem of the transmission of acquired characters.

The following are the several heads involved in the

discussion Status of the Problem, Lamarckism,

Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-

redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Profes'or

Weismann. A Critique of "Weismann, ,Neo-Darwin-

ism, Neo-Lamarcbism, the American "School," Ap-

plication to the Human Race. In so far as views

are expressed they are in the main >n lino with the

general current of American thought, and opposed

to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility

of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-

mend them to all workers in meteorology,

and do not see how any of our American

meteorologists can afford to be without a

copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which

must be kept handy, and replaced when
worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1,

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, Hew York.

BOOKS : How to Excbange tbem for
others. Send a postal to the Science exchange
column (insertion free), stating briefly what you
want to exchange. Science, 874 Broadway, New
York.

'* The Week, one of the ablest papers ou the con-

tinent."

—

Descriptive America.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal ofPolitics^ Literature, Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. $1.00 for Four Months.

THE WEEK has entered on Its EIGHTH year of
publication, greatly Improved in every respect,
rendering it more wortk y the cordial support of
every one Interested in the maintenance of a first-

class literary Journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever since its first

Issue win be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to Improve its literary character
and increase its attractiveness as a Journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, contributors to
Its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisner
will be to make THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary Journals in Britain and the United Stales.
As heretofore. Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London, Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament,
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weekly,'' Is the largest paper of Its class on the
continent,

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY.

C. BLACKER ROBlNSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AIND

BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,
will be given to Netv Subscribers to the
Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Noy., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
jninneapolls, miiiii.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
ppBLisgEgg fiOTANICE GAZETTE,

CracvfordsvIIle, Ind.

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Beign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schelling, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. SI.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian '• Dibbarra" Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic. 60 cents.

3. a. IIpos with the Accusative, b. Note on a Pas,.
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Grambling Games of the Chinese in America.,
F5,n t4n and P^k kdp piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archaeology and
Palaeontology. 40 cents.

In preparation

.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,.
Ph.D.. Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archaeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Borace Howard'
Purness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent ArchtEological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the-
American Collections.

Archasolo^cal Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Aotiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamt)erton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. SchelUng, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series; prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the-
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archteology,
whereof about 200 or SSO pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50-

per volume; to others than subscribers, $2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha?i be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

N. D. C. HOD&ES,
874 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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about American politics. Gamaliel Bradford is the author of the

first article, which is entitled " Congress and the Cabinet," and

which advocates permitting cabinet officers to appear in Con-

gress to give advice and answer questions. " The Place of Party

in the Politcal System," by Anson D. Morse of Amherst College,

is a defense of the party system. E. P. Oberholtzer in his " Law
making by Popular Vote," shows that there has been used at

various times in American history a form of the Swiss Referen-

dum. The other two main articles are "Recent Tendencies in

the Reform of Land Tenure," by E. P. Cheyney, of the University

of Pennsylvania, and " Some Neglected Points in the Theory of

Socialism,-' by T. B. Veblen. The department of the Annals

devoted to personal notes contains brief biographies of the follow-

ing men, who have been appointed to positions in the schools of

political science or political economy in the various colleges :

J. R. Commons of Oberlin, W. M. Daniels of Wesleyan, Marietta

Kies of Mills College, E. A. Ross of the University of Indiana,

F. H. Hodder of Kansas State University, H. B. Gardner of

Brown, S. B. Weeks of Trinity, N. C, C. G. Tiedeman of the

College of the City of New York, C. F. A. Currier of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, W. F. Willcoxof Cornell, F. W.
Moore, S. Sherwood, A. B. Woodford and L. K. Steii of the

University of Pennsylvania, Max von Heckel of Wurzburg, Cort

van den Linden of Amsterdam, and Achille Loria of Padua.

There has been a change in the editorial force of the Annals.

Professor F. H. Giddings, formerly one of the associate editors,

has resigned on account of his many outside duties, and Dr. J.

H. Robinson of the University of Pennsylvania has been appointed

in his place. Dr. Robinson is lecturer on European history in the

Wharton School of Finance and Economy, and is the author of a

monograph on the " Original Features of the United States Con-

stitution," and a work on the " German Bundesrath."

A^ittc

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephraim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says

:

'
' I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and imitations.

CACXION.—Be sure tbe word " Hors-
ford's" IS on tbe label. All otliei-s are

spurious. Never sold in bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND

VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.
For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents
Sent free by post by

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and SmaH Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 182 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No.l. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vauphan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities o^
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Un'
coin, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. [1, 2, 3, 4) iu one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D, C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.
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L^? PARK PLflEE,NEW YORK-:

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
azines. Rates low. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.
Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

TeacMng.

By A, MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 25 Cents,

Practical Instructions in the Art of Heading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of

Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—Is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading,"]

From Principals ofInstitutions for tJieDeaf

.

" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-
dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book,

'* Full of exact and helpful observations."
*' A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."
— Modern Language Notes.

'\* The above "work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stndy In the Native Religious of tbe-

AVestern Continent,
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. SI. 75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. 6. Brinton, M.D., "'' Morris Jastrow, Jr.

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

DO YOU INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for ''SENSIBLE LOW-COST
HOCSES5" now arranged in three volumes. In them you will flpd perspective views,
fioor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, neiv de»l<rns for
houses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build wHlioiit delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $5CK) and SIHOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrigbted designs. $1800 to
S3000. Vol. UI. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to S9000. Price, bv mail, $1.00
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"COLONIAIi HOITSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem

.

arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.
"PICTURESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This show

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affectine the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc-, Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Pear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'* Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
EfEect of Light on Spines,
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenoraf non of Autotomy in Certain

Animal.^.
Wesley Scientific Society.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year. So. 00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OB,

RODGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
CS. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map,
13^. $1.50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain-
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seeu.'''—Literai-y World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book wUl' be a pleasant reminder to
many of rou^h experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding.'"—£osfon. Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-Qve years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—T/ie Dial.

NEW BOOKS.

JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. $1.

THE AIVIERTcAH RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

"The book is one of unusual interest and value."—
Inter Ocean.

, ^ ^" Dr. Dani-^l G. Brinton writes as tne ackuowledged
authority of the subject:'—Philadelphia. Press.

" The work will be of genuine value to all -who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous AmerioaDS "—Nahire.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, S2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language.""

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the

science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy.'"— TAe Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America-.'"—Brighton CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."'''—

Tlie Neto York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples."' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination.""—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading.'"'

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, §1,75.

JUST MEADT.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D„ Ph.D.

8", 513 pp., $3.50.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from 'Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12", 184 pp., $1.50.

WOW READY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By QODFBBY W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 40c.
" The Inestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the littl» treatise worthy or
special conslderaiion. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Harabletou's booklet, and wish there were more
such works,"—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

*• The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD/'
By Afpleton Mokgan, Esq. 1'^°. 20 cezits.

"Mr. Morgan fouuda a sensible and Interesting
address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen a.-'e the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. i.'ox. li". 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.'*'— C7i?-is(ian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought."—Sf. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
"It Is of extreme interest."—ifed/raZ Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusa'."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
"An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science News.
"All Interested in biological questions will find

tlie book fascinating."—Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of bis suOJecr."—Pubh'c Opinion.
"Deserves The attention of students of natural

science."—Crz^iC.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. lc°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have in the Bark Record
(Waiam Olum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western batik of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a fingle tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contribu'lon to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders? ' "—New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlDg age.'-'—iV^. I''. Sun.
"An Interesting pebper."'—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book Is extremely interesting."

—

Bos-
ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on 'Tornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."

—

Boston
Herald.
" * The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology. In which science, the
author, Professor Hazen ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow''s good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require couxraent."—Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."—Sroofc?|/7i Eagle.
** Practical and sensible."—Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply yfrltten."—Springfield Re-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—Si.

Louis Globe-Democrats

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
I

HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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INSECTS AND INSECTICIDES.
A PRACTICAL MANUAL,

Concerning Noxious Insects and the Methods

of Preventing their Injuries.

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Professor of Entomology and Zoology, New

Hampshire State College.

JUST PUBLISHED.

THE LABRADOR COAST,

^FBTAT IS SAID ABOUT IT.
" I think that you have gotten together a very

useful and valuable little book."— Dr. C. V. Riley,
U. S- Entoniologist, Washington, D. C.
"It is excellent."—James Fletcher, Dominion En-

tomologist, Ottawa, Canada.
"I am well pleased with it."—Dr. F. M. Hexamer,

Editor American Agriculturist, New York.
"It seems to me a good selection of the matter

which every farmer and fruit grower ought to have
at his immediate command."— Prof. S. A. Forbes,
State Entomologist of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

"A good book, and it is needed."—Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Cornell University.
"It is one of the best books of the kind I have

ever seen."—J. Freemont Hickman, Agriculturist,
Ohio Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio.

'• I shall gladly recommend it."— Prof. A. J. Cook,
Michigan Agricultural College.

Price, $1.25.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

H. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTOr.Y, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPH { OF WORKS, ARTI-

CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, ffl.D.,Pli.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,
which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr
Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor
tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Avieri-

cana.
It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide

to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

ell as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

513 pp., 8°, $3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,

874 Broadway, New York.

Course of Mineralogy for Young People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished.

Collection and book, "First Grade," one dollar;
postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to

GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,
Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

New Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa,

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?
You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $2.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,
874 Broadway, New York.

MIMED AlC Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
IVIIIlLnnLO' For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest aud finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, loc; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New Ycrli

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE, Address
W. T.Fitzgerald, .Wtorney at Law, Washington, D.C.m
U ''

RIILF Perpetual Calendar.— This
""'-'- novel application of the slide-rule

principle shous, in an instant without study or cal-
lete CalendjT for any month from

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BROADWAY, NEW YOEK.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

THE PRKTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK
AND GUIDE TO THE TELEPHONIC EXCHANG-E.

By JOSEPH POOLE. With 227 Illustrations. 12mo, cloth, $1.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PLUMBING.

By S. STEVENS HELLYER. With Illustrations. 12mo, $1.25.

LIBRARY OF POPtHiAK SCIENCJE.

THE OLD WORLD. Its Past, Present and Fntnre.

An Introduction to the Study of Botany. By GEORGE MASSEE. With fifty-six Illus-

trations. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

An Elementary Treatise. By Sir HENEY TEUEMAN WOOD, M.A. 12mo, 75 cents.

PICTORIAL ASTRONOMY.

By G. F. CHA.MBEES. With Numerous Illustrations. 12mo, $1.25.

"Mr. Chambers's well-known "Handbook" has made his name familiar to astronomical

readers who will appreciate the value of a smaller and more compact treatise, by the same
author, on the subject. . . . An elegantly-printed and profusely-illustrated work,
which is worthy of the author's reputation."

—

Athenceum.

Just Published, with 600 Illustrations, Svo, $8.00.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF

AMEDEE GUILLEMIN.
REVISED AND EDITED BY

SYLVANUS P. THOMPSON, D.Sc, B.A., F.R.S.

With 600 Ulustrations, Svo, $8.00.

Messrs. Maemillan & Co. are the Agents in the United States for the publications of

the Oxford and Cambridge University Presses, and for Messrs. George Bell <& Sons, Lon-

don. Complete Catalogues of all books sold by them will be sent, free by mail, to any

address on application.

MZmim & CO., 112 Fourth Avenue. New York.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address pQgLiggERs BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Craivfordsville, Ind.

BOOKS: Hdv to Sell tliem. Send a list

stating condition, edition, etc., to Science Booli
Agency, 874 Broadway, New York.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
lOfc DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D, C. 'Hodges, 8/4 Broadway, N. Y,

Many a life has been lost

because of the taste of cod-

liver oil.

If Scott's Emulsion did

nothing more than take that

taste away, it would save the

lives of some at least of those

that put off too long the

means of recovery.

It does more. It is half

digested already. It slips

through the stomach as if by

stealth. It goes to make
strength when cod-liver oil

v/ould be a burden.

Scott & Bownb, Chemists^ 133 South sth Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-livcr

oil— all druggists everywhere do. $1.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.

A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal ^Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.

Sixth edition, revised to date.

dictionary form, comprising about 150

titles Cwith complete index of over 400 references),

designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

"About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."

—

Chicago Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.

'*Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of
affairs.' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."

—

New York Home Journal.
"If aU. who use the mails (and who does not?) will

turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,

fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will

be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will

commend it to all, and give it what it deserves, a
universal saIe."~S'07i. Thomas L. JameSy ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents, Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New? York.

BOOKS : Hon" to Esichangre tbem for
others. Send a postal to the Science exchange

column (insertion free), stating briefly what you
want to exchange. Science, 874 Broadway, New
York.
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THE SCIENCE AND ART OF GOVERNMENT.'

Government should be looked upon as the business agency

of the nation, and the science and art of government are the

science and art of conducting this business agency. The

various branches of administration have arisen through

pressure from witliout. Everything that the people have

demanded to be done with sufficient unanimity and persis-

tence has been eventually undenalien by the government.

One bureau after another has been created by law, placed in

charge of proper officers, and conducted to the best of the

latter's ability. Most bureaus have grown and expanded in

their scope and ussfulness. Many have been several times

reorganized and the service perfected.

Although the various systems of administrative operation

have been largely empirical, devised by men who had little

preliminary preparation for the work, improved through the

growth and demands of the service, and brought to perfec-

tion by thoughtful study of the needs of the public in each

individual case, still the whole rests on a rational basis and

constitutes a great system of government. The general laws

and principles underlying this system constitute the sci-

ence of government. The carrying out of these laws and

principles is the art of government, and although, as in the

case of almost all the practical arts, it was empirically de-

veloped, there is no reason to doubt that it will be as greatly

improved and perfected by its reduction to a science and its

enlightened prosecution as such as all the other great indus-

trial arts have been since science has been applied to them.

Among the most promising sources of advantage in the

scientific method is the comparative study of government

operations. While from a very broad point of view all gov-

ernment is the same, when viewed at all in detail the great-

est individual differences are found. Much of this diver-

sity grows out of the natural differences in the conditions of

nations, but fully as much is due to the differences in the

methods adopted to accomplish the same purpose. Amid all

these varying methods there must be great differences in

their efttciency. Some are coarse and clumsy, while others

are precise and refined. There are all the grades that exist

in the manifold mechanical devices of the otherarts, those

which are best being always those which have most thor-

oughly utilized natural forces, including the social forces.

The scientific study of government would make the com-

parative study of methods a leading feature, with a view to

the recommendation of those which under all circumstances

are the very best. This is only one out of any required

number of illustrations that might be given of the superior-

ity of the scientific method in government.

In the science of political economy the subject of govern-

ment operations is destined to occupy an increasingly prom-

inent place. It is safe to say that no chair of political econ-

omy in any institution of learning has ever taught or at-

tempted to teach the practical workings of public adminis-

^ Kead before Section I of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, at Washington, D.C., by Lester F. Ward, Aug. 20, 1891.

tration— the way in which the business of a nation is

conducted. It is impossible to teach this branch of political

economy without the means of a direct examination of the

different systems of government business as they are con-

ducted by their respective bureaus. Each great syslem,

such as those of finance, land, patents, etc., would require a
course of lectures, with repeated visits to the departments,

inspection of records, books, papers, merchandise, etc. This

would require a legal right to prosecute the study in this

only practicable way. Nothing short of a national institu-

tion, created and authorized by law to teach the science and
art of government, could successfully carry out this scheme
of education. As a safeguard to our institutions, not less

than as means of national progress and enlightenment, no
other educational scheme is equal to it in importance.

A NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, ITS CHARACTER AND
PURPOSE.'

The National University recommended by Washington,

Jefferson, Madison, and many later presidents and states-

men is almost certain to be realized in the near future. It is

the object of this paper to offer some hints as to what ought

to be its character and purpose.

In the first place, it should be distinctly national, the

creature of the American people and devoted to their use and

needs. To this end it should he located at the seat of gov-

ernment and should be exclusively the product of the federal

government. It should also be in the fullest sense repre-

sentative, as is the government itself. Its scholarships should

be held entirely by .\mericans, and should be distributed

with local uniformity throughout the entire domain of the

United States.^ Recognizing the intellectual homogeneity of

the whole American people, it should have representatives

from every section of the country. This could probably

best be secured by allotting a given number of scholarships

to each congressional district on the basis of representation

as determined by the census enumeration. Candidates

should be admitted by competitive examination held by the

faculty or an examining board appointed by the faculty, to

be absolutely free from all political influence. As the intel-

lectual homogeneity of the American people relates to

capacity and not to attainment, in order to secure such uni-

versal representation, the university should be accompanied

by a preparatory department, and those who pass the exam-

ination for the university should have no advantage over

those who pass for the preparatory department, except that, if

a sufficient number pass for the former, examinations for the-

latter need not be held. Candidates who enter the prepara-

tory dep.artment should be given precedence over those from

the same district at the end of that course for admission to

the university.

The faculty should be chosen by a commission consisting

of the most eminent scholars and scientific men in the coun-

try, who are entirely above personal and political bias, such,

for example, as the National Academy, the Board of Regents

* Read before Section I of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science at Washington, D.C., by Lester F. Ward, Aug. iO, 1891.
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of the Smithsonian Institution, and other high authorities in

the leading- departments of learning.

While the institution should be a university in the fullest

and widest sense, it should difPer from all other universities

in one important respect. All universities have their strong

chairs, and many rest their reputation on some one leading

feature. The leading feature and true reason for being of

the national university should be its coiirse of instruction in

the science and art of government. This course should

differ radically from the usual courses in political economy

and political science. These should not be neglected, but in

addition to them and of higher range should stand as the

basis of university instruction a thorough and exhaustive

course in the practical workings of government itself. View-

ing government as the great agency for the transaction

of the people's business, every department of government

business should be fully taught both in its principles and

its practice, so that the graduate from the national uni-

versity should come forth in full possession not only of all

that constitutes true statesmanship, but also of the practical

details of each of the many great business operations which

the government imdertakes and carries on.

The administrative offices of the government should be

filled as soon as possible from graduates of the university, so

that at length the civil service force of the United States

should consist exclusively of persons who have had a thor-

ough training in the theory and practice of government.

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF GEOLOGIC COREE-
LATION BY MEANS OF FOSSIL PLANTS.'

The value of paleontology to geology depends primarily

upon the principles by which the paleontologist is guided in

the application of his data, and accordingly upon the methods

he adopts in bringing such data to bear upon the questions

vfhich geology presents for solution. This is especially true

of paleobotany, and the chief reason why that branch of

paleontology has thus far been so little help to geology is

that unsound principles or improper methods have been em-

ployed in reasoning from paleobotanical data.

Among the leading principles by which the paleobotanist

should be guided may be mentioned the following: —
1. It should not be expected that widely separated deposits

having similar floras are necessarily identical in age, since

the present well-known laws of geographical distribution are

likely to have been operative to a greater or less degree in

past geologic ages, and the flora of the entire globe has proba-

bly never been homogeneous throughout. Different deposits

may therefore be homotactically correlated without being

contemporaneous, vrhile, on the other hand, those having

very different floras may have really been contemporaneous.

2. The great types of vegetation are characteristic of the

great epochs in geology. This principle is applicable in com-

paring deposits of widely different ages where the strati-

graphv is indecisive. For example, in rocks that are wholly

unknown, even a small fragment of a carboniferous plant

proves conclusively that they must be paleozoic, or a single

dicotyledonous leaf that they must be as late as the creta-

ceous.

3. For deposits not thus widely different in age, as, for

example, within the same geological series or system, ample

material is necessary to fix their position by means of fossil

1 Read, by Lester F. Ward, before Section E of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, at Washington, D.C., Aug. 31, 1891; a translation

into French was also read in part before the International Congress of Greolo-

gists at the same place, Aug. 29, 1891.

plants. As this is the most common case, it is the neglect

of this principle that has led to the greater number of errors

and done most to bring paleobotany into disrepute. The
geologists have expected too much of paleobotanists, and the

latter have done violence to the truth by attempting to satisfy

the extravagant demands of the former. On the other hand,

where the material is ample fossil plants are as reliable as any
other class of paleoutologic data.

4. The correct systematic determination of fossil plants

concerns biology and does not concern geology. Much of

the contempt exhibited in some quarters for paleobotany has

arisen from tlie impression that there is grea.t uncertainty

with regard to the true nature of vegetable remains. This

uncertainty is greatly exaggerated even by botanists, who
are apt to imagine tliat nothing can be known of a plant

without having all its organs and parts before them. But
the geologist need not be affected in the least by these dis-

cussions, since all that is required from his point of view is

that the fossil be definite, constant, and easily recognizable,

as is usually the case with plants. Such as possess these

qualities and are also characteristic of a given deposit have

their full diagnostic value independently of the question

whether their true systematic position has been determined

or not.

As regards methods in geologic correlation by means of

fossil plants, it is chiefly important that the tables of distri-

bution be complete and comprehensive; that is, that they em-

brace all the forms found elsewhere, and that all the other

localities and formations in which they occur be indicated.

It is also important when comparing floras as ancient as the

Mesozoic, that those species be enumerated which are obvi-

ously related to those of the deposit to be determined. In the

discussion of such tables of distribution due regard should be

had for the fact that the types of earlier floras often pass up
into later ones, and when the latter are much more abundant

than the former their occurrence argues much more strongly

for the earlier than for the latter date— for the Devonian

than the Carboniferous, and for the Cretaceous than for the

Tertiary. Many serious errors have been committed by
ignoring this principle.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The public meetings of the Nineteenth Century Club, New
York, during the coming season, will be held on the following

Tuesday eveninga, viz., Nov. 17, Dec. 15, Jan. 12, Feb. 16, Mar.

15, and Apr. 12. There will be six conversational meetings of the

members of the club during the coming season, to be held upon

the first Friday evening in each month.

— The following papers were entered to be read at the Novem-
ber meeting of the National Academy of Sciences: Some Aspects

of Australian Vegetation and The Nomenclature of Vegetable

Histology, by G. L. Goodale ; On Certain New Methods and Results

in Optics, by Charles S. Hastings ; An Exhibition of the New Pen-

dulum Apparatus of the United States and Geodetic Survey, with

Some Results of its Use, and On the Use of a Free Pendulum as a

Time Standard, by T. C. Mendenhall ; On Degenerate Types of

Scapulfi and Pelvic Arches in the Lacertilia, by E. D. Cope ; The

Proteids or Albuminoids of the Oak-Kernel (second paper), by

Thomas B. Osborne, introduced by S. W. Johnson; Astronomical

Methods of Determining the Curvature of Space, by C. S. Pierce;

On Geographical Variation among North American Birds, consid-

ered in relation to the peculiar Intei-gradation of Coloptes Auratus

and C. Gafer, by J. A. Allen ; On the Variation of Latitude, by S.

C. Chandler; The Tertiary Ehynchitidae of the United States, by

Samuel H. Scudder; On a Color System, by O. N. Rood; Prelim

inary Notice of the Reduction of Rutherford's Photographs, by J.

K. Rees, introduced by E. C. Pickering; On the Application of
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Speclrum Analysis to the Analysis of the Rare Earths, and a New
Method for the Preparation of Pure Yttrium, by H. A. Rowland;
A Nomenclator of the Family of Fishes, by Theodore Gill ; Measure-

ment of Jupiter's Satellites by Interference, by A. A. Michelson;

The Follicle Cells of Salpa, by W. K. Brooks.

— The council of the Appalachian Mountain Club has been in-

formed by Mr. Henry Brooks of West Medford that if $2,000 can

be provided for the care of the property, Virainia Wood, situated

in Middlesex Fells, on the north side of the Ravine Road, will be

given into the keeping of the Trustees of Public Reservations.

The council recommends this project to the favorable considera-

tion of the members of the Appalachian Mountain Club, remind-

ing them that this work is in the line of the club's work and that

the club called the meeting which resulted in the incorporation of

the Trustees of Public Reservations. Offers of large or small

subscriptions may be sent to Mr. Henry Brooks, West Medford,

or to the recording secretary of the club. The club"s Exhibition

of Botanical Specimens will be held the second week in Decem-
ber.

— At what elevation is the air of London purest? According

to Mr. W. J. Prim, who gave evidence before the Select Commit-
tee on House of Commons Ventilation, says the PaZZ Mall Gazette,

at about thirty or forty feet from the ground. Lower than that

you get the dust, higher than that you get the smoke from the

chimneys. Mr. Prim made certain experiments with frames of

wood covered with blanketing material put at different elevations

— one on the top of the clock-tower at Westminster, another on

the highest point of the roof, and others at various heights down
to the court-yard. After five-hours' exposure there were found to

be more smuts at high elevations than at the low, but on the level

of the courtyard there were considerable quantities of dust. On
the whole, Mr. Prim came to the conclusion that the purest level

was between thirty and forty feet, and that nothing was gained

by going higher, unless you went very high indeed — say, some
400 or 500 feet. All this is rather fatal to the common notion

that the highest stories of the tallest blocks of fiats are especially

desirable for their salubrious air.

— "If any evidence of the fury of the equinoctial storms that

have lately raged in the Atlantic wei-e needed, in addition to the

lengthening list of ' Disasters at Sea ' which has appeared daily

during the past three weeks," says the London Spectator, 03t. 31,

"we might find it in the number of ocean-birds which have been

driven from distant seas, and even from other continents, or the

New World itself, and have drifted to the rain-soaked fields of

England. No doubt all shore-birds are liable to be driven inland

during a gale ; but these are rarely, if ever, lost in a storm. Every

sea gull and cormorant, puffin, or razor-bill, has its own home,

the particular shelf or ledge of cliS on which it sleeps every night,

and from which it launches itself over the sea when the first

streak of dawn appears upon the waters. But these are only

'long-shore ' birds that can lie snug in harbor, like their rivals the

fishermen, and suffer, like them, mainly from the interruption of

their fishing. When the true ocean birds, like the petrels, are

found scattered inland, dead or dying, as has been the case during

the past month, we may safely infer that the weather from side

to side of the Atlantic has borne hardly, not only on the ships, but

on the friendly birds that love to follow the.-u. Numbers of these,

of at least two different kinds, one of which, as a rule, makes the

Azores the eastern limit of its ocean range, have appeared on our

coasts or inland during the gales. Wilson's petrel has been seen

in Ireland, in County Down, and a second is said to have been

shot on Lough Erne. The fork-tailed petrel, another ocean species,

has lately appeared here in far greater numbers. These birds have

been seen in Donegal, and in Ar,i;yllshire, in Westmoreland, and

in the Cleveland district in Yorkshire. As the last appeared after

a strong north-western gale, it seems that it must not only have

come in from the Atlantic, but have flown over England before

falling exhausted to the ground. They have also been seen in

Tipperary, at Limerick, Dumfries, and Northampton. From an

account given of these petrels in Argyllshire, it is clear that they

retained after their long journey all that misplaced confidence in

man which marks their behavior when accompanying ships in

mid-ocean. After five had been shot by the owner of a yacht

in Loch Melfort, they settled on the vessel, and one allowed itself

to be caught under the sou'wester hat of a sailor."

— During the nine years and six months preceding December,

1884, there had occurred in Japan, according to statements pub-

lished in the Illustrated American five hundred and fifty-three

earthquakes, averaging one earthquake for every six days and six

hours. Professor Milne was able to make the average even

greater than this. He could trace an average of an earthquake

per day in Nagasaki, in the extreme south of the Japanese Archi-

pelago. Probably the official statistics were compiled from the

returns of officials from all over the country, in which case only

those shocks which caused loss of life or damage to property

would be included. If this hypothesis be correct, we should have

an average of more than one earthquake per week, which was so

violent that it caused injuries to life or property sufficiently seri-

ous to attract the attention of the local authorities, and, in their

judgment, to require a report to the central government. Earth-

quakes being so common, people scarcely notice them unless they be

extraordinarily severe ones. For instance, Miss Bii'd, in her " Un-
beaten Tracks," thus summarily dismisses two: " While we were

crossing the court there were two shocks of earthquake; all the

golden wind-bells which fringe the roofs rang softly, and a num-
ber of priests ran into the temple and beat various kinds of drums

for the space of half an hour." As every one knows, Japan is the

very hearth of earthquakes; in 1854 more than sixty thousand

people lost their lives in consequence of one of these great terres-

trial catastrophes, and it has been calculated that from ten to

twelve earthquakes, each lasting several seconds, occur every

year, besides numerous others of too light a nature to be worthy

of remark.

— The subject of the use of the flesh of animals killed by

poison has been studied by Schmidt-Mulheim with a view to

determine whether, if eaten by men, such flesh would be

injurious. As reported in the Revista Intemazionale d'Igiene of

Naples, for June, 1891, it may be used without any danger what-

ever. Many savage races constantly use the flesh of the animals

that have been killed with poisoned weapons and have never been

injured by that means. Harms has proved (Univ. Med. Mag.)

that the flesh of animals that have been poisoned with nux vom-

ica and with tartarized antimony is not at all hurtful; Feser has

demonstrated the same fact in regard to strychnine and eserine;

Spallanzani, Zappi, and Sonnenschein have done the same for ar-

senic. Froehner and Knudson have made some experiments for

this purpose with strychnine and with eserine. They fed dogs

with large quantities of mutton poisoned with strychnine and

eserine, and they found that no injury whatever was done to the

animals. Besides, they themselves ate some of the poisoned meat

and drank soup made from it, and found that the iJavor was good

and had no injurious effects whatever on the system. In regard

to the alleged injurious effects caused by the meat of animals

poisoned with hellebore, and which had eaten belladonna leaves,

the authors have shown that the accounts published in tliis regard

have not been proved and require further tests.

— The experiments in the use of commercial fertilizers on wheat,

made at the Ohio Experiment Station, have been criticized on the

ground that it is idle to expect any profitable return from fertilizers

applied to a soil naturally so rich as that of the farm occupied by

the station. This criticism was anticipated when these experi-

ments were instituted, and accordingly a test, duplicating the

mo.-t important features of the station test, was begun at the same

time on a tract of land in Columbiana County, placed at the dis-

posal of the station by its owner for this purpose. The soil on

which this test is located has been derived from the decomposition

of underbing slate, and is a light colored clay or clay loam, of

moderate productiveness, the crops of wheat grown upon it under

ordinary farm management having averaged from fifteen to twenty

bushels to the acre. It is naturally underdrained by the cleavage

of the underlying rocks, but the contour is not so uniform as that

of the section devoted to similar tests at the station, and hence the

results are less regular. In Bulletin No. 3 of the Ohio Experiment

Station for 1891 the results of theexn?- i-nonts for this year on the
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station farm are given, the generaljoulcome being' thnt in most
cases the use of manure or fertilizers caused an absolute decrease
in the product of grain, an immense growth of straw having been
produced at the expense of the grain. In sujuming up the results

of this experiment, it was said: "It is expected that this 3'ear's

results of the duplicate experiment in Columbiana County will

show better returns from the use of fertilizers than those of the
station test, but it has not been possible to thresh out that experi-
ment in season to publish its results ;:i :liis bulletin." The wheat
was threshed on Oct. 17, and the re?:.' i- i'ccw no increase to justify

the expenditure on fertilizers.

— At the recent Congress of Tuberculosis, M. Poirier {British

Medical Journal) read a paper on the surgical treatment of pul-

monary cavities. He said the first case on record was accidental.

In a duel fought in 1679, the sword of one of the combatants
passed through his antagonist's lung and opened a pulmonary
cavity. The surgeon utihzed the wound for the direct treatment
of the ca\ity, and the patient recovered. In conjunction with M.
Jonnesco, M. Poirier has collected all the available statistics, of

which the following is a summary. Of twenty-nine cases of in-

cision of tuberculous cavities with resection of ribs, improvement
took place in fifteen, cure resulted in four (these cases must, ac-

cording to M. Poirier, be taken " with every possible reserve"),

in nine the result was negative, in one it was unknown. In nine-
teen of the cases the disease was situated near the apex. M.
Poirier, still with the co-operation of M. Jonnesco, has endeavored
to simplify the method of operation so as to minimize the amount
of traumatism. The following, according to them, is the best

way of reaching the upper part of the lung. An incision is made
with the Ihei mo-cautery four centimetres below the sterno-costal

notch from the middle line of the sternum outwards for nine cen-
timetres in a direction parallel to the first intercostal space; in

this way the pectoralis major, which is usually much thinned, is

reached, and by enlarging one of the spaces between the fasciculi

the plane of t'le intercostal muscles is reached. This is divided
and the pleura expo-ed. If there are no adhesions it is better to

establish them before proceeding further; but if there is a cavity

adhesions are always present. It is easy to " strike " the cavity
through these adhesions, though a certain thickness of pulmonary
tissue has often to be traversed for the purpose. As cavities are

generally situated quite in the upper part of the lung, the first in-

tercostal space is at a distinctly lower level than the cavity; the
point of the instrument must therefore be carried from below up-
wards and from before backwards. When the cavity lies towards
the back, the spinous process of the seventh cervical vertebra
should besought for; an incision is made outwards from this

point towards the scapula; the trapezius and rhomboideus are di-

vided, and the first intercostal space, which is much less wide
than it is in front, is reached. Resection of rib may be necessary,
but M. Poirier does not advise this. From experiments made on
twenty dead bodies, he holds that in front resection of ribs is

never called for.

— The Italian Society of the Red Cross has recently been con-
ducting some elaborate experiments to test the working of float-

ing hospitals. In countries where water communication is com-
plete, vpell equipped hospitah on barges might be of very great
service, especially in time of war. The presidents of the Eed
Cross and Italian Rowing Club, with Captain Olivari of the Ital-

ian navy, set themselves to the task, first by forming a floating

hospital out of the barges employed on the main water-ways for
for the transport of combustibles; then, having got their flotilla

in working order, they launched it on the LagoMaggiore {Lancet,
Sept. 19). Passing thence by canal to Mdan, it anchored at the
Porta Ticinese, and was there visited by a large number of citi-

zens. It is composed of three barges, two of them fitted up for
the accommodation of the wounded, and the third for a phar-
macy, a kitchen, and the necessary stores. Of the two hospital
barges, one is set apart for wounded offioers, the other for wounded
soldiers of the line — the two containing twenty-four beds each
at present, but capable of including comfortably thirty-six each.
These beds are partly on the fracture-board system, partly sup-
ported on network of metal, and are all furnished with mattresses

and pillows =tuff°il with zostera marina (dried seaweed), which
has the twofold advantage of being non-combustible arid antisep-

tic. Every night-requisite is conveniently at hand, and ventila-

tion is secuied by an ingenious canvas awning which gives pas-

sage to a continuous circulation of air while protecting the patient

from draughts. The flotilla is lighted vcith oil lamps, and the

barge reserved for the wounded officers has accommodation at the

prow for the perso7inel, superior and inferior. The store barge
consists of a dispensary, an arinamentariiim chirurgicum, a pro-

vision magazine, with ice-machines, and a spacious kitchen, ca-

pable of supplying 250 mouihs. There is also a complete system
for storing and keeping cool and pure a perennial water-supply^
a S}stem due t) the Cavaliere Borroni, secretary to the Milanese

Committee of the Red Cross. The flotilla is composed of nine

barges in all: the three above described having been sent down to

Milan for exhibition from the Lago Maggiore, while the remain-

ing six are in dock at Arona, on the southern extremity of the

lake. These barges are moved on the lakes by tugs, on the rivers

by the current, on the canals by towing horses. Prom Milan the

flotilla proceeded by canal to Pavia, and from Pavia down stream

to Piacenza, at every station commanding the highest admiration.

The experiment — the first of its kind ever made — is a worthy
complement to the mountain ambulance of the Italian Bed Cross

Association.

— A large number of migratory birds passed over Dublin during
the night of May 4 last, on the way to their northern breeding-

haunts. An accoimt of the matter is given by Mr. AEan Ellison

in a recent number of the Zoologist. " While sitting in our rooms
in Trinity College, about 11 P.M.," he says, " we were attracted by
the loud call-notes of birds passing overhead. The night was calm
and cloudy, not very dark. We listened at the open window until

about 1 A.M., when they seemed to be still passing over in undi-

minished numbers. They were mostly golden plovers and dunlins,

easily recognized by their notes, but we frequently heard the cry
of the whimbrel, or the shrill call of the common sandpiper. It

was most curious to hear these notes, at first far away towards
the south-west, gradually becoming louder as the flocks drew
nearer and passed overhead, and then rapidly passing away to the

northward. Sometimes the whole air seemed full of their clear

whistling notes; in one direction the loud, short pipe of the golden
plover, in another the shrill wheezing cry of the dunlin, reminding
one of the sound made by a whistle with a pea in it. Sometimes '

a bird or two would fly quite close over the house-tops, utteringits

loud whistle close to the open window, but they .=eemed for the

most part to fly at a great height."

— The Biological Club of the Ohio State University and Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station met Nov. 3, and elected the fol-

lowing officers to take their places at the next meeting: president,

Professor W. A. Kellerman; vice-president. Professor F. M. Web-
ster; secretary, C. M. Werner. The club is in a moi'e flourishing

condition and doing better work this fall than ever before. It is

composed of over a score of professors and advanced students,

mostly specialists Some idea of a part of the work and workers
may be gained from the following, which is the programme for

this term: Sept. 23, "Notes on Personal Work and Reports on
Recent Scientific Literature;" Oct. 7, Professor Kellicott, "On
Certain Crustaceous Parasites of Some of Our Fresh-Water Fish ;

"

Oct. 20, Professor Kellerman, " Germination Tests in Connection
with the Use of Fungicides on Grain ;

" Nov. 3, Election of Officers

;

Annual Address by the President, Professor W. R. Lazenby; Nov.
17, Dr. Orton, "Geological History of the Black Shales of Colum-
bus;" Dec. 1, Professor Webster, "The Relation between the In-

crease of certain Insects and the Overflow of Rivers;" Dec. 15,

Professor Selby, " Ohio Oaks " During the remainder of the year

the following subjects will be discussed: "Report of a Biological

Survey of Ohio River Waters," by Dr. Bleile; "Methods of Propa-

gation or Multiplication in the Lower Forms of Animal Life," by
Professor Kellicott; "Methods of Propagation or Multiplication

in the Lower Forms of Vegetable Life," by Professor Kellerman;
"Protective Mimicry in Insects," by Professor Webster; " Palseo-

zoic MoUusca, with Stages of Molluscan Development," by H. A.

Surface; "The Botanical Order of Violaceee," by E, E. Bogue;
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"Some Observations of Animal Life in my Aquariara," by J. H.
McGregor. Other professors and advauced students will deliver

addresses or read papers, the subjects of which have not yet been

given. Besides the regular paper at each meeting, there are notes

on personal work, recent discoveries, investigations, etc., by the

various members, and reports on current scientific literature. At
the meeting Nov. 3, the president. Professor Lazenby, recom-

mended that immediate action be taken toward the formation of

an Ohio State Academy of Science. The suggestion was acted

upon at once, and a committee, consisting of Professor W. R.

Lezenby, D. S. Kellicott, and W. A. Kellerman, was appointed to

jnake further arrangements in this direction, and to correspond

with scientific workers throughout the State with a view of se-

curing their cooperation. Correspondence from all persons inter-

ested is earnestly solicited.

— It is reported that the decline in the supply of Bahia piassava

still continues, and that the bark is becoming exceedingly scarce,

owing to the reckless manner in which the trees are stripped.

Bahia piassava, as is well known, is the fibre from the sheathing

bases of the leaves of a palm (Attalea funi.fera), and is a most
valuable material for the manufacture of bass brooms and brushes.

A similar product, obtained from Para, is fui'nished by another

palm, the Leopoldinia piassava. In consequence of the scarcity

of these two commodities, attention has of late years been directed

to other channels for substances that might compete with, or, at

any rate, be used as a substitute for true piassava. One has been

found in Madagascar, the fibres of which are, however, not suffi-

ciently stiff or elastic to be used by themselves Split cane, dyed
brown to resemble piassava, has also been used, more, perhaps,

for mixing with the real thing than to be used alone. But the

most recent inti-oduction, and one of very considerable impor-

tance, is that now known in commerce as African piassava, or

Lagos bass. It diffei-s from the other three kinds, inasmuch that,

instead of being a fibrous coating or sheathing at the base of the

leaves, it is the strong woody fibres of which the petiole, or leaf

stalk, are built; and as the palm {Raphia vinifera) is now abun-

dant in tropical Africa, the supply is practically inexhaustible.

With this consideration, coupled with the fact that the substance

continues to arrive in large quantities, and to meet with a very

ready sale, it may be taken that African piassava is one of the

most important of newly discovered vegetable products.

— The British East Africa Company have determined to make
a complete survey of the district between the east coast of Africa

and Victoria Nyanza, the vast inland sea The idea of having a

railway to this lake has been discussed for some time, and Sii-

John Fowler, on being appealed to, gave it as iiis opinion that a

I'ailway was practicable, and need not cost over two millions ster-

ling. This opinion, of course, could only be formed on incom-

plete information, for while travellers, like Mr. Joseph Thomson,
who has just returned from the interior of Africa, Dr. Fischer,

and Count Teleki, have afforded information as to the nature of

the country to be traversed, little is known about the formidable

Mau escarpment and the country lying between that precipice and
the lake. A thorough survey is therefore desirable, and the Brit-

ish East Africa Company, with commendable enterprise, have

determined to send out a party, the chief of which will be Cap-

tain J. R. L MacDonald, with Captain J. W. Priugle as assistant,

both being officers of the Royal Engineers. Captain MacDonald
is attached to the Indian Public Works Department, and has had
much expei-ience of railway surveying in India. The surveying

party will leave England in about ten days, says Engineering of

Oct. 30, and on arri%'al will separate into two or three sections.

One party u ill proceed along the Sabaki River, and the other will

start from Mo'ubasa. Both will meet up the Sabaki and explore

both banks. From Machakos the party will separate into three

parties. The return will be via the Kampeplain so that eight

months wiU probably be occupied in the work. It is hoped that

the result of the survey will be the construction of a railway to

the shores of the lake, as by this means it will be possible to open

up a very large tract of %irgin country for trading purposes. But
we do not know that the opinion will be equally unanimous as to

the railway being made by the government. The British East

Africa Company will profit most lai^gely, and surely they should

bear the financial risk, if there be any. In any case the survey

mu^t have valuable results, as it will afford definite information

of that part of Africa, regarding which so little is known and in

which so much interest is taken.

— Positive photographs can be obtained direct from the cam-
era, as announced by J. Waterhouse. in " Eder's Jahrbuch," 1891,

283-387 (abstract in Zeitsch. Physik. Chemie, VIII., 567). This

remarkable result is secured by adding small quantities (about

-one-fifth per miile) of a substituted sulpho-urea to the developer.

Experiments were made with allyl and phenyl sulpho-urea added
to eikonogen. Sulpho-urea itself acts similarly, but without sat-

isfactory results. All these substances are powerful accelerators.

— A very simple method of laying the foundations on a swampy
location, which did not furnish a firm subsoil, was employed by
an American engineer, according to Engineering, for supporting

a low wooden building to be used for storage of machinery. Casks
were set in holes in the ground along the line of posts and were
filled to the depth of about one foot with iron turnings. The
posts were set in the casks, which were then filled with iron

turnings compactly r.immed in place. A solution of salt and
water was then slowly poured over these turnings, which com-
pactly solidified into a hard mass. The heat of the oxidation of

the iron was so great that the posts smoked and were charred;

the latter fact probably being the reason why they have not as yet

exhibited any signs of decay ; and in this respect the use of iron

turnings furnishes an advantage over the use of concrete for cask

foundations.

— Perhaps the strangest instance of the forced wanderings of a

petrel was that which brought one of the last-known members of

an extinct, or at any rate a lost species, the capped petrel, whose
only home appears to have been the islands of St. Domingo and
Guadaloupe, from the West India seas to a Norfolk heath. In

March or April, 1850, according to the London Spectator, Oct 31,

a bird was seen by a boy on a heath at Southacre, in Norfolk,

flapping from one furze-buth to another, until it crept into one,

and was there caught by him. Exhausted as it was, it violently

bit his hand, and he thereupon killed it. A Mr. Newcorae, one of

a race of falconers, happened to be hawking in the neighborhood,

and his falconer, seeing the boy with the dead bird, brought it to

his matter, by whom it was skinned and stuffed, and placed in the

Newcome collection, where.it still remains. It was a large bird,

about sixteen inches in length, with long, curved wings charac-

teristic of all the petrels, and a black head, as its name indicates.

Only two other instances of the capped petrel's appearance in

Europe are known. One was shot near Boulogne, and one in

Hungary, in 1870, which is in the museum at Buda-Pesth. Two
others have been taken in the United States. But the strangest

part of the story is that the capped petrels are now either extinct,

or lost to the knowledge of man. " It is certain," says Mr. Steven-

son, in his last and unfinished volume of ''The Birds of Norfolk,"

" that the true home of this very rare species Is. or was, in the

islands of Guadaloupe and Dominica, in the West Indies, where it

was formerly very abiindant; but one of its old breeding-places

in the last-named of these islands was explored, without finding a

single bird, in February, 1887, by Colonel Feilden." It appears

that ten years before, not only Dominica, but also Guadaloupe,

was searched in vain for the " Diablotins," the name by which

these petrels were known to the old voyagers. It is believed that

they were possibly destroyed by a South American opossum which

was introduced to the island; but as the young and even the old

birds were constantly caught by the islanders for food In the holes

in which they nested, their destruction may be due, like that of

the great auk. to human greediness.

— Morgan R. Sanford, formerly of the Kansas Wesleyan Uni-

versity, has been elected professor of science in the school at Wil-

braham, Mass.

— Mr. Charles Darwin of the United States Geological Survey-

has been appointed to investigate the tin mining industry of Cali-

fornia, and ha- already proceeded to the scene of operations.
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MADSTONES AND THEIR MA.GIC.'

For centuries many accounts have been current regarding

the virtues, real or imaginary, of certain bodies known as

snake stones and madstones, which are asserted to have the

power of absorbing poisons from wounds. The literature of

two hundred years ago contains references to these sub-

stances; and even now some persons have a lingering belief

in their efficacy. The subject is a curious one, and a brief

account of it may be of interest, particularly of the origin

and identification of one of these peculiar bodies.

' Jean Baptiste Tavernier, the great oriental traveller of the

seventh century, in his " Travels in India " (see Dr. Valen-

tine Ball's translation in two volumes, London and New
York, 1889, pp. Ixs. 429; xix. 496) says: "I will finally

make mention of the snake stone, which is nearly of the size

of a double doubloon (a Spanish srold coin), some of them
tending to an oval shape, being thick in the middle and be-

coming thin toward the edges. The Indians say that it

grows on the heads of certain snakes, but I should rather

believe that it is the priests of the idolaters who ruake them

think so, and that this stone is a composition which is made
of certain drags. Whatever it may be, it has an excellent

virtue in extracting all the poison when one has been bitten

by a poisonous animal. If the part bitten is not punctured,

it is necessary to make an incision so that the blood may
flow; and when the stone has been applied to it, it does not

fall off until it has extracted all the venom, which is drawn
to it. In order to clean it it is steeped in woman's milk, or,

in default of it, in that of a cow; and after having been

steeped for ten or twelve hours, the milk, which has ab-

sorbed all the venom, assumes the color of madder. One day
when I dined with the Archbishop of Goa, he took me into

his museum, where he had many curiosities. Among other

things he showed me one of these stones, and, in telling me
of its properties, assured me that it was but three days since

he had made a trial of it, after which he presented it to me.

As he traversed a marsh on the island of Salsette, upon

^ This article also appeared in the New York Sun,

which Goa is situated, on his way to a house in the country,

one of his palanquin bearers, who was almost naked, was
bitten by a serpent, and was at once cured by this stone. I

have bought many of them, and it is that which makes me
think that they make them. You employ two methods to

ascertain if the snake stone is good and that there is no
fraud. The first is by placing the stone in the mouth, for

then, if it is good, it leaps and attaches itself immediately to

the palate. The other is to place it in a glassful of water,

and immediately, if it is genuine, -the water begins to boil."-

Thevenot says, in his " Voyages," p. 94, that snake stones

were made of the ashes of the root of a certain plant, mixed
with a particular kind of clay. Some snake stones appear

to have been made of charred bone (see, for an exhaustive

account of this subject, Yule-Burnell, "Anglo-Indian Glos-

sary"). The belief in their efficacy is still very general in

India ; by some they are supposed to be found in the head of

the adjutant bird (see " Jungle Life in India," p. 83).

'^Francisco Redi describes, in his " Experimenta " (Amster-

dam, 1685, pp. 4 to 8\ the extraordinary healing power at-

tributed to stones obtained from the heads of certain serpents,

called by the French " cobras de capello," found throughout

Hindostan and Farther India. These stones are claimed to

be an infallible remedy for the bites and stings of all kinds

of venomous reptiles or animals, and likewise for wounds
made by poisoned arrows, etc. He repeats the usual tales of

their adhering powerfully when applied to the bite or wound,

and clinging to it like a cupping-glass until they had ab-

sorbed all the poison, when they would fall off spontane-

ously, leaving the man or animal sound and free. Then

follows the account of steeping the stones in milk to remove

the poison, the milk assuming a color between yellow and

green. These wonderful stones and the narrations concern-

ing them had been brought to Italy by Catholic missiona-

ries, who seem to have entire faith in their powers; so' that

Redi says they offered to prove the accounts by any number
of experiments, such as would satisfy the most incredulous,

and prove to medical men that Galen was correct when he

wrote (chapter xiv. book I.) that certain medicines attract

poison as the magnet does iron. For this purpose a search,

for vipers, etc., was recommended; but, owing to the season

being later and colder than usual, none could at that time

be obtained, as they had not emerged from their win-

ter quarters. An experiment was therefore substituted,

after much consultation among the learned men of the

Academy of Pisa, whereby oil of tobacco was introduced

into the leg of a rooster. This was regarded as one of the

most fatal of such substances, and was administered by im-

pregnating a thread with it to the width of four fingers and
drawing it through the punctured wound. One of the monks
forthwith applied the stone, which behaved in the regular

manner described. The bird did not recover, but it survived

eight hours, to the admiration of the monks and other spec-

tators of the experiment./

Redi states that he himself possessed some of these stones,

and also Vincent Sandrinus, one of the most learned herb-

alists of Pisa. Redi describes them as "always lenticular

in form, varying somewhat in size, but in general about as

large as a farthing, more or less. In color some are black,

like Lydian stone, tinged at times with a reddish lustre;

others white, others black, with an ashy hue on one side or

both," etc.

Up to the present time no one has apparently identified

what Tavernier referred to in speaking of snake stone. It,

however, occurred to the writer, after receiving a quantity
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of tabasheer from Dr. F. H. Mallet of the Geological Survey

of India, who obtained it at the bazaar of the Calcutta Fair

in November of 1888, that the Indian snake stone is evi-

dently tabasheer. Tabasheer is a variety of opal that is

found in the joints of certain species of bamboo in Hindo-

stan, Burmah, and South America; it is originally a juice,

which by evaporation changes into a mucilaginous stale, then

becomes a solid substance. It ranges from translucent to

V opaque in color. I found it either white or bluish white by

reflected light, and pale yellow or slight sherry red by trans-

mitted light. Upon fracture it breaks into irregular pieces

like starch. As in Ta vernier's account of its clinging to the

palate and causing water to boil when immersed, it actually

has the property of strongly adhering to the tongue, and

when put into water emits rapid streams of minute bubbles

of air. It has a strong siliceous odor, but after absorbing an

equal bulk of water becomes transparent like a Colorado hy-

drophane described by the writer several years ago before the

New York Academy of Sciences.

Although tabasheer is mentioned in nearly all the text-

books, very little of it has reached the United States. It is

highly interesting, since we have here an organic product

scarcely to be distinguished from a similar opal-like body

found by Mr. Arnold Hague in the geysers of the Yellow-

stone Park. Both tabasheer and the hydrophane were prob-

ably what was called " Oculus Beli," " Oculus Mundi," and

"Lapis mutabilis " by Thomas Nicol, Robert Boyle, and

other vfriters of the seventeenth century, and " Weltauge "

by the Germans.

The great ca])acity of this substance for absorbing a,fluid

would undoubtedly render it as efficacious for the purpose of

absorbing poison as any other known stone, providing the

wound is open enough; and its internal use to-day as a medi-

cine is possibly aiso due to this property.

Tabasheer, as known among mineralogists, is a corruption

of the word tabixir, a name which was used even in the time

of Avicenna, the Grand Vizier and body surgeon of the Sul-

tan of Persia in the tenth century. It played a very impor-

tant part in medicine during the middle ages. As to its ori-

gin, Sir David Brewster' says that tabasheer is only formed

in diseased or injured bamboo joints or stalks.

Guibourt" differs from Brewster, inasmuch as he attributes

the different rates of growth to the fact that when there is a

superabundance of sap the tabersbeer is formed from the re-

siduum. More recently, Henry CeciP says, "In the onrush

of tropical growth in the young shoot, nature, after flooring

the knot, has poured in, as it were, sap and silica sufficient

for a normal length and width of stem to the knot next

above it. But by some check to the impulse, or by irregu-

larity of conditions, the portion of stem thus provided for is

shorter or narrower than intended, and the unused silica is

left behind as a sediment, compacted by the drying residuum

saj).

"

This latter view is sustained by Dr. Ernst Huth in his

elaborate description of this substance, entitled " Dev Tabixir

in seiner Bedeutung fur die Botanik, Mineralogie, und
Physik; X. Sammlung Naturwissenschaftlicher Vortrage,

herausgegeben von Dr. Ernst Huth, Berlin, 1887."

In this article Dr. Huth discusses the name, history, ori-

gin, and reputed virtues of this substance with much full-

ness. In regard to its use in medicine during the middle

' Edinburgh Philos. Journal. No. 1, p. 147; PMlos. Trans., cix., p. 283: and
"The Natural History and Properties of Tabersheer," 1828; Edinburgh Jour-

nal, viii., p. y88.

^ Jour, de Pharmacies, xsvii., pp. 81, 161, 252; and Phil. Mag., x
, p. 229.

3 Nature, xsxv,, p. 437.

ages, he quotes a remarkable list of applications to the ills

that flesh is heir to.

Here it is cited as a remedy for affections of the eyes, the

chest, and of the stomach, for coughs, fevers, and biliary

complaints, and especially for melancholia arising from soli-

tude, dread of the past, and fears for the future. Other

writers speak of its use in bilious fevers and dysentery, in-

ternal and external heat, and a variety of injuries and mal-

adies.

The writer has examined a large number of so-called mad-

stones, and they have all proved to be an aluminous shale

or other absorptive substance. But tabasheer possesses ab-

sorptive properties to a greater degree than any other min-

eral substance that I have examined, and it is strange that

it has never been mentioned as being used as an antidote. It

may be confidentially recommended to the credence of any

person who may desire to believe in a madstone.

Geoege Frederick Kunz.

THE PLANT-BEARING DEPOSITS OF THE AMERI-
CAN TRIAS.'

The plant-bearing deposits of the American Trias are, so

far as known, confined to two general regions, viz., a series

of troughs in the piedmont region of the Atlantic slope ex-

tending from Massachusetts to North Carolina, and a great

basin or area in the territories of New Mexico and Arizona.

The character and structural relations of these rocks have

been fully discussed by numerous writers. It is proposed in

this paper to examine the evidence of the fossil plants as to

their geological position. This evidence may be considered

from two points of view; first, as to the relative position of

tlie several basins, areas, or plant-bearing portions; and,

second, as to the general relations of the flora as a whole

to other floras which resemble it sufficiently to admit of com-

parison.

In looking at the subject from the first of these two points

of view, or that of the American distribution, it is convenient

to divide the general terrane into five geographical areas cor-

responding nearly with so many geological basins, viz., first,

that of the Connecticut valley ; second, the area that extends

with little interruption from the Hudson River to near Char-

lottesville, Virginia; third, the Richmond coalBeld; fourth,

the North Carolina coalfield; and, fifth, the western area,

which is not as yet sufficiently known to admit of subdivi-

sion.

The fossil plants have nearly all been found in the Con-

necticut valley, the Richmond coalfield, the North Carolina

coalfield, and about the copper mines of New Mexico; a few

came from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, while

only silicilied trunks have thus far been discovered in Arizona.

All the material that has been found has been carefully stud-

ied and as accurately determined as its nature will permit.

The greatest abundance of vegetable remains occurs in the

Richmond and North Carolina coalfields.

A careful comparison of all the forms shows that out of a

total of a hundred and nineteen species eighty-five are con-

fined to some one of the areas above enumerated, leaving

only thirty-four that occur in two or more of them. Tables

of the distribution of species with full analysis of their rela-

tions and significance are given in the paper. As a general

result, it is found that none of the basins except that of the

1 Read by title, by Lester F. Ward, before Section E of the American Asso-

ciation for the Alvancemeut of Science, at WashiugtOD, D.C., Aug. 21, 1891: and
in full before the Geological Society of America, at the s'.rao pla:e, Aag, 24.

ISOl.
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west contains less thaa fhirty-uine per cent of species com-

mon to it and some one or more of the other basins, and that

one of them, viz., that of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, has

seventy-two per cent of its plants common to other basins,

while that of North Carolina has Bfty-two per cent, and that

of Virginia thirty-nine per cent. All who are familiar with

the evidence from fossil floras must therefore admit that it

is strongly in favor of the general parallelism of the four

eastern basins, while the minerals are too scanty to base a

safe conclusion upon relative to the great western area with

fifteen per cent of its species common to it and the eastern

deposits.

Considering the subject from the second point of view

above mentioned, or that of the foreign distribution, it is

found that forty of the hundred and nineteen species occur

in othei' deposits of the world, while seventeen others are

represented elsewhere by closely related forms, giving fifty-

seven of what may be termed diagnostic species. Omitting

all details as before, it appears that the largest number of

these, viz., thirty-two, occur in beds that have been authori-

tatively referred to the Keuper of Old World nomencla-

ture, the Ehetic coming next, with thirty-one, followed by

the Lias with twenty, and the Oolite with -nineteen. ,

The general conclusion, therefore, is that, so far as the-

evidence from fossil plants goes, the precise horizon, rela-

tively to the European deposits, of our American older

Mesozoic plant-bearing rocks must be at the summit of the

Triassic system, with their nearest representatives in the

Keuper of Lunz in Australia and at Neue Welt near Basle, in

Switzerland; while there is also a close aiBnity in the types

to those of the Rhetic of Franconia and South Sweden.

BIRDS IN HIGH Gy\LES.

At first it seems difficult, says the London Spectator,

Oct. 31, to believe that the petrels, gifted with such powers
of flight that, like their first cousins, the albatrosses, they

make the central ocean their chosea home, should so far

succumb to the Atlantic storms as to fall wholly under the

dominion of the wind, and drift for thousands of miles to

unknown and inhospitable shores. But any one who has

watched the flight of a " lost" bird in a gale on land may
form some idea of the danger to which the petrels are exposed

when a hurricane bursts in the Atlantic.

Near Oxford, when the last gale was at its height, the

77riter was watching the "centre-board" rushing up and
down over the floods on Port Meadow, with a strong current

and the wind on their quartei's; the geese were flying over
the flood to avoid the canoes and small craft; and the wind
was blowing a full gale from the soutti-west, with a brilliant

sun, occasionally hidden by a white, drifting cloud. Far
away to the north was a long-winged bird, beating up against

the wind. At one time it rose high in the air, facing the

gale; then it descended with a rapid swoop progressing

westwards, but at the same time " falling off" still further

to the north. It was a young hei'ring gull, its checkered

gray-and- white plumage sliowing clearly in the bright light

as it approached. It was easy to conjecture from the gull's

flight the power of storms to drive birds from the course

which they aim at. The bird's point was clearly westward.

It used every shelter and every lull of the wind to make it;

but the gale was two powerful, and it appeared that it must
either stay on the inhospitable land until the wind dropped,

work its way slowly to the west with a rapid drift to the

north, or abandon its struggle and drift veith the wind.

But all birds seem to have an instinctive knowledge that

if they once surrender to the force of the wind, and allow

themselves to drift like leaves, there are unknown dangers

in store for them. They will hardly ever do so unless to es-

cape pursuit, and then only for a few minutes, when, their

pace is so marvellously rapid that, in the case of lapd-bir.ls,

a few minutes is sufficient to carry them out of the district

they know into others from which they will perhaps never
be able to find their way back to the fields which are their

native home. '
'

)

In the gale on Sept. 1 of the present year the writer

saw a successful effort made by partridges to avoid the

consequences of thus abandoning themselves to the gale.

A cove/ of very strong birds; which had been hatched on
the highest part of the Berkshire Downs, was flushed down-
wind, and, rising high in the air, the whole brood were car-

ried in a few seconds to the extreme edge of the hill, below
which was a sudden fall of some three hundred feet to |i

country quite unknown to these hill-birds. As they ap-

proached the limit of their own district, the partridges made
an extraordinary effort to release themselves from the power
of the wind, and to avoid being forced, over the hill-top.

Closing their wings, they sank almost to the ground, and so

gained the slight shelter of a low bank. This enabled them
to wheel, and so to face the gale. Even then they might
not have achieved their object had not a small thorn-bush

broken the force of the wind just on the edge of the down.
The whole covey used the respite so given, and skimming up
almost in single file, they alighted one by one behind the

bush, on the extreme limit of their native ground. But re-

cent, instances are not wanting in which partridges have
beeti carried out to sea when drifting on the wind. At
Sizewell, in Suffolk, nine partridges were blown out to sea,

and dropped in the water some four hundred yards from the

shore; and in another case thirteen of tfie "red-legged"

variety attempted the flight across the estuary of the Stour,

and, falling exhausted, were picked up by some hoatmen
fishing for " dabs," a welcome and unlooked for haul.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

The English Mechanic of Oct. 30 is authority for the

statement that Dr. Hind, the superintendent of the English

Nautical Almanac, will be succeeded by Mr. A. M. W.
Downing, one of the chief assistants at the Greenwich Ob-

servatory, of which fact mention was made in a recent num-
ber of Science. The change will take place at the com-

mencement of the coming year.

In Knowledge for November are given reproductions of

four photographs, taken from a baloon by Mr. C. V. Shad-

bolt, in England. The several photographs were taken at a

height of 500, 1,500, 2,100, and 6,000 feet, respectively. We
understand that Mr. Shadbolt is the first to secure at these

altitudes a recognizable plate.

Fathers Hagen and Fargis, astronomers connected with

the Georgetown, D.C., Observatory, have just published a

paper entitled " The Photochronograph and its Application

to Star Transits." The aim of these gentlemen has been to

secure an instrument that would photograph the transit of a

star across the meridian. A reproduction of the transit of

Sirius, as photographed, is given as an illustration of the

work performed. In brief, the instrument these gentlemen

have contrived consists of an electro-magnetic shutter, or

"occulting bar," which is secured to the eye-end of the tran-

sit instrument. The apparatus is so formed that the current
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pressing through a break circuit clock moves the occulting

bar every second in such a way that the image of the star is

for the instant allowed to form on the photographic plate

behind this bar. The impression left by the star in transit

is a row of dots, which are afterwards developed in the usual

way. These dots are referred to the collimation axis of the

telescope by means of a glass reticule plate, ruled with one

vertical line. This plate is permanently fixed in the tube,

directly in front of the sensitized surface, and touching it.

After the star transit is over, the light from a lantern-is

allowed for a few seconds to fall upon the photographic

plate, which gives an impression of this reference line. The
row of dots which have just been photographed can not be

"fogged" by this light, as they are shielded behind the oc-

culting bar. After the,plates are developed they are meas-

ured by the aid of a micrometer. r

In the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical So-

ciety (LI., No. 9), Professor Barnard of the Lick Observatory

gives the result of his observation of Jupiter and his satel-

lites during the year 1890, made with the 13 inch equatorial.

One of the most interesting points in his paper is the fact

that he saw the first satellite elongated in a direction nearly

perpendicular to the belts of Jupiter. This observation was

made on Sept. 8, 1890, when both Mr. Barnard and Mr.

Burnham saw the satellite distinctly double. The distance

between the two images was about 1", and at a position an-

gle of 173°. Mr. Barnard gives two draA^ings, which repre-

sent the object as it appeared on two different dates. Two
«xplauatioas are suggested. The first is that the satellite at

the time of observation was crossed by a white belt parallel

to those on Jupiter, or, second, that the satellite is actually

double. We are strongly of the opinion that Mr. Barnard

has solved his problem in his first assumption. This is ex-

plained in an article written subsequent to the one from

which we have quoted. Ilis assumption is that the satellite

is crossed by a white belt, the remaining portion of the disk

being dark. Now, should an object of this character transit

a bright portion of Jupiter's surface, we would have the

«ifect of two small, dark disks close together, which would

appear round on account of irradiation and glare from such

a bright object as the large planet. As the little moon
passed across the face of Jupiter, the bright belt on the for-

mer would be lost in the bright surface of the latter. Now,.

if the satellite were to transit a dark portion of Jupiter's

surface, we would have the opposite effect, that is, a white

spot elongated in a direction parallel to the dark portion of

Jupiter's surface on the large planet. Mr. Barnard, in the

early fall, has reobserved these phenomena, and has found

both of the conditions above mentioned fulfilled. However,
these observations are very interesting, and only go to

show that some of our large telescopes can be put to a

good use in determining the markings on the satellites sur-

rounding Jupiter, and assist in determining their period of

rotation.

The following are the positions for comet Tempel-Swift.

They are given for Paris midnight.

Date. E. A. Dec.

h. m. s. ° '

Nov. 23 32 52 41 +17 22

25 23 4 6 18 27

27 16 9 19 30

29 28 48 20 33

Dec. 1 23 42 1 -f-2t 34

The comet will reach its m iximuin degree of brightness on
Nov. 23.

The following are the positions for Wolf's comet. They
are given for Greenwich midniglit.

Date. R. A. Dec.

h. m. s.
°

Nov. 18 4 32 53 —9 58

20 31 35 10 38

32 .30 16 11 14

24 38 55 11 47

26 37 35 13 19

38 36 15 12 46

^30 4 24 57 —13 11

The comet has now reached its nearest approach to the

earth. G. A. H.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

#** Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer^s name
is in all cases required as proof of (jood faith.

On request in advance, one hundred copies of the number containing his

communication friU f>e furnished free to any correspondent

.

The editor loill be glad to publish any queries consonant with the character
of the journal.

The Man of the Future.

In his criticism of my conlribulioa to Science (Oct. 16) entitled

"The Man of the Future," which wag called forth by a former

letter from Dr. Langdon (No. 453), Mr. Snell has expressed his

views on the subject with great fulness and clarity {Science, Nov.

6). In several instances, however, the present writer can in no
way agree with him, and as those points of disagreement are of

prime i mportar.ce, they will be briefly dwelt upon here. Wlien

Mr. Snell says that " The problem of human progress seems to

have a fivefold aspect, physical, material, social, moral, and intel-

lectual; and it therefore involves questions belonging to sciences

as widely divergent as phyMology, technology, sociology, and
psvchology" (p. 359), we must believe that biologists, as a rule,

will not be fully in accord with him in the statement. Gi-anting

for the nonce that human progress has such a fivefold aspect,

surely the consideration of bis "physical" progress falls within

the science of morphology rather than that of " physiology "; the

" material" progress of man is quite secondary to the question at

issue, and it hardly seems to be encompassed by the restricted

science of "technology"'; finally, strictly speaking, ''psychology"

is but a department of physiology, as sociology is of biology, and

consequently both those sciences properly fall within the province

of biology for treatment. Erery biologist being more or less

familiar with the factors in operation in the premises, we take it

that the main object of the present discussion has to do more with

a speculation upon the probable morphology of the man of the

future, rather than it has to do willi a discussion of the aforesaid

factors, though undoubtedlj' in some instances it will be desirable

to make somewhat extended reference to them.

As ilr. Snell remarks, he has not far to seek to find excellent

authority to support his statement that " Although in the sub-

human state the environment may have made the man, in the

human state the man, generally speaking, makes his environ-

ment." But surely if this factor be in operation at all, which I

do not fully deny, it is purely an exceptional one. and by no means

the nile. In our estimation, it has been very much overrated by

biologists. Take, for example, the ferine tribes the world over,

—

in what way do the majority of them " make their environment

"

any more than do the individuals in a community of beavers?

Many tribes, apart from the mere possession of speech, pass an

existence quite comparable with the lives led by some of the lower

mammals in a state of nature. Coming up to the so called semi-

civilized races of the earth, the same principle in the main still

holds true, although operative upon a somewhat higher plane.

One may as well assert that the average Turk "makes his environ-

ment," and we may ask in what particular ? If it be that he

makes it, I, for one. should like to see the experiment of his at-

tempting to step out of it. He probably would feel very much as

the monkey does on the hand-organ or in the menagerie. Even in a

highly civilized nation like our own, few there be indeed who really
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understand what organic evolution means, much less to bring its

laws into operation in an intelligent manner, so as to shape their

own environment thereby, to the end that they keep upon the sole

narrow tracli of true human progress. Improvement in education

and its methods; improvement in human sanitation,— wear to me
more and more the aspect of kinds of growths which man no more

possesses the power of checking than he possesses the ability to

stay the extinction of animals in nature, or even to arrest biologic

evolution its very self.

The lesson taught us by the half-tried experiment in human
stirpiculture by the Oneida Community was not, or rather should

not be, entirely thrown away, nor do I believe that that experi-

ment proved to be altogether a failure. To test its worth as a

mode of race improvement it should be tried upon a much larger

scale, in the fuller light of our more advanced scientific knowledge,

and with the element of artificial selection not left out.

On the other hand, I cannot agree with our distinguished savant

Professor Joseph Le Conte when he says that "if we are to have
any race-improvement at all, the dreadful law of destruction of

the weak and helpless must, with Spartan firmness, be carried out

voluntarily and deliberately" {The Monist, vol. i., No. 3, Apr
,

1891, p. 334) ; for I believe that it requires but a rigid enforcement

of a law that will prevent the marrying of such individuals or

their reproducing their kind at all, to soon bring about the desired

result. While civilized man may be "making his own environ-

ment," he certainly is not taking any rational steps at present to

improve the race in that direction,— one of the most important of

all. In ages to come I have an idea that such matters will be sci-

entifically dealt with, and they were in my mind when I discussed

the "man of the future" in my letter to Science, whereas Mr.
Snell was surely dealing with the man of the present when he re-

marked upon this aspect of the case, that "the plan is fraught

with collateral difHculties, and, even if these could be overcome,
it seems to be.forever out of the question, on account of the m''ral

impossibility of obtaining for it, under any conceivable circum-

stances, the sanction of public opinion " (p. 259). And, assuredly

with the maj of the past when, in taking exception to my predic-

tion of the abolition of war, he makes the some what isolated state-

ment that " Chateaubriand, in his pamphlet ' De Bonaparte et des

Bourbons,' calculated that more lives had been lost during the Na-
poleonic wars than during the whole of the Middle Ages through-
out all Christendom."
That long and destructive wars are gradually becoming less

and less frequent seems to me to bs but a matter of comparative
history. National differences are now often adjusted without re-

sort to bloodshed, which only a century or more ago would most
certainly have given rise to a resort to arms. In short, warism
and all tliat pertains to it is a relic of savagery, and with savagery
must, in time, disappear.

The realization of this prediction, taken in connection with the

disajjpearance of widespread and fatal epidemics of disease, which
are likewise" becoming less and less frequent, must ot necessity

have a powerful influence on the man of the future. By their

elimination the world will certainly be more thickly and more
quickly peopled with the -human specie^. Mr. Snell has said

nothing in his communication that has had a tendency to alter

my opinion in reference to the destruction of the world's fauna
and much of its present flora. I cannot conceive that " any por-

tion of the flora or fauna of the globe which has even a pic-

turesque or decorative value" as now existing, is destiaed to be
seen by the " man of the future," and alone represents the share

which is not doomed to be destroyed. Possibly your correspond-

ent would have me believe that some time in the future the day
will arrive when all the habitable part of the globe will have been
converted into one continuous, immense park, combined with
biological preserves and enormous areas of dwellings and other

habitations for the men of the future ! It depends very much
what is meant by the expression "picturesque or decorative

value," for to my mind biologic, and in face of the geological

history of the world as now known to us, such an outcome is

simply out ot the question. To me, for example, there is no
doubt but that the present existing avifauna of the world, or

rather the entire group of those now highly specialized forms we

call birds, are destined to become utterly extinct in nature in the

future history of the earth, and yet they certainly possess a cer-

tain " decorative value." The largestor larger forms will first dis-

appear, to be followed gradually by all those of less and lesser

size. Our own avifauna is amply illustrative of this fact.

My critic said much in the leading paragraphs of his long com-

munication that pleased me greatly; I refer especially to his re-

marks upon the growth of education; upon questions ethical and

metaphysical; upon problems social and psychological, and upon

morals; but I confess to my utter disappointment when I came

to read further along in his article that he entertained such no-

tions as "neither our senses nor our memories are as acute as

those of our barbarian ancestors; our taste and capacity for intel-

lectual speculation is not as great as was possessed by our prede-

cessors of the scholastic period, or by the South Asiatic Aryans of

any historic time;" and finally the statement, so tinctured with

pessimism, that " the low vice of avarice rules the day." Were
these statements true for the present hour, there could hardly be

any doubt as to what some of the characteristics of the man of

the future must be.

Mr. Snell unconditionally surrenders both sword and pen when
he concludes by saying, "I cannot venture, in view of the com-

plexity of the problem, to hazard a prediction even for the next

stages ot human evolution, to say nothing of the millions of years

over which Dr. Shufeldt so gaily gambols." Why, human " evo-

lution" is the very pith of the question we are considering, and

we biologists believe that we have so far solved the riddle of the

origin of life upon earth, and the growth and development of ani-

mal and vegetable forms since, and the laws that control the

same, that it is quite a pardonable thing for us to do, even if it

be of "doubtful utility," to forecast the fate of any vertebrated

animal, man not excepted, into the future. A nineteenth century

biologist, such as I am, is not likely to take umbrage at being

chai'ged with "gambollmg over millions of years." for I am be-

come already callous to the charge of " gambolling " too many
millions of years in the other direction, or into the ^asf, in seek-

ing into the question of the origin of man there. Indeed, I take

no little pride in the fact that during the last ten years I have

from time to time, as far as my poor ability would allow me, lent

both my voice and pen to the view that man arose upon earth at

a far remoter period in its history than a few thousand years

amount to, as many eminently good people would yet have us to

believe. E. W. Shufeldt.
Takoma, D.C., Nov. 17.

The International Geological Congress.

The month of August, 1891, witnessed a remarkable gathering

of scientific bodies at the capital. No less than nine organizations

engaged in pursuits of a scientific character met in convention

in Washington. From the 10th of August to the 3d of September

the following bodies held meetings, partly successive and partly

contemporaneous: the ATnerican Microscopical Society; the Asso-

ciation of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Sta-

tions ; the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists ; the Society

for the Promotion of Agricultural Science; a conference of Ameri-
can chemists, with the Washington Chemical Society ; the Asso-

ciation of Economic Entomologists; the American Association for

the Advancement of Science; the Geological Society of America;

and the Fifth International Congress of Geologists.

As one who enjoyed the privilege of attending and participating

in the three last-named gatherings, I have brought together a few
memoranda of S'jme of the many points of interest connected

therewith, especially in the department of geology.

The Association for the Advancement of Science, instead of con-

tinuing for a week, as its custom has been, closed its fortieth

session on Saturday, Aug. 23, and gave up the Monday and Tues-

day following to the American Geological Society. During the

year previous, death had removed from the list of American geol-

ogists three eminent names,— E. W. Hilgard, Joseph Leidy, and
Alexander Winchell, the last of whom was the president of the

society for the year. The opening paper was a beautiful tribute

to his work and worth, by his brother, Professor N. H. Winchell

of Minneapohs.
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One of the most interesting matters presented at these meetings

was the paper of Mr. Charles D. Walcott on the discovt ry of un-

doubted fish-remains in strata of Ordovician (Lower Silurian) age,

near Caiion City, Colorado. The occurrence of fishes in Upper
Silurian beds has long been known in Europe, and in a few cases

in this country; but it was a novel, and almost startling, change

in our ordinary ideas to see these specimens of abundant ichthyic

remains,— chiefly small granoidal plates and scales,— from a hori-

zon corresponding to the Trenton limestone of the East.

The library of the Columbian University was converted into a

room for geological exhibits, in which were arranged a very large

number of specimens and appliances of much interest. The
United States Geological Survey furnished a host of maps, reports,

reliefs, photographs, etc., illustrating important features of Ameri-

can geology and the extensive character of the work in progress

therein. Numerous maps and volumes were likewise displayed

by State surveys, and by individual geologists; while many re-

markable specimens and suites of specimens occupied table-cases

throughout the room. Among these may be mentioned an exten-

sive series of American rocks, brought by the representatives from

that country; the Ordovician fish-remains above referred to, by
Mr. Walcott; a most beautiful suite of the Tertiary insects from

Florissant, Colorado, named and described by Professor Scudder;

and, of peculiar interest, what appeared to be unquestionably

glacial groovings from a Silurian rock-surface, exposed on removal

of overlying sti'ata,— thus indicating a glaciai epoch far back in

early Paleozoic time. These specimens, with views of the spot,

were from a Scandinavian locality. Most of this interesting ma-

terial was recorded in a pamphlet "Catalogue of Exhibits."

The general plan of the Geological Congress was to take up, for

each day of the session, some one comprehensive subject, and

after a full treatment of it by one or two members, to discuss it

broadly and compare views, but not to attempt to decide upon
mooted question?. This method was the result of experience in

past meetings of the Congress, wherein it has come to be seen that

little is gained by the attempt to pass judgment or formulate rules.

Another interesting point was that, by general consent, the lead

was taken by, or rather given to, our own geologists,— the foreign

delegates, while participating largely in the discussions, coming
to see, and hear, and learn.

The first subject was the classification of Pleistocene (Quater-

nary) deposits. The opening paper was by president T. C. Cham-
berlain, and was a comprehensive and exhaustive scheme of genetic

classification of all the forms and types of superficial deposits im-
mediately preceding the present period. The second day was
given to the topic of cerrelation of sedimentary rocks, and was
opened at length by Professor G. K. Gilbert of the United States

Geological Survey, who described the several methods, both physi-

cal (by structure) and biotic (by fossils) available in identifying

and correlating rocks. The discussion on this topic became very

extended, going over into the next day, and was of great interest,

in that many specialists in diflferent departments presented their

methods of work and their estimates of various means. Thus
Professor von Zittel dwelt on the advantages of marine inverte-

brates, as compared with higher forms, or correlation ; Professor

Cope took up the gauntlet in behalf of vertebrata; and Dr. Lester

F. Ward for fossil plants; while the physical methods of corre-

lating and classifying strata were discussed by Professor McGeein
an exposition of what is sometimes termed " the new geology," as

applied to the coastal region of the Atlantic States, and by Pro-

fessor Van Hise in a discussion of the great pre-Columbian series,

now coming to be recognized and traced in the United States, un-
der the name of Algonkian. The general view, however, empha-
sized the fact that all methods of correlation vary in value inversely

as the geographical distance of the beds.

The' next day was given to map-coloring and cartography. Here
Major Powell, the head of the United States Geological Survey,

naturally led the discussion, presenting a full account of the

scheme adopted for the work of the survey, which is quite different

from that proposed in 1885, at the Berlin meeting of the Congress.

In the subsequent discussion, one fact, very strikingly developed,

was the vastness of the scale on which the work of the American
survey is conducted, as compared with those of Europe.

Indeed, this same aspect came often and strongly to view during

the summer,— the immense field of geology in America, the vast

areas to be connected and compared, the possibility of both

methods and resulls, when "the whole boundless continent,"— of

simple structure, and under a single government,— is to be dealt

with, that are different from those of the Old World,— broader,

grander, and more comprehensive. D. S. Mabtin.

New York, Nov. 14.

Fifth International Congress of Geologists.

In the current number of your journal (Nov. G, 1891) is an arti-

cle presenting Dr. Persifor Frazer's views upon the recent meeting

of the International Congress at Washington. Dr. Frazer is of

course at liberty to entertain such opinions with regard to the

congr^ess as he pleases, but in presenting an elaborate statistical

table, as he has done here, he should at least endeavor to obtain

accurate data.

Printed lists of names and addresses of members who had reg-

istered up to the fourth day of the congress were freely distrib-

uted to all wbo took part in the meetings. Some few belated for-

eigners registered after that date. Dr. Frazer's table ostensibly

gives the comparative attendance at the five congresses, although

he himself admits that no statistics have been given showing the

actual attendance at the Paris congress. For the Washington
congress he gives an attendance of 148 natives and 58 foreigners,

as against 172 natives and 75 foreigners given by the printed lists

above mentioned. Hence, of the four conclusions which he

draws from his table, in point of fact all are incorrect, with the

possible exception of the last, which I have not yet had time to

verify. S. F. Emmons.
Washington, D.C., Nov. 12.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

Early in 1892 Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. will publish under
the title of " The Spirit of Modern Philosophy," the lectures given

by Dr. Josiah Eoyce of Harvard in Cambridge last winter. The
lectures were listened to with great interest, and, having been
carefully revised, will form a work of remarkable value,

— Little, Brown, & Co. have nearly ready a new edition of

Nuttairs " Hand-book of Amex-ican Ornithology," brought down
to date by Montague Chamberlain.

—A "Supplement to the Hand-Book of the American Academy "

has just been published. It contains a list of the accessions to

membership in the American Academy of Political and Social Sci-

ence from Apr. 15 to Aug. 15, 545 names in all.

— Dextrine is the best substance for gumming labels. It may be
purchased of almost any wholesale manufacturing chemist. It is

mixed and stirred with boiling water until it obtains a cousistency

like ordinary mucilage, then apijlied to the back of the printed

matter with a wide camel's-hair brush (care being taken to use
paper that is not thin or unsized) -f after it becomes dry it is fit

for use, being rendered exceedingly adhesive by a slight wetting.

— C. A. Starke, Gorlitz, Prussia, has just published, says The
Publishers' Weekly, the first number of Ex-libris, a journal de-

voted to the interests of collectors of bookplates in particular and
to bookish matters in general, to be issued as often as the material

in hand warrants making up a number. The first issue is almost

entirely devoted to the subject-matter which gives the journal its

title. It is a small quarto and handsomely printed.

—
• To extract grease spots from books or paper, gently warm the

greased or spotted parts of the book or paper and then press upon
it pieces of blotting-paper, one after another, so as to absorb as

much of the grease as possible. Have ready some fine, clear es-

sential oil of turpentine, heated almost to a boiling state; warm
the greased leaf a little, and then with a soft, clean brush wet the

heated turpentine both sides of the spotted part. By repeating

this application the grease will be extracted, according to The
Publishers' Weekly. Lastly, with another brush dipped in recti-

fied- spirits of wine, go over the place, and the grease will no
longer appear, neither will the paper be discolored.
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— D. Appleton & Co. announce " AText-Book in Psychology,"

translated from the German of Johann F. Herbart. The central

idea of the author's " attempt to found the science of psychology

on experience, metaphysics, and mathematics," is apperception

recognition and comparison of features of an object with which

we are familiar — in contradistinction to perception, in which an

object is merely presented to our senses. The book makes the

eighteenth volume in the International Education Series.

— A. C. Armstrong & Son, in conjunction with Elliott Stock,

London, will publish the Camden Library, a series of volumes

"concerned with the antiquities of Great Britain," and edited by

G. Laurence Gomme and T. Fairman Ordish. The first volume,

just ready, deals with the "Antiquities and Curiosities of the

Exchequer," containing numerous illustrations from original MSS.

and the various records preserved in the Public Record Office.

Aatiquities of the stage will be looked after in " Old London

Theatres," and yet other volumes will be entitled "English

Homes in the Past," " Monastic Arrangement," "English Armor,"

"Folk-Lore," "Church Plate," "The Streams of London,"

" Miniature Portrait Painting," etc.

— "Papers in Penology, second series," is a little pamphlet com-

piled by an inmate of the New York State Reformatory, and

printed and stitched by other inmates of the same institution. It

contains papers from various authors on the subject of prison re-

form, most of which have been published in some form before.

It opens with three articles on the prisons of Great Britain,

originally contributed to the New York Times, by Jay. S. Butler;

and these are, perhaps, the most interesting in the whole

collection. The other papers are on various aspects of the prison;

reform question, and written by Charles A. Collin, William T.

Harris, Hamilton D. Wey, and Eugene Smith; while the last

one of all is an account of "the Elmira Reformatory of To-day,"

by the editor of the pamphlet. This last is somewhat marred by

a peculiar and rather grandiloquent style, but otherwise it is an

excellent description of the reformatory methods now practised

under the prison laws of the State of New York. Some of the

writers carry their zeal for prison reform to an extravagant de-

gr-ee, and Mr. Collins in particular actually says in his last sentence

that "the object of criminal punishment is the improvement of

the offender." On the whole, however, the views here presented

are sensible, and persons interested in the subject will like to

possess the pamphlet.

— Harper & Brothers have just published " Pharaohs, Fellahs,,

and Explorers," by Amelia B. Edwards; and "Sharp Eyes, a

Rambler's Calendar of Fifty-two Weeks among Insects, Birds,

and Flowers," written and illustrated by W. Hamilton Gibson.

— Mr. J. H. T. McPherson has prepared a brief " History of

Liberia," which will doubtless be of interest to students of the

Publications received at Editor's Office,

Nov. 4-17.

Ball. R. S. Starland. Boston, Ginn. 876 p. 12°.

SI. 10.

Papers in Penology. Blmira, N. Y., State Eeforma-
torv. 148 p. 16°.

Pick, E. Pick's Method applied to Acquiring the
French Language. Syracuse, N. ?., Bardeen.
113 p. 1S°. SI.

Poole, J. The Practical Telephone Handbook.
Ne-w York, Macmillan. 283 p. 12°. 75 cents.

Pope, F. L. Modern Practice of the Electric Tele-
graph. (14th ed.) New York. 'Van Nostrand.
234 p. 8°. S1.60.

Remondino, p. C. History of Circumcision from
the Earliest Times to the Present. Philadel-
phia, Davis. 346 p. 12°. $1.25.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Peof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-

mend them to all workers in meteorology,

and do not see how any of our American

meteorologists can afford to be without a

copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which

must be kept handy, and replaced when

worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,

will be given to Kew Subscribers to the
Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
IHinneapolls, mClnn.

CALENDAR OF SOCIETIES.

Philosophical Society, Washington.

Nov. 7.—E. M. Gallaudet, Values in the

Education of the Deaf ; J. C. Gordon, The
New Departure at Kendall Green.

Chemical Society of Washington.

Nov. 12.— W. H. Krug, Estimation of

Iron, Alumina, and Phosphoric Acid ; H. W.
Wiley and W. H. Krug, The Occurrence of

Artificial Crystals of Calcium Phosphate; H.

W. Wiley and W. H. Krug, A New Butter

Adulterant; Cabel WTiitehead, The Uses of

Cadmium in Assaying Gold Bullion.

Biological Society, Washington.

Nov. 14.— T. S. Palmer, Winter Aspects

of the Mojave Desert Region ; V. A. Moore,

A Case of Echinococcus in Swine; C. W.
Stiles, Notes on Parasites : — Coccidium bi-

geminum Stiles; L. F. Ward, Haeckel's

Eadiolaria of the Challenger Expedition ; L.

F. Ward, Three Days in the Tropics.

Engineer's Club of Philadelphia.

Oct. 17.—B. E. Fernow, Tests of Timber
now being made under the auspices of the

Agricultural Department ; F. H. Lewis, Soft

Steel in Bridges.

Boston Society of Natural History.

Nov. 4.— G. L. Goodale, The Natury His

tory Museums of Australasia; Warren Up-
ham, Recent Fossils of the Harbor and Back
Bay, Boston.

Nov. 18.— George Baur, A Visit to the

Galapagos Islands; W. M. Davis, The Cats

kill Delta in the Post-Glacial Hudson Estu-

ary.

Appalachian Mountain Club, Boston.

Nov. 11.—J. B. Harrison, Open Spaces for

Public Resort.

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Yerse Criticism of the Reign of Eliza-
beth. By Felix E Schelling, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. §1.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian '• Dibbarra''' Epic..
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic. 60 cents.

3. a. npd? with the Accusative. 6. Note on a Pas^
sage in the Antigone. By "William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the G-reek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America..
Pdn t^n and P^b bdp piii. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Archieology and
Paleontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Eastonv
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel Gr. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archseology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. By Horace Howard
Furness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Eecent Archaeological Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

ArchEeological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott "Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, h. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Schelling, A.M., Assistant Professor of
English Literature.

The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors
and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and ArchEeology,
whereof about 200 or 250 pages will form a volume.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50-

per volume; to others than subscribers, $2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It is the intention of the Cniversity to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha.^' be pre-

ISr. 13. O. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS: How tog-ettliem. If there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science-
book Agency, 874 Broadway, New York.
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negro problem. It opens with an account of the earh'est and un-

successful attempis to plant a negro colony in Africa, and then

proceeds to trace tlie leading events in the histoiy of Liberia from

its foundation to tlie jirestnt lime. Tlie difiSculties and distresses

of tlie past fi'w ypars having been surmounted, the colonists have

had considerable time to sliosv what thej* are capable of and what
may be expected of them in the way of government and civiliza-

tion; but. unfortunately, their record is not so good as might be

wished. Mr. McPlierson defends them as well as he can, but he

.is obliged to admit that they have incurred a public debt, the in-

terest of which they are uuable to pay, and for which they have

nothinii: wbatever to show. Moreover, their presence in Africa

has not as yet had any practical influence in civilizing the natives;

and all attempts to propagate Christianity among the native

tribes have proved unavailing, while Mohammedanism is spreading

among the same tribes with great rapidity. On the whole, it

would be neither surprising nor regrettable if, as Mr. McPherson

fears, the little republic should eventually be brought under the

sovereignty of Great Britain. Mr. McPherson's pamphlet is pub-
lished by the Johns Hopkins Press, at fifty cents.

— It is not, sajs Iron, generally known that the light of the

sun and the moon exercises a deleterious effect on edge tools.

Knives, drill-;, scythes, and sickles assume a blue color if tliey are

exposed for some time to the light and heat of the sun ; the sharp
edge disappears, and the tool is rendered absolutely useless until

it is retempered. A similarly prejudicial effect has been exercised

by moonlight.

— Steps have been taken, we learn from The Publisher's Weekly,

to establish an "Authors' Museum" in St. Petersburg, to contain

mementos and relics of famous Russian literary men and women.
It is probable that the Pu?chkin Museum in the Lyceum, and the

Seraiontoffi Museum in the Nikolai Cavalry School, will be incor-

porated in the new institution, if completed.

A^mc
A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephraim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says:
*' I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed 'strength and vigor to the entire

system . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Be^vare of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAUTION.—Be sure tlie Avord "Hors-
ford's'' is oil tlie label. AM otliers are
spurious. Never sold iii bulk.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.l

For sale.~A 6J^ x S}4 Camera; a very fine instrument,
with lens, hold^^rs and tripod, all new; it cost over $40;
price, S25. Edw. L, Hayes, 6 Athens street, Cambridge,
Mass.

To exchange Wright's " Ice Age in North America"
and Le Conte's "Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882)
for "Darwinism," by A. R.Wallace, "Origin of ' "

by Darwin. "Descent of Man" "
"

Place in Nature,'* Huxley, ''M
mals," by Romanes, "Pre-Adam
books wanted except latest edit

condition. C. S. Brown, Jr.,
Nashville, Tenn.

Wants.

by D;
ntal Evolution in Am-
ies," by Winchell. No
ons, and books in good
Vanderbilt University,

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private
chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-

ance (aoog to i-iomg ), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in

part or whole. Also complete file of Sillimatis Journal^
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1S54-1883;
U. S. Coast Survey. i8';4-i86c). Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-
scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-
sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three
inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fourth and one inch

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,
Mass.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( 3 and S ) of skins
of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting; collection of vertebrate fossils from the
Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas; collection nf works on
descripiive cryptogamlc botany— mostly on Fungi; thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette^ eight vols. GreviUeay
four vols. Notarisea; slereopiicon outfit, with attach-
ment for rnicrosccpic projecti n ; 148 stereoptJcon slides,

illustrating zoology and Cryptogams. Wanted

—

and foreign works and pamphlet^s on Vertebrate Pal;

tology, and series o'i Am, Jour , ofScience ^xi^ o\.\itr

odicals containing contributions to Vertebrate Pal;

tology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Colorado Springs. Colo,

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
1 azmes. Rates loiv. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schoharie N V

A 7iy person seeking a position for 'which he is qiial
fied by his scientijic attainments^ or anyperson seeking
some one to fill a position of thu character^ be it that
ofa teacher ofscience-^ chemist^ draughtsman^ or what
not^ may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he Satisfies tlie publisher of the suit-
able character of his application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scieyitifc question, the address t?/

any scientific ma7t^ or ivho can in any ivay use this col-
umn for a purpose consonant jvith the nature of the
paper ^ is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED.—A position in the philosophical or
pedagogical department of a college or uni-

versity by a young man (30) who has had five years'*
practical experience in teaching, and who has done
four years' post-graduate work in philosophy, demot-
ing his attention during the last two years espe-
cially to study and original investigation in scien-
tific psychology and its applications in educaflon.
Address E, A., care Science, 874 Broadway, N. Y.
City.

WANTED.—A suitable position in Washington,
D. C, not connected with the GoverDtnent,

and with a salary not to exceed S650 a year, by an
experienced biologist with six years' university
training. Applicant has been a skilful surgeon for
fourteen years; is a practical photographer, char-
tographer, and accustomed to the use of the type-
writer. He is also capable of making the most fin-
ished drawings, of any description, for all manner
of illustrative purposes in science; trained in mu-
seum methods and work; also field operations and
taxidermy in its various departments, and model-
ing, production of casts, restorations of potaconto-
logical specimens and similar employments. Address
U. S. R., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

WANTED.-By a young man (27), B.A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in
natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-
vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars
as to work, salary, etc. F. W. MAR, L. Box 23, West
Haven, Conn.

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
ITniversity desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. F., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,
New York.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

DO YOU IKTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SETVSIBIiEI.OW-COST
HOUSES," now arranged in three volumes. lu them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estiuates of cost for 105 lastefiilj nevr deslffns for
liouse8. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build witlioat delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs o£
houses, costing between $500 and SIHOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $1800 to

S3000. Vol. III. contains ;^5 copyrighted designs, S3000 to §9000. Price, by mail, $1.00
cucli, or $3.00 for the set.

'TOI^OMAI^ HOtTSES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modern
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

" PlCXrRESQUE HOrSES FOR FOREST AIWO SHORE";—This show
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price. Sl.OO, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

• THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Bev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi AtEecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.

Intusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Eobins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain
Animals.

"Wesley Scientific Society.

Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly

by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$3.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets,

JSTEJr BOOMS.
JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. §1.

By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.
" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniol G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject.'''—Phitadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans "

—

Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OK,

RODGHIE IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.
BY

A. ROCHESTER FEL.I.O'W'.
(S. H. SCrDDER.)

With thirty-tvpo Illustrations and a Map.

ISS. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen.''—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—JJostoJi Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—TTie Dial.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton''s 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

rocominend it as an introductory manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—^ri(//ifo?i (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that 'Races and Peoples,' avowedly a rec-

ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-

ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger'.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

JUST MEAnr.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region ; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

8v ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D
8°, 513 pp., $3. sa.

THE MODERN lALAD! ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming

the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been

thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

KOTf BEADY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-

' SUMPTION. By GODFfiET W. Hambleton, M.D.
12". 40g.

The Inestimable importance of the subject, the
eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were m.ore
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.

*• The monograph Is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—P/iarmaceititca^ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD.*'
By Appleton Mokgan, Ksq. 1:;°. 20 cezits.

"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting
address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

Neic York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COX. 12°. 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."— C/irisfian Union.
*' Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find In

them much food for thought."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject witti

knowledge and skill."— Open Court.
*' It Is of extreme interest."—JMedfcai Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."

—

Indiana Medica
Journal.
"An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Science Neivs.
"All Interested In biological questions will find

the book fasc\na.il-ag."—Pharmaceutical Era.
'

' The author displays a very comprehensive grasp
of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attet-tlon of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Ctrus THOMAS. 12°. $1.

Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public
some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mouud-bullders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
le^wi satisfies bim that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Oium) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their Hue of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
•'A valuable contribution to the question, * Who

were the mound-builders? ' ^-—New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iV^. Y. Sun.
"An Interesting paper."— C/ir/sfm?t Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12^ SI.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—^os-

ton Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ^ Tornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders In the tornado States."—^osfon
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province of meteorology, In which science, the
author. Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH Jastrow. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow\s good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—Pufe/ie
Ojyinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader—by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."—T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mart Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
** A sensible hrochnre.'"~'Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."-P«6h'c Opinion.
"The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply written."

—

Springfield Re-
publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St,
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J, Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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NEW YORK, November ^7, 1891.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.

§3.50 Per Year, in Advance.

THE

Atiicaii Sell Teleplioiie

COMPANY.
«S MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS,

This Company owns the Letters
ft*atent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January 30, 1877,
No. 186,787.
The Transmission of Speech by

all known forms of ELECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the right secured to this
Company by the above patents, and
renders each individual userof tel-
«phones, not furnished by it or its

licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.

WOOLLENS.
English, Scolch and Irish Suitings.

Homespnns, Cheviots, Tweeds, West of

England Broadcloths and Cashmeres.

O^VE :RCO^^TIINTG-S

-

Beaveis, Kerseys, Meltons,

Irish Friezes and Elysians.

MIXED AND FANCY CLOTHS

For Ladies' and Children's Jackets & Wraps.

Ladies' Plain Colored Cloths
For Eyening and Street Wear.

Jotccxdwaii cAj l^ti? 6t.

NEW YORK.

MIMED Al C Cabinet Specimens. Collections.
IlllllLnnLu, Fob Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15c ; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH A CO, Mineralogists,
Bemoved to 73.3 & 735 Broadway, New York

JUST PUBLISHED.

THE LABRADOR COAST.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
EEY, ON THE ESKIMO. ON ITS PHY-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-
CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEDS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,

which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.

Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameiri-

cana.
It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide

to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

513 pp., S'^, 13.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,
874 Broad%vay, New York.

INSECTS AND INSECTICIDES.
A PRACTICAL MANUAL,

Concerning Noxious Insects and the Methods
of Preventiag their Injuries.

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Professor of Entomology and Zoology, New

Hampshire State College.

WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT.
"I think that you have gotten together a very

useful and valuable little book."- Dr. C. V.Riley,
U. S. Entomologist. Washington, D. C.
"It is escelleut.''—James Fletcher, Dominion En-

tomologist, Ottawa, Canada.
" I am well pleased with it

''—Dr. F. M. Hexamer,
Editor American Agriculturist, New York.
"It seems to me a good selection of the matter

which every farmer and fruit grower ought to have
at his immediate command."—Prof. S. A. Forbes,
State Entomologist of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

" A good book, and it is needed."—Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Cornell University.
"It is one of the best books of the kind I have

ever seen."— J. Freemont Hickman, Agriculturist,
Ohio Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio.

" I shall gladly recommend it."— Prof. A. J. Cook,
Michigan Agricultural College.

Price, $1.25.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, Hew York.

PHYSICAL, MEASUREMEIVT.
By HiROLD Whiting. Ph.D.. formerly instructor.

Harvard Uoiversitv. New Edition. 8vo, 1,^20 pages.
$3.75. D. C. HEATB & CO , Puclishers, Boston.

New Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing hai-rn,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

Ushed far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BROADWAY, NEW YOEK.
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Wants.

Atty person seeking a position /or which he is quali-

fied by his scientijic attainmenU^ or anyperson seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it that

ofa teacher ofscience^ chemist^ draughtsinan^ or what
not. may have the ' IVant' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the publisher of the suit-

able character of his application. A nyperson seeking

information on any scientific question, the address of
any scientific man, or who can in any way use this col-

mnn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the

paper, is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED.—A position in the philosopbieal or

pedagogical aBpartment of a college or uni-

versity by a young man (30) who has had five years'

practical experience In teaching, and who has done
four years' post-graduate work in philosophy, devot-

ing his attention during the last two years espe-

cially to study and original investigation in scien-

tific psychology and its applications in education.

Address E. A., care Science, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

City.

WANTED.—A suitable position in Washington,
D. C, not connected with the Government,

and with a salary not to exceed £650 a year, by an
experienced biologist with six years' university

training. Applicant has been a skilful surgeon for

fourteen years ; is a practical photographer, car-

tographer, and accustomed to the use of the type-

writer. He is also capable of making the most fin-

ished drawings, of any description, for all manner
of illustrative purposes in science; trained in mu-
seum methods and wurk; also field operations and
taxidermy in its various departments, and model
ing, production of casts, restorations of paleonto-

logical specimens and similar employments. Address
U. S. E , care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

WANTED. By a young man (87), B.A. andPh.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in

natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-

vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars

as to work, salary, etc. P. W. MAR, L. Box 23, West
Haven, Cono^

A YOUNG MAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. F., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,

New york.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course In biology. Address BOTANIST,
care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.]

For sale.—A 6}4 x 8?^ Camera; a very fine instrument,
with lens, holders and tripod, all new; it cost over $40;
price, $25. Edw. L. Hayes, 6 Athens street, Cambridge,
Mass.

To exchange Wright's " Ice Age in North America "

and Le Conte's "Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882)

for "Darwinism," by A R.Wallace, "Origin of Species,"

by Darwin. "Descent of Man." by Darwin, ' Man's
Place in Nature," Huxley, "Mental Evolution in Ani-
mals," by Romanes, "Pre-Adamites," by Wiiichell. No
books wanted except latest editions, and books in good
condition. C. S. Brown, Jr., Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tenn.

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-

ance (200g to i-iom^), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in

part or whole. Also complete file of Silliman^s yournal,
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883;

U. S. Coast Survey. 18S4-1869. Full particulars to en-

quu-ers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomtret, Conn.

For exchange or sale at a sacrifice, an elaborate micro-

scope outfit. Bullock stand; monocular objectives, one-

sixth homeogeneous immersion, four-tenths, and three

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smitn, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,

M.1SS.

For sale or exchange, extra fine pair ( 3 and ? ) of skins

of Rocky Mountain Goat, with the skulls, etc., as needed
for mounting ; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas ; collection of works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany— mostly on Fu7igi: thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette, eight vols. Grevillea.

four vols. Notarisea; stereoplicon outfit, with attach-

ment for microscopic projection ; 148 stereoplicon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogam:
and foreign works and pamphlets on Vertebrate P
tology. and series oi Am. Jour, ofScience and othi

odicals ributi Vertebn Pala

ology. Prof. F. W. Cragin, Colorado Springs, Colo.

For INVENTORS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company

to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American

Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

Cod-liver oil suggests con-

sumption; which is almost un-

fortunate. Its best use is be-

fore you fear consumption

—

when you begin to get thin.

Consumption is only one of

the dangers of thinness.

Scott's Emulsion of cod-

liver- oil makes the thin

plump, and the plump are

almost safe.

Let us send you a book on

CAREFUL LIVING—free.

Scott k Bowne. Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-live;

oil— all druggists everywhere do. $x.

POSTAL DICTIONARY.

A Manual of Postage Rates, and Inforniatiou

upon Every Postal Subject which concerns;

Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, nomprising about 15CF

titles (with complete index of over 400 references),
debigned to furnish all faots bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

'About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought ta
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."

—

Chicago Standard.

"Likely to be of great and constant service to ali

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."—Sos^on-
Literary World.

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of
affairs * It will enable him to settle almost at a-
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HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN.'

I HAVE often expressed surprise, and sometinnes indigna-

tioD, that citizens of a State which possesses two great uni-

versities— Columbia and Cornell — should so often decide

to send their children to the universities of other States — to

Harvard, or Yale, or Princeton. Apart from special prefer-

ences or personal associations with one or the other univer-

sity, the parent often claims that absence from home is es-

sential to the complete education of a boy. This proposition

is, I think, open to much dispute. But it becomes still more
assailable when applied to the education of girls.

It seems to me that the origin of this idea, as of so many
others that claim a logical basis, is really an historical

tradition, derived froin conditions of life in England, where

the youth to be educated were chiefly recruited from families

scattered through the country, and who must therefore nec-

essarily leave home in order to acquire a university train-

ing. In England also originated the idea that to " make a

man of a boy," he must be thrown young into the often bru-

tal public life of the great public schools, and in tender years

be consigned to a rough-and tumble existence, because in

mature life this was what he would be expected to lead.

The feminine counterpart to the boys' public school was
the young ladies' boarding-school. Here the girl was ex-

pected to acquire manners and finish, as there the boy was

expected to learn manliness. Intellectual considerations had

little to do with the choice in either ease.

If we throw aside the subtle influence of tradition, and
state clearly the reasons which should incline parents to send

their daughters away from home to be educated, it is easier

to note where these reasons may still hold in modern times

and where they have become invalid.

Evidently, to share the privileges of a university, it is

necessary to be a resident of a university town, so that non-

residence in such a town becomes an imperative reason in

favor of sending girls away from home, if it be once decided

that they are to have this training. Again, if a family is

consciously and avowedly on a lower plane of intelligence,

education, or refinement than that to which it is desired that

the daughters shall attain, it may again be necessary to re-

move the latter entirely into a different sphere of life and
thought, while their minds and characters are being

moulded.

Or, again, it may be desired to educate girls rather against

their will, as is so often the case with boys, and therefore

considered best to remove them into a special atmosphere,

where they shall be uninfluenced by family or social dis-

tinctions, where, as the phrase is, " they shall have more
systematic training." This might happen for younger girls,

:whose older sisters were going out into society.

Admitting that these considerations may all become im-

perative in certain cases, it remains true, however, that they

must always be enforced against counter considerations of

such strength as often justly lead parents to forego a college

' Dr. Mary Putnara-Jacobi, in the Eveniug Post.

education for their girls altogether, rather than incur the

risks of sending them away from home.
Whatever may be the use or abase of a gregarious life for

boys and young men, there can be no doubt that it involves

great risks for adolescent girls. All the voluminous litera-

ture that has been written on the dangers of "coeducation"
for girls really applies to gregarious education with members
of their own sex. A girl thrown into a mass of several

hundred other students, is subjected to a constant nervous
strain, which, indeed, may be borne by the robust and
healthy, but to which the nervous and delicate too often

succumb. The physical evil of such massive association is

beginning to be recognized, and combated by the device of
substituting smaller groups of students in isolated homes or
cottages, for the 'vast dormitories of the earlier colleges,

which resembled magnified models of the old-fashioned
boarding-schools. Still it remains true that a girl placed in
an army of her fellows is in a position peculiarly foreign to
her nature, which demands — possibly merely from the in-

fluence of immemorial inheritance and tradition — an indi-

vidual setting, a family life. " It is natural," Goethe says
somewhere, " for boys to wear uniforms: it is equally un-
natural for girls to do so, for they are not destined to liveor
act in masses, but each is to be the centre of a home."
Thus a girl who is living at home, or who, in default of

that, is living in a private family while attending lectures
at a university, is running counter to no traditii.,nal organic
habits of sex, whether her fellow-students be all girls, or
whether the classes be mixed. But if she be removed to an
institution, she is placed to that extent in the unfavorable
conditions common to the monastery, the nunnery, and the
orphan asylum. These unfavorable influences may, of
course, be resisted, and are so in many cases, but they are
always theoretically unfavorable, and not favorable, as is

often claimed; and on that account certainly should not be
encountered except under pressure of absolute necessity.

"The systematic training," which consists in shutting up
a girl exclusively in one set of ideas, horizons, and pursuits

for three or four years, is again a disadvantage and not an
advantage. The gi'eat thing that youth requires, and that fe-

male youth requires especially, is change, change of thought,
scene, interest, frequent and absolute relaxation of tension.

It is perfectly understood that in boys' colleges this impera-
tive need of complete change is apt to be met, not only by
innocent though boisterous recreation, but often also by far

from innocent dissipation. A young man has been expected
to "sow his wild oats" at college coincidently with the seed
from which he hopes to reap a satisfactory harvest. But
girls are too docile, too unenterprising, for these violent
reactions. They have less innate force of reaction, and thus
a greater tendency to adjust themselves to the exact tem-
perature of their surroundings. It is desirable, therefore,

that their surroundings should not be of a uniform character,

bvit rather varied, accidents, such indeed as are offered bv
the daily incidents of family life.

The intellectual life of the university should, wherever
practicable, be blended with this family life. When it is

shut off from the latter, the four college years are dropped
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like a solid isolated block into the life of the girl— we might

say like a meteorite fallen from the sky. It is often felt

that, when these college years are finished, everything con-

nected with them is to come to an end, be set aside, the stu-

dent herself is regarded as a finished product, turned off from

a mysterious machine, to be henceforth separated from it as

distinctly as a box from a turning-lathe.

All this habit of mind is again characteristically English

— true English Philistinism, which is frankly indifferent to

intellectual interest for its own sake— but accepts a prescribed

intellectual drill as a means of attaining — it is not clearly

apprehended what.

iBemoval of a girl from her mother's care, during the criti-

cal years of adolescence, must always be an evil morally and

physically, even when it is an advantage intellectually. That

is to say, it must be an evil, whenever the mother is adequate

to her charge, which, of course, is only too often not the

case. The girls are the exception whose health does not re-

quire constant and careful supervision, and it is absurd to

expect such supervision from the girls themselves. A young
person is a prig, who is competent, unadvised, to look after

her own health. It is perfectly true that thousands of

mothers prove themselves even more incompetent, either

through indolence, or ignorance, or indifference. But, theo-

retically, 776 expect a mother to be watchful, well informed,

far-sighted, and intensely solicitous. Such an anxious

mother, if nervous, uneducated, and weak, may, indeed, do

as much harm to the girl by over-fussing and spoiling as can

the mother who is indifferent to the plainest laws of health;

and the girl will do better, if removed to the impartial juris-

diction of a college faculty. But this is not then a change

from good to better, but from worse to good by default.

The foregoing remarks have been suggested by surprise at

the fact that relatively so few citizens of New York seem as

yet to have become aware of the great advantage that has

been brought to their doors by the foundation of the Barnard

College for women in connection with Columbia University.

Nearly half of the pupils thus far enrolled are not from New
Yoi'k City, but from without our gates,^ and at the same time

New York girls leave their homes every year for the colleges

of other States— where they can only study under the disad-

vantages which have just been enumerated. Nay, more, these

disadvantages are not counted as such, but on the contrary

are reckoned as so many reasons for preferring the exile from

home. For a quarter of a century the anomaly has existed that

daughters of the wealthiest or the most highly educated citi-

zens of the great city of New York have been deprived, except

through such exile, of the educational advantages which

were accessible to the inhabitants of a country town like

Poughkeepsie. The parents must deprive themselves of the

delight of a daughter's society during four of the most charm-

ing years of her life; or else deprive the girl of the "still air

of those delightful studies " which should throw a charm
over all her future life and lend a force to all her faculties.

During four years all the marvellous development of thought

and feeling which goes to the making of character, all the

delicate details which go to the formation of manners, must

proceed un watched by the eyes that have the most intense

interest in both, or else the babyish system of education

must be continued, which arrests the intellectual training of

a girl at the very point where, for a boy, it first begins to be

strenuous. This injurious anomaly in our social structure

was removed, or rather the first step was taken to remove it,

1 The Free Competitive Scholarship tor the best entrance examination Into
the Freshman Class for the year 169t}-91 was won by a graduate of the Jersey
City High Schorl.

when, in a measure, Columbia College opened its doors to

women. Compared with what should be necessary when
the girls of New York shall have come forward in propor-

tionate numbers to claim the privileges of their university,

the measure is slight and the beginning small. From this

small beginning, however, a full university education for

women cannot fail to grow so soon as the citizens of New
York thoroughly appreciate, not only the value of such edu-

cation, but the value of having its facilities at home, brought

to their doors, when they realize that their girls may now
claim their share in the intellectual inheritance of the race,

without incurring the risks of expatriation from home which
were already inherent in the boarding-schools of the sampler

and crochet- needle, but are now too often laid to the account

of a little Latin and less Greek.

CAN WE MAKE IT EAIN ?

'

The recent experiments in rain making in Texas, under
direction of General Dyrenforth, and which have attracted

the attention of the whole country, seem attended by a cer-

tain amount of success.

General Dyrenforth has proceeded upon the theory that

heavy concussions in the upper air currents would cause

a disturbance of these currents and thus produce rain. Con-

sequently all his attempts have been to produce the greatest

possible noise in the endeavor to cause a commingling of

currents proper for a condensation of their moisture.

Every scientist knows, and a moment's thought ought to

convince any one, that concussions cannot cause rain-fall.

An explosion in the air is immediate in its effects. It be-

comes in fact merely the propagation of a sound-wave,

which, travelling about eleven hundred feet in a second, has

but an instantaneous action upon the air through which it

passes, and in which it is gradually frittered away into heat.

In a small part of a second the air is again the same in tem-

perature and density. The greatest effect, then— the prac-

tical effect— must follow close upon the concussion. There-

fore, if General Dyrenforth's tremendous explosions, his

" air quakes," produced rain-falls in Texas, there should

have been an immediate down-pour in that particular local-

ity as a result of each explosion. But such was not the'

case. In every case, according to his statements, the rain

has fallen from two to twenty-four hours after the explo-

sions, and over extended areas. In a few instances, when
rain-clouds were already present. General Dyrenforth says

drops of rain fell within a few seconds after the explosions.

The violent concussions may have had to do with the forma-

tion of these drops, but the true and only valuable rains

came hours after every possible effect of the concussion had
gone.

It is an observed fact that rains have followed the heavy

cannonading of battles. But these rains did not fall until

several hours after the concussions of the air had completely

ceased. So, too, the proverbial showers of the Fourth of

July come late in the afternoon or during the day follow-

ing.

Further, it is noticeable that during a thunder-storm a

lightning-flash and its attendant thunder are usually accom-

panied by a sudden increase of rain downpour. This has

been frequently attributed to the discharge of electricity in

the clouds. But the increase and the flash occur so nearly

simultaneously, that the rain-drops must have started from
' since the above waa presented before the University Science Club, on

Nov. 13, 1 have read with interest Mr. T. Q. McPherson's excellent presenta-
tion of Altken'a experiments on " Dust," In the Popular Science Monthly, De-
cember, 1891.
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the clouds above, before the flash. Otherwise they could

not have reached the earth at so nearly the same time. In

fact, Professors Ayrton and Perry show [Phil. Mag., 1878,

v., 197) that condensation is a cause for increase of electrical

potential, and this may produce the flash, and not the flash

the condensation.

If, then, the lightning is the source of the sudden and in-

creased downrush of rain, in thunderstorms the same evi-

dence precludes the thunder also as a cause. If General

Dyrenforth's heavy cannonading and concussions could

evoke the rain-drops, then much more should we expect the

increase with the terrific reverberations of the thunder. But

all the proof is against his sound theory. The heavy deto-

nations, then, upon which General Dyrenforth bases his

theory are unnecessary, and the success of his experimenting

must be looked for in causes other than the noises of the ex-

plosion.

One turns naturally, then, to the products of the explo-

sives. In General Dyrenforth's experiments, minute solid

particles of silica and carbon were liberated as results of the

explosions of the dynamite and rackarock. This fine dust,

entering into the upper air-layers, might have served as nu-

clei about which the moisture could gradually condense to

finally form rain-drops. When this has been accomplished

the rain fell, and not before. Even where the immense

oxy-hydrogen balloons were exploded, the dynamite bat-

teries were for hours steadily throwing fine powders of silica

and carbon into the air.

Now it is well known that hail-stones, which are products

of the vapor condensation, often show a nucleus of a particle

of dust, and in volcanic regions frequently of a granule of

ashes. In these cases a dust-particle was the centre of the

condensation. This fact furnishes strong evidence to sup-

port the theory, that very small particles of dust may form

the nuclei of the rain drops and that the sudden presence of

fine powder in the upper strata of air will lead to condensa-

tion if sufficient moisture be present.

It is well known that during the first few strokes of an air-

pump, a vaporous cloud appears in the receiver. Some ten

years ago Mr. John Aitken, in studying the London fogs,

proved that if the air in the receiver be first filtered through

cotton-wool so as to be dust-free, then no vapor cloud ap-

peared (Nature, Dec. 30, 1880, 195). He came to the con-

clusion, and stated it clearly, that no condensation will take

place unless some solid nucleus as dust be present.

The writer has recently performed some laboratory experi-

ments similar to those of Aitken, to seek corroboration of

his results, and to determine any relative difference in the

properties of different dusts as regards their power for con-

densing moisture. I find with Aitken that condensation

under the receiver of the air-pump does not take place in

.dust-free air, and, further, that, with different powders in-

troduced, the amount of apparent condensation varied. The

experiments were then repeated without the air-pump as fol-

lows: Into a large glass sphere filtered air was introduced,

and then a steam jet discharged into it. No trace of con-

densation was present. Then air containing products of sul-

phur combustion was put in, and a heavy condensation be-

came visible. In a similar way, vapor clouds appeared with

ordinary atmospheric air and with air containing gun-powder

smoke.

In this way it was found that such powders as carbon,

silica, sulphur, and common salt are particularly capable of

precipitating the moisture, while the burning of sulphur or

gunpowder gave heavy visible clouds of vapor.

Laboratory experiments cannot represent conditions which

hold on a larger scale in Nature. Still they may be sug-

gestive. So from these experiments it may be legitimate to

reason that the finest dust introduced artificially into the

higher regions of the atmosphere will furnish centres for con-

densation, and by gradual agglomeration of moisture induce

a rain-fall. It must, however, be borne in mind, that there

must be sufficient water vapor in the atmosphere above to

gradually collect upon the dust. Therefore not under every

atmospheric condition could a rain-fall be hoped for.

To prove and to make practical use of this dust theory,

elaborate and expensive experiments would not be necessary.

In place of the costly outfit required by General Dyrenforth

for producing his terrific noises, upon which his sound theory

depends; in place of the heavy mortars transported to the

plains; in place of the immense retorts with acids and chemi-

cals for producing oxygen and hydrogen gases neces.sary for

his balloons, there could be substituted the relatively inex-

pensive fire balloons. By sending up a few of these there

could be carried aloft a mile or so apart a quantity of impal-

pable powders. Then at the heighth of about a mile any
feasible means of scattering this powder into the air might

furnish the occasion for an artificial rain-fall. The burning

of sulphur or gun-powder by fuses timed for the proper

height of the balloons should also be tried.

It might be urged against this theory, that many instances

may be cited where dust has been superabundant even in the

upper air layers, and no increase of rain-fall noticed ; that

volcanic eruptions emit quantities of finest ashes to the

atmosphere above, as did Krakatoa a few years ago, whose

dusty breath circled the earth for many a month, and yet no
unusual aqueous precipitations were observed. But it is to

be remembered that if the number of the dust particles is

excessive, the amount of moisture in the air, which is always

limited, will be divided among so many that the agglomera-

tion upon each will not be sufficient to cause it to fall as

rain-drops.

If this dust theory be true, the amount of powder borne

aloft and exploded from the balloons need not be beyond the

limits of practicable experimenting. At least the experi-

ments necessary to test the theory would be incomparably

cheaper than General Dyrenforth's, and, if successful, arti-

ficial rains could be ordered at a cost which General Dyren-

forth's explosive bombardments cannot approximate.

Ltjcien I. Blake.
Department ol Physics and Electrical Engineering,

State University of Kansas.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Dr. a. H. Beals has been appointed professor of pedagogics

and natural science, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, Mil-

ledgeville, Ga.

— At the sixty-fourth meeting of German naturalists and

physicians at Ilalle, on the 23d of September, Dr. Below gave an

important address on "Health in the Tropics." He came to the

conclusion that the opening up of the tropics for Europeans was
practically a question of hygiene, and that, with proper sanitary

precautions, the most apparently unhealthy districts may be ren-

dered salubrious.

— At the recent meeting of the Italian Congress of Internal

Medicine initial arrangements were made for the next Interna-

tional Medical Congress, which is to meet in Rome in 1893. In

what month of the year it will be held is au important question

not yet decided, according to The Lancet. At midsummer, or in

the early autumn, Rome is not likely to be found attractive to

those who dread subtropical heat in a malarious vicinity. If held

in the spring, or the late autumn, many teachers of medicine will

not be able to attend. The last fortnight of September is what the
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majority of Italian practitioners would suggest as the most conveni-

ent time for all parties, and this will most probably be the decision

of tbeOrganizingCummittee. Meanwhile, that com Qiittee has jast

been formed. Dr. Baccelli, at a meeting of the heads of the pro-

fess^ion, was nominated president by acclamation. On his declin-

ing the honor, the question was put to the vote, when, out of a

ballot of twenty-six, he obtained twenty-five " si," as against one
" no," which was himself. He had, therefore, to bow to the

overwhelming importunity of his colleagues. The post of general

secretary fell, almost unanimously, to Professor Maragliaiio of

Genoa. Presidents of the various sections were next elected.

These seclions are twelve in number, and, as the results of the va-

rious ballots, the following gentlemen were appointed: anatomy.

Professor Antonelli; physiology, Pi'ofessors Albini and Albertoni;

pathology, Professors Bizzozero and Foa; pharmacology. Profes-

sor Cervello; clinical medicine. Professors Baccelli, Jlaragliano,

Murri, and Bozzolo; surgery, Professor Botlini; obstetrics, Pro-

fessor Morisani; psychiatry. Professors Morsel li and Tamburini;

ophthalmology. Professors Devincenzi and Secondi; deimo-syph-

ilopathy, Professors Campana and Barduzzi; forensic medicine.

Professor Tamapia; hygiene. Professors Pagliani, CeOi, and Ca-

nalis. The importance attached to this great medical parliament

is already apparent in the number of physicians and surgeons

who have intimated their intention to assist.

— The Volcano Islands have been annexed by Japan. The
group lies 135 miles to the south-east (south-west?) of the Bonins
and about 1,700 mile-, from Yokohama. It consists of Sulphur
Island, situated in 24° 46' north latitude, and 141" 19' east longi-

tude; St. Alexander, 40 miles to the north of Sulphur Island; and
St. August, at the same distance to the south. The area of the

middle island, which is the largest of the three, is onlj^ five square

miles. The only natural firoduct of any importance is sulphur,

which is found in a very pure state ready for shipment. The
natives of the Bonins also visit these islands for the sake of the

fishing.

— An extended (our of a representative of Tiffany & Co., New
York, durii g the past summer, through Ireland, England, France,

Germany, Auslro Hungary, Bohemia, Russia in Europe, and
Asia, where he visited all the cut!ing centres where stones are

mined, the collections and museums, enables them to show a finer

collection of gems, precious and semi-precious stones, and art

objects in stone, jade, crystal, etc., than has ever been brought
together at one time in this country. Notable, from the Ural

Mountains, is a collection of Alexandrites, topazes of blue, green,

and sherry colors, demantoids or green garnets, royal purple ame-
thys-ts, changing color by artificial light, the finest and largest

that have been seen in modern times; from the Ural gold wash-
ings, sapphu-es; pale, yellow, and blue rubies; beryls of golden

yellow and green, of which two aie the finest that have come
from Russia in the last decade ; and lapidary work peculiar to the

Urals, in rock crystal, garnet, amethyst, topaz, sard, jade, and
rhodonite; from the Hungarian opal mines, the finest specimen

of noble opal that has been obtained for many years ; from France,

lapidai-y work equal to that famous in the periods of Louis XIV.,
XV., and XVI.; from Italy, Bosnia, Greece, Bactria, Assyria, and
Egypt, antique intagli, stone scarabie and cylinders, incised sard

cornelian, chalcedouj', plasma, sardonyx, essonite, hematite, etc.,

some dating as early as the fifth century B.C.; from Ireland,

Mounie Mountain, deep blue aqua-marines, and one very fine

amethyst.

— A bulletin has been issued by the Bureau of Education,

Washington, for the purpose of giving information respecting the

appointment of a chief cf the Department of Liberal Arts, known
as Department L, and respecting the organization for holding edu-

cational congresses in connection with the World's Columbian
Exposition of 1393. Since Bulletin No. 3 was i-sued Dr. Selim

H. Peabody of Illinois bas been appointed chief of the Depart-

ment of Liberal .Arts. Dr. Peabody was for many years the

president of the University of Illinois, at Champaign, 111. The
World's Congress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposition

is a body authorized and supported by the exposition. It has

been organized to provide for the holding of such congresses in

connection with the Columbian Exposition in 1893 as will best

show the intellectual and moral progress of the world. The in-

tention is to provide proper committees to secure the attendance

of leaders in all branches of human knowledge, to provide con-

venient meeting places, to arrange and superintend the meetings,

and to publish the proceedings of all the congresses. The organi-

zation is composed in the first place of two branches, the men's

and the women's, and each of these is again subdivided into two
classes, resident and non-resident. The resident class of each

branch is the part from which the members of committees are to

he chosen. Certain non-resident persons who may be especially

invited to co-operate with local committees are to be made mem-
bers of advisory councils of departments, divisions, chapters, or

sections, and they are expected to aid the local committees by
corresponding freely and by personal conference as opportunity

may offer. Other eminent non-resident persons are to be known
as general, honorary, and corresponding members of the auxiliary.

The general officers of the auxiliary are Charles C. Bonney, presi-

dent; Thomas B. Bryan, vice-president; Lyman J. Gage, treas-

urer; and Benjamin Butlerworth, secretary. The address is

Rand Building, Chicago, 111. Congresses are proposed for each

one of the six months that the exposition is to be open. Those

proposed for July are science, philosophy, invention, and educa-

tion, including congresses of colleges, universities, teachers, superin-

tendents of schools, astronomers, archseologisis, botanists, chemists,

electricians, geologists, ethnologists, geographers, mineralogists,

metallurgists, zoologists, etc. The arrangement for the educational

congress has been entrusted to a committee appointed for the purpose

by the National Educational Association. Now that a chief of the

Department of Liberal Arts has been appointed, the Commissioner

of Education calls the attention of all educational exhibitors to the

fact that the Bureau of EJucation has a position quite similar to

their own, and can not be expected to give any information re-

garding the plans and scope of the educational exhibit, excepting

in so far as it may be requested to do so by Dr. Peabody. All

such information should be obtained directly from Dr. Selim H.

Peabody, whose address is Rand Building, Chicago. The Com-
missioner of Education is desirous of aiding in the preparation of

this work in any way that does not conflict with the authority of

the regularly appointed officers of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion.

— The King of the Belgians has offered a prize of 25,000 francs

(£1,000) to be awarded in 1897 for the work giving the most satis-

factory replies to the following questions: Describe, from the

sanitary point of view, the meteorological, hydrological, and
geological conditions of the territories of Equatorial Africa. De-

duce from the present state of our knowledge concerning these

matters the hygienic principles suitable for these regions, and lay

down, with observations in support of Ihe conclusions arrived at,

the best scheme of life, diet, and work, as well as the system of

clothing and form of dwelling best adapted for the preservation of

health and vigor. Describe the symptomatology, etiology, and

pathology of the diseases which characterize the regions of equa-

torial Africa, and indicate the treatment, both prophylactic and
therapeutic. Define the principles to be followed in the choice

and use of medicaments and in the establishment of hospitals and

sanatoria. In their scientific researches, as well as in their prac-

tical conclusions, competitors should particulajly take into account

the conditions of existence of Europeans in the different parts of

the Congo basin. The prize is open to foreigners as well as to

Belgian subjects. Competitors must send in their works to the

Minister of the Interior and of Public Listruction at Brussels be-

fore Jan. 1, 1897.

— The World's Fair .Archi=eological survey, under the field as-

sistants, Warren K. Moorehead and Dr. H. G. Cresson, located at

Anderson Station, Ross County, Ohio, made a remarkable discov-

ery upon Mr. C. Hopewell's farm, Nov. 14. The tumulus exam-
ined is oOO feet long, 200 feet wide, and 28 feet high. It lies in

the centre of a .group of twenty-six mounds, all of which were

opened in September and October with good results. On account

of its great size the mound was divided into five sections of forty

feet each for convenience in excavating. In the first cu made in
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ti:e east end nothing was founrl. Near the surface of the second

cut two bowlder outlines resembh'ns; panthers were uncovered and

measured. Like the effigy mounds in Wisconsin, they were 85

to 90 feet long, being comijosed of one thickness of stone. The

heads, limbs, and tails were distinctly outlined. Near the bottom

of the second cut were three skeletons, with objects of copper,

bone, and shell. North of this deposit lay the great medicine

man, or chief of the village which had erected the mound. If

the number of implements is evidence of the esteem in which a

prehistoric man was held by his people, he was certainly the most

important Caique of the Scioto Valley. At his head were imita-

tion elk-horns, neatly made of wood and covered with sheet cop-

per, rolled into cylindrical form over the prongs. The antlers

were twenty-two inches high and nineteen inches broad at the top.

They fitted into a crown of copper, bent to fit the head from oc-

cipital to upper jaw. Copper plates were upon the breast and

stomach ; also on the back. The copper preserved the bones and

a few of the sinews. It also preserved traces of cloth similar to

coffee sacking in texture, interwoven among the threads of which

were nine hundred beautiful pearl beads, bear teeth split and cut,

hundreds of other beads of both pearl and shell. Copper spool-

shaped objects and other implements covered the remains. A
pipe of granite and a spear-head of agate were near the right

shoulder. The pipe was of very tine workmanship, and highly

polished. The mound is still in process of examination, two

months bein;< yet required to open it thoroughly. It is thought

to indicate connection with the Aztec people, as such head-dresses

are only found in Mexico and Yucatan.

— Since Laveran discovered a parasite in the blood of several

patients suffering from malai-ial fever ten or twelve years ago,

many other observations on this interesting subject have been made
both by himself and by many other writers. Continental, American,

and Indian. One of the latest papers on the subject is a disserta-

tion by Dr. Romanovski of St. Petersburg, reported in The Lancet.

He thinks that the malarial parasites are so inseparably associated

with the disease that the blood of patients supposed to be suffer-

ing from malaria ought to be examined as a matter of routine, as

the sputum of phthisical patients is, for microbes. He finds that

the amoeboid parasite of tertian fever has a nucleus which acts by
means of a fibrous metamorphosis of the chromatin net-work, and
not by a direct method. When quinine is administered in suffi-

cient doses it causes the destruction of the amoeboid parasite, the

degeneration, which is easily observed, chiefly affecting the nu-

cleus. With regard to the prescription of quinine, he says that it

should be given in two doses of about fifteen grains each during

the twelve hours immediately preceding the attack, because during

that period the number of adult parasites is at its maximum. From
some observations made with tincture of sunflower Dr. Romanov-
ski was led to the conclusion that this drug, though not without

its influence on malarial fever, cannot be considered as a satisfac-

tory substitute for quinine. He appends to his work references

to more than 120 articles bearing on the subject, some few of

which are in Russian, but the great bulk are in more accessible

languages.

— The fame of the Cape as a health resort is not of recent

growth, says The Lancet. In the old days of our Indian Empire,

long before the Suez Canal was projected, and when connection

with the East was maintained exclusively by sailing ships around

the Cape of Good Hope, Cape Colony was the favorite recruiting

ground for our countrymen exhausted by the toils or climate of

Hindustan. The Suez Canal and steam have altered all this, and
the Cape has suffered in consequence. It is once more becoming

known as a health resort, in consequence of that widespread

movement of travel which is now making all parts of the world

familiar, ami turning their special features to advantage not only

for commerce and adventure, but for health. The broad features

of the Cape climate are as follows. Great dryness, clearness, and

rarefaction of the atmosphere; abundance of sunlight; considera-

ble maxima of heat, which are nevertheless free from depressing

effects and consistent with vigor and activity; cool nights, a con-

siderable proportion of wind; a long summer and winter, with a

correspondingly short spring and autumn ; much dryness of soil

and scantiness of forest and vegetation. The health record is, on

the whole, good. There is no yellow fever or cholera. Pulmo-

nary affections are alleged to be relatively somewhat infrequent.

Hydatids, so frequent in Australia, are lare. Rheumatism and

neuralgia are frequent. Speaking generally, accommodation and

means of communication are bad, but appear to be undergoing

a steady change for the better.

— The Lancet, in describing a military bicycling trip in which

the party made one hundred miles in about ten hours, says in

conclusion : The most interesting part of the narrative has still to

be told. The veteran cyclist, Major Knox Holmes, at the near

close of his eighty-third year, mounted on a tandem with Mr,

Males, a young rider under eighteen years of age, accompanied

the corps, and arrived at the termination of the expedition five

minutes in advance of the rest. He was a little distressed on dis-

mounting, from too hard riding the last few miles, but he soon

threw off his fatigue and joined his companions at dinner with

thorough zest. His condition is physiologically peculiar. In

twelve weeks' new training he has, in the most striking manner,

"developed muscle" in the external and the internal vasti, the

rectus, and the muscles which form the calf of the leg. It has

become so entirely a part of physiological docti-ine that after

threescore years and ten there is no new development of muscle,

that if we had not seen with our own eyes, as we have, this actual

development in one whose age exceeds by thirteen years the tradi-

tional span of human life, we should have doubted the possibihty

of its occurrence.

— An official report by Mr. Hughes of the Geological Survey of

India, on tin- mining in the Mergui district of Burmah, contains

a description by Mr. Adam of a remarkable tin deposit discovered

in the Maliwun district. After tracing a reef which attracted his

attention from hill to hill, and taking specimens in various places

and in a variety of ways, these gave such extraordinary results

" that I felt myself quite puzzled to account for the enormous

masses of wealth lying unheeded, more especially as many years

before a European company lost all its capital within a short dis-

tance of this very place. ... It is a most extraordinary deposit,

quite beyond anything I have ever seen in my travels, nor have I

heard of any miner or prospector meeting anything so rich." He
then details two experiments, by one of which he got 141 pounds

of ore from two cubic yards of the most unlikely rock he could

see, and by the other 141 pounds of ore from one cubic yard of

unselected rock. "These results," he says, "multiplied by the

enormous masses of these hills, would give figures altogether fab-

ulous in their dimensions." Mr. Hughes is not quite so enthusi-

astic about the discovery. He says: "I twice visited this reef,

once in company with Mr. Adam and again with Dr. King, the

director of our survey. There is nothing I would term a main

lode, but rather a zone of metamorphic rocks through which runs

of varying ore-bearing quartzes can be traced. Many of the

smaller seams, of a reddish-brown color, are heavily weighted

with tin ore, giving as high a proportion as 60 per cent. The

primary value of the reef is dependent on the persistence of these

courses of quartz; for, apart from them, little or no ore was ob-

tainable by rough washing samples of the rock. In dealing with

the claim of this reef to exceptional richness, we have to allow

for the vicissitudes which seem to dog the persistance of all metal-

liferous indications in India, and we have to allow for the acci-

dent of the courses of quartz dying away as they descend. At

first sight there is nothing to suggest such a liability, but we have,

in the hi tory of unsuccessful efforts to work the lodes from 1873

to 1877, a warning as to the possibly fleeting nature of the deposit

under discussion. This, however, is the very worst aspect that

can be assumed, kad the pleas on the other side are that the reef

has been traced for more than three miles, that a large portion of

it can be won by surface blasting, and that the statements made

as to the precarious character of the runs of quartz are based on

imperfect evidence. The point on which there can he no dispute

is that there is a large mineralized zone of rock exposed in the

form of a prominent, well-defined hill, which is free from any

speculative doubts as to its existence. At the spot known as

Khow Muang there are at least 60,000 tons of reef within sight."
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JOHN FRANCIS WILLIAMS.

John Francis Williams, Ph.D., assistant professor of

geology and miueralogy in Cornell University, died at Ithaca

Monday evening, Nov. 9. 1891. Although Dr. Williams was

only twenty-nine years of age, he had achieved eminent dis-

tinction. He took his baccalaureate degree at the Troy

Polytechnic Institute, and afterward studied at Gottingen

for three years with such success that when his professor,

Dr. Klein, went to Berlin, Dr. Williams accompanied him
as assistant. Returning to America, he was appointed curator

of the mineralogical and industrial collection of the Pratt

Institute of Brooklyn, L.L, which, conjointly with Professor

Nason of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Troy, was
formed in Europe. He then became decent in Clark Univer-

sity, and afterwards was employed in a very important part

of the State survey of Arkansas. In the course of the survey,

extending over two years, he collected minerals for a very

complete report on the mineralogy and petrography of the

State, a volume of some four hundred pages being now in

press. Some of his work has been complimented by Dr.

Rosenbusch, the greatest living authority, as among the best

he had ever seen done by an American.

Dr. Williams had just entered on his work of instruction

in Cornell, when it became apparent that he had brought

from the malarious regions of Arkansas the seeds of a fatal

disease. His instruction was highly praised by his students,

and he was universally esteemed by his colleagues.

Dr. Williams was one of the best of the new school of

mineralogists, being thoroughly rounded in his knowledge
of the science, being an excellent chemist, crystallographer,

petrologist, and geologist.

Dr. Williams was born at the old family homestead, in

Salem, N.T. He was the son of John N. Williams, and be-

longed to one of the oldest families in New York.

Among his published papers were "Eudialyte and Eucol-

ite, from Magnet Cove, Arkansas," in American Journal of
Science, December, 1890; " Manganopectolite from Magnet
Cove."' Zeitschrift f. Krystallographie und Mineralogie, P.

Groth, Leipzig, November, 1890, pp. 386-389; "Igneous
Rocks of Arkansas," Vol. II. of the Publications of the Sur-

vey, 1890; " Ueber den Monte Amiata in Toscana und Seine

Gesteine" [Mit. Taf., XII.-XVI.]. Neues Jahrbuch fiir

Mineralogie, Geologic und Paleontologie, BB. V. 381, 1886,

his most important work; and a volume of some four hun-
dred pages on the mineralogy and petrology of Arkansas,

now in press.

THE COMMON EDIBLE CRAB FOUND FOSSIL IN

THE HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL.

During work on the Hudson River tunnel, as carried on
from the New Jersey side, and when at a distance of about

3,100 feet from the New Jersey opening, one of the work-

men noticed a hard nodule among the silt as it was being

taken out at the heading, and secured it as an object of cu-

riosity. On being washed the nodule, which is about six

and a half inches long by two and a half wide and an inch

thick, was seen to contain quantities of a small sea shell

(Mactra lateralis say) and remains of a crab.

Subsequently this nodule, which is of a hard limestone

nature on the inside, although soft and muddy externally,

came into the possession of William Dutcher, Esq., of this

city, who presented it to the American Museum of Natural

History, where it will be preserved in section 12 of case Q
of the Geological Hall.

On removing some of the stone from the left side of the

back, the lateral spine characteristic of our common blue or

edible crab (Cullinectes hastatus. Fabricus ;= Litpa di-

cantha, Latreille, of the New York State Natural History,

Zoology, plate III., fig. 3l is shown, which proves it to be

an ancient example, about two-thirds grown, of this much
esteemed and highly prized frequenter of our city markets,

restaurants, and hotels, as well as of many private tables,

although at present by no means in the soft shell condition,

for the nodule is so hard internally as to yield only to the

action of a hammer and chisel; although externally looking

like a nodule of hardened mud. The nodule exposes a little

more than half of the upper surface of the back, and parts

of each of the large claws; and in removing the stone from

the surface, impressions of several leaves were exposed, and
a fragment of sea grass.

The finding of this species in a fossilized condition, in the

position from which it was taken, is a matter of considerable

interest, as it is the only instance known of its existence in

a fossil condition. It proves this animal to have inhabited

the shoals and bays of this region for a period dating back

to probably long before the advent of man, for its depth be-

low the bottom of the river at that point, which is about

thirty-five to forty feet to the centre of the tunnel, together

with its perfectly fossilized condition, would indicate the

lapse of considerable time since its entombment.

R. P. W.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

On May 22, 1886, Mr. W. R. Brooks, then living at Phelps,

N.Y., discovered a telescopic comet which has beeri the sub-

ject of an extensive discussion by Dr. S. Oppenheim of

Ottakring. He finds that the comet is a short-pei'iod one, of

from 5.7 to 6.1 years. In No. 3,064 of the Astronomische

Nachrichten Dr. Oppenheim publishes a sweeping ephemeris

covering the period from Jan. 1 to Sept. 17, 1892.

Previous to his death. Professor Theo. Oppalzer had under

his charge the orbit of the short-period comet discovered by
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Professor Winnecke, at Bonn, on March 8, 1858. This comet

was originally discovered by Pons, at Marseilles, oa June

12, 1819. Since Oppalzer's death. Dr. Haerdtl of Vienna has

taken up the orbit and discussed it, and also computed the

perturbations the comet has experienced since last seen. The

last return of the comet was in 1886, when it was discovered

by Mr. Find lay, at the Cape of Good Hope, Aug-. 20. At
the time of discovery the comet had passed its perihelion,

and was twelve days ahead of its predicted place. Its dis-

tance from the earth at the time of discovery was about one

hundred and fifty millioa miles. In No. 3,062 of the Astro-

nomische Nachrichten Dr. Haerdtl publishes an ephemeris

to assist in finding the comet during its approaching return.

The date of next perihelion passage is June 30, 1892. At the

present time the comet is about two hundred and fifty mil-

lions of miles from the earth, and is of course beyond the

reach of all but the most powerful telescopes, and probably

even them. In the latter part of next January the comet

should be within the reach of moderate-sized telescopes. A
copy of the ephemeris will be published before that date.

The following are the positions for Wolf's comet for fol-

lowing dates. The epoch is for Greenwich midnight.

1891. R. A. Dec.

h. m. s.
o

'

Dec. 1.5 4 24 18 —13 22

3 5 23 4 13 43

5.5 21 52 14
• 7.5 20 45 14 15

9.5 4 19 42 --14 27

The eclipse of the moon on the night of the fifteenth of

the present month was not generally observed at stations in

the eastern portion of the United States, due to a very cloudy

sky. The only satisfactory observations, as far as known,

were those made at Harvard Observatory. It was cloudy at

Albany, Rochester, Princeton, Washington, and the Univer-

sity of Virginia, points at which large telescopes are located.

Professor Dolland, late of the observatory at Pulkova, Russia,

had prepared a large list of stars that would be occulted

during the eclipse. Preparation bad been made at the sev-

eral observatories mentioned to observe as many of these

stars- as possible, to assist in revising the present value of the

semi-diameter of the moon.

FOREST AND MINERAL WEALTH OF BRAZIL.

A BULLETDf lately issued by the Bureau of the American

Republics states that the inexhaustible forests of Brazil

abound in woods of great value, some of the most beautiful

and valuable being entirely unknown in Europe. The large

collection of Brazilian woods exhibited in Philadelphia in

1876 attracted much attention, and the catalogue mentions

22,000 different woods found in the valley of the Amazon
alone. The best known of the valuable woods among those

of the Amazon are rosewood, satin wood, shell wood— of

which latter beautiful shell-like articles are made. The
cedars of Brazil are entirely different from the European,

and they abound everywhere from north to south. During

the floods of the Amazon, they are seen borne along by the

current, as a writer on Brazil describes them, " mighty trunks

of foliage like floating islands." Among the medicinal

plants of the Amazon valley may be mentioned the sarsapa-

rilla, ipecacuanha, the polycarp, the cubeb, the curare,

—

from which the Indians extract the poison for their arrows,

— the nux vomiia, etc. On the Atlantic coast, the variety

of valuable woods is continued, and mention may be made
of the acapti and angelica, and the bacury, which is the build-

ing wood most in use in Maranham.
The forests abound in plants producing textile fibres. A

firm at CearA, has lately commenced the manufacture of the

gravatd fibre, a plant belonging to the bromeliacea. The
rubber tree exists in several varieties, producing as many
different sorts of rubber, and all through the northern

regions it thrives well. The once famous Brazil wood, which

gave its name to the country, lost its importance with the

discovery of the cheaper aniline dyes, and its exportation

has dwindled to insignificance. Gutta-percha is produced in

Brazil from two species of trees, the jaguS, (Lucuma gigantea}

and the massaranduba (MimMSops elata). The beautiful

vinhatico, much employed in Brazil for furniture and cabinet

work, enjoys a considerable reputation, the greater part of

the furniture in Brazil being made either of rosewood or vin-

hatico. The beautiful shaded yellow of this latter makes
it remarkable among the woods at once useful and orna-

mental.

The development of the vast mineral resources of Brazil,

with the exception of gold and diamonds, has only just be-

gun. Its deposits of coal and iron, laid bare by scientific

explorers, await for the most part the labor and machinery

necessary to utilize them. The existence in Brazil has been

demonstrated of copper, manganese, and argentiferous lead

ore, in considerable quantities, and in widely extended locali-

ties. There are also mines of iron, coal, gold, and diamonds.

Gold is found in every State in Brazil, and is systematically

mined in Minas Geraes, Rio Grande do Sul, Bahia, Matto

Grosso, Parana, Sao Paulo, and Maranham.
Diamonds are co-extensive with the gold-deposits, and, like

that metal, are most abundant in Minas Geraes, where they

have been found since 1789. The most important locality

known for the production of these gems is the district of

Diamantina, in the above-named State. They are found in

Parana, in the gravels of the river Tibagy, and in the bed

of streams dry during the summer. Since the discovery of

diamonds at the Cape of Good Hope, the Brazilian production

has greatly diminished.

As regards iron, the State of Minas Geraes abounds with

it. It is not found in veins or strata, buried deep in the

earth, but in enormous beds, often lying at the surface, or

in mountain masses. ' These vast deposits are worked only

by small scattered furnaces, charcoal being used in the re-

duction of the ore. Of these small furnaces there are five

groups, producing about 3,000 tons annually, the product

being used in the surrounding districts in the manufacture

of articles of home consumption, such as hoes, shovels, picks,

drills, nails, horseshoes, etc. In the State of San Paulo are

found deposits similar to the best Norwegian ore; and one of

the mines is worked by the Government establishment, near

the village of Sorocaba. This establishment has two fur-

naces, and produced in one year about 790 tons of pig iron.

The ore has about 67 per cent of iron. In Santa Caterina,

not far from a harbor accessible to the largest vessels, are

vast deposits of hematite, containing on an average 30 per

cent of manganese, and 25 to 30 per cent of iron. In the

State of Goyaz, as in Minas G-eraes, are found enormous

masses of the ore itaberite.

The presence of copper has been demonstrated in Rio-

Grande do Sul, in Matto Grosso, in Minas Geraes, and Ceara.

The ore has never yet been mined, but in the last named
State works have been begun with a view to its extraction

and reduction. The ore, as far as yet reached, yields 40 per
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cent of copper. The deposits of lead so far discovered are

few, but its presence has been determined in Rio Grande do

Sul, Sao Paulo, and Minas Geraes, generally in connection

with silver— argentiferous galena — and sometimes with

gold. Bismuth and antimony are found in combination

with ores of other metals, but not as yet in considerable

quantities.

Up to the present, the deposits of coal discovered are not,

relatively, so e.xtensive as those of iron, but its presence has

been determined ia Sao Paulo where the borings indicated

its existence in quantities and situations that render probable

a profitable extraction. In Santa Caterina, in the valley of

the Tubarao, bituminous coal exists, and a concession has

been granted by the Government for working the beds. The
State of Rio Grande do Sul appears to be the most favored

in respect to coal deposits. In the Candiota basin, veins of

coal crop out, of a thickness varying from four to six feet,

but the only mines worked up to the present are those of

Arrois dos Ratos, which supply coal to the steamers that ply

on the river and to the Government railway.

Marbles are abundant and widely distributed; they are of

various colors, and resist the disintegrating influences of the

climate, under conditions destructive of the marble imported

from Europe. In Rio Grande do Sul and Sao Paulo are

various manufactures of works of marble. Important de-

posits of loadstone are found in Minas Geraes. In the State

of Goyaz, in the Sierra dos Cristaes (Crystal Range) are

found in abundance the well-known "Brazilian pebbles,"

whose pure quartz is employed in the manufacture of lenses

and spectacles. They are found near the surface, usually

covered with a coating of iron oxide. In the calcareous

caverns of the San Francisco plateau and of the river Velhas,

in Minss Geraes, saltpetre has for a long time been collected.

One of these grottoes, near Diamantina, furnished within a

few days after its discovery forty tons of the pure crystals.

G-raphite is also found in considerable quantities in Minas
Geraes, one of the deposits yielding 83 per cent of carbon

suitable for pencils.

THE CLIMATOLOGY OF BRAZIL.

A PAMPHLET by Sr. H. Morize, entitled " Esbo^o de uma
Climatologia do Brazil," has been issued from the Observa-

tory of Rio Janeiro. The author divides the country into

three great zones— tropical, subtropical, and temperate. The
first, in which the mean temperature exceeds 77° F., embraces

the northern part of Brazil, and is bounded to the south by
a line running along the south side of the State of Pernam-
buco, across Goyaz, and somewhat to the south of Cuyaba.
The second lies between the isothermals of 77*^ and 68°, and
extends into S. Paulo and Parana, leaving a portion of

these provinces, with Sta. Catharina and Rio Grande do Sul,

to form the third zone, in which the mean temperature oscil-

lates between 68° and 59°.

The tropical zone may be again divided into three regions,

the Upper Amazons, Matto Grosso and the interior of the

states on the Atlantic border, and the Littoral. On the Upper
Amazons there are two rainy seasons, the principal one last-

ing from the end of February to June, and the other from
the middle of October to the beginning of January. During
the intervening dry season the rivers fall sometimes as much
as 46 feet. Sr. J. Pinkas found that the mean temperature

was 79°, but the maximum was 103°, which is comparatively

low. The heat, however, was very oppressive, owing to the

excessive moisture in the air. The prevailing wind blows

from the south-west, and is frequently interrupted by calms.

Towards the end of the great rains the phenomenon known
as friagem occurs, which is a sudden fall of temperature

produced by an influx of cold air from the Andes. It can

only take place on a calm day, and is preceded by a high

temperature, an almost complete saturation of the air, and a

barometric fall of about .2 inches.

In the second subdivision heavy rains occur in spring and
summer, and the thermometer often rises as much as 35° in a

few hours. These sudden changes are produced by the rapid

alternations of north-west and south-east winds, the former

warm and moist, the latter always very cold. Dr. Morsback

gives the mean temperature as 79.25° F. The average rain-

fall is 45.9 inches, and the number of raining days 85. In

this region also there is a period oi friagem.
The third subdivision is characterized by rains in sumrher

and autumn, and particularly during the month of April.

The differences of temperature are much less than in the

other subdivisions, 84° P. having been i-eeorded at Vizeu in

Parft during December, the warmest month, and 80° F. at

the same hour, 9 am., during July, the coolest month. The
mean rain-fall is about 58 inches. In the dry season the

prairies are withered and scorched by the heat, and the cat-

tle that feed on them suffer terribly. Occasionally the rains

do not make their appearance at all, and then famine spreads

throughout the country. This calamity has occurred six

times already diiring the present century.

The subtropical zone closely resembles the warm regions

of the south of Europe. Both the temperature and the rain-

fall vary considerably according to the situation. The cli-

mate of the third zone is one of the finest in the world, and
therefore the States comprised in it have been almost exclu-

sively chosen by European immigrants. The rainy season

does not occur in the same months as in the other regions:

rain falls chiefly in the winter and autumn. As the distance

from the equator increases, the transition between the wet

and dry seasons becomes less distinct. The meteorology of

Sao Paulo and Rio Grande do Sul has already been noticed

in the Scottish Meteorological Journal (vol vi., p. 332, and

vol. vii., 556). Sr. Morize's paper is very useful for those

who wish to study the subject minutely, for he has col-

lected numerous records of observations from all parts of the

country.

YEZO.

The island of Yezo, or Hokkaido, has an area of about 30,500

square miles. Its population, said to have been 27,000 in 1869,

was, in 1889, 254,805 (including the Kurile Islands), according

to the Japanese census reports. The Government, according'

to the Scottish Geographical Magazine, is actively develop-

ing the country. It is constructing a net-work of roads by

convict labor, and intends to form a new capital near the

source of the river Ishikari. The plan provides for 17,472

colonists, besides 1,920 houses for Tondeu-he. These latter

are militai-y colonists, each of wliom receives a grant of about

8 acres of land and a house, on condition of servina' in war

up to the age of 40. Another town is to be founded on the

Sarachi A railway from Sapporo to Mororan has been pro-

posed, the harbor at this place being more convenient than

that of Orunai, where the coal of Yezo is now shipped. The

dwellings of the inhabitants are by no means adapted to the

rigor of the climate: those of the military colonists are

slightly superior, and consist of two apartments. Cultiva-

tion and fishing are the chief occupations. Vegetables,

millet, potatoes, wheat, barley, rice, and beet-root are culti-
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vated — ibe last for the making of sugar. Cattle, pigs, and

other domestic animals are kept in small numbers, but little

attention is bestowed upon them. The Government has set

up mills and sugar and hemp factories. At present they

have not been remarkably active, owing either to tlie defi-

ciency of raw material, or to the absence of a demand for the

finished article. Fishing is a far more important industry.

The annual value of the products of the sea is about £833,000,

and it is on them exclusively that the taxes are levied.

Herrings, salmon, and trout are extraordinarily xjlentiful on

the northern and western coasts of the island, and cod is

caught in the deep water. The native fishermen number

about 60,000, and in the season these are reinforced by hired

men from the island of Nipon. There are in the whole island

about 17,000 Ainos, but their number is decreasing owing to

the effects of disease and, more than all, intermarriage with

the Japanese. In the north-east they are still in a state of

degradation, but along the shores of Volcano Bay they are

beginning to occupy themselves in agriculture. They are

well treated by the Government, and enjoy the same rights

as Japanese. Where it is possible, their children attend the

Japanese schools.

PROFESSOR PICTET'S LABORATORY AT BERLIN.'

It has often been remai-bed that pui-ely scientific research

frequently bears fruit of practical value. A fresh illustration

of this fact is afforded by the work of Professor Pictet, the

eminent man of science of Geneva, who is turning to practi-

cal account the apparatus by which, in 1877, he first reduced

hydrogen and oxygen to the liquid state. At Berlin, where

h-e now resides, he has established, on the scale of a small

factory, what he terms a "laboratoire a basses temperatures."

The following account of the work carried on and the results

obtained is taken from papers read by the professor before

different scientific societies of Berlin.

The refrigerating machinery, driven by several powerful

steam-engines, is intended to withdraw heat from th"? objects

under observation, and to keep them at any temperature be-

tvyeen — 20° and — 200° G. as long as may be required. Pro-

fessor Pictet's experience has led him to the conclusion that

among the refrigerating agents known, such as rarefaction

of gases, dissolution of salts, evaporation of liquids, the latter

is to be preferred. A long course of research has further

enabled him to choose the most convenient from amongst

the great number of suitable liquids. In order to avoid the

great pressure required in handling the highly evaporative

substances of lowest boiling-point which serve to produce ex-

treme cold, it. is necessary to divide the difference of tem-

perature into several stages. Each stage is fitted with especial

apparatus consisting of an air-pump worked by steam, which

drains off the vapors of the liquid from the refrigerator, and

forces them into a condenser, whence, reduced to the liquid

state, tbey are again offered for evaporation in the refrigera-

tor. Thus the liquid, without any loss beyond leakage,

passes through a continuous circuit, and the operations can

bo carried on for any length of time. The liquid made use

of for the first stage is the mixture of sulphurous acid and a

small percentage of carbonic acid called " liquide Pictet." It

is condensed at a pressure of about two atmospheres in a

spiral tube merely cooled by running water. Oxide of nitro-

gen (laughing gas) is the liquid chosen for the second stage.

< Its vapors are condensed in the same way at a pressure about

five or six tiaies as great in a tube maintained at about — 80^

' From Nature.

by the action of the first circuit. As medium for a third

stage, in which, however, continuous circulation has not yet

been attempted, atmospheric air is employed, which passes

into the liquid stale at a pressure of no more than about 7.5

atmospheres, provided the condenser is kept at — 13.5° by the

first two circuits. The evaporation of the liquefied air causes

the thermometer to fall below — 200".

By this combination quite new conditions for investigating

the properties of matter are realized. In various branches of

science new and surprising facts have already been brought

to light. Many laws and observations will have to be reex-

amined and altered with regard to changes at an extremely

low temperature.

For instance, a remarkable difference was noted in the

radiation of heat. Material considered a non-conductor of

heat does not appear to affect much the passage of heat into

a body cooled down to below — 100''. Or, to state the fact

according to Professor Pictet's view: " The slow oscillations

of matter, which constitute the lowest degrees of heat, pass

more readily through the obstruction of a so called non-con-

ductor than those con-esponding to a higher temperature,

just as the less intense undulations of the red light are better

able to penetrate clouds of dust or -vapor than tho.se of the

blue." If the natural rise of temperature in the refrigerator,

starting from — 135°, is noted in a tracing, and afterwai-ds

the same refrigerator carefully packed in a covering of cot-

ton-wool of more than half a yard in thickness, and cooled

down afresh, and the rise of temperature again marked, on

comparing the tracings hardly any difference will be found

in the two curves up to — 100°, and only a very slight devia-

tion even up to — 50°. On this ground it is clear that the ut-

most limit of cold that can possibly be attained is not much
lower than that reached in the famous experiment of liquefac-

tion of hydrogen. The quantity of warmth which hourly

floods a cylinder 1,250 millimetres high by 210 millimetres

wide (the size of the refrigerator) at— 80°, is no less than 600

calories, and no packing will keep it out. At a lower tem-

perature, the radiation being even greater, the power of the

machinery intended to draw off still more heat would have

to be enormous. And as — 273° is absolute zero, the utmost

Professor Pictet judges to be attainable is about — 255°.

As an example of the surprising methods which the re-

frigerating machine permits the investigator to employ, it

may be mentioned that, in order to measure the elasticity of

mercury. Professor Paalzow had the metal cast into the shape

of a tuning-fork, and frozen hard enough for the purpose in

view. On this occasion it appeared that quicksilver can be

shown in a crystallized state, the crystals being of a beautiful

fern-like appearance.

Glycerine was likewise made to crystallize; and cognac,

after having been frozen, was found to possess that peculiar

'mellowness commonly only attained by long keeping.

But the most important application of the refrigerating

machiuery has been the purification of chloroform, under-

taken by Professor Pictet, at the instance of Professor Lieb-

reich of the Pharmacological Institute, Berlin. Chloroform

has hitherto been considered a most unstable and easily de-

filed substance. The action of sunlight, the slight impuri-

ties retained froui the different processes of mamifacture,

perhaps the mere settling down during protracted storage,

have invariably resulted in a more or less marked decompo-

sition. By the simple process of crystallization this unsta-

bleness is got rid of, and a practically unchangeable liquid

is produced. The crystals begin to form at —68'^, first cov-

ering the bottom of the vrssel, and gradually filling it up to
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within one-fifth of the whole volume. This residue being

drained off, the frozen part is allowed to melt under cover,

so as to exclude the atmospheric moisture. Chloroform thus

refined has, by way of testing its durability, remained ex-

posed on the roof in a light brown bottle from November till

June without the slightest sign of decomposition.

Professor Pictet has already taken steps to introduce his

process into manufacture, and proposes to apply the princi-

ple to various other chemical and technical objects. Sul-

phurous ether, for instance, has by a similar process been

produced in a hitherto unknown degree of purity. At the

same time, the professor continues eagerly to pursue tlie

various purely scientific inquiries with which he started.

R. Du Bois-Reymond.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
#** Correspondents are requested to be as brief as possible. The writer^s name
is in all cases required as proof of good faith.
On request in advance, one hundred copies of the number containing his

communication loill be furnished free to any correspondent.
The editor willbe glad to publish any queries consonant with the character

of the journal.

Dr. Hann and the Fohn.

In the good old meteorological times— before the advent of

Dr. Hann and his fatal misapplication of the mechanical theory

of heat to the phenomena of the atmosphere — it was generally

considered that the hot winds of Switzerland, the so-called Fohn,

had their birthplace in the Desert of Sahara. The good folks

thought, in their simplicity, that the warm air which suddenly

came upon them must have come from a hot place. They noticed

that it always came from a more or less southerly direction, and
judged that the sand-dust it carried with it must have come from
some sandy region. They felt the sand-dust smart in their eyes,

and saw how it discolored the snow white face of the mountains

;

but the sand-dust did not obstruct their vision further but they

could judge that the dust must have got into the air from some-
where, and so they 6xed upon the Sahara as the nearest and most
likely locality.

It seems, indeed, marvellous that Dr. Hann' s opposing theory

could have made headway against such glaring and incoatestible

facts, as it should be much easier to convince the world of a sim-

ple and tangible truth than to convert it to the opposite theory,

which has nothing whatever of observations of natural phenom-
ena to support it; but when I here propose to maintain the old

theory, by taking away the basis of Dr. Hann's, it may not seem
unbecoming in me to say a few words in apology for such seem-
ingly reckless behavior.

It is now nearly two years ago I published, through these col-

umns, the rudiments of a theory of the atmosphere which is more
or less diametrically opposite to the prevailing ideas on the sub-

ject. Rain was supposed to be due to expansion of moist air, and
I found by experiments that it must be due to compression, etc.

As far as I could ascertain, meteorologists had no objection to

urge against my theory, but on further investigation it became
clear to me that they possessed a high-priest, or Dalai Lama, in

Dr. Hann, without whose sanction no new theory could be seri-

ously considered by reputable meteorologists of any standing, and
as he refrained from expressing himself directly on the subject,

the matter was put aside for the time being. Dr. Hann, however,
gave indirectly vent to his opinion ; a few weeks after the publi-

cation of my theory Dr. Hann handed in to the Vienna Academy
of Science a paper wherein he held forth that the established the-

ories on the atmosphere required considerable modifications, and
the modifications he proposed were all an approach towards the

views which had immediately before been set forth by the present

writer. This paper caused considerable discussion, but nobody
seemed to consider the high-level observations on which he pro-

posed to base these modifications of any real value. Any further

approach to my views would undoubtedly have led Dr. Hann to

upset his own theory of the Fohn, — a theory which has brought
its author no inconsiderable renown during the past years, — and
that any man should upset his own reputation as a philosopher

could hardly be expected ; and there is so far nothing to be said

against his silence, as all is fair in war and love, and to gain time
is the great object in all cases of emergency.
There is, however, a time for every thing, and as nearly two

years have elapsed since I published what, in my humble opinion,

is the true theory of the atmosphere, it may be about time for

me, and my duty also, to endeavor to upset the chief obstacle

against its adoption, which I consider Dr. Uann's Fohn theory
to be.

I take occasion from an article by Mr. Rotch, on " Mountain
Meteorology,'' in American MeteorologicalJournal (August, 1891),

wherein this staunch upholder of Dr. Hann's views has very ably

tried to systematize the aspects of the prevailing meteorological

theories from this particular point of view. It is always a lauda-
ble endeavor, of any author, to try systematically to combine into

a collected whole the varying theories concerning any particular

branch of this science, as it enables the critic to mark out the
weak point. The most consistent or systematic treatise on the
atmosphere as a whole, which the present writer is acquainted
with, is the " Elementary Meteorology," by Mr. R. H. Scott, and
the remarkable candidness of its author made it a comparatively
easy task for the present writer to point out, that, according to

the causes of rain given there, we should not get any rain at all

if we were to believe the gentlemen who had the atmosphere " in

charge." so to speak. As I on that occasion dealt extensively with
the question of the effect on the humidity of the air caused by
ascent or descent of the air, I may at present confine myself to

discuss exclusively the question of change in temperature caused
by ascent or .descent.

Mr. Rotch says, on page 154: " It has been shown by Dr. Hann
that the Fohn owes its extreme warmth, as well as its dryness,

to the descent from the ridges on the north side of the Alps, and
that it does not bring it from further south. The warmth of the
Fohn is explained by the fact that a mass of air sinking into one
of higher pressure is warmed at a rate of one degree for each 300
feet of descent, and a rapidly sinking stream of air, which is so

quickly heated, must be relatively very dry." And a few lines

above we read: "The cool night wind (from the mountains) is

caused by the sinking of the cold air into the bottom lands, and
is most intense in narrow valleys, where there is great dififer-

ence between the temperature of the valley and the plain," and
again, during Fohn the temperature " rises sometimes 60° F. above
the normal."

The unbiased reader cannot help noticing the anomaly that

the mere descent of air is (1) in case of Fohn accused of causing a
considerable rise in the temperature above the normal, and (2) in

case of the night wind an equally considerable lowering of the

temperature below the normal.

This contrast brfcomes even more drastic when Mr. Rotch says,

page 151, " Slowly descending currents of cold air fill the valleys like

rivers, while the summits receive the air warmed dynamically by
descending from a greater height; and it seems obvious that the

author has a little private theory of his own that it makes a great

difference whether the air is descending slowly or not, whereby he
tries to patch over the glaring discrepancy.

We may now set to work to put these contradictory theories to

their proper test, thereby confining ourselves to statements con-

tained in the article itself. It is thus truly mentioned that the

air is warmed at the rate of 1° F. for each 300 feet of descent and
cooled at the rate of I" F. for each 800 feet of ascent, but we
also find mentioned another fact, equally true, that, on an average,

or under normal conditions, the temperature of the atmosphere

decreases at the rate of 1° F. for each 300 feet rise; and this fact

throws a peculiarly instructive light on the whole subject. It shows
that under normal conditions air rising to any height will during

the ascent be cooled by expansion at such a rate that wherever it

goes it meets with air having a temperature exactly equal to its

own, and also that air descending to any level will for a similar

reason meet with air having a temperature exactly equal to its

own, wherever it goes. In other words, for air arriving at any
particular place to have an abnormally high or low temperature

it must have had an equally abnormally high or low temperature

at the locality where it started from.
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Thus, in case of the Fohn wind, for this air to arrive in the

valley at a temperature 60° F. above the temperature normally

found there, it must have been heated 60° above the temperature

normally found at the summit of the mountains from where it

started, and it then remains with Dr. Hann to explain how this

air acquired the abnormally high temperature before it commenced
to descend, and until he has done this he can have no right to

claim that he has added one particle towards the explanation of

the phenomena of the Fohn; and, even if he was able to get over

this difficulty, it still remains for him to explain the phenomenon
of the sand-dust, before it can be recognized that the birthplace

of the Fohn is anywhere but in the Desert of Sahara.

The phenomenon of cool night wind from the mountain and
the accompanying higher temperature on the mountains than in

the valleys find a ready explanation from the same premises.

During clear nights the air nearest the earth's surface gets abnor-

mally cooled through radiation, and the radiation is more intense

on the mountains than on the plains. The cool contracted air

will run oEf the slope of the mountain and accumulate in the

valleys, while its place on the mountain-side is immediately taken

up by air which has not as yet been cooled down by radiation.

In the valleys the temperature gets lower than on the mountains,

or the plains, because the cooling efifect of radiation is there act-

ing upon air which has previously been cooled considerably down
by radiation on the mountain, and it is clear that the temperature

must sink lower when radiation is acting upon air already cooled

down, than when the temperature of the air was higher to start

with.

The present writer has, on several occasions, tried to induce so

able and prolific writer as Professor Hazen to attack his views for

the sake of an argument, but the professor seems to decline to

enter upon a discussion with any body who does not belong

to the " meteorological camp," as be calls it. Now, be it

said, in all kindness, that in our advanced age every body seems

to be entitled to express his opinions on any scientific subject

when he feels himself convinced of having found something new
which may add to the progress of science, and also be entitled to

a fair hearing; but be it said, as my impression when I acciden-

tally arrived in the meteorological camp, all the inmates seemed

to have decamped previously, leaving no one behind to shake

hands with me; and this I thought a little discouraging. Dr.

Hann may be a most excellent director of the Hohe Warte, and
it may seem not a little reckless for an outsider to attack his the-

ories; but it should be remembered that even a blind man may
sometimes find a seed, — although a civil engineer of high train-

ing may not be entirely blindfolded, — and if there be any truth

in the maxim of Dr. Hann's countryman, Feuerbach, "that no
philosopher ever yet occupied a professorial chair in philosophy,"

80 it might possibly be equally true that no philosopher in meteorol-

ogy ever yet sat on Hohe Warte, however great his attainments as

director or weather forecaster might have been.

Franz A. Velschow, C.E.
Brooklyn, Nov. 9.

Auroral Phenomena.

As Dr. Veeder has mentioned in his description of the aurora

of Sept. 9, in Science for Nov. 6, some phenomena not ordinarily

accompanying auroral displays that were also visible here, some
notes made at the time may be of interest.

The aurora on that evening was unusually fine, probably the most
brilliant observed in four years. It began about 7 40 p.m. as a faint

arch five degrees above the northern horizon, which gradually be-

came higher until a maximum height of eight degrees was reached

at 8.15 P.M. Shortly before this time two smaller arches appeared

beneath the principal arch, and soon afterward the ends of the

three joined together, forming a serpentine band. This band at

8.30 P.M. broke up into brilliant streamers, which were constantly

changing in appearance and length, alternately fading and be-

coming bright again.

This continued until 8.50 p.m , when the display reached its

maximum brightness and the streamers their greatest length.

The elevations of the ends of the streamers above the horizon were

measured with a theodolite at times, the highest being at a height
of 56", though many exceeded 45°.

Between 9.15 and 9.30 p.m. the aurora diminished greatly in
brightness, and at 9.25 two bands extended toward the zenith
from the east and west respectively, joining together at 9.37,
forming the narrow band that Dr. Veeder saw. This band was
apparently of a uniform brightness, approximating that of the
Milky Way, and continued, through the period of minimum
brightness of the aurora, from 9.25 to 9.35 P.M. After 9,35 p.m.
the aurora became brighter, and was visible at 11.40 p.m.

This band of light was seen at Nashua, N.H., and in this vi-

cinity, while the aurora has been reported as visible at several
places in Europe as well as America.
A similar band of light, extending through the zenith from

opposite sides of the horizon, was observed during the aurora of
May 20, 1888, which was described in Science by several observers
during the succeeding month.

Five auroras were visible during September four of which oc-
curred on the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, respectively, — an unusually
large number for such a short period of time.

S. P. Fergusson.
Blue Hill Observatory, EeadTille, Mass., Nov. SO.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.
D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, will soon publish Business Law,

prepared by Alonzo P. Weed. This is not only a text-book for
business colleges and the business courses of schools and acade-
mies, but it is desirable for the desk of the business man.

— Charles F. Lummis, a Harvard man, who has lived for many
years in New Mexico, begins in the Christmas Scribner a group
of articles on that little-known territory, with its population of
Pueblos, Mexicans, Navajos, and Americans. The articles will

be illustrated from the author's own photographs, which are un-
usual in subject and variety.

— The October number of the " Papers of the American His-
torical Association" contains six articles. The first is a brief

account of '' Slavery in New York " under the colonial govern-
ment. Then follow two papers on certain aspects of our national
Constitution, the one on " Congressional Demands upon the Ex-
ecutive for Information" being the most suggestive. The next
is " A Plea for Reform in the Study of English Municipal His-
tory," and there is also a longer article on the " Yazoo Land
Companies," giving an account of a gigantic land speculation of

a century ago, in which political intrigue played a prominent
part. But the article that will be likely to interest the greatest

number of readers is that on " The Lost Colony of Roanoke," by
Stephen B. Weeks. The colony planted by Raleigh on Roanoke
Island has always been supposed to have perished; but in 1885
Mr. Hamilton McMillan of North Carolina advanced the theory
that the colonists retreated inland, where they ultimately inter-

married with some friendly Indians, and that the Croatan In-

dians, now living in the western part of the State, are their de-

scendants. The evidence for this theory in the physique, the
traditions, and the names of those Indians is really quite striking;

and persons interested in our early history will like to read Mr.
Weeks's paper.

— A second edition of "Modern American Methods of Copper
Smelting," by Dr. E. D. Peters, Jun., has just been published by
the Scientific Publishing Company of this city. The book has
met with great success, the demand for it having long since ex-
hausted the first edition. The entire book has been practically

rewritten, and new chapters have been introduced on the electro-

lytic assay of copper, the smelting of copper with gas in regen-
erative furnaces, and the smelting of copper-nickel ores in water-
jackets. Additions of great importance have also been made to

the chapter on reverberatory smelting, and this portion of the
work has been illustrated by nine full sized pages, which form
what is said to be the most complete set of detailed working draw-
ings of the kind ever published. The arrangement of the book
has been improved ; and in addition to the full alphabetical index
at the end, a detailed table of contents has been prepared that will

be a great aid to the reader. The author has brought a riper ex-
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perience to the preparation of this edition, having been actively

engaged in the smelting of copper ores during the period that has

elapsed since the first appearance of the book ; and before prepar-

ing the new material he made a special trip through the West to

note any improvements or modifications in the treatment of copper

ores. The price of the book is $4.

— "Star Land," by Sir Robert Staurel Ball, F.R.S., Royal

Astronomer of Ireland, published by Ginn & Co., is composed of

talks with young people about the wonders of the heavens, told in

a very interesting and attractive style. The well-known astro-

nomical facts are placed before one, not in the usual cut and dried

manner of the scientist and the mathematician, but well inter-

spersed with anecdote and personal reminiscences that cannot fail

to be pleasing and instructive to the amateur astronomer or to

those wishing a short course in elementary astronomy.

Ginn & Co. announce the first number of School and College,

to be edited by Ray Greene Huling, and to appear in January,

1892. The contents will be: Some of the Next Steps Forward in

Education, by E. Benjamin Andrews, president of Brown Univer-

sity ; Secondary Education in Census Yeai-s, by James H. Blodgett,

U. S. Census OflSce, Washington, D.C. ; The Greek Method of Per-

forming Arithmetical Operations, by John Tetlow, headmaster

Girls' High and Latin Schools, Boston; English in Secondary

Schools, by Francis B. Gummere, professor of English in Haver-

ford College ; When Should the Study of Philosophy Begin ? by
B. C. Burt, formerly decent in history of philosophy at Clark
University; News from Abroad; Home News; Letters to the Edi-

tor; and Reviews.

— P. Blakiston, Son, & Co., Philadelphia, will have ready Dec.

1 the new London edition of the late Dr. Carpenter's work, "The
Microscope and its Revelations," edited by Professor Dallinger.

This well-known book will appear in an almost entirely new form.
The shape is different, owing to an enlargement of the page.

Nineteen of the twenty-one fuU-jDage plates, some of which are

colored, are absolutely new, and there are improvements in the

woodcuts, of which there are to be 800, instead of 500, as in the
previous edition. Special attention has been given to all that ap-

pertains to the practical construction and use of the instrument;

but the interests of amateurs have not been neglected. The ear-

lier chapters of the book have been entirely rewritten, and the

work throughout has been brought up to dale.

— The Chautauquan for December has several illustrated arti-

cles and portraits of a number of prominent men and women.
The following titles are from the table of contents: "Domestic
and Social Life of the Colonists," III., by Edward Everett Hale;

"States made from Colonies," by Dr. James Albert Woodbum;
"The Colonial Shire," by Albert Bushnell Hart, Ph.D.; "The
History of Political Parties in America," IIL, by F. W. Hewes.

KEO-DARWISISI AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTE-J F. WARD.

Annual address of the President of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modem scientiSc

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the

problem of the transmission ot acquired characters.

The following are the several heads involved in the

discussion Status of the Problem, Lamarckism,

Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-

redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor

Weismann, A Critique of Weismaun, ,Neo-Darwin-

ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-

plication to the Human Race. In so far as views

are expressed they are in the main in line with the

general current of American thought, and opposed

to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibllity

of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York,

By Asst. Pkof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says ; "I heartily recom-

mend them to all workers in meteorology,

and do not see how any of our American

meteorologists can afford to be without a

copy."

Professor Symous of London says :

'

' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which

must be kept handy, and replaced when

worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1,

K. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, Hew York.

TI%F-RIII F Perpetual Calendar.— Thismc nUL>t. novel application of the slide-rule
^ principle show s, in an instant without study or cal-

culation, a complete Calendar for any month from
the Year 1 till the end of Tiine. Sample, 2^ cis.

JEEOaa-THOMlS CO., 47 LAFAYETTE PLACE, HEW TOKS.

" The Weefe, one'ol tlie ablest papers ou the con-

tiuent."—Descriptive Amcnca.

THE WEEK,
A Canadian Journal ofPolitics^ Literaturey Science

and Art.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
$3.00 per Year. $i.oo for Four Months.

THE WEEK has entered ou Us EIGHTH year of
publication, greatly Improved in every respect,
reudering it more worthy the cordial support of
every one interested In the maintenance of a flrst-

class literary journal.
The independence in politics and criticism which

has characterized THE WEEK ever since its first

issue will be rigidly maintained ; and unceasing ef-

forts will be made to improve It^ literary cbaracter
and increase Its attractiveness as a Journal for the
cultured home. Many new and able writers are
now, or have promised to become, coutiibutors to
its columns, and the constant aim of the Publisher
will be to make THE WEEK fully equal to the best
literary Journals in Britain and the United States.
As heretofore. Prof. Goldwin Smith will, from

time to time, contribute articles. London, Paris,
Washington and Montreal letters from accomplished
correspondents will appear at regular intervals.
Special Ottawa Letters will appear during the ses-
sions of Parliament.
THE WEEK being the same size as " Harper's

Weekly,'' is the largest paper of its class on the
continent.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY.

C. BLACKER ROBINSON, Publisher,
5 Jordan St., Toronto, Canada.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

AND
BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,

will be given to New Subscribers to the
Geoloijist for $25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone), if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan.

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, Minn,

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

^a''-- PUBLISHERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,
Craivfordsville, In<1.

Publications oftiie University of Pennsylvania.

SERIES IN

Philology, Literature and

Archaeology.

Vol. I. now ready.

1. Poetic and Verse Criticism of the Reign of Eliza-
beth. By Felis E Schelliiig, A.M., Assistant
Professor of English Literature. SI.00.

2. A Fragment of the Babylonian ' Dibbarra" Epic.
By Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of
Arabic 60 cents.

3. a. Ilpd? with the Accusative, h. Note on a Pas,
sage in the Antigone. By William A. Lamberton
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and Lit-
erature. 50 cents.

4. The Gambling Games of the Chinese in America.
F^n t4n and Pdk kOp piu. By Stewart Culin,
Secretary of the Museum of Aroheeology and
Pa Iseontology. 40 cents.

In preparation.

The Terrace at Persepolis. By Morton W. Easton,
Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Philology.

An Aztec Manuscript. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.,
Professor of American Archaeology and Linguis-
tics.

A Monograph on the Tempest. Bv Horace Howard
Forness, Ph.D., LL.D.

Recent ArchEeoIogical Explorations in New Jersey.
By Charles C. Abbott, M.D , Curator of the
American Collections.

Archaeological Notes in Northern Morocco. By Tal-
cott Williams, A.M., Secretary of the Museum
of Egyptian Antiquities.

a. On the Aristotelian Dative, b. On a Passage in
Aristotle's Rhetoric. By William A. Lamberton,
A.M., Professor of the Greek Language and
Literature.

A Hebrew Bowl Inscription. By Morris Jastrow,
Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Arabic.

The Life and Writings of George Gascoigne. By
Felix E. Scheiling, A.M., Assistant Professor o*f

English Literature.
The Papers of this Series, prepared by Professors

and others connected with the University of Penn-
sylvania, will take the form of Monographs on the
subjects of Philology, Literature, and Archasology,
whereof about 200 or :250 pages wiU form a volumo.
The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, ¥2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
It IS the intention of the University to issue these

Monographs from time to time as they sha'' be pre-
pared.
Each author assumes the responsibility of his own

contribution.

N. r>. O. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BOOKS ! How to gel tbem. If there is any
Book or pamphlet that you want, write to the Science
book Agency, bi'4 Broadway. New York.
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" Physical Life," III., by Milton J. Greenman, Ph.B. ;
" National

Agencies for SoientiSc Research (The "Weather Bureau), "by Major

J. W. Powell; "The Parasitic Enemies of Cultivated Plants," by

B. T. Galloway; "The Scottish Language," by Rev. William

Wye Smith; "Modern Treatment for Insanity," by C. R. Ham-
merton; "Moral and Social Reforms in Congress," by George

Harold Walker ; "Fur-Seal and the Seal Islands," by Sheldon

Jackson, D.D. ; "A Trip up the Nile," by Armaud de Potter;

"The Homes of Poverty," by Emily Huntington Miller; "Pre-

pared Food on a Scientific Plan," by Helen M. Ellis; " Women in

Astronomy," by Esther Singleton; "Qualifications Requisite for

the Trained Nurse," by Lisbeth D. Price; "The German Girl of

the Middle Ages.

— Professor A. D. Morse is the author of a monograph recently

published by the American Academy of Political and Social Sci-

ence, on " The Place of Party in Political System " It is a trea-

tise on the philosophy of party, a subject which has been generally

neglected by political scientists. After showing by what other

means the State has sought to hold the government in due subor-

dination to itself, he proves that the institution of party is the

best device for accomplishing this end. He shows how party

carries out its two chief functions, namely, to educate and organ-
ize public opinion, and to administer government. In regard to

this latter function, he holds that under a system of party gov-
ernment, the party in power does the work which falls to the

king in a system which is really monarchical. The monograph
will doubtless create considerable discussion, as we are not wont
to put so high a theoretical value to the party system.

— D. 0. Heath & Co. will publish shortly " Reading and Speak-
ing: Familiar Talks to Young Men who would Speak well in

Public," by Brainard Gardner Smith, associate professor of elocu-

tion and oratory, Cornell University. Especial importance is

given to the theory of sentential delivery as based on the systems
of Walker and Mandeville.

ATomc
h\M% icid Fliosphte,

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appetizer. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephraim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says:
'

' I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

case, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

renewed strength and vigor to the entire

system . '

'

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Bevrare of Substitutes and Imitations.

CACXION.—Be sure tbe Avord "Hors-
ford's" is on tlie label. All otiiers are

spnrlous. Never sold in bnlt.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND
VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.

For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents
Sent free by post by

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

PRIZE ESSAYS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 13mo, 183 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1, Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities o'

School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin'
coin, M.D. , Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 6 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By Ueorge M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. Bvo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By George
H Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 pents.

The four essays (Nos. jl, 2, 3, 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 60 cents.

N, D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

LJ!iJJ!IJJ:i=y.MIJt.M=lJ.-ti

, k? PARK PLRGE.NEW YORK

Old and Rare Books.

JACK NUMBERS and complete sets of leading Mag-
) azioes. Rates law. AM. MAG. EXCHANGE,

Schoharie N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teacliing.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 3.3 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading.'']

From FrincipalsoJ Institutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
"A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of cleai-ness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the Lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

*** The above work may be obtained, by
order, through anj' bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Stndy tn tlie Native Religions of tlie

Ti'estern Conliuent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. 51.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., and Morris Jastrow, Jr.,

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York

DO YOU INTEND TO BDILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBljE liOW-COSX
HOUSES," now arranged in lliree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful j new desi£:n»< for
Iionscs. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build witbont delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one oan nnderstand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and SISOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. $1800 to
S3C00. Vol. III. contains 36 copyrighted designs, S3000 to S9000. Price, by mail, $1.0O
eaeli, or $3.00 for the set.

"COliONIAli HOlfSKS," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arrangements for comfort. Price. $2.00.

"IPICriTKESQtE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This show
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, bv mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.



3o8 SCIENCE.

A NEW MONTHLY
. THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOURNAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AND WESLEY

NATURALISTS' SOCIETIES,

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fangi AflEectins the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, e'.c, Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists" Page—

A Curious "Want of Fear in a Pair of Eobins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.

The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain
Animals.

" "Wesley Scientific Society. «

Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, §1.00 for one year

' " " 50 cents for six mos

Sample Copies lO cents.

&. Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three

years. Volvmie VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-

ume I. sold only in complete sets.

J^fJEW BOOKS.
JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given

of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
"Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the suh^Qct.''''—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans/'—iVafwre.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, §3.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OR,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FEL.1.0W.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. 11.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain

ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier

book is seldom seen."—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to

many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly reeedmg."—Bosfon Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of

the writer's style, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."—TAe Dial.

JUST READY.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of tvro Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,

geology and natural history, together with

a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D
8°, 513 pp., $3.50.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language."

—

The Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-

ogy."— T/te Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton C^ng-) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,

grasps verv well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.

'"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and
measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-

ration, so that "Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-

ord, of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic rea.6.'ms.''—Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'

An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-

dition of ill-health which is increasingly

prevalent in all ranks of society. In the

first part of this work the author dwells on

the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13°, 184 pp., $1.50.

JS^OW BEADY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons

for their action and of the phenomena pre-

sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid, 50 cents.
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Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFBET W. HAMBLETON, M.D,
l-^". 40c.

*'The Inestimable Importance of the subject^ tbe
eminence of tbe author, and the novelty of his work,
all combine to render the little? treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Bo->t07i Daily Advertiser.

*• The monograph Is Interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration- It la de-
void, of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—FAarmacew^ica/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. U°. 20 ce its.

"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interostlng
address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. COX. IS". 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."—Cftrisimn Union.
"Physicians wlU enjoy their reading, and find, in

them much food for thought."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr, (Jox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."—Open Court.
"It Is of extreme Interest."—ilfedica? Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."—indzana Medica

Journal.
" An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."

—

Popular
Scien ce News,
"All Interested in biological questions will find

the book fascinating."—PAarmaceitfico/ Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."-P«6Zic Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. 12°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have In the Bark Rocord
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi, The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indiana
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.

*' A valuable contrlbulon to the question, * Who
were the mouud-builders? ' ^'—New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-bulldlug age."—iV^. Y. Sun.
"An interesting paper.^'—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. SI.

"The liitie book is extremely interesting."—5os-
t07i Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on * Tornado Insurance' is of Interest to
all property-holders In the tornado States."—Pos^on
Herald.
" • The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Im^por-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert.'' -PhiladeU
phia Ledger,

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JaSTROW. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of InterestiDg facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."—Pwbh'c
Opinion.

*' A useful work for psychologists—as well as the
general reader— by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
rega' d to the time required for the performance of
menial acts."—T/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissbll. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."—Broofc??/7i Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."—Public Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply written."—Springfield fie-

publican,
"The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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NEW YORK, December 4, 1891.

IINTERWRAPS,
Long Cloaks, Jackets, Capes

and Mantles,

OPERA WRAPS,

Fur Trimmed Jackets and Cloaks.

WATERPROOF GARMENTS.

WEW YORK.

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?

Tom caH find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONARY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $2.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,
874 Broadway, Neir York.

JUST PUBLISHED.

THE LABRADOR COAST.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES

TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-
CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEDS SPRING PACKARD, ffl.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in

the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,

which has been kindly revised and brought down to

date by Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-

tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of

Labrador plants.

Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.

Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-

tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of

the book will recommend it to collectors of AnieH-
cana.

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide

to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,

yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as

well as those interested in geographical and histori-

cal studies.

513 pp., S"", ^3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,
874 Broadway, New York.

a:y /fetfV - Ten Cents.
1.50 tj^/'^e^ , Advance.

•'?.'-)

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
lOj^ DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an
order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D. C, HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

Course of Mineralogy for Young People.

Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books
furnished.
Collection and book, "First Grade," one dollar;

postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

nd finest stock in U. S. 100pp. Illustrated
Catalogue, paper bound, 15c.; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 733 & 735 Broadway, New York

INSECTS AND INSECTICIDES.
A PRACTICAL MANUAL,

Concerning Noxious Insects and the Methods
of Preventing their Injuries.

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Professor of Entomology and Zoology, New

Hampshire State College.

WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT.
" I think that you have gotten together a very

useful and valuable little book.""— Dr. C. V. Riley,
U. S. Entomologist. Washington, D. C.
"It is excellent."'—James Fletcher, Dominion En-

tomologist, Ottawa, Canada.
" I am well pleased with it."—Dr. F. M. Hesamer,

Editor America7i Agriculturist, New York.
"It seems to me a good selection of the matter

which every farmer and fruit grower ought to have
at his immediate command."— Prof. S. A. Forbes,
State Entomologist of Illinois, Champaign. 111.

" A good book, and it is needed."—Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Cornell University.
"It is one of the best books of the kind 1 have

ever seen."— J. Freemont Hickman, Agriculturist,
Ohio Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio.
"I shall gladly recommend it."— Prof. A. J. Cook,

Michigan Agricultural College.

Price, $1.25.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

PHYSICAL, MEASUREMEIVT.
By HiROLD Whiting, Ph.D., formerly instructor.

Harvard University. New Edition, 8vo, l,as6 pages,
$3.75. D. C. HEATH & CO , Pu'clishers. Boston.

iVew Method of Protecting Property

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-

tor specially designed to dissipate the energy

of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path

upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.

No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under

the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of ligfitning stroke in

wliich tfie dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteentli of an

inch in diameter, say,) tias failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been

found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First inserted June 19. No response

to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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Wants.

Any person seeking- a position for 'which ke is qiiali-

fiedby his scientijic atiainmen*Sy or anyperson seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it that

0/a teacher ofscience^ chemist^ draughts7nan, or what
nets may have the ' Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he satisfies the puhiisher of the suit-

able character of his application. A nyperson seeking

infonnaiion on any scientific question^ the address of
any scientific man. or who can in any way use this col-

umn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the

faper^ is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED.—A position in the philosophical or

pedagogical department of a college or uni-

Tersity by a youag man (30) who has had five years'

practical experience in teaching, and who has done
four years' pcst-graduate work in philosophy, devot-
ing his attention during the last two years espe-

cially to study and original investigation in scien-

tific psychology and its applications in education.
Address E. A., caie Science, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

City^

WANTED.-A suitable position in Washington,
D. C, not connected with the GoverDment,

and with a salary not to exceed £650 a year, by an
experienced biologist with six years' university
training. Applicant has been a skilful surgeon for

fourteen years; is a practical photographer, car-

tographer, and accustomed to the use of the type-
writer. He is also capable of making the most fin-

ished drawings, of any description, for all manner
of illustrative purposes in science; trained in mu-
seum methods and work; also field operations and
taxidermy in its various departments, and model
ing, production of casts, restorations of paleonto-
logical specimens and similar employments. Address
U. S. R., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

WANTED. -By a young man (27), B.A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position a.^ instructor in chemistry or in

natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-

vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars
as to work, salary, etc. F. "W. MAR, L. Box 2:3, West
Haven, Cona.

A YOUNG HAN with an M.S. degree from Cornell
University desires a position as Professor or

Instructor in Physics or Electrical Engineering.
Address M. V. F., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place,

New Fork.

WANTED—A position as Professor of Science by
a teacher of experience who has taken a post-

graduate course in biology. Address BOTANIST,
cire Science, 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

Exchanges.

[Freeofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.l

For sale.—A 6^ x 8J4 Camera; a very iine instrument,
with lens, holders and tnpod, all new; it cost over $40;
price, $25. Edw. L Hayes, 6 Athens street, Cambridge,
Mass.

To exchange Wright*s '* Ice Age in North America"
and Le Conte's "Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882)

for "Darwinism," by A R.Wallace, "Origin of Species."

by Darwin. "Descent of Man," by Darwin, 'Man's
Place in Nature," Huxley, ^'Mental Evolution in Ani-
mak," by Romanes, '-Pre-Adamites,'* by Wi::chell. No
books wanted except latest editions, anH books in good
condition. C. S. Brown, Jr., Vandeibilt University,
Nashville, Tenn.

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-

ance (200g to i-iomg), platinum dishes and crucibles,

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in

pa- 1 or whole. Also complete file of Sillimans Journal
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883;

U. S. Coast Survey. 18^4-1869. Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

xchange t =ale

scope (

elaborate i

nd thn
Bullock

:th homeogeneoi'S ii

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also one-fouith and one inch

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Objectives are the best made.
Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41 Branch Street, Lowell,

Mass.

For sale or exchange, extra hne pair ( <I and ? ) of bkins

of Rocky Mountain Lioat. with the skulk, etc., as needed
for mcunting; collection of vertebrate fossils from the

Coup Fork Tertiary of Kansas; collection of works on
descriptive cryptogamic botany— mostly on Fungi: thir-

teen vols, of Botanical Gazette^ eight vols. Qrevillea^

four vols. Notarisea: stereopticon outfit, with attach-

ment for microsccpic projecticn ; 14S stereopticon slides,

illustrating zoology and cryptogams. Wanted—An
and foreigu works and pamphlets on Vertebrate P
tology, and series c^iAvt.Jour. ofScience and olh.

to Vertebr:

Prof. F. W. Cragin, Colorado Springs. Colo.

PATENTS
ForlNVENTOBS. 40-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

All the capital desired for the parent company

to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-riQ:hts should address The American

Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is lor sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

There is nothing that may
not happen to a thin baby.

There is nothing that may
not happen to a man who is

losing his healthy weight.

We say they are " poor."

They are poorer than we at

first suspect.

Do you want almost all

that is known of the value of

plumpness told in a way to

commendto you careful liv-

ing—and Scott's Emulsion of

cod-liver oil if you need it.

A book on it free.

Scott& Bowne, Chemisis, 132 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver

oil—all druggists everywhere do. Jx.
26

POSTAL DICTIONARY.

A Manual of Postage Eates, and luformatioa
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men, Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mailsv
Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arranged in dictionary form, comprising about 150
titles Cwith complete index of over 400 references),
deaigned to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

'•About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 centsi, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directly
or indirectly."

—

Chicago Standard.

"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and tosses in the mails."—JSos/o«
Literary World.

'*Worth its weight in gold to the busy ' man of
affairs ' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising. "—iV^eiy York Home Journal,

"•II all who use the mails (and who does not?) will

turn to* the pages of this useful little guide, the labor
of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will

be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will
commend it to all and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale."—Hon. JTiowas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price, 15 Cents, Poatpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BroadiTay, NeAV York,

CALENDAR OF SOCIETIES.

Philosophical Society, Washington.
Nov. 21. - William Hallock, The Deep

Well at Wheeling; Robert T. Hill. On the
Occurrence and Availability of Underground
Water.

Society of Natural History, Boston.

Deo. 2. — A. Hyatt, Relations of Ancient
and Modern Pinnas; C. S. Minot, Recent
Investigations on the Brain.

Minerals,

Rocks,
Fossils,

Castisi ot Fossils,

Geologrical

Reliefmaps.

Ward'sNatural Science Establishment

Mineralogy, Geology, Paleontology, Zoology, Osteology, Anatomy.

Send for Circular. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

stuffed Animals
and Skins,

IHounted
Skeletons,

Anatomical
Models

iDTerlebrates
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DROWNING SUPERSTITIONS.

A STRANGE antipathy once prevailed to rescuing a drown-

ing man, the idea being that the person saved would, sooner

or later, do some sort of injury to the man who preserved

his life, says a writer in a recent number of the London
Standard. Sir Walter Scott, in the "Pirate," tells how
Bryce, the peddler, refused to help Mordaunt to save the

shipwrecijed sailor from drowning, and even remonstrated

with him on the rashness of such a deed. "Are you mad?"

says the peddler, "you that have lived sae lang in Zetland,

to risk the saving of a drowning man? Wot ye not if

ye bring him to life again, he will be sure to do you

some capital injury?" This prejudice, which was deeply

rooted among our sea-going community in many parts of

the country, existed not very long ago in Cornwall. It is

found, too, among French sailors and the boatmen of the

Danube, and is widely credited in Russia. Mr. Barry, in

his "Ivan at Home," gives a striking instance of the Rus-

sian repugnance to save life from drowning. One day, a

drunken man got into the water and disappeared. A num-
ber of spectators stood by, and gazed on the scene with the

utmost indifference, but no one tried to rescue him. A court

of inquiry was held, but as, on examination, no cross was

found on his neck, a verdict was quickly agreed upon by the

villagers, who declared that the man was " drowned because

he bad no cross on his neck." The Bohemian 6sherman

shrinks from snatching a drowning man from the waters,

fearing that the water-demon would take away his luck in

fishing, and drown him at the first opportunity. This, as

Dr. Tylor points out in his "Primitive Culture," is a linger-

ing survival of the ancient signiflcance of this superstition,

the explanation being that the water spirit is naturally angry

at being despoiled of his victim, and henceforth bears a spe-

cial grudge against the unlucky person who has dared to

frustrate him. Thus, when some one is drowned in Ger-

many, the remark is made, "The river-spirit claims his

yearly sacrifice," or "The nix has taken him." Out of Eu-

rope, also, the accidental drowning of a person is attributed

to a similar seizure, and the Siamese dreads the Pnlik, or

water-spirit, that seizes bathers and drags them under to

his dwelling. The Sioux Indians have a similar fancy, and

tell how men have been drowned by Unk-tabe, the water-

monster. For the same reason, it appears, the Kamtchadals,

far from helping a man out of the water, would drown him

by force. If rescued by any chance, no one would receive

such a man into his house, or give him food, but he was

reckoned for dead. The Chinese reluctance to save a drown-

ing man arises from quite a different belief— it being sup-

posed that the spirit of a person who has met his death in

this way continues to flit along the surface of the water, until

it has caused, by drowning, the death of a fellow creature.

" A person, therefore," writes Mr. Jones, in his " Credulities

Past and Present," "who attempts to rescue another from

drowning is considered to incur the hatred of the uneasy

spirit, which is desirous, even at the expense of a man's life^

to escape from its wandering."

There are many curious modes of discovering the dead

body of a drowned person, a popular notion being that its

whereabouts may be ascertained by floating a loaf weighted

with quicksilver, which is said at once to swim towards, and

stand over, the spot where the body lies. This is a very

widespread belief, and instances of its occurrence are, from

time to time, recorded. Some years ago, a boy fell into the

stream at Sherborne, Dorsetshire, and was drowned. The
body not having been recovered for some days, the mode of

procedure adopted was thus: A four pound loaf of best

flour was procured, and a small piece cut out of the side of

it, forming a cavit}', into which a little quicksilver was

poured. The piece was then replaced, and tied firmly in its

original position. The loaf thus prepared was thrown into

the river at the spot where the body fell, and was expected

to float down the stream till it came to the place where the

body had lodged. But no satisfactory result occurred. In

Brittany, when the body of a drowned man cannot be found,

a lighted taper is fixed in a loaf of bread, which is then

abandoned to the retreating current. When the loaf stops,

there it is supposed the body will be recovered. Under a

variety of forms, the same practice is observed elsewhere,

and is found existing among the North American Indians.

Sir James Alexander, in his account of Canada, says: "The
Indians imagine that in the case, of a drowned body, its

place may be discovered by floating a chip of cedar wood,

which will stop and turn round over the" exact spot. Ar».

instance occurred within my own knowledge, in the case of
Mr. Lavery of Kingston Mill, whose boat overset, and him-

self drowned near Cedar Island; nor could the body be dis-

covered until this experiment was resorted to." In Java, a

live sheep is thrown into the water, and is supposed to indi-

cate the position of the body by sinking near it. But the

objects used for this purpose vary largely in difiFerent coun-

tries. A correspondent of Notes and Queries tells how a.

corpse was discovered by means of a wisp of straw, around

which was tied a strip of parchment, inscribed with certain

cabalistic characters, written on it by the parish priest. Not

many months ago a man was drowned at St. Louis. After

search had been made for the body, but without success, the

man's shirt, which he had laid aside when he went in to

bathe, was spread out on the water, and allowed to float,

away. For a while it floated, and then sank, near which

spot, it is reported, the man's body was found. A curious

custom is practised in Norway, where those in search of a

drowned body row to and fro with a cock in the boat, fully

expecting that the bird will crow when the boat reaches the

spot where the corpse lies.

It was a popular theory, in days gone by, that the body

of a drowned man would float on the ninth day, a notion

which Mr. Henderson informs us prevails in the County of

Durham. Sir Thomas Browne alludes to it as believed in his

time, and, in his"Pseudodoxia Epidemica" there isadiscussion

on this fanciful notion. It was also believed that the spirits

of those drowned at sea were doomed to wander for a hundred

years, owing to the rites of burial iiaving never been properly
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bestowed on their bodies, survivals of which belief linger on

at the present day. According to Mr. Hunt, in his " Ro-

mances of the West of England," fishermen dread to walk

at night near those parts of the shore where wrecks have

taken place. It is afiirmed that the spirits of the drowned

sailors haunt such localities, and many a fisherman has de-

clared that he has heard the voices of dead sailors " hailing

their own names." This idea is not confined to this coun-

try, but is found in various parts of the world.

THE HABIT OF WASHING.

No practice, no custom, however long established, has ever

been allowed a permanent right to respect, or even to exist-

ence. Sooner or later its turn will come to be weighed in

the critic's balance, and its quality will have to be proved.

Let us quote, as a recent illustration, the habit of daily

bathing, the utility of which has, of late, though not for the

first time, been seriously questioned. The reasonableness of

doubt in such a matter, and under ordinary circumstances,

does not, we confess, says Lancet, commend itself to our

judgment. Whether the opponents of ablution fear the

shock of cold immersion, or whether they dread the cleans-

ing stimulation thus applied to the excreting skin surface,

iheir objection must appear to most persons possessed of or-

dinary health and vigor to threaten impairment of both by

fostering uncleanliness. If, on the other hand, it is too free

application of heat by Turkish and other warm baths which

appears objectionable, we will not deny that there is here a

possible ground for complaint. Let it not be supposed that

we ignore the curative influence or the cleansing property

of this method when used with judgment. It has undoubt-

edly its fitting time and places if rightly applied. It is no

less true, however, that experience has often proved the

-mischievous effects of its misuse— in case, for example, of

cardiac weakness or general exhaustion. Cold bathing in

like manner is not without its occasional risks. It is not

suitable for persons enfeebled from any organic cause, though

mere nervous languor is often braced and beneSted by it.

It has no proper place among the habits of those who are

subject to chronic visceral congestions. As regards one ad-

vantage derived from bathing, i.e., its cleansing property,

there is no reasonable ground for difference of opinion. Man,

-whether savage or civilized, appears, as a rule, to have no

doubt oil the subject. Wherever we find him with water

accessible he is a bather. Less practiced by one people than

another though it may be, there still is commonly recogniza-

ble a constant habit of ablution, and this fact in itself attests

at least an almost universal belief in the necessity of ensuring

cleanliness by means of washing. Nor can we find reason

to doubt the general soundness of this belief. In bathing,

temperature is, of course, a chief consideration. For the

Tobust, cold immersion followed by rapid friction is a valua-

ble tonic of nerve, skin, and heart function. For less

vigorous constitutions— those, for example, which have

been tried by disease, and those of young children— the ad-

dition of heat up to the temperate point is only judicious.

With some persons a warm bath is a daily luxury. Not-

withstanding its efficacy as a means of cleanliness, however,

this custom is, or ought to be, discredited by its inevitable

action as a nervous depressant, which places it in an unfa-

vorable position compared with the more bracing practice of

cold effusion. The benefit derived from bathing, therefore,

is likely to assert itself- in spite of all adverse criticism, and

its mismanagement, which is only too common, should not

be suffered to condemn it in the eyes of any judicious and
cleanly person.

NOTES AND NEWS.

In an Austrian periodical, says the Lancet, a regimental sur-

geon named Thurnwald makes an interesting comparison between

the wounds caused by the new s-niall calibre bullets and those

caused by less recent forms of projectiles. His verdict is favora-

ble. The soft parts are less bruised, and the bones less shattered.

At fighting distances the bullets hardly ever remain in the body,

and the wounds are smooth, clean, and of small diameter— con-

ditions giving fair chances of recovery.

— At the end of 1890 a census was taken of the population of

the Austrian capital, which showed {Brilish Medical Journal,

Aug. 39, 1891) that it contained 1,380,917 inhabitants, being an
increase of ratber more than 23 per cent as compared with the

enumeration made ten years before. The proportion of the sexes

was 51 C3 per cent of females to 48.37 per cent of males The
number of persons fufiering from mental or physical infirmity

was 3,964, of whom 983, or 24 7 per cent, were blind; 980, or 34.7

per cent, were deaf and dumb; 1,627, or 41.04 per cent, were
idiots or insane; and 374, or 9.44 per cent were cretins. Of the

whole number, 53.13 pet cent were males, and 46 87 per cent

were females. The excess of males as compared with females,

however, holds good only as regards cases of deaf-mutism, insan-

ity, and idiocy; the cases of blindness are equally distributed be-

tween the sexes, and as regards cretinism, the fair sex leads easily,

the respective percentages being 39 3 malf s to 60.7 females. On
comparing these figures with those of the census of 1880, it will be

seen that while blindness has diminished by nearly 10 per cent,

aud deaf-mutism has remained stationary, insanity and cretinism

have increased by 32 per cent. This increase is greater in the

female sex than in the male, in the proportion of 43.03 to 23.2 per

cent. Of the 983 blind persons, only 31, or 6 per cent, were born

blind; the causes of the condition are said to have been blennor-

rhea neonatorum (in 14 cases), small-pox (in 11), other affections

(in 393), and injury (in 17). Of 381 deaf-mutes not inmates of

public institutions, 137, or 83.3 per cent, became deaf and dumb
after birth. Of the cretins, 63.4 per cent are between ten and
thirty years of age, and 31 per cent can do ordinary household

work.

— At a recent meeting of the Asiatic Society of Japan in Tokio,

a paper full of curious and interesting information of the condi-

tion of the blind in Japan was read by Professor Dixon. In early

ages the blind were regarded as unlucky or imcanny, and their

condition was one of great misery, until one of the imperial

princes was born in this state. His father collected around him
a number of blind to amuse him, and when, on attaining ma-

turity, he was appointed governor of three provinces, he took

with him blind men to assist him, and for about three centuries

the administration of these provinces was always in the hands of

the blind. This prince also introduced the practice, which pre-

vails at the present day, of the blind shaving their heads. During

the civil contests of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries between

the families of Taira and Minnamoto the blind officials were

everywhere ejected, and those afflicted with loss of sight fell into

their early condition of distress and misery. In course of time

orders were issued to the local authorities to provide for the blind

in their districts, and now they receive the attention and educa-

tion usual in all civi ized countries. The members of the blind

guild, which has long existed, commonly followed two occupa-

tions, music or chanting and shampooing or massage, those who
practised the former being of a higher grade and frequently en-

joying much popular favor. To this day all towns and villages

in Japan have their blind shampooers, who go about after night-

fall with a strange, musical cry. The less skilful among the mu-
sicians become professional story-tellers. The higher official

grades, which were at one time opened to the blind, were eagerly

sought after; those who held them were provided with special

marks of their oflBce, and during civil wars blind musicians were

frequently employed as spies. The art of shampooing as prac-
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tised by the Japanese blind takes nine years to learn. The pupil

for the first three years practises on his master; then he spends

three jears acquiring the art of acupuncture; and for the remain-

ing three years he is on probation, his master receiving half his

earnings. Blind men sometimes distinguish themselves out-

side their regular occupations. One was a famous go player; and

it is recorded tliat, having beaten a prince at (he game, his antag-

onist in a fit of jealou"! anger killed him, and was himself exe-

cuted for the crime. Another was a famous author, and compiled

a valuable repertory of information in 635 volumes. The blind

also practised usury, and acquired much unpopularity from the

way in which Ibey treated their debtors.

Cornet {3e'dschrift fiir Hygiene, x, 1891) has estimated that

in Ihe past fifteen years 45.82 per cent of all deaths among males,

and 49.33 per cent among females, in prisons, were due to tuler-

culous disease. Below the age of twenty there was no material

difference between rhe death-rate from tuberculosis among pris-

oners and that among the ordinary population; but between

twenty and forty the death-rate was five times as liigh among
prisoners as auiohg the general population. Some of this excess

is attributable to insufficient exercise and ventilation, and to want

of variety in food. Another cause lies in the probable infection

of cells by tubercle bacilli, insufficient care in disinfection being

observed. In a considerable proportion of cases of tuberculosis in

prisons the disease had existed prior to the incarceration, as is

shown by the number of deaths from tuberculosis during the first

few months of impriionment.

— Max O'Reil is a little previous in saying in his " Frenchman

in America" that St. Johnsbury, Vt , has a museum, but the

Franklin Fair^banks Museum of Natural .Science is to be opened to

the public in a fev? weeks. In anticipation of the opportunities

to be afforded by the museum, a Natural History Society was or-

ganized last spring. Some interesting meetings were held in

Atheneum Uall but during the latter part of the summer not a

large number could attend. This airtumn a reorganization of the

society was made, good meetings have been held, and quite a

programme laid out for the winter. The meetings will be held

in the hall of the museum when that is opened, where special fa-

cilities will be afforded the departments of ornithology, conchol-

ogy, mineralogy, and botany for pursuit of these branches so far

as collections may be an aid.

— A very valuable find of skeletons has been made in Egypt by

Mr. Flinders Pelrie, who has recently opened a number of tombs

previously intact at Medum, belonging to the beginning of the

fourth dynasty. This is the earliest known date of Egyptian re-

mains, and that to which Egyptians ascribe themselves. The

skeletons are well preserved, but lender and friable. Some of

tbem bear unmistakable evidence of rheumatic changes, and con-

sequently indicate that at that very remote period man was sub-

ject to and suffere.^ from this, as is now shown from its antiquity,

venerable disease. No ornaments or objects of art, except occa-

sionally some rough jjottery or a wooden headrest, were found

with these remains. The greater number were interred in a con-

tracted position with the kneesdrawn up to the breast, even when
the tomb was long enough to allow burial in the extended posi-

tion, the body placed on the left side, wrapped in linen cloth, the

head always to the north and the face to the east. A few, how-

ever, apparently the bodies of the highest class or race, were in-

terr-ed in the extended position along with vases of stone or pot-

tery and headrests. At this period there is no trace of mummifi-

cation. The essential difference in the mode of interment seems

to point to difference of race, and it is probable that the con-

tracted burials are those of the prehistoric race of Egypt, while

the dynastic race were interred with the body extended. It is

extremely interesting to find these contracted burials common at

so early a date in Egypt, as a similar mode was adopted by the

earliest inhabitants of Great Britain. Mr. Petrie has brought the

skeletons to England, and deposited them at the College of Sur-

geons, where they are being treated {Brit. Med. Jour.) so as to

strengthen them and render them available for the anatomical

investigation which Mr. Petrie intends to have made in order to

determine, if possible, their ethnographical affinities.

— There are not many remains of the ancierrt Mexican feather-

work which excited the surprise of the Spanish conquerors of the

New World. The most famous surviving sppcimen is the standard,

described by Hochstetter, which is now in the Vienna Ethno-

graphical Museum. Another specimen has lately been discovered

by Mrs. Zelia Nultall in the Schloss Ambras, near Innsbruck, says

Nature, Nov. 10. It is mentioned in an inventory, drawn up in

1596, of the treasures of the castle. This very valuable relic is the

decorative part of a round shield made of interlaced reeds, and

consists of feat her- mosaics representing a monster-, the contours

of which are fastened by strips of gold. Formerly the shield was

adorned with costly quetzal feathers, only small fragments of

which survive. Globus, which has an inteiTsting note on the

subject, speaks of similar old Mexican schields in the Stuttgart

Museum, and refers to a statement of Stcll to the effect that

beautiful feather-ornaments are still made by the Indians of

Guatemala.

— Thompson {Lancet, Oct. 24, 1891) has recorded the case of a

blacksmith who was struck in the left eye by a fragment of fi)ing

steel. Bolh eyes soon displajed evidences of irritaiion. with con-

siderable impairment of vision in the left. Ophthalmoscopic ex-

aujination of tlie injured eye revealed the presenre of a foreign

body in the retina, together with slight exudation and hemorrhage,

and a number of fine, obaque strise in the vitreous body. Tbe
patient being etherized, the original wound was reopened and the

curved pole of an electro-magnet was introduced and passed

through the vitreous in a direction corresponding to that Hppar-

ently traversed by the foreign body. The second application was

followed by the appearance of the bit of steel " in tow'' of the

magnet. The small bead of vitreous that presented was snipped

off, the eye was antiseptically irrigated, and a compress was ap-

plied. In the course of a short time the manifestations of irrita-

tion subsided and vision bncame improved, though a slight patch

of opacity remained upon the retina, and the field of vision was

correspondingly limited.

— At the Academic de Medecine M. Chaveau read a long paper

on the relations existing between small pox and vaccine as regards

the transformation of the virus {Medical Press, Nov. 4j. He said

that the idea that vaccine was only a transformation of small- pox

continued to obtain a large number of [artisans. He, on the con-

trary, believed that the virus in both cases proceeded from the

same origin. It was true the absolute proof was not yit estab-

lished, but that they were distinct afiEections de did not doubt.

Attempts were made by a Lyons committee to transform human
small-(jox into vaccine by inoculating cows, but the virus remained

the same as to its nature even after several cultivations, conse-

quently it must be accepted that the simple passage of pox virus

in the organism of the cow or horse is entirely incapable of chang-

ing this virus into vaccine. Vaccine never product d small-pox in

man. nor did human small-pox ever become vaccine when inocu-

lated into animals. Vaccine is not, consequently, an attenuated

small- pox.

— A Colombo journal gives an interesting description of the

manner in which the natives of Ceylon mine for plumbago. A
native usually drives a shaft until he is no longer able to contend

with the flow of water in the mine. He then s;nps working, and

afterwards drives galleries, and this he continues to do as long as

his lamps will burn ; but the moment they are extinguished by

the gases collected in the gallery he ceases working in ihat part and

continues upwards, refilling the shafts he has dug with the debris

from the mine. In other cases, instead of sinking a shaft, a large

open cutting is made, in which the vein is followed, and galleries

afterwards run as occasion may require. There is no svstem for

ventilating the mines, and the result is that after a blast much
time is wasted before the mine is sufficiently cleared of foul gases

to allow working to be resumed. The great object of the native

proprietor is to keep his expenses as low as possible. As to the

timber he is using, he knows nothing of its strength, and is quite

unable to wort out the strain it will stand. The result is that

the shafts and galleries are frequently insufficiently timbered.

The windlass used is frequently not strong enough and has no

ratchet-wheel, so that serious accidents may occur in raising and
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lowering miners. The rope is the ordinary coir rope^of the coun*

try, the strength of which varies very much according to the

make and the quality of the fibre used. Instead of ropes, ladders

are frequently used by the miners, and these are made of the

roughest materials and frequently tied with jangle rope or ordi-

nary coir yarn. There is no regulated distance between the rungs,

and the ladder is placed perpendicularly to the bottom of the pit,

and when it is remembered how highly lubricated the wood
must get from the hands and feet of the natives who have been

working plu nbago, the great danger they run every time they

mount and descend can be well conceived. Various minerals are

dug out of plumbago mines with which the natives have no
acquaintance, and consequently valuable minerals are sometimes

thrown away. Ktchblende, known as a valuable ore of uranium,

has been found inside plumbago
;
pyrrhotite also is found largely in

plumbago mines, from which, in other countries, the greater part

of the nickel of commerce is extracted.

— The past year was a prosperous one for the Colorado College

Scientific Society. The following is a complete list of papers

anl reports presented to the society: Oct. 14, 1890, The Abandon-

ment of Children in Ancient Greece and Rome, by George L.

Hendrickson ; Recent Researches in Magnetism, by Florian Cajori;

Nov. 14, Witchcraft among the Hindus, by Dr. H. W. Magoun;
Dec. 11, Protection of Congressional Minorities, by W. M. Hall;

Pulsations in the Aortic Arches of the Earthworm, by Miss M. R.

Maan; Solidarity of the Race, by J. M. Dickey; Jan. 13, 1891,

Dialectical Studies in West Virginia, by Dr. Sylvester Primer;

Men for the Hour, by H. J. Barber; Feb. 10, Germ Theory of Dis-

ease, by Miss M. R. Mann; On Two Passages in the Crito, by Dr.

H. W. Magoun; Mar. 24, On van't Hoff's Law of Osmotic Pressure

(publislied in t'le Cheviieal News, Apr. 10, 1891), by D. J. Carne-

gie; The Aryan Question, by Dr. Sylvester Primer; Apr. 21, An
Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel in the Light of Gnostic Phi-

losophy, by President William F. Slocum; The Elliptic Functions

Defined Independently of the Calculus, by F. H. Loud ; The Study
of Diophantine Analysis in the United States, by F. Cajori; May
12, Cross Ratio, by B. E. Carter, Jun. ; Calibration of Burettes,

by D. J. Carnegie; June 9, On a Passage in the Frogs, by Dr. H.
W. Magoun; Note on the Hadley-Allen Grammar, by Dr. H. W.
Magoun; Historical Note on the Differentiation of a Logarithm, by
F. Cajori; A Mathematical Error in the Century Dictionary, by F.

Cajori.

— The last volume of the memoirs of the Statistical Section of

the Russian Geographical Society contains an interesting work by
M. Borkovsky, who has devoted more than twenty-five years of

his life to the study of the grain-production of Russia, and the

directions in which cereals are transported within Russia both for

export and for home consumption. The results, according to

Nature, totally upset the current theoiy as to Russia being a granary

of Europe, and are grimly confirmed by the famine which now
prevails in several provinces of the empire. In appears from M.
Borkovsky's figures and maps that Russia may be divided into two
parts, strictly dependent on her orographical structure: one of

them, which corresponds to the south eastern slope of the broad
swelling which stretches across the country from south-west to

north-east, has an excess cf grain during the years of good crops,

which excess sometimes exceeds twice or thrice the wants for

local use. But there is also another part — the north-western one
— which always has less corn than is wanted for its population.

Taking the years 1883-85, which were years of average crops, a

line traced fi'om Kieff to NijniNovgorod and further north east

divides Russia into two almost equal parts, of which the south

eastern exports wheat and rye into the north-western part to the

amount of no less than 710,000 tons of wheat and SOS,000 tons of

a-ye, the exports to foreign countries attaining at the same time
the respective figures of 1,780,000 and 1,0J9 600 tons. Taking
into account the respective populations of the two regions,.and the

amount of corn consumed by the distilleries (which does not ex-

ceed 14 English pounds per inhabitant), M. Borkovsky shows that

the total consumption of wheat and rye attains only the figure of

437 pounds per inhabitant (109 pounds of wheat) in the exporting

region, and the still lower figure of 383 pounds (46 pounds of

wheat) in the region which imports corn. The average consump-
tion throughout Russia thus attains only 480 pounds per inhabitant,

out of which 14 pounds must be deducted for the use of the dis-

tilleries. The figures will certainly seem very low if it is remem-
bered that the great mass of the Russian peasants consume ex-
tremely small quantities of meat— bread being their chief and
almost exclusive food. It appears, moreover, that if Russia ex-

ported no grain at all, and the whole of the crop of cereals were
consuTied within the country, the average consumption would
nearly approach the average consumption in France— that is, 505

English pounds on an average year ; while the surplus obtained

during years of exceptionally good crops would only cover the

deficit during the bad years, which recur in the steppes of South-
east Russia with almost the same regularity as in India, i.e., every
ten or twelve years.

— The experiment department of the Ontario Agricultural

College at Guelp reports, in bulletin 49, the following experiment

:

In the fall of 1890 five hundred grade lambs were purchased in

the eastern part of Ontario. As purchased they were turned into

rape fields and fed upon the rape until Oct. 30, when ninety were
selected for the experiment. These were shorn Oct. 33 and 23,

and weighed October 24. They were pastured on the rape in fine

weather, but kept housed in rough weather until Nov. 21, after

which they were confined to the sheds and the yards in front.

The shed was a large builJing, with ceiling 10} feet high and hay-
loft overhead. It was divided into compartments large enough
to hold 16 or 17 lambs, each compartment having a small yard
attached. The lambs were fed a ration consisting of oats 7 parts,

oat screenings 1 part, peas 3 parts, and bran 1 part by weight,

together with all the hay they would eat, and an average of three

pounds of sliced turnips per day— beginning with one pound and
increasing to five pounds. They were fed from November 31,

1890, to April 34, 1891, when they had consumed a total of 12,408

pounds of oats, 1,063 pounds oat screenings, 4,713 pounds peas,

1,777 pounds bran, 13.9 tons hay, and 25.15 tons turnips. The
average weight of the lambs at the beginning of the experiment
was 84 85 pounds, and at the end 135 pounds. The average gain

per month was therefore 8.25 pounds. At the end of the experi-

ment ten more lambs were added to the lot, making one hundred
in all, and these were shipped to Liverpool, where they arrived in

good condition and were sold at an average of $11.79 per head,

the cost of shipment being $3.75 per head. It is stated that this

cost was excessive, owing to the small number shipped, and that

larger lots could be shipped at $3.50 to $3.00 per head. Of the

ten lambs added to make up the hundred, five were freshly shorn

and five had not been shorn at all. It was found that the autumn
shorn lambs stood the journey better than either the unshorn or

those freshly shorn, and that they occupied less space than the

imshorn lot on shipboard.

— The following, briefly stated, are prize subjects recently

proposed by the Dutch Academy of Sciences, at Haarlem : (1)

Molecular theory of internal friction of gases departing from Boyle's

law, and if possible, of liquids. (2) Determination of the dura-

tion of electric viV)rations in various conductors. (3) Try inocula-

tion of Viscum album on apple, pear, chestnut, and lime trees,

and explain its preference for certain species. (4) Criticism of

opinions on structure and mode of growth of the cell- wall, having

regard to continuity of the protoplasm of the adjacent cells (in

some cases). (5) New experiments on the reproductive power of

parts of plants, and the polarity observed in it. (6) Study of the

low organisms appearing (usually as filaments) in bottles contain-

ing solutions of chemical products, after long standing. (7>

Significance of peptones for the circulation of nitrogen in plants.

(8) Oxidation of ammoniacal salts in the ground, and transforma-

tion into nitrates. Do the microbes found by Winogradsky and
Frankland exist in the soil of Holland ? (9) Researches on the

organism concerned in production of marsh gas, or the conditions

in which the gas is formed, if life has only an indirect influence

on the phenomenon. Liberation of the gas from manure. (10)

Study of the microbes involved in ensilage of green fodder, and

of the variations of sugar and acidity with temperature and time,

(11) The development of Triclades. (12) The development of the
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spleen. The prize offered iu each case is a gold medal or a sum
of 150 florins. Memoirs may be written in Dutch, French,

English, Latin, Italian, or German (not German characters), and
they are to be sent in, with sealed pacljet, to the secretary before

January 1, 1893. (Further particulars in the Revue Scientifique,

Oct. 10, 1891.)

— A conference of educators began Nov. 2 at Newberry Library,

Chicago, according to a despatch to the New York Tribune, to

discuss the methods of executing the general design already'

formeJ of inaugurating University Extension work in Chicago.

There were present President Harper of the University of Chicogo.

President Rogers of the North-western University, President

Chamberlain of Madison University, President Eaton of Beloit

University. President Coulter of the University of Indiana, Regent
Burriil of the University of Illinois, Professors Moss and Forbes of

the University of Michigan, Professors Turner and Freeman of

Madisou University, Professor Young of the North-western Uni-
versity, and Dr. Poole of the Newberry Libra:y. President Rogers

presided, and the session was private. There was a difference of

ideas amounting almost to friction as to how university extension

should be effected. Tlie Newberry Library will equip rooms and
furnish books, the public Library will assist, and instructors will

be provided in abundance. But there the agreement ends. There

is a radical difference of opinion as to whether the university

should co-operate in the work, or each university carry on its work
separate from the others. Dr. Harper stands for those who insist

on separate work, and Dr. Rogers for tliose who insist on co-

operation.

— At the meeting of the Rojal Meteorological Society, Nov. 18,

the following papers were read: (1) " Account of an Electric Self-

Recording Rain Gauge," by Mr. W. J. E. Binnie. This is a very

ingenious instrument, and has been constructed on the assump-
tion that all drops falling from an oriSce or tube are identical iu

weight, as long as the dimensions of the orifice are not varied.

(3) " On Wet and Dry Bulb Formulae," by Professor J. D. Ever-

ett. This is a criticism of the methods investigated some years ago

by Mons. August and Dr. Apjohn for determining, by calculation,

the maximum vapor tension for the dew point from the tempera-

tures of the dry and wet Imlb Professor Everett also criticises

the values adopted by Regnault, and says that in presence of the

uncertainty as to a rational formula, he thinks Mr. Glai;her did

wisely iu constructing liis table of factors, which give the dew
point appi'oximately by the most direct calculatii^n which is ad-

missible. The iuherent difficulties of hygrometric observation

and deduction are great, and have not yet been fully overcome.

(3) " Results of Meteorological Observations made at Akassa, Ni.

ger Territories, May, 1889, to December. Is90," by Mr. F. Russell.

This was in continuation of a former communication respecting

the same place. After detailing the restilts of the various obser-

vations, the author says that this period was very unhealthy, and

the year 1890 especially so. The weather was exceptionally dry,

with small-pox and phthisis amongst the native population. The
"West Coast reports generally were also unfavorable in reference

to the condition of resident Europeans, and at the principal ports

quarantine regulations were put in force, consequent upon an

outbreak of yellow-fever in places situated to the south-west. At
Bonny ten deaths occurred from November to February out of a

population of some sixteen Europeans.

— The Brooklyn Institute December bulletin of lectures is as

follows: Dec. 1, Department of Philology, lecture in the course on

"The Victorian Poets," by Mrs. Abby Sage Richardson, subject,

^'Robert and Elizabeth Browning;" Dec. 1, Departmeut of Ento-

mology, lecture by Professor John B. Smith of Rutgers College

on "The Moi-phology of the Tools and Weapons of Insects;" Dec.

2, Department of Geology, lecture by Professor William B. Scott

of Princeton College on " The Age of Mammals; " Dec. 3, Depart-

ment of Psychology, lecture by Professor Franklin W. Hooper on

"The Physics and Psychology of Seeing;" Dec. 4, Department of

Philology, second of the Shakesperian Recitals, by Mr. Hannibal

A. Williams of New York, subject, ''Julius Caesar; " Dec. 4, De-

partment of Electricity, lecture by Mr. William S. Barstow, gen-

eral superintendent of the Edison Illnminaling Company on " The
Direct Application of the Armature of a Motor to the Running of

Machinery;" Dec. 5, Department of Chemistry, lecture by Dr.
Arnold Eiloart of Cornell University on " The Arrangement of
Atoms in Space, or Stereo-Chemistry;" Dec. 7, Department of Mi-
croscopy, lecture by the Rev. Frederick Carter of Montclair, N.J.,

on "Desmids;" Dec. 8, Department of Philology, lecture in the
course on " The Victorian Poets,"' by Mrs. Abby Sage Richardson,
subject, -'Longfellow, Lowell, and Whittier contrasted ;" Dec. 8,

Department of Engineering, lecture by Mr. C. J. H Woodbury,
vice president of the Boston Manufacturer.s' Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Boston, on "The Proper construction of Buildings to

Resist Destruction by Fire; " Dec. 9, Department of Music, lecture

by Mr. W. J. Henderson of the New York College of Music on
"The Development of the French Drama;" Dec. 9, Department
of Zoology, lecture by Mrs. Annie Chambers-Ketchum of Rutgers
College, New York, on "The Evolution of the Lower Reptilia;"

Dec. 10, Department of Painting, lecture by Mr. William Ordway
Partridge on "The Practical Details of Modelling;" Dec. 10, De-
partment of Political and Economic Science, Mr. Bolton Hall of
New York has been invited to lecture. Discussion of the lecture by
members of the deijartment. Large lecture-room; Dec. 11, De-
partment of Philology, third Shakespetian Recital, by Mr. Hanni-
bal A. Williams, subject, " The Taming of the Shrew;" Dec. 11,

Department of Geography, lecture by Mr. Charles M. Skinner of

the Brooklyn Eagle on " The Mountain Systems of British Colum-
bia," illustrated by photographic views of mountain scenery

;

Dec. 12, Department of Mathematics, lecture by Mr. Julius Henry
Cone of the Brooklyn Classical School on " The Teaching of Alge-
bra;" Dec. 14, Department of Astronomy, paper by Mr. Gardner
D. Hiscock on "The Constitution of the Sun." The paper and
the discussion following will be illustrated by lantern photographs;

Dec. 15, Department of Philology, lecture in the course on the
" Victorian Poets," by Mrs. Abby Sage Richardson, subject, "The
Modern Spirit in Poetry ;

" Dec. 15, Department of Botany, lec-

ture by Dr. Byron D. Halstead of Rutgers College on " Typical
Forms of Cryptoganiia; " Dec. 16, Department "f Architecture,

lecture by Mr. Russell Sturgis, president of the New Y"ork Archi-

tectural League, on " Museums for the People;" Dec. 16, Depart-

ment of Mineralogy, lecture by Mr. Edgar A. Hutchius, member
of the Institute, on "Quartz and its Varieties;"' Dec. 17, General

Meeting of the Members of the Institute, address by Professor

Truman J. Backus, LL.D., president of the Packer Collegiate In-

stitute, on "The Age of Discovery;" Dec, 18, Department of

Philology, fourth Shakesperian Recital, by Mr, Hannibal A. Wil-

liams, subject, "The Winter's Tale;" Dec. 18, Department of

Electricity, lecture by Mr. J. Stanford Brown on "Electrical

Units in Theory and in Practice;" Dec. 19, Regular Monthly
Meeting of the Council; Dec. 21, Department of Archajology, lec-

ture by Dr. Theodore F. Wright of Cambridge, Mass., secretary

of the Palestine Exploration Society, on "The Recent Archaeo-

logical Explorations in Palestine;" Dec. 22, Department of Phi-

lology, last of the series of Shakesperian Recitals, by Mr. Hannibal

A. Williams subject, "Othello;" Dec, 22, Department of Psy-

chology, lecture by Dr. Thomas Balliet of Springfield, Mass., on
" The Physics and Psychology of Hearing; " Dec, 2'i, Department

of Physics, lecture on "Static Motors;" Dec. 26, Dejiartment of

Archeology, organization of a section of Numismatics, lecture

by Dr. Charles E, West, LL.D.. president of the Departmeat, on
"Jewish Coins;" Dec. 28, Dt-partment of Photography, lecture by
Mr. Wallace Gould Levison on "Photography as an Aid to Sci-

ence, History, and Art;" Dec. 29, Department of Music, concert

by the Beethoven Quartet Club of New York, assisted by a vocalist;

Dec. 30, Department of Piidology, German section, lecture by
Professor Frederick W. Grube of the Boys' High School on " The
Philology of the German Case Endings;" Dec. 31, General Meet-

ing of the Members of the Institute, lecture by Mr. Garrett P.

Serviss, president of the Department of Astronomy, on "The Old

Year and the New," or " The Revolutions of Worlds." After

paj ing the initiation fee of $5, associate membership in the Insti-

tute costs only §5 a 5 ear; extra tickets of admission for the month
of December, •f4; extra tickets for one week, $1.50; single admis-

sion, 50 cents.
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION AT ST. ETIENNE.

For the past twenty years the French Goverument has

devoted a great deal of attention to tlie education of the peo-

ple. National schools, says the United States consul at St.

Etienne, have been opened in almost every village, and the

instruction given is of a very useful order. Besides the pri-

mary schools, there are superior schools where diplomas for

"great merit" may be obtained. These latter, however, are

only attained by pupils belonging for the most part to the

middle classes, who Intend to becOme teachers or governesses

in public or private institutions, or by those who have no
other purpose in view than of being considered fairly well

educated. As the working classes, on the other hand, cannot

afford for their children the expenditure of time and money
which a course of these higher schools involves, they are

obliged to withdraw them when they have received the cer-

tificate of elementary education which is generally given to

children between the ages of twelve and 'thirteen. It is for

this poorer class that towns of importance throughout France

have established well-equipped schools where various trades

are taught gratuitously, both practically and theoretically.

St. Etienne being one of these important cities, with 113, OCO

inhabitants, possesses a model, well organized, and successful

technical school.

The technical institution of SI. Etienne was built in 1885

at a cost of $115,000. The school has three hundred students,

and the trades taught are weaving, dyeing, sculpture, iron

founding, cabinet making, etc. The apprenticeship is four

years in duration, and the institution is free. At the end of

four years, a certificate of aptitude is given, which enables

the pupil to obtain a situation in the line of industrial labor

which he had chosen. The work of the school begins each

day at seven in the morning, and ends at seven in the even-

ing. The school is composed of two buildings. The first is

reserved for general education, and the second contains the

diflferent workshops, occupying 1,400 square metres of surface.

The fitting up of these workshops is very complete, and com-

prises vices, lathes, boring, planing, and other machines,

forges, anvils, steam-hammers, carpenters' benches, circular

saws, weaving machines of every variety, and all the acces- .

sories of the dyeing industry, as well as important collections

of chemical and physical apparatus. The whole building is

lighted by electricity.

The lectures are of two kinds. The first are common tff

all students of the same year, and embrace general subjects,

while the second are exclusively technical, and are special to

each section. In the first year, the students pass through all

the workshops to be initiated into the proper handling of the:

different tools, whether of iron or wood. After this period,,

the boys are classed according to their tastes, desires, and
aptitudes. They work at manual labor three hours daily-

during the second year, four hours in the third, and five in

the fourth and last year for the first six months, and severt

hours during the last six months, in order to accustom them
to the burden of a day's work. During this period, also,

great attention is paid to the teaching of the theory of th&
different trades, that is to say, the fitters are taught to trace

and cut out cog-wheels, and the carpenters to design and
execute a certain number of apparatus, such as stairs of

different variety, shutters, balconies, etc., on a reduced scale_

The weavers, besides being taught thoroughly all the details

of the loom and its working, receive special lessons in book-

keeping, legislation, commercial geography, and are taught

one of the modern languages. Very careful attention is paid

to design. The apprentices at all the trades are obliged tO)

follow the instruction given on this subject, which is rightly

considered of the greatest importance in the school. Designs
of various kinds are executed by the more advanced sections-,

and every year an exhibition of the work of the boys is

held.

Consul Loomis says that the results of this school have
been most excellent, and he has been informed that, as a-

rule, its graduates become self-supporting members of society

in a very short time.

THE PEODUCTION OF BUTTER.

Bulletin No. 17 of the Pennsylvania State College Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, by Professor Thomas F. Hunt,

details some carefully conducted experiments with twelve-

milch cows to determine the value of cotton-seed-meal as-

compared with bran for the production of butter. The main
inquiry was with reference to the relative effect of cotton-

seed meal and bran upon the quality of the butter. The
quantity of food required to produce a given quantity of

butter, the effect of the food upon the health of the animals,

and the effect of the food upon the completeness with which

the butter fat was recovered from the milk were also subjects,

of research.

There were three feeding periods of four, four, and twa
weeks, respectively. The cows were divided into two lots of

six cows each, care being taken to have the two lots as nearly

comparable as may be.

Beginning with a small quantity of cotton-seed-meal, six

cows were fed an increasing quantity of cotton-seed-meal

until six pounds were given daily per animal. This heavy
feeding of cotton-seed-meal, fed during April and May, did

not affect the health of cows averaging 900 pounds each.

Calves were fed one pound of cotton seed-meal dailj', in skim

milk, with apparently disastrous results.

The six check cows were fed bran in place of cotton-seed-

meal, while all the other food offered was the same in eacb

lot. The yield of milk was increased about one-fifth when
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cows were fed cotton-secd-meal instead of bran, tlie cottoD-

seed-meal constitutiug' about three-fifths of the grain ration,

and about one-fourth the total food eaten. This conclusion

is reached by two comparisons which substantially check.

Firsr, the yield of milk from the cows fed cotton seed-meal

was compared with that of those fed bran; and, second, the

yield of milk from the cows fed cotton-seed-meal was com-

pared with that from the same cows fed bran. This is shown
in the following table, which gives the milk produced daily

per animal by four cows of each lot:

Period I. Period II. Period III.

pounds. pounds. pounds.

Lot I. 19.4 19.5 19.0

Lot II. 23.4 23.9 19.6

Lot I. during all these periods and Lot 11. during period

III. were fed a ration containing bran, while Lot II. during

periods I. and. II. was fed a ration containing cotton seed-

meal. We have not noticed this double method of compar-

ing results being used in a feeding experiment heretofore.

As the per cent of fat was not materially changed the quan-

tity of butter fat was appreciably increased by feeding coUoa-

seed-meal in place of bran.

Butter was made both with the extractor and with tbe

churn and deep cold-setting system, — twelve churnings

with the extractor and four with the ordinary churn. With
the extractor, the per cent of fat recovered was practically

the same whether bran or cotton-seed- meal was fed. The

per cent of fat recovered varied in ten " runs " with the ex-

tractor from 80.3 to 90.6 per cent,—-averaging about 86 per

cent. With the deep cold-setting system slightly more fat

was left in the skim-milk and in the butler-milk when bran

was fed.

Samples of butter made from eight lots of milk in which

the grain ration was corn-meal and bran, and samples of

butter made from the same number of lots of milk in which

the bran was more or less completely displaced by cotton-

seed-meal were ra'.ed by one or more commission merchants.

A's score, who rated all the samples, is given in detail. He
decided that the bran butter was 18 per cent better in body,

12 per cent better in smelling flavor, 9 per cent better in

tasting flavor, 9 per cent better in salt, and 2.5 per cent bet-

ter in color than the cotton-seed-meal butter. While there

was considerable variation in opinion among the several

judges, there was a general agreement that feeding cotton-

seed meal reduced the quality of the butter.

The conditions of manufacture of the two kinds of butter

were alike, but it is shown that cotton -seed-meal butter re-

quires to be salted heavier than bran butter, and it is sug-

gested that if more salt had been used in making the former

as compared with the latter, the two kinds of butter might

have been nearer equal in quality.

The average melting-point of eight samples of bran butter

was 93° F., while that of eight samples of cotton seed- meal

butter was 99^ F. The average per cent of fat was practi-

cally identical in both kinds of butter, being about 78 per

cent.

SAVAGE RELIGION.

At a meeting of the Anthropological Institute of Great

Britain and Ireland, the president, Dr. Edward B. Taylor,

read a paper on " The Limits of Savage Religion."'

Dr. Taylor pointed out that, in defining the religious sys-

tems of the lower I'aces so as to place them correctly in the

history of culture, careful examination was necessary to

separate the genuine developments of native theology from

the effects of intercourse with civilized foreigners. This

borrowing in some degree from the religious ideas inculcated

by foreigners was generally admitted; but he said that he

would show that it had taken place to a much greater extent-

than had been supposed. Especially through missionary in-

fluence since 1500, ideas of dualistic and monotheistic deities--

and of the moral government of the world had been im-

planted on native polytheism in various parts of the globe.

The mistaken attribution to barbaric races of theological

beliefs really belonging to the cultured world, as well as the

actual development among these races of new religious for-

mations under cultured influence, had been due to three

principal causes: (1) Direct adoption from foreign teachers;

(2) the exaggeration of genuine native deities of a lower

order into a supreme god or devil; (3) the conversion of

native words denoting a whole class of minor spiritual beings,

such as ghosts or demons, into individual names alleged to-

be those of a supreme good deity or a rival evil deity. Con-

spicuous among the eases of borrowing from the beliefs of a

higher culture was the famous belief in the " Great Spirit"

of the North American Indians. Philosophers had long been

wont, on the strength of this belief, to point to the "poor
Indian, whose untutored mind sees God in clouds, and hears

him in the wind;" but that the "Great Spirit" belief was
really the product of the tutored mind of the Jesuit mission-

aries in Canada was proved by their own records. In South

America, among the tribes of the regions of the Orinoco,

missionaries and travellers had recorded the names of great

divine beings, good and evil, which, could they be received

as native to these rude people, would prove that the religion

of the lower culture involved a conception of a supreme

creative being. Yet, when the names of these recorded

deities were translated, the result threw light on their proba-

ble origin outside any native development of religion. They
might variously be interpreted as "The Highest," "Lord of

All," "Creator," and "Our Great Father;" and these were

obviously to be attributed to the missionary teaching which

had been going on for three centuries.

The Maipuri tribe explained to Father Gilij, who had

vrritten such valuable accounts of the Orinoco tribes, how
their spirit Purrunaminari ("Lord of All") created man,,

and formed woman afterwards by extracting a rib from man
during his sleep; and, further, how, again in accordance

with Genesis, light was created before the sun. They had an

account also reproducing the very details of the divine birth

according to Christian dogma; and all this Father Gilij ac-

cepted as proof of sacred tradition having been preserved

since the beginning of the human race, regardless of the fact

that there had been intercourse with Europeans since 1533.

These tribes had stories of a universal deluge, told as native

traditions, with details plainly borrowed from European

teaching, such, for instance, as the story of the great waters

being sent by the "Creator," from which only one man
escaped, and he in a canoe, whence he sent out a rat to see

whether the water had fallen, the rat returning with an ear

of Indian corn. Australia afforded much material for the

illustration of the question in hand.

Since the period of European colonization, a ci-owd of

alleged native names for the Supreme Deity and a great evil

deity had been recorded. Bishop Salvado of the Benedictine

Mission in West Australia gave an account of the savages'

belief in an omnipotent creator called " Montogon " (believed

to be a wise old man of their own race), and also in a malig-

nant spirit, extremely feared, called " Chenga." This region.
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and its languages had years before been excellently described

and studied by Sir George Grey and by Advocate-General

Moore; and, from tlieir records, it appeared that the natives

spoke of a spirit, " Mittagong," who, vpas, however, an in-

significant demon identified with phosphoric fungus. As for

"Chenga," he was not an individual at all. The dead, or

the spirits of the dead, were called " djanga," and this word

was applied by the savages to the white men, whom they

regarded as the spirits of their forefathers returned. This

misapplication of the name of a class to a particular person

was largely due to the fact that communication between

savages and white men was carried on in dog-English, when
a few words were strung together without particles or inflec-

tions. Thus the savage, living in terror of beings closely

•corresponding to our ghosts or demons, learned to use the

word "devil'' in connection with them. The white man,

accustomed to the ideas of a dominant Satan, wrote the word
in his note book with a capital letter, unconscious that he

was thus converting the savage's simple belief in spirits into

a dualistic religion where a great personal evil was opposed

lo the great good being.

The German Moravian missionaries who went into the^ in-

terior of Victoria in 1850 recorded that they found among
the natives a belief in a spirit, " Baiame," the creator of all

things, who dwelt above the clouds. Mr. W. Howitt also

described this " Baiame" as he found him, and gave the fol-

lowing account, told by a native sorcerer, who had, accord-

ing to custom, gone to ''Baiame" for instruction in the

supernatural: " My father had said we will go to ' Baiame's '

camp. He got astride of a thread, and put me on another,

and we held by each other's arms. At the end of the two

threads was 'Wambu,' the bird of 'Baiame.' We went
through the clouds, and on the other side was the sky. We
went through the place where the doctors go through, and

it kept opening and shutting very quickly. My father said

that, if it touched a doctor as he was going through, it would

hurt his spirit, and, when he returned home, he would sicken

and die. On the other side, we saw ' Baiame' silting in his

camp. He was a very great old man, with a long beard.

He sat with his legs under him, and from his shoulders ex-

tended two great quartz crystals to the sky above him. There

were also numbers of the boys of ' Baiame ' and his people,

who are birds and beasts." These details were in some re-

spects of very native character, while in others recalling con-

ventional Christian pictures of the Almighty.

After adducing other illustrations from the records of ex-

plorers in Australia and Tasmania, Dr. Taylor concluded his

paper by saying that, in examining a good many savage re-

ligions, he had come to the same result. In the religion of

tbe lower races the civilized observer found himself on a

familiar ground among ghosts, fairies, devils, and deities of

the sky, of the sun, and of the river. Therefore, native re-

ligions extended to the distinct appreciation of gods of high

rank in a polytheistic system ; but to go one step further, and

to look for any ideas of one supreme good being and one

potent evil being, was to get beyond the religion of the lower

races altogether.

AGEICULTURAL LOSSES FEOM INSECTS.'

At the last meeting of the association, in Champaign, 111.,

I had the honor of a conversation with assistant recretary,

the Hon. Edwin Willits, and he mentioned that he was
frequently asked for information as to the advisability of

^ From address of James Fletcher, president, at the third annual meeting
of ttie Association of Economic En'omologlsts.

large expenditures for entomological purposes, and that,

although entomologists frequently spoke of the large losses

from insects, we did not provide, politicians — and particu-

larly himself— with data by which they could explain and
justify these expenditures, which those who understood them
knew to be of such enormous importance, and when we
wished to point out the great injuries done by insects we had
to go back continuously to old published records which we
had all been quoting for upwards of ten or twenty years.

Now we find upon investigation that accurate estimates of

damage done by insects are exceedingly difficult to arrive at,

and the figures are so large that we are rather afraid to quote

them ourselves lest we should prevent rather than encourage

investigation, and it has been the custom of entomologists to

minimize the estimates for fear they should not be believed.

Now the necessity has arisen, I think, and I lay it before the

association for action, in the direction of gathering together

some reliable recent statistics in a short form which may be

printed for distribution, and which will cover the more im-

portant injuries to date, and the part the work of the ento-

mologist has played in reducing injury or preventing loss,

so that we may overcome this difficulty and provide legis-

lators and ourselves with data with which to meet this argu-

ment. After a careful examination and great effort to obtain

data I have found that there are certain of these large esti-

mates which appear to be reliable. I think better results

will follow the publication of a few quite reliable statistics,

which may be taken as typical instances, than by accumu-
lating a large number of items which would increase the

chance of error and might not be read so carefully. By way
of example, I will refer to the chinch bug. I have examined
carefully the estimates which have been published concern-

ing that particular insect, and the following are probably

quite reliable and appear to have been made with due regard

to all collateral considerations, as the increased value of the

saved crops, the cost of remedial measures, and similar sub-

jects.

In 1861 Dr. Shimer's estimate, which I find was drawn up
with very great care, put the loss in the one State of Illinois

to the corn and grain crops at §73,000,000. In Dr. Riley's

"Reports on the Injurious Insects of Missouri," we find in

1874 there was a reliable estimate of the loss to that State by
the same insect of ^19,000,000 In 1887 Professor Osboru's

estimate, founded upon the reports of the correspondents of

the State Agricultural Society of Iowa, put the loss in that

State on corn and grain at $25,000,000; and, last, Mr. How-
ard's estimate, as given in the entomologist's report for 1887,

for the nine States infested by the chinch bug in that year,

was $60,000,000.

Now, gentlemen, I think that these statistics of the injuries

to crops by one insect alone are probably as reliable as any
we can get, and they give a good argument which we may
use as showing the depredations of insects; but it is not suffi-

cient that we can convince people that great injury is going

on, we must show that we are doing something to mitigate

this injury. In Professor Comstock's report for 1879 the

estimate of the possible loss in years of general prevalence

of the cotton Aletia is placed at $30,000,000 through the cot-

ton States. The injuries by grasshoppers in the different

States of the Union, and also occasionally through the British

North American provinces, have been so enormous that fig-

ures hardly give an idea of the injury they do, but they are

known by all to be enormous.

As an instance, however, of what may be done to mitigate

their attacks, I would merely mention those for this year,
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which seem to have been very considerable. In the Slates

•of North Dakota and Minnesota it is probable that at least

$400,000 have been saved on account of work done by direct

advice of entomologists— work they have in some instances

forced upon the farmers. Two hundred thousand dollars is

a probable estimate of the amount saved by ploughing the

land last autumn. Another equal amount has been saved

by the use of " hopperdozers." Professer Bruner tolls me
that a sufficient number of grasshoppers have been actually

taken this year, which, if left alone and allowed to lay their

egffs, might next year have devastated the whole crops of

these two States and the adjoining parts of Manitoba. These

successful operations have been carried on by the State ento-

mologist of Minnesota, Professor Lugger, and by Professor

Waldron of North Dakota, ably aided by the advice and

assistance of tlie agent of the Department of Agriculture,

Professor Bruner, under Professor Riley's instructions; and

I think it is no exaggeration to say that at least $400,000 have

been actually saved in hard cash on this year's crop, not to

speak of the enormous loss which would most probably have

followed next year had they been left alone, and had climatic

conditions been favorable for their increase.

The amount of damage done to crops every year is so vast

that the flgures excite incredulity from those who do not

study crop statistics. The agricultural products of the United

States are estimated at about $3,800,000,000. Of this it is

thought that about one-tenth is lost by the ravages of insects.

This is in many cases unnecessary. In short, a sum of

$380,000,600 is given up without a murmur and almost with-

out a struggle by the people of the United States.

Crops of all kinds are injured, and simple remedies are

known for many of the attacks, and are more or less adopted.

Some have already come into general use. Paris green is

now applied to potato fields almost as much as a matter of

course, as manure is to fertilize the soil. As an instance

of how a saving may be made even in well established

methods, I give the following: Through the work of Mr. W.
B. Alwood of the Virginia Experiment Station, improved

-machinery and the water mixtures of poisons have come into

general use among the farmers and potato-growers in the

Norfolk region, and some of the largest growers now claim

that they at present do for from $40 to $60 what used to cost

them from $500 to $600. To-day, in California and Florida,

orange trees are universally treated with kerosene and resin

emulsions or poisonous gas for scale insects.

In the treatment of cabbage caterpillars, pyrethrum di-

luted wiih four limes its weight of common flour, and then

kept tightly closed for twenty-four hours, leaves nothing to

be desired, and thousands of dollars are yearly saved to small

growers who most need the assistance.

Many excellent remedies have been devised by a mere

modification of existing agricultural methods. Instances of

these are found in the early and late sowing or harvesting

of some crops, as sowing turnips between the broods of the

turnip flea-beetle, the late planting of cabbage for the root-

maggot, the late sowing of wheat for the Hessian-fly, etc.

In the J879 Report of the United States Department of Agri-

culture was first detailed the only successful method of treat-

ing the clover-seed midge by cutting or feeding off the first

crop before the young larvse are sufficiently matured to leave

the heads and go into the ground to pupate. This was sim-

ply a change of one week, by which not only is the insect

-destroyed, but the clover is saved in better condition than

binder the old method.

During the present summer Professor Osboru has discov-

ered that a serious pest of the clover plant, Crrapholitha in-

terstinctana, a small moth, may be destroyed in all its stages

by simply stacking the hay soon after it is cut.

In the Southern Slates Mr. Howard Evarts Weed writes

to me with regard to the cotton worm: " The loss would in-

deed be great were it not for the fact that the planters keep

it in check by the prompt application of Paris green in a dry

form. The only method now used is to apply it by means
of two sacks attached to a pole and borne through the plan-

tations by a negro mounted on a mule, who rides down the

rows of plants. This gives perfect satisfaction, and the far-

mers of the Stale tell me that thej' want no better remedy
for this insect."

Mr. F. W. Mally writes on the same subject: " The ben-

efit which the public generally derives from the researches of

economic entomologists is well illustrated by the result of

the cotton-worm investigation published in the fourth report

of the United States Entomological Commission. In that

report estimates of damage, etc., are given, and I will only

allude to the benefit which the planters have derived from

the report. Formerly, planters waited until the August
brood of the Aletia issued and depredated on their cotton.

This brood may be called the migratory one, since it spreads

over vast areas of cotton fields. At that time, too, the

planters used Paris green just as they purchased it from the

dealers. They have now been educated to know that the Aletia

propagates in certain quite well defined centres earlier in the

season, and that if taken in July (or about five weeks earlier

than they had been accustomed to), they can prevent their

spreading to larger areas. Now, too, they dilute the Paris

green with fiour and finely-sifted wood ashes, greatly reduc-

ing the cost of the poison per acre. At the same time the

acreage or area to which poison is now applied has been re-

duced tenfold, at least. For example, here in the Red River

Valley, for 30 miles up and 50 miles down the river in July

there were only two plantations (together about 2,000 acres)

upon which Aletia was found. In August this brood would

have spread over almost the entire section mentioned. Paris

green was applied to this limited infested area, and the

larger areas saved from injury. The saving is hardly to be

estimated. The above appeal's to me to be one of the great-

est triumphs of economic entomology, and, I may truthfully

say, also of my most estimable chief, Dr. C. V. Riley."

With regard to another injurious insect, the following

facts well illustrate what may be done by following the ad-

vice of an experienced entomologist.

During the year 1885 the Hon. Moses Fowler, a wealthy

banker and landowner of Lafayette, Ind , applied to Profes-

sor F. M. Webster, an agent of the United States Department

of Agriculture, then located at that place, for relief from

very serious depredations by an unknown enemy to his corn,

which was damaging some of his fields from 5 to 75 per cent,

he having this year 10,000 acres of land devoted to this crop.

Upon examination the depredator proved to be the well-

known corn root worm, the larva of Didbrotica longicornis.

Mr. Fowler estimated the loss in his fields by reason of this

insect at $10,000, with a probability of still greater injury

the following year. On the advice of Mr. Webster, the next

season he sowed 5,000 acres of the worst infested lands to

oats, and the following year the other 5,000 acres was

treated in the same manner, the first 5,000 acres being this

year again devoted to corn. As a result of a continuation of

this rotation the pest has been pi-actically exterminated,

thereby, according to Mr. Fowler's estimate, saving him

$10,000 per annum.
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Professor Osborn has shown that grass insects destroy

much produce. He estimates that the small leaf-hoppers

{Jassidce) destroy as much food from two acres of pasture

as would feed one head of stock. From recent experiments

he has found that it is possible by the use of hopperdozers

to reduce the numbers of these insects so materially that,

upon two plots chosen for their similarity of the conditions

of the growth, the amount of hay produced upon a plot

which was once treated with the hopperdozer was 34 per

cent greater than upon the corresponding untreated plot.

VIRCHOW, THE MAN AND THE STUDENT.'

By his commission the physician is sent to the sick, and, know-
ing in his calling neither Jew nor Gentile, bond or free, perhaps

he alone rises superior to those differences which sepai-ate and
make us dwell apart, too often oblivious to the common hopes
and common frailties which should bind us together as a race. In
his prcifessional relations, though divided by national lines, there

remains the feeling tliat . e belongs to a Guild which owes no local

allegiance, which has neither king nor country, but whose work
is in the world. The iE-culapian temple has given place to the

hospital, and the priestly character of tlie physician has vanished
with the ages; still there is left with us a strong feeling of broth-

erhood, a sense of unity, whicli the limitations of language, race,

and country have not been able to efface. So it has seemed meet
and right to gather here this evening to do honor to a man — not
of this country, not of our blood — whose life has been spent in

the liighesl interests of humanity, whose special work has revolu-

tionized the science of medicine, whose genius has shed lustre

upon our craft.

The century now drawing to a close has seen the realization of

much that the wise of old longed for, much of whicli the earnest

spirits of the past had dreamt. It has been a century of release

— a time of the loosening of bands and bond.«; and medicine, too,

after a long enslavement, ecclesiastical and philosophical, received
its emancipation. Forsaking the traditions of the elders, and
scouting the Shibboleth of schools and sects, she has at last put
off the garments of her pride, and with the reed of humility in her
hand sits at the feet of her mistress, the new science. Not to any
one man can this revolution be ascribed ; the Zeit-geist was po-

tent, and like a leaven worked even in unwilling minds; but no
physician of our time has done more to promote the change, or by
his individual efforts to win his generation to accept it, than Ru-
dolph Virohow.

And now, as the shadows lengthen, and ere the twilight deep-
ens, it has seemed right to his many pupils and friends, the world
over, to show their love by a gathering in his honor, on this his

seventieth birthday. To-day, in Berlin, a Fest has been held, in

which several hundred members of the profession in this and
other countries have been participants, as subscribers to the fund
which was organized for the occasion. It seemed weU, also, to

his pupils who are teachers in this university, and to others, that
the event should be marked by a reunion at which we could tell

over the story of his life, rejoice in his career, and express the
gratitude which we on this side of the Atlantic feel to the great
German physician.

Let me first lay before you a brief outline of his life:

Rudolph Virchow was born Oct. 13, 1821, at Schivelbein, a
small town in Pomerania. Details of his family and of bis child-

hood, which would be so interesting to us, are not available.

Educated at the Gymnasium in Berlin, he left it at Easter, 1839,

to begin his medical studies, and graduated from the university of

that city in 1848. The following year he became assistant in

pathological anatomy to Froriep; and in 1846 he was made pro-
sector, and in 1847 a lecturer at the university. In 1849, on ac-

count of his active participation in the political events of the pre-

vious year, he was dismissed from his university positions, and,
as he mentions, was only mit grossen beschriiiikungen reinstated,

' .\ddres3 by William Osier, M.D., professor of medicine in the Jolins Hop-
kins University, on the seventieth birthday of Professor Virchow, Oct. 13, at
Baltimore.

largely, in fact, by the efforts by the profession of Berlin, and
particularly of the medical societies. In August, 1849, he received
a call to the chair of pathological anatomy at Wurzburg, a posi-

tion which he held until 1856, when, by the una imous vote of
the faculty, he was recommended for, and received the appoint-
ment which he still holds, namely, professor of pathological anat-
omy at Berlin. Prior to leaving Berlin he founded, in 1847, his-

celebrated Archiv, now in its one hundred and twenty-eighth vol-

ume, which is the greatest storehouse of facts in scientific medi-
cine possessed by us to day.

Externally, at least, an uneventful, quiet, peacable life with
few changes.

As an illustration of the successful pursuit of various callings^

Virchow's career is without parallel in our profession, and this-

many-sidedness adds greatly to the interest of his life. Dr.

Welch nill speak of his special labors in the science of pathology;
and other aspects will be considered by Dr. Chew and Dr. Fried-
enwald. I propose to indicate briefly a few traits in his life as ai

man of science and as a citizen.

From the days of the great Stageirite, who, if he never prac-
tised medicine, was at least an asclepiad and an anatomist, the
intimate relation of medicine with science, has in no way been
better shown than in the long array of physicians who have be-

come distinguished in biological studies. Until the gradual dif-

ferentiation of subjects, necessitated by the rapid growth of
knowledge, the physician, as a matter of course, was a naturalist;

and in the present era, from Galen to Huxley, the brightest minds
of the profession in all countries have turned towards science as
a recreation or as a pursuit. Alas! that in the present generation,.

with its strong bent toward specinlism, this combination seems
more and more impossible. We miss nov the quickening spirit

and the wiser insight that come with work in a wide field ; and
in the great cities of this country we look in vain among practis-

ing physicians for successors of Jacob Bigelow of Boston. Holmes
of Montreal, Barton of Philadelphia, and others — men who-

maintained in this matter an honorable tradition, whose names
live in natural history societies and academies of natural science,,

in the founding of which they were mainly instrumental.

In anthropology and archaeology the name of Rudolph Virobow is

almost as well known as it is in medicine. Very early in his

work we find evidences of this bent in the memorable studies, now
forty years ago, on cretins and on the development of the skull.

Not a year has pas.-ied since that time without some notable con-

tribution from him on these subjects ; and those of us who know
only his professional side may well marvel at the industry of the

man whose name is quoted and appears in anthropological mem-
oirs and journals as often as in our technical works. In recogni-

tion of his remarkable labors in this department, a special an-

thropological institute was organized in 1881, on the occasion of

the twenty-fifth year of his professoriate. In 1884, on returning-

to Berlin for the first time since my student days, I took with me
four choice examples of skulls of British Columbian Indians,

knowing well how acceptable they would be. In his room at the

Pathological Institute, surrounded by crania and skeletons, and
directing his celebrated diener, who was mending Trojan pottery,

I found the professor noting the peculiarities of a set of bones

which be had just received from Madeira. Not ihe warm thanks,

nor the cheerful, greeting which he always had for an old student,

pleased me half so much as the prompt and decisive identification

of the skulls which I had brought, and his rafiid sketch of the

cranial characters of the North American Indian. The profound

expert, not the dilettante student, has characterized all of his

work in this line. Even an enumeration with a brief report of

his published writings in anthropological and archaeological sub-

jects would take more time than has been allotted to me. Of his

relations with Schliemann I must say something, which I could

not do so well as in the words used by his friend, Dr. Jacobi, ten

years ago: "Schliemann, by whose modern witchcraft holy old

Troy is just leaving its tomb, invited Virchow to aid him in his

work of discovery of the buried city. He went— partly to aid,

partly, as he says, to escape from overwhelming labors at home —
only to be engrossed in just as hard work, though of a different

nature. In regard to the latter, Schliemann's recent book on
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' Ilios ' contains some very interesting material. But what has

engageii my attention and interest most has been to observe the

humanity and indefatigability displayed by the great man in the

service of the poor and sick. To read of his constant, practical

exertions in behalf of the miserable population of Hissarlik ; how
he taught the aborigines the efficacy of chamomile and juniper,

which grow about them, unnoticed and unused, in rare abun-

dance; how a spring he laid open for archaeological purposes has

been called by them ' the physician's,' and is believed to have

beneficial effects; how he was, on leaving the neighborhood,

loaded with flowers, the only thing they had and knew would
please him, has charmed me intensely. To admire a great man
for his professional labors, eagerly undertaken and successfully

carried out, is a great satisfaction to the scientific observer; to be

able to love him, in addition, for his philanthropy and warm-
heartedness, is a feast of the soul."

Virchow"s life work has been the study of the processes of dis-

ease, and in the profession we revere him as the greatest master

that has appeared among us since John Hunter. There is another

aspect of his work which has been memorable for good to his na-

tive city. From the day when, as a young man of twenty-seven,

he was sent by the Prussian Government to Upper Silesia to study

the typhus epidemic, then raging among the half-starved popula-

tion, he has been one of the most powerful advocates in Germany
for sanitary reform ; and it is not loo much to say that it is largely

to his efforts that the city of Berlin ovres its magnificent system

of drainage. His work in this department has been simply monu-
mental, and characterized by the thoroughness which marks the

specialist.

To his exhaustive monographs on camp diseases, cholera, mili-

tary medicine, and other cognate subjects, I cannot even refer.

It will be gruerally acknowledged that in this country doctors

arc, as a rule, bad citizens, taking little or no interest in civic,

state, or national politics. Let me detain you a moment or two
longer to tell of one of us, at least, who, in the midst of absorbing

pursuits, has found time to serve his city and his country. For

more than twenty years Virchow has sat in the Berlin City Coun-

cil as an alderman, and to no feature in his extraordinary life does

the Berliner poin with more justifiable pride. It is a combination

of qualities only too rare, when the learned professor can leave

his laboratory and take his share in practical, municipal work.

How much his colleagues have appreciated his efforts has been

shown by his election as vice president of the Board; ano on the

occasion of the celebration in 1881, the Rathhaus was not only

placed at the disposal of the committee, but the expenses of the

decorations, etc, were met by the council; and to-day comes
word by cable that he has been presented with the freedom of the

city.

The years succeeding to Virchow's student days were full of

strong political feeling, and with the French Revolution in 1848,

came a general awakening. In Germany the struggle for repre-

sentative government attracted many of the ardent spirits of

our profession, and it was then that Virchow began his political

career. The revolution was a failure, and brought nothing to the

young prosector but dismissal from his public positions. His

participation might have been condoned had he not issued a

medico-political journal. Die Medieinische Reform, the numbers
of which are even now very interesting reading, and contain ideas

which to-day would be called liberal, but were then revolutionary.

It is a striking evidence of the deep impression which even at that

time Virchow had made upon his colleagues and the profession,

that he was reinstated in his office at the urgent solicitation of the

medical societies of the city. He relates in his " Gedachtnissrede

auf SchOnlein," who was the court physician and not at all in har-

mony with the views of his prosector, that on one occasion in

1848, at a post-mortem, in which the diagnosis of hemorrhage into

the brain had been made by the professor, Virchow demonstrated

an obstructing embolus in the artery. Schonlein turned to him
iu a half vexed, half joking manner and said, " Sie sehen auch
ueberall Barrikaden." His active political life dates from 1862,

when he was elected to the lower house from one of the Berlin

districts, and has, I believe, sat as member almost continuou4y
from that date. The conditions in Germany have not been favor-

able to a man of advanced liberal views, and Virchow has been
attached to a party which has not been conspicuously successful

;

but he has been an honest and industrious worker, a supporter of

all measures for the relief of the people, a strenuous opponent of

all cliss and repressive legislaiion, and above all an implacable

enemy of absolutism as personified in Bismarck. A man of such
strong individuality would make his presence felt in any assembly;
and he always commanded the attention of his colleagues, and
oftentimes his speeches have been reported fully both in England
and in America.
As an illustration of his capacity for varied work, I recall one day

in 18S4, in which he gave the morning demonstration and lecture

at the Pathological Institute, addressed the Town Council at great

length on the extension of the canalization scheme, and made a
budget speech in the House, both of which were reported at great

length in the papers of the next day.

Naturally, amid such diverse occupations, it has been impos-
sible for him to enter with his old vigor into the minutiae of

pathological anatomy, and his attitude of late years has been

critical rather than productive; but his interest in all that pertains

to our profession is unabated, and is a feature of his character to

which I must allude. Too often with us, in our gatherings and
society meetings, the "men of rathe and riper years" are con-

spicuoas by their absence. In this respect our great master has
set a notable example. Amid cares and worries, social and politi-

cal, with a thousand and one ties and duties, he has never held
aloof from his brethren ; but, as the weekly medical journals tes-

tify, no man in Berlin has been more active, and for years he has
held the presidency of the Berliner Medieinische Gesellschaft, one
of the most important medical societies of Europe.

Surely the contemplation of a life so noble in its aims, so notable

in its achievements, so varied in its pursuits, may well fill us with
admiration for the man, and with pride that he is a member of

our profession. The influence of his work has been deep and far-

reaching, and in one way or another has been felt by each one of

us. It is well to acknowledge the debt which we every-day prac-

titioners owe to the great leaders and workers in the scientific

branches of our art. We dwell too much in corners, and, con-

sumed with the petty cares of a bread-and-butter struggle, forget

that outside of our routine lie Elysian fields into which we may
never have wandered, the tillage of which is not done by our

hands, but the fruiis of which we of the profession (and you of the

public) fully and freely enjoy. The lesson which should sink

deepest in our heai'ts is the answer which a life, such as Virchow's,

gives to those who to-day, as in past generations, see only pills and
potions in the profession of medicine, and who, utilizing the gains

of science, fail to appreciate the dignity and the worth of the

methods by which they are attained. As Pausanias pestered

Empedocles, even to the end, for the details of the cure of Pan-
theia, so there are with us still those who, " asking not wisdom,

but drugs to charm with," are impatient at the slow progress of

science, forgetting that the chaos from which order is now appear-

ing has been in great part dispelled by the work of one still living

— by the man whom to night we delight to honor.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Across Russia from the Baltic to the Danube, By Chaeles
Augustus Stoddaed. New York, Scribner. 8°. |1.50.

Stoddard's journey, the story of which is told in this volume,

began at Paris, and extended through Sweden and Finland, to

Russia, which he entered at Cronstadt. Much time was spent at

St. Petersburg, and then the journey was resumed to Moscow, to

which again much attention was given. The closing chapters of

the book contain the account of what the author saw, or thought,

while he was at Nijni-Novgorod, or was joui'neying west through

Warsaw, the Carpathian Mountains, and Hungary, to Buda-
Pesth.

The book is the narrative of one who knows how to make
the stories of his wanderings entertaining. The style is that of a

conversationalist rather than of the writer. Skipping along lightly

from one topic to another, the author almost seems before you
armed with stereopticon views of the scenes he is describing. And
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here it may be said that a dozen excellent illustrations are given,

all of which are by the ''half-tone" process from photographers,

— so admiTably suited to purely descriptive work. These are good

examples of this kind of work, and seem unusually uniform in

their clearness of detail and free from the blotches due to imper-

fections in the photographs.

Stoddard made no attempt to study Russia, but went to see the

sights, and in this book gives a chatty account of them. At this

time, when so much attention is attracted to Russia, this picture

of Russian scenes will aid in gaining a clearer insight into the

difficult social problems which are calling for solution within her

borders.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The following tribute to the work of an American magazine

is contained in the report of the Secretary of the Interior just sub-

mitted to Congress: " Your attention is also requested to the pa-

per contributed by Mr. John Muir to the number of The Century

Illustrated Monthly Magazine for November, 1891, entitled ' A
Rival of the Tosemite— the Canon of the South Fork of Kings

River, California.' It furnishes maps of this section and is illus-

trated by most admirable engravings of the wonderful scenery

there esieting. The engravings are chiefly from the pencil of Mr.

Charles D. Robinson. These gentlemen, as well as the editors of

The Century, especially Mr. Johnson, have taken a great personal

interest in the forest reserves in California, and are worthy of
great consideration, both from their experience and intelligence.

The magazine article mentioned advocates the extension of the-

Sequoia National Park so as to embrace the Kings River region

and the Kaweah and Tule Sequoia groves. The boundaries are

there set forth. The subject is recommended to your favorable'

consideration and action."

— The Scientific Publishing Company has arranged for the fol-

lowing books, which are now in Press: "The Phosphates of

America: where and how they occur; how they are mined ; and
what Ihey cost; with practical treatises on the manufacture o£

sulphuric acid, acid pho.sphate, phosphoric acid and concentrated

superphosphates, and select methods of chemical Analyses," by Dr.

Francis Wyatt; "Manual of Qualitative Blowpipe Analysis and
Determinative Mineralogy," by Dr. F. M. Endlich; "The Chemis-

try of a World," by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt.

— A series of papers, "Stories of Salem Witchcraft," by Win-
field S. Nevins, is begun in the December Neiv England Magazine.

The tirst article gives an account of the witchcraft cases in New
England previous to 1693 ; the outbreak in Salem \ illage ; the-

court and places of trial ; a history of the trials of accused per-

sons, and copious quotations from the remarkable testimony io

the court files are given, and the article is embellished with por-

traits and drawings. The article is interesting at this time, as
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redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor

Weismann, A Critique of Weismann, ^Neo-Darwin-

ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American "School," Ap-

plication to the Human Race. In so far as views

are expressed they are in the main in line with the

general current of American thought, and opposed

to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility

of acquired characters.

Price, x'Oi^tP&id; ^^ cents.

N. D. C, HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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copy."
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' They
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Price, postpaid, $1,
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The price to subscribers to the Series will be $1.50

per volume; to others than subscribers, S2.00 per
volume.
Each Monograph, however, is complete in itself,

and will be sold separately.
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the two hundredth anniversary of this remarkable delusion is

approaching.

— Longman's, Green, & Co. will publish at once a curious book,

called "Japanese Letters." It is edited by Commander Hastings

Berkeley, and it contains the correspondence of Tokiwara and
Yashiri, giving the impressions and opinions of the former as he
visits Europe for the first time.

— Houghton, Mifflin & Co. announce for immediate publica-

tion " Mastex-pieces of American Literature." This book contains

masterpieces from the works of the following thirteen authors of

America, with a biographical sketch of each : Longfellow, Whit-
tier, Irving, Bryant, Hawthorne, Franklin, Holmes, Thoreau,
O'Reilly, Lowell, Emerson, Everett and Webster.

— The Government of Honduras has placed all the ancient ruins

wUhin the borders of the republic in the care of the Peabody

Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology of Harvard
University for a period of ten years; giving to the museum not
only the charge of the antiquities of the country, but also the

exclusive right of exploration and the permission to take away
one-half of all the objects found during the excavations. The
museum, on its part, is to carry on explorations each year during
the term covered by the decree. Professor Putnam, the director

of the Honduras expedition, being unable to leave, is to be repre-

sented in the field this year (1891-1892) by two of his students —
M. II. Saville, a private student and an assistant in the museum,
and J. C. Owens, a student in the graduate school of Harvard,
taking the courbc of archaeology and ethnology under Professor

Putnam. The expedition is thoroughly equipped, and the inten-

tion is to carry on for ten years a thorough archaeological investi-

gation at this place. The material collected this year is to be ex-

hibited in Professor Putnam's department of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition.
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By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 3.5 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading-
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss-
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass,—is, so far as known, the-
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals ofInstitutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free-

dom from tecbnicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modem Language Notes.

*jf* The above vrork may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New YorL
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THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value."

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani<^l G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject."

—

Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans."—iV^afure.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language. "—T/ie Christian Union.
""We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples ' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoiy manual of ethnol-
ogy."— T/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great cleamiess, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples,' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1.75.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13°, 184 pp., $1.50.

NOJF BEADY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid, 50 cents.

Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFBET W. Hambleton, M.D.
W. 40c.
*' The Inestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his wort,
all combine to render the littla treatise worthy of
special conslderaiion. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton 'a booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston haily Advertiser.
' The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly

and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and i\eesled."—Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Affleton Morgan, Ksq. IS". 20 ce:its.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a 50ung ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. F. cox. 1S». 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists.''

—

Christian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for thought.'"—S*. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."

—

Ojjen Court.
" It is of extreme interest."—Jfedica! Age.
" Worthy of a careful perussil."—Indiana Medica

Journal.
"An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popttfar
Science News.
"All Interested in biological questions will find

the book iasc\\ia,\ATig."—Pharmaceutical Bra.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science. "

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CTBUS THOMAS. 18°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satlsfles him that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
In Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An Illustration of
the reverse method of dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound- builders; 3. A study of a single tribe In
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
diulng the coming two years.
" A valuable contribution to the question, ' Who

were the mound-builders ? ' ''—New York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iV. Y. Sun,
"An Interesting paper.''—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-

ion. Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' Is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Bosfow
Herald.
" ' The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province cf meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen of the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEFH JASTHOW 13°. 60c.
" All students of psychology will find the book full

of Interesting facts.^^Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker aud as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader-by setting forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mart Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible hrochare."—Brooklyn Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."—Pti(<!fc Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which it

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
' Practical and simply wriuen."—Springfield Be-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—Si.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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THE LABRADOR COAST.

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES
TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO. ON ITS PHY-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HIS 1 ORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-
CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in
the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,
which has been kindly revised and brouiiht down to
date by Dr. J. A. Allen Dr S H. Scudder has con
tnbuted the list of butterflies, and Prof John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of
Labrador plants.
Much pains has been taken to reader the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the aatbor is indebted to Dr.
Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of
the book will recommend it to collectors of Amer'

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide
to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,
yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as
well as those interested in geographical and histori-
cal studies.

513 pp., 8°, $3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,
874 Broadway, New York.

INSECTS AND INSECTICIDES.
A PRACTICAL MANUAL,

Concerning Noxious Insects and the Methods
of Preventiag their Injuries.

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Professor of Entomology and Zoology, New

Hampshire State College.

\VHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT.
" I think that you have gotten together a very

useful and valuable little book.""- Dr. C. V. Riley,
U. S Ent.-mologist. Washington, D. C.
"It is excellent.'"—James Fletcher, Dominion F,n-

tomologist, Ottawa, Canada.
"I am well pleased with it."—Dr. F. M. Hexamer,

Editor American Agriculturist, New York.
"It seems lo me a good selection of the matter

whicti every farmer and fruit grower ougbt to hava
at his immediate command."— Prof, S. A. Forbes,
State Entomologist of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

"A ti"t>d book, aod it is needed."—Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Cornell University.

'"It IS one of the best books of the kind I have
ever seen."— J. Freemont Hickmau, Agriculturist,
Ohio Ksperiment Station, Columbus, Obio.
"1 shall gladly recommend it."— Prof. A. J. Cook,

Michigan Agricultural College.

Price, $1.25.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.
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IVew Method of Protecting PropeHv

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30,—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-
tor specially designed to dissipate the energy
of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path
upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the

Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.

Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been
found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see

volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not

an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-

lished far and wide among elec-

tricians.

First insetted June 19. No response
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,-
874 BROADWAt, liTEW YOEX.
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Wants.

A ?iy person seeking a position for 'which he is quali-

fied by his scieiitific attainments., or any perso7t seeking

some one to fill a position of this character^ be it thai

ofa teacher ofscience^ chemist y draughtsman., or what
not, 7nay have the * Want'' inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he Satisfies the publisher of the suit-

able character of his application. A nyperso7i seeking

inforynation on any scientific questions the address of
any scientific man, or who can in any way use thiscol-

uinn for a purpose consonant with the nature of the

Paper., is cordially invited to do so.

WANTED. — Science, No. 178, July 2, 1886, also

Index and Title-page to Vol. VII. Address
N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.

YOUNG- MAN (31) would lifee a position in a
college, laboratory, or observatory, is also will-A

ing to assist at a steam engine, etc. Address J. W.
care of Science, 874 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.—A position in the philosophical or

pedagogical department of a college or uni-

versity by a young man (30) who has had five years^

practical experience in teaching, and who has done
four years' post-graduate work in philosophy, devot
ing his attention during the last two years espC'

cially to study and original investigation in scieU'

tiflc psychology and its applications in education.

Address E. A., care Science, 874 Broadway, N. Y,

City.

WANTED.—A suitable position in Washington,
D. C, not connected with the Government,

and with a salary not to exceed 8650 a year, by an
experienced biologist with six years' university

training. Applicant has been a skilful surgeon for

fourteen years ; is a practical photographer, car-

tographer, and accustomed to the use of the type-

writer. He is also capable of making the most fin-

ished drawings, of any description, for all manner
of illustrative purposes in science; trained in mu-
seum methods and work; also field operations and
taxidermy in its various departments, and model-
ing, production of casts, restorations of paleonto-
logical specimens and similar employments. Address
TJ. S. R., care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

WANTED.- By a young man (27), B. A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in

natural sciences in college or academy, or other ad-

vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars

as to work, salary, etc. F. W. MAR, L. Box 3.3, West
Haven, Conn.

Exchanges.

[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.l

Wanted to buy or exchange a copy of Hoibrook's
North American Herpetoiogy, by John Kdwards. 5 vols

Philadelphia, 1842. G. BAUR, Clark University,
Worcester, Mass.

For sale or exchange, LeConte," Geology;" Quain,
"Anatomy," 2 vols.; Foster, ''Physiology," Eng. edition;

Shepard, Appleton, Elliott, and Stern, "Chemistry;"
Jordan, " Manual of Vertebrates;" " Internalional Scien-

tists' Directory;" Vol. I. Journal 0/ Morphology: Bal-

four, "Embryology," 2 vols.; Leidy, " Rhizopods;"
Science, 18 vols., unbound. C. T. McCLINTOCK,
Lexington, Ky.

For sale.—A 6J^ x 8j^ Camera; a very fine instrument,
with lens, holders and tripod, all new; it cost over $40;
price, $25. Eidw. L. Hayes, 6 Athens street, Cambridge,
Mass.

To exchange Wright's " Ice Age in North America "

and Le Conte's "Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882)

for "Dar\vinism," by A. R.Wallace, "Origin of Species."

by Darwin, "Descent of Man," by Darwin, ' Man's
Place in Nature," Huxley, "Mental Evolution in Ani-
mals," by Romanes, "Pre-Adamites," by Wir;chell. No
books wanted except latest editions, and books in good
condition. C. S. Brown, Jr., Vandeibilt University,

Nashville, Tenn.

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becki

ance (200g to i-iomg ), platinum dishes and crucible:

agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale i

part or whole. Also complete file of Silliman^sjourna
1862-1885 (62-71 bound); Smithsonian Reports, 1854-188-

U. S. Coast Survey, 1854-1869. Full particulars to ei

quirers. F. GARDINER, JR., Pomfret, Conn.

bal-
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:hange or sale at a ?;

:fit. Bullock stand
:th homeogeneous

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also c

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Obji

Address Mrs. Marion Smith, 41

Mass.
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All the capital desired for the parent company

to handle my patents on a new method of protect-

ing buildings from lightning has been subscribed.

Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the

invention are forming, and any desirous of tak-

ing State-rights should address The American

Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

The English patent is for sale, and offers

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a

company now that the American company is so

favorably started.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway. New York.
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most of the delays and losses in the mails."—Sosfon
Literary World.

"Worth its weight in gold to the busy 'man of
affairs.' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
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—

Neio York Home Journal^
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master General.
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HYGIENE AT ANN ARBOR.

In the memorial which asked for the establishment of a

hygienic laboratory at the University of Michigan it was

stated that one of the duties of those in charge of such an

institution would consist in the examination, at a nominal

fee to cover actual expenses, of articles of food and drink, on

request of health ofiBcers throughout the State. This has

already become a very important part of the work done at

the laboratory, and a brief resume of this work may not be

without interest. The present notice will speak only of ar-

ticles of food examined, omitting mention of the samples of

water tested, although the latter have furnished the greater

part of the work.

Four samples of meat supposed to have been taken from

diseased animals have been examined. In only one of these

did the microscopical examination bear out the supposition,

and in this the presence of trichinae was easily recognized.

It is impossible from a study of the meat as it is sold in the

market to detect many of the diseases to which our domestic

animals are subject. The public can be protected from this

source of disease only through an examination of the living

animals by a competent veterinarian.

A can of currants, which was believed to have caused se-

rious illness, wilh one fatal result, in Lapeer County, was

carefully studied, both chemically and bacteriologically, with

negative results. It was said by the neighbors of the family

that the currant hushes had been freely sprinkled with a so-

lution of Paris green before the ripening of the berries, and

it was suspected that arsenic would be found in the fruit.

This very improbable supposition was found to have no sup-

port. Unfortunately, none of the ejecta of the sick, and no

part of the body of the man who died, were submitted to the

chemist, and the cause of the sickness will probably never

be known. Certainly, if they were cases of arsenical poi-

soning, the arsenic was taken with some other food or drink

and not in the currants.

In some canned salmon which had produced alarming

symptoms, there was found a germ which, when grown on

ordinary media and with free exposure to the air, produces

no poison. When thus grown, the germ itself, or its prod-

Tlcts, can be injected into animals without apparent effect,

but when grown in a sterilized egg, the albumen of the egg

becomes markedly poisonous, a few drops being sufficient to

kill a white rat. It is highly probable that in the canning

of the salmon, the contents of this can were not completely

sterilized, and this germ, growing in the can, from which

the air was excluded, elaborated the chemical poison to

which the ill effects observed in the consumer were due.

Three new poisons have been found in decomposing milk.

These belong to the proteid bodies and are albuminoses.

They are due to the growth of germs which have been found

in the intestines of children suffering from cholera infantum ;

and the characteristic symptoms of this disease, followed by
death, may be induced in kittens by injecting a small amount

of one of these poisons under the skin. The poisons differ

from one another in some of their chemical and physical

properties, but their toxicjlogical effects seem to be practi-

cally identical. It is possible, however, that a closer study

of their action may reveal differences which have not yet

been detected.

A poisonous albuminose has been found in cheese also. It

is probable that this may form in the cheese after its manu-

facture, and that it does not pre exist in the milk from which

the cheese is made. A.t least it is certain that one portion of

a cheese may be poisonous, while another portion cut from

the same cheese may be eaten with impunity.

A can of mincemeat which was believed to have poisoned

a number of persons has furnished a perplexing but inter-

esting study. That the meat is poisonous can be demon-

strated by feeding it to cats and dogs, and cooking does not

destroy its poisonous properties. However, the most careful

and thorough study has failed to reveal the nature of the

poison. Mineral and vegetable poisons are not present, and

ptomaines and poisonous proteids have not been detected in

the meat.

From the studies which have been carried on in the lab-

oratory the following conclusions, concernmg the manner

in which meat and milk may become infected, have been

drawn: —
(1) The infection may be due to the diseased condition of

the animal from which these foods are obtained.

(2) The infection may be due to the inoculation of these

foods with specific, pathogenic germs outside the body of thQ

animal.

(3) Meat and milk, especially the latter, are often infected

with suprophytio toxicogenic bacteria.

The transmission of tuberculosis from the cow to the child

through milk, which is known in some instances to occur, is

an example under the first head. The spread of typhoid

fever through milk diluted with polluted water is an exam-
ple of the infection with specific germs outside of the body;

while all of those instances of poisoning from the eating of

partially decomposed foods demonstrate the activity of those

germs which, while not capable of inducing any specific dis-

ease, do elaborate most potent chemical poisons.

The number of poisons in decomposing food is probably

large, the exact nature of the one found in a given case de-

pending upon the character of the food, the nature of the

infecting germ, the temperature and the stage of growth.

THE GREAT SALT DESERT OF PERSIA.*

The mountains of Siah Kuh rise to a height of about 5,000

feet above the level of the surrounding plains, which them-

selves constitute a plateau of about 3,000 feet to 4,000 feet

above the sea-level. Looking towards the north, I could

distinctly trace the course of the masonry causeway built by
Shah Abbas to facilitate the communication with the south

across this part of the desert, but the most remarkable feature

of the landscape was that presented by the Darya-i-Namak,

' From a paper, by C. E. Blddulpf, in Proceedings of the Royal Geogi aphi-
cal Society, November.
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the extent of which was fairly well distinguishable from this

point of vantage, in spite of the glare which surrounded it.

For miles and miles away at our feet stretched what looked

in the distance a vast frozen lake, but which was in fact a

deposit of salt that entirely covered the low plains towards

the south, and extended as far as the eye could reach towards

the east and west, glittering in the suu like a sheet of glass.

Towards the extreme west we imagined that this solid sheet

was replaced by water, for we fancied we could see the rip-

ples on its surface aad the foam along the edge as the wind,

which was high, drove it against the shore; but this may
only have been owing to the heated air upon the surface,

and the broken pieces of salt which were strewn along the

margin. We sat for hours looking at this strange spectacle

and examining it through our field glasses, while our guides,

who were some of the wild Ilyats, or wandering tribes which

baunt this neighborhood, entertained us with all manner of

strange stories regarding the peculiarities of its composition

and the dangers to be encountered in traversing this vast

deposit of salt.

According to their accounts, it was of the consistency of

ice, and, like the latter, formed a coat of varying degrees of

thickness upon the top of the water or swampy ground which

lay underneath it. In some places they declared that this

layer of salt attained a thickness of several feet, and that

with such a degree of density that laden camels and mules

could cross over it with perfect safety; while in other places

where -this was not the case, the crust of coagulated salt

would break under their weight did they attempt it, and they

would be engulfed in the waters or morass below beyond all

iope of extrication. There appeared to be but one path,

across which only those who were in the habit of traversing

it, such as the owners of camels and mules, were well ac-

quainted with, and which no one else in consequence at-

tempted without a competent guide, for there was but little

to mark its course, and if once lost sight of, tlie unfortunate

traveller might wander for hours or days without finding it

again, and probably end by dying of thirst if he succeeded

in avoiding the more dangerous parts incapable of bearing

his weight, where he would inevitably be swallowed up.

Tliey told us that the passage across this plain was quite im-

possible by day, at any rate if the sunshine were very bright,

on account of the dazzling eifect which its reflection upon

the white surface of the salt produced, which was such as to

quite prevent persons attempting it from seeing where they

were going; and they recounted numerous instances of cases

which had occurred of travellers who had disappeared from

losing their way, and never been heard of again. Of course

it seemed to us impossible to imagine how all this could be

the case, for in a saturated solution of salt and water the salt

would naturally be deposited upon the bottum, and not caked

upon the surface; the guides, however, were so positive about

the truth of what they said, and -the appearance of the plain

before our eyes seemed so peculiar, that our curiosity was

thoroughly aroused, and we determined in consequence to

completely change our intended route for the purpose of

crossing the salt, especially as the moon being just at its

full, every facility was offered for doing so. Our muleteers

we found to make no objection, as they said that they were

in the habit of crossing by this route, and that the surface

of the salt was so hard and smooth, that it presented capital

footing for the baggage animals. The following evening,

accordingly, we found ourselves with our whole convoy of

eight camels, sixteen mules, and three horses, approaching

the margin of this salt plain, which was distant about fifteen

miles from the foot of the mountain. As we neared this

margin, the ground, which had been hitherto hard and dry,

became damp and sloppy, so that we had to confine ourselves

to moving along a distinct track, which had probably been

used for centuries. To judge from the appearance of the

ground here, a regular swamp must extend from the salt for

some distance along its margin at certain seasons of the year,

for on all sides were to be seen marks of animals who had

strayed off the track, and got stuck in the clayey mud, from
which it would seem in many cases, from the skeletons

lying about, that they had been unable to extricate them-

selves.

After following this track, as it wound through this swampy
ground for about a mile or so, we entered upon the sheet of

salt itself, which, where the incrustation was thin, as was
the case for some distance from its edge, was soft and sloppy,

and mixed wHh earth resembling very much in its appear-

ance the edge of the ice upon a frozen pool when a thaw has

set in. As we proceeded, it gained more and more in con-

sistency, till, at a distance of three or four miles from the

edge, it looked like nothing more than a surface of very solid

ice, such as might have been seen on any pond in England
during the course of last winter. For this indeed, so far as

its appearance went, it might easily have been mistaken, had

it not been that, though the whole area over which it ex-

tended was perfectly level, the surface itself was not quite

even, but resembled more that of ice which had partially

thawed and then frozen again after a slight fall of snow;
and, further, that instead of being continuous, it was broken

up into countless polygonal blocks, whose dimensions varied

from about six inches across to two or three feet or more.

Of the solidity of this incrustation there could be no doubt,

for there we were, camels, horses, and mules, travelling over

it without a vibration of any kind being perceptible, or any
sign of our weight making an impression on it. After march-

ing for about eight or ten miles upon this strange surface,

we halted to examine, as far as we could by the moonlight,

its composition. We tried, by means of a hammer and an

iron tent-peg, to break off a block of salt to take away with

us as a specimen, but found it far too hard for us to make
an impression upon, and though we succeeded in bending

our tent-pegs almost double, we did not accomplish our wish

;

we managed, however, to chip off a lot of fragments, which

we found here to be of the purest white; these were quite

hard when we got them, but after keeping them a day or two

they took up so much moisture from the air, that they got

soft and friable and changed their color to a slatey hue.

We were assured by the muleteers and others that at this

distance from the edge the salt deposit was as thick as eight

or ten feet, and it seemed possible from our failure in the

attempt to bore into it that this might not be any great ex-

aggeration on their part; they stated also, as I have mert-

tioned, that uuder this crust lay, if not standing water, at

any rate a quagmire, and that if we had succeeded in our

intention of breaking through the salt, the water from be

neath would have burst through the opening thus made and

flooded all the surrounding space; they further told us that

in the winter, when the snow fell and melted on this surface,

there was always water standing upon it, and that later on,

as the snows on the surrounding higher ground thawed at

the approach of spring, this increased to a depth of two or

three feet; but that the mules could always cross so long as

it did not get too deep for them to find fooling, for that the

layer of salt itself never lost any of its solidity, in spite of

the water lying on it.
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It is difiScult to explain tbis phenomenon except upon the

theory that this incrustation is the deposit accumulated upon
these low plains in the course of centuries upon centuries,

daring which the annual meltiiig of the snows upon the

mountains and highlands, besides the rainfall and the peren-

nial streams which drain into this basin, have brought down
in the water from the strata of salt through which they pass

these tremendous quantities of salt in solution. The summer
sun has dried up the water by evaporation and left the salt

deposit lying upon a soil more or less saturated with mois-

ture, this layer of salt thus deposited has gained in thickness

and consistency year by year until it has become a solid ho-

mogeneous mass too 6rmly bound together in the parts dis-

tant from the edge, where its thickness was most (owing to

the greater depth of water which accumulated there, and
consequent larger amount of salt deposited), to be broken by
any pressure of water from below. The perennial streams

have thus poured their waters underneath this strata, as the

accumulation of water would naturally commence at the

lowest part of the hollow, which would be about the middle

of the salt plain, while the floods of water brought down by
the rain and melting snow would overflow on to its surface

from the margins. This is the only way by which it oc-

curred to us that we could account for the dead level of the

crust which, though covering a space of ground more or less

hollow in its nature, as was evident from the run of the

water all around, did not appear to us to slope in any direc-

tion, and also for the fact that on piercing through this crust

water spouted out from below. Though we had no ocular

demonstration of this fact, we were satisfied that it was the

case from the accounts of a party of our servants whom we
sent out the following day, when we had reached the further

edge, to bring us a block of salt at a distance of a mile or

two from the shore; another fact in support of this theory

was that nearer the edge, where the crust was thinner and
thus unable to resist the pressure from below, it had evi-

dently been burst by the rising of the water during the win-

ter and spring, and lay tossed about in fragments.

After this halt we continued our march and arrived at the

farther margin about 3 A.M. ; it had thus taken us a good
eight hours to cross this plain of salt, so that the distance

traversed could not have been less than about twenty miles.

As we expected, wo found that, as we approached the farther

side, the crust of salt got thinner and thinner, till, on one
occasion, getting slightly off the track, we quickly found the

horses and mules sink through it almost up to the girths in

a substance that resembled exactly melting snow, out of

which we had to make the best of our way towards the

harder material upon which we had been marching for so

many houi-s. At length we hit off the beaten track which
had been hardened by constant use during so many centu-

ries, and were thankful indeed when we found ourselves

again at last on terra flrma.

NOTES AND NEWS.
At the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, on Friday evening,

Dec. 11, a lecture was delivered by Mr. William L. Saunders, the

well-known civil engineer of New York, on "The Compressed Air

Power of the Future."

— During the summer the third and fourth stories of the south

wing of University Hall, Ann Arbor, were fitted up as zoological

and botanical laboratories. Each story affords about four thousand
square feet of floor space. Ou each floor there are three principal

rooms: a central room about forty-five feet square, a north room
about twenty by forty feet, and a south room of the same size.

There are also small rooms for the use of instructors. The fourth

floor is devoted to botany, the central room being uecd as a gen-

eral laboratory, the north room as a herbarium, and the south

room as a research-laboratory for advanced students A small

conservatory is to be constructed against one of the windows of

the south room and wiD serve for experimental work. The other

south window is occupied by an equarium. The third floor is de-

voted to zoology, the middle room being used as a general labora-

tory for beginners, and the north room for advanced work in

vertebrate morphology. The south room has been divided into

three compartments. One of these is lined with galvanized iron

and serves to house the small animals required in the daily work

of the laboratory. The second is used for alcoholic epecimensy

and the third is fitted up as a private laboratory for the professor

in charge. In the zoological laboratories particular attention has

been paid to the provision of means for keeping alive the animals

that inhabit our inland waters. There are four large aquaria, and

provision has been made for thirty-six smaller ones. There are

also cages with running water for crayfish, frogs and other small

animals that do not thrive weU in ordinary aquaria. Each of

these laboratories, the botanical and the zoological, can accom-

modate about fifty students. Contrary to expectation, they are

now filled to nearly their full capacity, and by another year are

likely to be crowded.

— Special Agent C. J. Murphy, charged with the introduction

of Indian com as a human food into Europe, has made a report

to Secretary Rusk covering his work in Great Britain. In it he

reviews the conditions which seem likely to encourage the use of

this cereal food in Great Britain and other parts of Europe, and

points out the various channels through which he has sought to

introduce it, and the necessity for the co-operation of private in-

dividuals and commercial bodies in this country to take advantage

of the work already done by the Government in this direction.

Secretary Rusk has caused to be prepared for publication, in con-

junction with Special Agent Murphy's report, a chapter upon the

value of maize as food, by Dr. H. W. Wiley, chief chemist of the

department, in which are shown the chemical composition of

maize and its relative value for food purposes by comparison

with other cereals. There is also a chapter, prepared by the as-

sistant statistician, Mr. B. W. Snow, under the direction of the

statistician, offering some additional observations as to the possi-

bility of extending the use of this cereal among the people of

Europe as a human food, and presenting a number of statistical

tables showing the yield and value of our com crop and the ex-

tent of our available resources in supplying home and foreign de-

mand. The report is now in press and will be shortly ready for

distribution.

— In a recent paper on the camel (Zeits. fur wissen. Geogr.)

Herr Lehmann refers, among other things, to its relations to tem-

perature and moisture. Neither the most broiling heat, nor the

most intense cold, nor extreme daily or yearly variations, accord-

ing to an abstract in Nature, hinder the distribution of the camel.

It seems, indeed, that the dromedary of the Sahara has better

health there than in more equably warm regions; though, after a

day of tropical heat, the thermometer sometimes goes down sev-

eral degrees below freezing, and daily variations of 33.7° C. occur.

In Semipalatinsk again, where the camel is found, tie annual va-

liation of temperature sometimes reaches 87.8°. In Eastern Asia,

winter is the time the animals are made to work. In very intense

cold, they are sewn up in felt covers. Of course each race of

camel does best in the temperature conditions of its home: a Sou-

dan camel would not flourish in North-east Asia. Camels are

very sensitive to moisture. In the region of tropical rains they

are usually absent, and if they come into such with caravans, the

results of the rainy season are greatly feared. The great humidity

of the air explains the absence of the camel from the northern

slopes of the Atlas, and from well-wooded Abyssinia. This sen-

sitiveness expresses itself in the character of different races. The
finest, most noble-looking camels, with short silk- like hair,

are found in the interior of deserts (as in the Tuarek region, in

North Africa), and they cannot be used for journeys to moist re-

gions. Even in Fezzan (south of Tripoli) the animals are shorter

and fatter, with long coaree hair; and in Nile lands, and on
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coasts, it is the saoie. These animals, too, are less serviceable as

regards speed and endurance. Herr Lehmann states it as a law

that the occurrence of the camel finds its limits wherever the

monthly average vapor tension in the air exceeds twelve millime-

tres.

^A hundred years ago the natives of the valley of C'hamonix

who took travellers up the mountain suffered as much as their

employers from physical sensations ascribed, no doubt rightly, lo

the rarity of the air. They were unable to walk more than a few

paces without baiting. Last autumn, says the Proceedings of the

Royal Geographical Society, travellers who walked in early morn-
ing from the hut under the Bosses (14,000 feet) to the top (15,780

feet) had the company of five Chamoniards. They went up at a

fair pace without resting. Arrived on the top, without a mo-
ment's pause, the men took their spades and shovels and began

digging. They asserted that they did only about a third less work
in the day than in the valley; and that they suBfered no inconve-

nience from a prolonged stay in the Bosses Imt; slept well, and
ate largely. Their work was to excavate a tunnel in the summit
ridge about thirty feet below the top. The object of this tunnel

vyas to reach rock, in which a shelter-cave might be excavated.

No rock had been found up to Sept. 11. The whole summit-ridge
seemed to consist of compact opaque snow of exquisite purity.

The rocks, a short dislance from the top on the Italian side, were
not considered available by the Frenchmen who were desu'ous of

erecting the shelter. It vi'as proposed, as no rock had been

reached under the top, to cai-ry there a wooden framework, in

shape and size not unlike a bathing-machine, and fix it in the

mouth of the gallery, in the hope that it might be dug out next
summer and serve as a refuge for such scientific observers as

rnight not be satisfied with the commodious hut near the Bosses.

— It has been said of more than one great and sudden sorrow,

tjiat it has echpsed the gayety of nations, and the expression

would argue a supposition that nations were, as a rule, naturally

mirthful, says the London Spectator. Indeed, that seems to be
the general idea that the world entertains of itself — namely, that

it has a natural bias towards mirth and jolity, and only deviates

into melancholy under the stre.ss of untoward circumstances; that

it numbers more inhabitants ihat are glad than those that are

sorry; and tliat Jean qui rit predominates largely over Jean qui
pleure. It is a comforting delusion — if it happens to be a delu-

sion — and one that we should not wish to dissipate. Neverthe-
less, we cannot but express our doubt of its realir.j, for, should it

ever have been true of the past, we should be driven to the most
melancholy belief that the world is growing sadder as it is grow-
ing wiser, and that gayety and laughter are gradually decaying
and departing from among us. That, evidently, is the opinion of

one who has done his best to contribute to the mirth of his fellow-

countrymen. Mr. James Payn fears that it is only too certain

that people laugh less to-day than they used to do, and, at the

same time as he deplores the fact, professes his inability to ac-

count for it. Of the two suggestions that he makes towards the

solution of the problem, neither seems to us to be sufficient by
itself to account for so dismal a change, though we have no doubt

that both are factors in it. The idea of the vulgarity of laughter

is neither strong enough nor sufficiently widely disseminated to

have any real influence in quenching the natural expression of

mirth. The innate sadness and dulness of democracy are probably

much more powerful factors, in that the undeniable growth of

democratic ideas among us must have brought about a correspond-

ing decrease of mirth that provokes to laughter. But that, too, we
should think, can hardly be sufficient by itself to have wrought
any really perceptible change upon the mirthful spirit of the times

;

and yet we are fain to confess oui'selves at a loss to advance
any better reason for the decay of laughter, which we, as well

as Mr. Payn, believe to be taking place. "Laughter holding

both his sides" is well nigh dead among us. so rarely is it heard;

and the reason for its death, most people will say, is not because

such laughter is vulgar and unseemly to the civilized man but
because there is really nothing to-day to laugh at. Why there

should be nothing now to laugh at, they would find it mor.^ diffi-

cult to explain. Hardly could they contend that we are less

ludicrous than were our ancestors, or less capable of recognizing

v\-hat is ludicrous. It mu=t be some other source of laughter that

is wanting in us.
.

— Hitherto it has not been possible to get lead to adhei'e to

iron without the aid of tin since lead has little or no affinity for

iron, but in a new process this difficult feat is accomplished, the

coating being effected with a bath of lead of about 98i per cent
purity. The plates or other articles to be coated, according to

Engineering, are first pickled in a bath to remove scale. Through
this batli a weak current of electricity is passed, which is said to

reduce the time required by one-third. From this bath the arti-

cles are passed as usual into another of lime water, which neutral-

izes the acid, and thence into a third of clear water. They are

then immersed in a fourth bath consisting of a neutral solution of

zinc and stannic chlorides, obtained by dissolving granulated zinc

and tin in hydrochloric acid. From this bath they are passed into

a drying chamber heated by steam, where the moisture on them
from the la;t bath is evaporated, leaving behind a deposit of the
mixed metallic chlorides, which protects the plates from oxida-

tion. When dried these plates are ready to be passed into a bath
of molten lead. On issuing from this bath the plates are found
to be coated with a uniform and very adherent layer of lead.

Though perfectly uniform this layer is nevertheless very thin.

Tlie ductility and slrength of the iron are not decreased by the

process, and a plate can be bent and closed, and again opened out,

without breaking the coating. In the case of galvanized iron,

bending the plate to a sharp angle causes the coating to crack.

Samples of ship-pUtes have been coated and the riveting after-

wards done in the usual way without breaking the coating, which,
we may also remark, takes paint very well. The thinness of the

coating is remarkable, as 3 oz. per square foot of plate proves

sufficient, whereas 3 oz. of spelter are in general required in gal-

vanizing. The inventors claim that an additional economy will

be effected by the fact that there is no precipitate or sediment de-

posit in their melting tanks, as occurs with zinc, while, at the

same time, the molten lead has no effect on the material of which
the bath is constructed, which may, therefore, last indefinitely.

— Drs. Emmerich and Mastraum have published £in interesting

article in a German Hygienic journal on the cause of immunity
from infectious diseases and their treatment, especially of swine
erysipelas, and a new method of j^rotective vaccination for it.

Emmerich, according to Lancet, published in the jear 1886 his

doctrine that the cause of immunity from infectious diseases is a
modification of the chemical process going on in the cells, so that

the new cliemicai compounds formed act as microbe killers with-

out doing any harm to the cells themselves. In consequence of

the results of a series of experiments, Emmerich concluded that

this antibacterial poison acts destructively on all the microbes
within a tew hours after their introduction into the organism.

The publication of this doctrine having met with a good deal of

opposition, he repeated his experiments, and again arrived at the

same result, showing that the explanation of immunity from in-

fectious diseases proposed in 1886 was justified. Granted the

correctness of this, it follows that extracts from the tissue of any
animal enjoying immunity are remedies against the corresponding

infectious disease. Further experiments are now reported by
Drs. Emmerich and Mastraum which show that an extract from
the various tissues and the blood of rabbits which have been made
proof against swine erysipelas is an excellent remedy for the dis-

ease, and that a hypodermic injection of the extract can serve as

a rational protective inoculation. A rabbit was inoculated by
having injected into the posterior auricular vein the fifth of a

cubic centimetre of a fresh broth culture of swine erysipelas, di-

luted with fifty times its volume of distilled water. In the course

of the following week or two a series of hypodermic injections of

the same liquid was administered. For the purpose of preparing

a liquid extract suitable for therapeutic or prophylactic purposes,

the organs of the rabbit were cut up and submitted to a pressure

of from 300 to 400 atmospheres, and the expressed juice filtered

into sterilized bottles. A large number of white mice as well as

labbits were now inoculated with the swine erysipelas, and at the

same time, or very shortly afterwards, an injection of the liquid
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extract wa's administered to some of them. These remained alive,

.while all the others — that is to say, those which had not received

fLa injection of the liquid extract of the organs of the infected

rabbit^ succumbed. Other experiments were carried out by
which it was shown that this same liquid is capable of confetring

immunity from the disease. Further experiments were made
which showed that the bacilli were destroyed in six hours, and
that in eight hours all were dead, or at least incapable of multi-

plication, but that the liquid extract produced extremely little

effect upon the same bacilli outside the organism, so that the

presence of living cells is evidently necessary for the destructive

effect of the liquid extract to manifest itself. Another interesting

result obtained was that bacilli taken fresh from the body were
very much more active than their cultures in broth.

^ A National Conference on University Extension is to be held

in Philadelphia on Dec 29, 30, and 31. Representatives will at-

tend this conference from all the leading colleges and universities

of the United States and Canada, and delegates will be present

from abroad. An opportunity will be given for the fullest ac-

quaintance with this system of teaching, and discussions will be

held on points in connection with its development iu America.

— It is known that ozone can be abundantly produced by the

electric silent discharge, and many years a^o Siemens devised an
" ozone-tube" for the purpose, consistmg of two thin glass tubes,

one within the other; the inner lined, and the outer coated, with

metal, to which alternnting currents of high tension are brought,

acting on the gas to be ozonized within. From recent experi-

ments in Siemens and Halske's laboratory, says Nature, it ap-

pears that a good result may be had with only one dielectric, and
for this not only glass, but mica, celluloid, porcelain, or the like,

may be used. Thus the ozone-tube may be arranged with a

metallic tube within, and the outer tube a metal-coated dielectric;

or the inner metal tube may have a dielectric coat, while a metal

tube is the endorsing body. As metals that are little or not at all

attacked by ozoae, platinum, tin, tinned metals, and aluminium
are recommended. Through the inner tube flows cold water, and
through the space between the tubes air, dried and freed from
carbonic acid. Several such tubes may be combined in a sjstem,

and worked with alternate currents (for single tubes the contiim-

ous current with commutator is best). An apparatus of this kind is

now at work in the laboratory, yielding 3.4 mg. of ozone per second.

Experiments are being made in supplying compressed ozone for

technical use; and this has been accomplished with a pressure of

nine atmospheres. One use of ozone, on which Herr Frolioh lays

special stress (in the recent lecture from which these data are

taken), is the disinfection and sterilization of water. And doubt-

less with an abundant supply of the substance, the use of it

would be greatly extended.

— A statement of the operations of the Missouri Geological

Survey during the month of November has been issued by the State

geologist, Arthur Winslow. Detailed mapping has been prose-

cuted in Henry and Benton Counties, and about 135 square miles

have been covered. Field work of this kind is now suspended

with the approach of winter, and the members of the party will

be engaged during the winter months in plotting the results of

the past season's work. Inspections of iron ore deposits have been

made in Crawford, Dent, Phelps, Butler, Carter, Shannon, and How-
ell Counties. Inspections of zinc and lead deposits have been made
in Crawford, Franklin, Washington, and Jefferson Counties. In-

spections of coal deposits have been made in St. Clair County.

The crystalline rocks have been mapped over an area of about 300

square miles in Washington, Iron, and Crawford Counties In

Greene County geological mapping has been prosecuted in six

townships. Further, a small amount of work has been done in

the north western part of the State, in the study of the glacial

deposits of that region. In preparation for the report on the pal-

eontology of the State, collections have been examined in Wash-
ington, Ithaca, and New York, and much valuable material has

been acquired. In the office the preliminary report on the coal

deposits of the State has been finished and is now ready for the

printer. The preparation of the reports on the mineral waters of

the State and on the paleontology has al;o steadily progressed.

In addition, reports on the Fredericktown and Higginsville sheets

have been begun. Proofs of the latter have been received from
the engraver and will soon be printed and ready for distribution.

Further, much work has been done in the office upon the prepa-

ration of maps and models, and material has been collected from
various railways in St. Louis for a correct dictionary of altitudes

and a hypsometric map of the State. The microscopic studies of

the crystalline rocks is still in progress.

— The first news that has reached Europe concerning the new
Danish expedition to East Greenland is dated June 39. At that

date the " Hekla '' was in 71° north latitude, near Jan Mayen, and
far from the east coast of Greenland. The condition of the ice

this summer has rendered the navigation of the Arctic Seas ex-

tremely difficult. The pack extended far to the south, and sur-

rounded Jan Mayen with a circular barrier. The east coast of

Greenland was unapproachable, and the "Hekla'" was anchored
for the time in a bay of the pack. Still Captain Knutsen intended

to make for the Greenland coast between 73° and 76° north lati-

tude, the ice, according to the seal-hunters, appearing to be less

dense in that quirter.

— The botanic exhibition of the Appalachian Mountain Club is

to lie held at the club room, 9 Park Street, Dec. 9-12, inclusive,

from 10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Of the specimens of flowering plants,

many are foreign; but our own local flora is well represented by
collections personally obtained by club members expressly for this

exhibition. A good many alpine plants are shown, from the

White Mountains, the Catskills, Colorado, and Switzerland. There
is a fine California collection, including suijplementaiy flower-

studies in water colors; and some excellent specimens have been

brought from Alaska and British Columlsia. Among the flower-

less plants, there is an interesting set of more than three hundred
different ferns, many of them from New Zealand, the Canary
Islands, Africa, and other distant regions. Fully half of the speci-

mens are gifts to the club, so that a good beginning of a permanent
herbarium has been made.

— Some interesting experiments were recently made ib Boston

by Edward Atkinson, to determine some questions relating to the

spontaneous ignition of wood-pulp. According to an exchange
the experiments were made in an AUadin oven with a thermome-
ter to indicate the temperature. Two slabs of wood-pulp were
tied in the oven, one in contact with a loose iron shelf, the other

without any contact. The first ignited at 370°, the last at 430°.

In two previous tests the oven was opened when the thermometer
reached 425°, b\rt the pulp did not take fire until the introduction

of air, when it ignited instantly. In speaking of the matter Mr.

Atkinson says: " We have been able heretofore to imitate spon-

taneous combustion by putting animal or mineral oil on fibrous

substances; we have tried experiments by mixing mineral or

parafnne oil with animal oil to determine the exact point or pro-

portion at which the paraffine or mineral oil will prevent oxyge-

nation of aniaial or vegetable oil, but there has been no apparent

means of making this oxygenation visible until the present test.

This test may explain the causes of many fires. Heretofore there

has been no knowledge of the ignition by rapid oxygenation of a

highly-heated substance, mainly carbon or almost pure cellulose,

without any admixture of grease or chemical. It would appear

that finely-divided and moderately heated carbonaceous material,

holding air in its pores, may ignite at a relatively lower tempera-

ture than ordinary wood. It would seem well, therefore, to

avoid the use of sawdust for sweeping floors, and its storage near

hot kitchens. Ice-houses are known to be bad risks A little

gudgeon -grease in the sawdust and some fresh air may explain

the reason
'"

— Professor Clarence A. Waldo, I'ecently of the Rose Poly-

technic Institute, is now at De Pauw University, Greencastle,

Ind.

— Professor M. W. Harrington having been appointed chief of

the United States Weather Bureau, the astronnraical observatory

of the University of Michigan is temporarOy in charge of the

newly-appointed instructor in astronomy, Mr. W. J Hussey.

The former instructor, Mr. W. W. Caaipbell, has accepted a po-

sition as assistant at the I.ick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, Cal.
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THE APPLICATIONS OF HYPNOTISM.'

At the present time, when even medical experts hold

themselves in an attitude of indecision towards hypnotism,

it is not surprising that the laity are at a loss to reconcile

the conflicting opinions of the advocates of the practice and
its opponents.

There are two leading features as to (he nature of hypno-

sis, held by the two leading schools of hypnotism. That of

the Salpelriere, enunciated by the eminent physician, Char-

cot, is, that hypnotism is pathological, and, in fact, a form
of hysteria, and occurs in hysterical subjects only; while the

Nancy school contends that hypnosis is a physiological con-

dition analogous to natural sleep, and that nearly all per-

sons of sane mind can be hypnotized.

Much credit is due to Charcot for his researches into hyp-

notism at a time when the subject was held in contempt or

abhorrence; but it is to be deplored that he and his follow-

ers, by experimenting mainly on hysterical subjects — for

the most part women — have forced us to regard their ex-

periments as incomplete, and the arguments based upon them
as futile. As agricultural laborers, sailors, soldiers, and the

majority of children are shown to be exceptionally suscepti-

ble to hypnotism, we must, if we accept Charcot's dictum,

very greatly enlarge our views as to the prevalence of hys-

teria; indeed, we shall be forced to assume that one-half at

least of humanity are victims of this form of nervous de-

rangement.

The fact is, that there are two kinds of hypnotism: " le

grand '' and " le petit." The former, which has been so de-

veloped by cultivation at the Salpetriere as almost to con-

stitute a new nervous disease, is undoubtedly to be seen in

comparatively few subjects, which few are always of pro-

nounced hysterical type; but the latter, " le petit hypno-
tisme," whicli is employed by Bernheim and by all physi-

cians practising the Nancy method, is a condition of very

constant occurrence. Many persons, and even some men of

science, seem to imagine that by hypnotism is meant the

' Abstract of a paper by Charles Lloyd Tuckey, M.D., In The ContempcraiT
Review for November.

piKiduction of such a state of unconseiousaess and autonaa-

tism as is seen in the subjects at the SalpStriSre, or en public

platforms. But Bernheim's definition covers a much wider
field. " Hypnotism," he says, " is the induction of a psy-

chical condition in which the subject's susceptibility to sug-

gestion and ability to act upon it are enormously in-

creased."

Suggestion is the key to the hypnotic problem. By it the

subject is'put to sleep or calmed into a state of receptive

quiescence, and by it he is guided in the way of cure. The
degree of suggestibility is not necessarily proportioned to the

depth of sleep. Some persons are barely hypnotizable, and
yet a suggestion will take possession of their mind and dom-
inate their actions; while others, even in the most profound

hypnotic sleep, will refuse to receive or to act upon sugges-

tion. As an illustration of great suggestibility accompany-
ing a slight degree of hypnosis, I may refer to a case that

has come under my own notice. The patient, whom I may
call Dr. A., a university professor and a member of several

learned societies, was an inveterate smoker, and hardly to

be found without a cigarette in his mouth, except when he
was eating or sleeping. As he was a man of highly irritable

and nervous temperament and suffered from sleeplessness

and atonic dyspepsia, such excessive smoking was the very

worst thing for him. He knew well, and had been told by
several medical men, that the habit was undermining his

health and ruining his nerves, yet he found himself abso-

lutely unable to give it up. I hypnotized him, and he fell

into a state of languor resembling sleep, but without loss of

consciousness. I then suggested to him that he should no
longer have any desire for tobacco, and that he should feel

much better for leaving it off. After a few minutes I

aroused him, and found that he had a perfect recollection of

every word I had said to him ; but he remarked that previ-

ously, when his physicians had assured him that tobacco

was poison to him and had advised him to give it up, he had
mentally resented their assertions and their counsel, while

now, under the influence of hypnotism, he felt that the

words I had spoken were so convincing that it would be im-

possible to go against them. As a matter of fact, he at once

gave up smoking, and I hear from him that he has felt no
inclination to resume the habit. He was hypnotized only

three times, and it is now eighteen months since he under-

went the treatment. Still, frequently though such cases

may occur in practice, we may take it as a general rule that

the deeper the hypnotic effect, the greater is the influence of

suggestion.

Suggestibility apart from hypnotism comes within the ex-

perience of us all. Every one has some portion of such sus-

ceptibility, and in many it is very highly developed, and
may be worked upon for good or evil with signal effect.

The drunkard, converted by a Gough or a Father Mathew,
is redeemed through suggestion ; and through it the victim

of evil example or evil solicitation falls to his ruin. We are

physically benefited by it when words of hope and cheerful

surroundings lead us to forget bodily pain or to entertain

the idea of its removal, or even to make the effort required

for self-cure— as when a sufferer from functional paralysis

is induced, by kindly encouragement, to move the affected

limb. On the other hand, suggestion may, and continually

does, work physical harm, as when some unwise sympathi-

zer or some meddling Cassandra utters prognostications of

sickness and trouble, which, by reason of the depression

they induce, are likely to undermine the health of a nervous

hearer.
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Tbose ills which the hypnotist can eure by suggestion, he

can also frequently produce by the same method. As he

can suggest the disappearance of pain, as in some forms of

paralysis he can bid the return of strength and suppleness to

the heavy, powerless limb, so he can induce the suifering

and the impotence of disease. If, during the hypnotic

trance, I tell my friend Dr. 0. that on awakening he will find

one leg paralyzed and feel rheumatic pains in his shoulder,

the suggestion is certain to be carried out; and he drags his

leg, and complains of twinges in his shoulder, until I assure

him that he is cured. But Dr. C. is remarkably susceptible

to hypnotism. Fortunately, a subject must generally fall

into a profound sleep before he consents to receive disagree-

able suggestions; whereas a slight degree of hypnosis will,

in most cases, be a sufficient vehicle for those that are bene-

ficial. I have seen the very painful and obstinate neuralgia

left after " shingles" entirely and permanently removed in

a few minutes by suggestion. The patient, a sailor, was very

slightly influenced by hypnotism, but was extremely "sug-

gestible."

Bernheim maintains that natural sleep is the result of

auto-suggestion : we lie down in the accustomed place, at

the usual hour, in the expectation of sleep, and it gener-

ally comes. He maintains also that hypnotic and natural

sleep are essentially identical. While agreeing with him

that there is a great similarity between the states; that natu-

ral sleep is often of the hypnotic type — for instance, the

dreamless sleep of childhood;— that hypnotic sleep may fre-

quently be used as a perfect substitute for natural sleep,

—

into which, indeed, it often passes,— I still believe that the

two stales diffi.r from each other in several essential points.

The theory tliat hypnotism, when used in the treatment of

moral cases, subverts free will, is erroneous. The originally

healthy and well disposed subject, who has sunk into habits

of injurious self-indulgence through temptation from sur-

roundings, exhaustion from overwork, anxiety, or some
other cause outside himself, has for the time being lost his

freedom of will, while the victim of an 'hereditary tr.int or

congenital deficiency, who is naturally weak or vicious, or

strong only in the direction of vice, may be said never to

have possessed it. To the former, hypnotic suggestion will

very probably restore his power of will ; in the latter, the

treatment may possibly develop it, especially if he be yet

young, and time and patience be given to the task.

Regarding the capacity to hypnotize: no special gift seems

required, though one operator may succeed in a case where

another has failed. The secret of success here is the same
as in other methods of medical practice, and lies in knowing
when to apply the remedy, and how to gain the confidence

of tlie patient. Several medical men of my acquaintance

are easily hypnotized, but this does not prevent them from

successfully hypnotizing others, any more than having been

anaesthetized by chloroform oneself prevents one administer-

ing it to a patient.

The question of applying hypnotism to children, as a means
of moral reformation, is a very serious one. Many people

say that they would rather have their children naturally bad

than hypnotically good ; and I confess to feeling much
sympathy with the sentiment, if the badness is within normal

limits.

Voisin reports cases of older people who have been re-

formed by hypnotic suggestion, including some of the worst

type of Parisian women, on whom other means of conversion

had been vainly tried. Many of these cures, he says, have

proved permanent; but my own experience leads me to fear

that in such extreme cases a fresh temptation— a strongep

suggestion to evil— generally causes a relapse.

Those physicians who advocate the use of hypnotism ad-

vise it, not as a specialty, but as an auxiliary, an adjunct to

the practice of every medical man. It is found remarkably

effective for the alleviation of pain, even in cases of incura-

ble organic disease, such as cancer, heart disease, and loco-

motor ataxy; and for the relief of sleeplessness, prostration

from overwork of mind or body, hysterical suffering, and

such disturbances of nutrition as accompany anaemia and

phthisis.

The dangers arising from the popularization of hypnotism

have, I think, been overrated, though, as I have said, there

is no denying that they exist, and that precautions should be

taken against them. The two opposing schools of Paris and

Nancy have at least one point in common: they both insist

on the necessity of ordering and limiting the practice of

hypnotism.

One of the most striking warnings on record against the

abuse of hypnotic experiments is the story of lima Szandor,

which Dr. von Krafft Ebing has given at length in a small

volume. This young girl, a Hungarian by birth, was of

hysterical constitution, and proved extraordinarily suscepti-

ble to hypnotic suggestion. She fell into the hands of per-

sons whose ill-judged zeal and curiosity carried them to

lengths which seem almost incredible, and her life was ruined

by cruel and senseless experiments. She was hypnotized

several times a day for some months, apparently by any one

who chose to practise upon her, and was made the victim

of very painful and distressing suggestions. For instance,

a pair of scissors was on one occasion laid upon her bare

arm, and she was told that they were red hot, and would

burn her. All the effects of a severe burn were brought

about by this suggestion ; an inflamed and blistered spot,

taking the shape of the scissors, appeared on her arm, and

took months to heal. The unhappy girl at last became in-

sane, and, I believe, still remains so.

Professor Pitres mentions several cases where the excessive

and misapplied use of hypnotism, accompanied by injurious

suggestions, has been followed by grave attacks of neu-

rasthenia; and in my own practice I have met with instances

where amateur hypnotism has led to violent attacks of hys-

teria, followed by delusions. I have found it necessary to

exercise great caution in hypnotizing hysterical and neurotic

subjects. When I first began to use this treatment I wisiied

to determine some points of interest, and for this purpose I

frequently hypnotized two good subjects, one a strong,

active-minded woman, the other a very muscular and robust

young officer, whom I had cured of alcoholism. After a

few weeks the woman began to complain of continual weari-

ness, and of occasionally feeling dazed and confused; and

the young man invariably suffered from headache if I hyp-

notized him more than once in the twenty-four hours, or if I

made suggestions of an unpleasant or irritating character.

On perceiving this I gave up experimenting on those sub-

jects, and the unpleasant symptoms passed off in a few days.

But at the time I formed the opinion, which subsequent

events have strengthened, that hypnotism is not such a per-

fectly harmless thing as some would make it out to be, and

that the hypnotic state should never be induced except under

trustworthy advice, for a definite beneticial object, and by a

responsible operator. If sound-minded and healthy persons

suffer from being hypnotized too frequently though every

care is exercised in the operation, how much greater suffering

and risk must be incurred when the subjects are probably
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delicate and neurotic, when the hypnosis is brought about

by faulty processes, and the suggestions made are almost

invaria"bly of a painful or sensational kind. Many of the

subjects used for exhibition are hypnotized twice a day for

months, and in consequence of this frequent repetition be-

come reduced to a condition of automatism, vacuity, and de-

pendence on the will of the operator, which it is painful to

contemplate. The subjects chosen by public hypnotists are

nearly always of a low type of intelligence, and are gener-

ally " weedy " and deficient in physical stamina. A few

weeks of exhibition will probably render such subjects unfit

for any subsequent employment requiring application or rea-

soning power.

As one of the earliest among English physicians to study

the Nancy method of treatment by hypnotism, I feel it my
duty to speak very plainly of the dangers attending the

ignorant and injudicious use of this powerful agent. I am
the more impelled to do so, because the cause of medical

hypnotism has suffered through the confusion existing in the

popular mind between it and the hypnotism of shows and

entertainments. When people assert that hypnotism is essenr

fially dangerous, and that its employment should be made
rllegal, it is as well to inquire what variety of hypnotism is

referred to. If the speaker has in mind either amateur ex-

periments or public performances, any hearer who has studied

the subject must heartily endorse what he has said; but if,

as is sometimes the case, no discrimination is used, and

therapeutic hypnotism shares the general condemnation, we
should ask, in the first place, whether it has been proved a

dangerous agent in the hands of experienced medical men,

and, in the second, whether its benefits are such as to justify

tlie incurring of any risk.

In the hands of a conscientious and experienced physician

the use of hypnotism is, I believe, absolutely devoid of

danger. This is my own experience; and last year I wrote

to the chief exponents of the treatment on the Continent, in

America, and in Great Britain and Ireland, asking them for

their opinion on this subject. They all replied that they had

never met with untoward results, and that they could not

conceive the possibility of such results if proper care and

judgment were used. The venerable pioneer of suggestive

hypnotism. Dr. Li6beault, who has practised for over thirty

3"ears among the poor of Nancy, gives the result of his ex-

perience in an extremely candid and interesting paper. In

this he tells of two or three slight contretemps which hap-

pened to him in his early days of inexperience, but he goes

on to say that he has never seen any serious accident occur

through the use of hypnotism, and records his conviction

that harm can result only through faulty method, or igno-

rance on the part of the operator. The fact that Dr. Liebeault

has practised hypnotism so long in a comparatively small

town, and that Professor Bernheim has, during the last five

years, hypnotized a large proportion of the patients who have

passed through the Nancy General Hospital without having

any evil results to register, is, I think, a strong proof of the

safety of this treatment. But even though hypnotism were

proved to be attended by a certain amount of risk, we should

hardly be justified in altogether prohibiting or abstaining

from its use, if at the same time we could show that its ad-

vantages exceeded its drawbacks, and that it enabled us to

treat successfullj' some diseases and conditions which resist

other measures.

Among such intractable diseases, alcoholism takes a fore-

most place. The value of hypnotism in treating this malady
may be better understood by the reader if I refer to one or

two examples drawn from my own experience. Among the

patients who came under ray care about the end of 1888 was

a successful and prosperous merchant, a member of a neurotic

and alcoholized family. He had been addicted to alcohol

for about three years, but drank only at intervals, between

which he entirely abstained from stimulants and worked

steadily at his business. When the alcoholic mania seized

him he would surreptitiously leave his wife and family, and

go into a mean lodging, where he could drink night and day

without hindrance. His family would spend days in seeking

him, and he would generally be found sleeping off the

effects of a debauch. As time went on the attacks became

more frequent, and between the last two only a fortnight

had elapsed. He was placed under supervision and treated

daily by hypnotic suggestion for about three weeks, but he

was only slightly influenced by hypnotism, and always re-

tained full consciousness. He returned home, and had no
relapse for seven months, throughout which time he worked

hard and regularly. In the summer of 1889 he travelled in

Scotland on business, and during this journey the double

shock of a thorough wetting and some bad news from home
had such an effect on him that he took to whisky. He drank

heavily for one day, but he was able to pull up of his own
accord, and during the following week he came to see me,

and to have the anti-alcoholic suggestions repeated. Since

then he has continued absolutely sober, and that without

any further treatment. To show the immense power wielded

by hypnotism, I shall quote the case of the manager of an

important company, who was on the point of being dismissed

from his post when he first consulted me, early in this year.

This gentleman was very susceptible to hypnotism; he fell

at once into a profound sleep, and proved one of the best

subjects I have ever seen. As he belonged to an alcoholized

family, it was necessary to forbid him all use of stimulants;

therefore he was told, while in the hypnotic stale, that

alcohol was poison to him, and that the taste of it would in

future make him violently ill. To test the efficacy of this

suggestion, a small glass of beer was given to him during

the hypnotic sleep, and another about half an hour after his

awaking; on both occasions the dose instantly brought ou an

attack of sickness, though the patient had no consciousness

of the suggestions he had received. He returned to his home
and business after about two months, and has had no relapse.

A few weeks ago, I had a letter from his mother, informing

me that he was very ill with pleurisy. The attack came on

suddenly while he was attending a cricket match, and as he

complained of violent pain and faintness, a well-meaning

friend made him take the usual rough and-ready remedy—
a glass of whisky. He had hardly swallowed the spirit when
he again rejected it, thus affording a proof of the continued

action of suggession after the lapse of three months, and
under altogether exceptional circumstances.

Alcoholism is by no means the only disease originating in

bad habits and want of self-control. Morphinism, for ex-

ample, and the "tobacco habit," have also their victims,

and the suggestive treatment which has been found useful

in alcoholism has also proved efficacious against those kin-

dred evils.

In a large proportion of cases, hypnotism should be used

as an adjunct to other remedial measures, and by no means
to their exclusion. And in cases of incurable disease it can

be only palliative and directed to the relief of distressing

symptoms, such as pain, sleeplessness, want of appetite, and

mental depression. By hypnotic suggestion we can often

reduce symptoms to their "anatomical expression," and take
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the sting from disease. Bernheim, when taunted with un-

tvisdom because he employed hypnotism in the treatment of

consumptive patients, and asked if by suggestion he expected

to cure the disease and destroy the bacilli of tubercle, replied

that he hypnotized those patients, not with the expectation

of restoring disintegrated lung tissue, but because his sug-

gestions relieved the wearing cough, reduced perspiration,

improved the appetite, and gave refreshing sleep. If the

disease was far advanced, suggestion by relieving the symp-
toms which constituted its sting enabled the poor sufferers

to enjoy some comfort during the short spell of life remain-

ing to them. If it had not passed the early stages there was
a possibility that, by placing the patient under favorable

bodily and mental conditions, reaction towards cure might

be initiated and assisted.

After all, is it not the aim of most medical treatment to

be thus Nature's auxiliary ? The physician can aspire to do

little more than place his patient in the most favorable posi-

tion for cure, and thus aid that restitutio ad integrum which

is the natural and vital reaction towards health. Some
writers object to hypnotism for the reason that it removes

pain without curing the disease of which it is a symptom,

and aver that pain is Nature's danger signal, which should

not be lowered unless the cause of danger is removed. Their

objection carries little weight when hypnotism is employed

by experienced physicians, who know how to interpret the

signal, and who, while they try to dispel pain, do not neglect

to combat the disease which it betokens. And we must not

forget that in certain cases — for instance, in many forms of

neuralgia— the pain is the disease, and its removal means
the recovery of the patient; nor that pain is often the most

distressing accompaniment of incurable disease. How can

we let the poor victim of cancer or of locomotor ataxy drag

out months or years of agony, when we have at hand the

means of mitigating his sufferings ? For such a one, the

physician can often effect by hypnotism what otherwise he

could effect only by narcotics and sedatives; and with this

advantage, that hypnotism does not impair the mental and

physical powers nor wealcen the moral sense, as such drugs

must do if their use be persisted in.

An objection frequently urged against hypnotism is that a

person who has been subjected to it, even only once or twice,

becomes over-susceptible to hypnotic influence. Repetition of

the hypnotic process does generally increase susceptibility,

though not to the extent which is often supposed. I have
frequently seen a practised hypnotist fail absolutely to affect

a subject who had many times before been under hypnotic

influence. It should be the object of a medical hypnotist

not to weaken but to strengthen his patients will-power, and
to make him understand that— to quote Bernheim's words—
he hypnotizes himself under the guidance of the operator.

It is a good plan to protect young and very susceptible sub-

jects by impressing upon them during hypnosis thattiiey are

not to be hypnotized by any one except their own physician.

I have seen sensitive persons who were thus protected resist

all the efforts of the most successful hypnotists. It is hardly

necessary to insist on the advisability of never hypnotizing

women, nor, as a rule, very young persons, except in the

presence of a responsible guardian or friend.
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A Suggestion on Telepathy.

Many persons, when in some public place, as a street-car,

church, or theatre, have felt the peculiarly unpleasant sensation

that some one is staring at them from behind. Some claim to be

able to make certain persons of their acquaintance look around

by simply gazing fixedly at them. I am assured by one that at

any public gathering she is able, without fail, to makea very self-

conscious and sensitive friend look around in an annoyed

manner when stared at from behind and entirely out of the range

of the friend's vision. One person in sfeming physical isolation

appeal's to control another at some little distance. Such cases

seem not uncommon, ami scientific investigation of them might

throw some light on certain cases of telepathy and hypnotism.

Some people also claim to be immediately aware of the presence

of certain individuals — to have a physical intuition wholly with-

out sense impression. This is doubtless generally due to an in-

terpretation, unconsciously made, of various sensations which are

not welded into ego-experience, and so escape memory. Yet

sometimes the physical break seems so complete that any sensa-

tion seems impossible, and ths feeling of presence appears to be a

true telepathy. Of one thing I am convinced, namely, that we
must first study all instances of what may be termed short-dis-

tance telepathy before we can expect to make much progress

with long-distance telepathy. Hieam M. Stanley.

Lake Forest University, Dec. 2.

"Recent Tendencies in the Reform of Land Tenure" is the

title of a pamphlet lately published by the American Academy
of Political and social Science. The author is Professor E. P.

Cheney of the Univei-sity of Pennsylvania, who has written sev-

eral other essnys on the land question.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

In the December number of Babyhood there are medical arti-

cles on "Biliousness in Children," "Nursery Ventilation and
Warming," and "The Care of Delicate Children."

— The New York Mathematical Society has begun the publica-

tion of a monthly bulletin. Three numbers, for October, Novem-
ber, and December, have already appeared. The adilress of the

society is 41 East Forty-ninth Street, New York.

— The Review of Reviews will issue about the middle of De-

cember a brochure that is sure to create a sensation. It is nothing

less than a compilation of anecdotes and materials upon appari-

tions and ghostly hallucinations, prepared by Mr. Stead, the

English editor, and issued with the assistance and approbation of

the British and American societies for psychical research, of which

Professor Sidgwich of Cambridge University, England, and Pro-

fessor James of Harvard University are in their respective coun-

tries the guiding spirits.

'•Jerusalem, the Holy City," is the title of Mrs. Oliphanfs new-

book which Messrs. Macmillan & Co. are to publish early in De-

cember, uniform in style with " The Makers of Florence," " Royal

Edinburgh," etc., by the same author. It will be illustrated by

Hamilton Aide. The same firm will soon publish in this country

"In Cairo," by William Morton Fullerton. The author formerly

occupied the position of literary editor of the Boston Advertiser. For

several years past he has lived abroad, and the book to be pub-

lished embodies the result of a winter's sojourn in Egypt. It will

be illustrated with drawings by Percy Anderson, the English

artist, who was Mr. FuUerton's fellow-traveller in Egypt and

Greece. A book oC researches in the Peloponnesus, which Mr.

Fullerton explored on donkey-back, will soon follow.

— The December number of the Educational Review completes

the second volume of that journal. President Setli Low of Colum-
bia has a suggestive paper on James Russell Lowell as an educator;

Principal W. C. Collar of the Roxbury. Mass.. Latin School studies

the action of the colleges on the schools ; Professor Joseph Jastrow

contributes a psychological study of memory and association

;

while Dr. D. A. Sargent of Harvard discusses the subject of college
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athletics and heart disease. Mr. Thomas Davidson traces the de-

velopment of the so-called "seven liheral arts." Other articles

are by Colonel Francis W. Parker, Principal E. H. Russell of the
Worcester, Mass., Normal School, and Superintendent T. H. Bal-

liet of Spring6eld, Mass. The English educator, Dr. J. G. Fitch,

in his letter from London, tells of the educational topics that are

interesting Great Britain. An article by Professor S. S. Laurie of

Edinburgh touches upon the secondary school curriculum and the
question of Greek in colleges and universities.

— D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, have just published an " Italian

Composition," by C. H. Grandgent, author of their Italian

Grammar. Part I. supplements the Grammar by giving addi-
tional exercise work with references. Part II. comprises selec-

tions of simple Italian with exercises based on each. Part III.

consists of additional exercises in composition and formulas used
in letter-writing. A vocabulary, together with an appendix con-
taining notes on pronunciation, and a list of irregular verbs fol-

low.
•— The eighth volume of the new "Chambers's Encyclopaedia'

will be issued by J. B. Lippincott Company in the course of a few
daj s. It extends from Peasant to Roumelia, and contains copy-
right American articles on Pennsylvania, Petroleum, Philadelphia,
Phonograph, William Pitt, Pittsburgh, Poetry, Prisons, Protec-
tion, Edgar Allen Poe, Railways, Rhode Island, Rocky Mountains,
Roman Catholic Church, etc., together with new maps of Penn-
sylvRnia, Queensland, Rhode Island, and Roman Empire. The
articles are concise yet thorough, and omit nothing that will be of
practical value to the reader ; the letter press is up to the high
standard of the previous volumes, and the illustrations are accurate
and finished.

— An important addition to chemical literature comes from the
press of J. B. Lippincott Company, entitleJ "The Tannins: a
Monograph on Vegetable Astringents," by Henry Trimble, Ph.D.
Dr. Trimble, who holds the chair of analytical chemistry in the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, began to prepare his book
about twelve jears ago, but it grew under his pen to greater pro-
portions than he at first intended, so that, as it stands before us
now, it comprises a nearly complete history of the subject of
which it treats. The author has had access to all the numberless
publications by others which touch upon vegetable astringents
and tbeir properties, and this fact is well attested by the exhaustive
bibliography which accompanies his book. The treatise, however,
is not a mere compilation of the writings of accepted authorities,
but it embraces the results of the author's own extensive original
research.

— E. W. B. Nicholson, Bodley"s librarian, is about to issue,

through Mr. Quaritch in London, and the Clarendon Press De-
pository in Oxford, the first two of his Bodleian Facsimile Series,
which is to consist of faithful reproductions of some of the rarest
printed works in the Bodleian. Instead of pursuing the usual
course of issuing limited editions at the highest price at which a
comparatively small number will buy, he intends to issue unlimited
editions at the lowest prices which will allow a moderate profit.
If they cannot be sold at a profit, he is still ready to go on with
them, so long as they do not involve absolute loss. One of the
two first issues is a photo-lithograph of the unique and perfect
" Ars Moriendi; that is to saye the craft for to deye for the helthe
of mannes sowle," printed about 1491 by either Caxton or Wynken
de Worde. The original would probably sell for some hundreds
of pounds; the fac simile, with a bibliographical introduction, will
be published at eighteen pence. The other facsimile is a photo-
lithograph of a remarkable historical tract, printed at Rome in

1573, the year of the Massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day. The
title is "Ordine della solennissima prooessione fatta dal Sommo
Pontifice nell, alma citta di Roma, per la felicissima noua della
destruttione della setta Vgonotana." The Bodleian copy is the
only one mentioned by Brunet. or, so far as is known, by any one
else; and the fac simile will be published at a shilling.

— The latest of the Johns Hopkins Studies in Historical and
Political Science is a pamphlet by Professor Frederick J. Turner on
'' The Character and Influence of the Indian Trade in Wisconsin,"

originally presented as an address before the Hiistorioat Society of
that State, and since rewritten and enlarged. It opens with soma
good remarks on the importance of trading expeditions in the
history of nations, commerce having often been the pioneer in
preparing the way for religion and the other higher agencies of
civilization. Bancroft's assertion that the Jesuits led the way in
the discovery and settlement of the North-west is contested by
Professor Turner, and apparently with good reason, and he aflSrms
that " the Jesuits followed the traders," who had already estab-

lished their posts. His account of the Indian trade in his own
State begins with the early French voyages, then relates the
struggles between the French and the English, and afterwards
between the English and the Americans for the control of that
trade, and gives a brief sketch of what our Federal government
afterwards did tc foster and regulate the trade. He shows how
important was the influence of the Indian trade in colonial times,
and brings out the fact that in war time the Indians were allies of
the party with whom they traded. Professor Turner's work is

written in better style than many of the papers in the series to
which it belongs, and it cannot fail to be of interest to all students
of our Western history. The Hopkins Studies for 1892 will em-
brace the following: The Bishop Hill Colony, a Religious Com-
munistic Settlement in Henry County, Illinois; Church and State
in New England; Church and State in Early Maryland; The Re-
ligious Development in the Province of North Carolina; Causes of
the American Revolution; Maryland's Attitude in the Struggle for

Canada; Local Government in the South and South-west; and The
Quakers in Pennsylvania.

— The Grolier Club's edition of Mr. George William Curtiss
" Washington Irving," which will be ready for subscribers about
Dec. 15, will contain portraits of Irving and Matilda Hoffman.

— The November issue of Insect Life (Vol IV., Nos. 3 and 4),

the periodical bulletin of the Division of Entomology of the United
States Department of Agriculture, contains an illustrated article

by Professor C. V. Riley, on the habits and hfe history of the

twelve-spotted diabrotica, an insect long familiar to gardeners as
an enemy of squashes and melons, but which has within recent

years been found to attack in the larva state and damage seriously

young corn. A history of the facts bearing on this phase of the

habits of the insect is given, together' with a full account of its

habits and development from the egg to the adult insect. It also

contains an editorial article by Mr. L. O. Howard on " The Larger
Corn Stalk-borer " (Diatrcea saccharalis F.), an insect which for

the past three-quarters of a century has been recognized as a se-

rious enemy of the sugar cane in the West Indies and for a less

period as an enemy of cane and corn in the Southern States, and
which has been particularly abundant in the cornfields of Louisi-

ana, where it was first recorded as early as 1857. It has since

that period slowly spread throughout the Cotton Belt, and with
the present season has rather suddenly appeared in Maryland and
Virginia, seriously injuring corn. A full bibliographical history

of the insect is given, together with a careful account of its life

history and habits, illustrated by a number of text figures. This
article will be of particular interest and value to the Southern

planter, and also to the corn-grower of the Mississippi Valley, as

the insect manifests a tendency to migrate northward, as evU
denced by its appearance in Virginia and Maryland.

— Messrs. Longmans, Green, & Co. have published a "School
Atlas of English History," prepared by Samuel Rawson Gardiner

as a companion to his " Student's History of England." It con-

sists of sixty-six maps and twenty-two plans of battles and sieges,

all well executed and neatly colored, and illustrating every im-
portant phase of English history from the time of the Roman
occupation to the present day. A large number of the earlier

maps are necessarily devoted to showing the growth and later

amalgamation of the various Anglish and Saxon kingdoms and
the long-continued struggle for possessions in France, the shifting

and ofi en puzzling aspects of those events being elucidated in a

clear and intelligible manner. The civil wars of the seventeenth

century, too, are well illustrated by both maps and plans; and
the growth of England's colonial and Indian empire receives

careful attention. There is also a large number of maps showing
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the growth of the various continental states and England's rela-

tions with them ; so that the book will serve to a certain extent

as an atlas of European history. The plans of battles include

most of the important ones from Senlac to Sebastopol; but the

only one relating to colonial and American affairs is that of the

siege of Quebec. Great pains have been taken to secure accuracy,

a few errata being corrected in an introductory note ; and the

present writer at least is not competent to detect any others. With-

out maps in some form history is unintelligible, and it is a great

convenience to have a collection specially prepared ; and even those

who have given considerable study to the history of Edgland will

fiad this atlas both interesting and useful. With its neat work-

manship and excellent paper the book is well worth the dollar and

a half that it costs.

— The New York History Company, 133 Nassau Street, New
York, will publish at once the first volume of " The Memorial

History of the City of New York," edited by General James Grant

Wilson.

— Swan, Sonnensohein, & Co. will publish shortly in their Social

Science Series an analysis of the first volume of Karl Marx's
'• Capital," by Dr. Aveling, similar to his analysis of the writings

of Charles Darwin.

— An international exhibition of the book trade and its allied

branches, says The Publishers^ Weekly, will be held at the Palace

of Industry at Antwerp, July to August, 1893. Application may
be made to the Netherlands Society for the Promotion of the Book-

trade, Amsterdam.

— Damrell & Upham, Boston, have almost ready a work by
Professor Horsford concluding his researches into the coming of

the Northmen, "The Landfall of Leif Erikson on Cape Cod in the

Year 1000, ami the Site of His Houses on the Bank of Charles

River in Cambridge.'" An appendix wUl contain the Saga of Erik

the Red and other documents pertaining to Vineland.

— G. P. Putnam's Sons will publish immediately an authorized

edition of Charles Morley's study of dog lite, entitled "Teufel,

the Terrier : His Life and Adventures," and of the companion

volume on 'Peter, a Cat o' One Tail." The former is illustrated

with designs by Yates Carrington and the latter by Louis Wain
•(Peter's proprietor).

— Estes & Lauriat have just issued, simultaneously with Chap-

man & Hall, a delightful contribution to Dickensiana entitlei " A
Week's Tramp in Dickens-Land." It is the record of a pilgrimage

made by two enthusiastic Dickensians during the summer of

t888. Estes & Lauriat also issue an illustrated volume, by Mad-
ame de Bovet, translated and condensed by Arthur Walter, en-

titled "Three Months' Tour in Ireland."

— The Britannia Company of Colchester, England, makers of

engineers' tools in a large way, are issuing a series of illustrated

manuals giving practical information to users of tools. Their first

manual, on "Turning Lathes," edited by James Lukin, is intended

for technical schools and apprentice.-. It gives just such direc-

tions as to turning, screw- cutting, and metal-spinning which a

learner would seek at the hands of an expert. In the second

manual Screws and Screw-cutting are treated, with theaddition of

a chapter on the milling machine. The Whitworth, American,

and Swiss systems of screws are described and compared, machine
and baud methods of manufacture are detailed, and the rules for

calculating the dimensions of screw-cutting wheels are presented

with full tables for application in practice.

— Harper & Brothers will publish immediately Professor T. R.

Lounsbury's "Studies in Chaucer." which is not, as might be

imagined, an edition of the works of the poet, but embraces a

discussion of almost every problem connected with his life and
writings, including chapters on the Learning of Chaucer, the

Chaucer Legend, the Text of Chaucer, Chaucer's Relation to Re-

ligion, Chaucer in Literary History, and other subjects connected

with the study of his works and the time in which he lived. The
work is comprised in three volumes, and is supplemented by a

full index. Tbey will publish at the same time an important work
on '

' English Words," by Professor Charles F. Johnson of the chair

of English literature. Trinity College, Hartford, which embraces
an elementary study of derivation, including a discussion of the
literary value of words, and, besides its value as a text-book, will

be of interest to all who care to acquire correctness of diction;

also " Glimpses of Nature," a collection of popular essays by Dr.
Andrew Wilson of Edinburgh.

— P. Blaki.ston, Son, & Co., Philadelphia, have just ready the
new London edition of the late Dr. Carpenter's work, " The Mi-
croscope and Its Revelations," edited by Professor Dallinger. The
London Athenceum says: "Special attention has been given to all

that appertains to the practical construction and use of the in-

strument, but the interests of amateurs have not been neglected.

The earlier chapters of the book have been entirely rewritten, and
the work throughout has been brought up to date. It is no secret

that Dr. Dallinger has spent a vast amount of labor on this new
edition. Mr. A. W. Bennett and Professor Jeffrey Bell have re-

lieved him as much as possil)le of the work of revising the chap-
ters on botany and zoology."

— The Popular Science Monthly is rapidly coming to the front
as an illustrated magazine. Until recently it published only a
few simple drawings, where they were specially needed to supple-
ment the text, but the January number is to have no less than
sixty illustrations. The kinship which Darwinism recognizes be-
tween mau and the brutes is strongly confirmed by the facts con-
tained in an article on "Tail-like Formations in Men." The
researches of several German physiologists are here presented, and
pictures of a number of these strange formations are given.
'

' Theology and Political Economy " is the subject of Dr. Andrew
D. White's next chapter in his Warfare of Science series. Paying
for the use of money is the matter in which the Church has most
seriously obstructed commerce, and a full history of the conflict

over interest is given in this article. An illustrated sketch of

certain •Remarkable Bowlders," by Mr. David A. Wells, is to

appear. Mr. Carroll D. Wright will have a study of " Our Popu-
lation and its Distribution,'" showing the movement of the centre
of population westward, and how the people are distributed with
respect to topographical features of the country, rainfall, humid-
ity, etc. All interested in the teaching of young children will be
glad to read Mrs. Mary Ailing Aber's account of " An Experiment
in Education." It is a sample of the sporadic efforts to introduce
little children to real knowledge, which promises valuable results

in the near future.

— The sixth, and last, volume of "The Century Dictionary"
is now ready, and contains 1,046 pages, beginning with the word
strub. Its successful completion, substantially within the time
originally announced by the publishers, is a notable event. The
preface issued with the first part is dated May 1, 1889, the sup-

plementary note to the preface issued with the last part, Oct. 1,

1891. Between these dates has been published, in twenty-four
parts, which have followed each other with almost mechanical
regularity, a dictionary of 7,046 lirge quarto pages, containing,

from the printer's point of view, two-thirds as much matter as

the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," and including about 500,000

definitions of over 215,000 words, 50,000 defined phrases, 300,000
illustrative quotations, and 8,000 cuts. The sixth volume contains

its full share of important and interesting articles. The defini-

tions of sun and sun spot (both by Professor C. A. Young; with
their engravings illustrate well its encyclopedic richness, as do
also such articles as those under transit, temple, swallow, sub-,

substance, trot (with its reproduction of instantaneous photo-
graphs by Muybridge), trust, etc. Tlie volume also exhibits the

usual large number of admirable cuts, such as those under «a6ar(f,

testudo. tiger, toboggan, tomb, tube (pneumatic), tunnel, typeset-

ting-machine, Venus, victory, Vides-frelda, Vidua. Viduince. It

closes with a list of over 3.000 authors and authorities cited in

the course of the work, and with what is, perhaps, the most in-

teresting single thing it contains, a reprint of the li-it of amended
spelUngs recommended by the English Philological Society and
the American Philological Association, headed by an introduction

which leaves no doubt where the editors of the dictionary stand
as regards spelling-reform. While this list, which fass as yet
almost no actual usage to support it, and was indcsed iatooded
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only as a step toward something more complete, could not prop-

erly be incorporated in the body of the dictionary, Professor
Whitney believes that no lexicographer should ignore it. He
expresses his opinion in the following vigorous language : " The
reformed orthography of the present, made with scientific intent

and with a regard for historic and phonetic truth, is more worthy
of notice, if a dictionary could discriminate as to worthiness be-

tween two sets of facts, than the oftentimes capricious and igno-

rant orthography of the past. It need not be said in this diction-

ary that the objections brought on etymological and literary and
other grounds against the correction of English spelling are the
unthinking expressions of ignorance and prejudice. All English
etymologists are in favor of the coiTection of English spelling,

both on etymological grounds and on the higher ground of the
great service it will render to national education and interaational

intercourse. It may safely be said that no competent scholar who
has really examined the qviestion has come, or could come, to a
different conclusion; and it may confidently be predicted that fu-

ture English dictionaries will be able to recognize to the full, as

this dictionary has been able in its own usage to recognize in part,

the right of the English vocabulary to be rightly spelled." These
principles, as the last sentence quoted intimates, have, as far as

possible, been carried out in the dictionary with regard to the
speUing of words the orthography of which varies, by the adop-

tion of the simplest or most "phonetic" form; and " The Cen-

tury" is thus the fiist dictionary to support both by practice and
preaching this great movement of philological reason and of com-
mon sense.

— The ethnographic parallel between Israelite and Indian, which
was pv blished by Colonel Garrick Mallery in the Popular Science
Monthly, in 1889, has been translated into German, by Dr. Fried-
rich S. Krauss, the German ethnologist. '

' Israeliten und Indianer "

(Leipzig, Grieben, 1891, pp. 106, 13°) is the title of the version, which
renders the thoughts of the original in good German and in a free
and easy style. The preface also contains a biography of the
author, who is a member of the Bureau of Ethnology in Wash-
ington. The article forcibly refutes the existence of monotheism
among the Indians, and none of the languages has any word
corresponding to our term God. The differences between the
Jewish and the Indian institutions and mode of life are thorough-
going, but, nevertheless, there are many similarities of strikinj;

nature, based on the simplicity of life to be met with with primi-
tive nations, and iMallery has sought everywhere to point out the
causes on which they are based.

— The ornamental designs and symbols found on Americaa
pottery, implements, objects carved in wood, and other utensils,

have been discussed from the genetic and historical standpoint by
Professor Alois R. Hein of the Vienna University (-'Maander,
Kreuze, Hakenkreuze und urmotivische Wirbelornamente in
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Dec. 5.—R. S. Woodward, Maxwell's
Theory of Electrostatics; J. F. Ilayford,

The Detection by Azimuth Observations of
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Recent Check on the Relation between the
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Natural Science Association, Staten
Island.

Nov. 14.— Election of officers: president,

N. L, Britlon; treasurer, Eberhard Faber;
recording secret ai-y, C. F. Simons ; corre-

sponding secretary, Arthur Hollick; curator,

Joseph C. Thompson.

Appalachian Mountain Club, Boston.

Dec. 8.— Rosewell B. Lawrence and Per-

cival Lowell, Bandaisan, Miomote, and
Matsushima, two papers, descriptive of a
trip in North-western Japan.
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Amerika," Wien, HoMer, 1891, 8°, illustrated, pp. 48). Hein's

object is to trace the causal connection existing between tbe orna-

ments of the most primitive nations and tbe products of art in its

mot refined and accomplished stage. The ornamenlic display

found among the so-called "savages" bas been entirely neglected

by tbe esthetic school of ornamentists, and still here it is where
we have to look for the origin of this speciality in art. Tbe
meander and ibe Cyma are found bigbly developed on South
American tissues and other manufactures ; tbe cross is a decoration

as well as a mystic symbol in both hemispberes, although in this

part of the world it meant the winds, the four points of the com-
pass, and tbe raingod. A figure resembling the booked cross, or

swastika, is found on South American vases, baskets, and sbell-

engravings. Tbe Mexican hieroglyphs for year and time dififer

but little from^the s\ astika of India, and, like it, is intended to

mark rotation. For its manifold useful bints we recommend
Hein's pamphlet to all artists and art historiographers.

—
• The Political Science Quarterly for December opens with an

article by Professor A. D. Morse of Amherst Ccllege on "The
Democratic Party,"' in its historical origin and its present tasks.

Paul L. Ford describes tbe non-intercouise policy of the colonists

in l'i74, under " The Association of the First Congress;" Charles

B. Spahr, writing of " The Single Tax," combats the practicabil-

ity of Mr. George's panacea; Professor F. A. Giddings, discussing
" Sociology as a University Study," makes suggestions as to the

character of tbe new science; Professor D. G. Ritchie of Oxford
contributes valiable material in the " History of the Social Con-
tract Tlieory;" M. O.'Jtrogovsbi presents a careful and exhaustive

study of •' V.'oman Suffrage in Local Self-Government; " and Dr.
Frederic Bancroft, with recent publications as bis text, writes

sympathetically of "Lincoln and Seward" and critically of

"Their Latest Biographers." Some twenty-five books are noticed

in the department of reviews, and Professor William A. Dunning
brings bis " Record of Political Events" down to Nov. 1.
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" Every articulation teacher should study it."
" A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modem Langimge Notes.

"\* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In the Native Religions of tlie

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 6°. 81.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D., and Morris Jastrow, Jr.,

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York

DO ¥0D INTEND TO BDILD?

::^^ _;ll^iJ^n..^,^^

.

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBLE IiOfV-COSTHOUSES," now arranged in tliree volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 10.5 tasteful, neiv designs for
bouses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Speeiflcations,
which enable you to build nilbont delayn, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains SS copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $500 and $l>iOO. Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs. H800 to
$3C0O. Vol. III. contains 36 copyrighted designs, ?3000 to $90(X). Price, by mail, SI.OO
eac-Ii, or $3.00 for llie sot.

"C0I.01VI.11j HOIISES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having »11 modem
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00.

" PICTOKESQCE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This show
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which ate romuntio.
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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JODRNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND
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THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL

NATURALISTS

AND WESLEY

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors"' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomenon of Autotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1.75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies lO cents.

A Journal of Entomolog}', published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.

$3.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three
years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OE,

ROUGHING IT WITH AN ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain
ing narrative of a canoe voyage A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen.''''—Literary World
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book "will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rough experiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—-Bos^oti Transcript.
" The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's stj le, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention.^'

—

The Dial.

JUST HEADY.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; vrith notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D
8°, 513 pp., $3.50.

NEW BOOKS.
JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
IS $1.

THE AlVIERiCANRACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value.'''—
Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani«*l G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the subject.''

—

Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans. V—i\rafm-e.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language. "—Tfte Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's 'Races

and Peoples' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoi-y manual of ethnol-
ogy."— jP/ie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton CEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-
ord o€ discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
" The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, f l.T.5.

or, Suf-THE MODERN MALADY

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of vievr, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12°, 184 pp., $1.50.

NOTF BEADT.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaiil, 30 cents.
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Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By Godfrey W. Hambleton, M.D.
12°. 400.
" Ttie Inestimable importance of the subject, tbe

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work,
all comblue to render the little treatise worthy of
special consldoraiion. . . . We heartily commend
Br. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston Daily Advertiser.
' The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly

and well worthy of careful conslderatiun. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."

—

Pharmaceutical Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Affleton Morgan, Esq. la". 20 cents.
" Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting

address upon a test furnished by a sentence from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, * Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "

—

New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. By
C. p. < 'OX. l-2». 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."—CArJ9fian Union.
*' Physicians will enjoy their reading, and find in

them much food for tlwught."

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. (jox reviews tbe history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."

—

Open Court.
*' It is of extreme interest."

—

Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."—indiana Medica

Journal.
" An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modem biological thought."-j'oputar
Science News.
"All Interested in biological questions will And

the book l<is,c\ua.ling."—Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of his subject."

—

Public Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-
LUMBIAN TIMES. By Ctros Thomas. ia». $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons for believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
legwi satisfies him that we have In the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residence
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An lllust ation of
the reverse method 01 dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound builders; .3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an Important contribution to the literature of the
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during th« coming two years.
"A valuable contrlbu;ion to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "—iVew York Times.
"Professor Cyrus Thoinas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—iV. Y. Sun.
" An interesting paper."—Christian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazbn.
12°. $1.
" The little book is extremely interesting."-Bos-

t07i Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' is of interest to
all property-holders In the tornado States."—Boston
Berald.
" ' The Tornado' Is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province of meteorology, in which science, the
author, Professor Hazen 01 the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledgei'.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEFH JaSTROW. 12°. 50c.
" All students of psychology wUl find the book full

of interestlDg facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.
" A useful work for psychologists—as well as the

general reader-by setting forth in brief and easily
intelligible form the present state of knowledge In
regaid to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."

—

The Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Taylor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible hrocUure."'—Brooklyn Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."—Pwbhc Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which it

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed."—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply WT\tl6a."—^ri.ngfleld Re-

publican.
"The best monograph on home hygiene."—Si.

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation,

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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ANY OF

Prof. A. MELVILLE BELL'S WORKS
—ON—

Elocution — Visible Speech —
Principles of Speech— Faults
of Speech—Phonetics—Line
Writing — World - English,
etc.,

SUPPLIED BY

». D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

PATENTS
For INVENTORS. <10-page BOOK FREE. Address
W. T.Fitzgerald, Attorney at Law,Washington, D.C.

PHYSICAL, MEASUUEMEI^T.
By HiROLD Whiting. Ph.D , formerly instructor.

Harvard University. New Edition, 8vo, 1,226 rages'
$3.75. D. C. BEATS & CO., Publishers, Boston.

Coarse of Mineralogy for Yoang People.
Conducted by correspondence ; minerals and books

furnished.
Collection and book, " First Grade," one dollar;

postage, 25 cents. Send for circulars to
GUSTAVE GUTTENBERG,

Central High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

MINFQAI? f^ABiNET Specimens. Collections
llllllCnHLOi For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and flnest stock in tJ. S. 100pp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, 15o ; cloth bound, 25c
GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
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JUST PUBLISHED.

THE LABRADOR COAST,

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES
TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO, ON ITS PHY-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-
CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRINGMCKARD, M.D.,Ph.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists -will be interested in
the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,
which has been kindly revised and brought down to
date by Dr. J. A. AJIen. Dr. S H. Scudder has con-
tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of
Labrador plants.
Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.
Franz Boas and others for several titles and impor-
tant suffsestions; and it is hoped that this feature of
the booK will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-
cana.

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide
to the Labrador coast for the use of travellers,
yachtsmen, sportsmen, ai-tists, and naturalists, as
well as those interested in geographical and histori-
cal studies.

513 pp., 8^ $3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,
874 Broadway, New York.

INSECTS AND INSECTICIDES.
A PRACTICAL MANUAL,

Concerning Noxious Insects and the Methods
of Preventing their Injuries.

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Professor of Entomology and Zoology, New

Hampshire State College.

W^HAT IS SAID ABOUT IT.
" I think that you have gotten together a very

useful and valuable little book."— Dr. C. V. Riley,
U. S. Entomologist, Washington, D. C.
"It is excellent."—James Fletcher, Dominion En-

tomologist, Ottawa, Canada.
"I am well pleased with it."—Dr. F. M. Hexamer,

Editor American Agriculturist, New York.
"It seems to me a good selection of the matter

which every farmer and fruit grower ought to have
at his immediate command."— Prof. S. A. Forbes,
State Entomologist of Illinois, Champaign, III.

"A good book, a^d it is needed."— Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Cornell University.
"It is one of the best books of the kind I have

ever seen."— J. Freemont Hickman, Agriculturist,
Ohio Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio.
"I shall gladly recommend it."— Prof. A. J. Cook,

Michigan Agricultural College.

Price, $1.25.
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

AMERiCAN^WOODS.
A Book on Woods, con-

taining actual and au-
tlientic specimens. It

would make a beautiful
Chiistmas present.

Send for circulars. R. B. HOUGH, Lowville.N.Y.

New Method of Protecting Propertv

from Lightning.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.— According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-
tor specially designed to dissipate the energy
of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its

doing harm,—placing something in its path
upon which its capacity for causing damage
may be expended.
No recorded case of lightning stroke has

yet been cited against the principle of the
Dispeller. So far as known, the dissipation

of a conductor has invariably protected under
the conditions employed.
Correspondence solicited.

AGENTS WANTED.

The American Lightning Protection Company,

United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa.

QUERY.
Can any reader of Science cite

a case of lightning stroke in

which the dissipation of a small

conductor (one-sixteenth of ar>

inch in diameter, say,) has failed

to protect between two horizon-

tal planes passing through its

upper and lower ends respective-

ly? Plenty of cases have been
found which show that when the

conductor is dissipated the build-

ing is not injured to the extent

explained (for many of these see
volumes of Philosophical Trans-

actions at the time when light-

ning was attracting the attention

of the Royal Society), but not
an exception is yet known, al-

though this query has been pub-
lished far and wide amono- elec-

tricians.

First inseited June 19. No resj onse
to date.

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 BROADWAY, NEW:Y0RK.
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Macmillan & Co.'s New Books.

A FIRST BOOK OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM
for the use of Elementary Science and Art and Engineering Students, and general read-

ers. By W. Perren Ma.ycock. With original questions, list of Apparatus and com-

plete Index. 84 illustrations. ISmo, cloth, 60 cents.

AN INTRODTJCTION TO THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

By W. T. A. Emtage, M. A., of Pembroke College, Oxford. IJmo, §1.90.

'
' The book is chiefly valuable for the care and accuracy with which the fundamental

ideas of the subject are defined, and the elementary laws stated. It gives the latest devel-

opments of the more elementary parts of the mathematical theory of electricity, and will

prove useful for the student preparing for examination."

—

Scotsman.

Now Beadt/. With 600 IIlus., 8vo, $8.00.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
Translated from the French of Amidee Guillemin. Eevised and Edited by SiLVANUS P.

Thompson, D.Sc, B.A., F.R.S. With 600 illustrations. Super-royal 8vo, $8.00'.

"There is certainly no other work in English that treats electricity and magnetism in

so untechnical a way as does this Guillemin."

—

Science.

LIG-HIT
Sir H. Teueman Wood, M.A., Secretary of the Society of Arts. With 86 Illustrations.

13mo, 75 cents.

THE PLANT WORLD.

Its Past, Present and Future. By G. Massee. With 56 Illustrations. ISmo, $1.00.

Contents:—Plant Architecture. Chemistry and Physics of Plant Life. Protective

Arrangements. Reproduction of Plants. Relationship amongst Plants. Fossil-

Plants. Geographical Distribution of Plants.

THE WORKING AND MANAGEMENT OF AN

ENGLISH RAILWAY.

By George Findlat. With numerous illustrations. New edition, revised and enlarged.

13mo, cloth, §1.50.

& CO., 112 Fourth Avenue, New York.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.

.10^ DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any

subscriber to Science who will send us an

order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting

each at its full price.

N. D, C, HODGES, 874 Broadway, N, Y.

OFWHATUSEISTHATPLANT?
You can find the answer in

SMITH'S "DICTIONAEY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of $3.80. Publish-
er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,"
S74 Broadway, Netv York.

Beauty often depends on

plumpness; so does comfort;

so does health. If you get

thin, there is something

wrong, though you may feel

no sign of it.

Thinness itself is a sign;

sometimes the first sign

;

sometimes not.

The way to get back

plumpness is by careful
LIVING, which sometimes in-

cludes the use of Scott's

Emulsion of cod-liver oil.

Let us send you—free—

a

little book which throws much
light on all these subjects.

Scott & Bowne. Chemisls, 131 South 5th Avenue,
>w York.
Yo'.ir druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver

il—all druggists everywhere do, $x.
38

POSTAL DICTIONARY.
A Manual of Postage Rates, and Information
upon Every Postal Subject which concerns
Merchants, Professional Men. Occasional
Correspondents, and All who Use the Mails.
Sixth edition, revised to date.

Arraufced in dictionary form, oomprising about 150
titles C^ith complete index of over 400 references),
designed to furnish all facts bearing upon any par-
ticular topic, under its subject title.

'About as convenient a little book as we have seen
for some time. Costs only 15 cents, but ought to
save at least that amount every other day, directty
or indirectly."—C/iicagfo Standard.
"Likely to be of great and constant service to all

who make much use of the mails. The ninety-four
pages contain a great amount of information, very
well arranged, knowledge of which should prevent
most of the delays and losses in the mails."

—

Boston
Literary World.
"Worth its weight in gold to the busy ' man of

afEairs ' It will enable him to settle almost at a
glance the points of inquiry in postal matters that
are constantly arising."—i\rew York Home Journal.

"II all who use the mails fand who does not?) will
turn to the pages of this useful little guide, the labor *

of the postal authorities will be greatly simplified,
fewer mistakes will be possible, and the public will

be better served. Its simplicity and low cost will
commend it to ail and give it what it deserves, a
universal sale,"—.ffon. Thomas L. James, ex-Post-
master General.

Price. 15 Ceiils. Postpaid.

ADDRESS N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, Ncav York.

CALENDAR OF SOCIETIES.

Society of Natural History, Boston.

Dec. 16.- J. C. White, Sketch of the Life

of D. Hiimphreys Storer; Samuel Carman,
Dr. Storer's Work on Fishes; S. H. Scudder,

The Services of EJwarri Burgess tc Natural
Science; B. Joy Jeffries. Mr Burgess's Ap-
plication of Science in Naval Architecture

(illustrated by stereopticon views of yachts

and the international races); G. L. Goodale,

C. S. Minot, and N. S. Shaler, In Memory
of Samuel Dexter.

'
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ARCTIC WINDS AND POLAR EXPEDITIONS.
Dr. A. SupAN discusses, in Petermann^s Mitteilungen. Bd.

xxxvii., No. 8, the movements of the air in the Arctic regions.

His results are obtained from a study of Dr. Buchan's charts

annexed to the " Challenger" report. Dr. Supan divides the

year into three parts: the first extends from November to

May; the second from June to August; and the third con-

sists only of the months of September and October. During

the first of these a belt of high pressure runs from the Asiatic

to the American coast and divides the Arctic basin into two

parts. On the east the air flows to the Pacific, and on the

west to the Atlantic, low-pressure centre. The middle line

of this ridge Dr. Supan calls the Arctic " wind parting "

(Windscheide) . But during the period in question, this

wind-parting undergoes great changes in position, approach-

ing the Behring Straits during the months of November and

December, and in February beginning a rapid retrogression,

which carries it past the Pole and almost to the Atlantic

threshold of the Arctic regions. In summer the belt of high

pressure disappears, and instead a feebly-developed anticy-

clone is formed somewhere in the neighborhood of the Pole,

whence winds flow outwards towards the continental borders.

These winds must, in such high latitudes, be diverted con-

siderably to the east by the rotation of the earth. Lastly,

during September and October, a deep barometric depression

passes from the Atlantic Ocean along the northern coast of

the Old World towards the New Siberia Islands. On the

northern edge of this depression easterly winds must prevail.

The drift of the " Jeannette," as recorded in DeLong's log-

book, is a proof of the correctness of the preceding conclu-

sions, for it must be remembered that the ocean currents are

mainly directed by the wind. The vessel advanced or re-

ceded, along with the ice in which it was imprisoned, in

general, at those times when, according to the foregoing

theory, the wind-parting would lie to the east or west of it,

respectively. Hence it is evident that vessels entering the

Arctic Ocean from the Atlantic have to struggle, for the

greater part of the year, against the stream, while those that

enter from Behring Straits swim with it. Dr. Supan con-

siders, in the next place, the time that will probably be re-

quired by Dr. Nansen's expedition to perform its journey

across the Pole. The ice-block which transported the articles

belonging to the "Jeannette" expedition covered a distance

of 3,300 miles in 1,100 days, or about three miles a day. This

is a rate never surpassed by the "Jeannette," except in her

last forward drift, and, therefore, it may be assumed that the

ice-block did not retrograde so rapidly and for so long a time

as the ship. During the changes of the position of the wind-

parting it may have always remained in the region of the

'Atlantic current. It may also be inferred from the drift of

tlie "Jeannette" that the non-periodic displacements of the

wind-parting are most marked in the neighborhood of

Behring Straits, so that Dr. Nansen is likely to make rapid

progress after passing the New Siberia Islands. Five years,

then, may be considered as more than ample allowance for

the duration of the voyage.

While Dr. Nansen's route is undoubtedly the best for ves-

sels, the Pole may be reached with sledges by other routes.

M. H. Ekroll, a Norwegian, has designed sledges, according

to the Scottish Geographical Magazine, which may be com-
bined to form a boat. His expedition is to consist of six

members, and the sledges are to be drawn by a large number
of dogs, so that the speed may be increased and the supply

of provisions requisite reduced. Being able to travel over

sea or ice, the expedition will, to a certain extent, be inde-

pendent of wind and weather. Prom the eastern island of

Spitzbergen, somewhere about Cape Mohn, to which place

the expedition will be conveyed by ship in June, 1893, Herr
EkroU will make for Petermannsland, in order to avoid the

ice drifting to the west and north-west. To the north of

Petermannsland he hopes to find more compact ice, and to be

able to travel direct to the Pole. Should mishap occur, or

the movement of the ice be too rapid, he can retreat on

Spitzbergen, where a depot will be formed, but, under favora-

ble circumstances, he will return from his furthest point to

the east or west coast of Greenland, where also depots will

be formed. The success of the expedition depends in great

measure on the condition of the ice and the progress that can

be made against the wind, for in all probability the wind
will be adverse. Dr. Supan estimates the distance from Cape
Mohn to Petermannsland at about 435 miles, from Peter-

mannsland to the North Pole at about 590, and thence to

Fort Conger at 515. This distance of 1,540 miles would be

traversed at the rate assumed by Herr Ekroll, 11 kilometres

or about 6.8 miles per day, in 226 days. Herr Ekroll has

yet to find funds for his expedition. His country cannot be

expected to contribute more to such undertakings, and he

will, therefore, have to look for aid elsewhere.

FUNGI INJURIOUS TO FRUITS.'

At the close, a thought presses upon me that is the out-

growth of observations in the field, especially during the

past two years. Your attention is called to the idea, that

healthy plants of strong stock, well-fed and not overworked

by undue cropping, are the best able to withstand the inroads

of enemies of every sort. There may be exceptions to the

rule, but so few, that it can be acted upon with profit. The
half-starved plant is no better able to struggle among the

vicissitudes of life than the ill-fed and half-sick man. Blights

overcome the one as scurvy does the other. Therefore

the best conditions for the production of profitable crops are

the same as those that will most assist in warding otf its

fungous enemies. Let the seed, soil, and surroundings be

the best and a fungicide, so to speak, has already been used

when it will do the most good and render ihe application of

others, when needed, all the more profitable. In short,

strive to do the best for the fruit-tree, or shrub as such, and

a long step will be taken toward overcoming the enemies that

break down the weakest hosts first, because they are weak,

and gain thereby strength to overcome the strong. Having

done this, we are ready to take up the direct 6ght of the fun-

' From a paper, by Byron D. Halsted, before the Ohio State Horticultural

Society.
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gous foes with the long end of the lever. It must be a good,

promising crop that will warrant the expense of fungicidal

applications, and the larger the promise the greater the

profit.

One other thought that follows upon this, and the end of

this paper is reached. When a house or a community is

afflicted with some contagious malady, pains are taken that

the germs of the disease shall not remain lurking in out-of-

the-way places, and assert themselves in the future. The

carpets, and even wall-paper, are removed ard the whole

house fumigated or otherwise treated with some germ de-

stroyer. While as thorough a cleansing as this is not possi-

ble in orchard, vineyard, or garden, there are some measures

that could be taken with protit. If weeds are left to mature

and scatter their seeds, weeds are expected to follow. In like

manner, if all diseased leaves, stems, and fruit are allowed

to pass the winter undestroyed, the chances are that the

biblical injunction will not be overturned — concerning sow-

ing and I'eaping. Tliere is a legitimate and therefore profita-

ble amount of soil-sanitation to be done, which comes under

the head of cleaning up after crops. Tlie burn-heap is to be

a potent factor in future horticulture. If we continue to

scatter the seeds of fungus decay, of that sowing we shall

reap corruption.

It is a law of plaut culture that the continuous growing of

any one crop upon a given area of soil, tends to the concen-

tration of the enemies of that crop — whether of insects or

fungi. With annual crops, like most of those of the garden

and grain field, the remedy is more easily applied, than in

the case of fruits. There is a strong inclination to grow the

crop for which the soil is naturally best fitted. Thus the

onion grower desires to keep his best onion land continuously

in onions, and the smut finally increases and ruins his crop

and future prospects. Sweet potatoes can be grown to greatest

profit only upon a special soil, in limited areas, and constant

cropping has permitted the soil-rot to increase to such an extent

that the crop is often a failure. The same is true of clover

and other crops, but more particularly of those that are sus-

ceptible to some root disease. It therefore follows that in the

serious consideration of our subject, the importance of a

judicious management of crops should never be overlooked,

and a system of rotation adopted that will bring the greatest

health, other things remaining reasonable and satisfactory.

This continuous change of crops, united with full rations

of available plant food, and proper sanitation, will do much
to lighten the labors of the fungicidal applications, and ren-

der all such when found necessary of the greatest benefit.

Let the spraying of crops vpith compounds of copper, etc.,

come after the fair thing has been done for that crop under

the head of farm or garden management. Here, as else-

where, the ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,

simply because it is prevention, and if we look at fungicides

carefully, it will be found that they are preventions, after

all.

Do not let me be misunderstood in this matter, for I am a

full believer in the virtues of fungicides. There are many
places where they pay and pay well, but they cannot do

everything. They may ward off' destructive diseases, as the

copper salts for the black-rot of the grape, but they alone will

by no means bring a profitable crop. Everything else needs

to be done for the vines that will bring a full fruitage, and
then it will pay to save the crop from premature decay. And
finally, to carry my point one step further, when the plants

have been surrounded by the best sanitary conditions, it is

possible that the application of fungicides may be sometimes

omitted. However, it will be a long time before all these

points are settled, and in the mean time nothing is lost by

turning them over in our minds.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.

A PLANET of the twelfth magnitude was discovered by
Borrelly at Marseilles, France, Nov. 27. The position of the

planet was in E.A. 4 h. 6 m. 6.7 s , (J+ 33° 33' 58". The
motion was — 1 m. in R.A. and — 7' in declination.

The following ephemeris will assist those who desire to

make a search for Winnecke's periodic comet, mention of

which was made in a recent number of Science. The epoch

of the ephemeris is for Berlin midnight.

1892 R.A. Dec.

h. m. s.
"

Jan. 1 12 17 12 + 13 2

2 18 15 13 4

3 19 17 13 7

4 20 18 13 9

5 21 20 13 12

6 22 20 13 15

7 23 20 13 18

8 24 20 13 21

9 25 19 13 25

10 26 17 13 29

11 13 27 15 + 13 38

The following isacontinuation of the ephemeris for Wolf's

comet. The epoch is for Berlin midnight.

1891 R A. Dec.

Dec. 27

39

31

1892 Jan. 2

4

6

8

10

h.
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— A. great deal of misapprehension is oft"n found to exist in the

popular mind in regard to matters of eating and drinking; the

cause of thi- to some extent is to be traced to old time sayings,

which have come down to us in the form of a concentrated infu-

sion of somebody's opinion upon a subject of which he or she was
vrofuUy ignorant. One of these misapprehensions to which we
may refer is as to the tnjuriousness of taking fluid with meals.

One frequently hears it laid down as a maxim that " it is bad to

drink witli your meals, it dilutes the gaslric juice.'' By way of

explanation we may remark, says the Medical Press, that " it im-

plies that the fluid taken is harmful." Whence this sagacious

postulate originally came we cannot tell ; it has quite the ring

about it of au inconsequent deduction formed by a person whose
presumption of knowledge was only exceeded by a lamentable

ignorance of the subject. Medical men often find much difficulty

in dealing with these museum specimens of antiquated science,

for even educated persons are disposed to cling to the absurdities

-of their youth. Upon this matter Mr. Hutchison remarks in

the last number of his ylro/iwes ; "I observe with pleasure that

the verdict of general experience and common sense has been con-

firmed by scipntific experiment in the matter of taking fluid with

meals. Dr. Tev. O. Stratievsky of St. Petersburg, after elaborate

trials, has found that fluids materially assist the assimilation of

proteids, and announces the following conclusion, which it is to be

hoped no future experiments will controvert — on the whole, the

widely-spread custom of taking fluids during or just before one's

meals, proves to be rational and fully justified on strict scientific

grounds. To take fluids with the meals is almost as important an

adjunct to disestion as is the mastication of solid food preparatory

to swallowing it. It is obvious, however, that there is a limit to

the amount of fluid one can swallow with impunity— not to

«peak of comfort — just as much with meals as at other times."

It would be dangerous to create a general impression that fluid is

good with food irrespective of quantity. It is, moreover, a well-

ascertained clinical fact that an excess of cumprandial fluid does

retard digestion in certain people, and gives rise to discomfort in

most. A little attention to one's sensations in such matters will

far better Hx the desirable limit than all the " data" in the world.

— A meeting of the honoi'ary council of advice in connection

with the Crystal Palace Elertrical Exhibition, which is to be

opened in London on Jan. 1 next, was held recently at the Man-
sion House. j\Ir. Gardner, the secietai-y of the Crystal Palace

Company, read the report of the directors, in which the}' referred

to the El=ctrical Exhibition at the Palace in 1881, and to the

enormous strides which had since been made in the industry. The

exhibition in 1881 was recognized as the pioneer of electrical en

gineering in England, and it was confidently 'oelieved that the

exhibition of 1893 would be remembered in history " as showing

that the infant Electra has grown to years of maturity, ar.d is ca-

pable of further aiding science, commerce, and the world at large."

The space available had been over-applied for, and every section

of the industry would be well represented. Invitations would be

issued to public bodies throughout the United Kingdom to visit

the exhibition, where the various systems of electric lighting

would be on view, and in this direction alone \ery great

saving of expense to the authorities would be effected, and other

advantages must, the directors believed, also accrue. On the.

motion of Mr. W. H. Preece, the following gentlemen were ap-

pointed to act as a committee of experts in connection with the

exhibits: Professors W. Grylls Adams, W. E. Ayrton, W. Crookes,

D. E. Hughes, A. B. W. Kennedy, J. Perry, and Sihanus Thomp-
son, Major P. Cardew, Sir J. N. Douglass, Mr. W. B. Esson, Mr.

Gisbert Kapp, and Mr. Preece.

— The temperature of the rivers of central Europe has been

recently investigated by Herr Forster of the Society of Geogra-

phers at Vienna University, says Nature; the monthly and annual

means being obtained from thirty-one stations. He distinguishes

(with reference to river and air temperature) the following types:

^a) Glacier rivers. These are always warmer than the air in win-

ter, and much cooler in summer; on the average of the year they

are about 1° colder, (b) Glacier rivers modified by lakes, and

rivers from lakes in general. These are, except in the spring,

warmer than the air, therefore warm?r on the general average.

(e) Mountain rivers. Like glacier rivers, these are warmer in

winter and cooler in summer than the air, but the difference, es-

pecially in summer, is not nearly so great; sofhat, on the average
of the year, it is ap[>roximat?ly 0°. (d) Flat country rivers.

Their temperature is. throughout the year, higher than that of

the air; and the annual average difference is over 1°. .Sometimes
a different relation between river and air temperature is founfl in

the upper part of a river and in the lower, and transition-types

occur between those above indicated.

— A new system of wood-paving that is now being tried in Paris

makes use of pieces of oak about four inches long, split up simi-

larly to ordinary kindling-wood. The sticks are laid loosely on
end in fine sand on a bed of gravel from four to four and one- half

inches thick. A layer of fine sand is spread over them, and they

are alternately watered and beaten several times. In about forty-

eight hours the water has coinplelely penetrated the wood causing

it to swell info a compact mass, which is capable of supporting the

heaviest traffic, according to reports.

— Elderly persons tell surprising stories of the old-time fear of

giving cold water to fever patients. This has long since passed,

and they now are permitted to drink freely. Still further than

this, starting principally from the theoretical consideration that

the poisonous products of the action of disease- producing hac teria

in the infectious diseases may be got rid of by washing t!iem out,

. a few physicians have tried the administration of drinks in very
great quantities,— much more than the patients would voluntarily

call for. For instance. Dr. Valentini of Konigsberg (Ueutsche

Med. Woch., xvii , 914) directs the nurses to give the typhoid-

fever patients milk, bouillon, and water in quantities that would
appear impracticable if mentioned. In addition to it all he has

latterly given 200 grams of sugar of milk dissolved in a litre of

water as a food and to increase the diuretic effect. The results,

we are told, are surprising. The concentrated renal secretion is

diluted and increased and, even at the acme of the disease, its

quantity is maintained at much above wliat is usual in fever. In

milder cases the diuresis is kept somewhat above the normal. The
patients were more comfortable than before the beginning of the

treatment, and all the cases terminated favorably.

— Dr. Ermling contributes to a recent number of Globus an
interesting paper on tlie Nurhagi of Sardinia. There are said

to be more than 3,ij00 of these prehistoric buildings in the island.

They are almost all in fertile districts, and are built in .groups

which are separated from one another by wide and generally bar-

r-in spaces. According to many archseologists, the Nurhagi were

tombj; but the late Canon Spano, in his " Memoria sopra i Nur-

hagi di Sardegna," published in 1854, contended that they were

dwellings and places of refuge, and this view is accepted by Dr.

Ermling. In a trench closed with asphalt, under the ruins of a

Nurhage near Teti, various bronze st-ituettes, swords, spear-heads,

and axes were discovered lately by shepherds. These treasures,

according to Nature, are now in the museum of M. Gouin, a

Frenchman, in Cagliari. Some of the objects have been analyzed,

and it has. been found that the chemical composition of the bronze

statuettes is not the same as that of the axes. The statuettes

consist of copper 90 3, tin 7.4, iron 2.1; the axes, of copper S7.4,

tin 12.0, lead 0.5, with traces of iron.

— Mr. James Shaw writes to Nature as follows: " I labor un-

der the peculiar inconvenience of having a right eye of normal

power and a short-sighted left eye. The numerals on the face of

a clock five-eighths of an inch high are visible to the right eye at

twelve feet distant; but in order to discern them as clearly with

my left; eye I require to bring that organ of vision as near to the

figures as eight inches. On looking at my gold chain hanging on

my breast in dayliglil and with both eyes, the chain colored yellow

and towards the left, is perceived by the right eye, while a steely

blue chain, another, yet tbe same, is perceived about an inch to the

right and a little highsr up. By artificial light the sawie phe-

nomenon presents itself, but the difference of color is not so appa-

rent; the yellow to the right is only dimmer. Again, when a

page of Nature is being read with the short-sighted eye, there ap-
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pears, about an inch to tbe left, part of the same column, small,

and tbe black, under ariiticial light, like weak purple. The right-

hand side of this ghostlike column is lost to the right eye, being

commingled with the larger, darker lettei-s seen by the short-

sighted left, which cover it like the more recent writing on a

palimpsest. Middle life was reached before the discovery was

made. These experiences must be gone through with intent, for

objects generally being perceived altogether with the right eye, all

that the left seems good for is to supply a little more light. The

perception of the difference of color is as good with the one eye as

the other, and the short-sighted eye can read pmaller type. As the

inferior animals, so far as I know, have no habit of peeping or look-

ing 'with one eye shut and the other open, it occurred to me that this

ability might be a limited one. I tried the experiment with school

children, and to ray surprise found that a few were quite unable

to keep one eye shut and the other open at the same time, and a

few did it with an effort, making in all about a fourth of the

number. Adults were likewise under similar limits, but to a less

extent. This may be the reason why the discovery of inequality

of vision, as Sir John Herscbel remarks, is often made late in life.

Indeed, he mentions an elderly person who made the unpleasant

discovery that he was altogether blind of an eye."

— The University Extension Conference in Toronto, on Nov. 5-6,

led to the establishment of the Canadian Society for the Extension

of University Teaching, the organization of which is largely

modelled on that of the American Society. The Univer-

sities of Ontario and Quebec were thoroughly represented and the

leading colleges, normal schools, and high schools of the Domin-
ion sent delegates. President James of the American Society

gave the leading address on the evening of Nov. 5, and was pres-

ent at the different sessions to explain the various questions that

arose. The presidents of the new society are Sir Donald A. Smith
of Montreal, Chancellor G. W. Allen of Trinity, Chancellor Ed-
ward Lake of Toronto University, Professor Goldwin Smith,

Chancellor Sanford Fleming of Queen's, and Abbe Laflamme of

Laval University. The secretary is Mr. William Houston of To-

ronto, the well-known economist, to whom is due in large meas-

ure the success of the meeting and the establishment of the soci-

ety.

•— The following is an abstract of a bulletin on " The Hessian

riy," recently published by Professor F. M. Webster, consulting

entomologist to the Ohio experiment station. This fly is a small,

dark-colored, tsvowinged fly, about one-eighth of an inch 'ong

and shaped much like the wheat midge, both belonging to the

same order and family of insects. The male is more slender than

the female, which, when full of eggs, slightly resembles a dimin-

utive mosquito moderately full of blood. The life of the insect

in the adult stage is short, the male dying socn after pairing and
the female soon after oviposition. The egg is about one-fiftieth

of an inch long, of a dull reddish color. The larva or maggot is,

when first hatched, of a nearly white color, with a tinge of red,

but later they are very light green, clouded with white. The
pupa is formed under cover of the puparium, which last is known
as the "flaxseed" stage, on account of its resemblance to a flax-

seed in form and color. The insect is best known under this

name and in this stage of development. The eggs are deposited

by the female very soon after she hatches from the " flaxseed,"

as the rule, on the upper side of the leaf. This task is finished

in a few days, after which she dies. The young hatching from
the egg works its way downward, beneath the sheath to its base.

In the fall this is just above the roots below ground, but in spring

they do not go below ground, as a rule, but stop at or near one of

tlie lower joints. It is proper to say that this pest suffers much
from the attacks of several minute parasites, which attack and
destroy it in both the egg and larval or maggot stage. There are

two annual attacks of the Hessian fly, one appearing in the fall

and the other in the spring. With the fall brood the time of de-

positing the eggs varies with the latitude, the farther north the

locality the earlier the time of egg laying. In northern Ohio the

eggs are deposited early in September, while in the southern part

this is delayed until probably early in October, the grain over the

territory between these points being stocked with eggs between

the dates given. Whether there is the same variation with re-

spect to the spring brood is not known. The eggs at this season

are deposited in April and May, the insect usually reaching th&
" flaxseed " stage before harvest and remaining through July and
August in the stutible. The preventive measures may be noticed

as follows: Sowing at the proper time; burning of the stubble;

rotation of crops; sowing long, narrow plats in late summer as

baits; applying quick acting fertilizers to seriously infested fields

in the fall in order to encourage attacked plants to throw up fresh

tillers, and to increase the vigor of these that they may make
sufficient growth to withstand the winter. After the fly has
gained possession of a field Professor Webster knows of no appli-

cation that can be made which will destroy it. Doubtless pas-

turing the field, if early sown, will often result in reducing the

numbers of the pest, besides giving to the ground that compact,
pulverized nature which it should have had at first. No doubt
many larvae and "flaxseeds "by this means would be crushed,

but vtry few would enter into the food of the anima's grazing-

thoreon, unless the plants were pulled up both stem and roots.

Sheep are probably the best animals to turn on wheat as they are

not heavy enough to injure plants by trampling.

— The work of university extension lias been undertaken in

Australia by the University of Melbourne. There are at present

nineteen lecturers on the list whose courses include a wide range of

subjects in the departments of history, literature, art, philosophy,

and science. It is claimed that while the work will suffer under
certain disadvantages as compared with England, the rtual popu-
lation being scantier and less compact, and tbe means of commu-
nication not so good, the average Victorian has greater means
and more leisure at bis disposal than the average Englishman.
Certainly the Australians are not a people lacking cither in energy

or in quickness to avail themselves of whatever advantages may
come within their reach. It is interesting to note another illus-

tration of the analogy between Australian and American devel-

opment in the adoption of the short course of six lectures. With
the success of the work, however, tbe tendency to longer courses

will certainly appear in Australia as it has already done in the

United States.

— On Dec. 3, Mr. G. H. Robertson read before the Loudon So-

ciety of Arts a paper on "Secondary," or, as he prefers to call

them, " Reversible Batteries," which is reported in Engineering.

After giving the history of their inventiou and improvement, he
reviewed tbe chemical changes which tako place in the acid, this

being a subject to which he has devoted very great attention.

Plante considered thaftbe variations in electromotive force were

due to the formation of peroxides in the acid. Messrs. Gladstone

and Tribs, testing the acid between the plates, alwaj s found traces

of something which decolorized permanganate, and might there-

fore be hydrogen dioxide or ozone. In 1878 Berthelot discovered

persulphuric acid (HjSaOg), and showed it was the primaryprod-

uct of the electrolysis of sulphuric acid solution, and that the

hydrogen dioxide present in sulphuric acid after electrolysis is

due to the action of that body on the acid. Persulphuric acid be-

gins to decompose as soon as the current is stopped, and its de-

composition is accompanied by the formation of hydrogen diox-

ide, unless the acid is too dilute. BIr. Robertson found that when
"cells were tested they contained active oxygen, due to the pr-esence

of persulphuric acid and peroxide of hydrogen in varying propor-

tions. Diu:ing charge persulphuric acid is the main constituent;

during discharge the quantity of hydrogen dioxide gradually in-

creases; while in a cell that has been at rest some time there is

very little except hydrogen dioxide to be found. Active oxygen

forms at once on the passage of the current, decreases slightly,

and then increases to a little above its first value. Starting either

charge or discharge always causes initial increase, except in the

case of cells which have been long idle, when there is a diminu-

tion due to the decomposition of the excess of hydrogen dioxide

in the acid. Persulphuric acid does not itself reduce peroxide of

lead, but it foims hjdrogen dioxide ou standing, and this is capa-

ble either of oxidizing the lead plate to litharge, or of reducing

the peroxide plate to the same substance. In each case the

litharge is converted into sulphate by the sulphuric acid. This
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appears to explain the well-known deleterious effect of rest on a
cell. In an ordinary good cell of 45 pints capacity there is suffi-

cient active oxygen to convert 3.25 to 7.5 grammos of peroxide

of lead into sulphate, or to undo the work of one or two ampere-
hours charge. At each reversal, however, the peroxides are bro-

ken up, but if the cells stand idle the plates get sulphated, and
the amount of active oxygen formed in the next passage of the

current shows a marked increase. In sodium sulphate cells the

active oxygen is usually less than in plain cells and the hydrogen
dioxide always so. The variations in electromotive force appear

to depend on which plate hydrogen dioxide is formed at. When
present at the peroxide plate it causes a rise, but when diffused

through the acid and present at the lead plate it causes a lower

ing.

— At the Methodist Chinese Mission, 305 West 14th Street, New
York, a writer in Our Language for December states that he wit-

nesj-ed on Nov. 8 a demonstration of the value of phcnetic spelling

as a stepping stone in teaching pupils to read oidinary English.

A pupil of the school, who had received five lessons a week for

three weeks, was examined and found able to read seventy-four

pages of "Harper's First Reader." He had been taught hy Mr.

Knoflach, using "Sound-English" at first, and pas.-ing from this

into the ordinary print. The Chinaman's mission teacher stated

that her pupil could neither read nor speak En-lish, except three

or four short pbrases, when Mr. Knoflach took him in hand, and
she, together with several of the other teachers, expressed much
wonder and delight at the aoliievement. The man also read the

first eif<ht chapters of Genesis. The teaching is especially difficult

in such a case as this, for the pupil cannot understand the instruc-

tor's explanations; besides, several sounds in English are strange

to Chinese vocal organs. Mr. Knoflach has since begun to teach

German and Italian children to read English by the same means,

in a New York charity school.

— NossUof, who has devoted so much time to the exploration

of Nova Zembla, spent last winter at the western entrance of

Matbew Strait, in a house specially constructed after his own
plans and brought from Archangel. Up to November M. Nossilof

was able to make excursions into the Kara Sea, collecting birds

and animals, surveying the coast, and taking soundings in the

sea. The winter was unusually stormy, and the sea remained

open until spring. Torrents of rain fell, so that the country was
covered with a coating of ice, and the reindeer perished from hun-

ger; hundreds of seals were frozen on the ice. and fish were
thrown up in heaps on the shoi-e. Changes of temperature oc-

curred with great suddenness: from —31'' F. the thermometer

rose to 4-37'^ F. in a few hour-. The spring and summer were
correspondingly severe, and the temperature did not rise above
41° F. up to the end of July. Nevertheles-*, the scientific work
of the expedition was carried on without interruption, and large

zoological collections were m^de {Scottish Geographical Maga-
zine, December). This is the third winter M. Nossilof has spent

in Nova Zembla. Ilis next journey will be to the peninsula of

Yalmal.

— The Abhandhmgen of the Royal Prussian Meteorological In-

stitute (Bd i., No. 4, 1891) contain the first part of a treatise on
the climate of Berlin, referring to rainfall and thunderstorms.

Berlin pos-esses a long series of observations, commencing with

the beginning of the eighteenth century, but in this investigation

some of the earlier observations have not been used. The subjects

treated as we learn from Nature, are: (l)The amount ol rainfall,

the annual mean being given as 23 inches. The extreme values

varied from 14.26 mches in 1887 to 30 inches in 18S2. The wettest

months were June and July, yielding together 24 per cent of the

annual amount. (2) Rain frequency. The average number of

days on which 0.08 of an inch fell was 152. The months of

greatest rainfall frequency were November and December. (3)

Hail and soft hail {Graiq^el). The former occurred on 2 to 3

days and the latter on 3 to 4 days in each year, and mostly in the

months of May, June, and July. (4) Snow. A Berlin winter niun-

bers on an average 33 snowy days. The distribution according to

months is very curious: snow does not occur most frequentlj' in

the coldest months; it falls as often in March as in Doceiuber. It

lies on the ground 49 days on an average. (5) Intensity of rain-

fall. Daily falls of more than 2 inches are quite exceptional, and
of 1* inches are not frequent. The greatest fall was 1.86 inches

in H hours. (6) Wet and dry periods. Attention is more par-

ticularly given to periods of short dm-ation; wet periods of five or

more days are fewer than dry periols of similar length; the for-

mer average 7 5 and the latter 13.3 per year. (7) Thunderstorms.

Berlin euj.iys compirative immunity from thunderstorms, as they

occrr on an average only 15 days in the year, about half of them
being in June and July. Tbis valuable discusiion has been car-

ried o It by Professor G. Mellmann.

— The external part of the laboratory which is being built in

the Paris Museum of Natural History for Professor Chauveau,
from the designs provided by him, is now finished. This la"

boratory will be used only for original research in physiology

and bacteriology, an J when completed will be the finest labora-

tory in France. But the Museum, according to Nature, is deeply

in debt, and this may cause some delay.

— At the late International Congress of Hygien.- and Demogra-
phy, in Section 4, which was concerned with the Hygiene of In-

fancy and School-life, a resolution was passed in favor of the

teaching of upright penmanship or vertrcal writing, on the ground

that spinal curvature and short sight are caused by the faulty

position of the youthful student, which is necessitated by slope of

the letters. We can ail of ns remember, says Lancet, the trouble i if

learning to write, and the mental and physical toil which the

making of our first pothooks and hangers involved. The numl/tr

of muscles put in action vvben a person is writing is prodigious,

and it is probaole that in beginners every muscle of the b.idy must
yield its assent before the grapiiic symbols trickle from the pen.

The finger-s, wrist, elbow, and shoulder must all ba held steady.

Tho spine must be rigid and fixed belo v as well as above. The
pelvis must be firm, and to this end the child often gets a suppoit

by it~ feet from the legs of the chair. The thorax is more or less

rigid, and its raoverirents are determined more by the work of the

hand than the respiratory needs. Lastly, the knit brows and pro-

truding tongue are unconscious muscul.ir acts which serve to mark
the effort, both of body and mind, which the child undergoes

when learning to write. It is notorious that in writing our indi-

viduality asserts itself in spite of the pedagogue. We are taught

certain rules for sitting at the desk and holding the pen, which we
ultimately learn to neglect, and finally write in a fashion of ou r

own. The great drawback of writing as an exercise for children

is the fact that it involves one-half of the body only, and the

necessity of fixing the spinal column causes the child instinctively

to loll pon its left side w hile the right arm is working. To what

extent tlie asymmetry of posture is caused by the fashion of sloping

the letters it would be difficult to say, but there can be no doubt

that the writing master ought to carefully watch the attitude of

the child and endeavor to make it sit square to the desk and main-

tain the spinal column vertical. Every child should have a foot-

stool to give firm suppoit to the feet, and the seat should not be

slippery, so that the fixation of the pelvis may be easy. Vertical

writing is very legible, and if it diminishes to any extent the ten-

dency to sit "lopsided," it ought to be encoirraged. The true

remedy for the evils produced by learning to write seems to us to

be to teach the child to use both hands, and to practise alter-nalely

with either hand. Vertical writing lends itself more readily to

ambi-dexterity than does sloping writing, and there can be no

doubt that a clerk who could write with equal facility with either

hand, and could rest one side of the body while the other was

working, would be little liable to writer's cramp and similar

troubles. Seeing how enormous is the muscular effort involved

in giving the hand sufficient steadiness, and that the brain fag is

scarcely less than the muscle fug, it goes without saying that

writing lessons should at first be of very short duration. Ten

minutes with each hand ought to amply suffice.

— Mr. P. H. Rolfs, recently connected with the Iowa Agricul-

tural College. Ames, la., has been appointed botanist and ento-

mologist of the Florida Agricultural Experiment Station at Lake
Citv, Fla.
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MA.STODON EEMA.1NS ON NEW YOEK ISLAND.

On Nov. 27 last Lieut.-Col. Gillespie of the Engineers' De

parlment, U.S.A., addressed a letter to the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, offering the remains of a mastodon

tusk which had been found during the excavation for the

Harlem Ship Canal at the upper end of New York Island.

Col, Gillespie infornts me that the specimen was found at a

depth of sixteen feet below mean low-water, at the eastern

end of Dyckman's Creek, at its junction with the Harlem

Eiver.

The portion of the tusk preserved and received at the

museum is nearly three feet long, and has a diameter of

seven and a half inches full, at its largest part; being the

upper or socket end of the tusk, and is well preserved,

although much shattered by drying and rough handling by

the workmen before it came to the attention of the engineers

in charge of the work.

A few days after the tusk was received at the museum I

visited the excavation, and, by the courtesy of the engiueei's

in charge, Messrs. A. Doerflinger and J. McC. Taylor,

learned the particulars of its occurrence.

The excavation at this point is tlirough the salt meadow
of the Harlem River, showing from four to six feet of

meadow sod and silt filled with the roots of the meadow
grass; below this there is a deep bed of incipient peat, of

which, at the spot where the tusk was found, there was fully

twelve feet; next below comes a bed of sandy clay of very

variable thickness, but at the spot in question measuring

only eighteen or twenty inches in thickness. This clay rests

immediately on the submerged slope of the dolomitic lime-

stone ridge which forms the upper end of Maniiattan Island,

and extends northward beyond the Spuyten Duyvil Creek.

The tusk was found imbedded in the peat with the socket

or "butt "end down, and slightly entering the sand, the

shaft being in the peat and at an angle of about seventy de-

grees to the horizontal, showing that it had settled through

the peat until it came in contact with the sand.

From the indicitioiis furaishsd by the conditions of its

occurrence [ s'lould conclude that the tusk had not been trans-

ported from any other locality after the death of the animal,

as there is no abrasion shown on its surface. Moreover, the

peat in which it was imbedded is in the condition of its

original formation, is clean and unmixed with any foreign

matter, being entirely of vegetable origin ; and containsquan-

tities of seeds, apparently of Carices, or sedges, and grasses, as

well as a few nutlets of some bush or shrub not yet determined,

and examples of the elytra of beetles. At the top of the peat

occur numbers of the stumps and roots of forest trees and

fragments of wood. No evidence whatever is found of any
marine substance below the roots of marsh grass, not a ves-

tige of any kind of mollusks, marine or fresh water, can be

detected, although now living and abundant in the salt wa-

ter at the surface. The sandy clay betvveen the peat and the

surface of the limestone appears to me to be the result,

principally, of the decomposition of the limestone in place,

and not transported sand. Glacial markings are discovera-

ble on the surface of the limestone a short distance south of

the locality, where the soil has protected it from the action

of the weather, but where the ledge has been uncovered by

the re.moval of the peat and sand, it shows a deeply rotted

surface covered by the sand,

Dyckman's Creek was an artiflcially excavated channel,

made about 1818, for the purposes of a tide mill, through a

natural depression at that point, and not a natural stream;

consequently, it could have had no agency in the transpor-

tation of the tusk; and it seems probable that the animal to

which the tusk oEce belonged either died near the spot, or by
some accidental injury had it broken from its socket near

where it was found.

The exact location of its occurrence is in the canal, about

fifteen feet from its northern side, and about ten feet west of

the centre of Broadway.

In April, 1885, Elisha A. Howland. then principal of

grammar school No. 68, at 128th Street, between 6th and 7th

Avenues, brought and donated to the museum the lower ex-

tremity of a mastodon tusk, nearly fifteen inches long by
four in its greatest diameter, which had been found shortly

before at Inwood, N.Y., while cutting a ditch through a

peat bed near tlie Presbyterian Church at that place. This

fragment shows fresh breaking at the upper end, and was

undoubtedly much longer when first found.

R. P. W.

CO-OPERATIVE OBSERVATION OF THE SO-CALLED
LUMINOUS CLOUDS.'

Since 1885 curious cloud formations have been seen on

summer nights in both the northern and southern hemi-

spheres, in evident connection with those phenomena which

followed the great volcanic eruption at Krakatoa. The in-

tense brightness of these formations, considering the position

of the sun, denoted that they were situated very far above

the earth's surface. Probably these clouds consisted of

erupted particles thrown to a very great height and there

illuminated on summer nights by the sun.

These cloud-like formations, commonly called luminous

clouds ate extremely interesting, both on account of the ex-

traordinary height at which they have for years been moving

above the surface of the earth (more than eighty kilometres)

and of the movements themselves. A very important point

about these clouds is that they are— so far as we yet know —
visible in each hemisphere only in the summer. It is the

more important that these phenomena should be carefully

' Prom Nature, Dec. 3.
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and widely observed, since it is believed that they are grad-

ually breaking up, so that probably in a very few years no

distinct traces of them may remain (see also O. Jesse on so-

called luminous clouds, in the journal Himmel und Erde,

vol. i., p. 263).

Photonraphic results of the researches of O. Jesse are given

in Part xl. of the Transactions of the Berlin Academy of

Science for 1890, and Part xxvi. for 1891. It is very desira-

ble that such photographs should be taken in as many differ-

ent localities as possible, because from them we get the surest

basis for consideration of the situation and movements of the

clouds. But valuable ai i may be given by the co-operation

of numerous observers in various regions of the earth with-

out the aid of any apparatus.

The principal points upon which stress is to be laid in this

inquiry are: —
([J By what method can the so-called luminous clouds be

most surely distinguished from others, especially from the

ordinary cirrus cloud ?

Clouds or cloud like formations which after sunset and
before sunrise stand out brightly from the dark ground of

the heavens, no earthly or unearthly sources of light being

present on the horizon, can only produce this effect by

means of their own light or else by light which they re-

ceive directly or indirectly from the sun or moon below the

horizon.

Cloud-like formations which shine at night by their own
lighi have doubtless been formerly observed above the sur-

face of the earth. To these formations belong not only

thunder and lightning clouds, but also some polar light and
meteoric phenomena.

But the so-cilled luminous clouds do not belong to the

various species of self-luminous clouds, for finer measure-

ments of their light are wanting, besides which the fact that

they are only seen within the zone of twilight proves that

the sun below the horizon is the principal source of their

light.

It is well known that there are clouds within this twi-

light zone which resemble high mountain peaks, and which

in the first stages of twilight shine in tlie light of the sun,

though tlie latter is below the horizon of the observer. It is

easy to determine the relation between the position of the

sun belo.v the horizon, and the height of those layers of at-

mosphere which receive the sun's light and reflect it.

But the laws which govern the whole course of twilight

are modified when the distribution of tlie sunlight-reflecting

particles in the atmosphere is altered to any great extent. If,

for instance, numerous minute atoms produced by volcanic

eruption or by the breaking-up of meteoric bodies find their

way into those heights above the earth's surface in which

usually the gaseous elements of the atmosphere are present

in a very scattered form, it may happen that such a layer,

which reflects the sunlight very strongly, may curiously

alter tlie course of the twilight.

So long after sunset as the masses of air beneath such a

layer receive direct light from the sun and reflect it, the ob-

server will not distinguish any deviation from the usual

course of twilight. But as soon as the further sinking of the

setting sun gradually deprives the lower layers of air of the

direct light, the higlier layer of. dust still receiving light

from the sun stands out in astonishing brightness, the parti-

cles of dust having strong reflecting power, thus giving to

the close of twilight the curious effect of the sudden appear-

ance of shining (.louds on the broad surface of the heavens.

The phenrnipna of the luminous clouds corresponded when

first perceived to the above description. At present they are

no longer so strong or so extensive, but only form thin

whitish blue shining veils, similar in form to the so-called

cirrus or feather-clouds, occupying but a comparatively small

part of the floor of the heavens inside the twilight segment,

and in our zone mostly near the horizon. Probably, the

layers are now so thin that very near and exactly above us

they can no longer be seen.

From the above considerations, it is clear in what way
these clouds differ from those situated nearer to us, and es-

pecially from the cirrus clouds floating scarcely more than

thirteen kilometres above the earth's surface. All these

lower clouds appear in the later twilight gray and shadowy
on a light ground, because the layers of atmosphere above

them are the chief source of the remaining twilight. The
luminous clouds differ too in shape and structure from the

other kinds of clouds.

We must guard, however, against the error of mistaking

cirrus for luminous clouds, when, in exceptional cases, the

former look very bright, in consequence of receiving light

either directly or indirectly from the moon or other sources.

In this case, the question is decided by the relatively high

degree of stability in position and form of the very liiuh and
distant luminous clouds, as ordinary clouds lie lower and
nearer, and show much more rapid changes of position.

(2) When convinced of beholding so called luminous

clouds, to what points shall attention be especially directed,

and what simple measurements of place, time, form, etc.,

shall be carried out in order to aid most usefully in the in-

quiry ?

In answering this question, we will first consider those

methods of research in which the observer can obtain no in-

strumental aid, except only a watch, which should be a

sufficiently good timekeeper to estimate the time of observa-

tion to one minute, when compared with the correct time

within eight or twelve hours after the observation.

Such simple observations are the more useful, since it fre-

quently happens that in the well-fitted up and prepared sta-

tions, observation of the phenomena is prevented by bad

weather, or else that the phenomena stretch over too large an

extent of the earth's surface to be included in an organized

series of observations. The farther the statn^us are apart,

the more valuable are the most simple methods. For in-

stance, in order to get corresponding photographic observa-

tions from two stations, thirty-five kilometres apart, such as

Berlin and Nauen, the most rigid exactness, both as to time

and place, must be observed.

If, however, observations are taken in East Prussia and la

the Rhine province respectively, a from twenty to thirty

times larger margin of difference as to time and place can be

allowed than in the foregoing case, without in any way les-

sening the value of the result.

So, if without preparation and instruments to hand an ob-

server believes he beholds luminous clouds, he must not

imagine that he can render no service to science by examin-

ing them closely, for very possibly the most simple method

may, taken in conjunction with other similar observations,

prove to be of the greatest service.

It is desirable, too, to look out for luminous clouds at all

seasons of the year, though, so far, they have only been

seen in summer. In the northern hemisphere they have

only been seen from the end of May to the beginning of

August, with greatest frequency and brightness in the month
of July.

During these weeks, usually two stars are seen simul-
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taneousTj' with the luminous clouds, a star of the first mag-

nitude, Capella, and a star of the same constellation, of the

second magnitude, ft Aurigse.

The brighter of the two stars, which is characteristic of

summer nights, in the northern horizon, sets towards the end

of June soon after eleven, and towards the middle of July

before ten, on account of the northerly direction of the

meridian, and, in North Germany, at a distance from the

horizon of ten to twelve diameters of the full moon. At
almost as great a distance from this bright star, and at a not

very different distance from the horizon, the second magni-

tude star follows towards the west.

By estimating the distances and directions of these two
stars, an excellent means is afforded of determining the out-

lines of a group of luminous clouds. It is only necessary to

determine how great the distance of a certain part of the

outline of the cloud group is from one or the other star, and

in what direction this line lies with regard to one or the

other star, or how far the line in question is above or below

the prolongation of the connecting line of ttie two stars. A
simple drawing of the course of the outlines and their situa-

tion with regard to the two stars is useful, even when it

cannot be completed on the spot but must be Qnished from

memory. The time at which the drawing was made should

be noted within one half-minute.

If the group of clouds should be so far from the above-

mentioned two stars as to make the determinations inexact,

it is advisable to determine the outlines of the clouds for a

certain time in the following way. Take up a position from

which the outlines of houses, trees, etc., can be seen close to

the position of the clouds, and fix thus the relative position

of these earthly objects to the position of the clouds by a

simple drawing, describing the spot from which the observa-

tion is made in such a manner that the place occupied by the

head of the observer can be found again. The lines drawn
from the position of the observer to the outlines of the earthly

objects, and the resulting localization of the outline of the

clouds in the heavens can then be determined at once by
means of simple instruments for measuring angles, or on suc-

ceeding nights by the aid of a good star chart.

It is necessary to verify the exact point of time of these

observations by comparison of the watch used with the time

at a telegraph office, and correction of any errors should be

made to the fraction of a minute.

In communicating these observations, the exact place at

which they have been made must be accurately described.

Should a complete observation be impossible, owing to the

time during which the luminous clouds are visible being loo

short for careful measurements and drawings or to any
other cause, the observer should nevertheless communicate

briefly to the Society of Friends of Astronomy and Cosmic

Physics that he has seen what he believes from the foregoina:

considerations to be luminous clouds from a certain place, in

a certain direction in the heavens, and within a certain

quarter hour.

The peculiar movements hitherto observed of the clouds in

question lead to the suggestion that perhaps a period con-

sisting of several days exists, within which one and the same
group of clouds is visible at the same hour from the same
place, other conditions of the beavens being favorable. Every

communication as to these phenomena will be valuable in

the decision of this important point, which it has hitherto

been impossible to settle, owing to the uncertainty of the

weather and the fewness of the observers.

Those co-operating in our branch of research wbo are in

possession of astronomical, photographic, or other physical

apparatus, will of course be able to give more exact details

as to place, movement, and continuation of the luminous
clouds.

Suggestions for these observations cannot be given so

briefly and simply; but for the sake of full and complete

agreement between different observers, especially as to the
point of time selected for talring photographs and measure-

ments, members of the Society of Astronomy and Cosniie

Physics are invited to communicate with O. Jesse, Steglitz

bei Berlin, Albrechtsstrasse 30. This course would also be

advisable in the close optical examination of the clouds with

regard to the peculiar changes in strength of light and the-

degree and kind of self-luminosity which they perhaps senJ

out together with the reflected sunlight.

In the night from June 25-26 of this year the summer re-

appearance of the luminous clouds was observed very brightly

from Berlin and the neighborhood.

More detailed particulars on the wliole subject of inquiry-

are contained in a small paper by W. Foerster, which has-

been sent to all the members of the Society of Friends of

Astronomy and Cosmic Physics.
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A Bowlder of Copper and Glacial Striae in Central Missouri

A FEW weeks ago there was found near this place a small bowl-

der, or nugget, of copper, weighing twenty-three pounds. It is;

eleven inches long, six inches wide, and three inches thick at^

thickest part. It is almost entirely pure copper, but ^^•ith a thin

crust of the green carbonate all over it except at one end, where
there is a slight depression, two inches wide, in which there is a
thicker coat — somewhat crystalline— of the blue carbonate. In
some crevices in it I found fragments of a coarse red sandstone.

This is a region of impure limestone and shale, of the coal

measures, with no trace of copper. But all over the surface of

the country in this vicinity pebbles and small bowlders (some-

times two or three feet thick) of granite, quaitzite, etc., are

found.

In at least one locality near here there are glacial(?) stri» upon
the surface rocks. These are on the top of a bluff on the Missotiri

River and about twelve miles south-west of the place where the

copper was found. The top of this bluff is at least a hundred and
fifty feet above the present level of the river. Its upper layer of

rock is of Burlington limestone, which is polished and much
marked with striae. These striae are north and south in direction

— nearly parallel with the river at that point.

Taking all these things together, I think my piece of copper is

from the Lake Superior region and was brought here by a glacier,

A geologist of note, to whom I reported the find, says, " It is un-

doubtedly of glacial origin, and probably from Michigan."

While thoroughly satisfied that this piece of copper is of glacial

origin, I am not so decided in the opinion that the striK referred

to were made by a glacier rather than by floating ice for the fol-

lowing reasons

:

The place where the striae are found is at the summit of an an-

ticline which can be plainly traced in the exposed edges of the

bluffs for several miles. Standing on the summit of this anti-

cline, and looking across the river, you can see, abaut two miles

distant, the continuation of the same anticlinal ridge. This also-

presents a bluff towards the river. Between the two bluffs is the

flat bottom land along the river and the river itself. Now it

seems likely that this anticline was lifted up late in time, and may
liaie temporarily dammed or obstmcted the flow of the river—
then much larger than now. Or an ice gorge in the river at this
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pbint may have been the obstruction. At that time the water,

filled with floating ice, may have made the strias as it flowed over

the top of this dam ; until tinally it cut a chasm through the ob-

struction

Another fact suggesting the same probability is that from this

anticline for many miles up the river there are considerable Loess

deposits. These may have been made before the obstruction was
was cut through.

But while the strise at this place might be thus accounted for,

this would give no sufficient explanation of the presence of the

bowlders, etc., scattered over these hills many miles from the

river and several hundred feet above its bed. In fact there are

now three or four feet of clay or soil overlaying the very rocks

which htve the supposed glacial scratches on them, and this clay,

etc , has in it pebbles and small bowldere of the same kind as

those scattered over the ."surface of thi.^s section.

So, upon the whole, I think bowlders, striae, and all are of true

glacial origin. J. W. Kirkpatrick.
Fayette, Mo.. Dec. 9.

Mexican Featherwork.

'•The most famous surviving specimen is the standard, described

by Hochstetter, which is now in the Vienna Ethnographical Mu-
seum " (Science. Dec. 4, p. 311, 3d col., top). This splendid piece

of old Mexican fealherwork is the subject of special publications

by Mrs. Julia Nuttall, entitled "Das Praohtstiick altmexicanischer

Federarbeit aus der Zeit Montezuma's iin Wiener Museum '" (Re-

ports of the Dresden Museum, 1887), and "Standard or Head-
dress" (Archaeol. and Ethnol. Papers, Peabody Mus., Harvard,

1888, Vol. I., No. 1). Both these papers are elaborately illus-

trated and bring forward overwhelming evidence to show that

what has hitherto been considered an Aztec standard is really a
head decoration. X.

Kansas Mosasaurs.

Hitherto, no adequate description or figure has ever been pub-
lished of the complete anatomy, or even of the skull, of any mem-
ber of the extinct group of reptiles known as the Mosasaurs or

Pythonomorpha. Fortunately, however, my able friend Dr. Baur
has recently had the opportunity to thoroughly study an excellent

spt'cimen of one of the Kansas forms, and his figures and descrip-

tions, when published, will doubtless be of great interest. The
University of Kansas has, within recent years, obtained one of the

most valuable collections of these animals now extant. Among
this material, there is one specimen of especial interest, by reason

of its remarkable completeness, consisting, as it does, of skull and
connected vertebrae to the tip of the tail, with ribs, extremities,

and cartilages in position.

Before briefly describing this specimen, which belongs to a
difl'erent genus from that studied by Dr. Baur, I m-^y be permitted

to offer the following remarks upon the nomenclature of the

Kansas forms, based upon larger opportunities than have been

enjoyed, I believe, by any other investigator.

The following generic names have been proposed or adopted by

various writers for the diiferent forms of these reptiles froju the Kan-
sas Cretaceous: Liodon O.ven, Plafecarpus Cope, CUdastes Cope,

Sironectes (,'ope, Lestosaurus Marsh, Tylosaurus Blarsh, Edesto-

sawrMS Marsh, and i?o?osfmrMS Marsh. Three genera, only, can be

readily and positively distinguished among the material. The names
now recognized for these, and with justice, are: Liodon. Platecar-

2ms. and CUdastes. Two others, Sironectes and Holosaums, have,

possibly some claims for recognition, but the evidence in favor of

either is, so far, very weak. Holosaurus is not synonymous with

Sironectes, as afBrmed by Cope and followed by Dollo. Holosaurus

rests almost solely upon a single character, the non-eniarginate

coraooid ; in other respects nothing is known to separate it from

Platecarpiis. In fact, Platecarpus itself may possess this very

character. That the character was not considered by the author

of Holosaurus as important is evidenced by the following. In

the American Journal of i^cience (Vol. iii., June, 1872, p. 5 of

separate) he says: 'There is certainly noemargination in the cora-

ooid of CUdastes, Kdestosaurus, and Baptosaurus, as specimens

in the Yale Museum conclusively prove." A Kgure of the coracoid

of CUdastes (Edestosaurus) dispar, given in the same paper, shows
the bone entire. In the same paper in which Holosaurus is figured

and described (Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. xix., pp. 83-87) a restora-

tion is given of the shoulder girdle of ^^Edestosaurus dispar

Marsh," in which the coracoid is very conspicuously seen to be

emarginate. That this was not an error on the part of the artist,

1 can vouch, for the specimen from which the figure was made
was collected and restored by myself. There is a lack of consis-

tency here somewhere.
A fuller discussion of the genera and generic characters of the

Kansas material, I leave to a future occasion. As there have been

more rhan twice too many generic names given; so. too, it is pretty

evident that there is even a greater proportion ot synonyms amo- g
the specific names. The specific nomenclature is, at present,

however, a subject of great intricacy, of which no one is ma.ster.

Mr. E. C. Case of the State University will shortly publish a jjaper

on this subject.

With these general observations, I will now give a brief de-

scription of the specimen above mentioned; a fuller des'i'iption,

with illustrations, will appear later. The specimen is a CUdastes
(Edestosaurus) and, from Mr. Case's studies, probably C velox

Marsh, which is apparently the same as the earlier described C.

cineriarum Cope. The specimen measures, from the tip of the tail

to the tip of the rostrum, one hundred and thirty-nine aTid one-

half inches, inclu ling altogether one hundred and seventi-en ver-

tebrae, the whole regionally divided as follows : skull, seventeen

and one-half inches; cervical region, seven vertebrae eight and
one-half inches; costifarous, post-cervical region, thirty-four ver-

tebrae, fifty- four and one- half inches; non-rib or chevron-bearing

region, seven vertebree, eight and one half inches; chevron be.ir-

ing region, sixty-eight vertebras, fifty-one and one half inches.

All of the cervical vertebrw, save the atlas, have ribs, those of the

axis, though, are very small, increasing in the last cervical to

about three inches in length. The first to the ninth dorsal, or

true thoracic, ribs, those articulating with the cartilaginous sternum

through the intenention of cartilasiinous ribs, are of nearly equal

length, about eight and one- half inches, and are moderately curved.

The eleventh dorsal rib is but four inches long, and thence to the

thirty-fifth or last, they decrease gradually to about two inches.

The rib-bearing processes, as well as the vertebrse themselves, do
not differ much throughout the series. The longest costal cartUage

preserved does not measure over four inches; this will give, with

the sternum and vertebrae, a total circumference of the thorax not

exceeding thirty inches.

Immediately following the last costiferous vertebra, are seven

vertebrae n ith elongate transverse processes, and without chevrons.

From the position of the pelvis, it was evidently attached to the

first of these vertebrae, none of which can be properly called

lumbar. With the first chevron-bearing vertebra, the transverse

processes begin to decrease in length, and finally disappear in the

twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth.

The tail is elongate, slender, and compressed, the spines and

chevrons having their greatest length only about one foot from

the exli-emity, where the tail measures nearly six inches in height.

Of the paddles little need be said. The hind pair was decidedly

smaller and less strong I ban the fore pair, the latter having an

outstretched expanse of about thirty inches.

As a whole, this, one of the most specialized species of the most

specialized genus of known extinct or recent lizards, was most

marvellously serpentine and slender in its build, with an elongate,

flattened, pointed head, short neck, very slender body, long, lithe,

and vertically flattened tail, small but broad and strong paddle-

like limbs It is doubtful whether there was ever another verte-

brated animal so admhably adapted for rapid and varied move-

ments through the water. Though the smallest of the Mosasaurs,

it was by far tlie most graceful in its proportions, the most delicate

and exquisitely conslructeil in its details.

It is certain that none of the Kansas forms of this order were

covei-ed with bony scutes, as described by Marsh, the bones so

described being, undoubtedly, sclerotic plates.

S. W. AVILLISTON.

Uulverdlty of Kacsas, Dee. I.
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Autumn Colorations.

In investigating this subject the first question is, What causes

the variation in coloration ? This may be answered by saying that

it is a natural ripening of the leaf, a change in the coloring matter

of ihe leaf called chlorophyl. One botanist has said: " The green

matter in the tissue of a leaf is composed of two colors, red and
blue. When the sap ceases to flow iu the fall, and the natural

growth of the tree ceases, oxidation of the tissue takes place.

Under certain conditions, the green of the leaf changes to red;

under different conditions, it takes on a yellow or brown tint.

This difference in color is due to the difference in combination of

the original constituents of the green tissue, and to the varying

conditions of climate, exposure, and soil. A dry, cold climate

produces more brilliant foliage than one that is damp and warm."
It is said by some who have visited England that in many places

the ivy, so much cherished by the English people, is being replaced

by our American ivy, Ampelopsis quinquefolia. although in that

climate it does not take on as beautiful tints as it does in this

country, but yet is far ahead of the English ivy. Anot. er botanist,

who has visited southern Germany and Switzerland, says that our

American ivy is used very extensively in that country for deco-

rating all sorts of buildings, and that the leaves take on more
beautiful tints than he ever saw in this country. This may be

partially due, however, to the contrast between the vine and the

-almost universally white color of the buildings in those river

valleys.

AVe may conclude, then, that climate has much, but not all, to

do with the variation in coloration for different plants of the

same species in the same locality; in fact, different parts of the

same plant vary in coloration. Just what makes this difference

is an open question. It will be noticed that in many places where
one leaf overlaps another that the under leaf is variable in color

and that some are variable where they have not been thus imme-
diately overlapped. So we see that in some respects it resembles

the cokring of the skin of the apple. For, if an apple naturally

red at maturity, is partially covered, the covered portion remains
green. So far is tliis true that if a paper band is put around the

apple before it begins to turn the skin will not color under the

band. In this way a person can put his initials or his full

nnnie upon an apple. This might also be done with the leaf, but

the coi ered portion would not remain green, and might be of the

same shades as the exposed portion. This shows that the coloring

of Ihe leaf resembles, but is not identical with, that of I be apple.

The same may be said with reference to the grape. It has been

proven time and again that the grape colors fully as well partially

or completely covered as when exposed and, too, to just the same
color. This is probably due to the fact that the grape skin itself

is nearly transparent and the coloring matter is in the pulp imme-
diately nest it. Tl e coloring of the leaf resembles these sorts of

coloring more than it does the coloring of flowers. For. if a rose

be naturally red, it is thought, I believe, that it will be brighter red

when fully exposed.

Just here we might suggest that, by propagating from individual

plants that bear very bright, highly-colored leaves, in a few gen-

erations it might be possible to get a tree he leaves of which
would be much bi-ightcr than the one with which we started.

The general brightness of the coloring of the leaves probably

depends largely upon the weather during the time of the ripening

of the leaves. This present autumn of 1891 is a poor season for

bright colorations in the vicinity of Columbus, Ohio, at least.

This may be partially due to the dry weather late in September
and early in October.

It would require careful observation on particular plants for a

number of years to prove that the weather has the greatest influ-

ence. Two plants in particular may be noticed. One i.^i a Japanese

species of Ampelopsis on the west side of a brick building. Last

autumn the leaves showed great variation in color, making the

vine attractive, but this autumn the leaves turn brown and dry

xip on the vine, and are rather unsightly. The otht r is a small

"tree, generally known as '-sweet gum," or "American liquid-

amber" (L. styraciflua), standing in an exposed position. Last

autumn the tree showed great variation in coloration, but this

autumn nearly all the leaves turn a dull yellow or brown.

By referring to my diary, I Hnd that in 1890, from Sept. 15 to

Oct. 31, there are fifteen days where the weather is recorded as
more or less rainy, namely, Sept. 26, 27, Oct. 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 16,

35, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31; while for the same time in 1891 only seven
days are recorded as more or less rainy, namely, Sept. 30, Oct. 4,

6, 14, 18, 19, 20. We may infer from this that wet weather makes
bright colored leaves. Jack Frost probably plays his role, and
the food of the plant in all probability is an agent in the matter.

However, even this fall our trees and shrubs are affording us many
specimens of Nature's handiwork worthy of the highest admira-
tion. Dame Nature does not venture to denude all her trees and
shrubs without making some to please the eye of man.

This leads us to the question. Is this all mere chance, or is it

done for a purpose ? In the case of the coloring of the fruits and
flowers, it is evident that it is for the reproduction and distribu-

tion of the species. But in this case it can scarcely be for either

of these purposes. If it is for the protection of birds or insects by
resemblance, it serves its purpose very poorly indeed. However,
let the cause be what it may, let the purpose be what it may, we
always enjoy them, and thus they serve a purpose.

It is surprising how little attention our authors have given to

this subject. They have found " sermons in stones and books In

running brooks." Is there not enough of beauty in it to give a

poet the inspiration, if that is what is wanting? One poet has

said,

—

" Heaped in the hollows of the grove,

The withered leaves lie dead

;

They rustle to the eddying gust.

And to the rabbit's tread."

Longfellow's words are familiar to all: —
'

' The day is cold and dark and dreary

;

It rains, and the wind is never weary.

The vine still clings to the mouldering wall,

And at every gust the dead leaves fall,

And the day is dark and dreary."

We do not find even an allusion to the beautiful coloring of the

leaves no more than if they were always brown and sear.

Lastly, we might ask,

—

How might not the trees have been made ?

Intransplantable by shovel or spade.

Not one twig on a leafy bower,

Blooming in beauty or bearing a flower

;

Not one leaf changing its hue
To blend so beautifully with heaven's own blue,

Not one form to please the eye

While towering upward toward the sky.

E. E. BOGUE.
Ohl^ State Uuiveraity, Colambus, O., N.5V. 11.

Beech-Tree Struck by Lightning.

I SEND you an additional note on the beech-tree struck by

lightning in July (Science, Aug. 11). The tree in question was
one of a group of four beech trees and one ash tree, it was an

old tree and only in half leaf at the lime. It has since withered

almost entirely. That it really was struck there can be no doubt, as

I was sitting at a window within fifty yards of it, and I knew by

the sound that something had been struck, as the report was

sharp and sudden, not reverberating, and was simultaneous with

the flash, and, upon going out immediately afterwards, I found

the upper part of the trunk and branches freshly bared and the

bark strewed at the foot of the tree. T. D.
York, England.

The Crescent Moon with a Star within its Rim.

There is one passage in the poem of the "Ancient Mariner"

which had always been a puzzle to me until a few years ago, when

I observed a phenomenon which I think supplies a satisfactory

explanation of the meaning of the author. The lines referred to

are those in which the crescent moon is described as having a star

within its rim. I was in the south of England at the time, and

the phenomenon which I saw was as follows : One clear evening,
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when the moon was in the first quarter, I observed a bright spot
resembling a small star or planet upon the shaded surface of the

moon at a considerable distance from the illuminated portion of

the satellite. This I have no doubt was due to the beams of the
sun being reflected from the summit of one of the higher peaks
before they had illuminated the surrounding country. I have no
doubt the passage in question was suggested to the mind of the

author by his having been witness of some similar phenomenon,
although I have never heard of it being visible to the unaided
eye. T. D.

York, Englard.

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Masterpieces of American Literature, with Biographical Sketches.

Boston, Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. 12°.

This book was prepared at the suggestion of the Boston school

authorities, and is designed both as a reading book and as an in-

troduction to American literature. The authors represented are

thirteen in number, including Franklin, Irving, Whittier, Lowell,

and others, and the selections embrace a variety of articles in

many departments of literature, both in prose and in verse. The
selections are longer than those in ordinary reading books, the

whole of Whittier's " Snowbound," for instance, being given,

while other authors are represented either by entire works or by

long extracts. It is stated in the preface that the Boston school

authorities "planned the book and approved every selection;"

but, if they did, we cannot think they are to be wholly commended
as judges of literature. The book contains too many doggerel

verses, while, on the other hand, it presents some striking de-

ficiencies. For instance, there is not in the whole book a single

extract from our historians, although it is well known that we
have better works to show in history than in any other department

of literature. Moreover, there is not a religious article in the

book, and very few that are even ethical ; so that the collection

cannot be regarded as a satisfactory epitome of the best American
literature. The omissions are the more to be regretted because

ethical and historical works are especially adapted for the instrue-

tion of the young. American literature is but a narrow field at

best, and gleaners in it cannot afford to neglect any portion of it,

least of all that portion from which the most useful moral lessons

may be learned. We hope, therefore, that, if ever the book

reaches a second edition, some changes will be made in its con-

tents.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

— The third edition of "Electricity, treated Experimentally for

the Use of Schools and Students," by Linnaeus Gumming, has been

published by Messrs. Longmans, Green, & Co. The author has

made such additions and alterations as seemed necessary to bring

the book up to date.

— John Wiley & Sons have in preparation a "Manual of Ex-
perimental Engineering," by Professor R. C. Carpenter of Sibley

College.

— Moses King of Boston, the maker of hand-books on various

cities, now announces a new work, to be called "King's Hand-
book of New York City."

— Messrs. Whittaker & Co. have in the press a second edition

of Dr. A. B. Grifiith's "Treatise on Manures." It is a little more

than two years since the work appeared. Fifty pages of new
matter have been added.

— The January number of Scribnei-'s Magazine marks the be-

ginning of the sixth year and eleventh volume of a periodical

which has already attained a circulation of more than 140,000

copies monthly.

— D. Appleton & Co have under way a subscription-book of

considerable importance, edited by Professor Shaler of Harvard.

It is to be a general review of the America of to-day based upon

the reports of the last census. The contributions to this volume

will be by experts and men of high standing in the profession for
which they speak.

— The next volumes of Swan, Sonnenschein, & Go's Social Sci-
ence Series will be "Poverty, Its Gene.-is and Exodus," by J. G.
Godard, and "The Trade Policy of Imperial Federation," by
Maurice H. Harvey, who lately wrote an article on the subject in
the Asiatic Quarterly Review. A translation of the new book of
M. Ostrogovski, " La Femme au Point de Vue du Droit Publique,"
is to appear in the same series at an early date.

— DC. Heath & Co., Boston, will soon issue the first four books
of "Dichtung und Wahrheit," edited for them, with introduction
and notes, by Professor C. A. Buehheim, editor of the Clarendon
Press Series of German Classics. The edition will tie especially
adapted for pupils preparing for entrance |to college, offering an
advanced requirement in German, but will also have in view the
numerous colleges (hat devote a portion of their time to the read-
ing of Goethe's prose.

— The frequent reports that Russia is about to seize Bokhara
will lend interest to the article by the Rev. Henry Lansdell, D.O.,
in the January Scribner, entitled " Bokhara Revisited." In thi»
article he says: " It was not the policy of the Resident to interfere

more than is necessary in the domestic affairs of the Khanate,
except when they related to Russian subjects; and as for annex-
ing the Khanate, ' why,' as one asked of me, ' should they do
that?' To administer the country in Muscovite fashion would
cost a great deal more than the taxes would pay for, and if the
Russians want anything done, they have simply to nod to the Emir
and he does it. They are much too wise, therefore, to annex
Bokhara, but if need arises it can of course be done at any mo-
ment."

— The Chautauquan for January presents the following among
other articles in its table of contents : Domesiic and Social Life

of the Colonists, IV., by Edward Everett Hale; Trading Compa-
nies, by John H. Finley; Physical Life, IV.. by Milton J. Green-
man ; National Agencies for Scientific Research, IV., by Major J.

W. Powell; Science and the Feeding of Animals, by V. Hallen-
beck; Progre-ss in the Nineteenth Century, by Edward A. Free-

man; Some Propositions of Nationalism, by Edward Arden; Ni-

agara the Motor for the World's Fair, by Professor John Trow-
bridge; The Kindergarten Movement in Chicago, by Antoinette

Van Hoesen Wakeman ; How Women Fig i re in the Eleventh
Census, by Margaret N. Wishard; Women's Robes in the Orient,

by Countess Annie de Montaigu.

— The American Academy of Political and Social Science has
just published an essay on " Some Neglected Points in the Theory
of Socialism." The author is T. B. Veblen of Ithaca. The mon-
ograph was written with the purpose of finding an economic
ground for the existing unrest that finds expression in the demands
of Socialists. The work is a criticism of Mr. Spencer's essay,
" From Freedom to Bondage," and though Mr. Veblen claims to

be rather a disciple than a critic of Mr. Spencer, he hardly proves

himself such. The author shows very clearly how, under our

present system, there is a constant effort even at the expense of

real physical comforts and even necessities to make a greater dis-

play of one's ability to pay than one's neighbor.^. This " Eco-

nomic Emulation" he regards as the chief underlying cause of the

present socialistic agitation.

— The success of 2'he Atlantic Monthly in certain departments

during the last year or two will be continued during the year 1893,

as shown by the folloiving announcements. All the attractions

which it will con'ain cannot, however, be mentioned here. The
papers on marked men will include articles on George Bancroft,

by W. M. Sloane; Orestes A. Brownson, by George Parsons

Lathrop; John Esten Cooke, and Philip Pendleton Cooke, by

Thomas Nelson Page; and James B. Eads, and others, will be con-

tinued. " An American at Home in Europe" is a series of papers

by William Henry Bishop, the novelist, giving the experience of

an American family which established itself abroad. Mr. Bishop

tells about his experiences in daily living in Paris, Versailles, St.
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•Germain; the country and seacoast of France,— Dioan, Cherbourg,

St. Male, Pau; in Spain; in England,^ Oxford, Windsor, Canter-

bury ; in Italy,— Rome, Venice, Lucca, and Verona. Besides con-

tributing fiction to the magazine, Mr. Henry James will furnish a

paper of reminiscences of James Russell Lowell's London life. The
'

' Studies of American Cities " are not mere descriptions, but

criticisms, with a view to understanding the character of the

cities which have the greatest influence on American life. The

first of these will be a paper on Boston, by Ralph Waldo Emerson,

now first published. " Private Life among the Romans" will be

described in a fa per by Miss Harriet Waters Preston and Miss

Xouise Dodge, whose joint studies of episodes of ancient history

have won such high praise. Lafcadio Hearn will contribute some
delightfully picturesque and graceful papers on Japanese life, as

seen by a resident in Japan; and Mr. E. F. Fenollosa will discuss

the influence of Japanese art on the art of Europe and America,

in an early number. The best interests of the higher life of towns

and cities will be considered in a series of papers on "Parks for

Small Towns," "Local Museums of Art," " Free Libraries," etc.

Papers on the Civil History of Our Country in War Time will be

a feature of The Atlantic for 1892, and will be begun by an article

by an eminent Southern scholar, giving the grounds for his un-

questioning adherence to the Southern cause; and one by a dis-

tinguished man of science from a Border State, accounting for

bis own decision in the same emergency. Attention will be given

this year to education generally, and especially to the education

of girls and women. These papers— from the most eminent
authorities — will follow in the same line as those by President

Gilman, Professor Sbaler, Dr. Cleveland Abbe, and others, which
have appeared during the past year. The critical reviews of new
books that are talked about will be continued.

— The December number of The Engineering Magazine con-

tains a paper on " Landscape Beauty at Newport," by John De
Wolf, which treats the subject from the standpoint of giving

definite and practical ideas. In the same number is the first of

Professor Coleman Seller's series, entitled " American Supremacy
in Applied Mechanics," which should be read by every one who
desires some knowledge of the men and the forces which have
wrought such astonishing changes in this age of engineering and
mechanical progress. Other papers in the same number are "A
Permanent Census Bureau," by Edward Atkinson ; "Geology from
a Business Point of View," " Picturesque Suburban Railroad Sta-

tions," " Impure Water and Public Health," " Fulton Night with
Mechanical Engineers," " Conditions Causing a Cold Wave," "The
Canadian Pacific Railroad."

— A new edition of " A Girl in the Karpathians" is announced
by the Cassell Publishing Company. It will contain a new por-

trait of the author, Miss Menie Muriel Dowie (now Mrs. Henry
Norman), and a preface and introduction written by her especially
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Cakpentee, William B. The Microscope and its
Revelations. Seventh Edit, revised by W. H Dal-
linger. Philadelphia, Bialiiston. 1,099 p. 8°.

Druggists' Reference Book, 1898. Philadelphia,
Blakistm. 24°.

FiNDLAY. George. The Workins; and Management
of an English Railway. New York, Macmillan
354 p. 12°. $1.60.

Harper. William R., and Burgess, Isaac B. An
Inductive Latin Primer. New York, Amer. Book
Co 424 p 12°.

Hough, Romeyn B, American Woods. Part I.:

Wood Specimens in book-form, showing tranverse,
radial and tangential sections. Lowville, N. Y.,
R. B. Hough. $5.00.

LoEWY, BENJAMllf. A Graduated Course of Natural
Science Experimental and Theoretical for Schools
and Colle.es. Part II. New York, Macmillan.
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LoMBROso, Cesare. The Manof Genius. New York,
Scribner 370 p. 12°. $1.25.

Massee. George. The Plant World. New York,
Macmillan. 212 p. 12°. $1.

OcHoROWTTZ. J. Mental Suggestion. Parts I.-IV.
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Peters, Edward Dyer. Modem American Methods
of Copper Smelting. New York, Scientific Publish-
ing Co. 398 p. 8°. $4.

Physician's Visiting List for 1892. Philadelphia,
Blakiston. 24°.

Shaler, N. S. The Story of Our Continent. Bos-
ton, Ginn. 290 p. 1'2°.

Sloane, T. O'Conor. Electricity Simplified. New
York, Henley. 154 p. 12°. SI.

Trimble, Henry. The Tannins. Vol. I. Phila-
delphia, Lippincott. lt>8 p. 12°. S'3.

Wahnschaffe, Felix. A Guide to the Scientific
Examination of Soils. Tr. by William T. Brant.
Philadelphia, Baird. 177 p. 12°. $1.60.

Wyatt, Francis. The Phosphates of America.
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A BUSINESS MAN'S HAND-BOOK,
Ttie report of the Postmaster General, j ast issued,

states that uearly $2,000,000 in checks, drafts and
money, reached the dead letter ofSce during the
present year through improper addressing—more
than cue-half from New Tork State. Probably
double this sum has been lost throu-^h delays aDd
accidents resulting from carelessness in mailing
and corresponieiice. To reduce these errors to a
minimum, the Goverument issues THE UNITED
STATES OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE, in an annual
number published in JanuaxT) and monthly supple-
ments, a book of 900 pages, cootainiug three classi-
fied lists of the 66,000 pos^offices In the Union, to-
gether wiih postal rules and mail regulations.
Every merchant, wholesale dealer, manufacturer
and professional man having correspondence, will
find the Guide indispen&able. It is also of great as-
sistance in translating illegible writings to lawyers,
printers and others. No establishment where ac-
curacy and care are observed as rules is complete
without it. The price of the GUIDE in paper is

$2.00, in cloth, $2.50. Orders in New Tork State
should be sent to HuME AND COUNTRY, 93 Maiden
Lane, New York; outside of New York State to Geo.
F. Lasher, 1213 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Agents wanted.

Wants,
A 7ty person seeking a position /or •which he is quali-

fied by his scientijic attainniefi*s^ or anyperson seeking
wine one to Jiil a position o/ this character^ be it that
of a teacher o/science^ chemist^ draughtsman, or -what
not. may have the ' Want^ inserted under this head
FREE OF COST, if he Satisfies the publisher o/ the suit-
able character ofhis application. A nyperson seeking
information on any scientific question^ the address ^
any scientific 7>ian^ or -who can in any way use this col-
umn for a purpose consonant -with the nature of th
Paper, is cordially invited to do so.

UJA'STED.- Science, No. 178, July 2, 1886, also
' Index and Title-page to Vol. VH. Address

N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.

YOUNG MAN (31; would lite a position in a
college, laboratory, or observatory, is also will-

[ to assist at a steam engine, etc. Address J. W.,
-e of Science, 874 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.—A position in the philosophical or
pedagogical department of a college or uni-

versity by a young man (30) who has had five years'
practical experience in teaching, and who has done
four years' post-graduate work in philosophy, devot-
ing his attention during the last two years espe-
cially to study and original investigation in scien-
tific psychology and its applications in education.
Address E. A., care Science, 874 Broadway, N. Y.
City.

WANTED.- A suitable position in Washington'
D. C, not counected with the Government,

and with a salary not to exceed S650 a year, by an
experienced biologist with six years' university
training. Applicant has been a skilful surgeon for
fourteen years ; is a practical photographer, car-
tographer, and accustomed to the use of the type-
writer. He is also capable of making the most fin-

ished drawings, of any description, for all manner
of illustrative purposes in science; trained in mu-
seum methods and wurk; also field operations and
taxidermy in its various depai-tmeuts, and model-
ing, production of casts, restorations of paleonto-
logical specimens and similar employments. Address
U. S. R , care Science, 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

WANTED.- By a young man (27), B. A. and Ph.D.,
with three years' experience as assistant in

chemistry, position as instructor in chemistry or in
natural sciences in college or- academy, or other ad-
vantageous position as chemist. Give particulars
as to work, salary, etc. F. W. MAR, L. Box 23, West
Haven, Conn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
pggLjSjjEgS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

Craivfordsville, Ind.

%'
T^F-RIILE JPerpetual CaSendar.-Thisyt nULt novel application of the slide-ruJe

principle shows, in aninMant without study or cal-
ulaiion, a complete Calend;»r for any month from
Year 1 till the end of rime. Sample, 2=; cts.

JEEOMB-THOHiS CO., 47 LAFAYETTE PUCB, HEW TOfiK.

Exchanges.
[Free ofcharge to all, if ofsatisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.]

Wanted to buy or exchange a copy of Holbrook's
North American Herpetology, by John Edwards. 5 vols.
Philadelphia. 1842. G. BAUR, Clark University,
Worcester, IVIass.

For sale or exchange, LeConte, ** Geology;" Quain,
"Anatomy," 2 vols.; Foster, "Physiology," Eng. edition;
Shepard, Appleton, Elliott, ancl Stern, "Chemistry;"
Jordan, "Manual of Vertebr;ttes;" *' International Scien-
tists' Directory;" Vol. \. Journal of Morphology; Bal-
four, " Embryology,'' 3 vols.; Leidy, " Rhizopods;"
Science^ iS vols., unbound. C. T. McCLINTOCK,
Lexington, Ky.

For sale.—A 6J^ x 8?^ Camera; a very fine instrument,
with lens, holders and tnpod, all new; it cost over $40;
price, $25. Edw. L. Hayes, 6 Athens street, Cambridge,
Mass.

To exchange Wright's " Ice Age in North America"
and Le Conte's "Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882)
for "Darwinism," by A. R.Wallace. "Origm of Species,"
by Darwin. "Descent of Man," by Darwin, "Man's
Place in Nature," Huxley, "Mental Evolution in Anir
mals." by Romanes, "Pre-Adamites,'* by Winchell. No
books wanted except latest editions, anH books in good
condition. C. S. Brown, Jr., Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn.
For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private

chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-
ance (aoog to i-iomg ), platinum dishes and crucibles,
agate motors, glass-blowing apparatus, etc. For sale in
part or whole. Also complete file of Silliman''s jfournal,
1862-1885 (62-71 bound^ Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883;
U. S. Coast Survey. 1854-1869. Full particulars to en-
quirers. F. GARDINER. JR., Pomfret, Conn.

acrifice, an elaborate micro-For exch;
scope outfit. Bullock
sixth homeogeneous in

inch, Bausch & Lomb, also 01

Spencer. Four eye-pieces. Obje

iths, and three
i-foutth and one inch
:ives are the best made.
Jranch Street, Lowell,

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

BIEN'S NEW ATLAS OF TBE METROPOLI-

will be given to Xeiv Suhiiicribers to the
Geoloijist for S25.00 (which is the regular
price of the Atlas alone), if ordered through
the GiOLOGIST.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, ITlinu.

BOOKS : Moiv to f:xclian£:e them for
others. Send a postal to the Science exchange
column (insertion free), stating briefly what you
want to exchange. Science, 874 Broadway, New
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for this edition. Tlie new portrait shows us a pretty woman,
without the slightest suggestion of anything tnascuh'ne about her.

The same firm announces a new edition of the Hon. Chauncey M.
©epew's ' Orations and After-Dinner Speeches;" also a life of

" Henriette Ronner, the Painter of Cat Life and Cat Characters,"

ly M. H. Spielmann, editor of the Magazine of Art. It is for her

pictures of cat life and cat character that Mme. Ronner has gained

her reputation. A book that is bound to attract attention is " Shall

<3irls Propose?" which the Cassell Publishing Company issue. It

ds written by a ''Speculative Bachelor," and comes just in time

for the new year, which is leap year.

— The forthcoming January number of The Alienist and Aeu-

Tologist, will contain: "Neurasthenic Rudimental Impulsive

Paranoia," by Professor Enrico Morselli, Italy; "The Work of

Medicine for the Weal of the World," by C. H. Hughes, M.D.,

St. Louis; "Some Cases of Hemiplegia," by John Ferguson,

Jffl D., Toronto, Canada; "Relations of Chorea and Epilepsy," by

G. R. Trowbridge, M.D., Danville, Penn. ; " The Virile and Other
Reflexes," by C. H. Hughes, M.D , St. Louis; "Diagnosis and
Nature of Certain Functional and Organic Nervous Diseases," by
J. T Eskiidge, M.D., Denver; "Traumatic Neurosis in Damage
Suits." by H. T. Pershing, M.D., Denver; "Present Aspect of

Cerebral Surgery," byL. C.Gray, M.D., New York City; "Visual
Imagery of Alcoholic Delirium," by C. G. Chaddock, M.D.,
Traverse City, Mich-; "Insanity and Genius," by James G. Kier-
nan, M. D., Chicago; besides the usual selections, editorials, hos-

pital notes, reviews, etc.

— Ginn & Co. announce The Philosophical Review, Vol. I., No.
1, to appear January, 1893, and to be edited by J. G. Schurman.
The contents are: "Prefatory Note," "TheCritical Philosophy and
Idealism," by Professor John Watson; " Psychology as So-called

'Natural Science,' " by Professor George T. Ladd; "On Some
Psychological Aspects of the Chinese Musical System," by Benja-
min Ives Giltuan; Reviews of Books; Summaries of Articles.

Alonic
' „j'.

A most excellent and agree-

able tonic and appeti/;er. It

nourishes and invigorates the

tired brain and body, imparts re-

newed energy and vitality, and

enlivens the functions.

Dr. Ephkaim Batbman, Cedarville, N. J.,

says

:

"I have used it for several years, not only

in my practice, but in my own individual

<;ase, and consider it under all circumstances

one of the best nerve tonics that we possess.

For mental exhaustion or overwork it gives

Tenewed strength and vigor to the entire

^stem."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R, I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

CAOTION.—Be sure the word " Hors-
-Cord's" is on tlie label. All others are

spurious. Never sold in bulk.

POPULAR MANUAL OF VISIBLE SPEECH AND
VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.

For use in Colleges and Normal Schools. Price 50 cents
Sent free by post by

N. » €. HODGES, 874 Broadway) N. If.

prize essays of the american public
"'

'health association.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. l!:imo, 183 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vauphan, M.D.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities of
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. Svo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them. By Georp:e
H Ireland, Springfield, Mass. Svo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays iNos. Jl, 2, 3. 4) in one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

THE CHERPEST AND BEST ;

%i# PARK PEM;1S[EW YORC;

Old and Rare Books.

)ACK NUMBERS and complete setsof leading Mag-
J aznies. Rates low. A.M. MAG. EXCHANGE.

Schohane N V

Speech Reading and Articulation

Teacliing.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 23 Cents.

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching- Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Misa
Sarah Fuller, Principal of the Horace Maon School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass —is, so far as known, the
iirst Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals of Institutions for the Deaf.
"Admirable in its conciseness, clearness aud free

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting aud valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

*4:.* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In tbe Nallve Re]l;s;iou8 of the

Western Contiiieui.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. Sl.To.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Bkinton, M.D., and Morris Jastrow, Jr.,

Ph.D. 8°. .30 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York

DO YOU IKTEHD TO BUILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send for "SENSIBLE I«OW-rOST
HOUSES," now arranged in llirco volumes. In them you will find perspective views>
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful, new do»il:>:nH for
Iioutiies. They also give prices for complclo Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
wbich enable ?ou to build witboiit dc!ay»*, iiiit!itakcs or qnarrels with your build*
er, and which any one ran untterstand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted desigrns of
houses, costinp between $.*jOO and $1S00. Vol. II. contains 35 copyriehted designs, $lSO0 to
S3C0O. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to S90U0. Price, by mail. $1,00
eaoli, or $3.00 for the set.

"COLONIAL HOVSFS," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modem
arranijements for comfort. Price. $**2.00.

" PICXUKESQUE llOCJSES FOR FOBEST AND SHORE":—This show
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic.
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1 .00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 871 Broadway, New York.
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A NEW MONTHLY
THE INTERNATIONAL

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND

NATURAL SCIENCE.

THE JOUENAL OF THE

POSTAL MICROSCOPICAL AKD WESLEY

KATDRALISTS' SOCIETIES.

Edited by ALFRED ALLEN and Rev.

WILLIAM SPIERS.

CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER:
Parasitic Fungi Affecting the Higher Animals.
The Distance of the Stars.
Infusoria, Protozoa, etc., Practical Methods of

Preparation.
The History of the Microscope.
Our Young Naturalists' Page—

A Curious Want of Fear in a Pair of Robins.
Leap Year.
Aspect of the Heavens—July, 1891.

Collectors'' Notes for July.
Natural History Notes.

The Poison of Toads.
Effect of Light on Spines.
Protective Mimicry in Spiders.
The Phenomfnon of Aatotomy in Certain

Animals.
Wesley Scientific Society.
Reviews.

$1 .75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " " 50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies 10 cents.

A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.
$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three
years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.

Back voliunes for sale at .$5,00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OE.

ROUGHING IT WITH AK ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELIiOW.
CS. H. SCUDDER.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12*^. $1.50.

"The story is a piquant, good-humored, entertain
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen.''^—Literary World.
"This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rou^h esperiences on a frontier which is

rapidly receding."—jBos^on Transcript.
'* The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-five years ago, in contrast with its

civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's stj le, constitute the claims of his little

book to present attention."

—

The Dial.

JUST HEADY.

THE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,

on the Eskimo, on its physical geography,
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles

relating to the civil and natural history of

the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, fyi.D., Ph.D.
8°, 513 pp., $3.50.

NEW BOOKS.
JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resius,

exclusive of those on amber. The work is of

interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-

preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
12°. SI.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value.'^—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Dani*>l G. Brinton writes asthe acknowledged

authority of the sw.h^ect.''''—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans."

—

Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation."
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, f2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
In our language."—r/ie Christian Union.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brintou's 'Races

and Peoples'' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introductoi-y manual of ethnol-
ogy."— TVie Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to be widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."

—

Brighton fEng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The New York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with au indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a stroug stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Priee, postpaid, ^1.75,

or, Snf-THE MODERN MALAD!

;

ferers from ' Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in oui- mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of

the subject which still prevails; in the sec-

ond part, attention is drawn to the principal

causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the lutrodviction to Part I. gives a brief his-

tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of

treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-

ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
12", 184 pp., $1.50.

NOTF BEADY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, poslpaid, 50 crnts.
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Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFREY W. Hajibleton, M.D.
W. 40c.
"The Inestimable importance of the subject, the-

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his work^
all combine to render the litilfl treatise worthy oi
special considera'ion. . . . We heartily commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wish there were more
such works."—Editorial, Bo ton Daily Advertiser.

'• The monograph is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It Is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—PAarmaceitfica/ Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."^
By Appleton Morgan, Esq. V-°. 20 cents.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and interesting,

address upon a test furnished by a sent^'nce from
a young ladies' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "—Neio York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. Bv
C. p. I ox. li". 75 cents.
"To be commended to those who are not special-

ists."— C/trish'an Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and And in

them much food for thought."—St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and skill."— Operj. Court.
" It is of extreme interett."

—

Medical Age.
" Worthy of a careful perusal."—indiance Medica

Journal.
" An interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—Popii/aj-
Science News.
"All Interested in biological questions will And

the book fascinating."-P/iarmacewfica/ E7-a.
" The author displays a very comprehensive graep-

of his subject."—Pufch'c Opinion.
"Deserves the atteutlon of students of natural

science."

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO"
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CteuS THOMAS. IS". $1-
Dr. Thomas has.already presented to the public

some reasons ftr believing tlie Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more careful
study oi the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
leg ?i satisfles htm that we have in the Bark Record
(Walam Olum) itself proof that they were Chero-
kees, He thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of mlgraticn even beyond their reaideice
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi. The
object Is therefore threefold: 1. An lllust ation of
the reverse method ol dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 3. Incidental proof that some of the Indians
were mound builders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light ot the mound testimony. This woik TvlU be-
an important contribution to the literature of the-
Columbian discovery which will doubtless appear
during th9 coming two years.
" A valuable contribu Ion to the question, ' Who-

were the mound-builders? ' "—New York Times.
"Piofesfor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to trace

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehistoric or mound-building age."—jV. Y. Sun.
" An Interesting pa,per."—Cliristian Union.

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
12°. $1.

"The little book is extremely interesting."—Sos-
ton Trans!rrif.t.
" A book which will And many readers. The

chapter on "I ornado Insurance' is of interest to
all property-holders in the tornado States."—Poston-
Iderald.
" ' The Torna'io' Is a popular treatise on an impor-

tant province i f meteorulogy, in which sc lence, the
author, Professor Hazen oi the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -PhiladeU
pliia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JaSTROW. 12°. 50o.
"All students ot psychology will And the book full

of iuterestii.g facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a ttiit.ker and as a writer are too well and
too widely known to require comment."

—

Public
Opinion.

'• A useful work for psjchologists—as well as the
general reader-by setiing forth in brief and easily
Intelligible form the present stale of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance ol
mental acts."—r/ie Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By
Mary Tatlok BISSEIL. l-i". 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
" Practical and sensible."- Pw/>/ic Opinion.
" The advice and excellent Information which It

contains are tersely and intelligently expressed,"—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

•' Practical and simply written."—Spn'jtafieW Be-
publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene."

—

St,
Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparalion,

VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Make Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York,
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THE

liiiffl Bell Teleplioiie

COMPANY.
95 MILE ST, BOSTON, MASS.

This Coinpaiiy owns the Letters
lb*atent granted to Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No.
174,465, and January ;50, 1§77.
No. 1§6,787.
The Transmission of Speech h.y

all known forms of KLECTRIC
SPEAKING TELEPHONES in-
fringes the rlg-ht secured to this
Company by the above patents, and
renders each individual u-er oftel-
ephones, not furnished by it or its
licensees, responsible for such un-
lawful use, and all the conse-
quences thereof and liable to suit
therefor.

Lmi^fame CK^ Go-

RICH FURS.
Sable, l^eal, Aslrakan,

Krimaier and Per§ian Lamb.

CAPES, COATS, AND SAGQUES.

Muffs, Gollaretts, and Boas.

TRIMMING FURS.
FEATHER BOAS,

Fnr-lined Cloaks, Fiir-trimmed Garments.

Fnr, Carriage and Sleigh Robes.

J5toac)wau ckj ]^tb 6t.

IVEW YORK.

MIMrDAIC Cabinet Specimens. Collections
IlilllCnHLO. For Blowpipe Analysis.
Largest and finest stock in U. S. lOOpp. Illustrated

Catalogue, paper bound, ISc ; cloth bound, 25c.

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO, Mineralogists,
Removed to 738 & T35 Broadway, New Torh

«"to

JUST FUBLISHEI).

THE LABRADOR COAST,

A JOURNAL OF TWO SUMMER CRUISES
TO THAT REGION.

WITH NOTES ON ITS EARLY DISCOV-
ERY, ON THE ESKIMO. ON ITS PHY-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND
NATURAL HISTORY, TOGETHER WITH
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS, ARTI-
CLES, AND CHARTS RELATING TO
THE CIVIL AND NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D.,Pli.D.

Sportsmen and ornithologists will be interested in
the list of Labrador birds by Mr. L. W. Turner,
which has been kindly revised and brought down to
date by Dr. J. A. Allen Dr. S fl. Sciidder has con-
tributed the list of butterflies, and Prof. John
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada, has prepared the list of
Labrador plants.
Much pains has been taken to render the bibliog-

raphy complete, and the author is indebted to Dr.
Franz Boas an^l others for several titles and impor-
tint suggestions; and it is hoped that this feature of
the book will recommend it to collectors of Ameri-
cana.

It is hoped that the volume will serve as a guide
to the Labrador coast for ihe use of travellers,
yachtsmen, sportsmen, artists, and naturalists, as
well as those interested in geographical and histori-
cal studies.

513 pp., 8°, §3.50.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher,
874 Broadway, New York.

INSECTS AND INSECTICIDES.
A PRACTICAL MANUAL,

Concerning Noxious Insects and the Methods
of Preventing their Injuries.

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Professor of Entomology and Zoology, New

Hampshire State College.

WHAT IS SAID ABOUT IT.
" I think that you have gotten together a very

useful and valuable little book."— Dr. C, V. Riley,
XJ. S. Entomologist. Washington, D. C.
"It is excellent.''—James Fletcher, Dominion En-

tomologist, Ottawa, Canada.
"1 am well pleased with it "—Dr. F. M. Hexaraor,

Editor American Agriculturist, Ne^ York.
"It seems to me a good selection of the matter

which every farmer and fruit grower ought to have
at his imnieOiate command."—Prof. S. A. Forbes,
State Entomologist of Illinois, Champaigu, 111.

"A good book, and it is needed.'"—Prof. L. H.
Bailey, Cornell University.
"It IS one of the best books of the kind I have

ever seen."— J. Freemont Hickman, Agriculturist,
Ohio Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio.
"I shall gladly recommend it."— Prof. A.J. Cook,

Michigan Agricultural College.

Price, $1,25,

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

AMERIGAN^WOODS.
A Book ou Woods, cou-

taining actual and au-
thentic specimens . It

would make a beautiful

Christmas present.

Send for circulars. R. B. HOUGH, Low\iHe,N.Y.

/Vew Method oj^-**ej ig Property

from LighTri,,.g.

The Lightning Dispeller.

Price, $20 to $30.—According to size.

The Patent Lightning Dispeller is a conduc-
tor specially designed to dissipate the energy
of a lightning discharge,—to prevent its
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THE RELATIONS OP GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS TO SUC-

CESSFUL MINING. 1

The subject assigned to me for presentation to-night is, The
Relations of Geological Surveys to Successful Mining. Other pa-

pers have been read to you and addresses have been made de-

scriptive and eulogistic of the mineral resources of Missouri. It

remains for me to present to you how such an organization

as I have the honor to direct aids in their development. It

gives me pleasure, gentlemen, to appear before you to discuss

so fertile a theme as this. I would that I had time to attempt
to do it full justice. I feel also gratified in being asked to do
so before such a body of mining and business men, because
we geologists are often led to believe that, among you busy men
of alSEairs, there is sometimes a feeling that a scientist is a poor
sort of creature anyhow, who spends his time hunting fossils or

learnedly ventilating elaborate theories which nobody knows how
to make use of. This we feel, of couree, is all wrong, and espe-

cially that you are all wrong, and hence such opportunities as

this, whei'e we can stand up and make it quite clear to you how
you are all wrong, without your having a chance to reply, are

always to be coveted.

But before we can proceed to do this let us understand what we
are going to talk about. First, then, what is meant by the term
"mining" in this connection? Mining, strictly speaking, is a
process of excavating certain materials from the ground. With
such actual mining of ore I must confess that our work has only

indirect connection. This must be left to the judgment, energy,

and perseverance of the miner, and the success of any mining
venture is always largely dependent upon his genius in overcom-
ing the difficulties encountered. But over and above this, the

magnitude and importance of a mining industry is dependent first

upon the nature of the materials mined, and second upon the

extent to which those materials are used. I take it, therefore,

that the sense in which it is meant that mining shall be considered

upon this occasion is the broad one embracing all that is con-

cerned, not only with the production of minerals, but. also with
their complete utilization; or, briefly, I will define it as the

exploitation and the utilization of the mineral possessions of an
area. The question now stands, therefore, what are the relations

of a geological survey to these ends? To properly answer this it

first becomes necessary to consider what are the fundamental re-

quirements for the successful exf)loitation and utilization of the

materials considered.

.Manifestly the first thing necessary for the inception of mining
is the discovery of the existence of the materials worthy of mining.
It seems so perfectly clear that there can be no mining of a mate-
rial without the presence of that material, that I would not say

even these few words on so self-evident a statement, did not such
facts as Missouri's tin mines and Arkansas's gold mines seem to

stare me in the face in refutation of my proposition. Still, I will

not yield my point, but merely elucidate it by adding that attempts

at mining can always be made, as many of you doubtless know to

your sorrow, without any foundation whatsoever.

Second, and next in importance to the discovery of existence

for the development and sustenance of a mining industry, is the

determination of the quantity and distribution of the material to

be mined. A substance may exist, but it may be in such a small quan-
tity as to be unworthy of consideration, as are, I fear, the tin ores

of the United States. Or it may exist in large quantity, but be

1 An address delivered by Arthur Wiaslow, State Geologist of Missouri,
before the Inter-State Mlulug Convemiou, held In SpringQeld, Mo., Dec. 15-17,

1891.

SO disseminated or diffused as to be unattainable with profit, as is

the gold which occurs in places, in the sands of northern Mis-

souri. Finally, it may be both in large quantity and concentrated,

but inaccessible, either by leason of its existence at excessive

depths, as are some coal beds, or by reason of topographic isola-

tion or geographic remoteness with absence of means of transpor-

tation, as are some of the iron and other ores of this State.

Third, in addition to the facts of existence and distribution,

that mining may attain its fullest vigor and soundest prosperity it

is necessary that the quahties and capabilities of the materials be

exhaustively determined. This is important in both a negative

and a positive way, according to whether the results prevent use-

less undertakings or direct enterprise in the right direction. An
ore may be abundant and its distribution well known, yet it may
be so lean, or so injured by impurities, as to be of low value, or

even entirely worthless. A building-stone may be of handsome
appearance and may be obtainable from the quarry in large blocks,

yet when exposed to the condition of atmosphere and temperature

of a large city, it may deteriorate rapidly. A superior clay may
be used for ordinarypurposes for which an inferior product would
answer just as well, and a determination of its qualities may lead

to its increased use for many other purposes, with enhanced
value.

Different coals are put to different special uses. The determi-

nation of the essential properties of any one coal will lead to its

ultimate use for all the purposes it is best adapted to. An un-
common but valuable material may lie neglected in great quanti-

ties, simply because its capabilities are not appreciated. This was
the case for many years with the anthracite coal of Pennsylvania,

which was practically ignored simply because people did not know
how to burn it ; a material which is now mined at a rate of nearly

fifty million tons per year.

Fourth, and finally, as a necessary supplement to the dertermi-

nation of the existence, distribution, and properties of materials,

is the dissemination of the knowledge in a way which will reach
those who should know, and in a manner which will command
their attention. If the knowledge of the existence of useful ma-
terials is confined to an individual or to a small cu-cle, their devel-

opment will be slow. The information must reach the right ears

for the full effect to obtain; and not only that, it must reach
those ears in the right way or it is not credibly received. The
world is too full of vague rumors, of bubbles and booms, for

startling or even aU rational seeming statements to gain ready
credence. People are more inclined to be incredulous of such
good news than credulous, unless it is backed by well-known au-
thoritj'.

Thus reviewing what I have said so far, four fundamental re-

quirements for the development and sustenance of a substantial

mining industry are:

1. The discovery of the existence of the materials.

2. The discovery or determination of their quantities and distri-

butions.

3. The discovery or determination of their qualities and capa-
bilities.

4. The proper dissemination of the knowledge of these facts.

These being granted as fundamentally necessary for the devel-

opment of mining, it follows that any work having for its object

the accomplishment of these ends is, in intention at least, a con-
tributor to the success of such industry. That conclusion follows

logically and is necessary ; the degree to which it is a contributor

depends upon the extent to which it attains its objects. The re-

lations of a geological survey to successful mining will hence be
well displayed by a consideration of the manner in which it con-
tributes to the four ends specified.

First, then, with relation to the discovery of the existence of
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materials, how and to what extent does a geological survey ac-

complish this? Well, to answer this question satisfactorily we
must first determine what is meant by the term "discovery."

The date when the existence of any one material first became a

fact in the consciousness of man can never be stated. It is prob-

able that the gold in California was known to exist by the abo-

rigines, merely as glittering particles or nuggets of undetermined

properties, long before the " white man'" made the f'Bct of its ex-

istence known, or, as we say, discovered it. It is probable that

many a block of silver ore was seen and handled unrecognized by

the pioneer long before mining first began. Again, it is probable

that the primeval savage of California both knew of the existence

of the gold and was familiar with its general properties and value,

yet from the isolation and barbarism of his surroundings the fact

of existence was never made through him the property of the

civilized world. Hence, so far as its effect on civilization is con-

cerned, we must define discovery of existence as that event

whereby a material is brought to the knowledge of an individual

who recognizes it and who has a conception of its value, and who
transmits the fact of existence to the world. Such a work of

discovery constituted a large part of the functions of the early

explorations throughout the country of the earlier geological sur-

veys. The more general facts of existence were then sought af-

ter, knowledge was so imperfect. This was the necessary foun-

dation for further investigation for future development. Nowa-
days the work of geological surveys is tending more to the solution

of other questions.

With reference to Missouri as a whole, it may safely be said

that we do not look for the discovery in the future of the existence

in considerable quantity of a single mineral substance of great

economic value, the existence of which is not already known.
But though, in this large sense, such is, strictly speaking, true, in

a narrower sense, and in the sense that the existence of materials

in special localities is being brought to the knowledge of men who
will recognize them and make the facts known to the world, dis-

covery is still in progress in the State and constitutes an important

part of the work of the geological survey. Discoveries of this

kind of iron-ores, zinc and lead-ores, clays and coals, and other

materials have been made throughout the State during the past

year, and the result^ will be published in the forthcoming reports.

Such discoveries are made by all well-conducted geological sur-

veys, and they are thus extensive contributois to the first require-

ment for the development of a mining industry.

The discovery or determination of the quantities and distribu-

tion of materials is, however, nowadays recognized as one of the

principal directly economic functions of a geological survey, and

it is the work requiring the highest attainments and the most stu-

dious and exhaustive investigation. The science of geology is

here called into play, and the knowledge accumulated during

many years by multitudes of observers is applied for the solution

of the problems The mere existence of a material may be deter-

mined by any one with a small stock of knowledge and a ram-

bling search. The quantity and distribution can generally be de-

duced only from a host of facts gathered with close and patient

observation, and then studiously and logically handled. It is first

an inductive and then a deductive process. The general laws and

facts of geology have to be known before a correct diagnosis can

be made. Therefore, just as a physician can best treat a patient

if he knows his structure, constitution, and habits well, so a

geologist can best accomplish his results if he knows thoroughly

the geological structure of the area he is examining, and the laws

governing its phenomena. Hence it has come to be recognized in

theory, and is accepted in the best practice, that the most valuable

and far-reaching results are attained when the fundamental facts

of the geology of an area are mastered. A due regard for logic

demands that the general principles shall be established before we
attempt the solution of particular cases. To illustrate, most of

the rocks exposed in Missouri and adjacent States are what are

called clastic or sedimentary rocks, and occur in strata, or layers,

piled upon each ether like the leaves of a book. Each layer is,

however, not co-extensive with the area of the State, but gener-

ally the uppermost occupies the smallest area, and those underly-

ing it protrude beyond it successively in constantly expanding

zones, so that their limits are defined on the map by a series of

roughly concentric lines, or, as has been said by Lesley, like the

grain lines of a polished piece of wood, planed at a low angle

across the grain.

Some minerals of value frequently characterize certain strata or
formations; this is especially the case with coal, iron, and clays,

and sometimes with lead and other ores. Hence, if the distribu-

tion of these strata is once defined, through the study of the geol-

ogy, the value of the knowledge as a guide to prospecting for all

future will be readily appreciated. This definition of the areas of

the strata or geological formations is hence recognized as an im-

portant duty of a geological survey. Here it is that fossils are of

use. Some fossils are restricted to certain strata, oi-, more exactly

speaking, different strata have different faunal characteristics;

hence, fossils become ear marks which help us to recognize out-

crops as belonging to certain formations and lead us to a correct

classification of the scattered occurrences. For example, suppose

that over a coal bed worked at a point, A, is a bed of limestone

characterized by certain fossils At a point, B, is another coal

mine, and the question arises as to whether the bed at B is the

same as that at A. Or, in other words, have we at B one or two
coal beds, a question of much economic importance. A close ex-

amination in the creek bed below the outcrop of coal at B reveals

the existence of a limestone bed with the same fossils as those

found over the coal bed at A. Hence, the inference is direct that

that the coal of A underlies the coal of B, and will be found on
investigation.

In working out the distribution of the geological formations on

the ground this end is the immediate and controlling one to the

field geologist, and its economic value is not always in his mind

;

and to a still smaller degree is the fact ordinarily appreciated by

the layman ; hence the former's operations are frequently re-

garded, by those of ultra utilitarian minds, as mildly idiotic. In

illustration, an assistant of mine on the Arkansas survey, a capa-

ble and well-trained man, was at one time engaged in tracing the

outcrops or limits of a certain stratum of sandstone in the coal

measures of that State. He stopped one night at a farmer's house

for lodging. After the evening meal, the host and his guest hav-

ing settled themselves in front of the blazing log heap of a fire,

which all Arkansas travellers enjoy, the farmer, learning the vo-

cation of his guest, thought he would seize the opportunity to

obtain some useful information. "Well, my friend," he began,

"have you discovered any mineral about here?" "No," an-

swered the young man, who was somewhat shy aud non-commu-
nicative. " Not found any !" echoed the farmer ;

" well, now,

that's too bad. Don't you think you will find some soon?" he

questioned. "No," again answered the young man, who' was

strong in monosyllables. " Haven't found any and don't expect

to find any, I
" ejaculated the somewhat astonished questioner;

"well, what do you stay here for, then?" '-I am not looking

for mineral," was the young man's brief reply. " Not looking for

mineral ! "exclaimed the dumbfounded and now somewhat irate

farmer; "then what in the name of creation is your work good

for?" Here, then, were two men at loggerheads simply for lack

of a little explanation. The young man was tracing a stratum,

which, when transferred to the map, would define the area of an

important coal bed. Absorbed in the immediate object of his

work, he lost sight of a part of its outcome; he was in one sense

engaged in the actual " discovery of mmeral " without being en-

tirely conscious of it. A few words of explanation might have

made all clear.

These illustrations will suffice to explain hotv the determination

of the general facts of stratigraphic structure are of broad eco-

nomic value. The definitions of the members of the oil-sand

group, in Pennsylvania, of the Trenton limestone in Ohio, per-

mitted the intelligent and rapid development of the oil industry.

Similarly the determination of the sources of our ore bodies, of

their modes of formation is of fundamental importance, is indis-

pensable for the constniction of the correct theory of their distri-

bution, which alone will lead to their full development, and which

will prevent waste through expenditure in the wrong direction.

I could illustrate this in detail, but time will not permit, and I

think the principle is akeady made clear. Such are some of the
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discoveries of geologic science; these are the results which we
strive to express in our maps and reports, over and above the de-

tails of occurrence. The latter serve as a means for attaining the

former and are necessary for that purpose. They are gathered

sedulou.sly in the field and are studied in the office. Thus, in the

office, are most of the discoveries of modern science made. The
facts of observation are our mediums, the laws of reasoning are

our divining rods and witch-hazels. The determination of the

qualities and capabihties of materials we have recognized as an

important pre-requisite to the full development of a mining indus-

try. Such work is also properly made the function of a geological

survey. Some materials show on their faces, from mere inspec-

tion, what their value is; such being the case with most of the

zinc and lead ores of this region. Others need more or less elabo-

rate tests for the fact to be determined. Iron-ores may appear

and be rich in iron contents, yet they need to be analyzed to de-

termine the amounts of sulphur, phosphorus and silica, which they

contain before their capabilities can be predicted. Mineral waters

need similarly to be analyzed before their beneficial qualities can

be known. Coals and clays need similar treatment, and in addi-

tion they should be subjected to exhaustive tests, on a working

scale. An analysis of a building stone yields little knowledge as

to its capabilities, and here the thorough experimental test is alone

capable of demonstrating just what the value of the stone is. The

an9,lysis and tests above enumerated are either actually or pros-

pectively part of the work of the Geological Survey, and most

valuable results have been reached, especially with the clays of

the State, which will be incorporated in future publications. That

the additional information thus acquired concerning the mineral

deposits of the Slate v^-ill contribute to their further development

seems indisputable.

Finally, in what way does a geological survey disseminate

knowledge concerning these materials and is this way an effective

one? A geological survey, if properly organized, is composed of

professional men of scientific attainments and of undoubted in-

tegrity; it is an ofliicial organization, and its examinations are

made disinterestedly, and on the truthfulness of its results depends

the reputation of its members. Its publications are widely circu-

lated; they are designed to be used by the professional man and

also by the layman; being official, and coming from such a disin-

terested and qualified source, the i-esults are accepted generally

without hesitation by the capitalists "or manufacturers. Such in-

fluence and acceptance could uever be reached by reports emanat-

ing from owners of property or other interested parties, nor would

the judgment of such concerning theories of distribution or quality

command respect, unless emanating from well known expert

sources ;' thus the capital and enterprise necessai-y for the incep-

tion of such undertakings would be slow to follow such guidance.

Hence, a good geological survey constitutes the best of adver-

tising mediums, if you choose to call it such; advertising what

is genuine and good, but never stooping to indiscriminate boom-

ing.

But another means of disseminating information exists, over and

aliove that of publications. Some people are not reached by re-

ports, either because they are not given much to reading, or for

lack of access to the publications. They may come to the State,

or even be in the Stale, knowing little or nothing of its natural

features and products. In such cases, a State museum is the most

effective means of conveying information; a museum which shall

contain not only specimens of materials, but maps, models, views,

diagrams, and reports concerning all that is of interest in this

connection; the materials in which shall be so arranged as to con-

vey clear ideas, not only of what is in the State, but where it is,

how it occurs, and how much there is of it; which shall be sup-

plemented by the presence of (rained men, familiar with the

State, who can guide the stranger in the right direction.

In conclusion, I would say a few words concerning the educating

influences of a geological survey among the citizens of the area

in which it operates. Through its publications, through the in-

tercourse with its members, and in other ways, a vast amount of

information is absorbed by the people concerning the land they

live in and its products. This information they apply uncon-

sciously in their various operations. If prevents them from being

led into hopeless enterprises, it leads them to discountenance ex-

travagant expectations and to recognize charlatantry, it brings

them to appreciate the truly useful and valuable, and it supplies

them with a source of advice which many are otherwise desti-

tute of.

Finally, if their serious attention is aroused, they are soon

brought to see in all nature that surrounds them, a wonderful re-

lationship of parts, to read the history of a wonderful succession

of events; they begin to hear the " sermons of the stones," which
ever after become replete with interest and significance, exercis-

ing refining influences and acting as healthy stimulants to intel-

lectual effort.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Geological Society of America will hold its winter meet-

ing in Columbus, Dec. 39-31.

— From a report on mine ropes to the French Government, it

appears that hemp or aloes ropes are almost exclusively used for

all depths of shaft in Belgium. The makers guarantee the ropes

to last one and a half to two and a half years, and should they

fail earlier, a twelfth to a twenty-fourth of their cost is deducted

for every month short cf their stipulated duration. Steel-wire

ropes, according to Invention, should be of crucible steel having

a breaking strength of 70 to 76 tons per squai'e inch. Large

pulleys are more necessary for wire than for hemp ropes, the

smallest diameter permissible being 1,300 to 1,400 times the diame-

ter of the wire in the rope, if of iron, and 3,000 times if of steel.

For mining purposes wire ropes are best made with a hemp core

being more flexible.

— Poisoning by mussels is a well-known fact. Such poisoning

appears in chronic form in Tierra del Fuego, mussels being abun-

dant on the shores, and other kinds of food rare, so that the

natives eat large quantities of the former daily, both of bad and
of good quality. According to a doctor of the Argentine fleet, M.
Segers, as Nature reports, the mussels are rarely injurious at their

maximum time of growth, which corresponds with full moon, but

when the moon wanes, they become poor and often poisonous.

The poisonous quality apparently results from the death of a large

number at this time, and the putrefaction of their bodies yielding

ptomaines which are absorbed by the surviving mollusks. In any

case, the Fuegians are often attacked by a liver complaint, con-

sisting in atrophy of the organ, with jaundiced color of the skin

and tendency to hsemorrhage ; and M. Segers believes this is due

to mussel poisoning. He finds sulphate of atropine an efficacious

antidote.

— According to the Lancet a noteworthy difference between the

present outbreak of influenza and those experienced last spring

and the original epidemic of the winter of 1889-90 is the com-

parative slowness of its diffusion over the country. It was, in

November, mainly confined to two widely separated parts of the

kingdom, Cornwall and the eastern counties of Scotland. It is re-

markable that children are attacked almost as much at adults. It is

reported to be very prevalent in St. Petersburg and Berlin, while

at Hamburg it reached " alarming proportions," and the weekly

mortality of the city and its suburbs exceeded the average by 380.

In France it is especially prevalent at Bordeaux, where many
deaths among the aged have occurred. It has also appeared in

Paris. In showing some patients to his students a few weeks ago,

Professor Gerhardt of Berlin said, "The morbid symptoms which

we comprehend under the collective name of influenza have re-

peatedly been observed before, and several epidemics of the so-

called 'grippe' (those of 1847 and 1876, for instance) are on record.

Such a pandemic, however, as prevailed two years ago had not

occurred for a generation, and we had to deal with something

quite new and unknown. It came to us from the East. In May,

1889, it broke out in Bokhara, rapidly overran Eussia in Asia, and

came to St. Petersburg in September. Tbe disease spread rapidly

all over Europe, radiating over the provinces from Berlin, Vienna,

Paris, and London, and remaining mostly three or four weeks,

never more than two or three months, in one place. Its course

ran unmistakahlv from east to west ; from us it went to America
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and then on to Eastern Asia. Now it seems to have a.irivecl among
us again after its journey round the world. The symptoms are

remarkably various. The malady often takes an easy course, and

is in general not very dangerous to robust people. It begins in

most cases with high fever, which rapidly abates. In the graphic

representation of the progress of the fever the steep and narrow

one-day's curve seems to be characteristic. A vast number of

sequelae have been observed. Already existing diseases, such as

pulmonary tuberculosis and diseases of the heart, often take an

unusually rapid and fatal course under the influence of influenza.

Influenza must be reckoned among the acute infectious diseases,

and its contagious character may be regarded as proved. The
spread of the disease is uncommonly rapid, and the time of incu-

bation is often less than twenty-four hours, never more than two
or three days. The question whether one attack protects the

fiatient against future ones cannot be definitely answered; some
immunity there must be, for the epidemic never lasts very long.

Children are seldom attacked, sucklings never. Some people are

temporarily insusceptible. Doctors, for instance, have often fallen

ill at the end of the eiaidemic. The age from fifteen to twenty-

five seems to be the most susceptible. No specific against the

disease is known ; the doctor must therefore confine himself to

symptomatic treatment."

— Principal J. L, Thompson, of the Hawkesbury Agricultural

College, New South Wales, has no doubt, according to Nature,

that the climate and much of the soil of Australia are well suited

for the culture of the olive. All that is needed, he thinks, is an
adequate supply of labor. He himself has been very successful

in preserving green olives; and in a paper on the subject in the

August number of the Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
he gives the following account of the system adopted: The olives

ate very carefully picked from the trees when about full-grown,

hut perfectly green. They should be handled like eggs. If they

are bruised in any way, they will become black and decompose.

In the green state, olives contain gallic acid, which gives them an
acrid taste. To remove this they are, first of all, steeped in alka-

line water, made either of wood ashes, lime water, or washing
soda; of the latter, about three or four ounces to the gallon of

water. As soon as the lye has penetrated through the pulp, which
is usually in from eight to ten hours, they are put into clean

water, and steeped until all acrid and alkaline taste has been re-

moved. Daring that time the water is changed every day. They
are then put into brine, composed of one pound of salt to each

gallon of water, and kept carefully covei-ed with a thick linen

cloth, for if exposed to the air they will turn black. They are

finally put up in air-tight jirs.

— Lepine and Barral {Comptes Rendus, cxii., Nos. 5 and 8) col-

lected some arterial blood fiom a dog in a vessel cooled to 0° C,
then deSbrinated it, and at once estimated the amount of sugar it

contained. Other samples of the same blood were kept at differ-

ent temperatures; 6 at 39°, c at 49°, d at 53°, and e at 55° C, and
left for one hour. After this time the amount of sugar in h was
found to be i, in c and d ^'^ to f less than in a, while in e it was
the same as in a. This shows that the "sugar-destroying fer-

ment" acts lietter the higher the temperature, until at about 54°

C. its activity is destroyed. If blood withdrawn from an artery

be centritugalized, one obtains a seram which of course contains

more sugar than the original blood, because the corpuscles contain

scarcely any sugar. If such serum be kept at 39° C. for some
time — for example, one hour— there is no diminution in tiie

amount of the sugar, while blood similarly treated loses oue-

qaarter of its sugar. If the corpuscles which are separated by
the centrifugalizing process be washed with saline solution, a fil-

trate is obtained which, if mixed vfith grape sugar, causes a part
of the latter to disapx^ear when the mixture is kept at 39" C. It

would seem, therefore, that the " sugar destroying ferment" is

present in the blood corpuscles.

— The old tower in Saragossa is doomed. It was erected four

centuries ago, but it is still, as on its first day, the Torre Nueva.
As an example of Spanish brickwork the tower is interesting

enough, but to its inhabitants its importance consists in its rivalry

to the Pisan structure. The Tone Nueva cannot, however, be

treated as a builder's freak. If there is a departure of nine feet

from a perpend cular line it is owing to the sinking of the founda-

tions Cases of settlement are generally chronic, and there can

be no doubt of the symptoms which are to be observed in the

tower. It menaces the people who are so proud of its renown.

Although it was restored thirty years since, the ground could not

be made firm, and owing to the subsidences, the tower was never

in a worse state than it is now. The commissioners who have

charge of the ancient buildings in Aragon have met and consid-

ered the reports of the architects, which state that it is no longer

feasible to make the tower secure, and that the safety of the

public makes demolition inevitable. But the commissioners, says

The Architect, have affection for the tower, and, instead of ap-

proving of the operation, they have implored the advice of the

Academy of St. Ferdinand, in Madrid. But a Spanish savant

needs a long period of time for deliberation, and unless an acci-

dent should occur, the tower may be visible for many months or

years. The faith of the custodians in its stability continues un-

changed, for they allow people to ascend to the upper platform.

— According to official statistics published in the British Medi-
cal Journal the total number of medical men in Austria at the

end of 1889 was 7,146, of whom 5,358 were doctors of medicine

and 1,788 practitioners of a lower grade {Wwrdcirzte, surgeons).

The proportion of doctors to population was highest in the district

of Trieste, where it was G1.7 per 100,000, Lower Austria being

second with a very slightly lower ratio, and the Tyrol and Vorarl-

berg coming nest at no great distance. In the other provinces

the proportion was much smaller, being about thirty per 100,000

in Salzburg and Steiermark, and falling as low as 5.9 in Krain, 3.7

in Bukowina, and 3.3 in Galicia. As might be expected, the doc-

tors of medicine most do congregate in the large towns, while the

lower-grade practitioners most affect the villages and rural dis-

tricts. About twenty-one per cent of the doctors of medicine

practise in Vienna.

— The " Dea Febris" was invoked in the City of the Seven

Hills to avert the local fever, and, in later times, a special saint

is worshipped by the devout to sive them from death by apoplexy.

Statistics might be adduced, says Lancet, to show that apoplectic

seizure — or, at any rate, cerebral hemorrhage — is exceptionally

frequent as a "mode of dying" in Rome, the heavy atmosphere,

charged (in the Cainpagna particularly) with malaria, and the re-

markable stillness of the air, due to absence of winds, being

eminently favorable to "determination of blood to the head." The
saint whose intercession is implored by subjects of an "apoplectic

habit," hereditary or acquired, is, curiously enough, St. Andrew.
Now, as that apostle was, accoi-ding to ecclesiastical tTadition,

crucified head downward, at his own request (as he deemed him-
self unworthy to win the martyr's crown in the position in which
his Divine Waster died on the cross), we can readily understand

how he should have been selected by the faithful as the typical

example of death by conge^tion or stasis of the cerebral circulation,

and how in the saintly calendar he should be especially invoked

to protect his votaries from dying by a similar cause.

— A meeting of Ohio scientists, for the purpose of organizing a
State Academy of Scieiice, will be held at Columbus, Dec. 31.

The question of an Ohio Academy of Science is not a new one; it

has been often broached, but, until now, no decisive step taken.

In several other States such societies have been in successful

operation for many years. At the annual or semi-annual gather-

ings of these organizations the scientists of a whole Stale read and
discuss papers embodying the results of work in their respective

fields or on methods of research or of instruction, thereby greatly

aiding and strengthening one another, as well as materially ad-

vancing the cause of science and sound knowledge; moreover,

experience proves that no better means has been devised for

friendly and social reunion of those engaged in kindred activities.

All those of the opinion that the organization of an academy of

the kind proposed can be effected and maintained by the scientists

of Ohio, and in a manner that will make it profitable to its mem-
bers and an honor to the State, are invited to participate in its

organization at a meeting called at Columbus, Dec. 31, at 2 p.m.,

in the High School Building. The committee issuing the call was
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appointed for the purpose by the Biological Club of the Ohio State
University and Agricultural Experiment Station, and has secured
the promise of hearty co-operation from a goodly number who are
expected to be present, read papers, and otherwise aid at this first

meeting. A partial list of papers to be read is as follows : Biologi-

cal Investigation of Waters, by A. M. Bleile; Notes on Lichens,
by E. E. Bogue; Dollen's Method for the Determination of Time,
by E. D. Bohannan; Photography in Scientific Work, by J. N.
Bradford; Some Notes on the Fauna of the Wabash and White
Water Valleys, by A. W. Butler; Biological Training as Prelim-
inary to the Study of Medicine, by E. E. Chapin ; Observations on
Empusa aphidis, by Freda Detmers; Protective Inoculation, by
H. J. Detmers; The Babcock Milk Tester, by F. G. Fallen-

bach; Mycological Notes for 1891, by W. A. Kellernian; Seed
Germination at Intervals after Treatment with Fungicides, by
W. A. Kellerman; Notes on the ^geridce of Columbus, by D.
S, Kellicott; The Effect of Moisture upon the Vitality of Seed, by
William R. Lazenby; Notes on Cross-Fertilization, by William R.

Lezenby; Comparison of Evaporative Powers of Certain Coals

with their Ultimate Composition, by N. W. Lord ; A Study of

Plant Introduction in Franklin County, by A. D. Selby ; The Coal
Supply of the World, by H. P. Smith; Science for the Blind, by
Henry Snyder ; Some Laboratory Fixtures, by Henry Snyder ; Some
Features of Ohio's Mollusca, by H. A. Surface; Magnetic Fields

in Laboratories, by B. F. Thomas; On the Behavior of Antiseptics

toward Salivary Digestion, by H. A. Weber; The Relation between
the Increase of some Insects and the Overflow of Rivers, by F. M.
Webster; Notes on the Fecundity of some Species of Ajshides, by
F. M. Webster; Variations and Intermediate Forms of certain

Asters, by W. C. Werner; Post-Glacial History of Black River, by
A. A. Wright.'

— Dr. M. A. Veeder, Lyons, N.Y., has issued a circular, lu-ging

observations of auroras, and a blank for entering the records,

which may be obtained from him. Dr. Veeder says: "In order

to determine the local distribution and altitude of the aurora, it is

desirable to have numerous observers suitably distributed through-

out the area covered by the observations so as to secure as full

information as possible as to the extent to which an aurora was
present or absent during each hour. In case that an aurora is

not reported from any given locality, it is necessary to have the

means of determining whether this failure was due to lack of ob-

servation, or to cloudiness, etc., or whether the aurora was '-eally

absent. For this reason it is desirable that there be as few blanks

as possible in the table, although even the most fragmentary
record may become of importance for purposes of comparison
with others. The results already obtained warrant the belief that

by concerted effort information of practical value may be secured.

During the coming year auroras will probably increase in fre-

quency, especially near the equinoxes, and a single display having
well defined characteristics, like that from Sept. 8 to 11, 1891,

may, if thoroughly observed, lead to most important conclu-

sions."

— The Meteorological Department of the Government of India

has published Part IV. of " Cyclone Memoirs," being an inquiry

into the nature and course of storms in the Arabian Sea, and a
catalogue and brief histoi-y of all recorded cyclones in that sea

from 1648 to 1889. The work, says Nature, which has been pre-

pared by Mr. W. L. Dallas, chiefly for the use of mariners navi-

gating those parts, will no doubt be of considerable use to them,

as hitherto there were no track charts of the storms in the Arabian

Sea for the different months. For the majority of the storms

quoted the available materials are admittedly very scanty; never-

theless, the author has been able to draw some useful conclusions

from them with reference to the general behavior of the storms.

The paper is divided into two parts— the first gives the details of

each of fifty four storms in chronological order, the second treats

of their geographical distribution and movemeuts according to

months and seasons, and the discussion is followed by charts

showing the tracks of the storms in the different months. The
cyclones are formed on the northern limits of the southwest mon-
soon; when the northern limits of the monsoon reach the land,

and also when the northeast monsoon extends from Asia to the

equator, which is the case from December to March, no cyclones

are formed over the Arabian Sea. The barometric fall is gradual
and equal on all sides, except near the centre, and a depression of

0.35 inch below the average is indicative of the existence of a
cyclone in the neighborhood. When the storms are in confined

waters they may burst with great suddenness, but in other cases

strong winds are felt for several hundred miles around the centre.

The northern parts of the Arabian Sea are liable, during the

prevalence of the northeast monsoon, to be disturbed by small

cyclonic storms descending from the highlands of Persia and
Beluchistan, but the whole of the southwest of the Arabian Sea,

though liable to southwest gales during the summer monsoon, and
to strong northeast winds during the winter monsoon, is free from
cyclones.

— The Iowa Academy of Sciences will convene in Des Moines,

Iowa, December 29, 30. A full attendance and a complete pro-

gramme is announced. The president of the academy is Professor

C. C. Nutting, of the State University; Professor Herbert Osbom,
of- the State Agricultural College, is the secretary.

— An Austrian expedition for the scientific exploration of the

Mediterranean found on July 28 last, between Malta and Crete,

in 35° 44' 20'' north latitude, and 21" 44' 50" east longitude, a

depth of 14,436 feet, the deepest sounding yet taken in the Medit-

erranean. At 22i miles south-east a sounding of 13,148 feet was
taken.

— Dr. E. Von Drygalski, at a meeting of the Geographical

Society, October 10, spoke upon his expedition to Greenland in

the summer of 1891, according to the " Proceedings of the Royal

Geographical Society." The inland-ice and glaciers of Greenland

present the nearest comparison to the conditions which must be

supposed to have prevailed in the most recent geological time

over the- greater part of Germany, when the Scandinavian glaciers

extended as far as the Hartz and Riesengebirge. If one desires to

investigate more closely the circumstances under which the move-
ment of such enormous ice-masses took place, one must, in order

to a successful inquiry into this subject, make one's studies not on
the small glaciers of the Alps, but on the glaciers of Greenland,

which stand in direct connection with the great ice-covering

(130,000 square miles) of the interior and in their movement,
which reaches a velocity, unheard of in the Alps, of 35, 70, and
even 100 feet a day, are indicative of the force of the inland ice

itself. The principal task of the expedition was to investigate the

conditions of movement of the ice-masses of Greenland and their

main physical features for one year. Bat because it was impos-

sible to transport, during the present year, in the vessels of the
'

' Greenland trade " which from Copenhagen carry on the com-

merce with the colony, the complete equipment necessary for

wintering in the polar regions, and inasmuch as it appeared desir-

able to first of all come to a decision on the spot as to the point at

which a station should be established, it was decided to despatch

a preliminary expedition for this purpose in the summer of 1891.

This expedition sailed from Copenhagen on the 3d of May, and

on the 16th of June reached Jacobshavn. The intention was to

travel from here across the ice-fjord to Claushavn, and then to

reach, via Tasnisk, the great Jacobshavn glacier. But this proved

to be impracticable, because all the fjords were choked full of ice.

An attempt had therefore to be made to reach the glacier over-

land from the north. From the visit to the glacier it was ascer-

tained that the edge of the glacier had not shifted to any

considerable extent since Hammer's measurements in September,

1879. On the 20tb of June the expedition set out from Jacobs-

havn, and proceeded by way of Ritenbenk through the Vaigat to

the Umanak fjord, and arrived at Umanak on the 29th of June.

From this point the party made their way to the little settlement

of Ikerasak, situated in the interior of the fjord, whence different

excursions were undertaken to the Sermilik, the Karajaks and

the Itiodlilarsuk fjords almost up to the limit of the inland ice.

The Store Karajaks Isbi-a; was determined upon as the best place

for the station to be erected in the year 1892. On the 29th of

July the return journey from Umanak was commenced, and on

the 18th of September Copenhagen was reached.
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THE JAPANESE EAETHQUAKE.

On the 22d of October I left Japan, and on arrival in Vic-

toria, B.C , found that six days later there had occurred the

most disastrous earthquake of recent years. Previous lo my
departure shocks had been increasing in frequency, and

several severe ones had been reported from the southern

provinces. A sharp shock was felt in Yokohama about 6.30

of the 22d, which perceptibly swayed my brother's house.

and caused things therein to move and rattle freely, the

tremors lasting two or three seconds. During the summer I

had made the ascent of Fuji, Asama, and other mountains,

and had visited all theplacesof importance along the Inland

Sea. I spent several days in Kobe, Osaka, Kioto, Nara,

Nagoya, etc., and in other districts which have suffered so

severely from the earthquake of the 28th of October. At
this time there were no signs of the impending destruction.

By the last mail I received from my brother papers up to

the 18th of November containing very interesting accounts

of the disasters and phenomena at the various places. Some
details of the event have been already given in your col-

umns, but a few additional items may not be without inter-

est. In Yokohama the damage was inconsiderable and

confined chiefly to chimneys and windows, with no loss of

life or limb. The chimney of the Electric Light Works fell,

and caused a stoppage of light. At Kobe a slight shock was

felt at about 4 a.m., but this was only the precursor of the

severer one which came at 6 h. 34 m. 35 s., and which lasted

thirty six seconds. A large number of chimneys were thrown

down, crashing in many instances through the roofs, and
buildings were badly twisted and strained. In some of the

curio shops there was a large breakage of valuable goods.

The centre of the disturbance was, however, more to the

eastward, and the prefectures of Gifu and Aichi (in which
is Nagoya) suffered most excessively. The great city of

Osaka, second only in population to Tokio, sustained serious

damage. The shock occurred at 6.39 A.M., and about twenty

followed during the forenoon. Many lives were lost by the

collapse of some of the spinning factories. The Naniwa
mill, a brick three story building, had a span of 120 feet, an<J

the walls, apparently not properly tied together, separated so

as to allow the roof to fall in, and many of the employees

were killed or wounded. In the foreign settlement (Kavva-

guchi) nearly all the houses lost their chimneys and suffered

more or less damage otherwise. The bridge across the Yoda-
gawa at this point was also broken by one of the piers sink-

ing several feet. The veneral Bishop of Exeter and his son.

Bishop Bickersteth of Japan, were guests of Venerable Arch-

deacon Warren and narrowly escaped injury from the chim-

ney falling through the house. The arsenal and mint sus-

tained loss through the distortion and breakage of chimneys,

etc., but there appears to have been no loss of life in these

more substantial buildings.

In the town of Gifu the destruction was widespread, and
the number of killed and wounded very great, while fires

broke out, which were not finally extinguished until the

30th, and added to the loss of property. The Tokaido Eail-

way through this region suffered severely by the destruction

of stations and bridges, and the loss has been stated at

$500,000. All the villages along the line were disturbed, and
some almost totally destroyed.

Nagoya, a fine city of nearly 200,000 inhabitants, received

great injuries, and tlie loss of life and property was teri-ible

there. The shock is reported to have occurred at 6.30 a,m..

and 200 shocks to have been felt during the forenoon. All

the brick buildings in the city except two, that of the Electric

Light Company and the railway freight shed, were wrecked.

The roof of the post office fell in and four of the employees

were killed, and the prison was destroyed and many of the

inmates killed or wounded. An early morning service was
being held in the Methodist chapel, and four of the native

Christians were killed, and Mr. and Mrs. Van Dyke and sev-

eral natives badly wounded. The embankments of the Kiso

Eiver were broken, and several villages were swept away and
many people drowned by the escaping flood.

The foregoing are but a few of the details of this fearful

catastrophe; the mere list of the places which suffered

(Shizuoka, Hamamatsu, and other important towns included)

would alone take up too much space. At Nagoya the verti-

cal movement is said to have been eight and a half inches,

and an Osaka correspondent describes the houses as literally

dancing, and the trees swaying to and fro as if in a gale.

Mount Asama (only smoking heavily when I was on it ir>

September) was started into greater activity and was sending

forth flames and ashes, and Mount Ibuki (between Gifu and
Lake Biwa) was also in eruption. The sea is said to have

been violently disturbed in various places, even far from

land, and the captain of the "China," which left Hongkong
on the 31st of October, reported in Yokohama: "Nov. 8, at

6 45 P.M., passed Suwusiina twelve miles off. The volcano

on the island was in eruption, shooting flames to the height

of about 800 feet, at intervals of about thirty seconds."

Shocks continued at frequent intervals for .several days

after the first destructive one, but vpere diminishing in num-
ber and strength. The following are the latest figures for

the prefectures of Aichi, Gifu, Fukui, and Mikawa, the most

of the loss having been suffered by the two first named:

Killed, 7,260; injured, ll,7i6; buildings (temples, dwellings,

warehouses, etc.) destroyed, 111,566, and damaged, 53,688.

The greatest loss of life appears to have been due to modern

brick buildings and to the early hour, when people had not

left their houses. W. Hague Harrington.
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PHYSIOLOGY OF GASTRIC DIGESTION.

The foundations of our knowledge of the physiology of

gastric digestion were undoubtedly laid by the careful study

of the historical case of gastric fistula by Dr. Beaumont —
the case of Alexis St. Martin. Animal experimentation and
the test-tube reactions of the laboratory cannot be compared

in accuracy to observations made directly upon the I'.ving

human organism, when these rare opportunities arise which

permit of such a study. Then, too, it may happen that a

considerable rectification of current physiological doctrine

has to be made, and the laboriously gathered results of many
observers have to be replaced by those made upon a single

case. Much depends, then, upon the skill and thoroughness

with which the study of the processes in the human subject

are undertaken.

It must be admitted that these qualities are conspicuous in

the recently published records of a study of the chemical

processes of the small intestine by Drs. McFadden, Nencki,

and Sieber. The subject of their researches, says Lancet,

was a female patient under the care of Professor Kocher, in

whom an intestinal tistula had resulted from excision of a

portion of gangrenous intestine due to strangulated hernia.

The false anus was situated in the ileum just above the ileo-

csecal valve, so that the materials escaping thereby were

wholly composed of the chyme which had passed through

the whole length of the small intestine. For a period of

nearly six months the woman lived under these conditions,

permitting of a long series of observations relative to the

time and character of intestinal digestion under varying

forms of diet, etc. At the end of that time Professor Kocher

re-established the natural channel by means of an operation

which proved perfectly successful. It may be remarked at

once that during the whole period when there was practically

no large intestine the patient gained in weight, and, as the

urinary analysis showed, eliminated a fairly normal quantity

of urea.

The procedure consisted in adapting a flexible tube to the

fistulous outlet, so as to collect all the material that escaped,

and to note its characters under varying circumstances. In

consistency this "chyme"— if it may be so termed— was

more fluid and diarrhoeal when the diet was albuminous

than when it was mainly of a vegetable nature. It was seen

that the flow of chyme from the small into the large intes-

tine is steadily continuous, being least marked during the

night, owing to no food being then taken ; and by some in-

genious experiments (e.g., the addition of hard beans to the

food, or of salol, which allowed of the detection of salycylic

acid in the matters escaping) it was shown that the passage

of foods from mouth to csecum occupies at the least two

hours: but all traces of the substances introduced did not

disappear for from nine to fourteen or even twenty-three

hours. The rate of flow, of course, bears much relation to

the consistency of the intestinal contents. As regards the

nature and properties of the evacuated materials, it is noticea-

ble that they were almost free from odor, containing hardly

any products of albuminous disintegration, such as indol and

sulphuretted hydrogen; they were slightly acid in reaction,

tinged yellow by bilirubin, and, according to the predomi-

nance of flesh or starchy matter in the food, showed muscle

fibre, albuminous granules, vegetable fibres, starch granules,

etc., and invariably a large number of various forms of

bacteria. The filtrate yielded albumen, mucin, peptone, dex-

trose, the two forms of lactic acid, acetic acid, and the biliary

acids and bilirubin.

The authors enter very fully into the characters of the

bacteria they find, many forms being special to the small

intestine, others existing also in the mouth ; but, passing over

these, which would entail a full description to be intelligible,

we may glance at the main results of their researches, which
somewhat modify accepted physiological teachings. One
point of interest is the fact that albumen is hardly, if at all,

decomposed in the small intestine. Even the action of the

tyrosin of the pancreatic juice is small, for leucin and tyrosin

were not to be found. Probably, in health, albuminous dis-

integration takes place chiefly in the large intestine, and it

is only in disease that it occurs in the stomach or small in-

testine. Amongst the products of such decomposition are

iodol, skatol, phenol, sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonic acid,

methyl mercaptan, etc., all of which may be regained from

the large intestine. The bacteria of the small intestine are

concerned in the disintegration of the carbo-hydrates into

lactic, acetic, and succinic acids, and also intoethylic alcohol.

The authors, in noting this last-named fact, cannot avoid a

thrust at the total abstainers. It is generally believed that

the chyme is rendered alkaline by the' secretien of the small

intestine, but they find that, owing probably to the reinforce-

ment of gastric acidity by the organic acid resulting from

sugar, the total quantity of acid is more than can be neu-

tralized by the bile, pancreatic, and intestinal juices. If,

however, the alkalinity of these fluids be diminished, the in-

tpstinal contents are hyper-acid, and mucin is precipitated

instead of being intermingled with the chyme. This ex-

plained the diarrhceal quality of the evacuations noted

to be associated with a large amount of sugar and organic

acid in the chyme. On the other hand, an excess of alka-

linity favors putrefactive decomposition, the acids apparently

holding in check the bacteria concerned in albuminous disin-

tegration. A marked contrast in this respect was exhibited

between the small and large intestine. Putrefactive bacteria

could hardly be at all isolated from the former, whilst they

abounded in the latter; but this is not owing to the influence

of bile, which Nencki showed to have no real antiseptic

property.

The part played by bacteria in intestinal digestion is limited

probably to the fermentation of sugar and carbo hydrates

generally, the excess of acid resulting from this fermentation

being neutralized by the alkaline intestinal juice. But, much
as bacterial life abounds in the intestinal canals, varying

according to the kind and quality of the ingesta, it does not

appear that the processes initiated by these organisms are of

such value or importance in nutrition as the chemical fer?

ments. Certainly the patient who was the subject of these

observations gained in flesh, although for six months she

was deprived of all the bacterial processes that go on in the

large intestine.

OCEAN CURRENTS AND TEMPERATURES IN EAST

ASIATIC WATERS.

Under this title Dr. Gerhard Schott contributes to a recent

number (ix.) of Petermann's Mitteihmgen an interesting paper,

which contains new information regarding the course of the Kuro-

Shiwo and other currents in Chinese waters, and also as to ocean

temperatures. The conclusions arrived at by the author are based

upon researches made by him among the archives— principally

ships' journals — of the German Admiralty, which contain obser-

vations of great value to science. With regard to the Kuro-

Shiwo, tlie general result of Dr. Schott's researches, sajs the Pro-

ceedings of the Rojal Geographical Society, is that this great

ocean current is not bo extensive as hitherto supposed. Through-

out the whole of the year the warm stream is confined as a con-

stant current exclusively to the weit side of the line of islands.
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Meiaco shima, Lu-Chu, and Linschoten, while the sea to the east,

although showing at times displacements to the north-east, is

otherwise quite motionless. The supposed constant current of

considerable velocity just east of the Lu-Chu Islands does not
exist. The Kuro-Shiwo, in the northern part of its course, shows
more tendency to break through the island barrier to the east.

Its principal outlets in this direction are the Colnet Straits (30°

north latitude) and the Van Diemen Straits (31° north latitude).

From this point to the meridian of the Kii Channel the current
reaches its greatest extent, and flows pretty close to the land in a
north-east direction, with a striking bend, under 135" east longi-

tude, to the south-east, resuming as it flows at some distance from
the coast up to Yokohama its old north-east direction.

Under the 38th parallel east of Cape Kinkuasan, the Kuro-
Shiwo strikes the Oga-Shiwo, i.e., the cold Kurile current from
the north. The observations of ships in this region show that

often in a few hours the temperature of the water falls 30° and
30°, and the temperature of the an- also; the weather becomes cold,

muggy, aod rainy, and the color of the water changes from the
blue or blue-black of the tropics to the well-known bottle green.

The boundary line between the Kuro-Shiwo and the Oga-Shiwo,
from February to April-inclusive, is under 38° latitude and 143°

to 145° longitude; in May, under 42° and 147°; in July, under
45° and 150°

; and in August, lies north of 50° latitude. The
polar current here does not extend at any time below 88°. The
analogy between the Pacific and Atlantic in this respect is almost
complete. The Oga-Shiwo is the Pacific Labrador cun-ent, andCape
Kinkuasan plays the part of Cape Race, except that the latter lies

10° further north than Cape Kinkuasan. After meeting the polar

stream, the Kuro-Shiwo turns east, but Dr. Schott does not follow

it in its further course. Running parallel and to the east of the

Kui'o-Shiwo is a second though less important warm stream,
called the Bonin current, which comes from the south and flows

in a north, north-east, and then east-north-east direction. At
ISO*^ east longitude it flows east in a course which former maps
showed as the course of the Kuro-Shiwo. The Bonin current does

not always flow to the west of the Bonin Islands; its mean axis

of movement varies with the season of the year, and at the end of

summer lies to the east of the Bonin Islands. In this case also

there is an analogy with the phenomena of the North Atlantic,

as Kriimmel's investigations have showed that east of the Antilles

and of the Florida current there flows a broad though not inten-

sive stream in a similar directiou. Dr. Schott discusses the influ-

ence of the winds upon these currents, and gives some important
information with regard to currents in the Straits of Formosa and
the Yellow and Japan seas. The second part of his article is de-

voted to water temperatures in these regions.

THE BOURBONS AND AKCH^OLOGICAL REMAINS.

It would nuturally have been thought that the Restoration

would have made it a special care to restore and preserve the

monuments of the past, but it is a remarkable fact that this epoch
was the commencement of a system of almost limitless destruction

of tlie edifices which the Revolution had spared, and that the
change of dynasty in 1880 has certainly been productive of benefit

in this respect at least. In the time of Napoleon the Minister of

the Interior, by his circular of June 4, 1810, proposed a long series

of interrogatories to all the prefects relative to the actual condi-

tion of the old castles and abbeys in their respective departments.
These documents are replete with curious and interesting facts.

Under the Restoration, M. Simeon, when Minister of the Interior,

adopted a similar measure, but it does not appear that any practi-

cal results were obtained. The lamentable system of indifference

which prevailed on this subject up to 1880, says a writer in The
Architect, may be inferred from the terms of that ordinance which
can never be sufficiently regretted, by which the splendid dep6t
of historical monuments formed at the Petits Augustins was de-

stroyed and dispersed under the pretext of making restitution to

owners who no longer survived, or who did not know what u'e

to make of the objects so restored to them. It is believed that

not one of the monuments given back to individual owners has
been preserved; and, notwithstanding the notorious difSculty of

disposing of these splendid relics, a steady refusal was constantly

returned to the reiterated requests of M. Lenoir, the founder of

this unique museum, to re-establish his collection with what re-

mained after restitution had been made to every known proprie-

tor. This contempt for and unpai'donable neglect of antiquity in

a Government whose chief claim to respect was derived from the

principle of antiquity, extended even to the Conservatoire de Mu-
sique; the curious collection of ancient instruments of music
which had been formed there was ordered to be dispersed or sold

at a low price. This ruinous system, which prevailed in Paris,

was practised on a still more extensive scale in the provinces. It

would scarcely he believed that, under a moral and religious gov-

ernment, the Corporation of Angers, which had for its chief a

deputy of the extremest ultra-loyal opinions, should have been
allowed to convert the Gothic Church of St. Peter into a theatre.

It is still more incredible, but not the less true, that the Church of

of St. Cesaire at Aries, which the- most erudite antiquaries looked

upon as one of the oldest in France, was transformed en mauvais
lieu, without any public functionary protesting against such
profanation. Who would think that no effort was made, when
the Most Christian King returned to the throne of his fathers, to

rescue the magnificent papal palace at Avignon from its military

desecration ? And who could credit the fact that at Clairvaux,

in that celebrated sanctuary which was directly connected with
the authority of the State, the exquisite chui-ch, so beautiful in its

propoi-tions and so complete in its grandeur, which dated from the

twelfth century, and svas said to equal Notre Dame, at Pai-is, in

size, which was begun by St. Bernard, where so many queens,

jarinces, and pious generations of monks were entombed, and
where the heart of Isabella, the daughter of St, Louis, was depos-

ited, that this edifice, which had survived the havoc of the Rev-
olution, and the indifference of the Empire, should liave been
demolished in the very first year of the Bourbon restoration ? It

was then razed to the ground, with all its projecting chapels,

without leaving one stone upon another, or even sparing St. Ber-

nard's tomb, to make room for a square surrounded by trees in

the centre of the prison which occupied the site of the venerable

monastery. Before leaving Clairvaux, we may as well mention
that a prefect of the department of Aube, under the Restoration,

actually sold seven hundred pounds weight of the archives of this

famous religious house, and which were removed to Troyes; and
the Count de Montalembert stated that, when he was at that;

place, he walked over a heap of parchments strewed thickly on
the floor, from which he picked up a bull of Pope Urban
IV., the son of a shoemaker of that very city of Troyes, and
probably one of its most illustrious children. The same prefect

demolished the relics of the palace of the ancient counts of Cham-
pagne, of the noble and poetic dynasty of the Thiebauds and
Henri-ie-Large, because they were in the line of a crescent which
his architectural genius had unfortunately devised. The beauti-

ful gate of St. Jacques (constructed in the time of Francis I.) and
that of Beffroy suffered the same fate. Another prefect of the

Restoration, in tbe department of Eure and Loire, had no scruple

in appropriating to his own use several painted windows of the

Cathedral of Chartres to decorate the private chapel of his country
mansion. It has been incontrovertibly proved that during the

fifteen years of the Restoration more irremediable devastations

were committed in France than in the period from 1789 to 1818.

This destruction was certainly not enjoined by the Government,
but it was done under its eyes, with its tolerance, and without ex-

citing the slightest marks of its solicitude.

ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERIES NEAR ALEXANDRIA.

In the London Times of Oct. 13 appeared a telegraphic announce-

ment of the late interesting antiquarian discoveries at Abukir,

distant thirteen and a half miles by rail eastward from Alexan-

dria.

Excavations are being continued under the direction of Daninos

Pasha, a savant well qualified for the work, to whom is due the.

merit of the discoveries; and if Government will supply the funds

necessary to enable him to continue his researches, there are abun-

dant indications that valuable "finds" will be made in a locality
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hitherto almost neglected by archasologistsj, and presenting much
that is interesting, especially to students of the GrEeco-Roman
period.

At four to six feet below the surface the diggers found three

statues in rose granite, ten feet high, lying face downwards, among
the ruins of a temple, of which part of the outer wall with lower

portions of columns and several square yards of flooring have
been laid bare. The statues had been originally erected at or

within the temple, and one of them is lying in front of its pedes-

tal, which is about three feet high. They represent in a group,

according to the hieroglyphic inscription, Rame?es II. (the Greek
Sesostrif^) and his Queen Hentmara seated. The third statue is of

Eameses II. in an upright posture, wearing a pleated tunic, brace-

lets, military crown, and a girdle bearing the inscription, "Beloved
of Seth." At his left side he holds a sceptre, surmounted by the

head of his son Menephtah (the Pharaoh of the Exodus), whose
cartoucn is inscribed on the sceptre. On the plinth at his back,

which is of equal height with the statue, is chiselled a has relief

of Queen Hentmara in profile, wearing a pleated tunic and the

royal ti'e.=s. The inscription above her head is " Daughter of the

King— beloved of her father— Royal spouse — great favorite

Hentmara." On the back of the plinth is carved the royal banner

ofRamesesII, with all his known titles and appellations. The
execution of the three statues is in the plain, vigorous style of the

Twelfth Dynasty.

'l"he feet of Rameses, which had been broken off in one piece

with a clean fracture, were found at a few yards' distance. The
two heads of the group have also been broken off, and are being

searched for.

It is surmisf d that the temple and statues were overthrown after

the edict of Theodosius, A D. 3S0, abolishing the Egyptian re-

ligion, but nothing has yet been discovered to identify the temple

with any of those known to have existed during the Egyptian or

GraecoRoman jjeriods.

Dr. Nerutsos Bey's interpretation of the inscription is — Hent-

mara, daughter of the King, beloved of her father (i.e., the pre-

ceding King. Osiris Menephtah, who was father of both Rameses
and Hentmaia). royal spouse (of Rameses II.), the (referring also

to Rameses) great favorite of Seth.

The Pharaohs, following the example of Osiris, King of the

Gods, and his sister Isis, had the prerogative of espousing their

own sisters, and this custom, consecrated by both the civil

and religious law, was followed in several instances by the

Ptolemies

Dr. Nerutsos, who is a well-known Egyptologist, has lately pub-

lished a work entitled '-L'Ancienne Alexandrie," embodying his

researches, made during a Ion? residence, and he is perhaps the

greatest living authority upon the topography of the ancient city

and neighborhood of Alexandria. Referring to the locality in

which the above-mentioned antiquities were found, and which
abounds with remains of old buildin^zs, he recommends that ex-

plorers should seek to identify —
(1) The small Egyptian town Menuth, with its temple to Isis,

and subterranean burial-places. Such a place has just been dis-

covei-ed by Daninos Pasha, in the solid rock, entered by a vertical

shaft forty feet deep, and a sloping staircase of forty-five steps,

terminating at the bottom of the shaft, where a series of galleries

commence, extending in length to 170 feet.

(3) The Grajco-Roman village Zephyrion, where stood a temple

to Artemis Sotera, and numerous country villas.

(3) The headland Zephyrion, on the highest point of which was
a temple to Venus Arsinoe, Pi'otectress of Mariners.

(4) The Byzantine monastery of St. Cyr, corrupted to Abba Kyr,

whence the name of the present town of Abukir.

The monastery and neighboring buildings were destroyed by an

earthquake, followed by a tidal wave, soon after the capture of

Alexandria by the Arabs. More than a dozen sphinxes and ruins

of massive buildings, submerged by that catastrophe and subse-

quently, are now plainly visible in the shallow waters of the bay.

The twenty-third annual meeting of the Ohio College Asso-

ciiiti.'.n wi'.l be held in t'olumbus, Deo. 28-30.

THE FAIRBANKS MUSEUM.
Tuesday evening, Dec. 1.5, was a holiday occasion for St. Johns-

bury, Vt., for she was at that time the glad recipient of such a
Christmas gift as rarely falls to the lot of a community — such a

gift as will make her a leader among New England villages in the

possession of peculiar educational advantages. Col. Franklin

Fairbanks, in fulfilment of his long cherished desire, presented the

Fairbanks Museum of Natural Science to the people of St. Johns-
bury.

In his address Col. Fairbanks said :
" This day, one of the hap-

piest of my life, marks the completion of a plan long cherished;

that of erecting a building suitable for the objects in natural sci-

ence which I have been collecting from my boyhood.

"There is implanted in the breast of every intelligent being a
desire for knowledge. Schools are established to develop that de-

sire and expand it into larger fialds, fitting us for usefulness in

the world, and giving us pleasure and profit. Who has looked

through a telescope at the star.-i, without wishing to know what
there is in, or upon them, and desires to look again, hoping to

discover something that is be3'ond ? Who has used the microscope

to examine the flower or the insect, which is invisible to the naked
eve, without longing to know more of what this wonderful in-

strument alone can reveal? In so far as is possible, this thirst for

knowledge should be gratified.

" Those of us who have not had the privilege of a liberal educa-

tion (so-called) must; make up for our loss by the study of objects

and beings directly around us, using our eyes and our ears, which
may become the windows of our minds, letting in a flood of light

and knowledge.
" Life is so short and its limitations are so great, no person can

know everything, but each may leai'u one thing, and learn it well.

The child may not be able to calculate echpses, or understand

conic sections, or Greek roots, but he may begin early to learn of

the life about him. For this, I have erected this building, and
made accessible to yon this fruitage of my own ob,=ervations.

•'The collection comprises illustrations in ethnology, ornithol-

ogy, oology, entomology, zoology, conchology, botany, mineralogy,

geology, and palseontology.
'

' At the laying of the corner-stone of the Museum on the 4th

of July, 1890, I told the children that I commenced my collection

when a small boy, gathering stones and minerals, because of their

beauty. To illustrate, I hold in my hand a grouping of crystals,

which I found on the Willey Slide in the White Mountain Notch,

when I was about twelve years old. My father was taking me
with him on a journey, and we stopped to see the slide which a

few years before had buried the Willey family, and this stone at-

tracted my attention, and to-day brings that visit vividly to mind.

"I have been a careful observer, going about with my eyes and
ears open. Not a bird comes within my vision but I try to learn

its name, its habits, and its uses, and its song if it has any. In

the summer time this is a never-ending source of delight, and so

I might mention butterflies, beetles, and all insect life; the flowers

and ferns and many other objects of study which live and move
in great profusion about us all the summer long.

'•Now if this collection will create in you a desire to know the

facts regarding the life which is around you, and which your eyes

see and your fingers totich ; in short, if you are thereby induced

to study and investigate the things that are nearest you. my aim
will be accomplished, and I trust through the aid you may receive

in yonder building, you may make far greater progress than I

can comprehend.
" A long time since, I asked our architect, Mr. Packard (by

whose skill and taste our town has been greatly enriched), to de-

vise some plan by which the collection could be opened for the

public benefit, while remaining in my house, but that seemed im-

practicable, so I abandoned it.

'• The building is now complete. It consists of a main hall,

with a gallery, for cases and tables. On the first floor of the ell

is a curator's office and a class-room. On the second floor and

over the class-room and office is a well-ventilated lecture-room.

All the rooms are thoroughly equipped for use. In the basement

are the furnace for heating, an:l a large, well-lighted laboratory

and taxidermist's roam. The whole building is lighted with both
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gas and electricity. For a year and a half the curator, Miss Tyler,

has been classifying and cataloguing the collection and preparing

suitable labels, giving name and location of the specimen, together

with a reference to some book where a fuller description can be

found, thus making it, not what too many collections are, a dead

affair, but really a tbing of life, which shall help in your search

for knowledge. I hope additions may be made, by those inter-

ested in these things, of such objects as shall be worthy and use-

ful in aid of the work in hand. Should persons have in their

possession any objects of merit, illustrative of natural science,

which they do not care to donate, but would like to loan, they

may be shown to the trustees, and, if approved, may find a lodg-

ment in the museum and be marked " loaned," to receive the

same care as is bestowed upon the rest of the collection.

" It is my expectation that studies in the natural sciences will

be introduced into our public common schools in all grades, from
the primary to the senior, and that arrangements may be made
between the prudential committees of the schools, the faculty of

the academy, and the trustees and managers of the museum, for

classes to be held in the class-room of the museum at such times

as are best. Objects from the collection may thus be used by
way of illustration under suitable and proper regulations. In

this way the museum will truly become a factor in the education

of our children and young people.

" It is my desire that its usefulness may not be restricted toihe

public schools or academy of this town, but that it may be open
to the inspection and use of any school or class in the county or

State. It is my desire that this institution shall take its place

with other public institutions, as an educator for the young, lift-

ing all who shall avail themselves of its advantages to a higher

and larger knowledge concerning the things of God's creation,

which lie all about us, now, practically, for many, a sealed book.
" It is my desire that the museum shall be opened free to all at

such times as the trustees may direct, and that the public observe

such rules and regulations as seem necessary and wise to be

made.

"I cannot let this opportunity pass without grateful mention of

the veiy valuable aid rendered, and advice given, by her who is

the sharer of my joys and sorrows, the companion of my home.
For years we have worked together in making this collection and
in planning for this building, and to her I feel that much of its

success is due.

" And it gives me pleasure to say that here is no debt upon the

building or land, and that the institution is endowed, with an
amount sufficient to maintain it for all time, if the funds are

properly invested and the income judiciously expended "

BOOK-REVIEWS.

Fossil Botany, bei7ig an Introduction to PaJceophytology from, the

Standpoint of the Botanist. By II. Geaf zu Solms-Laubach,
Professor in the University of Gottingen. Authorized Eng-
lish Translation by Henry E. F. Garnsey. M.A., Fellow of

Magdalen College, Oxford. Revised by Isaac Bayley Bal-

four, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. New York, Macmillan. 8°.

The suberb English edition of Count Solms-Laubach's " Einlei-

tung in die Palaophytologie" which the Clarendon Press has re-

cently brought out is now in the hands of paleontologists and
botanists. The original German edition, which appeared in 1837,

was briefly noticed by the present writer in the American Journal
of Science for July, 1888 (p. 73), after a careful reading, and the

impression which such a reading produced was then recorded.

The daily use of the work since that time as a laboratory text-

book has somewhat modified that impression, and an English

translation of it is, to say the least, a very welcome accession.

The attempt has been several times made to reduce the science

of fossil plants to a form adapted to general use. There is no
science which is less accessible to the student from the scattered

and fragmentary character of its literature, and every effort to

collect this and present it in compact form should be thankfully

received. Among other works that have claimed to do this should
be mentioned the Marquis Saporta's "Jlonde des plantes avaiit

I'apparition de I'homme " (1879). the late Dr. Schenk's "Fossilen

Pflanzenreste " (1888), and Sir William Dawson's '' Geological His-

tory of Plants "(1888). Of these the first-named realizes much
more nearly than any of the others this claim, being popular in

its treatment and covering the entire field, both geologically and
botanically. The second is a condensation or abridgment of the

elaborate treatise on the general subject in Zittel's " Handbucb
der Palaontologie,'' begun by Schimper and finished by Schenk.

But the abridgment is carried too far and the mode of presenta-

tion can scarcely be called popular. Sir William Dawson's work
avoids these defects, but has the more serious one of both geologi-

cal and botanical incompleteness, making it little more than a

popular account of the paleozoic flora of Canada. The present

work is open to a similar criticism, as it confessedly takes no ac-

count of anything later than the mesozoic, and has nothing to say

about the geological history of the type of vegetation now domi-
nant on the globe, viz., the dicotyledons, which, nevertheless, are

known to have flourished in earliest cretaceous times, and which
of all fossil plants may, at the present time, at least in America,
be said to be the most interesting from the botanical, and the

most important from the geological point of view.

The merits of this work, therefore, cons^ist neither in its popu-
larity nor in its generality. In what, then, do they consist? To
what class is the work useful, and how can it be used ? The treat-

ment of the several forms of extinct vegetation which the author

has selected is too thorough, minute, and technical for the non-
botanical reader to follow. It is of little use to the geologist be-

cause, as stated on the title-page, it proceeds from the botanical

standpoint. Botanists proper, who ought to profit most by it, are

not likely to do so on account of the lamentable divorce of botany

from paleobotany, as though fossil plants were not plants, and as

such as worthy of study as living ones. If this work succeeds in

dispelling to some extent this illusion it will certainly be useful.

But dealing wholly with the lower forms, and largely with their

internal and minute structures, so greatly neglected by botanists,

it is not likely to accomplish this to any great extent.

It is, then, the paleobotanical student who, if any one, is to

use this work. If he wishes to cover the whole field he usually

has access to most of the literature of the subject, and is already

familiar with the sources from which most of the work is com-
piled. If he wishes to make a systematic review of this literature

he naturally goes to Schimper's " Traite de Paleontologie Vege-
tale,"and Zittel's " Handbucb der Palaontologie," Abtheilung II.,

where Schimper, and after his death Schenk, have admirably

condensed it, but still have left it much more full than here. If

he wishes to acquaint himself with the original investigations

thus summarized, he goes to Williamson, Renault, Grand'Eury,

Zeiller, Weiss, Saporta, and the rest, who have furnished the

facts. In so far as Count Solms has himself contributed in this

work to these original investigations, a not inconsiderable part of

it, it is useful to this class of students. But unquestionably the

most important service which he has here done has been to put

on record the matured judgment of a structural botanist of the

first rank respecting the probable nature and significance of the

many problematical extinct forms of vegetable life that have been

found in ancient strata. Whenever one of these problems arises

the first question the paleobotanist now asks is. What does Solms-

Laubach say ? It is true that he entirely omits many such forms,

that he frequently contents himself with stating the opinion of

others, and that quite as often he declares that the facts do not

warrant an opinion. But on many points his mind is made up,

and it must be said to his credit that he has not attached himself

to any particular school, but appears to be guided entirely by the

evidence as he understands it.

It is a great comfort, for example, to know that he regards the

Cordaiteaa as gpmnosperms without asserting that they are coni-

fers; that he does not accept the views of some French paleobotanists

that the secondary or exogenous growth in Sigillaria, Stigmaria, and
Calamodendron necessarily relegate these forms to the phanero-

gams; that he considers Stigmaria as the roots of Sigillaria, Lepi-

dodendron, etc , and does not admit the two kinds of Stigmaria

maintained by Renault; that he opposes the view of Renault that

Sphenophyllum is related to Salvinia, and while regarding the
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group as sui generis and incapable of being brought within any
classification of living plants, inclines to see its nearest affinities

in the Lyoopodiacese ; that of all the different views that have

been held as to the affinities of Spirangium he regaids that of

Nathorst as the most attractive, viz., that it may represent the

gigantic sporangia of Chara surrounded by spirally twisted enve-

lope-tubes; and that he leans to the conclusion that Williamsonia

belongs to the Cycadaeese, or to sooie analogous type of vegetation.

The most serious charge that must be made against this Eng-
lish edition is that it has not been revised to date. No science is

progressing more rapidly than paleophytology, and the depart-

ment that is advancing the fastest is our knowledge of just such

problematical forms as those considered in this work. In making
a translation it would have been easy to introduce the result of

the investigations of the last four years, and the value of these

results would have been very great to the class who are certain to

make the most use of the work. But although it is said to be an

authorized edition, it seems to be nothing more than an exact

translation of the German edition of 1887.

For, example, nothing new is presented in relation to Bennet-

tiles, on which the author has been so long engaged. On page 97

tlie remark of the original edition that " the sketch here given of

Bennettites, which I hope to make more complete at some future

time," etc., is repeated without modification. But the " future

time '" came more than a year ago, and the Count's able researches

on this form were published in the Botanisehe Zeitung for 1890 and
noticed by the present writer in the American Journal of Science

for April, 1891, p. 331. Still later the interesting specimen from

Golden, Col., which Lesquereux called Zamiostrobus mirabilis,

has been sent to him, and he has made sections of it and referred

it to the same genus, which he now properly calls by Buckland's

earlier name, Cycadeoidea. All this new matter should have been

incorporated in the English edition.

We are never sure that we have the_author's present opinion on

the most problematical forms. Nothing is said of the recent dis-

coveries of Zeiller, Saporta, and others respecting ISpirangium

and Fayolia, from which these authors are now disposed to give

them over entirely to the zoologists as probably of animal origin.

We jhould be glid to know what the successor of De Bary thinks

of this. And it is amusing to read on page 371, where William-

sonia is under discussion and the early views of Paporfa and Jlar-

ion are considered, to learn that "it is hoped that a publication

yet to come from Saporta will contain further and more convinc-

ing particulars on this subject." Paleobotanists have been famil-

iar for at least three years with the "'publication " referred to, as

it appears in the " Paleontologie fran9aise, Planles jurassiques,"

Livrrtisons 36-39, pp. 87-191, where the subject has received the

most exhaustive treatment vet given to it, illustrated by seven-

teen plates. What we want to know is whether the professor of

botany at the Univer.=ity of Strasburg agrees with the conclusion

of the Marquis Saporta that the Williamsonias, without being pre-

cisely Pandanese, may have had a genetic relationship with that

family (op. cit.,p. 117). Solms Laubach's own conclusion, quoted

above is given without the knowledge of Saporta's work, which
might have modified it. It is also given without acquaintance

with the important discovery by Nathorst of the inflorescence of

Williamsonia augustifolia attached to the steins and foliage of

Anomozaniites minor, a supposed cycadean plant,' and, although

this is confirmatory of the views above expressed, it would be in-

teresting to know to what extent he regards it as conclusive; and,

in general it would be very useful to know what this author's

attitude now is toward Saporla's views as here expressed (op.

cit , pp. 229-2-^6), according to which not only Williamsonia,

Weltrichia, and Goniolina, but Cycadeoidea, Anomozamites. and
other forms hitherto uniformly referred to the Cycadacese, are

taken entirely out of the Qymposperms and as&imilated to the

angiospermous orders Balanophorese and Pandanese, and are

grouped under his new and extinct class of Proangiosperms.

The Sphenoglossum quadrifoliatum of Emmons,^ tvfice men-

' Ofvarsigt af Kongl. Vetonskaps-Akaaemleng ForhandllDgar, June, 1888.

No. 6.

' " American Geology," Vol. VL, p. 1-34, pi. v., flg. 2.

tioned,' was carefully considered in 1883 by Professor Fontaine,

and referred doubtfully to Actinopteris, a genus of ferns, in a work
with which the authcr should have been acquainted,' and in

treating the Cycadacese in this volume, as well as in his later

studies of the Portland Cycadeoideee, he seems to be equally un-

familiar with the important cycadean trunks discovered by Tyson
in 1860 in the iron ore beds of the Potomac formation of Maryland,

and described also by Professor Fontaine in bis great monograph
of the flora of that formation.'

The "forty -nine illustrations" so prominently mentioned on

the title-page as a high recommendation are indeed excellent and

largely the author's own. but in view of the uses to which this work
is likely to be put, as explained above, this number is obviously

far too small. To have secured the maximum usefulness, even to

the small class to whom it is adapted, several times that number
would have been required.

The English publishers have left nothing undone to render the

volume handsome and attractive, and as usual, where the pub-

lisher's point of view is alone followed, the convenience of the

reader and user is often sacrificed to style and appearance. This

is notably the case, and applies to the German edition as well,

in the avoidance of italics. It may be admitted that the printing

of all words having the Latin form in italics produces, in works of

this class, a very unseemly effect, but the compromise which

limits them to strict binomials, i.e., rases in which the species

requires to be mentioned, reduces this evil from the esthetic point

of view to a degree which is many times counterbalanced by the

increased value which it gives to a work that is to be in constant

use by busy students, who in nine cases out of ten are looking for

some particular name. To compel this class to pore over a whole

page for what, if italicized, would instantly catch the eje, is a

positive cruelty, to a deserving animal, and should be prohibited

by penal enactment.

The placing of the references to the appendix to the literature in

foot-notes at the bottom of the pages is a decided improvement
from all points of view over the unsightly microscopic superior fig-

ures in the German edition, and perhaps in a work like this, where

the same memoirs are frequently several limes referred to, this

general plan is upon the whole justifiable, but after all nothing is

so simple, easy, and clear as the old way, in which the reader

finds all he wants in foot-notes on the page he is reading, and

this simplicity, ease, and clearness usually atone for considerable

repetition as well as for whatever offence these foot-notes may give

to the most fastidious eye.

If, from all that has been said, it should appear to any that the

work before us consists entirely of a bundle of defects, let him
hasten to divest himself of so false an impression. It is rather

our purpose to point out these defects than to extol its excellencies,

and should the latter be attempted it would require much more
space than has been needed for the former task.

Lestee F. Ward.

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS.

The Century Company is about to publish, in cheap tract

form, the editorials on 'Cheap Money Experiments" which have

been appearing in The Century

— Houghton, Mifflin & Co. will issue early next year John
Fiske's work on "The Discovery of America.'' It has involved a

vast amount of research, and Mr. Fiske is reported to reg.ard these

two volumes as his most important contribution to American his-

tory.

— In "The Platform: Its Rise and Progress." Mr. Henry Jeph-

son, private secretary to Mr. Forster and Sir G. Trevelyan, begin-

ning with the days vvhen an open meeting for discussion of public

affairs was condemned as scarcely less than overt treason, traces

the slow growth of political speechmaking and analyzes t! e ele-

= Ibid, pp. 183 and 315

* " Contributions to ttie Knowledge of the Older Mesozolc Flora of Vir-

ginia." By William Morris Fontjine. Monographs of tbe U. S. Geological
Survey, Vol. VI., Washington, 1883, p. 120.

5 " The Potomac or Younger Mesozolc Flora." By William Morris Fon-
taine. Monographs of the U. S. Geological Survey, Vol. XV., Washington, 1889.

Text, pp. 1S6-193; AUas, pi. clsxlv-clxxx.
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merits in its development. The open-air meetings of the Wesleyan

revivalists had their share; the old right of petition to the crown

for redress of any grievance, and the occasional waves of popular

clamor gave it a fitful existence until, at the time of the so called

"Wilkes Rebellion," it first became an organized political engine,

then and since acting as a perpetual check upon the party in

power. To the student of politics this book should prove of great

value and interest. It will be published by Macmillan & Co. early

in January.

— Frederick Warne & Co., New York, will shortly issue at a

popular price " Electricity up to Date for Light, Power, and

Traction," clearly explained, with diagrams, etc., for non-scien-

tific readers, by John B. Verity, M.Inst. E.E. (London). The

same firm will shortly publish the new volume of " Barker's Facts

and Figures for the Year 1893," edited by Thomas Whittaker,

containing a large amount of information relating to commerce,

government, insurance, agriculture, population, education,

finance, health, wealth, religion, railways, etc., with special ref-

erence to those matters which concern the inhabitants of Great

Britain.

— A "General Encyclopedia of the History and Science of the

Jews " has been undertaken by J. Singer, in Paris, and will com-

prise twelve large volumes, according to The New York Tribune.

The author hopes to present the main facts of Jewish history, and

to show the effects of the Jewish race upon the various factors of

civilization, science, literature, commerce, industry, etc. The
work will not be finished for some time.

— The trustees of the British Museum, we learn from The Pub-
lishers' Weekly, will shortly issue the second instalment of Dr.

Bezold's " Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets iu the Kouyun-
jik Collection." This volume will contain the descriptions of

nearly six thousand tablets and fragments which formed part

of the famous clay library preserved by the kings of Assyria

at Nineveh. This library was founded by Assurbanipal, B.C.
668-636, and contained official documents which had been
sent to Sargon and Sennacherib by the generals of the army and
others, as well as a series of works i-elating to every branch of

science known to the Assyrians, and copies of ancient classical

books and legends from Babylonia. In this volume will be found
a classification of omen, and astrological texts; a work vi-hich has
never before been attempted ; and a considerable number of impor-
tant extracts are printed in the cuneiform characters.

— Hubert Howe Bancroft, who is spending the winter with his-

family in the City of Mexico, has been requested by Gen. Porfirio

Diaz, President of the Republic of Mexico, to write a book on the

resources and development of Mexico, to be published in Spanish
and in English, and to be a true and vivid representation of indus-

trial Mexico as it exists to-day, primarily for presentation at the

BEO-DARWINISM AND NEO-LAMARCKISM.

By LESTER F. WARD.

Annual address of the President of the Biological

Society of Washington delivered Jan. 24, 1891. A
historical and critical review of modern scientific

thought relative to heredity, and especially to the

problem of the transmission of acquired characters.

The following are the several heads involved in the

discussion Status of the Problem, Lamarekism,

Darwinism, Acquired Characters, Theories of He-

redity, Views of Mr. Galton, Teachings of Professor

Weismann, A Critique of "Weismann, I^Neo-Darwin-

ism, Neo-Lamarckism, the American **Scfaool," Ap-

plication to the Human Race. In so far as views

are expressed they are in the main in line with the

general current of American thought, and opposed

to the extreme doctrine of the non-transmissibility

of acquired characters.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

HANDBOOK OF METEOROLOGICAL TABLES.

By Asst. Prof. H. A. Hazen.

127 pp. 8°.

Professor Waldo says : "I heartily recom-

mend them to all workers in meteorology,

and do not see how any of our American

meteorologists can afford to be without a

copy."

Professor Symons of London says :

'

' They

are unquestionably valuable helps, which

must be kept handy, and replaced when

worn out."

Price, postpaid, $1.

I. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.

%w
Rill F Perpetual Calendar.— This
*^"*-^ nover application of the slide-rule

principle shows, in an instant without study or cal-
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A BUSINESS MAN'S HAND-BOOK.
The report of the Postmaster General, just Issued,

states that nearly $2,000,000 In checks, drafts and
money, reached the dead-letter office during the
present year through improper addressing—more
than one-half from New York State. Probably
double this sum. has been lost through delays and
accidents resulting from carelessness In mailing
and correspondence. To reduce these errors to a
minimum, the Government issues THE UNITED
STATES OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE, in an annual
number publisiied in January, and monthly supple-
ment?, a book of 900 pages, coDtainlug three classi-
fied lists of the 66,000 po&t-offlces In the Union, to-
gether wlih postal rules and mall regulations.
Every merchant, wholesale dealer, manufacturer
and professional man having corrcfrpondence, will
flDd the Guide indispensable. It Is aleo of gr«at as-
sistance In translating illegible writings to lawyers,
printers and others. No establishment where ac-
curacy and care are observed as rules is complete
without it. The price of the GUIDE in paper is

SS.00, In cloth, $2.50. Orders In New York State
should be sent to HOME AND COUNTRY, 93 Maiden
Lane, New York; outside of New York State to Geo.
F. Lasher, 1213 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Agents wanted.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
Idfo DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any
subscriber to Science who will send us an
order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting
each at its full price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

THE
AMERICAN GEOLOGIST FOR 1891

BIEFS NEW ATLAS OF THE METROPOLI-

TAN DISTRICT,

will be given to New Subscribers to the

Geologist for $25.00 (which is the regular

price of the Atlas alone) , if ordered through
the Geologist.
For other premiums see the Geologist for

Nov., Dec, and Jan. Address

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Minneapolis, Minn.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE.
A monthly illustrated journal of botany in

all its departments.

25 cents a number, $2.50 a year.

Address
PUBLISHERS BOTANICAL GAZETTE,

Crawfordsville, Ind.

CALENDAR OP SOCIETIES.

Chemical Society, Washington.

Dec. 10.—H. W. Wiley and W. H. Krug,
On so called Floridite; T. M. Chatard, Notes
on Analysis of Phosphate Rocks; I. T.
Davis, Meat Preservatives ; W. F. Hille-
brand and Wm. H. Melville, On the Isomor-
phism and Composition of Thorium and
Uranous Sulphates ; a paper on Midzu Ame
is proposed for the meeting of Jan. 14, 1893.

Biological Society, Washington.

Geo. Marx, On the Structure and Con-
struction of the Geometric Spider Web;
Chas. D. White, Some Peculiar Forms in an
Upland Carboniferous Flora; F. H. Knowl-
ton. Fruiting Ferns from the Laramie Groups
Frederick V. Coville, Review of Kuntze's
Revisio Generum Plantarum; C. W. Stiles,

Notes on Parasites : Spiroptera scutata.

OFWHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?
You can find the answer in

SMITH'S " DICTIONAKY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."

Sent postaid on receipt of |2.80. Publish-

er's price, $3.50.

SCIENCE BOOK AGENCY,
874 Broadway, New York.
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PUBLISHED FORTNIKHXI.'V.
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Send for Sample Copy.

Charles Rohinson, 907 Broadway, N. Y.

the; CATAI.OGirE OF

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
For 1891-82 is for sale by F. W. Christern, 354 Fifth

Ave., New Tork; Damrell & TJpham, 283 WaahingtoQ-
St., Boston ; Charles W. Sever, Cambridge. 49? pp.
Price 75 cents; postpaid 85 cents.

PHYSICAL, MEASUREMENT.
By HiROLD Whiting, Ph.D., formerly instructor.

Harvard University. New Edition, 8vo, 1,22B pages,

$3.75. D. C. HEATH & CO., Putlishers, Boston.
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World's Fair. Mr. Bancroft went south, says The Publisher's

Weekly, to avoid rather than to seek work. Having many warm
friends in that quarter, he had hoped for a brief jieriod of rest

after many years of seveie labor. But when Gen. Diaz made this

request, offering at the same time not only to co-operate with him
in every respect, to give him freely his own views on all important

subjects, but to enlist the co-operation of the chiefs of depart-

ments and Governors of States, he felt that he could not refuse.

Gen. Diaz had shown him many favors in times past; further-

more, the subject had peculiar attractions. He had been over the

same ground historically, and was interested in its later develop-

ment. As in all his publications, Mr. Bancroft will utilize the

labors of able assistants, who have been at work in various parts

of the republic collecting material. Besides these, Mr. George H.
Morrison, Secretary of the History Company of San Francisco,

will at once join Mr. Bancroft in Mexico, and assist in carrying

forward this important undertaking.

— The geographical collection made by the Department of
Geography of the Brooklyn Institute during the years 1889 and
1890, and very greatly increased in value and completeness, will

be exhibited in the Natural History Building in Central Park, New
York, at Fifth Avenue and Sixty-fourth Street, for six weeks, be-
ginning on Dec. 24, at nine o'clock. The exhibilion will occupy
the two main floors of the building; and will be open free to the

public from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., on six days in the week, and until

ten o'clock on Wednesday and Saturday evenings. The exhibition

is given at this time in order to afford teachers, superintendents,

and all others interested in education from all parts of the country,

to visit and study the collection during the holidays, when the
schools are not in session. The exhibition is made undf r the aus-
pices of the New York Teachers' Association, which defrays all

the incidental expenses. The Board of Park Commissioners of
New York have generously contributed the use of the Museum
Building.
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HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking Adapt-
ed to Persons of Moderate and Small Means. By
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. 12mo, 183 pp. Cloth,
40 cents.

No. 1. Healthy Homes and Foods for the Work-
ing-Classes. By Professor C. Vaughan, M.D,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 8vo, 62 pp. Paper, 10 cents.

No. 2. The Sanitary Conditions and Necessities o^
School-Houses and School-Life. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D., Boston, Mass. 8vo, 38 pp. 5 cents.

No. 3. Disinfection and Individual Prophylaxis
against Infectious Diseases. By George M.
Sternberg, M.D., Major and Surgeon U.S.A. 8vo,
40 pp. Paper, 5 cents.

No. 4. The Preventable Causes of Disease, Injury,
and Death in American Manufactories and
Workshops, and the Best Means and Appliances
for Preventing and Avoiding Them, By George
H. Ireland, Springfield, Mass. 8vo, 20 pp. Paper,
5 cents.

The four essays (Nos. |1, 2, 3, 4) iu one volume of
nearly two hundred large octavo pages, thoroughly
indexed. Cloth, 50 cents.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.
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Speech Reading and Articulation

Teaching.

By A. MELVILLE BELL.
Price, 2.5 Cents,

Practical Instructions in the Art of Reading
Speech from the Mouth ; and in the Art of
Teaching Articulation to the Deaf.

[This Work—written at the suggestion of Miss
Sarah Puller, Principal of the Horace Mann School
for the Deaf, Boston, Mass.—is, so far as known, the
first Treatise published on "Speech Reading."]

From Principals ofInstitutions for the Deaf.
" Admirable in its conciseness, clearness and free

dom from technicality."
" The simplicity and perfection of this little book.

" Full of exact and helpful observations."
" A very interesting and valuable work."
" The rules are clearly given and will be of great

utility."
" Every articulation teacher should study it."
"A model of clearness and simplicity, without

having any of the puzzling symbols that trouble the
common mind. . . . The exercises given in speech-
reading from the lips are especially interesting, and
of great importance for the student of phonetics."— Modern Language Notes.

*j(.* The above work may be obtained, by
order, through any bookseller, or post-free
on receipt of price, from

N. D. C. HODGES,
874 Broadway, New YorL

AMERICAN HERO-MYTHS.
A Study In the Native Religions of the

Western Continent.
By D. G. Brinton, M.D. 8°. 51.75.

THE CRADLE OF THE SEMITES.
By D. G. Bkinton, M.D., and Morris Jastrow, Jr.,

Ph.D. 8°. 30 cents.

N, D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York
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DO YOH INTEND TO BUILD?

If you intend to build, it will be a mistake not to send tor "SENSIBI.El.O'W-COST
HOXJSES5" now arranged in three volumes. In them you will find perspective views,
floor plans, descriptions, and estimates of cost for 10.5 tasteful, new designs for
bouses. They also give prices for complete Working Plans, Details, and Specifications,
which enable you to build ivitliont delays, mistakes or quarrels with your build-
er, and which any one can understand. Vol. I. contains 35 copyrighted designs of
houses, costing between $S0O and S1800 Vol. II. contains 35 copyrighted designs, $1800 to,

S3C00. Vol. III. contains 35 copyrighted designs, S3000 to §9000. Price, by mail, SLOCX
each, or $3.00 for the set.

"OOIiONIAli HOU.SES," a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of
houses arranged in the inimitable style of the Colonial Architecture, and having all modern
arrangements for comfort. Price, $2.00."PICTCHESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":—This show
Perspectives and Floor Plans of new designs for Summer Cottages, which are romantic,
convenient, and cheap. Price, $1.00, by mail.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, New York.
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Animals.
"Wesley Scientific Society. "- -

Reviews. - ,

$1.75 Per Year.
To Science subscribers, $1.00 for one year.

' " "
50 cents for six mos.

Sample Copies lO cents.

:ps^2^ch::h]_
A Journal of Entomology, published monthly
by the Cambridge Entomological Club.
$2.00 per year, $5.00 per volume of three
years. Volume VI. began in January, 1891.
Back volumes for sale at $5.00 each. Vol-
ume I. sold only in complete sets.

THE WINNIPEG COUNTRY;
OE,

.ROUGHING IT WITH AH ECLIPSE PARTY.

A. ROCHESTER FELLOW.
(S. H. SCUDDEB.)

With thirty-two Illustrations and a Map.
12°. $1.50.

"The story Is a piquant, good-humored, entertain
ing narrative of a canoe voyage. A neater, prettier
book is seldom seen.^^—Literary World.
" This is a sprightly narrative of personal inci-

dent. The book -will be a pleasant reminder to
many of rough experiences on a frontier which is
rapidly receding."

—

Boston Transcript.
' The picture of our desolate North-western terri-

tory twenty-flve years ago, in contrast with its
civilized aspect to-day, and the pleasant features of
the writer's stjle, constitute the claims of his little
book to present attention."

—

The Dial.

•JUST READY.

TBE LABRADOR COAST.
A Journal of two Summer Cruises to that

region; with notes on its early discovery,
on the Eskimo, on its physical geography
geology and natural history, together with
a bibliography of charts, works and articles
relating to the civil and natural history of
the Labrador Peninsula.

By ALPHEUS SPRING PACKARD, M.D., Ph.D
8°, 513 pp., $3.50.

NEW BOOKS.
JUST PUBLISHED

FOSSIL RESINS.
This book is the result of an attempt to

collect the scattered notices of fossil resins,
exclusive of those on amber. The work is of
interest also on account of descriptions given
of the insects found embedded in these long-
preserved exudations from early vegetation.

By CLARENCE LOWN and HENRY BOOTH.
13°. $1.

THE AMERICAN RACE:
By DANIEL G. BRINTON, M.D.

" The book is one of unusual interest and value.'''

—

Inter Ocean.
" Dr. Daniel G. Brinton writes as the acknowledged

authority of the &ub^Qcty—Philadelphia Press.
" The work will be of genuine value to all who

wish to know the substance of what has been found
out about the indigenous Americans."

—

Nature.
"A masterly discussion, and an example of the

successful education of the powers of observation
""

—Ph iladelphia Ledger.

Price, postpaid, $2.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RACES AND PEOPLES.
"The book is good, thoroughly good, and will long

remain the best accessible elementary ethnography
in our language. ""''—rfte Christian tfniun.
"We strongly recommend Dr. Brinton's * Races

and Peoples ' to both beginners and scholars. We
are not aware of any other recent work on the
science of which it treats in the English language."
—Asiatic Quarterly.
"His book is an excellent one, and we can heartily

recommend it as an introducfcoiy manual of ethnol-
ogy-"—TAe Monist.
"A useful and really interesting work, which de-

serves to bo widely read and studied both in Europe
and America."—^Wg/tfon. (Eng.) Herald.
"This volume is most stimulating. It is written

with great clearness, so that anybody can under-
stand, and while in some ways, perforce, superficial,
grasps very well the complete field of humanity."—
The Neio York Times.
"Dr. Brinton invests his scientific illustrations and

measurements with an indescribable charm of nar-
ration, so that 'Races and Peoples.' avowedly a rec-
ord of discovered facts, is in reality a strong stim-
ulant to the imagination."—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"The work is indispensable to the student who re-

quires an intelligent guide to a course of ethno-
graphic reading."

—

Philadelphia Times.

Price, postpaid, $1,75.

THE MODERN MALADY ; or, Suf-

ferers from 'Nerves.'
An introduction to public consideration,

from a non-medical point of view, of a con-
dition of ill-health which is increasingly
prevalent in all ranks of society. In the
first part of this work the author dwells on
the errors in our mode of treating Neuras-
thenia, consequent on the wide ignorance of
the subject which still prevails; in the sec-
ond part, attention is drawn to the principal
causes of the malady. The allegory forming
the Introduction to Part I. gives a brief his-
tory of nervous exhaustion and the modes of
treatment which have at various times been
thought suitable to this most painful and try-
ing disease.

By CYRIL BENNETT.
13°, 184 pp., §1.50.

NOW READY.

THE RADIOMETER.
By DANIEL S. TROY.

This contains a discussion of the reasons
for their action and of the phenomena pre-
sented in Crookes' tubes.

Price, postpaid, 50 cents.
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Fact and Theory Papers
I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON-
SUMPTION. By GODFBBT W. Hambleton, M.D.
ia°. 40c.
" The Inestimable importance of the subject, the

eminence of the author, and the novelty of his wort,
all combine to render the little treatise worthy of
special consideration. . . . We heartUy commend
Dr. Hambleton's booklet, and wiah there were more
such works."—Editorial, Boston haily Advertiser.

'• The moDOgraph Is interesting in style, scholarly
and well worthy of careful consideration. It is de-
void of technical expressions, and can be easily read
and digested."—PAarmaceMiica; Era.

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD."
By Apfleton Morgan, Esq. VV. ao ceats.
"Mr. Morgan founds a sensible and loterestlng

address upon a text furnished by a sentence from
a young ladles' magazine ; namely, ' Browning and
Ibsen are the only really dramatic authors of their
century.' "—New York Sun.

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. Bv
C. F. Cox. W. 75 cents.

'

"To be commended to those who are not speclal-
Ista.'''—Christian Union.
" Physicians will enjoy their reading, and And in

them much food for thought."—S«. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.
" Mr. Cox reviews the history of his subject with

knowledge and aiill."—Open Court.
" It is of extreme Interest."—Jlfedicaf Age
" Worttiy of a careful peruBa,]."—Indiana Mediea

Journal.
"An Interesting and popular account of the ten-

dencies of modern biological thought."—PojjM/a)-
Science News.
"All Interested In biological questions will find

the book t&Bo\nB,tlng."—Pharmaceutical Era.
" The author displays a very comprehensive grasp

of bis subject."—Pm6Z!c Opinion.
"Deserves the attention of students of natural

science. "

—

Critic.

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO-LUMBIAN TIMES. By CtruS THOMAS. 1S°. $1.
Dr. Thomas has already presented to the public

some reasons tor believing the Cherokees were
mound-builders, but additional evidence bearing
on the subject has been obtained. A more carefiil
study of the Delaware tradition respecting the Tal-
leg vi satisfies htm that we have in the Bark Record(Walam Olum) Itself proof that they were Chero-
kees. Ue thinks the mounds enable us to trace back
their line of migration even beyond their residerce
in Ohio to the western bank of the Mississippi The
object is therefore threefold: 1. An iliust ation of
the reverse method o! dealing with prehistoric sub-
jects; 2. Incidental proof that some of ttie Indians
were mound- btUiders; 3. A study of a single tribe in
the light of the mound testimony. This work will be
an important contribution to the literature of the
t olumblan discovery which will doubtless appear
during the coming two years.
"A valuable contribulon to the question, 'Who

were the mound-builders ? ' "

—

New Yorl: Times
"Professor Cyrus Thomas undertakes to ti-aoe

back the evidences of a single Indian tribe Into the
prehlstorlcor mound-bulldlng age."—jy F Sun

•' An interesting paper."—CArjsiian Union.

V. JHE TORNADO. By H. A. Hazen.
" The little book is extremely interesting."—Bos-

ion Transcript.
" A book which will find many readers. The

chapter on ' Tornado Insurance ' is of Interest to
all property-holders In the tornado States."—Bosfon
Herald.

•'
' The Tornado' is a popular treatise on an Impor-

tant province cf meteorology. In which science the
author. Professor Hazeu ot the United States Signal
Service, may be regarded as an expert." -Philadel-
phia Ledger.

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTALPHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTBOW 12° 50c" All students of psychology will find the book full
of interesting facts. Professor Jastrow's good qual-
ities as a thinker and as a writer are tco well aud
too widely known to require comment."—Public
Opinion.

'• A useful work for psychologists—as well as the
general reader— by setting forth in brief and easUy
intelligible form the present state of knowledge in
regard to the time required for the performance of
mental acts."—TAe Critic.

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. Bv
Mart Tatlor Bissell. 12°. 75 cents.
" A sensible brochure."

—

Brooklyn Eagle.
"Practical and sensible."—Putiic Opinion.
" The advice and excellent information which It

contains are tersely and Intelligently expressed "—
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
" Practical and simply vrrltten."—Springfield Re-

publican.
" The best monograph on home hygiene "—Si

Louis Globe-Democrat.

In Preparation.
VIII. THE FIRST YEAR OF CHILD-
HOOD. By J. Mark Baldwin.

N. D. C. HODGES, a74 Broadway, New York.
^5 1 9^ 4
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